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APPRECIATING HUMAN LIFE

~ life comes from precedent life; a rule
known as the "law of biogenesis."
It all emanates from one primal source,
God the Creator, even as the Bible shows:
"For with you [God] is the source of life."
And as far as we are concerned, life is a
conditional gift, even as it was for the
first man Adam.-Ps. 36:9; Gen. 2:17.
God sets a very high value on life, and
those who would continue to enjoy it must
do likewise. As his Son Jesus once asked:
"What benefit will it be to a man if he
gains the whole world but forfeits his life?
or what will a man give in exchange for
his life?" Absolutely nothing; for what
good could all this world be to one who is
dead?-Matt. 16:26, 'l'nar.
Today, more than ever before, men
prize life lightly. Especially is this true of
modern youth. For the sake of thrills some
of them readily risk their own life and that
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of others. They do not hesitate to kill a
person for the sake of a' few dollars, nor
to settle gang disputes by homicide, nor
even to murder members of their own fam~
ily because of some petty grievance
Of course, totalitarian rulers never did
have any regard for human life. Nazi ~r~
many with its slaughter of millions of
Jews; godless Russia with its countless
purges and its rape of Hungary; communist China with its systematic slaughter
of hundreds of thousands of "enemies of
the people," all testify to that fact.
Included also must be those whose very
profession involves the taking of human
life. Thus British General Montgomery
in his Memoirs, just recently published,
wrote: "The frightful casualties appalled
me. The so.called 'good fighting generals'
of the war appeared to be those who had
a complete disregard for human Ufe."
Truly, as regards the preciousness of life,
'God's thou&hts are not man's thoughts,
neither are man's ways God's ways.' (Isa.
55 :8) He, the Giver of life, values it so
highly that he decreed the principle of "life
for life." That it applies to all mankind is
apparent from the fact that God stated it
in the rainbow covenant that he gave to
our ancestors who survived the great Deluge: "From the hand of every living creature shall I ask it back; and from the hand
of man, from the hand of one who is his
3

brother. shall I ask back the soul of man.
Anyone shedding,man's blood, by man will
his own blood be shed."-Gen. 9:5, 6.
In fact, in God's law to Moses not even
the accidental manslayer was let go scot
free. He had to take asylum in one of the
refuge cities until the death of the high
priest, which may have involved as much
as forty years. More than that, if the judges
were convinced that in times past he had
hated the -man he accidentally killed, his
accidental manslaughter charge would be
changed to first liegree murder and he
would be executed.-Num. 35:9~29; Deut.
4:41,42.
There was a time when man's greed
made human life seem extremely cheap.
Thus in England some 150 years ago death
was the penalty for stealing five shillings
or more. Late in 1958, however, there was
such world~wide indignation over the sen~
tence of death passed upon an American
Negro for having stolen $1.95 that the
governor of his state commuted the sentence to life imprisonment.
While there can be no justification for
capital punishment in such cases, it does
appear, in view of Scriptural principles,
that the pendulum has swung the other
way. Thus the New York Times, October
27, 1958, told of a "terrifyingly real" and
"extremely unpleasant" television program
of the day before which, "by pure shock,"
"by an almost morbid attention to detail"
and "with almost agonizing deliberation,"
did all it could to discredit capital punishment.
Typical also is the position taken by Wilbur G. Katz, University of Chicago Law
School professor. According to him capital
punishment serves no purpose, does not act
as a deterrent and therefore "there is no
justification for this form of retribution,
scientifically or theologically. "-The ChTi.8~
tian CentuT1/, September 24, 1958.
4

That capital punishment is not "scientific" cannot be dogmatically stated so long
as some of the world's leading law enforce~
ment officers are in favor of it. If it were
uniformly invoked it would be the deter~
rent that God's Word indicates it is; which
fact also disposes of "theological" objec~
tion to it.-Deut.19:20.
But is there not always the danger that
an innocent person may be put to death on
the testimony of false witnesses, as Naboth
was? (1 Ki. 21:1~16) True, and that is
why God's law required that false witnesses be punished with the same penalty
they sought to have inflicted upon others.
Further, this highlights the responsibility
resting upon the judiciary to satisfy themselves as to the facts and the integrity of
the witnesses.-Deut.·19: 21.
Logic alone should tell us that when one
man irrevocably deprives another of liter~
ally everything, such a man should not be
permitted the opportunity to do the same
to any other human creature; and the only
way to prevent his ever doing it again is
to take fr6m him what he took from an~
other, his life.
In finding fault with capital punishment"
for murder are we not being governed by
sentiment rather than logic and justice?
Is not the Giver of life, the Most High God,
Perfect in WIsdom, justice and love, in the
best position to state what is the proper
penalty for one who deliberately takes the
life of another? In finding fault with this
penalty are we not finding fault with God?
Is it not his Word that plainly states that
'man was to be in God's image' byexecut·
ing the murderer? (Gen. 9:6) Surely! So
let us get a proper balance between our
justice and love of neighbor. Let us adjust
our sympathies and thinking according to
God's higher ways and thoughts, for they
cannot be improved upon by us.
..1WAKEl

N 1856 a South Afri~
can native by the
name. of Umlanjeni con~
vi need a number of
tribes that if they would
slaughter all their cattle, destroy their corn
and refrain from plant.:.
ing more crops, their
ancestors would rise up
and drive the English
into the sea. He also
claimed that his visions revealed droves of had false visions and have preached them
cattle that belonged to their ancestors com- with ardent zeal. Some were the founders
of great religious sects that
ing over the hills to them.
Each man would have as
have multitudes of devotees
WhOI i. the protection ogo;n,' re\;g;ou, de<eplion? Who i, behind
many as he wanted, protoday who cling tenaciously
religio'" fol.ehood~?
vided that he had the space.
to their founders' falseBesides that, the corn pits
hoods. They may be very
would be miraculously fiUed,. The tribes sincere, but their sincerity does not make
who believed this self-styled prophet were their beliefs the truth. It does not alter
the fact that they arc being deluded.
deceived and suffered greatly.
In the ancient civilizations of Egypt and
It may be difficult fOf some people to
Babylon
the priestly class perpetuated the
understand how anyone could be so gullible
as to fall victim to such obvious falsel}ood. religious falsehoods that enslaved the peoBut they fail to realize that religious ig- ple. They taught the people to worship
lowly animals, birds, reptiles and insects as
norance opens the door to easy deception. well as lifeless stone images. They even
When a people are taught that their dead claimed that the king was an incarnate god.
ancestors are still alive, should it seem
Regarding the kings of Egypt Sir James
ridiculous to them to say that their an- Frazier, in his book The Golden Bough,
cestors will deliver them and feed them? said: ~'In the course of his existence the
It may be that Umlanjeni was convinced king of Egypt exhausted an the possible
that his visions were true. If so, he was conceptions of divinity which the Egypthe victim of even greater deceivers than tians had frame? for themselves. A superhe was.
human god by his birth and by his royal
There have been many men who have office, he became the deified man after his
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death. Thus all that W8!t known of the dl· fear they induced whole nations to believe
vine was summed up in him."
them.
As centuries passed, their false religious
During the time of the Chinese empire
so many persons mtJde claims of being in- teachings became so deeply ingrained in
carnate gods that the government deemed the people that no one dared to question
it ildVlsable to keep a watch on them by them. The teachings had become sacred
requiring them -to register with the Colo- tradition. The person reared in them clung
nial 01Ilee at Peking. Some one hundred to them because his forefathers did. Thus
Satan's religious yoke became firmly fasand sixtY signed for a license.
The folly of worshiping a man as a god
should be evident, yet it is still done today
in many parts of the. earth. Certainly the
persons who worship men, animals, and
lifeless images of stone, metal and plaster
have become, as the Bible states, "emptyheaded in their reasonings."-Rom. 1; 21.

tened upon the necks of the majority of
mankind, and his priestly agents bent every
effort and art of deception to keep it there.
Like their invisible father, these agents
put on the appearance of being ministers
of righteousness, servants of a great enlightener. To impress the people they
cloaked themselves with an atmosphere of
mystery, often dressing in elaborate robes
and putting on showy processions and impressive ceremonies. It was all very impressive to the eye and to the emotions.
When Christ was on earth he identified
the religious leaders of his day as being
of this group of deceivers. He called them,
and rightly so, an "offspring of vipers,"
because Satan, the great Serpent, was their
father. They were his seed. Christ pointedly said to them: "You are from your father the Devil and you wish to do the desires of your father." He could see through
their cloak of piety and knew them for
what they were.-Matt. 23:33; John 8:44.
The apostle Paul -spoke about them and
the mastermind of deception behind them.
He said: "And no wonder, for Satan himself keeps transforming himself into an angel of light. It is therefore nothing great
if his ministers also keep transforming
themselves into ministers of righteousness.
But their end shall be according to their
works."-2 Cor. 11:14, 15.

The MaBternUnd of False Religion
It is written in the Bible that "the whole
world is lying in the power of the wicked
one." (1 John 5:19) That wicked one is
the spirit" prince of darkness who is identified in the Bible as Satan, "the god of this
system of things." (2 Cor. 4:4) From the
very earliest of times Satan has sought to
corrupt man's worship by every conceivable means. He began his career of deception back in the garden of Eden. Eve foolishly believed him, to her own undoing.
Since that day he has continued to masquerade as one who enlightens and liberates., He inspired the formation of false_
religions with the aim of turning all mankind away from the undefiled worship of
the Creator, Jehovah God. He chose earthly agents and gave them inspired expressions that deceived many people.
The men who served as leaders in the
devil-inspired religions became masters of
deception like their invisible ruler. They
employed every possible trick to delude
people into believing their monstrous lies.
As expert propagandists they appealed to Satan's Seed Still at Work
Because Christendom bears the name of
emotions, not to reason. They asserted
their falsehoods over and over again, gen- Christ it does not mean she is Christian.
eration after generation. By repetition and Her violent and bloody history bears that
6
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out. The apostle Paul foretold "that in lat~
er periods of time some will fan away from
the faith, paying attention to misleading in~
spired utterances and teachings of demons,
by the hypocrisy of men who-speak lies."
-1 Tim.4:1,2.
As the years passed after the death of
the last apostle the Christian organization
became corrupted by men who heeded the
inspired utteran~es of persons under de~
mon influence. Many fell away from the
pure Christian faith and began adopting
the old pagan teachings, symbols, ceremo~
nies, holydays, robes and so forth that were
popular ill'the world. Christendom had her
beginning with these apostates who sought
friendship with the political state. The
adopting of paganisms was an attempt at
fusing Christian truth with the falsehoods
Satan had inspired during the preceding
centuries. This required a clever warping
of Christian doctrine. Thus Christendom
became a deceptive instrument in the
hands of the great deceiver.
Her religious leaders are little different
from those of ancient times. Even though
the Bible warns that "friendship with the
world is enmity with God," they seek that
friendship. They love to have influence
with political leaders and to exercise au~
thority over the people.-Jas. 4:4.
They have shown no love for the Bible.
While some of them have kept it away
from the people under their control, others
have ridiculed it, and still others have
made it appear confusing and contradic~
tory by their attempts to harmonize it with
pagan doctrines. On top of that they have
tried to silence God's modern~day servants.
What Jesus said to the religious leaders of
his day can also be said to them: "You
shut up the kingdom of the heavens before
mankind; for you yourselves do not go in,
neither do you permit those on their way
in to go in."-Matt. 23:13.
JANUARY 8, 1959

The Truth Makes Free
Long ago Jehovah God saw the need to
provide written information to guide mankind in the way of pure worship and truth.
The Bible was the result. Its truths free
people from the bondage of false religion
and safeguard them from deceptions by
Satan and his religious agents. It contains
the truth of which Jesus spoke when he
said: "You will know the truth, and the
truth will set you free."-John 8:32.
If those natives in South Africa who
were deluded by Umlanjeni had been
taught the truths of the Bible they would
not have been misled into expecting their
ancestors to drive out the English and to
give them cattle and corn. They would
have known that the dead know nothing
and can do nothing. (Eccl. 9:10) The people of Christendom would also benefit from
an accurate knowledge of the Bible. They
would not be confused by pagan teachings,
deceived by self-righteous religious leaders,
misled by emotion and appearances or destroyed at the coming battle of Armaged~
don.
The liberating truths of the Bible are being preached world-wide today by Jeho~
vah's witnesses, much to the consternation
of the world's religious leaders. Hundreds
of thousands of people are being set free
from bondage to superstitions and to religious falsehoods.
Satan, his demon hosts and his earthly
ministers have proved to be masters of deception. They have corrupted the worship
of multitudes. But the time is at hand when
their activities will be terminated by AI~
mighty God. For the benefit of those who
have not as yet separated themselves from
Satan's vast system of false religion the
divine command rings out: "Get out of her,
my people, if you do not want to share with
her in her sins, and if you do not want to
receive part of her plagues."-Rev. 18:4.
7

Until recent times inhumane methods of
leprosy control existed in Asia and in Africa, where a leper might be burned or buried alive. In old England a leper was re~
garded as literally dead. A burial service
was read over him and dirt thrown upon
him as he knelt beside a freshly dug grave.
Thus he was declared legally dead and his
posse,ssions went to his heirs. For an exiled leper to stray beyond set boundaries meant certain death. Even if
a healthy stranger wandered too near
the leper camp, he was thrown into
it and made to share the lot of the
afflicted. Leprous persons carried bells
with them with which
they warned others of
their approach. When
the bell was heard, the
people fled in terror of
their lives. To be af·
flicted with leprosy was
regarded as a fate
worse than death.
From generation to
<i,.;< "~
;":EPROSY is c~lled "the most ~align~d generation fears and superstitions asso·
: ", ' and most misunderstood dIsease In ciated with the disease were passed along
until men everywhere dreaded the sight of
" ',> ,-\ all the world." For centuries men
have looked upon leprous persons with a leprous person. In Louisiana in the Unit·
horror, as people cursed of God, probably ed States, a leper's house was burned to
because God struck certain adults, namely, the ground because the townspeople did
Moses' sister Miriam, and Elisha's servant not want him or his family around. \\Then
Gehazi, and King Uzziah of Jerusalem, a missionary in India got the disease, her
with leprosy because" of disobedience to relatives in California, who had not seen
God's laws and arrangements. The ancient her for years, were ostracized and not
nation of Israel wisely and humanely quar- allowed to go to church. In Norway and
antined the afflicted ones to limit the Sweden a marriage may be annulled if eispread of the disease described in Levit- ther of the parties to it was unaware at
iClls, .chapter 13. But elsewhere victims the time of marriage that the other was
of the disease were banished from society. afflicted with leprosy. Denmark has a simi~
They were made to wander about in un- lar law. In Argentina and Mexico lepers
inhabited wastelands, and they sustained who are aliens are forbidden to enter the
themselves by eating roots and berries and country.
Leprosy is a disease, not a curse of God.
an occasional offering left in a conspicuIt is not a killer, but if neglected or left
ous place by some charitable soul.
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untreated it can be a contributory cause
of death. It is one of the oldest diseases
known to man. Some authorities blame the
Phoenician sailors and the Crusaders for
spreading it aroWld the world. It was solidly entrenched in Ireland and England in
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Some
claim that "a quarter of the population of
England at one time had leprosy." However, when the Black Plague swept through
Europe it struck the lepers hard, leaving
only a few alive. These were quarantined,
and by the middle of the thirteenth century Europe was largely free of leprosy.
The best estimates place current leprosy
cases in the world at from 7,000,000 to
:20,000,000 victims, most of them residing in Asia and Africa, Central and South
America. The number of cases in the
United States is said to be from 1,500 to
3,000, mostly in Louisiana, Texas, Florida
and southern California.

"Feebly Communicable"

in Manila, in-the more than 260 years that
they handled leprous persons, no physician,
nurse or attendant has ever contracted. the
disease. In some sixty years of Carville's
history (the only hospital for the care and
treatment of leprosy in the continental
United States, located at Carville, Louisiana), no doctor, lJO nurse, no visitor has
ever become infected. Only one employee
contracted the disease during that period
and he was found to have been exposed to
it as a child. In many cases husbands and
wives have lived together for half a lifetime, and one has not given the disease to
the other. At Carville a leprous woman
bore her husband elev~n children and neither he nor the children were infected.
There have been at least 145 certified deliberate attempts to inoculate the disease
on adult humans and no inoculation has
taken effect. It has been impossible so far
to culture the bacilli artificially or to inoculate animals with it. Therefore,' in the medical world, leprosy is generally referred to
as "feebly communicable."

How infectious is leprosy? At one time
it was believed that anything a leper
touched was a source of contagion. Today it is actually thought to be the
most difficult of all bacilli to trans- ""... "
mit. It is fOWld now that it is almost impossible to catch leprosy
except at an early age in locations where the disease is
."
endemic, where it thrives
and perpetuates its,elL
Leprosy is said to be
at least a hundred
times less infectious than tuberculosis, a disease to which
leprosy is akin.
According to
Dr. M. Carron
of the San Lazaro Hospital
JANUARY 8, 1959
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ChUdren Most Susceptible

Like polio, leprosy strikes primarily chil~
dren and adolescents. But even a child must
be exposed to leprosy repeatedly to contract it. In the lepros8.l'ium at Fort de
France nearly 50 percent of the patients
are under twenty years old and more than
25 percent !lnder fourteen. Experts say that
unless you are exposed to leprosy as a
child, "it is a 99.9 per cent scientific certainty you could not get it now whatever
you did."
To date it is not defiJlitely known how
ieprosy is passed along. One theory is that
it is transmitted from person to person
through the nasal passages after long and
intimate contact, such as from nursing
mother to child. Once the disease is contracted it lies dormant and it may be from
one to .twenty years before it breaks out.
Usually when some breakdown in body
h{!alth takes place, the germ awak{!ns and
begins its hideous task. It is generally recognized today that a higher standard of
living, improvement of nutrition and better
methods of hygiene are actual bulwarks
against the disease.
Since infants and young children are
most susceptible to the germ, exposure of
young children, especially within an infectious household, promotes a serious healthhazard. That is why children are often taken
from the parents at birth and placed in
preventoria, or special homes wnere they
are kept from contact with infection to
which they may be especially prone. In
Argentina it is stipulated that infants born
of leprous parents should be isolated at
birth and kept under long-term observation either in day nurseries or in asylums.
In Brazil and Portugal provision is made
for the isolation of infants at birth; the
children are removed to a foster family or
to a preventorium. In the Belgian Congo
healthy children of leprous parents may be
placed under the guardianship of the state.

10

Authorities state that none of the children
who were taken away from their parents
at birth had developed leprosy.
Symptoms and Hopeful Cure

Once the germs invade the system and
become active they can be found throughout the whole body. The disease prOcess,
however, shows a predilection for certain
parts of the body. Most of the symptoms
are referable to the skin and nerveS. Dr.
Edwin I{. Chung-hoon said: "This disease
preys 011 the nerves. It coats the nerves
like barnacles on a ship's bottom. We
must sctape those nerves at times." The
sloughed-off fingers, caved-in nose and toes
that are eaten away are advanced cases of
leprosy. Early cases show telltale patches
of gray on the shoulders and legs. The patient has intermittent fever, and livid tubercles of various sizes appear on the face,
ears and extremities. There is a loss of
sensatioIl in the affected areas. When more
than ten years elapse after the attack of
leprosy, the disease becomes virtually incurable. But the chances for cure are excellent if treatment is begun shortly after
the symptoms appear.
The most widely used medication against
leprosy for a long time was chaulmoogra
oil, derived from the nut of a tropical tree.
Sodium hydnocarpate and ethyl hydnocarpate were also employed in treatment of
leprosy and have lessened its terro.rs somewhat. However, leprosy treatments with
drugs have developed mostly in the past
seventeen, years. At the end of World
War II came the sulfones, such as diasone,
promacetin and sulphetrone. Dr. T. F. Davey of the 'British Leprosy Research Unit
in Eastern Nigeria has just reported that
a new drug caned eiba 1906 appears very
promising in the treatment of leprosy.
Since the discovery of the sulfone drugs in
1941, a number of leprosaria have almost
completely abandoned the use of chau1AWAKE!

are the ones that are suffering the advanced ravages of leprosy. All the other
patients have their own cottages along
nicely kept streets and live nonnal married lives. They possess automobiles, have
television sets and radios. They also enjoy
the latest of movies twice a week in an
up-to-date theater equipped with a wide
screen. Patients earn from fifty to seventy
cents an hour doing odd jobs around the
peninsula. Children are conspicuous by
their absence from the village of Kalaupapa. They are taken from their mothers
at birth and given to the family of the
patients to be raised. Children are born
normal but cannot be allowed to live with
their parents, as leprosy is contagious to
children up to about the age of fifteen.
In the various leprosaria there are patients too crippled to walk, but these
patients lost most of their feet before
the days of the sulfazone drugs. Doctors
say that seldom does the disease get this
far any more. In fact, a person who sub.jects himself to treatment in the early
stages of the disease is almost sure to J3ee
it stopped in from one to five years. But
Viait to a Leper Colony
what is that compared to a lifetime of banOn April 24, 1958, Jehovah's witnesses ishment from society?
made their first visit to the leper colony
Leprosy is not only curable today, but
at Kalaupapa, Molokai, in the Hawaiian Isit does not disfigure the patient if promptly
lands. Visits to Kalaupapa are limited and
restricted to members of the family of pa- and properly treated. Even for those who
tients and persons on official business. have experienced disfigurement there is
These ministers felt privileged indeed to hope. A missing nose or a mouth cruelly
be able to bring the good news of Jehovah's twisted can be improved greatly by plastic
established kingdom to this pancake-like surgery. In this way victims of the disease
peninsula, which is almost inaccessible to may be helped to rejoin society some day.
the outside world.
Kalaupapa, they report, is a small village Rise in Leper Cases
Victims of the disease, hearing of the
not unlike any other small town in the
United States. It has its own police and better treatment accorded lepers and of the
fire departments, theater, hospital, post hopeful prospects of getting cured, have
office, garages, grocery stores, department by the tens of thousands come out of their
store and many other facilities. The only hiding places to declare themselves for
patients that are confined to the hospital treatment. At least 'half who had been hidmoogra oil. The new drugs are taken intravenously or in tablet form and Are sensationallyeffective.
From Durban, South Africa, there are
announcements of a phenomenal number
of cures. After three years' use, a total of
74 percent of the patients at Mkambati
institution in Pondolond have been discharged. At Emjanyan, 57 percent have
been cured. About 15 percent of Carville's
patients are discharged yearly. At San
Pablo de Loreto, Peru's largest Jeper colony, on the bank of the Amazon, discharged its first patients in 1955 as cured.
The encouraging reports have inspired
an entirely new approach to the leprosy
problem. Paraguay pioneered in modifying
its leprosy laws to permit those who had
noninfectious cases to live normal lives
while under treatment. This step has been
described by Dr. Sousa-Lima, the World
Health Organization leprosy consultant in
the Americas, as "a Magna Carta for leprosy patients, a guarantee that they will
be treated not as social outcasts but as
human beings."
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ing their fears and their symptoms proved
not to have leprosy at all. They were suf·
fering from yaws and other diseases, which
often yielded to a single shot of penicillin.
As patients began taking the new drugs
they could not believe their own eyes when
they saw their 'flesh firming up, the heavi~
ness leaving their faces and the absence of
new lesions. What joy swept their faces!
Other lepers' seeing and hearing of the
change were thus coaxed out of hiding into
the open. This explains the rise in cases
of leprosy in recent years. This increased
number is called good, not bad news, because it means that victims of leprosy, so
long shunted into isolation or secret shame
by ancient fears, are now coming forward
voluntarily to disclose their ailment and
seek treatment. In Burma there were 2,000
known leprosy cases in 1951; now there are
close to 200,000. In the Belgian Congo
there were some 60,000 a few years ago;
now there are 250,000 known leprosy vic·
tims. In Nigeria there were 52,000 patients
in 1953; now there are close to 200,000.
In French West Africa there are an esti·
mated half million lepers among a population of 20,000,000. Hope of a cure has
brought these secret sufferers out of hiding, which has worked to the good of all
concerned. As with other infectious diseases, the aim is to discover cases as soon
as possible in order to control the spread
of infection and in order to give the patient
, the benefit of the treatment.

Bringing Leprosy Under Control
The United Nations committees are making a special ,effort to bring this dreaded
disease under control in the next few years.
Dr. D. J. M. Mackenzie, the district medical officer of Kaduna, the capital of northern Nigeria, spoke hopefully of bringing
the disease under control in those parts
within ten years. Authorities say that, if
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this disease is handled with intelligent understanding and not in response to popular
fears and superstitions, it can be stamped
out completely in two generations or less.
Leprophobia, that is, fear of leprosy,
is perhaps much more infectious and more
often causes greater harm than the disease
itself. The big problem today is educating
society to accept the cured patients. When
a cured victim of the disease was asked
why he had not left the leprosarium, he
replied: "My story is that of many of us.
I could leave, but there was nowhere to go.
No one wants to hire a cured leper. No one
wants to work with a cured leper. People
do not believe the doctor's papers." Out
of 264 patients hospitalized with leprosy,
over two hundred remained at Kalaupapa
through preference. Living as a leper in a
nonleprous world was just too hard on
them.
Because Dr. Gerhard A. Hansen discovered the germ that is generally recognized
as the cause of the disease, the disease
began to be called by his name-Hansen's
disease. Today leprosy is officially known
as Hansen's disease. Victims of the disease
prefer to call it that, because the name
"Hansen's disease" has none of the stigma
that is associated with the dreaded name
"leprosy." Victims also prefer to be caIled
"Hansenotics" instead of lepers.
With the help of an enlightened press
and the medical world's better-understanding of the leprosy problem, the age-old
s]lperstitions and fears along with the stigma that has attached itself to the disease
are gradually being removed. In leprosaria
today, th'e despair of doom that was once
written on the faces of lepers has giv6n
place to the laughter of hope. Especial1y is
that so among those who are learning of
God's new world of righteousness, where
every trace of distress-producing disease
will be erased from the lives of humankind.
AWAKE!

EA
HAT a transformation would
come over the world if
water could be used as
a fuel! Burning water
to get heat and power for cities
and industries sounds fantastic. Yet
this dream of the centuries ha:-;
now become a possibility and in a

W

MAN MADE
SUNS

few yeal's' time it may become
commonplace.

WatE'!" consists of two gases, 1\vo
parts of hydrogen to on(' of oxygen. From
hydrogen, the isotope- heavy hydrogen or'
(k'tlll't'ium ran be extracted. This is a fueL
According to John Maddox, scientific COl'respondent of the Manchester Guardian,
"a two-gallon bucketful of water contains
about a fifth of a gramme of deuterium,
or 'heavy hydrogen.' This is about enough
of the gas-which chemically is indistinguishable from ordinary hydrogen-to fill
a man's lungs. When it becomes possible
to extract all the thermonuC'lcar power
from it we shall be able to win from one
bucketful of \Vat(,f roughly as much energy
as can now be got by burning two tons of
coal. In other words, an ordinary family,
living in a small modern housl', will be
able to keep warm for a \vhole year on
the deutprium in a bucket of wuter. Thl'
amount of water used in a single day I'm'
washing and drinking will be ('noLlgh to
supply it with fLlel fot' more than a ('('11tury. The rain that falls on Britain in
an average year \vill contain deuterium
enough to supply the country with fuel at
its present rate of consumption fOl' Clbout
sixty million years."
Fuels such as v·;ood, coal and oil al'e
limited in quantity. Even fiss:onable fuels
~uranium and thol'ium--i'lH' not as easy
.JAVUARY
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By "Awakel" corresPQ"Clent In Great Britain

to get at and as plentiful as water. Maddox
says: "Tht:' ocearls contain some 330 million cubic miles of water. If we were to extract all the deuterium from this mass of
water, and then to burn it as a thermonuclear fucl, the energy we should win
would be equivalent to 500,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 tons of coal. This would
last the world
. for about a hundred
million million years. This interval of time,
it will be noticed, is about thirty thousand
times as great. as the estimated age of the
solar system. Clearly, there is no conceivable way in which we could use up deuterium in a thermonuclear furnace in such a
\vay that. we could make a perceptible dif·
ference to the world's stock of it."
When will a machine be made that will
burn deuterium? Experimental machine"
for this purpose have already been made.
The biggest and most successful so far was
built [01' the British Atomic Energy Establishment at Harwell, England, and is
known as ZC'ta (Zero Energy Thermonuclear Assembly). The machine reproctuC'es in miniature the vast and complicated pmver production going on inside the
sun. In other words, thermonuclear power
s1 <ltions of thf' future will be small art i1>'>,

tidal suns built by human hands on our
planet earth.
How does a deuterium-burning power
plant work? The burning of deuterium involves the fusion, or fusing together, of
two elements with a consequent release of
energy. This is exactly opposite to fission,
the principle used in generating atomic
energy. Fission splits a heavy element such
as uranium into lighter elements. This produces atomic energy, but it also produces
radioactive fallout and this is deadly. Fusion, however, has no such deadly wasM
products. As a power agent, fusion is therefore more attractive than fission.

direct hits, while the hits at sub-fusion
speeds are not lost, since the heat arising
from the impacts is merely transferred
from nuclei to nuclei. Thermal- or heatmeans is thus the prime agency for producing nuclear energy.

Star Temperatures
This raises the question, How much heat
would be needed in the thermonuclear power station? To produce as much energy as
a nuclear reactor would use, or to "break
even," as the scientists say, a temperature
of 100,000,000 degrees centigrade would be
needed. Prior to 1950 the highest temperature ever recorded in a laboratory was
30,000 degrees. In fact, the temperature on
Heat to Cause Fusion
A deuterium atom consists of one neu- the outside surface of the sun is a mere
tron held tightly to another atomic par- six to twelve thousand degrees. Yet, from
ticle called a proton. The powerful mutual more than ninety million miles away it
attraction of these two particles, however, can burn a man on a clear summer day.
operates to repel like particles in other Estimates of the inside temperature of the
atoms of deuterium in the same way as sun range from fifteen to forty million deopposite poles of a magnet attract one an- grees. But our sun is one of the smaller
other, whereas like poles mutually repel. and cooler suns or stars. The interiors of
To bring together and fuse two nuclei of only the very hottest stars furnish a heat
deuterium their mutual repellent force comparable to the 100,000,000 degrees remust be overcome. This is done by raising quired in thermonuclear power stations.
the temperature of the atoms, thus inducing what is known as molecular activity, Heat in a Magnetic Bottle
or a violent rushing about of the molecules
How can man produce and control heat
and their constituent atoms. Their speed of a 100,000,000 degrees without destroyincreases as the heat increases. When one ing himself in the process? What materia]
nucleus approaches another with a speed could. contain heat of the order of a 100,"
so high that it is not stopped by the re- 000,000 degrees? "No material can possibly
pellent barrier between them, they hit each contain a gas at a temperature of 100,000
other and fuse together. A release of en- degrees, let alone at 100,000,000 degrees,"
ergy ·results. To achieve this the nuclei says Maddox. "Quartz, porcelain, and granmove at speeds of thousands of miles a ite are all vaporized. below 5,000 degrees.
second.
At 10,000 degrees molecules start breaking
By raising the temperature of deuterium up into atoms, and at 100,000 degrees
gas to 100,000 degrees centigrade or more, atoms start losing their electrons. Above a
nuclei are detached. from electrons and million degrees even atomic nuclei begin to
higher speeds are imparted to the nuclei. behave in strange ways-this, after all, is
This naturally increases the proportion of the principle of thermonuclear power.
14
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Above a million degrees matter as we know
it does not exist."
Obviously something new in the way of
containers was called for. The answer was
found in nothing more tangible than a set
of magnetic forces, a magnetic field. And
so in machines like Zeta the hot gas is
contained in a system of magnetic forces
inside the doughnut-shaped tube. In Zeta
temperatures of 5,000,000 degrees centigrade have been maintained for a few
thousandths of a second. The power needed
to provide this split-second surge comes
from a dynamo that charges a battery of
condensers. These condensers store the
electrical energy and then every ten seconds, on the throw of a switch, the current is released in a burst. Through an intervening transformer core a powerful
electrical discharge'is thus induced in the
toroidal, or doughnut-shaped, discharge
tube. This contains the deuterium gas in
attenuated fonn encased in the magnetic
container. Stabilizing coils wound round
the discharge tube set up the axial magnetic field that keeps the discharge from
wriggling about.
The amount of energy released by Zeta
is very small. In fact, so small is it that
there is no conclusive proof that thermonuclear fusion is indeed taking place. All
that can be said is that as the current is
increased the output is consistent with the
results expected of thermonuclear fusion.
Thus it is clear that Zeta, though a remarkable piece of engineering, is nonetheDIAGRAM
OF ZETA

CHARGING
DYNAMO
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less experimental and by no means an efficient method of harnessing power.
Experimental thermonuclear machines
other than Zeta have been developed in
America and Russia besides Britain. Comparisons between the machines and their
respective perfonnances will contribute to
the success of future designs. The American Stellarator, planned to be ready within
four years, may yield temperatures of 50,000,000 degrees. Harwell scientists visualize a machine capable of holding temperatures of well over 100,000,000 degrees for
periods of about a second. Such a reactor
would "break even," that is, generate as
much energy as it took to run it. The design has now begun and expectations are
that it will be completed by the end of
1960. Successful tests of this machine may
lead to the building of the first thermonuclear power station-a power station
designed to burn water. Work on this will
probably begin in two years' time and may
take five or six years to complete. Such
a power station will be a man-made sun.
There appears to be no theoretical limit
to the capacity of a thennonuclear gene'tating station. A single one might therefore
supply all the power needed for Britain.
What will it then cost to heat a house or
power a factory? Estimates are that a
ton of deuterium, costing £250,000 ($700,000), will do the work of a million tons
of coal, costing forty times as much. The
cost of electricity generated by fusion
might thus be about one fortieth of the
present cost of current.
It is certain that thermonuclear power
stations when built will be quite different
from any generating plant now in existence. Their mechanism the Incomparable
Designer Jehovah God installed in the sun
and stars millions of years before problems
of domestic and industrial power arose on
earth.
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By
"Awake'" correspondent in Nigeria

N America'they call it "peanut"; in Eng·
land "monkeynut." The Hausa,speaking
African who grows it calls it "gya'da,"
but in industry it is called "groundnut." Roasted and eaten with salt it is certainly a tempt·
ing morsel. But this tasty little nut has far
more important uses than just to tickle the
palate. Not only does it bring vast sums of
money to the people who grow it, but it makes
n valuahle ('ontributlon to modern living.
J\.Iost nuts grow on trees. But peanuts are
quite different. They do not gl"UW un n'!;'I'S al
all. They are dug out of the ground like pota·
toes! And that is why they are called "groundnuts."
Groundnuts! The name suggests visions of
bulging sacks; wharves littered with nuts as
porters scurry under their loads and cranes
swing the crop into the holds of ocean-going
freighters. Groundnuts! A revenue earner of
first importance in Nigeria; the cash crop and
m...ain source of income of more than a million
small farmers, food for man and horse, source
of groundnut oil, vital ingredient in marga·
rine, source of a new synthetic fabric with
the texture of fine wool.
Let's take a trip to the north of Nigeria
and see how groundnuts are grown. We find
them on small individual farms operated by
peasant farmers. It takes about two million
acres of I,and to grow 400,000 tons of ground·
nuts. That would make a square about fiIty·
five mnes In each direction. But instead of
being concentrated in one area, the groundnut
farms are spread over a vast territory measuring more than five hundred miles in each
direction.' Individual farms are very small,
often no more than an acre, and an individual
farmer seldom harvests more than four or
five hundred pounds of nuts. In addition to
groundnuts he must grow other things, such
as millet or corn.
\Vhen the crop has been harvested the first
thing that must be done is to remove the husk
or shell. This is known as "decorticating."
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)Just imagine doing a job like tl}at
by hand. Can, you picture yourself
sitting cross-legged on the groJild
with a huge pile of groundnuts at
your side, laboriously removing the
shells one by one? A quicker way
IS to crack the shells with a wooden mortar
and then winnow the mixed nuts and shells
by tipping them from one calabash to another
in such a way that the breeze will blow away
the shells. But even that is inefficient, To speed
up the work a simple machine has been de.
signed. Somebody in the village will buy one
and then all the farmers around will bring
their groundnuts in to be decorticatpil for a
small charge.
With the shells removed the next thing is
to take them to the buying centers. The nuts
are bagged, and bags weighing nearly two
hundred pounds each are made up and trans·
!-lorted to the large towns by road or rail. B\"
Jar the largest groundnut ('enter is Kana, and
huge pyramids of bags are a common sight.
As fast as they come in they are railed down
to Lagos, about seven hundred miles to the
south, for export.
But not all groundnuts are exported. In
recent years the quantity exported has been
about 450,000 tons each year, but last year the
total crop exceeded 700,000 tons. The remain.
del' is consumed by the local market. At Kana
the!e is a plant for extracting groundnut oil,
which is sold all over the country. Large
quantities of the nuts are also eaten and it is
h~rdly possible to go anywhere in Nigeria
without seeing African women selling them.
In the south, in every village and at the sides
of the main roads, you will see the women
particularly those of the Yoruba tribe, sittin~
behind little stalls or at small tables sellIng
a variety of petty articles and, sure enough,
there you will find groundnuts. Often these
are roasted at the roadside and sold to hungry
passers·by.
Groundnut soup is a favorite with many
Europeans. It would probably be hard to find
a kitchen in 'any average European home in
West Africa where groundnut oil is not used
for frying. Its excellence is wen known.
Whether you are starting your meal with
delicious groundnut soup, or opening a new
packet of margarine in the kitchen or munching roasted peanuts as you walk along the
street, remember that it is another of the
Crf'ator's provisions for his creatures.
AWAKE!
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FOREIGNERS
she was known as "Ida."
But to the Japanese she was
known coldly and statistically
as "No. 22." No fancy name, just
Typhoon "No. 22" of the year. However, "No. 22" (Ida) was no ordinary
storm fol' the ~tatistics book. She made long intervals and at a snaU's pace or not
history.
operating at all.
Even before Ida swept tempestuously
Winds mounted in velocity, while the
over Tokyo, the nation's capital had ex- rain lashed against the buildings and the
perienced the wettest September on record. streets. Men and women were seen hurEarlier in September, "No. 21" (or "Helen" riedly boarding up their windows, while
to the poetical) had hit right through workshops let down their steel shutters.
Tokyo, but with little damage. Now there Night club owners closed down for the
was news of another typhoon churning up night. Some 200 prisoners held in detention
the Pacific from Guam. The meteorological cells had to be evacuated, as water began
offices at Tokyo were announcing its ap- to flow into their cells. The constant downproach and its general path, but these re- pour of rain loosened the topsoil, causing
ports evoked no great interest. Business landslides that cut off the busy commuter
went on as usual. "Typhoons seldom make runs between Tokyo and Sinjuku. Longit as far as Tokyo," people said. "They distance trains were suspended. The airsimply send up some of their sticky humid- lines in the vicinity of Tokyo were also
ity and heavy rain" and that is about all. grounded. Late that night transportation
However, from September 25, a rainy came to a virtual standstill. In the lowmonth grew rainier, and the morning of lying areas of downtown Tokyo the swirlthe twenty-sixth was ushered in by tor~ ing waters were already waist-deep. The
rential downpours. "No. 22" was actually situation had suddenly become serious inclosing in on Yokohama and Tokyo! Ships deed!
in port started to put out to sea to ride
Yes, typhoon Ida will be remembered,
out the storm. Most of the offices and shops not so much for the winds that she brought,
in" the business and shopping districts of but for the "tears" that she wept. Never
Tokyo let their workers off early in the in the history of Japanese weathermen had
afternoon. ·Many late homegoers found any storm "wept" so downpourously over
themselves stranded at streetcar and bus Tokyo. Since records began to be kept in
stops and commuter railway stations, wait- 1875, September 26, .. 1958, was Tokyo's
ing for transportation that was moving at rainiest day. Rain fell in sheets, in bucketsJANUARY 8, 1959
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ful, or, as tne JapaDe$e say,

It ramea nUSl
and sand"-sixteen inches tn twenty·foUl'

hours.

Water, Water Everllwherel
Typhoon Ida with her tremendous rota·
tory storms of winds, resembling the great
hurricanes of the West Indies, struck To·
kyo with its maximum force at one a.m.,
Saturday, September 27. However, by now
the 150-mile·an-hour blast with which she
had approached the mainland was diminished to a mere eighty- to one-hundredmile-an-hour fury, though this was "blowy"
enough. The wind did minor damage in
exposed places. But the water! It was water, water everywhere! The high wave that
frequently accompanies a typhoon advanced inland, carrying with it ruin and
terror. Some of the sea craft were battered
to pieces, others were carried over the
level fields inland, where they were left
stranded. Two small coastal villages were
washed out to sea and dozens more were
completely engulfed by the swollen waters.
Three days after the storm some sections
of Tokyo were reported as being under
four to nine feet of water.
Thousands 'Of Volunteer workers hurriedly unloaded sandbags to reinforce river
embankments that threatened to collapse
under the pressure- of the heavy typhoon
rains. The torrential downpour swelled the
waters of the Kana River, which finally
poured over its banks at ten different
places. Debris from the first flood that had
been stacked up along the river banks was
picked up by the floodwaters, jamming the
debris up against the bridges, weakening
some and completely destroying others.
The brown swirling waters rushed madly
over the countryside and into the valleys,
destroying everything in their path. The
Kano River flash-flood ripped through
eight towns and villages. Survivors of that
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area 101G of whole villages being swept
miles down the Kana River, with residents
clinging to the rooftops. In the towns of
Ohita and Nirayama, eighty residents were
seen drifting downstream. The churning
mad stream carried with it dead bodies
and wreckage. Rescue workers in rubber
boats and in small rowing craft paddled
through the floodwaters to pick up survivors and the dead, many of whom were
almost nude. In Kawaguchi seventeen
school buildings were packed with ahout
10,000 persons seeking refuge.
The Izu Peninsula, a hot spring and
pleasure resort to the south of Tokyo
where the typhoon first made land with
the full force of her winds, was hit hard.
The vacation land was turned into a picture of stark tragedy. In one town and
two villages it was reported that 80 percent of the inhabitants were killed or missing. More than half of the casualties, totaling 2,807 dead and missing (579 bodies had
been recovered), were in the Izu area. The
casualty list was the highest since the
Muroto typhoon, in 1934, which had killed
more than 2,700 persons, injuring 10,000
others and inflicting heavy property damage.
Though hardest hit were the poorer
homes in low-lying areas, Tokyo's new
$9,000,000 addition to the famed Imperial
Hotel suffered alsp from Ida's tempestuousness. This ten-story building had just
been opened August 1. However, her
"works" were located in the basement levels, and it was to these levels that the rivers from Tokyo's streets cascaded, knock-.
jng out the power generators and water
heaters. About half the guests headed for
other Tokyo hotels where they could find
light and hot water.
The British freighter, the 7,240-ton Eskcliffe, en route from Australia to Osaka,
Japan; ran out of fuel just short of her
destination, and was blown helplessly east
AWAKE!

muaay llelUS was to De seen every KlnQ or
household furniture, from desks and cabinets to washing machines and refrigerators. Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi made
a hurried aerial inspection of the flooddamaged sections. He said that he found
the flood damage more serious than he had
imagined.
However, there was one big consolation
Rescue Work and Cost of Damage
in that the greater part of the rice harDespite all-out efforts of rescue and re- vest had already been brought in. The
lief, communication with interior villages Agriculture-Forestry Ministry was able to
was slow. The grim and often gory task of announce that only one million bushels of
retrieving bodies swept by the floodwaters rice would be affected, and since most of
continued by mercy teams. Overhead heli- this rice was fully matured, it too could
copters brought relief of food, clothing, be harvested without too much difficulty.
blankets and other goods and medical sup- The year's rice harvest was still expected
plies. The Water Bureau warned that the to be a bumper one, Japan's third greatest
city's reservoirs might have been contami- on record.
nated by rain and flooding. Hospitals preIda was soon downgraded from a typared vaccine for 180,000 tetanus .shots. phoon to a tropical storm as she raced her
Vaccines were being rushed to affected way up Japan's Pacific coast. But behind
areas as there were signs of a dysentery her she left an unforgettable tragedy.
outbreak. Emergency hospitals and health
But the Japanese are quick to recuperate
centers were being set up throughout the from disaster. With apparent cheerful resstricken are!lS. Amphibious trucks from ignation, they set about the task of shovelthe United States navy base at Yokosuka ing mud off the streets and drying out
were on hand helping in the relief work. their homes. In Tokyo some 250 motor
The devastation outside Tokyo was illus- pumps were operating at 138 places draintrated by these figures from the police de- ing an estimated thirty square miles of
partment: some 145,000 acres of rice flooded downtown areas. Donations for the
paddies turned into lakes, roads washed flood victims began to come in from every
out or damaged at 994 points, 277 bridges part of the earth. Tons of clothing, matwashed away and dikes broken at 429 tresses and other gifts were also being
places. Landslides occurred in as many as
shipped in by sympathetic persons.
2,008 spots. In some of the latter, whole
After a few days all seemed back to norfamilies were reported buried. Over half
mal
in Tokyo. "No. 22" (Ida) entered Jaa million people suffered from the storm.
About 1,200 houses were totally wrecked, pan's long history of earthquakes, bombs
761 homes were washed away and about and storms. The sufferers may take conhalf a million flooded, one fourth of them solation in the divine assurance that shortabove floor level. The main Tokyo-Osaka ly now the book 01 disasters will be closed
trunk railway was inundated between To- forever, for there will not be anything that
kyo and Yokohama and all service stopped. will cause harm or ruin in the coming new
As the flood receded, paddy fields pre- vvorld of righteousness, says its Creator,
sented a tragic appearance. Imbedded in Jehovah God.
to tne VlCInIty or

.t1ere sne was
rescued adrift two days later. The Japanese tug Daisho Maru went out and towed
her in. The typhoon whipped up fifty-foot
waves along the Japanese coast. Thirtyeight vessels were sunk and 278 wrecked
or washed away. Twenty-six persons were
known to have been lost at sea.
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'ynodS, church conferences and its Counseling Office. The synod, composed of a
hundred members whose terms of office are
1'01' six years, meets together once a year.

"Atomic Weapons-Yes or No?"
The question of arming the German
Army with tactical atomic weapons has
not only created great tension in political
By "Awake!" cO're,pondent in We.tern G"rmony
circles but has also threatened to put the
N A speech in Frankfurt, Dr. Niemoeller church. in a difficult position. The newstook exception to the religious; trends paper Die Welt of November 30, 1957,
developing in Germany. He said that in- published several answers from readers·
stead of carrying out its commission the concerning their discussion of the question
church had let itself be won over to the "Atomic Weapons-Yes or No, What Does
general world attitude. What this means the Church Say?" In one of these letters
for a church is shown by what happened from Hamburg, entitled "Not Two Masat the German Evangelical Church's Na- ters . . . ," the comment was made: "If
tional Synod held in Berlin from April 26 she [the Church] has not recognized by
now clearly enough that her stand should
to 30, 1958.
The German Evangelical Church, which be that these means of destruction are
actually is not just a single church but without any justification and that they
rather a confederaHon of Lutheran re- without reservation stand in DpposjtiDn to
formed and united churches, is made up God and the revealed expressions of his
of the completely independent national and will as revealed in nature and creation and
provincial churches. The "member church- through miracles and revelation, then she
es" of the Evangelical Church have the shows just how little she trusts in her Lord
right to join together. The Evangelical and just how much in the world and its
Church is not recognized as being superior 'co-operation' for creation's salvation. It
to the member church@s or in any way a is without doubt ... a result of historical
ruling authority over them. It represents development, an emanation of the National
their commonly held religious interests be- Church in which it was permissible for the
fore public officials and works along in the state itself to be recognized as the physical
ecumenical council. It operates through its incarnation of divine will alongside the

I
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Church as its spiritual embodiment. It has
now become quite evident, however, that
such an alliance can only result in the sub~
sequent loss of God for the Church. 'No
man can serve two masters.' It is evident
that the Church has at no time gone so
far as to completely reject God's Word.
But she has gone the way of compromise.
... The Church must unconditionally ded~
icate herself to her Lord; only then will
she regain a clear view of reality and find
the answers to questions now hidden from
her."
Toward the beginning of March the
Christian Brotherhood of the Rhineland
and the Christian Brotherhood of Westphalia approached the synod members of
the German Evangelical Church with this
question of atomic armament. Even at this
early date the question contained the signatures of 364 religious personalities and
associations. In an accompanying letter it
was requested that atomic annament be
discussed at the coming synod, since all
Christians, regardless of religious or polit~
jeal background, were equally grieved by
a feeling of responsibility in this matter.
The question was propounded in three paragraphs. The first was introduced with the
question, "What attitude should Christians
have towards the testing, construction,
storage and usage of atomic weapons, as
well as towards political planning in this
connection?" The third paragraph began
with the sentence: "We are therefore asking the synod whether they can discuss the
following ten points with us to provide our
consciences with a satisfying answer to the
question of Christian's stand in matters
of atomic weapons."
Some of these ten points, which followed,
were: (2) Churches of all lands and at all
times have held that the construction and
usage of such weapons are impossible for
various reasons, some better than others.
(6) The Church and the individua.l Chris-
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tian therefor;e right from the outset could
say nothing other than "no" to a war that
would lead to an atomic war. (7) The prep~
arations made for waging such a war would
alone constitute, under all circumstances,
a sin against God and one's neighbors, a
sin of which no church or no Christian
could dare make himself guilty. (9) We
demand of all those who earnestly want to
be Christians to unconditionally refuse un~
der all circumstances to co~operate in any
way in the, preparation for atomic war.
"The synod of the Gennan Evangelical
Church has taken a grave responsibility
upon itself by this question," wrote the
Swiss E tJangelical Press SCI'vice. Outside
of Germany, too, the forthcoming arguments in the synod were awaited with great
antiejpation.
Choice of Truth Qr Unity

Under the headline "Synod 1958-0ur
Problem and Our Hope" Berlin Bishop D.
Dibelius' paper "The Church" took up
these points presented by the two Chris~
tian brotherhoods. It wrote: "If this is
actually to be taken as seriously as it has
been presented, then the demands made
by these church brotherhoods is nothing
less than a form of high~pressuring the
synod into voting either yes or letting the
EKD (Evangelical Church in Germany) be
split wide open." Besides that, it is feared
that the members of the EKD, without
really wanting to, will "divide themselves
off into churches in support of the governmental coalition or of the opposition parties." This aspect makes clear "the deadly
danger of political worldliness in which
we find ourselves." "This synod views the
Evangelical Christendom of Gennany with
great anxiety and grave concern," said the
bishop's paper in closing.
The synod's main theme was "Church
and Education." But it was not this theme
that caused the great interest in Eastern
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and Western Germany on the progress of
this synod; it was more than anything else
the unavoidable decision to be made about
arming the Federal Republic Army with
atomic weapons. The synod's presidency
decided, independent of all the resolutions
coming from outside, to give the "arming
with atomic weapons subject" equal standing on the agenda.
The contrasts and tensions among those
taking part in the synod first arose during
sessions on the last day when the atom
debate came up. The tensions inside the
synod ranged, as one writer put it, "from
the conviction that even the production
and storage of these weapons of mass destruction are a sin before God, to the conviction that there could be possible situations where the duty to defend against the
opposition with like weapons could be justified."
The variety of opinions was discussed,
among others, by Professors Heinrich Vogel, Heinemann, Gerstenmaier and Niemoeller. Heinrich Vogel stated, for example, that God was calling them to make a
final decision, and that the synod would
have to declare: "God's Word says so!"
Martin Niemoeller welcomed the synod's
decision only because in its indigence it
would prove to be a genuine reflection of
the synod. Bundestag President Gerstenmaier gave to understand that if the question as to whether atomic armament were
a sin or not were answered affirmatively,
both German governments then would
have to withdraw their fighting forces
from the NATO forces and the Warsaw
Pact. But this would also mean that the
Evangelical Church would have to withdraw from the ecumenical church alliances.
The thesis that this was sin would lead to
a radical form of pacifism.
According to national Bishop Lilje the
tenor of the talks was as follows: It has
positively been established that the Church
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desires peace and wants to reject such
means of causing mass destruction. It
would be well for the synod to recognize,
however, that it finds itself in the same
difficult position as the rest of the world.
Those taking part in the atomic committee's discussion were of the opinion that
a bridge of agreement between the two
controversial groups could scarcely be
found. There was only the possibility left
that despite the differences raised by this
question there would still be the desire to
remain together as a church.
Their Lack of Power

In a decision reached after four votes
were taken, the atomic committee's resolution was adopted, in which responsible
politicians were called upon to do everything within their power to lead to a general disarmament. The world powers were
called upon to stop atomic weapons tests.
Total war conducted with weapons capable
of inflicting mass destruction was rejected
as being incompatible with mankind's conscience before God.
"The stand taken to the question of
atomic rearmament was very disappointing to many who had hoped for a clear,
precise decision by the synod," wrote the
editor of the Jungen Kirche, D. D. Heinz
Kloppenburg, in his summary of the German synod published in the Swiss Evangelical Press Service of May 13, 1958. "The
synod has admitted its own inability to act
by not saying a familiar word to the actual question involved ... The synod has
discovered that both factions are represented within the Church. They have nei~
ther constructed a bridge between the two
nor have they excommunicated either the
one group or the other. True, those holding
the view that participation is a sin have
been in the majority on the synod. But they
refused to try to go ahead and outvote the
minority.... But the synod said in its last
AWAKE!

paragraph that it cannot forever remain destroying life, he said that the Holy Scrip-,
in this position, ... Divisions in the body tures also reckon with the end of mankind.
of Christ are something terrible for they When one considers the word "end" careendanger the credibility of the message. fully, however, the question arises for
But not less terrible and endangering to Christians: Does the Christian society
credibility is when the question of unity have a service to perform in the chaotic
takes precedence over the question of conditions of the world? "What kind of
truth . . . . We cannot escape making a service would it be? According to the clear
decision. We can only restate the question explanation found in the Gospels and in
raised by the Christian Brotherhoods: the writings of the apostle Paul ~t is a
How can one calling
primary duty to
himself Christian at
prEjach
the gospel, to.
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
the same time arm
speak it out into the
• Did YOll know that India is the world's
largest democracy? that it is one of the
with atomic weap~
chaotic midst of the
seven largest countri~~ in the world? that
782 languages and dialects are spoken there?
ons?"
world. It would thereL.earn what is happening in India today as
fore have to be
told in the arti~le "A Look at Modern India,"
to appear in Our next iuue.
God'8 Word SaY8 So
preached outside, out• Last Summer the Nautilus made history
Bishop Lilje in his
by pioneering the way beneath the Arctic ice
side of the houses of
pack. The story of how a nuclear Submarine
tinal argument was of
God."
wO"ks and tile amazing prospects for under.
water ocean travel it has made po~sible will
the opinion that the
"If you were blind,
be found in the next issue.
synod and the church
• You will enjoy malcing an acquaintance
you
would have no
with the p(:ople of Ireland through the article
knew no more :tbout
"A Visit to the Emerald Isle."
sin,"
Jesus said to the
this question than the
• You call witnMs Mexico's celebration of
Pharisees
of that day.
the "Day of the Dead" as reported by an
world around them.
"Awake!" correspondent in Mexic.,.
Christians
realize
Real
Is this true? Bishop
• Does death permanently end life? Dr is
for a certainty that
it pOUlble for the dead to live again? You
D. DibeIius at least
wjll find great comfort in reading the article
their "primary duty"
demonstrated several
"Is Tl1is E,.istence All There Is to Life?"
In the next issue.
years ago that he knew
is that of preaching
what the world condithe gospel of God's es~
tions meant and what consequences the tabIished kingdom to all people, publicly
Christian must draw from them. Speaking and from house to house. They are not
at the Christian Academic Day in Heidel~ divided by questions about atomic policies,
berg, he introduced his talk with the for they are not involved in the political
words: "We stand at the crossroads jn and military affairs of the nations. As Jesus
world history. To me it appears as though said of them, "They are no part of the
the era now beginning may turn out to world just as I am no part of the world."
Their interest is in God's new world of
be mankind's last era." (German Volkszei- righteousness, and that hope they gladly
tungJ August 19, 1947) After making ref- share with all men of good will.--John 17:
erence to the use of a.tomic power in 16; 2 Pet 3:13 .

.r. "A

man doesn't begin to attain wisdom," once said polar explorer

Richard E. Byrd, "until he recognizes that he is no longer indispensable."
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mind the ,two hostile faiths rather than balanced them one against another-a state of
feeling rather than of opinion, which is more
common, perhaps, than is generally supposed."
SUPERSTITIOUS
tJ, "He believed," says historian John Lord
in writing about Constantine, "in omens,
dreams, visions, and supernatural influences."
--Beacon Lights of Histor'!J, Vol. IV, "Imperial
Antiquity,"

~~~~~~:~~~~£:~~~~%.~, ,.y'
"His- :eonversion'

;n

,<

wa~

:COntemporary standards;
-put to ct,eatb his wife, his'
son, a nephew-and tl:le nephew's wife, and then
he had Licinius and his son strangled after
promising them their lives. He continued to
have himself figured on coins as a devotee of
Apollo, Mars, Herakles, Mithra and Zeus. In
putting oft baptism until just before his death,
Constantine was only following the precedent
of many Christians who considered that, inasmuch as baptism washed away all sins and
could .not be repeated, it was bad economy to
hurry it,"

~'

"

THE VISION
tJ, Discussing "the Vision of the Flaming
Cross" that led to Constantine's so·called conversion to Christianity, The Encyclopredia
Britannica, Eleventh Edition, Vol. 6, pp_ 988,
989, says: "Eusebius professes to have heard
the story from the lips of Constantine; but h{"
wrote after the emperor's death, and it was
C'vidently unknown to him In the shape given
above [a flaming cross in the sky with the
legend "By this conquer"] when he wrote the
Ecclesiastical History. The author of the De
mortib'us persecutorum, whether Lactantius
or another, was a well-infOnned contemporal'y, and he teils us that the sign was seen
by Constantine in a dream; and even Eusehius
supplements the vision by day with a dream
in the following night,"
"A MAN WITHOUT HEART"
Cl, In the textbook A History of Rome for
High Schools and AcademieS, George Willis
Botsford writes of Constantine: "Let us not
imagine that his avowed conversion improved
his character. He continued to be what he had
been-a man without heart or scruple, ' _ ,
ready to Sl'rve himself by hYPoC'Tisy or bloodshen."

"STILL CHIEF PONTIFF OF JUPITER"
41. In A General History of Rome, Charles
Merivale writes of Constantine after his socalled conversion: "He conformed to the traditions of the empire by assuming the place
"A DESPOT"
of Chief Pontiff of the old national religion;
Cl, In A History of the Ea.rly Church, VoL III.
on the arch of triumph whIch he erected in
the city he placed Statues of some of thE' " "From Constantine to Julian," German thea·
deities of Olympus.
Constantine took no :~ logian Hans Lietzmann writes: "Of course he
was a despot, a man of political affairs with·
violent steps to break with the existing forms
out softness when it was a matter of attainof Paganism. He was still Chief Pontiff of
ing his purpose . . . . There appears to-day no
Jupiter 'Best and Greatest.' He still suffered
the'god of the Romans to be invoked in the " point in the killing of Licinius's son whom he
had already degraded to slavery; the death
camps as well as in his accustomed temples.
of Crispus and of Fausta is unrelieved tragHe did not forbid vows to be made and
prayers addressed to the genius of the em- " edy, and these bloody dOings were followed
by a long series of nameless persons deprived
peror. He looked forward to be himself enrolled after death among the blessed objects ,', of life by the Emperor's command. Is it po~
sihk for a Christian to act like this?"
of the national cult. He combined in his own
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EH(}VAI~'S.Wl'fNESSt;S (]uotc the Bib.le be-

J

cause It. IS the Word of God and IS the
truth. The Bible is t.he source of light
and understanding. "The very disclosure of
your words gives light, making the inexperienced ones understand," declared the
psalmist. Anyone loving the light of truth
and wanting to understand the things most
vital to his lasting peace and happiness will
find the words of the Bible a great comfort to him.-Ps. 119: 130.
We quote the Bible because it is the
highest authority known to man. We want
people to put faith in the Word of God,
see its .harmony and be enlivened by the
hope that it gives. "For the word of God
is alive and exerts power and is sharper
than any two-edged sword and pierces even
to the dividing of the soul and spirit, and
of the joints and their marrow, and is able
to discern the thoughts and intentions of
the heart."-Heb. 4:12.
Some persons say, "Abraham, Moses and
others never quoted the Bible and still won
God's approval, so why can't we?" Since
the Bible was not in existence prior to
Moses' time, it was quite impossible for
those men to quote from something that
did not exist. However, Jehovah God used
Moses to compile the first portion of the
Bible. Thereafter men were counseled to
follow its instruction. God said to Joshua,
Moses' successor: "This book of the law
should not depart from your mouth and
you must in an undertone read in it day
JANUARY 8, 19.59

and night in order that you may take care
to do according to all that is written in it,
for then you will make your way successful
and then you will act wisely." For Joshua
not to let the law depart out of his mouth
meant not to quit preaching it or quoting
it to others.-Josh.1:8.
Even though Moses did not quote the
Bible, someone considerably greater than
Moses, namely, Jesus Christ, did quote
from the Hebrew Scriptures many times
during his lifetime. Jesus quoted freely
from the Law, the Prophets and the
Psalms.
When Jesus was led by the spirit up into
the wilderness to be tempted by the Devil,
three times he turned back the Devil's
temptations by quoting the Word of God.
At the beginning of his earthly ministry
he quoted from the scroll of the prophet
Isaiah. On the day of his resurrection Jesus
appeared to his disciples and he endeavored to cheer their sorrowing hearts. How?
By pointing them to the inspired Hebrew
Scriptures. We read: "And commencing at
Moses and all the Prophets he interpreted
to them things pertaining to himself in all
the Scriptures." Yes, Jesus was quoting
scriptures to them. Later that same day
he appeared to his faithful apostles and
other followers gathered in a room at .Jerusalem. The inspired account says: "lIe
now said to them: 'These are my words
which I spoke to you while I was yet with
you, that all the things written in the law
of Moses and in the Prophets and Psalms
about me must be fulfilled.' Then he opened
up their minds fully to grasp the meaning
of the Scriptures, and he said to them:
'In this way it is written that the Christ
would suffer and rise from among the dead
on the third day.' " Jesus unlocked to their
understanding many things that were concealed in the Bible to God's glory. Jesus
talked Scripture to his disciples.-Luke 24:
27.44-46; Matt. 4:1-11; Luke 4:17-2l.
2ft

It is an indisputable fact that Jesus quoted from the Hebrew Scriptures. In fact,
none could quote Scripture better than he,
or with greater accuracy in applying it.
Religious clergymen and other persons who
find fault with Jehovah's witnesses and
their frequent use of the Bible should,
please, note that Jesus did not say: "You
disciples do not need the Bible. You do not
need the old Hebrew Scriptures. I am your
preacher, and all you need is for me to
preach to you. Don't you go quoting from
those antiquated records. You can get
along without quoting the Bible." No; neither Jesus nor his disciples talked that way.
Even though Jesus was the Son of God
and anointed to be King and so could speak
with authority, yet he did not brush God's
written Word aside as being of little importance or of indifferent value. In spite
of who Jesus was, rather because of who
he was, he found it necessary to prove his
points by God's recorded Word. His disciples believed in that Word, and to satisfy
their minds from the sacred Scriptures he
quoted from all parts of those inspired
Writings to show that he himself fitted all
the types and prophecies concerning the
Messiah or the Christ. Otherwise, Jesus'
preaching would not have made a favorable impression, regardless of his being
from heaven.
The example Jesus set was followed by
his apostles and disciples. They quoted the
Hebrew Scriptures to back up their teaching. On the day of Pentecost Peter told a
mixed crowd that the prophecy of Joel was
being fulfilled before their very eyes. He
quoted from the writings of Joel and David to prove that Jesus was the Messiah.
In Paul's discussion to the Romans that
righteousness and justification come
through faith in Jesus Christ and not by
the works of the law, he backs up his argument with the history of Abraham's case
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and by quoting from at least half a dozen
different Bible writers. The apostle Peter
did the same when he wrote his epistles,
and so did the disciple James and the apostle John. In fact, the Revelation given to
John by Jesus Christ makes more than
forty part-quotations from the book of
Daniel alone.-Acts 2:16-21; Ps. 16:1-11.
Since Jesus and his apostles always
turned their hearers to the changeless
Word of God, we find it expedient to do
the same. Knowing that God by his holy
spirit inspired the Holy Scriptures, thus
making them reliable, we choose to let
God have the say as to what is right doctrine. We quote the Bible to show that
what we teach is not of our own originality,
but belongs to God, the Author of true doctrine. We do not want, neither do we ask
our hearers or readers to swallow all things
without investigation, meditation and
proof. By no means! Those to whom Peter
and James wrote had the inspired Hebrew
Scriptures and they checked what these
Christian teachers taught them to see if
it agreed with the written Word of God.
Even Paul did not demand that what he
taught should be accepted without question
and investigation. Noble-minded is what
the Bible calls those who are willing to listen to the things preached as God's mes,
sage and then to search the written Word
to see if the things preached agree. The
Bereans received honorable mention for
this. Paul did not feel offended over this
course or rebuke the Berean Jews for it.
He commended them. It was the right
thing to do.-Acts 17: 10, 11.
Jehovah's witnesses want their reacters
to check all quotations to prove for themselves that what is taught in their publications is from the imperishable written
Word of God, the Bible, and that it is reliable and true. For that reason we are
happy to quote the Bible.
AWAKE!

Ghana
NEWLY independent African state,
named after an ancient empire of the
part of Mrica, is affectionately
called by its Negro inhabitants Ghana. The
country has just recently been loosed from
the apron strings of 113 years of colonialism and is in the midst of a struggle to establish a sound economy and a stable social life of its own. Indeed, so energetic
and so outstanding have been some of the
changes that even skeptics have been
forced to take note and render favorable

A
western

comment.
The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society maintains a branch office in Accra,
the capital of the country. It is a bustling,
colorful metropolis, typically West African in nature, but which is fast becoming
noted for its neon-lit streets and roadways,
modern air-conditioned stores and office
buildings. It was here in Accra that a visiting minister of Jehovah's witnesses gave
a series of public Bible lectures thirty-four
years ago. This was the beginning of the
activity of Jehovah's witnesses in Ghana
and jt was not long until an earnest little
band of Bible students had gathered. It
was in 1948 that the branch office of the
Watch Tower society opened, and the work,
under more direct oversight, grew rapidly
throughout the entire country.
In April, 1958, a special public talk was
prepared on the subject "A New Song for
All Men of Good wm." Every congregation
organized to give this talk wide publicity
in their neighborhood. The grand total at
all 159 public meetings throughout the
country was 29,250 persons present, nearly
JANUARY 8, 1959

five times the number of witnesses in Ghana! Jehovah's witnesses feel obligated to
aid these persons to come to an accurate
Bible knowledge and direct them in the
way of salvation.
Because villagers are often away tending
their farms during the day, Jehovah's witnesses of Tumu begin their house-to-house
preaching late in the' evening. This method
has yielded good fruitage. At one home the
householder inquired of their mission and
upon learning the strangers had come with
a Bjble message he immediately gathered
his household to listen. One question perplexed the man and he asked: "Are you
Ame:ricans?" (Meaning Baptists) Before
the witness answered a schoolboy spoke
up: "Please, the Americans [Baptists]
have been in this town for five years and
they have never come to us even in the
daylight to tell us about God." They soon
learned we were Jehovah's witnesses. As a
result of that evening call an organized
Bible study is being held with that group
now.
In their ministry the Ghanaian witnesses have to contend with many difficulties.
One problem here is transportation. Many
times it means waiting a matter of hours
for a "Mammy Lorry." This is simply a
truck into which has been built wooden
benches. Long hours are spent to reach
far-flung territory in. this manner, or at
other times the only means of reaching
villagers living off the main road is by trekking through the bush. These dilliclJJties
do not daunt the Ghanaian witnesses, however. Even those with families and secular
employment spend an average of seventeen or eighteen hours a month in taking
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the good news of God's kingdom to the
people.
Language can be a problem at times.
There are half a dozen or more languageS!
that the people generally speak. Alohg the
coast we find Nzima, Fanti and Ga; farther inland Twi and Ewe predominate and
then give way to the multilingual area
called Northern Ghana. As people move
around from place to place tribal and district languages no longer remain in welldefined areas but become interspersed
throughout the country. English, too, is
widely spoken' and understood. How are
the witnesses coping with this problem?

For a Ghanaian witness to speak at least
two languages and be :reasonably conversant with one or two others is not uncommon. Failing this method, witnesses may
team up and go by twos, and the language
spoken by the householder would automatically determine which one of the two
witnesses would give his prepared Bible
sermon at that home. Thus the language
barrier is effectively overcome.
The Ghanaian witnesses of Jehovah
hopefully look forward to the new world of
righteousness, when all men will speak but
one language, the pure language of God's
Word, the Bible.

In a, letter to the New York Time8, published March 3, 1958, Judge Samuel H.
Hofstadter of the New York State Supreme Court wrote about the basis ot juvenile
delinquency: "Youthful crime does not arise merely out of economic and social
conditions. It is a symptom of the wider and deeper organic malaise. We live in a
climate of moral and physical violence and our children reflect the world of which
they are a part.... The sham standards of an adult society which exalts material
success at the expense of spiritual values are adopted by young people whose
natural Idealism is perverted by false gods, transfonning freedom into license,
individualism into egotism, group loyalty into brutish herd instinct.... The failUre
of society is refiected in the failure of parenthood. It is within the family that
the seeds of delinquency are sown. Parents bestow on their children,material goods
but not security. They bequeath to them estates in trust but without a heritage of
integrity. They arm their young not with ethical imperatives but with miniature
arsenals."

• Whether capital puni.<;hmenl i, "pproved
I,y God? P. 4, 1[8.
• Why so few people ever question religious
teachings I P. 6, 1[5.
• Why the law in old England required certain living men to attend their own burial
~ervices? P. 8, 1[2.
• Whether leprosy is contagious? P. 9, 1[2.
• If leprosy can be cured? P. tt, 1[6.
• If water is usable as a fuel? P. 13, fr2.
• What machine made t-y men has produced
temperatures of 5.000,000 degrees centigrade? P. 15, 1[1.
• What a "monkeYl1ut" i,? p. j(" 1[t.
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• When Tokyu, Japan, hac! its rainiest day:
P. 17. 1[ 5.
• Why the declaration of the German Evan·
gelical Church's Natiunal Synod on the matter
of atomic warfare was a disappointment?
P. 22, fr5.
• If Constantine's "conversion" improved
his character? P. 24, 1[5.
• Why Jehovah's witnesses quote the Bible)
P. 25, 1[t.
• Why Jehovah's witnesses in Ghana oftetl
t-egin their hotlse-to·house ministry late in
the evening? P. 27,1[4.
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dinals. Rites fOT the confirm·
ing of the new cardinals were
scheduled to begin on Decem·
ber 15. A private consistory,
attended 0 n I y by cardinals
then in Rome and the POPE',
would first be held. On Decem·
bel' 17 and 18 two public con·
sistories, attended by the pope,
the cardinals and other prel·
atcs, would take place. At the
last 0 f the s e the cardinals
would receive their red hats.
Finally, on December 22, in a
private consistory, the cardi·
na!~ would receive rings and
dcaconripl';.
'fhe J'rllhlem of 8f'rlln
\~

A Soviet·East German com·
mission of six met in Berlin
WI Novemher 21, apparently
to map out a Russian with·
drawal from East Berlin. The
Soviet ambassador to We s t
Gennany was later reported to
have said that the transfer of
('antral of East BerJin from
the Russians 10 the East Ger·
mans would be completed hy
I he end of December. On No·
vcmber 25 Berlin missions of
the Western powers were in·
formed that Britain, France
and the U.S. would act in uni·
$00 to cope with the conse·
quences of the threatened So·
viet withdrawal. On Novem·
bel' 26 U.S. Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles stated that
Ihe u.s. might permit th"
East Germans to c h c c k 0 n
We s tel' n traffic to Berlin,
though such supplies would go
through despite any possible
blockade. On the same date
British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan sent Soviet Premier
Khrushchev a note declaring
that Britain would n e i the r
evacuate Berlin nor recognize
the East Gennan regjme.

Luxembourg and the Nethcr·
lands-have agreed to form a
European Economic" Commu·
nity and have indicated that
they would begin on January 1
to reduce tariffs toward one
another. The eleven other na·
tions of the O.E.E.C. fear that
this might have unde!;irable
elIects on the trade of nations
1/ u t sid e the Community On
Now'mber 26 \\-'est German
Chancellor Konrao A(\enauer
mel with F r e n c h Premier
Charles de Gaulle for di!;cu!;·
sions of thc trade problem. In
a communique issued at the
conclusion of their talks the
(wo national leaders proposed
what was termcd a "multilat·
cral association," tlw octaHs
of whkll were not then re·
veaJrd. They hoped thus to
avert a possible EurolJean
tradc W'il'.
Twenty-thre'" Cardinals N'amed

<$> Twenty·three cardinalI> of
the Roman Catholic Church
were named by Pope John
XXIII on November 17. Of
these, thirteen we!'e Italians
and ten wcre non·Italians. A
372·year tradition was broken
by the new appointments, as
European Trade Rift
lhe number of the College of
For the past year Paris has Cardinals was raised fro m
been the site of consultations. seventy to seventy.five. In 1586
of the seventeen member na· Pope Sixtus V had plaeed the
tions of the Organization for maximum number of curdi·
European Economic Coopera· nals at seventy. Presently
tion. Six nat ion s - Belgh.\m. there are twenty·nine Ita,lian
France, West Germany, It<tly, and forty·six non·Italian car·
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Smi:m: Army to Power

<$> The rpins of power in SUo
dan'were seized in a bloodless
coup on November 17 by
Lieut. Gen. Ibrahim Abboud,
commander in chief of that
nation's armed for c e s. Re·
ports from Khartoum indicat·
ed that nO' unrest had resulted
from the overthrow 0 f the
former government under Pre·
mier Abdullah Khalil. In as·
s\Jming control General Ab·
bourl declared a state of {<mer·
gency and suspended the Con·
stitution. Abboud was named
premier and defense minister
on November 18 and under
him was installed a thirteen·
member Supreme Council of
army officers and a cabinct
thai included five civilian:>;.
Despite his ('harges of COITUp·
lion in (he former government.
General Abboud was reporlCli
to have said that none Of the
ofJidals of that regJrne Woulrl
be brought to trial. The new
premier stated that the army
would turn the government
over to civilian control as soon
as "things are put right."

'*

Australian Vote
Voting in Australia js com·

pulsory. T h u s, on, November
22, over 5,000,000 persons cast
their ballots in national elee·
tions there. Australian Prime
Minister Robert Gordon Men·
zies was returned to offi~e for
anothcr term. His Liberal·
Country party coalition had
hf'en victorious over the La·
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bor party opposition, with a
majority of the 122 seats in
the House of Rep:t:esentatives.
It had apparently attained a
similar majority in the slxtymember Senate. Due to Australia's complex voting system,
however, final election results
were not expected to be made
known for several weeks.
French Sudan and Senegal
.. Of seventeen territories approving the French Constitution in September, Madagascar
was the first to decide in favor
of becoming a part of the
French Overseas Community
as an autonomous republic. On
November 24 the French SUdan took a similar step. The
591,000-square-mile West African territory is inhabited by
abo u t 3,650,000 persons. On
the following day, Senegal,
along the Atlantic co a s t 0 f
French West Africa, with an
area of 80,600 square miles
and a population 0 f abo u t
2,000,000, followed suit. It is expected that most of the other
overseas F r e n c h territories
wiU eventually accept the
same autonomous status within the French Communlty_

*

African Confederation
What was termed the "nu·
c1eus of a union of West African states" had its beginning
on November 23. On that date
Ghana and Guinea announced
an agreement to join in a new
African federation. Guinea reo
jected the French constitution
and be cam e independent in
October, and Ghana is a member of the British Commonwealth. In a joint statement
issued by the leaders of the
two countries it was said that
Ghana would lend Guinea £10,000,000, or $28,000,000, and
that the two countries would
work to harmonize their foreign policies and defense. A
constitution for the new confederation is also to be drawn
up. Ratification of the union
must yet be made by the national assemblies of the two
nations_
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Deadlock OD Surprise Attack
.. Representatives of Britain,
Canada, France, Italy and the
U.S. met with those of Albania,
CzechoslovalQa, Poland, Romania and the Soviet Union
in Geneva on November 10 for
the commencement of talks on
surprise attack. The object of
the discussions was to consid·
er technical aspects 0 f the
problem of preventing s u rprise attack. By the beginning
, of the parley's third week no
decision had bee n reached
even on an agenda. The West
contends that the discussions
should be limited to technical
matters and participation by
experts. The East has held out
for a nuclear weapons ban and
the elimination of military.
bases in foreign lands. On No·
vember 19 Italy introduced to
the conferees a "survey of
techniques" usable in enforc·
ing the prevention of surprise
attacks. On November 24 the
U.S. offered a p I a n setting
forth means that might be employed to guard against sur·
p r i s e attack by long·range
bombers, and Eastcrn representatives had previously proposed that aircraft carrying
nuclear weapons be prohibited
from traversing national
boundaries or the high seas.
Some sources feared that unless the East joined in direct
technical studies the t a I k s
would end in failure.

Geneva Atom Talks
.. Since October 31 represen·
tatlves of Britain, the U.S. and
Russia have met in Geneva
for discussions of means of
policing .a nuclear test ban.
The Soviet Union has held out
for an immediate and permanent halt of nuclear weapons
t est s. The Western powers,
however, have insisted t hat
any suspension should be made
contingent up 0 nth e implementation of adequate means
for policing and enforcing a
test cessation. On November
25 Britain submitted for the
parley's consideration thirteen

questions relating to various
aspects of policing a nuclear
test halt. It was hoped that
RussIa would consider these
and clarify her stand on con·
troIs for a test suspension.
U.N. and Outer Space
.. By a vote of 54 to 9, with
18 abstentions, the United Nations General Assembly's Political Committee approved, on
November 24, a resolution for
the establishment of an
eighteen·nation committee on
outer space. According to the
proposal advanced by the U.S.
and nineteen other countries
the new body would be called
the Committee on the Peace·
ful Uses of Outer Space. It
would include representatives
fro m Arg~ntina, Australia,
Belgium, Brazil, Britain, Can·
ada, Czechoslovakia, France:
India, Iran, It'aly, Japan, Mex·
ico, Poland, Russia, Sweden,
the United Arab Republic and
the U.S. Members of the So·
viet bloc voted against the
resolution.
U.S. Protests Soviet Attackli

.. On November 17 it was reo
ported that the U.S. had sent
to the Soviet Union a protest
regarding attacks made earlier that month by Russian
aircraft upon two U.S. Air
Force planes. The Incidents,
separated by only a few hours,
had taken place on November
7. One U.S. plane, on a reconnaissance flight over the Baltic Sea and held to be sixtysix miles from Soviet territory,
was fired upon by Russian jets.
Another. on a similar "routine
navigational flight" over the
Sea of Japan, sixty· four miles
outside Soviet territory, was
intercepted by Russian planes
that were said to have made
"simulated attacks" 0 nth e
U.S. craft. Neither of the U.S.
planes was damaged and crew
members were uninjured. The
State Department protest requested that the Soviet Union
act to prevent similar incidents in the future.
AWAKE!

that country across the Syrian
.. Alaska held its first sta tet border. This had come about
elections on November 25. ,In- as the result of a protest ma.de
complete returns indlcatt!d to the Security CouncIl by the
that Democrats bad won out government of tormer Lebaover Republicans tor top posts nese President Camille Chaduring the territory's early moun during a period of unyears as 49th state of the Un- rest In that land. The obser·
ion. Seats in the U.S. Senate vatlon g r a u p, unarmed a.nd
went to Democrats E. L. Bart- without police power s, had
lett and Ernest Gruenlng, who failed to find proof of the alde f eat e d Republican Mike legations. On November 22 it
Stepovich, former Territorial was announced that the U.N.
Governor. In the gubernatorial unit was beginning an evacuarace, Democrat Wi 11 jam A, tion that would be completed
Egan triumphed over Repub- by December 10, when the last
lican John Butrovich, Jr. members of the 600-man obser_
Heavy Democratic majorities vation group were scheduled
were also attained in both to depart from Lebanon.
houses of the State Legisla·
The Prince and the Commoner
ture.
<$> Japan's Crown Prince AkiLebanon: U.N. Unit Withdraws hito is to wed Miss Michiko
.. A contingent of United Na- Shoda, a commoner, the daugh·
tions observers was sent to ter of one of that nation's inLebanon on June 14 to ch~k dustrial leaders. An official anon charges of infiltration into nouncement of the engageAlasklm Elections
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ment was made public on November 27 only after a meet·
Ing of Japan's Imperial Council. Miss Shoda is a descendant of the samuraJ or warrior class and her ,petrothal to
the prince breaks ancient tradition. kklhito is to be the
125th emperor in a dynasty
with a legendary beginning by
a descendant of the Sun Goddess in the seventh century
B.C. Twenty-four-year-old Miss
Shoda graduated about a year
a g.o fro m Tokyo's Roman
Catholic Sacred Heart Girl's
College. Her parents are Bud·
dhists and, through her marriage to Akihlto, she becomes
Japanese Empress and will be
active in rites of the Shinto
religion. Prior to Emperor Hirohito's renunciation of divinity in 1946, Japanese rulers
were accorded nearly the status of gods. Akihito and Miss
Shoda are expected to be married within about a year.
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name in a worthless way." The Almighty
is not flattered or deceived by meaningless expressions. For our invocations to
be acceptable to him they must be sincere
and backed up by right works. Jehovah's
interest in our reference to him is conditioned by the extent to which we allow
ourselves to be governed by his will. He
God We is a God exacting exclusive devotion. EmpTrust"may ty phrases, especially those with his name
be a beautiful attached to them, are disgusting to him.
motto, but is it -Ex. 20:7.
true? Is it true
Ancient Israel was God's chosen nation.
that the United
But when that nation began professing one
States and its people place implicit trust
thing and doing another, it ran into serious
in the Almighty God as its national motto
trouble. With their mouth they boasted
declares?
trust and confidence in Jehovah, but time
On April 18, 1958, President Eisenhower and again when their homeland was threatspoke to the American Society of News- ened they appealed to surrounding heathen
paper 'Editors and the International Press nations for help. They found delight in the
Institute in Washington. In this speech the mightiness of the horse and chariot and in
president spoke of the military strength the legs of man. They neither feared God
of the United Stat'es and of the new weap- nor trusted him. Consequently'the nation
ons of fantastic power that appall the relapsed into general moral and spiritual
world. He stated that survival itself de- decay.
manded American strength, but not one
Through his prophets Jehovah rebuked
word about trust in God. Yet this nation
boasts in its national motto "In God We them. He would have none of their sacri~
fices. His counsel to them was: "Wash
Trust." Is it true?
Taking the name of God in any fopm is yourselves; make yourselves clean; remove
a serious business. To his covenant people the badness of,your dealings from in front
Israel Jehovah commanded: "You must of my eyes; cease to do bad. Learn to do
not take up the name of Jehovah your God good; search for justice; set right the opin a worthless way, for Jehovah wil~ not pressor; render judgment for the fatherleave the one unpunished who takes up his less bor; plead the cause of the widow,"
JANUARY 22, 1959
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"He hath skowed thee, 0 man. what is
good; and what doth Jehovah require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love kindness,
and to walk humbly with thy God?" Jehovah wanted neither their lip service nor
their gift offerings but sincere deeds in
keeping with his divine will. But when
Israel failed to heed his wise counsel, Jehovah disowned them completely.-lsa. 1:
16,17; Mic. 6:8, AS.
Today, when crime and corruption have
gone to seed, when divorce and dliilinquency
are on the rampage throughout the nation
as never before and when almost everybody is out to do what is right in his own
eyes, who among these is deeply concerned
about the will of God or trusts in Him? In
this era of missiles and rockets, of stockpiles of nuclear bombs and cries for more
and more scientists, what nation in this
world i~' there that can honestly be said to
put its trust in the true God, Jehovah?
Who is ~here to deny that they are trusting
in their nuclear weapons for survival?
It is an undeniable fact that the United
States as well as the rest of the world is
in great fear and without peace. Yet the
Holy Scriptures tell us that "abundant
peace" belongs to those loving God's law
and putting trust in him, which is conclusive proof that the nations have not made
Jehovah God their trust. Their mottoes
are empty professions.
In 1907 President Theodore R00f5evelt
objected to the use of the motto "In God
We Trust" on coins. He said: "I might
have felt at liberty to keep the inscription
had I approved.... My own firm convicJion is that such a motto on, coins not only
does no good but positive harm and is in
effect irreverenc.e, which comes close to
sacrilegQ."
When the California state Senate rules
committee was considering legislation to
adft the motto "In God We Trusti' as the

official state motto of California, fonner
Governor Culbert L. Olson of C~Iifornia
went before that gI'tlup and vigorously pr0tested. He said: "It is not true that our
state or its people trust God as this bill
declares." He argued that half the people
in the country do not attend church. How,
then, can we say they trust in God? Other
individuals objected to the new national
motto, stating that it violates the spll'it of
the First A.mendment to the Constitution
of the United States. Some caned the motto
"a meaningless political gesture, reeking
of hypocrisy."
RatheF than trusting in God, Carlyle
Marney, pastor of the First Baptist Church
at Austin, declared that modern America's
trust was in a "new kind of padded cell"
made up of locks, burglar alarms, pistols,
railroad detectives, insurance companies,
bank vaults, credit ratings and retirement
plans. The pastor said that God no longer
is "standard equipment" for millions of
Americans. He has become a "great accessory" to whom there is little occasion
to turn, except when one wants 1;0 get-or
forget, he said.
The motto "In God We Trust" obviously
does not reflect the true faith of the nation.
.It may be a beautiful motto, it may sound
nice, it may even give the nation a clean
outward appearance, but it does not speak
the truth. Trust in God ,must be evidenced
by right works, moral health and spiritual
prosperity. Jesus rebuked the scribes and
Pharisees, calling them hypocrites because
they cleansed "the outside of the cup and
of the" dish, but inside they are full of
plunder and immoderateness." First let nations cleanse themselves of their crime,
corruption and immorality and turn to his
kingdom by Christ, and then let them declare their trust in God. Otherwise, their
mottoes that implicate God are a taking
of his name in vain.-Matt. 23:25, 26.
AWAKE!
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HEN the Italian liner Andrea Doria collided with
on July 25, 1956, the chief

desire of its alarmed passengers was to
save their lives. None relished'the thought
of going down with the ship to a watery
grave. So anxious were many to escape
death that they did not stop to clothe
themselves properly hut joined the frantic
scramble to the ship's listing deck clad only
in their underclothes. They valued their
life. They wanted to live.
A person may respond indifferently
when someone speaks with him about
death and the normal desire to live, but
when he is faced with death, as were the
passengers of the Andrea Doria, he manifests an entirely different attitude. He
fight~to save his life.
A normal person has no desire to die.
If he should contract a sickness that could
cause death, he is willing to spend all that
he has on doctors and hospitals in order
to be cured. 'That "desire for life does not
diminish with age but increases.
Your life span is like a road that
stretches out before you. When you are
young it is very long and disappears into
the distance of the future. You give little
JANUARY 22, 1959

thought then about how precious existence is. But as you
grow older and the end of
your life span comes within
sight your attitude changes.
You want ever so much to extend that
road or to be at the beginning of it once
again. You want to continue living, even
in this corrupt and war·torn world. 'The
eighteenth·century writer Samuel Johnson
expressed the feeling well when he penned
these lines:
"Catch, then, oh! catch the transient hour,
Improve each moment as it' flies;
"Life's a short s!lllmer-man' a flower;
He dies-alas! how soon he dies!"
Attitudes Toward a Future Life

There are manymaterialistically·minded
persons who contend that this existence is
all there is to life. When death comes, ei.
ther by accident or by a person's reaching
the end of a normal life span, they believe
his existence is permanently terminated.
'This brief moment in the great stream of
time is, to them, all the existence a person
will ever have. Like a flower a person's
life blooms, fades and dies. never to bloom
again.
The famous agnostic Bertrand Russell
said: "For my part, I do not think there
is any good reason to believe that we
survive death." When speaking about the
belief of life after death, evolutionist Lecomte du Nally expressed the opinion that
5

perish." Also at Ecclesiastes 9:10 we are
told that the dead cannot work. cannot devise things, cannot possess knowledge and
cannot have wisdom. In other words, the
living, conscious creature has ceased to be.
He does not have an immortal soul that
separates from the body at death and permits him to continue having a conscious
existence. He returns to the lifeless dust
and is no more.
But, when the curtain of death drops
with such finality, that does IlQt mean a
person's existence cannot be renewed. The
fact that it is possible for a person to retum to life by resurrection is the basis
for hoping in life after death. Jehovah God,
the Creator and Source of life, can renew
the life of a person just as easily as he
created living humans in the first place.
It was God's pu.r:pose in the beginning
that man should never die. Adam would
still be living today if he had been obedient. His willful disobedience lost life for
himself as well as his descendants. We have
inherited death from that first ~, just
as some diseases may be passed. on from
one generation to another. At Romans 5:
12 it
written: "Through one man sin
entered into the worM and death through
sin, and thus death spread to all men because they had all sinned."
In spite of this seemingly impossible sit~
uation we are in because of our .first paJ'~
ents, death does not have to be final. BeMore to Life than Present Existence
cause of Jehovah's undeserved kindness
The view that death tel.'l11inates a per- we have the hope of a resurrection from
son's conscious existence and the view that the dead. "1 have hope toward God, which
life is possible after dea.th are both correct hope these men themselves also entertain,
to a certain extent. The Bible does not up- that there is going to be a resurrection of
hold the pagan belief that the human soul
is immortal.. Instead it plainly states that both the righteous and the unrighteous."
"the soul that sinneth, it shall die." (Acts 24: 15) With this hope before us
(Ezek.18:4, AS) It confirms the argument there is no need for us tD 100k upon death
that the conscious existence of a man as the permanent end to our existence.
There is no reason to think God will
ceases at death. At Psalm 146:"4 it says
that when a person dies "his thoughts do bring back to existence persons who flO\ltmen were trusting in the1r tmaglnatlon:
''He knows that he will never see the loved
ones again· on this earth, but he refuses to
believe that they cannot live somewhere
else. So he invents another life, he creates
another world in which, some day, they
wlli meet again."
A large number of the world's people
refuse to believe that this existence is all
th~re is to life. They insist that death is
not the end of.a person's conscious existence but is a door to another world and
to a much grander life. They contend that
man has an immorta1 soul that survives
death. The well-known poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow expressed this view
when he wrote: "There is no Death) What
seems so is transition."
Although these people look upon death
as a friend that ushers them into a better
life, they do not welcome death when
faced with it. They fight with all their
might to continue their present exJstence.
Belief in the immortality of the human
soul was common to the ancient pagans
and is common today outside Christendom
as well as inside. It has- been the cause of
many superstitions and strange religious
beliefs and practices. Because of it many
professed Christians have embraced the
pagan belief of eternal torment. in a fiery
hell for wicked souls. Others have adopted
belief in the transmigration of the soul.
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ed his written laws and in every way acted
wickedly in his eyes. The resurrection is
not for them. For such persons this present
existence is all there is to life. Their death
is the permanent end of them. "For evildoers themselves will be aut off, but' those
hoping in Jehovah are the ones that will
possess the earth." (Ps. 37:9) Such evildoers are permanently cut off from life.
It matters not how long a person has
been dead. That does not lessen God's capability of renewing his existence by resurrection. The body that is resurrected is
not the one that was buried. That body
long ago disintegrated to dust and its elements were absorbed by other living
things. All that is necessary is for the
great Life-giver to fashion a new body
from the elements in the earth and to impress upon that body the thought and personality pattern of the dead person. That
pattern is retained in God's memory. The
consciousness of the resurrected person
will therefore be the same as before he

hand of God at his battle of Armageddon.
"Therefore wait ye for me, saith Jehovah,
until the day that I rise up to the prey;
for my determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms,
to pour upon them mine indignation, even
all my fierce anger; for all the earth shall
be devoured with the fire of my jealousy."
(Zeph. 3: 8, AS) This corrupt earthly system with its wicked invisible rulers will
be swept out of existence, devoured as by
fire.

The earth will come under the authority
of God's chosen King, Christ Jesus. He will
rule mankind in justice and peace. Under
his direction the eartb will be made into
one big, beautiful garden. It will be at that
time that the prophecy at Isaiah 32:16-18
will have a fulfillment earth-wide. "And
in the wilderness justice will certainly reside, and in the orchard righteousness itself will dwell. And the work of the true
righteousness must become peace, and the
service of the true righteousness quietness
and security to time indefinite. And my
died.
A small number of those that are resur- people must dwell in a peaceful abiding
rected are given a new existence as spirit place and in residences of full confidence
creatures. They receive a resurrection to and in undisturbed resting places." This is
heavenly life. It was with regard to this the world to which the dead will be raised.
heavenly resurrection that the apostle Paul They will come back to a much more despoke when he said: "It is sown a physical sirable existence than what they had bebody, ,it is raised up a spiritual body." fore dying.
Under the just rule of Christ, God's orig(1 Cor. 15:44) But this happens only to a
select group who are chosen to rule with inal purpose for man will be fulfilled. The
Christ as kings. The majo.ritYI of those who earth'will be populated with perfect, rightare raised from the dead will experience eous humans. Adamic death will no longer
a new existence on earth as human crea- have power over them. They will be given
tures. They will have the privilege of being the gift of "life to time indefinite."-Ps.
among those who inherit the earth by be- 133:3.
coming its eternal inh~bitants. "For those
being blessed by him will themselves pos- Why Eternal Life Is Possible
If it were not for the ransom sacrifice
sess the eartb."-Ps. 37:22.
These resurrected ones will not be of Christ, eternal life would not be possible
brought back to live in a wicked system of for man. Neither could the dead be resurthings as we have today. The wicked will rected. This present existence would be
have been removed from the earth by the all there is to life.
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It was out of undeservecL kindness that over, without faith it is impossible to win
Jehovah provided his Son as a ransom his good pleasure." (Reb. 11:6) Jehovahls
sacrifice that could release mankind from witnesses are doing their utmost to' help
the curse of Adamic sin and death. "The people build this neceSS!U'Y faith. They
love is in this respect, not that we have spent over one hundred and ten million
loved God, but that he loved us and sent hours last year helping people gain the
forth his Son as a propitiatory sacrifice Scriptural knowledge that is the basis for
it.
for our sins."-l John 4;10.
'there was no way for man to free himOnce a person has gained an accurate
~eJf from the effects of Adam's sin. Like knowledge of God and his purposes he
~-inherited disease, he had something that must be obedient to that great Life-giver.
he could not remove by himself. He needed He must not willfully violate the divine
outside help. Jehovah God was the only principles and commands set down in the
One who could provide that help. ,He did Bible. If men a~tempt to force him to be
this by transfening the life of his heav- disobedient, he must steadfastly refuse to
enly Son to the earth that he might he break h~s integrity. He must take the po..
born as a perfect man, an equal to the first sUion expressed by'the apostle Peter, who
perfect man, Adam. The sacrifice of his said: "We must obey God as ruler rather
perfect human life and the dght thereto thanmen."-Acts 5:29.
made possible the nullifying of the effects
A vital requisite for life is undefiled :worof- Adam's sin. "For all have sinned and ship of Jehovah God. The worship of hi,fi
fall short of the glory of God, and it is must not be corrupted by the pagan pracas a free gift that they are being declared ti~ of venerating images or by pagan docrighteous by his undeserved kindness trines of soul immortality, eternal torment
through the release by the ransom paid and so forth. He must be worshiped in spirby Christ Jesus." (Rom. 3:23, 24) 'By it and in truth. Because those in the New
means of release by it man can gain a World society of Jehovah's witnesses worrighteous standing with God. It opened shlp him in thi,s manner they can look
the way for man to regain what Adam forward confidently to more than the preslost for man.
ent existence.
Service of the great Life-giver is also
Hmo to Gain Eternal Life
required
to gain his good pleasure. It is
Since Christ's ransom makes it possible
an
expression
of love for him and is acto be blessed with a resurrection from the
tually
part
of
one's
worship of him. "For
dead and even receive the gift of eternal
with
the
heart
one
exercises
faith for rightlife, we can say that the short existence
eousness,
but
with
the
mouth
one makes
we now have is not all there is to life.
public
declaration
for
salvation."-Rom.
There can be much more if a person mani~
fests a keen interest in Jehovah's purposes 1O:1D"
and has a hungry desire for an accurate
Follow the multitudes who are now
knowledge of his written Word..
streaming into the New World society and
It is only by gaining knowledge about are embraCing the prospect~ of eternal life
Jehovan God and his purposes that we can in human perfection ..Share their confihave a basis for building a firm faith. dence in a resurrection from the dead. BeFaith is essential for his approval, Which, cause of their faith in God's written promin turn, is necessary for a resurrection and ises they know that there is more for them
the gift of eteroal1ife.lt is written; "More~ in life than this present short existence.
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ERHAPS you are not familiar with its famous Blarney Stone, the mounwith the name Eire, but you tains and countless beautiful bays are only
know Ireland. Eire is Ireland a few items well worth seeing when visitin the Irish language. Few peo- ing the Emerald Isle. The people live simple have not heard of the many places in ply and the ~standard of living would be
Ireland made famous in story and song. considered low by people of many nations.
Such places as Galway Bay, Tralee, River The economic situation in Ireland at the
Shannon, the Mountains of Mourne and the present has led to much unemployment and
fair city of Dublin have had their praises emigration.
sung world-wide for generations. The Irish
Although what is said of one part of Irepeople love to sing and the Irish folk songs land can often be applied to the entire'isare loved by the people of many nations. land, the purpose of this article is to disWhat is Ireland like? To the tourist see- cuss only that portion known as Eire or
ing Eire for the first time, he is struck the Republic of Ireland. Eire is made up
by the green appearance of the land. Yes, of twenty-six counties, while Northern
it is truly the "Emerald Isle." Much of this Ireland consists of six counties. These six
is due to the dampness of the climate. Two counties elected to remain with Great Britain when independence was granted to Ireweeks without rain in Ireland will cause
land in 1922. People rHer to the Protestant
some farmers to speak of the drought. North and the Catholic South, showing
Many jokes are told concerning the weather that basically the split is religious. This
in Ireland, and the Irish still chuckle over division has aroused the nationalistic ire
the one attributed to an American GI dur- of some Irish and as a result the authoriing World War II. "Ireland," he said, ties are constantly plagued with border in~
"would be a wonderful place if they would cidents resulting in loss of life and property.
build a roof over it."
Usually the Irish people are an easyA beautiful land, Eire has much to at- going race and are little bothered by such
tract the tourist. The interesting bog coun- things as punctuality. If you make an ap.01, the lakes of Killarney, Blarney Castle pointment with an Irishman for ten o'clock
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and he does not appear at that time, do
not be disturbed, bepause if he hU1Tl.es be
will arrive at ten thirty. They are amused
by the hustling Americans and will tolerantly tell them, "You are in Ireland now;
you might as well throw that watch away."
An indication Of this attitude is the noncha1ant manner in which they will risk life
and limb in traffic. If you Visit Dublin and
never remember anything but O'Connell
Street in the rush hours you have had
quite an experience. The picture of Dublin
traffic carried away by visitors is a mad
race of bicycles, motor scooters, motorcycles, cars, lorries, donkey carts and pedestrians. To cro$S O'Connell Street at rush
hours is an experience never to be forgotten.
Two ladies, tourists, were once observed
poised on the sidewalk gazing across this
very wide street of careening vehicles.
They clasped hands fearfully and one was
heard to remark, "Now is where you take
your lite in your hands."
Preaching in Eire
Realizing that all- people now Jiving are
living in a period of judgment and with

their lives at stake, Jehovah's witnesses
have not neglected Eire in their mission of
preaching the good news of Jehovah's
established kingdom. The witnesses have
been active in Ireland for more than fifty
years. In September of 1957 a Branch office was established in Dublin, and- the
work is going ahead under this new arrangement. This is true in spite of the opposition of the clergy.
The Constitution of Eire grants freedom of religion, and people from many
lands are watching the activity of Jehovah's witnesses here because they feeJ that
here is a real test of this constitutional
guarantee. Will Catholic Eire permit free
exercise of their faith to Jehovah's wit~
nesses? The opinion of a district ;justice,
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quoted in The lriBh. Times on September
16,1958, expresses the viewpoint of some:
"Religion is above the courts, the main
business of which is to pr~serve peace.
When men come into an Irish village and
provoke the people by foisting their views
on them, they are abusing whatever rlghts
they have under the Constitution, which
guarantees freedom of religious worship.
Such action is bound to draw down the
rod of the people whose hospitality they
have received." And with that the defendants, who had beaten some religious missionaries and kicked their Bible down the
street, were absolved.
Incidents of stoning and violence to the
witne3ses by priest-led mobs have caused
concern among many of the Irish people
who cherish the liberties they fought for.
As I write this I have at hand a report
from three young ministers of Jehovah's
witnesses who were chased from a SInali
village near Ljmerick. The parish priest
and the curate led the group. The priest
used physical force in ejecting one of the
ministers from the Garda (police) Station
while 'the law officers stood by refusing to
interfere and only saying, "Now, Father;
now, Father." Eire is obviously not a po_
lice state, but thinking people will assure
you that it is a priest state.
In contrast with this attitUde many of
the Irish people are humble and conscious
of thejr spiritual need. 'Their joy is great
when they hear the truth from the Bible
and are fteed from this fear of clergy. It
is difficult for many to appreciate God's
Word, because most have practically no
knowledge of the Bible. Many who have
attended church regularly all their lives
wm not recognize th~ Bible when it is
shown to them. Some will confess that they
have never seen one. It is a rea1 thrill to
attend meetings of Jehovah's witnesses and
watch these humble people diligently.
AWAKE!

searching thelr Bibles as they follow the

previously chased the minister from her
points of Bible truth being expounded by door. They have progressed rapidly in their
knowledge of the Bible. The family was
one of Jehovah's ministers.
It takes real courage and a love for very much impressed by
fact that this
God for the Irish people to take their man was interested enOugh in them to
stand for true warship. A young man, an call at their house again in spite of the
ard,nt Catholic and a
treatment he had revery ac;tive one, spent
ceived
previously.
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The
clergy forbid
hours talking to one of
• The coronation Of Pope Jtlhn XXIII pro·
duced not only a new pope but alia notable . their flock to talk to
Jehovah's witnesses in
changes In the papacy. Read about it in
th1lo article "I>. N....... ~t>l> .. \Ol Ctt>.... lI1lo1!l."
an attem-pt to convert
Jehovah's witnesses
• Did YOU know that, with the exception of
him to the Catholic
and to read their liter~
Greenland, nine tenths of all Arctic land is
snow.free in August? that snow falls in the
faith, but was himself
ature. They fear the
tropics? that ice ia piled up to 10,000 teet
thick in the Antarctic? Learn abo ... t these
impressed by the logic
work of Bible educaand other fascinating "Wonders of the Fro.
of the Scriptures. In
tion carried an by this
nn World." See the next '"ue.
• Are you ruponslve to war'nings or do you
spite of the opposition
group.
An admission
needlessly rial< your life? Millions have died
of his family, neigh.
because "they tool< no nole." Read about it,
of such fear was pub~
and benefit from it. in the next issue.
bars and priests, he
Hshed in the Watch·
was immersed at a dr·
man magazine, Vol.
cult assembly after dedicating his life to XXllr, No. 44. This magazine is published
Jehovah.
by the Dominican Students in Dublin. One
Attempts were made to have his em~ paragraph reads:
player fire him, but being a fair~minded
"It is easy enough, then, to see why the
Catholic he refused. Priests and nuns made church founded by Luther has divided over
repeated visits to his home, and his uncle and over again into numerous smaller
advised his mother to pave the young man sects, each one differing from the parent
locked up since he evidently had lost his body an one or many points of doctrine.
sanity. In December at a circuit assembly This is particularly true of America, where
in Dublin this uncle, a former Catholic, hundreds of these societies have arisenlaughingly related this after he and the each claiming, naturally, to be the true
mother and sister of this young brother church of Christ. Most of them are COMwere immersed in symbol of their dedica~ paratively small and unimportant, but the
tion to Jehovah.
Jehovah Witnesses are a frightening ex~
One of Jehovah's witnesses caUed. at a ~pt\on. Of many sects this is one of the
house but was chased from the yard by most aggressive and spectacular, and un~
a woman who wanted nothing to do with doubtedly the most vigorous in its propa~
him or bis message. Some months later ganda."
this same witness, manifesting a loving in~
The work of Jehovah's witnesses may
terest in the welfare of his neighbor, called be frightening to some, but to those who
again at this same house. The man came have a desire to know God it is a wonderto the door and after listening for a time ful work. People in Eire are responding to
said he was not interested because he it and sharing in it. As a result, each month
believed like Mr. -_. The witness of Je~ over 200 ministers of Jehovah are engaged
in calling at the homes of the people in
hovah said, "I am Mr. --."
Eire and in a spirit of love are offering to
A study was started with this man and help them to come to know Jehovah and
his family, including the wife, who had his wonderful purposes for mankind.

the
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Animals in .the News,
NO TICKB!I'
f[

In London the usherette at a clnema CjsCOY·

an

ereel a shadowy figure occupying
aisle seat.
KnoWing that she did not collect a ticket for
that seat, she tapped tlie seat's occupant on
the shoulder. It barked. Shrieks from the usher·
ette speedily broUght the theater's manager to
the scene of the uproar. After determining that
the figure was indeed a dog, the manager, using
the identity tag on the collar, telephoned the
dog's owner. The owner soon arrived, and the
manaQer explained that the dog had no ticket
and "we simply can't have the dog taking up
a seat when we've got a queue 01 customers
waiting out·
side." '''He
loves the
theater," said
the dog's

owner with
profuse
apologies.
"Sneaked into the
ballet the other week
to' see 'Les Sylphides:"
UNCOWED BULL

CI. Near Whitewater. Wisconsin, a farmer's
barn caught on fire. The farmer rushed inside
to free hls lIvestock. After lJberatlng thirty-lour
animals, he was almost overcome by the smoke.
But I).e managed to release his herd sire.
Hanging on tightly to the animal, the farmer
hoped the cranky old fellow. would not be paralyzed by fear and fire. Uncowed, the bull led
the farmer through smoke and flames to safety

outside.

tarrner

"REVENGE"

(. Under the above title the Mancnel5ter
Guardian Weekly of October 2, 1958, reported:
"Revenge, especially the revenge of a disappointed Jover, takes curioUs forms, bUt few as
fantastic as the revenge of the disappointed
fiance of Frau Johanne Wehnisch, who runs a.
small but until recently very popular cellar
restaurant in Berlin. A few days ago a German court passed a suspended sentence of five
months' jmprisonment on Frau Wehnisch for
contravening hygiene regulations. The evidence
for the prosecution was supplied by her for·
mer intended,
who told the
Court that instead of washing the djshes
in her restaurant Frau Wehnisch had them
licked clean by
her dog."
lNCISfVF; ACTION

SHOW STEALERS
(l At the Poznan Trade Fair in Poland last
June, thirty-nine countries packed theJr products into the fairground. More than 500,000
persons visited the United States pavilion,
where they saw production_
line methods and- color television. The star attraction?
Ten little pIgs. Some persons
.remained for hours, watching
one pen of piglets
with a new-style mechanical feeder and
another family with
an old·style sow.
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CLASSICAL COWS
in Natal, South Atrica,

set up a
phonograph near the door of his barn and
played Chopin's "Grande Valse BrilIiavte."
Every cow within 200 yards, reported the larmer, stopped feeding and listened attentively.
However, when he put on a recording of a
modern band, hls bovine aw:Uence lost interest
and resumed feeding.
fJ, A

(" Four miners in Northern Rhodesia recently
went on a fishing trip up the crocodile-infesteo
Kafue River. The presence of crOCOdiles cliff
not disturb the tl.shennen until their boat
bumped into a huge hippopotamus. This mammoth mammal, in no mood for impudence, took
incisive action: it bit a hole through the galVanized iron side, of
the boat at' water
level. In desperate

straits, the men
bailed and paddled
frantically and just
managed to reach
the nearest shore.
AWAKE!

(

Whall saw on
THE "DAY OF THE DEAD" '
,

BY "AWAKEI" CORRESPONDENT

IN MEX1CO

rljjl

WAS a pleasant
q f a l l day when I

awoke on Sunday morning, November second. I
quickly dressed and went
to breakfast. Today was
the "Day of the Dead"
in all of Mexico and, being in Mexico Ci ty, Ithought, "Why not ride out to the city
cemetery to see what this religious holiday is like?" So after breakfast I took a
bus that in a few minutes left me at the.
entrance to beautiful. Chapultepec Park,
Mexico City's main park, which covers
many acres of wooded land and at the
far enq of which extends the Dolores Cemetery, the principal one for all of Mexico
City. Since the sun was shining warmly
by now, it was an enjoyable walk through
one corner of the park to the famous
flower market. The park was filled with
people going the same direction.
Everybody was buying flowers, arm·
loads of them. mostly orange marigolds,
which one lady told me were called flares
de cempasii.chil, a name the Indians had
given them. They are especially associated
with the "Day of the Dead." The traffic
was lUlusuaIly heavy for a Sunday morn~
ing, taxi after taxi and private cars passed
by, all headed up the hill toward the grave·
yard, each one filled with family groups,
all with large bunches of marigolds.
Now, which would be the best means of
transportation to finish the short trip up
JANUARY 22, 1959

the hill? It would take just about ten min·
utes by bus, but all the buses were packed.
Taxis are always a cheap means of trans·
portation in Mexico City, but not
empty
one was in sight. There across the street
was a long Hne of people and a bus marked
"Dolores Cemetery Special" stopped for
them. So I stood in line with the rest of
the people. They, too, were carrying flow·
ers and hereT noticed something else: they
had buckets and trowels. The whole family
was there, from grandma to the little one
carried in his mother's rebozo (stole).
Several special bus,es pulled in, loaded their
passengers and were on their way. Then it
was our turn; the bus filled up quickly,
with about fifty of us standing and an·
other twenty seated alo~g the sides.
As we made our way up the hill througfl
the traffic I noticed other people walking
along carrying flowers. It was easy to see
that everyone had one place in mind today.

an
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Was this, the "Day of the Dead," a time
of mourning, or was it a day of revelry and
feasting? It seemed that there was a festive spirit instead of one of sadness.

At the Cemetery
What a crowd there was at the entrance
to tile cemetery! The traffiC policemen had
the crowd held back by ropes until the
signal was given to cross the wide avenue.
Policemen were at the gates as the people
entered Well, here I was inside the gates
and the large chapel was the first thing
that caught my attention. There was a
ma~ kneeling with his children, a large
bunch of flowers in his arms. It seemed he
was asking a blessing on the flowers. Over
near the wall in the parking space was an
ambulance and a small first-aid tent. Several paths led off among the tombstones.
I took the one in the middle. Here to my
left were two Catholic .nuns chanting
prayers and accepting collections, for
which they gave, in turn, a tiny picture
o! a saint.
Soon I came to where the path made a
complete circle, and around the circle were
larger and more impressive tombs. This
circle is known as the Rotunda of Illustrious Men. It seemed strange to me to
find that the world-famous Mexican painter Diego Rivera, a known Communist, was
buried here and a large, prominent monument erected to his honor. But then I remembered that the Mexican government,
in spite of Mexico's being a Catholic country, does not let the church rule in government, and therefore even a Communist is recognized by the government as
beneficial to the nation.
Everywhere people were busy scrubbing
the marble tombs with soap and water
or remOving the weeds from the poorer
graves. Now I could see why they had
brought their buckets and trowels. They
14

had to carry water quite a distance from
the public faucets to the graveside. Little
boyS with buckets kept offering to go along
with me to clean off the grave they thought
I was going to visit or to carry water for
the flowers.
By now the paths were crowded with
people but, as 1 noticed before, very few
were grief-stricken and not all wore the
traditional black clothing worn in times
of mourning. Here and there groups
around graves were repeating prayers in
low vokes.. Then I saw a priest dressed in
his long flowing skirts accompanying a
humbly dressed couple to a grave. He
sprinkled the grave with "holy water" and
spoke some words in Latin-all in about
thirty seconds-after which the man took
out his billfold and gave the priest a tenpeso bill. Immediately a lady stepped up
and asked the Priest to accompany her ro
another grave.
Here, around a curve in the path back
among the trees, a larger group of peo~
pIe were gathered. What was this? I approached to find out. It was the tomb of
a Jesuit priest and the people were waiting
to walk down the steps and out again. I
wondered if they were doing this to receive
some special blessing. People were even
kneeling and praying around the wroughtiron fence that enclosed the tomb.
By now I had walked a long distance and
still there was no end to the cemetery. I
was wondering just why so many people
came to the graveyard this day, so I decided to start a conversation with a lady
who was standing near a grave waiting
while one of the little boys cleaned off the
weeds. "It takes a lot of work to clean
off all the weeds, doesn't it?" I asked.
"Yes, it does. But I haven't been here
for two years and that's why there're so
many." "Db, YOU Jive in another part of
Mexico?" I offered. "No, I live in a smalt
AWAKE!

town not far from Mexico City, but it takes
quite a while to make the trip. I came today because I just don't know whether
my dead mother is aware that I make a
visit to her grave or not. I don't know if
she feels lonely when I don't come on the
Day of the Dead or if she can feel anything
at all or if she even knows." So that was
the reason; now I understood. These persons thought that maybe their dear departed ones were nearby in a spirit form
and could receive some comfort from their
visit.

Just Like a County Fair
But as I left the graveyard by a side
entrance what I saw there made me wonder if all the thousands of visitors who had
come this day had the same sinCere motive.
What was that crowd of people doing over
to the right of the entrance? When I came
closer I could see that they were buying
and eating barbecued meat that they
wrapped in tortillas and ate along with
a native fermented drink called pulque.
There were stands with different kinds of
food and soft drinks all along the outside
wall of the cemetery, and there were picnic groups on the grass along the roadside.
Balloon peddlers passed by blowing their
familiar whistles, that announced to little
children that a special treat was in store
for them. Cotton-candY vendors were also
doing a good business. One 1ady came by
offering, for a peso, cardboard skeletons
dressed in troubadour suits; when she
pulled a string they danced. as they played
on a small guitar. No sadness here; everyone was having as good a time as if they
were at a county fair. All that I saw here
was very shocking to me. Instead of all
this, I had expected to see a religious observance of this day. According to what
different persons had told me about former
years, this eating just outside the cemetery
JANUARY 22, 1959

grounds must have originated with the
practice of having eating and drinking parties right on top of the graves, probably
with the idea in mind that they were
guests of the dead person. It seems that the
government has prohibited. this now.
I made my way through the crowd to
the bus stop and passed by a little old lady
who was asking for money for the saint
she carried in h~r arms. People were de\m$i.ting C{)i.m. i.n. a s10t i.n. the l:'.mall wooden
box that she held in her hand. Across the
street from the graveyard I noticed that
the stores where marble tombs were made
and sold had been converted by the o~
ers into temporary food~and-drink stands
and the air was filled with the voices'of
competitors shouting their wares. A little
girl stood ri'ght in the way of the passengers as they got off the crowded bus
selling flowers to the ones who had not
had. time to buy them at the mayKet. As
soon as the bus was empty I climbed on
and paid my twenty centavos and sat in
the empty seat near the driver. That had
been an interesting morning, but a tiring
one too.
As we returned down the hill I was
thinking about how Catholics in other
parts of North America or Europe would
be surprised or even shocked at the things
I had seen the Catholics doing here. I also
thought about the sincere lady by the
graveside and how eagerly she had listened
while J explained to her that God's Word
assures us that the dead are unconscious
and not lonely at all, that they are asleep
in their graves and await a resurrection
in Jehovah's new world of righteousness.
Then, scenes th~t I had witnessed this day
will never be seen again, because there will
be no mOfe death and hence no more need
for cemeteries.-EccL 9:10; John 5:28, 29;
Rev. 21:4.
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knowledge about
many of its places is
the exception rather
than the rule. Especially

does this seem to be the.
case regarding India, which is so far away
from where roost readers of Awake! live.
Today she is facing the greatest chaJ1enge
of her eleven~year existence as a free and
independent nation. Due to her size and
location 'th~ world has become keenly interested in knowing more about her.
India is largely a triangular-shaped peninsula in the southern part of Asia. She

has a maximum lengtll from north to south
of -some two thousand miles and a maximum width of seventeen hundred miles.
Her area of 1,266,900 square miles makes
her earth's seventh-largest country; being
exceeded only by the U.S.S.R., Canada,
China, Brazil, the United States and Australia. With her 387 million inhabitants
she ranks second only to China in popu~
latiQn.
Together with Pakistan on the west and
Nepal on the northeast India forms the
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"subcontinent of Asia," so called because
of its vastness and its geographical oneness. Mountains in the west, east and north,
chief of which is the Himalayan range, separate this subcontinent from the rest of
Asia. So much so, in fact, that no railroad
cOnnects India with the rest of Asia. Bor~
dering the Indian peninsula on the west
is the Arabian Sea, on the east the Bay
of Bengal, whiie her southern tip E!xtends
into the Indian Ocean. India's chief rivers
are the_ Indus, the Brahmaputra and the Ganges.
India has the world's biggest alluvial plain, the Hindustan. In her forests, which
cover an area the size of the
state of Texas, are to be found
450 different species of trees. Her wildlife
includes the tiger, together with other
members of the cat family, the monkey,
cObra, bear, wolf, water buffalo, y.rUd hog,
elephant and rhinoceros; also many insects
and rodents.
India lies 'entirely in the southern portion of the Northern Hemisphere. Her latitude corresponds to the area that extends
from the southern part of the United
States to the northern lands of South
America. Except for her northerly regions
India's climate is "monsoon-tropical," so
named because of her tropical seasonal
rains, the monsoons. Her year has three
seasons: cool from October on to March,
which begin~ the hot and arid season, and
which lasts -until the rainy or monsoon
season begins sometime in June.
India's multitudes live in some seventy
cities, more than 3,000 towns and upward
of 550,000 villages. Exceeding a million in
population are the cities of Bombay, Calcutta, Hyderabad, Madras and Delhi (including New Delhi).
Politically, India consists of fourteen
states and seven centrally governed territories. Before her independence, achieved
AWAKE/

in 1947, she was divided irito 217 princely (as regards footage) and the third-largest
states that ranged in size from one square user of radio frequencies, having twentymile to 8S large as ItaJy. India has no seven radio stations. And in spite of her
small language problem with her 782 lan- high illiteracy rate she has a large press:
guages and dialects. Of these, fourteen, some 6,000 periodicals, of which 445 are
mentioned in the Constitu,tion, are spoken dailies.
by upward of five million persons each;
India is trying hard to improve the lot
some fifty are spoken by more than 100,- of her multitudes, their annual per capita
000 but less than five million; and the re- income being but some $60. To this end
mainder, more than 700, are spoken by she inaugurated a Five Year Plan in 1952
less than 100,000 persons each.
and another in 1956. To realize the obAs for India's religious complexion, 85
jectives of these, India has received much
percent are Hindus, 10 percent Moslems,
help
in the way of loans, grants and tech2.3 percent so-called Christians, and 1.7
nical
advice from a number of lands, inpercent Sikhs, the Nmaining one percent
cluding the United States~ Canada and
accounting for all others.
Great Britain, also Russia.
Indicative of India's progress in indusAgriculture and Industry
Of India's millions 70 percent depend trialization is her famed Tata empire,
upon agriculture for a livelihood. In view which, among other things, has the world's
of the primitive farming methods em- largest self·contained steel and iron works.
ployed by most of her people it is indeed And most ambitious of all is her Bhakra
remarkable that India should be the Dam in the state of Punjab, which will
world's· largest tea grower, producing eventually cost $400 million. At 740 feet,
about half of the'world's supply, and should it will be the world's highest straight
rank second as regards cotton, jute, rice gravity dam, will produce 900,000 kiloand tobacco. She also ranks high as pro- watts of 'electricity, and is expected to irducer of wheat, peanuts, sugar cane and rigate ten million acres of land. This projoil seeds. India has one
fourth of the world's
cattle, 220 million, and
110 million sheep and
goats. She irrigates fifty
million acres, more than
any other country, and is
steadily increasing this
amount.
India at present produces upward of 3,500,())() kilOWatts by rpeans
of her hydroelectric
plants which, however, is
but one tenth of her capacity. She is the world's
second-largest producer
of motion picture film
JANUARY 22, 1959
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ect has already wiped out a 35,OOO-ton of evacuated refugees and trade relations.
grain deficit in the area and Increased cot- Mainly because of this condition India de-ton production 30 percent.
votes 40 percent of her budget to mUitary
All this progress, however, is not with- purpo;es.
out its setbacks. Currently India Is feeling
the strain df her ambitious second Five India's UphUI Fight
In her efforts to improve the economic
Year Plan, making it necessary for her to
and
cultural level of her peoples while at
obtain loans repeatedly. Thus in June of
the
same
time holding on to her demo1958 the United States Export-Import
cratic
institutions
India has had a real upBank loaned her $150 million, and in Auno
wonder, when we con.
hill
fight.
And
gust :five nations, the United States, Great
sider
the
obstacles
in her way: poverty,
Britain, West Gennany. Canada and Japan,
illiteracy,
superstition,
caste and a fatal.
loaned her $350 m.1llion. Early next year
istic
religion;
to
which
must
also be added
sfte will need an additional $500 million
her
climate,
in
that
her
rainfall
is almost
and upward of $1,000 million more in
wholly
limited,
to
the
monsoon
season,
1961.
from mid-.June through September.
Will Sire Make It?
India, with her 387 million inhabitants,
According to Nehru, "India is one of is the world's largest democracy. In the
demCK!racy's chief testing grounds." The words of her Constitution, India "is a Sovgoal of her government is to keep her ereign Democratic Republic with a pardemocratic institutions, preserve order, liamentary form of government based on
improve the economic lot of her peoples universal adult franchise." Even though
and take a neu'tr:al course as regards East some 80 percent of her people are illiterand West. (Because of her size and posi: ate, she has been able to hold the world's
tiOD and neutral policy she has been men- largest free eleCtions. How was India able
tioned by some as a fit candidate for the to do this? By using colored sticks and
United Nations seat now occupied by Na~ ballot boxes bearing symbols for the varitionalist China.) India's leaders apparently ous parties; such as a pair of yoked bul·
have no desire to resort to a military dic~ locks for the Congress Party (the one in
tatorshlp as did her neighbors to the east control since India's independence), and a
and west of her. And while one of her sickle and ears of corn for the Commusouthern states, Kerala, has a Conllnlmist nists. Of course, to acquaint India's milgovernment, elsewhere communism is lIons with the issues required a vast amount
making little headway, no doubt due to the of traveling and public speaking on tbe
Hindu mentality and philosophy. This very part of the various candidates.
mentallty, though, poses one of India's rna·
Among the unique obstacles the Indian
jor obstacles. As Nehru expressed ~t: government has had to face is caste. While,
"'Ihere is hardly a country where the gap with its four basic divisions, its three thoubetween ideals and performance is so sand subdivisions and its untouchables, it
great" as in India.
might be said to be prlmarily a religious
Then too, there is much friction between institution, it nevertheless appears to have
India and her Moslem neighbor over such its basis in racial prejudice. Thus former
thorny questions as jurisdiction over the United States ambassador to India, Chester
State of Kashmir, water rights, property Bowles, observes in his book, Ambassador's
18
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Report, that ne never saw a very light~
skinned Indian who did not belong to one
of the higher castes nor a very dark~
skinned Indian who did not belong to the
untouchables.
The government is trying nard to wipe
out caste prejudices and, in particular, the
stigma of the casteless or untouchability,
which it has outlawed. As part of its campaign to wipe out this form of religious
prejudice and injustice-jnspectors are sent
to the villages. These summon the untouchables by the beating of <! drum and
then tell them: "In the new India there
is no longer untouchability. . . . If you
wish you can enter the temples ... no man
may prevent you. In school your children
may freely sit beside the children of your
neighbors. . . . You may use the village
well . • . and all public place.s are open
to you/, and so on. To drive home the
meaning of his words the inspector takes
the untouchables to the local temple and
next to a restaurant, where they are given a meal at government eJ.;:Pense. Mter
some more words of encouragement they
are dismissed.
But with what effect upon those enjoying advantages under the caste systern? In some places, no sooner have the
inspector and the untouchables left than
the restaurant owner smashes all pottery
and dishes used by the untouchables as
hopelessly defiled and thoroughly scrubs
his floor and all his furniture with "sacred" cow's milk to purify it aU'-However,
progress is being made. The vote of the
one-time untouchable counts as muen as
that of a Brahman. More and more young
people are discounting caste in considering marriage, and lower--caste men are
being elected to village councils, the pan~
chayats.
Other features of India's religion also
present obstacles to the government's efforts to improve the condition of her pea...,
JANUARY 22, 1959

pIes. Thus the All-India Rural Credit Survey reported: "There are two main facts
about India: religion and poverty.'" PE!rhaps nowhere else has man-made religion
done so much harm to a people, nqt only
spiritually but even materially.
There is an Indian proverb that says:
"It is be~ter to sit than to walk, to lie
down than to sit, to sleep than to wake,
and death is the best of all." Hindu phi~
losbphy lOoks down on all manual labor
and thrift and exalts idleness and contemplation. Its fatalism doubtless ac~
counts for the fact that in so many In~
dian villages farming methods used today
are much the same as they were in the
days of ancient EgyPt. Nehru has lashed
out time and again against Indian youth
for making 4 fetish out of white-col1a.r
jobs and looking down upon skilled labor
even though it paid much better and was
far more in demand and even indispensable for the country's progress. He has
also repeatedly chided his countrymen because of the econdmic burdens that the
religious institutions of cow worship and
holy begging represent.

The Rural Development Program
A •vital part of each Five Year Plan
has been the Rural Development Pro~
gram. It has accounted for some of the
most striking progress India has made
in the past seven years in pvercoming
diseases, illiteracy and ancient farming
methods.
The crying need for India's health and
sanitation program can be seen from the
fact that one fourth of all babies die
under one year of age; that the average
life span is but twenty-seven years; that
in the course of a year upward of a million persons die from malaria and 100
million are smitten with it; not to say
anything about the tolls taken by cholera,
smallpox, leprosy and elephantiasis. One
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reason for this has been that most village wells were nothjng but scum~overed
open ponds.
During her first ~ive Year Plan 42,000 new wells were dug, 65,000 were renovated and 110,000 latrines, or public toilets or privies, were constructed. Millions
of mothers were taught basic essentials
of child care, and family planning was
encouraged so as to cut down the phenomenal birth rate.
Attacked also was IDdia's illiteracy of
82 percent. The goal is free and compulsory education for all children between
the ages of six and fourteen years. The
first Five Year Plan saw a 20-percent
increase, so that now 35 percent of these
are attending school.
Millions of a4.ults are learning to read
and write at 41,000 educational centers
whose slo~an is "eacQ, one teach one." AdJitionally, the alphabet of the local dialect
is posted on a chart in the square of each
village. While much progress has been
made, a government report complains of
insufficient enthusiasm for this feature of
the Development Program as well as of
some lapsing into illiteracy.
This program is also rapidly establishing
democratic rule in the villages. Five (or
more) older men of influence are elected
to the village panchayat to direct its affairs and judge minor matters. One good
result of this has been to minimize caste
differences.
But, above all, the Rural Development
Program has attacked poverty by teaching villagers imprbved farming methods.
Usually a farmer has many small patches
of land, each surrounded by a wall or
hedge. Such an arrangement is wasteful
of both land and the farmers' time as well
as inviting petty squabbles~ To eliminate
this waste, farmers have been encouraged
to consolidate their holdings. To make
their efforts more productive they have
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been supplied with impl'Oved farming
equipment. good seed, pedigreed animals,
fertilizer and fruit trees. One million additional acres are being cultivated and two
million more irrigated.
Thus far about halt of India's 550,000
villages have benefited in some way or
other from this program. It is a colossal
undertaking ~uirlng a gigantic organization. It has involved the training of thousands upon thousands of workers in the
fields of agriculture, sanitation, medicine,
education, etc. Of course, the extent to
which these individually have met with_
success depends in no small degree upon
their own good judgment and the degree
of dedication they bring to their task.
India truly has an uphill fight, trying
to better the lot of her hundreds of millions in the face of illiteracy, caste distinctions and fatalistic religion, not to sayanything of her difficult climate. But even
though she may be able to hold on to -her
democratic institutions and succeed in
raising the economic and cultural level of
her many peoples, their, lot would still
leave much to be desired.
What the peOple of India as well as those
of all other lands need is the beneficent rule
of the kingdom of Jehovah God; that king-r
dam foretold and promised in God's Word
the Bible and for which Christians have
been praying for nineteen centuries and
more. By reason of having superhuman
power and wisdom and being motivated
by love it will be able to end for all time
all pow ty, illiteracy, caste and false, oppresslVe religion. It will give all lovers of
righteousness true freedom and the prospect of everlasting life in a paradisaic new
world. Today in India SOme one thousand
witnesses of Jehovah are spreading the
good news of that kingdom from Ahmadabad on the west~to Calcutta on the east
and from New DeIlli in the north to Al1eppey in the south.
AWAKE!

August 3, 19~ 116 men arrived at
the North Pole in their shirtsleeves.
In spite of light clothing they were comfortable. Unlike previous polar expeditions
their trip had been free of hardships. It
had, in fact, been easy and enjoyable.
Instead of traveling with dog sleds across
wind-swept ice, they had traveled beneath
the ice in the atomic submarine Nautilus.
It had brought them through the dark,
cold waters of the Arctic Ocean in steamheated comfort. Four hundred feet above
them was the polar ice varying in thickness from about ten feet to more than
seventy-five feet.
The submarine had dipped beneath the
ice pack off the coast of Alaska on August
first and had followed the Barrow Sea
Valley into the Arctic Basin. Once in deep
water the Nautilus was able to speed
along at more than twenty knots. There
was no danger of its running out of fuel
while traveling under thousands of miles
of ice. Just a little more than eight pounds
at uranium gives it enough power to travel
more than 60,000 miles.
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There was little likelihood of a collision
with deep-riding ice or with ooe of the
mopntain ranges that rise from the floor
of the Arctic Ocean. While searching for
a ~way into the Arctic Basin it had passed
under ice that allowed only five feet cldar~
ance above its sail or conning tower and
twenty-five feet to the -ocean bottom, and
there was no mishap. The boat's officers
were able to watch the contour of the ice
being traced by a recording pen. They
al$O knew by means of a fathonieter how
much clearance they had under the submarine. They could navigate in such close
quarters because the Nautilus has sensitive sonar devices. There are. thirteen of
them. They are its eyes. By means of them
it always knows how far it is from underwater objects. The long-range sonar is sO
sensitive that it not only can detect a ship
several miles away but can determine the
type of ship, its course, its speed and its
bearing. It cail even detect a small bird
sitting in the water a half mile away.
Navigation is difficult under ice. If the
gyrocompass should fail to function prop-
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erly there i. no way to take a reading
from the stars or the stU1 unless a hole
can be found In the Ice that would permit
the submarine either to use its periscope
sextant or in .sur1'aCe. To insure agaInst
navigational error 'the Nautilus used. a de..
vice called an iIlertial navigator. It record..
ed and remembered eve»), motion of the
sUbtnarlne as well as its speed from the
time it left Hawaii. It gave continuous
readings of the boat's location.
After traveling 1,830 miles beneath the
polar ice cap the Nautilus came out in the
Atlantic northeast of Greenland as was
planned. It had been under ice for ninety..
six hours. Its polar crossing pioneered a
new Northwest Passage.
About one week later another nuclear
submarine, the Skate, went under the po..
lar ice pack to explore the Arctic Basin.
The fathometer on the Nautilw; had dis-covered undersea mountain ranges that
rose thousands or feet above the ocean
floor, but the Nautilus did not go off
co~ to explore them or the Arctic
depths. That was the assignment given to
the Skate.
The Nautilus was the first atomic sub..
marine to be built. Since its launching on
January 21, 1954, interest in undersea
travel has grown immensely. She tired im..
aginations about what a submarine with
almost unlimited power could do. This was
especially so among persons who were fa..
miliar with the limitations of conventional

and fifty half,ton batteries. 'lb.e power In
these fI....foot·high batteries wru ~ for

only ·about one hour when the boat is traveling submerged at eight or nine knots.
If it creeps along at_ two knots the power
will last for forty-eight hours. The submarine must then return to the surlace,
where it can operate its diesels and recharge the batteries. The recharging process takes about eight hours for completely
discharged batteries. Because of this limitation in electrical power the conventional
submarine must spend more time on the
surlace than under it Its hull is therefore
designed for surface travel.
The atomic submarine is not tied to the
surface. It is free to roam the depths of
the oceans for long periods of time and
at any speed it chooses. It does nat have
to conserve power by slow underwater
speeds. In March of 1958 the nuclear submarine Skate traveled from England to
the United States in a record-breaking
time of seven days and five bours. It did
not surface once during the trip. Less than
seven months later the atomic submarine Seawolf remained submerged for sixty
days. During that time it traveled oVer
14,000 miles. The new submarine Triton
is capable of traveling 100,000 miles without refueling. Such feats are impossible in
conventional submarines.
The source of. power for an atomic submarine is its nuclear reactor. This is a device that' causes the nuclei of atoms in
submarin~.
uranium 235 to be split. When a critical
amount of uranium is put in the reactor
HOlD a Nuclear Submarine WorkB
a chain reaction begins by neutrons split~ nuclear submarine is basically similar
to other submarines. It functions on the ting uranium atoms. The split atoms in
same principles. Its chief difference is its tum release more neutrons that split the
nuclei of more atoms. This chain reaction
power plant
continues
until cadmium rods a.re inserted
A conventional submarine uses diesel
in
the
pile.
Because cadmium absorbs neuengines wben cruising on, the surface and
trons
the
rods
can slow down or stop the
electric motors when submerged. The elec..
tricity Is stored in more than two hundred chain reaction. When they are removed
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the reaction begins again. The reactor can
thus be kept under control.
When the nucleus of an atom is split
tremendous energy is released in the form
of heat. This is carried from the reactor
in the Nautilus by means of distilled water
that is locked in a system of pipes that
lace the reactor. The superheated water
does not turn to steam because it is kept
under high pressure. The pressure raises
the water's boiling point. The superheated
water then passes into heat exchangers.
There its pipes pass through distilled water. Its heat changes the water to steam,
and that is used to turn high-speed turbines that are connected with the boat's
two propellers by means of reduction
gears. The steam propels the vessel and
at the same time provides an ample supply of electricity.
More than half of the Nautilus' total
length of 300 feet is taken up by the turbines, generators, heat exchanger equipment, reactor and its heavy shielding, electric motors and diesels. Since this was the
first atomic submarine, the diesels were
put in as an emergency measure in case
the reactor should fail. Thus far it has not.
Why It Submerge8
A submarine can have positive buoyancy, neutral buoyancy and negative buoyancy. It has positive buoyancy when the
weight of the water displaced by the vessel is greater than the boat's weight. That
means pressure from the water underneath pushes it to the surface. But if the
weight of the submarine should be increased until it equals the weight of the
water displaced it will neither rise to the
surface nor sink. This is neutral buoyancy.
It has negative buoyancy when the weight
of the vessel exceeds the weight of the
water displaced. When this happens the
submarine sinks to the bottom.
The submarine alters its weight by takJANUARY 22, 1959

ing on or discharging sea water. The water
is taken into ballast tanks. The main ones
are near the center of the boat. In the bow
and stern are trim tanks that keep it on
an even keel. If the bow should be lighter
than the stern it will rise, throwing the
boat on an angle. The right amount of water taken into the bow trim tanks will
bring it down to where it should be. There
is always a safety tank that is continually
kept filled with water. In case of emer~
gency it can be emptied to give the boat
extra buoyancy.
The amount of water required to submerge a submarine varies with the boat's
size. A large submarine may have to tak6
on as much as one thousand tons of water.
To cause it to rise after having submerged, this water is expelled from the
ballast tanks by compressed air. The air
is kept in banks of bottles Wlder twenty~
five hundred pounds of pressure.
While in a state of neutral buoyancy the
submarine can be maneuvered up and
down by means of Qiving planes. Those
in the stern are like the elevators on the
tail of an airplane. The bow planes are ex~
tended from the hull when in use and retracted against the hull when not in use.
In the Nautilus they are operated by stick
controls similar to those used in airplanes.
They respond to the touch of a finger.Because it has an exceptionally thick
hull the Nautilus can descend to much
greater depths than the fleet-type submarines. They are limited to four hundred
to five hundred feet for safe operation. If
they go much below that the water pressure will spring leaks in the hull.
The top speed of the Nautilus is a secret,
but it "is known that it can travel more
than twenty knots under water. It can
go faster while submerged than when on
the surface. In fact, it is speedier than·
many surface ships. A surface ship must
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contend with greater resl~. It not
only must break surface tension and push
against wind but 1t also loses energy by
creating bow waves and turbulence. Because the Nautilus moves under water it
bas none of these problems. Its hull design
allows the water to flow smoothly around
it without causing waves or turbulence.
Crew Comfort

The atmosphere in an atomic submarlne is not bot, humid and iIl~smelling. Air
conditioning maintains a comfortable temperature and the right humidity and also
removes unpleasant odors. Carbon dioxide is chemically removed by machines
~lled carbon dioxide "scrubbers." Fresh
oxygen is automatically fed from stored
bottles into the ventilation system as needed. It has been reported that a machine
has 'been developed that can \8ke oxygen
from distilled sea water through the process of electrolysis.
There is an abundance of fresh water for
the showers, wash basins, washing machine, steam plant ,and so forth. The Nautilus has equipment for distilling fresh waterfrom sea water.
,Since ~ Nautilus is a single-hulled
boat and does not need space for storing
large quantities of fuel oil, it is larger inSide than the conventional, double-hulled
submarine and is therefore roomier for
the crew. The galley has electric ranges
for cooking whOlesome meals. Perishable
foods are kept in roomy refrigerators.
There is room for games, movies, a library
and a record collection.
Travel in an atomic submarine is travel
in comfort, whether it is done in the frigid
waters under the polar ice pack or in the
warm waters of the tropics. The air conditioning maintains the ideal :temperature
of seventy-two degrees and a relative humidity of 46' percent. The ride is smooth,
with no danger of seasickness. There is no
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sensatl,on of motion nC) matter hoW fast
the boat may be traveling through the
oCean deptbs.
Change in Ocean Travel

Although the Nautilus was designed as

a warcraft. it has caused people to think
of many ways that an atomic submarine
could be used for peaceful purposes. Outstanding are the ideas for using it in pas~
senger service and for transporting freight.
Submarine ocean liners could cross the
oceans at higher speeds, in greater comfort and in greater safety than surface
liners. Sir George Thomson states in his
book ,The Foreseeable Future: "Such a
submarine could probably be driven at 70
or 80 knots with considerably less h.p.
[horsepower] per ton than an Atlantic lin~ er of the present day." It would provide
smooth riding in all 'types of weather.
When a violent hurricane grounds airplanes and forces surface ships into protective harbors, the submarine liner wil1
speed peacefully on its way unaffected by
screaming winds that lash the surface into
giant waves. No matter how vidlent a
storm may be on the surface all is calm
'!It depths of two hundred and fifty feet and
more.
Big submarine tankers and freighterS<'
could be built for fast and uninterrupted
transportation of goods. An English firm
is now considering the problems of can·
structing a nuclear tanker with a po'ssible
weight of 100,000 tons. It would dwarf the
Nautilus, which weighs 4,000 tons sulTmerged. The tanker's speed would be about
fifty or sixty knots. A firm in Japan is
also investigating the possibilities.
Although they are at present too costly
to operate commercially. the first atomic
submarine, the NautilUS, may well have
a revolutionizing effect on ocean travel.
She has demonstrated the immense passibiIities a submarine has for peaceful serv~
ice to mankind,
AWAKE!

·"{OUR WORD IS TRUTH"

Can You Prove Any Old
Thing from the Bible?

OME people say: "Why is it that you
take your quotations from here and
there in the Bible? By jumping around
that way you can prove anythtng, even the
most fantastic doctrines!"
To this we reply: We cannot prove any
old thing from the Bible and at the same
time have the Bible agree with itself. Yes,
we do' quote from here and there, from all
the Bible books, because its sixty·six books
are in perfect harmony with one another.
Out of the mouth of several witnesses we
try to show the truthfulness of a teaching,
. and not from just one book or witness.
That all books of the Bible are in agree-ment and unitedly able to contribute proof
and support, the apostle Peter proved after
Pentecost, when he said: "The times of
restoration of all things of which God
spoke through the mouth of his holy prophets of old time. In fact, Moses said: ...
And all the prophets, in fact, from Samuel
on and those in succession, just as many
as have spoken, have also plainly declared
these days." How can we show that all'the
prophets foretold these 'days arid their
events and that all taught certain doctrines hannoniously unless we quote from
several or all of them? Why, when giving
the speech quoted above Peter himself
quoted from two parts of the Bible, Deuteronomy 18:15, 19 and Genesis 22:18.
-Acts 3: 21-24.
By making our quotations from all parts
of the inspired Scriptures we are holding
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true to God's Word and are followi~ the
example of Jesus and his apostles and the
writers of the Bible, Hebrew and Greek.
Jesus is recorded as having quoted many
texts from the Hebrew Scriptures, and
they were from many books. In his sermon on the mount, as reported by the
apostle Matthew, Jesus made twenty-one
quotations. Will anyone accuse Jesus of
jumping around here and there for mjlking
three quotations from Exodus, two from
Leviticus, one from Numbers, six from
Deuteronomy, one from 2 Kings, four from
the Psalms, three from Isai'ah, and one
from Jeremiah? By doing so was he trying
to prove' any old thing? No, but to the
people's surprise, "he was teaching them
as a person having authority ~ and not as
their scribes," because he backed up his
teaching with the authority of God's written Word.-Matt. 7:29.
The apostle Paul followed Jesus' example of quoting scriptures from here and
there in the inspired Text. Take his argument at Romans 15:7-13. In just those
seven verses he made four quotations,
namely, from Psalm 18:49 and Deuteronomy 32: 43 and Psalm 117: 1 and Isaiah 11:
1, 10. Thus, like Jesus, Paul quoted from
the Law and the Prophets and the Psalms.
From these three sections of the Hebrew
Scriptures he brought together harmonious proof that, not merely the Jews, but
also the non-Jewish nations were due to
glorify Jehovah God for his mercy to all
mankind, and hence Christian congrega~
tions ought to welcome people from all
nations as Jesus Christ does.
Was Paul here op,en to the accusation
that he was jumping here and there in the
Bible and scrambling texts together to
support his missionary work outside the
Jewish nation? No, he was not; for these
four texts from three different sections of
the Bible were all in agreement in predicting that the good news of God's kingdom
25

was to go to all the nations in His due
time. The Jews had been spoken to and
had heard, but it was not so with the nonJewish nations. Thus Paul by his inspired
topical method of study showed us how to
draw on Scripture and make quotations to
establish, not our teachings nor those of
any man, but God's teachings.
In his first letter Peter makes thirtyfour quotations, from ten different books
out of the Law, the Prophets and the
Psalms. In his second letter Peter quptes
six times from three different books. The
apostle Matthew, in his Gospel account,
makes 122 quotations from Genesis to Malachi. Out of those thirty-nine books he
quotes twenty and ignores the Apocrypha.
Now take the Christian Greek Scriptures
as a whole, from Matthew to Revelation.
In those twenty-seven books there are 365
direct quotations from Genesis to Malachi, and about 375 more references to those
Hebrew Scriptures; or a total of about 740.
Now, according to Dr. E. Nestle's edi'
tion of the "Greek New Testament," it
quotes from thirty-five books of the Hebrew Scriptures, or from all the books except Ruth, Ezra, Ecclesiastes, and The
Song of Solomon. Think of it, only about
740 quotations and allusions, whereas the
Hebrew Scriptures, all together, comprise
about 1,384 pages in the original Hebrew

.

text!

It is clearly manifest that the inspired
writers of the Christian Greek Scriptures
did not by any means exhaust all the Scripture quotations that could be made from
the inspired HebreW' writings. So we must
conclude that most of the quoting of those
ancient writings was to be done by the
Christians after the apostolic era, particularly those Christians living at the consummation of this system of things when
the fulfillment of most of the Hebrew
Scriptures as well as of the Christian
Greek Scriptures would be brought to pass.
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This great privilege is ours today, for
all the proofs show we are living in the
"time of the· end" of this old system of
things. Ours is the time foretold at Daniel
12: 4 (AS), when many should "run to and
fro" through the Scriptures and thus, by
God's blesmng, "knowledge shall be increased.'" Besides, we today have the writings of Christ's inspired apostles and disciples in addition to the Hebrew Scriptures.
So we have more Scripture at our disposal
for quotation and proof of doctrine than
the apostles had down till John -wrote the
last five books of the Bible.
At, Romans 15:4 Paul said: "For all the
things that were written aforetime were
written ·for our instruction, that through
our endurance and through the comfort
from the Scriptures we might have hope."
Happy, then, is our privilege today to
study all God's Word written aforetime,
for today his spirit is outpoured in aboupding measure to fathom the deep things of
God that are now due to be revealed for .
the nourishment and guidance of God's
people.
It would be well to remember that the
purpose of our studying the Bible is not for
just our own information, comfort and( salvation, but for us to be able to enlighten
others, that they too may come to know
Jehbvah God and his King, Jesus Christ.
It is God's purpose that "the earth shaH
be filled with the knowledge of the glory
·of Jehovah, as the waters cover the sea."
This will be accomplished, because as He
says: "So my word that goes forth from
my mouth will prove to be. It will not re:
turn to me without results, but it will certainly do that in which I have delighted,
and it will have certain success in that for
which I have sent it." Blessed is our privi-·
lege to have his Word, the Bible, to make
known his mighty acts. Let us use it wisely
to his glory.-Hab. 2:14, AS; !sa. 55:11.
AWAKE!

I t a Iy
INCE World War II the Italian people
have won the admiration of the world
for their diligent effort to get back into the
swing of things. In this brief period of
time they have rebuilt their bombed-out
industries and have brought order to a
confused political situation.

S

However, there has been a stiIl greater
reconstruction program booming on the
bootlike peninsula-a spiritual awakening
on a scale heretofore unheard of in the
land. Yes, in this land that has for centuries been dominated by the Roman
Catbolic Church the dawn of a new day
of religious freedom has come at last.
With the downfall of the Fascist dictatorship, a handful of Jehovah's witnesses,
less than fifty. carne out of their underground activity and physical confinement.
This seemingly insignificant band has accomplished an unbelievable work among
the country's 50,000,000 inhabitants.
First consider the many obstacles that
these few ministers were daily confronted
with in this country -of priests, monks and
nuns. The spiritual strength of Catholicism had never really been challenged or
put to the test in Italy, the home of the
Vatican and the stronghold of world
Catholicism, until Jehovah's witnesses
launched their educational campaign about
twelve years ago.
What did these witnesses discover? Did
they find the Roman Catholic people to
be against the proclamation of God's kingdom and Bible truths that contradict the
church? Not at all! This raised the questions in their minds, Just how many hardJANUARY iiii, 1959

core Catholics are there in Italy? Just how
Catholic are the Italians? These witnesses
have found that there are only a very few
professed Catholics who accept the Vatican's teachings without question and perhaps fewer still is the number that consider
the Catholic Hierarchy the sole interpreter
of all truth, as the church claims.
Today in Italy a general reJigious apathy
sweeps the land. A goodly number of liberals can be heard protesting against the
Vatican's open intervention in politics.
More than one third of the Italian voters
sided with the anti-Catholic communistic
elements despite the threats of excommunication by the priests. No, the Italians
have never been so Catholic that they voluntarily went all-out in the defense of the
Roman church. That is why today there
are many Italians who are listening to the
Kingdom message as proclaimed by Jehovah's witnesses, and these are finding great
joy.
Almost every case of interference against
jehovah's witnesses in this land has been
instigated by the Roman Catholic clergy.
The Italian people ·themselves are a sociable and hospitable lot. Seldom if ever
do they become discourteous or resort to
violence. But the priests do their b¢st to
incite the masses to rise up against the
witnesses and stop their preaching work.
Legislators in Parliament, however. are
wise to priestly designs. These lawmakers
have never passed laws that would infringe
upon freedom of worship. Test case after
test case brought before the new Constitutional Court has only impressed deeper
into the Italian law books the legality of
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the apostolic Christian work of Jehovah's
witnesses, much to the clergy's dismay.
The improved economic condUions have
induced the masses to forget temporarily
their past sufferings at the hands of the
clerical element. Regardless of that fact;
however, there is still a great deal of anticlericalism in Italy. When calling on the
people at their homes, Jehovah's witnesses
find this critical attitude toward religion
to be very manifest. The work of the witness is not so much a matter of trying to
convince the householder which religion
is true; rather, the approach is to show
that there is a true religion, because many
people have lost all faith in religion. Right
now there is a tremendous growth of agnosticism and materialism in this Catholicdominated land.
An area north of Rome that once belonged to the papal state and was dominated by the temporal power of the Vatican is today most-anticlerical. This region
is dotted with hot spots of communism.
When preaching in this section, J~hovah's
witnesses are confronted with many people who are inclined toward atheism. Undoubtedly the people's bitter experiences
with priest rule is responsible for this degraded condition. The good news of J eho-
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vah's kingdom,. however, is being received
with considerable enthusiasm. In a large
number of clties and towns throughout
this area are to be found congregations of
Jehovah's witnesses. Some of these congregations have more than a hundred active
ministers in them.
A number of congregations have solved
the problem 'Of working isolated or unworked territory. What they do is hire a
bus or two for Suntlay's activity. Then with
a busload of witnesses they will drive out
to an unworked location. As soon as a
village is reached a small group of four or
five witnesses get off to preach in that
village. This continues until all the publishers are in the field. Later in the day
the' bus driver will return and pick up all
his passengers. This method has helped
many to learn of God's new world and to
embrace his saving arrangement.
As can be seenl the preaching work in
Italy is moving ahead without letup. There
are now al~ost 5,000 active ministers of
Jehovah in this land that twelve years ago
had less than fifty. This, of course, is accomplished, "not by might, nor by power,
but by my Spirit, saith Jehovah of hosts.'t
-Zech. 4:6, AS.

• Why Theodore Roosevelt objected to the
motto "In God We Trust" on U.S. coins?
P. 4, 113.
• What makes it possible for the dead to live
again? P. 8, 113.
• What country is called the "Emerald Isle"?
P.9,1I2.
'
. • The reason why some sincere persons in
Mexico visit the graves of loved ones on the
"Day of t~e Dead"? P. 14, 116.
• Which is the world's largest democracy?
P. t8, 115.

• What has been done to bring about remar!'cable progress in the fight against illit·
eracy, disease and outdated farming methods
in India? P. 19, ~5.
• What made it possible for the Nautilus to
navigate under the Arctic ice pack without
hitting obstructions? P. 21, U4 .
• How to enjoy a smooth ocean crossing in
stormy weatherl P. 24, 1[6.
• What motive we should have in studying
the Bible? P. 26, 116.
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Talks on Surprlfre Attack

'*' Technicians of the East and
West meeting in Geneva were

presented on November 28
with a Soviet proposal suggesting the establishment of
eighty-two detection stations
to be utilized in guarding
against surprise attacks. Of
these only twenty·eight were
to be situated in territories of
the Eastern bloc. The Russians
tied into their proposal various
disannament measures, among
the m the neutf'alization of
East and West Gennany and
the reduction of troops and
armaments in countries of the
Warsaw alliance and the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The Soviets also sug·
gested the establishment of
boundaries for inspection
'zones, but this, the West contended, was a political issue
outside the realm of the tech·
nical discussions. On December 3 the U.S. submitted an
outline of a control system to
provide warning against mis·
siles. Two days later Britain
presented a plan whereby the
dangers of surprise attack by
ground forces might be reducerl. Gl'ound control posts
and aerial inspection were suggested as suitable means of
detecting massing and mobili·
zation of forces. Though weeks
had already been spent in discussIon, littie progress had actually been made by the conferees.
JANUARY 22, 1.959

Big Three and the Atom
~ Technicians oft h e U.S.,
Britain and the Soviet Union
have been conferring in Geneva since October 31 on the
problem of policing a nuclear
test ban. On' Decem ber 6' it
. was reported that the three
powers had agreed on the first
article of a proposed nuclear
treaty. It provided that any
nation might sign the t:r;eaty
when it had finally been completed. Two days later accord
was reached on Article 2 of
the treaty. The experts agreed
that there was need of a can·
trol system to police a test
suspension. On December 9 the
Soviet delegate declared that
Russia "is for inspection, but
not automatic inspection." He
maintained t hat inspection
teams should be sent into a
country only td investigate
suspected violations of a nuclear ban. The West has been
in favor of permanent inspection teams to augment the various detection devices to be
employed in a control system.
Tho ugh the conferees had
made some progress, the dis·
cussions were expected to continue for some time; According
to one source, "the big ,issues
remain."

The Status of West Berlin
~ Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchev proposed on November 27 that West Berlin

become an independent demilitarized city. If the Western
powers would recognize its Independent s tat u s and withdraw their forces, t1le Russian
leader maintained t hat his
country would obtain for the
city "unhampered communications" with both the East and
the West. Khrushchev further
stated that the Soviet occupation of East Berlin would cease
within six months. The U.S.
and leaders of West Berlin rejected the Russian premier's
proposal. It was announced on
November 30 that the U.S. lritended to negotiate first with
other Western powers and
then with Russia itself on various European problems, inc Iud i n g the reunification of
Gennany and the Berlin issue.
This met with Soviet disapproval. On December 7, 95 percent of West Berlin's 1.760,000
voters cast ballots rejecting
the Soviet proposal that West
Berlin become a demilitarized
free city. Among other thing!!,
the West has held that the reunification of East and West
Germany should be brought
about through free elections.
On December 10 U.S. Pnjsident
Eisenhower declared that the
Western powers would stand
by their policy in this regard
and would not forsake their
duties and rights in maintaining the freedom of West Berlin.

*

Pioneer III Fa.ils
A seventy-six·foot-Iongrock_
et carrying a 12.9-pound instrument package was sent
skyward by the U.S. Army on
December 6. The projectile
was· aimed at the moon, then
some 223,000 miles from the
earth. The Anny's'lunar probe
ended in' failure on December
7 when, after having remained
aloft for abo u t thirty-eight
hours, Pioneer III descended
once more and sped back
through the earth's atnlOsphere at an estimated velocity
of 23,200 miles an hour. The
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vehicle had attained aJ:l alti·
tude of about 65,000 miles but
had failed to escape the earth's
gravitational pull. In its descent the rocket disintegrated
somewhere over French Equa·
torial Africa.
Spa1n: Wa.ve of Arrests

+ On November 30 it was reo

ported that during the three
weeks prior to that date eighty
young physicians, lawyers, in·
dustrial workers, labor leadet's, students and scientists had
been arrested by the Spanish
government The persons apprehended were all Spanish
Socialists who are anticom·
munistic but who do not favor
the dictatorship of Generalissimo Francisco Franco. Strict
censorship regulations of the
Spanish government prevent·
ed publication of facts concerning the arrests within
Spain itself and only meager
reports filtered out of the
country. The reason for the
arrests as well as the fate of
those arrested remained un·
certain.
Argentine

Strlk~

+ Rail transportation came to

a halt in Argentina on November, 28 when 240,000 railroad
workers went on a nationwide
strike. This occurred despite
the fact that the government
had issued a decree drafting
the workers into the armed
forces under provisions of a
state of siege imposed throughout the nation on November 11
by President Arturo Frondizi.
The strike was caned in support of demands for immediate payment by the govern·
ment of retroactive wage increases totaling 3,000,000,000
pesos, or S42:000,OOO. A government offer to pay this sum in
four installments was rejected.
Military forces brought the
strike under control on No·
vember 29 and union leaders
finally yielded on December 3
by calling a halt to the five-day
wa1kout. More than 1,000
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workers w ere ar,rested and
some of these were sentenced
by military courts to jail terms
of varying length's. A fortyeight-hour general strike
scheduled for December 11, was
called off by Peronist trade
unions, partly because of military pressure and also the pos·
sibility of negotiating with the
government on certain labor
demands_

*'

French Elections
Elections for posts in the
French National Assembly
were held on November 23 and
30_ In the first balloting only
candidates who had won an
absolute majority were elected, while the second election
was won by thOse attaining a
plurality of votes. The final
result was that Rightist
groups, the Union of the New
Republic and the Independent
party, acquired 320 of the 465
seats for continental France.
It is assumed that the Rightist
parties will have the support
of seventy-two Algerian dele·
gates sent to the Assembly.
The French Parliament met on
December 9 with a GaulIist,
J a c que s Chaban-Delmas, Installed as peI'It1anent speaker
of the Assembly. Another in
the series of votes took place
on December 7, when the
French c h 0 s e the men who
would act as electors of the
president on December 21. The
F i f t h Republic's president
would obviously be General
Charles de Gaulle.
Lands Join French Community
Four former territories of
France joined the French
Overseas Community on November 28. Three of these were
Chad, Gabon and the Middle
Congo in French Equatorial
Africa. The fourth was Mauritania in French West Africa.
Mauritania is henceforth to be
known as the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania and the Middle
Congo is to be called the Republic of Congo. Each of these

*'

fOllr lands has thus become an
autonomous republic und-er
provisions of the new French
constitution. Similar act ion
had been taken earUer by Mad·
agascar, the French Sudan
and Senegal. On December 1
Ubangi.Shari in French Equa·
torial Africa followed suit. Of
the seventeen territories vot·
ing in favor of the French constitution in a referendum the
latter part of September, only
nine had not yet accepted the
status of autonomous republics
in the French Overseas Community.

*'

Finnish Government Crisis

The Socialist-led five-party
coalition government of Fin'
land collapsed on December 4.
Dissolution of the cabinet un,der P-remier Karl August
Fagerholm was precipitated
by the resignation of Foreign
Minister Johannes Virolainen
and four other cabinet members of the Agrarian party.
By some sources its downfall
was attributed to political
bicketing and Soviet pressure.
Russia withdrew its ambassador to Finllind in September,
and during October the SOViets
failed to begin annual trade
negoti&tions. In a nationwide
broadcast on December 10
President Urho K. Kekkonen
rejected "any outside interference" in his nation's inter·
nal affairs. 'According to the
Finnisl1 leader, this would include any Western advice on
the country's current govern·
mental crisis.

*'

Venezuela: Vote and Violence
Venezuelans went to the
polls on December 7 to votefor new state and municipal
assemblies, a Congress and a
president. R6mulo Betancourt,
Dr. Rafael Caldera and Rear
Admiral Wolfgang Larrazabal
vied with each other in the
presidential race. Sellor Betancourt won out over his opponents, having been elected to
hold the presidency for the
AWAKE'!

next ,flve years. Though he lost
th'e campaign. Admiral Larra-

zabal received an overwhelm·
ing vote in Caracas. Balloting
took place with no disturbance,
but final election results were
not received without Incident.
Tbo1l.!lands rioted in Caracas
on December 8 when it became
apparent t hat Senor Betan·
court had been elected. The
followIng day a new wave of
demonstrations broke out. All
four of the country's political
parties condemned the v i 0lence, and the demonstrators
were brought under control
shortly after the losers con·
ceded defeat. On December 10
Senor Betancourt began' con·
sultations with Admiral Lar·
razabal and Dr. Caldera with
a view toward resolving politi·
cal differences and attaining
national unity. The new ad·
ministration is confronted
wit h numerous problems in

such fields as agriCUlture, edu·
cation and economic develop.
ment.

Deceinber 10 that he hoped
shortly to lift the state of siege.

*'derColombia
was brought un·
emergency rille on Decem·

+ About

Colombia: Thwarted Revolt

ber 3 after the uncovering of a
subversive move against the
government of President AI·
berto Lleras Camargo. 'Numer·
ous acts Of vtblence and as·
sassination attempts "on the
verge of being caITIed out"
against military men and politicians were attributed to in·
surgents under the IMdership
of Lieut. Gen. Gustavo Rojas
Pinma. Gen. Rojas PjnilIa, Colombia'S former dictator, was
taken into custody and numer·
OlJS other persons held to have
been' Implicated in the plot
were also arrested. President
Lleras Camargo announced in
a nationwide broadcast on

Urupayans Vote

950,000 Uruguayan
citizens went to the polls on
NovemJJer 30. Election retunls
brought victory to that country's National party and defeat to the Colorados and various minor political parties.
This was the first time in
ninety·three years that the Na·
tlonals had scored such a tri·
umph over the Colorados. The
vote also constituted a repudiation of Colorado party leader Luis Batlle Berres, who had
been in control of the nation's
government for thirteen years.
The Nationals attained six of
the nine seats in Uruguay's
National Executive Council,
with three seats goIng to memo
bers of the Colorado PP r t y.
The new government is sched·
uled to assume office on
March 1.
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For centuries men have
prayed to God, "Thy will be
done." Yet the world's problems continue unsolved. 15
God responsible, or have
men prayed and then ignored their own request?
The Bible's answer leaves
no doubt.

The history of this world's wrongful course was written
centuries in advance-as prophecy. The record of these
events as they have actually occurred :grovides a priceless revelation of God's will for us today. Yet thenations
contihue to ignore it-while continuing to claim to
know and to do the divine will.
Are you sure where you stand on this important issue?
It is your life that is at stake. To learn what God's
will is for you and for all who will survive the crisis
ahead, obtain and read the new book «Your WiU Be
Done on Earth." Based on the prophecy of Daniel, it is
a startling and revealing account of the nations' futile
-and fatal-struggle against God's righteous kingdom
now at hand.
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"They Took No Note"
A New Pope Is Crowned
Wonders of the Frozen World
Divine Will Assemblies Reach Out to Many Nations
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL

News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital issues of our
time. must be unfeHered by censorship and selfish interests. "Awake!" has no
fetters. It recognizes facts, faces facts, is free to publish facts. It is not bound by
political ambitions or obligations; it is un'hampered by advertisers whose toes
must not be trodden on; it is unprejudiced by traditional creed•. This journal
keeps itself free that it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom.
It maintains integrity to truth.
"Awake I" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on them.
Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come to you through
these columns. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many fields of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover·
age is as brood as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awakel" pledges itself to righteous principles, ,to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
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~Oj<~WHICH COUNTS MORE?

~ HICH counts more, quantity or mo-

\!8>

tive-how much or why? This old
world concerns itself mainly with how
much. It ever worships at the altar of bigness. The man who gives vast sums to educational institutions, or to charitable, religious or even political organizations is
highly praised in the public press. No one
thinks of asking why. To encourage giving, religious and charitable groups will
publish lists telling how much each donor
gave. All such stress on quantity, of course,
is to benefit the receivers.
Fortunately, quantity is not the sole criterion. Because there is such a quality as
love, those not rich have a chance, as it
were. So it does not at all fanow that the
young man who gives his espoused an engagement ring costing $1,000 loves her one
hundred times as much as the one who
gives his a ring worth $10.
The same is true regarding the parentchild relation. It has been established
that one of the chief causes of juvenile delinquency is lack of mature mother love.
Social workers have found that a child can
sense whether he is deprived of his mother's companionship because she is compelled to work to help support him or be'FEBRUARY 8, 1959

cause she finds
her duties in the
home boring, and he
responds accordingly: in his little heart
he resents rejection
but reconciles himself to her absence
when such is truly
necessary.
The same principle applies to the Christian and bis ministry. The poor widow that
Jesus commended was able to give the least
of all, but gave out of love, and so all she
had, and it counted for most. So also, while
"there is more happiness in giving than
there is in receiving," unless we give out
of love, we are not profited at all. Our
motive counts more than the amount we
give.-Luke 21:1-4; Acts 20:35; 1 Cor.
13,3.
All of which calls to mind the Scriptural
admonition, "More than all else that is to
be guarded, safeguard your heart," and for
go.ad reason, for it is "more treacherous
than anything else." It 'will, unless we are
careful, vitiate our serving or giving by
letting a selfish motive creep in. So let us
make certain that we put the emphasis
where it belongs, upon right motive. Having that, quantity will take care of itself.
-Provo 4:23; Jer. 17:9.
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along the entire Louisiana C089t
"All persons in low expOsed places
move to higher ground,"
~;~~::"not "all persons in low exposed
did mOVe to higMr ground. Many
..y'ed. When Louisiana Civil Defense DiGeneral Raymond F. Hufft
the disaster, he reported:

just didn't beli~ve the storm
. They had weathered out others
~.,

was flying

lowthe e~:~~~~:i:~
parish. It was
n
ty's coastal area had
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qo" intenw. They thought this would be
, the same. They had more than ample warn·
'lng. They're ha-rd·headed. They gambled,
and some of them lost."

MOllY Unwilling to Heed Warnings
Does it strike us as strange that so many

the
of
persons
would
gamble that
withsotheir
hourfury
winds.
Does
it seem
incredible
manylives"!
perthe havoc below, the
said:
would jeopardize the lives of their
I know what Noah must have felt after
ones, the members of their own famthe tl()od."
ignoring warnings that came from
Utter destruction on the ground was
sources? Inconceivable it may
what the flying reporter saw. Demolished seem,
as one newspaper said~ "What
homes, overturned automobiles, wrecked is to be deduced from this [disaster]? That
furniture and other household effects were Weather Bureau. warnings are not y~t perscattered about a thirty·mHe coastal area. fect? Or that people don't listen to warnTankers and barges had been shoved by ings anY\\lay? A little of both--especially
the mighty winds and Jeft stranded on the the latter."
beach as if they were mere toys. After
landing, the reporter heard the tragic news: the dead and missing to·
taled more than five hundred pel'·
sons. Why thjs disaster? flad
not warnings been sounded?
Some of the survivors
contended that the
weather bureau fore·
casters in New Orleans
had not given early
enough warnings. Yet
an investigation of the
records showed that
almost twenty-four
hours hefore the hut··
ricane struck, an ad-
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So it is not so strange after all that
great numbers of people pay little attention to well-founded warnings. Why was it
that only eight humans survived the global
flood of Noah's day? Not because the world
of that time did not have a warning. Indeed, God caused Noah to sound the warning; but the warning that that "preacher
of righteousness" sounded was ignored by
the masses of people. They could have investigated Noah's warning message. They
could have learned that Noah's warning
was based on the sure word of God. They
could have learned that Noah was not
building a huge ark for the mere enjoyment of construction. But they would not
even give serious thought to the warning;
they dismissed it as fantastic. So it is that
the Son of God tells us concerning the people of Noah's day: "They took no note until
the flood came and swept them all away."
-2 Pet. 2:5; Matt. 2.4:39.
Here we see a tendency, then, a tendency to take no note of warnings if they
disturb one's pattern of living. It is so
much easier to ignore the warning and to
delude oneself with the thought that it
may not be so. Take, for example, the
warning Christ Jesus gave Jerusalem:
"When you see Jerusalem surrounded by
encamped annies, then understand that the
desolating of her has drawn near. Then let
those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains, and let those in the midst of her
[Jerusalem1 withdraw, and let those in the
nearby regions not enter into her, because
these are days for meting out justice."
Christ even warned what the enemy armies would do: "Your enemies will build
around you a fortification with pointed
stakes and will encircle you and distress
you from every side, and they will dash
you and your children [Jerusalem's citizens] within you to the ground, and they
will not leave a stone upon a stone in you."
-Luke 21:20-22; 19:43,44.
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JeSUs gave that warning A.D. 33. Not
many years later it happened just as he
had foretold. A.D. 66 the Roman 'president
over Syria, Cestius Gallus, led an army
against Jerusalem to quell a revolt of the
Jews. Gallus was on the verge of taking
the city when, suddenly, as the historian
Josephus relates, "he retired from the city,
without any reason in the world." This
unaccountable withdrawal gave an opportunity for flight, an opportunity to heed
Jesus' warning. This the Christians did.
They fled to the mountains. The Jews who
had rejected Christ also rejected his warning. They stayed. Just a few years later,
A.D. 70, Roman armies again surrounded
Jerusalem. Now it was too late to flee. The
opportunity to heed Jesus' warning had
passed. The victorious Roman annies put
to the sword a reported 1,100,000 persons
and took captive 97,000.
This disregard for warnings was nothing
new for the Jews. The whole history of the
nation of Israel, in fact, is a long record
of failure to listen to and act on warnings.
God sent his prophets continually to warn
the rulers and the people to turn from their
stubborn, idolatrous ways, but they usually
refused to heed the warnings. Because the
Israelites refused to act on so many warnings, God rejected the nation. (Jer. 29:i8.
19) The nation of Israel with its dynasty
of kings of the royal line of David came
to an end in 607 B.C. God himself caused
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, to destroy Jerusalem.
Warnings from God Not a Joke

And if we go back to Abraham's day, we
find another classic example of disaster
because of not listening to warnings. God
had determined to destroy the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah because of their unspeakable wickedness. Abraham'S nephew
Lot lived in Sodom, and for Abraham's
sake God sent his angels to Sodom to warn
5

Lot and send him and his famlly out of the
city before It was destroyed.
The angels said to Lot: "'00 you have

anyone else here? Son-in-law and your
sons and your daughters and all who are
yours in the city, bring Qut of the place!
For we are destroying this place, because
the outcry against them has grown loud
before Jehovah, so that Jehovah sent us

to destroy the city.' Hence Lot went on
out and began to speak to his $Ons-in-Iaw
who had taken his daughters, and he kept
on saying: 'Get up! Get Qut of this place,
because Jehovah is destroying the city!'
But in the eyes of his sons-in-law he seemed
like a man who was joking." (Gen. 19:1214) What folly! Even though the warning
may have sounded fantastic, the sons-inlaw of Lot should have taken note that
Lot was intensely serious. Instead of dismissing it as a big joke, they should have
inquired into the basis for such a warning.
But with the attitude they had, it is doubt·
ful that LOt could have even explained to
them the grounds for his warning. They
had ears, but they were not listening. They
gambled with their lives and lost.
Some Modern·Day Example8
We should not think that this long historical record of disasters arising from failure to heed warnings has been of much
benefit to people of the twentieth century.
It has not. How many examples there are
of unwillingness to act on warnings! Familiar to almost everyone is the fate of
the steamship Titanic. On April 14, 1912,
this supposedly unsinkable ship was on its
maiden voyage from Southampton to New
York. It struck an iceberg and 1,502 men,
women and children perished. Yet the Titanic had been warned. The ship's wireless
operator had received six warnings about
icebergs. One warning even gave the exact
loeation of the very iceberg the Titanic
struck.
6

When warnings seem too improbable,
the danger is that they may be dismissed
without even an examination of the
grounds upon which they are based. Many
are such examples during World War n.
America's Pearl Harbor disaster did not
happen without a warning. On December
7, 1941, an army private, operating a listening device at Pearl Harbor, reported approaching planes. His warning was ignored.
The Battle of the Bulge cost the Allies
heavy caSUalties. The German attack on
December 16, 1944, completely surprised
the Allies. Yet warning had been given.
A number' of captured German soldiers
gave definite aSsurance a German attack
was imminent. Since the Allies generally
believed Germany was incapable of a serious counteroffensive, the reports of Ger·
man prisoners were considered too improbable.
Oddly enough, the more detailed a warn~
ing is, the greater is the tendency to cast
it aside as fantastic. One of Hitler's secret
service chiefs tells in his memoirs, The
Labyrinth, how the Russians were in~
formed of the exact date of the German
invasion; yet they did not heed the warning. This same writer tells how a report of
the true figures on American steel pro~
duction was presented to GOring and Hitler
as an urgent warning. Both Nazi leaders
rejected the high figure~ of the report as
utterly fantastlc, sheer nonsense. "Later,
at the Nuremberg Trials," said the writer,
"I occupied a cell across the hall from
Goering's. . . . Speaking from his cell in
a loud voice he said to me, 'Well, it has
certainly turned out that you were not
talking nonsense after all.' "
It is a.lmost comical the way precise
warnings are ignored. Writing about the
German officials and army officers who
were anti-Nazi, Constantine FitzGibbon
said in 20 JuJy that they sent a representa
a
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tive to London "with the mission-which ing, just as it happened in Noah's day.
Warned Jesus: "Just as the days of Noah
were, so the presence of the Son of man
will be. For as people were in those days
before the flood, eating and drinking,
marrying and giving in marriage, until the
day that Noah entered into the ark; and
they took no note lUltil the flood. came and
swept them all away, so the presence of
the Son of man will be."-Matt. 24:37.39.
In this same chapter of Matthew we read
how Jesus answered his disciples' question
as to what would be the warning sign of
his "presence and of the consummation of
the system of things." Jesus explained that
there would be many woes, a flood of woe~
that would come upon a single generation.
Benefiting by Others' Experiences
Among these many woes that would make
No action taken-what a calamitous up the warning sign of the "last days," Je~
course when a warning is well founded! sus mentioned world wars, "food shortages
Now that we know what the human ten- and earthquakes in one place after anoth·
dency is regarding warnings, how can we er," He said there would be "on the earth
benefit? By not considering every warning anguish of nations, not knowing the way
a joke, by not dismissing a warning just out because of the roaring of the sea and
because it seems too improbable and by its agitation, while men become faint out
not being unwilling to investigate the of fear and expectation of the things comgrounds for a warning.
ing upon the inhabited earth."-Matt. 24:
Disaster, then, can easily be avoided. 3,7; Luke 21: 25,26.
When faced with a warning, a person
One feature of the warning sign, Jesus
ought to ask himself certain questions: showed, would be, not a woe, but good
What are the grounds for the warning? news: "This good news of the kingdom will
How reliable are these grounds? Has this be preached in all the inhabited earth for
foundation upon which the warning rests the purpose of a witness to all the nations,
proved reliable in the past? What are the and then the accomplished end wil1 come."
consequences to me if I reject the warning Thus Jesus showed that the good news ,of
without even looking into it, and it proves his kingdom, established in heaven, would
be proclaimed by witnesses throughout the
true?
We can benefit by others' experiences earth. When the warning witness has been
right now by acting on the warning that completed, Jesus explained, this evil world
Christ Jesus gave. Remember how accu- will come to its end with "great triburate was his warning to the people of Je- lation such as has not occurred since the
rusalem. Christ warns us that when God's world's beginning until now, no, nor will
kingdom puts an end to this evil world, occur again."-Matt. 24:14, 21.
The great tribulation that brings this
most of earth's population will be destroyed because of not heeding the warn- evil world to its end, making way for a

he accompllshed-of informing Winston
Churchill and Lord Uoyd of Hitler's plans
to invade Poland. (One anti-Nazi] was so
certain that Nazi Germany must not be
allowed to win the war that he deliberately
revealed the plan for the occupation of
Norway to the Norwegian government. He
told the Dutch military attache, Major Sas,
of the proposed operations in the West, giving the exact date on which Holland and
Belgium would be invaded. So complete
was the information that the Dutch intelligence service-and apparently the British one too--decided that it must be a
plant: at least no action was taken."
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righteous new world, ill called elsewhere
in the Bible "the war of the great day of'"
God the Almighty" and the battle of "HarMagedon" or Armageddon. One of Christ's
apostles called it "the day of wrath and
of the revealing of God's righteous judg~
ment." Another called it "the day of judgment and of destruction of the ungodly
men."-Rev. 16:14, 16; Rom. 2:5; 2 Pet.
3:7.
How would people respond to the warning of Armageddon? How would they react
when it was pointed out that the great
sign of the "last days" is visibly evident?
Jesus said that most people at the time for
the world's end would act just like the people in Noah's day; they would take no note.
Soon now, during this generation, God's
kingdom will come against this world.
Leading heavenly armies, Christ the King
will smite the nations "with a rod of iron"
and bring "due punishment upon those who
do not know God and those who do not
obey the good news about our Lord Jesus.
These very ones will pay the penalty of
everlasting destruction from before the
Lord and from the glory of his strength."
Because God "does not desire any to be
destroyed but desires all to attain to repentance:' he has declared in his Word.
that a warning would be sounded. This is
a warning that is really good news, It
means that a righteous new world is at
hand.-Rev. 19:15; 2 Thess. 1:8, 9; 2 Pet.
3:9.

Reliable Basis for Armageddon Warning
Despite the warning given this world,
Armageddon comes "exactly as a thief in
the night." This is because most people
refuse to consider the warning seriously.
Many will even ridicule it. Why? "According to their wish, this fact escapes their
notice, that there were heavens in ancient
times and an earth standing compactly
out of water and in the midst of water by
8

the word of God, and by those means the
world of that time sutl'ered destruction
when it was deluged with water." The ridiculers, then, refuse to consider what happened to the world that Noah warned. They
refuse to recognize that this present world
is under a similar judgment of destruction
and that it will come certainly, inexorably,
with no possibility of failure. For "by the
same word" (the same word of God by
which the prefiood world was destroyed),
says Christ's apostle, "the heavens and the
earth that are now are stored up for fire
and are being reserved to the day of judgment and of destruction of the ungodly
men."-l Thess. 5:2; 2 Pet. 3:5~1.
Benefit by the warning now being sounded world-wide by Jehovah's witnesses.
They invite people everywhere to turn to
the Bible, to prove for themselves that the
warning of Armageddon is no joke.
Benefit by the many examples of persons
who met disaster because of not even investigating a warning. Do not be like the
people who would not heed the hurricane
warnjng and move to higher ground. Remember what the head of the New Orleans
weather bureau $Bid of the Louisiana disaster: "We can only warn people of the
storms. We can't take them by the hand
and force them to safety."
Jehovah's witnesses cannot take people
by the hand and force them to safety. so
they can survive Armageddon into God's
new world. No, but Jehovah's witnesses
are extending their hands helpfully. They
want to aid people to learn of God's kingdom, to take the course that leads to ever~
lasting life on earth under that kingdom,
to avoid the destruction that the kingdom
will soon bring upon this evil world. Remember the warning example Jesus set
before us: "They took no note until the
flood came and swept them all away."
AWAKE!

A lVtw Pdpe is Ct'owJttd
' " ' RICH medieval pageantry the 262nd
pope of the Roman Catholic Church
was crowned on November 4, 1958.
Church officials, representatives of the ancient orders, dignitaries, special guests and
invited diplomats witnessed the four-and-ahalf-hour ceremony from positions within
St. Peter's basilica. For the benefit of the
many people who could not get in, the
proceedings were televised. The ceremonies were the climax of several weeks of
excitement in the Catholic world.
The excitement began with the death
of Pope Pius XII on October 9, 1958. His
death was not unexpected. He had suffered a stroke three days before. A second
stroke came on the eighth of October from
which he never regained consciousness.
The stir created by the pope's death and
the elaborate funeral that followed gave
way to speCUlation about who his successor
would be. Rumors and counterrumors from
so-called "inside
sources" flew
about wildly. The
choice of a new
pope rested upon
the shoulders of

IIY

the ColIege of Cardinals. It seemed certain
that the Italian cardinals would not support
a non-Italian. But there was no clear-cut favorite, as was the case in 1939 when Eugenio Pacelli was elected on the first ballot.
After each ballot the cardinals used
smoke signals to indicate the results. This
was done by a stove that was especially
installed for the purpose. Black smoke indicated a failure to agree. White smoke
signaled an agreement. Every time a puff
of smoke came out of the slender chimney,
excited voices from the crowd outside could
be heard exclaiming that this was it. But
when the smoke darkened a disappointed
murmur would run through the crowd.
After several days and eleven ballots the
cardinals finally signaled that a pope had
been elected. He proved to be Cardinal
Roncalli of Venice. He was elected by the
necessary two thirds plus one vote. The
traditional announcement, "Habemus papam" ("We have a pope"), was made to
the crowds from the balcony of St. Peter's
basilica. Shortly after his election the portly figure of the former cardinal appeared
on the papal balcony to give the traditional
Urbi et Qrbi (To the city and to the world)
blessing.

The Coronation
A pope's coronation is
customarily set for a Sunday, but the new pope selected Tuesday, November
4, as the day. This may
have been done because
November 4 is a national
holiday in Italy and permitted more people to
attend the ceremonies.
FBBRUARY 8, 1959
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The day dawned cloudy aud cool. The
sprawUng citY of Rome wa.s hardly astir
before the elaborate functions within the
basilica were under way. The immense
square tn front of the basilica gradually
filled with a crowd of mixed people from
various countries and walks of life. They
seetned to lack the enthusiasm that a. person would expect to find on such an occasion. A description of the ceremony was
brought to them by means of a publicaddress system.
Finally at about 12: 30 p.m. the doors
were opened by brilliantly clad Swiss
guardsmen. Richly robed chW'ch dignitar.
ies, chaplains, patriarchs and others filed
out to await the pope's appearance on the
papal balcony. Expecta.tion was kindled in
the crowd when red-robed cardinals began
appearing on the balconies that flanked the
papal balcony, Finally the door to this
balcony was opened wide and Pope John
xxm stepped oilt for the final part of his
coronation ceremony.
A cardinal proceeded to pronounce the
ancient Latin formula: "Receive the tiara
adorned with three crowns and know that
thou art the father of princes and of kings,
Pontiff of the whole world, and vicar on
tlds earth of our Saviour, Jesus Christ, to
whom is honor and glory, world without
end." At this point the triple diadem was
placed on the head of Angelo Roncalli.
Cries of ('Viva a papal" rose from the
crowd. After he pronounced the papal
blessing to the multitudes the ceremony
was over.

lie Church claims to be the image of Peter,
I stopped in amazement The statue was
dressed in crimson and gold robes as if it
were a living pope. On its head rested a
resplendently jeweled triple crown. On its
breast was an ornate shield from which
hung a jewel-studded cross. On a finger of
the right hand Was the papal ring of blessing. Lined up in front of it were devout
Catholics patiently waiting their tum either to kiss reverently the statue's right
foot or to toucb their hllnd to their lips
and then caress the foot. The foot was noticeably worn by the multitudes who have
given it this adoration in years past. I
marveled that such image warship should
take place in a church that claims to be
Christian.
I thought of what the apostle Peter said
to the Christians of his day who w~re formerly pagans: "For the time that has
passed by is suffici~nt for you to have
worked out the will of the nations when
you proceeded in deeds of loose conduct
... and idolatries that are Without legal
restraint."-l Pet. 4:3.
Papal Changes

The newly elected pope did not hesitate

to use his papal authority to institute
changes. He renewed a tradition that the

previous pope had broken by bestowing the
red hat of the office of cardinal on the
secretary of the conclave. In a matter of
a few weeks twenty-three new cardinals
were nominated. This brok~ th~ fourhundred-year-old tradition of not having
more than severity members in the Sacred
College of Cardinals. Thirteen of the new
IMide St. Peter's Basilica
It was now possible for anyone who cardinals are Italians. That brought the
wished to enter tlle church. As I stepped total of Italian cardinals to twenty-nine.
through the door I wa.s struck by the daz- This seems to reverse the trend begun by
zling splendor of the interior. Here, indeed, the late Pius XII toward internationalizing
were the riches of an empire. When I came the college by making many appointments
to the famous black statue that the Catho- of non-Italians.
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Another change was the appointment of
a new Secretary of State for the Vatican.
This office had been left vacant because the
previous pope had exercised the duties of
the office himself. Stin another change was
the resuming of audiences with the Roman
Curia. These had not been held for five
years.
Some periodicals, such as 11 Punto, see
an improvement of relations between the
Vatican and the East. This may be due to
Roncalli's adeptness at diplomacy as well as
the tolerance he has shown toward the socialists. "All these different elements," the
periodical stated, "permit us to foresee that
the election of John XXIII means a liquidation of Pacellianism, not only in the removalof the men of the late Pope's Court, but
principally in the creation of a new atmosphere in the ranks of the supreme authorities of the Church. This does not at all
mean that the Catho1ic Church wm approach the Communist regimes, but it simply means that in the Sacred College, or
among the supreme authorities of the Vatican, there exist the prospects of policies
that are more dynamic and, above all, more
realistic even toward the eastern countries
and particularly toward the socialist forces
in the world."
Angelo Ronca1li has been noted for his
ability not to offend the leftist tendencies
ot the soc\a\\sts. If recent events can be
used as a criterion, Roncalli's rule may
bring forth some liberal tendencies. An
indication of this has already appeared in
that no new cardinals were nominated to
Eastern bloc countries that had been irritated by appointments made by Pius XII.
A Great Difference

There is a great difference between the
previous pope and the new one. Eugenio
Pacelli came from an aristocratic Roman
family, whereas Angelo RoncaIli is from a
FEBRUARY 8, 1959

poor peasant family. Pacelli was always
quick to underline, both by actions and
statements, that he belonged to the nobility.
The Paeellian regime could be said to
have begun. at the time Pacelli was Secre.tary of State for tile Vatican. His private
"court" of relatives, friends and friends of
his relatives, as well as German Jesuits,
gradually gained in power over the cardinals and other ecclesiastical authorities.
A decided German influence on Pacelli
was evident from his views while pope as
well as the fact that the language of his
papal court was German. This may have
been due to his long association with Germany as the Apostolic Nuncio to that
country. It was during that time that he
negotiated a concordat between the Vatican and Adolf Hitler.
Pius XII lived and worked in an isolation
particularly restricted and was surrounded
by an intimate group of persons who exercised a strict control on what matters
reached his hands. Even cardinals had to
submit their petitions to the pope in writing. Only after the written petitions had
been approved by Pacelli's court did they
reach him.
While Pius XII surrounded himself With
a powerful court, John XXIII appears to
be returning to the cardinals their tradiUonal role 'm papa) affairs. This is indicated by his re-establishing the authority
of the Roman Curia.
The New York Times of November 23,
1958, stated that John XXIII had "served
notice upon all that he intended to grasp
firmly the reins of the Vatican administration, which Pius XII had allowed to slip
out of his hands." This paper also said:
"Some Vatican officials think they are paying Pius XII a compliment when they say
in unguarded moments that, in his almost
twenty years as Pope, he never made any11

one laugh and never Ie!t,'we sllgmeSt urge
or desire to do so." This is a contrast to
the present pope, who caused the Clemen~
tine Hall in the Vatican to resound with
laughter during a speech he gave to five
hundred newspaper representatives.
Secrecy

To millions of persons, Catholics includ~
ed, the papacy is a mysterious entity bew
clouded with secrecy. The inner goings on,
the behind-the-scenes maneuv€ring, are
little publicized. All information from the
Vatican comes through its press office.
This is not always reliable. Remarking
about this fact, Life magazine of October
20,1958, said: "The press office of the Vatican, the only official source of the world's
news of the Papacy, could perhaps be forgiven'its inefficiency but not its corruption.
Here underlings release, invent and sell
'news' with callous and candid calculation
and abandon. The dishonor and the scandal
that they invite are scarcely more remarkable than the looseness of organization that has permitted such a condition
to exist without their superiors being
aware of it."
Great secrecy surrounded the process of
electing the new pope. Corridors to the
room where the conclave was held were
walled up. Doors and Windows were locked
and a special seal attached to them. The
cardinals lived and met in confinement until they had selected the new pope. After
his election they knelt before him one by
one and kissed his feet and hands and embraced him from right and then from left.

Only One Leader
With the enthronement of a new pope
in regal splendor the Catholic world rejoiced. But when a person considers the
pomp and pageantry that was associated
with the pope's coronation as well as the
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how it is a Christian proceedirig, Nothing
similar to it existed. among Christ's apostles. Rather than resembling something
that would take place among the Christians, it resembled more Closely what would
have been founc;l in the pagan palaces and
temples of ancient Rome.
First-century Christians did not choose
one of their members and exalt him, crown
him and do obeisance to him. They worshiped Jehovah God and did obeisance to
the one He designated as their Leader, and
that was Christ. After he left. the apostles
did not elect a new leader. Neither did
they consider anyone of them to be the
vicar of Christ. Christ continued to be
their Leader. He led them by means of
holy spirit. He was 'the One they exalted.
There is no Scriptural authorization for
any professing Christian to assume a po.
sition like that of a worldly king and to
be hailed as "the father of princes and of
kings, Pontiff of the whole world, and vicar
on this earth of our Saviour. Jesus Christ."
When Christ was on earth he rejected the
position of a worldJy king of kings. How
can any professed Christian accept what
he rejected?-Matt. 4:8-10.
Since Christ said his "kingdom is no
part of this world." how can the pope consider himself to be the vicar or substitute
for Christ with authority over worldly
princes and kings? (John 18:36) There is
no Scriptural au~horization for such an
exalted claim. The Bible tersely states:
"Whoever, therefore, wants to be a friend
of the world is constituting himself an
enemy of God." (Jas. 4:4) It is to Christ
that Christians must do obeisance and not
to any man. It is He whom they must exalt
and honor, thus glorifying his God and
Father, for Christ, and no man, has received the divine appointment as King.
-Phil. 2:9-11.
aaOrRUOll snOW!.
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By "Awakel" correspondent In Taiwan
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story of the aspira~
tions, ideals and dreams of a nation is often told by its trends in
entertainment. People usually indulge in what they consider to be
amusing for the sake of escaping
the worries and boredom of daily living. In
Taiwan, the Chinese
opera enjoys a unique
position in this regard.
Rich in pageantry and
artistic representation,
it leaves an impression
not to be easily forgot-

ten.
To the average West- 7"
erner this type of opera
may appear as anything but an opera.
Usually it is performed on a curtainless
stage, almost void of furnishings, and is
more often seen on an improvised bamboo stage in an open market or a vacant
lot than in an auditorium. Unlike Western operas, stage settings are totally unnecessary for the Chinese opera. Instead,
an intricate set of stage conventions is
used to convey the ideas to the minds of
the audience. Thus, the same drab stage
may portray a street scene, a battlefield
and a king's palace 'Yithout any changes.
The singing is for the most part actually
speaking that is done in high.pitched fal·
setto voices, molded by many years of rigid
training in order to measure up to the
strict standards of the opera critics. The
orchestra, made up of a half·dozen musi·
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cians, is seated to one side
of the stage. They play almost continuously and may
become nerve-racking at
times, because, according to ancient theatrical custom, the opera music must be
noisy to attract public attention.

Stage Conventions
The part may open with a principal character simply walking to the front of the
stage and announcing: "I, so-and-so, am
a famous general, .. ," in this way giving
his background and telling what is to take
place in the play. Whether or not the audience grasps what is going on depends
largely on the individual periormer. He
must not only remember the hundreds of
rules governing the stage conventions but
also be able to carry them out skillfully.
For example, since there are no doors
or windows on the stage, a harassed young
maidservant simply brings her hands to·
I "~

"

gether at ann's length to denote the closing of a door to keep out her overly affectionate young master, while, on the
other hand, the door may be opened by
bringing the hands apart. Two men may
walk about the same lighted stage searching for each other. However, because they
have their hands outstretched, the audience knows they are in darkness, groping
about. Tears are not necessary to show
sorrow; rather, merely raising the sleeve
in a gesture of wiping the eyes is sufficient.
If an actor is supposed to be riding on
horseback he just walks on stage carrying
a stick decorated with a tassel, which represents his having a whip. If he throws
the stick down on the stage, that is the
sigu!af dismounting. If, on the other hand,
he should be riding in a carriage, he walks
between two yellow flags. The few strokes
of a paddle, as if in water, indicates he is
seaborne. Actual eating or drinking is
never done on the Chjnese operatic stage.
Drinking is indicated by holding an empty
cup to the lips and at the same time shielding it With the right sleeve. An empty bowl
and chopsticks are used to show eating.
When it comes to the displaying of emotions, it is very important that one have
some understanding of the symbolisms. In
love scenes, for example, there is never any
embracing or kiSSing no matter how madly
in love the couple may be. Instead, love is
indicated only by vaguely touching each
other's hands, which are extended in the
long sleeves. According to ancient Chinese
tradition, the man and woman are always
separated by a distance, even man and wife
acting with cool politeness as though bare~
ly acquainted. The man may fluff his beard
or violently shake his head to display
anger, while he just wrinkles his brow if
he is worried.
All action, too, is symbolic rather than
actual. A fight between two persons looks
mare like an acrobatic contest, far, instead
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of actually fighting, the opponents ron on
the stage, leap into the air and go through
aU sorts of stunts. The faster and more
strenuous the action, the greater the fight
is suPtJosed to be. Instead of chasing his
foe, the winner stayS behind to execute a
few more difficult feats to win applause,
while the Joser usually turns a sometsault
in mid-air to concede defeat. Or if he is
supposed. to be killed, he falls to the stage,
then gets up and hurries away. A busy
housewife may thread an unseen needJe
with invisible thread and proceed to do
mending, while a country lass scatters
imaginary com to feed her imaginary
chickens and ducks.
Colorful Costumes
It does not matter whether the character

portrayed is rich or poor; he is invariably
clothed in silk. Even the lowly beggar is
no exception. Colors are important in dig..
tinguishing the various roles portraYed.
Bright colors, for instance, identify a hand~
some young man, while a monarch will al~
ways wear yellow. Scarlet is the color for
important officials, with a greater degree
of fancy needlework identifying those of
a higher rank. Servants and peddlers must
content themselves with jackets, since the
robes are reserved for the upper classes.
Generally speaking, the costumes bespeak
the eighteenth-century dress of the Chinese people and are seldom matched elsewhere for their elaborate design and rich
colors.
Usually the actors and actresses do all
of their own facial makeup. They must
know by heart how to create accurately
with a few paints and brushes all the
many patterns of characters needed to
thrill the opera lovers. Just one mistake
would be a humiliating giveaway, and could
do irreparable damage to the actor's career. This face~painting is an outstanding
feature of the Chjnese opera, which~ alOrlg
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lain receiving due punishment. even though
it may put quite a strain on the imagination,
Despite its many peculiarities aqd
itself,
In many instances the role of the lead· whether it is entertaining to Wetterners
iog lady is played by a man, which is also or not, its pageantry and imaginary acting
according to ancient custom. Mter the is loved by the majority of the Chinese
ordeal of eyebrow trimming, rouge, paints people scattered around the globe. To the
and lipstick, he wriggles on stage, every millions of displaced Chinese in the ~nt,
inch a lovely woman in the eyes of the au- the Chinese opera is something they look
upon as being their
dience. Of course, a
very own, symbolizing
few adjustments must
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
first be made to add
their national ways
•
What
do
the right.to.work laws mean to
feminine charm to the
and culture. Stin othindustry? What do they mean to your own
Job? You will want to read the article "Does
plain masculine face.
ers
view it as having
a Worker Have the Right to Work?"
A slice of false hair
educational value. for,
• Why are enzymes described as "life's
may be stitched close
regardless of whether
miracle chemicals"? How do they perform
a work that is aBsential to all bodily move·
in front of the ear on
one enjoys this type of
ments? The story will appear in the article
"Introducing tho FascinatIng Enzymes."
eillier side to narrow
entertainment or not,
• "Awake!" takell you to Ceylon to watch
the face, while a bit of
it must be admitted
tJ>e mighty task of "nation building." Read
how Jungle lands are being transformed into
length may be added
that it is not conducive
productive communities.
by pasting over the
to lazy minds, since
• How has the merchandising of food been
forehead a strip of
every scene must be so
revolutionized in SOme countries? How hOI.
this affected what a housewife must pay and
white cloth extending
carefully scrutinized
the variety of foodstuffs she can get? 00 not
miu "Let's Go to Market."
to the desired length
in order to be under• You will be interested in learn in; hOW a
above the hairline,
stood.
paradiu earth will become a reality and what
Some wonder if the
This is then lavished
hall been the biggest obstacle to it thuS far.
Read it in the next issue.
with thick paints to
influx of new ideas
from the West due to
conceal the cloth and
in this way create the long face needed to increased military and technical co-operation may not well cause the opera to fade
picture noble charm.
Plots for the Chinese opera may be based from the picture of Chinese entertainment.
on actual happenings in Chinese.history or That seems unlikely, at least for the presupon fiction, Regardless of which, they are ent, As Chinese as Peiping roast duck. the
usually filled with Chinese wit and humor, Chinese opera is, most observers feel, just
ending on a high moral note with the viI- too Chinese to be easily dispensed with.

willi the gorgeous costumes, more than
overcomes the drab deficiency of the stage

CI. Writing in Modern Science and Christian Faith, Roger J. Voskuyl says: "In

spite of the enonnous amount of water on the globe, there Is the right proportion
ot land surface to water surface. If there were any greater or less amount, the
rainfall would be greatly affected. What determines this exact ratio between
land and water? The ocean floors are constructed with huge basins which contain
a volume no less than thirteen times the bulk of the land which rises above them.
Furthennore, they are so exactly filled that i! the amount of water were to be
increased by a small fraction, the land would be overflowed. Truly, He layeth up
the depth in the storehouses."
'BBBUARY 8, 1959
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else when it comes.
When cold winds
and snow whip
across the land,
amazing protection
is provided for liv~
ing things. Just as
the milk left on
your doorstep on a
cold day may freeze
and push off the cap
as it expands, so the
water in ponds expands
and floats as it freezes, instead of sinking and possibly destroying the living
things beneath it. Thus a
protective -layer is formed.
The snow, too, lays down a
warm blanket of insulation for the
earth and the living things it con~
tains. Animals can burrow into this natural blanket and keep warm. Eskimos find.
that the snow around their igloos provides
such fine insulation that their own body
heat may suffice to keep the room warm.

~~
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NOW falls in nearly every part of
the world, but since it
seldom reaches the
ground, vast numbers
of people have never seen
it. The high-flying clouds
may be cold enough to produce snow, but warm air beneath
can easily change it to rain before it lands
on the earth. As a matter of fact, snow
is found onIy on limited parts of the globe.
The polar regions are noted for it, although
it may surprise you to know that comparatively little snow falls there because
there is so little moisture in the cold air.
But when it falls, it may stay a long while.
Snow is rare in South America, and in
Africa you will probably have to go'to the
mountains to see it. Apart from mountain·
tops and the polar areas, snow is particu·
larly found in the temperate zone of the
Northern Hemisphere.
Winter has a beauty alJ its own, but while
it lays out its mantle of white it may bring
to an aggravating standstill the transportation of a Jarge city. It supplies muchneeded moisture for the farmer, but it may
also isolate him for weeks at a time. And
while winter sports are lots of fun, bruises
and breaks from falls on ice can be very
painful. So in addition to those who enjoy it, there are bound to be a good
many that would prefer to go somewhere

FROZEN
WORLD
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Frozen Beauty
When there is a quiet snowfall the landscape is changed into a glistening sea.
Damp snow clings to wires and trees,
transforming them into snow-canopied
marvels of architecture, and the roofs of
houses take on new and delightful con~
tours. As the moon rises and trees throw
their shadows across the fields, a picture
of frozen beauty appears.
The snow takes shape in the clouds
when the air is cold enough. Free molecules
of moisture join to form tiny ice crystals,
and as these are buffeted about in the
doud they change size and shape, com·
bining with other crystals to form snow~
flakes, perhaps adding branches or rays,
until they become heavy enough to begin
their descent to the earth. The form they
AWAKE!

take depends in great measure on the
amount of vapor present in the atmosphere
and on the temperature of the air.
From one storm to another there may
be considerable variation in the snow. On
a cool, crisp day the snow crystals will
probably be dry and fluffy. On another day
the clouds may be low and the air mild
and humid. With these circumstances the
snow is more likely to be damp and the
flakes will cling together. Very light dry
snow may weigh no more than 150 pounds
to a cubic yard. But when snow of the very
damp variety has had time to settle down,
it may weigh as much as 1,500 pounds to
a cubic yard. If you had not noticed the
difference before, your aching back will
tell you after you have shoveled it from
your sidewalk.
A newly fallen blanket of snow is a
peaceful sight, but, quite unseen to a casual
observer, it is alive with activity. Every
snow crystal is changing form. Melting
and evaporation take place. From above,
the weigl).t of the surface snow will crush
the delicate formations that characterized
the free flakes and pack them down, and
water molecules proceed to transfer from
one snow crystal to another.
Another of the frozen wonders may be
seen even before the snow begins to fall,
and on cold winter days it may move right
into your home. It is the frost. It is closely
related to dew, which forms on roofs and
vegetation near the ground when the temperature of the air falls to the point that
the air can no longer hold its load of moisture. If the atmosphere is loaded with
moisture when the temperature falls below
the freezing point, then frost will form.
It is not dew that has frozen. Rather, the
water vapor in the air changes directly into
crystals of frost. Perhaps some of the most
striking illustrations of this frozen beauty
are seen on the inside of windowpanes.
When the air indoors is moist and the
FBBBUARY 8, 1959

weather is cold enough to chill the windowpane below the freezing point, the frost
will appear in beautiful artistic displays on
the inside of the glass.

Destructive Avalanches
When the snowbanks of winter pile high
on mountain slopes, it means danger for
those living in the valleys below. People in
the Swiss Alps know that they can expect
avalanches, and year after year they see
them come down the same paths. To avert
danger, stone dikes are erected and buildings are located out of the danger zone.
After a heavy snowfall little encouragement is needed to send an avalanche plunging to the valley below. Rocks that could
have provided barriers may have become
crusted over with the snow that fell early
in the season, so now the snow has an open
runway when the slide begins. As it gains
momentum, it rips out trees and picks up
huge boulders to add to its load. While
snow at the bottom and on the sides of the
slide is slowed by friction, the main load
may pick up speed until it hurtles down at
seventy-five miles an hour. Often more
deadly than the snow itself is the blast of
air that it pushes ahead of it. And along
both sides of the path of the avalanche
everything within reach is sucked to destruction by the vacuum that follows.
In a series of avalanches in the Alps in
1951 it was reported that the wind pushed
ahead of the descending snow actually
snapped off grown trees and picked up
homes that were not even reached by the
snow and hurled them hundreds of yards
before dashing them to the ground. In one
case the air pressure ripped the roof from
a house, lifted out a bed on which a child
was sleeping, and deposited the bed with
its occupant safely in a snowbank while it
smashed the house to splinters.
Often avalanches come with such lightning speed that victims are trapped in a
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grave of snow. If the snow is light, they
may have air to breathe for hours while
rescue attempts are being made, provided
they do not struggle. However, violent
breathing may cause them to inhale so
much of the powdery snow that they
drown. A victim trapped beneath wet snow
is smothered almost immediately.

Majestic Glaciers
Not everywhere does the snow escape in
an avalanche, nor is there always enough
. warm weather to melt it all, so snowfields
and glaciers form. As pressure of the snow
and ice causes melting below, the mass
slowly moves. Some of these vast fields of
ice follow regular channels in their descent to the sea, and on the way they are
joJned by tributaries 'in a slow-motion imitation of rivers. While the surface ice is
brittle and may break, forming yawning
and dangerous crevasses, the lower part
is plastic, so that the entire glacier does
not move at the same rate. The center part,
with less friction, moves more rapidly than
the rest.
Kate Field, in her description'of the majestic beauty of Muir Glacier in Alaska,
said: "No pen can do justice to the grandeur of a glacier like the Muir, as all become spellbound at its majestic and irresistible force and indescribable beauty:
'Imagin~ Niagara Falls frozen a solid wall
of ice 3,000 feet high moving toward the
ocean at the rate of 80 feet a day, and a
similar wall 600 or 700 feet under water,
and the whole mass cracking and giving
forth peals of thunder . . . thousands of
tons of lovely blue ice . . . and you will
haVe some slight conception of this imposing spectacle.' "
Knick GlaCier, near Anchorage, Alaska,
annually plays its role in the operation of
an amazing self-dumping lake. Each year
when it gets warm, Lake George spills over
Knick Glacier and eats through the dam
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of ice to release a flood of about a.hundred
million gallons of water a day. It does not
last long. Soon the glacial dam begins to
close and the lake again forms behind it,
awaiting the next year.
Glaciers that reach down to the sea
break off to fonn icebergs. Some of these
appear as towering mountains of ice jutting out of the sea, but five or six times
as much ice may be below the water. Others appear to be vast plains of ice that

move about in the water. It is an awe-inspiring spectacle to see them break: off
a glacier and plunge into the sea, but they
can be a real peril to navigation, and in
1912, after the tragic sinking of the Titanic, the International Ice Patrol was
founded to watch for icebergs along shipping lanes.

The Polar Regions
Far to ·the north lies the Arctic, a place
that has long excited the imagination of
explorers. Although it is generally thought
to be a vast perpetually frozen land, that
is not an accurate picture of it. In the first
place, much of the Arctic is not land. And,
secondly, it is not all perpetually frozen.
The New York Times Magazine of October 19, 1958, in speaking of the Arctic,
said: "Although the idea that a solid ice
sheet covers the central Arctic has lingered
stubbornly in the popular fancy, the northern cap of ice worn by our planet is actually a thin crust-on the whoLe, only
about seven feet thick-over an ocean two
miles deep in places." This ice is constantly
being broken up and shifted. As the ice
is carried along by the OCean currents, it
flows south between Norway and Greenland. "The only major land-borne ice sheet
in the north covers Greenland," the article
said. "There are scattered smaller ice caps
in the Arctic, but most of Siberia, Alaska
and northern Canada is ice-free," The
North Pole is definitely not the coldest
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spot on earth; in fact, it is not really much
colder than it has been in North Dakota in
the United States. Ocean currents do much
to moderate the temperature, and swnmer
temperatures in the Arctic often rise to
the eighties. "Except in the mountainous
interior of Greenland," repor:ts Ritchie
Calder, "nine-tenths of all Arctic land is
snow-free in August."
Greenland itself, however, is largely covered by a mammoth ice sheet that buries
mountains and valleys alike under thousands of feet of snow and ice. It seems to
take the form of two large domes that are
centers from which the ice works its way
down to the coasts. Paul-Emile Victor did
an interesting job of describing it when he
said that if the Greenland ice sheet were
cut up into oversized ice cubes, it could
furnish a two-ton portion for every man,
woman and child on earth every minute
for a year before going out of business. Or,
he estimated, it could be used to encase the
entire globe in a seventeen-foot-thick ice

case.
There are a variety of viewpoints as to
what constitutes the Arctic, but the Arctic
Circle that appears on a globe is the point
where one t:!nters the land of the midnight
sun. This line, 23° and 30' below the North
Pole, corresponds to the extent of the inclination of the earth on its axis from a
vertical position. Due to the inclination of
the earth on its axis and the fact that its
axis is always pointed in the same direction while the earth revolves around the
sun, We have variation in the seasons.
When the Arctic end of the earth is inclined toward the sun, daylight continues
at the North Pole for six months, while
the Antarctic has a six-month period of
night. Then for six months the situation
is reversed. As distance from the poles increases, the length of duration of this phenomenon decreases.
FBBRUARY 8, 1959

Six monms or mgnt may not appeal to
you, but to many in the Arctic it has a
beauty all its own. The book Men Against
the Frozen North says: "We think of night
in terms of perpetual darkness. Consider
however the sky-glow of the Arctic night,
the starlight, the moonlight and the Northern Lights, all enhanced by the white mirror of the snow. 'Night' in such conditiOns
is no longer synonymous with darkness.
Travel becomes possible, and for the Eskimo the crisp winter snow is ideal for building his quick, overnight shelter, the igloo.
Of course, there are the winter hazards of
snow-storms and blizzards but, on the
whole, Arctic weather is more predictable
and less haphazard than a typical British
summer."
On the other hand, the Antarctic presents a more frigid picture. During the International Geophysical Year sixteen parties from eight different nations invaded
the Antarctic. Although there are vast
areas of frozen water, such as the Ross Sea,
the Antarctic concentration of snow and
ice is piled up on a mountainous continent
that is nearly as large as South America.
The French expedition reported ice up to
10,000 feet thick. Generously it shares its
ice with the seas around it, where icebergs
up to four times the size of Manhattan island break off and go to sea. The book The
Wonder of Snaw describes the Antarctic
as "a land of cold summers, fantastically
cold winters, violent winds and snowstorms." The more moderate ways of the
Arctic do not seem to have influenced its
South Pole counterpart.
While you may not choose the polar regions for your home, the frozen world is
a fascinating one. The delicate snowflakes,
the artistic displays of frost, the tremendous force of an avalanche and the majestic beauty of a glacier, fill God-fearing persons with awe at the wisdom displayed in
the creative works of God.-Ps. 104:24.
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OST everyone, from time to time, takes
, notes. It may be notes on a lecture; it may
be notes on what one reads. Whatever the
source for the notes, the one who takes them
wants to gain as much benefit as possible from
making them. Just as with other things in life,
there is an art to taking notes.
We can learn much of the art of note taking
by profiting from the experiences of others,
thereby avoiding their mistakes. In taking notes

~
er.

on a lecture, there are some mistakes that are
otten made.

cr.

First, the one who wants to benefit from the

lecture may not come prepared. He may not
bring with him pencil or notebook. DUring the
lecture he may suddenly decide to make notes
on important points, only to find a scrap or
two of paper. The notes that are made may
be only key words and not complete thoughts.
Later he may not be able to understand his
cryptic notes. He has required too much of his
memory.
41 In this regard Professor John Genung writes
in The Practical Elements of Rhetoric: "Notes
too often fail of permanent value through being
too carelessly and indefinitely taken; when they
are mere catch·words and fleeting hints they
soon fail to call up the associations and can·
nexions that gave them their first usefulness.
Even hastily taken notes should . . . express
complete thoughts, sufficIent to be understood
at any time afterward, without need of help
from remembered associations."
41 Secondly, the person who wants to benefit
from a lecture by taking notes may defeat his
purpose by taking too many. He may try to
copy down virtually every thought of the speak·
er, perhaps using shorthand to make this pas·

sible. Durtng the speech the copyist is so en·
grossed in the process of dictation that he
may learn exceedingly little from the lecture.
Later, when asked about the talk, the copyist
may have difficulty explaining even the main
points. This kind of note taker usually has
little in his mind and almost everything on
paper. Too much time now must be spent
to read and study the notes. This process is
much like starting from scratch.
er. So the successful note taker does not try
to get everything down on paper. He makes
moderate notes. His rule is: Neither too much
nor too little. He uses selectivity and evaluation.
He makes notes on only the most important
points. He waits until the point is clear in his
mind before putting it down. Then he uses his
own words as much as is possible. By chan·
neling these key ideas through hIs own mind
and vocabulary, the note taker makes thesE'
ideas his very own.
Perhaps the most popular way of making
notes on written material is by the dual proc·
ess of underlining and making marginal com·
ments. Underliners often make the mistake of
underlining too much material. Then the key
points do not stand out. Rather, underline topic
sentences, key words, .significant phrases and
summary sentences. Marginal notes are usual·
ly brief significant facts, Itey summaries or just
an explanatory remark.
er. To get the most benefit from notes, refer
to them while the subject is still fairly fresh
in your mind. Valuable notes may be flIed for
future reference.
It is commonly believed that the main value
of note taking is that they are available for
future usc. However, many authorities believe
that just the process of note takiIJ.g is of prime
importance. Why? Because it causes the person
to listen intently, to concentrate on the speak·
er's key ideas. The very process is said to in·
tensify one's ability to concentrate and under·
stand. "It is the making of them," says Pro·
fessor Genung, "that is of special value, even
more than the possession of them when made."
er. If there is to be great value in the process
of making them or in the possession of them,
remember the rule: Neither too much nor too
little.

er.

er.

The wise are the ones that treasure up knowledge.-Prov. 10: H.
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DIVINE WILL
ASSEMBLIES
REACH OUT TO MANY

f!)n

August 3, 1958, the largest
assembly of Jehovah's witnesses in modern
times came to a close. Over 250,000 persons
had been present on that final afternoon to
hear the president of the Watch Tower
Society speak on the subject "God's Kingdom Rules-Is the World's End Near?"
With the assembly alive in their minds,
the conventioners began their trip back to
the 123 lands from which they had come.
Ahead of them had gone news of the
event. International news services, newsreels and magazines had taken note of the
assembly and carried their reports on it
to almost every part of the globe. So when
the convention delegates arrived home, in
many cases they found their neighbors
anxious for more news. And when they
learned that soon Divine Will assemblies
were to be held right in their own country,
thousands of them were ready to attend.
It was just eighteen days after the sessions closed at the assembly in New York
that the first "echo" assembly was under
way. It began on August 21 in Finland. In
a few days there was another one on Oki·
nawa, then in Denmark, Austria, Germany,
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Japan and Switzerland before the end of
the month. In September the assembly
series gathered greater momentum as it
reached out to Africa, Central and South
America and Asia. By the end of
November eighty Divine Will assemblies had convened, with a total attendance of 548,133 worldwide to enjoy the spiritual feast
that was first presented in New
York city at the Divine Will International Assembly of Jehovah's
Witnesses.
Of course, it presented quite a
task in many places to provide
enough rooming accommodations
to care for all the conventioners.
But the brothers living in the assembly cities were glad to spend
whatever time was necessary in going to
the homes of the people to arrange for
sleeping accommodations. In the Netherlands the people proved to be outstandingly
hospitable, providing 40 percent of the accommodations free of charge. In India the
problem is somewhat lessened by the fact
that many of the brothers bring their own
bed rolls with them to assemblies, and in
Korea they slept on the straw mats they
sat on during the day. While they brought
their beds with them, it was still necessary
to find rooms in which they could spread
them out and go to sleep.

Determination to Attend
The obvious sincerity and zeal of Jehovah's witnesses are often commented on by
others. As to the assembly in Luxembourg
a government official made the observation: "Jehovah's witnesses are the only
ones who really mean it." They do mean it.
With all their heart they believe the promises of God and they point to God's kingdom as the only hope for humankind. Their
earnestness was evident in the effort they
put forth to be present at the Divine Will
assemblies.
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Tne t;ommumst ponee In J!;BStern tier·
many tried to keep Jehovah's witnesses
from attending the assembly scheduled for
West Berlin September 11·14. When news
of the assembly first reached the police
they hunted down the brothers in their
homes and warned them not to try to at·
tend. They confiscated their personal iden·
tification cards, so necessary for travel,
and listed their names with the railroads
as persons who were not to be given passage. One young man who intended to symboUze his dedication by being baptized at
the assembly was already en route to Berlin when the police stopped him, took his
identification card and sent him home. Not
to be deterred, he began the trip again,
this time riding more than a hundred miles
on a bicycle, making detours to avoid the
pOlice and sleeping in barns at night. He
was determined to assemble with Jehovah's
people, and he did. And so did 19,100 others, many of whom risked their lives and
their freedom to be present!
After the Berlin assembly came to a
close, the Spandauer Volksblatt reported:
"2,000 men and 1,000 women are said to
have been imprisoned in the Soviet zone
since 1950 because of their activity as 'Je·
hovah's witnesses' ... 446 members of the
religious association are said to be still incarcerated. Just during this year eightyone persons have been sentenced .... Sentences of twenty-five years penal work and
deportations to Siberia have been passed
in the Soviet Union." It is obvious that
these faithful Christian witnesses behind
the Iron Curtain have not let up in doing
the divine will.
In'South Africa thirteen assemblies were
held. The laws there do not permit the
different races to meet together, so in some
places it was necessary to have more than
one assembly in order to accommodate the
many people who Jove the truth. The broth-
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ers appreciated the arrangements' made
and showed it by the effort they put forth
to be present. One brother with seven children, convinced that it was the divine will
for them to be present, spent his last £16
to attend the assembly. The blessings of
the occasion were well worth it. He called
to mind the assurance of the Lord Jesus,
who said: "Keep on, then, seeking first the
kingdom and his righteousness, and alI
these other things will be added to you."
(Matt. 6:33) He had complete faith that
it would be so, and that neither he nor
his children would go hungry. Although
he did, not have a secular job waiting for
him when he arrived home, it was not long
until he found one.
Farther to the north, in Sierra Leone,
it was reported that there were ten newly
interested persons in attendance for every
one of Jehovah's witnesses. In one group
three brothers brought along with them
sixteen Kissi-speaking persons of good will.
They had no automobile or train or bus
by which to travel, and reports had
reached them that the bridge over a large
river that they must cross had been washed
out. But with faith they made the trip,
seven and a half hours on foot to the flooded river. Then, with luggage piled on their
heads, they· waded through water that
reach~d to their necks, and continued the
.trip to the assembly site. How happy they
were to gather with Jehovah's people!
When those of the New World society
meet together, they do not close the doors
and tell everyone else to stay out. Not only
are all persons of good will welcome, but
they are encouraged to attend these meetings and enjoy the heart-warming Bible
discourses and discussions. In Burma one
special pioneer went three hundred miles
out of his way to bring an elderly Chin
person to the assembly in Rangoon. And
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in Antwerp, Belgium, an eleven-year-old
boy stationed himsEjIf outside the assembly
hall to welcome the public. As people
passed the entranceway he would politely
approach them and personally invite them
to come in to hear the public talk. More
than forty persons attended as a direct result of that good. work.

The Public Took Note
From French Equatorial Africa comes
the report that Jehovah's witnesses were
able to meet for their first public conventions there. They had to construct their
own enclosure for the assembly in Brazzaville, but no effort was too great for this
event. They were thrilled to have a total
attendance of 10,090 at their three assemblies. Not only did the witnesses enjoy
them, but others were deeply impressed
with the co-operation and law-abiding behavior of the witnesses. When one man
saw the Lost and Found department at the
assembly he said: "Truly the witnesses of
Jehovah are not like us. By us; when the
Catholics arrange for a feast we have to
take much precautions because they steal
our bicycles, our hats, and especially when
we lose some money, who comes and returns it to us? But here, they show you
the bracelets, the watches, the earrings,
the handkerchiefs and even the money that
was found! In truth, the witnesses of Jehovah are different."
In the British Isles, where four assemblies were held, the diligent efforts in the
ministry on the part of the brothers were
evident from the fact that the total attendance of 48,833 for the public meeting
at the four assemblies showed an increase
of 32 percent over the figure for the previous year. Regarding the baptism at the
North London assembly a television commentator said: "Five hundred and sixtyeight new ministers were ordained today,
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the second day of Jehovah's witnesses' as.sembly at Harringay.... At this ceremony
it is the children who watch. Each witness
becomes a preacher. This makes them the
world's largest single body of ministers."
Each one of them has made a study of
God's Word, believes it and has made up
his mind to live by it and teach it to others.
At the Divine Will International Assembly
in New York the largest Christian baptism
in history was held when 7,136 were immersed. During the four months that followed. nearly ten thousand more were baptized at the seventy-nine other assemblies.
Three of those assemblies were held in
Italy, with an increase of 145 percent in
attendance over the assembly held there
just four years ago. At the assembly in
Florence to the north the police did their
utmost to assure that no one would infringe upon the right of the brothers to assemble, and they even asked if they might
enter the hall to listen to the talks. However, quite a different picture presented itself in Naples on the southern coast; the
local authorities did all they could to prevent the assembly. But when a protest was
registered with the authorities in Rome
and the government brought pressure to
bear on the local police to keep their hands
off, the police decided they had made a
"mistake," and the assembly was held, with
1,160 present.
In many places the number of newly in.terested ones outnumbered those of Jehovah's witnesses who were present. Sometimes the public accounted for half the
audience, sometimes for two thirds or
more. And how did they feel about the
things they saw and heard?
A Danish businessman who had passed
the assembly grounds in Copenhagen several times decided to attend on Sunday.
After hearing part of the program he sent
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word home for his son 'to come ana near
the rest of the talks with him. At the
same assembly a Pentecostal woman told
a publisher: "At a prayer meeting this
week we prayed that Jehovah's witnesses
would get rained out. But I got so curious
I had to come over and see for myself, and
it is overwbelming. It cannot be denied,
God's spirit' is truly here among you pe0.ple." At the conclusion of the Finnish as~
sembly in Helsinki a woman remarked:
"I have been in many religious meetings,
but it is only here that I have learned
something. "
Yes, they learned the divine will. Jehovah's witnesses love God, they appreciate
his Word of truth, and they are eager to
do all they can to help others to learn it.
A newspaper report in Jamaica expressed
its impression this way: "By 9 p.m. thousands of spiritually well-fed Witnesses and
their friends were leaving the grounds.
... With arms full of books and heads full
of knowledge and hearts overflowing with
love for God and his 'other sheep' weary
Witnesses started wending their way to
their homes, more determined than ever to
carry out the Divine Will until Armageddon."
It is not just talk; true Christians live
their religion and others recognize that
fact. One of the technical directors of the
assembly site used in Lille, France, said
this about it when speaking to a group of
Catholic priests following the assembly:
"Jehovah's witnesses have an unexplainable for~e which animates them in their
work and which manifests itself in their
love for each other and in the joy they
experience. They prove by their work, and
not by loud talk, that they are accomplishing the Divine Will, for such was the title
of their assembly. After many years of
service, where I have been in contact with
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many organlzanons, 1 must aapllt that 1
have been able to work best with Jehovah's
witnesses and this has made me reflect a
lot. You cannot compare yourselves to the
strength of Jehovah's witnesses." The
French people responded warmly to the
assemblies, and in Paris the facilities were
overflowed with an attendance of 4,226,
over double the seating capacity of the hall.
Even with all overflow space being used,
it was impossible for everyone to get in.
There is no question about it, many who
attended these conventions learned things
from the Bible that have changed their
lives. For the first time many of them understood what the divine will is for them
and they wanted to do something about it.
A paramount chief in Africa was so moved
by what he heard that following the assembly he offered to build a Kingdom HalI
for his people if the Society would only
send someone to teach them about God's
kingdom. When two brothers accepted the
invitation and went there to put on a special public lecture, they were greeted by an
audience of four hundred persons!
The scope of the Divine Will assemblies
as they have reached out to many nations
has made it very clear that the New World
society of Jehovah's witnesses reaches beyond the barriers that divide the old world
and embraces persons of "all nations and
tribes and peoples and tongues." (Rev. 7:9)
Jehovah's witnesses are interested in their
brothers and in other people, regardless of
their nationality, race or language. They
want to help them to learn the divine will,
and these assemblies have better equipped
them to do it. They have also stimulated
the interest of many other persons who are
beginning to realize that JehOVah God does
have people on earth who really serve him
and who are anxious to aid others to do
the same.
AWAKE!

DEVOUT Lutheran widow at nigh

A seventy years was still working hard
in a New York city gannent factory. She
had obtained a number of Watch Tower
publications and now one of Jehovah's wit·
nesses was making a return visit. The minister told her, among other things, the need
of personal Bible study. This caused her to
exclaim: "Catholics are not allowed even to
have a Bible in their homes. They are not
allowed to read the Bible. I tell you the
Catholic Church is the antichrist. Yes, the
Catholic Church must be the antichrist!"
Passing over her assertions regarding
Catholics and the Bible as not germane
to this discussion, we note that hers is a
common tendency among Bible lovers, to
label as antichrist those whom they fear
or dislike. Thus some early Christians are
said to have termed the cities that refused
to hear Jesus, Chorazin, Bethsaida, Caper.
naum and Jerusalem as antichrists. (Matt.
11:21·23) A little later others termed Ne~
ra, persecutor of Christians, the antichrisL
And centuries later, as Islam's armies for·
cibly converted professed Christians to
their faith, others termed Mohammed the
antichrist. By the time of the "Reforma·
tion" Catholics were calling Martin Luther
antichrist, while Luther, Calvin and other
refonners were calling the pope of Rome
and his religious organization antichrist.
There still are many Protestants who are
of this opinion, such as the Lutheran lady
mentioned above.
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Today many modernists and higher critics among the clergy take the position that
the Christian religion is the result of a
gradual development on the part of man
in his quest for God. These are apt to as·
sociate the antichrist idea with the ancient
past. They claim to trace the antichrist
back through Antiochus Epiphanes, persecutor of the Jews in the time of the Macca·
bees, to ancient Iranian and Babylonian
myths.
For those who accept the Scriptures as
God's inspired Word antichrist is not a
mythical development but is of prophetic
significance, having both the thought of
being opposed to Christ and that of taking
the place of Christ. In his great prophecy
Jesus foretold that many false christs
would come. (Matt. 24:24) Paul also was
referring to the antichrist when he wrote:
"Let no one seduce you in any manner,
because [the day of Jehovah] will not come
unless the faIling away comes first and the
man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son
of destruction."-2 Thess. 2:3.
However, it is only the apostle John that
specificaIIy names the antichrist, doing so
five times in his letters: "Many deceivers
have gone forth into the world, persons
not confessing Jesus Christ as coming in
the flesh. This is the deceiver and the anti·
chrisL" "This is the antichrist, the one
that denies the Father and the Son."
"Every inspired expression that does not
confess Jesus . . . is the antichrist's in·
spired expression." "Just as you have
heard that antichrist is coming, even now
there have come to be many antichrlsts."
-2 John 7; 1 John 2:22; 4:3; 2:18.
In brief, the term antichrist includes aU
persons and organizations that are opposed to Christ and his kingdom as these
are identified in the Scriptures, be those
opposers pagan or professedly Christian,
be theirs political opposition or religious.
It would ~herefore include all those who
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deny that Jesus came in the flesh; who
deny that he was "produced out of a woman," that he "became flesh," but who insist
that he was a member of the trinity, both
God and man while on earth, an incarnation. Also included are those who deny that
Jesus actually "came" from heaven, that
he had a prehuman existence. Denying his
statements such as, "Before Abraham
came into existence, I have been," they
show themselves to be against Christ, antichrists.-Gal. 4:4; John 1:14; 8:58.
The tenn antichrist would also apply to
those who show their opposition to Christ
by denying his plain statements regarding
one of his purposes for coming to earth,
such as: "The Son of man came, not to be
ministered to, but to minister and to give
his soul a ransom in exchange for many."
-Matt. 20:28.
All who oppose God's kingdom by Christ
are also antichrists. Regarding these the
Resolution passed last summer by Jehovah's witnesses at their Divine Will assembly noted: "The clergy have turned their
backs on Jesus Christ the King and have
endorsed the political organizations for
perpetuating this old world, which is God's
enemy, namely, the League of Nations and
its successor, the United Nations; and they
have led and encouraged the people in the
idolizing of these human makeshifts for
God's kingdom." Their idol, the United Nations, is therefore also an antichrist.
And. so is the Communist rule that Russia's leaders foist upon mankind. While
these leaders may with some logic point to
Christendom's hypocritical course of action, they themselves have nothing better
to offer-to say the least-andprove themselves to be both hypocrites and antichrists
by their persecuting the spokesmen of

Christ's kingdom on the basel... charge
of sedition, as well as by idolizlng their
own fonn of, man-rule, substituting it for
Christ's kingdom.
And finally, the Scriptures indicate that
the tenn "antichrist" also applies to those
who once dedicated themselves to do God's
will and then fell away or who entered the
Christian congregation for selfish reasons.
Paul referred to these in his farewell address to the overseers at Ephesus: "Oppressive wolves will enter in among you
... and from among you yourselves men
will rise and speak twisted things to draw
away the disciples after themselves." These
are the antichrists that John spoke of that
'went out from among us because they
were not of our kind.' Those taking this
course in our day Jesus described in his
great prophecy as an evil slave that would
beat his fellows and associate with confirmed drunkards-Acts 20:29, 30; 1 John
2:19; Matt. 24:48-51.
Thus we see that "antichrist" is a Scriptural term that applies only since the coming of the Christ, God's anointed 'One, as
a man on earth and to any persons and
organizations that are against Christ or
that would substitute for him and his kingdom. This includes all those who deny that
Jesus is the Messiah, that he came as a
man, that he had a prehuman existence
and that his Kingdom is mankind's only
hope. It also includes all those who are
anti Christ's true followers, be they religious or political opposers. Since Christ as
king is to dash to pieces all his enemies,
the wise 'course for all who would gain
everlasting life is to separate themselves
from all antichrists and associate with
those who give evidence of being Christ's
true followers.

Be on the watch for the false prophets that come to you in sheep's
covering, but inside they are ravenous worves.-Matt. 7:15.
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Chile
CHOOL children often refer to Chile as
"the shoestring country in South America that is famous for its saltpeter and copper." Tourists know Chile to be a land of
changing vistas and favorable monetary
exchange. But to the Chilean, this strip of
soil along the western line of South America is, in the words of the nation's anthem,
"Sweet Homeland-the happy copy of

S

Eden."

Chileans like to talk of their country's
minerals, crops and locations of unspoiled
Eden-like beauty. They tell of volcanic
mineral water springs. The therapeutic
fame of these waters brings people from
far beyond the national frontiers.
This calls to mind another kind of healing waters that are being made available
to the more than 6,000,000 inhabitants of
the land, symbolic waters of truth coming
forth from the Fountain of Life to men
of good will. Those who administer these
life-giving waters are Jehovah's witnesses.
They meet in more than forty congrega~
tions. These witnesses are busily engaged
in dispensing truths from God's Word that
lead people to freedom and life. Therefore,
their work is symbolically described for
us In Revelation 22: 1, 2 as being God~given
for the spiritual healing of the nations. In
every part of Chile these Christian ministers are to be found freely applying the
counsel of Christ Jesus, at Revelation 22:
17: "And the spirit and the bride keep on
saying, 'Come!' And let anyone hearing
say, 'Come!' And let anyone thirsting
come; let anyone that wishes take life's
water free." There are more than 1,300
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active witnesses of Jehovah freely spread·
ing these healing waters of truths throughout Chile.
In 111e dry mineral desert tracts of the
rainless north these waters of life are appreciated by the people. A traveling representative of the Watch Tower Society
calls on them regularly. More often than
not his means of transportation from one
place to another in this section is by means
of the lowly burro. Interest in God's kingdom is great in these parts. This minister
is able to place as many as a thousand copies of the Watohtower and Awake! magazines in a single month with these people!
In the central zone, Rancagua, a city of
over 40,000 population, was the recipient
of a veritable deluge of these healing waters during the four-day Life-giving Wisdom District Assembly of Jehovah's witnesses. The hospitality of the people was
outstanding. The Municipal Stadium with
all its fine accommodations was freely donated. In spite of clergy denunciations and
threats of excommunication, the rooming
committee reported lodging over three
hundred of Jehovah's witnesses in private
homes and another three hundred in fourteen small hotels.
As a result of the city~wide witness that
was given from house-to~house preaching
and the publicity that the press and radio
devoted to the four-day assembly, the people of Rancagua learned to distinguish Jehovah's witnesses from people of other'religions. Since the assembly was held the
local congregation has tripled the number
of revisits that it is making on people who
have shown interest in the work of Jehovah's witnesses. They have also doubled
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the number of home Bible studies" that they
have been conducting.
A director of a radio station was contacted during this time. He expressed a
desire to co-operate in any way possible.
When a brother from the public relations
department called on him, the director offered two fifteen-minute periods a day during the assembly and four twenty-minute
programs on succeeding Sundays. This man
said: "I admire you people for your zeal
and your faith. Though not one of you,
I have the greatest sympathy for your
work and the way you do it." He seemed
to be impressed with the regularity and
the devotion of the witnesses to their Godgiven work. But such constancy is normal
with JehOVah's witnesses because they take
to heart Paul's words to Timothy: "Preach
the word, be at it urgently in favorable
season, in troublesome season, reprove,
reprimand, exhort, with all long-suffering
and art of teaching."-2 Tim. 4:2.
This four-day assembly, however, was
not without the usual opposition from the
Roman Catholic Church. Saturday noon,
the third day of the assembly, under the
auspices of the Women's League, the archbishop gave a half-hour radio discourse

• J-iuw people in New Urlean~ gambled with
hundreds of lives and 10~t1 P. 4, ~4.
•

How a person ,an avoid a disaster? P. 7, ~ 2.

• Whether a worldly ruler can be a vicar
of Christ1 P. 12, 1[6.
• Where opera is performed without stage
props and with very little singing? P. 13, 1[2, 3.
• How Chinese actors perform love scenes
without kissing or embracing? P. t4, 1[2.
•

Wby many people never have seen

~now

slandering the witnesses and falsely accusing them of possessing no Biplical
knowledge, of being materialistic and of
having communistic beliefs, this because
they do not believe in the pagan doctrine
of the immortality of the soul. It may be
that the archbishop has never read what
the Bible has to say about the soul at
Ezekiel 18: 4 (AS): "Behold, all souls are
mine; as the soul of the father, so also the
soul of the son is mine: the soul that sinneth, it shall die." The Bible clearly says
the soul dies. Therefore, it could not be
immortal, but mortal. The archbishop,
however, prefers to believe otherwise.
During the main lecture of the assembly,
a police official in charge of a detachment
of five policemen arrived. The officer said
that he had heard the archbishop's radio
attack and that it had so infuriated him to
think th.at such an important and cultured
man would do such a thing ·that he of his
own accord had come to hear the lecture
and to see that Jehovah's witnesses were
not molested in any way as a result of what
had been said. So people of all kinds are
responding to the Kingdom message as it
is being preached in all the world.

although it bBs un all part~ uf the world?
P. j 6, 1f l.
• How an avalanche can destroy houses with·
out touching them I P. 17, 1[6.
• Why the North Pole is not the coldest spot
on eartb? P. 18, 1f6.
• What especially impressed observers in
french Equatorial Africa about the Divine Will
assemblies there? P. 23, 1ft.
• What the term antichrist means? P. 25, 1[6.
• Which South American country is often
called "the shoestring country"? P. 27, 1f1.
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~ATCHING

leased on the final day of the
Paris gathering, December 18.
urged the Russians to join in
negotiations for Ilettling various problems in l1:urope. Moscow was also warned that "nuclear retaliatory forces"
would be used 11 necessa.ry to
defend West Berlin. On December 19 G e n era 1 Lauris
Norstad, Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, warned
that Jlggressors agaJnst NATO
nations would be risking "total
annihilation."
Test-BaTI Treaty
Technicians of the East and
West, representing Britain, the
U.S. and the So v let Union,
opened meetings in Geneva on
October 31 to discuss methods
of policing a nuclear test ban.
On December 12 it was reported that the CQnferees had
agreed upon the third article
of a test·ban treaty. During
the previous week the experts
had acknow1enged the nero 01
a control system and had
agreed that any nation should
be free to sign the completed
treaty. The third article outlined the composition 01 an
international control organization. A U.S. prOposal suggesting the establishment of internationally staffed. permanent
inspection stations throughout
the world later met with Soviet disapproval. The Russians
favor control posts that are
manned almost exclusively by
nationals of the country in
which these are situated, They
also demand veto power within
the prospective seven-member
commission of the control organization. The conference
was recessed on December 19
after agreement had been
achieved on four articles of a
prospective treaty. SpOkesmen
for all three delegations Indt·
cated, however, that major
issues relatIng to a test·ban
suspension were still unsettled.

+

rroject SCORE
The U.S. fired into space on
December 18 a vehicle held to
he the largest man-made
"moon" to date. The Air Force
effort, called Project SCORE,
carried into 0 r bit an 8,600·
pound Atlas intercontinental
missile S5 feet long and ten
t~t in diamett!T. The 'Proleco
tile, originally weighing 244,lXXI pounds, dropped its booster
engines find went into an elliptical orbit around the earth
with an estimated altitude of
about 925 miles at its highest
point and 114.5 miles at its
lowest point. A message conveying "America's wish for
peace on earth and good" wJll
toward men everywhere, reo
corded bY U.S. Pf'(!sident Eisenhower, was camed aloft
and later relayed by the sat·
e!ate. Tllis message was aJsD
transmitted hy means of el(>ctron!c teletypewriter signals.
Still later scientists sent a recorded message to the instrumented Atlas and this too
was successfully TNayed_ The
new man-made space traveler
was expected to remain in orbit about twenty days_

'*

Talk War oyer Bed1"

• On November 27 Soviet Premier Nikita

S.

I{hrushchev

sent a note to Western pOwers
demandJng their Withdrawal
trom West Berlin. The Rus·
sians asserted that it was their
intention to turn Berlin into a
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Qemilitarized independent city_
Western proposals that the
status of Berlin be consldere[1
along with the problem of
German reunification met with
Moscow's disapproval. On De_
cember 19 a Soviet spokesman
threatened the U_S. with "an_
nihilating defeat" if it were to
resort i;(} armed f<ltte aga{nst
the Communists in Berlin. 1\
7,OOO-word memorandum tssued by the U_S. State Department held that rights of the
u.s. in Germany and in West
Berlin we r e not dependent
upon the "acquiescence of the
Soviet Union." East German
Communist officials declared,
on December 21, that not even
"American bayonets" could assure thE' Western powers' position in West Berlin.
NATO Ministers Meet

+ The

problem of Berlin Iig_
ured prominently in discus_
sions by representatives of thc
fifteen member nations of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organi_
lation meeting in Paris December 16 to 18. Other matters,
such as economic problems and
the Cyprus situation, were ~l~o
discussed. The NATO mmIs_
ters w~re unanimous in reo
jecting current Soviet demanc}s
for evac:uation of West Berlin.
The NATO nations desire to
negotiate with Russia on the
German problem as a whole
but thi!-l is not acceptable to
the SOViets. A communique re_

Surprise A.ttack bl.ks Cl\ose
East-West talks on methods
of preventing surprise attack,

+
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held In Geneva since November 10, were adjourned on December 18. The ten-nation fiveweek·old discussions had
brought forth no agreement or
clear understandIng between
technicians from Britain,
France, Canada, Italy, and the
U.S. and experts from Russia,
Poland, Romania, Albania and
Czechoslovakia. The West had
favored International observa·
ItIon g r 0 ups and inspection
s y s t ems that might guard
against missile attacks and the
mobilization of ground forces.
Spokesmen of the Eastern bloc
attempted to bring Into these
talks matters that the West
considered to be of a political
nature. Technicians of the So·
viet bloc maintained that the
establishment of an atom·free
zone in central Europe and
various 0 the r disarmament
measures should be considered
by the conferees. When the
parley adjourned indefinitely
on December 18, agreement
had not even been reached on a
suitable agenda. A final com·
munlqul! expressed the hope
that the talks would be resumed "as early as possible."
Mao ReUnquishes Post

• Since 1949 Mao Tse·tung
. has been undisputed head of
Communist China. It was an·
nounced on December 16 that
65·year-old Mao had decided
not to seek re·election as the
Peiplng regime's chief of state.
Senne sources telt that ul1ficu\·
ties encountered in bringing
the country's peasant popula·
tion into abject servitude to
the polltlcal state by means of
"peoples' communes" had been
partly responsible for Mao's
decision to relinquish his post.
Pelping's Central Committee,
in a 10,O()(}.word document reo
leased on December 18, indicat·
ed that there would be a slowdow n in the conversion to
communes. Fur the r, there
wou1.d be no immediate large·
scale attempt to enforce such
communal living upon lnhab·

:10

ltants of urban areas. Disrup.
tion of family life and dlssat·
isfactlon with labor conditions
and wages were held to be
the prime factors Impeding
progress In the changeover to
communes. P e i pin g still in·
tends to pursue the same basic
policies it has foIlowed in this
regard heretofore, but all in·
dications point to a more grad·
ual futUre changeover. While
Mao has given up his position
as chief of state, he still con·
tinues. as head of the Chinese
Communist party and thus reo
tains his prestige,
BuIga.nln Speaks

'*'

Fonner Soviet Premier Ni·
kolai A. Bulganin spoke at a
session of Moscow's Central
Committee on December 18.
Now demoted to the chairman·
ship of an economic council In
the northern Caucasus, Bu}·
ganin stated that while he was
premier he had been assoclat·
ed with an anti·Party group
made up of V. M. Molotov,
Georgi Malenkov, Lazar Ka·
ganovtch and Dmitri Shepilov.
The ex·premier said that he
had been not only an accom·
plice of the reactionaries, but
also "nominally their leader."
He further declared that the
group "met in my office and
there concerted the ira n t i·
Party reactionary work." Ac·
cor din g to Bulganin, their
moves included opposition to
Nikita S. Khrushchev'S plan
for agricultural reform. Kuru·
shchev, in a 38,ODD·word meso
sage to the Central Committee,
admitted that the Soviet Un·
ion "is still seriously lagging
behind the U.S." in farm pro·
duction. Part of his plan for
overcoming these weaknesses
was indicated by the comment:
"The time has come to organ·
ize, not only in towns but also
in collective fanns, communal
dining halls, laundries, bak·
eries and nurseries."
Not We\oome in Baghdatl

'*'

Arriving in Baghdad on a
Mideast fact·finding mission,

Assistant Secretary of State
William ROlUltree was met on
December 15 by crowds of
shouting demonstra tors.
Stones, eggs, and mud struck
the U.S. Embassy's limousine
in which Rountree left the air·
port. Shouts of "Go home,
Rountree!" were chorused over
and over again and similar
slogans were found on ban.
ners held aloft by irate young
Irao,.is. R.o::J.1J.ntr~ wa~ a'f{·':>Y1~a\

adequate military protection
and escaped injury. A military
guard was also provided for
the U.S. Embassy. In Washing.
ton a State Department spokes·
man attributed the demonstra.
tions to "irresponsible and ap·
parently subversive elements."
Rountree later reported that
he had been well received by
the government and that his
diSCussions with Iraqi officials
had been "Useful and friendly."
President De Gaulle
<$> General Charles de Gaulle
was elected to the presidency
of the Fifth French Republic
on December 21. The 68·year·
old soldier·statesman won over
78 percent of the 79,468 valid
votes cast by an electoral col·
lege representing metropolitan
France and lands within the
French Overseas Community.
The new president win hold
vast powers accorded him un·
der provisions 0 f the new
French Constitution approved
in a referendum held in Sep·
tember. De Gaulle's seven·year
term as president was sched.
uled to begin on January 8.
Algeria: Mlutary Rule Ends

<$> Forty-four·year·old P a u I
Delouvrier became France's
Delegate·General in Algeria on
December 12. On the same
date General Raoul Salan was
relieved of his position as head
of a military·civilian combine
that had been ruling that land
since the overthrow of the
Fourth French Republic on
May 13. Salan was subsequent.
AWAKE!

Iy appointed Inspector-General
of National Defense. Consequently, Algeria's adminis·
tration came dIrectly under the
supervisIon of French leader
Charles de Gaulle.
The Castro RebelUon
For many months the gOY'
ernment of Cuban PresIdent
Fulgencio Batista has been
battling with insurgent forces
led by Fidel Castro. As a step
toward quelling rebel activi·
ties a state of emergency was
decreed throughout Cuba on
December 12. This was to last
for forty-five days. During that
period Batista would be free
to take whatever steps he
deemed advisable in cop i n g
with the Castro rebellion. Similar decrees had been issued
previously, the last having end·
ed in July. A rebel radio report on December 17 declared
that insurgents had seized
some government-owned prop-

'*'

ertles In Las Villas province.
Thus the Castro movement
continued despite the imposi·
tion of a state of emergency
throughout the island.
Cyprus! Toward a Solution 'f
• Greece made a bid on December 12 for the co·operation
of Turkey in working out a
solution to the current crisis
in Cyprus. A British plan in·
viting both Athens and Ankara
to send representatives to Nicosia to join in a "partnership"
rule of the island has met with
neither Greek nor Turkish ap·
proval. On December 18 a last·
minute reprieve by Governor
Sir Hugh Foot, granted to two
convicted terrorists and com·
muting their death sentences
to life imprisonment, served
somewhat to reduce tension
on Cyprus. On that same date
British Foreign Sec ret a r y
Selwyn Lloyd, Greek Foreign
Minister Evangelos Averoff

and Turkish Foreign Minister
Fatin Zorlu met in Paris to
discuss the problem of Cyprus.
This was the first time since
1955 that representatives of
the t h r e e governments had
conferred on the matter. The
results of this and a subsequent contact on Dece:rnber 20
were not revealed.
Prelates Become CardIna.ls
• Twenty·three Roman Cath·
olic prelates, thirteen Italians
and ten of other nationalities,
were elevated to the College of
Cardinals 0 n December 15.
Two days later twenty of these
acknowledged "obedience" to
Pope John XXIII and received
scarlet birettas at the first of
t h r e e scheduled consistories.
Three other prelates in line
for the Cardinalate in Italy,
Spain and Portugal, were to
be capped by Roman Catholic
state heads in their respective
countries.

IS YOUR SPIRITUAL DIET. ..

or strong meati'
Have you ever wondered why the many religions of Christendom
cannot halt the rapid moral decline of our generation? Has it
occurred to you their diet might be lacking in the basic build·
ing materials for Christians? Be sure. Fortify your own diet.
Strengthen your family. Send at once for
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Please send me at once the two hard·bound books (totaling 672 pages) "Let God Be True"
and What HQ.8 Religion Done lor Mankind' t am enclosing $1.
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DOES cmIS BOOK
LE1'\D YOUR GHILD?
If' it does, he
can, help otheDs

It is never tO(l early to start your child
learning Bible principles. As he learns
to walk he should learn to 'walk in the
light of God's way.' As he learns to talk
he should learn to 'talk of God's wondrous works.' As he learns to read 1]('
should learn to 'get the understanding.'
These things he must be taught. You CUll
help hiIn.l\fail75c with the coupon below
for the new book From Paradise Lost
Paradise Regained. This is not a "child's"
book. Adults as well as youngst.ers enjuy
its elear and simple expianatiull of om
place in God's purpose for this cali,h. It
will answer your own Bible questions ami
those your child ean ask. It has ::!56 pagrs
of dear, readable type and is artistically
illustrated throughout. Coral colored,
with gold-embo!ilsed title, it is beaut.iful
both to read and to look at. Send to~ay.

to

Peom Par:udise Lost to Par:udise Regained
WATCHTOWER

Send only 75c.

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Please scnel me at once tile beautiful new book From Paradise Lost to Paradi8e Regained.
I am enclosing 75e.
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the last tiftyD URING
eight years man has
made phenomenal scientific
progress. He has moved from
an age of horses and buggies to
an age of atomic power, supersonic planes and roaring rockets. His remarkable progress and intellectual achievements have caused many persons to think
that man can stand alone in the universe,
that he does not need God. Because they
have gained some scientific knowledge they
consider themselves to be very wise, too
wise to think God is necessary. They are
like a small, self-centered child loOking at
a trick mirror that makes him appear
much bigger than he actually is.
This is the attitude, not of a truly wise
person, but of one who is senselesS. Regarding him the Bible says: "The senseless one
has said in his heart: 'There is no Jehovah.'" (ps. 14:1) He closes his eyes to
reality and tries to t!Onvince himself that
60d does not exist and that man stands
,.BIWARY 22, 1959
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alone. Because of this denial he
finds it very difficult to explain
his own existence, as well as
everything he sees and studies in
the material universe about him.
The scientist Max Planck thoughtfully
observed that "we see ourselves governed
all through life by a higher power, whose
nature we shall never be able to define
from the viewpoint of exact science. Yet,
no one who thinks can ignore it." The more
knowledge man gains the more evident it
should become that man does not and can
not stand alone. He must h;we tJle guiding
hand of his heavenly Father. He needs to
hold on to that great Rock just as a child
holdf; on to its father when it is confused·
and frightened Because of the ominous
threat of atomic war that hangs over
this generation man has never been mote
frightened and confused than he is now.
John B. Medaris, commanding ger..eral of
the U.S. Army Ordnance Missile COMmand, pointed out this need for God. He
said: "In this grave predicament involving
nations determined to remain free, and others determined to enslave them, every- element of our civilization has been brought
into the battle ... Man must find a rock
on which to lean which offers him solace
in time of stress and assurance in time of
anxiety. There 'is a reaching out for God
apparent in many regions, a searching for
the kind of message Isaiah gave his troubled nation: 'Even the youths shall faint
3

and be weary and the young men shall
utterly fall. But they that wait' upon the
Lord shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as ~agles; they shall
.run and not be weary, and they shall wa.lk
and not faint.' Our first steps into the
vacuum of stsace have re-emphasized the
beauty and order of creation, which increased the reverence of men like Copernicus, and have verified the natural laws
which govern all existence. As he ponders
these things, man must come to believe
anew, as once he did before false. intellectualism, bigotry and superstition turned
him away from truth."
Man can no more stand alone without
the sound counsel and wise guidance of his
heavenly Father than can children get
along without the help and advice of their
parents. Youngsters who are so wise in
their own eyes that they disdain the counsel and instruction from good parents are
not only a cause of much trouble for others
but a cause of sorrow for their parents.
Not only that, their actions bring unhappiness and suffering to themselves. God's
Word gives good advice for children and
for all mankind when its says: "My son,
my law do not -forget, and my commandments may your heart observe, because
length of days and years of life and peace
will be added to you. Trust in Jehovah with
all your heart and do not lean upon your
own understanding. In all your ways take
notice .of him, and he himself will make
your paths straight. Do not become wise
in your own eyes."-Prov. 3:1, 2, 5-7.
Because mankind has ignored this advice and has acted like -self-centered, delinquent children who are wise in their
own eyes, it has brought untold suffering
spon itself. Man now has reached the point
where the knowledge in which he glories
threatens to de,stray him because he does
not know how 1:0 use it wisely. If he had
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followed the good counsel of his heavenly
Father, he would not be in this dangerous
situation.
The mental attitude of this atomic-age
generation is wrong. This was pointed out
by Je.rome D. Frank, an associate professor
of psychiatry. In an article he wrote for
The Atlantic, he said: "The nuclear arms
race poses a mortal and increasingly pressing danger to civilization. It is obvious that
the chief source of peril lies not in the
nuclear weapons but in the hUman beings
behind them, and that therefore the dangel',
can only be resolved by changes in human
attitudes."
Instead of thinking so much of itself and
being so cocksure that science has all the
answers, this generation should humble
itself before Jehovah God. It should change
its attitude of being wise in its own eyes
and acknowledge the wisdom and power
of God that is so clearly manifested in the
things he has created. If modern man
would but obey the command written at
Matthew 22:37-39, his scientific knowledge
would never endanger his existence. " 'You
must love Jehovah your God with your
whole heart and with your whole soul and
with your whole mind.' ... 'You must love
your neighbor as yourself.''' This is the
right mental attitude.
Man's only hope for having his affairs
straightened out lies in the hands of Jehovah God. He alone is ca:pmble of bringing
about the many changes necessary for ensuring peace and security for earth's inhabitants. He has purposed to do this by
permanently removing from existence all
persons who refuse to transform their
thinking, to humble themselves before his
authority and to obey his commands.
Man is completely dependent upon God
for peace, happiness and for existence itself. No matter what may be said by selfimportant persons WhO imagine themselves
to be wise, man cannot stand alone.
AWAKE!
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IF A paradise earth had to
come at the hands of man, it
would never come. Despite
promises of paradiselike conditions, human governments
not only have failed to bring
about such conditions, but often they have brought about
the opposite---conditions that
belong only to a hideous nightmare. It is as the Bible says:
"When the righteous become
many, the people rejoice; but
when anyone wicked bears
rule, the people sigh."-Prov.
29:2.

"Even if we could not conquer, we
should drag half the world into destruction with us, and'leave no
one to triumph over Germany." And again: "We shall
never capitulate, no, never!
We may be destroyed, but if
we are, we shall drag a world
with uS,_a world in flames."
Today mankind is closer to
a world in flames than it was
during Bitler's heyday. Now
communism would enforce its
version of a political and economic paradise on all mankind. Nikolai Lenin, founder
of the Soviet state, once spoke
of "this truly revolutionary
struggle of .the oppressed class
for the creation of a paradise
on earth." The tens of thousands of refugees from behind
the Iron Curtain have called
communism's "paradise" by a
different name, exposing it for
what it is---a
ruthless state under which
the people sigh.
Now, instead of a paradise earth, mankind is face
to face with a ruined earth.

;EUraJise

Earth
OhrouSh
qoJ~

KinsJom

Wicked rulers have made
people sigh under intolerable
conditions because of their
policy of rule or ruin. Hjt]er~s Nazi party
was supposed to be the cure for Germany's
economic and political ills. "The National
Socialist Reich will endure a thousand
years," Hitler had declared. "Ten thousand," Rimmler insisted. It lasted
just twelve years and, in its ~1lapse, left much of the world devastated and in flames. "It was always understood that Hitler
would remain true to his original
programme, Weltmacht oder
Niedergang,-world-power or
ruin," says H. R. Trevor-Roper in
The Last Days of Hitler. "If

world-power was una ttaina ble,
then (it was agreed by all who
knew him) he would make the
minas great as he could." Indeed,
in 1934 Hitler had declared:
l"!BRUARY 22, 1959
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"Never before," said Bertrand Russell in
an open letter to Eisenhower and Khru~
shchev, uhas there been reason to feel that
the human race was traveI1ng aIong 8 road
ending only in a bottomless precipice."
-Look, January 21,1958.
How clear that ·man, instead of planting
a paradise, is "ruining the earth," just as
the Bible foretold. But thank God. the
time has come for mankind's Creator to
step in and "bring to ruin those ruining
the earth."-Rev.1l:18.
How will GOO. destroy those who are
ruining the earth? How will he make pos~
sible a global paradise? How wi1l he make
possible a rule of the righteous earth~wide?
How will he cause obedient mankind to
rejoice under the paradisaic conditions of
perfect bealth and everlasting 1ife? The
means by which God will do all this is a
kingdom, God's kingdom.

A Government from Heaven
What is this kingdom that will bring
about a paradise earth? It is not a spiritual
state of goodness in one's heart. No, it is
a real government. a direct government
from heaven. The One whom God has ap~
pointed as Head or King of this righteous
government is God's own beloved Son,
Christ Jesus. When on earth Christ
preached "the kingdom of the heavens" as
the hope for mankind.
That this heavenly kingdom is destined
to make this earth a beautiful paradise .is
evident from what JesUs told an evildoer
who was impaled alongside him at Calvary.
The evildoer had asked Jesus: "Jesus, re~
member me when you get into your king~
dam." Jesus answered: "Truly I tell you
today, You will be with me in Paradise."
-Luke 23:42,43.
That evildoer did not go to heaven; Jesus
himself did not ascend to heaven until
forty days after his resurrection. No, that
evildoer went to mankind's common grave
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and is there yet, awaiting the resurtection.
of "the unrighteous/' (Acts 24:15) Jesus
could promise· this evildoer that he would
be raised to paradise conditions because
the time for this resurrection is after the
wicked rule of nations is destroyed and
the earth has been brought to a paradise
state, such as that which existed in the
paradise or park that God created to the
east in Eden:
That original Paradise in Eden shows
what mankind's Creator can do. Adam and
Eve, living in their spacious paradise. had
everytbing they needed for a happy life.
Moreover, they could have enjoyed their
paradise forever. To live forever all they
had to do was obey the Creator of their
paradise. They chose to disobey. The result
was that Adam and Eve lost their paradise.
God evicted these rebels from the paradise
garden he had planted. Why should rebels
enjoy the Paradise of God? So God "drove
the man out and posted at the east of the
garden of Eden the cherubs and the flam~
ing blade of a sword that was turning itself
continuallY."-Gen.3:24.
That original Paradise existed until the
global flood of Noah's day. But no man enjoyed its paradisaic conditions after God
drove the first couple from their happy
home.
It was not God's purpose that the earth
should pennanently lose paradise conditions. Indeed, it had been God's purpose
for Adam and Eve to extend their paradise gradually to the four corners of the
earth. Adam could not do this alone nor
could he have given. it the proper care each
year; so God did not create the original
paradise earth-l\>'ide. That Adam and Eve,
however, were to extend their paradise
earth-wide is clear from Jehovah's command: "Be fruitful and become many and
fill the earth and subdue it, and have in
subjection the fish ~ of the sea and the flying
creatures of the heavens and every living
AWAKEI

creature that is creeping upon the earth." habited earth." No wonder men are "ruining the earth"l No wonder wicked rulers
-Gen. 1:28. 29.
So God did not create the earth for continually appear, causing the people to
nothing; he created it that it might be the sigh! No wonder man by himself cannot
happy hom~ for righteous people. Thus make this earth a paradise!-Rev. 12:9.
Satan must go. But how? By the KingGod's pUrpose for a global paradise will
come to pass and cannot fail: "For this is dom's triumphing over Satan and his dewhat Jehovah has said, the Creator of the mon forces. Already the Devil has suffered
heavens, He The true God, the Former of a humiliating defeat. When was this? After
the earth and the Maker of it, He the One God's kingdom began operating A.D. 1914.
who firmly established it, who did not
Many times this magazine has explained
create it simply for nothing, who formed how we know that the heavenly kingdom
it even to be inhabited."-Isa. 45:18.
was established A.D. 1914. It has pointed
out that the 2,520 years of the times of
God's Kingdom Comes Against This World the Gentiles ended that year, that the
Since no human government can destroy world's time of the end began, that the
wicked rulers for all time and transform world happenings and conditions Jesus
this earth into a paradise, Jesus taught us foretold to mark the Kingdom's establishto pray for this heavenly kingdom: "Our ment are in evidence.
Father in the heavens, let your name be
sanctified. Let your kingdom come. Let War in 'Heaven
your will come to pass, as in heaven, also
Yes, something humiliating happened to
upon earth." The coming of God's kingdom Satan the Devil when Jehovah God inagainst this world does not mean the end stalled Christ as King, in fulfillment of the
of this earth but rather the end of this prophecy of Daniel 7:14 (AS): "There was
given him [Christ] dominion, and glory,
wicked world.-Matt. 6: 9, 10.
and
a kingdom, that all the peoples, riaSo when the prophet Daniel foretold the
tions,
and languages should serve him: his
Kingdom's coming against this world, he
dominion
is an everlasting dominion, which
showed that the result would be the smashshall
not
pass
away, and his kingdom that
ing of the nations: "In the days of those
which
shall
not
be destroyed." After rekings shall the God of heaven set up a kingceiving
the
long-promised
Kingdom, Christ
dom which shall never be destroyed, nor
the
King
declared
war
against
Satan. The
shall the sovereignty thereof be left to anBible
says:
"War
broke
out
in
heaven:
other people; but it shall break in pieces
Michael
and
his
angels
battled
with
the
and consume all these kingdoms, and it
dragon,
and
the
dragon
and
its
angels
batshall stand for ever."-Dan. 2:44, AS.
The smashing of the nations alone does tled but it did not prevail, neither was a
not ensure a paradise earth. More is need- p!ace found for them any longer in heaved. The greatest obstacle to a paradise en. So down the great dragon was hurled,
earth is'the wicked spirit creature Satan the original serpent, the one called Devil
the Devil. Speaking under the guise of a and Satan, who is misleading the entire inserpent in the garden of Eden, this rebel- habIted earth; he was hurled down to the
lious spirit creature was instrumental in earth, and his angels were hurled down
man's losing the first paradise. Satan with him."-Rev. 12:7-9.
This has meant great trouble for the
stilI misleads mankind. With his demonic
hordes Satan "is misleading the entire in- earth. "Woe for the earth," says God's
1I'IBItUARY
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prophetic Word, "because the Devil has and the calf and the 1llaned young lion and
come down to you, having great anger, the well-fed animal all together; and a mere
knowing he has a short period of time." little boy will be leader over them. And the
Christ the King did not follow up his vic- cow and the bear themselves will feed;
tory by then destroying, this evil world. together their young ones will lie down.
No, he has allowed a "short period of time" And even the lion will eat straw just like
for the Devil and his wicked world to re- the bull. And the sucking child will cer·
main. During this time, Christ foretold, tainly play upon the hole of the cobra; and
there would be witnesses who would an- upon the young one of a poisonous snake
nounce the Kingdom's establishment: will a weaned child actually put his own
"This good news of the kingdom will be , hand. They will not do any harm or cause
preached in al1 the inhabited' earth for the any ruin in all my holy mountain; because
purpose of a witness to all the nations, and the, earth will certainly be filled with the
then the accomplished 'end will come." knowledge of Jehovah as the waters are
covering the very sea."-Isa. 11:4-9.
,-Re~.12:12; Matt. 24:14.
After the world-wide preaching of the
Christ will rule as King for a thousand
established heavenly kingdom, the accom- years. His rule will not collapse like Hitplished end arrives. This means the com- ler's "thousand-year Reich," but it will.sucplete end for this world. The nations, in- cessfully accomplish its purpose in rightcluding world communism, will be utterly eousness. Unlike communism's "paradise
destroyed; for Jehovah God says of his on earth," God's kingdom will truly make
heavenly King: "You will break them [the this earth a beautiful garden, a paradise,
nations] with an iron scepter, as though and the people will rejoice. Christ will raise
a potter's vessel you will dash them to from the dead those who are worthy of a
pieces." The Kingdom does even more. It _resurrection and those who can benefit by
puts Satan the Devil and the demons out one. Among those raised to life under paraof the way, for it is written: "The God dise conditions will be the evildoer whom
who gives peace will crush Satan under Jesus once promised: "You will be with
your feet ·shortly."-Ps. 2:9; Rom. 16:20. me in Paradise."
After the Kingdom accomplishes its purEarthly Paradise Under the Kingdom
pose, Christ turns the Kingdom over to
The survivors of this world's end will his Father: "Next, the accomplished end,
enter a new world. They will begin the when he hands over the kingdom to his
work of making the earth a global para- God and Father, when he has destroyed
dise, under the rule of the heavenly kingall government and all authority and powdom. Giving us a word picture of the
er.
For he must rule as king until God has
paradise state under the King of God's
put
all enemies under his feet. As the last
kingdom, the prophet Isaiah says:
enemy,
death is to be destroyed."-l Cor.
"He must strike the earth with the rod
of his mouth, and with the spirit of his
lips he will put the wicked one to death.
And righteousness must prove to be the
belt of his hips, and faithfulness the belt
of his loins. And the wolf will actually
reside for a while with the male lamb, and
with the kid the leopard itself will lie down,
8

15:24-26.

All who remain obedient subjects of the
Kingdom will be granted the right to live
on this earth forever. Let all men of good
will rejoice that, not a ruined earth, but
a paradise earth is at hand-through God's
kingdom!
AWAK'E!

hu cr Wo.rIIar Have
tbe Bight to Work?

T WOULD seem
that the right to
earn a livelihood would be one of the fundamental guarantees in a free nation. Yet
this very question has become a cause for
heated argument throughout the United
States. In November's elections it was a
predominating issue for six states.
The issue was not whether a person has
the right to expect a guarantee of employ-'
ment but whether employment can be denied him because he does not belong to a
union. Eighteen states have passed laws
saying that he cannot be denied employm~nt on those grounds. The Indiana law
states: "It is hereby declared to be the
public policy of the State of Indiana that
membership or non-mem:tJership in a labor
orgaIlization should not be made a condition to the right to work or to become an
employee of or to· continue in the employ~
ment of any employer."
The establishment of more and more
union shops has made it increasingly diffi~
cult for a worker who does not want to join
a union or who has withdr~wn from a union
for one reason or another to get a job.
For the person who knows only one trade
this can mean a denial of an opportunity
to earn a livelihood, because he is unable
to get work when all shops of his trade
are controlled by the union,

I
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The unions
see no injustice in
this. They feel that if a person wants to work in a certain plant or at
a certain trade he should be willing to become a union member. They believe they
have greater bargaining power when all
the workers in a place are organized in a
union. Right~to~work laws are looked upon
by them as attemJlts to destroy the unions.

What Is a Uriion Shop?
A union shop resultsJrom an agreement
between a union and an employer that all
his employees must be union members. AU
persons hired by him are compelled, usual~
ly after a probational'Y period, to join the
union. If any fail to do this, the employer
is obliged to 'discharge him. He must also
discharge any person Who fails to main':
tain union membership by regular pay~
menl of dues.
When a union wants to establish a union
shop it no longer has to go to the employ~
ees and persuade them to vote for it. In~
stead, it goes directly to the employer and
negotiates an agreement with him, some~
times with the threat of picketing his place.
If he signs for a union shop, his employees
are compelled to become union member~
or lose their jobs. It was originally required by the Taft~Hartley Act that an
election be held among the employees. If
the majority wanted a union shop, the em·
player was obligated to bow to theirw:ishes.
Because the majority of the elections that
9

were· held were in favor of the union shop,
Co~ss amended the Taft-Hartley Act in
1951 to eliminate the required elections.
But what if some of the employees in a
place do not want a union shop, how can
they' prevent it? The law provides for secret voting when 30 percent of the employees request it. Of course, if an insufficient
number request it, all the employees suddenly find themselves faced with an ultimatum either to join the union or be fired.
Power. for Collective Bargaining,

Unions believe they must have the union
shop to strengtfen their power for collective bargaining. With power over ~ll the
employees in an establishment they feel
they are in a better position to force reluctant employers to meet their terms.
Right-te-work laws break this monopoly
by permitting men to work in a shop without joining the union. The argument presented by the unions is that such laws will
weaken the Wlions in collective bargaining.
If a right-te-work law should cause
workers to stop paying their dues to a
union because they no longer fear the loss
of their jobs, is that not evidence that they
do not want the union to represent them?
As long as a majority of workers in a
plaCe support the union voluntarily the
power of collective bargaining is not destroyed. But if the majority discontinue
that support, the union should not expect
to continue as their· bargaining agent. In
a democracy it does not have the right to
maintain that position by coercion.
When the majority of the workers in a
shop want union representation, the union
insists that the minority who are against
it I shbuld be forced to join and help support the union financially. Since the union
is required by law to act as,the bargaining
agent for all the employees, it sees no reason why nonunion members should benefit
from its efforts when not supporting it.
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The union consldeI'F' "" ....1. ...................... ~ .. II"'.......
riders."
Opposers of··compulsory unionism, however, contend that this is not a sound reason for taking a man's .job from him or
for denying him one in the first place. They
point to the several4",)rganizations in a community from which many people receive
benefits yet that few actually support fil)ancially. Because a political party is put
in power by a majority'vote, that does not
mean the minority. should be compelled to
join that party and help finance its political campaigns. Neither does it mean that
all opposing parties should be silenced and
crushed out of existence.
Freedom to choose or to reject a political party or a religion is recognized as essential in a free society. Compulsory support for either would mean the end of
freedom. Since this is true in politics and
religion, should it not be equally true in
labor? Rule by the majority should mean
the preservation of minority rights and
minority opposition.
Since an employer cannot hire a nonunion man at a lower wage than that paid
to union workers, because the law requires
the union to represent the nonunion workers as well as the union workers, why
should the union fear for its existence?
Such an arrangement protects both and
was requested by the unions for nonunion
shops. Even though there are nonunion
men in a shop, as long as the union has
the majority backing it up it has the necessary power to force a reluctant employer
to an agreement. The nonunion men are
bound by the union's trade agreement and
are subject to employer discipline to keep
it. An employer can fire them more easily
than he can a union man.
'
Means of Control

Advocates of right-to-work laws believe
they are a means by which union membe~
AWAKEI

can control their leaders, When the leaders
of a union become corrupt and act in a
highhanded manner, the workers could, be·
cause of such laws, withdraw from the
union without losing their jobs. They could
not be compelled to continue giving finan·
cial support to a bad union operated by
labor racketeers.
When a Wlion has gained monopolistic
powers its leaders can exercise an econom·
ic power over union members that prevents
protest against corruption. The McClellan
committee has revealed that frequently Wl·
ion members are powerless to remove cor·
rupt leaders. If elections are held they can
be so arranged as not to express the will
of the majority. The person who protests
may lose his job or land in a hospital.
When questioned about this, Senator
McClellan stated: "Take a truck driver, a
fellow employed in a plant. Now, he gives
them some trouble in the Wlion-he asks
questions, and he challenges this or that.
The labor boss goes down to that plant and
says, 'Listen, if you keep this man working
for you, you are going to have trouble.'
Management maybe doesn't want to get
rid of him, but what alternative have they?
They go out next morning and they find
their trucks have syrup in the engines, or
some other vandalism. They have no choice.
You take the Carpenters Union, a construe·
tion union. You give them trouble-they
won't assign you to a job."
In Philadelphia a member of the Team·
sters Union opposed the local leadership.
He was attacked by goons and was struck
on the head with a hammer. A member
of the Teamsters Union in Nashville, Ten~
nessee, testified in a case that involved the
Teamsters Union. He was beaten so badly
by an assailant that he remained uncon~
scious for ten days.
McClellan's investigating committee has
W'ICOvered many instances of violence by
union goons. By means of such violence
ftBRUARY 22, 1959

workers and employers have been intimidated by union officials. Of course, not all
unions have become dominated by racketeers.
Nevertheless, proponents of right-towork bills believe that workers would be
able to exercise a restraint on their leaders
if they were free to pull away their support
from the union without losing their jobs.
Labor authority Donald Richberg said:
"The most effective voice which any man
can have in an organization, unless he is a
part of the ruling hierarchy, is the voice of
opposition, the voice of criticism. This may
be a small voice, but one which can be
made effective only if
is coupled with
the power to withdraw from the organiza~
tion, to refuse to give it moral and financial
support. " .. The major value of labor organizations to the workers lies in their
power to control their representatives."

iy

Voluntary Unionism
Voluntary unionism is much more suited
to a free culture than compulsory union~
ism. When a union has members that have
joined voluntarily it is bound to be a healthier union than when many of its members
have been coerced into joining against
their will. When the union does not have
a monopoly on jobs, union leaders must
win the loyalty of the members and hold
that loyalty by the service they give them
and by proper management of union affairs.
It is argued that right~to-work laws
would require the union to fight constantly
for its life. But how is this a bad thing?
Is it not desirable in a competitive society?
Is not competition the very basis of the
Western economic system?
Once a Wlion gains monopolistic power
it can easily become oppressive. Instead of
being a servant of the workers it becomes
their master. Justice Brandeis once pointed
out that "the ideal condition for a union is
11

to be strong ana stallle, ana yet to nafe
in the trade outside its own ranks an appreciable' number of men who are nonunionists. Such a nucleus of unorganized
labor wil' check oppression by the unions
as the unions check oppression by the employer."
Not all union men oppose right-to-work
laws. A local-union president 'of the Locomotive Engineers declared: "I believe in
unionism. I joined the union soon after
getting a job at age 19. I became an officer
of the local union in 1949 and have been
working for unionism ever since-but, unionism has gotten out of hand. We want
good unions, voluntary unions, in place of
the 'union shop' and 'goonionism'." A member of the UAW said: "I favor this rightto-work bill because it will give the union
back to its membership." Still another lUlion man stated: "I have been a union member all my railroad life, but compulsory unionism must go if we are to remain a free
people." Others refrain from expressing
themselves for fear of union reprisals.
They are afraid of losing their livelihood.
There are, of course, many voices that
are raised in favor of compulsory unionism
and against 'right-to-work laws. Joseph
Beirne, vice-president of AFL-CIO, stated:
"The so-called right-to-work laws strike at
the very heart of the labor movement."
That would appear to be at its membership
and dues money.
The majority of those persons who voted
on the issue last November expressed preference for compulsory unionism rather
than the freedom of being able to choose
for themselves whether to join a union or
not to join. Five out of six states voted
against right-to-work laws. But that still
leaves a total of nineteen states that have
voted in favor of them. There can be little
doubt that labor unions will make a concerted effort, with the great political pow12

er tney nave aevelopea, to cause tnese Jaws
to be repealed.

Unions Have Helped Workers
During the past few decades unions have
done much to help the worker and to improve his standard of living. Before the
advent of unions many employers compelled their workers to labor under frightful working conditions for starvation
wages. They gave the workers no security
or just treatment. It was only by the workers' organizing into unions and then forcing the hand of the employers through
strikes and threats of strikes that they
were able to improve working conditions.
If it were not for unions many employers today would quickly revert to their old
way of mistreating employees. There is no
doubt that uhions have done much good.
But in the fight to combat employer despotism there is always the danger of going
to the other extreme of union despotism.
This danger becomes more acute as unions
grow in size as well as in financial and political power. When racketeers manage to
gain control of a powerful union, the union
ceases to be a benefit to its members. It
becomes a despotic mast~r that preys upon
the workers and menaces the nation.
It is because of ·the awful, monopolistic
power that many unions have acquired and
the danger inherent in such power that
right-to~work laws have been introduced in
various state legislatures. By adopting
such laws a state can" guarantee workers
the freedom to pull out from a bad union
if they so choose without fear of losing
their jobs. That freedom would help keep
unions under the control of their members
and out of the hands of racketeers.
Whether a worker has the right to work
or not depends entirely upon laws that
guarantee him freedom of choice without
fear of reprisals. Surely such freedom is
not out of place in a democracy.
AWAKE!

C"7HE inverted-mango-shaped is- .
By
wa(the first such
effort,
and constitutes
J land of Ceylon, lying at the "Awak.I" corr.,polldenl
apex of India, is a small country
the
largest
single nain C.ylon
and little known to the rest of the world.
tional development
But in relation to its size of about 25,300
project in Ceylon. The
square miles and the population' of about
principal object of the
nine million, it has big problems, even as scheme is "to establish within the Area
have the other newly independent coun- of Authority the maximum number of
tries of south and southeast Asia. Stated families of Ceylon citizens that the area
in a nutshell, the chief problem is "the can carry at a reasonable standard of
task of nation building." The most vital good and comfortable Hvingconditions, and
aspect of this task is economic develOp- generally to promote agricultural and inment. This development has the twofold dustrial development, and the eCQnomic
purpose of (1) diversifying and strength- and cultural progress of these citizens."
ening a weak and dependent economy that The "Area of Authority" referred to is
places the welfare of the country and its about one thousand square miles.
people on the fluctuating fortunes of tea,
Historically, this scheme for transformrubber and coconut; and (2) increasing ing arid lands into r'ertiIe fields stands
agricultural and industrial production to apart from the procession of time, and yet
raise the standard of living of the people. it is something that Ceylon has taken from
Nature has bestowed on this beautiful her past. The damming of rivers for irritropical island vast potentialities that yet gation purposes is as old as her tworemain to be utilized. Her numerous rivers, thousand-year-old history. In and around
with their sources in the central hills and the capitals of ancient Ceylon large irriHowing to the sea across plateaus in the gation reservoirs stand to this day as moneast, north, north-central and west of Cey- uments to the engineering skill of her anlon, constitute perhaps the largest develop- cients. It is also something new because,
ment potential. Since Ceylon became inde- for the first time in the history of the
Pendent eleven years ago the country has country, with flood control and irrigation
embarked on a program of harnessing riv- for agriculture, power is being generated
ers and developing their basins for agricul- for rural electrification and industry.
ture am industry. The Gal Oya Valley
Work on this scheme commenced in 1949
scheme, modeled on the Tennessee VaHey and to date a little over one half has been
scheme in the United States of America completed. Over 120,000 acres of jungle
and the Damodar Valley scheme in India, lands have been reclaImed and transfonned
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into forty new villages. ::Each village con~
sists of 150 families and is complete with
schools, dispensaries, community centers
and multipurpose 'co-operatives. The other
uses to which land has been put are agrIculture (m'ainly rice cultivation), research
stations, nurseries, pasture reserve and village forests. The giant reservoir called the
"Senanayake Samudra" and a network of
smaller detention reservoirs, integrated in
an over-all irrigation system, have been
constructed. The main dam is 3,600 feet
long, with a top width of thirty feet. A tarmacadam road, twenty feet wide, runs on
the top of the dam and at night it is illuminated by powerful electric lights at 160foot intervals. The height of the dam above
the rock foundation is 150 feet. A steellined cOncrete conduit, thirteen feet in diameter, is laid under the main dam as the
reservoir outlet for power and irrigation
water. It was also used for diversion of the
river during construction of the river closure. All together, irrigation is now assured
to about 80,000 acres of rice fields, both
old and new, for two crops in the year.
Cigarette tobacco, groundnuts and cotton
are other crops under a rotated system of
farining. Still other crops are in the process of experimentation in the nurseries and
in the field.

kllowatts of power when all four turbines

a.1'e installed and working. At present only

tWo, with an output of 2,500 kilowatts capacity each, have been installed.
The industries so far operated with the
power consist of the sawmill and carpentry
workshops that handle the entire development requirements on the scheme, the
brick: and tile facto'ry, with an annual production potentiality of three million tiles
or bricks, and able to meet the entire development and commercial requirements
of eastern Ceylon, and a large rice mill capable of hulling the entire paddy produced
in the Gal Oya Valley. In addition, numerous rural. towns have been provided with
electricity for domestic and lighting purposes, and the machines in the various
workshops, foundries; repair and reconstruction shops on the project are power
operated. Work is about to commence for
the extension of the power lines to the
paper factory at Valaichenai, twenty-five
miles from where power lines have already
been constructed.
The largest industrial project envisaged
in the valley is the sugar industry. The
work on a sugar-cane plantation of 10,500
acres and the construction of a factory
have already commenced. The industry is
scheduled to go into production in May,
1959, and when peak production is reached
Industrial Development
in the next two years, 30,000 tons of planPower extension work is being carried tation sugar, about 20 percent of the COtmon, with assistance under the Colombo Plan try's annual consumption, will be manuTechnical Aid program. The work, which factured.
is not yet complete, already consists of
about 120 mUes of high-voltage transmis- In""bited by lOO,IIfJO People
sion lj,nes, thirty miles of local distribution
With the development going apace for
lines and twenty-four substations to carTy the past eight years, this area in the backpower throughout the valley and the ad- woods of eastern Ceylon has today become
jacent areas. The powerhouse is situated an integral part of her agricultural areas.
on the northern end of the earthen dam It carries a population of about 100,000
below the reservoir and right under the people, of whom about 75,000 are those
shadow of the giant rock known as Ingt- who have gone there during the past eight
niyagala. It is designed to generate 10,000 years. About 50,000 of them are peasant
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The Gal Oya Valley scheme is undoubtlandless farmers who have been settled
at state-provided fannsteads, complete edly the forerunner to other river valley
with a house, three acres of irrigable development schemes. Already, investigaland and areas ranging from one half to tions are in the final stages for the Walawe
two acres of high land. ,They have been
drawn from all parts of the country and river basin development, and work has
work each farmstead as a family unit. been started to plan to reclaim the MahaAgricultural extension work is carried out veli river basin. They will be larger and
among them to help them to get better more fruitful to the country than Gal Oya.
The wealth of knmylreturns from the land.
edge
and experiertce
An estimated 10,000
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
gained in the Gal Oya
others in the area are
• Why i, It that man alone of all earth's
scheme will be chanthose who have gone
ereaturee need, a divine guide? There are
neled into the new enthere to settle in comlive good reasons given in the article "Man's
terprises that will
mercial enterprises to
Unique Need of a Divine Guide." Read it In
the next ;8$Ue.
provide the needed
mark the' effort of a
newly
independent
amenities to the neW
• What do you know about China's com·
mUMS? HoW do Uey 'unction? What do they
people in their march
settlers. Another 15,offer the people? Why are not Communists
of progress.
000 are the employees
In other eountrlu enthusiastic about them?
All men of good will
of the Gal Oya DevelYou will want to read the article "Red China
Regiments the Maue5."
opment Board, the auare happy to ~e. 'l\J£h
tonomous body reefforts at beautifying
• You were probably born o;>n a bed and
will spend about a third or your life on One.
sponsible for the inteparts of God's earth
So you sho;>uJd enjoy reading the article
and
at bringing more
grated development of
"Thank God for My Good Bed!"
comfortable- living
this river basin, and
their families. The balconditions to their felance of 25,000 are people who lived in the low man. It gives some small idea, too, of
ancient villages scattered throughout this the great earth-wide reconstruction proonce-desolate region and who eked out a gram now near at hand when all waste~
precarious existence either by cultivating lands will be beautified and become inhabpulses and grains or by cult~vating rice, de- itable. when "the desert plain will be joyful
pendent entirely on monsoonal rains. They
and blossom as the saffron." (!sa. 35~1)
MW nave 'nTIgation for thew land, better
communications, educational and medical May that blessed time soon come, to the
facilities and the benefits of commerce and honor of Almighty God and to the eternal
benefit of mankind.
trade.

'iI.According to the Department of Agriculture there is no single light that will
repel all insects. A report in the U.S. New8 & World Report of July 4, 1958, said:
"Different colors attract different types of bugs. Pure white draws certain types
of moths and beetles. Btlll! and btll£-whtte bulb'>. attn1ct the te..'lge\!!t

num~'f

,,1

insects, yellow is less attractive, red seems to be least visible. Mosquitoes are not
partial to any color."
'IBRUARY 22, 195!J

Cows eat the same fodder
day after day, yet neither
their milk nor their flesh has
any resemblance to fodder in
appearance or in taste. Why?
Because of the enzymes. One
ma.n's flesh and blood cannot
be distinguished from another's
even though the one may subsist
chiefly qn cereals, a~other. On fruits and
still another on meats and blubber. Why?
.Because of the fascinating enzymes.
Modem man is proud of his combustion
engines, but note the characteristics of the
Creator's human engine. According to latest reports, more than 98 percent of.~
~toms that make up our organism are re-=
~1aced in the course of a Year. It is as
though just any kind of combustible material were used in an auto engine and it was
able
not only to run the auto but also to
ASK the average person what he
keep
repairing all its various parts, whethknows about enzymes anti most likely his
er
of
steel, aluminum, copper, wood, cloth
answer will be, "Nothing," or "Never
or
rubber,
so that nO'part of the auto at
heard at them." Yet he bas heard and
any
time
was
more than one year old.
knows something about the closely related
What
accounts
for this remarkable envitamins, hormones and genes. Though
gine's
being
able
to utilize an infinite vathey ate truly fascinating, as We shall see,
riety
of
materials,
by which it not only
for some reason or other they have failed
produces
energy
but
also keeps on renewto catch the imagination of the public. The
ing
itself?
The
fascinating
enzymes!
fact that they are not generally sold over
the drug counter, as are vitamins and horM
mones, might explain it except that genes Learning About Enzymes
"All we know is still infinitely less than
also cannot be thus commercialized and
all
that still remains unknown." Those
yet are well known.
words of William Harvey, modern discov'Though, so little known, the fascinating
erer of the circulation of blood, and uttered
enzymes are called "the most important more than three centuries ago, certainly
of the body's proteins," and bave been apply as regards man's knowledge of ehaptly described as "life's miracle chemi- zymes.
cals." Authorities tell us that "they are at
Like vitamins, hormones and genes, enthe heart of every chemical action in the zymes are potencies "infinitesimal amounts
body" and "that life without them is im- of which bring about thpse chemical repossible." "Every chemical action" includes actions upon Which all life depends." Bedigestion, metabolism, fermentation, pu- tween these there is a remarkable degree
trefaction and even locomotion-yes, all of co-operation. Thus "vitamins are re-'
bodHy movements involve enzyme activity. quired in the manufacture of many en-

Introducing the
fascinating
enzymes

-
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zymes, and hormpnes serve to regulate the
activity of the enzymes." There is also
strong evidence that a single gene controls
the making of a single enzyme so that
enzyme deficiencies may be transmitted
from one generation to another, resulting
in mental and physical abnormalities. Enzymes are also greatly dependent upon
trace minerals for proper functioning.
The term enzyme comes from the Greek
language and literally means "in ferment."
Familiar examples of fermentation or enzyme activity are sour milk, cheese, beer,
wine, sauerkraut and pickles. It is generally agreed that enzymes are protein particles. Protein is one of the three· organic constituents of all animal life; the other two
are fats and carbohydrates, the latter including starches and sugars. The term
"protein" comes from a Greek root meaning "first," and protein is indeed the most
important of the three. Its molecules also
are both the largest and the most complex. Enzymes are a certain kind of protein, even as are muscle, bone, hormones
and the skin.
Efforts on the part of scientists to solve
the riddle of fermentation go back some
three centuries. Not much progress was
made, however, until about a century ago
when Pasteur laid the groundwork by his
discovery of the law of biogenesis, saying
that all life came from precedent life. On
the basis of his experiments he concluded
that all fermentation was caused by
tiny living cells.
Although for the practical purpose
of aiding the wine industry of France
Pasteur's theory served well, it was
not the whole or exact truth. Coming
closer to it was the German chemist
Buchner, who, in 1897, was able to
demonstrate that fermentation did not
depend upon living cells but upon an
active liquid that he had been able to
iXtract from yeast cells. Thirty years
C
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more passed before the first enzyme was
isolated, the American biochemist Sumner
of Cornell accomplishing this in 1926. He
thereby proved the protein nature of enzymes. Since then some seventy enzymes
have been obtained in a pure form.
Functi~n

as Catalysts
Enzymes perform their work by a process known as. catalysis and they are therefore described as catalysts. "A catalyst,"
we are informed, "is an agent which affects
the velocity of a chemical reaction without
appearing in the final products of the reaction." To use a simple illustration: The
adding of cement to a mixture of sand,
crushed stone and water causes a change
to take place, but the cement is not a
catalyst because it appears in the final
product; besides, the change is mechanical,
merely from nonsolid to solid, not a chemi·
cal one. But today cottonseed oil and other
edible oils are hardened for commercial
use with the aid of hydrogen gas. However,
hydrogen does not chemically react with
these oils by itself but will do so in the
presence ot some sl.lch mineral as nickel.
The fine particles of nickel cause a chemi.
cal change to take place, and yet there is
no nickel in the hydrogenated fats that the
housewife buys. The nickel is a catalyst.
So also with the enzymes of our body;
they are catalysts, because in very
small amounts they accomplish
great chemicaJ changes
without at all appearing in
the end result.
Just how
efficient the
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enzymes are as catalysts can be seen by
comparing their activity with that of the
chemist. To dissolve protein the chemist
must boll it for twenty·four hours in a very
strong acid solution. But enzymes dissolve
proteins in but four hours, at body tern·
perature and in a far milder solution. Like·
wise the soapmaker requires great heat
and strong acids to hydrolyze or emulsify
fats, whereas enzymes are able to do this
at body temperature and in a practically
neutral solution.
But even more remarkable is the can·
trast in the result of the enzymes as com·
pared with those of. the chemist. When the
chemist breaks down protein molecules he
wrecks them. But enzymes only dissolve
some of the bonds of the molecules, result·
iog in submolecules or amino acids that
the body is able to utilize as a builder uses
bricks. The difference between the two
might be further iIIustrated thus: The
chemist is like the savage brute that uses
a sledge hammer to reduce a powerful ten·
ton truck to a pile of useless junk. On .the
other hand, enzyme activity might be likened to the work of auto mechanics who
skillfully dismantle such a truck and reuse
all its parts.
As to the effectiveness of these enzymes:
Crude ptyalIn can digest 200,000 times its
weight in starch; invertase can convert a
million times its own weight of sucrose
into invert sugar; and one gram of pure
renin can coagulate ten million grams of
milk.

Specificity
Another fascinating feature of enzymes
is what is known as their specificity; far
from acting indiscriminately, they are
very choosy. Certain ones act on certai:n
subjects, the substance on which they act
being termed the enzyme's substrate. n·
lustrative of this is the digestive process.
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Of the three basic types of food, proteins, carbohydrates and fats, .the enzyme
ptyalin in the saliva 'digests onlY the car·
bohydrates, changing them to glucose. The
pepsin of the stomach affects only the proteins, changing them to amino acids with
the aid of hydrochloric acid. The enzyme
lipase in the small intestine affects only
the fats, hydrolyzing or emulsifying them.
In the small intestine the digestion of, carbohydrates is completed as well as that of
the proteins, the latter with the aid of still
another enzyme, trypsin.
However, the foregoing is a gross oversimplification. For one thing it takes far
more than three or four enzymes to digest
all proteins, fats and carbohydrates. Many
enzymes insist on' just the right molecular
structure before becoming active. Thus
lactose and maltose, though of very similar
structure, both being sugars, each require
a different enzyme. This peculiarity has
resulted in developing the lock and key
theory, in which the enzymes are likened
to keys that fit only certain stibstrates or
locks. Then again, some enzymes seem like
passkeys, fitting a number of different
locks.
There is also considerable support for
the theory that only certain parts of the
surface of enzyme molecules are active,
known as "hot spots." According to this
theory everything depends upon just how
the enzyme molef:ule lands upon the substrate as to whether it fits the substrate
and will act upon it or not. How large these
"hot spots" are can be imagined from the
fact that in a single tiny cell of the human
body there may be 100,000 enzyme molecules, these accounting for one to two thousand different kinds of chemical actions
within the cell!

Enzyme Systems
To become active aU enzymes need either
oxygen or moisture. Then again, certain
AWAKE!

enzymes require a complement or coen~ Apparently one sperm ~oes not have
zyme in order to work. Nor may we con~ enough of this enzyme, which accotmts for
elude that it takes only one enzyme to ef~ the fact that many sperms must be on
feet a certain chemical change. While each hand for conception to take place. We are
kind of enzyme regulates a specific chemi- also told that each nerve impulse produces
cal action, enzymes act mostly in groups a substance that an enzyme must decomor systems, of which some one thousand pose before another impulse can be transhave been identified thus far.
mitted. Nerve gas causes paralysis by inThus, because of being unable to tolerate hibiting this enzyme.
galactose, one of the components of milk
Enzymes are being used more and more
sugar, certain infants could not digest milk. commercially. In the United States millions
It was found that a chain of four enzymes of pounds of citric acid are produced an~
is needed to digest galactose and that one nually from sugar and molds containing
of these was missing. By supplying just enzymes, taking the place of lemon juice.
this one the problem was solved. In this Enzymes are used in preparing flax fibers,
regard it is of interest to note that moth- in curing tobacco, in tanning leather, and
er's milk is better for an infant than cow's are more and more taking the place of
milk, not only because of its richer mineral malt in baking. It is reported that 20 per~
content but also because it contains from cent of Japan's national income is from
four to five times as many enzymes, mak- indUstrial enzymology.
ing mother's milk much easier for an inPerhaps the most fascinating of all is
fant to digest.
the role enzymes play in modern medicine.
Along this line it is said that "the proc- Application of a certain enzyme to swollen
esses that change malt and hops to beer, bruises restores the tissues to normalcy in
and those that provide energy for an Olym- but a fraction of the time previously repic sprinter have fourteen steps-and elev- quired. Likewise, "an enzyme . . . now
en of the fourteen are exactly alike for the speeds the treatment of burned skin, one
two processes." Also, the fermentation of of mankind's most painful and dangerous
sugar yielding alcohol "directly involves at injuries. Named ficin, the enzyme literally
least twelve enzymes---and it took hun- diSSOlves away the damaged tissue and can
dreds of research workers from more than completely clean a third-degree wound in
a dozen countries to unravel nature's se- three to five days." This greatly expedites
cret for [thus] altering glucose." Similar- skin grafting, which may be urgent in such
ly, for the breaking down of fats, not just cases.
one but nine enzymes are required. '
Enzymes have also proved very valuable
in dissolving pus in the lungs as well as in
other Fascinating Aspects
clearing up other fOlms of congestion. In
Enzymes dissolve the dead and worn- certain cases of serious heart disease there
out cells, making it possible for the blood is often the question of whether the lungs
to carry them away. A certain enzyme ac- or the heart has been damaged. Damaged
counts for the clotting of blood. Itching, heart muscle releases a certain enzyme
it has been found, is caused by enzymes into the blood, making it possible to iden..
breaking down protein particles in the tify at once the organ involved and what
body. Then again, a certain enzyme is in- course to take. Further, discovery that
dispensable to conception; without it the certain mental cases are caused by geneti~
male sperm could not pierce the ovum. cally transmitted enzyme deficiencies has
,IlBRUARY
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enabled physicians either to supply the potencies, such as vitamins, hormones,
lack or to compensate by a restricted diet, genes and viruses, is not only fascInating
thereby restoring such person::! to mental but of supreme interest in commerce, agrihealth. This may yet prove to be one of CUltUre, public health, and many other
the most amazing and far-reaching of all phases of human life and activity."
medical discoveries involving enzymes.
Now for some practical observations.
While the foregoing has but lightly Arguing for less refined foods or use of
scratched the surface of what is known dietary supplements is the fact that enabout enzymes, it does show that they zymes need both vitamins and trace mintruly are fascinating potencies deservjng erals to do their work. Thorough chewing
to be at least as well known as their of fOod is also indicated so as to Jet the en~
close relatives, the vitamins, hormones and zymes do their work efficiently. And when
genes. We have noted that they lie at the we note that fats are digested only in the
heart of every chemical action of the body: smaH intestine we can understand why Dr.
digestion, metabolism, fermeJ'ltation, pu- Sara Jordan of the world-famous Lahey
trefaction and locomotion. So small that Clinic, Boston, and one of the leading
100,009 of them may be found in a single gastroenterologists (stomach specialists)
cell, they are such powerful catalysts that of the United States, urges that we abolish
they can cause chemical changes at ratios the frying pan and the deep-fat kettle. And
as l1igh as one part to ten million. Fantas- is there not implicit in the facts regarding
tically specific as many of them are, they digestion a powerful argument for modare also marvels of .co-operation, as noted eration and simplicity: that we don't eat
by the some thousand enzyme' systems. too nmch, nor too fast? Surely!
As The Encyclopedia Americana puts it:
And last but not least, the fact that the
"The part played by enzymes in tha.bod- Creator has given us such a marvelous oriIy processes of animals and man is so ganism should increase in us the sense of
varied and complex that whole libraries in responsibility to use it properly and cause
the fields of biochemistry and medicine us to bow in wonder, humility and gratiare devoted to it. ... The whole field of tude before our all-loving, all-wise and allenzymes and their relationships with other pOWerful Creator!

It has been said that the aVerage dream lasts only about thirty seconds,
though It may seem to go on all night. APparently this is not true of most dreams,
according to experiments conducted by Nathaniel Kleitman, a noted University
of Chicago student of sleep· Seven men and two women were involved In the
experiments. When they wep.t to sleep the subjects wore electrodes, making it
possible fdr, the experimenters to measure the sleepers' brain waves. Several times
during a nIght the subjects would be awakened and asked if they had been dream·
Ing. When they were, it wa.s found that their brain waves had a peculiar pattern,
one diiTerent from that registered by dreamle!.;s sleep. Thus it was possible to
measure the length of dreams. Briefly, this is what the experimen'ts revealed,
as reported by Scientifio American of October, 1957: "The dreams of their su~jects
averaged about 20 minutes irl1engtb. The shortest was three minutes, the longest 50.
Dreams tend to be longer toward morning.•.. Dreams are not fieeting but have
about the same pace as wakillg' experiences."
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MARKET
HOPPING for the family dinner table is no longer done exclusively by the
housewife. More and more husbands are
finding it to be a unique pleasure. In New
York city approximately 40 percent of the
shoppers are men. Many of them get great
delight from strolling among the immense
displays of common and uncommon foods
found in the modern supermarket and stopping now and then to examine the oddities.
The modern method for merchandising
This phenomenon appears to be due to food is to take the market out of the
the fabulous change that has come over country·store system and put it in pleasing
American food markets in the last twenty surroundings and operate it with smooth
years or so, especially since World War II. efficiency. The modern super:market is gen·
In most towns and cities, going to market eraIly a beautifully designed building with
no longer means going to small, dingy a vast parking area. Its floor space may
stores where a meager selection of mer- cover as much as 35,000 square feet. This
r,handise is kept behind counters out of the is a tremendous area for a market, but
customer's reach. Neither does it mean there are a few that exceed even this
buying products in bulk that are scooped colossal size.
When the shopper approaches its doors
out of big barrels. Nor does it mean pur·
chasing items whose prices are not marked electric eyes open them automatically. The
on their containers. All this has changed. interior is striking. The color of the ceiling
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and walls is restfUl to the eyes, the lights
be relaxing ba,ckground music. Air conditioning maintains
a ,comfortable temperatl1re throughout the
building.. The aisles are wide and the many
rows of shelves are kept loaded with neat
stacks of goods in amazing variety. It is
not uncommon for a supermarket to handle six thousand items.
There are %eve-ral long 'tows of 'l'ei'r\gel'ated cases for meats, dairy products and
frozen foods. Meats are prepackaged and
sealed in plastic. In some stores there are
one hundred and sixty feet of such cases.
Their enticing contents make it difficult for
a shopper to pass by without stopping and
putting Ii few items in his shopping cart.
There is no haggling over prices, as is
so often necessary in many markets of the
world. Prices are fixed and clearly marked
on every piece of merchandise. The food
the shopper chooses is paid for at one of
many checkout stands.

are soft and there may

Self-Service

items. He can compare brands, prices and
sizes without being pressured by a salesman.
A large metal shopping cart is provided
by the store for the customer's convenience. It is essential in the self-service system. If there were no carts a shopper would
buy no more than the few items he could
carry in his arms. The commodious cart is
an encouragement to buy a larger number
of items. After payment has been made
the cart can be pushed out to the shopper's
car. It is left on the parking lot to be picked
up later by a market employee.
Some carts are designed with a seat for
small children. This leaves mother's or father's hands free to examine and to select
merchandise. Market operators usually
place candies and cookies on shelves that
can be easily reached by these children as
they are wheeled by., There. i'i! alway<;; a
good possibility that what they pick up
will not always be put back by their par'ents. This clever placement of goods helps
to increase sales.

One of the biggest factors contributing

to the success of supermarkets has been Cheaper Food
self-service. By permitting shoppers to
walk among well-st'ocked shelves and to
pick out what they want the store is able
to handle a greater volume of people and
to sell more merchandise per customer
than by the old system. As the shoppers
walk down long rows of easily reached
foods that are arranged in an eye·catching
maMer they are influenced to buy more
than they had intended. It has been found
that the shopper in a supermarket buys
seven items for every three he had o,n
his shopping list.
Self-service is the only system that couId
handle the large crowds that shop at supermarkets. It is best for the store and the
shopper: As he walks about the market he
is free to deliberate over his choice of
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A shopper can obtain food in a supermarket at a much lower price than he
would have to pay in a small store. This is
to his advantage. The market can sell at
low prices and reap only a small profit
per item because of its volume of business.
While a smaIl store is seIling to only a few
hundred persons a week, the supermarket
is selling to thousands. A very large market may draw as many as 50,000 people
on Saturdays. A big turnover of merchan~
dise~at low prices earns more money for
the store than a small turnover at high
prices. It is this big volume of sales that
makes possible the construction of markets
costing from a quarter of a million dollars
to one million and more.
These large markets, and especially a
chain of them, have vast purchasing powAWAKE!

er. Tbeyibuy in such immense quantities
they can bypass middlemen and make purchases directly from manufacturers and
farmers. Direct buying means savings for
them and ~tter prices for household shoppers.
The nonfood items sold in supermarkets
help to compensate for the low profits the
stores get on groceries. They bring much
higher profit margins. The nonfood sections carry a wide variety of items. In
some markets shoppers can buy garden
supplies, drugs, cosmetics, dinnerware,
kitchenware, toys, bicycles, radios, TV sets
and many other things a person would not
expect to find in a food market. Going to
market today can mean going to what almost amounts to a general merchandise
store.

Produce Distribution
The produce section of a supermarket is
an attractive and impressive sight. But few
persons realize what a great risk a market
takes by handling produce. If the produce
fails to move as fast as the market's operators had estimated, there is a loss of money
through spoilage. Approximately one hundred kinds of fruits and vegetables pass
through the produce department of a supermarket on a seasonal basis. This leaves
room for much waste. It has been estimated that in the distribUtion of leafy and
yellow vegetables from farmer to consumer
there is a waste of about 43 percent.
In a large city such as New York the
produce is generally obtained from a central market where it is received from the
farmers. In other places big supermarkets
may buy directly from farmers and fruit
growers. A market that cannot risk buying
large quantities of produce will make its
purchases every morning from a jobber.
He is a speculator who takes the risk of
~ in large quantities from the reFBBRUARY 22, 1959

ceivers; in the hope of disposing of the produce in smaller quantities to retailers.
The jobber in New York city begins work
around midnight. During the hours that
follow he is scurrying from one receiver to
another, haggling over prices and making
purchases. When he has the amolUlt of
produce he feels he can dispose of he is
prepared to sell to market and restaurant
buyers when they arrive. He will set his
prices sufficiently high so that he will reap
a good profit. The buyers, of course, will
dicker with him until a price satisfactory
to both is reached.
Fruits are obtained in New York by
means of auction. The site of the auction
is' a big warehouse located on a pier near
the central produce market. As you enter
the warehouse you are immediately struck
by the many long rows of fruit crates that
are stacked to a height of about five feet.
Here and there a crate has been opened to
expose its contents for examination by
buyers. Upstairs are a number of auction
rooms about the size of small schoolrooms.
The auctioneer stands on a platform at the
far end of the room with a desk in front
of him that resembles the type used by
judges in police courts. He is flanked by
assistants who record the sales.
The auctioneer chants prices in a monotone through a public-address system that
is turned up to ear-shattering volume. To
the visitor his chanting is a blast of unintelligible sound. Yet the buyers seem to understand what he says. They generally
stand at the rear of the room, ignoring the
many theater-type seats provided for them.
A slight motion of a hand conveys their
bids to the sharp-eyed auctioneer. After a
buyer has purchased what he wants, he
rushes to the next auction room and begins
bidding there. What a market buyer pays
for fruits here determines the prices his
market sells them at to the shopper.
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Markets in Other Countries
In many countries merchandising of food
has changed little in hundreds of years.
When a housewife goes to market she must
either go to many small shops or to an
open-air market. The merchants in the
open market squat beside small piles of
produce and other goods that they offer
for sale. A stranger will find this to be a
colorful and fascinating place.
Open-air markets generally sell a variety of merchandise. In the large market itl
Kana, Nigeria, the shopper walks among
piles of grain, salt and spices. He passes
freshly slaughtered meat, d:ded fish, as
well as leather goods, metal jewelry, empty
bottles, old razor' blades and any number
of other items that are offered for sale.
Approximately 20,000 people come to this
market daily. If the housewife wants to
buy some meat she must go to the butcher.
Since he generally lacks the convenience of
refrigeration, he must kill the animal on
the spot and sell the meat that very day.
Unless the housewife times it right she
will not be able to get the cut of meat she
wants but will have to buy whatever the
butcher is working on when she arrives.
She buys only enough for that day.
In most cases the merchants do not have
a fixed price. The shoppers are expected
to haggle with them. For persons who are
accustomed to this sliding price system it
is enjoyable. They like to walk away from
a heated round with a merchant feeling
that they got a bargain. It is a personal
victory for them.
In many places household shoppers buy
their fish from fish markets that are operated by fishermen's wives. In Copenhagen
the women display eels and other fishes on
top of crates that are set up on the street
next to the docks.
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In LiSI)Qn, Portugal, the nshennen's
wives peddle their fish up and down the
city's streets. The fiSh are carried on their
heads in trays. That is also where their
shoes are kept. These women prefer to go
barefooted, but a city ordinance requires
them to wear shoes. As long as a policeman is not in sight they keep the shoes
with the fish.
There is an open-air market in the small
town of Alkmaar in the Netherlands that
sells nothing but cheese. The market is
held every Friday, beginning early in summer and continuing through fall. After
buyers have examined the displayS!<- of
cannonball-shaped cheeses the dickering begins. Here is how The National Geographic
Magazine describes it: "As buyer and
seller name a price, they strike each other's
palms so emphatically that echoes of slapping resound across the cobbled square.
A final handclasp seals each transaction."
Since the cheese sold here is in large quantities, the household shopper must buy
what she needs from a retailer.
Although these old-style methods of
marketing are colorful and traditionally
accepted by the people, more and more
countries are beginning to adopt the supermarket system. It has begun to function
in some forty-six nations.
Since marketing is customarily a woman's chore, the interest shown in it by
many American men may seem strange to
the people of other countries. Nevertheless,
the modern supermarket with its striking
architecture, vast size, pleasant music, immense'stock of foodstuffs in great variety
and low prices is a pleasant and interesting
attraction for men as well as women. It
is small wonder, therefore, that more and
more American husbands are ready and
willing when the wife says, "Let's go to
market."
AWAKE!

~cil)lt WORD IS TRUTH"
~=::4
The Resurrection--a Proved,
Reliable Doctrine

"0

NLY one out of five" of the top-

ranking scientists in the ~nited
States believes Jesus Christ was resurrected from the dead, according to a recent
survey. Wilbur M. Smith, a professor of
English Bible at Fuller Theological Institute is reported to have said that the most
surprising aspect of this <:l1l'vey "is the
acknowledged lack of faith ... on the part
of scientists who claim membership in
some Protestant evangelical, denomination," "In view of the extreme liberal views
of many congregationalists," Smith declared, "and the infiltration of modernism
in the Methodist Church, the majority of
denials from men in these denominations
was no surprise. But it was somewi)at astonishing to find as many Episcopalians
denying the resurrection as professing to
believe it, and more Baptists and Presbyterians rejecting it than affirming it."
Another survey, this one conducted by
the statisticians of George Gallup, revealed
that 90 percent of those questioned in the
United States and 71 percent of those questioned in Britain believed that Christ was
the son of God, but belief in Christ's resurrection was not so strong. Only 74 percent in the United States believed. Jesus
was raised from the dead, and only some
54 percent in Britain.
These surveys show that there is considerable doubt about the doctrine of the
resurrection. Tn the words of Paul: "If,
indeed, there is no resurrection of the dead,
I'l!BRUARY 22, 1959

neither has Christ been raised up. But if
Christ has not been raised up, our preaching is certainly in vain, and your faith is
in vain ... , you are yet in your sins. In
fact, also, those who fell asleep in death in
union with Christ pel-ished. If in this life
only we have hoped in Christ, we are of all
men most to be pitied." But what proof
have we that Christ was raised from the
dead? How can we prove that the resurrection doctrine is not the hallucination
and imagining of grief~stricken men?
-1 Cor. 15:13-19.
Disbelievers in the resurrection accuse
the disciples of Jesus of either inteptionally
or unconsciously inventing the story of the
resurrection. Eut if this were the case,
why was it necessary to Induce, yes, almost force them to believe in the resurrection themselves? How stubbornly had
Jesus' disciples doubted his return to life!
When the women hurried to tell them that
the tomb was empty and that the Master
lived, the disciples accused them of nonsense. When, later on, Jesus appeared 10
many in Galilee, Matthew says, "some
doubted." And when Jesus appeared in the
room where the disciples were met together, there were those who would not
trust their own eyes, but hesitated until
they had seen him eat. Thomas ,still continued to doubt until Jesus had allowed
him to. touch his flesh. According to the
book The Story of Christ, "the Gospels actually convey the impression that the
friends of Christ, far from inventing the
story of His return, were practically co~
erced into crediting the fact by outward
and overpowering circumstances, and that
they did so only after much hesitation. The
opposite, indeed, of what those seek to
prove who accuse the Apostles of having
been themselves deceived or of having deceived others.".,....Matt. 28:17.
Faith must be based on evidence attested
by reliable authority. We do have such
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evidence for the resurrection. The compa:n~
ions of Jesus were the 'first to believe that
Jesus was raised from the dead, but only'
after being fully convinced did they announce this fact. Peter was an eyewitness
of the resurrection and he testified to the
men of Israel: "This Jesus God resurrected, of which Jact we are all witnesses."
-Acts 2:32.
Paul had been educated at the school of
Gamaliel. He at first was a violent oppo~r
of Christ and a disbeliever in his resurrection.. Yet Paul testifies that he had received a glimpse of the resurrected, gloritied Son of God. Paul, who was well known
all the Christian congregations both of
Jews and Gentiles, wrote that "Christ died
for our sins according to the Scriptures,
and that he was buried, yes, that be has
been raised. up the third day according to
the Scriptures, and that he appeared to
Cephas [Petros], then to the twelve. After
that he appeared to upward of five hun<ired brothers at one time, "the most of
wtiom remain to the present, but some
have fallen asleep in death. After that he
appeared to James, then to all the apostles;
but last of all he appeared also to me as
if to one born prematurely."-l Cor. 15:
3-8.
The authenticity of Paul's letter is beyond question. It was written about A.D.
55, less than thirty years after Jesus was
Staked at ''Golgotha.'' Many who had
known Christ were still alive at that time
and might easily have refuted Paul's state'ments if untrue. Giovanni Papini says:
"TIle very fact that, at so short a distance
of time, a prodigy so contrary to the comman beliefs and interests of watchful enemies could be publicly affirmed, proves that
the ResuITection 'was hot something a
handful of fanatics had imagined in their
delirium, but an actual event which it was
dtfficult to disprove but easy to confirm."

in
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The law of God at Deuteronomy 19:15
declares: "At the mouth of two witnesses
or at the mouth of three witnesses the
matter should stand good." The apostle
cites at least 501 witnesses to the resurrection of Christ, himself being the extra one,
with many of which eyewitnesses he had
conversed. This thoroughly refutes the
charges that it was an imposture, that his
body was stolen, as the enemies who put
Jesus to death claimed, or that it was a
visionary hallucination, or a collusion.
Matthew relates that the soldiers who
were guarding the tomb were bdbed by
the chief priests and the older men of mfluence to say: "His disciples came in the
night and stole him while we were sleeping." The disciples of Jesus were not men
of deceit. A11I~l too, there lVas JjttJe JikeJjhood of a collUsion among so many discipIes, especially as to something that would
be of no personal gain to them. Their witnessing to the resurrection could have no
selfish motive; it exposed them to suffering and death. They gave their testimony
in the very place where the bitterest enemies were, where certainly a fraud could
be uncovered. And they did not wait, but
witnessed then, while the rage of the Jews
was at its height. Furthermore, if it had
been a mere vision or imagination, it would
have been of the expected thing; but this
was to them a great surprise in their despair and downcast condition-the unexpected. Really it was the very thing that
gave them the courage to bear testimony
that could not be broken down under the
most violent persecution.-Matt. 28:13.
Jesus' resurrection is complete proof of
God's power to raise the dead. It is a
guarantee of a resurrection to come of others who are in the tombs. "For just as in
Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ
all will be made alive."-l Cor. 15:22;
John 5:28, 29; Acts 17:31.
A WAKIiJI

Guatemala
t'7UATEMALA is a small Central Arneriean republic. It is the land of the
quetzal bird, whose brilliant plumage and
unusually long tail feathers give it a mark
of distinction. It is claimed that this bird
will not live in captivity, therefore it is the
bird symbolic of liberty for the nation.
Over one half of Guatemala's more than
3,000,000 population is of Indian ex~ac
tion. These descendants of different tribes,
principal1y of the Mayan race, live on the
high plateau of the Sierra Madre mountain
range. They speak native dialects and lead
a primitive life. Many of these Indians resent the encroachments of civilization.
They insist on keeping as aloof as possible
from the modern world. They cling to their
own culture and race. Many of them still
speak non-Spanish Indian languages, wear
distinctive dress and even practice ancient
pagan worship.
The fact that over half of all the inhabitants are of this Indian extraction and that
illiteracy is so high among them presents
a real problem. It is tremendously difficult
to instruct persons in God's Word, the Bible, when they are not able to read and
when they speak only an unwritten dialect.
In many small villages Indians speak
only native dialects, sometimes completely
different from those spoken tn other villages only a few miles away. In some cases
villagers only five miles apart may not be
a.ble to understand each other. Add to this
problem another, superstition induced by
native witchcraft, and you will begin to
see the difficulty that the Christian mis-
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sionary has in arousing faith in God's kingdom promises.
Indians walking on mountain roads may
break off a small switch from a tree and
strike their legs with it so that the god.
that lives in that particular tree will give
them strength. Other~, when tired, may
take off their right sandal. ,This is supposed to relieve them of wearioess. Witch
doctors openly ply their trade and are
greatly feared. Amid such superstition,
true religion };las a difficult time penetrat~
ing. Nevertheless, it is being done. An in~
creasing number of these people are no,!"
associating themselves with the New World
society of Jehovah's witnesses. In places
like Chimaltenango and Quetzaltenango,
witnesses of Jehovah first read the literature in Spanish and then, for the benefit
of .those in the audience that do not under~
stand Spanish, they translate the message
into Cakchikel or Quiche.
The Latin population in Guatemala, however, are more responsive to the Kingdom
message. Of the twenty-two states in the
republic, all but two now have ministers
of Jehovah's witnesses participating in the
ministry work. In small towns where a
short time ago special full-time ministers
were assigned, today in each one of those
places others have joined them in the
preaching work. Regular weekly meetings
are now being held in over twenty-five
small towns outside the nation's capital,
Guatemala City.
In the jungle state of Peten the Kingdom work is expanding at an interesting
rate. The principal worth of this practically
uninhabited tropical lowland has for years
been the chicle industry. During the six
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months' harvest season, from September to
February, hundreds of workers go to the
interior to live in isolated camps while the
chicle is being brought out. In these camps
the work of Jehovah's "witnesses is, well
known. More than one witness of Jehovah
in Guatemala has received his first contact
with the Kingdom message while il1 Peten.
There is a zealous congregation at one
camp. This camp is ma~e up of about sixty
thatched-roof huts and a landing strip.
Peten is accessible only by air.
What is it like to make a trip with a
traveling representative of Jehovah's witnesses? Many times where he goes there
are no paths, no roads, no railroads and no
place for an airplane to land. He may have
to hack his way through a steaming jungle
of tangled undergrowth and cross dangerous swollen rivers. But he is glad to do it
to bring God's truth to interested persons.
Another journey may take this same minister up the chilly wooded slopes of the
mountains of northwestern Guatemala.
Here he will hike among the pines and low-

flying clouds. To visit this isolated section of interested ones necessitates hllvlng
strong legs and the ability to climb moun~
tains.
The Kingdom message finds its way into
all regions and into the homes of all kinds
of men. Take, for example, the case of a
certain man and his wife in GUatemala.
One Sunday a minister of Jehovah's witnesses called at their door. The man displayed interest and literature was placed.
A ret!llTI- call was made. The· husband hnd
wife said they were Catholic and that they
would like a Bible. MQre return calls followed. What makes this particular call a
bit unusual is that these people are relatives of the archbishop of Guatemala_
Guatemalans are learning that the only
true liberation will come, not by human
efforts, but by the kingdom of Almighty
God, And, no doubt, many people of good
will from this land of volcanoes, tropical
jungles and the quetzal will reap the blessings that will come forth from that glorious reign.
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Battle over BerUn
.. In notes to Western Powers

Moscow's "CosmIc Rocket"

+ Moscow announced on Jan·

uary 3 that it had fired into
space a "cosmic rocket" de·
signed to circle the moon. It
was reported on January 4
that the one·and·one·half·ton
vehicle had sped past the
moon, missing it by abo u t
4,600 miles, anc! that it was
traveling on toward the sun.
At 4 a.m. Moscow time on Jan·
uary 5 the rocket was said to
be 343,750 miles from the
earth. At approximately 373,
125 miles from the globe the
projectile's r a d i 0 equipment
went dead. The Russians held
that the rocket entered an el·
liptical orbit about the sun on
January 7. According to Mos·
cow, the rocket would reach
its nearest point to the sun,
approximately 91,500,000 miles
away from it, about January
14. It was reckoned by the So·
viets that the vehicle would
then be traveling about 72,000
miles an hour.
Cuba: ,CMtro Vlcwrlous'

*'rection
Rebel forces under the di·
of Fidel Castro have
for many months battled the
regime of Fulgencio Batista.
In the wake of overwhelming
rebel power, Batista resigned
as president of Cuba on Janu,
ary 1 and tied from the em·
battled island to exile in the
Dominican Republic. Hardly
had news of this become
known when emotional crowds
lI'EBRUARY 22, 1959

began celebrating the reb e I
victory. In Havana, the capi·
tal, hotels ~nd shops were loot·
ed by vandals among the ex·
cited throngs. The following
day Castro named Dr. Manuel
Urrutia as provisional presi·
dent. The whole island then
rested under a general strike
proclaimed by the insurgent
leader. Dr. Urrutia took the
oath of office in Santiago, the
proviSional capital, on Janu·
ary 3. On that date Castro de·
c I are d t hat constitutional
guarantees, w h i c h had been
suspended for varying periods
during the past two years by
the Batista regime, were being
restored immediately. He gave
assurances that~Cuba's inhab·
itants would now enjoy free·
dom of press and radio. The
general strike that had blan·
keted the island prior to Dr.
UITUtia's proclamation as pro·
,visional president was called
to a halt on January 4. The
Cuban Congress was dissolved
and the new goveTIlment began organizing its various de·
partments on January 6. On
the day thereafter the new ad·
ministration received U.S. rec·
ognition. Castro received the
cheers of vast throngs as he
toured major cities of the is·
land, enjoying an overwhelm·
ing welcome in Havana on
January 8. The rebel leader
has been named head of Cu·
ba's armed forces.

on November 27, Soviet Pre·
mier Niklta S. Khrushchev
proposed that Berlin become a
demilitarized free city. He de·
manded that forces of the
Western Big Three- soon beevacuated from West Berlin.
The Soviets later stated that
they would t urn over their
control of East Berlin to the
East ~rman regime by June
1. Britain, France and the U.S.
rejected the Russian pro p 0sals, indicating that the-y
would resort to force, if nec·
essary, in order to maintain
their rights and responsibili'
ties in West Berlin. On Decem·
ber 29 the Nor t h Atlantic
Council approved the replies
of Britain, France, the U.S.
and West Germany to the- So·
viet hates of November 27, all
of which held that the Russian
proposals were unacceptable.
Earlier, Soviet Foreign Minis·
ter Andrei A. Gromyko had
warned that Western insist·
ence upon remaining in West
Berlin might lead to the- be·
ginning of a "big war." On De·
cember 31 the Western Big
T h r e e offered to negotiatewith Russia on the problem of
Berlin, but only if the Soviets
would agree to discussions on'
the broader problems of Ger·
man reunification and European security. Moscow had
shown no willingness to par·
ticipate in such talks. On Jan·
uary 7 the U.S, State Depart.
ment issued a brIef holding
that, among other things, the
Soviet Union had been respon·
siple for the commencement of
the "cold war" and had, by
mea n s 0 f the Molotov-Von
Ribbentrop agreements, abet·
ted NazI aggression against
Poland. The Soviets, it was
further maintained, had un·
dermined control of Germany
following World War II.
De Gaulle Heads Fifth ~pubUc
<$> The presidency of the Fifth

French Republic and ·the
French Overseas Community
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was formally conferred upon
General Charles de Gaulle on
January 8. Under provisions
of the new French Constitution the president would no
longer be merely a figurehead,
but would now be vested with
vast powers. President de
Gaulle's first act was to name
former Minister of Justice
Michel Debre as premier. Information Minister Jacques
Soustelle was given the high·
ranking post of minister·
delegate in the new govern·
ment. Eighteen ministers who
had served under De Gaulle
since he returned to power on
June 1 were retained in their
positions and nine new members were announced as part
of the Cabinet under Premier
Michel Debre. Thus, after an
eight-month period of transi·
tion since the Algerian revolt
of May 13, which culminated
in the collapse of the Fourth
Fren'ch Republic, a new
French government went into
operation with De Gaulle at
the helm.
The "'9th State
.. Alaska became the forty·
ninth state of the Union on
January 3. On that date U.S.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed a document of
proclamation formally con·
ferring statehood upon the former territory. At the same
time, Eisenhower signed an ex·
ecutive order changing the design of the U.S. flag. The new
flag, to become official on July
4, will retain its thirteen
stripes and will feature seven
staggered rows of stars with
seven stars in each row, total·
ing torty·nine. The U.S. pur·
chased Alaska from Russia almost ninety·two years ago for
$7,200,000. The territory has
sought for many years to be·
come a state of the Union.
Alaska's earliest bid for state·
hood was made in 1916.
Vls1tor from Moscow

+ Soviet First Deputy Premier Anastas
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r. Mikoyan arrived

in New York city on January
4 for a. two-week visit.' Mikoyan was met by no governmental officials; since his visit
was not of a diplomatic na··
ture. According to his own
statement, he had come "on
a holiday and a rest." During
a motor trip from New York
to Washington, Mikoyan ate
breakfast in a New J e r s e y
restaurant, visited a motel and
did some sight.seeing. On the
following day he talked for
about one hour and a half with
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles, discussing a number of
matters. Mikoyan 1 ate r pro·
posed a top·level parley of U.S.
and Russian leaders. The Soviet deputy premier met on
January 6 with U.S. Vice-President Richard M. Nixon for
over two hours. On another
leg of his coast·to-coast trip
across the U.S., Mikoyan spoke
before industrial leaders In De·
trait, making a plea for friend·
ly relations between the U.S.
and the Soviet Union. He held
that all are "tired of the cold
war and would very much like
to have a hot peace." In a
discussion with Chicago law·
yers, Mikoyan declared that
no one is jailed in Russia today for politIcal reasons,
though that had occurred in
the past.

Rioting In Leopoldville
.. Death came recently to at
least 34 Mricans and injury
to 100 more during nearly two
days of sporadic rioting and
looting in Leopoldville in the
Belgian Congo. The disturbances began on January 4 at
the conclusion of a polltical
meeting of Co.flgolese, the ap·
parent keynote of which was
independence. The European
sector of the city was invaded
by the rioters, who ransacked
and fired stores, p a I ice sta·
tions and Roman Catholic mis·
sions. A curfew was imposed
throughout Leopoldvllle on
January 5 and the following
day order was gradually re-

stored. as troops patrolled the
city.
OYPI'llrl CJeaae-Ftre Bid

.. Leaflets circulated on December 24 by the National Or·
ganIzation of Cypriote Fighters, known otherwise as
E.O.K.A., called for a ceasefire on the strife-ridden island
of Cyprus. The cease-flre pro·
visions, s i g ned by E.O.K.A.
head Col. George Grivas, were
contingent upon co·operation
of "the other side." Greek Cypriotes, numbering about 400,·
000, want independence, whereas Turkish Cypriotes, making
up 100,000 of the island's popu·
lace, desire partition of Cy_
prus. Britain's p I a n for a
"partnership" rule of the island with Greek and Turkish
representatives co-operating
with B r i tis h Gnvernor Sir
Hugh Foot has not been com·
pletely acceptable. Earl1er in
the month of December the
United Nations General As·
sembly adopted a resolution
calling for British-Greek·
TUrkish negotiations for work·
ing out a suitable settlement
of Cyprus' problems, with a
view toward ending unrest on
the island. A British plan to
increase bread and gasoline
prices and motor vehicle license fees brought resistance
from both Greek and Turkish
CYpriotes on December 28. The
increased revenue would apparently be used t 0 co v e r
British costs of flghting Cypriote terrovists.
Toward Currency Convertibility
.. Ten European nationsBritain, France, Belgium, Lux·
embourg, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Nether·
lands and West Germany~an
nounced on December 27 that
they would ease curbs and inc rea s e the convertibility of
their currencies. Such a move
would be certain to facilitate
international t r a d e. London
declared that. beginning December 29, sterling held by
persons who were nonresidents
of the sterling area could
AWAKEI

be exchanged freely for other
currenCies. Par i s announced
on the same date the devalua·
tion of the franc by about 17
percent. Soon, it was said, a
new "heavy" franc would be
Introduced equivalent in value
to 100 of the old francs. The
action of these nations toward
greater convertibility of their
currencies will bring to an end
the European Payments Un·
ion, to be replaced by the Eu·
ropean Monetary Agreement
made in August, 1955. The new
moves are indicative of the
fact that since World War II
these European lands have an.
parently achieved economic I
covery.

State of the Union
~ U.S. President
Eisenhower spoke
gress on January
nual State of the

Dwight D.
before Con·
9 in his an·
Union meso

sage. Among other things, the
U.S. chief executive stressed
that he· would present to Con·
gress a balanced budget. Ei·
senhower declared that it was
his purpose to work through
a "national goals" committee
for the improvement of living
standards and' such things as
health and educational facili·
ties. During the year he in·
dicated that he would propose
new labor·management legis·
lation, would have the Secre·
tary of the Treasury prepare
and propose tax revisions and
would request that Congress
act to strengthen civil rights.
The president's audience was
told that with a yearly popu·
latlon increase of 3,000,000, the
need for guarding against ag·gression and the increased
costs of modem mili tary
equipment, they should not ex·
pect a low·cost budget.

Reswne Suez TaIka
• London and Cairo an.
nounced on January 9 that
they were about to discuss
again the financial problems
ariSing from the Suez Canal
incident of 1956. Earlier dIs·
cussions on these matters had
been deadlocked and suspend·
ed In September. Resumption
the talks was brought about
largely through the efforts of
Eugene R. Black, head of the
International Bank :for Recon·
struction and Development,
acting as a private individual.
A British delegation of six was
scheduled to meet in Cairo
with a five-man group representing the United Arabic Re·
public. Both sides remained si·
lent on the basis of the under·
standing now reached or the
details of further steps to be
taken toward achieving a final
settlement.
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WHEN YOU SPEAK •••

do your children listen?
They will if •••
. . . you can train them to have accurate knowledge of the
Bib1e. To do so you must make sure of your own answers.
The book "Make Sure of All Things" covers 287 subjects on
seventy main themes. Use it for instructive table discussions,
in IiLnswering questions or for reference. It will prove invaluable as a Bible handbook. "Make Sure of All Things"
is yours for only 7!lc•

.
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WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

I am enclosing 75c tor the helpful Bible handbook "Make Sure oJ All Things."

Name ..

Street and ,r..I.lUlU"'or Route and Box ...................................................................

CIty ",................................. .

Zone No ••..•... State .......................................................
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THE TIE THAT BINDS

But where can you find
the basis for such' love?

. . . here?
or here? . . .

)/oly

Bible

, "Religion" alone cannot find
love in the Bible because
religion itself is divided.
Yet hundreds of thousands of persons who love the Bible are
Rnding it. How and where? By regularly rea~ing "The Watchtower" lin one of its fifty-two languagesl and "Awake!" fin
one of its nineteen languages I. Both magazines are semimonthly. They direct their readers through God's Word to a
unity of thought and purpose thai could reflect only God's
mind and spirit. Can you afford to ignore the mounting evidence of God's love so expressed? prdve to yourself that the
basis for world unity is available to all kinds of men.
Mail the eoupon below and reedve sUe booklets free.

WATCHTOWER

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Please send m(, The Watchtower and Awake! for one ~'ear for the $2 enclos('C1. 1 am to receIve
fr('e the six booklets God'S Way Is Love Afler Armageddon---God's New World, "T/l.i8 Good
New8 of the Kingdom;,' World Conquest Soon-bY God's Kingdom, H6111ing 01 the NatiQn8 Hall
Drawn Near and God II Kingdom Rules-Ja the World's End N8(],r?

Name.

Street and NlUllh""
or Route and Box.

City.

Zone No.

.. State.

In: AUSTRAL.IA address 11 Beresford Rd .. strathfleld. N,S.W. ENGL.AND: The Ridgeway, London N.W. 7.
CANADA: 15(1 Bridgeland Ave .• Toronto 19, Onto SOUTH AFRICA, PrivlllA R~ ... Elandsrontein. Transvaal.
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital issues of our
times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interests. "Awake'" has no
fetters. It recog~izes facts, faces facti, is free to publish facts. It Is not bound by
political ambitions or obligations; it is unhampered by advertisers whose toes
must not be trodden on; it is unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal
keeps itself free that it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse ils freedom.
It maintains integrity to truth.
"Awakel" uses the regular news channels, but is not dependent on them.
lis own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come to you through
these columns. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many fields of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonder5--why, its coverage is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake'" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awake by reading "Awake!"
PUHl.lSHED SEMIMON'I'IILY BY

WATCHTOWER BIBLE Al"D THACT SOCIETY OF NEW YORK, INC.
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t~at Wi~~ wo~k

WORLD that will work is a world

A that will operate effectively in satisfying all human needs. That this present
world is not functioning the way a world
should is only too evident by reading the
newspapers. The rampant immorality, the
mounting rate of crime and juvenile delinquency, the shattered marriages, the food
shortages, the housing shortages, the
creeping and galloping types of inflation,
the hot and cold wars, the armaments race
-these are symptoms of a world that is
not working. These are symptoms of a
world gone mad.
"For at least thirty years, and perhaps
more," psychologist Dr. Robert Lindner
has said, "our civilization has been demonstrating behavior that, were the same to
be discovered in the solitary hUman being,
would cause the forces concerned with public order and safety speedily to remove
him to an asylum for the mentally deranged. The world, in short, has run
amuck.... We have failed to grasp the
evidence that the sands of our civilization's
time are running out; that the plague of
psychopathic behavior that sickens us is
the chief symptom of our society's expiring
MAROH 8, 1959
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agony.... Our civilization appears to have
entered its terminal phase."
A world that is mentally deranged, that
has run amuck and whose chief symptom
indicates "expiring agony" is certainly a
world that is not working. Faced with such
a world, what is man to do?
A college professor recently commented
on the problem. Dr. W, O. Ross, professor
of English, Wayne University. Detroit,
Michigan, not long ago addressed a graduating class in
these words:
"Man now
has no function or purpose in life
which transcends himself, and I
think he is
simply made
in such a fashion that he has to have such
a function .... I find that I am willing to
hope that the cosmos in which we find ourselves is a cosmos which wiIl work, and
will yet turn out to satisfy human needs.
It seems to me that the world as we now
understand it is not a world which will
work-which will work. that is, for the
satisfaction of human needs and aspira~
tions. Therefore I suspect . . . that we
ought to look around for another world to
live in."-Vital Speeches of the Day,
March 15.1954.

3

But in searching for a world that will
work, where is man to look? Should he
look to the scientists who propose trips to
outer space and who eventually hope to
reach other planets? No. ,Instead, he should
look to the One who created this earth
and who has declared: "This is what Jehovah has said, the Creator of the heavens,
He The true God, the Former of the earth
and the Maker of it, He the One who firmly
established it, who did not create it simply
for nothing, who fanned it even to be inhabited."-Isa. 45: 18.
Since God formed this earth to be inhabited, we can be certain that it is not his
purpose for mankind to continue living in
a system of things that is not working. In
fact, we have God's promise of a new
world, a world that will work, satisfying
all human needs. An apostle of Christ Jesus wrote: "There are new heavens and a
new earth that,we are awaiting according
to his promise, and in these righteousness
is todwell."-2 Pet. 3:13.
So it is not to the politicians of this old
world that men should look for another
world to live in; rather they should look
to Jehovah God. His promised new world
will be absolutely righteous. The ''new
heavens" means the righteous, new spiritual governing powers that will rule God's
new world. The "new heavens" replaces
"the ruler of this world," "the god of this
system of things," ''the one called Devil
and Satan, who is misleading the entire inhabited earth."-John 12:31; 2 Cor. 4:4;
Rev. 12:9.
The "new earth" that God promises is
not a new planet but the new human society organized and operated according to
the rlghteous will of God, under the rule
of the spiritual governing "new heavens."
The present "heavens and the earth" are
wicked. They must go, as God's Word
shows: "The heavens and the earth that
are now are stored up for fire and are be4

ing reserved to the day of judgment and
of destruction of the ungodly men." God's
coming destruction of this old world means
Armageddon. The removal of all wicked
human and spirit creatures makes way for
a world that will work. For no more will
the mad god of this world, Satan the Devil,
be allowed to mislead mankind, causing
human society to run amuck.-2 Pet. 3: 7.
God's righteous new world will work.
AU human needs wjJ] be provided for. God
promises: "Here I am creating new heav~
ens and a new earth, and the former things
will not be called to mind . . . And they
will certainly build houses and have occupancy; and they will certainly plant vineyards and eat their fruitage. They will not
build and someone else have occupancy;
tl?-ey wiII not plant and Someone else do the
eating. For like the days of a tree will the
days of my people be; and the work of
their own hands my chosen ones wiII use
to the full." Besides freedom from want
there will be freedom from fear. No more
crime; no more hot or cold wars! "They
shall sit every man under his vine .and
under his fig-tree; and none shall make
them afraid."-Isa. 65:17-22; Mic. 4:4, AS.
Can it be said that a world is working
when its inhabitants are plagued with
sickness and death'? No! But in God's new
world these things will not be. The Bible
says: "I saw a new heaven and a new
earth, for the former heaven and the former earth had passed away ... And God
himself will be with them. And he will
wipe out every tear from their eyes, and
death will be no more, neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain be any more. The
former things have passed away. "-Rev.
21:1·4.
So you can indeed look for another
world to live in. But turn to the right
source. Go to God's Word.
AWAKE!
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OF A DIVINE GUIDE
Even as the Creator gave the

lower animals unerring in.
stincts to guide them, he gave
man (In unerring Divine Guide,

AN is uni ue in his need of a revealed religion, a lVIne gmde. The
lower animals do not need one. Their...!lll:.
lllJi..Qg ~t.il.!~ guide them from birth until death. Typical is the ~
of birds. In recent years scientists have
established that tJl~~their~aring§'
from the sun and the stars. In their tiny
bramSThey have, as it were, a built-in
watch, compass, sextant and the skill to
make use of them.' Man, however, cannot
depend upon instinct to guide him to his
desired haven.
Man is unique not only in his need of a
divine guide but also in his ability to make
use of one. The lower animals are dumb,
not because they have a ~ instead of
a nose, hut because, as Harvard anthropo....
ogist Hooten observes, "there is something
about a brain that goes with the snout
;that makes speech impossible."2 Ten a dog
about yesterday or tomorrow. You cannot.
Lower animals are not capable of conceptual and intellectual thinking. Says the
Dutch psychologist Meerloo: "Time is a
typical human concept. Other animals do
not fight with time; they do not anticipate

-

----
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and cannot hope."s B&I
cause man has the ability to concern himself
with time, past and future, he not only has
need of a divine guide
but uniquely is able to make use of one.
Further, man needs a divine guide because he has a logical mind; he uniquely
is concerned with purpose. He asks, Where
did I come from? Why am I here? What
is my destiny? His capacity of IQgic requires of him tljaL.hiLl~
Those who would deprive man's existenc~
ffi purpose deserve the jibe: "Scientists
animated with the purpose of proving they
are purposeless constitute an interesting
subject for stu~y."i None of the scienceJ
,can reveal man's purpose, they know nothing of "Why?" and philosoEh~rs can but
mecylate.
-, ,
-~
More important still, man finds he needs
a guide because he uniQ~ is a free moral
agent: He has al ~c.l~E9~bility to distingUIsh between gooCl and bad, between
right and wrong. And so he asks, Why are
injustice and suffering permitted? What is
their cause? What is the remedy? What
can I or must I do about it? According to
many

PSYChOIOgis~t~s~~;~~~~:~~
man

recog"ought to,"
as it has been called, which he must recognize and give its due if he would live at
peace with himself. Both to determine
what he ought to do and to have wisdom
and strength to do it man needs a divine
guide.
And, finally, man uniquely needs a divine guide because he alone is endowed
with the worShip instinct. Man is like the
sheep-he needs a=shepherd to guide and
protect him. By means of the right religion man keeps in touch with his Shep-

-re;p;m;ilbHity of the
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herd, his Creator. But left to himself man's that Jehovah may certainly bring upon
wOl:'Ship instinct leads him. astray in paths Abraham what he has spoken about him."
not only vain but harmful and even de- Because of heeding the divine guide Abraham received the honor of being termed
grading.
The facts of history as well as its inter- "the father of all those having faith" and
nal evidence identify the divine guide to "Jehovah's friend"; as well as being assureda.
be none other than the Word of Jehovah of everlasting life and a P2siii~~nCj
en.
God, the Bible. It is the Word of the One in God's new world so near a an.
18:19;
Rom.
4:11;
Jas.
2:23;
Ps.
45:16.
who created man and who therefore best
Particularly blessed with a more expanknows how to guide man. Man can choose
sive
expression of the divine guide was the
to ignore that guide if he so wishes, but
nation
of Israel. So long as they lived by
only with harm to himself.
that divine Guide they prospered and their
From Adam to Moses
fame spread far and wide, even as Moses
'turning now to that divine Guide, we foretold: "See, I have taught you regulafind that in the very beginning God re- tions and judicial decisions, just as J ehovea.led to man how he was created, the vah my God has commanded me, ... And
purpose of bis existence and what he myst you must keep and do them, because this
and must not do, all of which served as is wisdom on yOur part and understanding
a divine guide to him. Because of failing on your part before the eyes of the peoples
to heed that guide, man came to grief, who wW hear of all these regulations, and
bringing sin, suffering and death to him- they will certainly say, 'This great nation
self and all his oil'spring.--Gen. 1:28; 2: is undoubtedly a wise and understanding
17; 3:19; Rom. 5:12.
people.' "~Deut. 4:5, 6.
Serving further to guide ma.n was the
A striking fulfillment of those words of
prophecy God uttered in his hearing that Moses some 3,500 years later is the testi·
tile- Seed of the woman would bruise the mony of W. F. A.lbright, a noted archaeoJohead of the Serpent, while the Serpent will gist, who, although not properly crediting
bruise the Seed in his heel. (Gen. 3:15) the source of Israel'S divine Guide, does
Without doubt that prophecy served as a recognize its superiority: "Empirical logic
divine guide, as an anchor of hope, to Abel achieved a signal triumph in the Old Testaas w~l1 as to his familY~!t __~.!luj"te.. ment ... ' In fUndamental ethical and spiriTkely That 591lLJJe...~ itual matters we have not progressed at all
~he tf11le~~ beyond . . . the Old Testament. . . . In
~n;;a-'atGenesls 4:3-5.
fact, a very large section of modern reU·
The revea ed war of 0 proved to be gion, literature and art actually represents
an invaluable guide to Noah, which he a pronounced regression when compared
heeded to the saving of not only his life with the Old Testament." He also speaks
but that of the human race. To Abraham of "the incomparable book of Proverbs,
God not only revealed his will to have all which has never been surpassed for practhe families of the earth bless themselves tical wisdom."5
in his seed but also what constitutes right
conduct, for God said: "I have become ac- Also Christianity's Guide
Consistently, the divine Guide, the Bible,
quainted with him in order that he may
also
furnishes the basis for Christianity.
command his sons and his household after
Its
founder,
Jesus Christ, fully appreciated
him so that they shall keep Jehovah's way
that
fact.
Though
perfect in mind and body
to do righteousness and judgment in order
6
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and blessed with the memory of previous
existence with his heavenly Father, he
did not disparage the divine Guide but
made himself fully familiar with it and
used it with teI1ing effect throughout his
ministry. He testified to God: "Your word
is truth." Repeatedly his enemies had to
acknowledge his superior knowledge and
understanding of that Guide: "And nobody
was able to say a word in reply to him,
nor did anyone dare from that day on to
question him any further." He "let God
be found true, though every man be found
a liar." Heeding that divine Guide enabled
Jesus to fulfill the purposes for which he
came to earth and to gain "the name that
is above every other name."-John 17:17;
Matt. 22:46; Rom. 3:4; Phil. 2:9.
Jesus' apostles were of the same mind.
They recognized that "all Scripture is inspired of God and beneficial for teaching,
for reproving, for setting thint~s straight,
for disciplining in righteousness, that the
man of God may be fully competent, completely equipped for every good work." By
reason of that divine Guide they, as welJ
as all the other faithful early Christians,
were able to make their minds and personalities over, resist the snares of the world
and triumph over persecution; leaving an
example for others to imitate even as they
imitated Christ.-2 Tim. 3:16, 17.
And what about our day? Never before
has the need of a divine guide been more
apparent than at the present time. These
are indeed the last days when "critical
times hard to deal with will be here."
There is lawlessness, strife and confusion
on every hand: between blocs of nations,
between individual nations, within nations,

between members of a family and even
within the minds of men. Never before has
it been so obvious that "to earthling man
his way does not belong. It does not belong
to man who is walldng even to direct his
step."-2 Tim. 3:1; Jer. 10:23.
Those who appreciate the truth of those
words of the prophet present a striking
contrast to the rest of the world. They are
giving a world-wide example of the wisdom
of heeding the divine Guide. Typical is
their freeing tens of thousands of Africans
from bondage to witchcraft, polygamy and
tribal strife. They are successfully resisting the brainwashing techniques of the
Communists and are overcoming the temptations of materialism and loose conduct.
Although having high Christian standards
to which they rigidly adhere, they are
known as the world's fastest-growing religious group. As one popular writer observed regarding them shortly after their
1958 Divine Will International Assembly:
"It seems clear that these people-who
otherwise probably would have been alienated from and outside any religious influence-have sought and found in the Jehovah's witnesses a framework that provides them with both the purpose and
strength for the kind of personal morality
all religions seek to espouse."6 And all this
has been made possible because of their
recognizing God's Word, the Bible, as the
divine Guide. Truly, man uniquely does
need a divine guide and that guide is none
other than the Bible.
REFERENCES
1 Reader's Digest. November, 1958.
" UP from Ihe Aped). 162.
" The PsychiatrIC Quarterly, October, 1948, p. 588.
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., Archaeology and the Re j igl01l of iaraet, W. F. Al-

bright. pp. 33, 31.
" The New York Times, August 10. 1958.

..AfORE HAPPINESS

4I. "If frugality were established in the state," English poet Oliver Goldsmith once
said, "if our expenses were laid out rather in the necessaries than the superfluities
of life, there might be fewer wants, and even fewer pleasures. but infinitely more
happiness."
MAROH 8, 1959
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HAT the lion is to the.,
continent of Africa, the
tiger is to Asia-sole mono
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arch at least over the local feline population. Majestic as the lion appears
when viewed fullface, he lacks the agile
strength of his near relative, and the tiger is
quicker and more graceful and has great cun·
ning. Men who have hUnted and trained both
lions and tigers believe that' the tiger is entitled
to the crown as champion in regard to feats of

power and strength.
C. The king tiger of Sumatra and Java is smaller than the famed Bengal tiger of India. Tho
Bengal tiger may tip the scales at 500 pounds
and may be ten feet long, including three feet

for the talL

I!. Not all tigers slink through the dense underbrush of the tropics. In his snow-covered winter
homeland, the Siberian tiger faces temperatures of seventy degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
And what a cat this tiger is! Though the average male weighs some 500 pounds, a good-sized
one may weigh more than 650 pounds and
reach a length of over thirteen feet.
41. Only those who haVe been confronted with
a tiger or have seen him in action can appreciate him fully. Not a few hunters, when suddenly discovering themselves in the uncomfortable presence of the jungle cat, have sensed
their action reflexeS being frozen or distorted,
whUe they helplessly watch their quarry, in a
few swift smooth-gliding bounds, melt away
into the surroundings.
41 The tiger is one of the few cats that can
swim. An expert swimmer, the tiger has little
hesitance about plunging into a stream. Should
he spy prey on the other side, he will swim
with considerable speed. This feline athlete is
also an extraordinarily good jumper, being able
to cover fifteen feet in a single bound. Contrary
to common belief the tiger is not a good climber; usually it is the young that try to climb
tree«.
41 Owing to the bright t:oloring of his coat and
graceful body proportions, many persons con-
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sider the tiger the most beautifUl of the
cats. Blending well with the grass and
underbrush, the tiger is almost Invisible
when staiking prey. The tiger kills its
prey by leapIng and hugging the victlm
and then biting its throat. After shopping, he will carry or ·drag away his
lunch to an isolated spot where he can
dine undisturbed. He satisfies his appetite with about sixty pounds or more
of fresh meat, whereupon he takes a
long drink and a long nap.
(!, ACUte hearing is the tiger's speciality. "They
hunt by ear," says Ivan Sanderson, "having a
bad sense of smell, and very poor villion, apparently being unable to differentiate game
from the bush as long as the quarry stand
stilL"
(L How aggressive are tigers? Zoologist San·
derson says: "The Romans used them in their
arenas, but they soon discovered, as did Indian
princes who pitted them against bulls and buffalo, that they invariably made every effort to
keep out of their antagonist's way. Even recognized man-eating tigers are usually timid,
and all of them do everything they can to remain (Iut of sight especially of man."
ill A noted biologist reports that a tiger usually will not attack man, but he and others
emphasize this additional point-"as long as
the man stands upright." Usually only persons
in a crouched or stooped position become objects of prey, such as laborers planting or weeding in the plantations. The tiger apparently
mistakes them at a distance for some animaL
Having experienced how easy this type of dinner is to obtain, the tiger may come bac\( to
the same vicinity looking for more of the same
and eventually beL'ome a habitual man·eater.
Also, old tigers that have lost the ability to
stalk natural prey may, in their dire hunger,
resort to attacking man.
«:. Though tigers may be dangerous to man
now, the time is coming when these beautiful
cats will be permanently at peaL'e with man.
Jehovah God has promised that peace between
the animal creation and mankind will prevail
In the righteous~ new world: "In that day will
I make a covenant for them with th.e beasts
of the field, and with the birds of the heavens,
and with the creeping things of the ground:
and I wIll break the bow and the sword and
the ba.ttle out of the land, and will make them
~o lie down safely."-Hos. 2:18, AS.
AWAKE!

The "people'. Communes"
m.rk Pelpln"........t lup fonurd"

Western observers view their inauguration as an operation similar in
sweep and severity to the redistributing of land and the liquidating
of the landlords in 1951 and 1952.
Though inaugurated $>ome time last
April, incredible progress has already been made. About 98 percent
of mainland China's 500,000,000
peasants have already been herded
into the communes.
The size of communes varies.
Last year Peiping aJ1!lounced that
some 112,000,000 families had been
organized into about 25,000 com..
munes. The average commune is
said to contain about 5,000 to 8,000
families; some contain as high as
20,000 families. More than 100,000 persons
may thus be mustered into one of these
militarized communes. A commune usually
absorbs the whole population of a county,
including peasants, students and professional men. Limited to the rural areas at
first, the communal system is spreading to
the cities.
Joining a commune is relatively simple.
After "volunteering," a person turns over
virtually all his possessions to the commune. Cooking utensils, animals, house
and small plots of land, etc., all become the
property of the commune. If, after joining,
a person is dissatisfied with the communal
$ystem, it is just too bad-there is no provision for withdl'awa l!

"LET China sleep," once said Napoleon
Bonaparte. "When she awakens the world
will be sorry." If not sorry, the world is
at least apprehensive at an unusual awakening in Red China. Peiping calls it "the
great leap forward." Taking a look at Red
China, Time magazine saw "a nation in the
throes of an economic and social convulsion unparalleled in modern historY'." Also
seeing some kind of an awakening, British
Socialist M. P. Richard Crossman, after a
visit to Red China, wrote in London's New
Statesman that he was convinced "Chinese
Communism is far the biggest and far the
most formidable mass movement in human history." Largely responsible for the
world's apprehension are the "people's
communes. "
What is this movement called "people's Work and Provisions for Workers
communes"? It is a system for totally regiThe workers are assigned en masse to
menting the masses. It is a system of forced do whatever needs to be done. At harvestcollectivization of humans. It is a system time they work in the fields. At other
of large militarized social units based on times they build dams, run factories or
communal living and centralized local build new ones, operate stores, construct
management. The communes have been highways, irrigation systems and electric
called in grimly picturesque language "vast power facilities.
Wages depend on several factors. Inhuman poultry yards."
Whatever the communes are called, comes are not the same for all workers.
MARCH 8, 1959
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Productivity and political attitude deter- Lunch time means an hour-and-a-half rest
mine the amount of pay. Thus a peasant period. The workday is supposed to end
who works slowly and who is dissatisfied at 6 p.m. but many are called on to work
with the communal system receives lower eighteen hours a day. Every second week
wages than the person whose work output the workers get a day off.
is high and whose political attitude is
While Red China's leaders effuse in
right. Really enthusiastic members of the glowing terms about their pressing ahead
commune receive bonuses.
toward ful1 communism, the rest of the
In the more advanced type of communes Communist world does not seem eXUltant.
only a small amount of pocket money is Some Eastern European Communists outgiven the workers. Almost everything is side the Soviet Union seem apprehensive
paid for by the commune: meals, clothing at Red China's forging ahead toward the
and even funerals. The goal is to wipe out full collective ownership of society envisthe use of money.
aged by Marx and Lenin. Writing in the
Communal facilities relieve the adults of New York Times of October 21, 1958,
many duties. There are communal nurs- A. M. Rosenthal reports: "The commune
eries, schools, tailoring establishments, system in China seems to be more in the
kitchens and mess ha1ls. Sputnik COm- way of discipline and conformity than
mune, for example, has 260 mess halls Eastern European Communist intel1ectuwhere the members are fed free rice. An als had bargained for-at least in their
article in the Jen-min Jihpao (Peiping Peo- lifetime. Even some of the most rigid of
ple's Daily) of November 10, 1958, exhort- them are appalled at the idea of an entire
ed party officials to improve mess-hall nation waking up to revei11e, marching off
conditions. The article pointed out that to work in formation and supplanting ansome mess halls serve only rice and no cestor worship with rifle worship. They
are not arguing with China, but they are
vegetables to go with it.
Under the communal system there are Jooking at each other with consternation.
"There is a joke going around Warsaw's
no housewives, as it were. The women,
relieved of home duties by communal fa- coffee houses and clubs that sums up how
cilities, work full time in the fields, fac- some of the Communist intel1ectuals feel
tories, mines and communal kitchens. about things Chinese these days. It goes:
Women work on an equal pay basis with 'Thank God for the Soviet Union. We are
men. Pregnant women get a month off lucky to have a buffer state between us
and the Chinese.' "
from work with half pay.
This same writer also tells about the
Highly MUitarized
Red Chinese mi1itary training program
If a communal worker feels he has been under the communal system: "Every perdrafted into some kind of army, it is not son under 30 gets firearm training and
at all surprising. Communal workers be- there are two hours of drill and military
long to units described as divisions, regi- exercise a day for all able-bodied persons."
ments, battalions and companies.
Even the workday begins in military Why the Communes!
fashion. At 5 a.m. comes reveille. A roll
The "people's communes" solve many
call fonows. Then the workers promptly problems for the Peiping regime. It is betmarch off to work. There is time out for ter enabled to feed mainland China's 653,~
breakfast at 8 a.m. and for lunch at 1 p.m. 000,000 hungry mouths. Peasants now can-
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not evade forced deliveries of crops to the
government. All farmers are forced into
using new methods, such as the heavy use
of natural fertilizer. Another benefit for
Peiping is obvious: a totally regimented
society is easier to control politically than
a less regimented society.
For Peiping the big advantage of the
communes is what they will accomplish
industrially. As the New York Times of
November 2, 1958, put it: "Communist
China is in a desperate hurry to become
a first-rank industrial and military power,
capable, in particular, of challenging the
United States, the hated nation that has
refused recognition and is the chief obstacIe to Peiping's manifold international
aims and aspirations. Through the communes the Communist leaders must surely
intend to have an enormously more effective control of their vast militarized labor
force and to be able to shift men and women about at will to whatever tasks are
most pressing or important at any given
time."
Red China has already made tremendous
advances. One report, for instance, says
that under the communal system eight
provinces in north and northeast China
plan to double last year's record harvests
in 1959.
Describing gains already made, Gerald
Clark, a reporter for the Montreal Star7
wrote the following after a five-week visit
to Red China in 1958: "Nine years ago
Communist China could not produce an
aspirin; today it makes all the penicillin
and antibiotics its hospitals need. Last year
China did not manufacture a single farm
tractor; this year it turned out 20,000.
And the goal for next year is 200,000 ....
So feverish has been 'the great leap forward' this year that the Chinese themselves cannot keep even future estimates
apace with actual production. The Chinese
say they have doubled their grain output
MAROH 8, 1959

(to 350,000,000 tons). They say that China
now is the world's biggest cotton producer.
This year it is producing 10,700,000 tons
of steel-the same quantity as France.
Next year, the Chinese vow, they will
double this and match Britain's capacity."
Chinese Communist leaders are optimistic about reaching their goal. General Chu
Teh, deputy chief of state, told a youth
conference in Peiping recently that "the
Communist society that Communists have
striven to achieve for more than a hundred
years" would be realized in this generation.
Achievement of their goal may well depend
on the success of the communes. "If hu~
man beings can be reduced to mindless
production-line cogs," commented Time
magazine, "Red China may one day
achieve the stature for which its rulers
yearn."
Effect on the People

The communal system has some benefits
for the peasants. It probably gives many
a feeling of security. It assures them of
some food regularly. It relieves them of
family chores and distractions. But what
use is made of the time thus saved? More
work to make Peiping great, more time for
Communist indoctrination, more time for
rifle training! Is this such a blessing?
If anything marks the Communist com~
munal system as malignant and abominable it is the disintegration of family life.
Peiping is already well on its way toward
the ultimate in totalitarianism and human
degradation, as envisioned by British author George Orwell in his novel 1984: "In
our world there will be no emotions except
fear, rage, triumph, and self-abasement.
Everything else we shall destroy--everything. Already . . . no one dares trust a
wife or a child or a friend any longer. But
in the future there will be no wives and
no friends. Children will be taken from
their mothers at birth as one takes eggs
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from a hen.... There will be no loyalty,
except loyalty to the party. There will be
no love, except the love of Big Brother."
That description is hardly fanciful when
applied to present-day Red China. Parents
hardly see their children now. The children are at nurseries and schools; the par~
ents are in the fields all day and may work
in the evening at other jobs. Under the
communal system family life in Red China
seems to have come to an end. How can
parents train their children? They do not.
The Party trains them now. While mother
works, the Party trains the children, steeping them in communistic propaganda from
their youth.
When one understands the principles of
God's Word, the Bible, such as the parents'
duty to "train up a boy according to the
way for him," to "go on bringing them up
in the discipline and authoritative advice
of Jehovah," the evil in the Communist
communal .system is obvious. (Prov. 22:
6; Eph. 6:4) Whenever God's laws and
principles are broken, the result is disastrous. It will be so with Red China.
How sad the effects on children alone!
What kind of morality will children have
who have been brought up by an atheistic
state? Indoctrinated with the ungodly dogmas of communism, they are brought up
completely ignorant of God's will for man.
And now the Communist leaders of China
would rob the people of China of any opportunity to learn the truth of God's purposes, to learn about God's kingdom and
how this heavenly kingdom win make pos~
sible a righteous new world.
A report appearing in the Hong Kong,
South China, Morning Post of October 17,
1958, says: "China has banned the Jehovah's Witnesses religious movement following the arrest of two British missionaries, Peking Radio announced to-day."
The two missionaries, Stanley Ernest Jones
and Harold George King, were arrested in
12

Shanghai. Graduates of the Watchtower
Bible School of Gilead, the two Brltons
had been in China since 1947, two years
before the Communists took Shanghai.
The two missionaries and three Chinese
witnesses of Jehovah were charged with
carrying on counterrevolutionary activities by "preaching from house to house."
And what was it that these witnesses of
Jehovah preached from house to house?
Was it politics? No! What they preached
was the good news of God's kingdom. This
is the message Jehovah's witnesses preach
world-wide, and it is a message completely
divorced from all political activity.
In banning the Kingdom preaching of
Jehovah's witnesses the Communist leaders of China are fighting against God. Red
China is following the course of Soviet
Russia, which has long banned the preaching of God's kingdom. The Communists'
belligerence toward God and his kingdom
means disaster for world communism.
God's Word specifically shows that anti~
God world communism will come to its
end, not at the hands of men, but at the
hands of the God they speak againstJehovah Most High. Writing prophetically
of world communism, the last "king of the
north" at the world's time of the end, the
prophet Daniel said:
"And the king will do according to his
pleasure; and he will exalt and magnify
himself above every god, and against the
God of gods will he speak incredible things,
and he wil1 prosper till the indignation be
at an end; for that whiCh is determined
will be accomplished. And to the gods of
his fathers will he pay no regard; and to
the desire of women, or to any god whatever will he not pay any regard; for above
all will he magnify himself. But in his
place will he pay honor to the god of the
fortresses . . . he wi1l come to his end,
without one to help him."-Dan. 11:36-38,
45,Le.
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So let Red China and other Communist
nations oppose "the God of gods"; let them
honor the "god of the fortresses" by building up mammoth military machines. Yet
their end is certain, for God's sure Word
of prophecy will be fulfilled soon now at
Armageddon, "at the revelation of the
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Thank God for a good bed!" A
deep sigh of contentment and
gratitude and soon the soft wood-sawing
purr tells us that a busy man is lost in refreshing sleep. The missionary in a faraway land returns from a home Bible
study. Happy and weary after a day of
physical and mental activity, she slips between those sheets. "Ahhh! Thank God
for my good bed!" Haven't you said it, too,
many times?
Yes, what a great gift to man, to birds
and animals alike, refreshing, recuperating sleep, and the instinct and wherewithal
to provide a place of shelter and repose!
Of this, Jesus said: "Faxes have dens and
birds of heaven have roosts, but the Son
of man has nowhere to lay down his head."
Not that he never slept in a bed, for surely
MARCH 8, 1959

Lord Jesus from heaven with his powerful
angels in a fiaming fire, as he brings due
punishment upon those who do not know
God and those who do not obey the good
news about our Lord Jesus. These very
ones will pay the penalty of everlasting destruction." -2 Thess. 1: 7-9.

Zacchaeus was overjoyed to give him a
comfortable resting place as guest in his
house. But, strangely enough, while man
in general is born on a bed and spends
about a third of his life on it, often to die
there, the greatest man who walked this
earth was born in a stable, and a manger
was his first resting place.-Matt. 8:20.
A place to sleep is one of the most primitive requirements of man and is basiC in
hospitality, so that Lot, on seeing strangers entering the city as night drew on,
felt urged to invite them to his house. Lack
of shelter bespeaks destitution and stirs
compassion in our hearts; to refuse this
primitive need inspires abhorrence. The
thousands of refugees fleeing from the cannons of war, from oppressive dictators, or
from floods and natural disasters present
a picture of utter desolation, giving life to
the various human-aid organizations.
The need of "a bed for the night" called
into being the inn and lodginghouse early
in the history of man. We remember there
was no room in the "lodging-room" for
Mary. It was customary to have a guestchamber always in readiness. On this need
the hotel industry is built, and it has become one of the leading sources of income
in Switzerland and other lands, providing
modern comforts and luxuries to suit the
most fastidious guest. During 1957, 25,400,000 sleeping accommodations were
provided in hotels and pensions in Switzerland alone.
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But perhaps tlle greatest phenomenon of and silver upon a pavement of porphyry
our time in this respect is the efficient and marble and pearl and black marble,"
streamlined organization with its great with rich coverings of tapestry and fine
crowd of willing and Untiring voluntary linen.-Deut. 3:11; 2l{i. 1:4, 6; Amos 6:
workers who provided over 125,000 accom- 4; 3:12,RS.
modations for visitors attending the .AsSo through the centuries bedsteads have
sembly of Jehovah's witnesses in New York changed in form and fashion from the sim·
city during the summer of 1958, appealing pIe flat bronze or raised wooden bench to
to the spirit of hospitality in that great the richly hung four-poster, the German'
community. Similar organizations function Himmelbett~ or canopied bed. From land to
in every land and city around the globe land customs and tastes have changed,
where such conventions are held, to the usually governed by the necessities of climutual blessing of both giver and receiver. mate, until today we have come down from
the high wooden bedstead to the low divan
Beds Through the Centuries
-and what a back-breaking job it is to
The poor and travelers often slept on make a row of them! The sailor speaks of
the ground in early Bible times, just as in his bunk; the ship's passenger reserves a
warmer zones today, using their upper gar- berth; the modern bed-sitting-room is furment as a covering. For that reason the nished with a low divan or convertible
provision in Exodus 22: 26 of not retaining couch, but a point of discussion with every
a neighbor's garment as a pledge after the passing decade still continues: Single or
sun had gone down was incorporated into double beds?-that is the question!
the Law. And we immediately think of
In German Switzerland you will seldom
Jacob and his hard bed under the stars find a double bed such as is used in France,
with a stone for a pillow. A bed might also England or America. They specialize in
be no more than a rug or mat or pallet, twin beds, which, although they may be
which would be easily rolled up and car- placed together, are made up separately.
ried away, as indicated in Matthew 9:6, This they consider more hygienic; it enwhen Jesus said to the paralytic whom he sures both partners better sleep and Is far
had healed: "Pick up your bed, and go to preferable in cases of sickness. They are
your home." Today in the Near East the very emphatic about this, but the gentle
Bedouins and, other nomadic tribes sleep little Frenchman, with a twinkle in his eye
on woven hair or cotton mats, just as their and stroking his beard meditatively, conancestors did centuries ago.
cluded the discussion one day by saying:
Beds raised from the ground were used "Well, you can't keep up a domestic quarvery early in the history of man, with bed· rel long sharing the same bed, now can
steads of wood and other materials. You you?" and for him that was conclusive!
remember the huge iron bedstead of giant
Babies in Switzerland are laid in a crib
King Og of Bashan nine cubits (thirteen containing a chaff sJ).ck, and pillows for
and a half f~t) long, and how Elijah told children are preferably filled with millet
King Ahaziah that he would 'not come chaff until their head is fully formed. Cot
down from that bed on which he had gone mattresses are often made of sea grass.
up: whereas Amos speaks of beds of ivory Poor people in the mountain villages gathwith silken cushions. Beds and the couches er the freshly fallen dry leaves and press
at banquet tables were often luxurious, as them into a sack to make a mattress that
described in Esther 1: 6: "Couches of gold can be replenished or changed each fall.
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And, of course, the straw sack is well
known. The farther east you go in Europe
and the Balkan States the more general
its usage.

Modern Beds
The older generation today swears by
the horsehair mattresses, but youth is
looking at inner-spring mattresses, those
with layers of foam rubber, or the vulcanized latex mattresses. There are many
makes with glamorous names that are being advertised on television, over the radio
or on the cinema screen. To read the advertising material is to be almost convinced. Odorless; hygienic; no moths or
parasites or bacteria can find a home there;
comfortable, no sagging or lumps; practical, and so on. The salesman suggests a
hard foundation for this mattress. The
first foam-rubber beds were too soft, but
this has been corrected to some extent.
But perhaps the saddler's view and verdict are more interesting to housewives
than the well-chosen words of the salesman. For the most part the saddler looks
askance at these substitutes; he is not convinced. He says they are too warm in hot
weather and give a chilly feeling in winter, which must be remedied by a good
pad over the mattress. He advocates keeping to what nature herself provides for the
ideal texture, warmth and healthiness, and
by this he means horsehair with wool and
cotton. For health of spine and muscles
the bed must be firm and springy. A soft
or sagging bed is not conducive to rest or
the feeling of rejuvenation. Hospital beds
are specially well sewn and firm, to prevent sagging, which only adds to friction
and bed soreness. It is significant that firstclass hotels have not introduced these synthetic materials, but abide consistently by
the horsehair mattress. For the camper
they may be ideal, however, being light
and flexible and easy to transport.
!lAROH 8, 1959

Care Ensures Good Service
However. there are a few rules for the
care of your bed, especially of your horsehair or inner-spring mattress. Turn often
from side to side or from top to toe to
ensure even usage. Inner-spring mattresses
do not need to be turned as often. Do not
beat it, or the inner layer of wool will become matted in the hair or damaged on
the springs. Rather, vacuum or brush at
intervals (the rules say monthly) instead
of waiting till spring cleaning, so that dust
and dirt do not get worked into the filling.
Do not bend from end to end, thus straining the tick and bursting the tufting. Do
not stand up on end or layover the garden
fence, or lay in the direct hot rays of the
SUn when putting out to air_ After a good
airing and SUnning in early summer your
bed will be all bulgy and springy again.
In Europe it is the custom to have the
mattresses opened, cleaned and replenished
by the saddler every ten or twelve years
or even sooner, according to quality. This
is done today by a machine with built-in
vacuum and apparatus for loosening up the
matted hair. All hotels in Switzerland
stand under the control of the Commission
of Hygiene and are required to have their
mattresses renewed in this way periodically. First~class hotels, which are equipped
with only good horsehair mattresses, by
common agreement have them done after
two years' use or every third year.
In the Near East the cotton-filled mattresses, which get matted and lumpy quickly, are fluffed up and made over more
often. It is a work of art then to lie comfortably around the bulges and get the
mattress flattened to your own particular
shape again. Being the creatures of custom that we are, our individuality is even
expressed in this respect, for how often do
we not hear the remark: "I just can't
sleep in a strange bed!" It starts early in
life. A child playing happily in unfamiliar
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surroundings by day wants his own little
bed at night, where he feels safe and snug.
Yes, just this freedom from fear and a
sense of security are essential to sound relaxing sleep.
In temperate zones under-warmth too is
essential to good sleep. Haven't you said
at some time or other: "I didn't sleep well;
I just couldn't get warm"? Cover your
mattress with a good under-blanket. This
also protects the mattress from perspiration and soiling. Never offer or sleep in an
unaired or damp bed; this can have disastrouS results. Today the electric pad has
come to replace the old hot brick or hot
water bottle in many places, but here in
the country they still like their oldfashioned cherry-stone sack. Clean cherry
stones are put into a linen bag and warmed
during the day in the great porcelain oven.
It's fun to tuck your toes in it at night
and there is certainly no danger attached
to it
One thing that catches the eye of English and American visitors to Switzerland
is the sheets and blankets hanging out of
the windows each morning. They smile
and ask: "Do you put your beds out of the
window too?" and think it is rather a
stretch of hygiene. This is done from
spring to late fall and even on a dry-cold
sunny day with the snow sparkling on
meadow and roof. It is a part of the landscape to see the white sheets fluttering
from the brown chalets in the mountain
villages. This is becoming less frequent in
the towns as more and more married women are absorbed into industry in this boom
decade. But the domesticated Swiss housewife hangs the bedclothes out each day
to air with pillow and duvet (a warm
feather bed used on top taking the place
of the English eider down), turns the mattress and makes up the bed again. Perhaps on Sundays she will say with a little
guilty conscience: "Come, let's make Eng-
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lish beds today." So you see, that littIejoke
works both ways.
It is customary for the Swiss bride to
provide the linen on setting up house. It
is her pride to have twelve of everything
from bed linen to kitchen towels. all beautifully embroidered with her initials (maiden name). True enough, fashions are
changing, gay colors are taking over with
nylon and cellular materials, but some girls
here in the country still weaVe the fine
linen sheets for the trousseau from the
beaten threads of flax grown on the native
~oil. This is hard wearing, healthy and
very beautiful.
The rising generation of housekeepers
will probably do things differently. But
when the housewife goes abqut her daily
chore of making aU those beds-for as
long as a machine is not invented to do
this it will surely remain her special privi~
lege-she can be happy in the knowledge
of what an essential part she has to play
in the comfort, health and happiness of
her family, and will feel fully compensated
when she hears that deep contented sigh:
"Thank God for my good bed!"
There is a very true saying here that
"a good conscience is the best pillow." This
reminds us of Paul's injunction to keep the
marriage bed without defilel}:lent, serving
God with a good conscience. Thus whatever material our bed may be in whatever
climate, clean in heart and body we can lay
ourselves down to rest, certain of Jehovah's protection and blessing through the
night watches, to awaken refreshed. for
further duties on the morrow. And while
the wicked may devise iniquity and work
evil upon their beds, men of lovingkindness, like David of old, will cry out
joyfully on their beds, knowing that the
time is coming when both man and beast
will lie down in safety and none shall make
them afraid.
AWAAiIll
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More and more North
Americans will be learning those
words as they travel over the rnterM
American Highway, Yes, instead of the
call to "fill 'er up" they will need that
Spanish equivalent as they buy their gas
along the highway that will stretch from
Laredo, Texas, to the Panama Canal. This
is part of the Pan American Highway that
is to reach from one end of the Americas
to the other. Who dreamed up such a highway, and who is paying for it? Will it
really serve a good purpose?
It was not conceived as a highway at
all, but as a railroad. A railroad linking
the Americas was proposed in the United
States Congress in 1884 and five years later was discussed at the first Conference
of American States held in Washington,
D. C., in December of 1889. Then in 1923
the Fifth Conference of American States
in Santiago, Chile, recommended that an
Automobile Road Conference be held,
MARCH 8, 1959

probing the possibility of linking the different American countries by highway.
The automobile was then coming into its
own and a highway was thought to be more
practical and economical than a railroad.
Industrial leaders and the Pan American
Union took an interest in the road, and engineers and administrators of public works
from several Latin-American countries
were invited to the United States to study
the national and state highway programs.
In 1929, in Rio de Janeiro, a general plan for the road was made
and that same year in October
there was a conference of representatives from Mexico and Central America in Panama. In 1930
the United States Congress appropriated $50,000 to look into
the possibilities of a highway connecting
the Americas, and this reconnaissance survey was completed in 1933. The survey was
made by the Bureau of Public Roads in
co-operation with the Central American
republics. A report was published on this
in 1934, giving the name "Inter-American
Highway" to the portion from Laredo,
Texas, to the Panama Canal. Through
1957 the United States has appropriated
$128,703,000 for the building of the highway. It is along this road that Latin America expects an invasion, not of revolutionists firing their arms, but of cameraclicking tourists, shooting pictures from
all angles and leaving in their wake a solid
wave of material prosperity.
Mexico has been able to build its part
of the highway without aid from the
United States, and one can now travel
from border to border on Mexico's part of
the highway, practically all of it paved.
The arrangements with the Central American governments is that they pay approximately one third of the cost and the
United States pays two thirds. In July of
1955, when the construction program wal'l
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speeded up, 569 miles of highway were
paVed between Guatemala and the Panama
Canal, leaving 1,004 miles yet t() be paved.
Since that time many more rniles have
b~npaved.

IUding over Mexican highways is no
longer a novelty for many North American tourists but, undoubtedly, many, many
mOre will want to do it when the word gets
out that they can drive to Panama. Give
an American tourist a car and a road and
he will drive anywhere. The type of 'Yelcome he will get along the Inter-American
Highway will depend greatly On his own
behavior. Some will try to take advantage
of him, as they do along any highway in
the world, but many more will be friendly
and try to help him through any difficulties. If he can speak a little Spanish he
will get along much better, but sign language still serves very well. Through Mexico motels are common enough and they
are springing up in Central America also.
But in all towns there is a pensi6n or small
hotel with sleeping accommodations. However, they are not likely to compare with
the air-conditioned, TV-equipped motels of
the United States. Mr. Tourist would do
well to learn the rate of exchange before
leaving home so that he will know how
much he is spending in each country. And,
above all, all documents required to drive
his car through each country should be
complete. This information can be obtained from a consular office or by writing
the, national tourist agency in each country.

A Visit to Mexico
Now for a quick run down to the Panama Canal, or, at least, as far as we can get.
From Laredo, Texas, to Monterrey, Mexico, the highway takes the traveler over
fairly level, desertlike terrain. Cactus and
bUrros are plentiful; in fact, the burros
create a traffic hazard as they wander onto
the highway. To those unfamiliar with the
18

Spanish language the pronunciation of the
towns will pre~nt some difficulty. The local people might not even recognize the
Anglicized prmmnciation of their own
home town. But one place should give the
tourist no diffiCUlty. As he stops to eat and
buy gasoline he may hear more experienced travelers talking about Thomas 'n
Charlie and wonder just who they are, but
it is a referenc~ to a picturesque Mexican
town in the mountains north of Mexico
City, Tamazunchale. roughly 'pronounced
like the names of the two fellows above.
One of the finest views of the trip to Mexico City is the descent into Zimapan. The
highway curves back and forth across the
face of the mountain and a vehicle appears
and disappears several times as it winds
its way to the valley below.
Mexico City has many attractions to
offer the tourist if he has time to tarry.
About three hundred miles south of Mexico City is Oaxaca, with some famous ruins
and also famed for its cheese and palmleaf hats. About one hundred miles south
of Oaxaca the highway begins a sudden
descent to sen level and to Tehuantepec,
near the Pacific coast. The tourist will
make good use of his camera as he snaps
pictures of the local ,"vomen in their long,
flowing dresses that are peculiar to this
region. Now OUr traveler is preparing for
the final lap at the Mexican highway before entering Central America, in Guatemala.
Mexico has a highway to the Guatemala
border and Guatemala has a highway to
the Mexican border, but unfortunately, the
two roads are not even acquainted, since
they lack about fifty miles or mOre of
meeting. So about 120 miles south of Tehuantepec you will have to turn off the
Inter-American Highway, go down to Arriaga and put your automobile on a railroad flatcar for the trip to Tapachula. From
there you can drive into Guatemala and
A WAKE!

continue on through Central America by'
the highway. Guatemala is working on the
unfinished section of the road, and officials
estimate that within a year or less it wi1l
be possible to drive through without using
the railroad. They say that soon the road
will be passable, but they do not recommend it for general travel. A few intrepid
souls have gone through already, but most
travelers are not so venturesome.

canal from the Atlantic to the Pacific
would pass through Lake Nicaragua.

The Land of Oxcarts
A long day's drive from Managua is San
Jose, Costa Rica. But even now plans are
being made for the construction of a luxury hotel near the border in Costa Rica.
As the traveler ascends toward San Ram6n
in Costa Rica he gets out of the lowlands
and into the cool, comfortable climate of
Welcome to Guatemala and Nicaragua
Costa Rica's central plateau. San Jose, the
Guatemala offers some of the outstand- capital city, can well boast of its climate,
ing scenery of the Americas. The Mayan which is never hot and never cold. A threeIndians have retained their ancient cus- hour ride from San Jose over a paved road
toms and dress as in no other part of Cen- leads directly into the crater of a now extral America. They stilI speak their native tinct volcano and is well worth the trip.
dialects, more than ten being in use today. Brightly painted oxcarts are the symbol
Guatemala is rushing road construction, of Costa Rica, but they do not serve just
and in the last few years many miles of for a tourist attraction. The farmers use
paved highways have been completed. Es- them to haul coffee, wood, bananas, or
pecially interesting for tourists are the anything else that needs to be transported.
towns of Quezaltenango, Huehuetenango, Going south from San Jose, the InterLake Atitlan, and Chichicastenango.
American Highway reaches its highest
A comfortable day's drive from Guate- point at Cerro de laMuerte (Hill of Death) ,
mala City is San Salvador, capital city of approximately 11,000 feet above sea level.
EI Salvador. Here the traveler finds paved A cold, penetrating wind blows constantly,
roads throughout the country. A few side but the view is worth any discomfort it
trips from San Salvador are interesting, may cause. From here the highway drops
including the lava field between Santa Ana down to San Isidro del General and the
and San Salvador. Traveling two hundred end of the Inter-American Highway. But
and ten miles southeast brings the traveler it will not be the end for long. Bulldozers,
to the Honduras border. Tegucigalpa, the graders, earth-movers, other machinery
capital of Honduras, is not on the Inter- and hundreds of men are working to conAmerican Highway, but an all-weather
road, a small portion of it paved, covers nect Costa Rica with Panama. Engineers
the 120-mile trip. Most motorists prefer to estimate that within two years or less it
make an overnight stop rather than try to will be possible to drive on through to Pandrive to Managua, Nicaragua, in one day. ama and they talk confidently of having
Nicaragua is lower and hotter than the practically all of it paved within three
other Central American countries, but years.
For those who do not demand the very
much of the highway is paved and there
is no difficulty in driving any time of the latest in traveling accommodations and
year. Lake Managua and Lake Nicaragua comforts, many enjoyable experiences
are interesting sights, with volcanoes ris- await them along this highway. The people
ing out of the water. The oft-discussed new they will meet are just like people everyMARCH 8, 1959
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where else; there are honest people, there American Highway. He will be even hapare crooks, there are friendly people, there pier if you choose to travel with him along
are hostile. The area tapped by this high- another highway. that mentioned at Isaw.ay is merging from centuries of back- iah 35:8, in the Bible: "And there will
wardness, having been held back by dicta- certainly come to be a highway there, even
tors and priests. Along with its highways it a way; and the Way of Holiness it will be
is building schools to educate its children called. The unclean one will not pass over
it. And it will be for
and hospitals to care
the
one walking on the
for its sick. Modern citREAD THE NEXT ISSUE!
way,
and the foolish
ies and primitive vil• Why iB it that in America, where 95 per·
cent of the population claimB to be Prates·
themselves
will not
lages are only a few
tant, Catholic Or Jewish, crime costs the
wander about in it."
people three time .. aa much u ed_ucation and
miles apart. But maten tlmea as much as is given to the church·
Instead of leading to
terial progress is sureest Read "Why the Religious Paradox?" In
the
next iuue,
the
Panama Canal,
ly finding its way
• What don it take to make a wife content?
What wi I; win her deep reapect for her hu~·
that highway leads to
throughout these
band? Why is it Important for man and wife
life, life without end
countries.
to do things together? Both men and women
will flnd the article "What Wives Look For
in the new world the
Spiritual progress
in Husbands" to be One of lasting value.
• Do you keep up with world news? Do you
Creator
has promised,
has not lagged behind.
know what led to the recent governmental
when this earth will
changes in France? Ju.t what changes has
In fact, in recent years
the new Con,titution made? Don't min "The
be a Paradise. The
many thousands have
Birth of France'. Fifth Republic" in the
next Issue!
time set for the comstudied and learned
• How does the public react and how do
doctors respond when Christians show faitl!
pletion of that high·
the truth of God's
in God even when life Is at atake? Read the
way is very near, and
Word and are now
article "Courageous Stand for Sanctity of
Blood" in the next issue.
its Great Constructor
serving as his witnesswill see that it is fines. So when you call,
"llenelo," one of Jehovah's witnesses might ished exactly on time. Hundreds of thoufill your tank, or he might serve you at sands are now joyfully traveling along that
one of the many shops, hotels or restau- way, and yet there is ample room for all
rants where you stop. He will be glad to who wish to follow it to its glorious end,
see you as you travel along the Inter- a new world of righteousness.

quiet. Although he was not a witness, he had
~; After the close of the Divine Will Inter·
national Assembly two delegates who were I attended the assembly and he told the others
doing some sight.seeing encountered a crowd t present that they would have been far better
gathered around a "soapbox orator" on Broad·
off if they had done the same. About that time
way in New York city. He was heatedly de· I a policeman thought it best to disperse the
nouncing the witnesses and their assembly I crowd.
until a little woman with a lot of determina· I '~r As they left, a gentle·looking lad followed
the woman who had spoken favorably about
tion stepped up. She said that she was not a
witness, but since attending part of the as· I the witnesses and asked if she could give hIm
sembly she was going to study the Bible with I more information. All she had was the booklet
Jehovah's witnesses. And she boldly told them
God's Kingdom Rules-Is the World's End
what she had already learned about the near· I Near? which she had received that afternoon
at the assembly, so she handed it to him to
ness of the end of the old world.
"i;' As the "soapbox orator" tried to resume I read. That part of their tour warmed the
his vlllficatlon of the witnesses a husky Amer· I hearts of those two sight·seeing delegates
more than anything else that evening.
ican Negro stepped up and told him to be'
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AUSTRALIAN

Federal
Elections

wished to be judged
on its record during
the past nine years.
"The success of our
policies is clear,"
Menzies said; "yet
our opponents say
AUstralia is
on the verge
of ruin. AU I
can say is
that if it
were, the
Evatt policy
would push it
over." He undertook to
restrain inflation, maintain employ-

at low prices, employ('es' fares to
and from
work as a
ment, encour,l;'y
..Jf""k.I" 110"upflRrI.nl
ta:'{able deduction, reduction
age investment of foreign
in .nlls/Ttllitl
of sales tax, an increase in
capital, but made no promise
ag;(' and invalid pensions."
of tax relief. He added, "We
These were some of the inducements of- do not change our political principles at
fered to the Australian public by Dr. Evatt election time. Our slogan is AUstralia Unin his policy speech for the Australian La- limited."
haul' party in their bid for the public vote
What were the voters to think of all
at the federal elections held throughout this? How was this to affect them and their
Australia on November 22, 19fiH. It was families? TIlt' Australian w'orkingman was
nine ycars sinc(' the Labour party had held sensing changing ('onditions, that things
office in the fcderal government and the were not so good and easy as they had
campaign for power promised to he inter- been ten or even five years ago, that com{'sting.
petition in every field was keen, and that
What was to be the answer by the Lib- llnt'mployment, though not high, was ris('ral party to these attractive offers made ing fairly steadily.
by their opponents? Were tl1('Y going to
The g('ll('ral feeling was that a false
outbid Labour by additional attractive of- move nmv could advel'st'ly affect the econrprs, or WCI'E' they going to rest on their omy of the nation, which no one desired.
l'{'cord of the past nine years and let the On the other hand, the Labour party was
public judge for themsdves? The answer dangling an attractive bait, had a fine reCto these questions was given a fortnight ord whcn in powc!' in times gone by, and
later, on Octobel' 29, by Menzies in his the mattC'r was one for deep consideration.
policy speech for the Liberal party. Men- Many \vere the discussions, some heated,
zies made it clear that his government in factories and offices, in hotels and on
MARCH 8, 1959
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the streets, and in the homes of the people.
What is the true story about Australia?
What has been the progress since the war
years, and what are the prospects for the
future? The facts show Australia is pros~
perous, in the sense that nearly everyone
bas a job, good money is being earned, and
production and consumer buying are high.
The growth of the economy in nine years
of Liberal government has been great. And
yet an American or, more pointedly, an
Englishman or German from previously
war~torn Europe looking at Australian
roads and railways, or at Sydney's buses
and trams, might think we were a rather
poor and backward people. Development
has been patchy. Much more important,
the rate of growth (which is the important
thing to watch) has slowed down badly.
And this is a real danger signal.
Furthermore, farm incomes were down
by a third in 1957, and the 1958 wool prices
were down again. Because of high internal costs, it becomes increasingly hard to
export, and the total of these things could
mean much tighter import restrictions,
bringing further unemployment. The Men~
zies government expressed no undue concern when these matters were brought to
their notice, but Dr. Evatt, on the other
hand, said that the Australian economy
badly needs "a shot in the arm," and there
is no doubt that his proposals would pep
up the sluggish economy. But in the citi~
zen's mind comes the question, "Who is
going to pay for it all?"
To further complicate the issue for the
elector is the entry of the church into
politics. Speaking at a meeting of the men's
SOCiety of the Methodist Church, the
president~general of the Methodist Church
of Australasia said: "A church could not
support a political party, but Christian
spokesmen should point out the Christian
principles which should determine how to
vote." Opposing the Communist party and
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the Australian Labour party, and openly
supporting the Democratic Labour party
(a breakaway from the Australian Labour
party) the Roman Catholic archbishop of
Melbourne, Dr. Mannix, said: "Every
Communist and every Communist sympathiser in Australia wants a victory for the
Evatt party." Referring to a recent pastoral letter to Australian Catholics from
their Cardinal Gilroy, Dr. Mannix added:
"The Democratic Labour Party has stood
for the principles espoused in that pastoral
letter. Can the same be said of the others?"
Such was the dilemma facing the 5,421,000 electors as they listened, read or had
put before them on television the various
viewpoints of the leading politicians and
commentators. Often the term politician
is used "more or Jess disparagingly as ap_
plying to a person primarily interested in
political offices and their profits." As defined by Webster's dictionary, a politician
should be "experienced in the science of
government," but one brings to mind that
an earlier meaning of the word was "a
schemer, an intriguer."

The Australian Governmental System
Australia is a federation of six states:
Queensland, New Sou~ Wales, Victoria,
Tasmania, South Australia and Western
Australia. However, the power to govern
is divided between seven independent parliaments, those of the six states sitting
locally and the federal parliament sitting
at Canberra. At the end of the nineteenth
century Australia consisted of six British
colonies, the above-named states each
wholly and separately controlled by its
own parliament and constitution.
Under the stress of external danger and
for certain internal domestic reasons, the
six colonies combined or federated in 1901.
A constitution was drawn up creating a
central authority, but the powers given to
the new federal parliament were limited.
AWAKE!

The state parliaments retained their generallegislative powers, but yielded a specified list of powers to the federal parliament particularly relating to foreign and
interstate trade, taxation, custom duties,
immigration, defense and foreign affairs.
There have been few clashes between federal and state Jaws and where contradiction does occur appeal is made to a judiciary authority, the High Court.
In spite of constitutional restrictions,
the federal government has steadily increased in power since 1901. When called
upon to interpret the Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act of 1901 in the
light of mOdern-day pressures, the High
Court has favored increase of federal power. The expansion of the power of the federal government is mainly due to its strong
financial position: it has a virtual monopoly of customs and excise duties, income
tax, payroll tax and sales tax. The states
may impose taxes, but the High Court
granted the federal government priority in
collection over states. This has enabled the
federal authorities to force the states out
of the field of taxation. Tne federal government collects all income tax and then
reimburses the states, on the condition
that they impose no state income tax. Control of the nation's purse strings puts the
federal authority in a powerful position,
particularly since Australia is leaning toward the welfare state, increasing for the
private citizen the provision of social services and public utilities. In fact, the major
political struggles take place Over promises
of reduced taxes and increased social services. So the reason for the eagerness on
the part of a politician to obtain a seat in'
the federal parliament and, in turn, the importance to a particular party of holding
the reins of office in Australia can be seen.
Today the elector's choice is between
three main parties, Liberal party, mainly
supported by the middle class and whiteMARCH 8, 1959

coUar workers, the Country party, supported by the farmers, and the Labour party,
which is rooted in the trade unions and
mainly supported by the wage earners. In
1955 the Labour party split over the issue
of communism within the party, causing
the formation of a minor group, the Democratic Labour party. In the federal field
the Liberal and Country parties join to
form a united front against Labour and
have held office for about a decade under
the leadership of Prime Minister Menzies.
However, there are people from all classes
who, for various reasons, can be influenced
and represent the swinging vote. They may
be attracted by the promises of one party
or may be discontented with the performance of another or feel that fresh faces are
needed on the political scene.
How It Was Decided

The poll of November 22 resulted in a
return to power of the Menzies government, as it retained its former large majority in the House of Representatives
and gained control over the Senate. The
Catholic-backed Democratic Labour party
failed to win one scat in the House of
Representatives, its function being to split
the Labour vote by allocating its second
preferences to the Liberal party.
Curiously, this planet earth is the only
place in creation where democratic government functions. According to the Bible,
the rest of the universe is governed theocratically, that is, it is "God ruled." This
present generation of earth dwellers will
see a changeover to the theocratic arrangement, bringing the wayward earth
into line with Jehovah's purposes. In fact,
many people on earth already admit that
"Jehovah is our Judge, Jehovah is our
Statute-giver, Jehovah is our King," and
by their life and actions give proof of the
happiness and unity of His New World
society.-Isa.33:22.
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VERY year

come to the small coastal town of Porto·

belo, Panama, to celebrate the religious festival
of the "Black Christ,"

This observance has been going on for three
hundred years, since 1658, when, according to

legend, the "Black Christ" appeared at Portobelo. Each October 21 the townspeople set aside
their commercial pursuits to celebrate the pos-

session of the statue, wllich, according to some,
has miraculous healing powers.
But why is this a "black" Christ when it is
generally believed that Christ was a white
man? Simply because the image is made out
of dark·brown wood. The image is the size of
a full-grown man. The church that houses the
image has acquIred many treasures and jewels,
which attract many tourists, It is a custom to
promise the idol that if it will cure a certain
organ of the body, then a duplicate of that
organ will be made of gold or silver, or what·
ever the promise may be, and this will be
given to the idol as soon as the organ is cured.
There are several legends about the origin
of the wooden statue. Says the Panama American, October 18, :\958: "One historian relates
that at a time when a great epidemiC of cholera
raged on the Isthmus [of Panama], a strange
box was seen floating on the water near the
beach. A group of fishermen went out for it
in their cayucos and succeeded in bringing it
ashore. They were astonished when they found
that the box contained an image of 'Cristo
Crucificado.' The statue was taken to the
church and the legend states that from that
day the pestilence began to die down and within
a few days had completely disappeared from
Portobelo, although it still raged in other parts
of the Isthmus. . . . they immediately proclaimed the Black Christ patron saint of the
city."
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There are other legends in regard to the
finding of the "Black Christ." One says that
the statue was a gift from Catholics in Spain
to a church in Cartagena. The boat carrying
the statue docked at Portobelo for fresh sup.
and provisions. When returning to sea
into a tremendous tropical stonn,
forced the captain to order the vessel
to Portobelo. Five times he tried to sail
five times he was thwarted by the
storm. Finally the ship's crew decided
the statue was to blame for their delays and tossed it overboard. The townsfolk
were shocked at this lack of respect and
housed the statue.
Worshipers of this statue do not quibble
over the validity of these legends. The main
thing, they say, is that the image does per.
form miracles. One such cure was supposedly
performed on a young woman. She promised
the statue two golden lUngs if it would heal
her of tubercuiosis. During the year she was
being treated by a doctor. She showed signs of
improvement and later was pronounced cured.
Who was to receive the credit for the cure, the
statue or the doctor? Credit was given to the
statue, and the two golden lungs were paid in
gratitude. In Panama most devout Catholics
say: "If God does not will, the saint can do
nothing." Still if there is any resemblance of
a cure, the credit always goes to the statue
and not to God.
Image worship is condemned in God's Word,
the Bible. The second at the Ten Command.
ments declares: "You must not make for your.
self a carved image or a fonn like anything
that is in the heavens above or that is on the
earth underneath or that is in the waters under
the earth. You must not bow down to them nor
be induced to serve them, because I Jehovah
your God am a God exacting exclusive devotion." Paul commands: "My beloved ones, flee
from idolatry."~Ex. 20:4, 5; 1 Cor. 10:14.
However, year after year these commands
go unheeded. Church bells toll in Portobelo.
There are religious ceremonies and a proces.
sian with the image through the winding dirt
streets. At midnight the statue is taken back
to the church to remain there for another year.
The crowds dance and play games until the
wee hours of the morning. But there are a
growing number of persons who see the danger
of such idolatry and are turning their praise
to the true and living God, Jehovah.
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Times,
1958, told of a father's being "comT
mitted to Bellevue Hospital for mental obHE New York

November 19,

servation" by a city magistrate for "having applied burning papers to the feet and
calves of his son." The son was taken to
a hospital and was reported to be "in fair
condition with first and second degree
burns." How horrible! we exclaim when we
read of such a thing, and yet how many
accuse God, our heavenly Father, of far
worse things! Since the laws of the land
prohibit cruel and unusual punishment, is
it reasonable to hold that God, who is the
very essence of justice, mercy and love,
would inflict such? Does God need a psychiatrist? Let us reason on the facts as
revealed in the Scriptures.
The Bible gives us a simple account of
God's creating the earth, preparing it for
man's habitation and then creating the
first human pair. Man was commanded to
have offspring, fiU the earth, subdue it or
make it all a paradise, and to have domin·
ion over the lower animals. (Gen. 1:28)
Of course, man had done nothing to merit
all these blessings. But God did provide a
test of obedience, commanding man not to
eat of the fruit of a certain tree. The first
man, Adam, upon being presented with a
wife, Eve, informed her of this command.
-Gen. 2:16, 17.
The account next tells us that Eve trans·
gressed by eating of the forbidden fruit.
True, she was deceived, but only because
MAROH 8, 1959

she lacked appreciation. She chose the
word of a stranger in preference to that
of her God only because she was willing
to risk losing everything in the hope of
getting still more than she already _had.
In modern phrase, she gambled and lost.
Adam was not deceived; he did not gamble;
he foolhardily spurned everything else for
the sake of being with his wife.-Gen. 3:
1-6.
God's Word tells us that at the end of
930 years Adam died. What happened to
him upon his death? Did he go to heaven?
Then he profited by disobeying, and that
although he started all mankind on the
road to death. No, he did not go to heaven,
for Jesus when on earth plainly said, "No
man has ascended into heaven."-John 3:
13.
Then did Adam go to a burning hen?
Would he go to a burning hell for a single
act of disobedience? Then certainly God
should have warned him of that penalty.
Even the laws of man do not permit a
change in punishment after the crime
has been committed. No, neither heavenly
bliss nor a burning hell awaited Adam at
death, but extinction, in keeping with God's
sentence: "In the sweat of your face you
will eat bread until you return to the
ground, for out of it you were taken. For
dust you are and to dust you wiIl return."
Where was Adam before he was created?
There was no Adam. Where was he after
he died and returned to the dust? Again,
there was no Adam.-Gen. 3:19.
For God to have sentenced Adam to an
eternity of torture because of a disobedient
act would indicate that God acted out of
spite, rage and chagrin at man's course.
God does not take man that seriously. To
do so would put God in the class of the
passion·driven lover who ki11ed the girl he
claimed to have loved because she refused
to marry him. That lover was not thinking
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of her happiness; he did not love the girl;
he loved only himself. Men condemn such
a crime but teach that God does -similar
things. No, God does not act like such a
selfish frustrated lover. He merely states
to those toward whom he shows love, 'If
you do not appreciate my gifts, you will
not receive them indefinitely.' At death
they will end.
That makes sense. "God is love," we are
told. (1 John 4:8) Unselfishness prompted
him to create Adam and Eve, and all his
creatures for that matter, in the first place.
For their own weIl~being and happiness it
was necessary that they acknowledge the
supremacy of their Creator and express
appreciation to their Benefactor. This
they were to do by being obedient. When
they showed themselves undeserving of
God's goodness, God did not feel such hurt
pride and rage that he sentenced them to
an eternity of torture. He merely decreed
that they lose the blessings he had bestowed upon them. That, not torment, but
"dust ... to dust" was the penalty other
Scriptures funy corroborate.
"His spirit goes out, he goes back to his
ground, in that day his thoughts do perish." "For the living are conscious that
they will die; but as for the dead, they
are conscious of nothing at all." "There
is no work nor devising nor knowledge nor
wisdom in Sheo} [gravedom], the place to
which you are going." "The wages sin pays
is death." And comparing man to the
beasts, God's Word further states: "They
have all come to be from the dust, and
they are all returning to the dust."-Ps.
146:4; Eccl. 9:5, 10; Rom. 6:23; Eccl.3:20.
And only thus do the teachings of the
rest of the Scriptures make sense; in their
many references to man's sleeping in death
and in their telling of his being awakened

by a resurrection. Roman Catholic priest
Msgr. Harry J. Wolff may claim that at
the moment of death We meet God, but if
that is so, why a resurrection? Only because man sleeps in death, is Wlconscious,
may the dead be spoken of as being still
in the memorial tombs, as Jesus said: "Do
not marvel at this, because the hour is
coming in which all those in the memorial
tombs will hear his voice and come out,
those who did good things to a resurrection
of life, those who practiced vile things to
a resurrection of judgment." In passing,
note that the Scriptures show that this
judgment day will be a thousand years
long.-John 5:28, 29; 2 Pet. 3:8.
Then what about the texts frequently
quoted to support the eternal torment
teaching, that speak of "everlasting fire"
and of "the fire that cannot be put out"?
First of all, let us note that since the Bible
is God's Word it cannot contradict itself;
it therefore follows that there must be an
explanation, and there is. The Bible uses
both figurative and literal expressions,
even as we do in our everyday conversations. An examination of the context of
such expressions always reveals that figurative language is being used: in one instance Jesus speaks of sheep and goats, in
the other of cutting off our hand or plucking out an eye. And so also fire is used
figuratively, as a symbol of destruction,
annihilation. Thus we read that "all the
wicked ones [God) will annihilate," which
end is also termed "the second death, the
lake of fire."-Matt. 25:41; Mark 9:43;
Ps.145:20; Rev. 20:14.
Thus the Scriptures clearly indicate what
justice and reason would expect: Man Is
not more just than God. God does not torture his creatures. God does not require a
psychiatrist!

Let God be found true, though every man be found a liar.-Rom. 3:4.
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Jehovah's Witnesses
Preach in All the Earth>

Honduras

T

HE republic of Honduras is located in
the mountainous region of Central
America. It is one of the largest of the
Central American countries, but small in
population, with only 1,700,000 people scattered throughout the land.
Honduras is a country of many contrasts and extremes. Here are the rich
with their big mansions and the poorer
people with their little mud huts and dirt
floors. In this land you will find darkskinned Indians, lighter-faced Spanish,
Negroes from the islands off the coast of
Honduras, a few Europeans and some
Americans who have charge of the fruit
companies on the north coast. So from the
mountainous parts of Honduras to its flat
coastal plains, from the country's modern
capital Tegucigalpa to primitive Indian villages, from the modern car to the commonly seen burro and Oxen, Honduras is a
country of contrasts and variety.
Even in the missionaries a contrast can
be seen in their different methods of
preaching and teaching the people. Here
Jehovah's witnesses stand out in contrast
to the missionaries of Christendom. Their
method, although primitive, in that it has
been in use since the days of Jesus and the
apostles, is still very effective because of
the modern means used for carrying it out
through the use of printed literature with
oral instruction.
When the ministry work of Jehovah's
witnesses first began in Honduras about
1930, it was centered mainly in the larger
cities on the coast, the only inland point
of activity being at the capital, TegucigalMARCH 8, 1959

pa, where the Watch Tower Society maintains a Branch office. In a period of a few
years the preaching work took root. It was
not until 1946, however, that the Watch
Tower Society sent trained missionaries
to work and to organize congregations. The
work mushroomed. The number of ministers has increased from nineteen in 1946
to Over 480 today. The preaching work is
carried on in thirty different towns.
The majority of the people are humble
peace-loving folk that have a sincere de~
~ire to know God and his Kingdom promIses. So the missionaries of Jehovah's witnesses find it a pleasure to work among
them. Often people will say, "You must
have the truth to do what you are doing
~ere. You are doing a wonderful work try109 to help our people." Or, as one woman
said, "I've tried all kinds of religions, but
after reading some of your literature I
know you people have the truth. Will you
study the Bible with me?" She is now attending the meetings of Jehovah's witnesses.
Spending a day with Jehovah's witnesses
~ives a real glimpse of the people, their
lIves and the land they live in, whether it
may be in the hill country or traveling
through the jungle parts or in the banana
camps on the northern coast. To give you
an idea of how this ministerial work is
being done, here are comments from a
letter from one of the missionaries in the
capital.
. He says, "I have a territory that is truly
mternational. I witness to Indians, pure
Spanish, Germans, Italians, Americans,
men of all professions, such as lawyers, government men, doctors, even ambassadors
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from otller countries. One night I study
by candlelight with a family in a little hut,
and the next night I am in the spacious
living room of an embassy where the am..
bassador is interested in our work. As the
ambassador put it, 'You people are doing
a good work for the people of Central and
South America. They are sadly in need of

education, and the most important education is concerning the Bible, for it gives
the people hope and peace of min? and
beart. The people need this because they
have seen nothing but wars and bloodshed.
They need your help.' "
At first the work was centered in the
larger towns of the country. but with the
1lSe of more missionaries and also local
full-time ministers, smaller towns have
been opened up and thus many more people
have come to hear of Jehovah's purpose of
a new world of righteousness. With this
it can be said that almost all the country's
territory is now being covered regularly
with the Kingdom message.
The biggest problem for missionaries in
Honduras is transportation. On the Carib~
bean side it is mostly by train that they
travel, but on the mountainous south side
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• Why it is that, no matter what man does,
this world will not work? P. 4, n3.
• What Bible book archaeologist W. f. AI.
bright said "has never been surpassetl for
practical wisdom"? P. 6, n6.
• Why it is that today, more than ever before, man needs a divine guide? P. 7~ lI2.
•

it is by truck, car, or bus that theIr trips
must be made. The roads are mainly dirt
and they are dusty. The government is
centering its attention on improving the
nation's highways in the next few years.
Taking a trip with the witnesses to their
assembly city can be an experience in it~
.self. A journey to a remote place may
necessitate crossing mountains, streams
and rivers. Often groups of witnesses wUl
travel in sma.ll buses or German cars, as
they are called. Once when making a trip
of this kind the driver came to a river and
there was no bridge. There was a 1itUe
ferry present that transported one car or
one truck at a time across the river. The
ferry was literally pulled across by two
men. The assembly site was a large unfinished building without a lighting system
as yet. The witnesses moved in, set up
their own lights and sound equipment and
even installed a kitchen. After a few hours
of hard work the large building was converted into an attractive assembly site,
and the people of that section of Hond.uras
got to hear about God's kingdom and the
new world blessings at hand.

What cat can swim? p, 8,

~S.
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• How family life fares in China's "communes"l P.12, ~1.
• What the Swiss mean by 'making English
beds', P. 16, ~2.
• Which Central American country is cal1ed
the land of oxcarts? P. 19. ~3.
• In which country the power to govern is
divided between seven independent parliament~l

P. 22, ~S.
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• What has recently been described as "a
nation in the throes of an economic and
socia! convulsion unparalleled in modern his·
tory"? P. 9, ~l.
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• Why Panamanians speak of the "black"
Christ? P. 24, n3.

• Why it is impossible for mall to be af_
flicted in hell-flre whel\ he dies! P. 26, ~2.
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President Charles de Gaulle
decreed on January 13 that Al·
gerian rebels would be granted

considerable clemency, C e r·

Castrq l'er/ilu8 War CrlmJnals
About 1,000 war crirmnals
connected with the regime of
ousted Cuban dictator Fulgert·
cio Batista would be brought
to trial, said reports issued on
January 19 by FIdel Castro's
new government. On January
22 the first a! planned sum·
mary courts·martial of "war
criminals" took place be!ore a
crowd of 18,000 persons in Ha·
vana's sports City Stadium.
The first of three officers of
the Batista regIme to be
brought before the public was
Major Jesus Sosa Blanco, who
was convicted of such crimes
as murder, arson and theft and
was sentenced to be executed.
M a jar Blanco appealed his
case to the Superior War
Councll and it was scheduled
for consideration on January
21. Thli.' stad\\.\ffi trial~ W~'re
called off on January 26 as the
second o! the Batista officers,
Captain Pedro Morej6n, was'
summoned before a tribunal
at a military camp in Havana.
Cuban-V.S. relations became
somewhat strained on January
10 with the resignation at U.s,
Ambassador to Cub a Earl
E. T, Smith, who was later
replaced by Philip Bansal.

~

the negotiation ot a peaL'e
treaty between East and wts t

Germany. Such a proposal was
certain to be unacceptable to
the West, which has desired
that free elections be held so
as to bring about the reun ifi.
cation of Germany. U.S. Sec·
retary of State John Fosfer
Dull e s reportedly stated on
January 13 that free elections
were not necessarily the OIlly
mea n s for reunifying Ger·
many, Mr. Dulles' commeIlts
alarmed West German Chil n ·
cellor Konrad Adenauer, Vut
on the foIIowing day the U,S,
SecNtary of State clarified pis
statement by adding that he
knew of no alternative. U·S.
President Eisenhower also ~n·
dicated that there had been
no change in U.S. policy :reo
garding Germany, In MoscoW,
iollowlng 'i\ two·weeck '\liBit t'l)
the U.S., Soviet Deputy pre·
mier Anastas L Mikoyan SLlg·
gested that there could be a
possible extension of the
Russian·proposed May 27 dea-d·
line for S a vie t withdrawal
from East Berlin. The Krem·
lin was quick to declare on
January 25, however, that such
an extension should not be
viewed as a Soviet compromise
on Gennan issues or an aba n ·
Berlin Ilnd Germa.n I8sues
donment of Russian demands
The Soviet Union, in notes that Western forces evacuate
tQ twenty·sev~n countrte.$ on West BeTl\n.
January 10, proposed that a
twenty-eIght·nation parley be Clemency, but Clashes Continp.e
held within two months for .. The government of FrenCh

'*
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tain r~l leaders held by the
French would apparently be
given greater freedom, the
death sentences of other insur·
gents would be commuted to
life imprisonment and prison
tenus of still others would be
reduced, according to the Paris
statement. On January 15 the
French made an offer of safe
conduct for leaders of the Al·
gerlan rebels who would agree
to come to Paris for cease-fire
talks. The following day, by
a vote of 453 to 56, the Na·
tlonal Assembly upheld pre·
mier Michel Debre in his pol·
icy maintaining that France
exercises unquestioned saver·
eignty over Algeria. Despite
the wide clemency afl'orded the
rebels, a new wave of unrest
spread over Algena on Janu·
ary '2.1. With\n 10'\\1' da)'l1o tht::
French army experienced
more than 38 casualties as the
Algerian insurgents pushed
their new drive against French
forces employing "pure guer·
rilla strategy."
Iraq: Artt Convicted
.. Abdel Salem Ari!, once a
close assocIate of Iraqi premier Abdul Karim el·Kassem,
was convicted on January 24
of plotting against the present
Baghdad government. Art! had
figured prominently in the
overthrow of the pro·Western
monarchy of King Faisal on
July 14. Shortly thereafter he
became deputy premier and
interior minister in the new
government. A few months
later, however, Art! lost these
posts and was aptminted, In
October, as Iraq's ambassador
to West Germany. On Novem·
ber 4 Arif was arrested by
Iraqi authorities and charged
with "plotting a g a Ins t the
country's interests," The for·

WR.' C(>.\1'il- ~n'i\~ wa..... trll':Q ann
convicted of treason during a
secret session of a people's
court, part of a series of trials
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ot alleged "enemies

0

t the

people."
MNlran-GuatMna\a.n l\Mt
.. Mexico's President Adolfo
L6pez Mateos announced on
January 23 that his country
had broken oft' diplomatic relations with Guatemala. The
severing of ties followed three
unsuccessful attempts toward
resolving a fishing dispute between the two nations. On Dec e m b e r 31 Guatemalan air
force planes strafed Mexican
fishin"g vessels within Guatemalan territorial waters, Three
Mexican fishermen were killed,
fourteen were in 1u red and
eleven others were arrested
by Guatemalan authorities.
Guatemala holds that its ter_
ritorial limlts extend twelve
mUes from its shore. On Jan·
uary 24 Guatemalan President
Miguel Ydigoras FUentes de·
dal'~ \b:<>.t M.~x\co had ma%s~
military forces on "our mario
time and land borders" prior
to the seVering of ties. He fur·
ther stated that the Guatemal·
ans considered the strafing
the same as "the capture and
punishment of deIlnquents
withln Its own territory."
JtaJy'& Cabinet Crisis
<$> Italian Premier Amintore
FanIani presented his resignation and that of his cabinet to
President Giovanni Gronchi on
January 26. Signor Fanfani's
coalition government of Christian Democrats and Democrat·
ic Socialists had been installed
on July 2, 1958. A lack of sup_
port by eVen his own Christian
Democratic party precipitated
the cabinet collapse and St·
g nor Fanfani's resignation.
President Gronchi requested
that Fanfani and his support.
ers continue to function as a
caretaker government until a
new government could be set
UII_ Consultations regarding
the formation of another gov·
ernment, whiCh customarily
requires several days, began
on January 27.
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(Jongo Unrest
<$> Two Congolese district
mayors in the Negro section
of LeopoldvUle in the Belgian
Congo were arrested on January 12. They were charged
with having forced seven district mayors In that city to
sign a manifesto dcmanding
the release of Mayor Kasavu·
bu, who had been arrested be·
cause of suspected connection
with pro·independence rIo t s
that had taken place in LeopoidviUe about a week earlier.
The Abako party, which had
been headed by Mayor Kasa·
vubu, came under governmen·
tal ban on the same date. On
the following day, January 13,
Brussels announced as their
aim in the Congo the estab·
lishment eventually of a democracy "capable of exercis·
ing sovereignty and making
decisions about its independence." On January 25 about a
tho usa n d African rioters
stormed government buildings
in Matadi, the chief port of
the Belgian Congo. Attacked
also was the Lady of Fatima
Mission and Church in Matadi's Neg r a quarter. Several
-persons were injured before
police restored order.
Pope Plans Parley
<$> Pope John XXIII an-

nounced on January 25 that
he would call an ecumenical
council. Its objectives would
include the laying of groundwork for eventual unity of the
Roman Catholic Church and
o the r religions of Christen·
dom. Of primary concern and
as its initial objective, the
coundl would seek the reunit·
ing of Eastern Orthodoxy with
Roman Catholicism. Roman
Catholic churchmen of various
ranks numbering about 1,800
may, accordIng to canon law,
participate in the prospective
ecumenical council. The pope
also plans a revision of church
legislation, including the Code
of Canon Law of 1917, during
the parley. The split between
the Orthodox and Roman

Catholic churches became final
in the eleventh century, and
each community vIews the
other as sehismatk.
Finland: Cabinet and a Talk
<$> A new cabinet was formed

in Helsinki on January 13 by
Vieno Johannes Sukselainen,
Finnish parliamentary speaker. A five-party coalition government under Karl August
Fagerholm had resigned on
December 4. The newly in'
stalled flfteen·member cabinet
had been chosen from the
country's Agrarian party, with
the exception of Foreign Min·
ister Ralf Tcrngren, who is of
the Swedish PeopJe's party,
but who is serving in the Finn·
ish government as a private
individual. Some days thereafter, on January 22, Finnish
President Urho K. Kekkonen
met with Soviet Premier Ni·
kita S. Khrushchev in Lenin·
grad. Their diSCUssions were
reportedly held fOr the pur'
Pose of improving relations
between Russia and Finland.
Argentine Strike
<$> Peronlst 1 abo r Unions in
Argentina cal}oe d a national

strike on January 17. Quick
action by federal polic~ and
army units quelled the strikers
to some extent. Within two
days, however, m 0 ret han
1,500,000 workers were otT
their jobs. Attempts were
made to achieve accord
through secret talks between
government representatives
and labor union leaders. By
January 22 the general strike
had been successfully brought
under control. Earlier, how·
ever, on January 18, Argentine
President ArtUro Frondizi
turned over governmental af·
fairs to Vice·President Jose
Maria Guido and departed for
a twelve·day visit to the U.S.
The strike had been called ap·
parently because of the un·
popularity of Frondizl's new
economic measures. Whlle in
Washington, Frondizi sought
to encourage the investment
of U.S. capital in Argentina,
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Moscow Envoy Molotov
• In July, 1957, SovIet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav M_
Mol 0 t a v was appointed as
Moscow's ambassador to Outer Mongolia and was apparently sent to virtual oblivion.
Some sources held that the
reason for Molotov's dow n·
grading was that he had desired to follow a harsher anti·
Western line than did Nikita
S. Khrushchev, now Russia's
premier. It waS reported on
January 10 that Moscow had
requested and been granted
permission to appoint 68·yearold Molotov as the Soviet ambassador to the Netherlands.
When queried on the possible
appointment of Molotov, the
Dutch Foreign Ministry commented, "We know nothing
about it."
Jehova.h's Wttnflsses
Underground
On January 13 Soviet Culture, the publication of the
So vie t Ministry of C4lture,

*

declared mat Jehovah's witnesses were operating underground In Russia. From time
to time, according to the Sovie tor g a n, literature pub·
llshed by the Brooklyn headquarters of Jehovah's witnesses has filtered into the Soviet
Union. "Recently," it was stat·
ed, "an entire stock of such
literature was discovered in a
building on the outskirts of
the dty of Lvov, with type·
writers and mimeographing
machines. A similar stock was
found in the city of Borislav,
where one of the mother organizations of the Jehovah's
Witnesses underground is located." Thus, despite Commu·
nlst opposition, Jehovah's wit·
nesses are found to be carry·
ing on their work behind the
Iron Curtain in the Soviet
Union.
Betrothal Fonnalized
The betrothal of Japan's
Crown Prince Akihito to Miss
Michiko Shoda,. a commoner,

*

the daughter of a Japanese
industrialist, was formalized
on January 14 in simplified
ceremonies in Tokyo. One of
the departures from custom
was the presentation of gifts
to Miss Shoda's parents by a
representative 0 f the bridegroom Instead of an envoy of
the Emperor. An infonnal announcement 0 f the engagement was made on November
27, following an approval by
Japan's Imperial Council. Aki·
hito met Miss Shoda on a ten·
nis court in August of 1957.
It was said that of nineteen
Shinto rites usually connected
with the marriage of a Crown
Prince, only t h r e e 0 r four
would be observed at the time
of Akihita's wedding s c h eduled for April. The ancient
rites, according to some
sources, no longer seem apropos under Japan's present
democratic form of govern·
men t, and especially so in
view of the renunciation of
divinity by Emperor Hirohito
on January 1, 1946.

a little time? a little effort?
That is all it takes to learn God's
provision for endless life. Hundreds
of thousands of sincere truth seekers are already being spiritually re·
vived and strengthened by regular.
ly reading "The Watchtower." You
can share in this same spiritual
health.
Send for and read "The Watchtower." 1 year $1.
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THE MISSION Of THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital issues of our
times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish Interests. "Awakel" has no
fetters. It recognizes facts, faces facts, is free to publish facts. It Is not bound by
political ambitions or obligations; it II unhampered by advertisers whose toes
must not b. trodden on; it is unpreiudlced by traditional cr.ed•• Thl. lournal
keeps Itself free that it may speak freely to you. But It doe. not abu •• its freedom.
It maintains integrity to tl'lJlh.

"Awakel" uses the regular new. channel •• but Is not dependent on them.
Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations. From the four
corn en of the earth their uncensored, on·the-scenes reports come to you through
these columns. This journal's viewpoint Is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many flelds of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its coverage is as brood as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awakel" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
'strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awakel"
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EWARE of

nursing reB
sentment! Beware of holding a grudge!
Why toss away
your contentment'? Why try
to play God the
Judge?
What is the nature of resentment? Resentment, we are told, is a prolonged dwelling upon that which one regards to be a
personal injury or grievance accompanied
with strong indignation and ill will toward
the offender.
Have you ever found yourself nursing
resentment or holding a grudge because of
some insult, slight or injustice received?
And have you made yourself miserable
because of mentally going over that grievance again and again? If so, beware!
Why? Because nursing resentment robs
one of contentment, peace of mind and
happiness. Resentment makes for unbalanced thinking. It has caused some to sacrifice their own happiness and the lasting
welfare of their children on its altar. Resentment can spoil the peace of one's
Christian congregation and even one's faith
in God. and the human instruments he 18
using today.
MARCH !!, 1959

Numbtlr 6

Unchecked, resentment leads
to frustrating hate and murder.
Because Abel, although being
younger than his brother, received divine
preferment, Cain cherished resentment to
the point where he could no longer endure
it and so murdered his brother. Because
he lost the birthright Esau nursed murderous resentment toward his brother Jacob. Joseph's ten half brothers let resent.
ment cause '!hem to consplre to ki11 Joseph.
-Gen. 4:3-8; 27:41; 37:19, 20.
And then there was King Saul. Because
God prospered David, Saul let resentment
make a miserable, potential murderer out
of himself. Only God's providences saved
David, even as they saved Jacob and Joseph. Because Jesus publicly rebuked Judas
for his mercenary complaint regarding the
costly perfume, Judas let resentment rise
in him to the extent of causing him to
become the archtraitor of all time.. And
calling to mind a modern instance: Right
after General Montgomery had his Memoirs published, an Italian officer challenged
him to a duel because of some of the things
Montgomery had said about the Italians.
The officer's resentment was so strong that
he did not want to live on the same earth
as Montgomery. In times past many duels
were fought for just such a reason. Incidentally, note that all the foregoing felt they
had just and valid grounds for nursing resentment.-l Sam. 20:al; Matt. 28:8·14;
John 12: 3-8.
3

one who cherishes resentment may be
said to be depriving himself of life's beauty
and sunshine by deliberately preferring to
stand in the dark shadow of his disturbed
mental attitude toward the one who has
offended him. Is it not foolish to let oneself become so disturbed over one's relationship with another? More likely than
not that one bears no grudge and may not
even be aware of the fact that he has given
cause for resentment. Or it may be that
that one occupies a position of authority
in a place of business, the family or the
Christian congregation and he felt it best
to inflict the hurt. If we find ourselves reproved by one in such a position, then we
will do weIl to call to mind that "the
wounds inflicted by a lover are faithful."
_Prov.27:6.
Cherishing resentment is not only unwise but also unjust. It makes no allowances for extenuating cil"Cumsta.nces~ it
does not try to see matters from the other's
viewpoint; it sees only its own side, its injury. Here again there is a Scriptural remedy, for we are instructed to do to others
as we would have them do to us and to be
as forgiving toward others as we would
have God be toward us.-Matt. 7:12; 6:12.
And, in particular, all nursing of resentment is unloving. When one nurses resentment he stifles tenderness, compassion, affection and mercy; he becomes harsh,
exacting, vindictive and cruel. "Love is
long-suffering," but resentment refuses to
suffer wrong. It causes one to continue in a
provoked state, whereas love "does not become provoked" in the first place. Further, we are told that love "does not keep
account of the injury." Resentment, however, makes one do the very opposite, to
dwel1 on the injury, going over it again
and again. Also, love "bears all things" and
"endures a\1 things." But resentment refuses to bear and endure. Truly, love takes
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out all the props on which one's resentment may rest.-l Cor. 13:4-7.
It will also help us better to combat resentment if we view it as a form of presumption and rebellion. It rebels at what
God permits and presumes to take GOd's
prerogatives to judge and chasti~e. It
makes us forget the admonition; "You
must not take vengeance nor have a grudge
against the sons of your people; and you
must love your fellow as yourself." "Return evil for evil to no one." "Do not avenge
yourselves, beloved, but yield place to the
wrath; for it is written: 'Vengeance is
mine, I will repay, says Jehovah.' Do not
let yourself be conquered by the evil, but
keep conquering the evil with the good."
-Lev. 19:18; Rom. 12:17, 19, 21.
So, if you ever feel resentment rising in
your breast or taking root in your heart,
stifle it, pluck it out! Tell yourself it is
too\1.sh, it is unjust, 'it h unloving and it is
presumptuous and rebellious. It may also
help if you do some soul searching, asking
yourself if it could be that there is some
hidden reason for your resentment. Remember, "the heart is more treacherous
than anything else and is desperate. Who
can know it?" asks God's prophet.--Jer.
17,9.
It may also help if you will look for opportunities to do the one who has offended
you a good turn; or to humble yourself by
asking that one to do you some slight favor. Do what you can along such lines,
and do not forget prayer. Pray for the one
that offended you; pray to God to help
you to overcome this resentment; pray
for wisdom and strength to deal with it.
And if all this is still without avail, go to
the one who has .offended you and talk it
over with him, in keeping witJ::t Jesus' command at Matthew 18:15-17.
So pursue peace of mind, contentment
and happiness by never nursing resentment.
AWAKE!

What accounts for
the paradox of in-

creased lawlen_
neSi at a lime
when there i. also
increased interest
in religion?

II
H

HAPPY group of ministers were driving home
from a midwinter graduation of missionaries. It was late at night
and the snow began to fall, causing the
roads to become very slippery. Coming to
a hill their auto got stuck. A stranger
with a larger car, noting their predicament, helped out by pushing their car
over the hill. In expressing appreciation
one of the group remarked about where
they had been and that they were returning to New York city. "New York?" exclaimed the stranger. "Why, you're heading in the opposite direction! You're not
far from Ohio!"
Were they chagrined! Inadvertently the
driver, unfamiliar with the route, had
turned west instead of east on reaching
the main highway. For more than three
hours they had been going in the wrong
direction, and it was past midnight before
they were back to where they started from.
But did they resent this stranger's telling
them of their mistake? Of course not!
They were only too glad to be set straight.
We should be at the same frame of mind
regarding whatever affects our interests.
If some well-meaning friend or stranger
tells us that we are making a mistake,
MAROH 22, 1959

rather than resent it, we should be willing
to listen; it may be that he has the truth
on his side. Nowhere is it more important
that we do this than in the field of religion.
This, therefore, is the course we recommend to all reading "Why the Religious
Paradox?"
A paradox, we are told, is "any phenomenon or action with seemingly contradictory qualities or
phases." Today a religious
paradox is to be observed,
particularly in the United
States. There religious interest
has so increased that pollsters
have repeatedly found that 95
percent of the population claims
to be Protestant, Cathollc or .Jewish. In view of such claims it is
not unreasonable to expect a very high
moral tone in the United States, especially since these religions subscribe to the
Ten Commandments, among which are:
"You must not murder. You must not commit adultery. You must not steal."-Ex.
20:13-15.
Yet what do we find? A paradox. Year
after year one sees more crime, more juvenile delinquency, more adult immorality,
more political corruption, more labor racketeering. Crime in 1957-1958 increased 12
percent over the previous year, whereas
the population increased about 2 percent.
Crime costs the people of the United
States $20,000,000,000 annually; three
times as much as education, ten times as
much as the people give to their churches.
According to Time~ .July 28, 1958, the
United States is "the most divorcing nation in Western Christendom."
Racial and religious prejudice and strife
are also on the increase. Since May, 1954,
when the Supreme Court ruled that schools
must be desegregated, there have been
more than eighty bombings or attempts at
5

bombing In the southern UnIted States, that appeared in The Christian Century,
seven of these being directed against Jew- April 9, 1958, under the heading, "CowIsh buildings.
boys or Shepherds?" It told of a meeting
ReligIous leaders are keenly aware of of ministers at which one speaker "dethis paradox. Thus The Chri8tian Century, scribed the difference between a cowboy
January 1, 1958, after telling of how nu- and a shepherd, with particular reference
merous Lutherans were in the state of to ministers and churches.... The speaker
Minnesota, went on to say: uThe Lutheran put the searching question to the preachHerald, official organ of the Evangelical ers: 'Are we cowboys or shepherds?' ...
Lutheran Church, recently urged Minne- The cowboys get the cattle together at insota Lutherans to 'take a look at some tervals and count them and brand them.
other statistics' before they start bragging
about their numbers. It suggested that examination of the state's record of crime
and alcol:).ol might prompt them to be
ashamed rather than proud of their predominance." The same religious periodical,
in its July 30, 1958, issue, stated that min-

isters at their summer conferences "recount their statistical successes, but nobody much impresses anybody that way
any more because everybody knows how
troublesome are the shadowed facts that
never quite get into the figures."
Also aware of this paradox is Dr. Henry
P. Van Dusen, dean of Union Theological
Seminary, New York city. Said he: "Religion is gaining ground but morality is
losing ground. This is one of the most surprising and overlooked facts in America
today. . . . Churches possess a larger and
wider allegiance than ever before, but
crime, alcoholism, divorce and sexual laxity are on the alarming increase." (Cosmopolitan, December, 1958) Jewish and
Catholic religious leaders have made similar statements.

Emphasis on Numbers
Why this religious paradox? There are
many reasons, one of which is that religious leaders and organizations put more
stress upon numbers than upon maturity;
upon quantity instead of upon quality.
Highlighting this weakness is the column
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The big thing is to count them and to make
sure that there are more than last year....
That is not too far removed from some ecclesiastical procedures. By an means count
them and put the denominational brand
on them ....
"The shepherd has a name older than
that of cowboy. And his chief concern is
not arithmetic; not how many do we have
thiCl time, not to have the biggest herd in
'.u<o dtate, but to follow the old injunction,
'Feed my sheep.' The danger for a church
which gets to have an inordinate appetite
for numbers is that its eyes will be fixed
on the roundup. It grows concerned to have
long lariats which can lasso the largest
numbers. . . _ The sheep cannot exist on
a diet of thistles.... It is exciting to see
cowboys in a rodeo. It is far more wonderful to see a shepherd leading his sheep
and feeding them."
The foregoing points truly are well taken. How can those professing to be Christians become morally and spiritually
strong when their pastors are more concerned with numbers than with the spiritual health of their flocks? Putting the emphasis on quality, Jesus said that many
would go upon the broad and spacious road
that leads off to destruction, whereas but
few would find and enter the narrow gate
and walk the cramped road that leads to
Jife.-Matt.7:13,14.
AWAKE!

contrary to the will of God • • • is • • . unChristian, • . . and is not supported by
dox of today is the compromising course Scripture." (New Outlook, November,
taken by the clergy. For example, a wife 1958) Going to the other extreme is clerasked if it were wrong for her to take gyman Adam Powell, whose church is said
money from her husband's trousers: "I do to have the largest membership of any in
not want to steal, but when I need a few the United. States. Being a Negro and his
dollars and have to beg and argue and be flock also, he flatters his listeners by harpyelled at, it is easier and better to help ing on their grievances, tickling their ears
myself. He has so much money that he instead of urging them to show brotherly
never misses it." Dr. Norman Vincent love, exercise patience and self-control and
Peale replied: "Help yourself. It's too bad to seek to lead exemplary lives.
you feel you must do it that way, but the
The religious paradox can also be acmoney is as much yours as his. When he counted. for in that the religious leaders
married you, his 'worldly goods' were con- themselves compromise the very principles
ferred upon you. You can hardly steal that they have vowed to uphold and teach. Thus
which belongs to you." (Look, December the Minneapolis Morning Tribune, Septem9, 1958) The apostle Paul told wives to be ber 3, 1958, told of Roman Catholic priest
in subjection "to their husbands in every- Rucker being fined $350 for seIling hard
thing." He also told Timothy to "reprove, liquor without a license and operating
reprimand, exhort, with all long-suffering gambling devices at a church picnic. When
and art of teaching," Dr. Peale prefers to the government agents arrived at the pictickle the ears of erring ones rather than nic such a disturbance was raised that one
to reprove and reprimand them, even as of the agents died of a heart attack and
the apostle Paul foretold would be the another was knocked. to the ground. Only
case!-Eph. 5~24; 2 Tim. 4:2, 3.
when the third drew his gun did the priest
Compromising must also be the charge step in and restore order. The priest grantlaid against the clergy as regards the ra- ed that the fine was fair; however, what
cial issue in the United States. Thus Time, he did object to was the resultant bad pubSeptember 15, 1958, told that "the hard- licity. What can be expected from the
hitting drive of New Orleans' Archbishop flocks when their pastors so openly flout
Joseph Francis Rummel against racial seg- the laws of the land'?
regation has petered out under pressure
from laymen and private opposition from Downgrading the Bible
many of the clergy, and the desegregation
But above all else, what accounts for the
that the archbishop planned for New Or- religious paradox is the downgrading of
leans parochial schools has been indefi- the Bible on the part of the religious leadnitely postponed." This was but one of a ers. The fundamentalists downgrade the
Bible in people's minds by their inconsistnumber of like incidents mentioned.
On the protestant side, a group of eighty ent and contradictory creeds and by their
Southern ministers met and declared: "We construing every expression in the Bible
resent the implication by certain liberal literally. Not knowing any different, the
ministers that it is unchristian to oppose people think that the Bible is a fundaintegration. We believe that integration is mentalist book and so lose the fear of God
CompromlB/ng

Another reason for the religious para-
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that the Bible Inculcates and their hold
No wonder the clergy cannot speak with
on the Bible's righteous principles.
authodty when they have only their own
Especially do the modernists downgrade judgment as a basis for what they say!
the Bible by their denial of its authentic- No wonder what they say makes so little
ity, inspiration and historical accuracy. impre6sion upon their flocks! How strikOne of their leading mouthpieces is Theol- ing the contrast between them and the
ogy Today. Its contributors would water Great .Teacher whose name they bear and
down the Bible record and have us believe in whose footsteps they profess to follow!
that the voice that Mos~s heard at the Jesus Christ, the Son of God, manifested
burning bush was from within his own full faith in the Hebrew Scriptures as being
heart, that the tenth plague that came his Father's Word, not only repeatedly
upon the Egyptians was merely a matter quoting from them and crediting their acof infants dying because of "poor hygienic count of creation, of the Deluge and of
conditions," etc.-April, 1957; October, Jonah as actually historical, but also expressly stating to God: "Your word is
1958.
truth."-John
17:17.
An even more notorious mouthpiece of
The
Bible
contains
revelations of God,
destructive modernistic criticism of the
his
purposes
and
dealings
with man; it furBible is the modern work The Interpreter's
ther
makes
known
God's
righteous princiBible~ a Bible commentary consisting of
ples.
We
cannot
discount
its claim to be
twelve large volumes and containing eight
the
divine
revelation,
we
cannot
question
million words. Its first volume has a series
of introductory articles, the first of which its miracles and historicity and yet expect
is "The Bible: Its Significance and Author~ to be able to quote it as an authority as
ity." How the Bible is downgraded therein to what is right and what is wrong, as to
is apparent from such remarks as this: what are the principles by which men
"When once we have set aside the infalli~ should live. If the religious leaders cannot
bility of the Scriptures, and have fully ad~ speak with earnestness and conviction,
mitted that the Christian believer or theo~ how ca.n their flocks take seriously the adlogian in his use of them must be guided monition given them? Again note by conin the last resort by his own conviction of trast the example of the Son of God:
truth, we admit in principle the right to "When Jesus finished these sayings, the
set aside some of the Bible content. . . . effect was that the crowds were astounded
It may well be asked, in view of all that at his way of teaching; for he was teach~
has been said, in what sense, if any, we ing them as a person having authority"
can properly speak of the Bible as the -as one that clearly understood what he
Word of God," From beginning to end are was talking about and spoke with the
to be found such speculative opinions as utmost conviction-"and not as their
that Moses did not write the Pentateuch, scribes."-Matt. 7: 28. 29.
that the basis for the book of Job is a
TrulY, when we consider the emphasis
myth and that the Gospel of Matthew was religiolls leaders put on numbers instead
not written by an eyewitness. And this is of spiritual maturity, how they comproone of the leading Protestant works that mise ill both word and action, and, above
clergymen, Sunday~school teachers and all, how they downgrade God's Word, we
others consult for their sermons and les- have the answer as to "why the religious
sons!
paradox?"
8
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The !ID£@3W
is now

a
tv "AWAUI" CORRUPONDENT IN SWEDEN

HE Swedish labor movement appeared
to be a helpless babe when it began in
1898 with finances that amoWlted to a
mere 56.97 kronor ($15.00). Employers
thought little of it. They manifested a
chilly, even a hostile, attitude toward it.
Today the story is very much different.
No longer is the Swedish Confederation
of Trade Unions (the LO) a babe. It is a
powerful giant whose favor employers and
political leaders seek. It comprises 1,400,000 members and has a capital of 400 million kronor. Economically the LO is looked
upon as a coequal of a big capitalist. Its
political power is so great that the government frequently consults it before making
an important decision.
When this giant had its sixtieth anniversary in August, 1958, it was lauded in
the press as "a vital sexagenarian." Among
the first ones to congratulate it were the
top men of the Confederation of Employers
Associations. Many persons considered this
as interesting proof of the extent to which
the attitude between labor and management has changed during the course of the
years. The fact that the LO is now a
mighty giant is undoubtedly the reason for
this change.

T
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When labOr unions first
started in Sweden, employers would send hired
men to create serious disturbances at union meetings. As the unions grew
in strength the employers
decided to organize into
an association that would
look after their interests
in the face of labor's increasing demands. As a
weapon it would employ
the lockout. The association
was organized in 1902, and
the first lockout was proclaimed
the next year in the engineering industry. Fifteen thousand men were affected. The next lockout came in 1905 and
lasted for five months. The settlement of
this dispute resulted in an agreement that
formally acknowledged lahor's right to
form unions and to have collective wage
agreements.

Tie with Social-Democratic Party
The initiating force that caused the
forming of the LO came from the SocialDemocratic political party. Around the
turn of the century Social-Democratic agitators actively participated in labor's negotiations. The aim was to eliminate the
great poverty in the country and to capture political rights for the working class.
The continued co-operation between unions and the political labor movement is
considered by many as having been of
great benefit to both parties.
At the LO's sixtieth anniversary Sweden's premier. Tage Erlander. stated:
"Social-Democracy in Sweden willingly admits its debt of gratitude to the union
movement. If we get contributions from it
we do not try to hide it, as other parties
do regarding those who contribute to their
treasuries. We are proud that the wage9

earners want to help Social-Democracy to
get influence."
Although the majority of workmen are
Social-Democrats, as is the premier, voices
are heard complaining that a workman's
dues to the union help support a political
party that he may not personally favor.
Another voice that lauded the LO at its
anniversary was that of J. Oldenbroek
from the Netherlands. He observed:
"There is no union movement anywhere
that has understood its task better and has
more hannoniously developed into a power
for the common good than has the union
movement in SWeden."

What Happened at Salt8jiJbaden1
A new epoch began as the result of an
agreement that was reached at Saltsj6baden, a small town outside Stockholm. Seven representatives of employers and seven
of employees met here to talk over their
problems. The result of the agreement
reached there created a new situation on
the labor market that gave rise to the
phrase "the Saltsjobaden spirit."
Before the agreement was made in 1937
there -had been many small and uncontrolled conflicts between management and
labor. The agreement was a big step toward
pacifying them. It was this same year that
the hated Akarp law was abolished. It was
enacted against labor on July 19, 1899. It
increased the punishment for threatening
or assaulting persons who were willing to
work during a strike.
At the meeting at Saltsjobaden it became apparent how strong the baby of
1898 had grown to be. The labor-union
movement now had to be considered as an
element of society. Even opposers had to
admit this.
Regarding union and employer relations,
the managing director of the Employers
Association, Bertil Kugelberg, said: "To
me the most essential thing about it was
10

that representatives of both parties could
get to know each other by being together
without constraint, get to know of each
other's aims and difficulties and lay the
groundwork for personal respect and
friendship." He added that the leaders of
industry today are very satisfied with the
spokesmen of labor when they meet to negotiate. "I want to express our thanks and
appreciation," Kugelberg said, "of the way
the LO has conducted negotiations. We
have met able, reasonable, well-informed
negotiators whom we have learned to
greatly appreciate and with whom also
many good jokes have been exchanged."
The Svenska Dagbladet, which is the
mouthpiece of the Employers Association,
WI'Ote editorially: "The Saltsj6baden spirit
has become the key word for this union
mentality which has so greatly benefited
both parties and thereby the national
household as a whole. In reality Sweden
has far fewer union conflicts than the
great majority of co:untries of somewhat
corresponding size. The LO deserves recognition for its no small part in achieving
this state of things."
One important provision in the SaltsjObaden agreement concerned the dismissing
of employees. An industrial concern must
not discharge workmen without previous
warning and without first discussing the
matter with the local organization.

Attitude Toward War
At the party congress of 1900 the labor
movement's attitude toward war was decided upon and the following was stated:
"The Swedish Social-Democracy, like its
brother parties abroad, is absolutely opposed to all militarism .... The same interests that are inimical to the people and
which are at work all over the world in
order to expand militarism are carrying
on their game in our country also.'
A WAKE/

Workmen were exhorted to render "en- various trades. Young people have grown
ergetic, planned resistance" and not to accustomed to earning money easily withapprove of the smallest increase in the out having any specialized training.
allowance for armaments. This line of
Although Sweden's labor movement bas
thought, however, was abandoned in 1914 grown from a babe to a powerful giant
when World War I broke out. For twenty- and has conquered many obstacles, its fufive years Sweden has
ture is not free from
had a Social-Demoimposing difficulties.
READ THE NEXT ISSUE
• Can a police ofrlcer arbitrarily imprison a
cratic government
Regarding this the
penon who has done no wrong without hav.
Ing to a".wer to the law for his <::onducU
premier sai.d that "tM.
that has repeatedly
The Supreme Court of Canada answered Nol
future, so far as we
asked for and received
On the lame day it ruled that the premier
of Quebec hlmaelf COuld not uu his power
now discern, will no
increased sums for arto force out Of business a man whose reli.
gion he did not like. Read about it in the
doubt again confront
maments. At present
next i"ue.
almost three billion
e Few find satllfaction In their work. In a the labor movement
highly indu,triali:r.ed society many work only
kronor a year is set
with situations very
to make a living. Will the situation ever
change? Read the next iuue.
difficult
to handle and
aside for armaments.
• posture ia a controlling factor in personal
eppearanCe, physical health and mental dl,.
The critical state of
which will call for conpOI(tlon. L.earn what you clln do about it In
sciousness of responsiworld affairs appears
the article "Coping with the Poltur, Prob·
lem." N".xt (llue.
bility and visionary
to have been the force
that caused labor
outlook." He and othto change from its antimilitary policy. er Swedish leaders seem to sense that
the1"e are very d'lfficul.t times abead.
Fight for Better Conditions
Trouble is to be expected because we
Among the many guests at LO's anni- are living in the last days of the present
versary feast was the president of the Nor- system of things, the "time of the end."
wegian LO. He told newspaper reporters Shortly God will destroy this wicked systhat it is more difficult nowadays to fight tem and usher in a new system of things
ideologically for better living conditions in which righteousness will dwell. This ex·
because there no longer exists any acute pressing of God's righteous indignation bematerial want in this part of the world. cause of the wickedness of this world will
He said that people should have an auto- be the worst trouble that labor, managemobile and a telephone. He calIed these ment and political governments will ever
"noble necessities." He observed that even have experienced. "For then there will be
when people are wen off they always desire great tribulation such as has not occulTed
to get something still better.
since the world's beginning until now, no,
The question of wages always turns up nor will occur again."-Matt. 24:21.
at labor conferences, but because of in·
There will be no need for giant labor
flation, a crowded labor market and in~ unions to represent and to protect work.
creased international competition, unions ing men in the new system of things that
are no longer making such loud demands will follow this time of trouble. Under the
as they did in the past. The economic sit- rule of God's kingdom al1 humans will do
uation has become more difficult. Already what was long ago commanded: "You must
many industries have had to cut down on love your fellow as yourself." (Lev. 19:18)
production.
How can the workman be oppressed and
One of the most difficult problems ap- unfairly treated when everyone exercises
pears to be in the training of youth for the love for one another?
MAROH !t, 1959
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OST wives do not

M expect their hus-

bands to become the chief
cook and bottle washer
of the house. They do not expect them to
do the work of the maid, the laundress, the
charwoman or the houseboy, although
they recognize that there may be times
when circumstances might force them to
fin these roles for a brief period of time,
and some men like to help in the kitchen
and with other household chores. But
wives- find no lasting pleasure when husbands do the cooking, the sewing and the
shopping, and then moan about it. What'
a wife wants is a husband that will be a
father to his children, a good provider that
sees that the bills are paid, a man that is
firm and stable, someone she can deeply

Christian wives want their husbands to
be the head of the family and not just partners in the family arrangement. It is proper for them to feel that way, because the
Bible states that wives are to be in subjection to their husbands "as to the Lord,
because a husband is head of his wife as
the Christ also is head of the congregation." Christian wives do not enjoy taking
the lead in family affairs. They do not
want to be forever the one that does the
deciding of the places to go and things to
see and do. They look to their husbands to
take the lead that is theirs. It would be
refreshing to many women to hear their
husbands say: "Honey, no dishes for you
tonight. We're going to Lu Chow's restaurant for dinner." At least that would be
a change from that old familiar question
so often asked in many homes: ''Where
shall we eat tonight, dear?" The man that

respect.
But before she can show deep respect for
a man, he must show himself worthy of it.
Certainly an unreliable provider, a tramp,
or a drtn1kard is not worthy of her deep
respect simply because he is of the male
sex. A husband must win the love and
respect of his wife. How can he do it?
Wives appreciate a husband that is
loving and considerate; one that is
kind and affectionate, not overly critical and never harsh; one that is
gentle, but firm. They would like their
husband to have a sense of humor,
good taste and appreciation. They
want him to be mature and resolute, ,
a man that knows what he wants 01!t"Ji~~f.
of life and gets it.
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assumes the initiative wins the respect of
his wife. She appreciates his taking the
Jead.-Eph. 5: 22, 23.
Wives look for more in marriage than
a male roommate. They are willing to aocept the fact that a man's job demands
much of his time, talent and attention. But
they would have husbands know that a
good home and a happy family are deserving of some of that time and attention
too. Wives often are heard to complain:
"As soon as my husband comes home he
heads for the basement and there he works
until late at night. We hardly know that
he is around. On weekends the children and
I have our religious activities while he
goes off either fishing or golfing. You have
no idea how thankful I am when it rains
on weekends! It is usually our only chance
to see something of him."
Some husbands become selfish, irrespon~
sible individuals. They pennit their hobbies or outside interests to allow them to
evade or ignore their obligations to home
and family. Some of this is sheer thought~
Jessness or a kind of little~boy enthusiasm
that wives are not too keen about. It is a
life in which a mature, responsible married
adult cannot afford to indulge.
An unreasonable share of married men's
time and money is often absorbed by out~
side recreation. The number of wives that
bewail their husbands' obsession with hunt~
ing, fishing, bowling, boating or some other
pastime is astounding. These men share
liWe interest in home life and have little
or no time for their wives whom they have
sworn to love and cherish.
Where this aloofness exists, tbere is also
a great strain on the mental health of
young children. Dr. Leonard Duhl of the
Health, Education and Welfare Depart~
ment is quoted as saying that many children do not get to see their fathers often
enough. "The disturbed, upset children
live in a strictly feminine world and know
MAROH 22, 1959

their fathers only as night-time residents
and weekend guests." This lack of association with the father tends to upset the
mental stability of male children especially. They find it difficult to understand what
it means to be masculine.

Marriage Is Not Singleness
Wives may sympathize with husbands
that have a great craving for freedom, but
they would like to remind the head of the
house that by becoming husbands they
have agreed to give up a measure of that
freedom for the sake of the marriage union. Marriage may mean their giving up
some personal hobbies, boyhood ambitions
and nights out with the "boys." After you
get married is no time to find this out,
however. If you are the type of man that
cannot let go with both hands of the freedom and easy living that goes with singleness, then do not get married, because you
cannot have your cake and eat it too. A
married man with a single man's ideas is
just asking for trouble.
Husbands are not the only ones that lose
a measure of freedom when they get married; wives do too, do not forget. Husbands
may complain about that fenced-in feeling
after they get married; wives may experience it too. Wives say that if husbands
want to go places and do things they have
no objections as long as they take their
wives with them. But most wives think it
unfair that they be left home alone with
the children time after time. Of course,
some prefer it that way, but not many do.
Experience has proved that the more married couples do things together the sooner
that fenced-in feeling gives way to an appreciation of each other's company.
How often comes the legitimate complaint from wives: "Rarely do we go out
together any more. He leaves most decisions to me. We share almost no interests.
When I want to go for a walk or to a movie,
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he ,says ne's too tlrea. 1 nnd myself dividing my time between my job and my
daughter. My husband has become less like
a husband and father and more like a casual visitor or a paying guest. I have often
asked myself, Am I too dom1nating~ If I
am, I can say it is largely because of his
passivenes~. He has left all the money
management and household business to me.
I have tried to encourage him to take the
initiative, but he won't do it. What am I
to do? Should i let my l1fe, the child's
life and his life go to waste just because
he won't do anything?" If a husband lacks
initiative or headship, has an aloof attitude and self-pity, it only aggravates the
difficulties in married life, A wife wants
her husband to shoulder his responsibility
and not pass it on to her to carry. Her
load. is big enough without having his to
bear.
Both parties in marriage must work for
an interdependence and not for independence. A husband with an independent
streak will find it difficult to live a mar-·
ried life and endure his wife's combination
of weaknesses, whimpers, doubts and demands. But wives appreciate a husband
that learns the meaning of their moods and
undercurrents and becomes extraordinarily aware of them. At times she will complain, blame and praise the husband in
consecutive breaths. In one moment she
will try to impress him with her resourcefulness and independence, and in another
moment she will be pouting for his attention. There will be times when the husband may wonder if it is humanly possible
to satisfy his wife and make her happy,
and there may be times when he will wonder if it is worth the trouble of trying.
On Monday she may be in a talkative mood.
Tuesday she may not say a word to you all
day. Wednesday you are all wrong and a
bore no matter what you do. Thursday
you did nothing, but you are simply won-
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derfu). Friday everything delights her.
Saturday you may be back In the doghouse.
SWlday you see the girl you married, soft
and tender and very loving. A wife expects
her husband to learn the special meaning
behind her looks, her sudden attentions
and inattentions and how to cope with
them. She does not want to go into any
reasonable explanation of why she is the
way she is, because most likely she does
not know herself.
Little Thin{J8 Mean a Lot
There are many things that wives do,
desire and enjoy that may appear trivial
to their husbands. Still these things are
very important to women and women are
very sensitive about them. For example,
your wife may want you to hold her hand.
You might think it childish and refuse,
yet it may be very important to her. It is
a source of strength and encouragement to
her. She may want you to talk to her at
times. You may be busy. But she may feel
that no man should be too busy to talk to
his wife, especially when she asks him to.
If you refuse to talk to her, she may conclude that your work or other people mean
more to you than she does.
Listen to her when she wants you to;
she usually listens to you when you speak:.
Her conversation may be dull and uninteresting, but your wife may measure your
intere$t in her by your interest in her af·
fairs. If you find what she has to say dull,
she may think that you also find her dull
and monotonous. She needs someone she
can trust to help her think out her problems aloud. And since it is quite impossible
to separate your wife from her weaknesses,
then the best thing to do is to learn to
live graciously with them all.
Most women want to be beautiful. They
enjoy dressing up in gowns and frills to
please their husbands. But when they do
dress up, they want their husbands to noAWAKEJ

tice them and to tell them how lovely they
look. She wants to look ner best so that
her husband will be pleased with her when
others say, UIsn't Mr. John'S wife beauti~
tuI? She takes such good care of herself."
There are times when a wife wants her
husband to dress up, shave a little closer
than usual and look his dapper best. She
enjoys, as it were, showing: him off before
others. Wives want their husbands to be
neat, clean and tidy all the time.
Women may feel that they have to prove
their continued attractiveness to men, or
else their husbands will take them for
granted. A wife feasts on her husband's
compliments and reassurances that she is
the only one. Each year as a woman
grows older it becomes more important
for a husband to let his Wife know freely
how much she is wanted, loved and needed.
Everyone desires to be loved and wanted.
And what could possibly make a woman
feel more like a woman than knowing she
is loved and needed by her husband?
It is remarkable how a little spontaneous
husbandly affection can take a woman's
mind off her worries. Love, affection and
attention are not luxuries. They are essential foods for the body and mind. The
Bible commands: "Husbands ought to be
loving their wives as their own bodies.
He who loves his wife loves himself, for
no man ever hated his own flesh, but he
feeds and cherishes it." Therefore, "let
each one of you individually so love his
wife as he does himself; on the other hand,
the wife should have deep respect for her
husband." A man. that so loves his wife
will have the deep' respeCt of his wife.
-Eph. 5:28, 29, 33.
A wife may tolerate almost anything
from her husband but indifference. A husband's indifference may be understandable,
but it is never constructive. Let him show
that he is interested. Wives prefer little
affection, rather than a mechanical show
MARCH 22. 1959

of it. They want their love to be wann Md
genuine.
Some husbands find it difficult to show
their wive$ that tbey''8.re affectionate Md
really close to them. These husbands may
express their affection by providing their
wives with gifts like a dishwasher, a washing machine, a new radio or a television
set. But wives will have you know that
gifts do not take the place of a husband's
love. "Money is nothing to sneeze s.t,"
said one woman, "but I think a husband's
eterna110ve beats a hundred mink coats."
A wife wants to hear her husband's reassurances and feel the strength of his arms
around her. She must be convinced that
his chase for other women is over. She
needs him to be close to her because he
gives meaning to her struggle for existence.
You can demonstrate your love for your
wife by the look on your face when you
greet her and by the tenderness with which
you treat her. When you come home from
work, greet her in a manner that she will
feel that you love her and that you are glad
to see her, When she sees your eyes light
up and feels a warmth come over you that
no one else gets, she will feel deeply pleased
and she will love you all the more for it.
Most wives ask for no more than that same
happy, welcoming look you have when you
greet old friends. Is that too much to ask
for?

Nagging Husbands
A man has no right to make his wife
feel inadequate as a housewife. He should
help her to become the wife he wants her
to be. A nagging man is no better than a
contentious woman: "And the contentions
of a wife are as a leaking roof that drives
one away." A husband's constant dissatisfaction may fill his wife with resentment,
making her hostile toward him. It may
even drive her away. Being her husband
does not give you the right to be a tyrant.
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If you continue to find fault with her, you
will cause her to feel abnormal and she will
come to feel unwanted and unloved. She
may even come to hate you for it. Remem·
ber the Scriptural admonition that "love
builds up," that "love is 10ng·sufIering and
obligIng," that "it bears all things, be·
lieves all things, hopes all things, endures
all things. Love never fails." Show warm
love for your wife, the love you promised
to show in your marriage vow.-Prov. 19:
13; 1 Cor. 8:1; 13:4, 7,8.
Exercise extreme ca.ution as to what you
say about your wife's work. You might
think she was made for better things, but
.if you even so much as hint or suggest
that you are ashamed of what she is doing,
you are treading on dangerous ground. In
fact, you are about to break her heart.
Whatever you do, do not point out how
much better other wornen are doing or can
do certain things. Neither set yourself up
as an example. Despite1:)1e quality of her
work, the wife's desire is to please her
husband and no one feels any worse than
she when she fails. Housework is easier
if husbands are appreciative.

Perhaps nothing is more appreciated by
a wife than when a husband takes the lead
in religious instruction at home and in the
congregation. This is as it should be, ac·
cording to the Bible, which says: "And
you, fathers, do not be irritating your children, but go on bringing them up in the
diSCipline and authoritative advice of Jehovah." This responsibility husbands usually like to pass on to their wives. Never·
theless, it still remains the husband's load
to carry. And when he shoulders it, both
he and the family are made happier and
benefit greatly because of it.-Eph. 6:4.
Christian wives thoroughly appreciate
it when their husbands read to them out
of the Bible, or discuss religious subjects
with them. It gives the woman the spiritual lift that she needs. In the theocratic
household considering the morning's text,
going to meetings together, singing and
praying together creates a loving spiritual
bond in the family that only death can
break. Christian women want their husbands to be theocratic, that is, they want
their husbands to stand up for what is
truth and right. They gain strength from
a man that displays strong conviction and
Home and Religious Activities
demonstrates deep love for God. They
Wives want their husbands to take part deeply respect his humility in prayer and
in home activities. They would be greatly the Christian way that he does his work.
encouraged to see their husbands take an
So women want their men to be real
active interest in rearing their sons and
husbands and fathers. They want them to
daughters. Too many busbands desert their
family, because they are too busy making be leaders, comforters, cOWlSelors 'and
a living: A boy or girl growing up should teachers in the home. They want them to
observe not only the mother at work in follow the apostle Peter's advice, that is,
the home, but also the father. They should to assign them "honor as to a weaker ves·
learn to distinguish between masculine and sel, the feminine one.'1 And husbands can
feminine pursuits. A father's tastes and carry out all these proper desires of their
enthusiasm are natw'ally catching. His Christian wives without having to be sulove for such things as music, literature, permen. They need just to fulfill Paul's
art and religion become the center of in· command: "Stay awake, stand firm in the
terest of his family. By a husband sharing faith, carryon as men, grow mighty. Let
in some of the home Jife a wife's load is all your affairs take place with love."
made lighter and more delightful.
-1 Pet. 3:7; 1 Cor. 16:13.
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THE BIRTH OF
FRANCE'S FIFTH REPUBLIC
N June I, 1958, 329 French depu~
ties voted General de Gaulle into
power. So doing they put the French
Parliament out of business for nearly
a year and opened the road to oblivion for the Fourth French Republic.
It was just six months later that
France had a new constitution, a
Fifth Republic and a drastically modi:fled National Assembly.
General de Gaulle has not taken
the position of a dictator as some
feared that he would. He has insisted
on doing things legally and constitutionally. Because he was convinced
that the Constitution was to blame
for much of the instability of the
Fourth Republic he set out as his
first task the writing of a new
constitution. This was done
with the help of one of the

public was proclaimed on Sepw
tember 21, 1792. It lasted seven
years.
Following the fall of Napoleon I
in 1814 there was a period of limited
monarchies. These were the governments of Louis XVIII, Charles X and
Louis Philippe. Each had its own con w
stitution. The proletarian revolution
of February 24, 1848, overthrew this
form of government. On the following
day the Second French Republic was
proclaimed. On November 4 a new
republican constitution was written
and adopted. Louis Napoleon, the
nephew of Napoleon I, was made
the first president of this second
republic. Within four years he
had a new constitution written
and had himself made emperor.
This brought an end to the
chief GauUist theorists,
short-lived Second Republic.
Michel Debre. De Gaulle
The government of Louis
planned on submitting it
Napoleon fell in 1870. In
for public approval by
the following year elecBy "Awakel" correspondent In Franco
means of a referendum.
tions were held that proHe promised fresh parliamentary and duced a National Assembly of 650 mem w
presidential elections if his constitutional bers. More than 400 of them had monarchw
reforms for setting up a Fifth Republic istic tendencies. The royalists tried to rew
were accepted. This promise has been kept. store the monarchy but failed to agree
upon which of two pretenders to the throne
France's Constitutional Background
should be king. The quarrel continued llnw
The significance of these constitutionw til January 30, 1875, when a compromise
al reforms can be better appreciated if republican solution was voted by 353 to
something is known about the constitu- 352 votes. By a onewvote majority the
tional past of France. France has had Third Republic was born.
about fifteen constitutions since the revThe opponents to the Third Republic
olution in 1789. These have been the were never really reconciled to the repubw
framework for republics, monarchies and lican idea. Within a few short years two
even dictatorships. The First French Re w attempts were made to turn it into a
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"strong-man" regtme. Thls opposition con..
tinued throughout the sixty-five yean of
the ThIrd Republic.
It was the fear of 8 return to one-man
rule that paved the way for a weak government during the .years of the Third
Republic. Durlng this period governments
came and f~ll at the rate of one every
eight months. France tinally had a durable
Republic but not a durable government.
A solution for its problem had yet to be
found when World War II terminated the
Third French RepubliC in 1940.
The Fourth French Republic was born
after the war. Its constitution of 1946 gave
it an all-powerful National Assembly, a
weak Senate (Council of the Republic)
and a figurehead president. Stability was
not possible under this arrangement Its
legislative assembly was divided into a dozen or mOre political groups. Since its government depended upon shaky coalitions, it
is small wonder that it was in danger of
fal110g apart at each vote. No less than
twenty-one governments fell during the
twelve years of the Fourth Republic.
Most political commentators agree that
there is little hope for establishing a political system in France that consists of only
two or three parties. General de Gaulle is
well aware of this. As early as June, 1946,
he advocated what seemed to him to be
the only solution to France's problem and
that was a weaker legislative assembly
and a stronger presidency. This speech
aroused much indignation at the time.
Many Frenchmen accused him of Bonapartism. Nevertheless, the new constitution of the Fifth Republic faithfully reflects the main ideas expressed by De
Gaulle at that time.

its citiZens equality before the law "with~
out diftinctIon of orlgin, race or rellgion."
It "respects all bellefs," and Its principle
Is "government of the people, by the people
and for the people." Polltical parties are
free to operate provided they "respect the
principles of national SOVereignty e.nd democracy."
The principal innovation of this constitution Is the role of the president of the
RepubUc. He is no longer a figurehead
but possesses powers that even exceed
those granted to the president of the
United States. He is elected for seven years
by a college of about 75,000 "notables."
These consist of senators, deputies, representatives of elected assemblies of French
oversetlS territories, local government
counselors and additional voters for towns
of over 30,000 inhabitants. The president
appoints the prime minister and has the
right to dissolve Parliament and to call for
new elections. He can "take whatever steps
are required by the circumstances" in the
event of a national emergency. Ite also
has the power to "negotiate and ratify
treaties."
Parliament in this Fifth Republic is composed of a National Assembly of deputies
elected by the people and a Senate elected
by the notables. Since the executive and
legislative branches of government are now
separated, government ministers can no
longer retain seats in Parliament.
Only major subjects such as personal
freedom, military service, taxes, education,
social welfare and the budget will be legislated by Parliament. Other matteI'S will
be handled by decree. To prevent the National Assembly from overturning the government every few months, as before, the
ConstItution stipulates that the prime minConstitution of the Fifth Republic
ister can be overthrown only on a motion
In the new constitution France is de- of censure that is signed by one tenth of
fined as an "indivisible, lay, democratic the deputies and voted by a majority of
and social Republic" that guarantees to all the total membership of the Assembly.
18
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A Constitutional Council is provided in

the Constitution that will test all new

or~

ganic laws. Its function is somewhat similar to that of the United States Supreme
Court.
The Constitution offers the overseas territories of France the choice of retaining

their present status of direct rule by Paris,
or of becoming an overseas department
of France or of becoming members of a
new French Community with limited autonomy.

These are the main points of the Constitution that General de Gaulle submitted
to the French people by 11 speech he gave
on September 4, 1958. Each registered voter received a copy of this speech, a printed
copy of the Constitution and two slips of
paper. On each slip of paper appeared this

question: "Do you approve the Constitution submitted to you by the Government
of the Republic!" One slip had a big Oui
under the Question and the other a big Non.
The choice was made by the people on September 28, 1958.
The Referendum
Politically speaking, there was no real
excitement in the September referendum.
This was probably due to the fact that
there was little doubt as to the results. It
was a foregone conclusion that the Oui's
would have it. The semilegal coup d'etat
in May had left the country in a political
vacuum that had to be filled. The people
were sick and tired of the Fourth Republic's governmental merry~go-round. They
had little choice but to vote for De Gaulle's
Constitution. No serious alternative was
proposed by t~e opponents to it.
In the baCkgroWld lurked the threat of
out-and-out fascist dictatorship. Regarding
this the newspaper Le Monde said: "At
the present time there is only one rampart
separating the republic from fascism: the
person of General de Gaulle."
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There is little doubt that this fear was
shared by the greater number of the
French ~ople. For them the choice was
less a question of yes or no to the cJ.ra1't
of the Constitution than yes or no to De
Gaulle. From that standpoint it must be
stated that the political climate in France
last autumn was too stonny to allow for
a calm acceptance or rejection of the proposed Constitution based on its merits.
The referendum, therefore, took on the
form of a plebiscite for De Gaulle.
Some of the Constitution's opponents
maintained that De Gaulle himself constituted a IJlenace, but few Frenchmen believe that he is aspiring to be a dictator.
He is known to be authoritative and is
liable to quit if he does not get his way,
but he is not known to force his will on
others. The majority felt that if they voted
Non, De Gaulle would go back to his village
and leave the muddle for someone else to
straighten out. For them De Gaulle was
less of a risk than that unknown someone
else.
The most serious objections were those
raised by such republicans as PieITe
Mendes~France and Fran!;Ois Mittera.nd
Mendes-France considered the new constitution to be "dangerous for democracy."
Mitterand thought the proposed new regime smacked of Louis Philippe or Louis
Napoleon. He said: "The only question I
am asking myself today is this: I do not
imagine that de Gaulle, at sixty-eight
years of age, has written a constitution
just for himself, so has he, like the (predominantly monarchist) writers of the
1875 constitution, got something in mind
that he has not expressed 1"
But these fears did not inflUence the majority of the French voters. Four out of
five voted Qui to the proposed constitution.
Of the eighteen overseas territOries, only
French Guinea voted Non. It is estimated
that more than one million fonner Com-
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monist voters in France disregarded the
party's orders and voted fo< De Gaulle.

The Parli<unentary and
Presidential Electlolis
'With 80 percent of the voting public ap-.
proving his blueprint for the Fifth Republic, De Gaulle proceeded to prepare the
promised parliamentary elections. His first
aim was to choose a voting system that'
would produce a workable National Assembly.
lie evidently came to the conclusion that
it was in the best interests of the country
to adopt a voting system that would drastically cut Communist representation. Proportional representation had given the
Communists one quarter of the total seats
in the Assembly, in exact proportion to the
25 percent of the electorate who had regularlY voted for them since the war. But
these deputies have been treated,like untouchables by other parties because of
their Moscow-inspired political philosophy.
This isolation of the largest single parliamentary group contributed in no small
me3sure to the political instability of

France.
De Gaulle chose a voting system that
produced a National Assembly that is overwhelmingly dominated by the Right. The
elections took place in two rounds. first on
November 23 and then on November 30.
On the first ballot a candidate needed an
absolute majority (half the votes plus one)
to be elected. Only forty-two deputies were
elected on November 23 because there were
five or six contenders in most constituencies. On the second ballot the candidates
wiID the most votes won. The Communists
had a poor showing. They dropped from
149 seats in the Assembly to ten in the
preg.ent one.
It was evident from the voting that
mal1Y electors wanted to give De Gaulle a
20

chance to put things straight. They also
wanted a change of faces in the new National Assembly. Of the 544 deputies in
the previous Assembly only 146 were reo.
elected. Among the defeated were MendesFrance. ex-premiers Bourges-Maunoury,
Daladier, Edgar Faure and Ramadier. exForeign Minister Christian Pineau and
Communist leader Jacques Duclos.
It was three weeks after the parliamentary elections that the presidential elections took place. The candidates were General de Gaulle, Georges Marrane (Communist) and Albert Chatelet (non-Communist
Left). According to the new constitution
the president is elected by a college of notables. These voted on December 21. 1958,
and, as expected, the majority chose General de Gaulle as the new Chief Executive
of the French state. The new legislative
assembly is due to begin its regular sessions on April 28, 1959.
Many people inside and outside France
are wondering how the newly born regime
will fare. Some fear that there may be
danger, not in De Gaulle, but in Gaullism.
They believe the Gaullist tidal wave has
brought with it many reactionaries and
other extremists who are much farther to
the Right than the new president himself.
They wonder if he will be able to control
them or if they are not using him to prepare their own ascension to power. Only
time will tell.
The French people hope that the Fifth
Republic will provide a more stable government than those that have gone before.
However. there is an ever-increasing number of Frenchmen who are coming to know
that the only lasting guarantee for governmental stability. economic prosperity
and security is the Kingdom of God. and
it is that kingdom that they recommend
to all men.
AWAK1iJ!

caliber rifie while driving a tractor
on his father's fann. The bullet severed the main (femoral) artery to
the leg and considerable blood loss
resulted. Lewis Holland took his
son to the hospital but directed that
no blood be administered. When going to the operating room Donald
said to his father: "Don't let them
give me blood, Dad." By the administration of dextran the operation was successfully performed
and the surgeon described the boy's
leg as being in "surprisingly good
condition." In spite of this, Donald
failed to rally, though a real effort
HE above and many other sensational was made by the doctors to save his life.
headlines reported to the people of He died nine days later.
Canada the stories of two children of JeDuring Donald's illness doctors, newshovah's witnesses whose parents refused papers, radio and clergy urged that blood
to allow them to be given blood transfu- be administered, alleging that it could save
sions. Since God's Word, the Bible, in- his life. Though under great pressure, the
structs his people to "abstain from blood," parents stood stanchly by their faith in
Jehovah's witnesses refuse to accept blood God and their obedience to his command
transfusion for themselves or their fami- to "abstain from blood."
lies, even if it is recommended by doctors.
Slanted news stories left the impression
The question had arisen before, but the with the public that the heartbroken parrecent instances involving fourteen-year- ents, respectable and God-fearing Chrisold Donald Holland of Neepawa, Manitoba, tian people, had been measurably responand newborn Lori Lynn Campbell of New- sible for the death of their son. Lewis
market, Ontario, caused an unprecedented Holland issued this fine statement to the
furor through press, radio and television. press: "We loved our boy. We were willing
Efforts were made to force the parents and ready to accept any operation, any
to agree to administration of blood. Many treatment that was advised by our doctors,
n~wspapers demanded that the law be
short of disobeying God's law with respect
changed so doctors could administer treat- to the sanctity of blood .... We are comment even against the parents' wishes. Le- forted in the knowledge that Almighty
gal proceedings were begun to have cus· God, Jehovah, will bring Donald back to
tody of the children transferred from the life in the resurrection made possible by
parents to the state agency known as the the sacrifice of His Son, Christ Jesus: Even
Children's Aid Society. The Society could as Abraham knew that if he obeyed Jehothen ignore the decision of the parents. vah God he would once again see Isaac
The first case occurred November 4, brought to life to be with him, so we be1958, and involved Donald Holland, son of lieve that by being faithful to God's comMr. and Mrs. Lewis Holland. Donald was mand we have not taken the chance of
accidentally shot in the thigh by a .22 losing Donald forever."
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The distorted imp.....ion left by the public news services caused some thinkingpeople to express their very real sense of outrage. Even though the medical profession
was involved in the controversy. Dr. A. G.
Dandenault of Winnipeg wrote tn the
press: "I am unable to think of a display
of greater inhumanity than that shown by
the press, radio, the St. Boniface hospital
and the attorney-general towards the bereaved Holland family. . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Holland, I believe, merit admiration and
sympathy from the public at large. They
have certain religious tenets by which
their actions and their lives are governed.
. . . They have suffered all the agony,
grief and anguish that any other normal parents would under similar, circumstances; but as if this was not enough
the above named agencies dramatized this
sad incident to the utmost in a repulsive,
opprobrious and contemptuous manner,"
Dr. H. Angus Boright of Montreal said
in a letter to the Montreal Gazette: "I
would take exception to the article printed
in The Gazette under the headline 'Denied
blood by faith, boy dies of wounds.' This
statement would seem to imply that had
the boy received blood, his life would have
been saved. Perhaps such an implication is
unfair to both the parents and the Jehovah's Witness sect in general.... By implication the story suggests that the loss of
blood was largely responsible for the boy's
death, yet, although the accident occurred
on Nov. 4, he did not die until Nov. 14. Such
an interval is strong evidence against the
likelihood that blood loss alone was responsible, for if such were the case death
would have occurred shortly after the accident.•.. blood transfusions per se would
not necessarily have altered the ultimate
course.... The loss of a son is one thing
but to be accused publicly (by inference)
of partial responsibility for that death is
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the Inhumane act of an Irresponsible
press."
Strangely enough, at Edmonton, Alberta, there was a similar accident at the very
same time, when a teen-age chUd was shot
in the leg. Her parents were not Jehovah's
witnesses and much blood was transfUsed,
but she died anyhow.

Lori Lynn Campbell
Following the death of Donald Holland,
there was born on December 8, 1958, to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Campbell, both Jehovah's witnesses, a daughter, Lori Lynn.
The baby was born with the blood factor
known as Rh negative. Standard medical
procedure for such cases is a draining and
replacement of blood, a replacement transfUsion. The parents refused to allow blood
transfusion. Despite pressure, Kenneth
Campbell maintained his covenant to obey
God and said: "We have a faith we will
stand on. We are not interested in public
opinion, we are interested in the laws of
Jehovah the Creator. A child belongs to
its parents. They are responsible for it, no
one else is."
The very fact of refusal, however, blew
up a tidal wave of pressure in the press.
Emotional articles whipped up hysteria.
One Toronto paper, The Telegram, carried five large articles about blood transfusion in one issue, including an editorial
demanding government interference. A
sudden court hearing was arranged for
Saturday afternoon, December 13, on notice of an hour and fifteen minutes. An
effort was made to hurry Mr. CampbeJI
to court without even giving him a chance
to communicate with his attorney. The
Children's Aid Society asked the court to
take the baby from her parents as a 'neglected' child. By rush procedure the officials brought the case before a man called
Judge Stewart of the Family Court, a
former clergyman who had never been a
AWAKEI

qualified lawyer. Since this was a religious
issue in which clergyman Stewart's church
had taken an opposite view, it was a mockery of justice t6 bring the case before a
man whose religious' training and background, together with his lack of legal
knowledge, made it impossible for him to
weigh the matter with an open mind. The
"trial" was held in the hospital. After a
battle that went on from 5 p.m. till 11:30
p.m. the clergyman-judge gave custody to
the State, as might have been expected.
Blood transfusions were given. The baby
was released to her parents almost a month
later.

Public Opinion
At the beginning of these cases, public
opinion ran very strongly against Jehovah's witnesses. There was a great publlc
clamor and much editorial demand for legislation to give medical doctors authority
to administer treatment regardless of the
parents. Comments of some clergymen,
among them Rabbi Rosenberg of Toronto,
were reported in the Toronto Daily Btar
(December 10, 1958): "Dr. Rosenberg added that anyone of the 613 laws in the
Jewish Mosaic law can be broken if the
action contributes to saving a specific life.
... 'Transfusion is saving life. Everything
else is secondary.' .. He accused Jehovah's
witnesses of "contributing to murder."
The rabbi says that, even if God's law
does prohibit use of blood, he will break
the law. This is most serious, in view of
the Scriptural warning at Deuteronomy
27: 26. "Cursed is the one who will not put
the words of this law in force by doing
them." This rabbi cannot be of the same
faith as the faithful Jews who refused under pain of death to bow to Nebuchadnezzar's image. (Dan., chap. 3) They did not
-regard saving life as more important than
God's principles. For their integrity Jehovah delivered them.
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So much interest was aroused that the
govemment-owned Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation arranged for a twelve-minute
telecast conceming the work of Jehovah's
witnesses. Scenes were shown of Jehovah's
witnesses going from house to house in
the ministry, street-comer preaching, pictures of the Branch office in Toronto, and
a congregational meeting. The program
was fair and informative. It did much to
allay prejudice.
The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society took a strong stand on behalf of the
parents. Amid the barrage of opposing
publicity, official statements were issued to
show that Jehovah's witnesses will obey
God's Word at all costs, and the statement
was made: "You don't need a theological
degree to understand the Bible. Transfus. ing blood and eating it are the same thing
and to authorize it would be to go against
the decree of God. The parents would not
hold back anything to preserve the health
of their daughter, but we cannot treat
blood in that way. Blood is sanctified; it
belongs to the Almighty God .... We are
not opposed to the medical profession or
its good works .... Perhaps in the future
the profession will discover another treatment to which we will have no objection."
The Toronto Daily Btar said, on December 11, 1958: "The Witnesses are not the
only religious group which collides with
20th century scientific practice. Christian
Science doctrine has nothing in common
with modern medicine. Roman Catholic
doctrine conflicts with some medical practice, when it forbids birth control by mechanical means or abortion even when the
life of a woman might be at stake. Yet
there is no mass outcry because of these
beliefs, and properly so.... [The] Witness
lawyer poses a danger: 'If one of the Witnesses can lose custody of his child because he disagrees with a certain form of
medical treatment, then any parent who
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happens to disagree with any fonn of medical treatment can immediately have his
child removed from his home and declared
a neglected child.' If precedent widened
out to snatching children for other medical treatment, ·let us consider first how
much medical treatment of just 50 years
ago is now regarded useless or even hannful."
Dr. Arthur Kelly, secretary of the Canadian Medical Association, disagreed with
those who seek to force this type of treat·
ment, as reported in the Toronto Daily
Star (November 26, 1958): "'Patients and
parents have a perfect right to accept or
reject treatment offered' . . . No doctor
can be positive that a person will die if
he doesn't get a transfusion or live if he
does, Dr. Kelly said. . . . The principle is
an important one 'relating to the liberty
of citizens' ... The same thing applies to
any other medical treatment, he said, 'and
right or wrong, people have a right to
decide.' "
Despite a concerted effort to change the
law, the following announcement was made
January 20, 1959: "The Ontario Govern·
ment has turned down a request . . . for
legislation that would pennit doctors to
give children blood transfusions even if
their parents object, Attorney General Kel·
so Roberts said today. The Attorney Gen·
eral said that his department feels that
present legislation is adequate and that it
safeguards the rights of parents, especially
those who belong to the Jehovah's Witnesses sect."

Parent8' Objection Founded
on Sacredness of Blood
The decisions of the parents in these
cases were founded neither upon health
fad nor fanatical religious zeal, but rather
upon the right principles set forth in the
Bible. Blood is the stream of life and Jehovah has reserved it as holy to himself.
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Jehovah God's instructions to Noah
after the Flood, about 2369 B.C., said:
"Every creeping animal that is alive may
serve as food for you.... Only flesh with
its soul-its blood-you must not eat,"
(Gen. 9:3-6) The flesh he gave men for
their consumption; the blood, the life, he
reserved to himself. The law given to Moses contained the same prohibition against
consuming hlood: "Simply be finnly resolved not to eat the blood, because the
blood is the soul ... You must not eat it,
in order that it may go well with you and
your sons after you, because you will do
what is right in Jehovah's eyes."-Deut.
12:23-25.
Dr. Franz Delitzsch, celebrated. Bible
commentator, said: "This is not a requirement of the Jewish law to be abolished
with it. It is binding on all races of men,
descendants of Noah, and was never re·
voked. There must be a sacred reverence
for that principle of life flowing in the
blood."--Commentary on Genesis, Vol. I,
p.284.
The sacredness of blood was also recognized as a fundamental principle of truth
by. the early'Christian church. DUring the
days of the apostles the only authentic
council of the Christian church in Scrip·
tural record was held at Jerusalem to dctermine whether the law of Moses should
be applied to the new church or not. The
apostles decided the Mosaic law was no
longer binding, but the following instructions were issued: "For the holy spirit and
we ourselves have favored adding no further burden to you except these necessary
things, to keep yourselves free from things
sacrificed to idols and from blood and from
things killed without draining their b.lood
and from fornication. If you carefully keep
yourselves from these things, you will pros·
per." (Acts 15:28, 29) Note that in this
short statement two out of the four items
AWAKE!

prohibit blood. There is nothing tempo.
rary about the prohibition of fornication
or idolatry. Of equal permanence is the
instruction 'abstain from blood.'
The Bib~e tells us that "the fear of Jehovah is the beginning of wisdom." (Ps.
111:10) Throughout history those who
have obeyed God's law have had his bless-

ing. Those who defy him even. for what
seem to be the best of human reasons reap

~

to protect themselves, representatives of the
American Hospital Association met in Chicago
to discuss the matter with representatives of
Jehovah's witnesses. Their decision was published in the February 1, 1959, Issue of HOB·
pita18, the Journal of the American Hospital
Association. We are here reprinting photographic copies of a letter as well as the statement issued on the matter by them.

N April 18, 1951, The Family Court in
Chicago, IlUnois, took one-week-old Cheryl
Labrenz from her parents because they
refused, on religious grounds, to let their
daughter be given a blood transfusion. This
was the start of a series of cases from coast
to coast in which many doctors and courts have
conspired to abridge the freedom of worship
of Jehovah's witnesses by insisting that their
children be given medical treatment that is
contrary to their Christian faith.
For any doctor to administer a blood trans·
fusion to an adult without his consent is as·
sault and battery ana makes the doctor liable
to be sued in court. So in these cases there has
usually been shown proper respect for the
wishes of the patient. However, the matter is
not as clear-cut in the case of minor children.
The State declares that at its own discretion it
has the legal right to take a child from the
custody of its parents and have the child cared
for according to what it considers to be for
its good. Abuse of this power has caused some
doctors and judges to'infringe on the right of
Jehovah's witnesses to worship God in harmony
with His Word and according to the dictates
of their own conscience.
There are some doctors who have unquestion·
ably acted in good faith, doing what they felt
to be right In the matter. Having had explained
to them the Scriptural beliefs of Jehovah's witnesses in regard to abstaining from blood, they
have co·operated In using blood SUbstitutes or
other accepted fonns of treatment. Others have
becn adamant in their stand that only blood
could save the life of the patient, but, to their
surprise, some of these patients have recovered without the transfusion and continue to
enjoy good health.
Recognizing that the situation is going to be
a continually recurring one, and with a desIre

i"
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only grief. Jehovah's witnesses abide by
God's Word. Those who will invade homes
and carry away the children of Christian
parents to force violation of the sacredness
of blood will reap a terrible harvest, a
whirlwind for the future.
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The !orm entitled "Refusal to Permit Blood
Transfusion" that they felt was acceptable
would IIhow the name of the hospItal and the
date and hour the fonn was sIgned. It reads:
"I reqQest that no blood or blood det'ivatives
be adnUnlstered to
during this hos·
pitalIzation. I hereby release the hospital, its
personnel, and the attending physician from
any responsibility whatever for unfavorable reactions or any untoward results du~ to my
refusal. to permit the use of blood or its derivatives and I fully understand the possible
consequences of such refusal on my part." The
form Would be signed by both the patient and
that Me's mate, If marned. In the case of a
minor or one incompetent to sign for himself.
some other authorized person may sign, indicat·

"tI) "tile pa:ueIllt ana IlUI IRK'
nature should be witnessed by another person.
It should be noted that these statements do
not represent the P<)1icy that Jehovah's wit·
nesses have recommended' for the hospitals to
follow, but they are statements by the Ameri·
can Hospital Association and represent their
position, with a view to protecting their In·
terests.
While doctors hav~ taken an oath to apply
what is considered b~ men to be good medical
treatment to their patients, they should recog·
nize the tact that Jehovah's witnesses have taken an oath before JElbovah God to obey Him.
His laws require that they do not take blood
Into their systems, and doctors should honor
that superior obligation. In every case doctors
should honor the request of patients who for
scriptural reasons ~fuse blood. They should
in no way seek to circumvent the request of
Christian parents that no blood be given to
their children, thus Violating their freedom of
worship. Even in CRses of emergency, where
it has not been POSsible to obtain a signed
release, they should take into consideration the
known tenets of the religious persuasIon of the
patient as to blood transfusions and then act
as they would conscientiously want to be treated In similar circumstances if they had the same
or similar tenets as the patient.
Although hospital staffs and doctors may
know the posItion of jehovah's witnesses as to
blood transfusions, one who wants his religious
belIefs in this matter to be respected will have
to take the initiatiVe In requesting ft. It Is
usually best to bring the matter up at as early
an opportunity as pOssible. In those cases where
members of the hOSPital staff have overlooked
the above recommendations of the American
HospHal Assodation, relerence to H may result
in a clarification ot their viewpoint of the
matter.

JAPANESE POPULARITY SOARS

1! "Despite the Inevitable irritants of American occupation and continuing American bases," writes Edwin O. Reischauer in The United States and Japan. "the
United States, while thoroughly disliked by many Japanese. remains probably
the most popular foreign nation to the bulk of the people, and Americans individ·
1.1ally the best known and best liked foreigners. And as the mQlSt unexpected, but
fortunate, by·product of the occupation . . . , the Japanese have become one of
the better known foreign Deoples to Americans and have shot up in popular
esteem trom last place to a place near the top.... The cultural contacts between
Japan and the United States are probably closer today than they have ever been
before between any Eastern and Western nation."
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communion is worthy as to belief and con-

MONG the commands that Jesus gave
his followers was that they should celebrate the Lord's supper or evening meal.
Concerning the institution of this arrangement, which took place on the night of his
betrayal, an eyewitness writes:
"As they continued eating, Jesus took
a loaf and, after saying a blessing, he broke
it and, giving it to the disciples, he said:
'Take, eat. This means my body.' Also he
took a cup and, having given thanks, he
gave it to them, saying: 'Drink out of it,
all of you; for this means my "blood of the
covenant" which is to be poured out in
behalf of many for forgiveness of sins.'''

A

-Matt. 26:26-28.

The accounts of Luke and of the apostle
Paul further tell that Jesus commanded:
"Keep doing this in remembrance of me,"
(Luke 22:19) Who may and who may not
partake of the bread and wine at the
Lord's evening meal, thus "doing this in
remembrance of me"? Anyone? Or are
there certain conditions? What purpose is
served by the Lord's evening meal, and
how often should it be celebrated?
As to who may and who may not par~
take of the Lord's supper or evening meal,
also termed "communion," Christendom in
general practices either "open" or "close"
communion. In open communion all are
welcome and each one decides for himself
his fitness to partake. In close communion
it is the responsibility of the pastor to see
that each one that presents himself for
MAROH 22, 1959

duct. Those advocating close communion,
such as the strict or orthodox Lutherans,
usually insist on four qualifications: baptism, possession of one's mental faculties,
adherence to the teaching of the church
on the subject of the Lord's supper, and
freedom from any public offense against
morals.
Which of these communions finds its
support in the Scriptures? Neither. For
one to be eligible to partake of the Lord's
evening meal not only must he be a dedicated and baptized Christian, enlightened
as to God's will for him and living in harmony with God's righteous requirements,
but he must also have evidence that God
is dealing with him as a spiritUal son, having implanted in him a hope of life in the
heavens. He must be able to say with the
apostle Paul: "The spirit itself bears witness with our spirit that we are God's
children."-Rom.8:16.
Do not all Christians have this witness?
No, because the Scriptures show that
among Christ's followers today there are
two classes, the one being made up of
those who will gain life in the heavens and
who are referred to by Jesus as the "little
flock" who will inherit God's kingdom,
and the other, described by Jesus as "other
sheep," is made up of those who will gain
everlasting life on earth. This is also borne
out by the fact that at the time of instituting his evening meal Jesus said to his faithful apostles: "You are the ones that have
stuck with me in my trials; and I make a
covenant with you, just as my Father has
made a covenant with me, for a kingdom,
that you may eat and drink at my table
in my kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge
the twelve tribes of Israel." Other scrip..
tures show that only 144,000 will share
this heavenly kingdom, ruling "as kings
with the Christ for a thousand years."
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-Luke 12:32; John 10:16; Luke 22:28, partake. More than that, they will realize

29;I\ev.20:4; 14:1,3.
Those in line for the heavenly kingdom
began to be selected from the time Jesus
first chose his twelve apostles and more
partiCUlarly from Pentecost onward, when
the hOly spirit was poured out on the 120
disciples gathered in an upper room in Je~
rusaIem. However, after the apostles fell
asleep in death there was a great falling

away, even as both Jesus and Paul fore-told, and from then until modern times it
appeats that but few came in line for the
heavenly prize. Especially since the 1870's
and until about 1931, large numbers gave
evidence of being caned to the heavenly
caIling. Since that time and particularly in
more recent years the number of those
professing to have evidence of this heav~
enly call has kept decreasing so that in
1958, at the some 17,800 congregations of
Jehovah's witnesses throughout the world,
of the 1,171,789 in attendance only 15,~
037, Or approximately one in eighty, par~
took of the emblems of bread and wine.
God's original purpose regarding the
earth and man will yet be realized, for he
assures us that none of his purposes will
faiL The 1,156,000 and more that did not
partake, of the emblems at the Lard's supper have the opportunity of being a part
of the New World society today, and after
God ends this wicked system of things at
Armageddon, the battIe of the great day
of God the Almighty, those who have
proved faithful win have the privHege of
transforming this earth into a Paradise
and there enjoying endless life in health
and happiness.
While these do not partake of the emblems, they nevertheless are keenly inter~
ested in those of their brothers who do

the purpose of th~ Lord's evening meal
even though they do not partake. And
what is that?
It may be said to be a threefold purpose.
The recounting of what took place on the
night of Jesus' betrayal should help all to
grow in appreciation of God's love for us
and of the great vlctOry he gamed in Jesus'
having kept integrity. Secondly, it should
help us to grow in appreciation of what
Jesus himself did for us. And thlroly, ;'t
should make us more detennined than ever
to follow his exampIe in keeping integrity
in spite of what may come.
When should the Lord's evening mea] be
celebrated? Some do so weekly, others
monthly and some quarterly. Since Jesus
instituted the memorial of his death on
the annual Passover, which commemorated the deliverance of Israel from Egypt,
it is but reasonable to conclude, in the
absence of any specific Scriptural commands, that the memorial of his death
should also be celehrated annually, and on
its date, Nisan 14.
When is Nisan 14, 1959? Nisan was the
first month of Israel's lunar year and began with the new moon nearest the spring
equinox. This year the new moon nearest
the spring equinox will first be seen by the
naked eye over Jerusalem on the evening
of March 10. Therefore the 14th of Nisan
will fall on March 23, after sundown. On
that date throughQut the wor1d Jehovah's
witnesses will assemble to commemorate
the death of Jesus in obedience to his command. Ascertain the nearest Killgdom Hall
to where you live and attend. Share in the
spiritual blessings that come to all those
who thus come together.

am the t'l'lle t1ine, a.nd my J?'a,tMr ia tfLe cuttiva-tOT. My FatMT is

glorified in this, that you keep bearing much fruit and prove
yourselves my disciplea.--John 15: 1, 8.
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Disaster at Sea
~ The Hans Hedtoft, a Danish passenger-cargo ship, set
out from Copenhagen on January 7 carrying ninety-five persons on its maiden voyage.
The craft, with its hull divided
into nine water-tight compart.
ments, was believed to be un·
sinkable. It was also furnished
with the most modern radar
equipment. The Hootoft made
its way through perilous icy
waters-u n til it reached a
point off Cape Farewell,
Greenland. Then from it came
the message, "collision with
Iceberg." About four hours lat·
er another radio report declared that the "unsinkable"
Hedtoft was sinking. An extensive eight-day search for
the Danish vessel proved
fruitless. The Hedtoft, with Its
ninety-five passengers, had descended into a cold watery
grave in the North Atlantic.
Cuba's Governmental Reform
<$> Cuba's cabinet suspended
four articles of that nation's
constitution on January 30 so
as to hasten trials of "war
criminals" of the overthrown
Batista regime, said to number 1,500_ The ninety-day suspension makes it possible to
hold arrested persons in jail
for m 0 r e than seventy-two
hours, provides for prisoners
to be tried anywhere in the
island, permits courts-martial
01 war criminals and allows
MARCH 22, 1959

for the establishment of additional courts. A new lawen·
acted on February 10 reduced
the required age of Cuban
presidents from thirty·five
years to thirty years. The
road to the presidency was
thus opened for 32-year-old Fi·
del Castro, who maintains,
however, that he is not seeking the post.
Honduran Insurrection
• A revolt against the administration of President Ram6n
Villeda Morales flared up In
northern Honduras on February 7. With little difficulty reb·
el forces seized control of barracks in Santa Barbara, 150
mUes northwest of the nation's
capital, Tegucigalpa. A decla·
ration that "the revolution has
begun" was broadcast by the
insurgents 0 v e r Santa Barbara's radio station. Quick action by governmental forces,
however, quelled the revolt
and by February 9 it was announced that Santa Barbara
had been retaken by federal
troops. On February 10 Presi·
dent Villeda Morales stated
that within a few days the
revolt would be entirely suppressed.
U.S. Charges Soviet
with Attack

• An unarmed U.S. Air Force
C-I30 transport carrying
seventeen persons was forced
down in Soviet Armenia on
September 2. The U.s. State

Department released on February 5 the transcript of a
purported recorded conversation of Soviet fighter pilots
during- the incident. The transcript indicated that the U.S.
plane had been attacked.
Though the Soviet union released the bodies of six oc·
cupants of the craft, eleven
others were never accounted
for. In a February 7 radio
broadcast the Soviets termed
the recording a "fake." With
reference to the incident U.S.
President Eisenhower stated
on February 10 that occasion·
ally navigational errors or
weather disturbances may result in accidental crossing of
Soviet borders, but the U.S.
chief executive observed:
"Once in a while we believe
there are false radio signals
that wlll take a plane out of
course."
Communist Congl:'e88
<$ At the opening session of
the Twenty·first Congress of
the Soviet Communist party,
Russian Premier N I kit a S .
Khrushchev declared be for e
1,200 delegates from seventy
nations on January 27 that his
country had begun "mass pro·
duction of intercontinental ballistic missiles." The Russian
leader also held that his new
Seven-Year Plan would eventually culminate In the devel·
opment of true communism.
Communist China's Premier
Chou En·lai and Poland's
Wladyslaw Gomulka spoke on
January 28 criticizing "revi·
sionists," with Chou speaking
out particularly against Tito
and Yugoslav Communists. On
January 30 Mikhail G. Per·
vukhin and Maksim Z. Saburov were called to account for
alleged complicity in an anti·
party plot to take over the
Soviet government on June 18,
1957. Perukhln confessed his
"mistake" before the Congress
on February 3, as did Saburuv
on the following day. The delegat e s ratified Khrushchev's
Seven-Year Plan and voted to
hold the next congress in 1961.
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• Spain's monarchists -have
long deslred the return of Oon
Juan to the Spanish throne.
TheIr hopes, however, were upset on February 4 when Genera11ssimo Francisco Fi-anco
declared that his country is
presently a "monarchy," Fran·
co himself Is now the ruler
and maintains that when he

dies a king or regent will take
his place. In the meantime

agitation against the present

Spanish admlnlstration
not be tolerated.

will

Cabinet OrIsls (JonUnUN

.. Italy's Premier Amintore
Fanfanl and his cabinet resigned on January 26, plung.
ing that nation into a governmental c r i sis. Only five

days later, on January 31,
Fanfani resigned as leader of

Italy's Chrtstian Democratic
party. Though Italian Preslden t Giovanni Gronch! requested t hat FanIani with·
draw his resignation and submit to a parliamentary vote of
confidence, the former premi·
er was later replaced as party
head by Antonio Segnl, who
accepted the task of forming
another government. S e g n i
continued with the necessary
consultations and was said to
be seeking a four·party coali·
tion, though his attempts were
hindered somewhat by a split
1 nth e Democratic Sociallst
party.
No Vote lor the Ladies
.. In a nationwide referen·
dum on February 1, Switzer·
land's male populace refused
to grant, women voting rights
and privileges of being elected
to national office. The exten·
sion of su1l'rage to the women·
folk would have necessitated
an amendment of the federal
constitution. The I a die s did
score a majority In three of
Switzerland's twentY·two can·
tons but, according to a final
tally, the male balloters rej e c ted the proposed amend·
ment by a vote of 654,924 to

323,307.
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.. The Initial meeting 01 the
Executive Councll of th'e
French Overseas Community
took place in Paris on February 3 and 4. French President Charles de Gaulle met
with the Community's Secre·
tary General Raymond Janot,
French Premier Michel Deb~,
ten of his ministers and
twelve African premiers. A
final communique announced
plans to establish a Senate
and a Court of Arbitration for
handling disputes between the
republics within the Commu·
nity. Special committees on
economic, social and other af·
falrs will also be set up.

'*

Turldsh Premier Adan Menderes had agreed that Cyprus should become Independ.
ent. Formerly Greece and
Greek Cypriotes had desired
independence and eventual unIon of the island with Greece,
whereas 'turkey and Turldsh
Cypriotes had held out for par.
tition of Cyprus. A constltu·
tlon must yet be drafted by
a conference that will include
Greek, Turkish, British and
Cypriote representativell. The
British have ruled Cyprus for
eighty·one years and, though
the island is to become a free
republic, Britain w I II appar·
ently retain its military bases
there.

'*

De Gaulle and the Algerians

Malta: "Day of Mourning"

Algeria's rebel leaders were
invited by French President
Charles de Gaulle on January
30 to come to Paris for dis·
cusslons on an Algerian ceasefire. In this, his tirst nation·
wide radio and television
broadcast since an ascent to
the presidency of the Fifth
French Republic on January
8, De Gaulle also requested
sqpport of his new economic
policIes. That the Paris gov·
ernment does not intend to reo
linquish its sovereignty over
Algeria was made apparent by
French Premier Michel Debre
on February 8. Arriving in Al·
giers for a visit, Debre stated:
"I give you the assurance, in
the name of the Government,
that we shall forthwith bring
a new determination to bear
for the French sovereignty
which covers this side of the
Mediterranean as it does the
other."

Last April Malta's Labor
government headed by Prime
Minister Dom Minto1l' qui t,
Minto1l' resigned and Britain
subsequently suspended the
island's constitution. Lab 0 r
party head Minto:1f called for
a "day of mourning" recently
in protest of Britain's action.
Thus, on February 3, Malta's
port workers stayed 0:1f their
jobs, theaters and shops were
closed and a general strike
blanketed the island. Though
a few persons were arrested
by British authorities, there
was virtual quiet throughout
Malta on its "day of mourn·
ing."

Greek-Torklllh Accord
on Cyprus
The administration of the
British Crown colony of Cy"
prus was the topic of talks be·
tween Greek and Turkish premiers and foreign ministers
meeting In Zurich, Switzerland, beginning on February
5. On February 11 it was an·
nounced that Greek Premier
Konstantin Karamanlis and

'*

'*

MonBeo's Cristll
Prince Rain1er III suspend·
ed Monaco's constitution on
January 29. The tiny 37O-acre
land's legislature was also dis·
banded and the populace were
forbIdden to assemble and
demonstrate in the streets. No
disruption occurred' a s the
principality's 21,000 Inhabit·
ants went about their daily
chores. Monaco's National
Councll had refused to accept
Rainier's annual budget fig·
ures. In taking his action the
prince stated: "We are acting
with full strength to avoid a
dangerous confusiQn of pow·
ers."
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January 30 Belgium'S minister
to the Con g 0, Maurice van
Hemelryck. reported some success in gaining support for
the plan a man g Congolese
leaders.

city, Matadl, also experienced
considerable unrest. New liots
llared up in Leopoldville on
January '1:1. African demonstrators stoned white autolsts,

• Fort.Lamy, Chad, in French
Equatorial Africa became the
scene of mass unrest on Janu·
ary 27. Parading demonstra·
tors, numbering 200, pressed
for new elections and the dis·
solution of Chad's Legislative
Assembly. A number of per·
sons were wounded and sever·
al were arrested before the
demonstrations were brought
under control. Chad has the
status of an autonomous reo
public within the French Com·
munity.

• Mas. demonstrations broke
out In Leopoldvtlle. capital of
the Belgian Congo, on January 4. following a Congolese
political meeting there. About
three weeks later, on January
25, the Congo's major port

Clash in Chad

and there were numerous acts
of looting and vandalism in
the European sector of the
city. Though unrest rose to
fever pitch, order was finally

restored and all was reported

quIet there on February 3. The
government subsequently began to round up many of
Leopoldvllle's transient and
unemployed residents. A plan
for parliamentary reform and
the development of a new governmental arrangement in the

-

SomaWand Toward Self-Rule

• British Colonial Secretary
Alan Lennox.Boyd declared on
February 9 that British Somaliland will eventually be ac·

Congo was advanced by Brus-

sels on January 13, and on
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corded privileges of self·rule..
Steps wtll soon be taken, it
was said, to give that land's
populace "executive responsl·
blllty" in the government. A
majority of Somalis is expected within the Legislative
CouncIl by 1960.
central Africa Party

It was announced on February 9 that a new political
party was being formed in the
Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland. Termed the Cen·
tral Africa party, the new political group wlll apparently
be headed by Reginald S. Garfield To d d, former Southern
Rhodesian p rim e minister.
Party candidates were to participate in the scheduled
March 20 elections In Northern Rhodesia. The Central
Africa party replaces the Unit.
ed Rhodesia party, with memo
bers drawn from the federation comprised of Nyasaland
and the Rhodeslas.
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James said, 'Be not hearers only but doers.' (Jas. 1:22) Are you one
who says, 'How can I when I am not learned?' (Isa. 29:12) For instance, could you write a composition on a given subject? Could you
prepare and deliver a talk to edify a congregation? Could you explain
the difference between true and false religion? Could you go from
house to house as Jesus did preaching the good news? Could you make
return visits and give qualified instruction in the Bible?

-
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WATCHTOWER
117 ADAMS ST.
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

Qualified to Be Ministers

is a 384-page book that will
help you to do all these things
and more. It will help you to
be a real doer of the Word as
were Jesus and the apostles.
It will qualify you for the ministry of life. Send 50c for your
copy today.
MAROH !2, 1959

QUAUfI£D
TO Bf.
MINISTERS

I am enclosing SOc. Please send me at once
the book Quattjh,d to 8e Mi"i8ter8.
Street and Number
or Route and Box ............................................ ~.
CIty

ZOne No......... State ............... ~ .. ~ ...................... .
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FAIrH

CONQUERS
THE WORLD

Is

YOUR

faith

that strong?
It can be. But how? The Bible says faith follows the report. and
the report is through the word about ChriSt. No place aside from
the Bible itself is the word about Christ Jesus given more promi~
nence than in the columns of The Watchtower. As a result this
outstanding Bible journal for almost eighty years has been building faith in its readers and stimulating them to works of faith.
It has carried them through severe trials that have tested their
Christian integrity to the limit. But more trials and more serious
testings are still ahead. Fortify yourself. Build your shield of
faith so strong it can even Quench the fiery missiles of God's
adversary, the Devil.
Mall the coupon below at once•

............- ........._ ...............-

WATCHTOWER

.......-

..-~.........- . - - . - - - - -.........................-..,.y...............- . . " . . . . ...........- ...........-

117 ADAMS ST.

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

I am enCIOSlnj $1 for a year's subscriptIon tor the Watchtower magazine. With the subscription
I am to receive ree the threc Bible bonl'lets: Gort'a Way fa Loue, AltfJ!" Armageddon--God's New

WorLd: and "This GOOd News 01 the Kingdom."

Name ...•..••...•...•..••.

Street and Number
or Route and Box .

City ....................... .

Zone No.. .... State .

In: AUSTRALIA addr.esB 11 Beresford Rd., Strathfteld, N.S.W. ENGLAND: The RidgewaY, London N.W. 7.
CANADA: 151l Bridgeland Ave., Toronto 19, Onto SOUTH AFRICA: Private Bag, Elandefonteln, Transvaal.
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are not a credit to his wisdom but instead
reveal a lack of wisdom.
When wisdom is lacking, great achievements in science can become a curse rather
than a blessing. It was a remarkable feat
when man learned how to unlock the power of the atom, but that power has become
a monster that threatens to destroy mankind, because the world lacks wisdom.
Knowledge can be very destructive unless
it is controlled by wisdom. Regarding this
R. B. Fosdick stated in 1948, at the dedi@URING the last year and a half the cation of the 200-inch telescope at Mt.
attention and imagination of the world Palomar: "Knowledge and destruction
have been captivated by the remarkable have joined in a grand alliance that has
achievements of its rocket scientists. Their made the history of our generation a hissuccess in putting satellites into orbit about tory of deepening horror.... Unless we can
the earth and in probing far into space, anchor OUr knowledge to moral foundaeven beyond the moon, has been a cause tions the ultimate result will be dust and
for much boasting about man's powers and ashes---dust and ashes that will bury the
greatness. There is now talk about con- hopes and monuments of men beyond requering space, as if that could be done covery."
merely by sending rockets to the moon.
The moral foundations to which knowlWhy is so much attention being given edge can be anchored are found in God's
to solving the problems of space flight written Word. That diVine guide stresses
when there is a much more pressing prob_ the importance of wisdom when it says:
lem that has yet to be solved-the problem "Happy is the man that has found wisdom,
of how nations can live together in peace? and the man that gets discernment, for the
Unless this is solved the power of space gaining at' it is better than the gaining of
flight will intensify international differ- silver and the produce of it even than gold.
ences and magnify fears of attack. Is it It is more precious than corals, and all
not more illlportant for men to learn how other delights of yours cannot be made
to live in peace than to learn haw to travel equal to it. Its ways are ways of pleasantto other planets? In view of this, man's ness, and all its roadways are peace."
accomplishments in the field of rocketty _Provo 3:13-15, 17.
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The world considers itself to l:!e ver;y
wise because of its scientific accomplishments, but what it considers to be wisdom
is actually foolishness. It has made the
mistake of trusting in its own understanding instead of being guided by the wisdom
in God's Word. It foolishly ignores that
divine guide and refuses to consider the
purposes of the Creator. "The senseless
one has said in his heart: 'There is no
Jehovah.' "-Ps. 14:1.
Man has no cause to boast because of
his scientific achievements. He is merely
learning what God long ago caused to be
when he created the universe. Instead of
boastfully talking about conquering space,
man should acknowledge his insignificance
in the sight of the One who stretched out
the heavens to such va'>t distances that
light from some stars requires billions of
years to reach the earth. How can puny
man imagine himself to be great when he
is less than nothing in the eyes of that One?
By ignoring the wisdom of this mighty
Creator the world once again shows its
lack of wisdom. The person who is truly
wise will do what is written at Proverbs
3:5, 6: "Trost in Jehovah with all your
heart and do not lean upon your own
understanding. In all your ways take notice of him, and he himself will make your
paths straight."
God has a purpose for this earth, and
the fulfillment of it will be a blessing to
those who trust him. "For the upright are
the ones that wili reside in the earth, and
the blameless are the oncs that will be left
over in it. As regards the wicked, they will
be cut off from the very' earth." (Prov.
2:21, 22) This Scriptural promise gives
hope to those who are distressed over the
lack of wisdom manifested by the leaders
of the world. Instead of living in fear of
a spark that would ignite an atomic war
in which rockets would carry devastation
to all parts of the inhabited earth, they
4

can live in hope, of seeing the earth become
filled with upr(ght peoPle who know how
to live in peace..
It is not impossible for earth's inhabitants to live in peace. It can be _done by
following the wise instructions of God's
Word. The. application of the principles
found there does not divide mankind but
unites them. It to:; only when men lean to
their own understanding and true wisdom
is lacking that trouble brews. If the true
wisdom of God's Word were followed
there would be no fighting, regardless of
the number of people populating the earth.
The modern scientifically brilliant world
has yet to learn this simple truth.
One of the principles of the Bible is,
"Love your neighbor as yourself." (Matt.
22: 39) When this is done, why would any
people fear attack from others? Why
would they ever think they must stockpile
weapons?
It is natural to admire persons who are
mentally acute, who are exceptional thinkers. But mental brightness must not be
mistaken for wisdom. The world's intellectuals are inclined to think too much of
their own thoughts and too little of God's
thoughts. Those who reject the Word of
God or who give it no heed show that they
are lacking in wisdom. "The wise ones
... have rejected the very word of Jehovah,
and what wisdom do they have?" (Jer. 8:
9) These are not the men to admire, They
are not the ones in whom to trust for a
better world.
Wisdom cannot be gained from those
who do not possess it. God's Word contains true wisdom and that is where a
person must seek it instead of from the
intellectuals of the world. Heed the Creator's counsel: "Acquire wisdom, acquire
understanding, Do not forget and do not
turn aside from the sayings of my mouth.
Do not leave it and it will keep you. Love
it and it will safeguard you."-Prov. 4:5, 6.
AWAKE!

do not want more leisure so
much as they want other satisfactions, such as higher pay and
better working conditions. statistics show that many of tl}ose
who_ work shorter hours take on
extra full-time or part-time jobs.
Workers want a more satisfying
life.

Another contributing cause to
job dissatisfaction is that workers do not see the fruits of their
labors. They are forever working
for someone else. Many of these
jobs appear meaningless, withwork
out
the need of skill, which evenfor nothing?
tually leaves the worker devoid
Never!' you may say.
of all sense of accomplishment.
Yet that is precisely what
millions of persons are doing today-work- He is made to feel completely useless. On
ing for nothing. Day after day they labor many jobs craftsmanship is either lacking
without satisfaction or meaning, and they or missing entirely. Individual workmanhave nothing to show for the fruits of ship and creative thinking are not required
or encouraged. The worker is made to untheir labors.
Of course, the ideal state would be to derstand that he is just another cog in a
have every man doing the very thing he huge industrial wheel, one that is easily
enjoys most. But unfortw18tely such is not replaced. He is expendable. Perhaps noth~
possible in this system of things where ing is quite so devastating to the morale
greed and selfishness rule. However, the of the workingman than for him to feel
infallible authority, the Bible, announces unwanted, not needed and not cared for.
a world in which all men will enjoy the His job becomes a dread to him, a waste
works of their hands, a world in which of energy, a life's tragedy. He works withnone will toil for nothing.-2 Pet. 3: 13. out an incentive, without satisfaction or
What a world that will be! How differ- meaning. He labors for nothing.
The present arrangement of labor where
ent from this modem, scientific, industrial~
each
one does only a specific operation or
ized age in which millions of humans have
makes
only a single part of the finished
become virtual slaves to jobs they hate. '
product, as is done on the production-line
Daily they go back to those same despised
system, has, no doubt, resulted in produc~
duties because they have to. They must ing more jobs and goods. Yet the loss in
eat to survive.
spiritual and moral values by such a sysPeople are dissatisfied with their jobs, tem has been tremendously high. An innot necessarily because they work hard or terview of a worker by a sociologist in an
desire shorter hours. Some men enjoy work American factory was reported as follows:
that is hard. It invigorates them. It stimu- "What do you do 1" "I make C-28." "What
lates their thinking. And there is plenty is C-28?" "I don't know." "How long have
of evidence that, by and large, workers you been working here?" "Ten years." Ten
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years of total darkness! How can such
workers derive satisfaction from their
work when they do not know what they
are doing? Why do they work at such jobs?
They work solely to survive. To them what
they do in this highly complex industrial
society no longer is important as long as
there is money to pay the rent and buy
the groceries. Millions of persons do not
know what it means to get satisfaction
from their jobs. And it is these that too
often cut corners, try to get as much as
possible for as little as possible, and, as a
result, are- never satisfied. They live in
misery.
Of course, not all work is trivial, useless
or immoral. Many enjoy their work, but
the bulk of humankind looks for better
working conditions.

Vain and Worth-While Works
Wise King Solomon wrote: "The great·
est vanity! Everything is vanity!" He con·
tinues: "I sawall the works that were
done under the sun, and, look! everything
was vanity and a striving after wind." By
"everything" Solomon meant everything
that has to do with this world that we live
in. Works to support this world are vanity,
because "the world is passing away and
so is its desire, but he that does the will
of God. remains forever." So whether we
work for money, or to get ahead, or to
surround ourselves with worldly goods, or
to provide for others, or just to keep our·
selves occupied so that we will not feel
useless-all this will have its end.-Ecc1.
1:2.12-14; 1 John 2:17.
Not all work is for nothing, however.
Storing up wealth on earth is a futile busi·
ness, but doing the works of God is not in
vain. Jesus and his apostles made these
truths plain. Jesus said: "Stop storing up
for yourselves treasures upon the earth,
where moth and rust consume, and where
thieves break in and steal. Rather, store
6

up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
where neither mo~ nor rust consume, and
where thieves· do not break in and steal.
For where your treasure is, there your
heart will be also." He cautioned men to
"be on the alert and on guard against every
kind of covetousness, because even when
a person has an abundance his life does
not result from th~ things he possesses."
True, food, clothing and shelter are ne·
cessities of life, but they are not to be
sought after as primary goals, according
to Jesus. Because "your Father knows you
need these things. Nevertheless, seek con·
tinually his kingdom, and these things will
be added to you."-Matt. 6:19~21; Luke
12:15-31.
Fixing a Goal
For work to be at all satisfying and
meaningful, it must have a worthy goal.
Once that goal is established all one's ef·
forts and energy may be spent toward that
worthy goal. Some persons have made the
accumulation of wealth, the achievement
of success and power and security their
goals in life. But'these do not bring true
satisfaction or give one the deepest sense
of purpose for work. JesuS Christ gave
mankind the true goal to be sought for,
when he said: "Keep on, then, seeking first
the kingdom and his righteousness." He
urged- men to pursue the kingdom. Work
for it. "Work, not for the food that per·
ishes, but for the food that remains for
life everlasting, which the Son of man will
give you." The kingdom of God makes a
Christian's work worth while, because not
only will the Kingdom bring about better
working conditions for mankind, but it
will assure for such Kingdom workers
everlasting life. Appreciating this fact,
the apostle Paul counseled his Corinthian
brothers always to have "plenty to do in
the work of the Lord, knowing that your
labor is not in vain in connection with the
Lord." Work that is in connection with
AWAKE!

God and his kingdom w1l1 hi.st forever. Unless we toil in harmony with GoP and his
purposeS', our work will not last. We will
have worked for nothing.-Matt. 6:33;
John 6:27; 1 Cor. 15:58; Ps. 127:1.
The Christian ministry makes every
honest secular work endurable. A Christian's faith in Jehovah helps him bear the
work that he has been given to do. He sees
his toil as a responsibility and seeks to
deport himself as a Christian while at
work so that there will be no reflection
on God's name on account of him. Paul
wrote the Corinthians: "Whether you are
eating or drinking or doing anything else,
do all things for God's glory." So the servant of God is mindful of his ministry when
he is hard at work at his secular job. He
considers his good conduct, good work,
congenial, friendly nature as forceful sermons winning people to the cause of Christ.
So he is still in pursuit of his goal, even
though he may be hard at work for some
manufacturing finn. A worldly worker
views his work strictly as a business matter and no more, whereas a Christian sees
his work to he much more than that. His
work becomes a part of his vocation, his
ministry, his life.-1 Cor. 10:31, 33.

From Pointles8 to Meaningful Toil
The very way God made man is proof
in itself that he purposed for man to he
a worker. According to Genesis, Adam
was a workingman before he was a sinner.
To the perfect man work was a delight.
It was his worship, his life. God did not
purpose that man's work should be wasted
and be tenninated by death. The Creator
purposed that man should he happy in his
lahor, that he should see and enjoy the results of his works and should pass the
benefits of his work on to his children.
However, man turned to sin and so brought
upon himself and his offspring the condenmation to death.-Gen. 2:16, 17.
APRIL 8. 1959

Jesus Christ, however, ransomed mankind from this Adamic condemnation. Jesus' life's course was a demonstration of
worth-while works, works that lead to everlasting life. We, today, who have set our
hearts on God's kingdom and who work
for it are not toiling for nothing. We have
the promise of life everlasting as a reward.
This God gives. Without God, try whatever
we will, work as hard as we will, imperfection and condemnation of sin will al~
ways be in the way to block us. Death will
be our end. Of ourselves we cannot escape
this impasse. Only by working for God can
we hope to survive to enjoy the works of
our hands and prove ourselves to be of
everlasting usefulness.
Under God's kingdom men will not labor
for nothing. They will build houses and
inhabit them. They will plant crops and
harvest them. They will not work to en~
rich other men or hoard for themselves.
Their work will be in honor and praise of
the living God. It will bring workers lasting personal satisfaction.
It is a joy to know that we today can
engage in a work that is not for nothing
-Kingdom work that will last throughout
all eternity. Even though we may die, yet
our work will not be a loss: "Happy are
the dead who die in union with the Lord
from this time onward. Yes, says the spirit,
let them rest from their labors, for the
things they did go right with them." "For
God is not unrighteous so as to forget your
work and the love you showed for his
name." What an incentive to do good
work! What a marvelous reason for mak·
ing God's kingdom your goal in life! Working for that kingdom now will bring you
satisfaction and a peace that excels all
thought and at the same time you are assuring for yourself a place in God's new
world of righteousness, there to enjoy
work and life forevermore.-Rev. 14:13;
Heb.6:10.
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Headlines and news stories bla·
zoned the iriformation across the
nation: "Supreme Court Rules
Against Duplessis"; "Duplessis
Loses to Sect"; "Order Duplessis to Pay'
"Roncarelli Wins Court Decision." Radio
and television also gave these stunning
victories a Pl'Ominent place. Liberty·loving
Canadians do not approve dictator Du·
plessis' strong-arm methods, and they
wete happy to see him cut down to size.
The illustration on the next page reproduced from the Toronto Daily Star typifies
popular reaction toward the lesson the
Supreme Court gave this self.important
little man.

DOUBLE
victory for
Jehovah's wit·
nesses in the Su· The Roncarelli Case
preme Court of
The story of this case goes back to the
Canada! That w~s trying days of 1946, when Duplessis was
the stirring news riding high and the persecution of Jehoannounced by the vah's witnesses in Catholic Quebec was at
l'Honorable Patrick Kerwin, Chief Justice its worst. These humble Christian minislof Canada, on January 27, 1959, as the ters desired only to be free to preach the
nine red·robed justices at Ottawa render~ message of God's kingdom in the Province
two decisions against the unlawful ac· of Quebec as in all other parts of the West.t;ions of Quebec officials. The first con- ern world. Their ministry was being carqtemned officer was no less than Maurice ried on by means of both oral and printed
lDuPJessis, premier and attorney general, dissemination of religious preaching. The
who was ordered to pay Frank RoncareIli, Catholic Church objected and the Quebec
authorities made tremendous efforts to
one of Jehovah's witnesses, $33,123 and
stop Jehovah's witnesses. Duplessis swore
costs for ruining Roncarelli's restaurant to run them out of the province. "War
business by unlawfully canceling a permit. without mercy on Jehovah's witnesses"
The second was Paul Benoit, provincial were his orders to the provincial police.
police officer, condemned to pay $2,500 Arrests, beatings, mobbings-a medieval
damages and costs to Louise Lamb, mis- reign of terror followed.
sionary of Jehovah's witnesses, for false
Hundreds of false charges of soliciting,
arrest and malicious prosecution.
peddling, etc., were laid against Jehovah's
The condemnation of Duplessis, premier witnesses in Montreal and other Quebec
of a province, was unparalleled in the en· districts. Any accused person is entitled to
tire history of Canada. The drama of hav· bail pending trial. Frank Roncarelli, who
ing a high officer of state brought to ac- owned a fine restaurant in Montreal, signed
count before the courts of justice at the bonds in a large number of cases to effect
suit of, a humble citizen brought the ad· the release of the witnesses of Jehovah
ministration of justice into its finest light. awaiting trial. On November 12, 1946,
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he had signed 391 of such bonds. No monM
ey was put up; he simply guaranteed Je M
hovah's witnesses would all appear for
trial. They all did appear too, for they are
people of principle.
To publicize this disgraceful, modernday inquisition by Quebec officials, JehoM
yah's witnesses released, on November 24,
1946, a public statement of the outrages
that they had suffered. It was entitled
"Quebec's Burning Hate for God and
Christ and Freedom Is the Shame of All
Canada." Waves of further arrests followed. Duplessis also tried to strike at
Jehovah's witnesses by ruining RoncarelIi's business. On December 4, 1946, he
canceled Roncal'elli's license to sell wines
and liquor with meals, which is customary
and necessary in better-class establishments in Montreal. The restaurant went
out of business. What could Roncarelli do
about this? He had done nothing wrong.
yet his livelihood was destroyed. The odds
against him in a contest with Duplessis
appeared hopeless. Nevertheless, he
sued the premier personally for ruining his business. Before the trial judge,
Justice MacKinnon of the Superior
Court, Duplessis arrogantly stated he
had ordered cancellation of the permit
"now and forever." Justice MacKinnon
ruled in favor of Roncarelli, awarding
damages of $8,123. Duplessis appealed
to the Quebec Court of Appeal, where
he won by a four-to-one majority. The
case was then taken by Roncarelli to
the Supreme Court of Canada.

provincial police officer. Benoit was under
instructions to arrest Jehovah's witnesses
who were distributing the document entitled "Quebec's Burning Hate." Sister
Lamb had no copies of this document, but
he arrested her anyhow in a most arbitrary manner.
The arrest took place on a Saturday and
she was held over the weekend without
charge, without being permitted to call her
friends or counsel. She was photographed,
fingerprinted and treated as a common
criminal. Confinement in the police headquarters was under filthy conditions. A
sick and terribly diseased prostitute was
locked up in the same cell, using the same
conveniences.
After suffering all this disgusting treat M
ment, this decent young woman was then
told by Benoit on Monday that he had
"good news" for her: he would let her go.
.lust onc little item: sign a release agree M

False Arrest by Duplessis' Police
Meanwhile, Duplessis' "war without
mercy," his bitter persecution of Jehovah's witnesses, continued. Only three
days after the cancellation of the Roncarelli license, Louise Lamb, a lady
minister, was arrested at Verdun, Quebec, December 7,1946, by Paul Benoit,
APRIL 8, 1959
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ing not to take any action against him for
wtlawfully holding her in prison for three
days under these revolting conditions. If
she would not sign, a criminal charge
would be laid. Although aIone, and under
very trying circumstances, Sister Lamb
maintained integrity to right principles
and refused to be coerced into signing the
release. Benoit laid a criminal charge
against her, which the court promptly dismissed.
A civil action was instituted against
Benoit for false arrest and malicious prosecution. The case proceeded to trial before
the Superior Court of the Province of
Quebec, and was appealed to the provincial
Court of Appeal. Both courts dismissed
her action on technical grounds. Appeal
was then taken to the Supreme Court of
Canada to lay before the nation's highest
tribunal the abuses suffered by Jehovah's
witnesses.
These two actions, the Roncarelli case
and the Lamb case, both arising out of
Duplessis' insane campaign of persecution
against this minority Christian group,
reached the Supreme Court of Canada at
the same time. The country watched. The
Supreme Court itself was on trial. Could
the Quebec police escape punishment for
this false arrest? Would this powerful, unscrupulous political figure get away with
his cowardly act of destroying the livelihood of a citizen? Was this little dictator
above the law?

Dictator Faces Justice at Last
The Supreme Court came through the
test with honors and truly lived up to its
reputation as the bulwark of civil liberties.
The majority judgment was 6 to 3 in favor of Jehovah's witnesses in both actions.
Justice Rand of the Supreme Court reviewed the history of the controversy:
"For some years the appellant [Ronca-
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rell1] had been an adherent of a rather
mUitant Christian religious sect known as
the Witnesses of Jehovah. Their ideology
condemns the established church institutions and stresses the absolute and exclusive personal relation of the individual to
the Deity. The first impact of their proselytizing zeal upon the Roman Catholic
church and community in Quebec, as
might be expected, produced a violent reaction. The work of the Witnesses was
carried on both by word of mouth and by
the distribution of printed matter, the
latter including two periodicals known as
'The Watchtower' and 'Awake!' In 1945
the provincial authorities began to take
steps to bring an end to what was considered. insulting and offensive to the religious beliefs and feelings of the Roman
Catholic population. Large-scale arrests
were made of young men and women by
whom the publications mentioned were
being held out for sale under local by-laws
requiring a license for peddling any kind
of wares. Altogether almost one thousand
of such charges were laid. The appellant,
being a person of some means, was accepted by the Recorder's Court as bail
without question, and up to November 12,
1946, he had gone security in about 380
cases ... all of the charges in relation to
which he had become surety were dismissed.
"Beyond the giving of bail and being an
adherent, the appellant is free from any
relation that could be tortured into a badge
of character pertinent to his fitness or unfitness to hold a liquor license. The liquor
license, as of December 4, 1946, was revoked.
"It is then wholly as a private citizen,
an adherent of a religious group, holding
a liquor license ana furnishing bail to ar~
rested persons for no other purpose than
to enable them to be released from detenAWAKEI

tion pending the determination of the
charges against them that he is involved
.•• When the de facto power of the Executive is exercised deliberately and intentionally to destroy the vital busin~s
interests of a citizen, is there legal redress
by him against the person so acting?"
The Court judgment gave the answer:
Yes, there is legal redress in this demo-cratic state for the citizen wronged by
this unscrupulous political boss! Justice
Rand said: "To deny or revoke a permit
because a citizen exercises an unchallengeable right [i.e. the right of giving bail]
totally irrelevant to the sale of liquor in
a restaurant is equally beyond the scope
of the discretion conferred ... what could
be more malicious than to punish this
licensee for having done what he had an
absolute right to do in a matter utterly
irrelevant to the Liquor Act? The act of
the respondent was a gross abuse of legal
power to punish him for an act wholly irrelevant to the statute, a punishment
which inflicted on him, as it was intended
to do, the destruction of his economic life
as a restaurant keeper within the province."
Another of the majority judges, Justice
Martland, stated concerning Duplessis' action: "That was something entirely outside his legal functions. It involved the
exercise of powers which, in law, he did
not possess at all.... The respondent intentionally inflicted damage upon the appellant, and, therefore, in the absence of
lawful justification, which I do not find,
he is liable to the appellant."
And so, the resounding and strongly
condemnatory judgments of the majority
of the Supreme Court brought home to
"the boss," Monsieur Duplessis, the surprising news (to him) that he is not above
the law. In addition to the damages of
$33,123, he was ordered to pay interest
and costs. The total assessment will be
APRIL 8. 1959

well over $50,000. In Montreal a Frenchlanguage newspaper announced that members of the Knights of Columbus and other
Catholic organizations were laying plans
to gather money with which to pay Duplessis' debt for him by means of a subscription campaign.
On the same day that the Premier was
called to account by the Supreme Court
for his persecution of Jehovah's witnesses,
prOvincial policeman Paul Benoit was also
condemned to pay $2,500 damages plus
costs to Louise Lamb. Thus Quebec authority. both high and low, stood publicly
condemned for its lawlessness in trying to
destroy the liberty of Jehovah's people.
The facts concerning Sister Lamb are
recounted by JUstice Rand: "The arrest
and prosecution were quite without justification or excuse and the detention of
the appellant over the weekend was carried out in a manner and in conditions
little short of disgraceful. . . . To Benoit
it was patent that the appellant was not
distributing the issue of the paper containing the alleged libel, nor was there a scrap
of evidence on which he could have acted
to connect her with thr... llds of the other
three distributors. All wis is concluded by
what took place at the police station when,
in what is said to be the routine practice,
Miss Lamb was offered her liberty in exchange for a release of claims, a proposal
which she spurned."

Public Reaction
The drama of having the head of the
Quebec Catholic state sued and defeated
at law by an ordinary citizen made the
Roncarelli case an outstanding example
of justice in action.
The Telegram~ Toronto, said editorially:
"The judgment of the Supreme Court of
Canada against Premier Duplessis is not
so much a deciSion in favour of the Appellant, Frank Roncarelli, as a declaration
11

championing the rights of individuals
against the misuse of authority.... Personal liberty, in itself a treasure beyond
price, has been upheld by the Supreme
Cotll't against the trespass of a prime minister of a province. Therein lies the significance and the impressiveness of the court's
judgment. No man, hqwever high and
mighty, may inflict injustice upon an individual however low his station; no authority may misuse power to deprive a
person of his rights. Authority before the
law stands bareheaded and accountable
for its actions. This is shining justice
where the humblest man triumphs over
power because his cause is right."
From the Toronto Daily Star we read:
"Premier Duplessis of Quebec said in effect '1 am the law.' The Supreme Court
of Canada ruled otherwise; it wiII not tolerate Mr. Duplessis or any other politician
riding roughshod over Canadian citizens
and their legal rights. . . . The decision
was a vigorous affirmation of the right to
religious freedom and equally a defence
for the private citizen against any government's arbitrary decisions. In putting
Mr. Duplessis in his place, the Supreme
Court is acting in a consistent manner to
buttress civil rights in Canada."
The Ottawa Citizen reviewed the successful fight Jehovah's witnesses have
waged on behalf of freedom against the
inroads of Duplessis: "To many Canadians, it will seem that justice has been

done in the Roncarelli case, at least in
principle.... Mr. Duplessis' laws for discouraging opinion 9f which he disapproves have taken quite a battering. In
1950 in the Boucher case [Aime Boucher,
one of Jehovah's witnesses} the Supreme
Court of Canada rejected Quebec's claim
that a Jehovah's Witnesses pamphlet was
'seditious libel.' In 1953 in the Saumur
case it ruled that a Quebec City bylaw
used to stop distribution of Jehovah's Witnesses publications contravened the Quebec Freedom of Worship Act.... He may
be checked by defeats in court, but civil
liberties will not be safe in Quebec while
such actions characterize government."
The Roncarelli and Lamb decisions are
two more important judgments in favor
of freedom in Canada. Jehovah's witnesses
appreciate the work of honest and sincere
judges who administer justice with an
even hand to both rich and poor. Such efforts are to 'be commended. It must be recalled, however, that it is the courage and
integrity of Jehovah's witnesses, who hold
to right principles regardless of the difficulties confronting them, that have
brought these issues before the bar of the
highest court and established protection
for the civil liberties of all the people. This
long-drawn battle of Jehovah's witnesses
against dictatorship from Quebec has
raised a strong bulwark of legal principle
that is holding back the tide of oppression
and destruction of minority rights by lawless officialdom.

PROTECTION
~

In his book Officers Against Hitler Fabian von SchlabrendortT writes:
"The meeting with Hitler took place in Field-Marshal Kluge's personal quar·
ters. As he entered the office, Hitler laid down the peculiar mllltary-style cap
he always wore. I had always been curious about this cap. Now, with no one
watching, I impulsively reached to pick it up and have a look. I was startled
to find it heavy as a cannon ball. On examinatlon, I saw why. Our dauntless
dictator, who professed to be beloved by all Germans, had his cap lined with
fully three and a hall pounds of protective plate,"
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IS CHANGING
tion of over sixty-one million that is growing at the rate of more than a million a
year , it has the mtlkings of a strong and
economically powerful nation. It has been
expanding its market at the rate of ten
million or more new customers every ten
years.
New steel mills and related industries
have sprung up in recent years. An entirely new automobile industry is now in
its second year. New dams and power projects have been completed and others are
in the course of being constructed. New
highways are being built that will cross
the country from the Amazon River down
to the Uruguayan border and also from
east to west. It is beginning to tap its
great reserves of high-grade iron are. It
has been estimated· that Brazil has a fifth
of the world's reserves of this are.
In its early days the exportation of
brazil wood caused Brazil to become well
known in many parts of the world. Its
fame grew when it became the exclusive
exporter of the product of its native hevea
brasilien..<;-is, the rubber tree. Still later it
added coffee to its list of exports and grew
to be the world's biggest exporter of coffee.
For decades its economy was dependent
upon coffee, but growing competition from
other countries as well as bumper crops
have made coffce fl.n unreliable basis for
the nation's
economy. R egarding this
Life magazine
said: "But coffee is a dangerously insecure
prop. It accounts for 70
~
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RAZ!L is not standing still a.s a nati~m
hut is growing. It is becommg an m~
creasingly prominent country in the eyes
of the world. This is so not only because
of its political strength in South America
but also because of its growing strength
in world markets.
Following the visit of Vice-President
Nixon of the United States to South America last year President Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira of Brazil launched the
"Pan-American Operation" by a letter to
the president of the United States. This
action focused the world's attention on
Brazil as a nation of growing prominence.
Generally, people outside South America
are not aware of the changes that have
been takIng place in this country_ They
know Brazil only as a country of friendly
people, dense jungles, the world's secondlongest river and the two famous cities of
Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. During the
last two decades this Portuguese-speaking
country has been undergoing a change
from an almost entirely agricultural nation
to an industrial one. Its remarkable transformation makes it a country worthy of
notice.
Brazil is probably one of the outstandin,g
examples of what is happening in this part
of the world. It is undergoing an economic
and industrial expansion. With a popula-
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percent of Brazil's export earnings and if a complete desolation within fifteen years
the world price slides down, the country's if the wasting of the land continues at the
whole economy trembles."
present rate. One of' the main causes of
The need for a diversified economy and this problem has been the policy of plantof better production methods has made the ers and squatters to clear land for planting
country look about for investments, know- by burning the forest. After they have
how and machinery. One of the prospec- exhausted the land in a couple of years.
tive sources of such aid is the big neighbor they move to another location and burn
down another big section of woodland.
to the north, the United States.
The Forestry Service is doing its best
to stop this wanton wasting of the land.
Growth Affect8 the Common Man
The change coming over Brazil is, of It also has made a start toward reforesta_
course, affecting the common man. Com- tion. The task is tremendous in such a big
modities that were practically unknown to country.
him a few years ago are now available.
Another. problem confronting Brazil is
But there is the evil of rising prices and inflation. There has been a steady increase
a loss in money's purchasing power.
in prices that has not made the common
During the war and the years following people a bit happy. Their displeasure was
it, Brazil experienced an economic pros- shewn at the end of last October when
perity that brought quick profits to some there was an increase in bus and streetcar
of its people and higher wages for the fares in Sao Paulo. A public demonstraaverage worker. This prosperity contrib- tion resulted in several deaths and in
uted to putting cities like Rio de Janeiro scores of wounded persons. Damage done
and sao Paulo among the fastest-growing to buses and streetcars amounted to milcities of the world.
lions of cruzeiros. Demonstrations agaInst
Big profits on one hand and the growing the rising cost of living have also taken
needs of the common people on the other place in other parts of the country. The
have caused the Brazilian people to be- failure of several banks did not improve
come more conscious of their government. matters. To cover the bank losses the govThe political freedom that followed the ernment issued over five million cruzeiros
end of the Vargas regime produced various in paper money.
factions that have advocated their own
Toward the middle of October, agriculsolutions for the country's problems.
tural leaders in the state of Parana anA big problem that has faced the coun- nounced a monuDlental "March of Productry during the past year has been the tion" of farmers. The pUrpose of the march
severe drought in the northeastern part of to the capital was to lay the demands of
Brazil. Drought refugees have numbered the fanners before the government. One
into the hundreds of thousands. The trou- of their complaints was that certain fiscal
ble appears to stem from a failure on the instructions issued by a government agenpart of the people to apply the principles cy tended "to protect more the industry"
of soil conservation. Because the soil has and helped in "aggravating the i~, ..m cribeen stripped and overworked it fails to sis." This march was stopped by orders
hold water. The land is turning into des- from the army.
erts. David de Azambuja, the director of
All these troubles might be classed as
Brazil's Forestry Service, has warned that growing pains of a great nation. By overthe northeast part of the country will be coming them in a wise manner the coun-
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try can make progress that will benefit all
he~people.

Although there are dlfferences of opinion all. how to solve the problems facing
the growing nation of Brazil, there is generally little difference of opinion about the
basic needs of the country. There is also
agreement on the necessity of developing
the "hinterland," which 1s the sparcely
popula.ted interior. One of the reaSOns for
building new highways in the interior and
for constructing there the new capital,
Brasilia, is to draw some of Brazil's population away from the crowded eastern section of the country.
Foreign Aid
There is a sentiment prevailing throughout Latin America that the United States
should pay more attention to the countries
there. Regarding this Roberto Oliveira
Campos, president of the Brazilian National Bank of Economic Development, said:
"The residual treatment accorded by the
United States, both to Brazil and to the
rest of Latin America, is causing serious
friction in the economic field of the Western Hemisphere.
The fact that the United States has been
far more generous with its foreign aid to
other parts of the world than to South
America is pointed to as a cause for bad
feelings. The Pan-American Operation has
called attention to the fact that the foreign aid apportioned by the United States
during a twelve-year period was 64.3 percent for European countries, 23.2 percent
for Asia, 9.8 percent for Middle Eastern
and African countries, but only 2.7 percent
for it<; closest neighbor, Latin America.
The United States will have to make some
changes in her Latin-American aid if she
want<; to retain the friendship of the peopie there.
The economic situation is compelling
BrazU to look for buyers for her 1958 to
II
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1959 cotfee crop. Some have estimated this
crop to be close to one half of the expected
world production The approximately 26
million bags of eXPortable coffee from this
crop. along with the large stockpiles of
coffee on hand, mUst be sold. Brazil cannot afford to be fussy as to who buys.
It seems that When old problems are
solved new ones will invariably pop up.
This must be eXpe<!ted in a growing nation
that is undergoing a great change. Nevertheless, the common man in Brazil is somewhat perplexed. The land of "patience," as
some have called Brazil, finds itself in circumstances that used to be associated only
with other parts of the world. There are
new rises in prices, new wage demands,
threats of strikes, protest demonstrations
and heated political disputes. The common man in Brazil has become apprehensive for the future. But he is not alone
in such feelings. These are common
throughout the world. All nations are faced
with serious problems.
The Bible long ago foretold the present
state of affairs when it said that men would
"become faint out of fear and expectation
of the things coming upon the inhabited
earth." (Luke 21: 26) Rather than become
fainthearted, the people of Brazil and of
the whole world should turn to the encouraging promises of God's written Word.
Bible prophecies foretold the troubles
that afflict mankind and indicate that they
are visible proof of the coming end of the
present wicked system of things and the
beginning of a new system of things. All
who trust the divine promises have reason
to rejoice, for Jesus said: "But as these
things start to occur, raise yourselves erect
and lift your heads up, because your deliverance is getting near." (Luke 21:28)
The rule of God's heavenly kingdom will
bring the biggest change to the people of
Brazil. It will be a change that will bring
them eternal blessings.
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Is

a

case of mind
over matter. It
appears to be a
uniquely hu~
man problem.

Thus we are
told that "the
young of quadrupeds are usually able to
stand and walk at
birth. but for children
from one to two years
are required, since
these are complex reflex acts which are
learned only through
long trial and error." And no wonder,
since "merely standing erect involves the

co-ordinated control of thousands of muscles, nerves and bones."
Does this mean that Irian is at a disadvantage as compared with the lower
animals? Yes, it does, reply many worldlywise men. Says one of them: "It has been
said that man is 'fearfully and wonderfully
made.' I am inclined to agree with that
statement-especially the 'fearfully' part
of it. As a piece of machinery we humans
are such a hodgepodge and makeshift that
the real wonder resides in the fact that
we get along as well as we do." He speaks
of the body's "teITific mechanical imba1ance," and blames backaches, varicose
veins, hemorrhoids, fallen arches, bunions
and calluses on our walking on two feet
instead of -four. In the same vein, another
insists that "we'd be better off on all
fours."
To all such who tacitly cavil at the wisdom displayed in the Creator's handiwork
a few questions may well be posed: Why
do even peoples untouched by modern civiJization walk tall and erect? Why are they
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often free from all such
ills? For that matter, why
do not all humans even in
so-called highly civilized
lands suffer
from these
ills? And
why is it
that an obvious cause
can usually be
found for such
that responds
to commonsense treatment?
Granted, for the
sake of argument,
that man's upright
position poses certain
difficulties, these are
most negligible in view of
the advantages man has
by reason of his erect position.
No Hodgepodge

The fact is that men noted for their
knowledge of biology or physiology, far
from finding fault with the construction
of the human body, wax eloquent in their
praise of it. Says Nobel prize winner Dr.
A. Carrell: "Man has been given power
over his environment by the shape of his
skeleton . . . . The elasticity, strength and
adaptiveness of the lower limbs ... have
never been equalled by Our machines ...
The three levers, articulated on the pelvis,
adapt themselves with marvelous suppleness to all postures, efforts and movements. They carry us on the polished floor
of the ballroom and. . . on the slopes of
the Rocky Mountains. They enable us to
Walk, to run, . . . to wander all over the
earth and under all conditions."
Testimony also is at hand as to the advantage man's upright stance has been
AWAKE!

to his brain. For one thing, it thereby has
far better drainage. And how much better
we can see and hear things by reason of
our walking erect! Consider also our hands.
Well has it been said of them: "We would
never have acquired our mastery over
matter without the aid of our fingers ....
The hand is a masterpiece. Simultaneously
it feels and acts . . . as if endowed with
sight." The hand is so useful "owing to
the unique properties of its skin, its tactile
nerves, its muscles and its bones." Our
hands could not have these properties if
we had to walk on them.
Note also the testimony of the late Sherrington, one of Britain's leading physiologists. According to him, far from man's
upright stance being a handicap it is a
factor in man's being by far the most intelligent of all earth's creatures. He quotes
with approval the poet Milton's lines about
man's not being prone and brute, but by
reason of his mind and upright position,
'with front serene governing the rest.'
Yes, as Truslow, an authority on good
posture or "body mechanics," expresses it:
"Mankind cannot condemn as unsafe or
unfit this temple of the noble mind. In
health bodily movements are purposeful
and co-ordinated. We possess a wonderful
piece of architecture; we are endowed with
a very useful machine."
Proper Posture Pays
Implying rebuke of all critics of the Creator's handiwork is the position taken by
this authority on posture that "man can
use his mind far more effectively than he
does to examine the opportunities for
more poised maintenance and practical repair of the habitus which is his." If we do
that we will find that improved posture
pays off in better mental and physical
health, in decreased fatigue and in better
appearance. Many are the backaches as
well as other ailments that corrected posAPRIL 8, 1959

ture will cure. In fact, a team of physicians
tells of not only curing indigestion, constipation and backaches by correcting bad
posture but even of alleviating if not wholly curing many chronic diseases such as
diabetes, arthritis and muscular dystrophy, although such latter involved hospitalization. Good posture is basic in chiropractic therapy, and both Swedish massage
and osteopathy may be said to be based
upOn principles involving good posture.
In particular should parents be concerned with good posture of their children,
as prevention is better than cure. In the
United States 80 percent of the children
have faulty posture. No wonder a physician complains because educators spend a
lot of time making sure children do not
have flat feet but ignore their hacks, as a
result of which many children grow up
with posture deformities that could have
been corrected.
The body, because of its erect position,
is continually subjected to a heavy strain
by reason of gravity. We can minimize
this by keeping a good balance; and to the
extent that we do we are making it easier
for our body to stay healthy. "Body poise
has always held a leading place in physical
fitness. Nice balance from head to feet not
only lessens strain of the structures invOlved, but, by maintainin"g vital organs in
their normal relationships, each to each,
enhances sufficient functioning of these organs." In other words, our lungs cannot
function properly if we stoop over with
rounded shoulders; our digestive and eliminative organs cannot freely do their work
if they are all piled on top of one another
as is the case with the sagging stomach.
Lack of balance also makes more work for
the nervous system and impedes free flow
of the blood.
That good posture also means physical
strength is the conclusion that E. Checkley, one of America's strong men of a past
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generation, reached. He taught that more
important than weight lifting and like
strenuous exercises for the development of
strong muscles were correct posture and
correct breathing. This conclusion was cor~
roborated by a leading trainer of strong
men who found certain men of prodigious
health and strength, yet who were not tak~
lJJg physical exercise seriously. Looking
for a common denominator, he discovered
that they all had one thing in common,
correct posture in walking, standing and
sitting.
Good posture also pays in comfort and
decreased fatigue. It is easy to imagine the
strain the leaning tower of Pisa repre.sents; well, poor posture makes us leaning
human towers! Fatigue caused by poor
posture robs industry of millions of dollars
annually. In recognition of this fact many
employers hire experts to advise as to the
most efficient equipment and positions for
working.
Correct posture also pays off in im~
proved mental health. Do we want to feel
confident, optimistic, eager for the fray
of dealing with the challenges that each
day brings to us? Correct posture will help
us greatly to acquire this mental disposi~
tion. As has often been said: Act confi~
dently and you will feel confident. If you
doubt that, burst Dut in hearty laughter
for just no reason at all. You will find that
you feel better for it even though you did
so for no particular reason!
And finally, good posture aids our appearance, and all of us should want to ap~
pear at our best. Actors especially appre~
ciate this fact. They know that they can
give their audience the impression they
wish by assuming a particular posture. By
walking erectly we look younger and in~
vite confidence and respect instead of pity
and doubt. Good posture takes a few inches
off our waistline, which we can easily
spare, and adds them to our height, which
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added inches are an asset. So correct posture pays off in better physical and mental
health and strength, more comfort, im~
proved appearance and less fatigue.

Bow to Go About It
Good posture applies to standing, walk~
iog, sitting and even lying down or sleep·
ing. In some lands custom indicates various
forms of squatting or kneeling upon the
floor or ground. Anthropologists tell us
that while "man differs from the apes in
his standing posture, ... this is only one
among some 1,000 positions of which he
is capable." Yes, they have found that
many different steady postures or static
positions "which can be maintained comR
fortably for some time."
Of course, if you are an extrovert,
athletically inclined, in good health and
have an intermediate type of physique,
neither underweight nor overweight for
Your height, good posture may come nat~
ural to you, especially if you use good
judgment as regards your clothing. But
if not, then most likely you will have to
gtve good posture thought and effort.
As to how to go about it-the remedy
does not lie in going to the opposite ex~
treme. The exaggerated "shoulderback"
posture is nearly as bad as the drooping
posture. A ramrod uprightness is both artificial and uncomfortable and resembles
the natural posture as much as a telephone
POle resembles the upright pine or poplar

tree.
"Good posture stresses the well held-in
abdomen," we are told. While that is true,
the best way to go about it is to "draw
the chin in and the chest up and forward,"
for thereby "the abdomen is drawn up into place and the girth is reduced by several
inches." Good standing posture is indicated
if, when standing close to a wall facing it,
the chest touches before the head or ab~
domendoes.
AWAKE!

Good posture in walking requires that
our head, chest and hips be in a straight
line. Many peoples unspoiled by modern
civilization have such good posture that
the balancing of large burdens upon their
heads while walking furnishes no problem
for them whatsoever. Good training along
this line is to walk while balancing a book
on your head. If we have been in the habit
of walking with drooped shoulders and
sagging stomach, it will take a little concentration and effort to walk correctly.
With time, however, it will become a matter of habit and will pay dividends both in
health and pleasure in walking. Walk with
hands swinging at your side, avoiding extremes as regards the length of your steps.
Sitting also poses a posture probl~m. Sit
well back in your chair and upright, twisting neither to the left nor to the right. Let
your feet rest fiat on the fioor, and when
leaning forward do so from your hips, not
from your waist. Crossing your legs at the
knees obstructs both the nervous and circulatory systems; if you feel you must
cross your legs, do so at the ankles. Very
helpful are good posture chairs that have
properly shaped seats and adjustable backs
so as to give support where it is needed.
And finally, good posture also applies to
our lying down, our sleeping habits. It is
usually good to lie straight in bed. Take a

good stretch upon retiring and before rising. In fact, one of the best aids to aequiring good posture is the stretching habit.
Many a backache is caused by a sagging
bed. Conversely, many a one is cured by
the right kind of bed. Sleeping in a sagging
bed that curves their spine gets children
off to a very bad start as regards good
posture.
Truly, good posture is a case of mind
over matter. There is nothing wrong in
the way we !:l're constructed; the advantages of erect stance far outweigh any
problems caused by it. Good posture pays
in improved mental and physical health
and strength, in more comfort and less
fatigue and in better appearance. It applies
to our standing, walking, sitting and sleep.
ing, and requires keeping head up, shoulders back, chin ill, chest up and forward;
avoiding, however, a ramrod pose. Nothing
w:e can do in behalf of our health will give
us such rich rewards without any expenditure of money and so little effort as cultivating good posture. As a group of physicians in the United States, authorities in
body mechanics (posture), point out, good
posture will do for us what no doctor or
antibioNcs can do for us: add endurance
and stamina to our bodies, enabling us to
respond better to the demands of our en~
vironment, leading, in turn, to lasting improvement of our health.

4I. In Your Voice and Your Speech Beatrice Desfosses writes: "The timbre of your
voice is the quality which makes it distinguishable from the voices of others. The
more your voice is freed from tensions, the more individual it becomes. Your
voice Is a reft.ection of your inmost self-your dreams remembered and forgotten,
your hopes and fears, as well as your physique and inherited tendencies. At the
same time your voice reacts, chameleonUke, to the people with whom you associate
~your companions in work and play-and to national and sectional influences.
Your voice also varies with the state of your mind and body. Someone who knows
you well can detect Unerringly the condition of your health and spirits when you
speak to him over the telephone. Your voice is the sum of you, tempered by
conditions that affect you at the moment."
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OR at least 5,000 years man
has placed great value on a
soft yellow metal-gold. Very
likely, the very first man ~vho
ever lived valued this metal, for
in "the book of Adam's history,"
which is incorporated in the
book of Genesis, we read con~
cerning the river that issued out
of Eden: "From there it began
to be parted and it became, as it
were, four heads. The first one's name ,is
Pishon; it is the one encircling the entire
land of Havilah where there is gold. And
the gold of that land is good." (Gen. 2:1012) In all ages since that first one men
have considered gold to be "good." Kings
and empires have counted their wealth and
power by it.
Gold has several qualities that excite the
admiration and desire of men. First are
its luster and beauty, a wann, rich glow
akin to the glory of the sun. From earliest
times this quality has stirred the imaginations of men. Among the Egyptians, Assyrians and Babylonians gold was inextricably bound up with their worship of the
sun, To the Greeks gold was elektron; to
the Romans it was eMctrum. Both names
are derived from elekt6r> which means

F
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"the sun." The Incas of Peru
believed gold to be "the tears of
the sun," and held it sacred. Directly and indirectly, men ha.ve

worshiped gold.
A unique quality of gold is its
apparently endless durability.
Archaeologist Sir Leonard
Woolley, leader of the expedition that in the 1920's sensationally uncovered the postFlood city of Ur of the Chaldees, birthplace of Abraham, writes concerning the
numerous objects of gold Uncovered on the
ancient site: "Gold is imperishable; a gold
bowl may be crushed or dinted, but its
colour and its surface remain, and every
detail of its workmanship and decoration
is as clear as when it was newly wrought;
but other materials are less enduring-I
have spoken of the way in which silver
corrodes and even vanishes-and suffer
from internal decay and from the crushing
weight of the 30 or 40 feet of earth, below
which they have lain buried for 5,000
years." From the site of this ancient city
were recovered in a. sta.te of perfect pres-

ervation gold objects of intricate beauty.
As the one "immortal" metal, gold was
the first choice of artists of every age
who were anxious that their art should
endure.
AWAKE!

other qualities of gold recommended it
for the purposes of art. Gold is one of the
most malleable of all metals. By beating,
it is possible to extend an ounce of gold to
a surface area of one hundred square fcet.
An even greater degree of thinness may
be achieved. Gold has been hammered into
leaf less than one ten-thousandths of a
millimeter in thickness. At this thinness
the metal appears green in color. Gold is also among the most ductile of metals. It can
be drawn into a wire so fine that 544 feet
of it weighs only one gram. These qualities
make it easy to work and, added to its intrinsic beauty and unique durability, have
made gold the artist's standard of perfection.
IJledium of Exchange

More vital in the lives of men, however,
has been the impact that gold has made
on the economy of every civilization from
that of ancient Ur to the present time.
Trade is the lifeblood of civilization and
trade flows freely only when there is available a medium of exchange universally acceptable. The one medium of exchange that
has at all times remained universally acceptable is gold. Gold was used as a means
of exchange long before the introduction
of any coinage system. The later development of coinage systems stabilized and extended the use of gold as an exchange medium and the tempo of trade and commerce
was vastly quickened.
First to use gold coins were the Greek
merchants of ancient Ephesus, some eight
hundred years before Christ. The gold used
for these coins was not pure gold but was
a naturally occurring mixture of four parts
gold and one part silver. This was the
elektron of the Greeks. The first regular
coinage was that of Lydia, in Asia Minor,
by the seventh century B.C. This, too, was
in elektron. The first pure gold coinage
was introduced by King Croesus, of Lydia,
APRIL 8, 1959

in the sixth century B.C. It was this pure
gold coinage that gave to Croesus much
of the power, influence and wealth that he
wielded in the Mediterranean world during
his reign. To be "as rich as Croesus" still
signifies today the ultimate in wealth.
Croesus, however, lost his great golden
treasure to Cyrus, king of Persia, in 546
B.C. The Persians, surveying their booty,
realized the value of gold coinage and soon
they were issuing their own. Soon' gold
coins of many nations were in use.
Of particular interest are the gold coins
issued by the Greek city-state of Athens
in the fifth century B.C. These coins exhibited a beauty of execution and technical
skill not achieved before or surpassed since.
These Athenian coins were the first to have
"types" on both sides. The types were the
head of the goddess Athena, mythical
founder of the city, and on the reverse her
emblem, the owl. This conception of coin
design-deity (or "head") on one side and
an attribute (or "tail") on the other-was
soon almost universally adopted and has
influenced coin design right down to the
present time.
With the passing of the centuries gold
for monetary purposes became ever more
important. There was a constant need for
new gold. The expanding Roman Empire
allayed its need in two ways. First, it
swept into Rome the treasures of its conquered territories. Then it sent out many
expeditions composed of legions of slaves
to search for gold. Fl"Om alluvial and other
sources it gained what were for those days
enormous quantities of the precious metal.
It is estimated that on the death of Augustus Caesar A.D. 14 the wealth of Rome in
gold and silver was £500 millions ($1.400
millions).
A Gold Famine

Then came the Dark Ages and Europe
entered upon a gold famine. The major
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gold. sources had fallen into Moslem hands seekers from many parts of the globe.
and were denied to non~Mos1ems. Interna- Some became rich. Many became poor. And
tional trade dwindled to a trickle, and the many died, victims of one of mankind's
lack of gold seems to have been at least a most deadly ills, gold~fever.
contributing factor to the almost complete
Hard on the heels of the '48 "strike"
cessation in Europe of cultural and scien~ came other discoveries that were to make
tiflc progress. The gold famine lasted from the nineteenth century the greatest period
the eighth to the twelfth century, after of gold discovery in history: British Cowhich some gold again began to flow into lumbia, Australia, New Zealand, the Yukon
Europe from outside. Domestic sources, and last, but by no means least, the Wittoo, \\l!re being exploited and the position watersrand, South Africa.
eased. By the end of the fifteenth century,
however, Europe's gold~mining areas of African Gold
the Bohemian forests; Silesia, the Sudeten
Africa for centuries past had been the
mountains, Bosnia, Serbia, Eastern Hun- fabled land of gold. In gold-hungry Europe
gary and Transylvania were nearing ex~ men speculated on the probable wherehaustion and the European economy was abouts of King Solomon's mines, and the
again feeling the pinch. New sources of land of Ophir. Expeditions of_white men,
gold had to be found. Europe's hunger for inspired by legend and rumor, pushed into
gold was the stimulus that inspired the fever-stricken tropical Africa only to fail
voyages of discovery of the fifteenth cen~ and perish. In 1569 the king of Portugal
tury that culminated in the discovery of sent an expedition of three ships and a
America.
thousand men to what is now the African
By 1472 a thriving gold trade existed. be~ East Coast Portuguese colony of Mozamtween Europe and the African Gold Coast, bique to search for the mines of King Solobut this was soon to be dwarfed by dis~ mon. Most of the expedition found death
coveries made in the "New World." In but little gold. Three hundred years later,
South America the Spanish conquistadors, not too far south of the scene of their disled on by intriguing tales of abundant gold, aster, was uncovered a source of gold richmade their ruinous way through the lands er than men had ever dreamed of, the
of the Aztecs and the Incas. The wealth Witwatersrand, "the Ridge of White Wa~
of gold they found was fantastic and made ters," in the Transvaal, South Africa.
Spain the foremost power in Europe. It
In 1886, following the discovery of subalso destroyed the nations of South Amer~ sidiary gold-bearing conglomerates on the
ica and made them Spanish serfs.
Witwatersrand, the Main Reef was uncovFor nearly two centuries South America ered on the farm, Langlaagte, just two
supplied the world with most of its gold, miles from what is now Johannesburg, the
but by the beginning of the nineteenth cen~ greatest gold-mining city in the world By
tury its resources were exhausted. and 1895 the Witwatersrand had become the
world production of gold dwindled steadily. world's chief source of gOld, a position it
Against this background of a new gold has held till now. Its production is still ex"famine" the famous gold discovery of 1848 panding. After the second world war the
was made in California. San Frahcisco, the curve of the Main Reef continued to be
important center nearest to the "strike," traced. Its known area now extends beimmediately became the Mecca of gold yond the borders of the Transvaal into the
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Orange Free State, and all along its great medium of exchange that is universally
arc, three hundred miles long, nearly sixty acceptable. To have value a nation's currency must be adequately backed by gold.
great mines are active.
The gold mines of South Africa are The huge store of gold lying in American
unique in many ways. Unlike the gold of vaults guarantees the value of the dollar
California or the Yukon, the treasure does and makes it one of the most acceptable
not lie near the surface but has to be currencies in the world. As nations have
gouged out of the earth at great depths. found, to their loss, a currency unbacked
Some of the mines are nearly two miles by gold is unstable and leads to financial
deep. To the naked eye the gold~bearing disaster.
are shows no sign of gold. Its gold content
Gold is indeed "good." The Creator
is so tiny as to be invisible. It cannot be placed it in the earth for man's use and
washed or "panned,"
pleasure. Because of
its enduring beauty it
but only an elaborate
SPECIAL! IN THE NEXT ISSUE
process of crushing,
was lavishly used by
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milling and chemical
the Israelites first in
atheids and that atheists are not truly
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treatment can per~
the construction of the
firms faith in God, and why it i. mOre rea_
sonable to make one's acceptance of the
suade the are to yield
tabernacle, or tent of
theories of science dependent on the testi.
its precious yellow
meeting, in the wilmony of the Bible than to make one's ac_
ceptance of the Bible subject to the Judllmetal. On an average,
derness and later in
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inll about it in the article "Nature Had It
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better than gold. His
First."
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servant
Job declared:
• Why do religious leaders declare that ma_
ture Christians are lacking In the churches
South Africa produced
"But
wisdom-where
today? Is it that mcdern conditions make it
Impossible to comply with Bible commands?
14,602,267 ounces of
can it be found, and
What can you do to attain Christian mao
turity? Be sure to read the article "Jeho_
gold, representing
where, now, is the
vah's Witnesses and Christian Maturity."
nearly half of the
place of understand• Did you know you were a space traveler?
Why do men want to go to the moon and
ing?
world's total produc~
Pure gold cannot
other planets? What will be earth·s role in
the ned generation? Look for "Role of the
tion and valued at
be given in exchange
Earth in the Rocket Age." Next Issue1
£182,756,308 ($511,for it, and silver can717,662.40).
not be weighed out as
The use to which most of this gold is its price. It cannot be paid for with gold of
put seems curious. After having been won Ophir, with the rare onyx stone and the
so hard from the depths of the earth, it is sapphire. Gold and glass cannot be combought by the nations, chiefly America, pared to it, nor is any vessel of refined
and stored in heavily guarded underground gold an exchange for it.... It cannot be
vaults, there to lie idle once more in dark~ paid for even with gold in its purity...•
ness. This seemingly strange 'procedure, 'Look! the fear of Jehovah-that is wishowever, is quite rational. After nearly dom, and to turn away from bad is underfive thousand years gold is still the only standing.' "-Job 28:12, 15-17, 19, 28.
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T

HE truth
about God's

kingdom is
gradually penetrating into var·
ious prisons
throughout

the

land of Italy. Some men behind prison bars
have come in ('on tact with the truth through

various articles written about Jehovah's witnesses in popular magazines. A number of
such convicted men seeking religious conver·
sian have written to the Watch Tower Soriety's Branch office in Rome.
Probably the most extraordinary experi·
ence concerns a well-known ex-member of
the Giuliano band that violently harassed the
island of Sicily for many years after World
War II. These outlaws engaged in robbing,
killing and blackmailing. These bandits held
the police at bay for a number of years.
Finally the government sent down an armed
force of carabinieri under the command of
an army colonel to capture and break up the
outlaw band. One of the ringleaders was
wounded, captured and imprisoned by the
police. Other arrests followed.
Later a full·time minister of Jehovah's
witnesses was also arrested and imprisoned
at the same jail for distributing Bible lltera·
ture without a license. During the several
weeks that this minister remained in prison
awaiting the trial he preached to guards and
Inmates alike, and among these were the
captured outlaws of the Sicilian band. As a
result, two members of the band became wit·
nesses of Jehovah. Both of these ex-outlawH
confessed that during their years of robbery
and bloodshed they had always practiced the
Catholic religion and, according to their reo
IIgious understanding, their consciences had
never been disturbed. It took an accurat('
knowledge of God's Word, the Bible, to awak·
en in them a feeling of responsibility toward
God and doing right. This the Roman Catha·
lic Church never taught them. One bandit
said that when he was an outlaw he consld-
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ered himself a fervent Catholic, that he never
neglected his prayers to the "Madonna" or
"Our Lady," even while engaged in his illegal
activities.
These convicts have had the unusual prlvi·
lege of witnessing to prison officials, men that
are diIDcult to reach from the outside.
The flrst personal contact that these prisoners had with other Christian witnesses
came in 1956, when they were brought to
Rome to face an appeal court. Their stay in
Rome was brief. Nevertheless, it was long
enough 'to build up their knowledge and ap·
preciation for many Bible truths.
After the appeal trla\ they were sent back
to prison. Despite the sad prospects of being
separated from family and friends, yet these
men' saw that their stay in prison could be
profitable to others if they conducted them·
selves as Chrlst's ambas~adors, declaring his
Kingdom message. They had a Bible study
going with the help of the Watchtower maga·
zine that more than thirty prisoners attended.
Their conversion became general knowl·
edge throughout the prison system. The pris.
on officials appeared very pleased, but not
so the prjson's Catholic chaplain. He de·
nounced these new witnesses as ignorant men,
but when called to match their Bible knowl·
edge the Catholic C'haplain ('ould not do so.
This angered the chaplain greatly. Undoubt·
edly, it was his influence that brought about
a remuval o-f the witnesses to another prison.
The Bible class was also abandoned.
From prison to prison they were moved
untll the Rome office of the Watch Tower
Society got word that they were in Italy's
worst prison, a notorious hard-labor camp on
the island of Elba. But they were in good
eheer. They had appealed to the Ministry of
Justice to authol'i7.e a change of religion and
thus legalize their standing as Jehovah's wit·
nesses. Their request was officially approved
by the government. This permitted them to
have an offidal visit by a minister of their
own religion. That time came in May, 1958How they hugged and kissed the brother who
('arne from the Rome Bethel to visit them!
Even though their witnessing activity is
much more limited in this prison, their hope
for the Kingdom is not. They realize that a
witness must he given behind prison walls
as well as in the rest at the earth. They are
grateful to Jehovah for the privilege, which
has made their burden of serving a heavy
sentence light.

AWAKE!

!"(OUR WORD IS TRUTH"

The Greatest Personality
in the Universe

EHOVAH is the Greatest Personality
in the universe. He has" distinguished
himself by his exclusive, beauteous name
Jehovah. He is the Great Theocrat, the
Unfailing Purposer, the True and Living
God. He is the Creator and Supreme Sovereign of the universe. Of him the psalmist
wrote: "That people may know that you,
whose name is Jehovah, you alone are the
Most High over all the earth." -Ps. 83: 18.
What kind of God is Jehovah? Is he an
angry God'? a terrible and vengeful God?
What are his endearing and fear-inspiring
qualities and ways? How may we come to
know Jehovah?
We may come to know Jehovah by
studying his Word, the Bible. Therein he
tells us about himself. We are told that
"God is love," that "righteousness and
judgment are the established place of his
throne," that "with him there are wisdom
and mightiness; he has counsel and understanding." David assures us that "strength
belongs to God. Also loving-kindness belongs to you, 0 Jehovah,"-l John 4:8;
Ps. 97:2; Job 12:13; PS, 62:11, 12.
Concerning himself Jehovah said: "I am
God Almighty." He is the omnipotent, glorious, merciful, all-wise God, existing from
time indefinite to time indefinite. Ever
compassionate, always righteous, forever
unsearchable. immutable, omniscient, incorruptible, immortal, faithful, unmatchable is He. He- is God of gods, King of
kings and Lord of lords. Wrote Jeremiah:
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"Jehovah is in truth God. He is the living
God and the King to time indefinite." "He
is the Maker of the earth by his power,
the One finnly establishing the productive
land by his wisdom, and the One who by
his understanding stretched out the heavens."-Gen. 17:1; Jer. 10:10, 12.
Jehovah's greatness is described for us
by King Solomon in prayer: "The heavens, yes, the heaven of the heavens, themselves cannot contain you." And Jehovah
had his servant Jeremiah write of him:
"Is it not the heavens and the earth that
I myself actually fill?" There is no limit
to his wisdom and understanding and
nothing is concealed from him. He knows
everything about his creation: "There is
not a creation that is not manifest to his
sight, but all things are naked and openly
exposed to the eyes of him with whom
we have an accounting."-l. Ki. 8:27; Jer.
23,24; Heb. 4,13.
Jehovah is not a trinity of gods, but one
God. Moses declared: "Listen, 0 Israel:
Jehovah our God is one Jehovah." The
Christian apostle Paul said: "There is no
God but one." This God is spoken of in
the Bible as being incorruptible and as
having qualities of sight, hearing, etc.
"The One planting the ear, can he not
hear? Or the One forming the eye, can
he not look? The One correcting the nations, can he not reprove, even the One
teaching men knowledge? Jehovah is
knowing the thoughts of men, that they
are as an exhalation." "For, as regards
Jehovah, his eyes are roving about through
all the earth to show his strength in behalf of those whose heart is complete toward him."-Deut. 6:4; 1 Cor. 8:4; Ps.
94:9-11; 2 Chron. 16:9.
Has any human ever seen Jehovah? To
Moses, Jehovah said; "You are not able to
see my face, because no man may see me
and yet live." The apostle John wrote:
"At no time has anyone beheld God." "God
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is a Spirit, and those worshiping him must -broad, true, holy, just and good. Therefore,
worship with spirit and truth." Paul de· Isaiah wrote: "Jehovah is our Judge, Jeclared: "Now to the King of eternity, in· hovah is our Statute-giver, Jehovah is our
corruptible, invisible, the only God, be King; he himself will saVe us."-2 Cor.
honor." Being a spirit, invisible to the hu· 3:17; 1 Tim. 1:11; Jas. 1:25; Isa. 33:22.
man eye, Jehovah remains unseen by man.
Love and obedience are the governing
-Ex. 33:20; 1 John 4:12; John 4:24; principles of Jehovah's organization. He
requires that creatures obey him from the
1 Tim. 1:17.
Since no man has ever seen God, how heart. Perfect love expressed toward God
do we know that Jehovah exists? Jehovah and neighbor is the fulfillment of the Crehas made manifestations of his existence ator's law. "Abundant peace belongs to
by means of angels or visions. The prophet those loving your law, and for them there
Isaiah beheld in a vision "the King, Jeho· is no stumbling block," declared the psalm·
vah of annies, himself!" The prophet Dan- ist.-Ps.119:165.
iel reported: "I saw in the night·visions,
Jehovah is always reasonable, he can·
... and one that was ancient of days did not lie, nor deny himself. His power ex·
sit." Paul, the apostle, argued that this tends throughout the universe. The depth
One, Jehovah, has made himself manifest of his riches and wisdom and knowledge
among men through natural creation, too, are beyond human comprehension. "How
saying: "For his invisible qualities are unsearchable his judgments are and past
clearly seen from the world's creation on· tracing out his ways are!" said Paul. Je·
ward, because they are understood by the hovah is perfect in holiness, abundant in
things made, even his eternal power and goodness, everlastingly great, forever sat·
Godship, so that they [the unbelievers] isfying, ever enduring, tenderly compas·
are inexcusable."-Isa. 6:5; Dan. 7:7, 9, sionate and forgiving. "Every good gift
and every perfect present is from" him.
AS~·Rom.l:20.
His
temporal gifts are rain and fruitful
No one having ever seen God, then it
seasons,
food and raiment and all good
would be quite impossible to make a likeHis
spiritual gifts include peace,
things.
ness or a comparison to him. Therefore,
strength,
a
new
heart, wisdom, glory, re·
any so-called image of God is a fraud, a
pentance,
faith,
hope,
love and everlasting
detestable thing in the sight of God and
life.-Rom.
11:33;
Jas.
1:17.
righteous men. "'But to whom can you
people liken me so that I should be made
Only senseless ones say: "There is no
his equal?' says the Holy One." There is Jehovah." Soon, now, however, JebDvah
will vindicate his beauteous name before
none.-Isa. 40: 25.
To know Jehovah is to know happiness all the universe and all who live will know
and freedom: "Where the spirit of Jeho- that he is Jehovah, the Sovereign of the
vah is, there is freedom." And he is "the universe. Those who now come to know
happy God." He is the great Liberator. Jehovah and offer praise to him will gain
The disciple James wrote: "He who peers everlasting life. Jesus said: "This means
into the perfect law that belongs to free- everlasting life, their taking in knowledge
dom and who persists in it, this man ... will of you, tlIe only true God, and of the one
be happy." Jehovah'oS law is absolute and whom you sent forth, Jesus Christ." So
perpetual. He gave his law to men through submit yourself to this great Autltority,
the ministration of angels. His laws are the Fountain of Life, and live.-Ps. 14:1;
not grievous, but perfect, pure, exceedingly John 17:3.
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Thirty-second Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Left to right: Front row: Nyberg, G., Lee, H. HansE'n R" ,\Vegener, S. Svensson, E., Kim, K., Moessinger, G., Gustavsson, L. t Torruellas, J.,
Lunkenheimer, l\1. Second row: Drayer, C., Hprnandl'z, 'R., (,hifielle, 0., 'Faergestad, U., Rodric;uez, 0., Homann, R., Darko, G., Sotiriou, K.,
I)aube, K., Pantclidi~, E., Gomes, O. Third row: \Yeckfitrom, 1\L, Garrard, l<l., Larsen, A" .B'orster, J'J Sanderson, 1\-'1., Brisart, L., Baker, J.,
Henry, M., Nohrer, E., Backhouse, J., Hefiell, C., Fophal, 11. Fourth row: Funk, M., Hoeller, H., Munoz, E., Smedstad, D., Branca, A.,
Ba Aye, D., Thomsen, E., Redmond, G., Goto, T., Aron, A., de Graaff, K, Heide-Mattkey, R., Kazandjian, A. Fifth row: 'Voudstra, H.,
Graham, A., FJ~lltveit. K., Heffell, H., Joubert, \V., IlarJey. J., Penda, 1\1., Calsheck, J., Johansson, G., Sotiriou, M., Pedersen, B.o Hartmann, R.,
Muller, M., Christopher, G. Sixth row: Groothuis, J., Lopez, R., Ishii, R., Fjelltveit, R., Casartelli, A., Guinart, N., Henry, H., Ubazuka, M., Fophal, G., Fark, c., Chavez, H., Forster, J. Seventh row: Ebberg, F., Neal, F., Assadourian, A., BrisHrt, N., Sanderson, H., Dooh-Ngoh, J.,
Kuenz, G., Constantinidis, G., Flowers, S., Karkada, H., Olivar, V., Dawkins, R., Joseph, A., Holgersen, W. Eighth row: 'Yegener, F., Gbondo, B.,
Marecher~, J., Conroy, R., Rene, A., Spotta, C., Fotzinger, M., Hongal, V., Baird, H., Michael, T., Cejudo, J., Gomes, C., Ta!<gueg, F., Hernandez, H. NInth r.ow: Flekal, F., Tomlanovich, J., Horvath, 'Y., CiJliers, J., Mafambana, A., Rombe, I., Alexander, J., Darko, 'V., Weber, J., Johansson, J., AtIemoh, H., Larsen, J., Mier y Teran, R., Kim, J., Fhillip, K. Tenth row: Langbroek, J., Rijts, M., Fraga, D., Johansson, S.,
Lyambela, S" Casartelli, F., Nyberg, G., Kuhn, K., Hahn, A., Weckstrom, E., Miralles, J., Goerth, H., Matare, J., Hyrkas, K., Williams, C.
t

130 Missionaries from 53 Lands Graduate
rro AID in having "this good news of the ministers. While among human govern-

.L kingdom" preached in all the earth the
Watchtower Society has established a Bible school for the training of missionaries
on its Kingdom Farm at South Lansing,
New York, not far from Ithaca's Cornell
University.
Here, ever since 1943, every six months
a group of some hundred ministers have
been trained and sent forth, the' 32nd class
graduating February 15, 1959. Its members had come from fifty-three different
lands and attended the Divine Will International Assembly last summer before beginning their studies at the school.
As usual, graduation weekend included
the weekly Watchtower Bible study on
Saturday evening. Then for well over two
hours the students entertained the 1,684
present with a fine program of vocal and
instrumental folk music from many different lands, some of it played on instruments peculiar to their native people.
The graduation program itself began
at nine a.m. Sunday. First heard was
a symposium of wise, loving and much
appreciated farewell counsel by John Markus (minister in charge of Kingdom
Farm), and the school's four instructors:
Robert Porter, Jack J.=tedford, Maxwell
Friend and A. D. Schroeder, the school's
registrar. Next followed the reading of
many telegrams and cablegrams of greetings and well wishes from literally the four
corners of the earth.
ThEm N. H. Knorr, president of the
school as well as of the Watch Tower
Society, spoke on "Ordained Ministers Before God or Before World Governments."
Mter noting that Jehovah's witnesses recognize all dedicated and baptized Christians as ministers, he stressed that these
must stay awake and all their lives continue to give God proof that they are his
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ments only the United States recognizes
any of Jehovah's witnesses as ordained
ministers, what really counts, he went on
to. show, was not the recognition by nations of earth but being recognized and
approved as ministers by Jehovah God.
Thus the government of Great Britain recognizes the 40,000 witnesses there as a
religious society but refuses to recognize
a single one of them as an ordained minister. "Forty thousand Christians, yet not
one minister--does that make sense?" he
asked. Developing his theme, he showed
that to gain God's approval as ministers
more is required than preaching and teaching; they must live by God's righteous reqUirements twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. His Scriptural and logical
message, earnestly and powerfully delivered, was greatly appreciated. by the 1,924
present, as noted by their rapt attention
and sustained applause.
After this discourse all the students received an envelope from President Kno.rr
containing gifts from the Society, and for
those graduating with merit, also their diploma. In conclusion one of the students
read the class Resolution expressing their
keen appreciation for the privilege of attending the school and their determination, in the coming days, to make good
use of the instruction received.
Sunday afternoon for an hour and a half
stUdents gave two-minute talks telling of
some of the joys received and lessons
learned while at the school. Then after
song and prayer the students prepared
themselves to go to the fifty-four different
lands to which they had been assigned,
and the guests to return to their homes;
one and all with hearts full of gratitude
for the spiritual blessings received at Jehovah's hand.
AWAKE!

February 14. the ninth .anni·
versary of the signing of a
treaty of b1endsbIp and mu·
t u a I assistance between the
two nations. Celebrations took
place in various cities through·
out the two countries, as heads
ot the Communist regimeS declared their unity and lashed
out against "American imperio
allsts and modern revisionists
ot Yugoslavia." It was d edaI"ed that "our friendship 1s
stronger than steel and will
grow stronger."
Belgian Mine Strike

.. A government decision to
withdraw subsidies from uneconomic coal mines in Belgium's Borinage district reo
sulted recently in a strike of
miners In three districts in
that country. By its eighth
day, February 21, about 100,000 miners had JOIned in the
walkout. The strike had been
called by the Socialist Federa·
tion of Labor in an effort to
block the government's withdrawal of the subsIdies. On
February 21 it was reported
that a parley led by Belgium's
Premier Gaston Eyskens was
nearing accord on the dispute,
though the details of the negotiations were not then revealed.
ltaly"s New Government
.. A new government was
sworn In by Italian President
Giovanni Gronchi on February 16. This bnmght to an end
a three-week·old cabinet crisis
resulting from the reSignation
on January 26 of former Premier Amintore Fanfani and
his cabinet. Rome's new cabinet, comprised of twenty·one
ministers all belonging to tt.e
Christian Democratic party, is
headed by Premier Antonio
Segnl. The S e g n i regime is
Italy's twentieth postwar government.

*'

Twds-Paris Rift

Tunisian President Habib
Bourguiba charged F r e n c h
consular officials on February
12 with implication in a spy
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ring uncovered In Tun Is 1a.
Forty·three postal employees
had been accused earUer of
tapping telephone conversations between TunisIan gov·
.ernment omcals. They were
discharged from their posts,
but Bourgutba held that
French diplomats had aided'
them and that the conversa·
tlons had been relayed to a
recording room In the p'rench
Embassy. On F~brual'Y :l4 Tu·
nisia declared that three
French planes had strafed civilian workers within Tunisian
territory. French officials denied that French planes had,
as charged, crossed the Algeri·
an·Tunisian border and car·
ried out such an attack. On
February 17 Bourguiba stated
that French forces in Bizerte
would be permitted to remain
there. until June 17, by which
time he hop e d that peace
might h a v e bee n brought
about in Algeria.

*'

New Governor for Malta
On February 13 London announced the appointment of
Admiral Sir Guy Grantham as
governor of Malta. He was
scheduled to succeed retiring
governor Major General Sir
Robert E. Laycock in mid·
June. Adm ira I Grantham,
who has been serving as Commander in Chief of the Allied
forces in the English Channel
and the southern part of the
North Sea, was to be replaced
in that assignment by Vice-Admiral Sir Manley L. Power,
who was to receive the rank
of admiral and assume his
new position in March,
Accord on Cyprus

.. A British White Paper is·
sued on February 23 set forth
a formula for resolving governmental difficulties inC y.
prus. Under the new arrangement, agreed upon at an ear·
lier parley of British, Greek,
Turkish, Greek Cypriote and
Turkish Cypriote representatives in London, Cyprus will
become an independent republic. The island will have a

president e 1e c ted trom Its
Greek communlq. and a Vice·
president elected frOm Its
Turkish community. Britain is
to be permitted, according to
a second White Paper, to retain control of two enchtves on
Cyprus on which British mili·
tary posts are situated. The
new Cyprus settlemel1t lIrovides for the island's independence by February 19, 1960.
Unrest In Congo Republic
On February 16 mBSS disturbances flared up In Bacongo and Poto-Poto, heavily pop·
u I ate d African quarters of
Brazzaville in the Congo Re·
public. By February 20 fatali·
ties had risen to ninety-eight.
Some sources attributed the
rioting to both pOlitical and
t rib a I differences. premier
Fulbert Youlou, head of the
Democratic Union for the Defense of African Interests, supported by the Balali tribe inhabiting Brazzaville's Bacongo
quarter, is opposed by Jacques
Opangault, leader of the nation's African Socialist party
who Is backed by the Mbochis
of the Poto-Poto quarter. The
two trIbes are said to be hostile to each other, even apart
from their political rivalries.
M, Opangault was arrested on
February 19 for "incitation to
sedition, rebellion and pi 1lage." On February 21 a new
constitution went into effect
in the Congo Republic, which
has the status ()f an autono·
mous republic within the
FNnch Overseas Community.

+

*'

Nyasaland Aflame

Violence broke out in Nyasaland on February 20,
spreading fro m Blantyre to
other cit i e s throughout the
land. The unrest erupted after
a political meeting in Blantyre,
Dr. Hastings Banda, head of
the Nyasaland branch of the
African National Congress,
has been campaigning for his
nation's withdrawal from the
Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland and its union with
Kenya and Tanganyika. ReinAWAKE!

ARE YOU SURE OF THE FUTURE?
You ean be--if you know God's will for mankind!

The Bible has unerringly foretold the rise and fall of human governments. Just as accurately it describes the outcome of the present
struggle for world control. It reveals a rivalry for supremacy between two opposing world powers that is thousands of years old.
The history of its development to its certain climax in this generation is the thrilling theme of this 384-page book. Its fascinating
account, as a detailed explanation of much of the Bible book of
Daniel, will stir you as it unfolds through the centuries. Your own
personal security and happiness are in the balance as modern
world events are brought sharply into focus.

This is a book for young and old alike. You will enjoy its large
size, clear bold type and beautiful descriptive illustrations, its rich
coral color with embossed cover illustration and gold-lettered title.
It is a joy to look at as well as to read. Its story unfolds in thirty
exciting chapters. You are carried from the time "God created
mankind's first paradise" down to this day and your own place
in the stirring climax, "What you must do now to regain paradise."

new WorEJ :Jran,,!alion of l~e fi.trew Scriplure"
Volume IV
The fourth volume of the New World Translation 0/ the Hebrew
Scriptures is the latest addition to this important new translation
of the Bible. It contains the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Lamen-

tations. The writings of both these major prophets are having an
amazing fulfillment in our day. Read them in the direct simple
language of modern times.
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AWAKE!

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
New. source, that or. able to keep you Qwak. fa the vital 'slues of our
time' must be unfettered by.censonhip and selfish interests, "Awakel" has no
feUe..,. It reco9llizes facts, fQces fact., i. free to publish facts. It II not bound by
pof/tlcol ambit1o{t. or oblfgQtions; if I. unhQmper~ by advertisers ·who.", toes
must not be trodden on; it is unprejudiced' by traditional (reed •• Thl, 10uTnoi
keeps itself free that it may speak freely to you. But it does not abuse its freedom.
It maintains integrity to truth.
"Awakel" uses Ih, regular news channels, but is not dependent on them.
lis own correspondents ore on all continents, In scores of nations. from the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come to you through
these columns. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but il international. It Is
read in many nations, in many languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many flelds of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wondElrs-why, its coverage is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake!" pledges ihelf to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening thOse disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
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overlooked. FuUming them is essential in
the successful pursuit of happiness. Thi.
was pointed out by Christ, who said: "Happy are those who are conscious of their
splrltual need,"-Matt. 5:3.
Even if a person succeeds iQ attaining a
measure of happiness in this world, its
existence is uncertain. It can be shattered
by any number of things. A devastating
war can quickly bring ruin to his happy
home and his way of life. A disaster can
strike, bringing death to his loved ones,
or a disease may claim some as its victims.
In order to find enduring happiness a person must look to God for it.
It is the purpose of Jehovah God to
establish a new world in which peopJe can
Jive in peace and security. This do~s not
mean he will create a new planet but rather that he wllI bring about a new system
of things upon this earth. In that system
a person's happiness will never be shattered. The things that destroy happin,ess
today will not exist then. The basis for
hoping in this new world is found in the
Scriptures.
The means by which it will be brought
about is the kingdom for whiCh Christ
taught his followers to pray. In a model
prayer he gave them he said: "Our Father in the heavens, let your name be
sanctified. Let your kingdom come. Let
your will come to pass, as in heaven, also
upon earth." (Matt. 6:9, 10) That heavenly government is now established and is
preparing to take over the rule of the
earth. When it does, the complete end of
the present wicked system of things will
come. No longer will wicked mCl) oppress
the people and commit acts of viOlence. No
longer will nations rise up against one another in war. This is assured by God's
Word.
In a prophecy that uses bows, spears
and wagons as emblematic of war weapons
it is written: "Come you, behold the ac-
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tivities of Jehovah, how he has set aston~
ishing events on the earth. He is making
wars to ce:ase tb the extremity of the earth.
The bow he breaks apart and does cut the
spear in pieces; the wagons he burns in
the fire." (Ps. 46:8, 9) And in another
prophecy that promises the removal of the
wicked we are told: "The sinners will be
finished off from the earth, and as for the
wicked, they will be no longer."-Ps. 104:
35.
Perpetual peace is certain because God's
kingdom is an everlasting kingdom that
will rule in righteousness. "And the work
of the true righteousness must become
peace, and the service of the true righteousness quietness and security to time
indefinite. And my people must dwell in
a peaceful abiding place and in residences
of full confidence and in undisturbed resting places."-Isa. 32 :17,18.
In addition to these causes for happiness
we are assured that death itself will no
longer plague mankind. "And he will wipe
out every tear from their eyes, and death
will be no more, neither will mourning
no,r outcry nor pain be any more. The former things have passed away." (Rev. 21 :4)
This is possible because the ransom paid
by Christ, when he gave up his human life
and presented its value to his Father in
heaven, frees obedient mankind from the
curse of death. "For he must rule as king
until God has put all enemies under his
feet. As the last enemy, death is to be
destroyed,"-l Cor. 15:25, 26.
Would not the realization of these prom·
ises be a source of happiness? Would they
not make every moment of life an un·
speakable joy? Are they not worth the
greatest possible effort and sacrifice? We
can trust them, for God is not one who
lies. All who seek happiness through God's
kingdom will find it, and what they find
will be a true and lasting happiness.
AWAKE!

the astonished infidel replied with some the transformation proceeds 'according to
heat. 'You must think I am It. fool! Of law' and the resulting matter obeys the
course somebody made it, and he is a gen- same laws that apply to the matter already
existing."
Jus, an~ I'd like to know who he is.'
That the universe had a beginning is
"Laying his book aside, Newton arose
and laid a hand on his friend's shoulder. borne out by the existence of radioactive
'Thi$ thing is but a puny imitation of a elements, which are in a state of constant
much grander system whose laws you disintegration by reason of their emission
know, and I am not able to convince you of electrical particles. Had material things
that this mere toy is without a designer always existed, there would be no radioand maker; yet you profess to believe that active elements left. Their presence stands
the great original from. which the design as practically incontrovertible eVidence
is taken has come into being without ei- that the world is limited in age, that at
ther designer or maker! Now tell me by one time it did not exist and that a creawhat sort of reasoning do you reach such tion mUst have taken place. So those who
an incongruous conclusion?' The infidel listen to the evidence presented by science
was at once convinced and became a firm must believe in creation. There could not
have been creation without a creator. That
believer ihat 'Jehovah, He is God.' "
Creator is God.

Ckemlstri/s Evidence
Chemists use what is known as a periodic
chart of elements. All of the known chemical elements, gaseous, liquid and solid, with
the multitudinous and varied substances
that fit into these classifications, conform
to the Periodic Law. All the atoms of the
more than one hundred elements are said
to consist of the same three types of electrical particles: protons, electrons, and
neutrons. And the difference is simply in
the number of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus and the number and arrangement
of the electrons. When these are arranged
in order, they vary one from another in
a systematic way. This has made it possible to know the actual atomic construction of an element before it was discovered.
Declares mathematician-chemist John
Cothran: "~an any informed and reasoning intellect possibly believe that insensible
and mindless matter just chanced to originate itself and all this system, then
chanced to impose the system upon itself,
whereafter this system just chances to remain imposed? Surely the answer is 'No!'
When energy transforms into 'new' matter,
6

Atheism's Lack of Reason
But what is to be said when proclamations are made claiming that scientific
progress testifies against the existence of
God? The New York Times~ January 23,
1959, reported that Moscow radio had
broadcast a speech declaring: "'The fact
that satellites and rockets have not detected the All-Highest, angels and so on,
bears testimony against religious convictions and strengthens disbelief in God."
If, indeed, their observation of the overwhelmingly immense and orderly array of
the heaveIlty bodies and their knowledge
of the naturallaws that made possjble tnt'
development of their rQckets and satellites has not caused them to detect the
fact that it is no mere product of chance
but the handiwork of an Almighty Creator, it is not because they have discovered
any facts proving that he does not exist.
Rather, it is because they have become so
blinded by their own success and so indoctrinated with the anti-God Communist
philosophy that they fail to acknowledge
the conclusion ~ to which their research
AWAKE!

then, that when anyone feels he has uncovered facts that show the Bible to be in
error. the error will be found to lie not
in the Bible but in man's observations or
in his interpretation of the meaning of the
things he sees.
Te.ttmoJlf/ of Arcluurology

Archaeology also raises its voice in corroboration of the Biblical record. In the
November 19, 1958, issue of The Christian
Century, W. F. Albright writes: "The narratives of the patriarchs, of Moses and
the exodus, of the conquest of Canaan, of
the judges, the monarchy, exile and restoration, have all been confirmed and illustrated to an extent that I should have
thought impossible forty years ago."
However, it is not to be expected that
archaeology is going to produce evidence
of confirmation for every line of the Scrip.
tures. Nor should we make our acceptance
of the record dependent on such confirmation. If we do, then archaeology has become our god, it has become the voice that
tells us what is good and bad, and we worship it- Remember that archaeology does
not fully present ancient history. Comparatively few objects have been preserved
through the centuries and even in the case
of those that have been preserved, the'interpretation of their significance may be
difficult. In certain fields of knowledge archaeology gives much information. But
would you expect to find in Egypt a monument to commemorate the deliverance of
the JsraeJites from the power of Pharaoh?
Nations do not build monuments to record
their failures. However, as reason would
suggest, there are far more records pertaining to the conquests of Palestine by
the Assyrian and Babylonian rulers. That
is the sort of thing monarchs celebrate.
Taking into consideration all the evidence that has come to light, the New
S

York Titne8 Book Review of January 11,
1959, quoted Nelson Glueck assaying: "No
archaeological discovery has ever controverted a Biblical reference."
The Bible-Divine Revelation

Yes, the Bible is accurate, but it is much
more than a book that contains accurate
history and reliable statements of science.
Before men had dug into the earth to es·
tablish the time-order of creation, it was
recorded in the Bible, and geology has been
able to do nothing but confirm it. The rise
and fall of human governments was foretold hundreds and, in some cases, thou·
sands of years in advance. The unfolding
of history has simply confirmed the reo
liability of the Bible account. (See the
book ~<Your Will Be Done on Earth/') How
could men relate in detail the account of
a creation that no man was alive to see?
How could they see into the future to
know the course that would be taken by
world governments? Man could not, except
by divine revelation. Since the Bible con·
tains such information, it could not possibly be of human origin. It is the Word
of God!
Being convinced that the Bible is God's
Word, there is no reason to spend our
lives trying to produce evidence to confirm
it. Now that you know where the truth is
found, spend your time studying it. "Keep.
strict watch that how you walk is not as
unwise but as wise persons, buying out the
opportune time for yourselves, because the
days are wicked. On this account cease becoming unreasonable, but go on perceiving
what the will of Jehovah is." (Eph. 5:1517) Your faith in God and his Word will
grow far stronger by gaining an accurate
knowledge of the Bible than by stUdying
the evidence that men may produce to
confirm it. The reasonable course is to
study the Bible and wisely walk in the
way that it directs.
AWAKE!

of the work-week. Children spend- much
time away from home at school and lUneh
out. Recreation has become a gigantic
comm~rcia1 business. Religious teachJng
has passed out of the hands of the parents
to churches and religious agencies. Social
activities take one away from the home.
One out of five mothers with dependent
children is now employed outside the
home. Reportedly more married women
than single women are now in the working
force. Consequently families are seldom
together any more and parental authority
is almost nonexistent.
Dr. Jl1hn J. Kane, head of the sociology
department at the University of Notre
Dame, declared that today "the occupation
of father is almost as obsolete as harness
maker or blacksmith." And more often
than we would like to admit we hear statements about mothers "abdicating their
traditional role." Once it was economically
profitable to a man to have a wife and
children. Today, they are a financial burden to him. Furthermore, a wife can support herself and is not dependent on a
husband. Strong religious and social pressures that Once kept couples together have
all but dissipated. So weak is the bond between parent and child today that a married man or woman often feels no obligation to honor his father and mother. When
the married couple has to share a house
with aged parents this is generally regarded as a tragedy.
Revolutions and wars keep families in
constant turmoil. Military serv.ice and war
take young men and girls away from their
families. Anticolonial drives have forced
many to leave their homes, disrupting family life. Hundreds of thousands of refugees
jam the Middle East. Everywhere people
are on the move. In the United States
some 8,000,000 children moved from home
to home in 1951. One fifth of the native
population lives in a different state from
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its blrth and. one out of every five adults
chanpor Nt! residence each year. Thls con_1IdI'tIng of population has • tendency
to drive a wedge between young married
people and their respective parental fandlies.
The instability of family life is reflected
in the literature of our day. In fact, one
observer stated that a foreigner reading
popular novels and magazines printed in
the United States about its life would upic_
ture the American family circle as an assemblage of delinquents and neuroticsflying apart at the seams under the influence of TV, Kinsey Reports and divorcecourt scandals." Of course, this is not an
altogether true picture.

Attitudes Toward Marriage
The true family picture both in the
United States and in other parts of the
world, however, is not a flattering one.
In the United States between 1938-48,
there was a "50 percent increase in the
number of children born outside matriage." In Sweden's population of some
7,000,000 "there are 27,000 illegitimate
children a year"; and "of every 10 Swedish
women now being married, seven have conceived at least one child before reaching
the altar." Illegitimacy is high also in otherlands.
As for the divorce rate, in Sweden it
has risen "by more than 100 percent in the
past decade and by 1,000 percent in the
past half century." Recent reports from
England show that from "about 5,000 per
annum in 1937, the divorce rate actually
multiplied by ten in ten years!" The average number of divorces for every hundred marriages in the United States in the
1881-90 decade had increased 466 percent
by the 1940-49 decade. Approximately one
out of every four marriages ends this way
today.
During the last forty years the rate of
AWAKE/

To the husbands the Bible says: "You their obligation, delinquency Is no problem.
husbands, keep on loving your wives and -Col. 3:20.
do not be bitterly angry with them." If
Now if families would follow these in·
husbands would obey this injunction, what structions closely. life would be much
a blessing it would be to wives! "In this happier for them. Delinquency problems
way husbands ought to be loving their would fade away, divorces and broken
wives as their own bodies. He who loves homes would no doubt be saved, feelings
his wife loves himself, for no man ever of anxiety and frustration would be elimihated his own flesh, but he feeds and nated. To the extent that God's ways are
cherishes it." Husbands are not to abuse applied, to that extent the family is made
wives, but are to provide for them and happy.
love them tenderly. They are to enjoy their
We have living proof that Bible prin·
wives and not go about seeking other men's ciples work toward creating a stronger and
wives or other women. "Why, my son, happier family tie. This evidence we have
should you be ravished with the wife of in the family life of Jehovah's witnesses.
another, and embrace the bosom of an Even though they are subjected to the
adulteress?" Let your wife's "breasts in~ same pressures, strains and stresses of
toxicate you always, with her love be con~ this modern world, still they have not suc·
tinually ravished." The marriage bond is cumbed to its delinquent attitudes toward
sacred and the marriage bed is not to be marriage and family relationships. Their
defiled. "Let marriage be honorable among family life is rich and wholesome, because
all, and the marriage bed be without de~ together they sincerely endeavor to apply
filement, for God will judge fornicators the wise counsel of God's Word in their
and adulterers."-Col. 3:19; Eph. 5:28, 29; lives. They place their worship first. Daily
Prav. 5:15-20, AT; Heb. 13:4.
together they study the Bible. Together
The Bible also speaks plainly about they go to congregation meetings several
parent-child relationship. "And you, fa~ times a week. This worshipful together~
thers, do not be irritating your children, ness has united them not only as a family,
but go on bringing them up in the disci~ but also as part of a New World society
pllne and authoritative advic~ of Jehovah." of people in which there are no social in·
Note, it says "fathers" are to take the lead equalities, racial prejudices or nationalism.
in instructing the children. Mothers are to These divisive factors they have replaced.
assist in the training. So much juvenile with the unifying and binding quality of
delinquency could be avoided if fathers love.
Happy family home life can be your
seized hold of this -responsibility, instead
happy
lot and the lot of every family on
of passing it on to their wives. At best
earth. T.he requirement is simple-apply
the wife can do only half the job.-Eph.
Bible principles in your life. Associate
6:4.
with the New World society of Jehovah's
To the children the Bible commands: witnesses, where these principles are
"You children, be obedient to your parents applied. Boiled down to a few words,
in everything, for this is well~pleasing in strengthening the family is a matter of
the Lord." It is a known fact that if par· learning about and respecting the Author
ents fulfill their role, children will more of the family, namely, Jehovah God. It
often fulfill theirs. To p~nts who set the amounts to loving God exclusively and
right example, and who properly discharge one's family as oneself.
12
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The hummingbird, nature's heUeopter,
is the only bird able to fly bB.ckWard.
"When the hummer converts to helicopter
flight, as in hovering," says Dr. Charles
H. Blake, "it then inverts the wing on the
back stroke. While in helicopter flight it
determines its direction of progress by the
same general method as a helicopter. It
cants the rotor [wings]. Doubtless this is
how sideways flight is accomplished."
Long before man built a glider plane
nature had many kinds of living gliders,
such as the sea gull and the flying squirrel.
The squirrel's gliding equipment is folds
of loose skin covered with fine, close-lying
fur. This special skin extends from the
animal's sides and legs. When ready to
launch itself into space, this living glider
climbs to the top of a tree. It takes off,
spread-eagling its long legs. The squirrel
controls speed and direction by changing
the position of its gliding membranes and
also by use of its tail. A flying squirrel
taking off from the top of a 150-foot-high
tree can glide through the air for 150 feet.
Australia's glider-possums can make
long-distance flights with ease, covering
about 200 feet. One glider-possum was observed to sail from the top of a tree 100
feet high and glide to the foot of another
tree, 210 feet away. It then climbed to
the summit of the tree and glided to the
foot of another. It made six glides, covering a distance of 590 yards.
Another of nature's gliders is the flying
snake of Asia. Holding its body straight
and rigid and pushing its ribs. outward so
as to present a concave surface to the air,
the flying snake glides safelY to the earth
from places of considerable height.
Nature's best glider? It seems to be the
flying fish. "With favorable winds," says
Dr. Leonard P. Schultz, "they have been
observed going as far as 1,200 feet at a
height of 25 feet, and in play it is not unusual for them to rise to 30 feet. The great14

eat ftlght helght recorded ill 36 feet _
the surf""" of the lVater." Their _
glide In time is oald to be forty·two ....
onds.
One might think that lIylng In V-fonnation is a clever idea of man. But the snow
geese were flying in V -formation long before man got off the ground.

Landing Gear and Safety Gear
All kinds Qf devices in man-made air·
craft we~ found in nature first. Is it reo
tractable landing gear? Why, the birds
had it first by their putting their feet
straight back and by dropping them when
coming in for a landing. Man-made air·
planes have lights that flash on and off at
night; but nature's aircraft, the firefly, has
been flying at night and flashing its light
on and Qff for countless centuries. "This
lantern equipment is one of those efficient,
matter-of·fact inventions," says Ruther·
ford Platt, "that science can't precisely
figure out."
Many birds have a built-in safety device
on their wings. This is a small group of
feathers called the alula. "These come into
operation," says Frank Lane in Nature
Parade, "when the attack angle, or tilt,
of the wings is very high, and the bird is
in danger of losing lift or stalling. The
aIula then acts as a safety device. Actually
it was not until Sir Frederick Handley
Page invented the now famous 'slotted
wing' anti-stalling device, which has done
so much to make airplanes safer, that it
was realized that birds have had in the
alula the same safety gear from time im·
memorial."
Bat's "Radar" Prevent8 CraBhes
For greater safety in avoiding collisions
many airplanes now carry radar. But bats
had a perfect system of "radar" (or, rather, "sonar") long before man ever conceived of such a thing. A flying bat utters a
A WAKE!
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of war, what is of greater value in
victory: a million strong,
well-trained and fully equipped soldiers or ten million
infants and small children? To ask that question is
to answer it, But the truth involved completely
escapes most persons professing to be Christians,
for they boast of large numbers without giving
any thought as to the quality of their numbers.
Pertinent in this regard are
the remarks recently made by
two leading United States
clergymen. Dr. J. S. Bonnell of
New York city stated: "We
have been gUilty of making
church membership too easy
and too cheap, and consequently we have too many nominal
Christians on the rolls," people
who "cannot be counted on for
any form of service. . . . We
boast of 103,000,000 church
members associated with our American
The foregoing complaints call to mind
churches," he continued, "but if they were what the apostle Paul wrote to the Hebrew
subjected to the tests Ulat Gideon applied Christians. These, in view of the time,
at God's direction millions would melt should have been teachers, but they still
away."-New York Times, January 5, needed to be fed on spiritual milk instead
1959.
of solid food. "Solid food belongs to matme
Preaching at New York city's fashion- people, to those who through use haw
able Riverside Church, Dr. MacLenna.n of their perceptive powers trained to distinRochester, New York, condemned the mod- guish both right and wrong." Continuing,
ern tendency to view religion as a capsule he urged them to "press on to maturity."
that can be taken to cure every situation -Heb. 5:11 to6:1.
without intellectual effort and moral heroYes, since the Bible likens Christians to
ism, and emphasized that it took a 'dynam- spiritual soldiers fighting a spiritual wa.r
ic,. Biblical Christianity to make sense against the forces of darkness, they must
out of modern living.'-New York Times, be mature. For them to be effective they
January 19, 1959.
must be strong, skilled, fully equipped.
Speaking for Catholics, a writer in The They must be able to heed the command:
Catholic M~nd, January-February, 1959, "Stand firm in the faith, carryon as men,
stated that "too many parishioners are grow mighty."-l Cor. 16:13.
trying to live adult Catholic lives with a
child's knowledge of their religious prin~ Evidence of Christian Maturity
Why such a lack of maturity today? Is
cipies," and that as the years go by Catho~
lies should know more about their own it because modern conditions make it wellreligion.
nigh impossible to comply with the above

~ gaining
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ing of God's Word Christian. maturity is
impossible. As we read: "All Scripture is
inspired of God and beneficial for teaching.
for reproving, for setting things straight,
for disciplining in righteousness, that the
man of God may be fully competent, completely equipped for every good work"; in
other words, mature.-2 Tim. 3:16, 17.
Only the Bible gives us a vision of a
God whom we can worship: perfect in
power, wisdom, justice and love. Only it
gives us a satisfactory explanation of the
cause of evil and why God has permitted
it to continue down to our day and why
he is certain to make an end of it in the
near future. All such knowledge is indispensable if Christians are to have the faith,
hope and love needed for them to be strong
anclmature.
God's Word also gives us basic principles
to govern our lives, which Jesus summed
up in the two great commandments: "You
must love Jehovah your God with your
whole heart and with your whole soul and
with your whole mind and with your whole
strength," and, "You must love your neighbor as yourself." Then by use of logic, illustrations and examples the Bible imparts a powerful conviction that to obey
these principles is the right, the wisest as
well as the most loving thing to do, resulting in the greatest possible good to
others and ourselves.-Mark 12:30, 31.
Can any person merely by reading the
Bible and pondering over its meaning gather these truths from the Bible? No, the
Bible shows that to gain this understanding and appreciation from its pages requires the aid of a

Vistble Christian Organization
This fact is overlooked by many and yet
nothing' could be clearer. That is why it
was necessary for Jesus to open up and
interpret the Scriptures to the two disciples he met on the way to Emmaus on his
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resurrection morning. (Luke 24:13-35) It
makes clear why it was necessary for
Philip the evangelist to explain Isaiah's
prophecy to the Ethiopian returning from
worshiping in Jerusalem. (Acts 8:27-39)
That is why it was necessary for the apostles and older men at Jerusalem to come
together, to ascertain the divine will regarding the eating of meats offered to
idols, fornication and blood, all of which
Christians were to abstain from. (Acts 15:
1-30) That is also why it was necessary
for Aquila and Priscilla to instruct ApoUos
'more correctly concerning the way of
God,' and why the new converts at Ephesus
needed further instruction by the apostle
Paul. (Acts 18:25, 26; 19:1~7) All these
were familiar with the Scriptures, but they
needed help to understand them.
Also showing the direct connection be~
tween a visible Christian organization and
Christian maturity are Paul's words:
"And he gave some as apastles, some as
prophets, sOQle as missionaries, some as
shepherds and teachers, with a view to
the training of the holy ones for ministe~
rial work, for the building up of the body
of the Christ, until we all attain to the
oneness in the faith and in the accurate
knowledge of the Son of God, to a fullgrown man, to the measure of the growth
that belongs to the fullness of the Christ;
in order that we should no longer be
babes."-Eph.4:11-14.
And how does this visible organization
of witnesses aid persons of good will toward God to attain to Christian maturity?
To begin with there is weekly personal
Bible instruction in the home by a mature
minister, which personal instruction may
last from six months to a year or more as
the need may be. The student is encouraged to prepare his lessons in advance, to
learn to express himself in his own words
and, as opportunity affords, to tell others
about the things he has learned. As he
A WAKJiJI

ROL.E'OF
IN' .t7ajt&
LL of us are space travelA
or not. one year we journey

ers whether we realize it
In

which the earth's
atmosphere distorts
telescopic images of
them. It also prevents an accura te
spectrum analysis
of their atmospheres. The only
way to obtain an
unobstructed vie w
would be to suspend
1 e I esc ope s high
above the earth's
surface. Until recently this seemed impossible, but now it
is within the realm of possibility.
During the past few years rockets have
opened a new door in man'~ quest for
knowledge about the solar system and the
universe. They can replace guesses with
facts. By probing far out into space they
.?an gather inforrpation on radiation, temperature, dust and many other things that
will give us a clearer understanding of
space. They also can be used to study the
moon and Earth's planetary neighbors at
close range.

approximately 186 million
miles through space at a
speed of 66,600 miles an
hour. Our space ship is
the earth. No better vehicle for space travel
could be devised. It does
not cramp us but gives
us ,more than enough
room; its atmosphere
shields us from dangerous radiation and protects us from collisions with speeding meteorites; it supplies us with an abundance of food, water
and. oxygen; it maintains a comfortable
temperature; and it takes care of many
other needs. What more could a space
traveler want?
Man is a creature that not only has a
great amount of curiosity hut also an unquenchable thirst for knowledge. As the
earth has carried him through space he
has watched its traveling companion, the
moon, with keen interest. He has studied
it through large telescopes and wondered
of what materials it is made, whether it has How Rockets Function
To understand how rockets are able to
a molten core, what caused its innumerable craters, what its huge dark areas are, expand our knowledge of God's heavenly
whether its surface has a layer of thick creations it is necessary to know somedust or hard Javij., and what is on its other thing about how they function. Unlike air·
side which we never see. He has mani· planes that must have air in which to
fested a similar curiosity about the eight operate, rockets function best where there
planets that, along with the earth, are in· is no air. Air resistance slows them down.
They carry what oxygen they need for
cluded in our solar system.
There is much man would like to know burning their fuel.
about these eight planets, but his research
Some people mistakenly think that a
has been made difficult by the manner in rocket moves by pushing against the air,
20
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be like pulling back the curtains on an
immense picture window.
Some scientists have suggested that a
space laboratory be put in orbit. They recommend a 400-ton laboratory at an altitude of 500 miles. They propose that its
pieces be shot into orbit by rockets and
then brought together and assembled by
men working in small "astro-tugs" or special space suits. Its shape would be that of
a giant five-spoked wheel. By causing the
laboratory to spin about its axis centrifugal force would act as artificial gravity for
the ten men whom they hope to station
in it.
Satellites should make fine weather stations. From their high vantage point they
could spot the formation of stonns and
keep man informed on the course the
storms take. They would be invaluable for
weather study and weather forecasting.
Other satellites could be used for quickly
transmitting communications between distant parts of the earth, and stilI others are
planned for extending the range of TV
broadcasts. Without a doubt satellites can
be valuable servants to man as well as
valuable tools for gaining knowledge.

Interplanetary Travel
A speed of seven miles a second must be
attained for a rocket to break free from
the earth's gravitational pull. It will then
coast away 'from the earth. If it is shot
in the direction of the moon it must be
timed so that it will reach the moon's orbit
when the moon is in that particular spot.
By firing a forward-pointing rocket the
moon missile can be slowed sufficiently
for the moon's weak gravity to pull it into
orbit. As it circles the moon a television
camera could give man a close-up view of
the moon's surface and his first look at the
far side of the moon. At the same time
other instruments would be telemetering
their findings back to earth.
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A rocket sent to Venus could gather information about that planet that is impossible to get from earth. It might solve
the mystery of Venus' cloud covering by
descending into the clouds and analyzing
them. Man does not know of what they
consist. Neither does he know what is below them. The rocket might answer the
question of whether the surface of Venus
is a desert or an ocean. Other rockets
might make similar investigations of the
giant cloud-covered planets-Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
It is much more practical to send instrumented rockets on such space trips
than a manned rocket. Instruments do not
mind traveling in cramped quarters for
years at a time; neither do they mind if
they do not return to earth. A round trip
to another planet Wbuld take a long time.
For example, Mars is about 35 million
lJ.liles away at its nearest point to Earth.
A round trip, including a waiting period
.until Earth and Mars draw close again,
would require about two years and eight
months. This is a long time for a man to
remain in the cramped space of a rocket.
Even if a landing could be made the planet
could not support human life.
.
It would not take nearly as long to go
to the moon, but the problem of survival
is just as great. The mOOn has no atmosphere, and that means there is no water
and no protection from solar I:adiations.
Astronomer _Gerard Kuiper believes that
the moon is extremely radioactive. If man
dared to land he would have to have protective shielding as well as enough fuel to
get off the moon and to make the trip of
222,000 miles back to Earth.
Special equipment is required to send a
man to the moon and back. It has been
estimated that such a trip would cost two
billion dollars. It would be much easier and
far less expensive to send instrumented
rockets. They do not require food and
AWAKE!
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bear that you are planning to visit
us in Chile, and we want you to know that
you will be glad you did. 'The whole family
wUI take away memories never to be for~
gotten. Of course, if you have lived in one
spot most of your life, you may be just
a bit hesitant about traveling to another
land, but don't let that stop you. Chile is
a beautiful country with lovable and hospitable people, and it won't take you long
to feel right at home.
Chile, is a land with almost unlimited
variety_ It extends 2,653 miles down the
Pacific coast of South America from Peru
to the southern tip of the continent and

averages just over one hundred miles in
width. There is plenty of room for its nearly seven million inhabitants and when you
come it won't crowd it any.
Let me try to give you just a bireI'seye view of Chile. The country is largely
a valley enclosed between two mountain
ranges. To the east are the majestic Andes
Mountains, which diminish in height toward the south. Along the Pacific Coast,
to the west, is located the Coastal Range.
And. between them lies the Central Valley,
known as one of the garden spots of the
world. To the north the land is hot and
arid, agriculture is limited, but mineral
deposits are rich in this desert land. To
the south the country is broken up into
many islands along the coast, and rain
falls there two out of three days each
year. But in central Chile the winter temperature rarely drops below freezing and
the summer heat averages only eighty24

four degrees Fahrenheit. Ask for any climate; Chile has it. Who could want anything more?
A Tour of the Country
If we begin a tour of the country at
Santiago, we will be in the capital city

and, I should add, by far the largest city
in Chile, with about a million and a half

population. In a city such as Santiago the
buildings are much like those that are
found in almost any other city in the world.
Here in the central provinces you will find
45 percent of the population concentrated
on just 4 percent of the land that is Chile.
In the far north there are only four people,
on an average, to a square mile of land,
and in the cold south that figure may drop
to one, but each part of the country has
its own attractions.
At least half of the agricultural land in
Chile is held by large haciendas or fundos
of over 12,000 acres each. The hacendado,
the one in charge, may have a fine home
on the land, but many of them are engaged in business elsewhere and have left
the care of the hacienda to an administrader. Those who work the land are
known as inquilinos. They usually are
working people who have little education
and very little in the way of material possessions. Many live in huts that have little
to offer in the way of conveniences or pri·
vacy. However, the government and some
1uzcendado8 are working to improve the
conditions of the people. Housing and education are problems that' face people in al1
AWAKE!

to all cities.

It is not usually di.tt1CUlt tor
a man who is dependable and qualified in
his line of work to get employment. Progress is also being made in education. Primary education is free, and there are
vocational schools and both public and
private secondary schools.

DIg leaves to protect me potatoes, !>em
and greens that follow. On top of these. gc
the chicken, pork, sausages and herbs
More leaves, wet cloths, and a topping 0:
sad cover it. It is fascinating to watch.
but it is better to taste.
Planning for the Trip

'1'0 Market
Shopping for food may ·be different for
you here. Meats are right out in the open,
but they are always fresh. They kill one
day and sell the next. More and more,
though, refrigeration 'is finding a place.
You can go to an almacan (or store) to
buy the staples, but greens come from the
larger markets. 'The open-air markets are
noisy but fascinating places. They provide
an experience you won't want t9 miss.
Perhaps I should caution you though: We
do not haggle over prices. The prices are
marked and argument will not change
them.
TIle foods we eat here are not usually
elaborate. 'There are bread, beans and potatoes, or the national dish of cazuela,
which is something like stew, and most
of the inquilinOB live on these things. But
tl},ere are fruits, cereals, other vegetables
and many other things that you can add
to the menu. In fact, there are some dishes
ijlat make my mouth water when I think
of them.
Have you ever heard of the empanada1
It is traditional with the Chileans. It is a
sort of meat pie wrapped in a crusty jaeket. The contents are usually meat, olives,
onions, raisins and spices. Baked or fried,
they are hard to resist.
Another speciality is curanto. That
means "heated rocks/' and it refers to the
method of cooking. First the cook makes
a rectangular hole in the ground, puts
rocks in it and builds a fire on them to
heat the rocks. Next the clams and oysters
and other ~ea food are put in, followed by
26

When you get to making definite arrangements for your trip, you will be glad
to know that anyone from the United
States and some -European countries can
come right into the country on the basis
of a passport, without having to get a visa.
You can stay for three months, and after
that you may have it extended for another
three months if you wish. Of course, if
you decide to come and stay longer, you
will have to get a visa from the Chilean
consulate. Who Irnows. you might stay
longer than you plan.
Now about what to bring. Just remem·
ber what I have told you about the country
and let that be your guide. In the north
it is very dry, but it may be cool at night
In the central part of the country it is
temperate. To the south you are going to
find lots of rain and cooler weather. So
no matter what kind of clothing you may
have, you can use it somewhere in Chile.
It is a rich experience to live in another
country. People have different customs
that make them interesting, but once you
come to know the people none of them
seem foreign. And when they know that
you like their country and their way of
doing things, you will find many friends
among them.
My letter has given you just a sample
of what you can look forward to. Come
to visit us in Chile and see for yourself.
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thinking into hannony with God's written
Word.
While a part of the world, they participated in or supported its wars. Many of
them possessed the same racial and national hatreds that exist among the peoples
of the world and that have caused so much
violence and bloodshed. But now that they
are in the New World society of Jehovah's
witnesses under God's kingd9m they are
a changed people. Instead of hating other
races and nationalities they exercise love,
as Christ commanded when he said: "You
must love your neighbor as yourself."
(Matt. 22:39) No longer are they warminded. No longer do they use weapons of
war. They have dOne what the prophet
Isaiah foretold. They have beaten swords
into plowshares and spears into pruning
shears. They no longer lift uP. sword
against other people. They learn war no
more. By allowing God's Word to mold
their thinking they are able to live in peace
the world over. National boundaries and
language barriers do not divide them. They
are one people, and their trust and hope is
in God's kingdom instead of the political
governments of the world.
The word of Jehovah has gone forth
from his spiritual temple in heavenly Jerusalem. His commands are being carried
out by the world-wide preaching of the
good news of his kingdom by the New
World society of Jehovah's witnesses.
Those who respond to the good news are
being taught His ways and are learning
how to walk in His paths. That means following a course of obedience and integrity
to God as Christ Jesus did. Christ spoke
of this as a narrow way that leads to life.
"Narrow is the gate and cramped the road
leading off into life, and few are the ones
finding it." (Matt. 7:14) The Lord's sheep
who are being gathered into one fold as
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a new world society have found that nar.
row way and are walking along it.
Because God's way is not the 'way the
world is going, those who follow it are not
popular. The world frequently shows hatred for them, but they are consoled by
the fact that Christ was treated in a simi·
lar manner. He foretold that this would be
so: "If the world hates you, you know
that it has hated me before it hated you.
If you were part of the world, the world
would be fond of what is its own. Nmv
because you are no part of the world, but
I have chosen you out of the world, on
this account the world hates you." "Then
people will deliver you up to tribulation
and will kill you, and you will be hated
by all the nations on account of my name."
-John 15:18.19; Matt. 24:9.
The peace the New World society now
enjoys because of beating "swords into
plowshares" will be carried over into the
new system of things due to follow the
complete end of this old world. Under the
rule of God's kingdom war weapons, as
symbolized by swords and spears, will
cease to exist. There will be no need for
them, because all people living then will
have been instructed in God's Word and
will be walking in his righteous paths.
They will show love for One another, not
hate. Their thoughts will be on things that
are good, not on what is evil. They will
respect the property and lives of others,
not steal and destroy.
The growing tide of people who are
flowing into Jehovah's New World society
is tangible evidence that peoples among
the world's national groups are 'learning
wal" no more.' At the time appointed God
will rid the earth of the violent who refuse
to beat swords into plowshares, and he
will give the earth to these meek ones that
they may enjoy everlasting peace on a
paradise earth.

of some cbnnectlon wtth live
trans-Atlantic telephone and
telegraph cable breaks occur·
ring In that vicInity from Feb.
ruary 24 to 26. The boarding
party found "no indication of
Intentions other than flshing"
on the Soviet trawler. Moscow,
in a note of protest on March
5, demanded that the U.S. gov·

ernment take steps to prevent

"any repetition of such com·
pletely unwarranted actions
against Soviet fishing vessels
engaged In the catching of fish
on the high seas." The U.S.
boarding par t y had Invoked
provisions of the Convention
for the Protection of Submatine Cables, signed in Paris In
1884. The government oj' Czar.
1st Russia had participated in
the convention and the Soviet
UnIon has since then subscribed to the treaty.
Il'aD Renounces Soviet Pact

• On March 2 Iran's Deputy
Foreign Minister Javad Sadr
announced t hat his govern.
ment considers the 1921 treaty
signed between R u s s i a and
Persia (Iran) to be InvaUd.
Another government spokes.
man held it to be "obsolete."
One section of the treaty permitted Russla to send forces
into Iran in the event that a
third party should enter that
country and establish mllitary
bases there, which would con·
stitute a threat to the Soviet
Union. This and a recent an·
nouncement by Iran's Shah
t hat his government would
sign a defense pact with the
U.S. may be expected to have
considerable effect on Soviet.
Iranian relations.
New Junta. for Sudan

• Sudan's Supreme Council
was dismissed on March 4 and
President I bra him Abboud
seized full control In that coun·
try. Abboud and the Council
had been in power since the
ouster of the pro·Western gov.
ernment 0 f former Premier
Abdullah KhaUl in a military
coup in November. A new Suo
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preme Mll1tary Council was
sworn in on March 9. 'Maj.
Gen. Ahmed Abdel Wah a b,
who had been minister of the
interior and ICleal government
since the November coup, was
relieved of his post and was
replaced by Brig. Ahmed Mag·
daub Bahari, who became the
new interior minister, and
Brig. Abdul Rahmin Shenan,
who took charge of the min·
istry of loeal government.

French Mun1clpal EledIODS

*'

.. City elections were ached·
uled throughout F ran c e on
March 8 and 15. Results trGm
thirteen major citiej in the
Mar c h 8 balloting indicated
that the popular vote for the
Communists had risen about
19.5 percent, whereas the Gaul·
Hst Union for the New Republic had experienced a 21.5 per·
cent·vote drop. March 15 was
to mark the second round In
the elections and was to in·
volve about 38,000 French com·
munities. A major factor believed to have atrected the
March 8 vote was the austeri·
ty plan instituted by the De
Gaulle government In Decem·
ber. The new economic measures Included a devaluation 01
the franc by 17 percent, cuts
In veterans' allowances and
certain social security benefits,
and an Increase in taxes. The
Paris government had made
such moves in an attempt to
stabilize French economy and
ward otr Inflation.

*'

.. Nearing the conclusion oJ
a visit to the Soviet Union,
British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan ruled out on Mareh
2 the concluding of a nonaggression pact between his na·
tion and Russia. SovIet Premier N I kit a S. Khrushchev
had suggested the negotiation
of such a treaty earlier. Iu
Implementation would result
in the liquidation of U.S. air
bases in Britain. While reject·
Ing the SovIet·proposed pact,
Macmfllan held that Britain
and Russia should, among oth·
er things, resolve differences
in keeping with the provisions
of the United Nations Charter
and t hat both governments
should "agree t hat dIsputes
should be settled by negotla.
tions and not by force."

Burmese Reforms

The Burmese Chamber of
Deputies renominated Gen. Ne
Win as premier on February
Z1, at which time Rangoon's
cabinet was also revised. The
new regime under Gen. Ne
Win had taken control of Bur·
rna In a bloodless coup last
October. Recent reports Indicate tha t the new government
is rounding up and jailing
Communists and other dissidents and is taking steps
against illegal business and
government corruption. It is
reported that more than tiny
large companies in Bur m a
have had to close down until
they repay old government
loa n s. Construction of new
buildings and various 0 the r
improvements are under way
In Rangoo\1. Some sou r c e s
fear, however, that the Bur·
mese government may soon be
beset by serious economic dif·
ficulties.
Defett8e Pacts Signed

Though the U.S. has never
formally joined the Baghdad
Pact, on March 5 it did sign
separate defense treaties with
Iran, Pakistan and Turkey.
Under provisions of the new
pac t 8 the U.S. government
''will take such appropriate ac·
tion, including the use of
armed forces, as may be mu·
tually agreed upon" s h 0 u I d
any of the three countries be·
come an object of enemy ago
gression. The Baghdad Pac t
has as its member nations
Britain, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan
and Turkey.

Macmillan and the Soviets

Record Vot"" for Segni

• The Christian Democratic
government 0 f new Italian
Premier Antonio Segnl received large v 0 t e s of confi·
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News 10• • ' that are able to keep you awake to the vital Issues of our
times must b~ unf~{.d by censorship and selfish intereits. "Awake'" has no
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strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecling
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
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F YOU were to

be fitly united in the
stand on any busy
same mind and in the
same line of thought." This
street in Christendom and
oneness of mind and thought
ask passers-by the simple
is admittedly sadly missing.
question, Why are there so
-lCor.1:10.
many religions? you would be
In fact, the very word "reamazed at the many differligion" gives rise to consident answers that you would
erable confusion. There is
get from a seemingly intelstill no one generally acceptligent audience. Generally
speaking, their replies would
ed definition for the word.
Webster's New Collegiate Dicgo something like this: 'We
tionary defines religion to
have many different kinds at
religion because people are difmean "the service and adoraferent. They have different tastes,
tion of God or a god as expressed
different likes and dislikes. So we hear in forms of worship." On the other hand,
men say, One man's religion is another some sociologists refer to religion as the
man's poison.' Others declare religion to be "collective expression of human values."
a state of mind, 'Many minds, many reliFor centuries the Bible itself has regions,' they say. Some blame the hodge- vealed to man an authentic account of repodge of religions on religious ambiguity ligion. It shows Adam and Eve did it, The
in doctrine, requirements and ideals. One prefiood world did it. The children of Isobserver took the program "This I Be- rael did it. The people of Jesus' day did it.
lieve'''' as an example. He said the radio And now we see the whole world doing it.
program had "plenty of 'believe' and quite Doing what? Doing the very thing the
a bit of 'I,' but not very much of 'this.' ancients did that was responsible for the
There was a great deal of 'faith' professed rise of so many religions. Where religion
but the 'believers' were often sublimely \vas involved, the vast majority of earth's
vague about just what it was they believed inhabitants have always leaned to their
in." And so go the reasons for there being own understanding. Few and far between
were those who consulted God's Word on
so many religions.
It is actually difficult today in Christen- the matter. InvariabJy men preferred their
dom to get two professing Christians to own idt'as and opinions to the wise counsel
agree on a single cause or give a Bible an- of God, In so dOing they plunged themswer for the many religions. Yet the apos- selves into destruction and ruin. Wise King
tle Paul said to Christians: "I exhort you, Solomon wrote: "Trust in Jehovah with all
brothers, ... that you should all speak in your heart and do not lean upon your own
agreement, and that there should not be understanding. In all your ways take nodivisions among you, but,' that you may tice of him, and he himself will make your
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about to re-create false religion. With Nima
rod he started state worship. Then he
moved men to build towering temples in
defiance of Jehovah. The basic false religious doctrine of human immortality and
its correlative doctrine, the transmigration
of the soul, were introduced to mankind.
Symbols were used in worship. From the
worship of symbols to the worship of
images was a short step. Sex worship ~as
also reinstituted.-Gen. 10:9.
In many lands the sun became the chief
object of worship. Superstitious men would
say, What if the sun-spirit should become
angry and not shine? How would man
hunt, fish and live? So everything must be
done to keep the sun-spirit happy. How?
Early each morning before sunrise the
holiest of men were chosen to climb to
the top of a high mountain or hill, so as
to be close to the sun, then sing to the
sun-spirit and praise him for his kindnesses
to men. So sun worship got its start.
Soon thereafter moon and stars were
worshiped. Then came the forces of nature,
thunder, wind and rain. Nature itself was
worshiped. Then men watched tadpoles
change into frogs and caterpillars into
beautiful butterflies. They reasoned, surely
this was proof that life went on after
death, that at death man merely sheds one
body for another. It was easy for men to
believe that mighty men became mighty
animals in the next life. So they made
images of these animals and worshiped
them as they did these men whom they
worshiped prior to their death. Soon there
were carved images of animals, birds, trees
and creeping things. So nature worship
passed into idol worship. The Christian
apostle Paul said of such worship: Although men "knew God, they did not glorify him as God nor did they thank him,
but they became empty-headed in their
reasonings and their unintelligent heart
became darkened. A1though asserting they
6

were wise, they became foolish and turned
the glory of the incorruptible God into
something like the image of corruptible
man and of birds and four-footed creatures
and creeping things." This inspired account shows conclusively that false religions stem from false reasonings~ from
men leaning upon their own understanding
and not upon God.-Rom. 1:21-25.
Let this fact not escape our notice:
from Eden's day forward, true religion
has always existed - apart from all false
religions. Time and again true worshipers
were warned not to compromise with false
religion. To Israel Moses said: "Jehovah
your God you should fear and him you
should serve and by his name you should
swear. You must not walk after other gods,
any gods of the peoples who are all around
you, (for Jehovah your God in your midst
is a God exacting exclusive devotion,) for
fear the anger of Jehovah your God may
blaze against you and he must annihilate
you from off the surface of the ground."
The Israelites, however, did not always
heed this warning. First, they fell victim
to idolatry. Later, they succumbed to false
religious traditions, which Jesus said made
invalid God's Word.-Deut. 6:13-15; Matt.
15:6.
Christianity and ApQstasy

Jesus Christ re-established true religion.
He proved that true religion leads to everlasting life, whereas false religion leads to
sorrow and death. Of himself he said: "I
am the way and the truth and the ute. No
one comes to the Father except through
me." But what is that way today? you ask.
There are literally hundreds of different
kinds of so-called Christian religions in
the United States alone, all of them teaching contradictory doctrines, and yet all of
them claim to be the true religion. How
can this be? Why so many "Christian"
AWAKBI

religions would rejeet them. A good many
have rejected tbe Bible altogether. So that
today there are literally thousands of differe:nt kinds of religions.
Who is responsible for this religious confusion7 In Jesus' illustration of the sower
Ire exposes the guilty culprit in these
words: "The sower of the right kind of
seed is the Son of man; the field is the
world; as for the right kind of seed, these
are the sons of the kingdom; but the weeds
are the sons of the wicked one, and the
enemy that sowed them is the Devil. The
harvest is a consummation of a system of
things, and the reapers are angels." So
the Devil is the one responsible for all the
false religion in the world. But Jesus stated
that true religion would also be on earth
at this time. Do we see it? HO\\' can it be
recognized? How can we be surE'?~Matt.
13:37-39.

Nations in preference to the kingdom of
God. Her religions are powerless in the
path of communism. They do not worship
Jehovah as their God. In fact, they are
ashamed of that name. They disown Jehovah and have removed God's name from
their modern Bibles. Therefore, they have
no hope, nothing to offer to the people.
On the other hand, the New World society of Jehovah's witnesses know what
they believe and why. They have accepted
the Bible as their guide and follow it closely. They are uncompromising in Bible principles. They do not meddle in politics and
wars of this world. They have stripped
their teachings of all pagan doctrines. They
preach the truths of God's Word and hail
the kingdom of God as the only hope for
mankind and not some man-made makeshift world-organization as the League of
Nations or the United Nations. It is Jehovah's· established kingdom that Jehovah's
Where True Religion Is Found
witnesses declare in all the inhabited earth
True religion can be recognized today
for a witness to all the nations before the
in the same way that it could in the past. end of this system of things. Jesus said
True religion was always associated with Christians would be declaring his kingdom
the worship of Jehovah. In Eden the first. at this time.~Matt. 24: 14.
man worshiped Jehovah. Righteous Abel
With these truths before you, there is a
worshiped Jehovah. Enoch and Noah worfor you to make. In the words of
choice
shiped Jehovah. Abraham, Isaac and JaJoshua,
you must "choose for yourselves
cob, Moses and Jesus and all righteous men
today
whom
you will serve." In making
worshiped Jehovah as God. And worshipyour
choice,
however,
do not err as many
ers who practice the true religion today do
men
in
the
past
have
done and as many
the same. They, too, worship Jehovah as
are
doing
today
by
leaning
to their own
God. Men of old kept God's Word. They
undl'rstanding.
Let
Jehovah's
holy spirit
were his witnesses: " 'You are my witnessand
his
written
Word
the
Bible
guide you.
es,' is the utterance of Jehovah, 'and I
They
will
motivate
you
into
making
a wise
am God.''' So in this day worshipers of
choicl'
of
religiQn,
the
decision
that
Joshua
Jehovah are his witn('sses-Jehovah's witmad(': "But as for me and my household,"
nesses.-Isa.43:12.
he
said, "we shall serve Jehovah." Sel'v('
Certainly Christendom's religions beal'
Jehovah.
Associate with his witnesses. Reno similarity to first:century Christianity.
member,
only
servers of Jehovah will surHer clergy teach for hire, mix in politics
vive
this
world's
end to enjoy peace and
and support wars for material gain. They
life
forevermore
in
God's new world of
teach pagan doctrines, compromise theocratic principles, reject the Bible and ad- righteousness. Choose wisely and live.
vocate schemes of men such as the United -Josh. 24: 15; Provo 3:5, 6,
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as I released them they began lambasting
each other again."
Allen's articles caused an uproar among
school officials, but the Telegram stood
firm for what it had published, one editor
declaring: "We studied every article care~
fully and toned down all of them. Condi~
tions are much worse than what we said."

The Kansas City Star not long ago told
its readers: "The breakdown of discipline
in an increasing number of Kansas City's
high schools is spreading at an alarming
rate. . . . In some classrooms, a hoodlum
element has taken control. ... Many teachers, by their own admissions, are losing
control."
In Chicago, Superintendent of Schools
Problem of Big Cities-but Spreading
Benjamin C. Willis reports some improveNew York is not the only city troubled ment: "We have less violence in the
with delinquency in the schools. Many of schools rather than more, than we had a
the big cities, especially in the northern few years ago." However, a high police ofpart of the United States, are having trou~ ficial in Chicago told U. S. News &i World
ble. In Philadelphia police patrol the cor~ Report: "Very few educators will ever adridors of ten difficult schools. Their main mit there is anything wrong with their
job is to keep teen~age hoodlums from en- schools. They're afraid they might be fired.
tering the school to terrorize it. Philadel- . . . Teachers don't know how to handle
phia is now reported to have a shortage the situation, or what to do." A big probof seven hundred teachers. If teachers can- lem is nonstudent gangs that loiter around
not get assignments to good schools, they schools. That some classrooms lack disoften quit. Describing a common type of Cipline is evident from what one teacher
delinquency, Philadelphia's district attor- told a police official: "I just try to keep
ney recently said: "We do have a lot of order in the classrooms. If the kids behave,
youngsters who exact tribute from the I pass them. That's all I want out of them."
younger children."
Though the problem of delinquency in
In Detroit teachers report that much the schools is mainly a problem of certain
of the delinquency in the schools is not sections of large cities, the unrest has almade known to the public. If it were it ready spread to small cities. Last May
would reflect on the ability of the teachers Dr. W. C. Kvaraceus, professor of educato control the students. But it is known tion at Boston University and a recognized
that teachers have been threatened and authority on juvenile delinquency, was
. struck. Trouble often comes, however, asked: How widespread is this bad befrom nonstudents-teen-age hoodlums ei- havior on the part of school children? He
ther unable or lll1willing to get a job. They answered: "I don't think that this is unique
loiter around school buildings and cause in the States. I think this is universal."
trouble. Telling about a male teacher at
Wherever it occurs, delinquency in the
one of Detroit's high schools, U. S. News &i schools distracts children from their studWorld Report said: "He repeatedly asked ies. Teachers become less effective, as their
his principal for police protection from time and energy are wasted trying to mainprowling gangs when he was stationed in tain discipline.
the schoolyard to keep order after school.
How is it that delinquency in the schools
The principal refused to get police help- has become so sensational now? This is not
because of concern over publicity-until a problem that has suddenly developed,
the teacher brought a pistol to school and says Jackson Toby, assistant professor of
warned that he would use it if attacked." sociology at Rutgers University. "The
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lerns is to fight your way through to a
solution."

that there is no substitute for the principles of religion and morality."

Coping with the Problem

The Crux of the Problem
What, then, can be done about the stu-

To cope with the problem some schools
are suspending delinquent students. This
solution, however, only raises another
problem: What is to become of youngsters
who are branded as ineducable and who
are unable to find work?
New York city has approached the delinquency situation by establishing special
schools for problem pupils. About 1 percent of New York city's 950,000 school
population is described as the hard core
of the problem. To cope with this the city
has organized the so-called "600" day
schools for the most difficult problem boys
from nine to seventeen years of age. These
schools, so named because each of them
has a number in the 600's, were first set
up in 1947. But with the recent outbreaks
of violence in the schools, the city established four emergency schools called "700"
scnools.
Because of the outbreaks of violence in
New York city schools, the State Education Department sent two task forces to
find out ways to improve the city's handling of delinquents. The state's findings
were that the "600" schools "in many important respects are succeeding very well."
However, the state's report, said the New
York Times, "termed the city's efforts
wanting in many important respects. The
state said there appeared sometimes to
be an almost unreasonable dependence upon
the schools to effect cures although they
cannot deal with the causes of delinquency: slums, poverty and shattered families."
New York city's Board of Education issued its own findings: "In its basic elements it is a reflection not of the schools
but rather of the society in which it exists." There is a need, said the board, for
"full recognition by the whole community
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dent delinquents? The children need to be
taught the principles of morality from
their infancy. They need to be trained and
disciplined from their infancy; and that
must be done in the home. "I think the
main trouble," said an experienced New
York school official, "is a breaking down
of discipline in the home." J. Edgar Hoover, head of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, recently pointed his finger right at
the heart of the problem:
"Any program to combat juvenile delinquency can begin in only one place-the
home. Abdication of parental responsibility
. . . has gained a strangle hold on all too
many American households today. One jurist said recently: 'The (delinquency)
problem is not so much an improper youth
as it is an improper home.' Unquestionably, the very heart of the delinquency
problem rests with the family."-Thi8
Week magazine, November 2, 1958.
So delinquency in the schools is just an~
other facet of the whole juvenile delinquency problem. If children are not properly disciplined in the home from infancy,
how can they be expected to behave in
school? If home discipline is weak, then
even intensified school discipline will hardly solve the problem. Only parental training and discipline can solve the twin problem of student delinquents and nonstudent
hoodlums. Note carefully what man'-s Creator has to say about solving the problem:
"Train up a boy according to the way
for him; even when he grows old he will
not turn aside from it." "Do not hold back
discipline from the mere boy. In case you
beat him with the rod, he will not die.
With the rod you yourself should beat him,
AWAKE.'

port wine. They must come from a certain liquid. The women and children are useQ
height above sea level.
to pick the grapes and fill the baSKets,
It is interesting to note that these vines which weigh from 100 to 150 pounds. They
are not watered by man·made irrigation, work from sunrise to sunset. The men, to
but depend solely on the rainfall, October lighten their laborious task of carrying
to March being the rainy season. During these heavy baskets, often walk in a line
this season the workers mpke small ditches marking time to a whistle,. which the first
around each plant so as to form a small man in line will blow. Sometimes he will
reservoir of water to trickle down to the play a mouth organ or a small accordion.
roots, because in all probability during the
The part of the work that the men seem
long hot summer months there' will be no to enjoy the most is the treading of the
rainfall. Also during the cold bitter rainy grapes in the lagares. This is still done
months of ~inter the peasants can be seen with the human foot. They claim that this
pruning the vines. But what makes this ancient method insures more depth of color
scene even more picturesque is the strange and richness without any bitter flavor
attire tfiey wear as protection against the from the skins, pips and stalks. In this vat
rain. They wear huge cloaks or capes made that will make about 100 to 110 "pipes"
of various layers of straw and a straw hat. (or casks, holding about 550 liters each)
From a distance they appear as bundles of of wine there will be over twenty·five men
straw among the bare grapevines.
treading the grapes, wading in must well
over their knees. To get the grapes fer·
Win~making Time
menting will take about four hours of
Let us now get to the wine·making time. treading, which is usualIy done at night
This is when there is plenty of hard work from nine o'clock to one in the morning;
to be done. The peasants by the hundreds, this after the men have been working since
men, women and children, migrate to the sunrise. Some of the men tread independvintage sections of the country. These ently, or they will line up side by side
workers are easily spotted as one goes joining arms at the shoulders and one wil1
along the road or passes the railroad sta· mark time as they slowly move around
tion. They all have certain things in com· the lagar. Also, while treading, many times
man. The men usually have a stick or staff one will play his mouth organ, another will
over their shoulder, at the end of which play the accordion, others sing, and stil1
is tied a burlap sack with their belongings. others dance around to the music. An in
The women carry their things in a basket all, there is much laughter and frolic.
well balanced on their heads. The men also
When the men get through treading the
carry a troixa. It is cylindrical in shape, grapes, fermentation is allowed to reach
made of leather or strong cloth stuffed a certain point. At this time they check
with straw. It has a wide strap that goes it by adding aguardente (brandy made
around it, the upper part going over the from wine). They usually add about a hun·
top of the head, causing the leather part dred liters of aguardente to a cask. This
to fall between the shoulder blades. It is new wine is then allowed to mature in
used to rest the large baskets of grapes chestnut or oak casks through the winter
on the back of their necks and heads; these months there at the vineyards. The cold
they must carry from the mountain slopes winter helps to clear the impurities in the
to the large cement vats called lagares, wine, which fall to the bottom of the cask.
where the grapes will be transformed into After a few months the wine is drawn off
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THE RECIPROCATING
STEAM LOCOMOTIVE

NE of the most
fascinating pieces of
mechanical equipment man has ever made
is the reciprocating steam locomotive. Reciprocation means an exchange of acts, a
mutual giving and returning, and thus can
be well used to identify the backward and
forward motion of the pistons and rods
that cause a wheel to rotate through the
action of a crank. It is very interesting to
most people to watch this type of engine
work because its parts are operating in
full view, but when we sec these power
plants appJied to a railroad locomotive,
pulling hundreds of tons of freight at high
speed, or hustling a passenger train along
at upward of eighty miles an hour, the impression of its ability to accomplish trE'mendous tasks is great. While it is true
that more power per ton of fuel can be
obtained through the use of Diesel, electric, or some of the later steam-turbine
locomotives, yet these engines do not capture the imagination in the same way as
the reciprocating engine does, for there is
no impression of the power that makes the
wheels rotate. Let us go down to the railroad yards.
See, here is a four- or five-hundred-ton
giant that has just come in trailing a hundred cars. What a feeling of tremendous

O
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power, held captive in the great boiler,
we get as we hear the hiss of a jet of
steam forcing the draught of tile fur~
nace as it hustles the smoke up the short
smokestack, and note the air pumps
pulsing to replace the pressure just now
expended in bringing nearly a mile of
freight cars to a stop! Look toward the
front end of the big machine. Do you
see the great cylinders, one on each
side, bunched up like the tremendous
shoulder muscles of a monstrous
giant? Now, do you notice the
shining piston rods protruding
from the center of each cylinder in the direction of the
driving wheels? Notice that
these correspond to the upper arms of man.
Now look at the rods that connect the ends
of the piston rods to crank pin bearings
on the outside of one pair of driving wheels
-for all the world like giant forearms and
hands gripping the crank handle of a wheel.
And do you also see the long horizontal
side rods coupling all the pairs of driving
wheels together? These spread the power
of the pistons over a larger surface of
wheel tread and rails. You are looking at
something that has fascinated and intrigued millions of people during the past
hundred years.
Like thousands of other persons, as you
notice the engineer reaching into nooks
and crannies with a long-spouted oil can
and then climbing back into the cab, you
wonder what it would be like to ride with
him and watch the manipulation of the
scores of controls you glimpse within, to
send this thundering monster on its journey across the countryside. But there is
the signal to go. Slowly he pulls a little
on the long throttle lever so as not to apply
too much power at the start and cause
the great wheels to slip, but admitting the
steam pressure into the cylinders easily
and steadily. Slowly the piston rods push
AWAKE!

Opposition to the new method of transportation flared up and then began to die
out, and in due time illustrations comparing a derailed locomotive, and passengers
scrambling desperately for safety, with
horse-drawn coaches gliding serenely and
safely along in obvious superiority, began
to cease, and those who prophesied the end
of all things in clouds. of smoke and scalding steam, with trains hurtling down into
the Apocalyptic abyss, began to be discredited and ignored. Stronger boilers,
bigger engines, faster speeds, all came into
being, and engines developed into two general classifications, the heavier, smaller
wheeled, more powerful ahd slower freight
types, and the larger wheeled, higher
geared, lighter engines for faster passenger
service. The "Flying Scotsman" is a modern example of this latter type. So as the
century rolled along, first industrial areas
and later cities and rural areas were linked
together with a network of steel. Actually,
the industrial revolution was a power revolution, and the reciprocating steam engine provided that power.

Use in America
Meanwhile, in America, some crude trolley tracks had come into use for the same
reason as in Britain, enabling horses and
mules to pull heavier loads to canals. But
with the eastern range of mountainous
country, canals could be built only to the
north and from the Hudson to the Great
Lakes. This meant that millions of acres
of empty land lay idle, while the population tended to bunch up along the Atlantic
seaboard. Forward-looking men began to
see the possibility of steam locomotion
through the mountain passes, to develop
the rich lands to the west and south. So
we note that in 1829 the "Stourbridge
Lion" was imported from England and,
built by Foster Rastrick and Company,
was the first steam locomotive to operate
18

in America. Next came the "Best Friend,"
claimed to be the first engine- built for
actual commercial operation in America,
also the "Tom Thumb," which lost its
early lead in a race with a horse-drawn
rail coach due to a mechanical mishap,
enabling the horse to win. "John Bull,"
another Stephenson product, was imported
in 1831, and again sound, lasting principles
of design were seen in this engine. Matthias
Baldwin patterned "Old Ironsides" after
its general design, and it, in turn, served
well for some twenty years. Soon the comM
bination of better railroad track and more
knowledge of the science of steam power
began to show results. It is claimed that
by 1837 the "North Star" became the first
engine to exceed sixty miles an hour. Longer boilers and more driving wheels appeared on the scene, the "Madison" of 1860
having two pairs coupled together, and
Winan's "Camel," in 1863, connecting four
pairs together.
With the end of the Civil War and the
following depression subsiding, attention
was again turned toward settling the many
empty areas of the country, and this period
saw longer trackage and increasing size of
both locomotives and trains. Mountain
types of engines had to be designed, and
the problems of long grades and sharp
cUrves led into the Mallet articulated design. This Swiss engineer designed what
amounted to two engines, free to move
separately, under the one long boiler. Thus
weight and power were increased and good
cornering maintained.

Continued Improvement
Now the trend is to bring the mighty
freight locomotives more in line with passenger train speeds so that perishables are
whisked along at speeds undreamed of a
few decades ago. All this has meant higher
steam pressures, some engines working on
300 or more pounds per square inch. Incidentally, a speed record of 112.5 miles
AWAKE!

HE original
Paradise of
T
Eden was a large,
beautiful and wellkept garden or park
abounding with all manner
of animal life. While Kenya's paradise may not be as well kept as
was Eden's, it may be called a paradise in
view of the vastness of its majestic and
breath-takingly beautiful scenery and the
great profusion and variety of wildlife to
be seen in its natural state.
Kenya was named after its Mount Kenya, a name that comes from the African's
Kilinyaa, meaning "White Mountain." The
beautiful mantle of snow that clothes it"
jagged peaks makes the name truly a fitting one. To the Africans living in its shadow Mount Kenya is the dwelling place of
ngai, "god." With its height of 17,040 feet,
Mount Kenya is Africa's second-highest
mountain, being ecJjpsed only by Mount
Kilimanjaro, 19,565 feet, just across the
border to the south.
A striking feature of Kenya's landscape
is the great masses of rock that violent
volcanic activity threw up from the level
plains in prehistoric times. Through Ken·
ya's center runs the equator, to its north
lies Ethiopia and to its south Tanganyika.
It extends west from a four·hundred-mile
shoreline on the Indian Ocean some five
hundred miles to Uganda, its southwest
20

corner bordering on Lake Victoria.
Though seeming small on a map of Africa, Kenya, with its 224,960 square miles
is 10 percent larger than France and
85 percent as large as Texas.
Other topographical features of
Kenya that should be mentioned are its Longonot,
an extinct volcano,
and its Rift Valley.
The former rises
9,000 feet to the
brim of its crater,
which has a circumference of eight miles
and a depth of 600 feet.
It is well worth the effort
to climb to the top to see
the inside of this gigantic
basin. As for the Rift Valley, it is a part

of the Great Rift Valley, a depression 01'
subsidence of the earth's surface, that extends from the Jordan Rift Valley of Palestine in the north, down through the Red
Sea, through Kenya and on into Lake
Tanganyika. In Kenya this valley is from
two to 1hree thousand feet deep and from
thirty to forty miles \vide.
As for Kenya's climate, north of the
{'quator it is hot and dry, making the region largely an arid waste in parts of which
rain docs not fall for several years at a
timc. South of the equator there are found
threc kinds of climate: hot and humid in
the coastal region: temperate in the high~
land region, which ranges from three to
ten thou.'land feet in elevation; and tropical in the area adjoining Lake Victoria.
Years ago Kenya, together with Uganda,
was knO\vn as British East Africa. Today
some authorities still refel' to the two, together with Tanganyika, by that name.

And not without good reason, as the three
colonies are under British jurisdiction, use
the same currency and have common postal and telegraph systems. In passing it is
AWAKE.'

of interest to note that in 1905 Britain offered the Zionists 6,000 square miles in
this region for their homeland. Theodor
Henl, the founder of Zionism, was eager
to accept this offer but not the Russian
Jews. They stalked out of his Congress and
refused to return until he assured them
that he would hold out for. a homeland in
Palestine.

Its History
Regarding the native people of Kenya
and other parts of Africa Sir Philip Mitchen, a past governor of Kenya Colony, once
stated ': "They had no wheeled transport,
... they had no roads or towns; no tools
except small hand hoes, wooden digging
sticks and the like; ... they never heard
of working for wageS. They went stark
naked or clad in the bark of trees or the
skins of animals, atld had no means of
writing, even by hieroglyphics ... Perhaps
the most astonishing of all to the modern
European mind, they had no calendar or
notation of time ... they are a people who
in 1890 were in a more primitive condition
than anything of which there is any record
in pre-Roman Britain."-A/rika, Anton
Zischka.
Yet in GOO B.C., Egyptian ships sailed
through the Red Sea, and in the days of
Jesus Christ there was a seaport named
Tonike, where today Kenya's chief harbor
city Mombasa is situated: a thriving city
of some 100,000 inhabitants and boasting
the best harbor on the eastern coast of
Africa. Arab' colonization of Kenya is believed to have begun about the eighth century when Vasco da Gama explored its
coast on his way to India. During the following century the portuguese gained control, holding it until 1698. when the Arabs
regained possession of it.
The modern development of Kenya by
the Biitish dates from the end of the nineteenth century. Britain felt it in her inMAY 8, 195.9

terest to build a railway, at the cost of
wen over five million pounds, from Mombasa clear across Kenya to the shores of
Lake Victoria, covering 587 miles of largely mountainous country, This line ascends
to 9,150 feet at Timbora, the highest railway station in the British Commonwealth,
and descends to 3,726 feet, the level of the
lake. Mombasa's fine harbor and this railway lured British settlers to Kenya.

Inhabitants-Native and Others
As regards Kenya's inhabitants there
are four main divisions with each having
its subdivisions: Arabs, Indians, Europeans and Africans. The several thousand
Arabs reside chiefly along the coast. Some
65,000 Europeans dwell mainly in the
"White Highlands." Scattered far and
wide are the 200,000 Asiatics, mostly from
India, having been brought in by the British for the development of the country.
The Africans number some six mi1lion,
most populous being the Kikuyu tribe,
which accounts for at least 20 percent of
their number. Perhaps best known outside
of Kenya are the Masai, a stately, tall and
beautiful race who are not only flne warriors but also great herdsmen. They keep
their cattle not primarily for the meat but
as symbols of wealth, for milk and for the
blood which they draw from the cattle and
drink.
Kenya's multiracial society is not lacking in variety. Its people speak many languages. Among the "Europeans," in addition to English one can hear French,
German, Italian, Greek, Polish and Afrikaans; among the Indians are heard Urdu,
Gujarati and Punjabi. Add to this the
many tribal tongues of the' Africans and
you have a picture of polyglot confusion.
However, while the different peoples hold
to their own languages, they all use one
common medium of expression, the Swa21

hili language, which is used all over Eastern Africa.
A wide variety of religious beliefs is also
found in Kenya. The various sects of Christendom have established many missions.
Among the Arabs and Indians are many
Moslems, and the Ismaili sect, which recognizes Aga Khan, has a large community
in Kenya. There are also many Hindus,
and the beB.rded and turbaned Sikhs are
conspicuous everywhere. While the missions have gained close to a million nominal adherents and more and more Africans are embracing Islam, the great majorityof Africans are in bondage to witchcraft and other forms of pagan religion.
It appears that it was primarily this
bondage to pagan religion that was responsible for Kenya's greatest tragedy in recent
years, the Mau Mau rebellion. By means
of pagan terrorism unscrupulous agitators'
exploited the Kikuyu's grievances and upon pain of death forced many into taking
blood-curdling oaths to support the Mau
Mau in their ruthless savagery. While the
avowed purpose of the Mau Mau was to
rid the country of the white man, comparatively few Europeans were killed. In
fact, during the emergency more Europeans were killea in road accidents in Nairobi than were killed by the Mau Mau, the
majority of victims being Kikuyu who refused to go along with the terrorists.
Today the Mau Mau conflagration has
all but died out. Embers of it smolder, however, as noted in the report in the New
York Times, February 18, 1959, on a trial
based on the charge that the leader of the
Mau Mau, one Kenyatta, was convicted on
bribed testimony. This may result in the
reopening of his case. Also, there is another secret society, the KK.M. (Kiama
Kia Muingi), coming to the fore that
claims to have the same goals as the Mau
Mau.
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There is also much activity on the part
of the more moderate members of both
1fIe European and African communities to
work out their differences, which gives
reason to hope that good judgment will
prevail over intransigence and racial fanaticism. Taking the lead in this are
such men as the minister of agriculture,
Michael Blundell, who settled in Kenya
thirty-three years ago, and an Americaneducated Kikuyu, Dr. Gikomyo Kiano. Endeavoring to help in this regard, the queen
of England visited Kenya in February,
1959.

Government and Industry
The capital of Kenya is the rapidly expanding city of Nairobi of some 220,000
inhabitant'>. Situated in the White High.
lands at an altitude of 5,450 feet, it has a
pleasant climate. It has modern buildings,
at least one ten stories high, an up-te-date
international airport and a well-equipped
drive-in cinema. Also a serious auto parking problem and such an acute housing
shortage that many upon arriving have to
stay at hotels while waiting and searching
for homes.
Politically Kenya consists of a Colony
and a Protectorate. The latter is a strip
ten miles wide that is leased from the
Sultan of Zanzibar, an island close by
Kenya, and for which he receives an annual rental of 10.,000 pounds. Both Colony
and Protectorate are administered under
the British Colonial Office by a Governor,
a Deputy Governor and a Council of Ministers. There are also an Executive Council
and a Legislative Council. The policy of
the government is to gradually give the
African more and marc to say in governing
himself; this policy, however, suits the
extremists of neither side.
The government operates primary and
secondary schools, for which fees are
AWAK,BI
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is the world's

most interesting
snake," once

said America's
noted reptile authority Raymond
Ditmars of the king
cobra. "It is the most
dangerous of aU living
wild crea tures. Combined with the deadliness of its fangs, it is
extremely active and
commonly inclined to
attack. Coupled with
insolence, sometimes
prompted by curiosity,
'but more often by anger, is an intelligence
that renders it unique."
Would you like to know more ahout the
famous (or infamous) reputation of the
cobra known as king? Well, then, we can
start with the matter of beauty, for the
king cobra is rated as one of the world's
most beautiful snakes. This slender, graceful serpent is usually olive or yellowbrown; its color pattern may also include
ringlike crossbands of black or markings
of an orange-red color. Enhancing its beauty is its length, for this is a king-sized
snake!
Of all the world's poisonous snake's, none
'come close to the "king's" maximum
length-between eighteen and nineteen
feet. Its more common length i~ twelve to
fifteen feet. But even without this impressive length king cobra would be spectacular enough, as it is the business end
of this snake that makes it so interesting
and formidable.
The brand of poison king cobra manufactures is one of the most potent snake
poisons in the world. Only a very few
snakes in the world have a more potent
poison. Recently Scientific American published a list of poisons with their potency
24

rating .. Potency was
based on the amount
of poison required to
kill a man. The rating
for the cobra was 20
milligrams (after its
poison was dried);
for the mamba 20;
for the coral snake
5; for the Australian tiger snake 2
and for the krait
1.5. It is interesting
to note that the most
poisonous, the krait, is
one of the most inoffensive
of snakes; and the coral snake
is often called sluggish. The tiger snake, on
the other hand, is aggressive and rivals the
king cobra for deadliness. But what the
king cobra lacks in potency (and it can
hardly be called a lack!) it makes up for
in length, athletic ability, intelligence, aggressiveness and king-sized poison sacs.
The poison sac of the tiger snake is said
to contain about 47 milligrams, that of
the common cobra about 300 milligrams
or twenty drops and that of the king cobra
more than 450 milligrams or about thirty
drops.
When king cobra bites he injects several
lethal doses at a bite. And what bites! The
ordinary poisonous snake merely makes a
quick bite and lets it go at that. Not so
king cobra! He bites and then hangs on,
injecting more and more poison until much
or almost all of the poison in its king-sized
glands is emptied into its victim. "No other
snake injects so much poison and no other
snake does so thorough a job of destroying
its victim," once said Frank Buck of "bring
'em back alive" fame.

Curiosity and intelligence
It may be that the king cobra's curiosity
adds to its dangerousness. It likes to invesllWAKE!

tigate things carefully. Perhaps man feels vary. Frank Buck, who had traveled the
that the king cobra has a strong, curious world in ~arch for animals, wrote in BMg
nature because, unlike otJIer cobras, it 'Em Back AJive:
operates during the day, Jiving in the
"Nowhere in the world is there an anidense jungles of Asia and adjacent Pacific malar reptile that can quite match its
islands. When king cobra examines some- unfailing determination to wipe out any~
thing, its bronze, round eyes are, as Dit- thing that crosses its path. This lust to
mars puts it, "disconcerting in their in- kill invests the king cobra with a quality
tense stare." Occasionally, he says, "it will of fiendishT)ess that puts it in a class by
rear four feet high and stand as motion- itself, almost making of it a jungle synoless as a great candlestick, staring fixedly. nym for death. One is always thinking of
There is none of the nervous swaying or it in terms of loss of life. I find myself
marked arching of the neck of the com- recalling a hundred and one instances of
mon cobra. The attitude is one of intense its destructiveness.. . I can't get out of
mind, for instance, the picture of a big wascrutiny."
For a snake, king cobra seems to have ter buffalo, a fine robust specimen weighunusual intelligence. It uses this intelli- ing about 1,500 pounds, that, walking
gence in making itself a regal Hving; in through a rice padi, had the misfortune
fact, because of its menu it gets its name to step too close to a ridge where a six"king." Its menu is simply snakes and foot king cobra lay coiled up. The uncom~
more snakes. Come what may, smaller co- promising reptile struck Qut and the bufbras or other kinds of serpents, king cobra falo was dead in less- than an hour."
will eat them. Probably no other snake
Though elephants have thick hides, they
lives on such a virtually exclusive serpen- are sometimes bitten on vulnerable places
tine diet as does king cobra. Though prob- such as at the tip of the trunk; then this
ably immune to most poisons, king cobra mammoth creature dies in about three
seems to avoid long-fanged serpents, know- hours. A king cobra bite is fatal to man
ing that they could inflict a nasty \vound. within a half hour to an hour.
In captivity "king" displays remarkable
As to "king's" aggressiveness, there are
intelligence; Raymond Ditmars uses the hundreds of stories confirming it. But the
word "singular." He writes in his book Englishman N. W. F. Tweedie, who has had
Snakes of the World: "I have observed considerable experience with king cobras,
many demonstrations of the singular intel- believes that their savagery is definitely
ligence of the king cobra-and am using overemphasized. Hc cites examples of king
the word 'singular' because other snakes cobras that were far from aggressive.
do not act this way. A newly arrived capAs a species, though, king cobras are
tive soon detects the character of glass, exceptionally aggressive. Many reports inwhich covers the front of its cage ..
dicate, however, that these belligerent disCaptive examples appear to recognize the plays take place after some kind of dispersons who care for them, yet evince an- turbance. One account tells of a hunter in
tagonism towards strangers."
India who saw a king cobra about twentyfive feet away. It seems that the cobra
Searching for Humans to Bite?
had first spied the man, because it was
King cobra's reputation for attacking reared up about three feet above the
and pursuing man is notorious. Just how ground, carefully scrutinizing the man.
aggressive is this cobra king? Opinions After surveying the situation for about a
MAY 8, 1959

minute, the king cobra slithered off away
from the hunter. But the hunter hurled
a stone at the serpent; it struck the snake
on the back of the head. Quite understandably king cobra was furious. It took off
for the hunter with deadly intent, but a
heavier stone hurled by the hunter landed
on the snake's neck. It was a crippling
blow, and the hunter easily killed the cobra.
That king cobra will pursue man there
is little doubt, but more often than not
there is some exciting factor. Says Raymond Ditmars: "Th~re is no doubt about
its fearlessness, nor about its disposition
to quickly advance and attack if interfered with, but it seems rash to form the
conjecture that the average king cobra
pursues man on sight .... The explanation
of attacks of this serpent appears to largely' revert to the breeding season. . . .
[Then] these snakes are extremely savage
and hostile at human intrusion, will rise
from the ground four to five feet, angrily
hiss, and some among their numbers come
straight at the person blundering upon
their lairs. This is probably the basis for
this reptile's extremely bad reputation,
coupled with its insolence in preferring to
fight rather than flee if man or domestic
beast brushes actual contact with it when
prowling."

Snake That Builds a Nest
Nonetheless, this reptile authority believes that king cobra's intel1igence, athlet-

Ie quality and deadliness make it prudent
for anyone passing through its known domains to proceed with great caution. This
is especially so during the breeding season, when the king cobra, demonstrating
anuther unusual trait, builds itself a "nest."
It is not much more than a heap of leaves,
probably shoved into position by sideways
movements of the snake's body. Mrs. King
Cobra then lays twenty-one to forty eggs
in the bottom of the nest. She remains on
guard, coiled in an upper compartment.
One can well imagine how Mrs. King
Cobra will react if man or elephant should
disturb the nest. In All About Reptiles
W. S. Berridge writes: "Captain G. H.
Evans, in the Journal of the Bombay Nat·
ural History Society, tells us that a Bur·
mese who happened inadvertently to disturb a brood of them was chased by the
female. He ran away as fast as he could
towards a river, into which he plunged
anp swam across. He then clambered out
on the bank, but was terrified to see that
the snake had followed him, and was
reared up, ready to strike. Fortunately the
man had the presence of mind to take off
his turban and throw it at the serpent.
Upon this it wreaked its vengeance."
Not without reason the cobra known as
king is called "the most dangerous of all
living wild creatures" as well as "the
world's most interesting snake."

Hair
III. "The average adult scalp," says the volume

Dermatology, "contains about
120,000 hairs-blondes about 140,000; redheads about 90,000; and brunettes about
110,000. Scalp hair grows at a rate of about one·half to three.quarters of an inch
per month. Long hairs grow more slowly than short ones. The average life of
a scalp hair is two to six years. The healthy scalp loses a certain number of
hairs every day and a normal scalp begins to grow a certain number of new hairs
every day, the rate of loss and replacement varying from person to person, and
from time to time in the same person."
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which all those in the memorial tombs will
And what about the chasm between the
hear his voice and come out, those who two? This pictures Jehovah's righteous
did good things to a resurrection of life, judgments which cannot be changed as rethose who practiced vile things to a res- gards the two classes. (Mark 3:28-30) As
urrection of judgment"? If at death man for the five brothers of the rich man,
goes to either heaven or hell, how can it these well picture the associates of the
be said that at some future time Jesus Jewish clergy who manifested the same
will call all the dead forth from their me- spirit as the Pharisees. In that these remorial tombs?-.Iohn 5:28, 29.
fused to believe Jesus they refused to beThen what is the application of this il- lieve Moses, for Moses wrote of Jesus.
lustration? The rich man or Dives, as he Jesus said that even if one was raised
is sometimes called, well represents the from the dead these would refuse to beclergy of Jesus' day who were well pro- lieve, and so it proved to be: both Lazarus,
vided with spiritual riches; men who 'con- the brother of Mary and Martha, and Jesidered themselves children of God's king- sus himself were raised from the dead, and
dom, figuratively clothed in purple, and still they refused to beJieve.-John 12:10,
who claimed to be righteous, pictured by 11; 1 Cor. 15:3-12.
the white linen Dives wore. On the other
All of this finds a striking parallel in
hand, Lazarus pictured the Jewish com- our day. Again there is a clergy class that
mon people whom the religious leaders de- flaunted its spiritual riches and that has
spised as the am ha-a'ret8, "people of the been reduced to a state of being tormented
earth." Of them the Jewish clergy said:
by the preaching of the truth by God's
"This' crowd that does not know the law
servants. And again there is a lowly Lazaare accursed people."--John 7:49.
Then death, as it were, came to each rus class that has experienced a change to
class-picturing what? A change, even as God's favor particularly since 1919. Since
the apostle Paul indicates at Colossians then these anointed witnesses of Jehovah
3:3: "For you died, and your life has been have been preaching the good news of
hidden with the Christ." What brought God's established kingdom. By reason of
about this change? Jesus' preaching of the their preaching, hundreds of thousands of
good news of God's kingdom. By reason others, men of good will, have been privithereof many of the Jews became the spir- leged to share in the comfort enjoyed
itual remnant of Jewry and were given by the modern Lazarus class, otherwise
the hope of the heavenly kingdom,. be- termed -in the Scriptures "the remnant."
coming part of the spiritual seed of Abra- And today, too, we see the associates of
ham that is to bless all the families of the
the rich man, the politicians and men of
earth.-GaL 3:16, 29.
industry, finance and commerce, also reAt the same time Jesus' expose of the
cleItgy caused a change to take place in fusing to believe.
Thus we see the various details of this
their lives. From their state of selfillustration
of the rich man and Lazarus
righteousness and luxurious ease they were
having
a
twofold
fulfillment, further provbrought into such a state of torment that.
they had no rest until they had put the ing that Jesus uttered a parable, not a
Son of God to death.-Matt. 21:45, 46.
historical incident.
The lit-ing are conlJuions that they will die; but as jor the dead,
they arc (;O"ItM~ious of nothing at IIll.-Eecl. 9:5.
2~
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Unless the 63·year-old former
Nazi official appealed within
three weeks, be was to be executed, possibly by banging.
MacmUlan Visits U.S.
• On March 20 British Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan met
with u.s. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower to discuss means
of deallngwith Moscow on Ber·
lin and German issues. Both
leaders agreed that they would
meet with Soviet Premier Ni·
kita S. Khrushchev, probably
in late summer. The heads·of·
government conference would
come after a foreign ministers'
meetIng scheduled to begin
May 11. CommentIng on his
discussions with Eisenhower,
on March 23 Macmillan saId
that these were "the best con·
ference we ever had."

SeU-Ruie for Northern Nigeria
• Northern Nigeria achieved
internal self·government on
March 15. It was the last of
the country's three regions to
do so. Nigcria, with a total
population of about 30,000,000,
is to become a completely in·
dependent country in October,
1960. It covers an area of about
373,000 square miles and is
Britain's largest colony.

'*

Vote in Northern Rhodesia
The United Federal party
received considerable backing
in the March 20 elections in
Northern Rhodesia. Incomplete
reports showed that the party,
headed by Sir Roy Welensky,
had won thirteen of the twenty·
two elected seats In the Legislative Council. The United Fed·
eral party is against African
nationalism. Welensky's apparent victory is considered a further step toward the nation's
achieving dominion status
within the British Commonwealth. Welensky expects
Northern Rhodesia to attain
this status by 1960.
Rojas Found Guilty
• On March 18 the Colombian
Senate, by votes of 62 to 4 and
65 to 1, found Lieut. Gen. Gus·
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tavo Rojas Plnilla gUilty of
violation of the national con·
stitution .and abuse of power
during his administration as
president of that nation. Rojas
had taken power in a military
coup in 1953, but was ousted
by a military junta in 1957.
ThouBh at first he had fled
from Colombia, he returned in
October, 1958. A Senate committee was set up to fix sentence for the country'S expresident.

a

'*

Rebel Regime in Maldives

A revolutionary government
over what was tenned the
United Suvadiva Islands was
set up in the Maldives early in
March. A spokesman of the
rebel regime gave "misrule and
imposition of new high taxes
on almost everything" as rea·
sons for the revolt. The rebels
were reported to be in control
of three southern atolls of the
MaldIve group_ Though the
Maldivian government promised to act against them, the
insurgents were not dealt with
immediately. The Maldives are
450 miles southwest of Ceylon
in the Indian Ocean. They have
a population of about 82,000,
though most of the 7,000 islands
in the archipelago are uninhabited. The Maldives, under Brit·
ish protection since 1887, became a republic in 1953. After
a coup in 1954, however, a sui·
tanate was established headed
by Sultan AI Amir Mohammed
Farid Didi.
"Strong Presumption"
• In a note to Moscow on
March 23 the U.S. heid that
there was a "strong presump·
tion" that the Russian fishing
trawler Novorossisk had been
responsible for breaks in five
trans-Atlantic telephone and
telegraph cables near Newfoundland between February
21 and 25. A U.S. naval boarding party had invoked provisions of the 1884 Convention
for the Protection of Submarine Cables in investigating the
Soviet fishing vessel. Moscow
had protested the boarding on

March 4. In its note the U.s.
held tha the cables had been
severed by cutting and "that
the evidence in its possession
raises a strong presumption
that the master and crew of
the Soviet trawler Novorossisk
had violated Article 2 of the
Convention of 1884."
Seaway ToU~
• On February 12 Canada and
the U.S. announced an agree·
ment on tolls for the St. Lawrence Seaway. The tolls, to go
into effect April 1, are thought
to be sufficient to cover operating costs and to liquidate construction debts. Certain rail,
port and shipping interests,
however, have called the fees
unrealistically low.
Indian UprIsIng
.. The council house of Ohswe·
ken, capital of the Six Nations
Reserve near Brantford, Ontario, Canada, was seized by a
group of Indians on March 5.
In 1924 the Canadian govern·
ment withdrew the Indians' trio
bal rights to rulership by he·
reditary chiefs and established
a twelve-man council to admin·
ister affairs of the reserve,
Chief Joseph Logan, Jr., and
his followers, numbered at
about 1,000, hold that their reserve, twelve miles square, is
but a portion of the land grant
given them by King George
III of England in 1784. The
tribes comprising the Six Nations, with a total popUlation
of about 6,000, are the Cayugas, Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas and Tuscaroras.
Though at first the Canadian
government took no action, the
Indians were ousted from the
council house by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police after
about a week's occupancy.
Radio Contact with Ven""
• In a report issued on March
19 eight physicists of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol·
ogy revealed that success had
been attained in making radio
contact with Venus. The exper·
iments had taken place on FebAWAKE/
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Since its release last summer this book is rapidly becoming a
favorite. Young and old alike are thrilled, as you will be, with
the book's large size, its rich coral color and embossed cover
il1ustration, its gold-lettered title "From Paradise Lost to Paradise Regained." Most of all, you will thrill with its story that
unfolds in thirty exciting chapters. You are carried from the
time "God creates mankind's first paradise" down to this day
and your own place in the stirring climax, "What you must do
now to regain paradise."
Mail the coupon below with 5/- for your copy of this stimulating
book. Read its straightforward explanation of Bible truths concerning the glorious future God has in store for obedient persons
who love him. Send today and receiVe a free booklet on a Bible

subject.
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experience and knowledge and does a servM
ice to the employee. His retirement can
come as a gradual tapering off. Some com~
panies rehire their retired workers on a
part~time basis or use them as consultants.
A person's usefulness as a worker does
not cease when he reaches the age of sixtYM
five. He is more stable, more careful and
more responsible than many younger em~
ployees, not to mention that he has much
greater expenence. He can learn new
things if he wants to. Buckley states that
it is "the lack of interest in learning rather than biological degeneration [that] is
responsible for the myth that older people
are slow, or unable, to learn." At the age
of eighty-five Arturo Toscanini could meroM
orize the score of an entire opera. Justice
Holmes began the study of Greek at the
age of ninety. A widow of ninety-one has
taken up the study of philosophy at a New
York school. These examples prove that
older persons can learn new things and
need not be idle when they retire. There
are many retired persons who pursue studM
ies they never had time for befOre.
Man was I;lot designed to live in idleness
but rather to work. When the first man
was placed in the garden of Eden by his
Creator he was given a work assignment.
"JehOVah God proceeded to take the man
and settle him in the garden of Eden to
cultivate it and to take care of it." (Gen.
2:15) He also had the task of thinking up
names for "every wild beast of the field and
every flying creature of the heavens."
It is a mistake to think that lying under
a tree in total idleness would be living in
paradise. That was not true in the first
paradise, and it will not be true when
paradise is restored. Idleness is degenerating. It was one of the contributing factors
to the wickedness of Sworn. "This was the
sin of your sister Sodom: she and her
daughters lived in pride, plenty, and
thoughtless ease."-Ezek. 16:49, AT.

"I

laleness contrlOutea w toe aowmau or
more than one civilization. Regarding this
Dr. EdWard Stieglitz .sp.id that "superabundance of leisure, or the abuse thereof, has marked and initiated the decadencx
of cultures throughout history." An out
standing example is that of ancient Rome
The historian John Lord tells us, in his
book Beacon Lights of History, that in
Rome "habits of industry were destroyed,
and all respect for employments that required labor. The rich were supported by
contributions from the provinces.... The
poor had no solicitude for a living, since
they were supported at the public expense.
All therefore gave themselves up to pleasure. Even the baths, designed for sanatory
purposes, became places of resort and idleness, and ultimately of intrigue and vice."
It is God's purpose that man should
work. This is evident !lot only from his
commands to the first man but also from
his commands to Christians, as voiced by
his chief Representative, Jesus Christ. On
one occasion Jesus said: "We must work
the works of him that sent me while it is
day." (John 9:4) Those works consisted
chiefly of preaching and teaching the' commands and purposes and truths of God.
The divine will that Christians should work
was also expressed by the apostle Paul: "If
anyone does not want to work, neither let
him eat." (2 Thess. 3:10) The ministry
provides upbuilding work for all Christians
today, whether they are engaged in secular occupations or are retired from them.
If you realize how essential work is to
your mental and physical well-being you
will not want to l'etire to a life of idleness.
No matter how unpleasant it may be for
you to get up in the morning to go to
work, you are better off by far than the
perSall who wakes up to fa.ce another da:r
of boredom and a feeling of uselessness.
Look upon productive work as a blessing.
For your own good keep working.
AWAKEl

who have been purchased from the earth."
(Rev. 14:3) The Bible shows that there
will be many earthly subjects of God's
kingdom. In the same sermon in which Jesus told us to pray for the Kingdom, he
indicated that the Kingdom would have
earthly subjects, in his well-known words:
"Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth."-Matt. 5:5, AV.
How does God's kingdom answer the
prayer of distressed mankind? By bringing
an end to all wickedness, wars, crime and
violence. Showing what the Kingdom
would accomplish, Christ, the King, said
he would "send forth his angels, and they
will collect out from his kingdom all things
that cause stumbling and persons who are
doing lawlessness, and they will pitch them
into the fiery furnace. . . . At that time
the ,righteous ones wHl shine as brightly
as the sun in the kingdom of their Father."
(Matt. 13:41-43) For the Kingdom's earthly subjects to shine "as brightly as the
sun" they need relief from the oppression
of sickness and death. This God's kingdom
will provide, for of its King it is written:
"He must rule as king lUltil God has put
all enemies under his feet. As the last enemy, death is to be destroyed."~1 Cor. 15:
25,26.
But what of those who have died? How
will the Kingdom benefit them? By means
of the Kingdom, death and Hades (the
common grave) will give up those dead in
them. (Rev. 20;13) Pointing forward to
that grand time when the kingly "judge
of the living and the dead" raises all those
in the graves or memorial tombs, Jesus
said: "Do not marvel at this, because the
hour is coming in which all those in the
memorial tombs will hear his voice and
come out, those who did good things to a
resurrection of life, those who practiced
vile things to a resurrection of judgment."
(John 5:28, 29) All who are raised from
the dead in an earthly resurrection are in
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line to "inherit the earth" by gaining the
prize of everlasting life by being obedient
subjects of the Kingdom.-Acts 10:42;
Matt. 5:5.
Power of Established Kingdom
Distressed humanity snould take heart
in the fact that the long~prayed-for kingdom is already established in heaven. Bible
prophecies and related facts show that the
Kingdom's establishment took place in
heaven A.D. 1914. That year the "seven
times" of the "appointed times of the nations" ended, and it was time for Christ
to be made "King of kings." Prior to 1914
Christ was sitting down at the right hand
of the throne of God, "awaiting until his
enemies should be made a stool for his
feet." (Heb. 10:12, 13) But in harmony
with Daniel 7:14 Christ received the long·
promised kingdom A.D. 1914 and, invisible
to human eyes, "there was given him do·
minion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all
the peoples, nations, and languages should
serve him: his dominion is an everlasting
dominion, which shall not pass away, and
his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed. "-AS.
Following the birth of God's kingdom,
there was another event invisible to human
eyes: "War broke out in heaven." (Rev.
12:7) In this heavenly conflict Satan and
his demons were "hurled down to the
earth." This meant increased woes for distressed mankind, as the Bible shows: "Woe
for the earth and for the sea, because the
Devil has come down to you, having great
anger, knowing he has a short period of
time." (Rev. 12:9, 12) During this "short
period of time" left for this old world and
its false god, Satan the Devil, the good
news of the Kingdom's establishment must
be preached to a]] the nations, just as Jesus
foretold in his great prophecy concerning
the "end of the world" or "last days." Said
Jesus: "This good news of the kingdom
AWAKE!

take a serious view of these woes and
pangs of distress, they are also obedient
to the command of Christ: "As these
things start to occur, raise yourselves erect
and lift your heads up, because your de~
liverance is getting near."-Luke 21:28.
Ah yes, when one understands the mean~
ing of these pangs of distress, then these
very distress~causing happenings are in
themselves cause for casting oft' the gar~
ments of distress and dismay. No more
should the head be held low in despondency; no more should the true Christian
be dispirited in hopeless dejection, for now
is the time of all times for lifting up one's
head in joyful expectation of impending
deliverance at God's war of Armageddon.
"Rejoice in the hope ahead."-Rom. 12:12.
Though deliverance is so very near,
death still is with us. How, then, can those
of the New World society seem so happy?
Because even death does not hold the ter~
ror or produce the hopelessness that it does
for those who do not know the Kingdom
hope. When those of the New World society lose a loved one to death, they are not
overcome by despondent grief. They do not
grieve overmuch, because the Bible declares: "We do not want you to be ignorant concerning those who are sleeping in
death, that you may not sorrow just as
the rest also do who have no hope."
(1 Thess. 4:13) This does not mean that
those of the New World society do not
sorrow at the death of a loved one. They
do. Even the Lord Jesus "gave way to
tears" at the death of his beloved friend
Lazarus. (John 11:35) But the grief is
not excessive or hysterical. The resurrec~
tion hope comforts them, for, like Paul,
they ,"have hope toward God, .. that there
is going to be a resurrection of both the
righteous and the unrighteous,"-Acts 24:
15.

No More Tears and Tombstones
After Armageddon, during the reign of
Christ the King, those dead in the memo.
rial tombs will be raised to life again.
Nevermore will they have to die because
of sin inherited from Adam. By being obedient subjects of the Kingdom they may
prove worthy of the gift of everlasting life
in God's glorious new world. And how
wonderful it will be! For God "will wipe
out every tear from their eyes, and death
will be no more, neither will mourning
nor outcry nor pain be any more. The
former things have passed away."-Rev.
21:4.
Yes, the former things that oppressed
humanity will have passed away forever.
Gone then will be the streams of tears
that have flowed in dimly lighted funeral
parlors! Gone the somber work of grave
digging, casket buying and cemetery~lot
purchasing! Gone the work of embalmers
and tombstone makers! Gone the dreary
funeral procession and the mourning gar·
ments of black! Gone any need to visit
cemeteries to remember dead loved ones
with flowers, for cemeteries will exist no
more! "All those in the memorial tombs"
will have heard the voice of the reigning
King and come forth in a resurrection in a
new world. Those who stay obedient to
the Kingdom will "inherit the earth" everlastingly and for them "death will be no
more." Jehovah will have fulfilled his
promise that "he will actually swallow up
death forever, and the Lord Jehovah will
certainly wipe the tears from all faces."
-lsa.25:8.
Begin now to wipe the tears from your
face and the faces of others by embracing.
the Kingdom hope, telling it out to others,
that they too may know God's answer to
the prayer of distressed mankind.

Do not be anxiou8 V'tier anything, but in everything by prayer and 8uIJpli<:ation
along with thanksgiving let your petition8 be made known tv God.-Phil. 4;6.
AWAKE!

tractions of Mandalay today, the
four great walls are twenty-seven
feet high, ten feet wide and about
a mile square. It is surrounded by
.,a moat seventy-five yards wide and
eleven feet deep!
One marvels at the vast amoWlt
of back-breaking labor necessary
'i
to dig this nearly five-mile·long
~ moat and build those huge walls
~ ~
without help of modern machinery.
"\~
Here and there portions of the wa11
;~".~
are crumbling away, and the old
structure seems to brood sadly over
the loss of its former glory. The
j area inside the walls, originally
/
containing the palace and other im,
.•
BY "AWAKEI" CORRESPONDENT IN BURMA
portant buildings, was spoken of,
not only as the "Golden City," but
ANDALAY" is the title of one of even as "The Center of the Universe"! But
Rudyard Kipling's poems, one that alas! in 1885 British troops from Rangoon
many persons have read. Many more per- arrived at the palace, and King Thibaw,
sons have heard the song, "On the Road son of King Mindon and last of the Burto Mandalay," that Oley Speaks composed, mese kings, was compelled to surrender to
thus setting Kipling's poem to music. Yet British General Prendergast. Though Burfew of these persons perhaps have heard ma secured her independence from Britmuch about the intriguing city that in- ain in 1948, the Burmese line of kings has
spired Kipling's pen, the city that is often not been restored. Little wonder that Mancalled in Burmese "Shweman," meaning dalay clings to the golden past and some"Golden City."
what jealously eyes Rangoon, the present
capital
of Socialist Burma.
Mandalay really had a golden past. Not
that the city is an ancient one-actually
it was founded in 1857. But one of the Mandalay Hill and Its Pagodas
Another place of great interest to vis"Golden Kings," as the Burmese kings were
itors
is the nearly thousand-foot-high
called, did the founding. King Mindan espagoda-crowned
Mandalay hill. Three covtablished the city believing that a royal
ered
stairways,
marked at intervals by
city under the shadow of famous Mandalay
hill would perhaps counteract the rising: giant statues of Buddha, lead up to the
top of the hill. From here a magnificent
importance of British-held Rangoon.
Near Mandalay hill King Mindon built view of Mandalay and its environs can ~
a magnificent gold-gilded, wooden palace, obtained. Everything around the hill seems
surrounding it 'with high walls. What a to speak of King Mindon, who here built
tourist attraction! Unfortunately, during several pagodas.
World War II, the palace was destroyed;
By far the most famous of these is the
but the square brick walls that guarded Kuthodaw pagoda, lying just southeast of
the palace stilI stand. One of the main at- the hill. Here one seel'l a truly remarkable
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religious work. Inside the pagoda compound stand row upon row of small white
pagodas. Each little pagoda covers an upright marble slab on which has been inscribed in Pali a portion of the Buddhist
scriptures. These slabs are four or five feet
high and three or four feet wide. To inscribe one slab alone would take a great
deal of painstaking work, yet there they
stand by the hundreds! The grand total is
given at no less than 729! A veritable
Buddhist bible in stone!
This remarkable work was performed at
the order of King Mindon in 1871. He sum.moned an assembly of 2,400 monks to the
palace. These discussed and examined the
Buddhist scriptures for five months and
then had them inscribed on the 729 marble
slabs in the hope that the words might
endure forever. By this work King Mindon
secured for himself a place in the Buddhist
hall of fame.
Here in the quiet of famous old Kuthodaw pagoda, Wlder the cool shade of the
kayay trees, Burmese students come to
study and meditate.
Mandalay's modern-day population of
about 180,000 makes it the second-largest
city in Burma. More than 77 percent of
the people are Burmese Buddhists. There
are, however, large numbers of Pakistanis,
Indians of various groups and a large Chinese population. There are also a sprinkling
of other Burmese tribes and a few AngloIndians and Europeans. All in all it is a
colorful population indeed.
Located on the mighty Irrawaddy River,
Mandalay sprawls over a large area, being
some twenty-five square miles in extent.
It is well laid out, although the streets are
apt to be narrow, with sidewalks only in
the main business section. Some scars of
war still remain-battered, roofless, windowless, bombed-out buildings thrusting
their bare walls upward as if in mute protest against the horrors of modern warfare.
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Street Scenes
The tourist is fascinated by the traffic
on the nalTOW streets. Often long rows of
carts laden with merchandise and hauled
by patiently plodding, brown-colored oxen
move slowly along in spite of the loud
shouting and urging of their stick-waving
drivers. Here and there a wheel screechingly protests its lack of grease. Small
ponies trot smartly along with some halfdozen passengers crammed into the little
pony carts. Hundreds of trishaws swarm
on the streets, especially after office hours,
since only two bus lines operate in the
city. Bicycles carrying one, two and even
three members of a family weave in and
out among the traffic. Jeeps both new and
old are commonly used. Great lumbering
trucks, mostly of the older types, are much
in evidence. An occasional new car comes
shooting down the street, only to stop suddenly as a cow saunters across the road.
So in the busy mornings and evenings
especially this mixed mass of traffic moves
along to the accompanying raucous blowing of horns as the car and truck drivers
try to blast their way through the mass
of vehicles.
One can hardly leave the subject of traffic hazards without a word about the cows
that frequent the streets of Mandalay.
Mixed up with the jostling, horn-blowing
traffic, there are always a few large and
small white or brown cows wandering up
and down or across the streets,. according
to their bovine will. Since cows are considered holy by many people in the East,
no one would think of harming these sleek,
well-fed creatur€'s; and well do they seem
to realize this.
Naturally they are especially fond of the
bazaar section with its stalls and boxes of
lush vegetables. The cow intent on getting
a free feed will usually make a quiet, flanking movement at a time when the stall
owner is loudly arguing over prices with
AWAKE!

War II. Hitler's allied foes directed
their attacks in increasing measure at the very heart of the German Reich, at its capital, Berlin.
American and British bomber
squadrons took turns in attacking
both day and night so as to systematically wear down Berlin.
Anyone who was there will remember the horrible night of November 22-23, 1943, when the
larger part of the Hansa district
was laid low in rubble and ashes,
Iy ""..at.I"
leaving over 4,000 persons homecottellpOndent In
less. The "thousand-year Reich"
We"ern 0..-_117
was on its last legs. Its military
N November 10, 1958, the attention of might had been broken. Allied armies
the whole world was suddenly drawn flooded in. As the fronts were collapsing,
toward this divided city of Berlin. That the Russian army moved into Berlin. The
day Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, rulers, who had directed the last-ditch
speaking at the Sport Palace in Moscow's stand from Berlin, either shot or poisoned
Lenin Stadium, declared that the time had themselves or attempted to escape under
apparently come for the powers who had disguise. The end of a most disastrous
signed the Potsdam agreement to relin- period in human history had arrived~
quish their occupation rights and for "the
Especially in such situations does it beSoviet Union to hand over to the Soviet come apparent how the inborn desire in
sector government her part in the super- man to live spurs him on to activity. A
vision of Berlin." Since Khrushchev gave shining example of this can be found in
the Western powers six months to think it the people living in Berlin. In spite of tht,
over, his declaration had the effect of a distress already reigning in their destroyed
planted time bomb. The world fixed its homes, and in spite of the hunger peering
gaze on the approaching deadline date, from the sorrowful eyes of their children,
May 27,1959.
they set their impoverished bodies to work
It is not surprising, then, that there is rebuilding their city. For many years a
hardly a city in the world more often men- well-known sight in Berlin was the "rubble
tioned in news reports than Berlin; and women" hard at wOl'k. Not less than sev·
for many of our contemporaries, regard- enty million cubic meters of rubble and
less of the continent on which they live, ruins covering the territory of the oneBerlin is not just a dot on the map, hut time metropolis had to be gotten rid of,
rather the foremost outpost of the Western because 63 percent of the buildings had
world. Its unique position allows it the either been partially or completely demost intimate contact with the Eastern stroyed. In spite of the hopeless political
bloc.
and economic situation, West Berliners,
What led up to the present situation? with unexcelled courage, began rebuilding
Let us go back toward the close of World the city they considf'red their home and
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bathed in a sea of light, in East Berlin
there were still hours when there was no
electricity; the factories were asked to observe instructions given in this connection
and housewives were exhorted to economize."-Rote Faden~ April, 1957.
The 1,381-kilometer-Iong line of zonal demarcation, with its more than 400 watchtowers, hundreds of bunkers and other observation posts as well as barricades of all
kind, such as ditches, embankments, alarm
systems, barbwire entanglements, tree barricades, lookouts for snipers, automatic
shooting systems, etc., passes through the
middle of Berlin.
So it is understandable that- West Berlin, as an island in the East Zone, acts as
a center of attraction for East Zone inhabitants and that daily hundreds of them
desert over into West Germany, leaving
all their belongings behind. It is only too
clear that East Zone officials are determined to do away with this "show window
of the West."
Khrushchev made this very plain on
November 10, 1958, during a SovietPolish friendship meeting with his friend
Polish Communist boss Gomulka, held in
the Moscow Sport Palace, when he made
his plans known. He had chosen his words
carefully, to be sure, when he said: "It is
now proper that the Soviet Union tum
over its part in controlling Berlin to the
Soviet sector government." He called upon
the Western powers to take similar steps.
The West could not completely hide its
displeasure either. Concerning this the
magazine Der Spiegel wrote on December
10, 1958: "The person who desires to see
Berlin as the capital of a reunitea Germany . . . should actually like nothing
better than to have all Allied troops evacuated from the city. Actually, however,
the continued Allied occupation of Berlin
is the only, even though purely formal remainder of the claim for a United Ger-
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many. As long as Berlin is controlled by
the victorious powers, then the division of
Germany into two states cannot yet be
formally declared binding."

To Divide or Not to Divide
The question arises: Was it originally
the plan of the victorious powers to partition Germany? An unprejudiced observer
who closely follows press reports on this
matter is forced to answer, No. According
to Der Spiegel of December 10, 1958, it
was actually Stalin who, in December,
1941, first expressed the thought of partitioning the German state. He probably
thought that the Germans, who only 8 few
months before had started the war with
Russia, would capitulate before ever a Russian soldier would tread upon German soil.
This plan of Stalin's to partition the
country was enthusiastically applauded by
his Western aBies. But, asa German saying
has it, it is easier to catch a bear if several help out, but when it comes time to
divide the skin, difficulties often arise,
since everyone wants the biggest piece.
As Stalin saw the progress being made
by the Soviet attack, he moved the East
German border back to the "Oder-Neisse
Line," thus benefiting the Soviet Union
and Poland, so that this de facto settlement would not be contested at some future date.
However, when this plan for partitioning Germany was brought up for discussion by Russia's Western allies at -Potsdam, Stalin suddenly did not want to hear
any more about it. As Lenin's pupil aspiring toward world revolution, he saw
the unexpected possibility of bringing all
of what still remained of Germany under
his control. His new plan was to "begin
a revolution in the social structure in Germany," or, in other words, to dethrone the
monopolists, then demilitarize Germany
and place it under the leadership of a
AWAKE/

OR most persons television means entertainment. Particularly is this

F

true in the United States,
where 47.5 million or more than two

"Nh.; eh

~ ~~~;~~~~~~~~..J

thirds of the world's sets are to be found.
There 90 percent of the families have sets,
in Great Britain 45 percent do, whereas in
West Germany by now from 10 to 15 per-

are ~
ern' u:'~;:';'ha:nd
crime."
extent.

cent do. Unfortunately, however, where television is watched most it is synonymous
not only with entertainment but all too often with the lowest grade of entertainment.

this is so F;J~:;:~:~~I~n~j~~~~_
OPe week there
on U.S. television networks "221 killings,
192 attempted murders, to say nothing of

Ironically, just the opposite situation prevails where TV is in its experimental stage,
as in New Zealand. There licenses are
granted for broadcasting only educational
programs!
Repeatedly the press reports the complaints of leading figures in the cultural
world, such as Mischa Elman and Edward
L. Murrow, regarding the situation. Waxing sarcastic, Fortune, December 1958,
America's foremost Big Business magazine, described the current TV fare as compounded sentimentalism, counterfeit intellectuality, "barbarisms from the police
blotter," and monstrosities "from Hollywood's celluloid cemeteries." To the same
effect but in a more dignified vein, the
editor of the New York Times, September
23, 1958, wrote: "Few thoughtful persons
will deny that television has sunk into a
malodorous quagmire. The hours during

robberies, kidnapings, attempted lynchings
that made up the remainder of TV's tableau of violence."
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An Instrument of Education
However, as the Times editor went on
to say: "TV has, in the educational field,
some chance to redeem itself. It can proVp
that it is a constructive force for good in
the Society. If that development is welcomed by those who watch and listen, there
is a possibility that children will get some·
thing better than mayhem and murder in
the entertainment hours."
Systematic experiments to use television
to supplement conventional schoolroom
teaching have received favorable reports in
England, France and Canada. Press re·
ports also tell of the increasing popularity
of educational TV programs in Mexico,
Italy and espeCially in Puerto Rico. And
AWAKE!

still Is the high standard required of television teachers. What is good enough for
the average classroom is not good enough
for ETV. An ETV teacher must not only
be truly a good teacher, an exceptional
one, but also something of a showman. As
a report on ETV in England expressed it:
"Humanity and ~ssurance were as important as actual clarity of exposition, and it
was the first two qualities rather than the
last which amateurs not used to the medium were most often unable to convey."
(Siepmann) A fact, incidentally, worthy
of note by all who teach in public: the
importance of warmth and conviction to
hold interest.
And still another obstacle to ETV has
been loss of talent. When an ETV station
strikes gold in an unusually interesting
program, more likely than not some commercial station will offer the professor
more money to present his progra,rn on its
channel.

regular classroom mstrucnon, m .t1agers-town, Maryland, the goal is to relieve the
teacher shortage as well as provide better
instruction. Begun in 1956 and due to run
five years, it is an experiment in "closed
circuit" television, which means that the
programs are fed by coaxial cable to the
various classrooms. This, of Course, limits
the reception to the classrooms, but has its
advantages in that it permits a number of
programs to be sent out at the same time
over the same cable, each classroom tuning
in its own program. Currently 18,000 pupils in all forty-eight of the county's schools
are receiving some of their instruction by
television and that on a variety of subjects. Teachers still conduct the reviews,
recitations, etc., but by this method a classroom can have as many as a hundred pupils
instead of the usual thirty. This experiment has well been termed "the most significant thing going on in United States
education today."
Going even farther than the foregoing
is "one of the strangest and boldest experiments in education ever undertaken,"
that being carried out in the St. Louis
area. There subjects are taught entirely
by television. Students come together in
classes ranging from 70 to 146, the older
the students the larger the classes can be.
And pioneering the field, but no longer in
the experimental stage, is ETV'sfountainhead, the Educational Television and Radio Center at Ann Arbor, Michigan, which,
in conjunction with the University of
Michigan and ETV stations throughout
the United States, provides material for
use by ETV stations; acting as a clearinghouse, as it were, for kinescopes, the name
given to simultaneously filmed television
programs for use in schools and on ETV.

Pioneer Experimenters
Among the very first, if not the first
ETV station ip the United States, was
KUHT, sponsored by the University of
Houston, Texas, which opened in 1953.
And among the more notable examples of
pioneering in ETV must be listed the Pittsburgh station WQED, which in 1955
launched a "television teaching demonstration" that was to last a year. It proved to
be such a success that not only has the
program continued but in 1958 a second
ETV station. was built in the Pittsburgh
area. Its success has attracted nationwide
attention. Among other features, it offers
a complete high school course and the necessary lessons during the summer for high
school pupils that failed so that they can
make their credits by attending TV classes
in their own homes.
Advantages
The chief argument for ETV can be
While the emphasis in the Pittsburgh
ETV is on supplementing and enriching summed up in better education for more
18
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As for the students themselves, the vast
majority liked learning by television; in
one instance 80 percent and in another instance 75 percent stated they would like
to have the experiment continued the following year. In one university 220 students
were given five weeks of instruction on a
certain subject by television and then five
weeks in a regular classroom, after which
they were given their choice: either to go
to the auditorium where the instructor
spoke in person or go to classrooms where
TV sets were used. Actually 79 percent
preferred the TV method.
As for the parents, for the most part
their reaction has been favora"ble. Not only
have they appreciated being able to sit in
on their children's classrooms but they
report that children show greater interest
in their studies taught by TV than in those
taught the conventional way, which is not
surprising when we note how truly fascinating the miracle of TV is. In one test
from 62 to 70 percent of the parents were
in favor of continuing the television teaching.

"',i' In his recent work, The Right oj the Pea.
ple, William O. Douglas, associate justice,

United States Supreme Court, writes: "There
has developed ... in recent years a tendency
to require the citizen to obey an extreme ordinance or statute, even though it is unconsti·
tutional. The rights of the individual are then
sacrificed to the interests of orderly conduct
of the processes of government. The Court
has gonE' far in requiring that sacrifice. The
most striking example is Poulos v. New Hamp·
8hire, 345 U.S. 395. Jehovah's Witnesses had
been arbitrarily denied a license to speak in
a public park. The Court, in affirming their
convictions for holding a religious meeting
without the required license, held that their
remedy for violation of their right to speak
was to proceed as required by state law to
compel issuance of the license.
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Opposition?

Yes, there has been some. As already
noted, there are some who view it as a
"monstrous dehumanizing of education."
Others fear for their jobs. Then again,
some children or students complained that
in ETV they were unable to ask questions
of the teacher.
An American cynic once stated: "No
one ever went broke underestimating the
intelligence of the American public," as
though it were impossible to do so. Much
of commercial television appears to act on
that principle. However, those interested
in ETV, educational television, do not thus
denigrate the American public. Rather,
they proceed on the principle that "the
number of Americans who would rather
learn a little something than receive a
sample of shaving cream is absolutely colOssal." And in conclusion let it be said
that Awake! agrees with this observation,
because God placed in man a hunger for
knowledge, for truth, for understanding,
the most important and exalted of which
is that relating to Him and his purposes.

"The Poutos decision is a significant de·
parture from prior decisions whkh have al·
lowed the individual the right to resist the
unconstitutional demands of government. The
right to speak, guaranteed by the First
Amendment, was sacrificed to the delays, the
expense, and the necessities of pursuing the
processes of an 'orderly society.' .
"The risk-···the great and agonizing dan·
ger-in situations of this kind Is that the
dtizen will be caught in the treadmill of an
elusive administrative remedy. While he pur- '
sues it, his constitutional rights are denied.
And it may take so much time to go through
the intricate administrative system with all of
its hearings and appeals that any relief will
come too late and the great occasion, when
the right to speak, to worship, or to assemble
might have been enjoyed, will be lost."
AWAKEl

sembled by the natural processes of crea- the farthest reaches of the Great Lakes.
tion, some obstacles and hurdles remained. This is now becoming a reality. On the baYou may wonder how these lakes are sis of a multimillion-dollar cost-sharing
linked together and how navigation is ac- agreement entered into by the United
complished from lake to lake as the entire States and Canadian governments, the St.
watercourse drops from 602 feet above sea Lawrence Seaway or- deep waterway projlevel on Lake Superior to 246 feet on Lake ect has been launched. Much has already
Oritario, thence down the St. Lawrence been done between Montreal and Lake OnRiver to sea level. To overcome the drop tario. This has entailed a major upheaval
on the St. Mary's River between Lake Su- in the lives of many-whole towns have
perior and Lake Huron the huge Sault Ste. been moved and entire populations transMarie locks were constructed, which now planted, valuable tracts of land bought up,
handle a greater tonnage than the Suez large power plants built, new and deep caCanal of international fame. To surmount nals excavated, capable of accommodating
the insurmountable, namely, Niagara Falls the largest boats now in operation on the
on the Niagara River connecting Lake Gl'eat Lakes. Many of these are and grain
Erie and Lake Ontario, the obvious course carriers of recent construction measure
was taken. Niagara Falls was bypassed by 700 feet in length and 75 fect in width. It
the construction of the Weiland locks and is expected that deepening of the entire
canal cutting across the Niagara peninsula, waterway will be completed by 1960. Truly,
thereby taking care of a more than 300- these wonders of creation can be compared
to jewels, not only for their marvelous
foot difference in water levels.
The difficulties of navigating the St. beauty and splendor of setting, but for
Lawrenle River itself over a span of 245 their inestimable value to Canadian, Amermiles from Kingston on Lake Ontario to ican and world commerce.
We might visualize the St. Lawrence
Montreal were solved for only shallow draft
Ri~er
as a mighty arm with its five fingers
boats and barges (those drawing about
fourteen feet of water) by the construction (the Great Lakes) reaching into one of
of the Rideau and Ottawa canals, thereby the world's richest bread baskets. From
continuing the flow of raw materials and there, by floating power, hundreds of milindustrial output to Montreal, where ocean lions of bushels of grain are each year
liners and tramp steamers from the seven transported to numerous outlets for procseas have access except for a period of essing and transshipment to many distant
about three months each year, during markets of the world. Grain is loaded into
which the entire watercourse is frozen giant carriers capable of transporting up
over, held fast in sub-zero temperature.
to 800,000 bushels on one trip. These sail
from the western ports on Lake Superior
Commercial Arteries
Now, in this era of speed and scientific and Lake Michigan, such as Port Arthur,
advancement, a long-dreamed-of change is Fort William, Duluth, Superior and Chitaking place on the navigation front. For cago, to ports and facilities on the more
the past fifty years men have visualized easterly lakes of Huron, Erie and Ontario.
the day when ships from Shanghai, Mel- There it is loaded into small canal boats of
bourne, Hong Kong, Genoa, Cape Town, shallow draft and conveyed to Montreal or
Hamburg, London, Rio de Janeiro and all Atlantic ports for overseas delivery to
parts of the globe would sail directly into Britain, Europe, Asia and Africa.
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Latin's speech, but about a certain select
number of signs and motions made with the
hands, face and head that have a definite
meaning just as words do, and which the
foreigner finds most interesting as he observes and learns to use them.
Now suppose you come with me
and we will walk down the street in
San Juan, Puerto Rico,
and "watch" the people as they talk. There
is a boy on the corner
motioning for his
friend to cross the street to
where he is. Notice how he
does it. It's quite different
from our North American
gesture. He holds his hand
out with the palm down and
T HAS been said that gestures are an draws his fingers toward himself with a
international language, and well they downward stroke. It almost looks as if he
may be. However, it seems to me that in is waving his hand, doesn't it? There is no
Latin America there are some that are mistakine; what he means, however, for
just peculiar to the Spanish-speaking peo- here comes his friend straight over to see
ple. I remember once I was on a bus that what he wants.
wound its way southward through the state
This gesture calls to mind a 'comical inof Oklahoma. Across the aisle from me a cident that happened once when a Latin
gentleman was carrying on an animated friend visited with me in the United States
conversation with a Mexican youth who of America. We went into a shoe store and
was returning to his home in Guadala- she was looking over some shoes on a sales
jara. An American lady sitting beside me counter. Seeing a pair she liked, she wished
watched them intently, apparently very to suminon a clerk to find out the price.
much intrigued by the conversation. At Naturally, she gave him this Latin gesture,
length she turned to me and said, "Tell me, and he, with a rather startled look, just
is it part of the Spanish language to use raised his hand and waved back. Finally,
your hands like they do when they talk?" after two or three attempts, my friend gave
I could not help smiling, and I thought up and went out of the store. Then the
how
, true it is that anyone who has watched clerk was overheard to say: "I wonder
the flashing eyes, the smiling face and the what was the matter with that lady. She
gesticulating arms of the Latin when he just stood across the store and waved to
talks realizes that he speaks, not only with me."
his lips, but with his face, his hands, in
But let's get back to San Juan. Let's
cross the street and go over there to the
fact, his whole body.
But on this point I want to tell you, not fruit vendor's cart. He has some delicious
about the spontaneous gestures that come guavas, and they are in season now. It's
automatically as a natural emphasis to the all right if we cross here, but we'll have

I
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the four fingertips and the thumb together
So here on the "'Streets of San Juan we
and tap your cheek.
have seen ,all these gestures and. many
Perhaps one that we see most often and more. They show us that Spanish is a very
that sometimes I find exasperating is the animated language and so are the people
one for,"I don't know." Watch and you will who speak it.
Really, I think 1 might have answered
see someone put a blank expression on his
face and usually pull the corners of his "yes" to the question the lady asked me
mouth down and throw his hands back- on the bus. While it is true that in Spanish
ward with his elbows bent so that his we can get the idea across without using
hands reach about to his shoulders. This our hands if we want to, yet we see that
says, "I haven't the slightest idea of what many Latins get many ideas across with·
out using tlleir mouths, just their hands.
you mean."

Serums ,1nel Vllccines Not the Slime
ANY persons refer to serums and vaccines Indiscriminately as though they
were one and the same thing. But far from it;
there is a striking difference between the two.
Making thIs matter very clear is an article by
Dr. PhilIp M. Stimson of the Cornell University Medical Center. It aPPeared in the New
York Daily Mirror, September 15, 1957, and
from it we quote as follows:
'i: "In brief, a serum is a product prepared
from blood and it contains such immune or
protective properties, medically called 'antibodies,' as were possessed by the donor of
the blood. By the injection of a serum, a person receives the donor's antibodies as a boost
to his own, to help him wa.rd off or fight an
infection, but the benefit from a serum injection lasts only as long as its protective substances survive in the receiver, normally only
two to four weeks .... Because serums carry
antibodies already formed, they can give Immediate protection a short while and also
sometimes heal, but they do not produce new
antibodies.
'i: "On the other hand, a vaccine is not made
trom blood but from the infectiVe substances
themselves-viruses or bacteria or their products, and when injected into a person acts
somewhat like an attack of a diSease to stimulate a person to produce his own immunity.
Because they gradually produce antibodies,
vaccines gradually help liS to protect our·
selves but do not heal.
'i;' "Serums for medical use are obtained from
people and from animals, u.aually horses. From
the whole blood, the clot containing the cor-

M
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puscles Is removed and the liquid remainder
is the serum whIch carries practically all the
various a.ntibodies the donors have developed.
Naturally, the quantity and variety of the
antibodies varies with the history of the donor. If a man has had measles or infectious
jaundice or many other infections, his blood
contains antibodies against those illneSSes.
'i;' "Odd But True. If a horse is injected with
the genns that cause diphtheria or tetanus,
curiously enough he does not get sick bUt his
blood develops antibodies, called antitoxins,
against those tenible infections and when
some of its blood is taken, the clot removed
and the serum carefully prepared we have
diphtheria and tetanus antitoxic horse serums
which are invaluable remedies and have !:laved
countless people from death due to one or the
other of those dread maladies.
<a; "For treatment of infections, human
blood serum, which is naturally more expensive to buy than horse serum, doesn't Contain
a high enough concentratIon of antibodies
against any infection to be of value except
when especially prepared for whooping CUugh.
<a; "Of the proteins that are present in the
serum, one called 'gamma globulin' COntains
practically all the antibodies present in the
whole SE!rum. This protein in liquid form can
be separated from the rest ot the serum." It
permits the giving ot the same amOUnt of
antibodies with but one twenty-fifth Of the
bulk of whole serum. "'Immune gamma glob.
ulin' preparations are now generally used,
when available, instead of whole human se.
rums."
A WAKE/

without an heir and there would have been
no nation of Israel. Had not Jehovah intervened at the time of the seven-year
famine, Jacob with his entire family consisting of his twelve sons and their families
would have perished.-Gen. 41:14-57; 45:
8; Heb.11:11, 12.
More than that, it took a miracle to get
the Israelites out from under Pharaoh's
genocidal policy, the tenth plague assuring
their deliverance from :I;.:gypt. And to clinch
that freedom it took another miracle, their
deliverance at the Red Sea. Then while in
the wilderness, it was only due to a series
of miracles that the nation of Israel was
not destroyed by opposing nations, that it
did not perish from hunger and thirst and
that it did not succumb to pagan worship,
which would likewise have marked its end.
Further, once having entered the Promised
Land, it was only by many great miracles
that Israel was not swallowed up by its
enemies in the days of the judges and later
in the time of kings David, Asa, Hezekiah,
Jehoshaphat and others. Is there any nation on earth, was there any other nation
at any time, that can point to such a series
of miracles accounting for its origin and
continued existence?-Ex. 17:8-13; Num.
21:3; 2 Ki. 19:35; 2 Chron. 14:12.
Different from all other nations also is
the way Israel received its laws. Its constitution was not the product of learned
men but was given to them by God himself at the hand of a mediator, the prophet
Moses. (Ex. 24:18; 34:11-27) Uniquely,
therefore, could Israel boast, "Jehovah is
our Judge, Jehovah is our Statute-giver,
Jehovah is our King; he will save us."-Isa.
33:22.
Note also the matter of rulers. Man has
coined a saying, vox populi, vox Dei, "the
voice of the people (is) the voice of God."
But both the facts and the Scriptures dispute that saying, for they show that the
voice of the people is often the voice of

loose conduct, as in antediluvian days, in
the days of Lot and in our day. It is all too
often also the voice of ignorance, bigotry,
superstition and selfishness. The people
have supported men like Hitler and ungodly Communist bosses. Then, again, ambitious men have often waded through a sea
of blood to get their crowns and thrones,
as did Constantine, Napoleon and others.
But not so with the nation of Israel. Just
as God chose Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
he also chose Moses to lead his people and
Joshua to be Moses' successor. When his
people sinned Jehovah let them go into
captivity to enemy nations, but when they
repented "Jehovah would raise up judges
and they would save tbem."-Judg. 2:16.
Their first king, Saul, was picked by
Jehovah even as was King David, and it
was Jehovah who established the dynasty
of David. Thus it might be said that from
David to Zedekiah, all of royal line sat
upon "the throne of Jehovah." Surely no
rulers nor ruling dynasty today can lay
claim to such divine appointment.-1 Sam.
10:17-24; 2 Sam. 5:1-3; 1 Chron. 29:23.
And finally, let us note that it was Jehovah God who commanded when his people
were to fight. He ordained that his people
wipe out the degraded Canaanites with
their sex perversions, their phallic worship
and their cruel and bloody oppression. At
no time did Israel engage in selfish wars
of conquest. When God's time came for
the nation of Judah to come to its end because of its unfaithfulness, God through
his prophet Jeremiah warned its rulers not
. to oppose or resist the conquest of their
land by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar, but to submit to and co-operate with
him. Can any nation today point to such
evidence?-Deut. 9:4, 5; Jer. 27:16-18.
Truly the wars fought by the nation of
Israel furnish no valid precedent or basis
for Christians today to engage in settling
disputes between worldly men.
A WAKEl

Jebovah's Wltneues III Blftllda

.. On March 18 Jehovah's wItnesses in the Soviet Union
were denounced by Moscow's
highest official organ Pravda_
The Communist party' paper
claimed to h a v e "news of
greater activities by Jehovah's
Witnesses from Kurgan, Irkutsk and Tomsk, and from
the districts of Western
Ukraine." It was sa i d that
magazines, leafiets and mimeographed sheets from Brooklyn had appeared \n the%e reglons, Pravda warned:' "We
must not remain indifferent to
the signs of greater activity
by this dark force," It went
on, "Their criminal ravings
are topped by impromptu
prophecies that a devastating
war and the end of the world
are nigh and that mankind is
heading toward the day of its
destruction." Pravda reiterated a famill'ar line, ask i n g:
"Who could finance an underground organization of apostles of the divine powder keg?
Only those who organize sab!? tag e and espionage on asSignments of the warmongers." On March 26 the
BuWalo EVening News remarked editorially: "It seems
the Witnesses have been gaining converts all over the Soviet Union . . . They m1lst be
making gains if Khrushchev,
with many more preSSing matters on his mind, takes time
out to denounce them. He is
quoted in Pravda as saying
,their mission is to infuse a
s¢rit 01 resi.gnation and meekness into the Russian people
and charges they are subsidized by 'the more reactionary forces of capitalism:"

Japan and U.S. Forces
.. A decision handed down by
a Tokyo District Court judge
on March 30 held that the
presence of U.S. forces in Japan was unconstitutional. This
was so, it was maintained, be·
cause of the "no war" clause
in the Japanese charter. The
Tokyo government was ex-
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pected to appeal the decision
directly to the country's supreme court. Japan gave assurances that no shift in pol·
Icy on U.S. troops was anticipated.
Nepalese Elections

.. Forty·five days of balloting
came to an end in Nepal In
the first week of April. They
were the first elections in the
country's history. The Nepali
Congress Party attained more
than half of the 100 t.eats in
the parliament, with only a
few posts going to the Com·
munists. Balloting was carried
on in a rather unusual manner. Because literacy is quite
low, parties were identified on
the ballots by means of pictures. Nepal's King Mahendra
called for the elections and,
though he will continue as the
nation's m 0 n arc h, considerable power is expected to be
vested in the Nepali congress
party I e a d e r B. P. Koirala.
Governmental a f f air swill,
however, probably go on without major change_
Under-Ice Voyage

.. The U.S. atomic submarine
Skate made a record trip under the northern Icecap recently. With a creW of 106, it
covered 3,090 miles and remained under the ice for
twelve days. During that time
the Skate had surfaced ten
times, once, on March 17, at
the North Pole. The U.S. nuclear submarine Nautilus and
tM Skate 'itseU had both traveled under the polar ice pack
about seven months earlier.
The recent voyage, however,
set under-ice records for time
and distance.
Cyprus: Flr!lt CouneD Meeting
.. The first meeting of a committee In charge of Cyprus'
governmental affairs until the
island becomes independent
early next year, took place on
April 6. Turkish cypriotes and
Greek Cypriotes were brought
together> along with tnc EdtIsh governor. Included in the

transitional committee w ere
two former leaders of the
E.O.K.A., the National Organi:tation of Cypriote Fighters_
Thus began. the initial stages
of governmental changeover
in preparation for the new
Cypriote republic.
British Ties with Brunei
<$ In keeping with an accord
reached by London with the
Sultan of Brunei on April 6,
t hat British protectorate in
NU'fth BOTTleo is soon to be
granted more Internal autonom y. The 2,200-square-mile
land has been a British protectorate since 1888 and has
been governed by a British
Resident since 1906. Its chief
export Is oil and it ranks second only to Canada in 011 prodUction in the Commonwealth.
Brunei is expected to have a
written constitution within six
months of April 1, along with
considerable autonomy in its
internal affairs.

*'

Americas Bank

After three months of discussion the twenty-one American republics completed and
initialed on April 8 a charter
for an inter·American bank.
The $1,000,000,000 institution
has been formed by a special
committee of the Organization
of American States. It is to aid
in the advancement of LatinAmerican economic develop.
ment.
Buenog Aires Riot

~ Communist a n a Peronist
workers demonstrated in the
streets of Buenos Aires on
April 3. The disturbances lasted several hours before order
was restored. It was reported
that 144 persons were arrested
and 17 were injured. The riots
were staged in protest against
the Argentine government's
new Jabor and austerity policies.

U.S.-Bulga.rian TiM

.. The U.S. and Bulgaria re...\.\m~d dl?lomat\c ,-e,\'rttitrn'>. on

March 27, after a nine-year
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~ UMANKIND
..... is swiftly
moving toward a
new world. Soon
the great troubles
that have dig..
turbed this world
since the year
1914 will
reach their

Their "Armageddon climax,"
says the new book «Your Will
Be Done on Earth/J "This old
world will not be able to endure
that overwhelming trouble, the
like of which man has never before gone through . . . , yet it
will be the last world trouble,
and the thankful survivors of it
will enter into a new world that
gives promise of wonderful
things."
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THe MISSION OP THIS JOURNAL
News sources that tlre able 10 keep you awake to the vital Issues of our
time. must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interesls. "Aw,akel" has no
_Heel's. " recognizes facts, faces facts, is free, to publish facts. It is nat bound by
pplitical ambitions Or obligatIons, If f. unhampered by advertisers whose foes
must not be trodden on; It is unpreiudleed by,tradltlonal (reeds. This journal
keeps lIself free that it me:.y speak freely to you. But It doe, not abuse its freedom.
It maintains int~rity to truth.
"Awakel" uses the regular newl chonnel., but's not dependent on them.
Its own correspondents are 'on all continents, In scores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come to yOIJ through
these columns. This journal" viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. fr f.
read in many nations, in many langu(Jges, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many flelds of knowledge P(JU in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its cover·
age is 01 broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake!" pledges itself to righteous principles, to e)(posing hidden foes
and '!.Ibtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, ref}~tinQ
s!.lre hope for the establilhment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awak.l"
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they be renewed? To regain a friend you
have injureQ is more difficult than taking
a fortified city. This is indicated at Proverbs i8:19, which says: "A brother transgressed against is more than a strong
town, and there are contentions that are
like the bar of a dwelling tower." It is no
easy matter to gain entrance to a tower
with a barred door. So it can be with. a
friend you have injured with harsh words.
Instead of being brutally blunt, use a
mild answer. Be tactful. Tact is defined in
Webster's New International Dictionary,
Second Edition: "Acute or nice discern·
ment of what is appropriate to do or say
in dealing with others; peculiar ability to
deal with others without giving offense."
This can be done when it person remeril.
bers to give a mild answer.
An example of tactfulness is found in
the Bible at Judges 8:1-3. Gideon and his
men went out to fight the Midianites, but
the men of Ephraim were not invited to
go along. It was not until the Midianites
were retreating in defeat that Gideon sent
word to the men of Ephraim to come
against the Midianites by cutting off their
retreat. After the battle was over, the men
of Ephraim were hot with anger toward
Gideon because they had not been invited
to join in the battle at the beginning.
"Then the men of Ephraim said to him:
'What sort of thing is this that you have
done to us in not calling us when you went
to fight against Midian l' And they vehemently tried to pick a quarrel with him.
]finally he said to them: 'What now have
I done in comparison with you? Are not
the gleanings of Ephraim better than the
grape gathering of Abiezer? It was into
your hand that God gave Midian's princes
Oreb and Zeeb, and what have I been able

to do in complU'ison with you?' It was
then that their spirit calmed down toward
him when he spoke this word."
If Gideon had replied untactfully he
would have added fuel to their anger. But
he did not pennit their anger to stir up
his anger. His tactful reply was a mild
answer that pn;served the friendship of
these men.
Rehoboam is an example of a person
who did not use tact. His reply to the
people when they asked for lighter burdens was a' harsh answer. He declared
that he would increase their burdens. He
. alienated himself from the people by his
untactful reply. Ten of the thirteen tribes
withdrew their a1legiance to him and set
up their own government with Jeroboam
as their king.
Life in this world brings enough trouble
to a person without his heaping more upon
his head by being untactful. The man with
an angry temperament stirs up trouble for
himself and for others wherever he goes.
"A man given to anger stirs up contention,
and anyone disposed to rage has many a
transgression."-Prov. 29:22.
Uncontro1led anger leads to transgressions of laws that govern human relations.
A moment of anger can reap a lifetime of
regret. A wise person wi1l foresee the dam·
age that can be done by not controlling
his temper. He will exercise self~control
by swallowing his anger. Why lash out at
others with. harsh words that do nothing
but stir up strJfe when you can just as well
use a mild answer? Follow the Bible's advice by being long·suffering with other
people and by exercising self-control. Try
mild answers and see how they help to
.maintain peaceful relations with other
people.

Do not have companionship 'With anyone given to a'l1.ye'f, and with u
man having fits ot rage you must not enter in. that you may not
take a snare tar your soul.·-Prov. 22:24, 25.
AWAKE!

So problematical Is the fire in the clergy
hell that some clergymen kave fiercely attacked the eternal tomtent doctrine. In
Pasco, Washington, not long ago an Episcopal rector stirred up 8. religious storm·
that spread through the Episcopal district
of" Spokane. Said Time magazine of December 30, 1957: "The trouble began with
a sermon in Pasco's Church of Our Saviour
by energetic Rector Charles Lester Kinsolving, 30. 'Hell,' he preached, 'is a damnable doctrine-responsible for a large
measure of this world's hatred. According
to this doctrine, God, who commands us
to love our enemies, plays the hypocrite
by damning his enemies. This in turn stimulates the hatred of God by people who
abhor hypocrisy-and it gives sanction to
Our hatred of certain selected enemies."
Even some Roman Catholic authorities
have taken a dimmer view of hen. "To
many it appears that for God to plunge the
soul into a sea of fire [suggests] a .vindictive God, who takes joy in torturing his
enemies," confesses Jesuit Robert W. Glea·
son in Thought, a Fordham University
Quarterly. Giving a psychological interpretation to the fire, Jesuit Gleason suggests that the agony of the fire is not
something created by God after all, but,
rather, that it grows out of the damned
soul's eternal tension between love of self
and love of God, much like the pain of
schizophrenia. "We know that in this
life the schizophrenic personality suffers
greatly. Such a man believes that he is
himself and someone else {and] riven by
this conflict he suffers as though devoured
by himself .... The pain the soul suffers
... is then the pain of fire and it is the
direct result of the pain of loss."
That Jesuit version of ben sweeps Dante's fire-stoking, spike-tailed demons out
of existence. Obviously Christendom's reo
ligions are much confused on the subject.
6

'If one is to avoid the abyss of aonfUtdon,
. he must go to God's Word the .Holy Bible.

What the Bible Teachell
Does tile Bible teach a Dantellke hell?
Before one could be roasted or deep..fr02en
eternally in torments one would have to
posselSB an immortal soul. Does the Bible
teach that man has such a soul?
Of sinfUl men in general Ezekiel 18:4
declares: "The soul that s1nneth it shall
die." (AV) Of Christ JesUs it \val!! foretold
at Isaiah 53:12: "He poured out his soul
to the very death." Regarding the word
"soul" the Alphabetical Appendix of The
Emphatic Diaglott says: "In all the 700
times which neph.e3h occurs, and the 105
times of ']Jsuchee [words from which 'soul'
is translated], not once is the word immortal, or immortality, or deathless, or
never-dying, found in connection, as QUali·
fying the terms."
Those who still put literal fire in hell
cite Ecclesiastes 12: 7: "Then the dust returns to the earth just as it happened to
be and the spirit itself returns to The true
God who gave it." If the spirit within a
person were a person,. then in returning to
God it eQuid not suffer in hell-fire unless
God himself were there. But what is man's
"spIrit" in this text? It could not be the
same as "soul," for the Bible, at Hebrews
4:12, distinguishes between the two: "The
word of God is alive and exerts power and
is sharper than any two-edged sword and
pierces even to the dividing of the soul and
spirit."
The "spirit" or life force that returns to
God is just that-life force, energizing
force. On the other hand, the "soul" is the
living creature himself, as the Bible account of man's creation at Genesis 2:7
shows:' "'fhen Jehovah God proceeded to
form the man out of dust from the ground.
and to blow into his nostrils the breath
of life, and the man came to be a living
j
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a pattern of sadism was set for Dante to
translate into a 'tsacred poem."
Has terror induced any other emotion
"Much confusion and misunderstanding
has been caused," says The Encyclopedia toward God than it induced toward Hitler?
Americana, "through the early translators And whom did Hitler image, the god of
of the Bible persistently rendering the He-- eternal torment or the God of love?
God draws by love. The only fear he
brew Sheo! and the Greek Hades and Gehenna by the word hell. The simple trans- wants his creatw'es to know is the fear of
literation of these words by the translators displeasing him. Those who refrain from
of revised editions of the Bible has not wrong-doing only out of dread of a hellish
sufficed to appreciably clear up this con- torment are not happy in loving God. It is
fusil'm and misconception."
a forced love, and that is no love at all.
Sheol or Hades, the Bible hell, is not
Christ's apostle wrote: "By this the love
eternal. These words represent the com- of God was made manifest in our case."
mon grave of mankind. At the resurrec- How? By his fabricating a religious hell
tion the Bible hell (Sheol-Hades) gi\\es up of torment to terrorize men? No, "because
its dead, as Revelation 20:13, 14 shows: God sent forth his only-begotten Son into
"Death and hades [hell, AV] gave up those the world that we might gain life through
dead in them . . . And death and Hades him .... God is love.... There is no fear
[hell, AV] were hurled into the lake of in love, but perfect love throws fear outfire. This means the second death, the lake side, because fear exercises a restraint.
of fire." Thus ,hell or Hades is eternally . . . As for us, we love, because he first
destroyed, for the "lake of fire" represents loved us."-l John 4:9, 16, 18, 19.
an everlasting destruction. If hell is the
When the Israelites religiously burned
lake of fire, as some have. said, how can it their children in fire, God said: "They
be cast into itself?
have built the high places ... in order to
As for the word Gehenna, it occurs burn their sons and their daughters in the
twelve times in the Bible. But the average fire. a thing that I had not commanded
reader does not know this, since Bible and that had not come up into my heart."
translators l'rave rendered it as "hell." Je- (Jer. 7:31) How, then, would God feel to
sus used the word Gehenna at Mark 9:47 be forever responsible for torturing creaas a symbOl, not for everlasting torment. tures in a Dantean inferno? As sane, rabut for everlasting destruction.
tional children of our Creator, should we
When Dante conjured his myths of hell's not abandon the restntint of morbid fear
torture chambers, he was merely extend- that misrepresents God as a fiend?
ing beyond death the very real, very hidSome of the religious clergy are now
eous Inquisition that his church was pur- putting out the red-hot fires of their Dansuing toward "heretics," pulling victims' tean hell, but the Bible hell (Sheol-Hades)
limbs apart, burning them alive, etc. Thus has always been the cold, silent grave.
henna-words that have been translated

as hell, etc., causing great confusion.

THE MAIN FEATURE-CRIME
'i;' During a recent debate on a proposed movie-attendance tax in Munich, Gennany.
it was disclosed that some four hundred motion pictures were shown in the city's
theaters the preceding year and that these films portrayed the following criminal
acts: 310 murders. 104 robberies, 405 cases of adultery, 624 at fraud or cheating,
54 at extortion and 34 ot arson.
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day and inspect what progress had been made to save the bridge, most of the offimade at night, but now he left for more cials' anxiety was centered on the upriver cofferdam wall. The water had crept
tranquil surroundings.
The Zambezi, however, had spent its to within seven feet of the top and was
fUry, and it gave up before any real dam- ,still rising. A decision again had to be
age could be done. The contractors took it made-whether to continue work and risk
in stride, pulled the plug out of the coffer- the loss of lives and machinery or to stop
work, remove the machinery and lose valdam, drained it and carried on.
With work in the first cofferdam com- uable time, perhaps needlessly.
pleted, the walls were dynamited, leaving
The risk was too great, so the Blondin
the tall cement skyscrapers protruding cables again came into use, and at the exhigh above the water, where they could pense of $280 an hour to run, they hoisted
continue working on them. The south cof- out all the machinery. At the same time
ferdam was then begtU1 and completed in work was being "done on heightening the
November, 1957, just before the rainy up-river cofferdam wall with wood and
season was to begin. Work was started sandbags, the men working night and day
inside it on the main portion of the dam under floodlights while -muddy, wild wabase. As men stood inside it on the an- ters were churning below sending up fiftycient bed of the Zambezi and looked up foot-high showers of spray. drenching men
at the cofferdam's 140-foot-high walls, one and equipment.
was heard to say: "The river has been
Breathing came easier again when the
tamed." The mighty Zambezi was forced water began to recede, and on February
by man to leave its bed and go through 12 work began again. This was short-lived,
the completed diversion channel.
and on February 18 another new peak was
Africans often display an uncanny ac- reached. The river beat and lashed at this
curacy in foretelling the weather. While man-made obstacle. As the men watched
the 1957 flood was still in progress, they its seemingly futile efforts, they looked in
were already warning, 'Wait until next unbelief as, suddenly, the rock strata unyear,' with ominous forebodings. But Im- der the wall gave way and through a gappresit Kariba, the largest Kariba contract- ing hole poured 45,000,000 gallons of waing firm, was unimpressed; they were ter. There was no chance to save the
ready for the Zambezi's worst-Or so they thousands of dollars' worth of bulldozers,
excavators and pumps and other equipthought.
ment. Now what?
New Floods Arrive
The experts immediately devised plans
On December 30, 1957, the river began for draining the dam as well as heightento rise, but, then, that was to be expected. ing the upper dam wall in case the water
The river still rose in January, but the kept rising; thus a' twelve-foot extension
peak was not expected until April, so there was erected.
was nothing to worry about. It rated only
the inner pages of the newspapers~
"Fiercest of Them All"
Rather than be bound by old records,
But the mighty Zambezi was not to be
the Zambezi was out to write some of its scared off this time. Its waters became
own. The river kept rising until, on Febru- more wild and savage by the day. The
ary 8, its savage waters attacked one of the weakened road bridge could stand no more.
road bridge piers. While futile efforts were On February 22 it succumbed and sank
<
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tempts and failures they were able to stop poisonous snake ,whose bite can kill a man
it up and drain the cofferdam. 'Through- in ten minutes.
out the whole period of suspense and worA rescue operation has been carried on
ry they continued working on tbe two to save many of the animals from watery
tremendous powerhouses 560 feet below deaths. To facilitate rescue work the anithe surface of the ground, which fortu- mals are chased into the water. Then resnately did not flood.
cue workers, wearing bathing &lits, pl\lnge
On December 3, 1958, the whole dam in after the animals. Though it is much
wall stood high above the river bed, little easier to catch swimming animals, the
short of its planned height. The Zambezi porcupine, whether on land or in the wa~
still had not been completely stopped, how- ter, still remained a thorny problem. Even
ever, for through the twenty-five4oot in the water it takes three men to outwit
openings in the wall was still flowing 17,- a porcupine. One -man grabs the tail, being
500 cubic feet of water a second. At seven careful to avoid injury from the quills;
o'clock on this momi.ng, the momentous another grabs the head and tront feet; and
occasion had at last corne. On a given sig- the animal is then lifted into a sack held
nal from the chief engineer, truckload aft- by a third. The rescued animals, placed in
er truckload of rock was dumped in front cages, sacks and boxes, were released later
of the steel grids covering the holes and on the mainland.
the force of the river drew them up against
The beautifully designed, curving, 1,800the holes, stopping the flow of water. At foot~wide dam wall is scheduled to be
last the Zambezi was tamed!
finished in June or July this year. The
remainder of the work will be the jnstallaLargest Man-made Lake
tion of the hydroelectric machinery, which
The impounded waters of the Zambezi will be producing power in 1960. Ultimatehave grown into a vast, shimmering lake. ly the project is expected to have a yearly
Lake Kariba will eventually reach a length pow.r capaci'ty of 1,200,000 kilowatts.
of apout 200 miles and a maximum width Taming the mighty Zambezi in this man~
of about forty miles, the storage ca'pacity ner means low~cost power for industrializ.
being greater than the total provided by ing this area of Central Africa, There wilt
Shasta, Friand, Hoover and Grand Coulee even be dther benefits: Flood control and
Dams in the United States.
irrigation of a wide area. The new lake
As the waters of the new lake rose, hills will also provide an abundance of fish un·
became islands swarming with panicky obtainable from the river.
animals. Monkeys, baboons, wart hogs,
So if you ever get the opportunity to
civet cats, antelope, rabbits, lizards, por- visit Central Africa, see the dam at Ka·
cupines and snakes ail sought safety and riba Gorge, Kariba Lake, which will be
food. Monkeys, in their plight to get 'food, the largest man-made lake In the world,
even stripped bark from trees; some at- and the nearby game reserves. All this
tacked their enemy, the deadly mamba, ~ on and along the mighty zambezi!

Conceit
~ "u there is one thing in the world that will make a man peculiarly
and Insufferably self,concelted," once said American humorist Mark
Twain, "tt is to have his stomach behave ltsell, the first day at sea, when
nearly all his comrades are sick."~Tke Innocents Abroad.
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for instance, may JeOle the presence of a sharks they flea as I faced them. Invari~
hunter over half a mile away, depending ably they beat a retreat." Another said:
on the direction of the wind, but a shark "The shark is a coward and suspicious. It
can exceed this distance in spIte of con~ will not attack immediately, and even to
trary water currents. It is said that their swallow a fish hanging from a hook it first
amazing sense of smell is aided by a series will smell it and will move around it until
of special nerves that respond to vibrations certain that the fish is dead and then it
traveling through water at great speeds. will swallow it" Of course, there are no
A floundering fish, for instance, can im~ rules on shark behavior, but in most cases
mediately be detected at an amazing dis-- they act with extreme caution, and that
gives the swimmer time to get out of dantance.
With regard to teeth, there are also ger. However, there are those that are exsome surprising facts. Teeth are consid~ tremely fierce, like the great white shark
ered the main weapon of certain species or the tiger, the mako or the blue shark,
of sharks. Sharp and keen, they are placed which live in deep waters. The sharks
in a symmetrical, destructive line, two themselves have enemies. They fear the
or three rows, one after another. Teeth sea hog or porpoise. Perhaps that is why
change continualIy, and before one row sharks respect diving hunters equipped
disappears there is a new one to replace it. with fins on their feet; their vertical moveThis seems to explain why sharks at times ment in the water is similar to that of the
leave some of their teeth when they at~ porpoise's tail.
If a shark is near do not become pan~
tack, like a "calling card." Their bites are
icky.
The most intelligent and practical
frequently mortal, because they may pierce
thing
to do is to face it. Swim slowly toan artery and cause too much loss of blood.
ward
a
boat or the shore, and before leavAnother unusual feature of this creature
ing
the
water check to see how far away
is its capacity to digest almost anything.
the
shark
is, as many times they attack
Things such as cans or wood are easily
if
the
prey
appears to be escaping.
vomited. Eating is easy for a shark: it just
opens its mouth and swallows.
Did you know that a shark can be faster How Sharks React
A well-known diving expert, Jacques
than a tiger or a rhinoceros when rushing
Yves
Cousteau, reported two encounters
to an attack? A shark may move at the
he
had
with sharks: one in the Red Sea,
incredible speed of some thirty miles an
and
the
other in front of the Cape Verde
hour, stop almost instantly and turn away.
islands, in the Atlantic. In the Red Sea the
shark was attracted to Cousteau from a
What to Do When Meeting a Shark
An interview with five C;uban diving distance of about thirty feet. It deliberatehunter champions was published in Bohe~ ly attacked him, but he got out of danger
when the shark finally turned aside. In the
mla magazine of March 2, 1958,. giving in~ second
attack, off the Cape Verde islands,
formation on what to do when encounterthe
sharks
resisted every effort of Cou~
ing a shark. "A shark will not attack if
steau
and
his
companions to scare them
faced," said one of the champions. Others
declared: "The shark eats people, yes, but off; they would move away but each time
only when the victim turns back and tries returned. Every known method was used
to flee." Another interesting conclusion to get rid of them-agitation of the arms
one made was this: I'Whenever I have met letting air out of their tanks, etc.-but
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November 20,
1958, Britain's
Manchester Guardian Weekly warned its
readers that "the future of Europe politiM
cally as well as economically has been put
at hazard by the French rejection of the
Free Trade Area." The paper went on to
say: "If the Common Market countries
were to retreat into an exclusive club,
leaving their relations with the rest of

Europe unsettled, the major instruments
of post-war European co-operation~the
O.E.E.C. and the E.P.U.-might well become unworkable. N.A.T.O. {North Atlantic Treaty Organization] itself would be
exposed to strains which it might not survive,"
Things seemed to be just that serious.
But what was all the trouble about? What
do the .expressions "Common Market" and
"Free Trade Area" mean? And what do
the abbreviations O.E.E.C. and E.P.U.
stand for? The following will help you
understand Western Europe's economic
problems and the ups and downs of its
struggle to solve them.
The initials O.E.E.C. stand for the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, founded on April 16, 1948, with
headquarters at the Chateau de, Ia Muette,
in Paris., This organization groups seventeen nations, which are the highly industrialized Continental bloc, composed of
France, Western Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Netherlands and Luxembourg (the latter
three forming a customs union known as
Benelux); the _six economically strong sur-
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rounding nations, namely: Great Britain,
Switzerland, Austria, Norway, Sweden and
Denmark; and the outer ring of five economically weaker countries: Turkey,
Greece, Portugal" Ireland and Iceland. You
will note that this list includes all the main
states of noncommunist Western Europe,
with the exception of Franco's Spain.
The purpose of O.E.E.C: was to organize
the economic recovery of Europe by the
gradual removal of trade restrictions made
necessary through the shortage of foreign
currency that existed throughout Europe
as a result of the war. The original idea
was 'for it to include the east European
states. But O.E.E.C. was created as a direct result of the United States postwar
aid program known as the Marshall Plan.
This gave it a distinctly Western, that is,
a pro-American flavor, which meant that
other European states, such as Finland,
Poland and Czechoslovakia, that would
have liked to join the organization, met
with a firm niet from Russia's Molotov.
So for the first four years of its existence, o.E.E.C. was largely a clearinghouse for the billions of dollars poured into
Europe through the Marshall Plan. Much
of this money was an outright gift from
the United States, the rest taking the form
of long-term loans. For a time a country's
international status rose or fell in exact
proportion to its reliance on U.S. doIlars.
Viewed in this light, it is significant to
recall that out of some thirteen billion dolAWAKE!

lars given or lent in _all Plan aid to
tne seventeen O.E.E.C. member-eountries
from April, 1948, to June. 1952, more than
one fifth went to France. In contrast, as

early as January, 1951, Great Britain vol~
untarily refused any further Marshall Plan
aid. Not that her economy had no use for
such funds. Her railways, for example, are
still in need of the modernization that the
French railways have undergone since the
war, thanks largely to U.S. dollars. But
Britain realized the political implications
of the American aid program. She was no
longer the dominant member of the AngloAmerican wo,rld-power partnership, but
she was bent on maintaining for herself at
least the status of "junior partner" rather
than "protege." It expI8.ins why Britain,
although remaining a member of O.E.E.C.,
has, on several occasions, opposed proposals to extend the powers of that organization.

In September, 1950, Q.E.E.C. organized
the European Payments Union (E.P.U.).
It was designed to facilitate the monetary

transactions between the member nations
whose money was not freely convertible
into other currencies. The E.P.U. continued successfully until December 27,
1958, when the British treasury made the
pound sterling freely convertible by foreign businessmen into any other cUlTency.
This financial move made the E.P,U. unnecessary. The disappearance of E.P.U.
ushered in a new and tighter banking arrangement known as the European Monetary Agreement

Six. Twelve or Seventeen?
As early as 1951 the six~nation Continental bloc (France, Western Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg) began forming closer ties with
one another than with the eleven other
members of O.KE.C. On April 18 of that
year they signed a treaty creating the EuJUNliJtB, 1959

ropean Coal and Steel Community, com-

monly known as the Schuman Plan. True,
the Community was open for other nations to join. But its treaty included supranational clauses that were known to be
unacceptable to Britain a.nd the other
O.E.E.C. countries. So the Schuman Plan
only succeeded in creating a six-nation European community that has since come to
be known as '''Little Europe."
The separation of these six from their
O.E.E.C. partners was accentuated on
March 25, 1957, when their governmental
representatives signed the Treaty of Rome.
This treaty created two important new
ties among the six: the European Atomic
Energy Community (Euratom), and the
European Economic Community (Common Market).
The purpose of Euratom is to co-ordinate'
the nuclear research and development programs among the s)x nations. Britam, a)·
ready an atomic power in her own right,
has refrained from joining Euratom, but
she is showing no animosity toward "it. In
fact, according to Le Monde) February 14,
1959, Britain and the .five other O.E.E.C.
members associated with her have agreed
to co-operate with Euratom in a five-year
research project. So, "atomically speaking," Europe seems to be developing a
twelve-nation community.
However, no SU<!:heasy roluti® ha-.:. been
found for associating the six members ·of
the European Economic Community. or
Common Market, with the other members
of O.E.E.C. The Common Market, which
began operating on January 1, 1959, is
more than a simple customs union. It aims,
within 'a period of twelve to fifteen years,
at abolishing al1 tariffs and trade barners
among the six member nations, at removing all restrictions on the free movement
of capital and workers and at harmonizing
the social security and labor standards
17

not merely inspired by commercial reasons. Sir David Eccles, president of the
British Board of Trade, has a.dmitted that
the Common Market represents something
Britain has resisted for centuries: the unification of Europe. Such uniting of the
Continental bloc places Britain in the following dilemma. If she decides to throw
in her lot with the six (lations of the Common Market, the "unifonn tariff" clause
of the Rome Treaty would oblige her to
cease her long-established system of "Imperial preference," that is, low tariffs in
favor of the countries of the British Commonwealth. But this would cut her off
from the Commonwealth, and Britain owes
her position as a world power to her unique
position in the Commonwealth. If, on the
other hand, she opts for the Commonwealth and remains aloof from the Common Market, which now constitutes a powThe Anglo-French Dispute
The present trade dispute over the Com- erful industrial complex of 160,000,000
mon Market and a proposed Free Trade people, she risks losing her position as
Area really boils itself down to a quarrel America's number-one ally. A problem
between Britain and France. France's five indeed!.
Another interesting political aspect of
partners inside the Common Market are
known to be not fundamentally opposed to the European trade dispute is the attitude
extending to the eleven other members of adopted by the United States. U.S. busiO.E.E.C. many, not to say most, of. the ness interests would have preferred the
advantages of the Common Market. But larger Free Trade Area. Yet in the showFrance is unwilling to do this. She main- down they supported the Common Market.
tains that if Britain and the other O.E.E.C. Why? Because United States diplomacy
members are not willing to become mem- was glad to. see the Common Market
bers of the Common Market, sharing its tie Catholic Adenauer's Germany more
'advantages and disadvantages, then they closely than ever into the Western camp.
must be prepared to be discriminated Through the Common Market, the United
against by those who are. To prevent this States hopes West Germany's economy
Anglo-French quarrel from degenerating will become inextricably tied into the
·into a trade war between the six Common Western (American) bloc.
Market countries and the rest of Europe,
Germany itself has kept remarkably
efforts are being made to find some work- quiet during the Anglo-French rumpus
able arrangement satisfactory to both over the Common Market. Yet it is a
known fact that West German business insides.
On the political side, it is clear that Brit- terests, with their eyes on world-wide marain's opposition to the Common Market is kets, are more in favor of the British Free
practiced throughout the community. In
addition, the six member-nations commit
themselves to applying a uniform tariff
wall against all nations outside the community, even against their eleven partners
ofO.E.E.C.
It is this common tariff against outsiders that caused the British to speak of
European 1.U1ity as being endangered by
the Common Market. Britain proposed instead what she called a Free Trade Area.
This area would be open to all the seventeen O.E.~.C. nations and, like the Common Market, would aim at removing all
trade barriers among its members. However, unlike the Common Market, it would
allow each member nation to fix its own
tariffs in trading with states outside the
Free Trade Area.
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Because the climate is not as desirable
the~ as in: the higher altitudes this area
is sparsely settled. Some parts of it are
arid and other parts are heavily forested.
Colombia as a whole provides an interesting variety of climate that changes according to altitude. Generally the characteristics of the country are tropical.
The seasons are marked as being either wet or dry. Each lasts for about
three months, The Pacific coast jungles are noted for being very wet.
They ~eive an annual rainfall of
132 inches, This is one of the highest
rainfalls in the Americas.

A Look at the Cities
Coastal cities are hot the year
round, but Barranquma is bJessed
with a light sea breeze in late afternoon and evening, It is a chief seawest part of the continent and
port with a population of more than
borders Panama, the land-link
320,000
people. Visitors will find it to
between the South and North
be
a
bright
and modern city, near the
American continents. The counmouth
of
the
Magdalena
River. This river
try's 2,000 miles of coastline is washed
is
navigable
for
over
800
mileS' and is one
partly by the Pacific Ocean and partly by
of
the
great
waterways
of
the Western
the Caribbean Sea. Tourists will find this
Hemisphere.
The
city
is
famous
for its ana fascinating tropical land. Its fifth-largest
city, Barranquilla, is only five hours by nual Carnival, or Mardi Gras, as well as
for being the commercial and· industrial
afr from the United States.
center
of-northern Colombia.
The western part of Colombia is dominated by three great chains of the famous
A little to the west of Barranquilla is
Andes Mountains. The highest peak in the the coastal city of Cartagena. This picturcountry is La Horqueta, located near Santa esque city of nearly 140,000 is of particMarta in the Sierra Nevada mountain ular interest to the tourist because it
range. It towers to a height of 19,152 feet. reflects some ,of C~lombia's past. There is
On the mountain slopes and in the fertile
an old section of the city that is bordered
valleys of the highland region are found,
by a thick wall. The great Sun Gate that
not only the economic heartland of Colombia, but also the greater part of the coun~ leads through this wall to the inner city
try's thirteen million people. The popu- is four centuries old. The old homes and
lation is formed by three distinct ethnjc streets of the inner cit)'! are we]] preserved.
groups-Indian, Negro and white-and They stand out in sharp eontrast to the
beautiful modern homes in the newer sec~
mixtures of them.
About half of the country's territory is tions outside the walls. An Englishformed by the eastern plains and forests. speaking taxi driver will take the tourist

OLOMBIA is the northern
port of entry to South America. It is located in the north-
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about one thlM ot me worm's supply or
mild blending coffe-e. As regards total production it stands secbnd to Brazil, the
world's biggest exporter of coffee. Coffee
makes up more than 60 'percent of Colombia's exports. There are some large coffee
estates, but the bulk of the coffee is grown
on small hillside holdings by family laber.
The bananas are grown on irrigated
land near the Caribbean in the Santa Marta region. MiI1ions of stems of bananas are
shipped out yearly. Another popular crop
is corn, which occupies more acreage than
any other crop except coffee. Sugar cane,
wheat, cotton, tobacco, potatoes and a
number of fiber-yielding plants are grown
in varying amounts.
Rice is such a popular food in Colombia
that the tourist who imagines it to be
strictly an Oriental dish will be very much
surprised. Rice production is being expanded.
You will find a large variety of fresh
foodstuffs available in the markets, but the
vegetables may not compare in quality
with what you are accustomed to back
home. Meat is plentiful and inexpensive.
This is especially true of beef. Stockraising has been one of the chief industries
of Colombia. Some of the meat that is
butchered on the coast is flown to the highlands in refrigerated planes_ Fresh fish is
available in many of Colombia's cities, but
in the interior cities it is bought frozen.
All the large cities have pasteurized milk.

m LA)lomOla. vv nen Uley are JOcateo mey
are_ usually costly_ However, unfurnished,
medium-size homes or apartments are generally available in the cities. To a foreigner
the rent would not ~em expensive.
The educating of Colombia's children is
cared for by public and private schools_
Although public schools are plentiful, some
persons prefer to send their children to
private schools where, they believe, a higher educational standard exists. The Roman Catholic religion is generally taught
in all of Colombia'S schools.
The manner in which the people dress
is typical of the section of the country
from which they come_ Their style of
clothing is so distinctive they are easily
identified with the part of the country
from which they come. The clothing for
men and women tends to be conservative.
Businessmen on the coast are often seen
in shirt sleeves, but in Bogota, where the
altitude is higher and the temperature
cooler, they wear fall-weight suits. Women
are never seen wearing shorts or slacks in
public.
Skilled workers who have come into the
country from other parts of the world have
been training Colombians in their trades_
The result is that more and more Colombians are able to do the work that was once
done exclusively by foreigners. Some Colombian companies, however, still have as
much as 20 percent of their personnel
made up of foreigners. Common laborers,
such as carpenters, masons, mechanics and
Living Conditions
so forth, are plentiful among the ColomThere arej modern conveniences in all bian people. Their wages may seem low
the principal cities. These have electricity, when compared with what such laborers
public water, telephone service and so receive in the United States, but it must
forth. Although many people continue to be remembered that the cost of living is
cook with the traditional fuel of charcoal, less when figured in American dollars.
others are now using gas or electricity.
A family of four, for example, may live
As in many cities of the world, fur- well on 1,200 pesos a month. At the presnished. living quarters are difficult to find ent exchange rate this woUld be $150.
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REECE is a beautlfuJ.
land and one well
known for its philoso-

G

phers and statesmen woo
gave form to high principles of freedom and democracy. Today Greece
is faced with a challenge
to see how many of its
people still hold to those'
principles. The issue involves the way of worship of Jehovah's wit-

nesses.

leaders for the rough
way in which they had
organized the congress
and for assignin'g the
main sPeeches to professors from Athens University who were clamorously disapproved by
the sermoners of the congress.-Vradyni, Athens,
April 2, 1959.

An Important Decision
In addi tiOD to that

Official religious cirbad' start for the "anticles declared the year
heretic" program, the
1959 "Anti-Heretic
Athens new'spapers, on
IV ""WAkE'" CORRESPONDENT IN GREECE
Year," Of course, it is
March 11, reported anwell known in Greece that when the reM other setback. The headlines read: "Millenlig10us leaders speak of a fight against nialism Is Equally a Known Religion";
"foreign heresies" they mean a fight "Millennialism Protected by Constitution";
against Jebovah's witnesses. This is clearM "Acting Attorney at Supreme Court Ren M
ly shown by a comment in the Athens ders Opinion for Millennialism." The news
daily, E8tia~ on February 24. After ex- reports added that the opinion of the attar·
pressing the wish for the country to get ney general was rendered in response to a
rid of certain elements from the govern- petition of the "Holy Synod," asking whethM
ment, the article, which also commented er Jehovah's witnesses are a "known" reM
on the archbishop's declaration of "AntiM ligion and therefore entitled to enjoy the
Heretic Year,:' said: "This will probably protection of the Constitution. The deciM
be more important than the extermina M sion is a credit to Greek justice, and since
tion of Jehovah's witnesses."
it is one that readers of Awake! will find
As part of the "AntiMHeretic Year" pro· of interest, we quote it here:
gram a congress of the sermoners of the Opinion No. 14
Athens, March 6, 1959
Greek Church assembled in Athens, from
To THE HOLY SYNOD OF THE CHURCH
OJ!' }REECE
March 3 to 10, Among the objects of the
By
your
comrmmlcation
No. 3526 of 1959 we are
congress, according to the Athens press re·
asked whether the "heresy ot· the dogma of
ports, was the following: "On March 4, Jehovah's Witnesses may be considered as a
the Archimandrite Christophorus Pa,puM 'known religion' according to Article No.2 of
tsopuios will propose a practical means of the Constitution, and whether the followers of
confronting the heresy of Mil1enniaJists ras its doctrines are entitled to enjoy the prote(....
they wrongly call Jehovah's witnesses in tjon prescribed by the above provision." . .
According to Article No.1 of the Constitution
Greece]. while also analyzing their doc· 1952 in force, "dominant religion in Greece is
trine,"
that of Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ;
That "Congress of Sermoners" had such any other known religion is free, and its wor·
ship rites are perfonned without hindrance,
a noisy failure that even the press joined under protection of the laws, proselytism and
in the criticism, blaming the Greek Church any other interference with the dominant re·
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aga1nst: the acttng attorney by fanatical
individuals and groups for having passed
what they considered to be an "erroneous"
opinion. On March 31 the "Holy Synod"
met to consider the matter and expressed
its complete disagreement with the opin·
ion. The newspaper that carried their statement added: "We are infonned that the
Holy Synod will apply for a revision of
the opinion."-Eleftheria, Athens, April 1.
Not everyone is in favor of freedom of
worship, as their antagonism shows. However, their counteraction and censure of
the acting attorney's opinion is viewed by
impartial jurists as of little importance
from a legal standpoint and as being de\TOld of modesty, decency and respect for
the officials of the country's highest judi.
cial institution.
This is not the first time that the Supreme' Court's attorney has handled a case
involving the way of worship of Jehovah's
witnesses. Away back in February of 1927,
thirty-two years ago, the then acting attorney, G. P. Choidas, replied to an inquiry
from the Ministry of Justice with the decision that marriages performed by the
"MiIlennialists" were lawful and should be
registered by the State. Again, in January, 1947, Ang. Buropulos, attorney at the
Supreme Court, replying again to an inquiry of the Ministry of Justice, rendered
the opinion that the "Millennialists" are
a "known" religion and entitled to enjoy
the religious tolerance provided for by the
Constitution. In April of the foIlawing year
he repeated that decision in response to a
question from the Ministry of Public Order.
Divine Approval
Above all, Jehovah's witnesses look to
Jehovah God, the Universal Sovereign, and
Do not meddle with the8e

to his supreme LaWboOk, the Bible, for
approval. He is the one before whom all
men must stand in judgment. He views the
worship of his witnesses as much more
than simply a "known" religion; His Word
calls jt "the form of worship that is clean
and undefiled from the standpoint of our
God and Father." (Jas. 1:27) Their way
of worship is dictated by the divine law
recorded in the Bible, and they show their
high regard for its Author by regularly
coming together to study it in theIr con·
gregational meetings. The Almighty God
places his true worshipers under -obligation to speak. of him and of his glorious
purposes when he says: .. 'You are my witnesses,' is the utterance of Jehovah, 'and
I am God.' "-Isa. 43: 12.
Jehovah's witnesses in Greece are not
surprised when their way of worship is
spoken against. The same was true of the
apostles of the Lord Jesus Christ in the
first century. (Acts 28:22) The opposition
they meet does not come as a result of any
wrong conduct on their part. They are
peaceful, law-abiding and principled people. The reason for the persecution is explained by Jesus, who said: "If you were
part of the world, the world would be fond
of what is its own. Now because you are
no part of the world, but I have chosen
you out of the world, on this account the
world hates you." (John 15:19) This opposition does not dull their appreciation of
their worship and of the loving provisions
of Jehovah God. So it is that, in obedience
to God and out of love for their God·
fearing neighbors, they continue to make
known the life-giving message that God's
kingdom is now ruling from the heavens
and the end of this wicked world is very
near.

men. ...

becau8e, if thi8 8cheme and thi8

work i8 ••• from God, ... you may perhap8 be found fighter8
actually against Gmi,-Act8 6:88, 39.
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the world just as I am no part of the
world."-John18:36; 17:16.
In full agreement with Jesus' words are
those of the disciple James: "The form of
worship that is clean and undefiled from
the standpoint of our God and Father is
this: ... to keep oneself without spot from
the world." Yes, whoever "wants to be a
friend of the world is constituting himself
an enemy of God." What does the world
that is here mentioned consist of? Not the
world God loved so much as to send his
Son to die for it, but the wicked oppressive
ruling factors of the world, beastly and
corrupt governments, greedy and corrupt
commercialism and hypocritical organized
religion.--Jas. 1:27; 4,4.
But perhaps someone will ask at this
point, Did not Jesus command that we give
. Caesar's things to Caesar? True, but note
in the first place that what was under consideration was not allegiance, devotion or
obedience, but taxes. Hypocritically his
enemies had flattered him, hoping to throw
him oft' guard, and then posed their question: "Is it lawful to pay tribute to Caesar
or not?" However, in answering, nQte that
Jesus not only said, "Pay back Caesar's
things to Caesar," but also said, "but God's
things to God."-Mark 12:14-17.
More than that, very revealing is his
saying that we are to pay "back" Caesar's
things to Caesar and God's things to God.
Since Caesar has minted coins, he has a
right to ask back some of them. But has
Caesar the right to ask of us dedication,
devotion and our lives? No, for he did not
give us our hearts and lives, so we simply
could not give them back to him. We-can
give these back only to God, for he alone
gave them to us in the first place. What
he requires of us is exclusive devotion.
Nor is tl1at all. In a conflict of authority,
does not the higher take precedence, and
is not Jehovah God the Most High? TherefOre we may yield to Caesar only that on
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which God does not have a lien. The Christian principle ever holds true: 'We must
obey God. as ruler rather than men."-Acts
5:29.
Christian neutrality tnerefore demands
that Christ's followers keep separate from
all politics, not being involved in any government other than God's kingdom. They
cannot accede to the demands of worldly
governments for their devotion, their time
and their lives. These they have dedicated
to God. If Jesus Christ were a man on
earth today, whiul ilag would he salute?
For which government would he shoulder
arms? Would he be in accord with the sentiments expressed by national anthems
praying God to bless such nations? Would
he follow the customs of the nations when
such anthems are played, or would he follow the example set by the three Hebrews
in Daniel's day who refused to bow before
Nebuchadnezzar's image when the music
began to play?-Dan. 3:1-30.
Religious enemies of those who practice
Christian neutrality often maliciously
charge them with sedition. Thus Christ
was accused: "Every man making himself
a king speaks against Caesar." Likewise
Paul's ,adversaries said: "We have found
this man a pestilent fellow and stirring up
seditions among all the Jews throughout
the inhabited earth."-John 19:12; Acts
24:5.
But regardless of how their position may
be misunderstood or maliciously misconstrued, or what difficulties it might pose
for them, Christians have no alternative.
They must be wholly and solely for Jehovah God's kingdom, manifesting loyalty to
it, not only by not compromising, but also
by leading clean lives and by publishing its
good news as they have 'opportunity. They
must avoid friendship with and being
spotted by the world by keeping strict
neutrality in respect to all worldly strife.
AWAKE.!

through proper payment.
These lands wQUld be organ·
ized into co·operatives, which
would give work to many of
Cuba's 700,000 unemployed
persons. A few days before the
Castro visit, Alan Robert Nye,
a native of ChIcago, was con·
victed by a Cub a n mllltary
court of plotting to kill the
rebel leader. Nye received the
death sentence, but this was
suspended and hew a s per·
mitted to leave Cuba and to
return to the U.S.
Ivory Coast Vote
.. Elections held in the Ivory
Coast on April 12 resulted in
a thorough victory for the
African Democratic Rally.
Eyery one of the hundred
seats in the Assembly went
wit h 0 u t OPPOSition to the
party, headed by Felix Houphouet·Bolgny. The Ivory
Coast is an autonomous republic Within the French Community'.
SEATO Meeting

.. On April lo-representatives
of Britain, France, Australia,
New Zealand, Pakistan, Thailand, the Philippines and the
U.S_ concluded a meeting of
the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization Council of Minis·
ters. A closing communiqu~ revealed that the three-day patley had given considerable at·
tention to economic development of the Asian member nations, with a view toward coping with ''Communist economic subversion." The Co u n c i I
was formed in September,
1955.
U.S.: New Secretary of State

.. U,S. Secretary 0 f S tat e
John Foster Dulles handed in
hIs resignation on April 15.
The ailing 71-year-old secret.ary had been undergoing
treatment for cancer. Dulles
was replaced by Christian A.
Herter, who was named to the
post on April 18 by U.S. Presi·
dent Dwight D'. Eisenhower.
His appointment was confirmed on April 21 by a Senate
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vote of 93-0 and he was sworn
in by Eisenhower on April 22.
On the following day Eisenhower comrn\ssioned ex-Secre·
tary Dulles as specfal Consultant to the President.
BoDvIa: 'Sbort-Dved Revolt

.. Insurgents attempted to
overthrow the Bolivian government on _April 19, Heavy
firing began in La Paz, the
capital, shortly before noon,
but by 5 p.m. all was quiet.
Quick action by the Bolivian
militia foiled the revolt. Farreaching dissatisfaction over
high prices and inflation were
thought to be factors contributing to the uprising. On April
20 it was reported that revolt
leader Oscar Un zag a de la
Vega, head of Bolivia's Socialist Falange party, had com·
mitted suicide.
St. Lawrence Seaway Opens

.. The St. Lawrence Seaway
was opened to ship trafflc on
April 25. canadian icebreak·
ers, d'Iberville and Montcalm,
were the first to enter the series of locks that ultimately
11ft vessels 602 feet above sea
level. Before day's end nearly
a score of salt water craft hM
passed through the locks,
2,342 miles within continental
North America. Hundreds of
vessels were expected to traverse the Seaway before its
official opening ceremonies, to
be attended by U.S. President
Eisenhower and Britain's
Queen Elizabeth on June 26.
Ash Deposit
deposit of fine white ash
has been discovered in a vast
area 0 f the tropical Pacific
several hundred miles west of
Central and South America.
The ash layer, extending from
about 750 miles north to approximately 825 miles south of
the Equator, 'ranges from one
inch to one foot in thickness.
Its existence was reported by
a scientific research team
aboard Columbia University's
vessel Vema. Though it is held
that the layer records some
Pacific

".A

notable occurrence in history,
sCientists cannot determine Its
origin. Some speculate that a
collision of heavenly bodies In
outer space may have sent de·
bris falling to eartb in that
area. Others attribute its existence to widespread volcanic
action.
Mau Mao Leader "Freed"

.. Jomo Kenyatta, leader of
the 1952 Mau Mau rebellion in
Kenya, was released from prison on April 14. He had served
five years of a seven-year
tenn. Kenyatta had been itnprisoned in January, 1954, in
the wake of Mau Mau terrorism, which had as its aim the
ouster of the Colony's white
settlers. Kenyatta and four accomplices were released at the
same time and all of them
were sent to remote Lodwar In
North Kenya, where they are
to be kept under government
surveillance.
Refugee Flight

.. Many refugees are continually fleeing from behind the
Iron Curtain. On April 15 it
was reported that a total of
33,605 persons had fled from
East Germany and East Berlin
in the first three months of
1959. This tally of refugee
movements into West Berlin
and West Gennany was based
on data supplied by the West
German Information Office.
Pope and PoUtics

.. Roman Catholics through·
out the world were forbidden,
on April 13, to vote for Communist "fellow travelers." The
decree issued by Pope John
XXIII was published on that
date in L'08servatoTe Romano,
the Vatican newspaper. Pope
Pius XII had, in July, 1949, excommunicated all mil I tan t
Communists. The current papal decree forbids Catholics to
vote for persons or parties
supporting or sympathizing
with communism. It was assumed by some sources that
Catholic church leaders in
each country would Indicate
AW')"lLEI
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital tssues of our
times must b. unf.ttered by censorship and selfish interests. "Awakel" has no
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Magazine pointed out: "Colonization never
helps for more than a few generations, because the colonists breed more rapidly than
the folk at home and soon fill up aU the
empty spaces-as the classic example of
the Untted States amply demonstrates."
Eventually there would not be enough
room for everyone if the present rate of
growth were to continue. The persons who
advocate birth controlp a solution to the
problem are faced with vigorous religious
objections.
The persons who fear that the earth
will eventually have too many people, despite the fact that death continues to take
its yearly toll, are horrified when told that
the time is coming when humans will not
die. They envision the earth jammed with
people. In spite of their fears eternal life
is certain. Man's Creator promised it, and
he never goes back on a promise. "The
gift God gives is everlasting life by Christ
Jesus our Lord." "The righteous themselves will possess the earth, and they will
reside forever upon it."-Rom. 6:23; Ps.
37:29.
The problems created today by an exploding population will not exist when God
fulfills his promise. Earth's inhabitants
will not be divided into nationalistic groups
that cause heavy concentrations of people
in certain areas. They will be one people
under one government and will be free to
spread over the earth. No racial or national barriers will stand in their way.
Since that righteous government will be
the kingdom over which Christ was made
King, the people will not suffer because of
selfish hUman rulers. None will be starving
while others have a great surplus of food
stored away. There will no longer be any
wasting of the earth's resources. Under the

wise leadership of that heavenly government man will make good use of the earth.
It will produce an abundance for him. "The
earth itself will certainly give its produce;
God, our God, will bless us."-Ps. 67:6.
Before those blessings are extended to
all mankind God will destroy the present
wicked system of things. This execution of
divine judgment will cause a change in
earth's present popUlation. The wicked will
cease to be. "For evildoers themselves will
be cut off, but those hoping in JehOVah are
the ones that will possess the earth." (Ps.
37:9) That will mean a marked reduction
in the number of earth's inhabitants, just
as the flood of Noah's day brought a
marked reduction in the population of that
time.
Those whom God preserves to be earthly
subjects of his kingdom will proceed to
fulfill the divine procreation mandate: "Be
fruitful and become many and fill the
earth." (Gen. 1:28) It was for this purpose
that God gave mankind the power of pr()..
creation in the first place. Because no one
will be dying, that mandate will be carried
to completion well within a period of one
thousand years.
Filling or populating the earth does not
mean to overcrowd it. When mankind will
have increased to the point of making a
token fulfillment of that mandate, leaving
room for those yet to be raised from the
memorial tombs, it is reasonable to con~
elude that man will cease to multiply. God's
purpose will have been fulfilled. He is just
as capable of removing mankind's fertility
as he was of giving man the power of pro~
creation in the beginning. The undying inhabitants of God's new world will, therefore, never create a dilemma of too many
people.

The meek ones themselves will pos8ess the earth and they will indeed

find their exquisite delight in the abundance 01 peace.-Ps. 37:11.
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and camels. Critics also held that camels that is what one is looking for, but will
were unknown to Egypt until long after they stand the teSt of logic?
Abraham's time. In each of these instances
Perhaps the most frequent charge Jevarchaeology has proved secular historians eled against the Bible in these days is that
and Bible critics unreliable and the Bible it is unscientific. This charge, however,
according to fact.' Many more such ex· fails to differentiate between the theories
amples could be given.
and the discoveries of scientists. The fact
No wonder that America's leading ar· is that the Bible is amazingly free from
chaeologist, W. F. Albright (who in 1919 the popular scientific errors that were held
was a radical Bible critic),~ in the 1953 at the time of its being written; it neither
edition of his book Archaeology and the states that the earth is flat nor that it is
Religion of IsraelJ comes to this conclu- the center of the universe. Remarkably it
sion: "Underlying any serious investiga- does speak of the earth as being round
tion of the religion of Israel is full rec· and hung upon nothing. (Job 26:7; lsa.
ognition of its historical character. The 40: 22) Pertinent in this regard are the
Judaeo-Christian tradition is unique in this words of astronomer P. W. Stoner: "Alrespect. No other great religion of the past though Genesis was written thousands of
can compete with Judaeo-Christianity as years ago, every reference to astronomy
a phenomenon of historical order. The in this first chapter is corroborated by the
outstanding polytheistic systems of antiq- best of our scientific information. And yet
uity, together with their modern ana- we note that books of astronomy, written
logues, . . . are almost totally lacking in twenty-five years ago or more, are full of
historical orientation .... There can be no serious errors."3
The Bible is also found to be in line with
doubt that archaeology has confirmed the
historicity of Old Testament tradition.... the sciences of geology and paleontology.
Israel saw a vision of God at its coming Its order of creation-light, atmo,phere,
of age-a vision through which man can land, vegetation, marine life, birds, mamalone be saved from the tyranny of nature mals and finally man-is fully scientific. Its
statement that the basic kinds or species
and history."
were created separately is also in hannony
with science. Says Austin H. Clark, a leadContradictory! Unscientific?
ing evolutionist: "If we are willing to acThen again, Bible critics claim that the
cept the facts at their face value, we must
Bible contradicts itself. Typical is the folbelieve that there were never any such inlowing instance. Bertrand Russell claims termediates, or, in Dther words, that these
that the law of Moses contradicted itself major groups from the very first bore the
when it forbade a man's taking his broth· same relation to each other that they do
er's wife and in another place commanded at the present day."· That leaves no room
him to marry his brother's widow. (Lev. whatev~r for the evolution theory and no
20:21; Deut. 25:5) Only a deep-seated bias need to try to reconcile the Bible to it.
could have blinded the brilliant British
philosopher's mind to the simple fact, ap- Other Factors
There is a candor and frankness about
parent from the context, that what was
Bible
writers that stamps their testimony
forbidden was adultery, whereas what was
commanded was levirate marriage. Appar- as truth. Why should Moses record the
ent contradictions can always be found if drunkenness of Noah, who walked with
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.",.,. the Creator
striking proof that the Bible is God's Word,
Reason tells us that every effect must for only the Creator can foretell what the
have a competent cause. Since that Is so, future will bring. Note, for example, how
It follows that the vast, orderly, mighty literally the prophecies of Moses, as reuniverse, including the earth and all the corded a:t Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy
creatures upon it, must have an intelligent 28 were fulfilled upon unfaithful Israel:
powerful cause. That cause could be none particularly in their desolations of 607 B.C.
other than the Supreme Being. Since he
endowed us with moral qualities, it is but
reasonable to conclude that he has them,
and this in keeping with his great power
and wisdom.
The material universe, as a "Book of Na~
ture," can tell us some things about the
Creator, but it cannot tell us his name,
why he created the earth and man, why
be permitted evil and whether it will always exist or not. Since the Creator gave
man an inquiring mind, it i~ reasonable
to conclude that He would make provision
for satisfying that hWlger even as He has
provided for the satisfying of man's hunger
for food, drink, beauty, sex, and suchlike.
Our hunger for truth is satisfied by the
Bible.
It reveals to us the record of creation,
the reason God created man, how evil
came into the world and why God has permitted it to exist until now. In brief, God
has permitted it because of a challenge
made by Satan that God could not have
men upon earth that would be true to him
regardless of suffering; this truth being
brought home to us in the book of Job.
It also foretells the outcome and that the
earth and man will at last realize God's
purpose for them.
This characteristic or feature of the
SCriptures may be said to be the most

and A.D. 66-70. Detailed Bible prophecies
regarding the destruction of the cities of
Babylon, Nineveh and Tyre were literally
fulfilled, even as was Daniel's prophecy
regarding the succession of world empires:
Babylon, Medo-Persia and Greece.-Jer.
29:10; 51:30, 37; Ezek. 26:1-14; Dan. 8:
1-22; Nah.1:8; 2:6, 8; 3:13.
Further proof of the Bible's inspiration
is given by the fulfillment of the many
prophecies regarding Jesus Christ: the
time of his coming as Messiah and the
place of his birth, his ministry and suffering, his death and resurrection. (Ps. 16:10;
Isa. 53:1-12; Dan. 9:24-27; Mic. 5:2) To
which must be added Jesus' own great
prophecy that is being fulfilled in our day
as recorded at Matthew 24, Mark 13 and
Luke 21.
Truly, the evidence is abundant that the
Bible stands the test of logic that its critics
apply to it. Logic, together with the facts,
successfully refutes all the charges and
complaints directed against it, proving that
the Bible is what it claims to be, the inspired Word of the Creator, Jehovah God.
-2Thn.3:16; 2 Pet. 1:21.
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THE EARTH: A PERPETUAL SHOW
"This grand show is eternal,"

says the volume Tke Wilderne88 World of John

Muir. "It is always sunrise somewhere; the dew Is never all dried at once; a

shower is forever falling; vapor is ever rising. Eternal sunrise, eternal sunset,
eternal dawn and gloaming. on sea and continents and islands, each In its turn.
as the round earth rolls."
AWAKE!

a prayer of thanksgiving, ringing of a rep- by clipper ship for an education. The next
lica of the liberty bell and a fifty-gun sa- year President Tyler extended the Monlute, followed by ninety-eight hula dancers . roe Doctrine to include the Sandwich !sperfonning on the stadium's grassy field lands, because of their strategic imporThe program continued with songs and tance to the Urtited States. By 1849 a New
dances from all the ethnic groups repre- York State newspaper published by the
sented in the islands, along with a gener- Whig party was urging annexation and
statehood for the Hawaiian Islands. A Calious portion of rock and roll.
That evening there were more ceremo- fornia congressman urged annexation benies at the Iolani Palace. The program be- fore Congress in 1852, 1;lnd in the same
gan as a Hawaiian WOman appeared on the year newly elected President Pierce joined
palace roof to give an ancient chant for in a toast to 'the Sandwich Islands-may
a blessing. As she began a sprinkle of rain they soon be added to the galaxy of States.'
Progressive King Kamehameha III infell, and then it came down heavier and
heavier. Finally a Hawaiian boy standing troduced an orderly constitutional governnear me softly called out: "Hey, lady, cut ment in 1840, and ten years later he moved
out the chant before the gods drown us." the capital from Lahaina on the island of
Speeches and a dramatization of Hawaii's Maui to Honolulu, Oahu. BeCause of pohistory rounded out the evening.
litical unrest the king sought annexation
to the United States, resulting in the treaty
Working Toward Statehood
of 1854, which provided for the admission
When the Polynesians in their out- of Hawaii as one of the states of the Unrigger double canoes braved over two ion. However, negotiations ended that year
thousand miles of ocean to settle in the when the king died. Although not ratified,
Hawaiian Islands about a thousand years that treaty served as a basis for the ultiago, America was then unknown to either mate goal of statehood.
the Hawaiians or the Europeans. However.
President Grant's minister at Honolulu
when Captain James Cook accidentally re- in 1871 suggested that it would be wise
discovered the islands in 1778 and named to consider again the matter of annexation.
them the "Sandwich Islands" for his pa- Congress made no move, but three years
tron the Earl of Sandwich, both Europe later King Kalakaua personally appeared
and America took interest in this beauti- before Congress to negotiate the duty-free
ful cluster of islands.
exchange of products between the United
A few years later, in 1795, Kamehame- States and his country. The monarchy endha I, a great warrior, succeeded in uniting ed in 1893 when a revolt resulted in the
the independent island kingdoms under dethronement of Queen Liliuokalani. The
himself as the first king of the Hawaiian Republic of Hawaii was formed the next
Kingdom. With the arrival of New Eng- year, and overtures were made for anland missionaries in 1820 the first per- nexation to the United States, but to no
manent ties with mainland America de- avail.
veloped. It was at this time that the
Finally, in 1898, the islands were fortwelve-letter alphabet for writing the Ha- mally annexed as an incorporated terriwaiian language was devised.
tory of the United States, with the imTies with the United States gradually plication that statehood would soon be
developed In 1841 California settlers be- granted. The Island Legislature petitioned
gan sending their children to the islands Congress for this statehood status in 1903,
~
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The climate is ideal. Average tempera·
tures range from 70 to 78 degrees, with
extremes of 55 to 90 recorded in Honolulu.
The windward sides of the islands are rich

with tropical forests and vines. Hawaii is
famous for its ferns. The leeward sides of
the islands are generally dry, some containing plains that are complete with cac·
tus clumps. Hila is called the orchid capital
of the world. The showy hibiscus and many
other tropical trees and fruits add to the
beauty of the islands.
Two active volcanoes provide periodic
natural fireworks. One may drive to Ki·
lauea crater and watch from a parking lot
at a safe distance from the fire pit. Mauna
Loa is said to have produced more lava
than any other volcano in modern times.
On Maui is the huge dormant volcano Haleakala. So large is it that New York city
could disappear in its crater.
Most people have heard of the beautiful
beach of Waikiki and realize that there
are other beautiful beaches. But few have
heard about Hawaii's two jet-black sand
beaches or the remote section that actually
has olive-green sand. Unique, too, is the
fact that Hawaii's public roads are bil1board free.
Of course, Hawaii, along with the rest
of the world, has its problems. The cost
of living is high. While Honolulu is expanding with many large housing developments complete with shopping centers, this
is not the case on other islands where cutbacks on plantation labor, a slwnp in coffee prices and other problems have forced
many families to move to Honolulu or to
the mainland to obtain employment.
Sugar, pineapple and tourists are the
three top industries, in that order. During
1957 sugar production exceeded a million
tons, and the pineapple industry canned 75
percent of the world's total. There are numerous other products: coffee, fruit, flow-
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ers, nuts, vegetables, poultry, beef, fish,
and many others.
In some respects the people of the islands- are much like other Americans.
Many have modern homes, drive new cars,
watch TV and follow the World Series as
avidly as mainland fans. While it is true
that many languages are spoken, the ma~
jority of the people use English.
Hawaii has a complexity of religions,
with Roman Catholic, Buddhist and Protestant numerically in the lead. Old Ha~
waiian gods are remembered only in folklore. In contrast with the traditional
churches, Jehovah's witnesses, 1,300
strong and meeting in twenty-one congregations, are all active in preaching to others the good news of the Kingdom of God.

Showcase of American Democracy
Those who have fought for statehood
are elated with their triumph. Statehood
means that taxation without representation will come to an end. There will continue to be taxes to pay, but the people will
have the right to elect their own governmental representatives.
For the United States the fiftieth state
may become a prominent factor in the
"cold war." Said Hawaii's Governor Quinn
in 1957: "How long will the people of Asia
believe our ideals when they know we are
colonials-the very status many of them
have thrown off? ... What more dramat·
ic reaffirmation of our noble democratic
ideals could be made than to grant statehood to the multi-racial people of Hawaii!
How quickly our prestige would be restored among the awakening millions of
Asia and Africa." So Hawaii, as a predominantly Oriental state, may become a
showcase of American democracy upon
which the eyes of all Asia will be focused.
Hawaiians feel confident they can play the
role well.
AWAKE!

only one two-hundredths of the country's
total population. So the ma.jorityofthechi~
cleros are from other parts of the country.
With the first of the harvest the workers begin converging on the picturesque
island-capital of Peten. As there are no
roads reaching the capital, all workers arrive at Flores by plane. Said to be the oldest inhabited island in the Western Hemisphere, Flores, with its dwelling places
compactly covering what amounts to one
hill rising out of a tropical lagoon, presents
no common view to the first-time visitor.
Arriving at Flores, the captain of the
chicleros, selected by the contractor, will
gather his supplies and men. Using mules
to carry their supplies, they start out into
the jungles in search of a good place to set
up camp. A camp may comprise from ten
to twenty workers, and if the contractor
has a bIg enough contract he may have
several camps. The captain will look for
a camp near water and, of course, where
the sapodilla trees are to be found. These
camps may be established as far as sixty
mUes from the nearest air strip, where
the chicle can be picked up by plane to be
taken to Guatemala City. Finding a place
that the captain likes, camp will be set up,
which means each man or pair of men will
build a shelter called a champa. It has no
sides or walls, just four poles to support
the roof made of palm iea'Ves. Another
champa is made for storing the first
month's supplies. The champa becomes the
chiclero's home, where he sleeps on the
ground or on just a straw mat. In two or
three days camp is all set up, or, if fortunate, they may find a camp from a former
year with champas already built.
Gathering Chicle
Now the work really begins for the
chicleros. Up at five or six in the morning, their breakfast over, they are on their
way through the jungle by sunup. Gen-
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erally the contractor has a woman· oook
who prepares breakfast and supper, as well
as the lunch the worker will carry with
him. The chiclero works alone, his only
tools being his machete, a rope and spurs
for his feet. "On selecting a tree for harvesting, he will cut trenches in the bark,
starting at the bottom, to cause the fluid
to "bleed" from the tree. With the rope
around his waist and the tree trunk, and
the spurs on his feet, he keeps climbing the
tree and cutting the bark until he reaches
the very too branches. The trenches are
cut in sucn a manner that the liquid will
flow into a canvas bag placed at the bottom.
Each chiclero will try to cut from ten
to twelve trees every day. Interesting is
the fact that a tree wi1l only produce once
in about four to seven years. After being
cut, the tree will "bleed" out about five
or six pounds of chicle into the canvas bag
by the next morning. In just a few hours
the tree has given its all and is rendered
useless so far as chicle is concerned for a
period of years. This cutting of the bark
in no way harms the tree, and after a
period of years the tree may be cut again
to produce once more.
Each day the chiclero visits the trees
cut the day before to gather his harvest
and then cuts new trees for the next day's
yield. As the days pass the chiclero, hunting for more trees to cut, finds himself farther and farther from his camp. After
about a month it becomes necessary to
move the camp. Thus in search of new
trees to cut, they will move the camp several times during the harvest season.
In all his walking the chiclero does not
mark his path, nor does he carry a compass. He does not take the same path any
two days, as each day he hunts new trees
to harvest. Among themselves they have
the saying, "The chiclero never gets lost."
Even if he must spend a night in the junw
gle, not returning to the camp until the
AWAKE!
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readers have read
about the huge 200-inch teleA WAKE!

scope situated at Mount Palomar in the
United States. For many years it was the
largest astronomical eye in the world. Re·
cently, however, an even larger instrument

has been making news headlines, especially
in connection with the earth satellite program pursued as part of the geophysical
year. This is the giant radio telescope at
Jodrell Bank, Cheshire, England. Why
"giant"? Because the diameter of this telescope is not 200 inches but 250 feet! There
are no glass lenses or polished aluminum
reflecting mirrors in this telescope either,
for the techniques involved in using the
instrument are far removed from those
employed when examining the universe
with the normal optiCill telescope.
During recent years scientilltS have been
developing an entirely new method of look· '
ing into space, the term radio-astronomy
being used to describe.,tbe new sCience. So
penetrating is thls method that one scien.
tific correspondent said that looking
through an optical telescope could be com·
pared to a person's
looking at life
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through a pair ot spectacles
fitted with frosted glass, while
using a radio telescope enables one to obtain a beautifully ,clear view of the sky.
Why shQuld this be!
for centuries, astronomers have been
handicapped by the fact that the atmosphere is between them and the stars they
want to view. It may be difficult for us to
realize, as we gaze at the Creator's handi·
work through an apparently sparkling,
clear atmosphere; that this layer of air is
by no means perfectly transparent. It is
transl~nt, certainly, but in many cases
it gives astronomers a distorted view and
in some instances it hides important fea·

tures of the universe from view altogether.
Another factor that impedes the scien·

tists in their search for more knowledge
about. the universe is the presence of large
quantities of cosmic dust that are situated
between us and some of the stars. This
dust is so thick that if there were some
means of clearing it away the sky would
appear to be filled with a great sheet of
light. Much of the darkness that fills the
sky would disappear if this obstruction
could be removed, the astronomers believe.
No doubt the darkness surrounding the
earth before Jehovah God caused his com·
mand, "Let light come to be," to be ful·
filled was due to the presence of cosmic
dust in the vicinity of the earth. ("Who
barricaded the sea with doors . . . when
I put the cloud as its garment and thick
gloom as its swaddling band?") However,
its presence in the universe is no hindrance to the radio-astronomer. Radio
waves are able to penetrate this cosmic
dust.-Gen. 1 :3; Job 38:8, 9.
AWAKE!

tim on toward building a huge completely
The bowl is itself cradled in a steel
framework eleven feet deep at the center
steerabZe radio telescope.
The Giant Telescope
Professor A. C. B. Lovell, professor of
radio-astronomy at the University of Manchester and director of the Jodrell Bank
Experimental Station, was the man behind
the designing and construction of the giant
telescope at Jodrell Bank. He has said that
for ten years he dreamed of building a research instrument such as this, but the
difficulties at one time seemed insurmountable. A description of the structure and
how it works will help one to appreciate
why this should have been so.
The main drawback of designing a telescope of this kind is the tremendous size
needed to obtain results comparable to the
accuracy attainable with the large optical
telescopes. This is because radio waves are
relatively large whereas light waves are
extremely small. (The 200-inch diameter
of Mount Palomar's telescope is equal to
about ten million times the wave length
of light.) Even with a receiver 250 feet in
diameter, this is only about a thousand
times the wave length of the shortest radiation that will be detected. The greater the diameter of the telescope relative
to the wave lengths of radiation being
measured the greater the accuracy and
definition will be. After a great deal of
experimental work the instrument was
completed toward the close of 1957 and
today it looks like the illustration.
The essential component of the structure
is the huge reflecting bowl, 250 feet in diameter. This is a paraboloid reflector,
meaning, in tbis instance, that it receives
nearly parallel beams of radio waves, reflecting them to a focal point fifty-five feet
above the center of the bowl. At this point
there is an aerial built onto a tower. The
bowl, then, is a means of concentrating the
waves to the small aerial.
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of the bowl and seventy-three feet at its
outer rim. This bowl weighs 800 tons and
Is pivoted between two steel lattice towers
180 feet high. The towers themselves rise
from a system of deep trussed girders not
unlike railway bridges, and the whole
structure rests on bogies traveling on a
circular railway track 332 feet in diameter.
The telescope is, therefore, fully steerable
in that the whole structure, which weighs
1,800 tons, can rotate slowly on the track
while the 800-ton bowl can be rocked between the towers and trained on any point
in the sky. The bowl can even be completely inverted, for maintenance purposes! InCidentally, when it is thus inverted, it
forms the largest domed roof in the world!
The "bicycle wheel" seen to hang from
underneath the bowl structure gives additional stability to the framework.
One of the problems that had to be
overcome was the way in which the foundations could be made to support all the
varying weights and strains due to wind
pressures, rotation, etc. This was done in
an interesting way. First of all, many test
borings had to be made to determine the
character of the ground under the telescope. So much variation was discovered
over the site that there are now 152 concrete piles in the foundations, varying in
depth from thirty-seven feet to ninety
feet. These support a ring of concrete over
which the rails are laid. In addition to all
this there is a huge central foundation
pillar of concrete immediately under the
point at which the "bicycle wheel" contacts the base of the structure.
The bowl is so large that the wind pressures encountered during the operation of
the telescope are a major factor affecting
the stability of the structure. Before anything was constructed, exhaustive wind
tunnel tests were carried out to discover
AWAKEI
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is it that ivol'Y
,
holds a strong
appeal to the lovero! beauty?
It must be that no plastics
manufacturer can quite duplicate the subtle tones and
graduations found in ivory.

Modern plastics are clever
man-made substitutes, but the
discerning eye appreciates
the real thing~naturallvory.
'W In Ivory we have a sub·
stance that combines beauty
and usefulness. Highly elastic and finely
grained, ivory is composed of layers of den'tine, alternating in shade, which intersect one
another. The captive elephant pulling at a
rope takes it between his molar teeth and
passes it over one of his tusks to get a good
purchase. The strains thus imposed could be
withstood only by an extremely strong and
elastic material like ivory.
'if Poets and writers have admired it so much
that they have used it to describe the beauties
of men and women. In the Bible book The
Song of Solomon we read: "His abdomen is
an ivory plate covered with sapphires," and,
"Your neck is like an Ivory tower." (Cant.
5:14; 7:4) Yes, this wonderful substance has
been used and appreciated right down through
the ages.
'W When we speak of ivory we usually mean
ivory taken from the elephant's upper incisor
teeth or tusks. Not all elephants, though, have
tusks. In Ceylon hardly more than 1 percent
of the elephants have them. In Africa both
sexes have them. Is it true that there are
elephants with four tusks? "Four-tusked ele.phants are not a myth:' says George G. Good·
win, associate curator of the Department of
Mammals of the American Museum of Nat·
ural History. "Every twenty years or so, one
is either shot or found dead. There is a splendid exaI1lple of an elephant skull wIth four
tusks in the Congo Museum in Belgium and
another in the Explorers Club in New York."
OW In the African elephant tusks are some·
times as long as ten feet. A pair of East Afri·
can elephant tusks recently found weighed
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312 pounds and was valued
at $1,700. In 1898 a pair
weighing 450 pounds was
brought to Zanzibar.
'W Elephant ivory is pre·
ferred, not only for its size,
but also because It Is strong
and possesses high elasticity. The best Ivory both for
size and ease of working,
comes from Africa.
'W Other animals have pro·
vided less popular sources
of ivory. In Siberia vast
quantities of mammoth or
fossil ivory have been unearthed. These tusks are
large, too. They sometimes reach a length of
twelve feet or more but are very curved and
relatively narrow. It is not favored greatly
by ivory workers because it is too hard and
brittle.
'i? Hippopotamus canine teeth and tusks are
sometimes used, but the pieces are quite small
and do not have eye·pleasing patterns. Other
sources are walrus tusks and the spirally
twisted tusk of the narwhal.
'W In the Far East ivory has been used and
~ppreciated for many centuries. Indian Ivory
IS world·famous, and as early as the third
century B.C. there were guilds of Ivory workers in India. They particularly liked to inlay
theIr exquisitely carved wooden fUrniture with
!vory decorations. In China extremely delicate
IVOry carvings have been made. Lace patterns
in Ivory have amazed world travelers brows.
ing around the poky storell in HO:r;l.g Kong.
'i? Until the advent of modern plastics ivory
was used extensively for handles of knives
and lorks and walking sticks. Many a woman.
while brushIng her hair, has paused to admire
the ivory backing of her hairbrush. Chess
players have momentarily taken their minds
off the interplay of moves to gIve a thought
to the dellcately carved ivory chessmen. Piano
players "tickle the ivories." Many fine pianos
stUl have bleached ivory for the white keys.
'i? Many persons possess an ivory work or
carving of some kind. Those who do should
remember that ivory likes the light and hates
extremes of temperature. Look after it well;
and as you enjoy its lovely gloss and admire
its beautiful grain, give credit to its inimi.
table DesIgner, Jebovah God.
AWAKE!

The people can be divided into five fairly
well-defined groups: (1) the farmers of the
Atlantic plains; (2) the mountain peasants
who farm the fertile valleys; (3) the seminomad mountain peasants who leave their
homes for a large part of the year to seek
better grazing for their flocks; (4) the
nomads, seminomads and settlers of the
arid lands in eastern and southern Mo-

rocco, and (5) the city dwellers.
Arabs and Berbers form the bulk of Morocco's population. Although the Berbers
constitute the majority of the people, their
dialects are spoken chiefly in the mountain districts. Arabic is the langl)age that
is most widely spoken in the couhtry. The

cent consisted of a mixture from. many
lands. Since the independence of Morocco
in 1956 the foreign population has steadily
decreased. It has been the government's
policy to replace foreign penonnel with
Moroccan nationals.
When'the work contract of a foreigner
expires he cannot get government permission to continue working in the country
unless he can obtain a contract that shows
him to be a specialist in a branch of industry where there is a shortage of trained
men. On the other hand, anyone who wants
to bring capital into the country to start
a business that will employ Moroccans Is
welcomed.

Berbers are not newcomers to Morocco.
They were there when the Arabs arrived
in the seventh century. In spite of the fact
that they were converted to the Islamic religion, their customs continue to be distinctly different from those of the Arabs.
The Tuareg are an interesting people
who are offshoots of the Berbers. In their
society the men are the ones who veil their
faces, not the women. In times past their
fierce, blue-robed warriors terrorized the
~entral Sahara by tribal wars and raids on
~aravans. Around the first part of the
twentieth century the French succeeded in
subduing them. Their women have much
more freedom than do Arab women. Instead of leading a secluded life, they are
free to move about, own property, marry
according to their own will, be heard in
councils and even hold positions as heads
of encampments.
Morocco has a large Jewish population,
the major portion of which lives in the
towns. Most of the Jews trace their ancestry back to refugees who fted from
Spain and Italy during the Inquisition.
The foreign population in the country
reached a peak of 400,000 in 1952. Of
these, 10 percent were north Africans and
70 percent French. The remaining 20 per-
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Industries
Although Morocco is chiefly an agricultural state, it has a number of successful
industries. The cloth cap called a fez is
manufactured in large quantities, The city
of Fez is the center of this industry. Moroccan leather and carpets have gained a
good reputation in other lands.
Since tuna, sardines, anchovies and
shellfish abound in Moroccan coastal waters, the country has a flourishing fishing
industry. It is among the world's foremost
fish canners.
In 1952 mining produced one third of
the country's exports and represented one
of the fundamental activities of French
colonialism. At that time the mines em·
ployed 35,000 Moroccans and 3,000 Europeans,
Government and Education
King Mohammed V i~ the source of
Morocco's political power. He appoints
the National Consultative Assembly of
seventy-six members, The assembly acts as
adviser to the king. He also appoints a
cabinet and a premier to help him in exercising executive power.
AWAKE/
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hurricanes. This
menace occurs
mostly during the season of
tropical rains, from July to
October.
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tating winds turn in
a clockwise directiOD in the Southem
Hemisphere and in

a counterclockwise
movement in the
Northern Hemi~

sphere.
tY "AWAKEI" CORUSPONDENT
Hurricanes in the West In~
IN MARTINIQUE
dies have been fOWld to folJust what are huITicanes
low a general pattern that
and, when one approaches, what can you can be summed up as foHows: The winds
do to reduce damage to property and to turn around a vertical axis in a counterclockwise motion that increases in intenavoid loss of human life?
sity toward the center. The whole rotatHow Hurricanes Come About
ing cyclone or hurricane moves in a more
To start with, a few details about me- or less straight line at a speed of about
teorology, or the study of weather, will not twenty miles an hour. Barometer readings
be amiss. If you draw a line on a map con- drop progressively from the edge toward
necting the points where the same atmos- the center of the hurricane.
pheric pressure exists, that line is called
As soon as a hurricane warning is given,
an isobar. If you draw several isobars, ac- the inhabitant of Martinique can tell from
cording to the ditIerent atmoo.phenc p~ the wi.nd approximately where the center
sures occurring in a particular region, you of the storm will pass. If the wind rotates
will notice they often form closed curves in-a clockwise direction, he knows the eye
having a common center. If the lowest of the cyclone will pass to the south, if
pressure is to be found in the center, the counterclockwise, to the north.
meteorologist would call this condition a
Between five and ten hunicanes hit the
depression, whereas if the highest pres- West Indies every year. Statistics show
sure is located in the center, he would caH that most of these occur between July 10
it an anticyclone.
and October 31, with the worst hurricanes
Meteorologists have observed that iso- coming during the first two weeks in Sepbaric formations move about, but that it tember.
is difficult to predict their movement!'!.
They have also noticed that depressions Notable West Indian Hurricanes
bring bad weather, with rain, wind and
Since 1903 Martinique has been spared
storms, whereas anticyclones mean tine from hurricane disasters, the worst hurweather.
ricanes since then hitting the island in
Another phenomenon the weathermen 1916, 1926 and 1928, without causing too
have discovered is that there is wind be- much damage. However, our neighboring
tween two isobars and that the strength island of Guadeloupe suffered terribly durof this wind depends upon the difference ing the 1928 hurricane. The havoc wrought
of atmospheric pressure between the two by the winds was worsened by an earthisobars. They have noticed 'that this re- quake and a great tidal wave. Many of the
SUlts in a whirlwind movement around the bodies dragged out from beneath the decenter of a depression and that these ro- bris had to be burned on the spot, for they
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However, none of the terrifying West
Indian huiricanes can compare with the
great hurricane of Annageddon, which
will soon unleash its destructive forces
throughout the entire earth, wiping out
the present wicked order of things. Hap.

pity. many West Ind1ans have already
f?UDd the one ~ refuge against that
time of trouble. It is God's kingdom, now
being preached throughout these islands by
the zealous witnesses of Jehovah.-Matt.
24:14.

Jehovah s Witnesses in Contrast
IS, "AwllbJ" corr..pondent In Canoda

HE consistency of the actions of Jehovah's
witnesses walking in their integrity has
gradually built up public respect for the
New World society, which they represent. The
publIc has come to realize that with Jehovah's
witnesses divine principles count.
A representative of the Canadian Branch
office had occasion to appear in court In AI·
berta. The judge was pleased to get acquainted
and said: "1 have been following your cases
for many years and often have occasion to refer
to them." "How is that, Judge, you do not surely
have cases out here such as we have in Que.
bec?" The judge replied: "It Is often my duty
to confer citizenship on New Canadians. In or·
der to show them the duties of citizenship and
how even in peace time people can tIght for
the constitution, I keep on my desk a copy of
the latest case Jehovah's witnesses have won
in the Supreme Court. 1 read and explain it to
the immigrants as an example of good citizen·
ship."
An Ontario magistrate told the Wa'ch Tower
Society's attorney: "Your organization has cer·
talnly earned the respect of the people by the
way it conducts its af'l'airs. 1 first became im·
pressed while in the air force during the last
war. One of your young ladies called at a
home that had been converted Into an air force
quarters. She was brought into a room where
there were about twenty young men in uniform,
With perfect poise and not the least embarrass·
ment she spoke to the group. Some scoffed at
first, but when she left she carried the respect
01 every man there."

T
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While Jehovah's witnesses have been earnlng
respect by their faithful course of drawing peo.
pIe to the Bible, speakers other than Jehovah's
witnesses have publicly condemned the ortho.
dox churches for failing to stand for real Chris.
tianity. In a speech delivered February 27, 1958,
Professor C. W. Mills addressed a gathering of
ministers of the United Church of Canada. The
Telegram (Toronto) newspaper said: "A self·
described" pagan chastised ministers last night
and called on them to show some 'Christian
defiance.' He said religion was falling down
on its job of denouncing evil. The test of Chris.
tianIty was whether it backed the pacifis1:&'
stand against war. 'If you don't speak out
against a thing, and don't feel and act as Chris·
tians, then you are contributing to moral paral.
ysis and intellectual rigidity.' "
Another speaker, Bishop K. C. Evans of the
Anglican Church of Canada, recently expressed
the following opinion: "The weak, insipid, un.
real type of religion of many CanadIan church.
es has resulted in multitudes of people becom.
ing inoculated with the virus of the gospel and
becoming impervious to it. For a long time the
apostasy of the masses has been ,cloaked under
a purely nominal kind of religion."
While Jehovah's witnesses are becoming in.
creasingly respected, orthodox religion is con·
stantly going down in pubUc esteem, condemned
by its own ministers. Jehovah has blessed the
faithful efforts of his people In Canada with
continued growth. They see the need for dIrect.
ing the people of Canada to Jehovah's wonder.
ful kingdom of hope and comfort.
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Today Christian ministers feel the same
way as Jesus did about doing Jehovah's
will. They have been infonned that the
life of a minister will be rough. They are
hated, persecuted and some are even killed
for preaching. (John 15:18, 20; 16:1-4) As
in Jesus' case, they are paid no money salary. True, G<Jd promised faithfully to provide for them, and he does so. But nowhere in all his written Word does he
promise his true servants wealth and
worldly honors and positions. Yet all of
this does not prevent them from taking up
the ministry as their vocation in life.
God's love for mankind stirs man's love
for God. This love is the principal motivating factor. Men are moved from within
themselves to want to do God's will. Since
in true Christianity there is no division of
clergy and laity, one can become a minister of God quite simply. First, he must
study God's Word diligently, believe what
is taught therein, then dedicate his life to
God and symbolize that dedication by water immersion. Thereafter, he must sincerely endeavor to carry out his dedication
vows. By virtue of his dedication and the
knowledge that he possesses of God's purposes, he is commissioned to be God's minister. Christianity obligates every member
to become a minister of God. The preaching and teaching was 'not to be carried on
by a specially chosen and paid clergy class.
Jesus plainly told his disciples: "But you,
do not you be. called 'Rabbi', for one is
your teacher, whereas all you are brothers.
Moreover, do not call anyone your father
on earth, for One is your Father, the heavenly One. Neither be called 'leaders', for
your Leader is one, the Christ. But the
greatest one among you must be your minister. Whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be
exalted." This arrangement provides for
no exalted clergy class in the Christian
28

congregation, where all dedicated members
are ministers.-Matt. 23:8-12.
Today throughout Christendom there is
a definite division between the clergy and
the members of the church .. This is because the members do not care to shoulder
their responsibility as ministers and teachers of the gospel. In fact, what they have
done is to hire professional ministers, men
smooth of tongue who would tickle their
ears with the wisdom of men and not with
the truths of God. This has had a telling
effect. It has caused the parishioners to
turn their ears from sound doctrine to false
stories. Instead of being equipped to teach
others, members of long standing find
themselves mere babes in knowledge, such
as have need of milk and not solid food.
-2 Tim. 4:3, 4; Heb.5:12.
On the other hand, Jehovah's witnesses
today see that every dedicated witness becomes a minister of God. To this end they
teach and train every member of the New
World society. They know that every
Christian is obliged to become a minister.
As the apostle Paul wrote: "If, now, I am
declaring the good news, it is no reason
for me to boast, for necessity is laid upon
me. Really, woe is me if I did not declare
the good news!" So then, each witness becomes a minister of the gospel not simply
by personal choice of a vocation, but necessity is laid upon him, and woe be unto
him if he does not declare the good news!
-1 Cor. 9:16.
Despite the hardships connected with it,
the ministry of God is the greatest privilege a creature on earth could enjoy. It is
an office that cannot be bought with money. This privilege is from God. Therefore,
it involves duties higher than those duties
springing from any human relations, and
they must be fulfilled. Happy is the minister who does his work faithfully, because
he is the servant of God.-Heb. 6: 10.
AWAKE!

ready received exit vtsaa, Only
non,Jews were permitted to
leave, In September of last
year the Romanian reg i m e
permitted Jewish citizens to go
to Israel, and by the following
March 20,000 had left the country.
San Marino: Women to Vote

+ Women

won the right to
vote in the world's smallest
republic in early May. Suf·
frage privileges were accorded
San Marino's 3,000 womenfolk
by a vote of 31 to 4 in the tiny
land's Great Council. San Ma·
rlno Is said to have been
founded 1,600 years ago and
thus claims to be the oldest
republic in the world. Situated
In southern Europe on the Italian peninsula, It covers only
about 38 square miles.
Nero's Gardens

+ Ancient

writers tell of the
burning of Rome A.D. 64, while
Emperor N e r 0 watched the
blaze from a tower and sang
"The Fan of Uium." Accused
of arson by the populace, the
emperor fixed the blame on
Rome's ChrIstians. T a cIt u s
tells of the arrest arld conviction of an "immense multitude" of Christians on these
false charges. Some of them
were clothed in animal skins
and torn to pieces by dogs,
while others were burned
alIve. Tacitus states that "Nero offered his gardens for the
spectacle." Early this year anclent stairways, wa 1 I san d
mosaics were discovered be·
tween the River Tiber and the
Vatican. The ruins were iden·
tlfied as Nero's gardens. No
direct evidence as yet has been
unearthed to prove that the
chronicled Christian massacre
took place there, but excavations reveal "a vast complex
of structures" that could ac·
commodate I a r g e crowds of
spectators.
Congo Leaders Absolved

+ Political rioting flared up in

Leopoldville i nth e Belgian
Congo in early January. Of
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abo u t 300 AfrIcans arrested
and charged with responsibility for the demonstrations was
Joseph Kaeavubu, a mayor of
one of LeopoldvllIe'S districts,
and two other Abako leaders.
The three were later taken to
BelgIum for a study tour. On
May 9 they were granted per·
mission to return home. The
absolved Con g 0 leaders say
that they will continue their
work for the Congo's inde·
pendence "In order and in
legality."
New African Union

+ Ghana

and Guinea joined
hands in a new AfrIcan union
on May 1. Ghana's Prime Minis t e r Kwame Nkrumah and
Guinea's Pre sid e n t Sekou
Toure signed an agTeement on
that date laying the groundwork for a Union of Independ·
en t African States. Ghana's
status within the British Commonwealth remains unchanged
and both Ghana and Guinea
will continue to carry on their
own diplomatic al1'airs and
will retain their own military
forces. The new agreement
provides for the establishment
of a Union Economic Council
and a Union Bank. Opportunity to jOin the neW union is
extended to "all independent
African states or federations
adhering to the principles on
which the Union Is based."
Portugal: Foiled Plot

+ The Lisbon government reo

ported on May 7 that it had
qu.ash~d. an att~m?ted Y~\1()\t
in Portugal in March. Nine
milItary men and 22 civilians
were said to have been arrested and will be tried by military and civilian courts respectively. Government
sources held that the conspir_
acy had originated during Portugal's June elections. A Lisbon spokesman charged the
uprising to Communists and
supporters of Lleut. Gen. Humberto Delgado, Opposition candidate who was defeated In the
elections and has since then

been granted asylum in Bra·

"I.

Soviet Population

.. A census of the U.S.S.R.,
taken on January 15 this year,
has put Soviet population at
208,800,000. The report, Issued
on May 10 by Moscow's Central StatistIcal Board, Indicated a population rise of 9.5 percent since the last census was
t a ken on January 17, 1939.
Certain areas have grown in
the Intervenlng ';fean. F~1: ~x-
ample, Western SIberIa's population has risen by 24 percent,
Eastern Siberia's by 34 percent, and that of the Soviet
Far East by 70 percent. Urban
population has risen from 32
percent to 48 percent of the
total since 1939. Moscow's populace, 4,183,000 in 1939, is now
placed at 5,032,000. The report
put annual deaths at 7.5 per
1,000, though no figures were
given for infant mortality. It
was claimed that the Soviet
death rate was the lowest in
the world. Yearly births were
listed at 25 per 1,000 and mar_
riages at 12 per 1,000.
Brftl!lh Transport Crash

+A

British transport plane
carrying secret missile equipment crashed on a Turkish
mountain' peak during the lat·
ter part of April. London
feared that the craft had gone
down within Soviet territory,
but on April 29 wreckage of
the plane was sighted on Suo
phan Dag in eastern Turkey_
A seven-man Royal Air Force
team s c a led the 13,OOO-foot
peak and discovered that the
bodies of the transport's 12
crew members, parts of the
craft and Its cargo of secret
materials were strewn 0 v e r
the mountaintop. All hope of
salvaging the wreckage was
forsaken and on May 4 London received permission from
the Turkish government to
bomb the peak and destroy the
war materials scattered in the
crash.
tWAKEI

since you
have read
THE BIBLE?

IF A LONG TIME

READ THIS MESSAGE!

IF JUST TODAY

"You are searching the Scriptures," Jesus said, "because
you think that by means of them you will have everlasting
life; and these are the very ones that bear witness about
me." (John 5; 39)
By these words Jesus showed our need
for the Bible-it explains Jesus' allimportant place in our destiny. All
should read it.

Yet Jesus spoke these words to men
who did not know him, even though
they had the Bible and were already
reading it. What, then?

Reading the Bible is important, yes, but it is getting the
understanding that brings life. Both can be made easier.
Jehovah's witnesses would like to help you. Here's how:
Mail the rcupnn below for thb combination,

I

2

New World Translation of the Christian Greek Scriptures, containing the
Bible books Matthew to Revelation (800 pages, thin Bible paper, hard bound
in green leatherette).
From Paradise Loat to Paradise Regained. the simplest and most satisfying
Scriptural explanation of man's destiny ever released (256 pages, large
clear type, beautifully illustrated).
!loth ore yOlJr. for only 12,3

Send today and make your Bible reading truly helpful in
your search for everlasting life.
WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

LONDON N.W. 7

1 am .. ncJosin~ 12/:, for Ute. two bound volumes New World l'ran8lation of Ih-e Christmn Greek
Scnp/urea and From Paradi8e L08t to Paradi8e ReQainfJd. Please ~end my caples at once.
Street and Number
or Route and Box

Name.

Post
Town

.......... .........

pOstal
District No.

County.
In: AUSTRAL1A address 11 Beresford Rd., Strathtleld, N.S.W. CANADA: ISO Br!dgeland Ave., Toronto 19, Onto
SOUTH AFR!CA: Private Bag, ElandsfonteIn, Transvaal. UNITED STATES: 117 Adam~ St.• Brooklyn 1, No Y.
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News sources thot are able to keep you awake to the vital mu•• of Out'
tImes must be unfettered by censorship and selflah Int...ett.. ·'Awok.I" has no
fetters. It recognize. fact., face. facts, I. free to publlth foct •. It I. '.Of bound by
political ambitions or obligaflon.; it I. unhampered Ity ad.,.rtl._
to••
must not be trodden on; it i. unprejudiced by tradlttqjllal creeds. This tournai
keep' itself free that it may speak freely to you. But It eta. not abus. Its fr ••dom.
It maintains integrity to truth.
"Awoke'" uses the r,gular news chonn.I., but i. aot dependent on them.
Its own correspondents are on all continents, in scores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored. on-the-scenes reports come to you through
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these columns. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by 'persons of all ages. Through its
pages many flelds of knowledge pan in review-government, (:ommerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its coverage is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake'" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a cMIinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake'" keep awake tty,.in9 "Awake'"
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A GOOD
EXAMPLE

"ACTIONS speak louder than words,"
says an ancient proverb, and that
with good reason. A good example can impress a lesson far better than much talk,
be the talker a schoolteacher, a parent or
a religious instructor. Paul the apostle ap~
preciated that fact. That is why he wrote;
"Become imitators of me, even as I am of
Christ."-l eor.ll:l.
That is why Jesus Jashed out against
the clergy of his day, saying: "The scribes
and tile Pharisees have seated themselves
in the seat of Moses. Therefore all the
things they tell you, do and observe, but
do not do according to their deeds, for
they say but do not perform."-Matt.
23:2,3.
A modern case in point is that noted from

the following two excerpts taken from the
Roman Catholic monthly, Liguorian, Feb~
ruary, 1959. The first, under the heading
"Is Your Religion Showing," had, among
other things, the following to say: "We
may be devout in our churches, but they
[non-Catholics] are not there to see. We
may eat fish on Fridays, but they are seldom at the table with us. When we relegate religion to a marked-off part of our
JULY 8, ·1959
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lives, instead of letting it overflow into
every hour of the day, we a-re n'3 loog~
Christ-bearers but Christ-hiders."
And under the heading "Need of Wit·
ness," among other things, the fonowing
appeared: "All experience seems to show
that we of the laity do not teach very
much truth to our acquaintances. What is
more remarkable is that in our failure to
teach we are not aware of any failure of
duty•... It takes no great military expert
to predict the results of a war in which
large numbers of the soldiers do not fight,
do not even know that there is a war on.
. .. The great mass of the people we are
fighting to win never meet an officer or
hear an officer's voice. They meet us."
The foregoing excerpts from a quality
Catholic publication pose some pointed
questions. Whose fault is it that so many
Catholics are not aware of any neglect of
duty in their not witnessing to their religion? Why is it that so many of them
do not even know that a war is on? Could
it be because their clergy do not take the
lead?
That this may be the case is apparent
from the situation among the Christian
witnesses of Jehovah. 'There only those
are appointed as presiding ministers or
overseers who are exemplary in preaching
activity. As a result, a11 the Witnesses
really do witness. Yes, there is nothing
like a good example!
3

dren. Religion fixed their
Ilhal, governed their desire
8fi.Q determined their work.
It proved to be a blessing
to family life.-Gen, 6: 9.
As for Abraham, Jehovah said: "For I
have become acquainted with him in order
that he may command his sons and his
household after him so that they shall
keep Jehovah's way to do righteousness
and judgment in order that Jehovah may
certainly bring upon Abraham what he has
spoken about him," It was Abraham's exclusive devotion to his God Jehovah that
kept his family together .-Gen. 18: 19.
God is the Author of marriage and the
Creator of the family. No family can dwell
p,OM the very beginning the family has long together without him. Where religion
been intimately dependent on religion. has grown weak, the family shows a corFrom religion' thei, family drew its unity, responding weakness and a tendency to
its stability and its holiness. When the disintegrate. When religion remains strong
first human pair, Adam and Eve, wor- in the family, it stands as a protective
shiped the Creator and obeyed his law, armor, safeguarding both the individuals
they lived in peace and enjoyed life. But in the family and the family circle.
it was when they disobeyed God's law and
worshiped a false god that fear, disunity What Religion Teaches the FamUy
and family delinquency set in. Their chilThe reason why true religion is the most
dren suffered from the ill-advised course potent factor for success in family life is
their parents took. Their first son turned that it teaches and makes possible the diout to be. a murderer. Therefore, we are vine will regarding family relationship. It
forced to conclude that true religion is a teaches man that he is not a product of
force for good, whereas false religion is evolution, hut an intelligent creature crea counterforce. It leads to famIly division ated by an all-intelligent God. Therefore,
and disappointment.
man is a responsible individual, accountWhen we think of Noah's family. Abra- able to God for his every action. The Bible
ham's family, and other families of honor- teaches that the same God that made man
able mention in the Bible, we can see true also made the family circle and purposed
religion acting as a unifying and sustain- that man should live in a society made of
ing power in family life. Regarding Noah families. Because marriage and family life
the Bible says: "Noah was a righteous have their origin with God and are deman. He proved !himself faultless among pendent on him for success, the arrangehis contemporaries. Noah walked with the ments are sacred. They are not to be treatGod." It was true religion that unified ed lightly. scoffed at or tampered with.
Noah and his family and led to their pres~ They are Jehovah's provisions for the surervatlon through the Flood. Noah was a vival of the human race. Therefore, to
worshiper of Jehovah and so were his chil- marry just for the sake of getting married

r
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is not only showing poor sense and judgmen~ but a flouting of what is sacred. An
example of this occurred in a college town
in 1942. A young girl told her professor
that she was getting married. The professor wished her well and asked whom she
was marrying. The girl replied: "I haven't
the faintest idea. But I'm ,not going to be
left out. When these men come back from
war, they're going to be interested in
-younger women. I'm going to get a husband." The account says: "Get a husband
she did. Within two months she was married." Can you imagine this marriage lasting on as flimsy a foundation 'as that? A
solid religious foundation would have
taught this girl spiritual values and the
need for honoring sacred things. It would
have prevented her from making foolish
statements and rushing into an arrangement so serious without giving it serious

thought.
Religion is impqrtant, too, because it is
through true religion that we learn the true
relationship of husband to wife, and of
parent to child. These relationships are
defined in God's Word the Bible. The apostle Paul wrote: "Let wives be in 'subjection
to their husbands as to the Lord, because
a husband is head of his wife as the Christ
also is head of the congregation, he being
a savior of this body. In fact, as the congregation is \n subjection to the Christ, so
let wives also be to their husbands in
everything. Husbands, continue loving
your wives, just as the Christ also loved
the congregation and delivered up himself
for it •.. In this way husbands ought to
be loving their wives as their own bodies.
He who loves his wife loves himself, for no
man ever hated his own flesh, but he feeds
and cherishes it, as the Christ also does the
congregation, because we are members of
his body. 'For this reason a man will leave
his father and mother and will stick to his
JULY 8, 1959

wife, and the two will be one flesh.""
-Eph.5:21-31.
True religion, as it teaches God's Word,
provides the meaning of life, the standard
and guide by which it is to be lived. (Col.
3:5·14) It is only in the light of God and
his Word that man himself can be understood. It is through Jehovah's spirit and
the faith that He imparts that we receive
-power to live harmoniously i.n the intima-.
cyof the family, as Jehovah intended that
we should live. The family gets its basis for
true unity, stability and strength from
the Christian faith rightly understood and
practiced.
Further, true religion teaches us the nay
ture of true love, the complemental nature
of the sexes, the part the family plays in
the Christian congregation and in man's
relationship to his Creator. It teaches right
moraIs; in turn, these lead to wholesome
conduct and a closeness in relationship
between family rnembers. True religion
points out clearly through ethical concepts
the road to good adjustment, to the
achievement of all the goals of marriage,
to order and peace in married life. Reli·
gion provides the counsel and wisdom that
family life needs. It makes plain the need
for cleanness, godliness and obedience in
marriage. Religion emphasizes those qualities of humility and love, without which
no mamage can 'i'>\\c~ 01' fa.mU;f SUl'Viv-e-.

Love and humility make adjustment, harmony, happiness and true success reachable. This because "love never fails," says
the inspired Word of God.-l Cor. 13:8.

Religious Instruction Begins at Home
The family is God's way of handing religion on to a child. It is His chief instrument for so doing. In fact, the teaching
of true religion is one of the principal du·
ties of the family. In the family religion
is taught by being lived and learned, by
being practiced. It is in the home that God
5

arranged for children first to learn of him.
Moses instructed the Israelites: "Listen,
o Israel: Jehovah our God is one Jehovah.
-And you must love Jehovah your God with
all you'r heart and all your soul and all
your vital force. And these words that I
am commanding you today must prove to
be on your heart, and you must inculcate
them in your son and speak of them when
you sit in your house." Yes, religious instruction is to be conducted in the home.

-Deut.6:4-7.

disguise. Your indifferent attitude toward
religion will make them indifferent toward.
it. They will not be able to evaluate sacred.
things properly. Anything with a religious
stamp on it becomes subject to suspicion
and question. Above all, parents must be
honest. A little boy was watching his father write a sennon. "Daddy," he asked,
"does God tell you what to say'!" "Er..er
-yes, my son," came the slightly hesitating reply. "Well," challenged the boy, "why
do you cross out so much '!" Perhaps, his
sennon was not inspired after all!
Art Linkletter in his book Kid8 Say the
Darndest Things! writes of a child that
stated: "My dad is an 'Episcopalian min~
ister." "What have you learned from his
sennons,!" "Jesus never told a lie." "Anything else?" "And he chopped down the
cherry tree." "Are you going to be a minister too'!" "Not unless the Anny was go~
ing to draft me." "How did you come to
think of that'!" "That's what my daddy
did." These children, of course, are growing up without much regard for religion,
not because of religion, but because of
their parents. Parents must set proper examples.

No doubt, the transferring of religious
to agencies outside the home
has brought about a disregard for religion
in the home. This has done much to weaken family ties. The truth remains that it is
quite impossible to transfer this God-given
obligation to a man-made institution outside the home. Religion can only be supplemented outside the home, but not taught
in the same sense that the parents are
to teach it. Unless the family provides a
Christian environment in harmony with
Bible doctrine, what is taught in the best of
institutions is undone to a great extent by
the bad example set at home. A Sundayschool teacher with twenty years' experience says that she has come to the "very
definite conclusion that it is desperately Teaching by Example
hard for Sunday school teachers to do
Children learn best by example. The
more than interpret and make meaning- book Love Is No Luxury states: "Religion
ful the religious teaching which the home is taught by being lived, and learned by
gives the child." And if the home does not being practiced. The curious thing about
supply the instruction, the Sunday school it is that every parent teaches his child
about God whether he is aware of it or not.
Is usually a complete failure.
I!
he never worships God he is saying to
For reJigion to be effectively taught in
the
child, 'God doesn't mean a thing to
the home, the parents themselves must
I! he goes to church once in a while,
me.'
take the lead in religious services. There
he
is
saying, 'God means a little to me,
is no escaping the fact that children see
but
not
much.' By the way he lives he may
what goes on in the home. It does no good
to don a "holier than thou" attitude when be building for the child a little god-shelf,
yOll pick up a Bible if you are a living occupied by Science, Man, Tolerance, Interror when you put the Book down. If you telligence, or what not. God wi1l be God
appear religious before others and are not for the child if he is God for the father
at home, children see right through your and the mother. When a father thanks God
in~truction
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daily for the food on the table he Is sayltlg
to the child, 'From God comes everything.
I depend upon him.' There is need in tile
home for a certain amount of formal, con~
sciolls, and direct teaching of religion. But
by far the greater part of it, and the most
effective, is the indirect teaching which is
the inescapo.ble resuIt of our daily living."
If we want to instill good Christian principles and right morals in our children, we
must first instill these in our own hearts
and practice them. We cannot escape God's
laws: "For whatever a man is sowing, this
he will also reap." And it Is easy enough
to tell what we are sowirlg by observing
our children. Your morals and self will be

holds tor youth is'refi.ected in the attitude
people toward religion. In a recent surveY of several hundred college students only 4 percent said they most wanted
religious values in their marriage. This
can mean only one thing-that todaY's
parents have miserably failed in word Blld
in deed to inculcate in children the need
of re1igion for a successful family life. And
as cleric Albert L. Neibacher of New York
city stated: "Unless today's parents set
their homes in order, tomorrow's world
wlll be one of even greater rebellion, lawlessness and confusion."

at yaung

What to Do
Now, in all probability your home has
a Bible. Most homes do. Study it. This
Book offers safeguards for the minds and
your mother," but do you? You may tell hearts of the men who will accept it. It
your child that it is wrong to steal, to com· reveals the thoughts of the Creator.
mit adultery, to lie, to covet, hut do you Through getting a right knowledge of what
do these things? The do's and don't's are it says we can make our minds over, putting things in the right order and pleasing
mainly taught by example.-Gal. 6:7.
Linkletter writes about a child who told God. Psalm 119:9 puts the matter very
ahout his dad's occupation. "My dad's a simply: "How will a young man cleanse
cop who arrests burglars, robbers and his path? By keeping on guard accQrding
thieves." The interviewer asked, "Doesn't to your word." Know what the Bible says
your mother worry about such a risky and believe it. Apply its instructions, use
job?" The boy's answer, "Naw, she thinks it as your life guide. As Paul advised the
it's great. He brings home rings and brace- young man Timothy, you must be "a worklets and jewelry almost every week." The man witb nothing to be ashamed of,
way the lad stated it his dad must be a handling the word of the truth aright."
recipient of kickbacks, and the mother -2 Tim. 2:15.
This course is valuable to you because it
thinks "it's great." So what is the child
going to think? Cheating may seem nor- brings happiness and contentment now. It
provides against the forces of delinquency.
mal to him.
It
will be a safeguard through the impendThere is no denying that very few par~
ing
time of trouble, Armageddon Bible
ents teach their children religion in the
principles
will improve' your family Ufe,
home. And the bad example that they set
they
will
help
you to rear ~tter children
about undoes everything others may inand
to
have
a
more peaceful, contented
stilI in the child. So we should not be surprised to see a flourishing crop of delin~ mind. Most important of all, true religion
quents, a rise in immorality and crime, in the home means peace with God and
because these are merely a reflection of life to all who conform their lives to his
a decadent adult world. What the future Word.

reflected to a large extent in what they
say and do. True, you may teach your child
the command: "Honor your father and
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, vacuuming,
by atomic power.
power has 1:>e-

ades ago (December
conquer the seas.
1942) a group of scienthe time of the writtists lighted the first of
ing of this article the
their atomic fires. This
United States had six
sparked the beginning of
nuclear-powered submawhat man has called-the
rines operating. Some fouratomic age.
teen more are being built
As recently as 1954, priand a nuclear-powered
vately operated nuclear
guided-missile cruiser and
power plants were nothing but brigl!!t';
carrier are under construction.
dreams on paper. But today there are
Nautilus sailed 'some 60,000 miles on
the United States at least three such plants;",m amount of uranium no bigger than the
in operation, generating electricity for size of a light bulb. The Russians have
homes and industries; four additional ones launched an atomic icebreaker capable of
are being built and eleven more are sailing three years without refueling. Japlanned. William L. Laurence, the science pan has annmmced plans to build an atomeditor of the New York Times, says that ic submarine tanker that will travel under
"by 1980, it is expected, two-thirds of all the waves at twenty-two knots. Both Great
new additions to our electric generating Britain and Germany have plans to procapacity will be nuclear."
duce atom-powered ships. The United
Laurence further reveals that Britain States is scheduled to launch the world's
plans to have twenty atom power plants first nuclear-powered passenger-cargo vesin operation by 1965 and that within sel in 1960. The ship, the N.S. Savannah
twenty-five years Western Europe will be ("N.S." for nuclear ship), is estimated to
getting more electricity from atomic pow- cost about $40,250,000. It will carry sixty
er than it produces today from all its coal, passengers, cruise at twenty knots, run for
oil and hydroelectric plants. There are 300,000 miles or about three and a half
some thirty-four or more major-size atom years without refueling.
power plants under construction or
planned by various nations, and several of Radioisotopes Save Billions
Despite the statistics, the nuclear power
them are about ready'for operation. Beindustry
story is no "get-rich-quick" busifore 1967, Euratom, a combine of six Euness,
because
its initial costs are high.
ropean nations, anticipates nuclear power
plants with a total capacity of 15,000,000 Just to build an average-size reactor will
kilowatts. The Soviet Union is reported to cost up to $30,000,000. In the United States,
have some five 70,900-kiIowatt plants of where oil, coal and water are plentiful,
various types uhder construction. The first conventional power is, on an average, at
of the five was to have been completed by least three times cheaper than the most
the end of 1958. So right now big atomic efficient atomic power produced today. In
reactors are providing the curr:ent for Britain, however, where coal is scarce and
lights, refrigerators, television sets and expensive, nuclear power by 1963 will be
other household appliances. Men and wom- no more expensive than conventi6nal powen of the atomic nations are now cooking, er. Therefore, the incentive for atomic
8
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power is much greater in that land and in ample, lJnder process control it lists:
lands where fossil fuels are scarcer than "measuril1g and monitoring all sorts of
in the United States, where fuels are plen- things such as the thickness of steel sheets
tiful and cheap.
and plastic films, the level of liquids in
However, there is one field where the tanks, the uniformity of paint and enamel
atom payoff is brighter than had been ex- coatings. Then there is testing; the tarpected, that is, in the field of radioisotopes. nish resistance of silver plate, the effecDr. WiI1ard F. Libby, of the Atomic En- tiveness of soaps, the answers to posers
ergy Commission in the United States, es- such as how long a film of toothpaste protimated that these tiny bits of "hot" mat- tects your teeth, how (leep does cold cream
ter, as they are called, saved the United penetrate your skin, how thoroughly do
States industry some $500,000,000 in 1957 dry cleaning methods remove spots? And
by improving various processes. These sav- there are the applications in the service
ings, he believes, "will reach $5,000,000,- industries: Where are buried pipes leak000 annually in 10 years, more than twice ing? How do you find a manhole lost in
the entire yearly cost of the AEC's present the snow? How long will an asphalt highway last?" The field for radioisotopes is
program, including defense."
What are radioisotopes or "hot" atoms? almost limitless.
In steel mills, for example, a sheet is
They are atoms that have been made radiorolled
out hot at about forty miles an hour.
active in an atomic reactor. These atoms
Old
methods
were slow about revealing
emit rays that are easily detected and
flaws
in
the
steel.
But radioisotopes work
measured with radiation instruments, such
almost
at
the
speed
of light. If the sheet
as a Geiger counter. The fact that its atoms
of
steel
becomes
thicker
than desired, a..
are radioactive does not alter the chemical
radiation
measuring
gauge
notes the varia~
behavior of the substance. They merely
tion
immediately
and
automatically
makes
make their presence as part of the subthe
needed
adjustments.
If
a
flaw
is destance known through the rays that they
tected
in
the
steel,
atom-control
gauges
emit. It is this fact that makes them inbring the operation to a. stop within a few
valuable to scientists.
How are radioisotopes used by atomic feet of the trouble. Thus millions of dollars
scientists? They are used as tracer isotopes are saved in materials and time.
Radioactive atoms are helping oil men
to reveal the mechanism of chemical refind
new oil pools. Some 87 percent of the
actions and of biological processes. Physiwells
drilled today are "dry holes." Wet
cians can follow the complicated paths of
or
dry
they cost an average of $100,000
chemicals within living organisms. Indusapiece
to
dig. Now with the use of scintries harness the radioactive elements in
tillation
counter
techniques an oil pool can
many ways: to control thickness of mabe
mapped
above
ground. Its size and sh~pe
terials, to make X-ray pictures revealing
can
be
closely
predicted
before the drillers
structural flaws; paper mills use isotopes
begin
their
work.
Think
what a time- and
to measure paper thickness, etc. Today
money-saver
this
is!
about 1,700 industrial organizations, inFor the first time since 1839 there is
cluding 250 of the 500 largest corporations in the United States, are licensed to a basic change in curing rubber. Today
use radioisotopes, One manufacturer gives tires are being vulcanized by nuclear rasome seventy different classes of use for diation. Irradiated tires are expected to
radioisotopes in industry alone. For ex- wear longer and resist deterioration better
JULY 8, 1959
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than nonirradiated tires. Radioisotopes are
also used as tracers to determine the
amount of rubber worn oft' a tire by measuring the radioactivIty of the tire track
on the asphalt pavement. Radioactive
atoms are used to determine the density
and so the firmness of sites for aircraft
runways, roadbeds and dams. Once it took
men thousands of hours to get the answers
to these questions. Now with radioisotopes
they have their answers in a fraction of
that time.
In the auto industry radioisotopes are
used to check the wear of piston rings.
First radioisotopes are introduced into the
rings. Then the motor is operated. The
worn-off iron ~articles of the radioactive
rings are easily measured in the oil, In this
way the durability of the piston ring as
well as th,e efficiency of the oil is determined. By the old method it would have
taken "sixty man-years of effort at a cost
of about $1,000,000, while the radioisotope
technique makes the same information
available in four man-years at a cost of
only $35,000."
The wearabHity of machine cutting
tools, the durability of fabrics, the wearing quality of floor waxes are all brought
to light by simple tests with radioactive
atoms. Suppose an industry wants to test
the efficiency of a new detergent. Radioactive tracers are introduced into soiled
clothing. After the clothes are washed with
the special detergent the test is made to
see how much of the radioisotope tracers
have been washed out of the fabric or remain in the cloth. Similar tests tell which
vacuum cleaners, dusters and washers do
the best work.

Atoms Aiding Agriculture
An estimated $13,000,000,000 worth of
crops are lost to pests, weather, spoilage
and poor farming methods in the United
States each year. In a recent season rust
10

alone ruined 40 percent of the oat crop
from Texas to Iowa. Radioisotopes are aiding in combating this loss. With radiation
a new hardy oat bas been developed-.a
rust-resistant oat. It would haVe taken dec~
ades to bring about the new strain of oats
the old-fashioned crossbreeding way. But
seed irradiation has produced the strain in
eighteen months. Scientists have also given
planters a new variety of rice with short,
stiff straw to withstand windstorms. A
new type of corn has been developed, a
corn with shorter stock and more grain on
each cob. Hardier winter barley and a highyielding variety of wheat, early~maturing
peaches and radiation-improved peanut
plants are all results of radioisotopes at
work. The new peanut produces 30 percent
more peanuts than the nonirradiated kinds.
They are better shaped for mechanical
harvesting and are disease resistant to
boot.
.
Farmers in the United States spend over
a billion dollars a year on fertilizer. Isotopes are showing farmers how best to
apply the fertilizer. In certain plants it has
been found that only 10 percent of a par-

ticular fertilizer applied to roots is actually absorbed, whereas 90 percent is ab~
sorbed when applied to the leaves. With
this new knowledge fanners no doubt will
be spraying certain fertilizers over the
leaves rather than injecting them into the
ground. Spraying will reduce the quantity
of fertilizer needed as well as produce better results and, to top that, save money
and time.
Radioactive atoms have shown cattle
and poultry farmers what diets build bone,
muscle, combat disease and produce larger amounts of milk, meat, eggs, etc. Isotope tests have helped to combat bUghts
in flax, Clover, alfalfa and other plants.
Mosquitoes and cockroaches have been
tagged and tracked to their breeding
grounds and wiped out. Male screwworm
AWAKEI

flies have been sterilized wIth cobalt·60.
The unfertilized eggs that the females lay
have caused the flies to die out in that area.
Someday this may be a means of control·
ling pests.

stricken with cerebral palsy and epilepsy.
The health and defects of the heart are
checked by the flow of tagged radioisotopes
through the organ. Plastic surgery has
been advanced because of the atoms. Doc·
tors no longer have to wait long periods
of time before knowing whether their skin
grafts are actually a success. Now all they
do is inject a little radioactive substance
into the blood stream and listen for it with
a counter around the graft. If the graft
radiates, the doctors are Slli"e that the
blood and nerve connections have been
made and that the operation is successful.
As for more accurate diagnosis with radio·
isotopes, David O. Woodbury, author of
Atoms for Peace, tells of a case where doctors were about to amputate a small boy's
badly infected leg. Just to make sure, "the
patient received an injection of radiosodi.
urn before the crippling operation, and the
leg was explored with a Geiger counter. To
the doctors' surprise, circUlation was still
good as flU' as the ankle, and they were
able to save all but the foot. Ordinary
diagnosis would have condenmed the limb
to the knee." So atoms are at work.

Isotopes at Work in Hospitals
Nearly 2,000 medical institutions and
Physicians use the new tool, radioisotopes,
in treating more than a million patients
a year. Throughout the world radiation is
used to diagnose disease swiftly and more
effectively. The radioisotope makes the
functioning of the entire blood system
quite visible once it has entered the sys·
tern. Atom tracers are used to study the
many complicated chemical reactions in
blood and body cells and even to study
the manner in which cells divide and muI·
tiply. This knowledge arms researchers
with understanding of how malignancies
occur and spread. CobaIt·60 is a means of
checking serum hepatitis, the serious and
sometimes fatal liver infection. Iodine·131
is used for detecting and treating thyroid
disorders. Radioactive labeling of drugs
discloses the effect of these drugs on the
central nervous system, and the isotope is
a means of checking on drug concentra· Atoms at Work in Other Fields
Imagine keeping meats, fruits and vegetion that actually reaches various parts of
tables in room temperature for long pethe body.
Atom·smashers are providing an alter· riods of time without spoiling. Irradiating
native to surgery. Radiation surgery of the foods makes refrigeration unnecessary.
pituitary, the master gland of the body, After only partial radiation, some foods,
has been performed in limited experiments. particularly meats, remaIn edible five
Swedish scientists used the atomic "knife" times longer than they now do in the
to sever two nerve tracts on the human refrigerator. Potatoes exposed to gamma
brain. This painless two·hour operation rays may be stored for a year and a half
freed the patient from chronic pains and in room temperature without sprouting.
depression from which he had suffered for The vitamin content of foods, for the
five years.
most part, remains unaffected by the proc·
ess,
but some foods develop an unpleasant
Atom tracers provide a quick way to
diagnose more accurately what happens in ,taste. United States congressmen have
cases of pernicious anemia and gastric ul· eaten gamma·sterilized dinners. At least
cers. They are being used to determine forty places throughout the United States
what happens to the brains of people are now preserving foods by irradiation.
JULY 8, 1959
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TIlink what this could mean to nations
that are in need. of food and have no refrigeration. Irradiated foods could be easily distributed to these hungry millions.
A Soviet report describes hOw radiation
is used to treat silkwonn cocoons. A Japanese !!Itudy reveals how isotopes are used
to detect fingerprints that do not show up
iII' regular tests. Archaeologists prize the
atom as a tool in dating of organic matter.
Weathermen measure snowfall wjth it and
inform farmers how much water they will
have for irrigation of their crops, which
information helps the farmer to decide
what crops and how much he should plant.
Geneticists are elated over the weird and
remarkable changes isotopes produce in
flowerS. Sometimes double flowers appear
on one stem. A white carnation when bombarded with isotopes turned red. The structure of the carnation exposed to gamma
irradiation has been so basically changed
that it will from now on produce red blossoms as well as white ones.
Scientists speak of using hydrogen
bombs for hollowing out harbors, blasting
through mountains to change the course
of rivers and as a means of creating deep
underground stores of energy in the form
of heat that can be tapped and put to work
when needed. There appears to be no limit
as to how the atom might be used.
But what about atom power for cars and
airplanes '! Experts say small atom power
plants for commercial purposes are a long
way oft". Present power plants are too impractical. For example, a standard 3,000pound car would need an atom power plant

weighing 80,000 pounds to move it along
the highway. This may please the rubber
industry but certainly not the motorist.
An atomic auto battery is estimated to
take up about 1,000 cubic feet of space and
would cost somewhere around $8,000,000.
Even a simple cube-shaped atomic flashlight cell would mea.sure one foot on a $ide
and would sell for about $8,000.
\
The same goes for atomic aircraft.
Atom-powered planes would have advantages over conventional aircraft in that
they would have an unlimited range and
duration of flight. But how to shield the
crew and passengers from hannful radiation is still a major problem. Hall L. Hibbard, senior vice-president of Lockheed
Aircraft, said: "We are trying to develop
a method of deflecting radiation. We have
actually tried 21 different approaches.
More than that I can't say. But 1 will volunteer this: If man is smart enough to use
nuclear power in peaceful pursuit~nd
he is-we believe he is smart enough to
solve the radiation-shielding problem."
But this is still in the future.
However, atomic batteries have been
made that convert atomic energy directly
into electricity. Recently a five-pound
atomic generator was described as having
"no moving parts and is capable of doing
the work of 1,450 pounds of the best electric batteries."
These discoveries tell of new advances,
new strides into the hitherto unknown.
What an interesting time to be alive! This
has come about through such a small thing
as the atom.

Dew Rllm mllre IIftI!n
t!.. In the rural districts of the tiny island of Martinique there are many huts with
roofs made of sugar·cane folIage. The fOliage covers the roof, hanging like loose
bair. Roofs of old were renewed only every two years; but since manure was
:replaced by chemical fertilizers in the sugar·cane fields, a new roof does not last
more than three or four months.
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JA YI is a Nigerian. In common with I NIGERIA'S TALKING DRUMS
thousands of his fellow countrymen he
has a modern radio of which he is very
fond. and his chief delight after a hard
day's work 'is to -sink into his armchair
and tune in to one of the programs
of the Nigerian Broadcasting Cor~~, ""
".-" <poration. As the program changes
f
he hears the musical tones of ~;;.
drum. This is a Nigerian "talkir:c!,:f~"- ~~~,
drum," the call sign of the N.B.C. -, , , , .'" -If it is the Western Region program from Ibadan he will recognize
the drum's call sign in the Yoruba language, uN'lbadan l'a waJ t'a gbe njaiye,'
n'Ibadan I'a wa/' meaning "Ibadan.,is where
we are, where we are enjoying our lives;
Ibadan is where we are." Today the use years the art has been almost lost and
of the "talking drum" is on the decline few are the really skilled. drummers today.
and its use by the N .B.C. is part of an
Ayan is said to be the god of the drum,
effort to revive the dying art.
and drummer families usually name their
To say that a drum can talk calls for an children after Ayan, such as Ayanshola
explanation. Known to the Yorubas as (Ayan gives me honor) and Ayanleke (8
gangan, it is made of goatskin and is of worshiper of Ayan has come). Any man
convenient size to sling over the left shoul- whose name contains the word Ayan is
der and fit snugly under the arm, where from the drummer family. Drummers
the drummer can pound it with his curved swear in his name to confirm the truthfuldrumming stick. Along the sides of the ness of what is said or the fairness of an
drum are stretched many leather strings, act, and such oath is accepted by fellow
which the drummer grasps with his left drummers as putting to an end all doubts.
hand. By tightening his grip on the strings It is believed that if the swearer has sworn
the drummer is able to vary the tension falsely, Ayan will bring serious judgment
on the drumhead and so produce notes upon him.
closely resembling the musical tones and
In the last century the talking drum
glides of Yoruba speech. Hence the name played its part in the many wars fought
"talking drum."
in Nigeria. In 1879 the town of OtIa was
The talking drum is not a new thing. It besieged by a great fighter named Karara.
is as old as the country itself. In days gone The drum played a great part in fanning
by the drum was used for many purposes. the embers of pride that drove him to
It praised and vilified; it incited and en- attack the town. Its influence dominated
treated; it blessed and cursed; it convened the whole affair. In the beginning Karara's
and dispersed. Drumming was a profession drummer worked him up for the offensive.
that was hereditary in certain families. The drum talked furiously. It said: "KaThe art was handed down from father to rara, if you do not capture Offa you are
son and thus a high degree of skill was like a dog! Karara, if you do not capture
acquired. and maintained. But down the Offa, you have become as mere cattle 1"
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Today the drum is kept for more peace- ting up to meet him as he dances to a seat
able purposes. At religious ceremonies of prepared for him.
The Yoruba religion is given to deifying
all kinds, state occasions and social gatherings the throbbing rhythm of the drum is Its heroes and great men. They are reprominent. Normally every Yoruba afi,n ferred to as orishas, and each orisha has
(palace) has a set of drums at the en- his own oriki. The Yoruba god Shango has
trance. It is the duty of this drumming set many orikis or code words, which are usuto announce each visitor as he enters the ally very cryptic in meaning, such as "he
palace, so that the oba (king) may know who makes fire with a small piece of stick
who has entered. The drums also an- to warm himself," and "the king did not
nounce his departure, so that the oba hang." The drummer has to be thoroughly
knows his visitor has left.
learned in these orikis in order to take
.
Of course, it is necessary to learn the part in any worship or festival of Shango.
These gatherings, social and otherwise,
language of the drum to be able to understand it, and to do this one has to be fluent are where the skilled drummer makes
in Yoruba speech. Yoruba society com- money. One of the persons in attendance
prises various families, each family having will be ihtroduced to the drummer by his
its own oriki. The oriki is a kind of code oriki. Now the drummer has the code
word or expression portraying the status, word and it remains for him to make his
profession, religion or the outstanding drum talk, giving the full description of
quality or tradiijon in the family. The that family. Having thoroughly expoWlded
oriki as produced by the drummer becomes the tradition and virtues of the fami1y, he
a theme song with words extolling the vir- is now entitled to a gift, which may be
tues of the person or family concerned. anything from five cents to two or three
The orilci may be quite long and intricate dollars. Frequently a person who is not
and is well known to the family. The disposed to dance will suddenly rise up
drummer must also know it and be able to and begin to dance as the drummer beats
reproduce it perfectly on his drum so that out his family's Driki.
the family listening to the varying tones
In addition to gangan there are several
of the drum can easily discern in it the other kinds of drums that combine- to prowords of their own oriki.
duce drum orchestras. The most popular
A successful drummer must have all is known as the dundun orchestra, used
these orikis at his fingertips and be able mainly for dancing and comprising six difto reproduce them from beginning to end ferent drums, sometimes accompanied by
without a mistake. A man may be skillful cymbals and flute. lya ilu, meaning "mothin manipulating the drum but without a er drum," is the chief of the orchestra.
detailed knowledge of many orikis he will It does the talking and dictates the style
never achieve success, for the talking drum and rhythm. Kerikeri is the most strenu·
profession depends upon the past glories of ous to perform, but gangan is a unique
a man's family and the pride he takes in drum. Though it is part of the dundun orchestra, it may be detached from the group
them.
At marriages and funerals, special and and played independently. It is the battle
appropriate music is played on the drums. drum, the drum for rough occasions. Its
Every visitor of note is always announced talking potentiality is almost limitless. In
and, if he happens to be a dancer, his fa- the hands of a master performer it can invorite dance is played, the drummers get- cite to jealousy and war and can eulogize
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flowing, there will be more perfonnances
and. bIgger gifts than there were dUI'ing
The drumming profession can be quite the rains. But the essential thing to suca paying one. TIle trade is seasonal; at the cess is how well the drum can talk the
time of harvest, when plenty of money is right language-the cwiki of the customer.
a man to the point where he will give out
aD his belongings as gifts.

The Pony Rider
night and day, stretching In a long, scattering
processioq !rom Missouri to Callfornla, forty
dying eastward, and 10rty toward the west,
and among them making four hundred gallant
horses earn a stirring livelihood and see a
deal of scenery every single day in the year.
'i;' "We had had a consuming desire .•• to
see a pony-rider, but somehow or other aU
that passed us and all that met us managed
to streak by in the night, and so we heard
only a whiz and a hall, and the swift phantom
of the desert was gone before we could get
our heads out of the windows. But now we
were expecting one along every moment and
would see him in broad daylight. Presently
the driver exclaims: 'Here he comes!'
'i;' "Every neck Is stretched farther and
every eye strained wider. Away acrosa the
endless dead level of the praIrie a black speck
appears against the sky, and it is plain that
It moves. Well, I should think so! In a second
or two it becomes a horse and rider, rising
and falling, rising and falling-sweeping toward us nearer and nearer-growing more and
more distinct, more and more sharply defined
-nearer and still nearer, and the flutter of
the hoofs comes faintly to the ear-another
Instant a whoop and a hurrah lrom our upper
deck, a wave of the rider's hand, but no teply,
and man and horse burst past our excited
faces and go swinging away like a belated
fragment of a storm!
'i;' "So sudden is It aU and so like a 11ash of
unreal fancy that, but for the flake of white
foam lett quivering and perishing on a mall
sack after the vision had flashed by and disappeared, we might have doubted whether we
had seen any actual horse and man at all,
maybe."

AllK TwAIN'S book Roughing It still con·
taiJls one 01 the best accounts 01 the
pony express rider: "In a little while all
Interest was taken up in stretching OUt necks
and watching for the 'pony rlder'-the fleet
messenger who sped across the continent
from St. Joe to sacramento, carrying letters
nineteen hundred miles in eight days! Think
of that for perishable horse and human tlesh
and blood to do! The pony.rider was usually
a little bit of a man, brimful of spirit and
endurance. No matter what time of the day
or night his watch came, and no matter wheth·
er it was winter or summer, raining, snowing,
hailing, or sleeting, or whether his 'beat' was
a level straight road or a crazy trail over
mountaIn crags and precipices, or whether It
led through peaceful regions or regions that
swarmed with hostlle Indians, he must be al·
ways ready to leap into the saddle and be
of! like the wind!
'W "There was no idling-time for a pony.rider
on duty. He rode fifty miles without stopping,
by dayHght, moonlight, starlight, or through
the blackness or. darkness---1ust as it ha-ppened. He rode a splendid horse that was
bOrn for a racer and fed and lodged like a
gentleman; kept him at his utmost speed for
ten miles, and then, as he came crashing up to
the station where stood two men holding fast
a fresh, impatient steed, the transfer of rider
and mailbag was made in the twinkling of an
eye, and away flew the eager pair and were
out ot sight betore the spectator could get
hardly the ghost of a look....
'W "The stage-coach traveled about a hundred to a hundred and twenty-five miles a
day (twenty-four hours), the pony-rider about
two hundred and fifty. There were about
eighty pony-riders in the saddle all the time,
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vices in automobiles, the accident toll keeps
climbing. Every fifteen minutes in the
United States, the most safetyconscious nation in the world,
someone is killed by a car. The
1958 auto death toll was
truly a shocking figure38,500! This is more lives
than the United States lost
HY do acci~
in combat in the Korean war.
dents hapAnd what does the future
pen'! PoUce inspectors generally
hold? Henry J. Hoe1Ier, assistant general manager of the
agree that carelessness and ignorance are the greatest contributNational Safety Council, predicted that by 1966 50,000 and
ingcauses.
Freak accidents do happen, but the
more persons a year would be losing
majority are not freak. In fact, about 80 their lives in traffic accidents W11ess- some
percent of the deaths and injuries, as a effective measures are put into effect to
result of highway accidents, can becharged prevent accidents. The annuaJ lnjury toll js
directly to driver error. Accidents due to about 1,350,000 and this could very ea·sily
mechanical failure are negligible, compar- climb to 2,000,000, with a property loss of
some $7,000,000,000. Between January 1,
atively speaking.
People and automobiles can be a won- 1925, and January 1, 1958, approximately
derful combination or a very deadly one 1,081,600 people lost their lives as traffic
-depending almost solely on the driver. fatalities. Year after year the figures show
If the driver is a responsible person, one that passenger cars are involved in 75 perwho practices good driving habjts, then cent of the fatal accidents and sa percent
the combination is a wonderful one. But of the nonfatal accidents. Safety is in the
if the driver does not have these qualities, automotive news, but death and destructhe combination is bad. Death stalks the tion continue to make the headlines.
No one in his right mind ever deliberhighway. For example: recently, a car
carrying six young persons from a church ately drove into a tree or a bridge at
baseball game crossed the white line in the seventy miles an hour. Yet people do it.
center of the highway to pass anotber ve- A recent repdtt read: "Six teen-agers near
hicle. The speeding auto was not able to Denver, Colo., were going 90 mph when
pass in time. It smashed head..an into a their car hit a pole. None lived." At that
trailer truck. Four boys and a girl were speed almost anything can happen and
killed and the sixth auto passenger was there is little that the driver can do about
critically injured. The vehicle was not to it. Still, fe\y drivers that travel beyond the
blame for the accident, but the driver was. speed limit consider themselves reckless.
They reason, "It can't happen to me," but
He lacked good judgment.
This story could be told thousands of close to 40,000 highway deaths every year
times every year and still be true, because prove that it can, and very quickly at that.
of the fool things drivers do that result Get rid of the idea that new safety feain accidents. That is why, despite improved tures in automobiles will protect you from
highways and special built-in safety de- accidents-to rely on them is a fatal faI-
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lacy. Also give up the idea that a road is
safe because it is wide and straight. No
highway is entirely safe. Some of the
worst accidents due to speed occur on the
best highways. And" there is no need to
blame old jalopies for most of the accidents. A police inspector stated: "We find
that in most of the accidents that occur
on the highways, cars of comparatively recent make are involved."
ReCUJons for Accidents

Then why is it that accidents happen,
and how can they be avoided? While it is
not really possible to tell when an accident
wUl take place, yet it is possible to know
where accidents are most likely to happen.
And to know of these locations is to be
forewarned and forearmed.
The four places where traffic accidents
are most likely to take place are: when
driving away from the curb, when driving
through an open intersection, when driving across a stop street, and when fonowing another car. Let us look at these danger spots, one by one, and see what a
driver can do to avoid an accident.
Take Mr. Jones for an example. Before
entering his car, he takes a good look
around to see if there are any cars coming.
Then he opens the car, slips behind the
wheel, starts the motor and drives away
from the curb without looking back again
to see if the situation is still the same as
it was when he entered the car. He assumes that it is, and this is his fatal mistake. A car traveling sixty miles an hour
covers eighty-eight feet a second. In the
eight to fifteen seconds that it takes Jones
to get into the car and get started, an unseen car could easily have arrived on the
spot for an accident.
Often drivers glance back in the act of
driving away. The only difference between
these drivers and Mr. Jones is that these
witness the collision, while Mr. Jones
JULY 8, 1959

would have been taken by surprise. The
result, however, is the same. For every accident of this type there are a thousand or
more near misses. Before you put your car
in motion, look back. There is little reason
for looking back once you have started on
your way. And glancing through a rearview mirror does nothing but give the
driver a false sense of security.
When driving through an open intersection or approaching a stop street, think
in terms of. an emergency. Make up your
mind to stop. If no vehicle is in sight when
you reach the intersection, then you have
time to change your mind and continue
without making the intended stop. However, precious time is lost that may mean
the difference between a crash or a miss
when one must decide to stop in times of
emergency. This should be done before
reaching the intersection, not after. And
at stop streets, make the complete stop.
Do not ever go through them without st0pping. If you do, you will not live long.
It is the height of foolishness to travel
close behind a fast-moving vehicle. Even
though your reflexes may be good, remember you are always at the mercy of mo~
mentum. Suppose you are forty feet behind a truck that seems to be poking along
at thirty miles an hour. Could you stop
your car in time to avoid an accident if
the truck driver had to bring his truck to
a sudden stop? No amount of skill or ex~
perience on your part could make you stop
in forty feet, because a vehicle traveling
thirty miles an hour takes a minimum
distance of eighty feet before it can be
brought to a dead stop. Many drivers do
not realize that the velocity or momentum
within the moving vehicle requires much
more distance than they allow for the complete stop. Time after time we read of
speeding motorists crashing into the rear
of other vehicles because they misjudged
the stopping distance or failed to turn soon
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enough. Some drivers, turning into roadside stations, have plunged straight into
parked cars and others into pedestrians for
the same reason. Always allow plenty of
room between you and the car ahead and
you will never regret it in times of emergency.
Another reason why it is not wise to follow any vehicle too closely is the danger
of succumbing to poison gas. Especially is
this true of the new air-conditioned cars
where the air is forced from the outside
of the ear to where the driver and passengers are. If you are close behinq another car, the air~onditioning unit sucks
in great quantities of colorless, odorless
and tasteless monoxide gas. A good dose
of that In the system will produce dizziness or drowsiness and even cause one to
black out entirely. Play it safe; never drive
closer than a hundred feet behind a truck.

Killer No.l-Speed
Accident statistics show that there are
six times as many accidents at thirty-five
mJIes an hour as there are at sixty-five
miles an hour. In fact, according to Newsweek, March 16, 1959, "so far as avoiding
an' accident is concerned, the driver is safer at 65 mph than at any other speed."
What must be remembered is that when
a motorist traveling at high speed hits
something, he is more apt to be injured or
killed. "The rate of injury in 65-mph accidents is more than double the rate of
injury in 35-mph accidents."
Speed is still the No.1 killer. And the
greatest menace on the road is the impulsive, dominant, aggressive driver. People "in a hurry" take fool chances, become
impatient to pass. They can't wait for a
light to turn green and are unwilling to
stop when they should. They weave
through traffic, race lights, misjudge distances and after they arrive at their destination, they sit or lie down from nervous
18

exhaustion. What makes them hurry when
there is no need for it? Why can't motQr~
ists be as kind and courteous to each other
as they are to traffic officers? If they were,
it would be a pleasure to travel. On an
open highway not one car in a thousand
will pass a traffic officer traveling the speed
limit. Cars line up for miles, but none will
pass. But let the officer leave the highway.
then see what happens. The whole line be·
gins to speed up and there is all kinds of
zigzagging, with motorists jockeying with
each other for first position.
Driving at eighty-five and ninety miles
an hour is not only nerve·racking, but suicidal. True, there are good highways, but
the worst accidents due to speed occur on
these highways. New cars are so highpowered and so smooth in their performance that before a driver becomes aware
of it, he is already traveling at a danger·
ous speed. Only the most skilled driver\,can
take a car from twenty miles an hour to
fifty and then to seventy without greatly
increasing the chances for an accident. If
you are accustomed to driving at forty-five
miles an hour, do not drive any faster than
that just because you are on an open highway. Trouble awaits you if you do. Learn
to increase your speed gradually. Get acquainted with the car and the way it re·
acts at high speeds. At thirty miles an hour
you will need between eighty and one hundred feet to stop your ear, but at sixty
miles an hour you will need from 251 to
300 feet to stop, providing your reflexes
and car are in excellent condition.
For highway travel, day is twice as safe
as night. The most dangerous hours are
from four to eight p.m. Blinding lights
from the low sun and tired people in a
hurry to get home make this a frightful
period when most accidents occur. One of
the worst times to be driving is after midnight on the day after a one.day holiday
in the middle of the week. And the most
AWAKE/

hazardous of all is between two and four serrous trouble. To light a cigarette whUe
dtiving at night is dangerous. The light of
o'clock on Christmas morning.
The greatest danger in night driving is the match near the eyes distorts the vision.
speed. At night dark objects made of non~ To take one's eyes off the highway even
reflecting material are inconspicuously hid for a few seconds while driving at night
from the driver of a vehicle untU it is prac~ is disastrous. If you have poor eyesight or
tically too late. A test driver for one of the condition of your heart is bad, then
the automobile manufacturers was asked for the love of life do not drIve a car at
any time. Be content
what he thought
to
be a passenger in
could be considered a
COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE
• In thl, day of great Iplrltual need, what
the front or back
safe speed to drive at
Ihould we expect "f religion? Can It reveal
seat.
night. He said that
t" us the will ", aCId? a, aure to read the
article "How 0".. V"ur Religion Mea,ur.
Check your brakes
the safest speed for
Up?"
• What I. happenln" In K"rea? What of
night driving is about
and tires regularly.
their Oriental way 0' lite. pOfl;war reeon·
thirty miles an hour,
Treat these parts of
atruction and the people's attitude toward
a divided land? Read "Korea Today." Next
the car as though
assuming, of course,
Illuel
• A revolution hal atruck the tran,porta.
you are not in a busi~
your life depended
tion indultry. Read about the Jetl and what
ness district and local
upon them, because
they halle to offer In the ,rtlcle "The Jeh
Have It."
ordinances permit
it often does. Passing
on any three~lane
that speed. But even
at ,that speed, he says, a driver must exer~ highway is always risky business. Do not
else the utmost caution. At night reflexes pass at night on a three~lane highway un~
are slower, vision is cut down to a few feet, less you are acquainted with the road and
people are tired, many of them have been are absolutely sure that it is clear ahead.
drinking, which makes it a very poor time Never argue with another passenger while
to be found driving. Driving too fast is a you are driving. Arguments can easily af~
factor in 38 percent of all fatal accidents, fect your judgment. Never primp with the
while drunk drivers are involved in 30 per~ aid of the rear view mirror while driving.
cent of accident fatalities in the United This act should be classed as an attempted
States. Don't drive if you have been drink~ suicide. Fighting a bee or a wasp while
iog or if you are the least bit sleepy. Re~ speeding along has sent many a driver and
member, precious lives are at stake. God passengers to the nearest hospital. Stop the
may hold you responsible for the lives you car and then battle it out with the bee.
Passing on the right may look appealing,
take.
but it keeps ambulances busy. And to re~
gard the speedometer as an ornament rath~
Safety Tips to Drivers
When driving at night, never look or even er than a safety device is to court death.
glance at the approaching headlights. Fix
Perhaps now is a good time to check up
your eyes firmly to the right and your vi- on your driving habits. Do away with this
sion will not be impaired. Always dim your idea of always being in a hurry. That has
lights as a courtesy to the oncoming traffic. done people more harm than good. There
Keep your windshield clean. Dirty and oily is plenty of time to obserVe all traffic signs
ones have been the cause of many crashes. along the highway. They are there because
At night as well as in the daytime, keep those spots have proved to be dangerous.
both hands on the wheel. Those who like So observe the law and follow the direction
to romance while driving are begging for of the signs to safety.
JULY 8, 1959
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OUR hundred
years after the
Spanish invaded the

F

land in their quest
for gold the mineral wealth of Ecuador has
begun to open up. A land dedicated almost
entirely to agriculture and traditional arts
is now confronted with the prospects of
large-scale industrialization. The exports of
bananas and chocolate may find rivals in
iron, manganese and petroleum.
There is no doubt that the people can become skilled in these new fields of emplQyment, even as they have in their native crafts. One hears of a labor surplus
in this land, and a visitor may well be
impressed with this when he lands and
finds himself besieged by a dozen youths
who offer to carry his baggage for small
fee. However, there is a great need for
skilled and semiskilled workmen in the
technical fields. Were the same skill and patience applied in other industries that are
now employed by Ecuadorians in the weaving of fine Panama hats, there would surely be no lack of skilled workers, and that
may well prove to be true in the years to
come.
Transformation of the nation has a1-

a
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ready begun, and there are prob~
ably few other nations that are
so improvement-minded. During
the past decade large concrete
edifices have appeared one after
another in the larger cities.
These display excellent examples
of ultramodern architecture
comparable to that seen in the most
progressive nations of the world, although, due to local conditions and the
ever-present peril of earth tremors, building is done on a relatively small scale, the
highest building in the country having
fourteen floors. On the outskirts of the two
main cities, Quito and Guayaquil, housing
projects are rapicllY taking shape, providing all the facilities for comfortable living. These numerous new homes, commercial buildings and hotels make a bold
contrast with the remnants of the old
colonial world, still evident everywhere in
tile central areas of the large cities. And
with just a few minutes' travel one may
find himself in a completely different
world as he enters the neighborhoods
where the vast majority of the inhabitants live in huts made of adobe or bamboo,
depending upon the prevailing climate.

The People of Ecuador
The advent of the Spanish conquerors
left the mixed Spanish-Indian race. These
are the mestizos, who make up a large proportion of the Ecuadorian people. Howeyer, the mestizos are by no means a majority. After more than fOUr centuries of
infiltration and mixture 51 percent of the
entire population is still numbered among
the Indian tribes, which are subdivided into many groups.
Among the Indians are the Otavalos or
Otavalerws, who, in spite of being national
and international businessmen, maintain a
strict independence. They are a sharpminded people, clean in habits and extremeAWAKEI

ly capable in the art of weaving. The sale of
tneir products is their own exclusive right,
and their typical garb, consisting of the
dark blue poncho~ white linen shirt and
pants and rope sandals, can be seen in any
part of the country where tourists are
likely to be found. Although they speak
their own dialect of the Quechua language,
they are ever ready to barter and transact
business in either Spanish or English.
Another unusual group of Indians are
those known as the Colorados, named thus
because of their peculiar custom of painting themselves from head. to foot with a
red substance called annatto, an extract of
the achiote plant. There are only some
three hundred remaining members of this
tribe a'tld they, too, maintain strict independence, all of them living in a small
area on the northwestern slopes of the
Andes.
Yet another completely independent
grou~d not necessarily by their own
choice-are the fierce jfbaros~ as yet an
uncivilized people famed for their gruesome practice of shrinking human heads.
But even the jibar08 are proving their
worth amid the advent of civilization. The
Ferguson Research Foundation, Inc., with
headquarters in Wakani, Ecuador, is now
working in collaboration with the Indian
witch doctors, experimenting in the shrinking of tumors with the use of a liquid used
by the head-hunters that is extracted from
thirty tropical plants.
Aside from the Indians, mestizos and
Spanish, Ecuador's population also embraces some Asiatics (especially Chinese),
Arabs, Lebanese and Syrians, many of
whom have actually come to consider this
as their second homeland. The liberal and
hospitable Ecuadorian attitude toward immigration has also attracted a goodly number of Europeans, most of them coming
from Germany and the Scandinavian COWlJULY 8. 1959

tries. These, together with a .lesser number of North Americans have also become
attached to the Latin way of life and sh~
the sentiments of explorer Arthur Eichler,
who said: "Germany is my mother, Ecuador is my sweetheart."
Due to what is considered to be a historical accident, there is yet another race
of people numerous enough to make up
8 percent of Ecuador's population. These
are the Negroes, whose principal location
is in the Northwestern province of Esmeraldas. "Tradition has it that in the sixteenth century, a boat with a slave cargo
sailing to Guayaquil, sank off the Esmeraldas coast, and that nearly all the Negro
prisoners saved themselves by swimming
ashore. Since by accident they were freed
from death and slavery, they settled on the
sea coast and on the river banks of this
green province. This was the origin of the
largest and most concentrated group of
colored people in the country who thrived
in this region, because they were free and
because this tropical area was ideally sutted to them."-Ecuador~ Andean Mosaic.
However, taking a wide view of matters,
the Ecuadorian people as a ~ole consider
themselves to be in one or the other of
just two classes-the Berranos (Highlanders) or the C08teiias (Lowlanders). Although there is no Mason-Dixie line, the
groupS have distinct characteristics that
frequently lead to close-to--violent discussions in the nation's parliament. The feeling is aptly tenned "regionalism" and is
quite mutual. Fortunately, serious views
on the matter are practically limited to
parliamentary circles; the common !)e9ple
usually treat the subject on a friendly basis. Modern transportation and communication facilities are now causing a mixing
of the two classes of people and this has
fostered better understanding of one another.
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Government and PolUic8
Ecuador is a constitutional and democratic republic officially khown as the Rep1UJlica del Ecuador. The present constitution became effective on, December 31,
1946, and makes full provision for human
rights. Freedom of ~orship is, in most instances, guaranteed through governmental
agencies, talera ted by the clergy and enforced by the freedom-loving people, 95
percent of whom were born Roman Catholics.
The constitution allows for the election
of a president in whom is invested the executive power. The president governs for
a four-year period and cannot be constitutionally re-elect~ until another- full administration of four years has elapsed. Dictatorship is outlawed No serious political
disturbances have occurred within the past
decade and the nation has matured to the
extent of limiting its battles to the parliamentary and electoral fields.
Two outstanding figures take prominence in Ecuadorian history and the ideals
of these two fIgures still shape the news of
today. These are former presidents Garcia
Moreno and 1!loy Alfaro. Garcia Moreno is
renowned for his persistent intention .to
establish a Roman Catholic despotism. He
signed a concordat with Rome attributing
almost all-embracing powers to the church.
His bloody means of enforcement of this
"Christianization" of the people resulted
in his assassination in 1875. Twenty yean
later the reJIlains of his work were completely undone when General Eloy Alfaro
became president. Alfaro was a
radical and anticlerical whose political life
started early and was animated by hatred
of the corrupt and retrograde priestcraft.
He fought to free the country of the conservative influence and initiated a rule of
liberalism that was destined to continue
for sixty-one years, unti11956. During the
administration of his successor the con-

born
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cordat with Rome was abolished, the
church was placed under state control, the
establishment of new religious orders was
prohibited and all religions Were placed in
a position of equality. These six decades
of liberalism have come to form the ideal
of the Ecuadorian people.
The tide turned in 1956 and the present
governing body is almost exclusivelY conservative, which is analogous with Catholic. President Camilo Ponce Enriquez won
the presidency over the divided liberals
with only 29 percent of the votes. He heads
his own political group known as the Social
Christians. Himself a Roman Catholic, he is
a firm believer in a combination of church
and state. However, in the past twentyeight months of his administration his government has been careful not to overstep
certain bounds and, even if the rights and
freedoms contained in the constitution
have been overindulged in by the Roman
Catholic Church, other religious groups
have not suffered for it.
However, there are dissident elements in
the government that are discontented with
the government's policy on education. It
is claimed that numerous educational centers have been turned over to the administration of Roman Catholic priests and nuns
who have come in large numbers from
Spain; whereas the nation's constitution
makes schooling strictly secular. This matter affects public schools to a considerable
degree. However, the republic also has
many private schools where excellent education can be had. Guayaquil and Quito
have schools where tuition, part in English
and part in Spanish, is on a high standard
and available at a cost of some $130 (U.S.)
a year.
Nature'8 Contribution

Ecuador's climate has been described as
a natural paradox. Within the relatively
small extension of territory and within a
AWAKE!

few hours' joumey, all the climatic zones
of the earth, from torrid to glacial, may
be encountered.
There are two principal reasons for this
paradox. In the first place, the nation is
traversed from north to south by two par~
aBel ranges of the Andes. On the other
hand, it is traversed from east to west by
the equatorial1ine, from which it receives
its name. You may wonder how it would
be possible to live in the city of Quito, for
instance, situated less than one degree
from the equator. The answer is !hat the
city is at an altitude ofo 9,350 feet above
sea level, producing a combination that results in eternal spring. But how aoout
Guayaquil and other seacoast towns? As
nature has it, they are also somewhat refreshed by the Humboldt current, which
comes from the southwest, cooling off to
between seventy-five and eighty-five de.
grees what would otherwise be an unbearably humid heat. Temperatures are at
their highest in the wintry rainy season,
which extends from January through May.
There are, however, some sections of the
country where climatic conditions are
those typical of the torrid zone. Intermediate climates are found mostly in the
southern extreme of the country.
No description of Ecuador would be complete without mention of the grandeur of
the interior mountainous area. It merits
the title accorded it by alpinist Arthur
Eichler, "The Switzerland of South America." The colossus is Mount Chimborazo,
considered to be the highest mountain in
the world in the days of explorer Humboldt. Its highest peak is actually about
20,700 feet above sea level and presents
an awe-inspiring sight, especially when
seen in the glitter of the descending tropi~
cal sun. The gigantic mountain was first
conquered by English climber Edward
Whymper, also famed for his ascent of the
Matterhorn. No one believed that he had
JULY 8, 1959

actually scaled the mountain, so he returned six months later with two Ecuadorian climbers and, atop the mountain, they
saw a prodigy never before witnessed.
Cotopaxi, another of Ecuador's thirty volcanoes and the highest in the world still
active, just some sixty miles distant from
the summit of Chimborazo, broke into full
eruption before their eyes.

Galapagos I.lands
Another most interesting part of the
Ecuadorian territory lies six hundred miles
off the coast. This is the Archipelago of
Columbus, the Galapagos Islands or, as
they have been aptly termed, the Enchanted Islands. This name was given to them
by the Spaniard Diego de_ Rivadeneira because of the peculiar currents surrounding
the islands that continually threw his vessel off course, giving his superstitious sail~
orS the impression that the islands were
bewitched. In recent times the islands
have proved enchanting to numerous European refugees who, tired of war, struggle
and strife, have found here an escape from
an overindulged civilization.
In spite of the fact that they lie on both
sides of the equator, the Galapagos Islands are reputed to have one of the best
climates in the world. Once again it is the
Humboldt current that comes to the rescue, and the absence of poisonous snakes,
malaria and other maladies of the trQpics
contributes to most favorable conditions.
In fact, sickness of a serious nature is
practically unknown on the islands, and
newly arrived sufferers have been known
to recover completely without the aid of
medical treatment.
The main industry of the islands is the
fishing trade. There are few places in the
world where fish are more plentiful. This,
in fact, is true of all Ecuadorian waters,
even those off the mainland, where Ecuador, together with Peru and Chile, holds all
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fishing rights within two hundred miles off
the coastline. Fishing concessions, however, are granted to foreigners who are
willing to make use of vessels under the
Ecuadorian flag. Several large concessions
have been granted in recent years to tuna
fish and shrimp companies. The larger vessels now in the business produce another
of the sharp contrasts characteristic of
Ecuador. When the Spaniards first came
to Ecuador four hundred years ago they
were met by Indians sailing dugout canoes
and rafts made of giant balsa logs lashed
together with hide and carrying a mast
with a large cotton sail. With slight modifications th~e same vessels are still in use
today among the small Ecuadorian fishermen who compete with the millionaire
tuna fish and shrimp merchants. It is not
an uncommon thing to see one of these
experienced worthies land an SOD-pound
sailfish caught without the use of modern
tackle and paraphernalia.

The World in a Nutshell
Here, then, is the world in a nutshell.
One world traveler claimed that he had
found in Ecuador replicas of all that he
bad seen on five continents of "the globe.
Here are all the climates of the earth. On
the western side of the Andes, the tropics
tempered by the refreshing Humboldt current, on the east side the steaming jungles
of the Amazon providing a veritable paradise for the naturalist, on the mountain

plateaus the extensive paramos or moorlands, the temperate valleys, and yet above
us the glacial atmosphere and perpetual
snows of either pole. Here one meets Europeans, Asiatics and men from the lands
of the Bible, together with the oldest and
original settlers who cannot be found elsewhere for they have not traveled. Then one
may take on yet another dimension and
live in the past when the world was not
so highly mechanized and moved at a slower pace; he may feel the traditions of the
old colonial days, the strangeness of the
ancient~Inca dynasty, the "lovers of the
poor." And yet life does not only go backward in Ecuador.
Among the Ecuadorians are those that
look to the future when all the beauties
and resources of this small but enchanting
land will be enjoyed to their fullest extent
and for the common blessing of the subjects of the new world of Jehovah's creation. There is no doubt or uncertainty in
the minds of Jehovah's witnesses regard~
ing the future of Ecuador. The advent of
modern industry or the lack of it will not
alter the purposes of the Creator of the
whole earth. Soon every vestige of the ex~
isting wicked system of things will disappear, to be followed by the peace, security
and abundance of Jehovah's new world.
This is certainly something to talk about
and it is indeed a privilege to do this freely
among a people who are always willing to
listen and often disposed to accept.

STARS FROM THE MOON
~-~ Writing in The Exploration 01 Space, Arthur C. Clarke of the British Inter.
planetary Society tells of "an almost universal fallacy-the idea that one would
see the stars during the daytime on the Moon. They would be there all right,
because there is no atmosphere to swamp them with sCattered sunlight. But the
eye would not see them, because the intense glare from the brilliantly illuminated
landscape would have made it too insensitive. To observe them, one would have
to stand in shadow, shield the eyes completely from all sources of llght, and wait
a few minutes. Then they would become visible, first In tens and then in thousands
_but they would vanish again as soon as one re-entered the sunlight."
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Roundup Time in Newfoundland
I,. "A_bl" co,n.pondent In Newfoundland

OUNDUP in Newfoundland takes place not
I on land but, strangely enough, in the wa-

m

ter. The cows, bulls and calves are the
monsters of the sea-whales. The bucking
broncos are motorized open boats, and instead

of wearing ten-gallon hats and high-heeled

boOts the men wear sou'westers and thighhigh rubber boots. The single twirling, whirl·
ing rope becomes a giant web of many ropes

-a monstrous net in roundup at sea.
i; Although these ocean-going bulls may tip
the scales at up to four tons, this is considered
small fry in the whale world. But what these

mammals lack in size they make up In numbers, for they fairly teem in the waters around
Newfoundland. Locally they are called "pot.
heads," but elsewhere they are known as pilot
wllaies and blackflsh. What a thrill it is to
see a herd of a hundred and more of these
mammoth creatures playfully roll with the
waves and gracefully glide along through the
dark choppy waters of Newfoundland! It is
not an uncommon sight in these parts, either.
'i!: A lone fisherman tending his traps far
out in the bay may be the first to spot the
herd of potheads, and the roundup is on! From
every inlet and cove he will be joined by others, until there are dozens of puttering, bob·
bing vessels converging on these huge mammals. At times it may be necessary to travel
as far as twelve miles out in the bay; then
out there the fishermen form a semicircle to
the rear of the herd and drive them shore·
ward. The fishermen skillfully maneuver their
boats back and forth, cutting off any stray
whale that might try to make a break for the
open sea. Nols!,! is important. As the little flotilla moves in, the rocky hills and cliffs rever·
berate to the shouts, shots and boat·banging
of the gun·toting fishermen. Their aim is to
get the big "fish" into shoal water and then
drop the big net across the mouth of the cove,
thus corralling them. Then the fishermen wade
in for the kill.
"i; In some coastal fishing settlements the
whales are slaughtered by lances as they come
aground. This is dangerous business, because

:;:

both boats and men $an be smashed to bits
by the thrashing tails of the frightened and
confused giants. One direct blow from a tail
would be enough to kill any man. In desperation the easy-going whale generates tremendous power and speed. plunging and spinning,
twisting and roiling as it bllndly lunges forward, sometimes with such great force that It
thrusts itself completely onto the beach, and
at other times it will hurdle land and artificial barriers until it breaks into the open
sea and freedom.
At least in one place the men have procured an iron boat for the express purpose of
moving In among the trapped herd. After a
mad half hour of sweat, water and blood,
the messy job of killing is done. The waters
stained with blood become quiet once more.
Now the hard work begins. Special slips or
ramps have been constructed along the beach
for hauling up the carcasses. On the beach the
sea-going beauty is reduced to only so many
pounds of fat and meat. Last year some 11,000
of these sea mammals were butchered in this
way. At times there were as many as five
hundred whales in a captured herd!
, The potheads that the fishermen cannot
use they set free. Wisely 80, because the cow
mammal gives birth and suckles only one calf
every two years. This little fellow of around
six feet in length may live to be twenty· five
years old and grow to a maximum of twenty
feet. They feed on the short·flnned squid that
abound by the millions in these waters. In
fact, it is the following of broods of these tiny
creatures that brings the whales here_
• Newfoundland roundups are a great
source of excitement to the already colorful
life of the outport youngsters. They help man
the boats and also join In from the shore with
great zest, and one report has it that anum·
ber of boys actually roped a young calf,
dragged it through shoal water over a sand
bar to a landlocked pool, where the mammal
is still alive---sort of a pothead pet. Imagine
having a pet whale in your back yard! Anything can happen and usually does in a roundup at sea.

A1td God proceeded to create the great sea mon~terB and every living
Boul that gUdes.-Gen. 1:$1.
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VEN as Paul and Barnabas evangellzed the
natlves of the islands in the Mediterranean
Sea in the ftrst century of the Christian
era, -60 today in this twentieth century Chris·
tian evangelists are taking the good news of
God's kingdom to the natives of the South Sea
Islands. That their evangel is indeed good
news is apparent from the report of one of
them who recently served at Kerema, in the
terrItory ot Papua, New Guinea:
"It Is six o'clock In the morning as the na·
tives begin to stir here in Kerema. Before long
four o! them Join me in a breakfast of sago
and coconut and in the discussion of the Bible
text tor the day, preparatory to our going
forth to preach the good news.
"Our double canoe is ready and we pole out
!rQm the undergrowth along a small stream
Into the main river, about a mile wide, and
then to the other side and up into one of the
smaller streams that flow into it Mango trees
with their treacherous roots line both banks,
dangerous crocodiles are to be seen on every
hand as also hundreds of bluish-green eels. At
the head of our canoe stands a lad poised with
bow and arrows watching for fish.
"As we paddle we keep time by repeating
the books of the Bible: Pull, Matthew; pull,
Mark; pull, Luke, etc. Alter two hours of such
paddling we tie up our canoe at a forest path
and begin walking through its veritable tunnel
lined with breadfruit, sago palm and other
tropical trees. Soon we sight a native village
of some twenty or thirty thatched houses on
stllts. As we draw near, one of the village
headmen approaches to inquire what we want.
"My native companions tell them we are
here to talk about the Bible, and they bring
out a large chart which they mount on two
sticks. Before you know it some fifty vlllagers,
men, women and children, are sitting on the
ground waiting for us to begin. Particularly
are the older men paying close attention to
what the translator is saying. By theIr frequent
nods of approval they show that they like what
they are hearing. After an hour we throw the
meeting open to questions and the first one

E
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they ask II. What happens when one dies? All
too soon the time comes to leave, and as we
do we have to shake hands with them all and
promise to return, This is the first time they
have heard the Kingdom evangel, and how
they want to learn more!
"We continue up the forest path and in a
half hour come to another village. This time
I let two of my companions give mUch of the
talk from the chart. Toward Its close a man
quietly gets up and scales a nearby cocOnut
tree, During the answer period after the talk
this one hands me a fresh coconut with a hole
cut in It, What a refreShing drink! Here also
the natives are delighted with the message and
are anxious that we return. Approaching dark.
ness requires that we wait untll the next morning. before proceeding to the remaining five
villages on this path.
"On the way back to Kerema I was intro.
duced to a stranger who was looking for Jeho.
vah's, witnesses. He had heard that European
witnesses visited their vlllages, slept in the
homes of the natives and even sat on the floor
and ate with them. They must have the true
religion, he thought, and so he set out to find
them. We invited this stranger of good will,
who lIved SOme thirty miles away, to come
home with us and hear a public talk. How he
enjoyed what was said! We -talked long into
the night, and early the next morning he was
up reading the Motu edition of The Watch.
tower. Later he started back to his village, well
supplied with Bible literature and rejoicIng
that he had found the truth of God's Word, and
yet with the Macedonian plea upon his Ups
'Come over and help us:
'
"For close to two weeks four or five of the
South Sea Island native witnesses had thus
been my daily companions in studying God's
Word and in preaching the good news. Then
came the last morning together, when, with
heads bowed, we thanked Jehovah for all his
bl4lsings. Then we walked three or four miles
through pouring rain to the river, where we
took a canoe to the European settlement on
the other side. Shortly after my plane took off
I looked down and saw my five native com.
panions standing In their canoe Waving me.
good-by. A lump came to my throat and a
few tears In my eyes. I silently thanked Jehovah for such brothers and prayed that He
might strengthen them for their tremendous
task of carrying the Kingdom good news to
the many South Sea Islanders in those distant
highlands."
AWAKE!

S

ALVATION to life everlasting is not the
reward of all men. It is for those who
overcome the world through faith; for
those who "get a firm hold on the real life"
ahd refuse to let it go.-l Tim. 6:19.
From the Bible we learn that in order
to get into the way of salvation we must
repent of our past sinful course, we must

convert or turn from this worldly course,
and we must do so because.we have heard
God's Word and because we believe his
Word concerning the way of salvation
through Jesus Christ. Then we dedicate
ourselves to God. through Jesus Christ because of our believing thus, and we get
baptized in water in order to confess openly our belief and dedication to Jehovah
God.
Up to this point we have met Jehovah's
requirements for salvation to everlasting
Ufe, but are we now completely saved beyond all possibility of losing out and being
destroyed? No; no more than the people
whom Jesus and his disciples cured or
saved from their sickness and disease or
even death were saved to an everlasting
salvation. Those who have taken the aforementioned steps are, of course, in a saved
condition, but their salvation is not complete. They must remain in that saved state
until the final test in order to make their
saved condition eternal. If not, they will
fall from their saved state in God's favor
and will be found fit only for destruction.
What did Jesus have to say about who
JULY 8, 1959

is saved? A certain ruler questioned Jesus
about what he must do to gain everlasting
life. 'The ruler confessed to having kept
the Ten Commandments from his youth
up. Thereupon Jesus said: "There is yet
one thing wanting about you: Sell all the
things you have and distribute to poor
people, and you will have treasure in the
heavens; and come be my fonower." The
ruler's refusal to do so brought forth Jesus'
remark: "How difficult a thing it will be
for those with money to make their way
into the kingdom of God!" Those listening
now asked: "Who possibly can be saved?"
Jesus answered: "The things impossible
with men are possible with God." But Peter said: "Look! we have left our own
things and followed you." Jesus replied:
"Truly I say to you, There is no one who
has left house or wife or brothers or parents or children for the sake of the kingdom of God that is not certain to get many
times more in this period of time and in
the coming system of things everlasting
life."-Luke 18: 18-30.
For those to whom he was speaking that
meant not merely salvation to life in the
new world, but salvation to a throne in
the heavenly kingdom with Jesus Christ.
Jesus' words here proved that merely getting into the saved condition now by taking the preliminary steps is not sufficient.
BeSides that, we must follow him, that is,
keep following him, and by doing so we
must demonstrate that we have indeed
left all, even close dear relatives, houses,
lands, and other earthly riches and possessions, to keep on fonowing him till the
prize of everlasting life is won.
There must be no turning back. Jesus
said: "If anyone wants to COme after me,
let him disown himself and pick up his
torture stake and follow me continually.
For whoever wants to save his soul will
lose it; but whoever loses his soul for my
sake will find it. For what benefit will it
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be to a man if he gains the whole world
but forfeits his soul? or what will a man
give in exchange for his soul?" Jesus willingly gave "his soul a ransom in exchange
for many." He poured out his soul to the
bitter death.-Matt. 16:24·26; 20:28; !sa.
53:12.
Jesus proved worthy of Jehovah's reward of immortality for faithfulness. He
refused to save himself by breaking integrity to Jehovah. Therefore, God raised Jesus up out of death to immortal spiritual
life in the heavens. In every way Jesus
was an example to his followers. Having
taken all the preliminary steps of repentance, conversion, dedication and baptism,
thereby denying ourselves, we must take
up our stake of suffering reproach and
pain for righteousness' sake and. must follow him to the :finish, enduring as Jesus
did and not seeking to save our lives, our
present earthly souls. If we try to save our
lives, we are not denying ourselves, and we
shall lose our future lives, or souls, in the
new world of righteousness.
Salvation is for those who prove themselves worthy of it. Jesus said: "No man
that has put his hand to a plow and looks
at the things behind is well fitted for the
Id'ngdom of God." There must be no turning back to the old world or a yearning
for it. Our eyes, our hands and our hearts
must be :fixed straight ahead on making
our salvation sure by "keeping a tight grip
on the word of life."-Luke 9:62; Phil.
2:16.
There is danger of slipping back into the
world and turning from the way of salvation. One may desire to look back and give
up before the, test is all over. Jesus said:
"And you will be hated by all people on
account of my name; but he that has endured to the end is the one that will be
saved." We must endure to the end in the
way of salvation before we become finally
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saved, in the judgment of God.-Matt.
10:22.
Our need of steadfastness and endurance
as we walk the path of salvation through
this world becomes more pronounced at
the end of this system of things. Jesus predicted that his followers would be hated
for his name's sake. In spite of all this,
they must make their everlasting salvation
sure. To encourage Christians to do this,
Jesus said: "You will be objects of hatred
by all persons because of my name. And
ret not a hair of your heads will by any
means perish. By endurance on your part
you will acquire your souls." The teElll
"souls" here refers to the-futUre life in the
new world of God's righteousness. We must
yet acquire this future life, and the way
to gain possession of it is by patient endurance in God's service regardless of the
hatred and perSecution by men and nations.
-Luke 21:17·19.
Salvation is by whom? "Salvation belongs to Jehovah" and is administered to
men through JeSus Christ. Jesus "became
responsible for everlasting salvation to all
those obeying him, because he has been
specifically called by God a high priest
after the likeness of Melchizedek." For
whom is salvation? It is for those obeying
Christ Jesus and following in his footsteps.
How will they receive it? By patiently enduring all things for the sake of God's
kingdom. Jesus said: "You will be objects
of hatred by all people on account of my
name. But he that has endured to the
finish is the one that wiU be saved." We
must maintain our faith if we would make
sure of our salvation. If we now hope to see
the complete end of this corrupt world of
Satan in the approaching battle of Armageddon we must endure down to its end,
in order to prove worthy to be carried alive
through the battle into the righteous new
world that follows.-Ps. 3:8; Heb. 5:9, 10;
Mark 13:13; 1 Pet. 1:9.
AWAKE!

Report Commune LIfe Eased

+ Last

year the Peiping regime annoilllced t hat s 0 m e
112,000,000 families had been
herded into about 25,000 "people's communes" in Communist
Chlna_ Since then, overwork,
insufficient food and regimentation In general have produced
considerable unrest in the
communes. Recent visitors to
the Chinese mainland have reo
ported that, in order to cope
with the restive masses, Com·
munist leaders have increased
food rations and are appar·
ently interfering a little less
with family bonds. This has
been so at least in Commu·
nist China's southern provo
inces.
Dulles Dies

+ Former

U.S. Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles died
on May 2 4. The seventy·oneyea:t-o\o. btatebman h a 0. b \\~.
cumbed to cancer, compllcated
by pneumonia. The for e i g n
ministers' conference in Geneva was recessed for two days,
allowing delegates, including
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko, to attend the
funeral scheduled for May 27.
Dulles had served as U.S. Sec·
retary of State tOY mx ),earb,
but had resigned from the post
on April 15 because of his ill·
ness.
Bible Sttll Best Seller
to the mid·May

+ Delegates
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annual meeting of the Amerl·
can Bible Society in New York
city were told that during 1958
the Society had distributed, in
whole or in par t, 16,629,486
copies of the Bible. Some part
of the Holy Scriptures had
been published in 1,136 tongues
by year's end, but there are
stlll over 1,000 languages and
dialects in which no portion of
the Bible has been printed. Bible distribution for 1958 broke
a previous all·time record set
in 1951, when 16,000,000 copies
were distributed.
British-Soviet Trade
five·year t l' a d e agree·
ment was signed between Brit·
ain and the Soviet Union on
May 24. Britain's purchases
from Russia are expected to
increase by approximately one
third during the trade pact's
first year. Since London has
extended Mm;cow no gTeat
credit allowance, trade financ-·
ing will proceed through nor·
mal channels. Soviet purchases
will apparently exceed those
of the British, as entire syn·
thetics, c hem i cal and foodprocessing plants will proba.
bly be bought by the Russians.

+A

Ca.stro'!!o Revullltiun:
New Phase

The Cub a n government
confiscated the holdings of 118
companies and eighteen individuals on May 13. All were
accused of "enriching them·
<@>

selves illlcltly" during the :regime of Fulgencio Ba,t1sta, the
island's ousted dictator. Most
of the companies were construction finns. Earlier, Cuba's
Premier F ide I Castro prom·
ised that the cases of about
500 Batista 'supporters would
be transferred from rev 0 I utlonary to civil courts and that
rights of habeas corpus would
be restored ,within ninety days.
A new agrarian reform law,
approved by the cabinet and
s\.gned by the president on
May 17, provides that only
Cuban citizenS may purchase
land on the island. Land in·
heritance is barred to foreigners and maximum holdings by
any com pan y or individual
may not exceed 1,000 acres.
Papal Audience

.. The world's only Eastern
Orthodox royalty, King Paul
and Queen Frederika of
Greece, had an audience with
Pope John XXIII on May 22.
The pope praised "the strength
of character of your people, its
energy, its resistance, its reli·
gious spirit." R e c e n t 1 Y the
pope has called for an ecumen·
ical council of the Roman
Catholic Church, with partic·
ular interest in bringing about
an affinity between Roman Ca·
tholicism and Eastern Ortho·
doxy. The state audience with
the Greek sovereigns was the
first of its kind since 1439,
when Byzantine Emperor John
VIII Palaologus met with Pope
Eugene IV. It was said that
the- Vatican attached considerable significance to the visit,
Soviets Curb Jews
was recently revealed
that the Soviet Union has in·
tensified its campaign against
the Jewish religion in Russia,
Particularly in the Ukraine
has this been so, although the
Jews have also been curbed in
the eastern Siberian city of
Irkutsk and certain cities in
European Russia. During the
recent celebration of the Jewish passover, the making of
matZoth was forbidden, thoug!t

+ It
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it was allowed in MOICow and
Leningrad. Jew 1, h groups
were sa"1d to have been dis·
persed in Kharkov last Sep.
tember. ''The reactionary es·
sence of the Judean religion"
has been denounced In the So·
viet press. 'In Knarkov a po.
llceInan expressed his ant I·
SemItic sentiments thus: "YoU
are eating Ruasian bread but
praying tor IsraeJ,"
TranI Ban LIfted

.. The U,S. renewed diplomat.
ic relations with Bulgaria on
March 27. On May 12.it was
announced that U.S. citizens
would be pennttted to travel
freely. i nth a t country. The
only European nations still restricted to travel by U.S. citi·
zens are Albania and Hungary.
8lU1Ctua.ry of Lav1nlum

• About 2,500 years ago R0mans worshiped ancestral
gods at the rellgloull sanctuary
of Lavlnium. On May 12 it was
announced that archaeologists
had uncovered a row of thirteen stone altars at a site
eighteen miles south of Rome,
Found also were votive offer·
ings. statuettes and reproduc·
tions of human 11mbs. a ppar·
ently left behind by worshipers who had requested or be·
lIeved they had received heal·
Ing from their gods. The altars
were identified with an't:ient
Lav1nlum and the finds were
dated between the sixth and
first centuries be for e the
Christian era. Legend has It
that Lavinlum got Its name
from a native princess named
Lavinia. According to vergil's
Aeneid, Aeneas, the son of the
goddess Aphrodite and An·
chises, landed nearby at the
end of his wanderings follow·
ing the fall of Troy. Princess
Lavln1a became his wife. Rom·
ulus and Rem u s, legendary
founders of Rome, are said to
be descendants of the p a I r.
Though Lavlnium drew
throngs of votarIes yearly dUro
ing its prominence, it finally
»
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fell Into decline In the days of
lntperial Rome.
HJch Waten In trmtua7

.. For the ftri:t ttme In its history, Uruguay was placed un·
der marshal law due to the
state of emergency created by
recent floods. ItalY, Argentina,
CbUe, the U.S. and many other
countries rushed aid in the
way of food supplies, medi·
cines, vaccInes and other need·
ed. items. even lending helt·
copters tor the rescue of
stranded :flood victims. U.S. en·
tertainer Nat "King" Cole
gave performances In Uruguay
while on his recent South
American tour, with proceeds
going to fiood relle! charity.
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
visited flood refugees, donat·
Ing $20,000 for their assist·
ance. Much work lies ahead
for the populace as they reconstruct bridges, roads, rail·
roads. power plants, buildings
and homes. Crop damage may
mean tuture :f: 0 0 d shortages
for the Uruguayans.
Honduran Rebels FoDed

+A

band of anned civilians
was reported to have attacked
a military garrison at Gracias
in northern Honduras on May
l2. 'IWo hours of fighting en·
sued, in which the Insurgents
su1fered three casualties, with
others fleeing to safety in the
nearby mountainouS reg ion.
The Honduran government
has Identified the rebels as fol·
lowers. ot Col. Armando Velasquez, leader of a foiled revolt
in January, who has since been
In exile, possibly In Guatemala.
Threat to the moe Wbale

• The blue whale, sometimes
c a II e d the sulphurboUom, Is
probably one of the biggest
animals ever to have lived on
the earth. The average length
of an adult blue whale is about
seventy·slx feet, but some have
been known to attain a length
01 about ninety feet and a
Weight of approximately 140
tons. Fear has recently been

expressed by sorne specialists
in the whaling Industry, how·

ever, that this mammoth crea·
ture may be facing extinction.
The sulphurboftom is hunted
mostly off the coast of Antarctica, but even in its vast wa·
tery domain it is becoming
more and more diIDcult for the
blue whale to find a mate. Un·
less the yearly toll is greatly
reduced, some warn that with·
In as little as five years the
b lu.e OR hale ~~latl,.~n. ma'j
have diminished to the point
of no recovery. StUl others see
8 threat to the entire whaling
industry.
World Refugee Year

• An estimated 40,000,000 per·
sons throughout the world
h a v e become refugees since
the close of World War II. An
additional 15,000,000 men,
women and children are said
to be without fixed residences.
Thirty·one nations have
agreed to co·operate in aiding
homeless refugees throughout
Asia, Nor t h Africa, Europe
and the Middle East. The
agreement came about In reo
sponse to a U.N. General As·
sembly resolution calling for a
world-wide observance of a
World Refugee Ye a r, begin·
nlng in June. It is saId that
most of the refugees have fled
to the West from Communist
lands. Nations of the Soviet
bloc did not join in the en·
deavor.
Folklut Fear@.
~ In 1954, following the detonation of nuclear devices in
the Sou t h Pacific. an unex·
pected shift in winds calTied
atomic debrIs over Rongelap
Island in the MarshalIs archi·
pelago. All elghty·two inhab·
itants of the atoll were evacu·
ated. Some time later, after
treatment, they were returned
to their island. A U.N. group
recently vIsited the Rongelap
people and on May 21 it was
reported that the Islanders had
recovered from the physical
effects of the f a II 0 u t. They
were, however, stiU in emo.
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tiona! distress. They were apprehensive about possible belated effects of radioactivity.
The islanders feared for their
health.
Mafia Men Indictee!
.. On November 14, 1957,
over sixty underworld figures
"just happened to drop in at
the same time" at a home in
Apalachin, New York. They
came from various states, and
police wondered if these men
were actually members of the
Sicilian underworld organlza·
tion called the Mafia. The y
further thought that possibly
the meeting had been called to
discuss Mafia affairs, Including
narcotics peddling and racket·
eering in various labor unions
and industries. 0 n May 22,
twenty·seven delegates to the
Apalachin meeting we rei n·
dieted by the U.S. government
on charges of conspiracy to
obstruct justice. When que s·
tioned, they had refused to di·

ment, said to be about 3,500
years old, records songs and
laments of the Sumerian god·
MInute Cuneiform
dess of love, Dr. Kramer de.. During the latter part of scribes her as "a deity who
the nineteenth century French spa r ked the imagination of
researchers discovered thirty· men all over the ancient
nine fragments of a Sumertan • world: Venus to the Romans,
document in cuneiform script Aphrodite to the Greeks, Ish·
near ancient Lagash in Meso- tar to the Babylonians, she
potamia. The fragments are was celebrated in Sumertan
now preserved in the Louvre song and hymn, myth and rit·
in Paris. Recently, Dr. Samuel ual, under the name, Inanna,
Noah Kramer, Clark Research 'Queen of Heaven'."
Professor of Assyriology at
the University of Pennsylva· Moon Beams
nia, deciphered one of these
Can the moon serve as a
fragmentary clay tablets about relay station for radio waves?
the size of a quarter. Report· In late May it was revealed
ing in the spring issue of Ex· that voice and music broad·
pedition, a University Museum casts had been directed toward
quarterly, Dr. Kramer s a I d:
the moon by the J odrell Bank
"The cuneHorm signs are so radio telescope in Manchester,
minute, that we wonder how England. The beams were in
the ancient scribes succeeded turn bounced back and picked
in writing them. and how, up in Boston. It was the first
once w r itt e n, they could be time scientists had succeeded
read without a magnifying in using the moon for relaying
glass or microscope." The frag· music and the human voice.
vulge the fa c t s about their
gathering.
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Is Vital for Salvation

Most persons just drift along, believing that if they do the best
they can, that is all God requires of them. But such is not the
case! God warns that he will bring "due punishment upon those
who do not obey the good news about our Lord Jesus." How can
you become "qualified" for salvation? Not just by "good works."
You must become qualified as a minister. That means study. But
"all kinds of men" are gaining the needed knowledge. So can you.
Send for. Qualified to Be Ministers. It is only 3/6.
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NOW ALMOST AT HAND
-the 1959 Awake Ministers District Assemblies are attracting
increased interest throughout the country, Room requests are
pouring into convention headquarters at all six of the convenient
locations as entire families plan to share in the rich spiritual
blessings awaiting them. Below is a list of the locations where

conventions are scheduled for the immediate future.

You Still Have Time
to make final, arrangements to attend one of these vitally important assemblies. Plan at once if you have not already done so,
The featured talk on Sundays will be:

"When God Speaks Peace to All Nations"
July 16 t. 19, 1959

'ri«ol, Olwu.,..,.Itl,., Brlll'toJ Clty Football G~{llilld.
Rooming: Kingdom Hall, Gatton Road, BriBtol 2.
Dundee, Angul, Dund~ ..

leo:'

Rink.

Rooming:

Kingdom

Hall, Court Street, Dtmdce.
July 23 hi 26, 1'59
MIdIII.... rou.h, y ..,blli,.,

AyresQ.m ..

Park

GrQund. Reaming; lfJngdom Hall, 91)
Grove, North OrmMby, Mlddle8brough.

Football

We.!OtbOll}'lH'

$lok_n_T.. nl, Shlfford.hir., ~toke City :I.'ootbo.ll Ground.
Rooming! Kingdom Hall, 2.aA Market Street, Longton.

Jvl, 30 to AUIU" 2. 1959

...." ..1. Count)' Antrim. Ul~t .. r lle.1l. Rooming:
Hall, 343 Orrn"au Road, Belta:st.
W ....,." MklcU•••", Empire Pool. RU(lmlng:

Killgdom
l,i"ll"dorn

Hall, 7 Ouk!ngton Manor Drive, Wemhley,

for , ..ml writ. WATCHTOWER CONVENTION 01 rooming odd •• o. obon

INSTRUCTIVE
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STIMULATING

EN.JOYABLE

AWAKE!

~P Making-an Invaluable Science
t.e Jets Have It
JULY 22, 1959
;-:,- ..,,;

THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL
News IOUrc.. that are abl. to k.. p you Clwak. to the vital Illuel of our
times must be unfeHereci by c;:en.of1hip and selfish lnteresh. ""wake I" has no
fetters. It recognize. facts, fac. #<KIs, is free to publlsb fods. It .. "ot bound by
political ambitionl or obligations, It Is unhampered by advertisers whose toel
must not be trodden on, It, II unprejudiced by tra,ditional creeds. This journal
keeps iflelf free that it' may speak freely to you. But ,it do •• not abuse 111 freedom.
It maintains Integrity to truth.
"Awake'" u,es the regular newt channell. but Is not dependent on them.
Us own correspondenil are on all continents, In scores of n(llio11l. From Ihe four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on·the-scenes reporls come to you through
these columns. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by penons of <:III ages, Through its
pages many fields of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its covet'age is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awakel" pledges itself to righteous principles. to el(posing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinqlJent world. refletting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
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London, England, July 22, 1959

HE presence of moral corruption in a
society is not the sign of a healthy society but the sign of a sick one. Its spread
produces ever greater problems that make
peaceful living difficult; crime increases,
violence grows, more and more families
are broken up because of marriage failures,
social diseases rise, contentions and injustices multiply. Living in such a society becomes precarious. This is the type of society that exists world-wide today.
Commenting on the bad fruits it is producing among children, especiaUy in the
United States, Judge Samuel Leibowitz
stated: "We are fast approaching the time
when this nation will have over 2,000,000
persons who have appeared in juvenile
courts. Although our child population has
increased only 25 percent from 1948 to
1957, appearances before juvenile courts
have increased almost 150 percent in the
same period. This is a shocking situation."
-New York Times, February 13, 1959.
The situation is the outward evidence
of the moral corruption that exists in modem society.
Despite its bad fruits moral corruption
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has sales appeal. It sells books, magazines
and dramas. More often than not the theme
of a popular story is moral corruption In
glaring lights and colorful posters theaters
stress the immoral features of the movies
they show in order to increase sales at
the box office. Publishers of many magazines make moral corruption prominent in
their cover illustrations.
Murder, sadism, beastliness and almost
every fonn of moral degeneracy are served
to this generation as entertainment by TV,
movie, stage and literatUre. How can such
themes have an upbuilding effect upon
either young or old? Regarding TV presentations the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency said in its
report, as published in U.S. News <£ World
Report: "Television, available at a flick of
a knob and combining visual and audible
aspects into a 'live' story, has a greater
impact upon its child audience." "Life is
cheap; death, suffering, sadism and brutality are subjects of callous indifference
and judges, lawyers and law-enforcement
officers are too often dishonest, incompetent and stupid. The manner and frequency
with which crime through this medium is
brought before the eyes and ears of American children indicates inadequate regard
for psychological and social consequences."
"Repeated exposures to scenes of crime
and violence may well blunt and callous
hUman sensitivity to, and sympathy for,
human suffering and distress."
3

There are, of course, dramas and works
of literature that do not depend upon moral corruption to sell them. These leave a.
more constructive impression upon the
minds of people than those that do depend
upon it. But the fact that so many people
respond to the appeal of moral corruption
is significant. It shows how the world
thinks. It should not be surprising, therefore, that unlawful acts are committed by
children who copy what they see adults
'doing.
Since fleshly tendencies are not inclined
naturally toward good morals, there is a
certain fascination in seeing or reading
stories in which people throw aside moral
restraints. But by feeding the mind upon
such things how can a person build up resistance to the wrong desires of the flesh 1
How can it help hIm maintain a high standard of morals?
Because immorality is a common thing
in the world, that does not mean it should
be glorified in literature, on the stage and
on the screen. It is something to be deplored, not built up as a box-omce attraction. Playing up violations of God's laws
gives the impreSESion that the committing
of such sins is the thing to do and that to
resist them is being old fashioned or Victorian.
If the people of this world had respected
God's laws, its society would not be morally and spiritually sick. It would not have
the soclal problems of love triangles that
result in heartaches and often violence, of
broken families, of child crime and adult
crime, of social diseases, of caring for
thousands of illegitimate children, of criminal violence and of war. The good principles and laws set down in God's Word
are the basis for a healthy society, a society that produces good fruit. Personal
moral standards that disregard the standards set down by God can lead only to
trouble. The bad fruits now being reaped
4

by the present world society are clear evidence of it.
Persons who' recognize the wisdom in
the moral principles of God's Word see
how important those principles are for
man's well-being. Christians of the first
century were such persons. Many of them
thought and acted as the world did before
they became Christians, but then they
changed. Regarding this change one of
them said: "Yes, among them we all at
one time conducted ourselves in harmony
with· the -desires of our flesh, doing the
things the flesh and the thoughts willed,
and we were naturally children of wrath
even as the rest." (Eph. 2:3) Another one
said: "The time that has passed by is sufficient for you to have worked out the will
of the nations when you proceeded in deeds
of loose conduct, lusts, excesses with wine,
revelries, drinking matChes, and idolatries
that are without Jegal restraint." (1 Pet.
4:3) The legal restraint of God's laws on
conduct is needed just as much today as it
was back there.
Moral corruption has an appeal because
of the weakness of human flesh. A person
should, therefore, be careful when selecting literature and dramas. Why should he
leave himself open to having his moral in·
tegrity weakened by low-grade entertainment?
The Bible gives good advice when it
sa.ys: "Whatever things are true, whatever
things are of serious concern, whatel-'er

things are righteous, whatever things are
chaste, whatever things are lovable, whatever things are welL spoken of, whatever
virtue there is and whatever praiseworthy
thing there is, continue considering these
things." (Phil. 4:8) When a person does
that he strengthens his capability to resist
base fleshly weaknesses that lead to moral
corruption. "God is not one to be mocked.
For whatever a man is sowing, this he will
also reap."-GaI. 6:7.
AWAKE!

The result of it all was
that the psychiatrist reported to his parents: "There's
absolutely nothing wrong
with your son. He's perfectly O.K. But what I would
like to know is what caused
you two to get so disturbed
about your son changing his
religion?" Today this young
'--'man is a missionary in

Africa.
This points up
the controversial
nl;lture of religion.
It is a subject more
often associated
with emotion than
with reason. However'; since there is
BRIGHT and eager youth had just
nothing that has
recently finished his high school
far-reaching
term. At his first place of employment
effects than the
he came in touch with a new and interkind of religion we
"--~": ,
ha.ve, we should be
esting religion-new as far as he was concerned. He found its message so reasonable willing to reason soberly on the subject.
and inspiring that before long he left the Unless we are willing to accept the Hindu
religion of his parents and was baptized in point of view that all religions are all
that faith. This so distressed his orthodox right, we must admit that not all the some
parents that they insisted he have an ex- thousand religions of Christendom, not to
amination by a psychiatrist.
say anything regarding all those of the
Trying to ascertain just what caused this
Eastern
world, are true and right.
youth to change his religion, the psychiaReligion may be said to be the means
trist asked him about his school studies.
It turned out that he had won a scholar- by which one recognizes the object of worship. Friends? He had some good ones. ship. It will hardly be disputed that reliWhat about girls? They were all right; in gion should do five basic things for us:
fact, some were very nice. After a few (1) reveal to us the name and personality
more such questions the psychiatrist asked
of the One worshiped; (2) reveal his purin desperation: "Then whatever made you
poses regarding the earth and man; (3) reget mixed up in that crazy religion?" Anveal
what is required of man in relation
swered the youth: "That's where you've
to
his
God and his fellow man; (4) furnish
got it all wrong, doctor. I was all mixed
up before I got in touch with it. It straight- the impetus, desire and will to do what
ened me out." And to prove his point he God requires; (5) and finally, impart
strength to do what God requires.
began to ask the psychiatrist questions.
I
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TheCreaior
The religion that is truly based upon the
Bible, the Word of Qod, meets all those
requirements. It reveals to us God as the
creator of "earth and heaven," with whom
"Is the source of life." Regarding his name
he states: "I am Jehovah. That is my
namE!; and to anyone else I shall not give
my own glory, neither my praise to graven
images." That name, appearjng upward
of 6,823 times in the Hebrew Scriptures, is
a Hebrew word of four letters and is therefore termed the tetragrammaton. It literally means "he causes to be." That name is
most fitting, for he, indeed, has caused all
things that exJst to be.-Gen. 2:4; Ps. 38:
9; lsa. 42,S.
What are his attributes or basic qualities or characteristics? His Word shows
that they are power, wisdom. justice and
love. The universe gives overwhelming testimony to bis great power. Fittingly he
appeared to Abraham and others "as God
Almighty." Well could He ask that patriarch: "Is anything too extraordinary for
Jehovah?"-Ex. 6:3; Gen. 18:14; Rom. 1:
20.
Another attribute of God is wiooom, regarding which his: grand, majestic and
beautiful W1iverse also gives eloquent testimony. God's wisdom is not only to be
seen from his material universe but also
in his principles, laws and record of dealings as made known in his Word. No wonder the apostle Paul, who was familiar
with these could rapturou81y exclaim: "Gh
the depth of God's riches and wisdom and
knowledge! . . . who has come to know
Jehovah's mind, or who has become his
counselor!" -Rom. 11 :33, 34.
At once both satisfying and yet fearinspiring is God's justice, another of his
basic qualities. As Moses sang: "The Rock,
perfect is his activity, for all bis ways are
justice. A God of faithfulness, with whom
there is no injustice; righteous and upright
6

i. he," Welll8Y therefore root assured that
• teaching that Is repugnant to justice cannot.bf! true of him, nor be taught in his
Word.-Deut.32'4.
In striking contrast to the cruel characteristics of so many man-made gods,
the God of the Bible is the very personification of love: "God is love," we read. He
deUghts in loving~kindness and mercy. As
he proclaimed to Mases: "Jehovah, Jehovah, a God merciful and gracious. slow to

anger and abundant in loving-kindness and
truth." Yes, he "loved the world [of mankind] so much that he gave his onlybegotten Son, in order that everyone exercising faith in him might not be destroyed
but have everlasting life."-l John 4:8;
Ex. 34,6; John 3,16.
Does your religion measure up to the
first of these requirements by revealing
such a God to you?
HitJ Purp03es

As to the "why" of things, our origin,
purpose of existence and our ultimate destiny, scientists admit that they do not
know, and philosophers can but speculate.
However, the religion truly based on the
Bible does acquaint us with these allimportant truths.
It shows that God created the earth to
be man's lasting home, not "to totter to
time indefinite, nor forever," but for all
time "to be inhabited." (Ps. 104:5; Isa.
45:18) It further shows that God created
man "out of dust from the ground" and
breathed "into his nostrils the breath of
life, and the man came to be a living soul."
Man was made in the image and likeness
of God, we also are told, this meaning, not
a physical image and likeness, but that
man was given a measure of God's four
attributes of power, wisdom, justice and
love. and in that man was given dominion
over the lower animals. Additionally, man
was mandated to fill the earth with offAWAKE!

spring and to usubdue" it, make it all like
the paradise in which he found himself.
To test mankind's appreciation and wor·
thiness of God's goodness they were com·
manded not to eat of the fruit of a certain
tree.-Gen. 2:7; 1:26-28; 2:17.
However, it was not long before man
and woman betrayed their lack of appreciation by permitting themselves to be seduced by an unfaithful spirit creature or
angel and thus lost their paradise home as
well as their right to life. God did not at
once destroy the rebels and create others,
because, for one thing, he had begun his
great rest day, which rest God's Word
shows is continuing down to the present
time. But more important still, the unfaithful angel, now termed Satan and Devil, taunted God that he could tum all other
creatures away from God. To prove Satan
a liar and God supreme it required that
Satan be let live to attempt to proV(! his.
boast. More than that, the detlection of
our first parents raised the question as to
who was to blame, God or they. Letting
them live and bear children and then having these face the same test would show
whether or not keeping integrity toward
God was possible. All this is made clear
especially in the book of Job and fully
vindicates God for Jetting suffering and
wickedness continue.
Down through the centuries faithful men
have proved God true and the Devil a malicious liar, and so in the very near future
God will put an end to suffering and wickedness. Then the earth will reflect the marvelous attributes of the Creator: "They
wi1l not do any harm or cause any ruin in
alI my holy mountain; because the earth
will certainly be filled with the knowledge
of Jehovah as the waters are covering the
very sea." Then God "will wipe out every
tear from their eyes, and death wi1l be no
more, neither wi1l mourning nor outcry
JULY Ill!, 1959

nor pain be any more."-Isa. 11:9; Rev.
21:4.
Thus we see that God's Word effectively
silences the carping of the ancient and
modern atheistic and agnostic philosophers
who insist that the presence of evil in the
earth proves that there is no God worthy
of our worship. They say that either he is
weak and unable to stop it or he does not
want to stop it and therefore is lacking in
justice and love. That God could have a
good reason for permitting it and that its
existence is for but a brief moment, as God
reckons time, is the solution to the enigma
that never dawned upon those worldlywise men; yet that is exactly what the Bi~
bIe shows.
Does your religion give you such a logical explanation of the permission of evil,
one that satisfies both mind and heart?
KnDwing and Dolng the Divine Will lor Us
What is the divine will for us? Jesus
summed it up in the two great commandments: "You must love Jehovah your God
with your whole heart and with your
whole soul and with your whole mind and
with your whole strength," and "you must
love your neighbor as yourself." To love
God is to keep his commandments, among
which are to make one's dedication, to undergo baptism and to lead morally clean
lives. And whenever Caesar's commands
conflict with God's we must remember the
apostolic principle: "We must obey God as
ruler rather than men."-Mark 12:29-31;
Acts 5:29.
For Jesus that divine will included
preaching. As he told Pilate: "For this
purpose I have been born and for this purpose I have come into the world, that I
should bear witness to the truth." His followers are to do the same. That is why he
sent forth the twelve and later the seventy
and why he gave, apparent1y to an assembly of five hundred, the parting admo7

nitlon: "Go therefore and make disciples
of people of all the nations." The best way
this can be done today is by co~operating
with others so that "this good news of the
kingdom will be preached in all the in~
habited earth for the purpose of a witness
to all the nations."-John 18:37; Matt. 28:
19; 1 Cor. 15:6; Matt. 24:14.
God does not leave it up to us individ~
ually to interpret what his will is for us.
He has ever had spokesmen or organiza~
tional channels of communication to trans·
mit his will to men, such as Noah, the na~
tion of Israel, Jesus Christ and the body
of apostles and older men at Jerusalem.
Today there is a New World society of
Jehovah's witnesses that stands ready to
help all who sincerely want to know and
ao the divine will. With it is found the
"faithful and discreet slave" body of
anointed Christians that takes the lead,
even as Jesus foretold.-Matt. 24:45-47.
Does your religion so clearly and fully
make known the divine will for individ~
ualstoday?
Coming to the fourth requirement, we
find that the truly Bible-based religion
gives us the incentive, impetus and will to
do the divine will. For one thing, it shows
that doing it is most wise, as it means
peace of mind and happiness now and ever·
lasting life in God's new world of right~
eousness. (Matt. 11:2B~30; Rom. 6;23)
What an incentive to do the divine will!
Further, it makes us feel the obligation
to do the divine will by driving home the
fact that Jehovah is our Sovereign, Law~
giver, Life~giver and Owner. We are in~
debted to him for everytlling as long 8S
we live on his earth, and the only way we
can have a clear conscience is to acknowl~
edge that debt by obeying his commands,
by doing his will. (Mal. 1:6) Above all, the
true religion shows that love for God and
appreciation of all that he has unselfishly
done for us should make us eager to do the
8

divine will. Love begets love. (1 Chron
29:14; 1 John 5:3) Yes, the logic, the
rightness and the beauty of Bible~based
reUgion gives us the incentive, impetus and
will to do the divine will. Does your religion measure up iIi this respect?
And finally, the Bible-based religion
gives strength 'to do the divine will and to
endure in doing it. This comes from a
knowledge and understanding of and faHh
in God's Word, which "is alive and exerts
power." It shows us our privilege of
prayer, how to pray, what to pray for and
what we must do to have our prayers an~
swerecl. It helps us to receive God's holy
spirit by means of which we can haw
strength for all things. And it brings us
in touch with the abOve~identified chan~
nel God is using at the present time, and
with fellow Christians, both further aiding us to do and to keep on dOing the divine wilL-Heb. 4:12; Zech. 4:6.
1>roof that this Bible~based religion does
indeed give persons the incentive and impetus to do and to endure in doing God's
will is seen on every hand. It is seen in
the fact that there was an increase of 9.8
percent in Kingdom proclaimers in 1958
over 1957, for a monthly average of 717,088. It is seen in the fact that they devoted more than 110 mUlion hours to the
preaching work. It is also seen in the fact
that in eight lands behind the Iron Curtain more than 95,000 Witnesses have kept
integrity, refusing to compromise and continuing active in their ministry, resulting
in an increase of 21 percent in their ranks.
It was seen in their 1958 Divine Will International Assembly held in New York
at which close to 200,000 Witnesses from
123 lands joined in worship of Jehovah and
in receiving knowledge of the divine will
and the incentive and the strength to do it.
Does your religion measure up also in
these respects?
AWAKE!

REMEMBER Seoul as it
was in
was a
Iwhole
city overflowing
1949-50. It

with

refugees from the Communist
North, but its residents were
full of hopes and aspirations.
The Korean peop1e had been
liberated in 1945 from forty
years of occupatjon by the
Japanese, and by authority of
the United- Nations had their
very own government established as the Republic of Korea, October 15, 1948. Suddenly, on June 25, 1950, North
Korea invaded South Korea,
and the ravaging of a country
began on a scale probably
unequaled in this twentieth
century.
The city of Seoul was 60
percent destroyed, while in
the key downtown section 80
percent destruction was estimated. Some
40,000 homes were completely wiped out.
Communications were all but gone and
public works were rendered almost totally
ineffective. Memory of a walk through the
streets of Seoul in December of 1951 is
silll viv'ui. The debris had been cleaned up.
The bricks were piled neatly by the streets.
But this seemed only to emphasize the des~
olation. Only about one fifth of the former
population was still in the city. There
was almost no transportation. The quiet
seemed abnonnal unti1 it was broken oc~
casionally by the rumble of the big guns
from the front. The war was still going on
then.
What about Seoul today,? It is hard to
realize that this bustling, changing, pro~
gressing city of Seoul today is the same
place it was then. There are now 1,700,000
residents in the city. Some 60,000 homes
have been rebuilt. The main thoroughfares
have been repaired and the city has plans
JULY £14, 1959

now for aspl1altlng the side
st:l'eets and narrow winding
alleys that make up most
of Seoul's passageways.
The scars of war are for
the most part concealed.
It used to be that
most of the busi~
nesses closed up
after darl!;:. The
streets of downtown Seoul at
night were
gloomy and there
was little pedes~
trian traffic after
things closed
down. Electricity was rationed
and there was none for advertising purposes. Now all that is different. Flashing neon lights have

come to Secul. It ~a.ves a -;:,~rlul
effect on the populace to see the
colorful displays downtown now.
Perhaps the biggest difference in the
city is transportation. Streetcar service
has been increased and extended. Buses
are available for every part of the city and
suburbs. These buses are made of locally
fashIoned bodIes mounted on former military truck chassis. In Seoul, Pusart, Taegu
and a few other cities a familiar sight has
become the Hapsung or group-taxi, which
foHows a prescribed route. These small ve~
hicles are patterned after the American
Willys Station Wagon, but are a bit smail·
er. It is not unusual to see thirteen persons
jammed into these taxis. A passenger may
go anywhere along the route for twenty
cents. One company making these vehi·
cles did not see why it could not go its
American counterpart one better, so on
all its vehicles one can see a large easy~
to-see chrome·plated casting mounted on
the hood reading, "6·Wheel Drive." These
Hapsung taxis have done as much as any9

thing to make Ufe more Conveniebt 1il the
capital city. During the' rush 1>0_ alI
forms of travel are crowded to the limit.
Korea's people are more on the move
now than ever before, especially the women. Ih prewar times the women Wfare more
confined to the area of their homes. Now
it Is easier to go and come. Noticeable in
the );mst five years has been the trend in
women's clothing toward Western styles.
Beauty shops giving permanents are found
everywhere. The cosmetic bUsiness is
booming. Many Western customs are being
absorbed. Also, the crime rate has increased and Korea is meeting teen-age de~
llnqUency for the lirst time on a Jarge
scale.
Plastic, nylon and vinyl have in recent
years changed the shape and color of the
household utensils. Chopsticks used to be
fashioned of wood or brass or silver. Now
plastic chopsticks are as common as wood~
en ones used to be. The old~fashioned oiledpaper umbrella has been replaceQ. by the
vinyl.covered bamboo frame. In the larger
clties the ladies still use the po;aegi (large
kerchief) to carry large purchases, but untilit is needed to wrap up a clumsy bundle
it is kept inside a bright colorful vinyl bag
or purse. In prewar Korea one seldom saw
the ladies carrying purses. The kerchief~
wrapped bundle had been the CUstom for
centurjes.

Korea was unable to meet Wltnout ouwae

help. It has received that help from the
United Nations and from the United States
in partlcular.
The bulk of ass1atance to Korea has come
directly from the United States. More than
$2 billion has been given to the Republic
since the beginning of the Korean war. An
undisclosed amoullt, bth:: believed to be at
least equal to th~ economic aid, has also
been given in the form of military aid.
Korea maintains the second~largest armed
force in the free world and fourth in the
entire world. Manifestly this could not be
maintained without United States aid.
SJnce the Unjted States began assistjng its
allies in World War II, it has given more
aid to Korea than any other single country.
The agency that directs the United
States' huge aid t>rogram in Korea is the
Office of Economic Coordinator (DEC),
which is under the State Department's International Cooperation Administration,
The DEC declared that conditions had been
returned to prewar levels. Generally speak~
ing, Koreans' living conditions equal those
of 1949·50 in almost every field except
hOUSing.
Now the emphasis is being placed on ft~
nancing such projects as thermal and
hydroelectric plants to alleviate the power
shortage. One of the world's largest ferti·
lizer pJants is nearing completion in Chong·
ju. Pax:,t of the nation's needs are being
Economic Stabilization
produced in a paper .mill, new cement fac~
The Korean war, 1950-1953, left the tories and a plat~·glass factory-aU built
COWltry with more than a million dead, in~ with United States aid. Effort is being di~
eluding both military and civilian. Proper~ rected to capitalize on Korea's fishing in~
ty damage was estimated at upward of $3 dustry so that it can export more marine
billion. More than half the transportation products to bolster its own economy. The
facilities of the nation were destroyed, as backbone of its economy is agriculture.
was 40 percent of the marine transpor~ Flood control measures are being under~
tation. Throughout the country 600,000 taken. Reforestation of its denuded moun~
homes had been destroyed.
taios is a huge undertaking that has just
To absorb and overcome the economic begun. It has been estimated that at its
shock was a monumental task and one that present rate of consumption Korea's few
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Nmaintng forests would be exhausted
within fifteen years.
The protection of the remaining: forests
required. the ch9J1ging of the hom~heating

Ed_Ion and ReunlllcaUon
SchoolS have had an early priority in
rehabilitation programs. In the city of
Seoul alone there are 188 public and. private higb schools and ninety-two elementary schools. Still schools are overcroWded.
Plans for increasing classrooms are under
way. It i$ hoped that within. a few years
the use of entrance examinations for middle and high schools to select only the better students can be abolished. so aU can
have equal opportunity of attending
schools.
What about Korea's role in the family
of nations? She has had eleven years' experience now and knows wbat she needs
to survive. Korea is a child of the United
Nations. The great powers have their ideas
of the precarious road. Korea must fol1ow.
Korea, however, stands pat on her own
policies.
Much bas appeared in the public press
about the United Nations recommendation
to unify Korea through U.N.-sponsored
elections. No one issue is so important to
Koreans in general as reun,ification of their
divided country. On November 12, 1958,
the United Nations Main Political Commit.
tee voted 52 to 9 in favor of a resolution
calling for free elections in Korea. It was
the eleventh straight year such a resolution was passed. It has little chance of
succeeding. The conditions Communist
North Korea places on the elections are
such that the Republic of Korea coUld
never agree. North Korea has less than one
third of the total population, yet it demands equal representation in the legislature that would then adopt a constitution
for the whole of Korea. Even then conditions would have to be such that North
Korea could rig the results to suit its own

fuel that has prevalJed for centuries. The
Koreans have used wood to burn In their
under-the-floor fire pots. Now a briquette
of coal that is circular with nineteen holes
punched in it for air vents is used instead.
In cities an ordinance against the use of
wood as a fuel prevails.
When one compares present conditions
with those of wartime, there is much progress. But still there is much hardship for
the average Korean. Estimating Korea's
lahar force to be 8.2 million and combining
unemployment estimates with underemployment, the total unemployment is about
25 percent of the working force. Salaries
are insufficient to support an entire family.
Thousands of families live day by day, depending on their income for the day to
buy the food they eat in the evening. Most
families must be content with one or two
rooms, with the kitchen either a lean40 or
in many cases out of doors. If a home owner has three rooms, chances are that at
least one is rented out to another family.
Inflation, if not checked, has been considerably slowed down. Prices now are
about the same as they were a year ago.
Theaters have been built in almost every
neighborhood. People have more money
for recreation now than in the war years.
In the large cities one can see a foreign
movie in Cinemascope if he wishes.
While plans for repairing the water system of Seoul and other cities are under
way, it still is a fact that only 25 to 30
percent of the people of Seoul have access
to purified treated water. Two treatment
plants, an intake tower and a booster needs.
pumping station all are nearing compleThe Republic of Korea has long maintion, and Seoul's water problem will soon tained that the proposed free elections be
be much improved.
held only in the Communist North. All
JULY $2, 1959
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Korea does not agree with the United
elections since 1948 in South Korea have
been under the observation of the United States policy of containment of commu
Nations Commission for Unification and nism. She believes that territories swalRehabilitation of Korea. Therefore, Ko- lowed. up by the Reds must be liberated,
rea's stand is that U.N.-sponsored elections particularly North Korea, and she believes
have already been held here. The govern- this can be done without risk of nuclear
ment spokesman, Oh Chae-Kyung, director conflict. In commenting on this subject,
of the Office of Public Information, made the Korean Republic"January 6, 1959, statclear Korea's stand in an article, saying: ed editorially: "The way to peace and a
"Any suggestion that this Government will better world can come only when America
consent to nationwide eleCtions before uni- realizes the fallacy of containment, for our
fication is totally incorrect." Korea would time. May this be the year of such reali·
insist that the people of North Korea elect zation and the beginning of victory."
in a U.N.~supervised election a proportionate' number of representatives to the al- Religion
ready existing National Assembly. Blank
Religion is flourishing in the Republic of
nationwide elections prior to unification Korea today. Buddhism is the largest, with
would, in Korea's view, mean subscribing 3,000,000 adherents; all sects of Christianto the dissolving of its own established ity are lumped together to comprise the
sovereignty. The Korean Republic in its second·largest group, with over 1,000,000
editorial said flatly: "We are not about to
members. Most of the remaining populaaccept any such abridgement of our sovertion have no formal religion, but do follow
eignty."
Confucianism and observe rites and 'customs in honor of their ancestors. ProtesThe Armistice
The Korean government did not sign the tant and Catholic groups hail Korea as the
armistice that ended the fighting in Korea. most fruitful field in the Orient.
Amidst all this, 3,456 faithful witnesses
It merely agreed that it would not interfere with the armistice between the U.N. of Jehovah are preaching to their fellow
forces and the Communist forces for a citizens the good news of Jehovah's estabperiod of 180 days. That period ended early lished kingdom under his reigning Son,
in 1954. Now the Koreans want the ar- Jesus Christ. Ninety congregations and
mistice scrapped. They did succeed in get- groups of these practicers of true worship
tin&: the U.N. side to void the portion pro- are to be found scattered throughout
hibiting arms build-up in Korea, because South Korea. More and more people of
the Communist North was using it as a good will are finding peace and comfort in
screen to build up its own strength while God's promise of a righteous new world.
Man today, with all his advanced $Cienthe U.N. was adhering to the agreement.
Korea would like to see the rest of it tific techniques, finds restoration of the
scrapped. In the official view the armistice scorched earth a slow and painful process.
is not only the longest annistice in history, True restoration of the earth, no matter
but the greatest farce in history. Koreans how it be ruined by mankind, will be acresent the meetings with the Communists complished in the true sense during the
at Panmunjom, because the Communists thousand-year reign of Jesus Christ foluse it for a propaganda sounding board. lowing Armageddon now near.
4
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around the Aegean Sea at tile Cena
tet. and surrounded by the
ocean.
It was not until Aristotle
of the fourth century B.C.
that scientific geography
began to come to the "fore.
He demonstrated the theory of an earth with a sphericalfortn.

~~~~~~~

i

Oneofofancient
the most
famous
maps
times
was
drawn by the Greek geographer
CO«RESJIONDENT
Eratosthenes about 200 B.C. It rep.
resented the known world and was the
first to have transverse parallel lines to
HEN you
show
equal latitudes. The geographer also
look at a map,
do you ever stop to think just how it is supplied some meridians of longitude, almade? Have you ever wondered just how though they were irregularly spaced.
the map maker was able to represent acMap making, as we know it today. owes
curately and proportionately so many de- much to Hipparchus of the second century
tails on his map, despite its covering hun- B.C. He is attributed with the invention
dreds of miles, perhaps a whole COtmtry or of trigonometry, an essential for gaining
even the whole earth? The way in which facts for cartography.
the science of map making, or cartography
In the Middle Ages progress leading to
as it is also called, has been developed is the development of mathematical cartogtruly cause for wonder.
raphy came to a standstill in ChristenIt would be difficult to fix definitely dom, though not in the Islamic world. Due
when man first began to use maps. No to an unreasonable literal interpretation of
doubt from the very beginning sketches of the Holy Scriptures some clergymen held
some kind were employed to represent the that the theory of a round earth was herearth's surface. But it is supposed that esy. Yet the prophet Isaiah, some seven
these were deficient in true geographical hundred years before Christ, wrote:
value because of mistaken concepts con- "There is One who is dwelling above the
cerning the earth. To the ancient Greek circle of the earth."-Isa. 40:22.
philosopher Homer the earth was a disc
Many have been the developments, disurrounded by a mighty river, the ocean rect and indirect, leading to modern cartogbeing simply a current that completely en- raphy. To name a few: the development
circled the earth.
of movable type in the fifteenth century,
the" discovery of the Americas, the voyages
Early Map Making
by Magellan and other navigators, the
When was the first map of the world findings in astronomy by Copernicus and
made? It is believed to have been made in the solution to the problem of how to crethe sixth century B.C. by the Greek phi- ate a fiat map that would compensate for
losopher Anaximander. It was circular and the curved surface of the earth. How was
showed the known lands of the earth this problem solved?
OY ••••,

,w.,,,,,'
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It was Gerhardus Mercator that atTo determine certain elevations -abOve
tacked the problem. In 1568 this Flemish sea level a cartographer must establish a
geographer devised a system in which the "vertical control '! To obtain this he must
north·south meridians were made parallel first. obtain the average sea level by an infrom pole to pole and every degree of Iati..: strument called. a mareograph. After this
tude from the equator to the poles was he can determine elevations of his previlengthened in the same proportion as the ously placed concrete posts. Much is in~
meridians had been distorted to make them volved in establishing "horizontal control"
straight lines. This distorted. distance but and "vertical control"; only some of the
kept directions correct. The Mercator Pr~ basic information has here been discussed.
jection surpassed all others in utility; and However, once these have been established
now, almost four hundred years later, the the cartographer is ready to go to work,
projection he developed is still extensively gather information, make his mathemati~
cal calculations and proceed. with the ac~
used.
tual map work.
Intricacies of Modern Cartography
For maps ot small areas information
Today map making with its many fine can be gathered with comparatively little
techniques and precision instruments is a equipment. Usually a surveyor's transit
near perfect science. For "hOrizontal con- and a measure are the essential instru~
trol" whole nations have been marked. off ments. However, for maps of larger areas
in a network of triangulations. The points and greater accuracy, aerial photos are alof origin of these have been determined most a necessity. According to Frederick
with great care, being fixed. in longitude Gutierrez Braun, director of the Geograph~
and latitude. These points, known as datum ical Institute of Costa Rica, no really ac~
points or fundamentals, are places Where curate map can be made without aerial
there are few or no unfavorable conditions. photos. So for up·to.date and accurate map
In North America "the datum" ls'located making, helicopters, airplanes and preci·
in Kansas at a place established in 1927 siOn cameras are needed..
and known as Meade's' Ranch. This "daBack at the office, the cartographer uses
tum" is used by the United States, Canada other instruments to translate his photos
and Mexico and is to be used in the Carib-. to map scale. Upon completion of the map..
bean and Central American areas. To check ping process, the cartographer is ready to
the accuracy and trueness of these datum make his map reproductions in color.
points or fundamentals astronomical observations are made. In order to have Mistakes, Changes and Progress
markers for the network of triangles that
Despite the great degree of accuracy of
are constructed from these fundamentals modern maps, embarrassing errors crop up
or datum points, concrete posts containing now and then. According to one of Ameria plaque with explanatory infonnation are ca's noted cartographers, Richard Edes
located at the vertices of the triangles. Harrison, many of these mistakes rest on
Once this basic "horizontal control" is de- a common foundation. "A great many em·
termined then a supplementary horizon- ban-assing mistakes," he says, "could be
tal contro) is added. This is done by fonn· avoided if map makers had at least a noding or constructing a minor network of ding acquaintance with geography, the
triangles to the above·mentioned. The pur. mother science of cartography." He tells
pose of these is for filling in details.
about an expensive error on a map of
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Southwest Asia, published by a noted In· ever, a very accurate map wlll give destitution and distributed in the mtllions. tailed facts and information, such as the
that showed the Kabul River passing "into location of a river, a waterfall, railroads,
the headwaters of the KUIJ.duz River, flow~ highways, the height of a mountain, the
tog into the Amu Darya and winding up depth of the ocean and land contour. So
in the Aral Sea without once diminishing maps are invaluable to the navigator, pilot,
prospector, geologist,
its width-an error
construction engititat could not have
COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE
neer and, of course,
been made by anyone
• Old you know that evuy Christian, ra.
gardles. of ucular occupation, should alao
with an elementary
the
motorist.
be a minlltar? How can you quallf,.? Look
tor the article "What Requlrel'hentl for tho
geographical knowl~
To understand the
Ministry?"
edge of the region."
value of a map con• Read an eyawltneu account of ttl" worlt
flood dl.uter in Uruguayan history.
Maps are constant~
sider this example:
• You Ci;ln take precautlo", to aVoid need.
1..,ly Ihortsnlng your life. Read abllut it In
ly being brought up
A highway is pro~
tile article "Why Take a Chancs?"
to date. New commu~
posed to connect two
nities are established,
different cities. Were
some change names and some are ahan· it not for tl map, an engineer would have to
doned. New highways appear. Wars change conduct a series of costly explorations over
boundaries. Even earthquakes may cause the land before he could even sketch a proa map revision. An earthquake near Dixie posed route. Even then he is liable not to
Valley, Nevada, pushed snow-capped peaks pick the best route. But with an accurate
upward and dropped the valley floor. So map in large scale it would be a relatively
there are many reasons why the map mak- easy matter to fix the ideal route. In Costa
er's work is never completely done. "Less Rica the government, in road building
than half the area of the United States is alone, has saved hundreds of thousands of
adequately mapped," says Science Digest, co16nes by having at its dispo'sal good
"and the entire job won't be completed for maps.
at least half a century. Omy two statesTo the J31ble student information giVen
Massachusetts and Rhode Island-are com· as to geographical locations will enhance
pletely mapped.
appreciation of Bible events and terms. For
example, Revelation 16: 16 refers to He.fMagedon or Armageddon. This term is
Valuable PUTptJ8eS of MapS
Some persons may feel that the great framed with evident reference to the
sums of money and technical knowledge "Mountain of Megiddo." According to a
needed for cartography are unwarranted Bible map Megiddo overlooked the pass
when it comes to putting a few lines on through the mountains between the plains
a piece of paper. However, the great value of Sharon to the southwest and the plains
of maps more than justifies the expense of the valley of Esdraelon to the northand effort in their production. Through use east. Anyone controlling the pass was in
of maps a motorist can travel thousands position to be victorious in battle. Seeing
of miles in places he has never known or the location on a map helps one fix in mind
seen and yet arrive exactly at his destina- background information to the term Armageddon.
tion. Many persons consult maps to find
Cartography is ancient. In recent times
the general location of a city, lake, moun· it has become a very accurate science. To~
tain or country. For such information a day it provides much invaluable informahighly accurate map is not necessary. How~ tion to many people and nations.
It
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in human history have the
people, afflicted by a despotic dictator,
privilege of obtaining justice by
trial of the same dictator. It happened in
Colombia. G. Rojas Pinilla, ex-president
and ex-dictator, was put on trial before the
Senate of his country.
G. Rojas Pinilla, the ex-commander of
the Colombian forces participating as part
of the United Nations forces in the Korean
war, served as president of Colombia for
a period, of four years, 1953 to 1957. On
May 10, 1957, he was forced. into exile by
a civilian-student revolution. Mter a period of exile in the Canary Islands, Pinilla
returned to Colombia in the latter part of
1958, upon receiving a guarantee of justice
by Lleras Camargo, the new president.
On December 3, 1958, a plot to assassinate government leaders, along with further subversive moves, was discovered and
attributed to the returned ex-dictator. As
a result he was placed in custody and sent
under guard aboard a Colombian navy vessel in the Caribbean Sea. ~ere Rojas Pinilla remained till his recall on January 21,
1959, to face the government charges in
Senate session.
A Senate verdict of guilty could result
in his loss of political rights and his being
sent to the Supreme Court for trial on
criminal charges. A civil court verdict of
guilty could result in various penalties,
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Pinilla even
himself in
prison.
Though many
charges have
been placed
against Pin i1l a,
--,. __~e !.l~wspeP2P r;n
Tie.po of Bogota; said editorially 19n January
'," "",.,_.""''i~, ~959: "That
-the moral
question-is the primary reaswwrllt l' is
trial. The rest may be details of secondary
importance, minor things or great failings. But tbe essence of all is found in that
crime of indignity, that means so much
and represents so much to a republic that
bas always had the rectitude of its rulers
as a standard, their nobleness as an example, their honesty as a fertile teaChing."
President of the Senate, Edgardo Manotas Wilches, said: "In a democracy like
the on,e re-established in Colombia, the
right of defense is sacred. . . . Colombia
is setting a magnificent example for the
continent." (El Tiempo, January 26, 1959)
The present government leaders hope to
carry out the trial of Rojas Pinilla completely according to the Constitution of
Colombia. So it could well be an example
to the South American continent and to
all the world.
The trial began with the reading of a
mountain of indictments against the exdictator. On the first day, seven hours were
spent reading thirty-two documents. General Pinilla and his defense counsel had a
right to answer any of the charges made
as they were read. The reading of the declarations and accusations lasted for four
complete sessions of the Senate and part
of the fifth. The charges were many and
varied. They ranged from misuse of government power to falsification of incomeAWAKE.'

tax returns as to sources of income. Another charge was that of smuggling cattle
into the country for personal gain, using
government power to facilitate the smuggling.

Personal Gain
Following the reading (If the charges,
the senators had the right to question Pinilla. The first session of questions was
lively indeed, as one senator asked sixtythree questions in sixty minutes. They
were pointedly directed at Pinilla's financial dealings while he was president. It was
pointed out that bis income, as reported on
his tax returns, rocketed from 49,000 pesos
to 2,000,000 pesos in four years! HoW was
this financial marve1 accomplished? the
ex-dictator was asked. "Gifts from Colombians and foreigners," be replied, adding
that gifts of personal property increased
in value and were, in turn, sold. Much time
was spent considering Pinilla's transactions involving large farms for sums of
money as high as 700,000 pesos. Commenting on this, El B-iglo of January 29. 1959,
said:
"The tedious reading of extensive documents of the proceedings now in progress
against Rojas Pini1la in the Senate, has
served to refresh in the minds of Colombians the memory \ of the dishonest systems that prevailed (Juring the rule of tyranny. From all those documents emerges
vividly portrayed the figure of a ruler given to bUsiness deals and favoring his family and friends through State measures dependent upon his decision."
Following the charges concerning financial dealings while in office, attention was
sUddenly turned to the mysterious death
of the Liberal leader, Jorge Eliecer Gaitan.
Dr. Gaitan was murdered April 9, 1948; at
the time of writing the murderer has not
been apprehended. The Liberal senators
put very pointed Questions to Pinilla conJULY 22, 1959

cerning the killing. However, Rojas PiniIla
consistently refused to comment on the
murder.
Government prosecutor Dr. Uribe Prada,
citing parts of the Constitution, began a
detailed listing of the specific charges
against the ex-dictator. One charge was
that he had consolidated the legislative,
judicial and executive branches of the gov~
ernment under his dictatorial power. This
was contrary to the strict division of these
branches of government as listed in the
Constitution. Misusing the power of administration of justice was aJ;1other charge.
His relations with the banking organizations were also mentioned as misuse of
the presidential office. Charges and countercharges were made. But from all this,
the noteworthy benefit was mentioned in
the editorial called "Freedom to Hear" appearing in El Colombiano of Medellin, Colomhia, of February 1, 1959'. "In the ttia\
now in progress against Rojas Pinina in
the Congress of the Republic, the judges
are not the only ones interested. Public
opinion must also have complete knowledge as to what takes place and what is
said. Freedom to hear whatever may be
useful in elucidating facts now under investigation and even others upon which
light can be shed, should not be stifled as
in times past."
General Pinilla was unable to answer
satisfactorily questions about a company
he and his son formed and about their payment of taxes or even k'i!eping ~mpanji
books.

The Ex-Dictators Defense
After the charges of personal enrich~fensR;. A
lawyer for General Pinilla, Daniel Valois
Arce, took up the task of defending the
ex..cJictator, doing so eloquently in a pas-sionate speech. The gist of his argument
was that Pinma was being judged by the
effect and not the cause. He argued that

ment, the time came for the
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all the horrible oondItions had merely
come about as the result of the bloody
presidential tenn of Dr. G6me2, the president before Pinilla. After explaining in de·
tail the terrible conditions that existed
under the G6mez regime, Dr. Valois went
so far as to compare Rojas Plnilla with
Julius Caesar and Simon Bolivar. It was a
melodramatic scene; but the newspapers
pointed out that the figures showIng personal enrichment spoke far more eloquently tbs.n the dramatic efforts of the defense
lawyers.
Dr. Carlos V. Rey, the second defense
lawyer, then began an exposition for the
ex-dlctator's defense. This lasted for many
four-hour Senate sessions. Because of his
lengthy speech, the defense lawyer became
til. The hearings were postponed for several days. By this time the hearings had
consumed more than a month, and the
senators were becoming increasingly agitated because of the slow progress and the
pressure of other government work.
Next came the opportunity for exchanging charges on the part of the accusing
S@8tors and the defense lawyers. The exdictator decided to take charge of defense
arguments personally. He made a lengthy
speech that covered the time of several
sessions. He restated many past arguments
made by his lawyers. He maintained that
the charges against him were without foundation. Pinilla repeatedly pointed to progressive steps in tbe development of Colombia during his presidency. However,
many times his statements caused the audience in the Senate gallery to burst out
with laughter and jeers. Repeatedly Pinilla
charged that past presidents were to blame
for conditions that developed during his
presidency. In defense the ex-dictator declared: "The banks loaned more money to
[ex-president] G6mez than to me."
Rojas Pinilla next recounted his life history, especIally the events that led to his
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becoming president. Speaking of the time
when he was a military officer in the city
of Cali, during a rebellion on April 9, 1948,
Rojas Pinilla said he made the follOWing
statement to a new group of recruits when
ordering them against the people: "As you
don't know how to aim yet, you should
direct your aim at the stomach, so that if
it happens that you change your aim then
'undoubtedly you will not miss." The statement caused a sensation in the newspapers,
arousing anger against Pinilla's cruelty.
During Pinilla's long exposition, many
heated exchanges took place, both sides
making charges of lying.
The trial had begun on January 22; now
it was March 10, and it Was hoped that
Pinilla would end his defense. But then the
ex-president, after his many hours of
speech-making, became ill. \Vhen medical

reports proved he had a heart condition
along with diabetes, the hearings were repeatedly postponed. Then Pinilla's defense
lawyer became ill, and the hearings came
to a standstill. Finally, after considering
Pinilla's medical reports, sessions were set
by the senators; but both Pinilla and his
lawyer failed to arrive for the bearing.
So they lost the right to terminate the defense speech.

The Climax
I
It came March 18. After seven hours of
secret session, the Senate, at 1: 15 a.m.,
found Rojas Pinilla guilty on two charges.
The first charge was that of violating the
Constitution, the vote for "guilty" being
62 to 4. The second charge was that of
misusing the presidential office for personal gain. The Senate found him guilty on
this charge by a vote of 65 to 1.
A committee was fonned to determine
the sentence. This was delivered and approved April I, after eight hours' deliberation, by a vote of 44 to 17. The ex-dictator's
sentence included: (1) The loss of the right
AWAKE!

to be elected or to elect others to public of·
fice. (2) The loss of military rank and am.
ctal honors. (3) The ineligibility to exercise
guardianship appointed by courts. (4) The
ineligibility to serve in the armed torces.
(5) The ineligibility to retain the rights,
jobs, offices or grades previously held.
After more than two months and more
than ninety hours of speech·making, the
trial of the ex·dictator ended. That .phase
of the political trial is history, and the
future will tell if he will be tried before a
civil court for more serious crimes.
What is the attitude of the Colombian
people? At first the trial was a sensation
and on the lips of everyone, but the inter·
est soon faded. Yes, they remember the
trial and the horrible events of the preceding years, but noW they are mote concerned with their existence at this moment. As the Ovrreo of Medellin, Colom-

bia, summed up the events on April 5,
1959: "With the sentencing of the accused,
another chapter in the history of Colombia Is brought to a close; for the first
time an ex-president of the republic is sentenced by the Senate, acting as a court of
justice, to be deprived of poJitical rights,
after a lengthy trial that lasted almost
three months and was full of action."
Yes, the world watched. w.d toilt_ it_ brut.
received an example of democratic jUstice.
But true Christians remember the sIgnificance of Proverbs 29:2: "When the righteous become many, the people rejoice; but
when anyone wicked bears rule, the people
sigh." They look farther than to the courts
of man for justice. They put their trust In
the kingdom of God for justice, peace,
tranquillity and new-world conditions free
of present~day widespread hlUlger, sickness and cOlTUption.

Anticlericalism in Spain
C. In his recent book The Yoke and the Arrows, Herbert L. Matthews, one of the ecUtors
01 the New York Times, gives a report on
SpaIn: "The popular bellel that the Church
has wealth In excess ot [its] needs and that
It lattens on the country's revenues whlle the
people lead harsh and hungry lives has con·
trlbuted to the extraordinary 10rce 01 spanish
anti·clerlcallsm ..•. Anti·clericallsm In Spain
far antedates the birtJl ot Ka1'l Man;. , • ,
WheneV"er In modern times the bayonets that
guarded the Monarchy and Church were reo
moved, there was a terrible popular outburst.
Church burnIngs and the killing of priests
and nW'lS, In their modern phase, go bflCk to
1835, a century belore the latest Civfi War.
... The hIerarchy todaY devolves from the
Counter Reformation, WhE!n the Cathol1c
Church in Spain was saved by its close al·
Iiance to the throne and by a rigid censorship
that kept the peasantry ignorant as well as
poor. Through Its grip 011 education (only tem·
porarlly interrupted by the Second RepubliC),
the Church has sought to InCUlcate qUtll1ties
of obedience, acceptance of the established
JULY 2:e, 1959

order, suspiclon of modernity.... The Church
... bas at most times in Its history concerned
Itself too much with material possessions..•.
fI. "A student of Spain can only be amazed
and heartsick at seeing generation s.1ter &en'
eration of the Spanish clergy repeating the
same mistakes and building up the same
forces of hatred that take such a terrible toll
when the lid blows off. As of today, It Is
Ge.tIeI'aliu.\.tun 'E't.a.W!A. "'~

qj.\'!. ~ +;!2Rt.

1M.,

and I met few Sp9niards who denied that
when he dies there is going to be another ex·
plosion of anti·clerIcalism. . . . The Roman
CathOlic Church is stronger today in Spain
than ever before, 8.lld it always was strong.
. .. Censorship today means infinitely more
in this age of newspapers, radio, movies and
books than It did then, and control of educa'
tion means much more In an age when nearly
everybody Is educated. Moreover, Ferdinand
and Isabel dominated the Church. Franco cer·
tainly does not do so, as the Concords.t shows.
What the Caudillo does is to protect the
Q:..\l."\:.e.b., ~ \'t \'b %. ~ 'b.,,"~ \h\\a \'rlnL&; "t'ratL

the Catholic Church 51hould need protection in
Spain and from SpanJards."
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1958 with an improved model.
Theirs was the first of the turbojets to begin regular transatlantic service. The British
were also the first to put turboprop planes into commercial
service. These are planes that
use jet engines to turn propellers, whereas the turbojet is
a jet engine without a propeller.
Pan American was the first
airJine to begjn usjng the new
Boeing 707. Other airlines are
following close behind. The
Boeing planes will be joined by
jet liners from a number of other companies in late 1959 and
HEN you travel do you prefer an ox- early 1960. In the meantime the Boeing
cart to an automobile? Or a: rowboat 707s, the British Comet 4s and the Rusto an ocean Hner?' Chances are you do not. sian TU-I04s have the field of commercial
You want speed and comfort. The less time turbojet travel to themselves.
spent traveling means more time at your
destination. For speed and comfort the An Impressive Plane
jets have it. They can take you farther in
The Boeing 707 presents a striking apless time than any other means of public pearance, I was much impressed by it
transportation.
when I stepped into an immense Pan AmerJet aircraft are revolutionizing com- ican hangar and saw one for the first time.
mercial aviation. They are cutting hours It had clean lines. Its streamlining was emfrom the flight times of the fastest pis- phasized by its giant wingS being swept
ton planes. The transatlantic jets of Pan hack at a 35-degree angle. The wings had
American World Airways are making a spread of more than 130 feet. Its tail
tllghts to London in six and a half hours towered high above me-about four stories
as against twelve hours for a DC-7C. The up. It is a big plane, and it looks big. Its
jets of American Airlines have cut the fly- weight of some 246,000 pounds rested upon
ing time from New York to Los Angeles ten wheels. There were two Janding gear
fI:orn nine to five and a half hours. By al- units, each consisting of four wheels. The
lowing for the time difference, this means nOse assembly had a twO-Wheel unit. The
a person can arrive in Los Angeles two over-all impression given by the plane was
and a half hours later than when he left that it was built for speed. It cruises at
585 miles an hour. This is considerably
New York.
The British were the first to introduce faster than the big piston plane, the DC-7C.
jets to commercial aviation. This was in Its speed is 350 miles an hour.
1952. Their Comet I, however, proved to
The four jet engines of the Boetng 707 .
have a structural defect that forced them that hang beneath its wings add to its
to discontinue turbojet service temporarily streamlined. appearance. I walked. over to
in 1954. But they renewed it in the fall of one that had its cowling removed. It ap~

W
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peared to be nowhere near as complex as
an airplane piston engine. Its eye-level
height made work on it easy. I asked my
guide how much power it had. He replied
that "each engine has a thrust of more
than 13,000 pounds." That would be enough
to lift more than six tons stF'aight up. I inquired about the cluster of tubes in the
rear of the engine. These, I was told, suppressed the engine's noise by breaking the
exhaust gases into many streams. Boeing
spent about ten million dollars to develop it.
Workmen were swarming about the
plane like ants around an anthill. My guide
explained that the plane was being serviced and was due to be rolled out to the
field in about thirty minutes.
There were two doors on the left side
used for loading and unloading passengers.
I was interested. in these doors as I had
read that they were of unique design. One
of the workmen explained that the doors
were designed to act like a plug so as to
prevent cabin pressure from blowing them
out at high altitudes. He said: "The engineers did an amazing job of designing a
door that passes through a doorway that
is smaller than it is." He proceeded to
show what he meant. He grasped the forward door, which was swung back against
the outside of the fuselage. I noticed that
it was hung on rods that were hinged on
the frame as well as on the door, which
allowed for a certain amount of lateral
movement. He slipped the door through
the doorway edgewise and on an angle. It
was then entirely inside the cabin. He then
pulled it toward him, since he was standing outside the plane, until it fit snugly
into the dOOlirame like the stopper of a
bottle. There would be no chance of air
pressure pushing that door out.

whether the plane was :filled with deluxe-

class or economy-class passengers or with

both. "If the entire plane is loaded with
economy passengers," he said. "it will hold
157. If it is loaded with deluxe it wiU hold
96." "Why the difference?" 1 asked. "Deluxe seats are larger and have more leg
room. We caITY 115 passengers-half deluxe and half economy."
When we were in the cabin of the ptatVt
I could see why there would be a difference
in seating capacity. As my guide had said,
the delUxe seats were much larger than the
~onomy seats. Where then~ wete thn:e
seats in the economy section, there were
only two in the deluxe section. The deluxe seats had considerably more leg room.
A long-legged passenger would have a
cramped trip in the economy section. I
noticed that the seats were on tracks. I was
told that this allowed for easy rearranging
of seats when necessary.
The deluxe section was in the front part
of the plane and was separated from the
economy-class by a partition that did not
quite reach to the ceiling. Its accordiont;ype door prevented passengers in the two
classes from mixing. Each class has its own
galley and flush toilets.
Fitted on two tracks under the hat shelf
were the service consoles. One was located
above each row of seats within easy reach
of the passengers. Each contained a call
button, three reading lights, three individual air outlets, a loud-speaker and Jighted
signs to notify passengers when seat belts
are to be fastened and when smoking is
not permitted. There were oxygen masks
in each console that automatically pop out
when cabin pressure drops below \hat
found at 14,000 feet.
Fresh air is taken into the plane through
ducts
above the engine intakes. It is passed
Passenger Comfort
r asked my guide abqut the capacity of through two air-conditioning packs, where
the plane. He said it would vary as to it is either cooled or heated and excess
JULY 22, 1959
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Air is taken in through the large openmoisture is removed. It is then passed being in the front end of the jet engine. It Is
tween the walls and into the cabin.
Pan American jets are equipped with directed into the blades of a compressor
intrared ovens that are capabJe of handling by a bullet-shaped piece of metal in the
sixteen meals each in seven minutes. This center of the opening. The compressor
does not mean the meals are prepared whirls at a high speed and forces the air
from scratch. Most of the work is done in through a tapering channel. At the nalTQw
the company's kitchens at the airports. end the compressed air enters a combusThere the food Is cooked and frozen. The tion chamber. There are twa in the engine
QVens on the plane thaw them out and of the Boeing 707. There it is mixed with
prepare them for serving. When 1 was in kerosene and ignited by a spark plug. Once
Pan American's big kitchen at New York thJs mixture has been jgnited~ combustion
International Airport I was shown some of will continue by itself as long as fuel and
these frozen dinners. They were neatly air are fed into the engine.
The jet engine has a voracious appetite.
packaged and tucked away in a large re·
frlgerator. A kitchen employee showed me Each one on the Boeing 707 gulps in 415
the menu of what is served to the deluxe gallons of kerosene an hour. Compare this
passengers on the transatlantic flight to with the DC-7C whose four piston engines,
London. It listed, among other things, all together, consume 480 gallons of fuel
Iranian caviar, terrapin soup with sherry, an hour. The four iet engines use nearly
lobster, Himalayan partridge with wild four times this amount.
rice, prime rib of beef, vegetables, salad,
The hot gases in the combustion chamcheese, ice-cream cake with liqueur, fresh bers of the jet engine spin a turbine at
fruit and an assortment of beverages. This high speed and then shoot out the rear
dinner and a light breakfast was the ex- opening of the engine. The turbine spins
tent of the food served It is unlikely that the engine's compressor and also turns a
passengers could eat more than this on a generator that supplies the aircraft with
slx-and-a-half-hour flight. Those riding in electr~ity for operating its many accesthe economy section have to be content sories. Most of the engine's 50,000 horsepower is used up by the turbine. The power
with sandwiches and a hot drink.
remaining
in the gases that speed. out the
'Ibe difference in food and seating comengine's tail pipe amounts to about 17,000
fort between the two classes is due to the
horsepower. This is the power that does
dlf'ference in fares. The deluxe class pays the work of propelling the plane.
a round-trip fare to London of $909.50. The
When a Boeing 707 takes off, water is
economy class pays much less-$453.60.
injected into the compressor section of
each engine to increase temporarily the
BOlIJ Jet. Function
thrust of the engines. More than 700 galJet planes operate on the principle ex- lons are carried for this purpose. The jet
pressed in Newton's Third Law of Motion. liner climbs toward its cruising altitude of
It states: "To every force there is an equal 25,000 to 40,000 feet at a rate that is twice
and opposite reaction." This means that that of conventional piston planes.
the gases expelled (rom the jet engines at
When landing, conventional planes use
a high rate of speed kick the plane for- their propel1ers as air brakes by changing
ward. The mote gases ~xpelled, the faster the pitch of the blades. But the turbojet
has no propellers. How does it brake when
the plane will go.
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landing? I asked my Pan AmerIcan guldo It may be expected, however. that the ef·
about this. He' took me to a spare jet en- ficlency of the turbojet will be Improved.
line and pointed to two clam-shaped doors
Turboprop planes have become a familimmediately behind the engine and In front Iar sight III commercial aviation, because

of the tail pipe. "These," he said, "can be
closed to direct the engine's thrust through
vents in the side." I could see that when
the clam-doors are closed the gases would
be deflected out the sides at a slightly forward angle. This forward thrust would
act as a brake and slow the plane down.
I was told that these thrust reversers are
not always needed, because the plane's
massive landing gear units help to slow it
down by air resistance, and the wheel
brakes do a good job of braking.
The Turboprop
The turboprop airliner is not as fast as
the turbojet, but it is swifter than piston
planes. Its engines are basically the same
as those on a turbojet. The 'Prtnc\:pa\ d\t-

ference is the propeller that has been attached to an extension of the compressor
shaft. The plane propels itself by means of
the propeller as well as by the thrust of
the engine.
The propeller prevents it from reaching
the high speeds of the turbojet plane, but
'it has the advantage of much higher operating effiCiency. Its range is almost twice
that of the turbojet at speeds of 400 to
500 miles an hour. The fuel burned in a
turbojet represents about 50 percent of its
operating costs, wh~reas fuel is only 27
percent of those costs in the turboprop.

"1\

they have been in use for a number of
years. They are playing a big part in the
jet revolution that has struck the air
transportation industry.
More than two billion dollars is being Invested in jet planes by the airlines. The
change-over from piston planes Is extremely expensive. One Boeing 707 costs about
five mtllion dollars. To finance these pur..
chases. the a\\'l\.n5 aTe '6c\ng deepmto debt.
American Airlines has ordered 110 jets, including turboprops, at a cost of 445 million
dollars. By renting the engines they have
reduced the bill to 365 million.

The only way the jets can pay their way
is for them to fly with capacity loads and
to be kept in the air as much as possible.
That means a great many more people will
have to travel by air than at present. Eng.
land's experience with jet travel shows that
jets increase the percentage of air travel·
ers. As long as the airlines remember that
low fares can bring a large volume of passengers they should have little difficulty in
filling their planes.
It is most unlikely that anyone in this
modern age would prefer to travel far by
oxcart when faster means of transporta·
tion are available. Time is valuable. Jet
liners are fast short-cuts to distant points.
As travel timesavers the jets have it.

llellgtous GlbsetllanCe"

'i? In the bOOk The American Oharacter D. W. Bro&,an says: "Mr. \,;arJton Hayes
pointed out long ago that the ritual of ftag-worshlp and oath-taking in an American school is a religious observance. Little boys and gIrls, in a sChool from. whiCh
relIgion In the old sense. Is barred, solemnly rising each morning and reciting
tOiether the 'American's Creed' are performing a religioUS exercise as truly as
if they began the day with 'I believe In God the Father Almighty' or asserted
that "There is no God but God: "

JULY It. J969
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"B YdJscJples,
THIS aU will know that you are my
U you have love among your·
selves." (John 13:35) TypIcal of the way this
Christian requirement is being met by the
witnesses of Jehovah is the following. A
youthful Witness behind the Iron Curtain in
East Germany received a ten-year prison sen·
tence for preaching undergrQund. Though repeatedly penalized for helping her brothers,
she was released after five years. Comment·
ing on her own experiences, she writes:
ct ''When r came to the - - prison in 1952
I found Witnesses who had been there two
years, during which time they had r~eived
no spiritual food from the outside. When
1 was permitted to write out letters I broke
oJ!' a piece of a pencil and fixed the rest
80 that it was not noticed by the guard
when I returned it, pencilS being only loaned

for each tlme. On scraps of paper r wrote the
various poInts The Watchtower had brought
out since 1950. These another sister was able
to get lnto the hands of our brothers, How
happy they were to receive these! It being
against the rules to talk to others, I had to
be very careful when telling these things to
my sisters by word of mouth, Time and again
I was called up for breaking the rules, which
gave me many opportunitie!; to witness.
41 "As time went on more Witnesses were
sent to this prison, forty bTl)thers coming at
one time. Because of refuslne: to help build
a m.llltary airport they were placed under
severe restrictions, One day I was able to
steal to where they were, other sisters stand·
ing guard for me, and the first thing they
asked me was, 'Do you have any food? We
are starving!' Meaning, of course, spiritual
tood. I 8:skeCI them about the kalJakt01'Bn
(trusties) and learned that they were fine
and respected the Witnesses for their stand.
"From our windows we could daily see the
male prisoners as they marched for exercise,
and how we wanted to know which ones were
Witnesses! So we arranged by means of a
trusty that when marching the Witnesses
would tug at theIr collars and we would do
the same. The next day we sisters watched
eagerly as group after group appeared, and
then suddenly a group came in, all of whom
began flddling with their collars. We did the
same from our windows, and how all faces
beamed as we recognized each other!

e.
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C. "As time went on, however, we saw that
our brothers were getting thinner and thinner
till we could hardly stand to see it any more.
At the time each of us sIsters was receiving
daily 500 grams, more than a pound, 0:1' bread,
There being twenty·tour of us, we were able
to save from ten to twelve pounds a day. Then
each mornIng on the way to the workshop,
which was located in the men's building, several of us would hide bread in our blouses
and aprons and hand it to the trusties in
charge of our brothers who gave it to them.
To get away with this we had to be first in
line, work very fast and have several rather
heavy sisters plodding behind us who so
slowed up the Une that our guards did not
note what was going on. The trusties got a big
kick out 0:1' it and the brothers answered With
beaming faces.
4 "A religiously prejudiced prisoner found
out about thls and reported us, Repercl1ss}ons

followed but the head matron did not report
us to the top officials, for she greatly respected us. Gradually we again secretly supplied
our brothers with bread. One morning I de·
clded to take the bull by the horns, as it Were.
On the way to the workshop I approached
one of the more friendly guards with a smile
(he was known to have a weakness for the
ladles), and said: 'We have some bread left,
sir. Would you be so kind as to give it to our
brothers in cells 10, 11 and 12?' With a knowing grin he called some trusties and had them
bring it to our brothers, In a few minutes he
came to my workshop and said: 'They send
their greetings and heartfelt thanks.' We
could hardly restrain our laughter nor our
enemies their rage. After that we could help
our brothers openly, nor did a single guard
refuse to co-operate with us,
C. "Upon their severe restrictions being lifted
we were able to help our brothers far more.
We kept sharing spiritual food with each oth·
er and that right under the very noses of the
guards by being alert and sagacious. For al·
most two years we did this without their
finding it out. It seems that 1 never experienced Jehovah's presence as much as I did
while in prison. At times things worked out
most wonderfully. Last summer at the Frankfort assembly It was a real joy to see one to
whom I witnessed while in prison being bap,
tlzed."-R. L,
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there, what're you doing?"
"We's makin' a kill." A beated
face appeared above the back fencing of
the lot behind the house, and then an invitation was given to come in and see how
the "kill" or kiln was being constructed.
The lot itself was about forty feet by sixty
feet, with houses all around, the inhabit·
ants apparently undisturbed by this activ·
ity. Here was being made a charcoal·
burning kiln. It would be about ten feet
wide and fifteen feet long, roughly oval
;,n ~ha'fR:. Y\nt D1 1'1.\\, tn.t: b:u:s\mno. ano. wne
making it had dug out a small area, and
over tbis hole had built a cairn of large
stones that would support the heap above
it and enable a fire to be lit down under
the whole construction.
The cleared area, naturally very rocky
and stony, was now spread over with wood.
What kind of wood, you ask? Old timber
from puIled·down strUctures, planks use·
ful for nothing else, boughs from nearby
\'r~ ana blli;\\., an:''y\h\'i'{~ ~ £:V~:m%
that could be called Wood. Usually this
bottom layer is made up of the sttirdier
pieces of plank, even trunks of small trees,
that will give support to the pUe above it.
With this first layer down, the c'ouple shov~
el earth over the whole thing.
Mopping heated browS, the,}'
took a breather. Then came a
foraging expedition to collect
.more wood. This time it was
bush and boughs from nearby
trees, and manyneighborchil·
dren eQuId share in this and
JULY :eS, 1959

receive a few ,ennies in reward,
That was about enough for one
day.
Next day the piling up contin·
ued. Another layer of earth on
the boughs, another layer of wood,
until the mound was about four
feet high, topped with earth. The
lighting of it necessitated paper,
small s.tkks, and l\~t\.t:.'J' Q,.{ l(.~~~'1R. 'Wnl!
used in the hole left near the ground at
one end. When it was truly alight, the
opening was covered over with more stones
so the fire would not burn too fast and
make ashes instead of charcoal of the wood.
Returning about five days later, we found
the smoke lazily ascending from the middle
of the kiln. The fire had slowly worked
its way from the end where it had been
lit along to the center part. Another four
days or !ill and t:tw. fj,J:~ ~Q.'3..ld. ~ nlmMf.. +~
the far end, and then it would go out,
Several days must eJapse for the whole
thing to cool down, and then would come
the uncovering. This was hard, dirty
work. The couple started shoveling off
some of the dirt, looking over each heap
to pick out by hand the lumps of charcoal,
mostly fist·sized or smaller, according to
the size of the boughs or planks that had
gone into the making of the kiln. Much
'j;,\~')'iYi" m'Uen s'nD....e..:t'mg, paming 'DaCks
and broken nails, together with much
'sweat, are required to reap the rewards
of the burning.
Two days' work by two pe0.ple went into the making of
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the kiln, and another two days to open it
and take out its "black gold," as well as
days of vigilance in between. Skill and
familiarity with the work mean that seldom does anything go wrong, but it could.
The fire might burn too fast, or so slowly
that it would go out too soon. It has to be
just right, with sufficient wood and air and
enough earth in the layers between. The
fire can be controlled either by opening
the vent to let in more air, thus hastening
combustion, or by pouring water over the
whole thing to slow it down. With little
or no soil here in the Bahama Islands,
which are mostly coral, earth is at a premium. It had to be transported into this
yard in the first place, but at least it can
be used over and over again. Additionally,
1n between kiln-making the soil can be
used to grow things, and it is much more
fertile as a result of its burning.
From that kiln came about seven containers of charcoal lumps, each with a capacity of about nine cubic feet. This is
SOld to the people of the neighborhood for
l/6d (2Oc) a small bucketful, or else in
small sacks for 4/- (56c). Those who buy
sacks are the better-situated householders
OJ' people who have little shops and sell
charcoal to others who buy it in even
smaller quantities.
AB we were about to leave, a friend that
I took along to see this kiln asked: "But
why do they need so much charcoal? r
wouldn't have thought that there would
be so many outdoor barbecues around
here." "Barbecues? It is not made for barbecues but for everyday living. Everyone
around here uses it every day, day by day.
Come, let us ask the owner to show us
how she uses it."
The kitchen was a small wooden building separate from the house-this to keep
the heat of the cooking from the living
26

quarters. Here was an oven with some
appetizing loaves already baking. It stood
three feet high and was nothing more
than a wooden crate with a door hung in
front of it on hinges. Opening the oven, we
could see that it was lined with tin and
had a rack halfway up from the bottom
on which were the pans of bread. Under
the rack was an iron cup-shaped stove
filled with blazing charcoal, burning with
little smoke and giving out a very efficient
heat. That bread smelled delicjous, and we
only wished it was ready, since the householder hospitably said she would like us
to have had a taste of it newly baked. We
were told that nearly all the people in the
vicinity cook that way. though a few use
oil stoves. Many cook that way because
they prefer it, as well as because it is more
economical. Then we had demonstrated to
us another use for charcoal-the ironing
u goose." The heavy iron has a funnel,
much the same shape as a ship's ventilator, coming out of the front of it. Into this'
are poked a few pieces of burning charcoal, with more fresh charcoal added as
needed. The iron soon gets hot, and this
heat is maintained for a much longer time
than a beated flatiron, as it has its own
kind of internal combustion.
"What an eye-opener!" said my companion as we thanked the owner and left.
"I had no idea about any of those things
Until today. I had no knowledge of how
charcoal is made, nor of how it is used,
nor of how much it is used. It is good_for
all of us to see a little more into how others in the world live." Yes, to know more
is to understand peaple better, and when
we realize the hard work that goes into
the making of a kiln and getting the charcoal from it, it makes us appreciate not
only the resourcefulness of the people but
also the resources of our earth.
AWAlCE!

NE of the basic truths stated in the
Bible is the one written at 1 Timothy
2:3·6, which reads: "This is right and acceptable in the sight of our Savior, God.
whose will is that all kinds of men should
be saved and corne to an accurate knowledge of truth. For there is one God, and
one mediator between God and men, a man
Christ Jesus, who gave himself a corresponding ransom for all-this is what is
to be witnessed to at its own particular

O

times."

ance." This repentance is necessary for salvation. It enables a person to come into
a POsition where the ransom can operate
with value toward such a one. The unrepentant are unransomable. From this we
learn that certain requirements must be
met before the ransom price is operative
toward one, that the unrepentant sinner
remains in his sins. And "the wages sin
pays is death."-2 Pet. 3:9; Rom. 6:23.
What must be done to receive of the
ransom benefits? The first thing to be
done is to turn from one's fanner course
of Conduct. There must be a conversion in
the he~rt and mind to the will of God,
a turmng around, so to speak. If one refuses to make this change, he remains in
his sins. Note what the Bible says: "As
I live, saitb the Lord Jehovah, I have no
pleasure in the death of the wicked; but
that the wicked turn from his way and
live: tum ye, turn ye from your evil ways;
for why will ye die?"-Ezek. 33:11, AB.
This turning away from evil must be
done in a very literal and real way. It is a
serious business with Jehovah and it should
also be to men, because it is a matter of
life Or death. The choice is man's to make.
Jehovah says: "When I say unto the wicked, Thou shalt surely die; if he turn from
his stn, and do that which is lawful and.
r~ght; if the wicked restore the pledge,
gIve again that which he hed taken by
robbery, walk in the statutes of life, committing no iniquity; he shall surely live,
he shan not die. None of his sins that he
hath committed shall be remembered
against him: he hath done wat which Is
lawful and right; he shall surely live."
Such one lives because he has placed himself under the ransom and its arrangement
for salvation of men. He Jives in God's
sight in a 6piritual sense, and under God's
kingdom he will receive life in all its
fullness--everlasting lif~.-Ezek 33:14-16,

Does this scripture state that all humankind, regardless of their will, deeds and desires, will be saved in due time? Since the
Bible says Christ Jesus gave himself "a
corresponding ransom for all," does this
mean that wicked men and even the Devil
will have the full benefit of Christ's ransom?
It must be aclmowledged that some of
the human race, the offspring of the first
man Adam, are willfully wicked. These
men are quite satisfied with their wicked
state in life. They have no desire or inclination to be different. They enjoy being
what they are-wicked. Does the ransom
save these? Are such ones benefited by the
ransom? Or must one first comply with
God's rules concerning the ransom? The
apostle Peter wrote: "Jehovah is not slow
respecting his promise, as some people consider slowness, bU~ he is patient with you
because he does not desire any to be destroyed but desires all to attain to repent- AS.
JULY 2S, 1959

Since man can place himself under the was not an altogether just one; whereas
ransom and its provisions, man can also Psalm 89: 14 plainly says: "Righteousness
take himself out from under the ransom and judgment are the established place of
and its provisions. How? The Bible an- your throne." To grant all of Adam's offswers: ''When the righteous turneth from spring the benefit of the ransom when
his rii?jbteousness, and committeth iniqui- many of these spurn it, thrust it aside, is
ty, he shall even die therein. And when wholly inconsistent with God's purpose exthe wicked turneth from his wickedness, preSsed. in the Bible. At Matthew 20: 28
and doeth that which is lawful and right, Jesus said that he came "to give his soul
he shall live thereby." So it is by our life a ransom in exchange for many," not
course, by our appreciation of Jehovah's everybody. The "many" are those who
provision, that we place ourselves under obey him, as Paul stated regarding Jesus:
the ransom arrangement. By our deliber- "He became responsible for everlasting salately acting contrary to Jehovah's com- vation to all those obeying him."-Heb.
mandments, we take ourselves out from 5:9.
under this precious, life-giving provision,
At 1 Corinthians 6:19, 20 it is written:
the ransom.-Ezek. 33:18, 19, AS.
"You do not belong to yourselves, for you
The "an" of mankind that are going to were bought with a price." Peter adds:
taste of the ransom provision are those "It was with precious blood, like that of
who come to know God and Christ and an unblemished and spotlesS lamb, even
abide by righteous principles. All others Christ's." Some misconstrue this scripture
remain outside this saving arrangement. to mean that it takes along with these
Jesus said that God gave him authority Christians purchased every individual of
over all flesh so that he may give those the human family and that these are auwhom the Father has given him everlast- tomatically bought. Not so. No one is raning life. "This means everlasting life, their somed against his will. Only those that
taking in knowledge of you, the only true desire to be ransomed or purchased are.
God, and of the one whom you sent forth, These must become dedicated footstep folJesus Christ." At the time that Jesus lOwers of Christ Jesus.-1 Pet. 1:19.
prayed these words to God, only a small
The conditions on which one may beneremnant of faithful disciples ~d been giv- fit from the ransom are exactly the same
en to Jesus by the Father. To these Jesus toward all. The wicked are not purchased,
purposed to give everlasting life, and to all because they do not first consent. Satan
others whom God should yet give him. Ac- the Devil and his demons are not rancording to this prayer, those persons who somed, because the ransom is for men, not
refuse to know Jehovah and his Son angels. Some who have consented to be
Christ Jesus cannot receive everlasting life. bought afterward turned back to their
--John 17:3.
former ways and in this way renounced
Many persons to whom Bible truths are the purchase price. There wi11 never be a
presented and who are shown God's pro- repurchase of them; Hence only destrucvision for everlasting life spurn it. What tion awaits them.-Heb. 10:26, 27.
reason is there to believe Adam will reThe purpose and provision of God is to
ceive of the ransom provision? To give redeem men without discrimination as to
bim the benefit of the ransom sacrifice nationality, color or language. But these
would mean that God would thereby show men must be men of faith wholly dedicated
that his judgment against Adam in Eden to the will of God.
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late for Its competitors to participate tn the 1960 Winter
Games. On June 8 the Chinese
Nationalists applIed for readmission In the movement as
the Republic of China Olympic
Conunittee.
Jehovah's Witnesses Assailed
The work of Jehovah's wit·
nesses in the Soviet Union Is
obviously of no little consequence. EVen the Russian hu·
mor magazine Krokodil, in tts
issue 0 f J u n e 1, abandoned
customary frlvoUty to launch
out against the Witnesses In
the U.S.S.R. '!Wo pages replete
with pictures were devoted to
the activities of Jehovah's wit·
nesses in the Soviet Union.
The report held t hat "anti·
Soviet literature," which had
been hidden In such unlikely
pia c e s as hollowed-out bed·
posts and hollow logs, had
been turned up while search
was made of homes of suspect·
ed Witnesses. The periodical
said, among other things, that
copies of The Watchtower, the
magazine used by Jehovah's
witnesses world-wide in their
Bible·study and preaching activities, had been reproduced
on a small proof press. KrokodiJ proceeded to cast aspersions on known Witnesses,
alleging that they had undesirable backgrounds. So vie t
Witnesses are connected with
the world headquarters sltuat·
ed in Brooklyn, New York,
which, according to the Soviet
organ, controls a great earth·
encircling spy network. 'We
must not only oust these spiders," said Krokodil, "we must
also disinfect against them.
And we have the means to do
this." Komsomolskaya Pravada, newspaper of the Young
Communist League, reported
the existence of a group of Je..
hovah's witnesses in Moldavia.
Ukrainian, Russian and R o·
manian typewriters discovered
there had allegedly been used
for the reproduction of publi.
cations of the Witnesses.

+
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Monkey AltroJUl,uts
'!Wo female monkeys
housed In the nose cone of a
Jupiter missile developed by
the U.S. Army survived a
flight through space on May
28. Abel, a 7·pound r h e sus
monkey, and Baker, a squirrel
monkey weighing 0 n I yon e
pound, traveled in specially
equipped capsules in the mls.
slle's nos e con e. They sped
through space at about 10,000
miles an hour, reaching an al·
tit u d e of approximately 300
miles. The 15-minute trip covered a distance of 1,700 miles
from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
to a point in the Caribbean
where the cone and its occupants were retrieved. Attached
to the monkeys' bodies were
telemetering devices that relayed data on the etIects of acceleration, weightlessness and
deGeleration as the simian as·
tronauts made their space
flight. Both did "remarkably
well," according to reports.
The Soviets announced I a s t
year that two dogs had been
sent to an altitude of 281 miles
in a straight up·and-down
rocket trip and that they had
returned unharmed. Sputnik II
carried its canine passenger,
Lalka, in an orbit with a high
point of about 1,000 miles, but
the dog died after a week
aloft. Russia has never reo
pOrted an experiment comparable to the m 0 n k ey space
iUght.
JULY 2S, 1969

Adeu8.uer Rema.lns CharK',eUor

+ Konrad Adenauer, in a five·

min ute radio broadcast on
June 5, announced his decision
to remain as Chancellor of
West Germany. About two
months earlier Adenauer had
agreed to run for the Bonn
presidency. Now with a "de..
terioration of the internation·
al situation" the 83·year-old
statesman withdrew his candidacy for the West German
presidency and declared that
he would retain the chancel·
lorship. Tho ugh there was
some criticism of Adenauer's
decision, the Christian Demo·
Gratlc Union granted him "un·
qualified" endorsement. Adenauer cited the deadlock at the
Geneva conference of foreign
ministers as an example of
the worsening international
situation prompting his deci·
sion to remain as West Ger·
man chancellor,
Two Chlnss and the OlympIcs
.. The Ipternational Olympic
Conunittee ousted the Chinese
Nationalists from the Olympic
movement on May 28. It was
held that Nationalist China
"no longer represents sports
in the entire country of Chi·
na." The 1960 Winter Olympic
Games are scheduled to begin
at Squaw Valley, California,
on February 18. Even if Com·
munist China were to apply
for and receive Olympic status
before then, it would be too

stdIy; II:tooDcJulve vote
.. Sidly is one Qt the 18nlautonomous regions of Italy
and has a population ot about
5,000,000. Of the 90 parliamen.
tary seats contested in region·
al elections held there on JUlle
7, the Christian Democratic
party won 34, the Communists
21 and the Socialists 11, with
ttie balance goIng to other parties 8UCh as the N eo· Fascists,
Monarchists and Social Demo·
cratl. The results of the current election differed very I1t·
tle!rom thoee of the 1955 vote.
At that tim e the Christian
Democrats won 37 seats, the
Communists 20 and the Social·
ists 10. During the recent vote
Comrtlunists and fellow travel·
ers received considerable back·
ing despite eJrorts by the Roman Catholic Church to reo
duce it and to gain support for
the ChristIan Democrats.

KIaJd Baoked by Vote

.. The pro·Western govern·
ment of Japanese Premier No·
busuke Kishi received strong
support in the June 2 elections
to Tokyo's HOUse of COUD·
ctlors. Hall of the 250 seats In
the upper chamoor of the Jap·
anese DIet, or parliament. are
voted on every three years.
Two vacancies, c a use d by
death, brought the number of
contestants up to 127. The Lib·
eral·Democrats, headed by
Kishi, won 71 seats, bringing
thell' total to 132. The Social·
tsts now hold OM third of the
'seats, and the Communists
have three, while the rest are
held by minor parties and In·
dependents.
8trsnded in the Desert

.. Sixteen years ago, on
April 4, 1943, a U.S. Air Force
B·24 Liberator bomber took
of! from a North African base
on a bombing mission to Na·
pIes. It vt.tnjshl'!d. Recently an
all survey team discovered the
plane in the Lib y a n desert
about 380 miles south of Ben·
gael. It had crash·landed, but
its guns were still loaded and
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its radiO equipment was still
intact. Air Force investigaton
reasoned that the crew had
probably paraehuted befon!
the crash, only to die in the
"merciless heat" at the burn·
ing desert.

propaganda leafteW, over Eneland and Fran~ during World
War II, as w~ as Comnltul1at
ledet-bearing muslIes sen t
tram East Gennany to West
Gennany.
lndollesla: PGlitlcal ClarbIi

AIprla: Senatorial EJectlons
• Algeria's 6,134 "grand elec-

ton," Deputies and Municipal
Councilors, elected last Novem·
bel' and April, chose 32 Algeri·
an members for the new Sen·
ate of the French Republic on
May 81. Defeated were European candidates advocating in·
tegration 0 f A I gel' i a with
France and Moslems deSiring
the nation's independence.
Chosen were conservatives
and moderates, twelve Euro·
peans and t wen t y Moslems.
The election results are looked
upon as favorable to the ad·
mjnJstratJon and policies of
French President Charles de
Gaullt;!.
MIMlle MaDman

.. A gulded missile acted as
a mechanical mailman on
June 8. Three thousand letters
sent by U.S. Postmaster Gen·
eral Arthur E. Summerfield to
prominent indivIduals around
the world were carried by a
~gulus guided missile. The
vehJcle, a pilotless plane that
flies about 600 miles an hour,
was launched from the deck
of a submarine 100 miles out
in the Atlantic. It landed at
Mayport Naval Auxiliary Air
S tat ion n e a:r Jacl&onville,
Florida, and from. there the let·
ters went on their way by or·
dinary means. Each envelope
was stamped "First Official
Missile Mall." The reason for
the use of the word "offiCial"
is that this was the first mall
to go through the postal sys·
tem In such a way. Actually,
missile mail flights are not
new. Back In 1935, 189 meso
sages, along with a live cock
and a hen, made a missJle
flight. In a sinlllar category
may be placed the German V·l
and V·2 rockets, which cattied

.. Pol1t1cal activities were
banned throughout Indonesia
by a decree issued on June 2.
InclUded were such things as
demonstrations, meetings,
published articles and posters.
Violators would receive heavy
fines or one-year jRl1 ~~R'
tences as penalties. The curbs
went into eD'ect while consti·
tutional t a I k $; proceeded in
Djakarta's Constituent Assem·
bly. Prior to leaving for a
world tour in April, Indonesia's President Sukarno asked
for a return to the 1945 revo·
lutionary constitution. T his
would g l' ant him near-(}Ict8·
torial powers and would permit him to proceed with hill
"guided democracy" plan for
the ~public's administration
without interference. T h l' e e
successive assembly v 0 t e 8,
however, rebutted the Sukar·
no bid for vast powers.
New State
'tonomous
*' SingaporestateSingapore
became an au·
on June 3. In
of

elections held earlier on May
30, 35 ot the 51 seats in the
new Legislative A Ii S e m b ly
went to the lett.wing People's
Action party headed by Lee
Kuan Yew. Control of the
State of Singapore's defense
and foreign afIairs still rests
with the British. A "tuture
Socialist society" has bee n
promised by the party.
Tho ugh pro-Communist ele·
ments exist within its ranks,
Prime Minister Lee maintab'ls
that his party "does not propose to be, or even appear to
be, the handmaid of the Com·
munist Party."
UlU'$lt In Ecuador
.. In late May m1l1tary

re-

cruits at Portoviejo, Ecuador,
demonstrated against alleged
AWAKE!

mistreatment. by army officers.
Rioting also s w e p t through
Guayaquil on June 2 and 3.
Disturbances there had begun
as a student protest, but a
wave of looting followed.
Though martial law was im·
posed, rioting continued and
before order was completely
restored abo u t 150 persons
had been Injured and over 20
had been killed. Blame for the
violence was laid to "elements
foreign to Ecuador" and the
government reportedly held
that the unrest had been Com·
munist·inspired.
Cuban Land Law
~ Five ministers resigned
from the Cuban cabinet on
June 12. The resignations had
apparently come as a result
of disagreement over the Island's new Agrarian Reform
Law, though various other ad·
mlnistrative policies were also
said to have caused controversy. PremIer Fidel Castro's new
plan bars aliens "from either

ownership or inheritance of
land on the island. Additionally, property holdings by a single company or individual
may not exceed 1,000 acres.
Compensation for lands expropriated by the government Is
to be based on tax-assessed
property values, and payment
will be made by means of 2{).
year peso bonds carrying 4~
percent interest.
Term "Boy" Offensive
.. For years many white per·
sons throughout East Central
and South Africa have applied
the t e r m "boy" to African
males. This has been so reo
gardless of age and not just
wit h reference to servants.
The practice has often been
offensive to the Atrican, so
much so, in fact, that the use
of the word "boy" in this way
will be on the agenda of next
year's London meeting on the
constitutional s tat us of the
Federation of RhodesIa and
Nyasaland.

Nelina OD Air

.. On June 11 a strange new
vehicle made an appearance in
The Solent off the Isle of
Wight, south of England.
Named the Hovercraft, the
conveyance skirted over the
water on a cushion of alr_ It
was constructed by Sa\UldenRoe, Ltd., and is capable of
traveling on both sea and land.
Cyllndrlcal in shape. the Hovercraft has a dIameter of 30
feet and weighs about four
tons. The vehicle cleared the
water by about one foot as it
moved along at approximately
25 knots. It has a 435·horsepower engine that generates
the air that bears it up by
means of a large fan In a tunnel on its underside. Small air
jets provide for the craft's
forward motion. Air-cushioned
land and sea craft are not
new, but In the U.S., for example, security measures have
prevented the divulging of
technical de t a lis about such
vehicles.

Did You Attend

any 1959 Awake Ministers District Assembly?
If not. are you planning to?

A real blessing awaits you. Christian fellowship. heartening experiences, enlightening Bible instruction are
all a part of the many hours of spiritual refreshment
to be enjoyed during the four days of the assembly.
For full details and the location of one
of the conventions still future
write Watch Tower House. The Ridgeway, London N.W. 7
Be sure to attend and fortify yourself
for this year of activity in God's service.
JULY U, 195[1
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can solve the complex problems
confronting this generation
Are you interested
in seeing
God', will done?

For centuries the nations of the world have been
competing for supremacy. The result has been un·
told misery and death. Today two of the strongest
opposing forces ever developed in government are
desperately seeking the "ultimate position" in or-

der to gain self-preservation or world conquest.
What will the outcome be? Is the future in this
conflict foreseeable?
Centuries ago the Almighty God caused his prophet Daniel to record a series of prophetic visions

that are now so clearly seen in fulfillment that
their message to this generation is unmistakable.
You will want to consider them in detatl for your
protection and salvation in the calamity all nations face in the immediate future.

Send 3/6 for your copy of the book
. ,,', di'

Will Be Done

(,Il,

tndh

Mail the coupon below today.

WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

I am enclosing 3/6 lor the book "Your Will Be DOIIB On !,.'arth."

LONDON N.W. 7
PJ"a~~

,end my copy

lit

onL'C,

Street Ilnd Number
or Route and Eo,,"

Name

",,,
Town.

PWltal

District No.

County.

In: AUSTRAI-IA addreB~ 11 BcreHford Rd .. Strathlleld, N.S.W. CANADA: 1~1) B"idgeland Ave, Toronto 19, ant.
SOUTH AFRICA: Prlva.te Bag, l':lllnd~fontein, Transvaal. UNITED STATES: 117 Adams St" lIrooklyn 1, N. Y.
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THE MISSION Of THIS JOURNAL
News sources that are able to keep you awake to the vital luues of our
times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish interests. "Awake I" has no
fetters. ,~ recogniz.s' fact•• fac" fads. is fr.e to publish facts. It is IfOt bound by
political ambitions or obligations; it is unhampered by advertisers whose toes
mu.t not be troddCtfl on; it is unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal
keeps I'self free that 11 may speak freely to you. But it doe. not obule its freedom.
It maintains Integrity to truth.
"Awakel" uses 'he regular news channels, but i, not dependent on them.
Its own correspondenlt or. on all continents. in scores of notions. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored. on·the-scenes reports come to you through
thes. column •• This iournoJ's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It is
read in many notions, in many languages, by persons of all ag!!s. Through its
pages many fields of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, sociol conditions, natural wonders-why, its coverage is as brood 05 the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awokel" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those dilheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted wifh "Awoke!" Keep awoke by reodlng "Awoke'"
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he thinks about what may result from
a certain action. If he sees that the result may be bad, he refrains from obeying the impulse. He refuses to be guided by it. He knows that foresight is
much better than hindsight.
HEN a child feels
Many of the crimes that are rethe urge to do
ported in the daily newspaper would
something he usually renot have happened if the persons insponds to the urge with
volved had refused to be guided by
no thought as to the conseimpulse. The fully mature person
quences. When he feels the
can see that nothing good can come
impulse to throw whatever
from obeying the impulse to strike
is in his hand he does so
a person when angry. Violence is
without hesitation. He
a childish way to settle an arguresponds to the urge to
ment. TIle mature person mainmark up walls, strike another child or pull tains control of his emotions and refuses
a kitten's tail. By punishment and threats to obey an angry impulse .fa strike an anof punishment parents gradually teach a tagonist. Tbe results of impulsive action
child that he must not obey every impulse. at such a time could bring a mountain of
Discipline makes him realize that he must trouble if the person struck should be inthink of the consequences before he acts. jured or killed. Regrets wi1l not change
As he learns to think before doing some- the results. The course of wisdom is to
thing, he becomes less a creature of im- foresee the evil that may come from such
action and avoid it by holding one's peace.
pulse. He is on the way to maturity.
Regarding
this the Bible wisely says: "The
Some perSons, however, grow to adultinsight
of
a
man certainly slows down his
hood without fully overcoming childhood
anger, and it is beauty on his part to pass
impulsiveness. They frequently do things over transgression."-Prov. 19:11.
without premeditation, only to regret their
There are occasions when a person who
rash action later. This lack of self-control successfully controls his impulses under
has been the cause of many broken mar- normal conditions fails to do so when with
riages. shattered friendships and bloody a group of his companions. When a revelfights. It is a sign of maturity when a ing group or crowd wander througlI a cUy
person thinks before he acts. Instead of it seldom has the spirit of restraint It reblindly responding to emotional impulses, sponds easily to wrong impulses, which
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can result in property damage or Injury
to others.
Uncontrolled inner urges can be very
dangerous. They can cause a person to do
strange things. One of a pair of holdup
men who was arrested in New York city
on April 5, 1959, said that he held up a
store because "something inside me told
me to do it." Another example is that of
a high school student who felt a "compulsion" to choke a seven-year-old girl that
was standing with him on 'the roof of a
fourteen-story apartment house. He then
threw her body over the side. These are
only two of many caseS in recent years in
which individuals have committed crimes
in obedience to an inner urge.
Other people may, at times, feel an inner
urge toward self-destruction. When Jooking down from a height they feel the impulse to jump. They do not want to, but
something seems to urge them. It requires
concentrated effort for them to combat
this wrong impulse. An appreciation for
the right principles of God's Word and a
keen desire to obey him can help such perSOlIS greatly. Self-destruction is contrary
to right principles and contrary to God's
laws. Knowledge of this gives, them something strong to hold to, sOmething to guide
them when combating wrong impulses.
From where do such strange impulses
come? Aside from explanations that psychologists Illight give. it Is possible th.t
they come from wicked spirit forces that
exercise a powerful influence over the sea
of humanity. They are not interested in
human welfare but are determined to corrupt and destroy mankind. Regarding
them the Bible says: "We have a fight ...
against the world-rulers of thJs darkness,
against the wicked spirit forces in the
heavenly places."-Eph. 6:12.
Satan and his demon hosts are the invisible rulers of this world. For a number
4

of years, now, they have been forced: to
confine their activities to the v1clnity of
the earth. The Bible' foretold this when it
said: "Woe for the'earth and for the.sea,
because the Devil has come down to you,
having great anger, knowing he has a
short period of time." (Rev. 12:12) These
mighty creatures IU"e capable of causing a
person to feel an inner urge to do things
that violate the rigbteous laws of God. 'I'he
bad fruits produced by obedience to wrong
impulses are the kind of fruits those creatures like to see.
It is necessary to build a shield of faith
as a protection from the wicked, invisible
rulers of this world. God's written Word
provides the necessary knowledge for that
shield. When a person lets the Bible rather
than impulse guide him he follows a safe
course. "Your word is a lamp to my foot,
and alight to my roadway." (Ps.119:105)
Accurate knowledge of God's Word, appreciation for godly principles and a determination to maintain integrity to the Creator help a person to walk as a wise man
who exercises self-control at all times.
It is imperative for a person to depend
upon his power of reason in connection
with an accurate knowledge of God's Word
rather than upon impulse. This is so in
matters of worship as well as everyday
living. "I entreat you by the compaSSions
of God, brothers, to present your bodies
a sacrifice living, hoJy, acceptable to God,
a sacred service with your power of reason."-Rom.12:1.
It is folly for adults to act like children
by allowing impulse rather than reason to
guide them. It is a dangerous way to live.
God's Word with its good principles is the
finest and safest gujde a person could have,
It is a spiritual anchor when an individuaJ
feels pushed by bad impulses. It leads in
the way of peace, security. happiness and
endless life.
AWAKE!

trician, a painter, a
plumber and a
builder, along with
a dozen other professions. But the
apostle Paul in set~
ting down the qualifications for minisllealfoll. bowkdgf 4IId /r<lllllll!1 art rt4tllrtl
terial overseers
lnfort Ollt C<l1I Ifll<llify for rbf lffillistrY'
does not so burden
the minister. Paul
1:'VERY person professing to be a Chris- simply says: "What is looked for in stew.£Jtian should consider it his first obUga- ards is for a man to be found faithful."
tion to be God's minister of the gospel. If -1 Cor. 4:2.
his Christianity is more than just being
Of course, there are other Scriptural
enrolled on a church register. and if he qualifications, but these qualifications
has really dedicated himself through should be the standard of decent, GodChrist to God's service, then there is no fearing people everywhere. For example,
escaping it: he mnst now carry out his Paul says: "The overseer should therefore
ordination to preach God's message.
be irreprehensible, a husband of one wife,
What is he required to have to minister? moderate in habits, sound inmind,orderly,
Martin Luther listed ten qualifications for a lover of strangers, qualified to teach, not
the minister. He said that one should be a drunken brawler, not a smiter, but reaable to teach plainly and in order; that he sonable, not belligerent, not a lover of
should have a good head on his shoulders, money, a man presiding over his own
good power of language, a good. voice, a household in a right manner, having chilgood memory, and he should know when dren in subjection with all seriousness; (if
to stop. The other qualifications are, ac- indeed any man does not know how to precording to Luther, that one should be sure side over his own household, how will he
of what he means to say and be ready to take care of God's congregation?) not a
stake his life, goods and reputation on its newly converted man, for fear that he
truth. He should study diligently, and sut- might get puffed up with pride and faU
fer himself to be vexed and criticized by into the judgment passed upon the DeVil.
Moreover, he should also have a favorable
everyone.
testimony from people on the outside, in
There are others who, by a kind of per~ order that he might not faU into reproach
verse compliment, expect the minister to and a snare of the Devil." These requirehave the sermonic skill of Paul the apostle, ments are not too high. For the most part.
the personal charm of Absalom, the organ- they are qualities that we look for in deizing and administrative ability of Jacob's cent people. This we should al1 be.-1 Tim.
son Joseph, the wisdom of Solomon, the 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9; 1 Pet. 5:1-10.
meekness of Moses, the patience of Job
What about a minister's education? Is
and the love of Jesus Christ. In addition, he required to have a college education
they expect the minister to be an adviser, and complete a course in a theological sema counselor. a director, a physician, a inary and have an ecclesiastical title of
psychologist. a lawyer, a mechanic, an elec- "reverend," "parson," "doctor of divinity,"
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or the like? No, if such were needed to
then neither J~s nor the ma~
Iorlty of his apostles would have qualified.
Of Jesus it· was asked: "How does this
man have 8 knoWledge of letters, when
he has not studied-at the schools?" Peter
and. John were referred to as "men un~
lettered and ordinary." Paul said: uDo we,
perhaps, like some men, need letters of
I'tCOIDmendation to yoU; or from you? You
yourselves are our letter, inscribed on our
heart!l and known IUld being read by all
mankind. For you Me shown to be a letter
of Christ written by us R$ ministers, in~
scribed not with ink but with spirit of the
living God, not on stone tablets, but on
fleshly tablets, on hearts."-John 7:15;
Acts 4:13; 2 Cor. 3:1-3.
Ministers work with the written Word
of God, which contains His good news or
gospel. Hence the apostle Paul spoke of
himself as "engaging in the holy work of
the good news of Goo." So, prove that you
are a minister of the gospel by your knowledge, works and adherence to God's Word.
-Rom. 15:16.
Should not ministers wear a garb that
distinguishes them from others? Once former president of the United States Woodrow Wilson was asked whether a minister
should wear clerical or ordinary dress. He
replied: "It makes no difference what the
minister wears. But one thing matters su~
premely. He should never be in any company of men for a single instant without
making them realize that they are in the
presence of a minister of religion." Neither Jesus nor his disciple>s distinguished
themselves by what they wore. It is what
they said and the way they lived that identified them as Christian ministers.
What everyone must have to be a com~
plete and qualified minister is the Scrip..
tures and an understanding ot them. Paul
wrote to Timothy: "You have known the
holy writings which are able to make you
~y,
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wise for salvati.. through the faith In
connection with ~!st Jesus. All Ser\pture is Inspired of God and beneftclal for
teaching, 4>r repmving, tor setting ~
straight, for disciplining in righteoUSDe$S,
that the man of God may be fullY,competent, completely equipped for every good
work." Certainly to help others to become
wise to salvation we ourselves must study
the Holy Scriptures and know and understand them iIi. order to impart the> meaning
of them to others.-2 Tim. 3:15--17.
God has not made ignorance the way
to salvation, and does not sanctify us by
ignorance. "Sanctify them. by means of the
truth; your word is truth," Jesus said.
Hence we must study the Scriptures with
the help of all that God provides through
his theocratic organization to aid our _understanding. Of the happy man it is filitten in the Psalm: "His deJight js 1»-. the
law of Jehovah, and in his law he reads in
an undertone day and night." Our study
and meditation are not merely to gain our
own salvation, but also to be teacll.ers of
others, that they too may win salvation.
After a time of such study and meditation
God expects us to be teachers and ministers of the good rl'eWS about the Christ.
-John 17:17; Ps.l:2.
Said Paul to the Hebrew Christians:
"For, indeed, although you ought to be
teachers in view of the time, you again
need someooe to teach you from the be·
ginning the first principles of the sacred
pronouncements of God." His expression
of disapPOintment shows that all Christians are expected to develop into teachers
of others. The Scriptures show that the
organization of Jehovah's witnesses is a
society of ministers that teaches others to
be His ministers of the gospel. Only his
ministers,may have any hope of surviving
God's war of Armageddon.-Heo. 5:l2;
Rev. 16:16,
At this time what we should study to
AWAKEI

teach others is the increased knowledge
that the prophet Daniel said would mark
the time, of the end. That imowledge means
the present-day facts about God's kingdom
now established, the approaching day of
His vengeance at the universal war of Armageddon, and the thousand-year reign of
Christ that is to .follow for the blessing
of all persons of good will.-Dan.12:4, AS.
One. of OUT main ob)ec.t1.ves is to teacl\
others. As Paul told Timothy': "The things
you heard from me with the support of
many witnesses, these things commit to.
faithful men who in turn will be adequately qualified to teach others," But, now,
our teaching others is not merely to have
others succeed us as teachers and preachers after our death. It is to help others
bectme God'sministersnow, that they may
by God's undeserved kindness live through
this "time of the end," survive the destructiC''' of thIs world at Armageddon and keep
on ministering to God forever in the righteous new world to follow, without a break
in their ministry.-2 Tim. 2: 2.

Not in Own Strength
"But 1 could never preach from house
to house," someone says. "I could never
undertake such service." No, not of your
own natural ability or in your own
strength. But with the divine help and gift
you can, if you do not hold back fe.anuUy
but respond willingly. As Peter said: "In
proportion as each one has received a gift,
use it in ministering to one another as the
right kind of stewards over God's undeserved kindness which is expressed in various ways. If anyone speaks, let him speak
as it were the sacred pronouncements of
God; if anyone ministers, let him minister
as dependent on the strength which God

supplies; so that in all things God. may be
glorified through Jesus Christ." God can
develop the gift of the minIstry in us, and
he will supply the strength and ability
needed that we may render the required
service. This new strength and ability he
imparts by means of his spirit or invisible
active force upon us.-1 Pet. 4:10, 11.
The invitation now goes forth to all
seekers or me in the new world to take
up the gospel ministry, that they may gain
life eternal in that glorious world. Now the
scripture applies: "And the spirit and the
bride keep on saying, 'Come!' And let anyone hearing say, 'Come!' And let anyone
thirsting come; let anyone that wishes
take life's water free." By the word
"spirit" here we need not understand any
person, either God or Christ Jesus, but
simply the active force of God inspiring
expression, in the prophecies. Hence ministers of God as members of the spiritual
Bride class extend the invitation to all nations to come to the Kingdom water of
life. To those of good will who answer the
invitation to the water of life and de.dicate
themselves to do God's will a share in this
precious gospel ministry is assigned in the
words: "And let anyone hearing say,
'Come!'" And as the good-will persons
obediently enter this gospel ministry, God
imparts his spirit to them to give them
strength and ability as his gospel ministers. By persisting in this blessed ministry
till the complete end comes upon the
world, they share with Christ Jesus in vindicating Jehovah's name and' word. For
their share in this vindication all these
faithful ministers gain the gift of everlasting life in the new world of God's makw
ing.-Rev.22:17.

We aTe not peddrErR of the word of God aa many men are, but
out of sincerity, yes, aa 8ent from God, under God'8 view,
... we are 8peaking.~2 Cor. 2:17.
AUGUST 8, 1959
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nature even turned a deaf ear to
special religious prayers, and pious
processions led by chanting, crossbearing Catholic prIests through
the streets of flooded areas in a
vain attempt to force the rising
tides to retreat. Practically all cities and towns became completely
isolated.
Amateur radio operators offered their
services in the emergency and were at
times the only means of communication
with the stricken areas. They supplied valuable information on damages and directed plans for rescue work and aJd to the
flood victims.
Continued high winds and heavy rains
made flying impossible and landing strips
were either flooded or otherwise unfit for
use in getting needed supplies to the inundated areas by plane. Nevertheless,
practically all army, commereial and private planes in the country were loaded
with clothing, foodstuf!$ and medicine,
ready for the take-off at the first sign of
a break in the weather.
The death toll is not yet known, but
damages run into the millions of dollars.
Thousands of prize beef cattle and thousands more of Uruguay's best woolproducing sheep were whisked away to
their watery graves. Thousands oj acres
of rice, corn, beets, potatoes and other
staple crops were total losses. In one
warehouse alone over 11,000 tons of wheat
was destroyed by floodwaters. Thus, with
present food supplies very llmited, and a
good portion destroyed, and the new crops
almost completely ruined, it does not appear that the immediate future will be
very prosperous for Uruguayans.

IN URUGUAYAN HISTORY'

"T

HE WORST DIsAsTER IN THE HIsTORY
OF URUGUAY." "URUGUAYAN TRAGE~
DY CosTS MILLIONS." "YEARS REQUIRED TO
FuLLY REcONSTRUcr THE NATION," These

were only a few of the startling headlines
that held the public eye during April. An
other world news faded into the background as the worst deluge in Uruguay's
history literally flooded its way into the
limelight.
April is usually a pleasant autumn
month in Uruguay. with rainfa11 of about
three inches, but April of 1959 was not.
During the entire month Uruguay, parts
of Argentina and southern Brazil were
drenched day and night with more than
twenty inches of rain.
Nonna1ly dry ravines and creek beds
became raging, roaring rivers overflowing
their banks and leaving behind a muddy
trail of death and destruction. Being low,
level country, Uruguay does not drain rapidly and great areas quickly became submerged by the riSing waters. Communications were disrupted. Bridges were
washed out. Telegraph and telephone lines
were damaged by the heavy rains and
winds of fifty to eighty miles an hour. As
expected by most people, these forces of
8

New Records Set bV Floodzeatertl
Some 40,000 to 50,000 persons fled from
their homes and sought security on higher
AWAKE!

groWld, some with relatives and friends,
but most of the unfortunate ones had to
be provided with temporary quarters in
schools, warehouses, barracks or buildings
of any kind.
New records for floodwaters were being
made in all parts of the country. At Salta
the Uruguay River rose more than fiftyfive feet above normal. Of greatest concern to everybody was the Rio Negro (or,
Black River) passing through the center
of the country, where one of the largest
hydroelectric plants of South America provides power to most of the nation's homes
and industries. According to official estimates, some nineteen timion tons of water
fell into the Rio Negro basin in just twenty
days, causing the sixty-mile-long artificial
lake to rise rapidly and overflow in all directions. More than twenty cubic kilometers of water (about five cubIc miles)
kept pushing against the 120-foot-high,
three~fourths-mile-Iong dam. The dam
was in serious danger. It could give way
any moment. It seemed that the turbinegenerating equipment and thousands of inhabitants living in cities and towns below
the dam would be swept into oblivion
should the dam crack and release this tremendous volume of water. Indeed, all eyes
were focused on the flood level of this dam,
Rinc6n del Bonete; especially those of
some 10,000 residents of the city of Paso
de los Toros, situated just eight miles below the dam.

Total Evacuation as Told by Refugees
The entire population of the city of Paso
de los Toros had to be evacuated in one
night. From the lips of one who was forced
to abandon his home and flee in the night
comes an exciting and dramatic account,
as related to me:
"With the continual torrential downpours the whole population of the city anxiously watched the lake's water level. The
AUGUST 8, 1959

water was already high due to the heavy
summer rains. It Just would not stop rising. To alleviate the enorrl'lous pressure on
the dam and slow down the rise of waters,
all floodgates were fully opened and 'Ute
turbine tunnels released all they could.
This caused the lower parts of our city to
be flooded, and many people were forced
to move to higher ground. But the lake
kept rising. Our anxiety turned into frightening alarm when the lake reached the
maximum security level, and the rain kept
coming.
"Hundreds of jittery citizens ff;!1t that it
was high time to move out, so many
trucks and wagons loaded with furniture
were seen leaving the city. April 18 was a
'D-Day' (at first, Decision Day; later to
become Departure Day) for all of US in
Paso de los Taros. A crew passed through
the city prepared to dynamite a section of
the earth embankment near the dam to
try to save the structure and the turbine
generating equipment. This was a hard decision to make, since it would release
enough water to do mUlions of dollars'
worth of damage to the equipment and
materials of another hydroelectric generating plant be.\u,& 'Constructed at Ba'!f'i'\>Yria, some thirty miles below Rinc6n dei
Bonete. The authorities had decided on
total evacuation at the city, and by means
of a sound car hurrying through the
streets they gave orders for everyone to
leave the city immediately. Many salvaged
what they could of their pos.s.essiQt\S and
fled on foot, bicycle, truck, hone, bus or
train. Everybody literally ran for their
lives, and got away with just what they
had on or could carry in their hands.
Trains were already provided by the government and were waiting at the station
to evacuate those who did not have other transportation. Thousands of people
crowded the station platform carrying
9

bundles, bags, boxes, suitcases and chil- train, about a thousand arrived at Montevideo. The station was full of relatives,
dren.
"Only one thing was on our minds-to doctors and relief workers. They gave us
get away from there! In general, an were coffee, and ~e children received warm
grim and serious, since we had to abandon milk. After caring for registration, the ofour homes and belongings to an unknown ficials saW to it that we were taken to
destiny. We all wondered if we would be temporary homes in the city. They were
able to return home. 1 left my home and doing an excellent job.
furniture intact that evening, but what
"On our arrival at the station in Montewill I find when 1 return borne? A house? video, many charitable people ea.gerly
or just a broken foundation and debris? waited to receive refugees in their homes,
There was no panic or disorder, as all of and there were not enough displaced perus knew there was no alternative but to sons to fill the rooms so generously ofleave. Many of our grieved companions fered by the hospitable and sympathetic
shed bitter tears, while others just sat folks of Montevideo.
stunned and silently stared into space. All
"Some families were split, some going
of us felt sure that a break in the dam north and others getting on the southabove us would completely annihilate the bound trains. However, the radio stations
entire city. Some of the refugees recl:illed made their services available to help locate
the Bible sermons ahout the 'end of the strayed and lost family members.
world' that Jehovah's witnesses had pre"My home town is now without an jnsented to them at their doors and asked habitant and is completely isolated by the
if this present disaster had some connec- floodwaters. The newspapers refer to it as
tion with those Bible prophecies.
'The Ghost City of Uruguay.' "
"At one o'clock in the morning of April
Another flood victim told of the incred18. one trainload of refugees chugged ible speed with which the waters rose in
northward toward Chamberlain. The nor- the city of TacuaremM. "At eight o'clock
mal population of 250 suddenly swelled to in the evening the waters were 150 feet
3,800 inhabitants, we learned later, as ref- from our house down a gradual slope,"
ugees made temporary Jiving quarters in he related. "I hurried off to find a truck
tents, railroad cars and other improvised to help us move o1;1t in case it should be
shelters. Women, children and sick per- necessary. When I returned home at 8: 20,
sons were taken first, and if there re- the water was already beginning to cross
mained space, the men could also board the sidewalk to enter my house. Seeing our
the trains. We waited until 5 a.m. and got plight, many willing townspeople gladly
on a train headed south. Employees of the helped us and our neighbors carry out
railroad, police, telegraph and electric furniture and personal belongings to highplant had to remain behind at their posts er ,. grolUld. By the time the last trip was
after saying 'farewell' to their families. made, we were wading in water knee-<ieep.
Many faces were wet with tears. That A few hours later our house was sitting in
train ride was no joy ride; it was like a over six feet of water. In the rush and
nightmare. The train made stops at vari- confusion we did not know who was carryous stations along the way and some refu- ing what or where they were gojng wJth it,
gees got oft' to stay with relatives. Of the but a later inventory showed that not a
1,800 who left Paso de los Taros on our single thing was missing or broken."
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The Waters Subside
Over a half ton of dynamite was used
to open a 200·foot·wide breech in the earth
embankment some one and a half miles
north of the dam, but the lake still kept
rising. This breech had to be widened. Fi·
nally, with turbine tunnels and floodgates
fully opened, water flooding out over thou·
sands of acres bordering the lake, and
about two feet of water pouring over the
breast of the three-fourths~mile-wide dam
and hW1dreds of tons per second rushing
through the dynamited opening, the rising
of the waters in the lake reluctantly came
to a halt.

Dangers Presented by the Floodwaters
New and unseen dangers lurked underneath the high floodwaters. The lives of
many were threatened by fierce reptiles
and other wild life commonly found in the
marshes and subtropical areas to the
north. These were forced to seek new
quarters along with human victims.
Floodwaters backed up sewage and refuse into the streets and houses. Sanitation was almost impossible in these areas.
There arose the fear of typhus and other
dreaded plagues. Vaccines were immediately flown in to these parts, and strict
measures were taken to prevent a plague.
Ironically, the superabundance of water
created a scarcity of water. Reservoirs
were simultaneously flooded and contaminated by river water. Purifying and pumping equipment was often damaged and put
out of order. However, limited amounts of
fresh water from other sources were dis·
tributed to the people in tank-trucks.

The Government Intercedes
This worst disaster in history created
new fears in tM' minds of thousands who
see a bleak future and scarcities ahead.
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They flocked to the stores to gobble up
every bit of sugar, rice, flour, salt, fuel,
etc., they could purchase. Supplies rapidly
diminished, and it is already impossible
to purchase many items. Racketeer storekeepers also saw their opportunity to
"make a killing" by raising prices to the
long lines of anxious buyers. Because of
this crisis, the government met in emergency session to formulate measures to
maintain order. Price controls were placed
on basic foodstuffs, and penalties were severe for those who charged more. Those
who hid their surpluses of supplies had
their hoarded stocks confiscated. The government fixed the work hours for all businesses, offices, factories, so as to cut down
on consumption of electricity in Montevi.
deo. The current is being cut off every day
for several hours.
Things are slowly getting back to normal again as the floodwaters are subsiding.
Most of the refugee~ are making plans to
return home. Fortunately, the dam did
not break as feared, yet more than a thousand homes in Paso de los Taros were
wholly or partially destroyed.
One of the six Watch Tower missionaries who were also evacuated from their
homes with thousands of other flood victims told how many people felt that the
flood was a punishment from God. He took
great pleasure in explaining to them that
these troubles all contribute to the visible
sign showing that we are living dangerously close to the end of this wicked old world
and the beginning of a new world of peace
and happiness, where there will be no more
tears in the eyes of refugees fleeing from
death, and no more floods, plagues or loss
of possessions. (Rev. 21:4) No, flood disasters will never mar the natural beauty
of Jehovah's new world.
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HE year 1959 is proving to be a momentous one for the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland in Central Africa.
The exit of 1958 had been blighted by tribal riots in nearby Brazzaville, one-time
capital of French Equatorial Africa and
now capital of one of the newborn African
republics emerging from this former
French colony. Now 1959 had made its
troubled entrance. In early January at
Leopoldville, capital of the Belgian Congo,
which adjoins the territory of the Central
African Federation, violence reared its
ugly head. In two days of rioting more
than thirty-four died in that city, with
many more seriously injured and much
damage done to property. A state of siege
was declared. Disturbing headlines appeared in the Federation's newspapers:
"Uneasiness Stalks in Riot-torn Capital."
Then, less than two months later, the
same story was being repeated, this time
inside the Federation, where, on February
22, organized violence erupted in Nyasaland involving supporters of the African
National Congress (an African political
party). Quickly the trouble grew in intensity, reaching a peak on March 3, when

T
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the governor of Nyasaland declared a state
of emergency. The Northern News of
March 4 headlined: "26 Ki11ed in Nyasa
Riots." This same paper reported a dawn
swoop by security forces on leaders of the
African Congress, now declared a prohibited organization in Nyasaland.
On Friday, March 12, trouble broke out
In Lusaka, capital of Northern Rhodesia,
where home-made "fire-bombs" (bottles
filled with petrol) were thrown through
some shopwindows, but no casualties were
reported. March 18 The Northern News
reported two Africans killed and two government officials injured in riots on Chilubi Island in Lake Bwangwelu in the Northern Province of Northern Rhodesia. In the
meantime another political organization
had been declared unlawful, this time in
Northern Rhodesia, namely, the Zambia
African National Congress, and a state of
emergency had been declared in Southern
Rhodesia.
Despite the tensions existing and the
flow of extremist talk from various sides,
new elections were held in Northern Rhodesia on March 20 without much incident.
For the first time Africans were being
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elected, rather than appointed, to the

~.

islature by regular ballot at the polls.
Meanwhile. though lesaening somewhttt in
intensity, the situatioli' continued to be
tense in Nyasaland, and sporadic incidents

in Northern Rhodesia showed that not all
was as peaceful as could be wished for.
Reports of arson, car stonings and at·
tempted train deranments appeared in the
press.
It was amid such troubled conditions as
these thB.t the president of the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania was due to pay a visit to the Central African Federation. a visit long looked
forward to by the thousands of Jehovah's
witnesses living there, especially since his
last visit had been as long ago as 1952. As
far as Nyasaland was concerned, the emergency regulations made it impossible to
hold an assembly; but in Southern and
Northem Rhodesia the situation had eased
sufficiently to allow assemblies to be held.
Preparaiioru: for the ABBemb~lI
The assembly in Northern Rhodesia was
due to begin April 23, yet It was not until
March 1 that it was possible to begin the
preassembly work. A contract was entered
into for the use of the Ndola Showgrounds.
(Ndola is the administrative city for the
Copperbelt area.) A police permit was
then obtained. But between the making of
the agreement to hire the Showgrounds,
including the fenced-in Showgrounds proper as well as a substantial area of open
space outside the Shawgrounds. and the
commencing of the actual work. the Govem~
ment had called out the
part-time Army Reserves
and taken over the
fenced-in Showgrounds
area as a barracks. So on
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rations commenced in the area sun'OUlId~
ing the Showgrounds in which wer@
eneampee the Army units.
With less than seven weeks to go, there
was much to be done. Thirty-five acres
under bUsh and high grass (up to your
eyes) had to be transformed into a compact assembly area sufficient to provide
two assembly arenas seating a total of
25,000, a cafeteria, refreshment stands, administrs.tive buildings and storage buildings, not to speak of an extensive sleeping
camp for some 18,000 eonventionersf A
convention organization was soon geared
for action, and some 350 to 400 volunteer
workers began to appear regularly for
weekend work. The transionnation and
the time in which it was accomplished
spoke volumes about the unity and c0operation among those within the New
World society of Jehovah's witnesses and
proved to be a powerful witness to the
residents of Ndola.
One major oonstructlon problem was
how to provide seating for 25,000 people
when there was eVidently insu1Helent time
to construct seats in the usual way, either
from grass, reeds or wood. The problem
was solved in a unique way. A large road
grader was used, and, with the blade angled as sharply as possible, furrows were
plowed right across the arena area. These
fWTOWS were then given a final shaping
with hand hoes and beaten down, and, before the assembly began, covered with
strips of reed matting. In this way adequately comfort·
able seating was
provided. "Meanwhile a bulldozer
moved a couple
of large ten~foot.

high anthills to
the chosen slte
for the platform.
allowing the plat13

form to be built on an elevation sufficient dred roofless dormitories constructed from
for aU in the audience to see the speakers. poles and reed-mat walls finally housed
some 19,000 delegates. Thus peaceful nights
Travel lind Accommodations
under
a bright kindly moon allowed the
Lcng bef()re the opening day of the- conconventioDers
healthful rest. It was remivention dawned, hundreds of African Witniscent
of the assembly conditions of the
nesses had begun their long journey from
every corner of the country. Some walked' Israelite!> as they used to assemble before
Jehovah in days of old.
for a week, others cycled for twelve days,
Never before had the African Witnesses
and groups traveling from Tanganyika
in
Nm:tl1ern Rhodesia enjoyed the benecycled 200 miles and then sold their prefits
of a fully organized cafeteria at their
cious cycles to make the remainder of the
large
assemblies. Previously families
journey by bus. For the first time in
Would
bfing their own food or purchase
Northern Rhodesia special trains carrying
uncooked
food at the assembly, and each
only Witnesses were operated, and some
for itself. This assembly
family
cooked
5,000 traveled in this way.
provided
an
organized
cafeteria on the
The local daily newspOper took note of
same
lines
as
at
large
conventions
in other
the orderliness of the many arriving and
parts
of
the
world.
Over
20,000
cooked
reported: "Hundreds of cyclists are armeals
were
served,
consisting
of
corn
meal,
riving, and one man of 63 rode 163 miles.
vegetables,
meat
and
beans.
"Tearooms"
A transportation department prevents
chaos. Guides meet passengers at Ndola catered for light refreshments.
The bicycle park was a unique f~ature
station holding up colourful signs, like,
of
this assembly. On an acre of grouIld at
'Jehovah's witnesses, this way.' As followthe
entra.nce to the assembly site all ar~
ers walk to the camp cyclists keep them
rangemeot
of trellis supports provided an
safely on the side of the road."-The
ideal
parking
site for over 3.000 cycles
Northern News, April 21, 1959.
used
by
the
conventioners.
Some forty at~
The first building that the conventioners
tendants
received.
the
cycles,
issuing a tick~
saw on arrival at the assembly site was a
et
to
each
owner
and
tagging
a duplicate
large grass shelter accommodating the
ticket
on
the
bicycle.
Thus
all
cycles
were
Rooming Department. fiere a team of
neatly
stacked,
and
conventioners
had
no
African brothers were seated behind files
fears
of
losing
track
of
their
precious
awaiting the incoming delegates. The visitor cbose which line to join by noting the means of travel.
alphabetical position of the name of his
partlcular congregation. Presenting his Peaceful Assembly
The center of the whole assembly was
room request form, he was advised immethe
main arena with a seating capacity of
diately the space reserved for him in the
sleeping camp. The sleeping camp had in 22,000 for the Cibemba-speaking Witnessreality been divided into a number of es. The audience faced the tastefully decocamps named after faithful Bible charac- rated platfonn constructed of poles and
ters. (:amps GIdeon, Barak, etc., for the reeds and set off by banks' of flowers and
men, and Camps Ruth, sarah, etc., for the ferns. Along the front of the platform were
women. Children were divided between the set into the ground two-foot-high letters
camJ;lS along with their parents. Time had reading "KULONGANA KWA KUFWAnot allowed for the construction of sepa- YA KWA BULESA," Cibemba for Divine
rate family living quartets. Some one hun- Win Assembly. From this platform Presi14
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dent Knorr's discourses were fed into two mingled with the crowds." It was apparent
microphones, one for the main auditorium that the law-enforcement bodjes underand the other carrying his remarks to a stood from past experience that Jehovah's
second arena, where they were translated witnesses knew how to conduct themselves
into Cinyanja for an audience of about in a peaceable and law-abiding manner.
3,000. This arrangement made it possible Further recognizing this, this same paper,
for the two main language groups to take in an editorial on April 24, stated, among
in every morsel of spiritual food presented. other things: "The immense gathering of
Jehovah's witnesses
The climax of the
assembly came on
now taking place
READ THE NEXT ISSUE
Sunday, April 26,
near N dol a ii evi• Will nuclear warfare Ipell the end Df mDd.
ern civilizatiDn if not al.D man? What i.
when the president
dence
of the remarkman'. hope1 Read the antwer In "II It
·CIDllng Time' for the Human Race?"
presented the public
able
appeal
this
• An issue of religious freedom and right
Df parenb ti> teach their children wa. reo
Christian organizatalk "A Paradise
cently heard before the Philippine Supreme
tion has for Africans.
Earth Through God's
Court. "Unlve.aal Right. VI. Pollee Pow.r"
tells
how legal ellun ..) from wDrld h.-d_
Kingdom," which
The
witnesses are
quarter. of Jehovah'l wltne .... pr... nted
the ca ....
was enthusiastically
linked with the
• The clock turns back tD medieval daya In
Watch Tower Socireceived by 30,434
Iberian reUglo"a pageants. Read about it in
"O .. vout Spain Observ... Holy Week."
ety ... and from all
persons! While this
accounts those areas
large African audience was enjoying such a fine assembly, a in which· Jehovah's witnesses are strongsmaller assembly entirely in English was est among Africans are now areas more
being held to serve principally the Europe- trouble-free than the average. Certainly
an witnesses of Jehovah. Here the peak at- they have been active against agitators,
tendance was 405, over 25 percent more witchcraft, drunkenness and violence of
than the previous peak attendance for such any kind A close study of the Bible is ena gathering, and an evidence that all sec- couraged." After attempting in this editions of the people of Northern Rhodesia torial to find a basis for the strong appeal
were being reached with the good news of of Jehovah's witnesses, the editor ended
the Kingdom. The program for both assem- his comment with this paragraph: "Whatblies included a baptism service, and a to- ever the reason, the mounting strength of
tal of 422 persons presented themselves the movement is a fact, and though many
for complete immersion in water in sym- disagree with its interpretations, its teachbol of their dedication to do the will of ings are based on the Bible, and any powerful Christian movement is surely an inJehovah God.
So it was that while the peoples of Cen- fluence for the good among Africans."
How pleasant it was to see this happy
tral Africa were tense and anxious at the
troubled conditions around them, a peace- assembly, like a smile on the troubled face
ful assembly of more than 30,000 of Jeho- of Africa, and how strengthening to witvah's witnesses was held without incident. ness such evidence of the great ingatherAfter reporting that more than 20,000 had ing now being accomplished by Jehovah
attended the second day of the assembly, God in preparation for the grandest asThe Northern News in its issue of April 25 sembly of people of all nations, kindreds
went on to comment: "No uniformed po- and tongues in peace and security in a new
lice have so far attended the gatherings, earthly paradise under the kingdom of his
though a few African detectives have Son, Christ Jesus!
AUGUST B, 1959
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IFE is short enough without gambling
it away by taking foolish chances. Any
risk that involves a person's life is stupid
to take or even to suggest. And the one
who takes Such a risk is a fool indeed.
Such expressions as "take a chance,"

L

,jnothing ventured, nothing gained,"
"don't be a square, try anything once,"
and "safety is for the other fellow" suggest some of the attitudes that are asso-

ciated with reckless living. To a great extent you find persons with such views
jaywalking, ignoring danger signals.
speeding through stop streets, swimming
in dangerous waters, disregarding nosmoking signs, boating without life preservers, etc. Generally, they are show-off's.
They want to outdo, outshine and outperform everyone else. Not all are of this
mentality, but a good many are. There are
those who just do not think it can happen
to them or they do not think at all. Both
kinds usually sooner or later meet up with
disaster.
Chance~takers are plentiful and of a
great variety. Take the pedestrian for an
example. In the United States pedestrian
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casualtIes run aoout ~,uuu every year.
About 50 percent of those ktlled in acel·
dents are more than forty~nine years Old.
Nearly two of every five have been drink.
ing, and 95 percent of the pedestrians killed
are nondrivers. Despite all the warnings to "cross on the green and not in
between," many older people persist in
ignoring the warnings and crossing against
traffic signals and jaywalk at will.
The high proportion of aged victims
means they cannot afford to take S/..lch
chances. Their reflexes, vision and
hearing are not the same. The fact
that 95 percent of the pedestrians
killed are nondrivers suggests that
people who do not drive do not appreciate how difficult it is to stop an
automobile. Also, older pedestrians may
have trouble determining the rate of speed
of the oncoming traffic. To them a car appears far away, but in reality it takes only
a second or two to cover the distance.
Older people cannot scamper Bcross streets
and dodge traffic as they used to. In New
York city 42 percent of the traffic acci~
dents involved pedestrians, and 70 percent
of the victims were killed. The high death
rate is because the pedestrian is unprotected and often suffers more serious injuries. Never count on an automobile to
stop in time. The driver may react instantly, but it takes time for the car to respond.
Then again, what if the brakes fail? Suppose you have not allowed the driver distance enough to stop the car, what then?
Remember, the driver is completely at the
mercy of the momentum of his car. Why
take that chance?
Sleepy drivers are also chance·takers.
More sideswipes, head-on collisions, and
off-the-highway crashes with bridge abutments and telephone poles have been
caused by sleepy drivers than perhaps for
any other reason. You are taking a big
AWAKE.'

chance if you drive when ,you are sleepy.
Rubbing the back of the neck is no cure.
It is a warning that you should stop and
sleep before moving on. If you insist on
driving on, remember you are risking not
only your own life but the lives of your
passengers and the Jives of others on the
highway. Is anything worth that chance?
Power and GfJlJoline
Youth especially is thrined by the feeJ
of power. Some automobiles generate from
100 to 325 horsepower. A hundred·horse·
power engine can lift a thousand tons!
With the simple touch of your foot you
cause the engine to generate enough power
to Illtt dozens of houses off the ground.
Treat such power with respect, because it
can easily destroy you. In an automobile
it can take you swiftly up a hill, but it
does not give you the right to pass on a
h\ll aT "{)OWeT your way through red. lights.
Powerful automobiles in car graveyards
testify against such a practice. Do not
chance it.
When you tell the gas station attendant,
"Fill it up, please," how much thought do
you give to what goes into the tank? Do
you realize that you have told him to fill
your tank with high explosive, because
that is what gasoline is? According to
J. J. Floherty, gas "is three times more
pGWerful than TNT, six times more powerful than nitroglycerine, eight and a half
times more powerful than dynamite and
nineteen times more deadly than blasting
powder." It is fortunate for us that gas is
more stable than these explosives. A fivegallon can of gasoline will not explode,
but if the gasoline is poured out and the
empty can becomes filled with air, that
mixture is as deadly as a good·sized bomb.
00 not take a chance by smoking a ciga·
rette or lighting a match when you are
near gasoline; you may not live to ten
AUGUST 8. 1959

about it. On April 16, 1959, the New YorR:

Times reported: "Four died here last night
in a flash fire.... The fire was believed
to have started when a man attempted to
feed gasoline into a truck while he was
smoking." There was a violent blast and
a fire that resulted in lives lost and exten·
sive property damage. Do not take a,
chance with gasoline. It can destroy you.
Worker' Take Chances
Life may be more convenient and per·
haps more comfortable today than it was a
hundred years ago, but in many respects it
is far more dangerous. There are some 14;·
000 industrial workers who are killed and
1,850,000 who are injured in on·the.job
accidents yearly in the United States. Men
and women taking foolish chances are re·
sponsible for a goodly number of these.
Instruction sheets may state specifically
that fue motor shOUld be stopped before
the machine is oiled, but this means min·
utes lost. So the worker decides to oil the
machine while it is running. The oil rag
gets caught in the moving gear and yanks
the man's hand into the machine and nips
it off at th~ elbow. The machine is shut
down. Priceless time and an irreplaceable
arm are lost. Rushihg to meet quotas has
caused others to remove safety guards on
machines. Production rises. Then one day
it happens-a life is lost. No one will say
it was worth taking that chance, Better be
safe than sorry, Leave safety guards on.
Youths Take Chances
"Children may dare. Drivers beware," is
a slogan of the National Safety Council.
Accidents kill or cripple over 30,000 chil·
dren in the United States every year. ehil·
dren and young people will attempt to
perform feats beyond their ability, which
means they will take chances. They take
their new bicycle in the traffic jungle be-
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they understand traffic rules. They
swim out beyond their endurance. They
toy wi·th firearms before they understand
the danger of them. Youth is impuJs1ve.
It must be watched.
A bicycle is a lot of fun, but it is no
match when it comes bumper to bumper
with a two-ton automobile. So do not take
a chance by riding in traffic before you
learn all the traffic regulations and obey
them. Hanging onto trucks for an easy ride
is a shortcut to the graveyard. Riding
your bicycle at night without lights and a
rear reflector is taking a chance of being
struck by a car.
Of the millions of persons who frequent
the beaches each summer, less than 10 percent swim skillfully. Children under fifteen form a thh'd Or more of the some
7,500 persons who droWn annually in the
United States. Nearly seven eighths of the
victims are boys. Never take a chance by
swimming alone. You may be a good swimmer, but there are too many things that
can happen in the water that can cost you
your life. Respect water, but never trust it.
lt may be as gentle as a lamb one moment
and as deadly as a wolf the next. If you
cannot swim, then do not venture into water more than waist deep. If you are a good
swimmer, do not get the idea that you are
a long..mstance champion. Swimmers make
up the majority of those who drown yearly. Cold, choppy waters have a way of tiring one out in a hurry. As for tire tubes,
90 percent of them are defective. Even a
good tube may develop a leaky valve when
you are out in the deep; then what? Water Wings and other gadgets that are supposed to help a person learn to swim are
really hindrances, because they give one
a sense of false security. Swimming in daylight is dangerous enough. As for night
swimming, it is safer to leave it to the
fishes.
fOre
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Boating is most enjoyable, but if you do
not know how to swim, stay out of small
boats. Anybody who puts out alone in a
sailboat Without knowing how to sail is
plum.R C!'B2Y. Water conditions can change
:rn=a-ma:tter of minutes. The bones of some
of the best sailors and some of the finest
sailing vessels lie at the bottom of the sea,
testifying to the treacherousness of the
winds and the waves. Whether you know
how to SWim or not, wear a life preserver
when you enter a smalJ boat. Do not go
far from shore in a small craft without a
can to bail out water, or a set of oars, an
anchor and a tow rope. You are taking a
big chance if you do.
A canoe can be a treacherous craft. It
takes a steady hand and a cool head to
keep it right side up in a pinch. To change
seats in a rowboat is tricky business, btlt
-to change seats in a. canoe means swim or
sink. Why take sUch chances? Most of
them are very costly.
Rescue work is v~ry dangerous business.
Many a good swimmer has lost his life in
the attempt to reSCUe someone. Never take
the chance of approacnjng a droWl)jng
man without having something for him to
grasp and hold tight. Throw out a towel, a
piece of wood or a rope, even your own
bathing suit, so that he can grip one end,
but do not come near him, unless, of
course, you are a professional swimmer,
scbooled in the art of lifesaving. Otherwise, the drowning man may get hold of
you and pull you down with him.

Fire and Firearms
There is nothing wrong with having a
picnic in the woods, but many of them end
in disaster. Picnikers may leave behind
fires, thinking that they will die of their
own accord. Instead, a breeze carries a
live spark into tinder-dry underbrush and
a forest fire is under way. A cigarette butt
AWAKE!

carelessly flung aside may turn a whole empty, but it was not, which proves it is
countryside into an inferno. Smokers sheer idiocy to point guns at things you
should always make sure their cigarettes do not intend to kill.
are out before they discard them. Bury
them in the dirt or, better still, take them Chance-Takers Are Procrastinators
with you and throw them away after you
The willingness to take a chance is
have left the danger zone. As for picnic sometimes reflected in the habit of profires, bury them in dirt, then sprinkle the crastinating. For example, a motorist realdirt with water. Do not take a chance on izes that his brakes are not holding prop-fires' going out on their own.
erly and he intends to have them tightened
As for firearms, a loaded gun is always at the first chance he gets, but until that
dangerous. even in the hands of an expert. time he will take a chance with his brakes
A .22 rifle is not a toy. It is a dangerous as bad as they are. Too often accidents
weapon that can kill within a mile. To come first and necessary repairs are not
bring a shotgun or a rifle into a camp or made in time to prevent damage. A househome without breaking it and unloading wife tells her husband about the bad chimthe cartridges is just one step short of ney. He intends to fix it, but keeps putting
homicide. Do not put too much trust in it off. The house may catch fire first. The
safety catches. The slightest vibration can same may be true of bad steps and stairjar some of them loose. Never point a gun ways. They need fixing, but nothing may
at a person. It is dangerous and has cost be done about it until someone breaks a
many lives. Rifles and revolvers should leg or an arm. Mr. Vacationer knows too
never be in reach of small children. Even much sun is dangerous, but he will stay
if unloaded they are still dangerous if the another ten minutes. The next day he canchild knows where the ammunition is.
not move. He is the color of a boiled lobA farmer tells of the time when he empM ster. About 25 percent of the severe SUDM
tied his shotgun and set it down while he burns prove fatal.
A news report told of Mrs. PaUl Jones,
went to feed the cows. His son inserted
a shell and began to play with the shotgun. 28, who was going to have her waistMlong
When he heard bis father coming, not havM hair cut any day. but just did not get
ing time to empty the gun, he set it down around to it. Monday she bent over her
and hid. He was afraid to be caught play- washing machine in her apartment. "Her
ing with the shotgun. But the father hair was caught in the wringer and pulled
picked up the shotgun and playingly through the rollers. A fuse bleW-but too
aimed it at the horses and cows in the late. Mrs. Jones had died of head injuries
barn, thinking, of course, the weapon was and loss of blood. The body was discovered
empty. While aiming at a horse and about by her husband, a barber, when he came
to pull the trigger, a chicken ran across home from work. 'She was meaning to get
the barnyard cackling. The farmer swung her hair cut,' Mr. Jones told the police."
the gun around, aimed at the hen instead Do not put off until tomorrow what should
and pulled the trigger. He was expecting be done today. If your life or happiness
to hear a click, but there was a bang! is involved, then do not take chances.
Feathers were everywhere. The chicken
Whether you are walking, driving, cywas dead. But it just as easily could have Cling, SWimming, boating, whatever you
been his prize horse or cow. The farmer are doing, use good sense. Why take a
had reason to believe the shotgun was chance? It may mean your life.
AUGUST 8, 1959
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'F Australia could have entered "Old Red"
., in. Melbourne's Olympic Games of 1956,
',~_: broadjump section, he surely would have
won a gold medal.
"Old Red" is one of the largest species of
kantaroo. the jumping.jack animal tleculiar to
the land "down under," who in one mighty leap
can cover up to thirty feet. In motloh, the kangaroo Is Uke a rocket-propelled project1le with
the source of power the great steel,sprung hind
legs, while the tall is used as a stabilizer durIng flight. The forepaws, like hands, are held
close to the body while the 'roo is In fast motion, and are brought into use only when the
animal is in slow motion or feeding.
Seen for the first time by Captain Cook in
1770, the kangaroo is so singularly Australian
that With the emu he graces the COat of arms
of this country and he also appears on much
of the coin and paper money of the land.
Over one hundred and fifty species of these
grus-eating marsupials (pouched animals) are
in existence, and their territory extends from
forest land and hilly country to open plains and
desert. In size they range irom midget
kangaroo-rat of a few inches high to the eightfoot.high plain dweller, while colors are from
mousey gray to dull red.
One species is a rock wallaby, which can
compete with a mountain goat for climbing.
Indeed, he can outclimb even the mountain
goat, for he needs just a toe hold as a spring·
board, and by leaping from wall to wall he
can Bcale almost perpendicular Close-walled
gorges with ease and speed.
An "old man" 'roo of the plain-dweIllng
species can weigh up to two hundred pounds
and can reach a speed of thirty mUes an hour
-sUffielently fast enough to outstrip most of
his enemies, When pursued by his enemies,
which In the main are wild dogs (dingoes), he
sometimes shows no sense at all and will panic,
dash right into a fence and scrape all the hair
olf his face and In terror exhaust himself and
fall easy victim to his enemies, when he could
have leaped the fence with ease. Sometimes,
however, he gives the lie to being stupid, be·
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cause it has been :reported he will wade into a
pool of water, calmly wait for his opponent,
seize him and hold him under water until he
drowns.
Travellng side-Show entertainers sometimes
feature the kangaroos as boxers. In the ring
old man 'roo has a Sunday punch that bears
dose watching. SUddenly he w.ill sit on his tail,
lift hls powerful lUnd leg and rake his oppo·
nent from neck to knee with his daggerllke toenails. Fortunately these toenails are protected
or removed, or els"" a man would have to wear
a suit of armor for protection.
One thing about a kangaroo that has been
the subject of much conjecture is just how
"joey," the affectionate name given to the baby
kangaroo, is 'born. Tiny Joey is only an in'ch
long, and the belit'f was held for many years
that he was born in the pouch, Then it was
fOWld that such Was not the case. And here
is one of the remarkable examples of animal
instinct, the force God planted in animal crea·
tures.
At birth, Joey, one inch long, naked, blind,
ears hardly visible, and back feet just buds,
has large forelimbs with well·developed claws.
He needs these because he has to make his
way from cloaca to pouch by a hand·over·hand
cllmb through the fUr of his mother's belly.
His mother helps by licking a track for him..to
follow. Then Joey fastens on to the teat, his
source of llfe for the next few months, and,
like "Topsy," he jUst grows! When he becomes
so large that he cannot fit comfortably into
the pouch any more, Mamma Kangaroo cuffs
him off and makes him fend for himself.
Being grass eaters, the kangaroos compete
with sheep for pasture, and at times are so
prolifiC that a farmer may be grazing more
'roos than sheep, Open hunting seasons are
declared for a limited time and many are exterminated. Kangaroo skins are exported, bUt
the industry is not as profitable as it was in
the war years.
AWAKE!

THE last time you
1 ate some succulent, sticky dates, as
likely as not your eyes
fell on the colorful label of the box, pro»..
aWy showing a group
of graceful palms
against a background

of sand dunes, atop
which sat a solitary
Arab astride a dromedary. And as you swallowed those sugary tidbits, perhaps your mind
conjured up pictures of a balmy
night in the desert. Words like "Sahara" and "oasis" flashed through your
thoughts, your imagination ran wild;
you were there!
You felt a bit scared of the solitary
Arab, so you hurried back across the dunes
to your friends waiting for you at the center of the oasis. You could feel the sand
in your shoes; in fact, tired of emptying
it out, you decided to walk barefooted and
were surprised to find how warm the sand
still was in comparison with the night air,
now quite cool. You slipped your sweater
across your shoulders ana, so doing, noticed the Arab was still watching you. You
quickened your pace when, suddenly . . .
"Oh! The dates are finished! What a
pity!" But before throwing the empty box
away, you may have glanced again at the
label that had set you traveling on the
wings of your thoughts. You sighed, and
mused: "Well, I can dream, can't I?" You
noticed three words printed on the label:
"Product of Tunisia." "Be nice to go there
some day," you thought.
Well, why don't you? Why don't you
keep that imaginary date you once made
with Tunisia? Let me help you to get better acquainted with that fascinating land.
AUGUST 8, 1959

Geography,

Climate and
Economic
Re80urces
If you take a map
of Africa, you will
notice a sizable
chunk of land is
missing about halfway along the north
BY "AWAKEI"
CORRESPONDENt
coast. Tunisia occuIN fRANCE
pies the entire western side of this great rectangular
gap. Qr, put another way, if the
Italian "boot" kicked the Sicilian
"football" it would land fair and
square in Tunisia, just 150 kilometers away.
In tenus of African dimensions, Tunisia
is a small country, about the same size as
New York state or three times the size of
Switzerland. Apart from Algeria to the
west and Libya to the east, it is cut 01I
from the rest of the world by two great
seas, one of water (the Mediterranean)
and the other of sand (the Sahara). But
whereas the fanner is bound by the divine
command, "This far you may come and no
farther," the latter, three times as big
as the Mediterranean, has overlapped into
Tunisian territory and occupies about one
third of it. Only constant Vigilance prevents it from creeping up still farther.

-Job 38:11.
This unique situation, 'twixt desert and
sea, has been a determining factor in the
climate, the history and even the peopling
of Tunisia. For whether they be winds,
invading armies or immigrants, they all
have flowed in across either the sea or the

desert.
Geographically, Tunisia can be divided
into three main regions: the mountainous
area of the north (the Tell) and the adjoining coastal plain (the Sahel); the cen-
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tral semiarid region (the Steppe); and the
southern desert (part of the Sahara). The
Tell receives a fairly abundant rainfall and
lends itself to all-year cultivation. Its
mountain slopes are covered with cork-oak
forests and one of its mountain resorts,
Ain-Draham, can even boast of a yearly
snowy season-lasting all of ten days!
The moist northwest winds lose their
moisture over the Tell and become dry by
the time they reach the Steppe, blowing
down from the mountains somewhat like
the Swiss foehn. However, northeast winds
coming in from the Mediterranean bring
light rains to the prosperous Sahel coastal
region and penetrate into the Steppe, making possible the cultivation of alfa grass
and certain trees.
To be feared is the hot, dry, southwest
wind from the Sahara. This wind, called
the sirocco, sometimes sweeps up .as far
as the north coast, raising the temperature
suddenly to as high as 30° Centigrade (86°
Fahrenheit) in winter and 50° C. (122° F.)
in summer. Otherwise, the temperature in
the coastal areas, where most of the people
llve, rarely descends below 6° C. (c. 43° F.)
in winter or rises above 300 C. (86° F.) in
summer. So the climate can be summed up
as being of the healthy, Mediterranean
type in the north and the east, and Saharan in the south.
Two distinctive features of the Tunisian
scene, particularly in the south, are the
wadies and the chotts. A wadi is a stream
or a river that flows through the desert.
On a map most rivers seem to start nowhere but they always get somewhere,
ending either in another river, a lake or
the sea. But wadies are d.ifferent. Not only
do they start nowhere, but many of them"
get nowhere! Most of them never reach
the sea, evaporating beforehand or seeping
down into underground lakes. They become active again only after heavy rains.
Some of them, however, make it as far
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as a chart. A chott is a low-lying saline
lake, often dried up. When the water evap.orates, it leaves a crust of salt covering
a lake of mud. The largest saline lake in
Tunisia is the Chott EI-Djerid (chott of
the date palms), which covers several
hundred square kilometers.
You will have gathered from the foregoing that one of Tunisia's biggest problems is water supply. Irrigation has been
practiced in Tunisia from the earliest
times, with more or less efficiency, depending on the degree of civilization of the
successive waves of invaders. Never has it
been practiced with more zeal and efficiency than under the present regime.
The economic resources of Tunisia are
mainly agricultural, consisting principally
of alfa grass, wheat, barley, olives (26,000,000 trees!), dates, citrus fruits, almonds and grapes. Forestry also plays its
part, the two main species being the cork
oak and the zeen oak, the latter providing
wood for railway ties or sleepers. The
country's livestock includes, in order of
importance, sheep, goats, cattle, camels,
donkeys, horses, mules and a few pigs
(Moslems do not eat pork).
Not to be neglected in the Tunisianeconamy is the fishing industry. The 1,200 kilometers of coast line provide ample opportunity for many types of fishing, the main
catches being tunny fish, sardines, anchovies, mullets, whitings and lobsters. Sponge
fishing is also done and even coral fishing.
These different types of fishing keep some
13,000 Tunisians busy.
The mining industry is also quite active
in Tunisia, the main products being phosphate of lime (yearly production of 2,000,000 tons), iron ore (one million tans a
year) and smaller quantities of lead and
zinc. Rock salt and kitchen salt are also
produced in fairly large quantities. Up until now, most of these mining products
have been exported unprocessed.
AWAKE!

YOll. will have noticed that coal was not
mentioned among the mining Products.
Coal is one of the main deficiencies in the
Tunisian economy, the only coal discovered up until now being a poor-quality
lignite. This, as well as irrigation needs,
has prompted the progressive-minded Tunisian government to accelerate the program of dam-building. The electric power
supplied will permit the development of
more processing industries.

The People and Their History
The oldest inhabitants of what is now
TuniSia are the Berbers, reputedly of Hamitic descent. They led a semi nomadic
life, occupying particularly the hinterland
of North Africa. About a thousand years
before the Christian era, that is, at about
the same time Phoenician King Biram of
Tyre was supplying wood to David and
Solomon for Jerusalem's palace and temple, ships from TYre began putting jn to
the natural ports along the North African
coast. The Phoenicians set up trading
posts, and gradually these grew into townships. Two of the more important ones
were Utica and Kart-Hadach, on the northern coast of Tunisia, then known as Libyphoenicia.
More and more Phoenicians came to
settle along that coast, particularly at
Kart-Hadach, which developed into a great
city c:alled Carthage. By the seventh century B.C. Carthage had become a maritime power in its own right and gradually
it became even more powerful than its
motherland, Tyre. Some historians say
that at the summit of its power, Carthage
had a population of 800,000, and its ships
plied not only the Mediterranean but even
the eastern Atlantic.
Carthage was :so powerful that it became a menace for the rising Roman world
power. This led to a long period of hostili·
ties between Rome and Carthage, known
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as the Punic Wars. They ended in the overthrow of Carthag~ as a maritinle power
and in the eomplete destruction Of tile city
in 146 B.C.
Many of the Phoenicians were l3aal worshiPers. According to The Westminster
Dictionary of the Bible, the names of the
famous Carthaginian leaders Hannibal and
Hasdrubal mean, respectively, "the grace
of Baal" and "a help is Baal." Little help
was Baal to Carthage!
After the Punic Wars, the pagan Phoe·
nicians were replaced in Libyphoenicia by
the pagan Romans and later by so-called
Christian Romans. The Romans penetrated deeper into the hinterland than the
Phoenicians had done and tried to subjugate the Berber princes, but they never
really succeeded in doing this, so that the
same situation persisted as at the time of
the Phoenicians: a highly-developed civi~
lization in the north and on the coast and
primitive seminomadic civilization in the
center and the south.
The Romans rebuilt Carthage and it be·
carne a center of apostate Christianity.
Tertullian was born there, "Saint" Cyprian
was at one time its bishop and it was there,
in A.D. 397, that Catholic "Saint" Augus·
tine had the Council of Carthage adopt his
proposal to inclUde the apocryphal books
in the canon of the Bible.
Rome dominated Tunisia for about sev·
en centuries. By then, the Libyphoenicia
of the Phoenicians had come to be called
Africa. Strange to say, this name did not
stick for Tunisia itself, but it came to be
adopted for the entire continent. The
present-clay TuniSians are very proud of
thatfact.
In the fifth century of the Christian era
little "Africa" was overrun by the Vandais,
and in A.D. 534 it became a part of the
BYZantine empir~. These successive inva·
sians brought with them immigrants who
settled down, and thus the population in
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the coastal regions became quite mixea.
But the native Berbers continued to oc~
cupy the center and the south throughout
this entire period.
Then, in the seventh century, a new factor appeared that was to change complete..
ly the face of "Africa," namely, the beginning of a series of Arab invasions, and
with them the introduction of Islam. That
the "Christianity" in~roduced into North
Africa by the Romans was apostate is
clear from the ease with which the Arabs
converted the inhabitants to Islam. A.D.
666 they founded Kairouan as a center of
Moslem worship, and this city soon replaced Carthage as a spiritual hub. In 698
the Arabs occupied and destroyed Byzan~
tine Carthage. Like many other ancient
cities, it never rose again from its ruins.
Unlike the previous. invaders, the Arabs,
coming across the Egyptian and Lybian
deserts, occupied not only the coastal re~
gions of little "Africa" but penetrated into
the desert areas of the south and the cen~
ter. And. whereas the other invaders had
not succeeded in absorbing the original
Berber stock, many Arab tribes intermingled with the Berber tribes and began
to convert them to Islam and to teach
them the Arabic language. The country
again changed its name. Abandoning
"Africa," it became the "Ifriquia" of the
Arabs.
The Arab invasions continued until the
end of the tenth century. By that time the
country had lost practically aU trace of the
Phoenician, Roman and Byzantine cultures and had become definitely Arabian
in customs, language and religion. During
this period, another important development had occurred. Shortly after the destruction of Carthage, a small fortified
town just seventeen kilometers to the
southwest began to grow. The Phoenicians
had called it Tynes, then it became known
as Thunes, and finally Tunis. By A.D. 1060
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naa oecome me' capita! or llrlqwa, ana
over the years it grew in size and importance, until the whole country finally became known no longer as Ifriquia, but as
Tunisia.

It

A Look at Modern Tunisia
From the sixteenth century on Tunisia
came under the influence successively of
the Spanish, the .Turks (who governed
through a local ruler called the "Bey")
and, more recently, the French. But these
more recent protectorates, although each
leaving their mark, failed to make Tunisia
anything but Arabic.
On March 20, 1956, Tunisia gained its
independence, and on July 25, 1957, a republic was proclaimed under the presidency of the man that Time called "prob~
ably the ablest and most farsighted North
African political leader"-Habib Bourgui~
ba. A constituent assembly has been
formed and a constitution is being prepared.
Tunisia is now a modem Arab state,
with a population of 3,850,000 people, most
of them Arabic-speaking Moslems. There
is a European population of about 150,000,
the majority being French and Italians.
There are also about 45,000 Jews in Tunisia. The indigenous population is in~
creasing rapidly, which accounts for the
amazing fact that more than half the inhabitants are less than twenty years old!
This young republic is faced with a kingsize task of building schools, training
teachers and finding jobs for all these
young Tunisians. Unemployment is high,
which means that if a qualified Tunisian
is available for a job, he gets it, which is
only as it shOUld be. But many foreign
technicians, engineers and teachers are required to meet the nation's needs.
A European or an American who has a
Tunisian government-approved work contract soon finds himself quite at home in
AWAKEI

Tunisia. A Etn'opean-~ apartment, Wltl1
three rooms, kitchen and bathroom, can
be had tor the equivalent of thirty to forty
doIIars a month.
Schooling is free, but materials and
books are at the expense of the parents.
The local schooling is, of course, done in
Arabic, but excellent French-language
schools exist in the larger cities such as
Tunis, Bizerte, Sousse and Sfax.
Food. presents no problems to the European or American housewife living in Tunisia, with such an abundance of luscious
fruits and vegetables, as weB as the usual
meats, all these at prices lower than in
France or the U.S.A. To start with she
seeks only those types of food she is familiar with, but soon she learns that Tunisia has its own delicious cuisine and she
learns how to cook savory COUSC0U8 (semolina, meat: vegetables and a hot pepper
sauce-very easily digested provided you
do not drink during the meal), chakchouka (vegetables and soft-bolled eggs prepared with olive oil), mechoui (Iamb
roasted. with spices), etc. She might even
dare to replace the typical pot of mustard
with the Tunisian ahri88a pot (a mixture
of red peppers, garlic and salt) -but not if
there is a meeting to attend that night!
Speaking of meetings, since 1953 Jehovah's witnesses have held Bible studies
and carried on their Christian work in Tunisia. There are now forty Witnesses in
this land, but there would be more than
double this number if many of those
brought to a knowledge of the truth in Tunisia had not moved. to other lands. Meetings are now held in Tunis and in Bizerte,
and good work has also been done in Sfax.
Needless to say, the field is great and the
laborers too few.
The Tunisian Witnesses would be delighted to see you if ever you decide to
spend your vacation in Tunisia. The TuAUGUBT 8. 1959

nlSlan government is encouraging the tour-ist trade, and good, clean, comfortable botels are available, as well as organized
tours throughout the country, at reasonable
prices. If you are American, German or
Swiss, you can visit Tunisia for four
months with just a valid passport (no visa), and Belgians, Canadians, Scandinavians, the Dutch and the British can do the
same for three months. If you want to
take up work in Tunisia, you need to obtain a work permit and visa through your
nearest Tunisian embassy.
Tens of thousands of foreign tourists
now visit Tunisia each year. They are fascinated by the Arab architecture in the
towns, with their minaret-topped mosques,
fortified palaces called kasbah8, picturesque Arab quarter called the Medina
(which makes the modern European quarter, with its long, straight streets, seem
quite monotonous) and, above all, the
markets, called SOUks. The latter are a
wonder straight out of an "Arabian
Nights" tale.
The tourists are amazed at the numerous, well-preserved ruins dating back to
the Phoenician and Roman civilizations
(temples, theaters, amphitheaters, colonnades, triumphal arches, etc.). When tired
of sight-seeing, they relax in one of Tunisia's many Mediterrap.ean resorts, there to
delight in the azure-colored skies and sea.
And if they choose to visit Hammamet,
not far from Tunis, they may have the
delightful experience of swimming
the
sea while breathing in orange-blossomperfumed air, for the orange and lemon
plantations go right down to the seashore.
And, of course, not to be neglected in
a visit to Tunisia are the enchanting oases
of the south, with their sand dunes, date
palm trees, and solitary Arabs on dromedaries-remember? So what about keeping that date with Tunisia?

m
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HE snall Is one of the more
fortunate of nature's creatures. It carries its house

O

on its back and thereby nulli-

fies the housing shortage. It makes its own
roads by glandular excretion, thus escaping
costly construction. It takes its time when
traveling and so seems never to suffer from
shattered nerves. Though the snail is no pacemaker, it usually gets where it wants to go.
cr. The word "hurry" might not be inapproprI.
ate, however, when it is a snail's dinnertime.
Strong-smelling food does something to a snail.
Mr. SnaU's sense of smell is believed to be
located mainly in the tentacles. When. after
searching movements of the tentacles, food Is
smelled, the snail makes his way regardless
of big obstacles,
Cl One experimenter reports finding a snail on
a pot containing a plant. This pot was on a
balcony. So the man threw the snail to the
grolUld, a distance of about twenty feet. The
next day the snail was found on the same pot
([, When homing, snails show the same kind
of persistence. "From a distance of 30 feet,
certainly, and possIbly more," says Maurice
Burton, "marked snails will return to the exact
spot trom which they were removed. U need be,
they will climb fences or walls to make the
return, in a direct line, even over a route they
have probably never used before."
([, So a snail travels. In traveling it may not
really be the slowest creature. An experiment
made on a plexiglass treadmill at the Univer·
sity of Maryland showed that a snail plodded
twenty·two feet In just eleven hours and thirty
minutes; the snail did not even stop to catch
its breath!
II. To facilitate traveling the snaH builds its
own roads. As It plods along it secretes from
a gland near its head a moist mucus. Thls
forms a protective layer. So the snail oozes
along on this silvery road bullt by the snail
itself. This road· building function serves the
snail in a valuable way: It prevents dust and
sand particles from sticklng to the snail's foot,
and it protects the snail from dIscomforting
acids of the soil.
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([, Snails are found every·
Where. Some live on land. In
the moIst jungles some snails
climb trees. Many live in
rivers and lakes. The greatest number of snails
live in the ocean.
CI. The snail's portable home, its shell, comes
in various sizes and colors and is often used
by man for ornamental purposes. The shells
may be a small pea size or they may be as
much as two feet in length. The green snail
from the Indian Ocean is four or five inches
long. The shell Is green outside and pinkish or
pearly inside. Above the opening the shell
spreads to resemble an East Indian turban.
Another shell used for ornamental purposes is
that belonging to the finger snail. This Indian
Ocean finger snail is so called because of t~e
six or seven long, flngerlike processes on the
outer lip of its shell.
Snails are usually viewed as harmless crea·
tures. But some snans bite. These villains are
sea dwellers. The Smithsonian volume Skelled
Creature8 says: "That snails' teeth may carry
polson glands will probably surprise most in·
habitants of northern countries, for the famIly
which is thus distinguished is confined to tropi·
cal seas,"
tI. Though some persons view snails as villains,
especially oyster fishennen, epicures view them
as delicacies. The subject of edible snails thrills
the taste buds of many persons. In France
600,000,000 snails, it Is estimated, are cooked
in a dozen different ways each year. Eating
snails is largely a matter of the culture in
Which one lives.
tI. Commenting on snail gastronomics in
France, Britain's Manchester Guardian Weekly
recently said: "British tourists in France mar·
vel, with a shudder, at the snailmanship of
the native gounnet who will hold the Thing
between the thumb and tinger of his left hand.
Then with his right hand he will excavate the
snail from its shell with a deftly wielded
pastry·fork, and 'plup' it will go into his mouth,
Finally there is the ritual of holding the shell
to the lips and imbibing the rich sauce."
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VERY year hundred! of millions of dol·
lars are contributed by the public to
what are termed reputable, legitimate and
worthy charities, many of which are sponsored by religious organizations. People
want to know why it is that Jehovah's
witnesses do not build orphanages and contribute to charities, as various Protestant
and Catholic organizations do? They want
to know if charity-giving is a Christian's
obligation and, if it is, why Jehovah's witnesses do not give to these charities.
No Christian will doubt that Almighty
God is the best example of one that gives
gifts. In fact, "every good gift and every
perfect present is· from above." (Jas.1:17)
Even in man's continued sinful and wicked
state, he still continues to enjoy many
blessings from God's merciful hand. We
are all completely dependent on Him for
the air we breathe, the sunshine, rain,
soil, fertile seed and all other things essential for life. Jehovah is tnlly a great
Giver of gifts.-Ps. 145:15-17; Matt. 5:45.
God has always been interested in helping the poor. Under the Mosaic law arrangement, Jehovah made definite provisions for the care of the needy, not only
of those who were Israelites but also the
poor among the temporary residents in the
land, including widows and orphans and
those who were victims of old age and
sickness. At harvesttime, by special command from God, the corners of the grain
fields were to be left for the poor. Also,
the gleanings of the vineyards and of the
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olive trees belonged to the poor and needy.
Every third year a tenth or tithe of all
the crops was to be devoted to the care
of orphans and widows and those in need.
And then every seven years, when the land
was not to be sown Or cultivated. the produce that grew of its own accord was for
the needs of the pOOr. God also gave laws
for the care and protection of the poor.
It is true that Christians are not bound
by the Mosaic law, yet the princiPle of
showing liberality and helpful assistance
to the unfortunate and oppressed is carried over into the Christian system of
things. Neither Jesus nor his apostles
pushed the poor aside to make way for the
rich. The needy. the orphans, the widows
and the poor were to be helped in every
way possible. "The form of worship that
is clean and undefiled from the standpoint
of our God and Father is this: to care for
orphans and widows in their tribulation,
and to keep oneself without spot from the
world." (Jas. 1:27) Paul wrote to Timothy: "Certainly if anyone does not pro_
vide for those who are his own, and especially for those who are members of his
household, he has disowned the faith and
is worse than a person without falth."·
-1 Tim. 5:8.
Christianity inculcates love and benevolence and directs that every man should
take care of his family. True religion is
not merely the giving of something for
relief of distress, which those practicing
a false religion could do without pure motives. Clean and undefiled religion means
to visit the orphans and widows, take the
oversight of them, take care of them.
Those who practice such worship go to
their houses, and speak to their hearts;
they relieve their wants, sympathize with
them in their distresses, instruct them in
the divine Word, and recommend them to
God. And all this they do for Jehovah's
sake and not out of any selfish motiM.
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In various ways Jesus described how
leaders in the false reUglous systems make
an outward show of charity amid much
trumpet-blowing, appearing before others
as very pious due to th~ir long prayel'l,
yet inwardly such hypocrites are covetous
to the point of devourIng widows' houses.
They are like the rich young ruler who
pol;e(] as good, yet was sa.dden.ed by the
instruction to dispose of his rtUlteriaJ possessions in the interests of the poor and
follow Jesus. The little charitable help the
-JOGr-. get from Christendom is next to noth.... ·m comparison with their needs. The
New York Times carried an account of
how certain "religious charitable organizations" operating in Brooklyn, New
York, are giving the poor only 15 percent
of the money they beg from the public.
The other 85 percent goes for what they
call "overhead" expense.-Ma.tt. 6:1, 2;
Luke 20:46, 47.
The charity that wins God's favor is the
act of giving out of love that streams forth
from one's heaU. Paul shows that this
means more than material giving. He says:
"Let us always offer to God a sacrifice of
praise, that is, the fruit of lips Which make
pubUc declaration to his name. Moreover,
do not forget the doing of good and the
sharing of things with otheI'$, for with
such sacrifices God is well pleased." Paul's
words, "Let us always offer to God a sacrifice of praise," show that giving spiritual
blessings is of paramount importance. Material giving is also important and necessary, but it does not supersede spiritual
giving. It is not through almsgiving that
the unjust, unrighteous conditions on this
earth are going to be permanently remedied. Rather, it is through the bringing in
of a new world, a completely new system
of things. The fruit of the lips making
public declaration about God's new world
and how it will come in this generation
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after the war ot Armageddon is what will
help ho!lellt-bearted people to take their
stand on God's side and gain for them·
selves tbe greatest at all gifts, namely,
everlasting Ute in Jehovah's new world.
-Heb.13:15,16.
Jesus our Ex:emplar did not spend his
time making gold and silver coins to pass
to
poor. To the contrary, he said: ''The
poor are having the good news declared
to them." The New World society of Je.hovah's witnesses is interested in getting
this good news of God's kingdom preached.
To this end they spend their material
wealth and gooc:!s to print Bibles and Bible
literature so that persons of good will may
learn of this good news and live. Jehovah's
witnesses hav~ often been criticized for
stressing spiritual giving ahead of material
assistance. But which will help the people
more? God's Word says it is spiritual giving. Jesus did not say that his followers
would set up fOod kitchens and soup lines
throughout the world for a witness to all
nations. Rather he foretold that they
would be known for their love and the
preaching of the good news of the Kingdom.-Matt.1l:5; 24:14.
Jehovah's witnesses are not slack in
their spiritual givin~, neither are they
tight-fisted in their material contributions.
They do not forget kindness and hospitality to strangers. While they share their
material things with their needy Christian
brothers, they do not broadcast their almsgiving. Suffice it here to say that Jehovah's
witnesses have spent millions of dollars in
relief funds. They have not been slack in
offering their tnaterial gifts, but this has
been secondary to their spiritual giving.
In the words of Jesus: "Happy are those
hungering and. thirsting for righteousness,
since they will be tilled." The satisfying of
their spiritual thirst and hunger leads to
everlasting life, an unspeakable gift indeed.-Matt. 5:6; John 6:27.
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H-Bomb Effects

.. Effects of high-altitude nu·
clear explosions over the Pa·
ciflc durlng the summer of
1958 were revealed in a joint
report issued by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission
and the Defense Department
on June 15. Two hydrogen
bomb blasts were said to have
interfered with radio commu·
nications and r a dar' signals
for a radius of at least 1,500
mUes. On July 21 the first de·
vIce was said to have been
touched off at an altitude "in
excess of 200,000 feet." The
second was detonated on Au·
gust 11 at an altitude of about
100,000 feet. Resulting auroral
displays were visible for about
700 miles. Rabbits were partially blinded over 300 miles
away from the blast area.
Mysterious Attack
.. Two MIG jet fighters fired
on a U.S. Navy patrol plane on
June 16. The incident occurred,
according to military sources,
over the Sea 01 Japan about
85 miles east of Wonsan,
North Korea. The attacking
planes reportedly bore Com·
munist insignia, but they were
otherwise unIdentified. It was
said that an official protest
would be made by the U.S.
government as soon as the
identity of the attacking aircraft could be established. The
U.S. plane, though damaged,
made its way back to a base
in Japan.
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World's LargeMt City
.. Japan's teeming cap ita 1,
Tokyo, is now the world's largest city. In early June it was
reported that Tokyo's population had exceeded 9,000,000.
Left behind In the bid for population prominence were London, with somewhat over 8"
250.000 persons, and New York
city, with about 7,795.000 in·
habitants.
Vote .n Congo Republic
• Last February over 100
Africans we r e killed duting
three days of rioting in Brazzaville in the Congo RepUblic.
On June 14, without violence,
elections were he I din that
land for the selection of memo
bers 01 the Assembly of the
Congo Rep ubI i c. Contested
were 61 seats. Incomplete reo
turns showed that the Democratic Union for the Defense
of African Interests had at·
tained 64 percent of the popu·
lar vote and 49 Assembly seats.
The party is headed by former
Roman Catholic priest and
present Premier Fulbert Youlou. The wide support of Youlou, his par t y and poUcies
seems to indicate t hat the
Congo Republic will maintain
its ties to the French Community.
Passenger Plane Record
• A Soviet turboprop plane
made a record nonstop ftlght
from Moscow to New York on
June 28. The Russian TU-114

touched down at New Yo~k's
International A I r p 0 r t ,ust
eleven hours and six minutes
after leaving Moscow. The
craft has a wing span 01 167
feet and an over-all length of
177 feet. It fiew with a maxi·
mum weight 01 370,000 pounds,
which included 60.000 pounds
of pay load. Passenger capacity is placed at 120, but shorter·
range models are said to be
capable of carrying 220 per·
sons. The TO-I14 is heavier
and larger than other passen·
ger aircraft, though American
pure jets, such as the Boeing
707, are faster and can travel
at speeds ranging from 500 to
600 miles an hour. The Soviet
plane made the 5,092-mlle trip
at an average speed of 460
miles an hour. Aboard was a
Soviet delegation headed by
First Deput;y Premier Frol R.
Kozlov, who began a 13-day
visit to the U.S. Kozlov formally opened the Soviet Exhl·
bition of Science, Technology
and Culture in New York city.
st. Lawrence Seaway Dedicated
• The St. Lawrence Seaway
was dedicated on June 26. On
hand for the ceremonies at St.
Lambert, a suburb 01 Montreal, were U.S. President
Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Britain's Queen ElIzabeth n.
Both spoke to an assembled
crowd estimated at between 10
and 15 thousand persons. The
billion-dollar Seaway and power project is a joint U.S.-Cana·
dian undertaking. By us i n g
the newly completed water·
way. salt-water craft are now
able to gain access to the trade
lanes of the Great Lakes. The
Seaway had actually been
opened to ship traffic on April
25 and by the time of its dedication over 1,870 vessels had
traversed it, counting those
traveling in both directions.
Argentine Crisis
~ All members of the cabinet
of Argentine President Arturo
Frondlzi t urn e d in resignations on June 22. Frondizi reo
jected. however, the reslgna-
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tiona of three military seq1'&taries. Nationalists, Peronists
and Marxists have been grad·
ually brought into Argentina's
government since Frondizi be·
came president on May I, 1958.
One of the critical issues to be
faced as cabinet reorganization began was the problem of
the nation's economic develop·
ment. Presently it a p pea r s
that Frondizi is falling back
on military elements, but the
51·year.old president reportedly holds that he "will not per.
mit the armed forces to deliberate on national policy."
Roman (Jlrcus Found
.. Between the Aventine and
Palatine Hms lle the ruins of
Rome's ancient Circus Maximus. said to have been able to
accommodate over 100,000 persons. On June 19 It was revealed that the remains of a
somewhat sma II e r private
arena had been unearthed in
Rome's southeastern outskirts. Constructed during the
third century A.D., the imperial circus was in use during
the short reign of Emperor
Hellogabalus. Hellogabalus,
just a 15·year-old youth from
Syria when empowered by the
military, ruled from 218 to 222
(A.D.). Unearthed at the arena
sIte were ram p s, staircases
and rows of seats from which
spectators could view horse
and chariot races taking place
in a 1500-!oot·long, 350·foot·
wide racecourse.
Poland: (JoUecttve
Mechanization
.. Speaking before <t session
of the Central Committee of
the Polish United Workers
party on June 22, Wladyslaw
Gomulka indicated t hat Po·
land's pea san t population
would be pushed toward col·
lectivlzation. The Communist
party's First Secretary made
clear that the government in·
tends to achieve mechaniza·
tion and to socialize farming
In that country within the next
seven years. During that time
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compulsory crop del i v e r y
quotas, especially hated by Polish farmers, will have to be
maintained.
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KawaU: Statehood. Vote

Hawaiians voted nearly 18
to 1 in favor of statehood in
a plebiscite held on June 27.
The balloting was Hawaii's
fint s tat e primary election.
Selected were candidates who
will contend for the 76 seats
in the State Legislature. Gen·
eral elections were scheduled
for July 28. Only 7,854 voted
a g a ins t statehood, whereas
132,938 balloted in f a v 0 r of
jOining the Union. This is part
of the procedure to be fol·
lowed before the former U.S.
territory becomes a state. It
is thought that HawaWs offi·
cial statehood proclamation by
U.S. President Dwight D. Ei·
senhower will take place in
October,
Tunisia: Last Name
for Everyone
About 3,000,000 Tunisians
are still following an ancient
Moslem custom. They have no
last names, One can just im·
agine the consequences gov·
ernment·wise. Tax officials cer·
tainly have considerable trou·
ble in differentiating between
hundreds of persons with such
a common name as "Moham·
mad," for example, with no
family names to further iden·
tify them. On June 12 It was
reported that a law had now
been passed demanding t hat
everyone in Tunisia have a
last name by September 1,
1960. Those who balk will be
rewarded with a year in prison
-sufficient time for surname
selection.

'*

*'

Klaus FIIciuJ Released

Klaus Fuchs, 47·year·old
German·born theoretical phys·
icist, was released from Wakefield Prison, Yorkshire, Eng.
land, on June 23. He had
served a little more than nine
years of a 14·year sentence,
with time off for good behav.

ior. Fuchs was jailed in 1950
for passing British and U.S.
atomic secrets to the SovIet
Union. The self-confessed spy
had. been prominent in Bri·
tain's World War II and postwar atomic bomb research
program, Up 0 n his release,
Fuchs went directly to Ea!lt
Berlin.

'*

Pakistan t~ Shift Capital
It was announced on June

12 that as soon as it is flnan·
cially feasible the Pakistani
government would move its
capital from Karachi to a pIa·
teau near Rawalpindi, about
1,000 miles to the north. Ka·
rachi has served as Pakistan's
capital since the s tat e was
tormed in 1947. It is Pakistan's
largest seaport and industrial
center. The main reason for
the decision to shift the seat
of government is apparently a
desire to do away with influ·
ences of business and other
pressures upon the regime. In
the past, students and other
groups h a v e endeavored by
demonstrations to force decl·
sions up 0 nth e government.
Other, though minor, reasons
for the switch are laid to Ka·
rachi's humid climate and wa·
ter scarcity. Thought is also
being given to setting up a
subsidiary capital in East Pak·
istan, separated fro m P a k I·
stan Itself by about 1,000 miles
of territory adminIstered by
the Indian government.

'*

trnrest In Dominican Republic
Reports from the Domini·
can Republic on June 23 told
of an attempted Invasion of
the island, allegedly by Cuban·
supported forces. Two motor
launches catTying foes of the
administration of Generalissi·
mo Rafael Le6nIdas Trujillo
Molina were said to have been
intercepted by government
contingents near the Domini·
can RepubUc's northern coast.
Later, on June 26, the Cuban
government broke off diplo·
matic relations with the Tru·
jillo regime, Among reasons
AWAK.l!IJ

given for the break was the
alleged killing of prisoners
captured by the Dominican
government during the cur·
rent revolt and also _the reo
gime's f a II u ret 0 extradite
former Cuban president Ful·
gencIo Batista and hIs aIdes,
who had ned to the Dominican
Republic when rebel forces un·
der Fidel Castro overthrew his
government last January 1.

*

Btg Game Hunting

To protect I ts lion and
rhinoceros population, the gov·
ernment of Tanganyika has
prohibited the hunting of these
animals during the next few
years. Lions may not be hunt·
ed for three years in Tangan·
yika's Nor the r n Province,
though they may he stalked
elsewhere in the country. A
nationwide prohibition on the
hunting of rhInoceroses has
been imposed for five years.

It is felt that the pl'Otecttve
measures will per mIt these
animals tore turn to their
former numbers.

served for two consecutive
tenus.
The Laugblng Death

Irish President De Valera

'*stalks
A strange and fatal disease
the eastern highlands

.. Eamon de Valera w:as in·
augurated as president of Ire·
land on June 25. Earlier, on
June 17, he had resigned as
Prime Minister and was later
replaced in that post by Sean
Lemass. In the presidential
elections on June 17 De Valera
polled 538,058 votes, winning
by a majority of 120,576 over
Gen. Sean MacEoin, candIdate
of the major opposition party,
the Fine Gael (United Ire·
landl. De Valera was backed
by the Fianna Fail (Party of
Destiny). Presidential powers
in Ireland are very limIted.
With his inauguration 76.year.
old De Valera began a seven·
year term of office, succeeding
Sean T. O'Kelly, who had

of New Guinea. Called kuru,
the malady is apparently restricted to one tribe. Those af·
fticted suffer convulsIons and
become victims of uncontrol·
lable laughter and giggles.
Laughing sickness, as it Is
known, attacks the nervous
system and brings on death
usually within twelve months.
It is said that about one percent of the 16,000 people of
the Fore tribe has been at·
ftieted with the disease. In late
June new efforts to cope with
this strange illness were un·
dertaken by a U.S. neurologiat
and five Australian physicians.
Till then, however, no treat·
ment and no means of preventing kuru had been found.

":J/'iJ (lood neWJ 0/ t/,.J(;ngdom"
You may remember Jesus said it would be preached, but do
you know why and what is to follow? Jesus said it is "for
the purpose of a witness to all the nations, and then the
accomplished end will come." That means God's final war.
But does it mean the end of life on earth?

.A/ter.Armageddon-(lod~

r/.w World

The "good news" is that God's kingdom is now established.
Soon, at the battle of Armageddon, it will destroy the old
world, with its wickedness, poverty and distress, and bring
in a new world, where there will be no pain, crying or death!
That is the hope God gives for mankind in our generation.
Nothing can change or prevent it.
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It It "Closing Time" for the Human Race?

Itliversal Human Rights versus Police Power
Devout Spain Observes "Holy Week"
Peru-the Old and the New
AUGUST 22,

1lf! MISSION Of THIS JOURNAl
New. sources that ~re abl. to keep you owoke to the vital luues of our
tim•• must be unfettered by C4tf1JOrshlp and ,elfish interest•• "Awake I" hOI no
fetters. It recognizes facti. foe .. focts, i. free to publish facts. It I. not bound by
politiccrl ambition' or obligotion'J It I. unhampered by advertisers whol. toes
mu.. not b. trodden on, It i. unpre(udlced by traditional creed•. This journal
keeps Its.lf free that it may speak fr ••ly to yau. But It doe. not abuse its fr ••dom.
It maintains Integrity to truth.
"Awake'" u.es the regular newi channel., but I. not dependent on them.
Its own corr•• pondenl. are on all continents, In Icores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come to you through
these columns. This lournal'. viewpoint Is not narrow, but is In.lernational. It is
read in many nations, in many languages, by persons of all age •. Through its
PClS" many ft.lds of knowledge pall in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, geography, science, social conditions, natural wonders-why, its coverage is as broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awake'" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
lure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awakel" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
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I~interit!t Alnne: I
PLEASE GOD?

PERSON may be genuinely sincere,
free from hypocrisy, completely honest and stilI be very wrong. The Scriptures
state: "There exists a way that is upright
before a man, but the ways of death are
the end of it afterward." So sincerity by
itself is not enough to please God.-Prov.
14:12.
Saul of Tarsus sincerely thought he was
doing the right thing when he persecuted
the Christian congregation. It took a blinding revelation from Jesus Christ to set
Saul straight. As a sincere Pharisee he was
not pleasing to God. "Formerly I was a
blasphemer and a persecutor and an insolent man," he says. "Nevertheless, I was
shown mercy, because I was ignorant and
acted with a lack of faith."-l Tim. 1:13.
Many Russians sincerely -believe in communism and are ready to give their lives
for it, but who in the Western world is
ready to accept communism on the basis
of Russian sincerity! It is not enough.
Many persons today think that to win
God's approval sincerity is all that is required. Recently a person remarked about
Billy Graham: "Billy certainly does no
harm and-who knows?-he may do some
good, but at least he is sincere." Principles
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of right and wrong are set aside and sincerity is looked upon as the sum total of
Christianity. But is it?
Jesus told of a time when people would
kill Christians, thinking sincerely that
they would be doing God a favor. Will God
approve of their evil deeds simply because
of their sincerity? Hardly. In his sennon
on the mountain Jesus said: "Many will
say to me in that day: 'Master, Master,
did we not prophesy in your name, and
expel demons in your name, and perform
many powerful works in your name?' And
yet then I will confess to them: I never
knew you at all. Get away from me, you
workers of lawlessness." According to this,
neither sincerity nor powerful works are
enough. What is required ?-Matt. 7: 22, 23.
Paul wrote of those who were sincere
but incorrect: "I bear them witness that
they have a zeal for God; but not according to accurate knowledge." A primary requirement is an accurate knowledge of
God's will. Jesus said: "The one doing the
will of my Father" is the one that w1Il
be rewarded.-Rom. 10:2; Matt. 7:21.
What Is God's will? "What doth Jehovah
require of thee, but to do justly, and to love
kindness, and to walk humbly with thy
God?" A sincere person, when shown from
the Bible that he is wrong, with all sincer.
ity seeks to right his course. This is the
genuine mark of sincerity that brings the
smile of approval from God.-Mic. 6:8. AB.
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a new monster made an asthe human race. The late
tounding incursion into the
bUt tJf ~tII" file· ,·'~t~~s:~:~ Albert Einstein was
lives and thoughts of men
"~C,, ~ j
to say: 'Annihilation of
everywhere. That morning a,
Cd._fIU
life on earth has been
group of specialists huddled be-'
"fA- tJf
within the range of techhind reinforced barriers to watch
possibilities.' The distinthe event take place. Tension
~
guished scientist Dr. Vannevar
mounted as the seconds were'
tIIc",U.t7 .•Bush remarked that it was poscounted off-5, 4, 3, 2, I-then a
; sible now to turn the clock of civterrifying blast and a flash of light sur- ilizatfi,h back 1,000 years and deliver "the
passing anything ever seen by the human wodi! again to barbarism and pestilence."
eye rocked the earth. The fireball bulged Atdri:Ul;: Energy Commissioner Thomas E.
and raced upward. In two minutes it soared MurraY declared: "It may be the incomto over 40,000 feet and spread three,lmd prehensible and inscrutable will of God to
a quarter miles in diameter. The ~]ouds make'the twentieth century 'closing time'
above and the sea around were lit ~p as fo(the human race."
at noonday. The sands and cora] bei!H!ath
Spme men envisioned the monster as
were seared away. The device that trig- "the apocalyptic weapon." When let loose
gered the monster to reality momentarily it would kill, "not by the thousands or the
developed at its heart a temperature rang- millions, but by the hundreds of millions.
ing from 150 to 200 million degrees cen- Neither man nor beast, nOr fowl nor fish
tigrade! The expanding gases of the fire- would be spared its devastation." Others
ball heated to 100 million degrees.
saw it to be the "watchdog" of the "free
For minutes trained men stood motion- world" against aggressors. Who would
less as they watched their creation with dare make war in face of so great a threat?
awe and despair, What a fearful monster What a means of insuring the peace and
to bring forth! The cone of the fireball security of the world!
went up to a maximum altitude of twentyRetaliatory power, soon thereafter, was
five miles and spread its mushroomlike hailed as the "only sane policy for the
head out a hundred miles. Below on world." And the new creation, the H-bomb,
earth was the terrifying truth. Elugelab became the "big stick" with which men
Island at Eniwetok had vaporized. A mile- had hoped to enforce the peace. Militarists
wide crater, 175 feet deep, was all that and politicians began to cry out: 'Our only
was left of the target area. Responsible hope is to create new and greater determen, Who felt the significance of the event, rents to Soviet aggression. What we need
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Is weapon superiority!' Soon frlglltened
people everywhere were heard taking up
the chant Scientists were ushered into the
role of saviors of the world. And at a hurried pace new monsters were bro.ught
forth.

RUSSIans exploded a hydrogen device of
their own. That which was to stand for
security bas become a unique, unchallengeable instrument at insecurity. Anxieties and tensions, as a result, have
heightened, not diminished. And the war

~ hu entem a n~ a'P'Prenensive
phase. The so-called "sane policy" of reDuring Worl4 War II the block·l>uster, taliatory power has been turned into a
with its twenty tons of destruction, was mad arms' race, thrusting an indescribable
regarded as a most frightful weapon; then burden on taxpayers and subjecting them
came Hiroshima and the A·bomb with its to all kinds of suffering. Each atomic powequivalent of 20,000 tons of devastation. er nation hopes that the enormous potenThe year 1952 brought the H-bomb with tialities of these destructive monsters win
its equivalent of 5.000,000 wns of terrat. serve as a deterrent to any would-be agSince then, H-bombs with the potential of gressor, for such weapons make it certain
over 40,000,000 tons of TNT charge h~ve that there will be no winner in modern
been reported exploded and are now bemg warfare. Atomic nations are in fear that
stockpiled.
they will some day bury each other in nuIn 1950 it would have taken forty-five clear destruction. They say the end is at
A-bombs to destroy New York city. Today hand.
it would take just one H-bomb. While the
world is endeavoring to absorb the terrible NeedforRemdu~n
truth about such monstroUs weapons and
While men quake at the nuclear monlearn to live with its fears of them, atomic sters they have wrought, these same men
.scientists are discussing an even more hid- seem to be completely oblivious to the sigeous monster, the C-bomb. By placing a nificance of greater demonstrations of powhydrogen device in a casing of cobalt, they er exploding before their eyes every day.
say, they can make today's H-bomb ex- Some of these violent eruptions have been
plosions seem like firecrackers. The C- seen to ri1>e 100,000 roi1es. COffijYc\Ye that
bomb, however, is admit~y too danger.. with the H-bomb's cone that reached only
ous for even nuclear SCIentists to fool some twenty-five miles. Yet few men put
with. Atomic nations already bave on confidence in the One who has made such
hand the means to exterminate the human demonstrations of power possible. Of
race completely. They can make 8 good course, these are solar explosions taking
educated guess as to the number of H- place some 93,000,000 miles away from
oombs it would take to bring about total our earth. Astronomically speaking, howworld catastrophe-to scatter the human ever, that js a stone's throw from our planfamily to the four winds in a matter of et a very short distance. Minutes after
' eruptions
.
.
seconds. But where is the world's security? such
on the sun, our earth IS
Where is the peace that these monstrous affected by the shower of cosmic rays
weapons were to insure? Is it "closing 'that hit it. They penetrate the earth's attime" for the human race?
mosphere and everything and everybody,
Western nuclear supremacy, in which
and
there is nothing we can do about it.
so much trust was placed, was, at best,
A few years ago a so)ar flame shot up
only temporary. Barely nine monfus after
the United States fired its H-bomb the some 80,000 miles. Minutes later there was
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sudden blotting out of radio communication for tl period of several minutes. These
blackouts can last many hours. The sun's
brlef activity scales all man's explosive,
destructive efforts down to size. And if we
were to bring together the sum total of
man's destructive power and compare it
,with what is continuously happening on
the sun, we would come to realize that his
eff'orts do not amount to too much after aIL
It may be well for us to make just such
a study and reflect on what goes on around
us in the universe. It has a humbling, deflating effect. It serves as a good reminder
that our efforts are not as great or as vital
to our existence as we might think. It may
help us to see that ballistic security is not
really security at aD, and thus aid us to
channel our hope and trust in a more dependable direction. For example, exactly
how long do you think the human race
would last if the sun were not to shine!
In about three days our earth would become a Itfeless ball. So whoever it is that
cares for the sun also cares for our earth.
Thus we learn that our lives depend on
much more than the possession of nuclear
weapons.
None of us created the earth, and, as is
obvious, none of us sustains the world in
its existence. Centuries before man the
animals, birds, fish and plant life got along
very well without our help. For life and
for the things that keep us alive we are
dependent. Faithful Job did not try to
-dodge this humbling knowledge, but came
right out in the open and said: "Naked
I came out of my mother's belly and naked
shall I return there. Jehovah himself has
given and Jehovah himself has taken away.
Let the name of Jehovah continue to be
blessed." Job acknowledged his dependence
on a Source higher than this earth for his
existence. He gave God praise and not man.
-Job 1:21.
8
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The world does not want to face this
humbling knowledge and tries to skirt it.
There are ways that it can. Thoughts of
dependence may be escaped by fleeing to
the materialistic theories of evolution and
atheism. Such persons want to free themselves of all responsibility to a Supreme
Being. They want to feel independent. Others may find an escape by burying themselves in a drive for power, property or for
prestige and in this way attain a measure
of so-called independence and security.
There are those who try to escape the
whole issue by drinking or drugging themselves into a state of mental numbness.
And others escape from reality by immersing themselves in their families,
pleasures, hobbies, anything to forget, anything to get away from the horror of depending on they know not what. But do
what they will, there is always that reminder, that inescapable consciousness of
dependence.
Men Are but Grasshoppers

Depending on God and putting trust in
his power to sustain and protect is what
brings peace to the hearts of men of faith
in this day of destructive monsters. Perhaps atomic and hydrogen bombs are monumental achievements. but, asks the New
York Tim.e8~ "What is an atomic bomb
compared with the earth's crust when it
twitches like a cow or a horse that wrinkles
its skin to rid itself of flies?" Why, the
Assam quake in 1950 equaled the power
of 1,100,000 atom bombs or 1,100 theoretical hydrogen bombs! Yet that eruption is
nothing in power to compare with that
which the Maker of the atom will release
at Armageddon when He shakes terribly
this whole earth.
There is much talk about using the pow~
er of the atom to make rain and convert
desert lands into productive gardens. Thus
men hope to exist independent of nature's
AWAKE!

and laws. But the truth 1.1 that even
a moderate rainstorm releases energy at a
rate equivalent to several hundred. atom
bombs a minute. How many bombs would
it take to bring about a good drenching
W&jIlI

rainstonn or to keep the earth watered
day by day? The great dust storms of the
1930's in the Untted States raised clouds
with a billion times the dust concentration

of an atomic cloud without perceptible ef-

teet on rainfall. Yet the watering of our

all of them he calls by name. Our Lonils
great and is abundant in power; his un-

derstanding is beyond recounting."-Isa.
40:26; pi 141:4. 5.
Jehovah does not lose track of things,
as man so frequently does. He cares for
all life. He knows our earth and man upon
it. He knows what you are doing, however
important or unimportant you may feel in
this world. He knows your thoughts and
the intentions of your heart. Even down
to the tiny forms of life, Jehovah is aware
of them all. Nothing escapes his sight. He
knows of the monstrous weapons that
faithless men have brought forth in these
last days. That is why there is no reason
to fear, if we put faith in Jehovah. We
know: "Many Bre the plans in the heart
of a man, but the counsel of Jehovah is
what will stand."-Prov.19:21.
Jehovah is God Almighty. The prophet
Isaiah said of God's view of the nations:
"Look! The nations are as a drop from a
bucket; and as the film of dust on the
sca.Ies they have been accounted...• All
the nations are as something nonexistent
in front of him; as nothing and an unreality they have been accounted to him.
. . . There is One who is dwelling above
the circle of the earth, the dwellers in
which are as grasshoppers." Comparatively speaking, man is a mere grasshopper in
Jehovah's sight. All man's threats of ntining God's earth with his H-bombs can be
compared to the twittering of a grasshopper. "To Jehovah belong the earth and
that which fills it, the productive land and
those dwemng in it." He will continue to
care for his earth regardless of what men
do.-Isa. 40,12·22; Ps. 24,1.

earth goes on almost unnoticed by man.
The Creator does all things so effortlessly.
What demonstration of power in the flood
of Noah's day! How unmatchable Jehovah's power when he parted the Red Sea
and provided for his nation to go through
on dry land! How utterly puny the efforts
of men are when compared to the works
oHhe Almighty!
Man launches a sate1Jite of a few tans
into space and it stays in orbit for a few
days; the world Is astonished and quivers
at the demonstration of such power. But
Jehovah launched into space the sun, which
is a thousand times as massive as Jupiter,
the largest planet in the solar system, and
more than a million times the volume of
the earth. He launched our earth and moon
and giant stars such as: Betelguese in the
constellation of Orion, which is nearly a
million times the volume of the sun, and
he keeps them all in perfect orbit. And who
is there on earth that marvels at his so
great power?
Man is considered very wise when he
builds larger telescopes and can count a
few more thousands of the untold billions
of stars in the heavens. Yet there are whole
galaxies that man can barely see even with
his telescopes. "Raise your eyes high up
and see. Who has created these things? It Properly Evaluating Oqr Situation
Christ Jesus, who knew the universe and
is the One who is bringing forth the army
his
relation to it better than any man beof them even by number, an of whom he
calls even by name." The psalmist wrote: fore or since his day, gladly admitted his
"He is counting the number of the stars; dependence on the Creator, Jehovah. Said
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Jesus: 1'1 do nothing of-my own initiatiw,
but just as the Father taught me I speak
these things." 'Ibis dependerice on God. Jesus taught his disciples, saying: "Never be

anxious and say: 'What are we to eat?'
or, 'What are we to drink?' or, 'What are
we to put on l' ..• For your heavenly Father knows you need all these things."
Some years later his apostle Paul told the
men of Athens that God "gives to all persons Ufe and breath and an things," that
God "decreed the appointed seasons and.
the set limits of the dwelling of men, f-or
them to seek God."-John 8:28, 29; Matt.
6:31.32; Acts 17:25-27.
So creation round about us is cause for
renewed faith in Jehovah, that our ulti·
mate destiny does not depend upon the
whims of men who toY with and threaten
annihilation with nuclear bombs. Just as
Jehovah cares for the birds of heaven that
do not sow seed or reap or gather into
storehouses, and just as he cares for the
lilies of the field that do not toil or spin,
so he will continue to care for righteous
mankind on earth. Are they not worth
more than birds and lilies 1
Creation, at hand, truly is an opportunity to see the hand of God at work and
an occasion to commit ourselves to Him
and his care. When we trust Jehovah implicitly we will not fear. It is the fear of
man that brings anxiety and doubt for the
future. So "trust in Jehovah with an your
heart and do not lean upon your own understanding. In all your ways take notice
of him, and he himself win make your
paths straight. Do not become wise in
your own eyes. Fear Jehovah and turn
away from bad."_Prov.3:5-7;Ps.146:~.
Having Jehovah as our confidence and
trust in this day of monstrous weapons has
a steadying and a soothing effect. His
promises are an assurance that not all is
lost, that nothing has gone unnoticed by
him. that he has everything under cornS

plete contr<>I. He gI_ us his word that he
has firmly established the earth. that he
did not create It simply for nothing but
formed It to he inhabited. (!sa. 45:16)
.'IbIS promise strikes out any possibility of
the earth's ever being laid waste by nuclear weapons. Instead of allOwing men to
destroy the earth, Jehovah says that he
w1Il ''bring to ruin those ruining the earth."
It is "closing time," not for the human
race, but for the wicked schemers who plot
the ruining of the earth with their deadly
weapons.-Rev.ll:18.
Instead of bringing to a close the human race, Jehovah has made provision
for the race to go on living. He sent his
Son Jesus Christ to redeem men from sin
and death. Through the life of Jesus Christ,
Jehovah has proved beyond all doubt that
righteous mankind w1Il not perish off the
earth, regardless of what men might devise or do. The human race Is here to stay,
but not so the wicked. It is "closing time"
for them. At the battle of Annageddon
Jehovah will bring to an end the wicked.
and their activity. However, he will come
to the rescue of righteous men everywhere
and open to them a new world of peace and
\lfe.
'Ibis knowledge should free lIS of the
anxieties of life and fear. It should create
in us a courage to speak God's truth. If
Jehovah Is our hiding place "and underneath are the everlastlng arms," what rea·
son is there for fear? "If God is for us,
who will be against us?" With tbis assurance and faith, let US lift up our heads and
rejoice! "Say among the nations: jJehovah himself has become king. 'Ibe productive land also becomea firmly established
so that it cannot be made to totter.' .. Let
the heavens and earth remind us that we
are continuously being cared for by a loving God, that we are dependent on him for
our existence.-Deut. 33:27; Rom. 8:31;
Ps. 96:10.
AWAKE!

NIVERSAL
human rights
are the jewels of the
Philippine Constitution. These are protected
by the Bill of Rights. Universal human
rights must be protected against all encroachments by the police power of the
State. This was the high light of the

U

oral argument before the Supreme
Court of the Philippines on May 15. 1959,
by Hayden C. Covington, general counsel
for Jehovah's witnesses and the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society, and a wellknown American constitutional lawyer.
What events led up to the dramatic contest between human rights and police power of the State? What brought Covington
to the Philippines? Why did the Supreme
Court permit an allen attorney to appear
personally and argue before the Court in
behalf of universal human rights?
The specific issue involved was the refusal of children of Jehovah's witnesses in
the Philippines to participate in the compulsory salute to the flag, singing of the
national anthem and the reciting of the
patriotic pledge. Upon what grounds was
the children's conscienJious objection
based? Upon the law of God found in the
Bible, prohibiting God's servants from
making images of anything in the heavens above, or the earth beneath or in the
waters, and from bowing down to such
images or serving them.-Ex. 20:4, 5;
1 Cor. 10:14; 1 John 5:21.
Nineteen Years of Controversy
The controversy in the Philippines over
the compulsory flag salute began in 1940.
That year the late S'ecretary of Justice
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Jose Abad Santos
promulgated an
opinion that children in public
schools could be
compelled to salute
the flag, For failure to do so children could be expelled from school.
The compulsory
flag salute opinion was
based on the 1940 decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States in the case of
Minersville v. Gobitis. The carrying out of
this opinion by the Department of Education, particularly after liberation in 1945,
resu1ted in expulsion of many children
of Jehovah's witnesses from the public
schools. In the meantime, the United
States Supreme Court had reversed its
previous decision in the now-famous Barnette decision in June, 1943. In 1948, Secretary of Justice Roman Ozaeta caused a
new opinion to be published. This was in
harmony with the majority decision in the
Barnette case. Children of Jehovah's witnesses were thereafter allowed back in
school.
In 1951, however, Secretary of JUstice
Jose P. Bengson, in a burst of nationalistic
sentiment, chose to repudiate the majority
ruling in the Barnette case. He issued an
opinion that children in public schools
could lawfully be compelIed to participate
In the flag-salute ceremony. The Department of Education implemented this opinion. Again the children of Jehovah's witnesses were expelIed from school for
refusing to violate their Christian conscience.
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Parents of chUdren who were attending
an elementary school In Malacampa, camUIng, Tarlac, contested the Department
of Education's action. A petition was filed
in the local Court of First Instance to restrain school authorities from enforcing
their flag-salute regulation against the
children of Jehovah's witnesses. The court
refused to accept juritdictlon. A petition
was then flIed in the SUpreme Court requesting that the lower ~ be ordered
to accept jurisdiction and hear the case
on its merits. Additionally. the Supreme
Court was requested to issue a prel1m1nary
injunction restraining the secretary of

education and other school officials from
expelling the children of Jehovah's witnesses untU a judicial decision could be

rendered on the merits of the case. The
Supreme Court granted the petition. Again
the children of Jehovah's witnesses went
back to school. The flag-salute ceremony
continued. It suffered no -interruption, and
the regular school program was not dis-

turbed in any way by Jehovah's witnesses.
Framing Mischief by Law
Since there was already a flag ceremony
being conducted in the public schools, there
was no need to introduce legislation to
bring a flag ceremony into operation there

-not unless there was an ulterior motive.
Later events clearly Indicated that there
was a motive to "frariiing trouble by de-.
cree." (Ps. 94:20) In 1955, a bill was introduced in the Philippine Senate. It proposed the holding of a flag ceremony in
all educational institutions in the Philippines, both public and private. This would
mean that if the children of the Witnesses
would be expelled because of their refusal
to participate in the flag ceremony, they
could not get an education in the Philippines. All schools would be barred to them.
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CertaInly this Is "framing trooble by decree." The ceremony was to include the
playing or singing of the PhIllpplne na·
Uonal anthem. This bt1l was approved on
June 11, 1955, and signed into law by the
late President Ram6n Magsaysay.
The secretary of education then issued
Department Order No.8, Series of 1955, requiring the flag ceremony to be conducted
every day in public schools and also in
private schools. The ceremony was to include the salute to the flag, the singing of
the national anthem and the recitation of
the patriotic pledge. This nullified the injunction granted by the Supreme Court.
Again the Witnesses' children were expelled from school. They had to start all
over again in their legal fight to preserve
their right of worship.
On behalf of the expelled children, K V.
Faylona, Esquire, counsel for Jehovah's
witnesses in the Philippines, wrote a letter
to the secretary of education in which he
clearly set forth the reason why Jehovah's
witnesses refuse to salute the flag, sing the
national anthem and recite the patriotic
pledge. He requested administrative relief
on their behalf from the requirements of
the flag ceremony. In reply the secretary
of education stated there was no relief
that he could grant. Thereupon Faylona
filed a petition in the Court of First instance at Masbate, the capital city of Masbate Province. The petition requested judicial relief for Jehovah's witnesses frqm
being compelled to violate their religious
belief. A similar petition was filed in the
Court of First Instance of Roxas city.
Both courts ruled against Jehovah's witnesses by upholding the right of the police
power of the State to compel the children
of the Witnesses to participate in the flag
ceremony in Violation of their Christian
c4?nsclence. Both decisions were appealed
to the Supreme Court. The Masbate case
A WAKIiJI

was set for oral argument on May 15, 1959.
It was styled Gerona v. SeCretary of Education.
Covington Invited to Explain
Faylona was deeply concerned over the
problem of explaining to the Court why
Jehovah's witnesses refuse to salute the
flag. This seemed to be the big question
in the minds of prominent and intellectual
people who spoke to him about the case.
He was sure it would also be the big question in the minds of the justices who would
hear the argument. Not being one of Jehovah's witnesses himself, he felt that he
could not speak with the authority and
conviction of one who is a member of the
faith. On this point he appealed to Hayden
C. Covington in New York, who is a lawyer and also one of Jehovah's witnesses,
and requested him to come to the Philippines to appear personally before the Supreme Court, if the justices would grant
him permission to do so. Covington agreed,
and the Court granted the desired permission. The oral argument took place before
the Supreme Court on May 15, 1959, in
Bagui6 city, the summer capital of the
Philippines, located tn the mountains of
Benguet about 130 miles from Manila.
After being introduced to the Court by
Faylona, Covington pointed out that the
trial court did not take any evidence, that
it decided the case upon the pleadings and
it found that all the facts pleaded in the
case were admitted. Therefore, there was
no question on the facts. The facts stated
in the Record must, therefore, be accepted
as absolutely true. Covington further stated: "Our purpose in being here is to help
this Court do justice in this most important question which involves what we consider to be a universal light of man for
freedom of speech and worship of God."
He then set forth the high lights of his
argument and stated he would come back
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and elaborate on each point. The high
lights were:
1. That the law is unconstitutional as
applied.
2. A statement explaining why Jehovah's witnesses refuse to salute the flag,
sing the national anthem and recite the
patriotic pledge.
3. That it is not for the Court or the
secretary of education to say what is religious and what is not religious.
4. That the clear and present danger
rule is apIllicable in this case.
5. That the allegation of the respondents-appellees that there is a distinction
between the Constitution of the United
States and that of the Philippines is a distinction without a difference.
6. That the provisions of the Bill of
Rights in the Philippines are to be viewed
on a higher plane than the police power
of the State because the BiIl of Rights
guarantees freedom of worship and of
speech.
7. That the Constitution of the Philippines guarantees the light of parents to
direct the education of their children and
this right is one that must receive the aid
and support of the government.
Elaborating on the seven points, Covington said: "We are not attacking the law
on its face, but we are contending that the
law is unconstitutional as construed and
applied against the appellants. To compel
the children of the appellants to perform
these acts would constitute a breach of
freedom of worship. We do not question
the respect to be shown to the flag, but
it is the manner in which it is sought to
compel respect against which we are contending. Any law which requires an individual to salute the flag becomes unconstitutional if it compels one to do so
against his religious belief."
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A Religious Act lor Jehovah', WltllU,es
Justice Angelo Bautista asked Covington what is wrong with the flag salute and
why it is that Jehovah's witnesses do not
want to salute the flag. Covington explained that refusal is based on the second
of the Ten Conunandments found in the
Bible at Exodus 20:3-5. He said:
"The flag is an image or representation
of the State and flags contain representations of things in the heavens, such as
stars, and things on earth and under the
water. Jehovah's witnesses believe that the
salute to the flag is a religious act performed before an image of the State. It
may not be religious to you, or to the
secretary of education, or some other person, but it is to Jehovah's witnesses and,
in determining this controversy, we must
look at the matter through their eyes. Even
if they are in the minority, the right to
practice what they think is religious must
be upheld. The most precious jewels of the
Constitution are the freedoms of worship,
press and speech. If these are removed,
good government perishes. As stated by
Voltaire, '1 may hate what you say, but
I will defend to death your right to say it.' ..
In answer to further questions by the
same justice, Covington made the following observations: "The words in the dictionary clearly establish that the salute to
the flag is an act of veneration, adoration,
worship. It is not for the Court, or the
secretary of education, to say what is religious. If a person wants to salute the
flag, he has a right to do so, but when police power is used to compel a Christian,
dedicated to God. to violate his conscience,
such compulsion is unconstitutional. It
should be kept in mind that the police power of the State on one hand and freedom
of speech and religion on the other hand
should be balanced. The justices and the
secretary of education may have their ren-
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gious convictions, but when they leave
home and take up their duties as servants
of the State, they must leave their religious prejudices and robes at home."
When the justice asked what the objection was to the singing of the national anthem, since it is not a symbol and not necessarily done before an image, Covington
replied: "The objection is that it constitutes a prayer by the one who is singing.
That violates the conscience of the individual."
Chief Justice Ricardo Paras inquired
whether freedom of speech would authorize libel or slander. Covington replied that
the law guarantees freedom of speech and
press, but that a person who abuses that
freedom through libel or slander should be
punished. But in the instant case there is
no abuse of freedom of speech or press,
only a refusal to participate in an act that
is religious. The act is a respectful act, not
seditious, not disloyal. The Witnesses would
like merely to exercise their religious freedom as guaranteed by the Constitution.
The question of clear and present danger
to the State was raised by Justice Angelo
Bautista. He wanted to know whether the
refusal of the children to salute the flag
might lead to other acts of refusal-acts
that might undermine discipline and cause
a lack of respect for.,authority and even
cause others to neglect their duties and obligations toward the State. Covington replied in substance: It is not proper for the
Court to go outside the record and speculate on dangers that mayor may not occur in the future. Otherwise, there could
be no end of speculation and a person could
be judged on the basis of conditions or
facts that do not actually exist buf that
are assumed will be in existence at some
time in the future. It is the burden of the
State to prove that clear and present danger exists in this case. The State has not
done so. In fact, the State has agreed with
AWAKEI

the appeDants that no clear and present
danger exists In this c.... No danger exists
and no disloyalty has been proved.
Justice Reyes then inquired whether the
salute to the :flag by military personnel
could be construed as a religious act. Coy~
ington pointed out that it is a religious act
when performed by one of Jehovah's witnesses. He said that, assuming one of Jehovah's witnesses to be in the army, the
time apd the place do not matter. If one
of Jehovah's witnesses was being faithful
to his covenant, he would not be in the
army. But assuming that he became one
of the Witnesses while in the army, the
salute would still be a religious act to him.

He could be punished, however, or even
shot for not obeying. He has no constitu·
tional rights to refuse to obey the order of
his superior. When a man enters the armed
forces, Covington said, he takes off his
civilian clothes and he loses all bis civil
rights. A soldier does not have any civil
rights. He is under military law. He is not
protected by constitutional rights.

No Danger to State
Chief Justice Paras advised Covington
that his time was nearly exhausted. Then
Covington concluded with two more points.
He said: "There is nothing more serious
which is involved in this case than there
is in eating meat on Friday. If the Government were to pass a law making it compulsory for school children to eat meat on
Friday on the grounds- that meat is good
for their health and that proteins are necessary to build strong bodies .•.• such a
law could not be enforced against sincere
Roman Catholics who conscientiously object to eating meat on Friday because of
their religious conviction. It would be a
violation of their freedom of worship to
compel them to eat meat on Friday. Refusing to eat meat on Friday would constitute no clear and present danger to the
AunUST !!. 19fi9

Stote. This Is exactly the ssme as refusing
to salute the flag becsuse of conscientious
objections.
"If the flag-salute law and regulation
were to be held as constitutional, Jehovah's witnesses wauld be prevented from
obtaining an education in the country, inasmuch as the law and regulation apply
to both public and private schools. The
only way they could have an education is
to leave the country. We do not think it
was ever the intention of Congress to compel Jehovah's witnesses to leave the country in order to obtain an education. There
is not one word either in the Act or in the
regulation to make it compulsory to salute
the flag. That was the last thing Congress
had in mind. The thing that made it compulsory was the act of the secretary of
education."
Faylona then arose and gave the Court
a brief but comprehensive history of the
flag-salute controversy. He pointed out,
too, that when the members of the Senate
were discussing Bill No. 1265, the objections of Jehovah's witnesses were considered and one senator made the statement
that under the Philippine Constitution it
was very doubtful whether children could
be compelled to salute if their conscientious objections were based on religious
training and belief. Then Faylona closed
by saying: "I respectfully submit to the
Court that a Jehovah's witness who refuses to salute the flag, but obeys the laws
of his country, is a better citizen than he
who salutes the flag, but disobeys the laws
of his country:"
The soUcitor general's office was represented by Attorney Quiazon, who argued
that there were provisions of the Constitution that limited the exercise of the liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. But
at no time did he specifically state what
those limiting provisions in the Constitution were. Some of the justices probed deep*
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Iy Into this argument. One asked him to
draw the line between constitutional rights
and the police power of the State. Othen
asked such questions as: Is religion higher
than police power? Would you hold to your
view even if it violate, freedom of worship? If a father is a member of the organization of Jehovah's witnesses, is it his
duty and right to teach his chUd Ius religion? Was it not stated that the Bill of

Rights limits the power of the government? Supposing instead of saluting they
were required to kneel in front of the flag,
what do you say to this? When Justice
Concepci6n asked, "Whom do you think
is the better citizen, the man who is lawabiding, but who refuses to salute the flag
because of his religious conviction, or the

man who does not obey the law, but salutes
the fiag?" Quiazon replied, "The one who
obeys the law."
Following this, the secretary of education requested permission to speak to the
court. He was granted ten minutes. In an
impassioned speech, the secretary of edu-

cation made no point that had not already
been covered by the lawyer from the solicitor general's offlce. He was not questioned by the justices.
Nationwide IntereBt and Publicity
Seldom has anyone case created so
much interest on a nationwide scale. The
courtroom itself was a scene of intense interest. The justices sat in informal style
on either side of a long table with the
chief justice presiding at one end and the
lawyers arguing at the other end. A crowd
of more than two hundred persons packed
out the cotuiroom. Among them was a
good representation of law students, lawyers and other professionals, as well as Je.hovah's witnesses. Excellent order was
maintained. It was most obvious to all in
attendance that the justices were giving
their undivided attention to the argument.
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The nation as a whole took the same
interest. This was shown by the newspaper
publicity. amounting to a total of 319 column inches. Nearly every newspaper with
wide circulation covered the story of Covington's arrival and the arguments before
the Supreme Court. The Manila Bulletin
and the Philippine News Service sent their
own reporters to interview Covington. The
news was carried by radio and it was even
mentioned by one of the quiz programs on
the evening of May 14 on TV-Channel 3,
Manila (one of the largest TV stations in
the Philippines), on the program "Race
with the Bell." A contestant was asked:
"Who is the American lawyer now in the
Philippines who came here purposely to
defend the case of Jehovah's witnesses in
the Supreme Court for their refusal to salute the flag?" The participant was able to
answer the question correctly.
Without exception, the newspapers gave
fair, and comprehensive reports on the issue involved and the arguments in support
of both sides of the case. This was no clash
of foreign interest against Filipino interest. It involved the human rights of Filipino children to exercise their way of worship In harmony with the Bill of Rights
and free from unlawful invasion by the
police power of the State. The independence and sovereignty of the Philippines
was recognized and admitted. and the
Court Was not considered bound by the
American Barnette decision. The appeal
to the Celurt was on the basis of the Philippine Constitution. The newspapers took
note of this and highlighted. the fact that
the rights of Filipino children were being
defended.
The MantIa Times of May 15, 1959, quot·
ed Covington as saying: "We are, defend·
ing this case not only on behalf of the children of Jehovah's witnesses, but also for
the liberty of every Filipino citizen to worship God according to the dictates of his
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an airtight bamboo pole,
foo? Perhaps you know
It "AW<lk,r' _poacl.nl ift Ih,
~cll101
accompanied by Tongan
it better under its
men who were believed to
adopted name of "Tin-Can Island," the have beaten off any chance sharks, and.
northern outpost of the Tongan Island towing a tin can wrapped in grease paper
Kingdom, independent kingdom of the which contained the mail, the trader comSouth Pacific. Lying though it does on the menced the island's regular mail service
direct shipping lane between the Fiji Is- to and from the mail steamers. As a ship
lands and Westen;t Samoa, for almost slowed down to pass the swimmers, buck.
twelve years little was heard of this fertile ets would be lowered from the deck to
and beautiful island. Now, since last Sep- pick up the outgoing mail, and the incomtember, it has come to life again with the ing mail would be thrown overboard in
return of some two hundred of its former forty-pound biscuit tins to be towed ashore.
inhabitants after an absence of twelve
This unique delivery became known
years.
around the world and people sent letters
As Niuafoo it has no particular claim to addressed to themselves or friends to be
fame, either for size or population. In fact, posted from "Tin-Can." Sixpence was sent
it is comparatively small, for even at its with each letter, half of which was relargest some years ago it could only boast tained by the trader, the other half for
an area of some twelve square miles within postage. Up until 1939, because of the deits three- to four-mile diameter. Its larg- mands of philatelists, the "Tin-Can Mail"
est population of 1,306 was not outstanding grew enormously before being interrupted
either. As "Tin-Can Island/' however, the by World War n. In all, at least 118 of
story is different.
such swimming trips were made, the
Known since 1616 when it was first dig.. weather and seas apparently seldom percovered by the Dutch navigators Schouten mitting the use of canoes.
and Lemaire, it received its rise to world
fame during the 1920's. At that time the A Mas81ve Volcano
island was inhabited by about one thou"Tin-Can" also made the news on a numsand native Tongans and a few European ber of other occasions through a series of
traders. So it was not considered impor- volcanic eruptions. In fact, the whole istant enough to have regular mail ships call, land is a massive volcano rising out of the
especially since it had no good anchorage sea. The main old crater contains a beauticlose to shore. Only infrequent visits were ful green mineral lake with two miniature
made by small island trading vessels, while volcanos in the center. The lake, or "Vahi
the big mail ships sailed right on by the Lahi" (Big Water), as the Tongans call it,
island without ever stopping. Being thus covers a quarter of the island's area. There
deprived of regular mail, and goaded by are other similar but smaller lakes, some
an earlier failure to send mail by rocket with hot springS, and the people develop
delivery to passing ships, one of the traders wonderfully clean skins from bathing in
decided to swim the mile to where the mail their mineral waters.
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Niuafoo's first recorded volcanic eruption, in 1856, was a serious one in which
a whole village was destroyed. This and
the long serie~ of other violent eruptions
since, especially the 1929 upheaval, have
devastated about one fifth of the island,
leaving it WIder a blanket of lava.
Finally. the last eruption, in 1946. destroyed the largest settlement of Angaha,
so the population was ordered to evacuate
the island. The village's church, post office, government buildings and stores were
completely demolish~ by lava, but fortunately there was no loss of life. At the
first rumblings of the volcano the people
had very sensibly taken immediate heed
and fled to the higher ground at the edge
of the old crater, thus alI saving their lives.
A total of 1,258 of the population were
evacuated to another island to the extreme
south of the Kingdom. After some months
just a few returned to work two of the
island's large copra plantations. Despite
the danger, they were loathe to abandon
the rich land, which is reputed to produce
the largest coconuts in the world
The last mail dispatch, called "Tin-Can
Last Covers," after the 1946 eruption, was
sent out on December 21, 1946. The postmaster canceled each stamp with his own
name, appointment and date in his own
handwritlng-a truly unique cancellation!
Such covers are very rare and
valuable today.
Now "TinCan," after
twelve"
years of
virtual
a ban d 0-0ment, is inhabited again. For many years
the evacuees longed to return to their fertile island home, and finally, because no
further upheavals had occurred since 1946,
the Tongan government gave permission
for them to retwn at their own risk. Thus
AUGUST 2», 1959

last September saw more than two hun-

dred people crowded on the deck of a SOOton interisland vessel en route to Niuafoo.
Cows, dogs, pigs, horses, goats and chickens all huddled together on deck for the
three days and nights of the voyage of 400
miles. What a fever of excitement prevailed on that trip! A brand-new start had
to be made. They were to be set on the
beach with no homes to occupy, no water
to drink (on1y the juice from young coconuts) and just enough food to, last WIttl
the next ship brought stores.

BomeAgain
As the ship neared its destination, a look
at the radar screen showed clearly that
Niuafoo is volcanic, not a coral atoll. No
reefs skirt the island; it climbs straight
out of the sea. The ship'S echo depth soWIder recorded very deep water right up to
the beach. Fortunately, the day was calm
and the ship could be brought close to
shore before anchoring. This was very necessary because the horses and cows had
to be swum ashore.
As we were to see, SWimming cattle
ashore is quite an event. First a rope sling
is tied WIder the animal, and each leg js
tied securely to prevent too much kicking.
As soon as the slack is taken up by the
winch, the animal in panic hegins to kick violently,
but immediately
when all
four legs
leave the
deck it becomes absolutely still, seemingly petrified with fear.
More frantic kicking now as it lands in
the water, until a Tongan boy dives in beside the animal and releases it from the
sling. Now, to bring it to shore the boy
swims at its head.
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At one point too many at once were released, and off they headed in all directions, some straight out to ~a. Goodnatured pandemonium reigned-people
running along the deck, shouting, laughing; boys diving in and swimming after
them. Finally the ship's launch was sent to
the rescue and all the animals were brought
safely to shore.
What remarkable swimmers these Tongans are! I have seen them at the main
port of Nukualofa. At the departure of
some of the big tourist ships they swarm
all around the vessel in the water, heedless
of sharks, ship's propellers or fatigue.
Small boys, some certainly no older than
seven, hide aboard ship and, as it pulls
away from the wharf, they appear all
along its side and leap or dive, squealing
wIth delight. into the water. High up on
the lifeboats some of these youngsters
stand, making sure all eyes are on them,
and then plunge head-first over the side.
Up they come to the surface, exploding
with laughter, and then swim along with
the ship until it gathers speed and leaves
them waving from the water astern. Here
now at Niuafoo, swimming cattle ashore,
they were truly in their element.
After the cattle came the unloading of
stores, and some of us took the opportunity to go ashore for some sight-seeing.
AB the launch neared the landing we could
see the busy scene in detail. A humming,
excited atmosphere prevailed as though all
were on a grand picnic. Everyone seemed
caught up with the spirit of adventure.
Stores were being carried up the beach.
Family groups were organizing. Wo'men
were busy plaiting coconut palm fronds
into mats and blinds with which rough
temporary shelters were being made. And
here, right at the beach, the butchers were
busy. Not that they had planned on it particularly. but a big pig had come to grief
when its snout had been crushed by a fall-
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ing crate on the ship, and now here It was,
already cleaned, quartered and ready for
the oven pit being energetically dug in theearth. Not a mishap by any means, but a
wonderful excuse for a feast. Everyone
seemed delighted.
We wanted to see the island. So, leaving
the bustle of the beach, we began a twomile climb through groves of coconut trees
and across lava fields toward the top of
the main crater. Our path took us, not
straight up, but diagonally across the volcano's sloping side, through cool, lush
groves of coconuts and ferns and across
open lava fields, sweltering hot in the afternoon sun. We were surprised to see that
the lava flows, rather than coming from
over the rim of the main crater, seemed
to have burst out at several points along
the hillside we were following and had
then pushed all before them into the ocean.
Among our obliging guides were several
young boys who vied with one another to
keep us well supplied with the huge green
drinking coconuts, each one holding a good
half gallon of the cool, semisweet juice.
As soon as we showed signs of feeling the
heat they would be off for the rop of the
nearest coconut palm, much as a telephone
linesman climbs his telephone pole, but
without the helpful equipment. Bred to it,
they make it seem almost as easy as walking.

A Sea Within an Ocean
At last we reached the top of the main
crater. What a sight! Almost unexpectedly
the peculiar beauty of Niuafoo burst before us. From this point on the crater's
rim, sheer cliffs fell hundreds of feet be·
fore us to the sparkling emerald lake be·
low. For three square miles the beautiful
mineral waters flU the crater.. and here
and there miniature island volcanos and
small islets, green and lush, dot the lake's
surface. Here lies a sea within an ocean,
AWAKEI
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so calm and protected from the restIetII
Yes, these things can certainly make one
Pacific outside. At the far side of the is- happy, but for how long? There remainfi
land the crater's protective walls dip slight- the fear that some day soon their island
ly and we could see the Pacific's dark-blue home. a monster volcano, might erupt
swell, vividly contrasting with the lovely again with even greater destructive fury.
green of the lake. To either side of us The fear was there in the old days when
giant coconut palms reach high, like great the first question asked visiting sailors
sentinels guarding the peace of the scene was: "Is Lofia smoking?" As long as Lofta
before us. Truly it is a beautiful sight.
and other volcano islands to the south
No wonder the people are sp very happy. were giving off smoke they knew Niuafoo
Here they are, home again. And what a to be safe. It is still the same; they can
home indeed! Besides the awe-inspiring never feel really free of apprehension.
fields of black lava stretching in some diWhat greater happiness, then, will be
rections as far as the eye can see, there theirs to learn, as some of their fellow
is the rest of the hilly island, so fertile Tongans on other islands are doing, of the
with its thousands upon thousands of coco- paradise soon to be spread over all this
nut palms, rich green forest ferns, trees earth, of the Edenic beauty that will be
and dense undergrowth. What a thrlll1ng restored in every place, where "they shall
time the children have of exploring their sit every ~ under his vine and under
new home and watching it being restored his fig-tree; and none shall make them
to its original state by their parents! Al- afraid." They have returned to Niuafoo.
ready plans to build a small town and settle Yet a far greater return awaits obedient
down to the old way of life have been put mankind soon to a permanent paradise on
into operation and are well advanced.
earth under God's kingdom.-Mic. 4:4, AB.
Spik.. on Its TaU

cr.

Spikes on an animal's tall might not seem practical, but practical it is for
a lizard of Africa. "The spike-tailed lizards of Africa," says Nature Parade, "dig
burrows and crawl in head·lirst. The tall, with Its brIstling, bony armament.
is then bent across the entrance to the burrow, and thus fonns an impassable
barrier. Few animals lind it worth while to attack the spike-tail when It is at home."

Rolling Across the River

cr.

Explorer·author Carveth Wells, writing of his experiences in the Malay jWlgle,
told of a most unusual method for crossing rivers: "Rivers do not stop a marching
column of army ants, on reaching a river, the main body ",alta whUe scouts look
for the best place to cross. The scouts find a bend in the stream, where the current
is shWlted diagonally across the rIver·bed to the other side. Next the ants form
in heaps several inches thick, and slowly wriggle themselves into one solid baH
about the size of a coconut. Then in some Inexplicable manner enough momentum
is obtained to carry the ball of squirming insects down the slope to the water's
edge, where it falls in with a splash. Here the ball rolls about. so that an ant
may be on top one second and entirely submerged the next. Presumably they take
In a good breath when they are on top. At any rate, the current keeps the ball
rolling over and over, so that each receives only a momentary ducldng. The instant
the ball touches the bank on the other side, the ants Wlscramble themselves, toddle
ashore, and continue their march!"-Nature Parade.
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church since Tuesday after-

"ALONG'
streets of
sounds the slow,
notoDouS, rnvtnrr"

trudging of the pro- _
cessions. Muffled
sad music is heard
the night air, giving

color of mourning to
the surroundings,
'There are flowers, but

they are sad. There
are lights, but they

c'

not happy lights. . . . -

And there are bare
feet, cha.ins, crosses

over the shoulders.
. . . All Spain has
lighted her wax candles. All Spain has
brought out her images in a most beautifully competitive solemn fervor," ThusMadrid's afternoon daily. El Alcazar~ waxes
poetic over Spain's observanCe of Holy
Week from March 22 to 29.
Whatever else Spain may be, she, without doubt, is one of the most devout daugh-

ters of the Roman Catholic Church, and
at no time is this fact more apparent than

when she observes Holy Week. Not content to wait for Palm SUnday to officially
begin Holy Week, her people begin their
acts of devotion many days before. In long
lines they wait for many hours from early
morning to late at night to venerate the
images in the churches during this period.
Madrid's morning daily, YaJ on March 6,
reported that the first person to pay homage to the image of Jesus on the holy day
of Friday bad waited at the doors of the
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noon so as to be the first in
line. It further said: <CIt can
be calculated that some 25,000
waited patiently for the moment to worship the image of
Jesus of Medinaceli. Last
night two lines were formed.
... The faithful, equipped for
the rigors of the rainy season
. . . withstood the inclementweather in order to kiss the
naked feet of the Nazarene of
Medinaceli."
A week before Holy Week
begins all Images and crosses
in the churches are covered
over and "for no reason may
be uncovered, except the image of the Virgin of Anguish,
on the day of her festival."
These images and crosses con·
tinue covered until Holy Friday, when the cross is un·
covered for worship, the
images being unshrouded only after the
intonation of Glory on Holy Saturday.

Palm Sunday Begins Holy Week
The solemn blessing of the palms on
Palm Sunday marks the official beginning
of Holy Week. Gyp,sies and other vendors
sleep all night at the doors of the churches
in order to guarantee themselves positions
to sell the palmf' early Sunri,,\y moming.
Some are sold for as much as $10, while
palms exported to Italy and England are
often valued at $20. These palms are high·
ly prized, for devout Spaniards believe that
when these are placed at the head of a
bed or on a balcony in the home they wllI
preserve the family from all harm during
the coming year. There is also the Palm
Sunday procession, which is supposed to
represent the glorious entry of the Prince
AWAKE!
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of Peace into Jerusalem. Even the Chief
of State, Generalissimo Frsncisco Franco,
together with his wife, grandchildren and
anny staff, participate in it.
The vendors who flock about the enw
trances of the churches to sell palms on
Palm Sunday assist in changing the mood
for the succeeding days by their offering
for sale strips of paper showing the variw
ous scenes of the passion Dr suffering of
Jesus. For the children they offer rattles
or noisemakers called "carracas/' Rattles
or noisemakers? Yes, for, although gay
music is taboo during Holy Week, children
are allowed to make noise to picture the
darkness that prevailed at the time of Jesus' death.
During Holy Week religious reUes are
given special veneration by the devout
Spaniards, both in their ctlUrches and in
processions. In Ga1acia one religious procession features a cross nOW inlaid with
mother of pearl and other costly items. It
is supposed to have come from the very
site where Jesus died. Venerated at Brujas
is what is claimed to be some of the holy
blood of Jesus. Mentioned also must be
Valencia's sacred. branch of thorns with
five thorns still intact, an arm of the cross
on which Jesus was supposed to have hung
and also the actual cup he is claimed to
have used when instituting the Lord's supper or memorial of his death. Regarding
these relics the official Catholic organ Ya
said: "All of them in these days of Holy
Week are rendered adoration and worship
by the faithful."
This devout observance of Holy Week
affects all in Spain, not. merely the devout
Spaniards. Thus public institutions, such
as the National Library, close their doors
for three days. All theaters and movingw
picture houses exhibiting nonreligious
films do the same. Flags fly at half mast.
Newspapers suspend publication for one
day and masses, music of Bach and the reAUGUST SJSJ, 1959

peating of the rosary fill the restricted
schedules of Spain's radio stations. Even
the "Papal Bull of the Holy Crusade,"
which permits its buyer to eat meat on
days of abstinence, is invalid for one day.
In many provinces, such as Asturias and
the Pyrenees, the tradition of killing We
Jews stm exists. Says the authoritative
brochure by Nieves de Hoyos Sancho:
"The day of Holy Thursday young boys
come to the church with wooden rattles
and clubs. When matin begins, those carrying clubs fonn a circle in the center of
the church, and after putting out the la~t
candle, on their knees begin beating !be
stone floor of the church in order to kill
the Jews." Although now only a traditional
ceremony, it ca1ls to mind the Spanish Inquisition of some four centuries ago when
hundreds of thousands of Spanish Jews
were expelled from Spain and some 12,000
were burned at the stake.

Holy Week Processions
The outstanding features of Spain's devout observance of Holy Week, however,
are the many processions that daily issue
forth from her many churches to trudge
slowly through the winding streets of her
cities. Each procession has its particular
image of Jesus and of his mother Mary
that is laboriously pushed or carried along'
the route of the procession.
There are thousands upon thousands of
onlookers that pack the sidewalks and
overflow into the streets while waiting for
the procession, such as that of "Jesus of
Medinaceli," to begin. First to appear are
small boys dressed in white religious gowns
and carrying church flags. Soldiers follow,
marching at half time, while cornetS and
drums sound out a mournful dirge. Thousands of penitents, six to eight abreast,
next pass by for more than an hour.
The great majority in this procession
are women, all of whom carry burning
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candles, and many also a small child in
their anns. 'The majority are dressed in
a certain kind of black religious garb or
habit, either because of mourning for a
recently deceased relative or in fUltlllment
of a vow. Many of Spain's smartest sefioritas are also seen in this procession, wearing the finest and latest in black fashions.
Monks, riding in autos equip{Jed with
10ud~speakers, direct the religiou.s chants
of the marchers as they continue on their
way. Now comes a group carrying wooden
crosses on their shoulders. It is led by a
little three-year-old boy who tries hard to
keep a cross, almost as big as himself, upon
his shoulder with one hand while his mother holds his other hand. As the procession
wears on, one sees many bruised and bleeding feet, for many of the penitents have,
in supposed favors from God, agreed to
walk the entire distance barefoot. Now
the clanking of chains can be heard over
the hushed masses. Dressed in the religioUs habit of the Capuchin monks (similar in appearance to the costume of America's Ku-Klux Klan), many have long
chains attached to their bare ankles to
drag behind them as further religious acts
of contrition.
Finally the image of Jesus appears.
Spectators in the front lines prostrate
themselves, while the rest of the crowd
bow their knees and heads in worship of
the image.
In other areas of Spain more extreme
acts of devotion are seen. Many PUt crowns
of thorns upon their heads, while others
endeavor to cover the entire route of the
procession on their knees. In one tiny village penitents, dressed in white gowns
with the back bared, whip themselves with
scourges made of hair that produce bloody
bruises on their backs. Still others rub the
flesh with a ball of wax in which are imbedded sharp pieces of glass, an instrument known as "the sponge."
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Costly Religtou. Pomp
Holy Week is given the most emphasis
in the southern ~gions of Spain, and, according to the infonnation pamphlet Santa
Semana, "All of the Andalusian capitals
compete in luxury and pomp in the organization of the processions. An interesting moment is the preparation of the
images. Over the luxurious floats of engraved silver or beautiful wood carvings,
they adorn the Virgin with valuable jewels that her devotees bequeathed to her,
placing her afterward under a canopy
among flowers and large lighted candles."
A report from Granada proudly states
that the image of Maria Santisima del
Mayor Dolor "has displayed this year a
new cloak, in whose embroidery has been
invested twenty-five kilograms [or fiftyfive pounds] of gOld."
In the tiny Aragonian town of Hijar no
one goes to bed for two nights, it js said.
As the clock strikes twelve midnight of
Holy Thursday, aJl the townspeople begin
to beat vigoroUsly on tambourine-like
drums, and this constant din never ceases
until Saturday. The very religious city of
Seville organized fifty-two processions this
year, and from 2 a.m. on Holy 'Thursday
until the close of Holy Friday at midnight,
there was never a moment when a procession was not inching its way through
the maze of crOoked streets of that city.
Since the cost of a procession is about'
$1,400, smaller towns usually have"to be
content with just one procession, that of
the image of the "Anguished One," the
Virgin Mary.
Each procession is organized by a reli~
gious brotherhOOd. In Seville alone there
are more than seventy of these fraternal
organizations. Every citizen of the town
belongs to one or more of these groups,
for at birth one of the first acts of the
parents is to choose the organization of
which the child will be a member. In the
AWAKE!

More than that, note that in the Holy
Week observance the acts of penitence
were done in public, whereas Jesus commanded that we should let our deeds of
righteousness and self-denial be known
only to God. (Matt. 6:1, 16-18) Nor do we
ever read of any of God's servants torturing themselves. It was the priests of Baal
who cut "themselves according to their
custom with daggers and with lances untll
they caJ.lSed blood to flow out." And it was
a demon-possessed man who was "slashing
himself with stones."-1 Ki. 18:28; Mark
5:5.
Far from encouraging or fostering asceticism, the Scriptures condemn it. As the
apostle Paul wrote the Colossians: "Those
very things are, indeed, possessed of an
appearance of wisdom in a self-imposed
form of worship and mock humility, a
severe treatment of the body, but they
are of no value in combating the satisfying
of the flesh."--Col. 2:23.
How Christian Is "Holy Week"?
No question about it, the people of Spain
True Christians need no self-imposed
are very devout. However, it may well be torture system, for "all those desiring to
asked, How Christian is all such devout- live with godly devotion in association
ness? Did not Jesus Christ always abide by with Christ Jesus will also be persecuted."
his Father's Word and does it not forbid That was the experience of Peter, James,
all such worship of images? Truly it does. John and, in particular, Paul. And that is
-Ex. 20:4, 5; 1 John 5:21.
the experience of true Christians today.
The same may be said regarding the -2 Tim. 3:12.
observan~ of certain days. Secular history
But that does not make them mournful.
records that early Gentile Christians ob- They rejoice to be esteemed worthy to
served no special days or festivities, and suffer for righteousness' sake and receive
Jewish Christians who were prone to do comfort from God through his Word, orthis were severely censured by the apostle ganization and holy spirit. As they preach
Paul: "You are scrupulously observing the Word multitudes of men of good will,
days and months and seasons and years. in Spain and in 174 other lands and islands
I fear for you, that somehow I have toiled of the sea, respond and rejoice with them
to no purpose respecting you."-Gal. 4: in the prospect of a new world of right·
eousness.-2 Pet. 3:13.
10,11.
processions the most honored members of
these organizations are allowed to walk the
closest to the image. Due to the costs involved, many city governments subsidize
these organizations up to 25 percent. In
other areas during Lent girls, "with a picture representation of the face of God,
go from house to house on Sundays after
mass, singing and asking for alms to pay
for the functions of Holy Week."
The high point of Holy Week is reached
on Friday, the only day of the entire year
when mass is not said, "out of respect for
the real sacrifice," we are told. Says the
Guia de la Bemana Santa: "The liturgy of
this day is centered principally in the worship of the cross, which in ancient times
constituted the nerve and center of all religious function on Holy Friday.... [The
priest] invites the faithful to bow on their
knees and worship it for a few moments.1f

He hath 8howed thee, 0 man, what is good; and what doth Jehovah

Tequire of thee, but to do JUBtly, and to love kindne88, and to walk
humbly with. thy GoM-Mia. 6:8, AS.
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the country into three
distinctive regions.
First there is the coast~
al 1.'egion, a strip of
land that varies from
twenty·five to forty
miles in width, lying between the Pacific
Ocean on the west and the towering
Andes to the east. The second region, marked oft' by parallel mountain ranges between which lie plateaus and valleys, extends the
length
of the country; it is called
·-~,o-~:::'<:' _
"Awake!"' correJpand.nl ;" P.rII
the Sierra. East of this, extending
from the lower slopes of the AnUT your finger on a world map at New des, the country can be summed up in one
York city. As you draw a line directly word-jungle.
south you will be going over the North
Although there are often heavy clouds
Atlantic and across the Caribbean Sea to and fog over the coastal area, there is very
Colombia, on the northwest corner of little rain, and the land is mostly desert.
South America. We are not stopping there. The warm climate is pleasantly moderated
Keep on going straight south over the by the cold Humboldt Current running
western hump of South America and you along the west coast. One might think that
will find that you have reached Peru just this desertlike coastal area, which includes
below the Equator.
only about 11 percent of the country,
"Oh, that country must be a hot one," would be impoverished, but not so. It is
you may think; but not s~t least not the principal wealth-producing section of
all of it. High mountains and Pacific ocean Peru. The country's main commercial cencurrents have a pleasantly moderating in- ter and all its seaports lie here. More than
fifty rivers and streams from the Andes
ft.uence.
cross
this land, providing water for irrigaLook around you for a moment and see
tion;
so
it is here that cotton and sugar,
where you are. To the north lie Colombia
the
chief
export crops, are grown. Some
and Ecuador; Brazil and Bolivia to the
of
the
world's
largest sugar plantations are
east; Chile is to the south; and the Pacific
found
in
northern
Peru, and Pima cotton,
Ocean washes the l,410-mile-Iong western
noted
for
both
its
strength and length, is
coastline. Peru is a cOuntry that is famous
of
great
value
on
the
international market.
for its past, as the center of the Inca EmRice
and
petroleum
fields
also contribute
pire, and it is a land that holds even more
the
productivity
of
this
region.
to
interest because of the things happening
The mountainous Sierra covers about a
here today.
third of the country, but it holds over two
thirds of the population of Peru. The basic'
A Three-Part Country
The majestic Andes Mountains, running industry of Peru is agriculture; 85 to 90
the length of the country from the south- percent of the people are largely dependent
east up to the northwest, effectively divide on farming and stock-raising for a liveli-

P
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hOOd. Here ttl the Sierra is the center for
stock-raising, with sheep, cattle, alpacas
and llamas ,high on the liSt. The fertUe,
well-watered valleys nestled between the
mountains are well suited to the raising of
crops. It is also in the rnountains that
much mining is done. Gold and silver attracted the Spanish conquistador(")J, but today petroleum is the most important mineraI product and copper is next.
The Incas had obviously done much mining, because Atahualpa, who was treacherously seized and held by the Spanish, offered his captors a roomfUl of gold and
two rooms filled with silver as a ransom
price. At the turn of the century modem
mining was begun. Dams and power plants
have been constructed and many mi1es of
railroad track have been laid as a result
of the mining activity of the Cerro de
Pasco Corporation. Early in 1953 another
mining company, the Marcona, began
stripping iron ore from a 2.600-foot-high
plateau to the south; from here the are is
shipped up the coast to the recently opened
Chimbote steel mill. Still farther to the
south the Southern Peru Copper Corporation has begun exploitation of what is believed to be one of the bIggest deposits of
copper in the world.
Pushing eastward from the mountains,
we enter the hot, humid tropical temtory.
Here rivers that :flow to the east join to
form the mighty Amazon. 'The area is rich
in forests--ebony. mahogany, cedar, rubber trees, wild olive trees and others. Trol>"
ieal wildlife abounds. Yet so effectively
have the Andes isolated this area from the
centers of population that, although it includes 56 percent of the land, it holds the
fewest Inhabitants.
However, the land is opening up. The
International Petroleum COmpany operates at Talara. Both gasoline and asphalt
are produced there. The asphalt is much
in demand for the current program to exAUGUST BS, 1959

tend Peruvlan highways. GaspJine, tao, II
in demand, because the number of cars in
Peru has increased sixfold since 1950.
Even with costs and prices conatantly r!&ing, a gallon of gasoline costs the equivalent of only about ten cents in U.S. currency. On the Pachitea River the LeTolWneau del Peru Company, which Is a subsidiary of the LeTourneau Technical In.
stitute of Texas, is in the process of developing an.d colonizing about a mlll10n
acres of land. The area holds rich potentialities and is open to almost anyone whO
would like to give it a try. Yes, old Pent
is giving waY to the new.

Principal Cities
Located. about eight miles inland from
the Pacific port of Callao is Lima, called
the City of Kings, the capital of Peru.
Founded by the Spanish conqueror Fran·
cisco Pizarro in 1535, it has become the
commercial, cultural and social center of
Peru. There are still evidences of early
Spanish iniluence-handcarved balconies.
tiled patios with distinctive patterns, and
the archaeological riches of the nation that
have been put on display in the museUInii.
But today Lima is a city of taIl buildings,
modern offices and stores. New modernstyle architecture is found everywhere.
The white concrete buildings almost shine
in the sun, presenting a dazzling sight. The
trend during recent years has been upward, and more and more buildings are
being constructed that way.
Far to the south, along the Bolivian
frontier, is the largest lake in South America-Lake 'I'iticaca, 12,513 feet above sea
level. To the west, nestled in the mountain$.
is the busy modern city of Arequipa. Here
the skies are almost always clear and sunny; daytime temperature is a pleasant 74
degrees Fahrenheit, and after sundown it
is about 58. It is a delightful climate!
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Narth of ArequIpa, hIIh up In the moun·
taIns of southern Peru. is a large tourist
center. It is Cuzco, ancient lmpetial city
of the Inca Empire. Once Ita remple and
pa/aC<! walls shone with solld·gold plate;
it was known as the "City of the Sun."
Overlooking the city is the colossal fortress Sa.csahuaman, which stands 88 a mute
testimony to the skill and engineering abU-

Ity of the ancient dwellers of the mountains. Many make the short trip from
Cozen to Machu Picchu, the almost lnac-

ce8stble mountain city built by the Incas

to hold off the Spaniards. The fascination
of the faded glory of the Incas has made
Cuzco famous, but today it has other attractions, for it is a busy university town.
Let us go on to the pearl of the Amazon,

Iqultos, far to the northeast. There are
two possible methods of transport aVBllable. We can go overland. traveling over
the Andes on the world's highest railway
system, from Lima, then by road for three
or four days to a place called PucalJpa on
the banks of the River Ucayali. From here
It Is five or six days by river steamer to
lquitos. For those who do not have that
-much time, a DC-4 from Lima will deliver
them by air in about four haul'S. When
you land there will be the jungle chatter
of paITOts and monkeys to greet your ears.
This is the trade center for all of Peru
lying east of the Andes, for some oceangoing vessels can come clear across Braz1I up the Amazon to this port.
The Peruman People
The population is mixed: there are
whites, Indians, Asiatics and Negroes.
WhUe the Indians account for about half
the people, there are others that have
moved in, such 'as Europeans and Japanese.
For the most part, the people lead a tranqull life, even to some extent around the
large commercial centers.
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As Is true of people In many parts of Ole
earth today, those' in Peru face higher
costs of ftvlng. Also, It has been _ _
that the annual income for 84 percent of
the population of Peru Is only $53 per per.
son. This presents problems for the people
and creates unrest. The government, of
course, tries to improve the situation of
the people through education. Bastc schooling in the primary and secondary sc~ls,
which cover five :years each, is provided
by the government. One must pay for a
university education, but here, too, the
government encourages education by exempting university students from military
service.
There is religious liberty in this democratic land and the people are frilrldly.
There are thousands upon thousands of
persons who are nomJna11y CatboJJcs, and
yet who practice rites of paganism. Much
education in God's Word. is needed. When
Jehovah's witnesses visit their homes to
discuss the Bible, they are often invited
inside to sit down and talk. And when calling at the shops, in Iquitos as an example,
one may be offered a chair to sit on while
he witnesses to the manager. Many prefer
an unhurried pace of life.
There has been good response to the
preaching of the good news, with a 25percent increase in the number of Jehovah's witnesses in Peru from 1957 to 1958.
Now there are twenty-six congregations
and 1,034 active Witnesses. They conduct
over 1,500 home Bible studies each week
to help the people of good will, but there
are many more to be reached, because
there are over 10,000 Peruvians to each
one of Jehovah's witnesses in the land. In
the lives of many of these friendly Peruvians the old world's ways of thinking are
giving way to their changed lite u a New
World society, and for them the future
holds many more new things under the
righteous rule of God's kingdom.
A WAKEI

With these thoughts in mind, there Is a

N THIS day of atomic and hydrogen
bombs, of rockets and intercontinental
ballistic missiles, the making of the earth
into a perfect paradise seems a little too
farfetched even to most optimistic persons.
A charred earth would be more in keeping
with the evidences that now confront the
human race. However, the New World society of Jehovah's witnesses declares that
a paradise earth for all mankind Is a timely
message, in fact, the message of the hour.
Upon what authority does it base its hopeful outlook? It rests its case on the highest
authority given to man, namely, the Holy
Bible.

I

Thousands of years before the Creator
made man he created man's habitat, the
earth. When he started making it he had
perfect man in view. "For this is what Jehovah has said, the Creator of the heavens,
He The true God, the Former of the earth
and the Maker of it. He the One who firmly established it, who did not create it Simply for nothing, who formed it even to be
inhabited: 'I am Jehovah, and there is no
one else.''' So the Creator speaks in his
prophecy to man at Isaiah 45: 18.
The fact that the Creator has firmly
established the earth, creating it not for
nothing but in order that it would be inhabited, should be sufficient reason in itself
to believe that He will not allow men to
devastate the earth in nuclear warfare. In
fact, the Creator states that he is gOing
"to bring to ruin those ruining the earth."
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solid ba!iis for hoping in an earth converted
into a perfect paradise.-Rev. 11:18.
To begin with, God made only the garden of Eden fully developed and put the
perfect man Adam in it. The earth outside
the garden was not brought to complete
beauty and perfection. This was one of
man's assignments. When God turned man
out of Eden because of sin, he said to man
respecting the undeveloped part: "Cursed
is the ground on your account. In pain you
will eat its produce all the days of your
life. And thorns and thistles it wiIl grow
for you, and you must eat the vegetation
of the field." Since then, imperfect man
outside of Eden has found employment for
his own good. in his attempt to cultivate
and care for the earth. Some parts of It
men have beautified, but most of the earth
is yet barren and unfruitful and many
parts have been devastated by wars. Even
in this twentieth century, with all its modern tools and equipment, little is done about
beautifying the earth.-Gen. 3:17, 18.
Since the days of Jesus Christ, the great
event to which true students of the Bible
have looked forward has been his second
coming and his kingdom reign of a thousand years. This has won particular attention because during the thousand-year
reign of Christ the earth is to be made a
global paradise. The will of God is to be
enforced in the earth as it is in the heavens. The prophet Isaiah wrote: "This is
what Jehovah has said: 'The heavens are
my throne, and the earth is my footstool,' ..
and "I shall glorify the very place of my
feet." (Isa. 66:1; 60:13) The original garden of Eden was perfect and glorious. Had
the first man proved his complete loyalty
and obedience to Jehovah, doubtlessly God
would have shown him how to make the
rest of the earth beautiful and glorious, because it is written at Genesis 1:28 that
God said to the man and his wife: "Be

fruitful and become many and fill the earth
and subdue it." Thls commissJon Implies
that God would have supplied man with
a proper knowledge and the means to accomplish that very thing. Had man followed that course, then in time the earth
would have been fully developed and robed
in glory as God's worthy footstool. God's
prophecy speaks of men in this time who,
left to themselves, would destroy the earth,
but this they will never do, because the
Creator will frustrate their plans by de~
stroying those who would ruin the earth,
in the battle of Armageddon.
Man lost the privilege and the desire to
robe the earth in glory by reason of his
own wro~lng. Since God expressed his
purpose to make his earthly footstool a
place of glory, he will do it. He will ae.complish this by his chosen vessel, Jesus
Christ, during the thousand-year kingdom
reign. Of his word and purposes Jehovah
states: "So my word that goes forth from
my mouth will prove to be. It will not return to me without results, but it will certainly do that in which I have delighted,
and it will have certain success in that for
which I have sent it." A glorious new earth
for mankind is as sure as the sun, moon
and rain that we see, because it is a part
of Jehovah's unalterable purpose.-Isa. 55:
8-11.
Why has not Jehovah brought about this
new world for mankind? What has he done
to prove that a new earth is still a part of
his purpose? Dying man wants things to
happen quickly, because his time Is nmning out. But God inhabits eternity. He is
not plagued with lack of time. He can
therefore wait until the proper time for
all things. Shortly after Eden he gave a
promise of this new world. Then he moved
men to prophesy concerning it. He even
had types made of it. More than nineteen
centuries ago he provided redemption for
helleving humankind through Jesus Christ.
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l'IOW .. enovan nas placed his Son In kingly
power with the avowed purpose to deliver
men of good will and to make for man
a glorious home On earth. Before clothing
the earth with beauty and glory, Jehovah
will first destroy and entirely remove the
wicked structure that Satan and his serv.
ants have built up, making way for a para.
dise earth.
Death has made this earth a sad home.
But Jesus now comes to resurrect and to
lift up all obedient ones out of sin and
death and to make them joyful of heart.
In connection with the new earth over
which Christ will rule, we read: "'Look!
the tent of God is with humankind, and he
will reside with them, and they will be his
peoples. And God himself will be with
them. And he will wipe out every tear
from their eyes, and death will be no more,
neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain
be any more. The former things have
passed away.' And the one seated on the
throne said: 'Look! I am making all things
new.''' This means that a whole new way
of life awaits men of good will in the new
earth.-Rev.21:3-5.
How about the wild beasts upon earth?
Under the reign of Jesus Christ, Jehovah
will make an arrangement with the beasts
of the field and the birds of the air and
will establish peace between them and man.
Furthermore, thorns and thistles now encumber the earth and creeping and winged
pests ruin crops, but such conditions will
not exist in the new earth. The earth will
then be free of these and will yield its in~
crease.-Hos. 2:18; Isa. 55:13.
What Jehovah God once accomplished in
Palestine, in fulfillment of Ezekiel 36:34.
35, he will accomplish earth-wide under
the Kingdom. not only in a spiritual sense
but also in a physical sense, namely: "ThIs
land that was desolate is become like the
garden of Eden." This earth will be a glorious footstool, to Jehovah's praise.-AB.
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WATCHING

Clash over Formosa Strait
• Though for nearly nine
months there had been no
strife between Communist
Chinese and Nationalist ChI·

nese planes over the Formosa
Strait, on July 5 Communist
MIG's and Nationalist Sabre-

least once every five years,
that the president appears to
be at all accountable. Sukarno
claimed public support of his
move and held that It was the
"only way possible to save the
state."

jets battled near the Matsu Is-

Recovered from Space

lands. The Nationalists held
that flve Communist jets had
been shot down. Peiping, on
the other hand, maintained
that only one had crashed in
a low dive, while pursuing a
Nationalist plane. Some
sources feared that the July 5
skirmish would precipitate an·

• On July 6 the Soviet UnIon
announced that it had success·
fully fired into space and retrieved two dogs and a rabbit.
A single·stage intermediate·
range missile, with a pay load
of 4,400 pounds, had carried
the animals aloft on July 2.
Rescue equipment functioned
properly and the two dogs, apparently females, named
Snowflake and Courageous,
along with the rabbit, were
said to be in good condition
after landing. The Russians
did not reveal just how far
into spa c e the rocket·riding
creatures had been carried.

other crisis in the Formosa
Strait.
Vast Powers for Sukarno

.. Indonesia's President Suo
karno assumed nearly unlimj

ted governmental authority

on July 5. By presidential de:
cree the Republic's Constituent
Assembly was dissolved and
the provisional charter, in ef·
fect since 1950, was set aside.
Sukarno's action brought
about a return to the country's
1945 constitution. Un d e r its
provisions, the president is
vested with nearly unrestrict·
ed authority. He may, among
other things, appoint and dis·
m iss government ministers
and may exercise parliament·
sanctioned legislative authority. It is only to the Consulta·
tive Assembly, which meets at
AUGUST 22, 1959

Bonn Prestdeucy

• A special electoral college
chose a new West German
president on January 1. Dr.
Heinrich Luebke received a
majority of 526 votes on the
second ballot, to compare with
517 on the first. Dr. Luebke
was the candidate of the
Christian Democratic Union,
headed by West German Chancellor K 0 n r a d Adenauer. Of
Bonn's 1,038 electors, five were
absent and 22 abstained in the

second vote. Dr. Lueb,ke defeated Prof. Carlo Schmid of
the Social Democrats, who
won 486 votes, and Dr. Max
Becker, candidate of the Free
Democrats, who received 99.
Though Chancellor Adenauer
had announced on April 7 that
he would run for election as
West Germany's president, he
reversed himself on June 5,
declaring that he would retain
his post as chancellor. Dr.
Luebke will assume omce on
SE:ptember 15, when he replaces former president Dr.
Theodor Heuss,
Sweden's BlUngual Borderland

• Sweden's Tome River val·
ley, an area along the Finnish
frontier, has been the focal
point of a language contro·
versy for many years. On the
Finnish side of the Torne it
is said that about 40,000
SWedes speak the Finnish language. Further, over a third of
all children in the area speak
only Finnish w hen starting
school. Since Swedish is the
language used in the schools,
this has posed a· problem. The
youngsters study in Swedish
while at s c h 0 0 1, but speak
Finnish in the home. In June
the Royal Board of Education
decided to permit the students
to study FinnIsh, if they so
desired, In the last two years
of their compulsory education.
This fall a new nine-year sys·
tern is to replace the previous
seven·year s c h 0 0 1 program.
Some say that failure to teach
Finnish grammar has resulted
in reading and writing dimcul·
ties in the Torne area. There
have been other complications
languagewise, For example,
the Swedish spoken by some
is often grammatically inaccurate and the Finnish spoken
by the majority has a consid·
erable admixture of Swedish.
Finnish apparently has a
strong hold in the Tome Val·
ley, because about one fifth of
the men there are said to cross
the border into Finland when
in quest of a wife.
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• Israel's Premier David Ben·
Gurlon fel'llgned from his post
on July 5. His resignatlon had
followed a cabinet dispute over
the sale of IsraelI-made armaments to West Germany. Ah·
dut Avodah and Mapam, left·
wing labor parties. objected to
the arms transaction. They de-

manded that either Ben-Gurian resign or the contract be
canceled. With the collapse of
the tour-party coalition government, Israeli President Itzhak Ben·Zvi Immediately
called for meetings with BenGurlon and Mapa! party heads

with a view to forming a new
cabinet. In the meantime, Ben·
Gurian was to head a caretaker government.
Papal Encyclical

•

In an 1l,OOO-word Latin encyclical Issued on July 2, Pope
John xxm urged statesmen
to "try every approach" to at·
tain world peace and unity.
The document, to be known as
"Ad Petri Cathedram" (To the
See of Peter), was the pope'.
first encyclical. I tal S 0 expressed the Roman Catholle
Church head's desire for even·
tual reunion of non.catholic
elements of Christendom with
Roman Catholicism.
Travel Bam!

• Travel restrictions were im·
posed upon diplomats of both
the U.S. and Hungary tn early
July. Budapest acted first,
placing ~rbJI on U.S. envoys.
The action was taken, it was
said, because thf! U.S. had been
opposed to Hungary's partici·
pation in the International La·
bor Organization. Similar trav·
el bans were set on Hungarian
diplomats in the U.S. As a result, neither country's envoys
are permitted to travel with·
out special permission beyond
25 miles at their legations.
Commwdlt Reforms In Tibet

.. ''Mobilization of the masses
through the suppression of re-
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bellton," the aboUtlon of serf·
dom and the establishment of
"peasants' associations" for
administraUng governmen·
tal affairs were all out.
lined on July 3 as parts of a
Peiplng.dlrected ref 0 r m pro.gram to be instituted through·
out T I bet. The prospective
changes had been set forth
several days earlier at a session of the Preparatory Com·
mlttee for the Tibetan Autono·
mous Region in Lhasa. VIceChairman Chang Kuo·hua
showed the extent of the an·
ticipated reforms in saying:
"Temples and monasteries will
inevitably be involved during
the reform, slnee the temples
and monasteries and some of
the high.ranking I a mas In
them possess manorial estates
and are serf owners." Persons
who had supported or en·
gaged, in the recent Tibetan
revolt would be punished in
various ways. Some would lose
herds while others woUld have
their land holdings confiscated.
For Italian Aatoblt.
• Quite a number of Italy's
autoists will have to tame
down. A new driving code
went In t 0 effect throughout
the country on July 1. Among
other things, it prohibits drlv·
ing on the wrong side of the
road, making turns from the
wrong lane, d r i v i n g while
intoxicated and speeding
through urban areas. Italy's
need for a new driving code is
apparent from the fact that
for the nation's 2,000,000 au·
tomobiles there were 198,300
accidents reported last year.
Burma to Accept U.S. Aid
.. In 1953, because of alleged
U.s. support of Nationalist
Chinese guerrillas in northern
Burma, the Rangoon govern·
ment requested the suspension
of U.S. aid. On July 6 It was
revealed, however, that Bur.
ma will again accept U.S. as·
sistance. Within the next four
years, up to $37,000,000 In U.S.
economic aid is to go to the

Bunnese. This BUm, It was
said, would be used tor tlte
expanslon of facilities at the
University of Rangoon, and
also for the construction of a
highway from that port city
to Burma's interior•
Saar-Bona Unk

• The Saar was economically
integrated with West Germany
on July 6. The 2,567.squaremile land with about 1,040,000
inhabitants was detached
from Germany in 1945 and
placed under French control.
The Saar was politically In.
corporated with the Bonn gov.
ernment on January 1, 1957.
and the date for its economic
Integration was to be on or
before January 1, 1960. Mid·
night of July 5 Saarlanders
were granted full rights as
West German Citizens. Politi·
cal and economic integration
was then complete. The Ger.
man Deutschemark replaced
the French f ran c. The step
was hailed as the "removal of
the last bur den of French·
German relations." And how
was the average Saarlander
affected? Among other things,
his postal rates have gone up,
the price of sugar has in·
creased, railroad fares have
been reduced and his gasoline
is cheaper.
Revolt III Hondul'l18

• An uprising against the administration of President Ram6n Villeda Morales flared up
in Honduras on July 12. For
almost two days Tegucigalpa
was the scene 0:1' fighting and
unrest. The rebels, headed by
Lleut. Col. Armando VelAsquez
Cerrato, were s a I d to have
gained temporary control of
several buildings, including
the government miutary acado
emy, a power plant and the
police headquarters. On July
13 government forces were reported to havi, crushed the revolt in the capital city, but at
that time the insurrection still
continued in certain outlying
provinces.
AWAKE!

Weight. and Meuores

• New international stand·
ards for the Inch and the
pound went into effect on
July 1 in six English.speaklng
lands. In 1893 the standard
Inch was set at 2.540005 cen·
timeters, but on De ce m ber
31, 1958, it was placed by
standard·flxing laboratories at
2.54 centimeters. On the same
date the pound was set at
0,45359237 kilograms. Former·
Iy, the U.S. pound had been
0.45359242'T1 kilograms. The
Untted KIn g d 0 m, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, South
Africa and the U.S. are all
governed by the new standard
inch and pound. The changes
seem trivIal, but they are im·
portant in certain technical
fields. Incidentally, it you happen to I1ve in the U.S., judged
by the new standards, you
gained a little weight and be-

• • • • ••

c •• , , ,

came a little taller on July 1.
Hadn't you noticed?
Free-Trade Area.
.. On July 12 the premiers of
Denmark, Norway and Swe·
den endorsed a British propos·
al that a "I itt 1 e free-trade
area" be established in Europe.
The "Outer Seven" trade bloc,
as it was called, would be com·
prised of Austria, Brltain, Den·
mark, Norway, Portugal, SWe·
den and Switzerland. A parley
on the plan and its problems
was to be held in Stockholm
on July 20. The premier of
Finland is also giving consld·
eration to his country's par·
ticipation in the new trade
body.

Prince Weds PrinCEl88
.. Belgium's heir presump.
tive, Prince Albert, married
Italian Princess Paola Ruffo
ill CalabrIa In Brussels on

• n .un aun a a , ...

July 2. A clvU ceremony wu
held first in the Empire Salon
of Brussels Palace. This was
followed by Roma:r;t Catholic
rItes at the Collegiate Church
of Saints MIchael and Gudula.
P I a n s had originally been
made for Vatican ceremonies,
but these were set aside by
Pope John XXIII, reportedly
out of respect for Belgian sen.
timent.
Threat to the Walrus
.. The Pacific walrus may be
on the road to oblivion. It Is
said that about lO,ooowalruaes
are killed by hunters annually.
With a birth rate of only 5,000
yearly and a total present population of approximately 45,·
000, the threat is apparent.
Conservationists fear that unless national and 'international
legislation is passed soon to
protect the walrus, it may well
be extinct in less than ten
years .
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DO YOU LOVE LIFE?
It Is such a natural feeling for normal
people to want to live. Death Is our
enemy. The Giver of life is our faithful
Friend who caused hIs Son to say: "He
that hears my word and believes him
that sent me has everlasting U!e."-John
5:24.
How can we get acquainted with the
Author 01 life, Jehovah God, and with
the Chie! Agent of Ufe, Jesus Christ?
Is there a way of being sure we can live
eternally? Yes, there is!

We must learn how to live now as men
and women, single, married, young or
old, showing love, living it, preaching it.
It we live according to Jehovah's will
now, we assure ourselves of life forever.
Obtain the book "Thi.! Means Everlaating Life." Study it with your Bible, and
your knowledge of life and your love of
living will be greater. Mail the coupon
today and receive free the booklet God,'.
Way Is Love. Send only 3/6.

.,
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LONDON N.W. 7

Please Bend me the bound book "T~b Moons E1!<9rla8ling L1/~' and the free
booklet GOd.'8 Way 18 L01Jfj for the 3/6 enclosed.
Name _ ,

Street and Num~r
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Post
Town .
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DIstrIct No .......... County ............................. ..
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WOULD

You REFUSE TO BE

HEALED
-il a cure was certain?
Spiritual healing means more than bodily cures. Its effects can last forever. Perhaps you may feel spiritually
"in the pink." You may feel able to cope effectively with
everyday problems. But is that enough? Could your spiritual constitution withstand the sudden ravages of a serious and unexpected siege of tribulation? Remember, an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Be sure
of sufficient protection. How?

The Watchtower brings regular relief from the world's
woes because it is an agent of faith. The prescription contained in its pages is the hope of everlasting healing by
Jehovah God's kingdom, already begun in this generation.
It warns of the immediate approach of the greatest test
of Christian faith yet experienced. Its regular semimonthly visits to your home, on a 7/- contribution for
a year, will provide from the Bible the strength and spiritual insight you need to survive.
Clip and mail the coupon below and receive reJ!iular beneftt!! hum

;}< _______ ~bJ~~~ ~~'b:~~:'_
WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

LONDON N.W. 7

Enclosed IS 7/-. Please enter my subscription tor The Watchtower tor one year.

Name ..... __ ...

Street and Number
or Route and Box ,

.oot
Town ....

Postal
District No. _____ (.Qunty ,

In: AUSTRALIA addre6l! 11 Beresford Rd., Strathfleld, N.S.W. CANADA: 150 Bridgeland Ave., Toronto 19, Onto
SOUTH AFRICA: Private Bag, E1andstonteln, Transvaal. UNITED STATES: 117 Adam~ St.. Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
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Use of the Mind

'Look at Male Clothing
tography and

"'0

P~ple in

Is the Dalai Lama?

North

Amer~~i..~13l~

THE MISSION Of THIS JOURNAL
N.ws ..urea. that are obi. to keep you awake to. the vital Illue. of our
time, must
unfetiered by censorship and .elflsh
Awakel" has no
to publish facts. It I. nol bound by
f.tters. It recognize. fadl, fac;e, facti, is
political ambition. or Obllgatlon" It r. unhampered by advertisers who" toes
mu.t not b. trodden on, It is unprejudiced by traditional cr••d •. This journal
k•• ps itself fr.e that it may speak fr ••ly to you. lut It do.. not abul. its freedi'"_
It maintains integrity to truth.
"Awoket" Ules the regular new. channela_ but i. not dependent on them.
Its own correspondent. are on all continents, in Icor., of notions. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-th.-scene, r.po,t. come to you through

b.

I.'ere.ts...

f,...

these column •. This journal's viewpoint is not narrow, but is international. It I.
read in many naiions, in many languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many fI!Dlds of knowledge pOlS In review--governme:nt. commerce, religion,
history, geography, science. sodol conditions, natural wonders-why, its coverage is a. broad as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awakel" pledges itself to righteous principles, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all. to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failure. of a delinquent world. reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New World.
Get acquainted with "Awake'" Keep awake by reading "Awake'"
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Churches
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~&+

OU may have noticed that the weekly
programs of many churches today
read mUch like the program for a social
club. The emphasi:i. is more and mOre on
social activities. This stressing of the social eletnent is part of what some writers
call 'going modern.' A modern church, in
fact. is a social club. An article entitled
"The Churches Go Modern" in the ButurMY Evening Post of October 4, 1958, said:
"Church membership has grown from
35 percent of the 75,000,000 who populated these United States in 1900 to 60
percent of today's 170,000,000. . . . The
gradual transformation of the churc}les
themselves, both as institutions and as
buHdings, js more interesting than numbers . . . . The new churches ... are not
only sanctuaries but also complex meeting
places , .. The Wesley Memorial Methodist Church of High Point, North Carolina,
has planned for ten bowling alleys, a swimming pool, an ice-skating rink, a gymnasium. three softball diamonds and several
tennis courts."
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What a revealing comment about modern cl1urches! How enlightening it is regarding the record-breaking church membership figures! Clergymen have often
lamented the fact that the so-called return
to religion is hollow, that the increased
church attendance has not really changed
the lives of the parishioners. As one clergyman in Ohio put it: "We simply cannot
see where we are going in the church. Our
churches are successful. We gain more
members, we have more at church, we
have bigger budgets, we have more activities. But we can't see that we a:re mak\ng
much of a differenCe in our communities
or in the lives of the individual members of
our communities."
But does a social club change the lives
of its members? Are social club members
under obligation to live by Bible principles
in all aspects of daily living? Are the entrance requirements for a modern church
much different from those of a modern
social club? Warren Ashby, who has served
as minister of several Methodist churches.
writes in Theology Today: "The entrance
requirements of the church. like those of
a social cluo, are prjmarily external and
they provide status.... The requirements
are external in that one must profess a
faith before men; but this does not mean
that the profession has substance in fact
as well as in words. And, again like the
social club, once the entrance requirements
for admission are passed, the requirements
for remaining within the church are not
3

social club; ~_ founded Christianity. and
Rotarian. Nor is it difficult to be a member true Christianity is a way of living-liVing
by the divine will.
of the local church."
When the things modern religion has
What is the attraction of a socia] club?
Social fellowship, status, prestige and en~ sUbstituted for spiritual food fail to work,
tertainment. What is
attraction of a rather than getting back to the view that
modem church? It certainly could not be Jesus had, the churches go farther the
preaching, for, according to the clergy's other way, resorting to bazaars, bingo,
own admission, that bas been relegated to plays and dances, social rooms with dat·
a minor position. When the Russell Sage ing parlor~, hi-fl, tennis courts, swjmmjng
Foundation and the Union Theological pools, bowling alleys, etc, There is someSeminary sent out questionnaires to 1,600 thing wrong with the spiritual food when
ministers, they wanted to "find out how the churches must resort to such things
ministers function as pastors of churches to keep their members or gain new ones.
in the United States." (New York Times,
.:(,esus said: "My sheep listen to my
April 4, 1955) Ministers of twenty-two de- voice." (John 1O:27J The voice of the
nominations responded. Their answers re- Right Shepherd is not sounded by hi·fi or
vealed that churches are rapidly becoming by the din of bowling alleys. It is sounded
more like social clubs than places of WOr- by teaching what Jesus foretold to be the
ship and that today's pastor is not so much basic ingredient of true spiritual food at
a preacher as he is organizer, promoter, this world's "time of the end"-the good
financier, psychologist, administrator, en· news of God's established kingdom.-Matt.
tertainer and socialite.
24:14.
No wonder, then, that the sOooCal1ed reM
In a world of bad news, good news draws
ligious revival lacks Bible.approved fruit· people. "This good news of the kingdom"
age! The right kind of moral fruitage is not will draw right·hearted people. The meetpossible unless the pure, unadulterated ings and conventions of the New World so·
Word of God is taught. When the Word ciety of Jehovah's witnesses show this to be
Jf God is watered down, however, with the true. At the Divine Will International Astraditions of men; when that Word. is sembly of 'Jehovah's Witnesses in New
shoved aside and supplanted by philosophy, York city in the summer of 1958, both
sociology, psychology, politics and a re~ Yankee Stadium and the Polo Grounds
sume of current events, there is no power weJ'e packed out with a crowd that totl11ed
to direct people to live by righteous prin· 253,922 persons. Young persons as well as
ciples. God's Word in all its purity has the older ones came to hear the Bible message
power to attract peopI~ who have the right "God's Kingdom Rules-Is the World's
heart condition. Jesus did not draw people End Near'?" It was the abundant spiritual
by entertaining or by putting social activi· food that drew people from all parts of the
ties in the limelight. He featured the Word world to this convention, showing the treof God. True, Jesus sometimes fed the mendous poWer of the unadulterated Word
crowds miraculously, but it was not for of God.
entertainment or socializing but to make
The question that confronts all professed
it possible for the crowds to remain and Christians today is: Will they be social·
hear the Word of God. Those who beeame club Christians or Bible·fed, Bible·living
Jesus' followers had to live by the prin- Christians'? Happiness and life depend on
ciples he set forth, Jesus did not found a making the right choice.

dilIlcult to mE!et. It is not hard to be a

the
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AWAKE!

one needs each day.
Depending on the in·
dividual, an adult
needs from seven to
nine hours of sleep to
allow body and nerve
cells to regain energy
expended during the
day. Sleeping more than is necessary
not only wastes time but may lessen
amount of energy one has available .
'J1HE human brain is a priCeless and deli- .Lack of sleep reduces the ability of the
1 eate instrument. It is said to be the mmd to concentrate. "Experiments on the
most complicated structural apparatus mental effects of loss of sleep show how
known to science. "Our intelligence can no great a restorative sleep is in accelerating
more realize the immensity of the brain mental functions," writes Donald Laird in
than the extent of the sidereal universe," Increa8ing Personal Efficiency. "Memory
says Dr. Alexis Carrel. With its ten thou- tests in the case of one man . . . took
sand miIIion nerve cells, the brain, during 134 seconds before the start of the loss of
an average life span, can store up about sleep. After going without sleep abnost
ten times more information than is con- four days, he was unable to memorize any
tained in the 9,000,000 volumes of the Li- ?f the parts of this test." A constant skimp-brary of Congress. Such a marvelous in- mg of sleep does not allow for proper use
strument as the human brain deserves of the mind
proper care.
To search out information, to reason on Overeating Hinders Proper Use
Too much eating, too much fasting, tad
it and to arrive at conclusions, we use that
much
exercise or too little exercise hinders
faculty of our brain called the mind. Since
proper
use of the mind. Overeating robs
our habits of living affect the brain, imthe
body
of nervous energy needed fOTI
moderate habits are certain to have a bad
mental
alertness.
It is difficult to say just
influence on the mind. So it is important
for anyone interested in proper use of his how much nervous energy is squandered
mind to learn the principles that the brain's by heavy eating, but one doctor puts it
Creator has set down in his Word. the this way:
"If it were true that the energy one
Holy Bible. These principles furnish the
needs for his physical, mental and emo·
basis for proper use of the mind.
One of these God·given principles is the tiona! activities came directly from ariy
need to be "moderate in habits." (1 Tim. food, he could easily get all of the energy
3:2. 11) If we are immoderate in matters he wanted by just eating large quantities
even so vital as sleeping or eating, the of that food. But those who try this know
mind suffers. Sleep enables the body to that this practice leaves them with much
build up nervous energy-that vital re· less energy than they have when they eat
quirement for mental efficiency. But One only small quantities of the other foods
cannot obtain more nervous energy by which the body actually needs. Observa·
sleeping more than it is necessary to sleep. tion of those persons who eat large quan~
It is important to know how much sleep titles of starches, sugars, and fats, will re·
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

veal that they have much less energy than
other persons who eat only small quantities
of these foods. . . . Food can waste an
enormous amount of nervous energy. The
average person uses half of his nervous
energy for digesting, absorbing, using, and
eliminating the food he eats; and half of
this energy is wasted because of his eat·
ing more food than he needs for health,
strength and vigor."
So how timely a warning the Lord Jesus
gave for all professed Christians at this
world's "time of the end"! "Pay attention
to yourselves," warned Jesus, "that your
hearts never become weighed down with
overeating and heavy drinking and anxie·
ties of life, and suddenly that day be in~
stantly upon you as a snare." (Luke 21:
34, 35) Overeating does not necessarily
mean gluttony; it can mean eating in a
way that weighs one's mind down with
drowsiness just at a time when one needs
to be mentally alert to take in spiritual
food, such as by listening to a Bible lecture or participating in a Bible study. Energy derived from spiritual food is just as
real as that derived from literal food and
Is absolutely vital, as Jesus declared: "Man
must live, not on bread alone, but on every
utterance coming forth through Jehovah's
mouth." (Matt. 4:4) To weigh one's mind
down with food-induced drowsiness when
it is time to take in spiritual food is not
proper use of the mind.
Something else besides overeating can
make the mind sluggish: a lack of oxygen.
"Oxygen," says Allan L. Fletcher, "is essential to carry off the waste acids generated by the body in both physical and
mental activity. If insufficient oxygen is
present, the body and mind become sluggish and dull. It Is therefore of the utmost
il)'lportance that when you sit down to
study or memorize, the room in which you
work should not be stuffy and close."
6

K.eplng tM Mimi Active
Proper use of the mind requires mental
exercise. "Every human being is born with
dtfferent intellectual capacities," writ~
Alexis Carrel in Man the Unknown. "But,
great or small, these potentialities require,
in order to be actualized, constant exercise .... Senescence [aging] seems to be
delayed when body and mind are kept
working." Moreover, studies made at the
University of Minnesota show that one
keeps his mind young and alert by using it.
Discussing these studies, The American
Weekly said: "People whose way of life
brings little mental exertion tend to 'go to
seed.' "
So we need to stretch the muscles of the
mind. Jehovah God designed man's brain
for activity, as is evident from such Bible
principles as Paul gave to TImothy: "Ponder over these things." "Give constant
thought to what I am saying." Here the
apostle advises giving (!onstant thought to
Bible principles. This requires thinking,
keeping busy in the head, never giving way
to mental laziness.-l Tim. 4:15; 2 TIm.
2:7.

Disciplined Attention
One reason why some minds may seem
lazy is that they have not been disciplined
to pay attention to what is important.
When the schoolteacher says, "Johnny,
pay attention!" It is likely that Johnny's
mind is not inactive but is bus 0
things, such as hi
ersc
1
~ Not on y c il ren need to Jearn
disciplmed attention, but adults must discipline themselves to pay attention. "Pay
more than the usual attention to the things
heard by us," is the Bible principle stated
at Hebrews 2:1 in regard to spiritual food.
So coneentration on what is imPQrtant
must be learned.
Disciplined attention admittedly is not
easy. The mind likes to wander and go
AWAKE!

grasshoppering from one inconsequential think of eating filthy literal food, but when
thottght to pnother. So it is important to it comes to mental food they devour what
know what not to pay attention to. Learn is unclean. This is evident from the fannot to let your train of thought be inter- tastic sales of books that feature vivid derupted by every passing stimulus. Noises scriptions of immoral behavior. Educator
such as those caused by moving automo- Alan Valentine says: "A special Congresbiles, trucks and trains can be powerless to sional committee reported on December 2,
distract you unless you choose to let them 1952, that an 'incredible volume' of filthy
do so. Such distractions cannot claim your literature is flooding the nation's newstime and attention if you refuse to give stands . . . . The committee said that the
salacious paperbound books, 'girlie magathem your attention.
If disciplined attention is not learned, zines' and so-called comic books (of which
one's mind, though busily engaged, may some ninety million are read each month)
accomplish very little on one's important have become a serious "menace to the nawork. "One can be as busy as a weather tion. But the public seems more delighted
vane in a sixty-mile gale," writes Simeon than outraged, and its taste and valueStylites, "and still be indolent in the worst judgment presumably decline further with
kind of way-busily indolent. When a per- . each new daily dose of commercialized
son shows little zeal on his main job he is vulgarity." If one does not read and mediindolent, no matter how briskly he prances tate upon proper things, he is engaging in
around at something else. A center fielder mental dissipation.
How important to know the right kind
on a baseball team can be as busy as a
bird dog-hunting for four-leaf clovers. of food for our minds! For proper use of
Meanwhile a ball has just left the bat and the mind we need to test our mental fodder
is touring the sky like a sputnik. But it is with the food-testing principle stated by
due to come down inside the park, and the the apostle Paul: "Whatever things are
fielder is criminally indolent if he is not, true, whatever things are of serious conliterally, 'on the ball,' no matter how many cern, whatever things are righteous, whatfour-leaf clovers he finds." So it is with ever things are chaste, whatever things
the person studying or meditating. If he are lovable, whatever things are well spolets his attention wander, he will make ken of, whatever virtue there is and whatlittle progress toward what he originally ever praiseworthy thing there is, conset his mind to accomplish. Disciplined at- tinue considering these things."-Phil. 4:8.
tention is like an umbrella that enables one
Whatever food the Christian provides
to shed the raindrops of distraction and for his mind should meet that Bible rekeep on concentrating on what is impor- quirement-that it be true, of serious contant.
cern, righteous, chaste, lovable, well spoken of, virtuous and praiseworthy. How
Proper Food lor the Mind
evident that much of the world's reading
Many persons today, though their mus- matter does not meet this requirement for
:les may be developed by exercise and proper mental food!
heir bodies nourished by food, exercise
By filling one's mind with proper food
heir minds only under protest and feed he is better able to avoid the activity and
hem only on the pap of trivialities. Some emotions that are injurious, such as those
)€rsons have their mental menus filled condemned in the Bible: "Fornication, unvith contaminated food. They would not cleanness, loose conduct, idolatry, practice
lEPT1!lMBER 8, 1959
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of spiritism, hatreds, strife, jealousy, fits
of anger, contentions, divisions, sects, en~
vies, drunken bouts, revelries, and things
like these." On the other hand, we will be
developing qualities and emotions that God
approves and that are so beneficial to mind
and body, such as "love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faith, mildness, self-control."--Gal. 5:19-23.
_ Proper emotions are known to be of inestimable value. Long before psychosomatic medicine brought into the limelight
the close relationship between mind and
body, the inspired King Solomon said: "A
heart that is joyful does good as a curer,
but a spirit that is stricken makes the
bones dry." (Prov. 17:22) Right emotions
are needed for proper use of the mind.
Writes Dr. Denton Higbe: "Joy, contentment, hope, courage, faith, love and similar emotions not only indirectly increase
your energy but they directly increase the
amount and improve the quality of the
work you do. . . . Uncontrolled emotions,
hate, anger, resentment, jealousy, worry,
emotional conflicts and complexes, and
wrong mental attitudes, waste an enormouS amount of nervous energy." So bad
emotions can cause bodily illnesses and
also deprive the mind of the nervous energy needed fOf mental efficiency.
An Efficient Mind Not Enough

But more than mental efficiency is needed. Some of the most clever, brilliant and
efficient minds operate in a moral vacuum.
Proper use of the mind requires moral
and spiritual goals. So the Bible must be
used for moral guIdance. A Christian needs
to use his mind to direct his body in a way
that will win the approval of God. Mere
efficiency of mind does not please God, but
mental efficiency that results in obedience
to the divine will does!
"Keep your minds fixed on the things
above," is sound Scriptural advice given
8

by the apostle PaUl. So proper use of the
mind Involves thinking that is primarlly
concerned. with God's kingdom and its interests. The Lord Jesus Christ set the perfect example in proper use of tlIe mind. He
kept his mind fixed on God's kingdom and
its interests by teaching and preaching
that kingdom wherever he went, in public
places and from house to house. Jesus
taught his followers to keep their minds
fixed on the things above by praying: "Our
Father in the heavens, let your name be
sanctified. Let your kingdom come. Let
your will come to pass, as in heaven, also
upon earth." He also taught them the need
to pray for God's holy spirit: "If you, although being wicked, know how to give
good gifts to your children, how much
more so will the Father in heaven give
holy spirit to those asking him.''' God's
holy spirit is needed to effect a change
from improper thinking to that which. is
proper; it is needed to energize one's mind
for the carrying out of the divine will.-Col.
3:2; Matt. 6:9. 10; .Luke 11:13.
For this "time of the end" it is the will
of God that proper use of the mind in-clude something very special. This is the.
work that the Lord Jesus Christ said would
busy the minds of true Christians at thfT.
time of this world's end: "This good newSl
of the kingdom will be preached in all the
inhabited earth for the purpose of a witness to all the nations, and then the accomplished end will come." (Matt. 24:14)
To have a share in teaching others this
good news of God's kingdom is, in the
highest sense, proper use of the mind.
So follow Bible principles for mental
health and happiness. Be moderate in habits. Concentrate on what is important with
disciplined attention. Select proper mental
food. Keep your mind fixed on the things
above. Such proper use of the mind leads
to the blessing of using one's mind everlastingly in God's new world.
AWAKE!

Male Clothing
... l'
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-f- E WAS dressed in the ultra pitch

of fashion, collared like the leader
of a four-horse team, and pinched in the
middle like an hourglass, with neck as
long as a goose, and a cravat as ample
as a tablecloth." This nineteenth-century
satire of an English dandy shows how
males can become as ridiculous in their
dress as they, at times, accuse women of
being. Tight cOl'set, almost skin-tight
trousers, ruffled shirt, uprlght collars
whose stiff points reached to the cheek
bones and a voluminous neckpiece were
considered the height of fashion for the
well-dressed gentleman of the late eighteenth century. Being well-dressed iQ those
days must have been a painful experience.
The manner in which men have clothed
themselves has differed greatly through
the ages. It has varied from a simple loincloth to voluminous clothes adorned with
ribbons, embroidery and lace. An example
in point is the skirted costume men wore
in the 1660's. It reached to the calves of
the legs and abounded with ribbons and
lace. The costume was topped off with a
long wig that reached to the chest.
No matter how ridiculously some men
have dressed they felt properly attired and
were inclined to look down upon anyone
who was not dressed according to the
fashions of their society. Because a person is dressed in a manner that is different
from what the people of a country are accustomed to, it does not mean he is inferior to them. Each country pas had its
own mode of dress that was considered
proper and fashionable in that country.
SEPTEMBER 8, 19.59

How a person dresses does not make him
inferior or s1,lperior to othel'S. Nevertheless clothing has long been used by classcon~ious people to show social superiority.
They fail to realize that the differences
clothing makes among people are purely
superficial. Without clothing the men of
past ages could not be distinguished from
men of today, and the men of social prominence become indistinguishable from the
men without social standing.
It has long been the practice for men to
show class distinction or social standing
by the quality of their garments. In the
eighteenth century it was the fashion to
unbutton the top of the waistcoat and to
put slashes in the jerkin so as to reveal
the fine quality of the underclothing. This
was also done by exposing the shirt cuffs
which, at times, were enlarged with fine
lace. The same was done with the collar.
It was made so ridiculously large in 1630
that it extended beyond the shoulders and
hung down over the chest.
About fifty years before this the collar
took the form of a big detachable ruff that
fitted around the neck and looked like the
belloWS of an accordion. It was made of
the finest cloth and frequently was embroidered with silk and edged with lace.
The quality of this neckpiece wol.lld dearly
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reveal the financial standing of a man.
What governed the changes in fashion was
generally what the king wore.
Not much concern was given to bodily
cleanliness during the Middle Ages and up
to about two hundred years ago. During
that time men paraded about in elaborate
costumes of lace and linen that gave an
outward appearance of cleanliness, but
underneath their bodies were filthy. Under·
clothing principally served to protect the
fine outer clothing from the dirt on their
skins. Heavy doses of perfume were used
to kill the body odor. It became the cus·
tom to wear silk and linen undergarments
because they were less inclined to harbor
lice than woolen ones.

Fashion Peculiarities
The male calf was considered to be at·
tractive in the late eighteenth century. To
make it appear shapely under the tight·
fitting hose of the time it was customary
to wear artificial calves. These consisted
of carefully made padding that was fas·
tened to each leg by means of straps. The
hose was then pulled over them. Their
thickness was something of gentlemanly
concern. The ones worn in the spring were
made a fraction smaller than those worn
in the winter. A comedy of that time
pointed this out when one of the characters
said: "You should always remember, Mr.
Hosier, that if you make a nobleman's
spring legs as robust as his autumn calves,
you commit a monstrous impropriety, and
make no allowance for the fatigues of the
winter."
In the sixteenth century fashion dictated
that men should wear bloomerlike trunks
that were stuffed full of rags and horse·
hair to make them swell out. A we1l·
dressed man of that time looked as if he
was walking around with a giant pumpkin
about his loins.
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An equally ridiculous fashion was the
practice in the fifteenth century of lengthening the toes of shoes. They grew to such
length that it eventually became necessary
for gentlemen to fasten them to their
knees to avoid tripping other people as
well as themselves. Even with shoe toes
social rank was shown. A law prohibited
the wearing of shoes with toes longer than
two feet by men whose income was below
a specified amount.
When the European male fe1t that his
natural hair was not sufficiently impressive
he began wearing a periwig. This was an
immense wig with a profusion of curls that
hung down over the chest and back. It
was later reduced to a more moderate size.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century the wig was raised'so as to give the
wearer's head a grotesque lengthened ap·
pearance.
Using wigs as part of male dress is a
very old practice. It was done long ago by
the ancient Egyptians. They cut their hair
short and then wore a black wig made ei·
ther of human hair or of sheep's wool. The
Greeks and Persians of old time also wore
them. Although wigs today are no longer
a standard part of male dress, they are
still,used by many men whp are conscious
of their appearance. The number of men
wearing artificial hair to cover baldness
runs into the tens of thousands.

Male Dress Still Varies
In past centuries when poor transporta·
tion and communication faCilities kept
earth's inhabitants more separated from
one another than today, clothing fashions
were distinctly different from country to
country. Even within some countries clothing was distinctive according to locality.
But improvement in transportation and
communication has changed this measur·
ably. Now men's dress the World over is
generally along the lines of the European
AWAKE!

suit. However, variety of dress still exists.
'!be old and the new forms of dress are
often worn side by side.
On special occasions the peoples of many
colUltries will don their national dress.
When the holiday has passed they return
to their twentieth-century European suits.
In the Netherlands the people living on
the island of Marken, in Volendam and in
Spakenburg continue to dress in the quaint
costume of their forefathers. The men of
Volendam wear long, voluminous trousers of navy-blue material with matching
jackets.
Among the oolUltry people of northern
Greece a traveler today will find men still
wearing the fustanella. This consists of a
white, billowy skirt that does not quite
reach the knees. A large-sleeved shirt is
worn with it. Over this is donned a scarlet
vest with embroidery and gold thread.
Above the shoes with their upturned points
are worn leggings of white cloth. The costume is topped off with a red cap called
a fez. This costume is not worn by the
average city dweller of Greece. He prefers
the modern suit.
In Arab countries the mixture of European and national dress can be found, but
with favor being shown to the national
costume. Generally, these people prefer to
dress as their ancestors did. The wendressed Moroccan gentleman, for example,
wears a strip of white wool or cotton
wrapped around his body. It is about six
yards long. Along with a white turban or
a red fez, it is the clothing for outdoor
wear. Underneath he wears loose cotton
drawers ·that reach nearly to the ankles.
Above this is a shirt that is closed down
the front with a set of buttons and loops.
Worn over this shirt is a roomy coat of
long, exceptionally wide sleeves. A pair of
loose-fitting leather sJippers serves as footwear.
All this clothing may seem out of place
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

in the hot North African climate, but it
actually serves the good purpose of protecting the men from the torrid heat.
Tuareg tribesmen of the Sahara desert
wrap themselves in indigo robes and wear
turbans of a matching color or of white.
Some of the material is wrapped around
the face to serve as a veil. Only the eyes
are exposed. They believe they must wear
the veils to protect their souls. The veils
serve the practical purpose of giving protection from the hot, dry air and from
wind-blown sand when the Tuareg rides
swiftly about the desert on his camel.
There is, of course, a variety of dress
in the Arab world. Not all wear a robe
when walking about the streets. Many wlll
go about in their long, roomy coat. In
Arabia the long white shirt worn by men
has elaborate embroidery about the neck
and across the front. The shirt reaches
from the neck to the ankles. A wide sash
is wrapped about the waist. In the sash is
the silver-hilted dagger that the meri of
Arabia wear. Stockings are not worn. In
place of them some Arabs wear tight~
fitting slippers that fit insid.e their street
slippers. Some prefer to wear a thick.
soled sandal instead of the leather slipper.
These generally have an ornamental nail
in the top of the sale that fits between the
first two toes. It is common to see one of
these men wearing for a headpiece a square
cotton cloth that is folded diagonally. It is
held to the head by means of a fillet of
wool wound with gold or silver threads.
Another man that holds to an old form
of dress is the Hindu. He wraps about his
lojns a cloth that is called a dhoti. It is
usually made of white cotton and is
wrapped about the loins with the ends being passed between the legs and fastened
at the waist in the back. Some Hindus
wear nothing more than this dhoti. Others
will add a shortMsJeeved shirt that is open
at the neck and is worn with the tail out.
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SOme men of India prefer to wear the trou~
sers that Moslems favor. These are the
anklealength trousers that fit tightly aboyt
the legs, but sometimes are full from the
knees up. Over this is worn the kneealength
shirt with long sleeves. On his head the
Hindu wears a turban made from a strip
of cloth from ten to fifty yards long.
There are, of course, Indian men who
wear modern suits and ties, but these are
in the minority. In northeastern India the
Naga tribesmen have their own clothing
styles. Some wear nothing more than a
lotOcloth and a colorful blanket wrapped
under the right arm and over the left
shoulder. Part of the costume of the Angami is heavy coils of black cane wound
around their legs just below the knee. The
wrappings accentuate the calf muscle,
which the Angami men consider to be a
sign of beauty. The same custom is practiced by the Wai Wai Indians of British
Guiana. They have wrappings of blue cord
above the calf and tight wrappings of
white cord around the upper part of the
arms. These wrappings. a necklace. a set
of earrings and. a skimpy loincloth make
up the complete attire of the Wai Wai male.
African Natives
'TIle, average person of the Western
world. usually pictures African natives as
being dressed in little more than loincloths, but this is not what the traveler
will firii1 in the many cities of Africa. In
the interior of the country natives will often be found scantily clothed, but in populous areas they generally wear modern
clothing. Some wear suits, others wear
trousers with white shirt and tie and still
others wear short pants with a shirt that
is either tucked in or left out. Some wear
felt bats, others the fez, and many wear
nothing on their heads. The king of the
famous Watusi tribe goes about neatly
dressed like a European. A National Geo-
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graphic wrI1>tP spoke of him as being "nattily dressed and speaking Impeccable
French."
In Ghana the native dress is generally
worn only on special occasions. It consists of a colorful cloth that is wrapped
around a man's body like a toga. It passes
under the right arm, leaving it and the
chest bare. Some persons prefer to wear a
shirt with it. A pair of sandals finishes the
costume. Since the robes are handmade
and very expensive, the average man does
not like to wear them for daily use.
Thus as we look about the world we
find that there is still an interesting variety of male clothing styles. Each style has
features that make it suitable for the climate in which it is worn, the occupation
of the wearers or the artistic tastes of
the people. The robes of the desert Arab
or the business suit of a European would
be impractical for the man who must
stalk his dinner through forest or bush
and then kill it with spear, arrow or poisoned dart. He needs to be lightly clad.
The Eskimo, on the other hand, would not
find the clothing of the Wai Wai Indians
suitable for his climate. He needs his sealskin trousers, tunic and boots to protect
him from the rigors of frightfully cold
weather. His form of dress is suitable for
where he lives and is considered fashionable by his culture.
The modern suit, with shirt and tie, has
world·wide popularity and is probably the
nearest thing to a universally accepted
form of dress. But its popularity does not
mean it is the best attire for men and neither does it mean that those who wear it
are superior to those who do not. The future will undoubtedly bring clothing styles
that will be much superior to what we
have now. But whatever a man may wear,
his clothing should be comfortable, functional, pleasing to the eye and, above a1l,
sensible.
AWAKE!

lire Notes
LISTENING DEVICE

4l. "Once In the Cherokee hills of
Georgia," saYs Maurice Thompson in By-Ways and Bird
Notes, "I watched a pileated
woodpecker dig a hole to the
very heart of an exceedingly

tough, green, mountain hick·
ory tree, in order to reach a
nest of winged ants. The point
of ingress of the insects was a
small hole In a punk knot; but
the bird, by hopping down the tree
tail-foremost and listening, located
the nest about five feet below, and there it proceeded
to bore through the
gnarled, cross-grained
wood to the hollow,"

ADVANCED FISHING
TECHNIQUE

II. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organj·
7,atlon recently reported that listening
10 the voices of fish in order to locate
schools is not a new idea. "In many
eountries," reported the New York
Times, "sonar anti-submarine listening
and ranging devices have been modified to locate schools of fish. This, says
UNESCO, is nothing new to 'every
experienced fisherman in Ghana,' the
agency quotes S. K. Otoo, a Ghanaian.
The Ghanaian fishennan paddles out
to .fishing grounds and pokes his paddle blade
down in the water. He then grabs the end of
the paddle with a cupped hand and bends over
to listen. He hears 'all the noises going on
under water, including the "Voice" of any fish
In the area,' UNESCO says."

plunged headlong .out a side window. As the
burglar leaped the dog or a piece of glass
caught his trousers, causing his wallet to fall
out. Detectives used the wallet to learn the
burglar'S identity, He was quickly arrested. "I'd
imagine it was the dog that did it," said a detectl\>e, discussing how the walJet happened
to fall out. "From what we were able to dis·
cover, Belle had taken a powerful interest In
that particular spot."
NO GNASHING OF TEI;:TH

C. At the Puget Sound naval shipyard a work·
man put down his lunch bag. A seagull, on reo
connaissance, swooped down and made off with
the lunch bag. The disgruntled workman would
not have been so intensely angered by having
his lunch suddenly disappear had not the bag
also contained his false teeth,
MOSQUITO APPEAL

«I. Rutgers University recently
disclosed that one's "mosquito appeal" can be meaSJIred by the
chemical components of one's exhaled breath and the warmth
one's body emits. "Generally,
thinner people have a higher met·
abolic rate," says Dr. Lyle E. Hagmann,
"because their energy and bodies consume food faster than fatter people."
This likely means, he said, that thinner
people have more mosquito appeal, although many .fleshier persons may well
deny this. Dr. Hagmann reports that the
mosquito .finds its target by means of a
huUt-in radarlike heat-detection system
in its front legs. It seems quite apt that
most mosquito repellents developed at
Rutgers repel, not by smell, but by sting·
ing or irritating the mosquito's sensitive feet,
causing it to go away with an entomolOgical
hotfoot.

ALARMED BURGLAR

ill. In Ottawa, Canada, a burglar smashed the
rear door of a service station. He was no
sooner inside the office than a big German
shepherd dog named Belle jumped him. Tlie
alanned burglar tried to slam the door shut
but succeeded in closing it only parUally. With
the dog blocked for a. moment, the burglar
SEPTEMBER 8, 19MI
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around the world, was to be the ·headquar~
EHOVAH'S WITNESSES know the value of ters of Jehovah's witnesses in Britain.
In 1955, when the president of the Soorganization. They find it throughout
ciety
was in London for an international
all the handiwork of God and throughout
convention
of Jehovah's witnesses at
his written Word, the Bible. In modern
Twickenham,
he announced the Society's
times the Watch Tower Bible and Tract
intention
to
build
a new Bethel home and
Society was chartered to organize and
factory
here
to
meet
the growing needs of
direct Jehovah's witnesses in their work
the
British
field.
That
this was necessary
of preaching "this good news of the kingthe
fact
that the number
was
cIear
from
dom." In the year 1900 the Society opened
of
active
ministers
was
now
about 35,000
its first Branch office, at Gipsy Lane, Forin
these
islands.
est Gate, East London, and that is where
our story has its humble beginning. From
London, in common with most of the
this tiny place Bible literature was sent large cities of the world, has outgrown itout to the growing band of workers self, and this has made it necessary for
throughout Britain. The result was that in the authorities to exercise strict control
a few years the need arose for a larger and over all building operations. To find a
more central location, and a change was suitable site within easy reach of Central
made to Eversholt Street, which runs by London was no easy task. Many inquiries
Euston Station. It was not long before and much searching finally located a degrowth in numbers and expansion of ac- lightful site at Mill Hill, formerly occupied
tivity made it necessary to seek still larger by an old mansion and its surrounding
quarters, and thus in 1911 the Society's gardens. The house was gone and the garBranch office was moved to 34 Craven dens were a wilderness. It is eighteen
Terrace in the West End of London. For acres in size and just eight miles northnearly half a century this address, known west of the city center and about a mile
By "A_bl" co,",spond.nl In BritaIn

J
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east of the London-to...scotland trunk road.
This is the property the SOciety bought.
Now as we come up the hill from M1ll
Hill East underground station half a mile
away, our first glimpse is of the whiterailed ranch-type fence threaded through
brick piers spanning the four-huridredfoot frontage of The Ridgeway. And there
among the beautiful trees sits a fine modern building in red brick, with lots of glass,
neatly trimmed in white.
Watch Tower House is roughly in the
shape of a "T,'.' with the living quarters
in the cross part of the "T" and the factory
and offices and Kingdom Hall in the stem.
Entering the drive past cedars of Lebanon,
elms, beeches and chestnuts, we arrive at
the main door, above which is a sculptured
watchtower in a panel of Portland stone.
To the left of the entrance hall are the
lounge and library, leading to the house
where all those who work here live. To
the right of the entrance on the ground
floor is the pressroom, where the new
rotary press is printing The Watchtower
and Awake! Also on this floor is the maintenance shop and, at the far end, with
access from outside the building, the Kingdom Hall. Upstairs above these departments is the office, job printing department, magazine department with its
address stencils and the bookroom.
On the stairway Jeading to the office
and rising sixteen feet from the top of the
first flight is a white sculptured relief inset in the wall featuring five people of
different nationalities in native dress, each
holding a copy of The Watchtower, against
a vine-and-fig-tree background, showing
the uniformity of purpose among all races
of Jehovah's witnesses.
The residential and domestic quarters
run from east to west and consist of sixtytwo living rooms, each designed for two
people and distributed on three levels.
There are sufficient rooms to accommodate
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

those who (Will attend the school of congregation servants soon to be established.
On the ground floor are a dining hall, modern kitchen, laundry, sewing room and
stores. From the tall windows of the dining
hall there is a view across the lawn and
gardens to suburbs of North London in
the distance. How much more pleasant it
is to work in such lovely surroundings!
A day long looked forward to by the
Bethel family and other brothers who had
worked so hard in getting the building
completed was Saturday April 26, the day
the building was dedicated to Jehovah. In
the early evening a meal was served, followed by informal remarks from members
of the family and visitors. All were happy
to have shared in the work during the winter months and now they were present to
relax and see the results of their labors
in the fine building devoted exclUSively
to the Kingdom work. One sister told of
her forty-nine years at Bethel and of the
many changes and growth during that
time. Another who had been here less than
that number of days told of his joy at being
able to serve in this new Bethel home.
Then all were taken on a tour bf the build·
ing.
At eight o'clock the family and visitors
joined the brothers from the local congregations at Mill Hill and Edgware for the
dedication of the building. Brother A. P.
Hughes, the Branch servant, emphasized
that the beautiful new hall and the entire
building with its equipment would be used
solely to praise the true God, Jehovah. The
Kingdom Hall would be a fine center for
the preaching work and a fine place to
which to bring all of good will toward God.
At the conclusion all assembled reques~d
that a message be sent to Brother Knorr
telling of their gratitude to Jehovah and
the Society for this fine building in which
to work wholeheartedly for the Kingdom.
It was a very happy and memorable day.
<
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on simple
outSize sch(,olb(i~~
recently said the
York Times.
analysis of the rellalloini:i)l".
land and sea to people ,,'",a,.", "
what they do."
Yes, geography explains
particular crops are raised in 'cer.--. :', ..
tain places and others in other p~.:
and why a part of a country has directed'its economic life along certain lines and
another part along other lines. Geography
explains why people usually prefer parts
of a country to other parts; in fact, by
knowing tht!" geography of a region, one
has a good idea whether he wants to live
there.
The word "geography" is derived from
the Greek word geographia, which may
be translated as "earth description." Obviously geography takes in many elements.
It includes climate, that is, temperature
conditions, rainfall and storms and winds.
It includes surface configuration, the rnajar classes of land being plains, plateaus,
hill lands and mountains. Geography includes earth's resources in a certain area,
such as water for drinking, water for power, water for navigation. It includes soil
types, minerals. forests and wild game.
Many things are involved. then, in geography. That is why geography affects
everyone.
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one does, it
on the work
persons in a certain
do for a livelihood.
is because geography
certain limits upon the
. things that men can pro. and the kinds of economic ac'liilftl,e.
which men can successfully
engage. It is interesting to see how geography affects people in this regard in
North America.
Taking a look at North America on the
map, we find the western COast high and
rocky, as is the northern part of the eastern coast; but the southeast has a smooth
and gently shelving shore. A huge mountain range, of which the Rocky Mountains
are the chief, forms the axis of North
America, extending from Alaska to Tehuantepec, Mexico. Southward from the
United States, Mexico's two great mountain ranges, the eastern and western sierras, join in a series of lofty peaks near
Mexico City, D.F. Between these two
ranges lies Mexico's Central Plateau, the
area of year-round moderate temperatures
in which is located nearly every large Mexican city. On the east of the North Arnerican continent a secondary axis is formed
by the Appalachian Mountains, which extend beyond the St. Lawrence River, ending in the hills of Newfoundland. To see
AWAKE!

how geography, in a general way, is related to people and what they do, we will
divide North America into its most distinctive regions. Though each of these regions has great variety, geography has
affected each one in at least one outstandingway.

The Tundra Pastures Regum
The northern fringe of the continent
from Labrador to Alaska is virtually a
treeless land with cold and long winters
and short summers. It is an area of little
production, agriculturally or otherwise.
Why? The land's geography explains.
Here, where much of the land is north of
the sixtieth parallel, every month of the
year sees frost. Agriculture is hardly possible. So the inhabitants, mostly Eskimos,
are obliged to live by hunting and fishing.
The tundra, however, with its many kinds
of grasses, is a good land for reindeer,
and several large herds have been developed.
North American Forest
This is a vast region extending from the
Pacific Coast and the Yukon Basin of Alaska to Labrador. Since most of Canada
comes within this region, it is obvious how
geography has favored Canada-with luxuriant forests. About 44 percent of Canada
is said to be covered by forest growth,
a growth of some 150 species of trees,
thirty of them being conifers. How has
this geographical asset affected many Canadians? A report in 1955 showed that
Canada's lumber industry employed 58,586 persons and its pulp and paper industry 62,205 persons. Since forests give shelter to animals, it is not surprising that
Canada is one of the two great furproducing countries of the world.
Though most of the great northern forest is in Canada, there are good portions
in the United States, in New England,
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Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesot;1, Washington and Oregon. Of all parts of the great
forest, the Pacific coast frorn northern
California to southern Alaska is best fitted
to produce large quantities of lumber. The
Pacific Northwest, with its mild winters
cool summers and abundant rai.nfall,
is renowned for its thick gro\\'1:h of large
trees, such as the Douglas fir, western ce·
dar and giant redwood.
Despite heavy forest growth, agricuI·
ture is not lacking in this region. In the
Pacific Northwest part of the great forest,
for example, we find climate just right
for growing apples. Many pet;Sons make
their living in the various aspects of the
apple industry, for Washington state leads
the United States in commercial apple
production and British Columbia provides
most of the apples for Canada.
Large cities in the Pacific NorthWest
part of the great forest, such as Portland,
Tacoma, Seattle and Vancouver, are not
only great centers of lumbering and wood
products manufacturing but al$o great
commercial ports. GeographY favored
them, as, for instance, they are on the
most favorable route from central North
America to the Orient.
Lofty mountains with snow-capped
peaks, cool forested slopes with rushing
streams and many lakes have made the
North American Forest a great attraction
for tourists. Many persons in this region
derive more income from the tourist trade
than from any other source.
The forest region's streams and rivers,
such as the Columbia and Yukon Rivers,
have affected people in another way. Here
are salmon hatcheries par excellence, and
in the Yukon River the chinook salmon
reaches a weight of over a hundred pounds.
Not surprising that Alaska has long been
the world's largest producer of carmed
salmon!
The most valuable mineral of the North

and
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American Forest region is iron ore. Most in any other ntgion of like siIe In North
of It is mined in a few iron ranges at the America.. Why· is this? and why are inupper end of the Great Lakes. In the vi~ dustries of sueb great variety here? Gecintty of Lake Superior iron ore occurs in ography provides much of the answer. The
a series of ranges, such as the famous Me~ region has many sites for water power and,
saba range in Minnesota. Cheap shipment above all, exceDl!nt harbors from New Engon the Great Lakes. by way of the St. land to Chesapeake Bay. All this encourLawrence Seaway and the general high~ aged commerce, -and so great commercial
quality are make this the greatest iron- cities Sptang up, such as Boston, Philadelore-producing region in the world.
phia and Baltimore. New York city, how~
ever, is the most significant manufacturing city in North America. 'The chief
The Dairy Belt
South of the northern forest from west- industry is the manufacture of wearing
ern Minnesota to the New England- apparel and accessories: Other leading inCanadian Jdaritime Provinces (including dustries include printing and publishing,
the Ontario peninsula) is the great Dairy meat packing and the manufacture of
Belt of North America. How is this? Ge- foods. Obviously New York city has geo~
ography explains in two ways: (1) Here graphical riches. It has a superior harbor
the summers are cool and wet, too cool with over 700 miles of water front, and
for most grain crops; and cool summers vast quantities of imported raw materials
and adequate moisture favor the region thus contribute to its industries. 'Through
for hay and pasture, upon which milk pro~ the Hudson River and the Mohawk Valley
duction depends. (2) The Dairy Belt lies New York's location commands the lowest
next to and partly overlaps the great Man- route across the eastern highlands to the
ufacturing Belt of North America, so that Great Lakes and the interior.
here are locatE!d some of the largest cities
on the continent, such as Montreal, De- Appalachian Coal Region
troit and Chicago; and these large popustretching from northwestern Pennsyllations create a great demand for milk; vania to northern Alabama, in the Appaand milk products. Tens of thousands of lachian Mountains, are located the most
persons thus win their living in various important coal deposits on the American
aspects of the production or distribution continent. In the Appalachian Bituminous
Coal Region, embracing parts of seven
of milk and milk products.
The great manufacturing centers that states (such as Pennsylvania, Ohio and
dot the Dairy Belt use the agricultural West Virginia) are the greatest known
products of that region, as the cheese fac~ resources of high-grade coal in the world.
tories in Wisconsin; or the products of Cities in the region are likely to be mining
nearby regions, as the flour and cereal centers or manufacturing towns. Scranton
mills at Minneapolis, Chicago and Battle is the center and the distributing point for
the anthracite-coal region of northeast
Creek.
Pennsylvania. Birmingham is the main
coal-and-iron center south of Pennsylvania.
New England-New York
Industrial Region
The presence of miners provides a marAlong the Atlantic seaboard of south- ket for dairy products, and it is not surern New England, New York and south~ prising that the Dairy Belt overlaps the
eastern Pennsylvania are more cities than coal region. The presence of coal attracts
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indUStry, and industry, in turn, increases some parts of this region one can behold
the demand for milk products. So part of oil wells clustered in close proximity to
the ManUfacturing Belt also falls within fields of cotton. Truly geography does sfthe coal region. What is it that made Pitts- fect the lives of the people!
burgh one of the outstanding manufacturing cities? Its geography-its accessibility Horticultural~Re8ort Region
to the coal and natural-gas and petroleum
From Virginia to Texas, along the Atfields of Permsylvania. With abundant sup- lantic and Gulf coasts, abundant rainfall
plies of cheap fuel available and with ac- during the cotton-picking season discourcess by way of the Great Lakes and rail ages cotton planting. Agriculture is limited
carriers to the iron-ore fields of Minnesota, by big areas of coastal and interior swamp
the city developed into one of North Amer- and by much light and sandy soil. Howica's chief iron and steel centers.
ever, since most vegetables thrive on sandy
soils, which warm readily in early spring,
The Cotton Belt
many persons in the region use land largeAs with other regions, geography affects ly for horticultural purposes-for the
people here in many ways, but we are con- growing of vegetables, rice and citrus fruit.
cerned with only one or two outstandin'g Certain areas more or less specialize in
characteristlcs. Cotton is the chief char- what they grow. Crystal City, Texas, is
acteristic of southeastern United States, noted for spinach; Hammond, LOUisiana,
usually known as "the South." The Cotton and Plant City, Florida, for early strawBelt includes parts of thirteen states, the berries; Sanford, Florida, for celery, and
greatest cotton producer being Texas. the Chesapeake Bay region for tomatoes.
Since cotton requires a long growing sea- Two areas of this region are just right
son, plenty of sunshine and water, and dry for orange and grapefruit trees: central
weather when the cotton is ready for har- Florida and the lower Rio Grande Valley.
vest, this region is just right. Geographical
Large cities in this region are commerfactors set the limits of the Cotton Belt, cial ports, resort cities or a combination of
such as the line of two hundred days' grow- both. Being near the Cotton Belt, many
ing season on the northern boundary. The are concentrating points and processing
lives of thousands of inhabitants of this re- centers for cotton. New Orleans and Housgion are closely associated with the raising ton thus reach inland for the basis of their
of cotton and the processing at:" final manu- growth far beyond the limits of the coastal
facture of its products. Growth of such strip in which theylle.
cities as Charlotte, Columbia and Atlanta
The Gulf Coast is an important resort
resulted largely from the success of the area of the region, but the greatest concotton-textile indUstry.
centration of resorts is on both coasts of
West of the Mississippi River the main Florida. In the winter millions of people
cities in the Cotton Belt are Oklahoma City, flock to resort cities such as Miami to enDallas, Fort Worth and San Antonio; but joy the mild winter climate.
these cities are commercial centers and
have industries of great variety, such as The Corn Belt
meat packing and petroleum refining. This
North of the Cotton Belt is the agriculregion, in fact, ranks first in petroleum pro- tural heart of the United States. Here,
duction in the United States, most af the from South Dakota to Marytand and. from
region's all being produced in Texas. In Kansas to Virginia, corn is king. All or
8EPTEMBBR 8, 1959
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wheat is king. The Wheat Belt stretches
Belt, but the heart of the Corn Belt is from northern Texas to Canada, including
from Iowa to Ohio. Rich land is the main parts of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and AI~
resource here, and it is mainly flat prairies. berta. A small area in eastern Washington,
This fertile region has a growing season Oregon and western Idaho is also part of
of less than two hundred days, one that the wheat~producing region. Rainfall de~
is too short for cotton but ample for corn; creases to the west of the Corn Belt, so
so the 200~days' growing season line is the here geography gives the advantage, not
boundary between the Cotton Belt and the to COl'll, but to crops that are comparative~
Com Belt. Geographical factors, such as ly drought~tolerant, such as barley and
an average rainfall of more than ten wheat. Wheat is raised, not to feed to live·
inches in three summer months, give the stock, but to be sold for cash. Cities such
Corn Belt the prime climatic requirement as Fargo, Saskatoon, Winnipeg and Wichi~
ta are concentrating points in the flow of
for COIn.
How is corn used in the Corn Belt? grain from the country towns to the east~
Mainly to feed livestock-cattle, sheep, ern markets and milling centers.
hogs and poultry. Though most of the live~
stock are bred on the farms, great num~ The Grazing Country
A part of the North American Forest
bers of cattle and sheep from the grazing
lands of the West are shipped in, the farm~ overlaps this region; and like the great
ers buying young cattle or lambs, fatten~ forest the grazing country is a vast region,
ing them up especially with corn. So the stretching from the Canadian border deep
chief cash product of the Corn Belt is into Mexico and 'from western Nebraska
to California. It is a land of dry high
meat.
Significant cities in the western part of plains, plateaus, mountains and some real
the Corn Belt are usually stockyard cities, desert. From the agricultural point of
such as Sioux City, Iowa, and Kansas City, view this is an area of deficient rainfall.
Missouri. Chicago is the largest of the So many inhabitants of this region have
stockyard cities even though it is within made the best of their geographical assets
the Dairy Belt. But because of its location by resorting to the grazing industry, the
on the margin of the Corn Belt and be~ three most important animals being cattle.
cause of its superior rail connections with sheep and goats.
the grazing lands to the west, it is the
Of large cities there are only a few; and
largest meat~packing center in the world. these, such as Calgary and Denver, share
Corn js king also in the Central Plateau in the grazing and tow·jst traffic. Denver
or heart of Mexico, but in a different way.
is the largest sheep' market in the world.
Mexico's Central Plateau is mainly a zone
Because of its dry, bracing climate, it is
of extensive subsistence agriculture, and
corn supplies more than one half of the also an important health resort.
region's food. Most of the corn is eaten in
the form of thin, unleavened cakes called Mediterranean Agriculture
California, especially from the Sacra~
tortillas.
part of twenty states make up the Corn

mento Valley southwa.rd to San Diego, has

The Wheat Belt
To the west of the great agricultural
region is the cash grain region, where
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a climate similar to that of the European
MediteITanean lands. Here winters are
mild and moderately rainy and summers
AWAKE!

are long and warm and dry. High mountains to the north and east provide protection against most of the cold waves that
sweep down across the plains region. The
coast ranges shut off rainfall from the
Central Valley, making the climate hot
and dry and sunny. These geographic factors have a profound effect on how people
use land, making it ideal, for example, for
growing fruit, since the climate gives
them a desirable color and provides ideal
conditions for their drying. It is not surprising, then, that California produces for

Dalai
T HE
Lama
claims to be
more than a
political head of Tibet;
he claims to be a godking.
Tibet's form of
government has
long been a theocracy, a government
by a god. Several million Tibetans, all devout
Buddhists, have sincerely accepted and believed this claim. To many, now, these
questions must pose themselves: Is a god
powerless to help his people in their hour
of greatest need? Are spiritual powers helpless in the face of opposing secular powers,
at the mercy of secular powers, in fact?
Non-Buddhists of the West may find
they also have questions. Newspaper photographs have made a bespectacled,
serious-faced young man, who is the fourSEPTEMBER 8, 1959

the United States more oranges, lemons.
pears, prunes, apricots and dates than any
other state. Citrus fruit is king in the Los
Angeles Basin, while the San Joaquin Valley grows more table grapes, grapes for
raisins and wine grapes than any other
comparable area in the world.
So geography indeed has much to do
with people. It affects not only the occupations of many persons in any given.
area, but also, in no small manner, how
people Mess, what they eat and where they
prefer to live.

teenth Dalai Lama of Tibet, tolerably familiar to the world. B.ut
who is he? From what, or
where, does his authority to rule stem?
Early Tibetan hisIJ. i,·
tory is shrouded in
myths and legend.
Buddhism appears to
."
'~::.., /"
have been introduced
into Tibet somewhere around the
sixth or seventh century of the Christian
era, and was strongly promoted by a dynasty of kings during the seventh,
eighth and ninth centuries. For that
reason, and because they were believed
to be the incarnations of Chen-re-si,
the patron god of Tibet, this line of kings,
ending with Rah-pa-chen, is known as the
"Religious Kings." Chen-re-si was so high1y honored because, although a god, he
chose to live the life of men as a Buddha,
bringing enlightenment to his fellows.
From the fifteenth century onward Buddhist claims regarding this deity and his
rebirths are more specific. That century
produced a priest, Gan-den-Trup-pa, who
founded the great monastery of TashiLhunpo, which later became the residence
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of a Grand Lama whose successor Is tiny house beside a monastery. The house,
known in present times as the Panchen the monastery, the landscape Were all as
Lama.
the regent had visioned they would be.
Gan-den~Trup-pa's life and works were What is more, young Larna~tanchu came
said to evidence that Chen~re~si Jived oJ;!. toddling out of the house to welcome the
earth again in his body. After he died in viSiting lamas, and when he spied a rO!JQry
1474 his spirit was believed to have re- that had been the property of the old Dalai
turned two years later in the body of a Lama, his childish hands reached for it.
baby boy. Thus began a system of priestly
With careful attention the lamas obsuccession. It was the third priest in line served the child's features. They agreed
of succession who, due to spreading the that he had the ears and other physical
Buddhist faith throughout Mongblia, re~ attributes of a Buddha. Tests were apceived the title Dalai Lama Vajradhara, plied. A variety of objects were shown to
from a Mongol tribal king, the title that the little boy, who, without hesitation,
continues in use to this day.
picked out only those that had been the
property of the old Dalai Lama. Satisfied
Background of Present Dalai Lama
that here indeed was the Buddha incarnate, the lamas did him obeisance.
Lama~tanchu, the present Dalai Lama,
was born in 1935 in the Chinese province
of Chinghai, the son of a peasant, one of Enthronement. EdUcation and Religion
a family of six. Two years previous the
In 1939, amid great celebrations and rethirteenth Dalai Lama had died. However, ligious ceremony, the solemn-eyed child
Buddhist doctrine maintained that there was carried in state on a gold litter to the
had been no real death, that the soul of Potala Palace, where he was enthroned as
the Dalai Lama being, in fact, the patron the Dalai Lama, "The Living Buddha, The
god of Tibet, Chen-re-si, could not die but Holy One, the Mighty of Speech, The Tenwould incarnate anew in the body of a der Glorious One, The Excellent Undernewborn baby, as it had been doing for standing, The Ocean, Absolute Wisdom,
hundreds of years.
The Defender of the Faith," spiritual and
In Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, stands temporal ruler of Tibet-a god-king. Milthe Potala Palace, seat of the Dalai Lamas lions knelt before him in awe and adoration.
sinee the seventeenth century, and also of
What education has this young man rea body of men known as the State Oracle ceived to fit him for his role? His educathat fonns the hierarchy of Buddhism in tion in secular matters would seem to have
Tibet. As soon as the body of the thir- been indifferent. Although Tibet mainteenth Dalai Lama expired responsibility
devolved on these men, assisted by a select tained relations with the British in India
number of other monks, to determine from and after the British Younghusband
when and where Chen-re-si would be re- expedition of 1904, when Tibet was inborn. ]n the meantime one of their num- duced to open two trading posts and conduct trade between Britain and India, and
ber would act as regent.
Reports have it that it was the regent although these relations have continued
of Tibet who claimed to see visions in the to be most cordial, recent official letters
still waters of Lake Cho-khor-gye, visions from the Dalai Lama, including his appeal
that sent a party of lamas hunting east- for asylum in India, are reported to have
ward to Chinghai, where they .found a been poorly framed in English.
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Life and conditions in TIbet do not show which he is free to accept or reject, man
him to be a young ruler with a modern wanders in SANGSARA (i.e., the world
progressive outlook. Edmund Candler, a of illusion or appearances). By altering
correspondent for the British Daily Mail, thoughts or attitudes, a man alters reality."
who accompanied the Younghusband eX4
The Buddhist does not envisage one perpedition into Tibet in 1904, had this report sonal god, but believes that the principle
to pass on in his book The Unveiling of of god is within each man; by complete
Lhasa, published in 1905;
surrender of himself, by rejecting as much
The lamas or priests dread the "age of of his physical necessity as possible, by
deep and prolonged
materialism and reameditation on right
son, when little by
ASK FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
ideas,
the BUddhist
little their ignorant
• Have you taken a ~loS6 look at religious
art? Tho .. who have, have been amaz~d at
aspires
to identify
serfs will be brought
what they aaw. In the next losue read "Take
a Clour Look at Religious Art," by an
himself with his coninto contact with the
"Awake!"
in France.
ception of god. Howfacts of life, and be• Have you ever felt homesick? Have you
known others who felt that way? It ao, you
gin to question the
ever,
he believes that
will especially appreciate the article "What
Is Thl, Thing Called Homesickness?"
his redemption from
justness of relations
• Did you know that we live In a world
corrupt thinking to
that have existed bewhe~ men and wOmen in civilized landa
worship other mortal men? Thol. who have
divine thinking detween themselves and
fallen Into the trap often dO not know it.
"Are You a Victim of Hero Worship?" Read
pends on the aid of
their rulers for cenabout it in the next iuuo.
higher beings who
turies. But at present
have attained
the people are medieval, not only in their system of govern- the Buddha state.
ment and their religion, their inquisition,
Be it so, the observer of the drama that
their witchcraft, their incantations, their has recently been enacted in Tibet·cannot
ordeals by fire and boiling oil, but in every help but remark that the high priest of
aspect of their daily life." More recent Tibet, a Buddha incarnate, seems strangely
stories from those visiting Tibet tell that unable to change the pattern of reality for
little, if anything, has been done to bring himself, let alone assist in the redemption
of others.
about a change for the better.
Religion has been the primary factor in
the Dalai Lama's education and obviously Escape from Tibet
The people of Tibet believe that they
sways his entire thinking. In the main he
were
warned of trouble ahead even before
follows Mahayana Buddhism, which centhe
Chinese
announced that they were
ters on the predominance of mind. This
about to "liberate" the land. The great
philosophy holds that matter is only a recomet of 1948, the violent earthquake of
flection of the mind, and that the prac1949, freak births among animals and an
ticer, by changing his attitude of mind, ancient prophecy by an oracle stating that
may actually change the appearance of the thirteenth Dalai Lama would be the
things. The purpose of yoga is to discipline last of his line were all interpreted as bad
the mind through meditation to enable it omens.
to accomplish this. In his book The Great
Lhasa became the scene of training
Liberation, Doctor Evans-Wentz, an au- grounds for troops. New regiments were
thority on Tibetan Buddhist philosophy, formed. A national anthem was composed.
has this to say: "Owing to worldly beliefs Holy writings were read aloud. New prayer
~orrel"ondent
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flagS! were set up, more prayer wh~els were charted terrain, in all for fifty-four days,
set in motion and incense fires butned, be- they finally, arrived at Darjeeling, India.
seeching the gods of heaven for Ptotection This was the story of many thousands of
and their independence. Evil omens, how- Tibetans whose only aim was to reach
ever, continued.
freedom in India.
On October 7, 1950, the enemy attacked
The Tibetan gods have failed. The living
the frontiers of Tibet. An urgent appeal incarnation of Buddha, the Dalai Lama
was sent to the United Nations, but was himself, has fled. What is in store for this
rejected. It was considered expedient that people?
the Dalai Lama fk'e Lhasa to Chumbi on
Perhaps in this lies the real tragedy of
the border of India. There a provisional Tibet, if there be tragedy. In Hungary failgovernment was established. In May, 1951, ure of its people to secure conditions and
an agre~ment was reached with Commu- political rule·they desired drove many Hunnist China that "Tibet could retain au- garians to seek refuge in the God they
tonomy and promised no change in the knew the Holy Bible speaks of as an EverDalai Lama's status, function Or power. lasting King, mighty jn his power to save.
Tibet surrendered control of its foreign Many Hungarians now rejoice in the
knowledge that the Almighty God, Jehorelations to Red China."
Some modern Tibetans argued: "We vah, has already founded a government
that will shortly deliver his worshipers
must learn modern methods frOm somefrom all oppressive, wicked rule. But the
one-why not the Chinese?" But progress peoples of priest-ridden Tibet have not
was slow and trouble raised its ugly head had an opportunity to hear this good news.
again. This time the Red Chinese meant If any are able to discern clearly the misbusine~ On March 17, 1959, the Dalai erable failure of their god-king, and the
Lama, with his mother, sister and two inadequacy of their religious philosophy,
brothers and a faithful escort slipped out it may very well seem to them that there
of Lhasa. Climbing over almost inacces- is not a remaining hop~. But the Christian
sible mountain passes, some as high as hope of a new world triumphs over an
20,000 feet, fording rivers and crossing un- hopelessness.

No Pampering fof' Delinquerlh
~

Some authorities on juvenile delinquency recently disagreed with the theory
that there is no such thing as a bad boy. In an address to the Arizona State
Conference of Social Welfare, Denver's Juvenile Court Judge Philip B. Gilliam
declared: "We don't understand juvenile delinquency. We've been told there is
no such thing as a bad boy, Well, we're wrong. Most juvenile delinquents are
meaner than hell." (Time, April 7, 1958) A few weeks later District Attorney
Edward S. Silver of BrooklYn, speaking on a radio program. said: "I have seen
boys-if you want to call them boys.-of 16 and 17 that are just as tough as you can
make them." He said that "the tough kids" that cause trouble "have to be made
to understand that the police and the district attorney and the courts are not
going to pamper them."
~ The district attorney and the judge could profitably have added what the Bible
says about boys: "Foolishness is tied up with the heart of a boy; the rod uf discipline
is what will remove it far from him."-Prov. 22:15.
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HERE is no place like home, whether
it be built of wood, bricks, concrete,
ice, straw, reeds, paper, or any of the many
other substances used by man for constructing houses. Regardless of its size or
composition, home is a symbol of security,
shelter and comfort. It is a place in the
world and yet a place for getting away
from the world.
In the South American country of Uruguay home
is just as

T

sweet to the

SOD HOUSE

people there
asitisin
other countries. As

elsewhere

there is a wide variety of houses as well
as building materials. In the modern city
of Montevideo tall, steel-reinforced concrete buildings provide homes for hundreds
of thousands of people. An apartment in
one of these modern buildings is home for
a city dweller.
But it is in the interior of the country
where a person finds homes that are distinctive because of unusual building materials and simple design. Each reflects the
ingenuity, skill, creative ability and hard
work of the family that bunt it and now
lives in it. This product of their hands is
home to them.

The Sod HQuse
The sad house is much more practical
than a person may think. It is cool in the
summer and warm in the winter. When
temperatures rise above 100 degrees a
family is cool and comfortable in the wellinsulated sad house. During the winter
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

when cold winds whip across the plains the
sod house proves to be a warm shelter.
When a rural Uruguayan decides to

build one he makes a careful selection of
the right kind of soil. In localities where
the proper soil exists a person wiIl see
entire communities of sad homes. They
are usually thirty feet by fifteen feet and·
one story high.
With the soil and the sIXlt for the home
selected, the builder begins his house by
cutting blocks of soil of about twelve inches
by six inches by four inches. These are
then laid in an interlocking pattern so
that the wall is about two feet thick and
about six feet high. The ends are built up
to form gables. Now poles are laid from
one end to the other for roof supports. To
these poles. the builder securely fastens
reeds until he has a roof that is about seven inches thick. It is strong enough to
withstand rain and the strongest windstorms.
With the roof up the builder proceeds
to partition the inside of the house into
rooms. This is done by setting up a frame
of saplings and covering it with burlap
bags that are sewed together. Sometimes
mud or clay
is plastered
over the burlap. The entire house is
then painted
or whitewashed, outREED HOUSE
side and inside, giving it a clean and attractive
appearance. Some persons plaster the outside with a cow-dung mixture _before
whitewashing it, that it might have a very
hard, smooth surface.

Reed Homes
The reed house is not as solid or as
durable as one made of sad. But a builder
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has to use what materials are available.
Since reeds are very 'abundant in the
marshes and along streams, communities
of reed homes are a common sight in Uru~
guay, where reeds are plentiful.
When building a reed home the builder
levels off a spot and then sets up a frame
of freshly cut tree limbs that are about
four inches in diameter. Bundles of reeds
are then fastened to the frahlework, not
only across the roof but on the sides as
well. They are laid in such a manner that
it is difficult to tell where one bUndle ends
and another begins.
The reeds are carefully selected and then
cut into lengths of about five to six feet.
Before they can be used, however, they
must be dried and cured in the sun until no
moisture remains in them. W.hen in prop~
er condition they are gathered into bun~
dies of about nine inches in diameter and
fastened to the house. A well·constructed
reed house is rainproof and windproof.

Tire Brick House
The bricks used in many Uruguayan
homes are not made in modern mechanized
brick factories, but are -made by hand. It
is a trade that is carried on by a number
of private "factories." Since no machinery
is used, much skill is required by the
brickmakers.
The type of earth used in the process
requires the addition of a certain ingredient for good bricks to be produced. Since
chemicals are not in general use, the
brickmakers use horse dung. It contains
properties that make it a satisfactory substitute.
The>earth they use is placed in a round
pit that is about thirty feet in diameter
and two feet deep. The pit is called a
u p isadcro.J1 The dung is added at a proportion of 30 percent dung to 70 percent
earth. The earth and dung are then mixed
with water. A batch of about twenty~three
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cubic yards requires 1,585 gallon. of water.
Now the question is how the earth, dung
and water tn the pisadero are going to be
mixed. The brlckmaker has no machinery
for doing it, and there is too much for a
man to mix by hoe or shovel. The simple
answer is the horse. Several horses are
put into the pisadero and made to tramp
around and around in the knee-deep mixture. After seven or eight hours of this
the mixture has a soft, smooth texture.
The foreman commands the workers:
('Hay que cortarla," which means they
must form the mixture into blocks. The
wooden molds are filled and then emptied
on a flat surface, where the sun drys the
bricks. A skilled worker can easily turn
out 500 blocks an hour. When six men work
together, each one can produce over 600
an hour. It is far from beIng easy work.
The sun-dried bricks are placed on
troughlike bases and stacked to a height
of about ten feet. Each stack is about
thirteen feet wide at the J;Jottom and ten
feet at the top. Each is next enclosed with
bricks that are sealed with mud, making
the enclosure airtight. Now the troughs
under the stacks are filled with wood or
dried cow dung. (Cow dung makes a very
hot fire.) A fire is kept burning under the
stacks for ten hours. The cooJing and cur·
ing process requires twenty-four hours.
When it is concluded the outside covering
around the bricks is removed. The SOme
20,000 reddish-colored, baked bricks are
now ready for use in building a home.
Whether a Uruguayan house is made of
concrete, briCks, sod or reeds, it is home
sweet home for the family that lives in it.
lt is the place the man wants to be when
finished with a day's work.
But more than building materials are
needed to make a real home. It is family
association and love that make a home
sweet no matter where it is built or what
materials are used to build it.
AWAKE!

MANY well-meaning persons are strong-

ly opposed to liquor. Because of the
extremes to which some go they claim that
all Christians should be abstainers. In this
they would take a page from the Hindus,
for in India the Constitution provides for
eventual prohibition of alcoholic beverages, abstinence being basic in Hindu philosophy.
It cannot be denied that liquor consumption presents a growing problem, and that
world-wide. In the United States alone
there are some five million alcoholics, and
drunkenness costs each of its major cities
from one to several million dollars annually, In addition to the cost of accidents and
mental and physical ills caused by overindulgence.
France has long had a serious alcoholic
problem. Russia has found it necessary

drastically to curb the use of liquor. Austrian socialists perennially campaign
against liquor, one of their favorite slogans
being: "A thinking worker does not drink;
a drinking worker does not think!"
Those who insist that Christians must
be abstainers quote such texts as: "Wine
is a ridiculer, intoxicating liquor is bois~
terous, and everyone going astray by it is
not wise." "Who has woe? Who has un~
easiness? Who has contentions? Who has
concern? Who has wounds for no reason?
Who has dullness of eyes? Those staying
a long time with the wine, those coming
in to search out mixed wine. Do not look
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

at wine when it exhibits a red color, when
it gives off its sparkle in the cup, when
it goes with a smoothness." "Do not be
misled.. Neither fornicators, ... nor drunk~
ards ••• will inherit God's kingdom." "Quit
mixing in company with anyone called a
brother that is a fornicator or a ... drunk~
ard or an extortioner, not even eating with
such a man."-Prov. 20:1; 23:29-31; 1 Cor.
6:9,10; 5:11.
Strong as these texts are, they cannot
be used to impose abstinence upon Christians. Why not? Because they deal, not
with the use, but only with the abuse of
alcoholic qrinks. Thus we find that even
though the very first reference to wine in
the Scriptures tells of Noah's becoming intoxicated by it, its use was common among
God's servants. Did not "Melchizedek king
of Salem" bring out "bread and wine" to
Abraham? And he was none other than
"priest of the Most High God." Apparently then as now wine was a symbol of hospitality. And what about faithful Nehemiah's serving as a cupbearer to King
Artaxerxes?--Gen. 9:21; 14:18; Neh. 2:1.
Most fittingly the Scriptures associate
wine with good cheer. Typical is Jotham's
(youngest son of Gideon) illustration in
which he quotes the vine as asking: "Must
I give up my new wine that gladdens God
and men?" And so an appreciative inspired
psalmist blesses Jehovah for causing "food
to go forth from the earth, and wine that
makes the heart of mortal man rejoice."
-Judg. 9:13; Ps.l04:14, 15.
In fact, God's law by the hand of Moses
required the Israelites to make offerings
of wine. Wine had to accompany the presentation of the first fruits of the land,
made after the festival of unleavened cakes.
So wine was not prohibited. among God's
people.-Lev.23:13.
Jesus and his apostles felt the same way
about drinking wine. So far was Jesus
from being an abstainer that his enemies

slanderously accused him of being a winebibber. Why, Jesus so much appreciated
its value in 'making the heart of mortal
man rejoice' that when the wine ran out
at the wedding feast in Cana he himself
provided wine by means of a miracle. Incidentally, this was Jesus' first miracle and
the wine he supplied was of such high quality that the director of the feast said to
the bridegroom: "Every other man puts
out the fine wine first, and when people
are intoxicated, the inferior. You have reserved the fine wine until now." That what
the Jews drank in Jesus' day was real wine
and not grape juice, as claimed by some,
ts apparent from Jesus' remark that men
put new wine in new wineskins. Grape
juice cannot ca~ old wineskins to burst.
-Matt. 11:19; John 2:1-11; Luke 5:37-39.
Jesus and his apostles drank wine in connection with the Passover celebration. He
used wine when instituting the memorial
of his death and thought so well of wine
as to use it as a symbol of the joys he
would share with his followers upon their
reunion with him in his heavenly kingdom. Note also Paul's advice to the young
minister Timothy: "Do not drink water
any longer, but use a little wine for the
sake of your stomach and your frequent
cases of sickness." Paul's advice, it may
be noted, is in keeping with the latest findings of medical science, which show that
wine is not only an aid to digestion but
has extremely powerful germicidal qualities.-Matt. 26:27-29; 1 Tim. 5:23.
In view of'all this Scriptural testimony
surely no case can be made for insisting
that Christians be abstainers. What is
wrong is the excess. God's Word condemns
both drunkenness and gluttony, a fact
many abstainers tend to overlook. The altemative for gluttony is not fasting or
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starving, but moderation. Likewise the
logical ahematlve for drunkenness is not
abstinence, but moderation and selfcontrol. Christians should not be "giving
themselves to a lot of wine."-1 Tim. 3: 8;
Titus 2:3.
The Christian spirit of soundness of
mind indicates, however, that both time
and place must be considered when drinking alcoholic beverages. We should not
take wine if it will stumble our brother.
Neither should we indulge in wine just before engaging in any form of pure worship,
even as the law of Moses forbade priests
to drink wine or any spirituous liquors
while engaged in official duties. Prudence
also indicates that abstinence be practiced by those driving autos, for caution
and stimulating good cheer do not go hand
in hand.-Lev. 10:9; Rom. 14:21.
Of course, those who cannot exercise
self-control should practice abstinence. The
same applies to all those who at one
time or another were compUlsive, problem
drinkers, alcoholics. Such should never be
coaxed to drink. In fact, no one should ever
coax another to drink. We should not make
another feel that he has to indulge in order to be a good fellow. One should feel
neither embarrassed nor "holier than
thou" because he is an abstainer.
So let tolerance and moderation be the
watchword in this matter. Wine, beer and
like beverages, after all, are among the
"foods which God created to be partaken
of with thanksgiving by those who have
faith and accurately know the truth. 'The
reason for this is that every creation of
God is right and nothing is to be rejected
if it is received with thanksgiving, for it
is sanctified through God's word and
prayer over it."-l Tim. 4:3-5.
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vaccine. More than 40,000,000
persons in the United States
have not receivf¥l Salk shots.

*'

Nixon In Moscow

+ United States Vice-President

Richard M. Nixon went to the
Soviet Union officially to open
the American National Exhibi·
tion in Moscow's Sokolniki
Park. On July 25 he cut a
symbolic red ribbon and for·
mally opened the exhibition
with a prepared speech stat·
ing that the fair was repre·
sentative of the American way
of lite. He praised the advan·
tages of democracy over com·
munism and called for peace·
ful competition betwf'f'n the
two nations. He warned: "If
there is another war there will
be no victors, only losers. For
the first time since the dawn
of civilization, we have reached
the point where we must eith·
er learn to live together or we
will die together." In keeping
with his plea for free exchange
of ideas, he managed to get
in a public row with the Soviet Premier Niklta S. Khrush·
chev before a color television
camera. His debate and parley
with Khrushchev have report·
edly brought no shift on mao
jar Issues. The fair, however,
has proved to be a ma.ior sue·
cess.
Hawaii Picks Its Governor

+ Forty·year·old

William F.
Quinn, father of six children,
became Hawaii's first governorelect in its first election as the
fiftieth state of the United
States. Quinn, a Republican,
SEPTEMBER 8, 1959

went to Honolulu to practice
law in 1947. The following
year he entered politics. Today as governor he is in position to influence the course of
the new state's development
for many years. Hiram L.
Fang, 51, a Chinese-Am€'rican
financier. and Daniel K_ Inou·
ye, 34, a Japancse·AmE'rican
war hcro. were the non-Cam'asian members elected to Can·
gress. President Eisenhower
hailed the election as "a very
flne example for democracy at
work." stating he was "highly
gratified with the resl1lts."
A Polio Epidemic

*'

Polio Is crippling twke as
many people this year as It did
last year fit this time, according to United States Public
Health officials. What is disturbing is that the polio season
is in its early stages and an
even greater increase is feared_
In Des Moines, Iowa, 70 percent of the residents under
forty years of age had taken
at lenst one Salk shot. Yet the
city is experiencing one of its
worst polio seasons_ Some are
wondering if the vaccine is ineffective. Health authorities
say no. Dr. James C. Speers,
city health director, stated that
chances of contracting polio
are proving five times as high
for unvaccinated persons as
for those who have received
three or more shots of Salk

American Show in Moscow
The American National Ex·
hibition that opened July 25 in
Moscow's Sokolniki Park was
a glittering, color display of
"the American way of life." It
was filled with frills and
stocl,ed plentifully with the
products of American art and
culture. The concrete floor of
the hugE' domed center building
shredded from the shuffling of
the feet of thousands of visitors and filled the air with
dust. A rush asphalting job
remedied the dust problem. But
before the repairs got under
way the International BusIness
Machine Corporation closed
down its $1,000.000 computer
that was housed in the gold
dome nicknamed the "dust
bowl." The Russians reportedly removed one hundred U. S.
volumes from the shelves of
the exhibition. They protested
that the book show violated
the grounrl rules for the ex·
('hang!' of Soviet and U. S.
exhibitions.

*'

Youth .Fe'ltlval in Vienna.
Some 30.000 youngsters and
many tourists that were not
so young from East and West
crowded into Austria's capital
city Vienna to take part in
the seventh Communist-span.
sored World Youth Festival.
Instead of a festival of song,
dances and fun. many youths
found ~emselves debating politics in the streets. One young
woman from New York stated,
"I came here to have a little
fUn and now they tell me I
have to be on guard against
an anti-germ-warfare resolution. That's fun?" Youthful
emotions were strong. The po.
lice reported thirteen street
fights between Communists
and anti-Communists during
the first day of the festival.
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Atom"
• For -some time the Brltish
have toyed with the idea of
scrapping its nuclear weapons.
A poll was taken by the Lon·
don Daily Telegraph to see
how the people felt about it.
Two thirds of the voters said
no, do not scrap the atomic
weapons; 12 percent favored
unilateral scrapping of nuclear
weapons, and only 8 percent
were pleased with the idea of
leaving the Soviet Union and
the United States as the only
two remaining nuclear nations.
Sem.p the

Pmfesson Live Longer
.. It Is generally believed that

the more intellectual you are
the shorter your life span, that
intelligent people die young.
Swedish researchers proved
such theories to be false. Ac·
cording to findings of research·
ers, intelUgent people live
longer. Professors have a
longer life span than st~et
car conductors. Swedish professors live an average of 68
years, while the streetcar conductors live 61 years. In other
branches of employment sta·
tistics pointed to the intellec·
tual man as living longer.
United States citizens learned
that their new state neIghbors,
the HawaiIans, live longer
than mainlanders. The average
male Hawaiian lives two and
a quarter years longer than
his counterpart on the main·
land.
Living Costs Keep Going Up

.. Up, up, up Hving costs go,
and where they will stop no
one seems to know. The United
States consumer price index
made itl! biggest jump in fifteen months between May and
June. This sent living costs .6
percent higher than a year
ago. Fresh fruits and vegetables went up in price, push·
ing costs of other foods up
with them. Fresh foods were
priced 10.9 percent higher in
June. Potatoes were reported
up 42 percent. Housing. transportation, medical care and
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recreation all showed an increase of between .1 and .2
percent.
RUllflian Man Shortage
.. Due to World War II casualties and a lower birth rate
during the war. Russia now
faces a serious manpower
shortage. The 1959 Soviet cen·
SUIS shows there are nearly
two women for every man In
the 32-and-over age group,
There are approximately 20,000,000 more women than men
In the nation's total population of some 210,000,000. Rus·
sians might have now had up
to 40.000,000 more people had
it not been for the war. The
West estimates that the So·
viet Union lost about 7,000,000
men, but the Population Refer·
ence Bureau says losses of two
to three times that number of
males "Is closer to the actual
tragic fact." As for the rest of
the world, doctors predict that
women will outnUmber men
five to two when normal llfe
expectancy reaches a hundred
years,

Tooth Decay Prevention

*

The use of phosphorus has
been revealed as a new approach to prevention of tooth
decay. Dr. Robert S. Harris,
who made the discovery, found
that hamsters, when fed four
times the amount of phosphorus naturaUy found In Texas'
foods, resisted all tooth decay.
He achieved 100-percent effectiveness in decay prevention.
In addition, he says, "the teeth
grew in pearly white, lustrous
and better shaped." ExperIments showed that hamsters
fed on Texas corn and mIlk
developed 40 percent less den·
tal decay than those raised on
foods grown In New England.
A Swedish dentist. Dr. Allen
Stralfors, has obtained 50percent reduction in decay in
the first human trial on 2,000
children by giving them extra
doses of phosphorus.

Queen COWde8 with FreI,hter.. The 83,673·'ton ocean llner
Queen ElIzabetb and the freighter American Hunter colllded
in a fog oft the western tip of
Coney Island July 29. The outbound liner carrying 1.959 pas·
sengera was only slightly dama2'ed, Both vessels remain@<'!
seaworthy and no injuries
were reported. Less than an
hour after the Incident tea
was served on schedule aboard
the Queen Elizabeth.
Handsome Profits
On

* July 28 the United States
Steel Corporation made known
that its net profit for the first
half of 1959 was a handsome
~cord
sum of $254,948,496.
This represented a profit of
just over ten cents on each
dollar of sales. Roger M.
Blough, chairman of the U. S.
Steel Corporation, stated that
these profits were ''not in any
way excessive" when com·
pared to those of other indus·
tries. He said the extra income
would go for plant modernization and equipment to help
guarantee steel for Americans
at "low cost." The chairman
promised that the strikebound
steel industry would not raise
its prices after the strike unless it was forced to do so by
an "Involuntary settlement"
by government mandate.
Two-Headed Dol'

*of theDr.Soviet
Vladimir P. Demlkhov
Union transplant·

ed a head and forefeet of one
dog on the neck of another. He
is reported to have performed
more than two dozen of such
operations. In one case the twoheaded aniJnallived for twentynine days. Other grafted heads
lapped milk after the opera·
tion. Back in 1908 an American
doctor performed a simIlar
operation. Dr. Demikhov and
his colleagues hope by theIr
studies to perfect the technique
of transplanting so that damaged human organs can be replaced. Researchers are urg'
AWAKEl

lng the stockpWng of deep.
frozen human organs, looking
forward to the time when human transplants will be possi.
ble.
Record Speed to Moscow

.. A commercial U. S. jet air·
liner covered the 4,800 mUes
between New York and Mos·
('ow In the record time of 8
hours 53 mInutes. It cut more
than an hour off the previous
reco.rd held by Russia's turbo·
prop TV·Il4. The U. S. Boeing
707 flew at times at 610 miles
an hour. It carried seventy·
three newsmen and govern·
ment aides accompanying Vlc:ePresident RI~hard M. Nixon.
A-Powered MercbaDt Ship

• Mrs. Dwight D. Elsenhow·
er, wUe of th(! president, spoke
the words: "I christen thee

N.S. [NueJear Ship] Savannah.
Godspeed," as she smashed a

white.clad bottle of champagne agalnflt the shtp's sh~
rising stem. The world's ftrIIt
atomic-powered me~hant v~_
seI then quickly slIpped down
the lengthy tillpway to join the
tar trade lanes 01 the world.
The ship Is equlppe<l to carry
sixty passengers and a cargo
capacity of about 9,900 tons.
It Is expect~ to travel some
300,000 mn~ under the Initial
loading.
U. S. Mea WIll, WODlfID l..GM

• The two-day track and field
match betwf!en the Soviet Un·
Ion and the United States held
at Franklin Field, Phlladel·
phia, ended 'WJth the Amerlcan
men and Russian women vic:·
torlous. The U. S. men scored
127 points to the Russian 108.

women, however.
won over American women by
a ~re of 67 to 40. Even
though the meets for men and
women are supposed to be
separate events, the Russians

The Russlab

Jumped the totals together lind

claimed vlctory-175 to 167.
A ChUd'lI Wlsh COrtiN True

• Robert Hm, 13, son ot a
U. S. army sergeant stationed
In Italy, read about Dr. Albert
Schweitzer's hospital in Afrl·
ca. He wrote to his lather
wondering if there was some
way the Allied Air Force could
deliver a bottle of aspirin at
the hospital. An Italian radio
station broadcast the lad's appeal. The response was heartwarming. The boy. with tour
and a half tons of medical sup·
pliE!s worth $400,000, was flown
in to SC'hweltzer's hospital.

WHAT DO THESE SYMBOLS MI:AN TO YOU?

Your life and that of our modern

world SOCiety are bound up in them. Daniel
saw them in inspired vision and described them in
his Bible book, but he did not understand their full
significance. Now, in the modem J84..page book "Your
Win Be Done on Earth," their meaning is made clear.
They come to life in awesome reality as you follow the
contest Jor world domination from the beginning
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modern history of Jehovah's witnesses. It is hard bound in a
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320 pages. illustrations, statistical charts, extensive subject index. Only 7/-.

"Look! 1 Am Making All Things New" is a 32-page
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Bible. Its message is one of hope for a complete
change in world affairs. 4d each, 3 for 8d.

When God Speaks Peace to All Nations. This 32-
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permanent peace in our day. 4d·each, 3 for 8d.
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THE MISSION OF THIS JOURNAL

News sourees that are abfe to keep you awake to the vital Issu.s of our
times must be unfettered by censorship and selfish Interes"s. "Awakel" has no
fetters. It recognizes facti. faces facts, is free to publish facts. It Is not bound by
political ambitions Or obligations; if Is unhampered by advertisers whose foes
must not be trodden on; it is unprejudiced by traditional creeds. This journal
keeps itself free that it may speak freely to you. But It does no' abuse its freedom.
It mClintains integrity to truth.
"Awokel" uses the regular neWj: channels, but is not dependen' on fhem.
11$ own correspondents are on all continenls, in scores of nations. From the four
corners of the earth their uncensored, on-the-scenes reports come tl) you through
these columns. This iournal's vieWpoint ;s not narrow, but ;s internationai. It is
read in many nations, in mal'ly languages, by persons of all ages. Through its
pages many flelds of knowledge pass in review-government, commerce, religion,
history, gel)graphy, science, social conditions, notural wonders-why, its coverage is as brood as the earth and as high as the heavens.
"Awoke!" pledges ilself 10 righteous principle$, to exposing hidden foes
and subtle dangers, to championing freedom for all, to comforting mourners and
strengthening those disheartened by the failures of a delinquent world, reflecting
sure hope for the establishment of a righteous New Worfd.
Get acquainted with "Awake!" Keep awoke by reoding "Awakel"
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themselves in their natural habitat are guilty of no
such unwisdom in rearing their offspring. Thus
although "the koala is one of the most inoffensive
animals imaginable, doing no harm to anyone or
anything," and "a more amiably inclined creature
would be hard to imagine," a koala mother stands for
no nonsense from her offspring. When baby koalas
"are real1y naughty," says a leading British ZOQlogist, "the mother turns them over her
~ knee and spanks them on their bottoms
minutes on end with the flat of her ha.nd.
HEN is "kindness" not kindness? during which time their screams are
When it is a mistaken kindness. heart-rending. "
Real kindness must be guided by wise
Today much of the educational system
principles. Thus the Creator, Jehovah God. of the United States seems to involve the
not only 'delights in loving-kindness,' but mistaken kindness that kills the koala
is a wise and just God. His attributes are bears. So as not to make pupils feel bad
in perfect balance, and therefore his kind- they are passed at the -end of the term reness truly is kindness. But not so man. gardless of what their grades may be. The
Because of inherited imperfections we are child must want to learn instead of being
prone to express kindness without always made to learn, it is claimed, and so the
taking wisdom and justice into considera, children are fed a fare of educational
tion. We confuse kindness with sentimen- "weak sweetened tea and starchy foods"
tality. It is a mistaken kindness.
instead of plain and wholesome intellectual
An AUstralian naturalist once wrote re, food. Rather than placing the emphasis on
garding the koala or "Teddy" bears, one of learning as much as possible, the stress is
the cutest of all earth's creatures: "AI, placed on making learning as easy as posthough when living in the bush they take sible. That makes about as much sense as
no liquid, in captivity they quickly acquire trying to develop muscles with the least
a taste for weak sweetened tea and starchy possible exertion. For the mind to grow
foods .... If given such things in mistaken strong it must work, and the immature
kindness they soon begin to lose condition mind of the child is naturally lazy.
and in a few months die from indigestion."
Parents undoubtedly are the worst ofWhile man's mistaken kindnes." may fenders. Often the modern mother not only
prove tq be the koala's undoing, the koalas is too kind to discipline her child but flies
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in a rage when a schoolteacher dares to
administer much-needed discipline. Letting children eat what and when they want
to, letting them fill their minds with
crime comics and other things that give
a distorted' outlook on life, letting them
stay out late at night, letting them waste
h&urs on end before the television set.
watchIng "Westerns" instead of insisting
that they do their homework or get muchneeded sleep, are all expressions of mistaken kindness.
A giarlng example is that of giving
youngsters their own auto. Do they actually need one? Would not the average
teen-ager be in better physical and mental condition if he did more walking and
less riding? That giving a teen-ager his
own auto may well be a mistaken kindness
appears from the following item taken
from Life, March 2, 1959, under the heading "Wheels on Campus":
"An Idaho study showed that not a
single straight~A student owned a car and
only 15 percent of the B students owned
one. But 41 percent of the C students had
cars and 71 percent of the D students. And
among the tIunkers, a spectacular 83 percent owned cars.
uIn Prosser, Washington, High School
Principal Edwin Anderson made a similar
study, found strikingly similar correlations between cars and bad marks."
It appears that even dedicated Christian
parents are at times guilty of a mistaken
kindness. To compromise Christian principles regarding pagan holidays, political
celebrations and suchlike to spare a child
suffering is a mistaken kindness. The same
can also be said regarding parental laxness
as to the company children keep, their attendance and deportment at congregational meetings and other aspects of Christian
worship. Children may show a reluctance
in all such matters because of immaturity,
but humor them in their innate selfishness
4

and when they grow up they will choose a
selfish.course.-Prov.22:6.
The same principle may be said to apply
to the Christian principles governing chastity, marriage and divorce. To sjdestep
such an issue to avoid hurting the feelings
of the one involved is a mistaken kindness,
for it may result in that one's losing out
on eternal life. In fact, the great apostasy
from the true Christian faith was largely
caused by willingness to compromise.
The practical wisdom of the koala bear
mother is hers by reason of infallible instincts bestowed upon her by the Creator.
For the guidance of man, who is an intelligent and reasoning free moral agent, God
has prOVided his Word, the Bible. It assures us that 'a revealed reproof is better
than..a concealed love and that the wounds
inflicted by a true friend are faithfuL'
That is why Moses commanded: "You
should by all means reprove your associate, that you may not bear sin along with
him." Yes, giving such reproof is not only
wise but we are under obligation to administer it. If one is wise he will appreciate it: "Give a reproof to a wise person
and be will love you."-Prov. 27:5, 5; Lev.
19:17; Provo 9:8.
The converse of all the foregoing also
contains a lesson for us, namely, that we
do not expect mistaken kindness, sentimentality, of those in authority but grant
them their right to be firm or administer
reproof to us as occasion merits. Let us
have the attitude of David: "Should the
righteous one strike me, it would be a
loving.kindness; and shOUld he reprove
me, it would be oil upon the head, which
my head would not want to refuse."-Ps.
141:5.
So let all exercise care that their actions
are guided by just and wise principles as
well as prompted by right motives, and
grant others the prerogative to do Ithe
same in dealing with them.
AWAKE!

the singer Johnnie Ray was in
Australia in 1955
he had his trousers torn from
him by his worshipers.Ayearbe/, htofO woullip 0 heolthlul p,,,,,Ike,
fore this, cowboy·
or il it folly to exalt men?
star Hopalong
Cassidy was mobbed by 15,000 of his Australian devotees. Elephants Were used in
an effort to control them. In spite of that,
he had his cowboy outfit torn from his
back as he fled to the safety of his ear.
The accidental death of actol' James
bean launched a shocking demonstration
of hero worship. More than 8,000 let·
ters a month came pouring into his mailHE age-old practice of hero worship box, with most of them asking for a piece
is as much a part of this modern world of something that had belonged to him.
as are the jet plane and the rocket. Its His death seemed to magnify him as a
presence has been made especially conspic~ hero in the eyes of his adoring fans. He
uous in recent years by the idolatrous was described by writer Martin Mayer,
devotion teen~agers have shown for Elvis who took a less emotional view of him., as
Presley and other entertainers. Although an arrogant adolescent who "never grew
Elvis Presley is now in the army he has up much, which made him appealing to
not lost his hero-worshiping fans. This those who knew him slightly and a nuiwas evident when he arrived in Germany sance to those who knew him well. He
with his military outfit. German teen- was irrespOnsible in friendship and in love,
agers went wild to greet him. Regarding with his personal possessions and toward
the inCident Look magazine said: "They his career. He had an unusually foul mouth,
crashed cordons of military police. upset even for a product of the Actor's Studio."
press photographers' cameras and shoved Nevertheless, thousands of young people
each other in their zeal to press flowers exalted him as their shining hero. A movie
upon hjm. The near hysteria. over Elvis magazine even insisted that he is immortal.
has never simmered down." Other guitarplucking singers are being idolized as welL Hero Wor8hip a Common Practice
These young singers are only a few of
Teen-agers are not the sale viCtims of
many entertainers who have been exalted hero worship. It is a world-wide practice
by hero-worshiping crowds. The desire of among adults as well. Exalting men who
the fans to touch their idol or to have have ma.de a name for themselves and
something belonging to him makes it un- Molizlng persons who appear to be supesafe for him to venture among them at rior in physical strength or wisdom or
times. The new teen-age singing idol, "character" or ability is seemingly a huRicky Nel~on, was bitten on the ann by man weakness. It is a weakness that
an overzealous fan on one occasion. When should be conquered.
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Because the man who was the first ruler these days with so many problems that
of ancient Babel was outstanding as a seem 'or are insoluble .... Since we couldn't
hunter, and possibly in physical strength possibly handle these questions ourselves,
as well, he was exalted and idolized by we find it comforting to suppose that there
people ot that time. After his death he was are paragons 0/ wisdom who can. ... In
worshiped by them as an immortal god. a democracy, leaders are only the first
This exalting of Nimrod, who was a wick- among equals. Nothing is gained by builded despot, did the worst kind of hann to ing extravagant images of their wisdom
his devotees. It alienated them from their when they are bound to share our baffleCreator and enslaved them to a corrupt ment."
and false fonn of worship.
They did what the Bible says at Romans Folly to Exalt Men
It is fOOlish to elevate an imperfect man
1:21-23 and 25 as follows: "Because, aland
place him upon an imaginary pedestal.
though they knew God, they did not gloriNo
descendant
of Adam possesses to perfy him as God nor did they thank him,
fection
all
the
qualities
and characteristics
but they became empty~headed in their
you
admire
and
would
like to possess
reasonings and their unintelligent heart
became darkened. Although asserting they yourself. It is folly to imagine that anywere wise, they became foolish and turned one among Adam's descendants does and
the glory- of the incorruptible God into is worthy of hero worship. Because a man
something like the image of corruptible has developed some abilities that bring
man and of birds and four-footed crea- him much publicity, that is no reason to
tures and creeping things." They "ex- think he is superior to ordinary men and
changed the truth of God for the lie and should be prai~d in adoration.
venerated and rendered sacred service to
Exalting men is not only bad for those
the creation rather than the One who who do it but it is bad for those who are
exalted. The exalted one begins to believe
created."
that
he is really as great as people imagine
In modern society propaganda is used
him
to be. He becomes self-centered and
to build up a man so as to make him apegotistical.
He may even develop delupear as a shining hero fined with superior
sions
of
grandeur
as Hitler did. This unwisdom. Regarding this the New York
healthy
mental
attitude
was once cultiTimes Magazine of March 7, 1954, said:
vated
by
an
angel.
It
eventually
caused
"The press and radio, and particularly the .
him
to
become
Satan
the
Devil,
the
opposcolumnists, commentators' and newser
and
slanderer
of
God.
If
self-exaltation
magazines suddenly and unaccountably
are stunned by his virtUes. Qualities un- could do that to au angel, could it not do
discovered one day are commonplace the it to imperfect humans? Could it not have
next. New ones are invented and marveled the same degenerating effect?
The Bible wisely says: "Have you seen
at. Presently an ordinary, or perhaps
somewhat better than ordinary, citizen a man wise in his own eyes? There is more
has become a superman and a cosmic phi- hope for the stupid one than for him>' "r
losopher. . . . We can only guess why we tell everyone there among you not to think
find it necessary to select men for this more of himself than it is necessary to
temporary deification. Perhaps we need think." "For if anyone thinks he is someheroes merely for the sake of having heroes. thing when he is nothing, he is deceiving
More likely, it is because we are afflicted his own mind." (Prov. 26:12; Rom. 12:3;
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Gal. 6:3) Not only should a person not
think more of himself than he ought to,
he should not think more of other humans
than he ought to.
There are religious leaders who fail to
heed this Scriptural counsel. They ignore
Jesus' statement that "whoever exalts
himself will be humbled." {Matt. 23: 12)
They pay no attention to his warning not
to be like the scribes aryd Pharisees who
sought the seats of prominence at public
gatherings and dinners, who doted on special titles and loved distint'.tive greetings
in the market place. Those religious leaders exalted themselves and encouraged the
people to exalt them. They were directing
attention to themselves when they should
have had the people direct it to God. There
are religious leaders today who are doing
the same thing. This was not the practice
of Christ nor of those who followed him.
Exalting religious leaders is just as had
as hero-worshiping a singer, a cowboy
star, a baseball player, a military hero or
a political ruler. It is detrimental to a person's spiritual welfare.

Who Should Be Exalted
Jehovah God is the One to be exalted
and glorified, not men. He is the One to
look up to and to worship. It is his wisdom
that is reflected in all creation, not man's.
It is his will that determines the futUre
for all living creatures, not the will of
egocentric men. "There is One who is
dwelling above the circle of the earth, the
dwellers in which are as grasshoppers,
the One who is stretching out the heavens
just as a fine gauze, who spreads them out
like a tent in which to dwell, the One who
is reducing high officials to nothing, who
has made the very judges of the earth as a
mere unreality."-Isa. 40:22, 23.
Christ made it clear in his scathing denunciation of the scribes and Pharisees
that it is wrong to exalt men and for men
SEPTEMBER 22, 1959

to eXaft themselves. God is opPOSed to such
a degenerating practice. The apostle Paul
pointed this out when he said:. "God chose
the ignoble things of the world and the
things looked down upon ... in order that
no flesh might boast in the sight of God. 1t
-1 Cor. 1:28, 29.
Christ did not exalt h\m~\f but humbled
himself. He directed the people's adoration to the heavenly Father. In due time
God exalted him to the highest position a
creature could be given and gave him appropriate honors because of his humble
devotion and faithful fulfillment of the
divine commission given him, "God exalted
him to a superior position and kindly gave
him the name that is above every other
name," (Phil. 2:9) He is the one we shOUld
look to as the model to pattern our lives
after and not to the heroes and selfimportant men of this world.
Without a doubt some men have admirable traits or are above average in intellectual achievements, and a person can learn
much from them. But that does not mean
we should give them hero worship as the
famous writer and philosopher Thomas
Carlyle thought. It does not mean we
should exalt them above ordinary men as
if they are supermen. The same can be
said of 'Persons who £!nterta'in WS well.
Such abilities do not make them gods. No
human is worthy of another's worship no
matter how much publicity he may have
received. All worship belongs to God alone.
Let your praises be for Him and the One
he has exalted, Jesus Christ.
With so much hero worship and the
exalting of men going on world-wide it is
easy to fall victhn to c'tcatu:re wO't';;ni'P and
consequently be alienated from God. Follow the example of Jesus Christ, who refused to be victimized in that manner. He
said: "It is Jehovah your God you must
worship, and it is to him alone you must
render sacred service."-Matt. 4:10.
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~

RESP

Religious
WTHEN little R<#Jey CraIg

VV Duck was bOm ~. r
ber 13, 1958, tile ,attendJng
physician was ,talijod ~ dls-

cover a bulby protuberance,
more than an inch in diameter, sticking
out through the back of his skull. "This
is out of my province," Dr. nay Gibson
decided. "The bulb may be filled with tiny
blood vessels. It is a case for a specialist."
He told the father, Byron Duck, to rush
the jnfant to brain specialist Dr. J. R
Bowman in nearby Johnson City, Tennessee. The frightened parent soon heard Dr.
BOwman's diagnosis: brain tumor. It had
forced. itself through the soft cranial tissue
to the outside. That it was out there, exposed to view and accessible, was fortunate. <CIt is operable," Dr. Bowman as-

sured.
"Will there be a loss of blood?" the

warned father asked.
"Not enough to matter, unless we run
into complications we cannot foresee," the
doctor replied.
"My religious belief," Byron explained,
"prohibits the use of blood transfusjons."
Byron and the presiding minister of the
congregation of Jehovah's witnesses with
which he is associated explained to Dr.
Bowman that divine law prohibits the
taking of blood. They quoted the law as it
Is I'e<!orded at Leviticus 17:11 and 12 as
follows: "For the soul [or life] of the flesh
is in the blood, and I myself have put it
upon the altar for you to make atonement
for your souls, because it is the blood that
makes atonement by the soul in it. That
8

is why I have said to
the sons of Isl'ael,
o soul of you
eat blood and

remis residing
for a while in your
midst should eat
blood.''' They explained that animal
blood was sacred to
the Jews in the time
before Christ. It was

reserved for the attar of sacrifice.
But what about Christians? The same
requirement applies to them. This is made
evident by the command issued to Christians by the apostles and elders at Jerusalem in the first century: "Write them to
keep themselves free from things polluted
by idols and from fornication and from
what is killed without draining its blood
and from blood."-Acts 15:20.
Doctor Bowman reminded the men that
blood transfusions are great lifesavers.
Byron did not deny this, but told the doctor that his conscience would not permit
him to violate God's law against blood. He
suggested that the doctor use blood substitutes.
"But," objected the doctor, "the tumor
lies over the big venous sinus that runs
from the forehead back to the base of the
skull. When removing the tumor, should
it be necessary to get into this sinus, there
could be considerable loss lof blood. It
would be dangerous not to have blood going into the patient at the time of the
operation."
"We cannot permit the use of blood,"
the anxious father repeated.
"Then I can't do a thing," the doctor
replied. "If I operated on this child and it
died for lack of blood, the medical pro~
fession would take away my license."
AWAKE!

There was now nothing else to do but by myself and my staff when any member
take the baby away from the Bowman of your congregation is in my care."
Clinic. It was a frightful 'dilemma for
To Byron and Mary it seemed too good
Rodney's parents. They could not violate to be true that a fair-minded doctor was
their religious conscience by consenting to at last found who was near their horne
something that is contrary to the com- town. They communicated with Dr. Munal,
mands of God. Yet they wanted their baby and he said that he would like to see
to be freed from that ugly, dangerous sack Rodney. After an examination he agreed
to operate and to respect their religious
protruding from its head.
They went from physician to physician conscience by not giving blood.
On February 3, 1959, Rodney underwent
searchIng for a medical man who would
surgery
in Munal Clinic. The operation
respect religious conscience, who was unwas
successful.
Thirteen days later he was
afraid of professional censure and who
ready
to
be
taken
home. Doctor Munal told
would be willing to operate without inthe
grateful
parents:
"We gave no blood,
sisting upon using blood. One was finally
no
substitutes,
no
expanders,
nothing.
located in Albany, New York, but that was
800 miles away. The physician, Dr. Robert There was no need for anything. All that
Whitfield, advised them first to make suffering and suspense was for nothing."
every effort to find a surgeon closer to
It was for nothing, yet it was forced
home and thus avoid the additional burden upon them because other physicians had
of an expensive plane trip. This they did, refused to respect their religiOUS conbut without succes;s.
w::."-<:t.~<C. 'i;\,*~ ,,\\~ '1'C\\.%\.'\:J-m" 'CUtI1>Crer.ftl: tJi
Catbolics regarding birth control is respected,
even when the life of a mother is
Another Doctor Found
It was while arranging for the Albany endangered, why should not the religious
trip that Byron and Mary heard about a conscience of Jehovah's witnesses regarddoctor in Kingsport, Tennessee, just thirty ing blood be respected?
miles away. They were told that he might
be wiJIing to perform the operation with- Blood Can Be Dangerous
out insisting upon a blood transfusion.
Doctor Munal told a reporter for Awake!
that
blood can be dangerous. "It is dangerThe physician was Dr. John MunaI. A
ous
in
many ways. The greatest danger is
year previous to this he had received a
that
it
may become crossed up in the typcopy of the A wake! magazine that conIng
'or
it may willd up in the wrong pa_
tained an article entitled: "Letter to a
tient."
Doctor." This article explained tbe posiHe related the case of a young soldier
tion that Jehovah's witnesses take on blood
during the war who was recuperating. The
transfusions. His letter of acknowledg- soldier insisted upon a blood transfusion
ment to the minister of Jehovah's witness- to "perk him up" so he could go to Paris
es who sent it stated: "I have been priv- on leave. "I told him that medically he
ileged to treat several members of your did not need a transfUsion. But he percongregation, and I find them to be very sisted. So I gave it to him. But the blood
intelligent and oo-operative patients. You must have reached the hospital wrongly
may assure all the members of your con- typed. In an hour he was dead."
'l;r~gati.Qn. that ttvl\\' 'N\m.ct'. 't~,&'O...;:d\n%
"£,\~ m.t:U 1.n lft,:ma':t 'C'llmc, )'lIre '0'1000
blood transfusions will always be respected used generally, is tested for venereal disSEPTBMBER 22, 1959
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ease and viral hepatitis (the yellow jaundice virus), but it is tested for little or
nothing more. "That is about all anyone
can really test it for," Dr. MunaJ pointed
out. "There is no way to make blood entirely safe. Various diseases or Inalcondi~
tions can be contracted from taking blood.
Even the emotional state of the donor al·
ters his blood chemistry. A mentally nor·
mal patient who receives a transfusion
front a schizophrenic donor will display, at
least tempor~rily, the symptoms of the
mentally unbalanced donor."
In Dr. Munal's opinion it is a "very
rare" case that "absolutely" requires blood
to save a life. Victims from a bad accident
bleeding terribly and in deep shock, for
instance, stand little chance to survive
without blood, he pointed out. "But in al·
most all cases expanders and substitutes
are as good as blood-and a lot safer."
The rivers of blood used in general sur·
gery are nonessential, in Dr. Munal's opin·
ion. "I know from my experience that the
medical profession uses a great quantity
of blood needlessly. Many doctors pour
blood into their patients and let them bleed
while operating, as in cancer surgery,
where bleeding cannot be well controlled.
As much as twelve pints during an opera·
ticn have frequently been used."
The dangers inherent in blOOd transfu·
sions are not the foremost reason that
Jehovah's witnesses refuse them. Their
refusal is based upon their conscientious
desire to obey the laws of God. The Su~
preme Sovereign forbids the USe of blood
for nourishment. It matters not whether
the blood is fed the body through the
mouth or through the veins. The use of it
is still wrong.
They believe that it is" best to obey the
laws of God, even if it may mean death.
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The Scriptures ~ssure a resurrection for
those who respec:t his laws and maintain
integrity to him.
All that Jehovah's witnesses ask of the
medical profession is respect for their rep
ligialls conscience. That is not more than
what other people ask. They do not object
to blood's being used by persons who do
not consider it aE against their conseience.
They wm accE'pt any reliable medical
treatment that does not violate divine
laws.
Their position is similar to that taken
by the Christians {If the first century. Instead of the iSSUe being blood, however,
it was worship of Rome's idol gods. Never·
theless, obedience to God's laws was in
question. Refusal to worship those gods
resulted in many Christians' meeting a
violent death in Rome's bloody arenas.
Rather than violate the laws of God to
save their lives, they accepted death.
So it is today with Jehovah's witnesses.
Although an ailing Witness may be warned
that death is certain without a blood trans·
fusion, he will, like the early Chrjstians,
refuse to disobey God's law.
The fair~minded doctors who have respected the religious conscience of Jeho·
yah's witnesses have, in almost every case,
been able to give successful treatment
without resorting to the use of blood. It is
the sincere desire of Jehovah's witnesses
that more doctors will follow their ex·
ample. The American Hos1:>ital Assacia·
tion already has issued a recommendation
to hospitals to respect the conscience of
Jehovah's witnesses when they take the
initiative and file a written request that
no blood be administered. It is hoped that
this will mark a change, so that medical
procedure will serve a patient and at the
same time respect his religious conscience.
AWAKEI

By "Awabl" cOlTltlpond.nt In C.ylon

o
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MANY a traveler motor-

ing through the Island of
Ceylon it is a pleasant sight

to view the sprawling tea estates
with their acres and acres of

green tea bushes. Here are countless
tea bushes that appear to join the
distant mountains as they embrace
the misty skies. Yes, Ceylon produces
much of the flnest tea in the world,
for on this island the climate is ideal
for growing tea.
It is surprising to what great extent weather conditions have to do
with quality of tea. The three most
distinctive flavors are known as
high_grown (from 4,000 feet above
sea level and up), medium·grown (2,000 to 4,000
feeO and low-grown (below 2,000 feet).
Tea grown in areas swept by dry winds at
certain times of the year develops its particular fl.avor, whereas other sections that have dry
weather and cold nights for some months every
year produce tea. with a different flavor. Teas
grown on opposite sides of mountain ranges
usually come into entirely different categories
because of the differences of climate.
Flollrishlng best where there Is plenty of sun
and rain, the tea leaf is a. dark·green veined
leaf growing spirally on the branches. It grows
from four to ten Inches long.
Tea pluckers are skilled workers, usually
women. Dressed in their colorful sarees of red,
blue, gold and white, and being up to their
waist ... in greenery, the tea pluckers move slowly among the bushes like butterflies. From
early hours of morning. using thumbs and fore·
fingers, they swiftly but deftly pluck the tea
leaves from the ends of the branch. Then with
amazing speed, they transfer handfuls of leaves
into wicker baskets carried on their backs.
The plucked leaves now go to the factory for
a process called withering.
In the factory the leaves are spread out on
racks to lose their moisture content until they
become so!! and pliable. They are then suitable
for rolling. The rolling machines twist and roll
them to liberate vital juices and enzymes. Here
the leaves undergo their first significant chem·
ical change. When fermentation starts, oxygen
is absorbed, heat is developed and their color
Is changed. From here on the leaves have that
delicious aroma that brings joy to the heart of.
the avid tea drinker.
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Once oxidation has taken place,
the leaves are taken to the fer·
mentation room and are thinly
spread out on glass or cement
tables in damp air, Here they turn
to a bright copper color." Alter this
they are put into a drying machine
that consists of large iron chambers
with trays traveling from top to
bottom. From a nearby furnace a
continuous blast of hot, dry air is
forced into the chamber through
which the leaves pass.
Now the leaves are graded and sitted. The special grades of tea are
Orange Pekoe, Pekoe, Broken Orange
Pekoe, Broken Pekoe, Fannings and
Dust. Dust is the smallest variety In
size and also the fastest of all teas to prepare.
After tea has been graded, it is placed in large
tea chests, each containing about fifty to a
hUndred pounds of one grade of tea.
Is tea brewed from the leaves just as they
have left the factory? No, first the various
grades are mixed or blended. It is the different
mixing and blending that imparts the dlstincUve ftavot' to a ~et'tatn ot'and ~{ ma:rkete'\!. tel!..
The mixing or blending of different flavors
does not take place, however, until after the
tea has been sold. Each buyer at the tea
markets 11as chiefl.y in mind the various factors
necessary to keep the quality of the blend as
consistent as possible.
Tea from Ceylon goes to all parts of the
world. During the five·year period from 1950
to 1954, Great Britain and the United Kingdom
received 114,000,000 pounds, Australia 42,000,000 pounds, the United States 41,000,000 pounds,
Egypt 23,000,000 pounds, South Africa 21,000,000 pounds and Canada 18,000,000 pounds.
If youp1ave drunk tea and not enjoyed it very
much, you might keep In mind, for the ne;x:t
cup of tea, the five golden rules for a good
cup of tea: (1) Use good quality tea; (2) warm
the teapot first before making the tea; (3) meas·
ure the amount of tea leaves-usually one
heaping teaspoon for each cup desired; (4) the
water should actually be boiling, and (5) allow
four or five minutes for brewing. If a second
cup of tea is desired, pour the standing tea olf
the leaves and keep it in another pot rather
than leave it to continue brewing for more than
five minutes. The next time you drink a cup
of refreshing tea, it may be from leaves grown
on the sunny lsland 01 Ceylon, producer ot one
third of the world's tea.
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n6sto8, return journey.

WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED

return home

+

algia,

Greek algOS, pain. A pining for home. Malady
ca.used by a violent desire to return home. It
generally shows a slow

:~2t~~~~e;:,s~om~:e~times
ahigh
to death .

,

. 'A New English Dictionyears ago
. -4t!y by Sir James A. H.
, , Hutigirian refugees
. MUrray defines "homeflown Austria to all parts
as follows: "InWestern world, they were met ....•••.,
morbid longing for
wave of helpfulness. Food, clothing
own home or country." Brockhaus
shelter were provided and means o.t:livelihood were opened up to
'.a~\
(German) takes
A veritable hysteria swept over \·IlII,!. ;••.•. :;,.,01<
-~"'.us a step farther:
..' .:,';;'Longing for. the
rope to help Hungarian
home country and
Now we learn that some ~u,wu
. home conditions."
these people have returned to
The Swiss word for
homeland in spite of Soviett ~:~t::
methods. Of the 13,000 in S
homesickness is
land, 1,600 have returned. Apart
Heimweh. It means
from a general amnesty to which
. "a depressed state of
many responded, one reason given
mind and body caused
for returning is "simply irresistby a longing for home
ible homesickness." What is this
during absence from
powerful emotion that draws persons back it." The word Heimweh had its origin in
the Alpine valleys and became known in
to' their homeland?
In these postwar years the word "nos· Germany as a medical designation for a
talgia." seems to have taken the place of Swiss malady. Nostalgia is defined as a
the good old-fashioned word "homesick- strong desire for family and friends, in
ness," particularly in English-speaking severe fonns producing derangement of
lands. We meet up with the word "nos- mental and physical functions.
talgia" or "nostalgic" almost at every turn.
Etymologically this word was coined in
Not only in books and magazine arti- the seventeenth century in Switzerland.
cles do we find it, but also in private Truebner's German Dictionary tells us
letters. It has become fashionable to that this homesickness Was particularly
use it to describe a whole medley of noticeable among th,e SWiss emigrants,
perhaps because the contrast between their
emotions.
Consulting various language dictionaries own Alpine valleys and their new enViron~
about the words "nostalgia" and "bome- ment was so pronounced. For economic
sickness" brings many interesting points reasons more SWiss were forced to leave
to light. What we have learned may be their homeland and seek a means of live·
summarized as follows: \Nostalgia, Greek lihood abroad than inhabitants of any

~~~~~
fJ
'
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other nation with characteristic or outstanding landscape. The Swiss longed for
their home country so de~ply that it was
felt to be a sickness. Since sicknesses must
have a learned title, it was designated
nostalgia (also pathopatridalgia) in 1678
by the Basle Dr. Joh. Jak. Harder in his
"Dissertation medica de Nostalgia or
Heimweh." The English word "homesickness" is known only since 1760 and was
derived from the C*rman. The French is

nostalgie.
Throughout the eighteenth century the
word He1mweh was considered a Swiss
dialect expression. The Swiss living abroad
missed the mountains, the alpenhorn and
the herdmen's songs. This is expressed in
the old classic German Song aZ u Strassburg aUf der Schanz" (At Strasbourg on
the Ramparts). Meyer's German Lexicon
complements this by sayirlg: "In France,
we are told, it was fOrbidden by pain of
death tm past the middle of the eighteenth
century to sing or whistle the songs of the
Swiss cowherds because great num bers of
the Swiss mercenaries [in the service of
the French kings] on hearing them were
afflicted with nostalgia, deserted or died
... To prevent homesickness in the army
garrisons, in hospitals and on board ship,
everything which serves to stimUlate
cheerfulness, inspire courage and hope is
used, namely: humane treatment, avoidance of idleness, overexertion and teasing;
gymnastics, educative instruction, games,
music, etc." It is only at the beginning of
the nineteenth century that this dialect
word Heimweh was introduced into the
high German written langUage. The great
German poets Goethe and Schiller considered it as dialect and avoided it.
True enough, the noun itself may have
been lacking up to this time, but the emotion was not lacking. It is universal and
can be expressed in a variety of other
words, just as we describe similar sentiSEPTEMBER 22, 1959

ments for which we are lacking a noun.
And so the ancients got along very well
without tl1e words nHeimweh/' "nostalgia" and "homesickness," even though
they suffered the pangs of homesickneSS.
as Can be proved by the oldest reliable bistorical record, the Bible.

Nostalgia in the Bible
In the Bible we have a record of a great
variety of human emotions; here too, we
have the reason for this emotion. The 'Bible also mentions its prevention and cure.
For instance, in Genesis, chapter 31, we
have the record of the patriarch Jacob
leaving the estate of his father-in-law
Laban to return to the land of his birth.
Laban chases after him and takes Jacob
to task foJ' the way he left him. IiJ. verse
30 he says: "You have actually gone now
because you have been yearning intensely
for the' house of your father." Whether
described by longing, pining or yearning,
as various Bible versions do, Laban recognized and considered this emotion as nat~
ural. Today we would simply call it homesickness.
In Psalm 137 we have a typical example
of national homesickness-Israel in caPtivity in the land of Babylon: "By the
rivers of Babylon-there we sat down. We
also wept when we remembered Zion..•.
For there those holding us captive asked
us for the words of a song ... 'Sing for us
from a song of Zion.' How can we sing
the song of Jehovah upon foreign ground?"
(The composer Giuseppe Verdi interpreted
the sentiments expressed in this psalm in
his soul-stirring music in Nabucco.l When
the call went out to this captive people to
return to their homeland and rebuild the
ravaged city and temple, a remnant enthusiastically responded.
Then again, it was homeSickness that
was the motivating cause for the building
of the "hanging gardens of Babylon," one
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of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
NebtJchadnezzar's queen, a Median princess, had come from a hilly country and
longed for her native mountains, and to
appease thjs nostalgia this magnjficent
architectural engineering feat of matchless beauty was erected.

it means asking old people to leave the
roomy old home where their chUdren were
bel'll and bred, for smaller quarters.
Closely allied to this nostalgia is the pen~
sive longing for lost youth and joys within
a beloved family circle.
OVercoming H011lesickne8B

The Family Unit
The Scriptures plainly state that God
commanded the first human pair to "be
fruitful and become many and fill the .earth
and subdue it." (Gen. 1:28) All mankind,
therefore, stem from one parenthood, all
are of one flesh and blood, bound together
by ties of family relationship. So within
this social structure the family is the
basic unit, and parents have the primary
responsibility for the teaching and training of their young ones. The home should
be a cheerful place of mutual love and
respect, with constant direction over the
young impressionable minds, training them
in the ways of righteousness. Meyer's
Lexicon tells us "that homesickness is to
be found mostly in teen-agers or youth in
the age of puberty who leave the parental
home." This, of course, depends upon the
sensitivity and disposition of the children,
but it is natural that teen-agers leaving the
shelter of the parental home, although perhaps enjoying the taste of a so-called freedom, feel lost and insecure. The oftrepeated correction given in love, whlch
so often jarred, nevertheless gave the
children a sense of security and support.
Now they are exposed to wind and weather
as young saplings. True enough, corrections are usually by no means lacking, but
these are often dealt out harshly by SUR
periors or colleagues and out of selfish
motives.
On the other hand, the uprooting of
elderly people often presents a psychological problem to many a city administration or town planning committee, where
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Is not Abraham respected as an admirable example of faith and obedience in his
response to the call; "Go your way out of
your country and from your relatives and
from the house of your father to the country that I shall show you"? Do you ever
remember reading that Abraham got
homesick, or that Sarah grizzled and pined
for the social life of the city of Ur? Yet
it was no little matter for them to leave
the regulated life of a thriving city and
lead a more or less nomadic life, And verses 15 and 16 of Hebrews chapter 11 say:
"And yet, if they had indeed kept remembering that place from which they had
gone forth, they would have had opportunity to return. But now they are reaching
out for a better place, that is, one belonging to heaven." Abraham's readiness was
appreciated and blessed, and he came to
be called ~'Jehovah's friend."-Gen. 12:1;
Jas. 2:23.
Jesus gave a similar command to beloved dedicated friends whom he was about
to leave: "Go therefore and make disciples of people of all the nations." (Matt.
28:19) For many this would mean packing up their belongings and moving. The
response is shown in the fact that the
truth spread to the corners of the then
inhabited earth.
Today a similar call is being resounded
on a still larger scale throughout the ranks
of dedicated Christian people: "Go serve
where the need is great!" Hundreds of mis"
sionaries have entered the foreign field,
penerraUng into untouched territorjes
with the glad message. Now their number
AWAKE!

God and Jesus Christ, are' always with
them. As they stick to their pof;ts, keeping
where the need is great, Do you think that busy. new roots shoot downward-they
these valiant men and women never feel a are overcoming nostalgia.
In the new world to whicb people of
twinge of homesickness, a longing for
their old friends and the fellowship of the good will toward God are traveling, you
congregation they left? We are sure they can be sure homesickness will not be
do, because missionaries are as human as known. There will be one .hurnan family
any of us. But they have found the cure. under the "Father for eternity," Jesus
They have a commission, a task, a thrilling Christ. And the Bible tellS us: "They will
vision, an impelling
certainly build houses and, have occuforce, They have a
READ THE NEXT ISSUE
pancy; and they will
purpose in life!
• Where does much of the money lie that
certainly plant vinepuople are presoured into centributir1g fer
'The Yearbook of
charities? Are all charity-colluding organi.
yards and eat their
Jehovah's WitnesS68
zations above question? What is true Chris·
tian giving? Read the revealing article:
frqitage.
The y will
is alive with their ex"Giving Unde~ Compulsion."
• A home is nearly as dangerous as the
not build and someperiences, and under
public highway. Serious accident. in it are
one else have occuthe special feature
frequent. Why Is the bedroom the most
d"ng~rou~ room in the house1 What can be
pancy; they wiU not
"Pursuing My Purdone to mini".,ize the hazards In a Home?
Increase the safety of your home by follow.
plant
and someone
pose in Life" in the
ing the sugge.tions in the article: "How
else do the eating.
Safe Is Your Home!"
Watchtower maga• Whst Is th' cause of most forest flresf
For like the days of
zine we can read the
How are these fiery monsters subdued? Read
the interesti"g article: "Forest Fires-A
a tree will the days
life stories of fajthful
Wilderness Menace."
of my people be; and
missionaries, their
hopes and fears, their
the work of their own
difficulties and how they are overcome. hands my chosen ones will use to the fulL
They are ambassadors of a new world and Theywill not toil for nothing, nor will they
are seeking people of good will to join them bring to birth for sudden terror; becauSe
in their journey to this glorious new world. they are the offspring made up of the
They know they belong to a great univer- chosen ones of Jehovah, and their descendsal family and their best Friends, Jehovah ants with them."-Isa. 65:21-23.
is being augmented by whole families 'who

are moving from their homelands to ,serve

"A Stampede Away from Responsibilitv"

t1. At the recent National Sales Executives' convention in Washington, Madison
Avenue's Charles H. Brower, president of Batten, Barton. DUrstine & Osborne,
declared that Americans in general and salesmen in particular have gone astr<lY:
they have lost sight of the fact that work can be enjoyable. Many persons are not
really working hard, he said. "The mediocrity of salesmanship," explained advertisIng man Brower, "is only part of our pattern of being willing to settle for some·
thing less than best. For this, in America, is the high tide of mediocrity.... The
land has been enjoying a stampede away from responsibility. It is populated with
laundrymen who won't iron shirts, with waiters w)1o won't serve, with carpenters
who win come around some day maybe, with executives whose minds are on the
golf course, with spiritual delinquents of all kinds." -.. Time, June 2, 1958.
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

~£It~tOU$ ~rt
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-Its .rltlls wlllllr,rlll ,.,'

A

MAN from India, dark and e:x:tremely
well dressed, was admiring the magnlfiCE!'nt fac;ade. Students from a half dozen
European lands were examining the hundreds of ancient sculptures. An American
tourist, guidebook in hand, was preparing
to photograph the fabulously intricate
art work on the thirteenth-century

By "AwClk.l"
in France

(DI'ffI,pDn~enl

building, and about the church's connection with the political state (including Napoleon and Louis XIV), and it said, not
too accurately, that it was here "that all
great national eVents have been celebrated." It merely mentioned the Last Judgdoor.
ment scene; it did not explain it.
"That's the famous Last Judgment
I then began to look much closer at
scene," I said to visiting friends, pointing other works of religious art, viewed so
up toward the detailed relief work on the casually by thousands of tourists each day.
front of Paris' world-renowned Cathedral Imagine my surprise to find that the openof Notre Dame. Then, in amazement, I ing words in the pamphlet sold in the
looked again. Why, that design was almost cathedral at Auxerre are: "Auxerre had
exactly the same as one we had seen on an the good fortune to be; since its origin, in
ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead in the the friendship of the gods." What gods?
museum of the Louvre just the day before! Those of the pagan Romans!
Since Jesus, the apostles and the faith"Apono himself," the pamphlet continful men of God before them had tenaciously ues, "took Auxerre under his protection,"
refused t9 accept any of the pagan reli- and helped make Auxerre, along with "the
gions, and especially not the religious ideas magnificent land of Palestine," worthy of
of pagan Egypt, what was an almost direct "the name Holy." But Apollo was the
copy of an ancient Egyptian religious Roman image of the sun, and sun worship
scroll doing over the central door of one is positively forbidden to all who worship
of Christendom's most noted cathedrals? the true God. In fact, according to the law
In search of an answer I bought a guide- God gave to MOses, it was considered so
book. I bought it inside the cathedral to be despicable that SUn worshipers were judged
sure of getting, not just some outsider's worthy of death._Deut. 17: 2-5.
view, but one that really is acceptable to
Later, in Chartres, the site of one of
the church.
the most noted of ChrisThe one I bought was
tendom's great thirteenthwritten by Canon Lecentury cathedrals, I
noble, a member of the
bought
Chartres Cathe- I
cathedral's staff. It told
dml, written by the custoa great deal about the
art, abJut the age of the
dian himself. Again, to
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my surprise, I found that it, too, contained
the boast of p~istian origins. "Even
before Christ," the pamphlet said, "the
Virgin that was to bear a child was vener~
ated here." This pagan worship is, according to the pamphlet, "the fundamental
historic stone of the Chartres pilgrimage."
Then I found that in the windows of
major Paris bookstores are seen six large
volumes on the 1conogmphie de r Art
Chretien by Louis Reau, a member of the
famous French Institute, who from 1939
until 1951 held the chair of the History of
Art of the Middle Ages at the Sorbonne,
France's leading university. In his first
volume, page 10, Reau says that this pa~
ganism has long been recognized and described by the historians of art. He does
not put the responsibility for it on the
artists, but says it is the result of poli~ies
that were followed by the church itself.
Instead of really converting the pagans
from their old practices, forms of worship,
etc., the church chose, as he says on page
50, to respect "the ancestral customs and
continue them under another name." He
gives the following example: "The instruction that pope Gregory the Great gave to
the missionaries that he sent to England
was not to destroy the altars of the idols,
but to 'sprinkle them with holy water.' "
The result was that the ancient practices, the ancient places of worship, and
often, as nearly as possible, even their
names were retained. This was much easier than really converting the people away
from their pagan practices, but- it must
be said that it was not in harmony with
the divine principle that pagan altars must
be 'pulled down,' the graven images of
pagan gods "cut down,v and that "you
must destroy their names from that
place."-Deut. 12: 2, 3.
At ArIes, in the south of France, a
church dedicated to Mary (Notre-Dame de
SEPTEMBER 22, 1959

la Major) occupies the place of a temp1e
of the Good Goddess. Traditionally, SaInt
Florentio In Burgundy took the place of
a temple of FIora-th'e Roman goddess of
flowers and gardens, mother of springtime. "On the ruins of ancient temples of
Mercury that crowned the heights, rose
chapels dedicated to Saint Michael. A hill
in Vendee [in the west of France] still
bears today the significant name of Salnt~
Michel-Mont-Mercure."
Equally as striking is the history of
Paris' most famous height: "In Paris the
Mons Mercurii became the Mons Martyrum," now "Montnlartre," famous ren~
dezvous of artists and present site of
Sacre-Creur, the huge white church that
overlooks Paris. Even the cathedral of
Notre Dame is built on the remains of
pagan altars that were :found in 1711 during excavations under the present churcb,
and are now preserved in the Cluny museum.
Eastward Toward the Sun
Also, there is the question of why most
churches face west-a custom ihat began
in the fourth century. This, too, is a carryover from forbidden sun worship. The part
of the church where worship is carried on
points East, just as the pagans oriented
their temples according to the point on
the horizon where the sun rose on the
feast day of the god to whom the temple
was dedicated.
Perhaps you have also noticed how long
and narrow the grand cathedrals seem.
Reau says that again it was this copying
of Sun worship that prompted the ado~
tion "of the basilical pIan in length in
preference to the circular or semiooClrcular
fonn of the amphitheater or of the theater
which would have been much more logical
and infinitely more practical," making it
much easier for the audience to both see
and hear.
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Why has this "eastward drive," or
orientation of Christendom's churches to·
ward the sun been the practice "since the
fourth century"? Why not since the sec·
ond, or the fifth, or the tenth? The answer
is simple: The fourth century was the
century of Constantine, the Roman em·
peror who wanted unity between the re·
}igions in his empire. At that time sun
worship "was a fearsome rival of Chris·
tianity." What better way would there
have been for Constantine to get unity
between such sun worshipers and the apos·
tate Christians than to have "Christian"
churches pointed toward the sun? Thus, it
is quite logical that in this field, as well
as in others, "the emperor Constantine
exercised a direct and personal action on
the development of this new symbolism.
This mixture with the paganism of Rome
explains why, as Reau says, church archi·
tecture has copied "the civil basilica of the
Romans," and "the funerary architecture
of the imperial tombs," and why, even
further, "the decoration was drawn from
the same sources."
I was also amazed at the frequency with
which I found the signs of the Zodiac (that
originated in Babylon and are a remnant
of the days when men thought the planets
were gods and had power to direct their
lives) prominently displayed on the cathe·
drals. At Notre Dame they appear on the
left doorway and surround Mary in the
huge centrally located rose window. They
are on the front of the famous cathedral
at Amiens. And at Chartres they are on
two doorways, an ancient clock, and are
even on one of the stained·glass windows,
sunnounted by Christ.
But since the signs of the Zodiac are so
closely connected with the astrology that
was positively condemned in Isaiah 47:
12·15 (a Bible book used and frequently

II.

• LouIs Br~hler. protE's"or at thE' UnIversity of Cler·
mont·Ferrand. In /'Art Chl'Nie .. , page 71.
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quoted by Christ and his disciples), can,
anyone justify the fact that these signs
have been let remain for mOre then seven
hUndred years on the front of Christendom's major churches?
Gods of the Greeks and Roma1Ul

At the central entrance of the cathedral
at Auxerre, again according to the guide·
book I bought in the cathedral, "the sculp·
tor there mixed certain pagan heroes: an
Eros nude and sleeping . . . a Hercules
and a Satyr! The register at the lower
right represents the parable of the Prodigal Son." What a melange! Eros, the "cruel
and unmerciful" Greek god of love; Her·
cules, with his twelve fantastic exploits; a
Satyr, one of the Greeks' semihuman
demigods who formerly symbolized evil
passions, and later happy drunks; and,
added to this, one of Jesus' parables!
It is evident that the apostasy foreseen
by the apostle Peter had set in, and that
the bishops who oversaw the construction
of these cathedrals did not follow the ex·
ample that Peter's fellow apostle Paul had
set. Paul was ready to face a howling mob,
if need be, for having preached so vigor.
ously against the use of images of the
Greek goddess Artemis or Diana. But her
relatives, other Greek and Roman gods
and goddesses, are now mixed right in with
Christian themes on the front of Christen·
dom's most noted churches.-2 Pet. 2:1;
Acts 19:23-40.
Saint Peter's in Rome, the most noted
of all of Christendom's religious structures, was built long after the French
cathedrals. Yet at its entrance you will
find, beside Christ and the "Virgin," Ganymede "carried off by the eagle" to become
cupbearer of Zeus, king of the gods, and
"Leda [who bore Castor and Pollux] fer·
tiIized by the swan" Zeus.
Such myths did not just stay at the
door; they walked right inside, took a
AWAKE/

prominent position and stayed, as the following example shows: To the Romans
Jupiter was the father of the gods; to the
Greeks the Styx was the river over which
the newly-arrived dead were ferried by
Charon. But Reau asks: "But what is one
to say then of the Final Judgment of the
Sistine Chapel, the principal chapel of the
Vatican, where one sees the nude Christ
of Michelangelo lance the lightning like
a thundering Jupiter and the Damned
cross the Styx in Charon's barque?"
"An example that came from so high,"
he says, "could not fail to be followed ....
What right is there to ask the artists to
be more Catholic than the Pope?"· Thus,
the "Concordance of the Old and of the
New Testament," so common on more
ancient cathedrals, was replaced by the
"Accord of Fable with Religion." "One
was not content. to bring the Christian and
pagan themes face to face," he continues,
"one amalgamated them."

for men with "gold rings" and "splendid
clothing" are positively condemned in the
Sacred Scriptures as being "corrupt decisions," and therefore ungodly and unChristian.-J as. 2: 2-4.
There is also the very common practice
of burying kings, noblemen, other honored
persons and religious leaders in the cathedrals. But there is one exception. One
cathedral that has an astounding number
of donors' pictures on its windows has
not a single person buried in it. You read:
"Never a single corpse received burial in
the cathedral at Chartres." Why? The
custodian answers: "No tombstone either
of king or bishop is to be seen in this
church. Out of respect for a building dedicated to Our Lady, the very ground was
to be kept pure of all burial." Does not
that, even from the church's viewpoint,
cast doubt on the purity of the other
cathedrals, filled with corpses?
Michael Weighing the Souls

Men of Rank and Position
Even further, in buildings that one
would think were dedicated to God there is
a surprising amount of honor given to
men. Kings, warriors, merchants "gentlemen"-apparently almost anyone who had
the money to pay for it-got special honor, private chapels for their pleasure and
stained-glass windows with their pictures,
their names and their shields on them, and
sometimes even the pictures of their wives,
their children and their entire families.
In some instances for well over six hundred years these class distinctions have
daily been put before every person who
enters a grand cathedral and sees the honor given to those who had money and
position, "often of a very profane character," in contrast with the thousands of
others who did not. And all this in spite
of the fact that such "class distinctions"
-lco!1oqraphie de !'Art
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Chr~tien.

Tome 1, page 438

By this time, naturally, I had learned
the secret of the Egyptian sculpture on
the front of Notre Dame. I had also
learned that this same sculpture is to be
seen on many other famous cathedrals.
The scene did come from the ancient religion of Egypt, all right. According to the
Egyptians it was the god Anubis who
weighed the souls---on the cathedrals it is
the archangel Michael.
Why, I wondered, since the church does
not consider Jesus and Michael to be the
same, is it not Jesus the judge, but Michael,
who weighs the souls to determine their
fate? I found the answer in Paris' famous
library Sainte-Genevieve. There, one of
the few books that is used so often that it
is left ou't on the shelves along with the
dictionaries and encyclopedias is l'Art Religieux du XIlle Siecle en France by the
long-recognized authority, Emile Mille. On
pages 381-383 he says of this "profoundly
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pathetic" scene, authorized by ''no Gospel
text" but long ago imagined in ancient
Egypt and India, that it is Michael who
watches the balance simply because Michael replaced Mercury for the GalloRomans (remember that churches dedicated to Michael replaced temples of Mercury) and "became, like Mercury, the
conductor of the dead." Thus, as "the angel
of death" (not really, but merely in substitution for the pagan god Mercury) it is
Michael who presides at their judgment!

Apostle's Words Remain True
I was amazed, too, at how little space, if
any, is used in the guidebooks to tell of
wonderful works accomplished to the
praise of God in these cathedrals-almost
aU their space is devoted to art, to the
age of the building and to the number of
royal personages who have either been in
the cathedral or. who are honored there.
The foreword to Chart1'cS Cathedral
(written by the custodian, please remember) does not speak of the cathedral inspiring those who love God to improve
their lives and their service of him, but
instead says: "May this modest contribution of a sincere admirer of the cathedral
inspire all those who love the middle ages
to increase the nwnber of pilgrims bound
to Qur shrine."
Little is said about magnificent education in God's Word being given to the people in these buildings, or about the marvels

of the genuine application of divine principles in the cities that lie in the shadow
of their towers; or of the startling lack of
adultery, of the faithfulness to a man's
"one wife," or of the abolition of illegitimate childbirth as a result of their influence.
Visitors pass through the cathedrals,
read the guidebooks and admire the art.
But they well know why these pamphlets
do not praise the business and sexual morals of the people in the surrounding community as much as they do the work of
ancient and often long-forgotten artists,
And in neither the art nor in the guidebooks do they find any reference to the
magnificent "new earth," the new system
established under God's direction, for
which the apostle Peter said true Christians are 100king.-2 Pet. 3: 13,
I Long ago the apostle Paul, after having
viewed the glory of the ancient Greek
temples and the statues and altars built
in Athens to just such Greek gods as now
appear in church art, said simply: "The
God that made the world and all the things
in it, being, as this One is, Lord of heaven
and earth, does not dwell in handmade
temples."-Acts 17:24.
Now, nineteen centuries later, and especially in view of the symbols that appear
in Christendom's most famous buildings,
we must say that no results of cathedral
building have ever proved that apostle
wrong.

The Manchester Guardian Weekly recently (.vmmented on the procedure in
stopping a ship such as the Queen Mary: "The nonnal running speed of the
'Queens' is about 28 knots and to stop one of them in the normal way-by simply
shutting off steam and letting her lose way and so come to a halt-WOUld take
roughly half an hour. A crash stop (emergency halt), however, can be managed
in ten to twelve minutes. This is done by shutting off the engines, reducing pressure
and then putting the engines full astern. To avoid serious damage you have to
lose steam before reversing the engines. This takes about ten minutes, and then
it would take nearly two minutes more before the astern movement took eft'ect."
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HE inspired historical account of the origin of languages reads this way: "And
Jehovah proceeded to go down
to see the city and the tower
that the sons of men had built. After
that Jehovah said: 'Look! They are one
people and there is one language for
them all, and thj5 is what they start to
do. Why, now there is nothing that they
may scheme to do that will be unattainable for them.''' They had forsaken
the warship of Jehovah God
and were promoting false worship and erecting a monument
to make themselves famous.
Their move to concentra te the
population was not in harmony
with God's command to Noah
and his sons, "Be fruitful and
become many and fill the
•
earth," but was to make it possible to
wield oppressive dictatorial power over the
people. "Accordingly Jehovah scattered
them from there over all the surface of
the earth, and they gradually left off building the city. That is why its name was
called Babel, because there Jehovah had
confused the language of all the earth and
Jehovah had scattered them from there
over all the surface of the earth."-Gen.
11,1·9; 9,1.
Since that memorable occasion there
has been a gradual development of many
languages by natural process of aSsociation until today there are at least 2,796
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languages. Perhaps 2,000 of
these languages are spoken by a
few thousand or even a few hun~
dred persons or less. On the
other hand, a few great languages are used by about one
half of the earth's population.
,
Ghana, with an area of just
a little over 91,800
square miles and a population of about four
and a half million, is
a multitribal, multilingual, multidialect state.
There are no less than
forty-five tribal groups

in Ghana, with at least
twenty-six language
and dialect groups.
Some of these languages are spoken by
as few as 1,900 persons, and
some are spoken by over a mUlion, as in the case of the Twi
(pronounced like chwee, ell,
and w being uttered together
and the vowel i having a rising and falling tone). In Ghana
it is not uncommon to hear, of
People living a few miles apart
not being able to understand
each other, as it is in the Akuapem and
Buem states.
Of the many languages spoken in Ghana,
only a few are put into writing. Even some
of the written languages are So limited in
vocabulary that it makes expression sometimes difficult. Of the few languages that
have been put into writing six are being
developed, namely, Twit Ga, Fante, Ewe,
Dagbani and Nzima. Of these only two
are read and spoken over comparatively
large areas, namely, Twi and Ewe.
Of all the many languages spoken in
Ghana, Twi is the principal one and the
most widely used. One could make himself
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understood almost everywhere in Ghana
or at least find someone who could understand him if he could speak any of the Twi
dialects. Twi is also the most read and has
more literature than any other language
in Ghana.
Among the many pieces of literature in
Twi is the translation of the entire Bible.
The _Watch Tower Society is one of the
leading producers of Twi literature, having
some fifteen publications in Twi, including
books, booklets, tracts and a semimonthly
magazine, The Watchtower. Although it
is the principal language and the one most
widely used, it has not as yet become the
o1llclal language of Ghana. Along with
other factors accounting for this, there is
the element of pride. Naturally, each language group is proud of its own language.
Even though another language may be
richer, still people like to preserve what
Is their own and not give it up for another.
Twi belongs to the Kwa language group,
a language spoken over a wide area in
West Mrica. The name Twi has a connotation of being polished or refined. Another
name of the language is Akan. This word
is said to mean foremost or genuine. It
may have been derived from the Twi word
Iron, meaning first. There are many dialects In the Twi 'Or Akan group, for example, Akyem, Asante, Adanse, Akuapem,
Asen, Denkyira, Twifo and Akwam. All
of these have minor deviations from one
another. Almost all Twi literature is written in the Akuapem dialect.
Some Characteristics of
the Twi Language
The Twi language has only three classes
of words, namely. nouns, pronouns and
verbs. Other grammatical parts of speech
are derived from these. The grammatical
genders and their distinctive pronouns "he"
and "she" and their possessive cases are
wanting. These can be distinguished only
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by the substitution of a descriptive noun.
Instead of saying "his book," in Twi it
would be "the man's book."
The majority of Twi words are monosyllables, consisting of a consonant and a
vowel. This feature of the language makes
it easy to read. Many of the simple monosyllabic words cannot be distinguished and
must be associated with other words to
make their meaning clear. For example.
the monosyllabic word si could mean "to
descend," "to stop," "to push with the
horn," "to fix," "to set," "to pound," etc.,
and a noun must be affixed to make its
meaning distinguishable.
There is no inflection in the strict sense
of the term in Twi, and this feature is one
reason why Europeans and others having
inflection in their languages sometimes
find it difficult to make themselves understood in Twi, even though they may be
using the correct words.
Intonation is of great importance in
speaking the language. Every syllable of
every word has its own relative tone that
distinguishes it from others. Without the
proper intonation, a sentence consisting of
the same words might mean an entirely
ditferent thing from what you intend to
say. Generally speaking, and unlike English and other languages, the last syllable
in a Twi sentence is raised instead of being lowered. This feature of the language
also makes it a bit difficult for a foreigner
to make himself understood.
To an English speaker, many Twi expressions will sound like "putting the cart
before the horse," and so will many English expressions appear to a Twi speaker,
particularly where adjectives are formed.
The adjective is always preceded by the
noun; it qualifies. In English the position
is reversed.
AWAKE!

Relation of Twi to Other Languages

The differences between the languages
in Ghana are about as great as the difference between English and Italian. At times
one fin~ similar words, but they have
different h~eanings. At least in other languages similar words usually have similar
meanings. This is not the case in Ghana.
The word ko in Twi means "go," ih Gil it
means "take.': In Ewe it may mean "fist,"
"hill" or "lump," all depending On how
the word is expressed.
In Twi or Akan, sometimes th~re can
be found certain European words that have
been Akanized. This is probably due to
trade relations in times past. Ghana's long
association with the English has, no doubt,
affected the purity of some of Chana's
languages. Today it is difficult to express
oneself without inserting English words.
This is particularly true in the larger commercial towns where education is progressing. Another reason for this is that
English is the principal language taught at
the schools. The Gil and Fante languages
have been so seriously affected that most
of the speakers, particularly the younger
educated elements, find it almost impossible to express a complete thought without
inserting an English word or two. '!\vi
speakers are also gradually taking up this
practice as education and trade penetrate
more and more into the Twi areas. Thus,
in everyday usage, the younger generation say, "Mibuu kat no sharp," meaning
"I turned the curve sharply" (curv~, Akanized kot, and sharply rendered sharp),
or "Mistopoo no," meaning "I stopped
him" (stopped, Akanized, and pronounced

«mopeo"). The older generation speaking
the unadulterated Twi will say, "Mibuu
konton no prekO," for the former and

"Migyinaa no" for the latter statement.
With the rapid progress being made by
Ghana in many fields and her determination to develop some of her literary languages, it is reasonable to believe that
some day she may decide to use one of her
own languages as the mediwn of correspondence. And there is reason to believe
that Twi may be the chosen language because it is widely used and is probably the
most expressive of the Ghanan languages.
The multipliCity of languages, not only
in Ghana, but in all the world has been a
great barrier in many ways to mankind.
It has made unity of purpose and under~
standing among the various language
groups difficult. Two persons who understand each other are said to speak the
same language. But who is there to say to
what extent two persons understand each
other, and on what subjects? Many elements are involved. The brief picture of
languages in Ghana here presented makes
it understandable why men of Babel Jeft
off building their to\v('r when Jehovah
confused their language. One might pull
down the scaffold when asked to get a
load of bricks. It is interesting to contemplate what the perfect speaking language of the righteous new world will be.
One thing we can be sure of, it will be
beautiful and man will be able to convey
all his thoughts, emotions and impulses
into words to the glory of the Creator of
languages, Jehovah.

t1. "I cannot help expressing ~ wish," said Benjamin Franklin In a speech to the
Constitutional Convention in 1'787, "that every member . . . doubt a little of his
own Infallibility."
SEPTEMBER 22, 1959
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Gilead's Thirty-third Class Graduates
l'T""fIE graduation of the thirty-third
-.1. class of the Watchtower Bible School
of Gilead on August 2, 1959, was a happy
event. The entire program was uphuilding
spiritually and left all imbued with a desire to expand their ministry,
The program officially began with a
study of The Watchtower on Saturday

evening, followed by a musical program
presented by the students of the graduating class. There were 2,981 present to enjoy this outdoor program in fror: f Gilead's library building.
Sunday morning the crowd swelled to
4,406, who assembled for the program begihning at nine o'clock. The first speaker
introduced by the School's president was
J. F. Markus, Kingdom Farm servant, who
compared the graduates to weather forecasters and reporters. He,said: "You have
a happy report and you are forecasting a
bright new world. Do not give out in doing
what is right." Brief talks were also given
by each of the School's four instructors.
R. E. Porter pointed out that it had been
"the divine will for us to assemble together
for five and a half months of study, but
now the divine will is for us to separate
and spread out," and he urged all to "have
confidence in Jehovah" and "never feel
that you are alone." J. D. Redford reminded the graduates to work closely with
Jehovah's organization and "always respect it, obey it, and serve it." M. G. Friend
admonished: "You have been fed with
spiritual food and toughened for a strenuous campaign of theocratic warfare. There
are before you great and inspiring prospects, new territories to be conquered in
Jehovah's strength. Do not turn aside."
And A. D. Schroeder, Gilead's registrar,
said: "You graduates have made the right
decision; you have chosen the theocratic
ministry as a career and this is a career
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of success." "Now you must continu.e building your career in the ministry, not on
a foundation of sand, your own will, but on
a foundation of rock, the divine will."
The main address was given by the president of the Watchtower Society, N. H.
Knorr, who spoke on "Instructions in the
Art of Witnessing." He based his remarks
on Jesus' instructions at Matthew 10 and
proceeded to give sound, practical counsel
to the prospective missionaries on their
future work. As to the art of witnessing,
he pointed out that we must not waste
our time on those not really interested in
the Kingdom, but we must be discerning.
He said: "God's method of finding the
sheep is not the bludgeon method of the
Spanish Inquisition that was used by the
Catholic Church. We are not trying to
f?rce anyone into God's organization; we
sImply look for people who have a peaceful disposition and who love God's way."
"If the hearer likes your peace, he is deserving. Spend time with him and tell him
more. If he does not like your peace, then
let it return to you, shake the dust off your
feet and continue on in your search for
the sheep."
It was announced that, while the eightytwo graduates had come from fourteen
lands, they were now being sent to twentyseven countries for missionary work.
At the close of an interesting afternoon
session of expressions from the graduates,
Brother Knorr requested that each one in
the audience take his chair to a central
location for trucking, and it was wonderful to see the co-operative spirit of Jehovah's people. Every chair was stacked and
ready for loading within five minutes after
the closing prayer. All who had been present left with hearts full of appreciation to
Jehovah.
AWAKE!

Thirty-third Graduating Class of the Watchtower Bible School of Gilead
Left to rigt.t: F'ront row: ])u:-.;;.;ia, .T., Kllppklud.;:, Ij~., l~n\\'in, J .. U:lI'll(~. lJ., (~rny, V" Gti·CO, ~., ...\I<lhon8Y. E., ~n1ook, L.
Second row: I Lltt}eld, L, lJill(:~. D., Jt'llkilt::;, (", liillUN, .1., Thl)ma::-;, ),,1., HlIUdi..->rtluark, 8., Cripps, S., .i\1iliti, T., UaedC'ke, V"
flanuwk. P. "fhird row: \falters, H., BiJ\\"Illall, P., Yazedjian, V., lh'utIlagp\, P., F'~·l·dinand • •J., l\louritz, A., SCOtt, 'V.,
Sprin~ate, ~ .• Thorne, n., HUlTll'llri:;:.;-.., F., CUllll, G. Fourth row: \\'ooding, .B., Banw::::, I I., Lopez, L.
Beyeridge, H"
t

Per!Hf:ll, S., Gunther, H., ~Il'I-!ae, ('~., \Yilli:--, J., Gunn, 0., T'h()mn~, 0., Jkeh;ll'a, J. Fifth rOW: Lourenc;o, A" l>uBsia. t~~"
Kensal!, C., Gray, J., Hart, I3., Tyson, U .. :\Iartinez, \V., i\rills, g., Vaisey, B., WinfIeld, i:J. Sixth row: "'aka, R, Gaedcke, E.,
Valdivia, J., Raven~craft, 1'., Beveridge, J<~., Earl, C., Roberts, Il .. Btanbnry, B., Tareba, C., VaiseY, A., Hart, N. Seventh
row: Lopez, J., Koutroubinis, D. Wheeler, G., \Valters, R., Deeg-, J., Wargo, J., McRae, E., Stewart, R., Gunther, R.,
Jenkins, G., HUlJ1phriss, G. Eighth rOW; Hunaertmnrk, P., Mouritz, H., Carter, G., Hatfield, R., Bethel, W., Coombe, E.,
Roberts, 'V., Bowman, W., Alexander, G., Pratt, N., Bush, S.
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4'or the Blind

"MODERN technical science has already

••J

developed a couple of things that one
might be !lble to call artificial eyes," wrote
Cord-Christian Troebst in his article "Help
for the Blind." (Die WelttVoche of August 2,
1957) One of them is a kind of radar dev1ce
that, just like its real counterpart, promptly
takes note of
possible obstacles, notifies

r

an

its bearer of their location, and warns him of

i
/.

)
~.

i

bends in the road or of flights of steps.

•

C. Cord·Christian Troebst describes the work-

(

i

lng principle of this as folloWS: "Infrared, that
is to say 'Invisible' light, is emitted from a )
cell located in a brief case. Each obstacle en· "
countered by thIs beam of lIght causes it to
be reflected back in the direction of the brief
case, where it Is intercepted by a photoeJec· •
trie cell. The angle of the reflected light ~
changes in accordance with the distance of I
the obstacle. The blind person need do nothing
more than correctly decipher the signals given (
by four keyS with bunt·in buzzers located in
the handle of the brief case. These he clasps •
in his hand with four fingef.s. A long buzzing
tone means, 'Attention, danger! Obstacle directly ahe<tcl!' A short buzzing tone indicates,
'Obstacle at distance of some yards! "
I
€. An additional device, which might be con- ~
sldered a supplement to the miniature radar ,
set, is called "hear'a-light" and was developed
by the American Bell Aircraft Company. Only
the size of a cigar, It transmits a constant j
tone produced by a small battery. "The tonal (
pitch changes," the above·mentioned article
continues, "whenever the 'cigar' is moved
from one place to another. A small contrivance for receiving the reflected tone is fas- ")
tened to the ear -of the blind person, who "
after awhile is able to recognize the form
and position of objects and even differentiate ~
between colors--tramc lights, for example."
4t The article's author mentions yet another •
device and ("ails it a "wonder contrivance." I
It is a kind of "acoustic Braille." Since so I
much fingertip sensitivity is required in read- •
Ing Braille, only 20 percent of all blind per- I
sons can read it. "In America's Franklin ~
Institute," writes Troebst, "experiments have
been carried on for some time now in reading ~

i
I
I
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'Braille' acoustIcally. The blind person runs
hIs small 'spoon' whose underside Is .eqtJipped
with a cell sensitive- to light across th~ indio
vidual Jjnes. Each individual dot in the I3raille
alphabet Is registered AS a shadow (as in a
film projector) and is changed Into a certain
tone. Each letter produces a different tonecommoJily used words produce a combInation
of tone$. In this way the blind person hears
what tlle sensitive 'touch-spoon' sees ..• If
actual words as spoken by a human voice
could be made to come trom the microphone
instead ot a series of different high tones,
then the matter would be simple 1ndeed."
4I. Good progress is being made along this
line, however, writes Troebst turther, for at
a press conference held in connection with the
Radio Corporation ot America's investigating
laboratories a "speaking machine" was demo
onstrated that for the first time produced
several understandable sentences in synthetic
speech. They were not recorded on a light
tone-band beforehand, as the case is in sound
film, for example, but au englnee\" had drawn
them out as small dots and lines on a celluloid
band with black paint. This spiral curve was
then "read by touch" by a selenium cell and
was changed into tone.
4I. Still later developments along this line
were reported by the New York Time8, Sep.
tember 18 and 21, 1958. It told of a device that
"reads" flat print and produces musical tones
that the ear can be trained to decipher.
C!. This instrument, developed by the Battelle
Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, Is about
the size of a portable radio and weighs nine
pounds. It consists of the probe that is moved
over printed material, a chassis containing
the tubeS. etc., and earphones.
(£, "The probe contains two tiny lights and
a lens that projects an image of the printed
letter upon a row of photocells {electric eyes I.
Each photocell. when it sees black, acts like
the key ot an electric organ, actuating an
osclllator in the chassis to generate a specific
pitch proportional to the black portion of the
letter 'seen'."
II. A person can get some Idea ot the impor.
tance of these "electronic eyes" when he remembers that the second world war brought
blindness, either directly or Indirectly, to an
estimated 10,000 persons in Germany alone.
In Great Britain and her dominion there are
approximately another one million blind per·
sons, whereas India has more than two million.
AWAKE!
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MONG the many proofs of the Bible's
authenticity is the cand9r of its writers. What is meant by candor? Candor
means frankness, openness of heart,
straightforwardness, innate honesty. Candor and candid come from the same root
which has the meaning of whiteness or
transparency. A candid camera picture is
one that is honest, frank, not posed, hut
showing a person just as he is. Writing
that is done wlth candor is writing whose
object is, not to create a certain impression, but solely to tnake known the truth,
to report the facts. Without a doubt, love
of the truth, fear of Jehovah and the operation of God's holy spirit combined to produce the candor so apparent in the records
of the writers of the Bible.
Note, if you will, the obvious candor revealed in the very first chapters of the
Bible. The record tells us that our first
parents were created in God's image and
likeness, yet it does not spare them as to
their selfishness and foUy. Adam shows
himself to be an ingrate and cad, blaming
both God and his wife for his deflection,
while hiJ wife Eve blames the serpent.
-Gen. 3:12, 13.
The account regarding Noah gives us
the next good illustration of the candor of
Bible writers. "Noah was a righteous man.
He proved himself faultless among his contemporaries. Noah walked with the God."
A lone faithful witness of Jehovah in an
age of wickedness and violence, he showed
amazing faith, to the saving of himself,
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his family and the various kinds of birds
and beasts. Yet all this did not Stmre him.
With typically Scriptural straightforward.
ness the rec'ord tells: "Noah started. off as
&. farmer and proceeded to plant a vine.
yard. And he began drinking of the wine
and became intoxicated."-Gen. 6:9; 9:
20, 21.
Consider also Judah. He be<!ame the
most honored of all Jacob's sons in that
his became the royal tribe. He showed
himself to be a fa.ithful servant of Jehovah and his plea before Joseph in behalf
of his brother Benjamin is one of the most
touchingly beautiful passages in God's
Word. Nevertheless, the record also tells
us that after his wife died he went in to
what he took to be a pagan temple prostitute but who turned out to be his
daughter-in-law and who bore him twins.
--Gen, 38,12, 15, 16,
What a grand old faithful servant of
Jehovah Moses was! With what patience
he endured the rebelliousness of his peo_
ple, serving as their leader, judge, med.iator and advocate for some forty years,
Yet with what candor he tens of the time
he lost his temper when the people cried
for water, for which rash act he was de.
nied the privllege of entering the Promised Land. His telling of his fretting at
this penalty is a further gem of candor.
-Num. 20:7-13; Deut. 3:23-27.
No more striking example of candor
could we imagine than the Scriptural record of King David's life. Here was a man
'agreeable to Jehovah's own heart,' one
whose faith and zeal were outstanding. As
a lad he slew a lion and a bear. As a youth
he brought great honor to Jehovah's name
by Slaying the giant Goliath. As a king he
vindicated his God by repeatedly defeating the Philistines. He was used to write
almost half of the psalms, and in his old
age he furnished much of the treasure that
went into Jehovah's temple.
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SUrely, in view of such • record his
transgresalolll eouId easily have been overlooked. But not so. With utmost candor
they are laid Dare before our eyes. In a
burst of reUgious zeal David overlooke,d

God's regulations on how the ark of the
covenant was to be transported and so God
found it necessary to rebuke David by
having Uzzah smitten. Then once David
betrayed his confidence in the arm of flesh
by having his fighting men numbered. This

vainglorious deed cOst the lives of 70,000
of his people. Most serious of all was his

sin involving his passion for Bath-sheba.

He coveted her, stole her, committed
a.dultery with her and finally had her husband killed in battle so that he could not
bring a charge of adultery against her.
Both Bible lovers and Bible haters are all
familiar with this sin of David, but how
many know that Benjamin Franklin,
famed for his wisdom and scientific
skill as well as for being one of the
mustrious founding fathers of the United.
States. had an illegitimate son who turned
traitor and fought against his father's
C01.Dltry?
Solomon is another king that was not
spared by Bible writers. He was used to
build the glorious temple, was endowed
with great wisdom and had the privilege
of writing three Bible books, most of the
book of Proverbs as well as Ecclesiastes
and The Song of Solomon. At the same
time the record tens that his pagan wives
turned his heart away from Jehovah so
that he died unfalthful.-1 Ki. 11:1-9.
The book of Jonah 1S a veritab1e jewe1
of guilelessness and ingenuousness. How
simply Jonah tells of his running away
from his preaching assignment! How
naively he answers the sailors faced with
shipwreck because of his being aboard!
And how innocently he reports his grumbling because God showed the Ninevites
28

mercy! How true to hqrnan nature, yet,
how unusual this objective autobiography
of Jonah is!-Jonah 1:2. 3, 7-12; 4:1-11.
In particular does the record of the nation of Israel as a whole reveal the candor of Bible writers. From Moses the lawgiver-to John the apostle they tell with
~ha:racterlstic Scriptul'a1 straightforwardness the unflattering truth about God's
chosen people, their own people. They
grumbled against Moses while still in
Egypt, they repeatedly rebelled and turned
to false worship while in the wilderness,
time and again they turned to false gods
in the times of the judges and the kings,
sealing their doom centuries later by killing the very Son of God. No patriotic bias
but sheer candor from beginning to end.
The same candor, let it be noted, also
marks the record of Jesus' apostles(}'he
twelve are not spared. Their humble origins, their contentions among themselves
as to who will be the chief one, their deserting their Master in time of danger, the
traitorous course of one of them, are all
frankly recorded. Note in particular Peter: impUlsively he wants to' walk on the
water, only to sink when his faith failed;
confidently he boasts he will never forsake
his Master, only to deny him three times;
given the key to hring th~ Kingdom g~
news to the .Gentiles, he gets open rebuke
for being ashamed to be seen with them.
Many more examples could be given, but
the foregoing should suffice to establish
the remarkable candor of Bible writers.
Tbese men were not trying to doceive anyone, they were not trying to palm off a
new religion, no ulterior motive prompted
them. Their accounts ring true with what
we know about human nature. In view of
such candor, straightforwardness, outspokenness, yes, and naIvete, we can believe what they wrote as well as accept
their claim that they wrote at God's dil'ection, undel' im,piration.
AWAKE]

Geneva Parley Ends
August 5 the Geneva
conference of. foreign minis·
ters was recessed indefinitely.
Present for the 65·day.long
meeting had been foreign ministers of Britain, France, the
U.S. and the SOViet Union, as
well as one adviSer from West
Germany and another repre·
senting East Gennany. No ac·
cord had been reached on Ger·
man reunification, and most
sources concluded that the parley had been a failure. In a
closing 149·word communique,
however, the ministers termed
the talks as "useful." The date
and place for their resumption
was to be settled through dip·
lomatic channels.

+ On

"PaddlewhE'el" In Space
On August 7 the U.S. placed
in orbit a rather unconvention·
al satellite. Explorer VI, a 142pound instrument-packed ve·
hicle, has been called "paddle·
wheel" because of four plastic
vanes that jutted aut from thf..'
central sphere once it was in
orbit. The sphere itself is 26
inches in diameter. The paddle.
wheels are equipped with cells
capable of converting solar energy into electricity. This, in
turn, can be used for the operation of the satellite's radio
apparatus. The "paddlewheel"
attained a speed of about 22,000
miles an hour and cirCles thE;>
earth in an elliptical orbit
ranging from about 150 to 22,000 miles from the ear t h.
Among other things, Explorer
VI was expected to relay data
on the ionosphere, the inten·
sity of radiation In space and
the earth's magnetic field.

'*'

'*

Exchange VIsits

Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushch,.v was coming to the
United States and U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower
was going to Russia. That was
the burden of simultaneous
announcements made in Wash·
ington and Moscow on Au·
gust 3. The Soviet premier was
to begin his visit on September 15. Eisenhower would go to
Moscow sometime this autumn. Though few pcrsons
thought tha t major differences
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would thereby be resolved,
some were apparently hopeful
that East·West tensions might
at least be eased. Eisenhower
said that it was his own idea
to extend the invitation to
Khrushchev. The U.S. presi·
dent indicated that he was accepting the Soviet invitation
in hopes that the exchange
visits would create better un·
derstanding between the two
countries and that tl1(>y would
thus promote the cause of
peace.
Flood!! In Taiwan

4> What were qescribed as
Taiwan's heaviest rains in 62
years brought about a series
of flash· floods throughout the
central and -southern portions
of the island in early August.
National Chinese sources reo
ported on August 10 that the
death toll had by then risen
to 619 persons, with 4.'59 missing. More than 900 others had
been injured and 246.807 were
said to be homeless. The floods
had destroyed nearly 28,000
dwellings and had damaged
over 12,000 more. Hardest hit
were iSolated communities. The
government moved hundreds
of persons from stricken areas
to places of safety. Flood reo
lief funds

Cuba'!! Counterrevolution

-® The government of Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro was
faced with a counterrevolutionary plot in early August. On
August 10 Rcvolucion, organ
of Castro's 26th of July move·
ment, reported the arrest of
over 1,000 former members of
ousted dietalor Fulgencio Ba·
tista's armed forces and cer·
tain landowners. The report
held that th(' counterrf'volu·
tionaTif's weTe being directed
by Batista from the Dominiean RepUblic. Arrests cantin·
ued and goon 4,500 were said
to be in custody. On August 12
fighting between the insur·
gents and government forces
took plne-c about 200 miles east
of Havana. On the following
day Castro deci>ued that the
"counh>r·rc\"olution has been
crushed."
Ke-rala: Communists Out

-® July 31 marked the end of
a COI\1mnnist r(>gime in the
Indian state of Kerala. A proclamation issued by India's
President Rajendra Prasad
brought about the dissolution
of Kerala'g legiSlative assem-

included $250,000

bly and transferred its law-

furnished by the International
Cooperation Administration
and the Council for United
States aid.

making and eXecutive functions to the National Parliament in New Delhi. Rioting
and Unrest. in opposition to the
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Communist regime, had prevailed throughout the state for
nearly two m 0 nth s. During
that time 15 persons were reo
ported killed and nearly 20,000
anti-Communists were said to
have been arrested.
PrDJect Tepee
.. It was revealed on August 7
that a radio-monitoring system
has been established within
the limits of continental United States. Dubbed Project Tepee. It is said to be able to
detect over 95 percent ot all
missile launchings and nuclear
tests around the world. Monitoring stations, the number
and locations of which are
secret, send out high-frequency
radio signals. These, in turn,

are- bounced off rOCKet exhaust
gas~s or burning clouds resulting from nuclear explosions.
Rocket- or missile-launching
sites and nuclear test locations
can thus be detennined

Retugee Flight to the West
• During the first seven
months of 1959 nearly 1,700
Iron Curtain refugees filtered
Into West Berlin. This was
pointed up in a report issued
by authorities there on July 28.
By that date over 50,000 persons seeking refuge from Communist oppression had arrived
in West Berlin since January 1.

tttre ended In New York city
on August 11. It was estimated
tl1at over 1,000,000 persons had
visited the fair during its 42·
dllY run. Apparently, many
visitors were favorably 1m.
p(essed wi.th Soviet technical
s}l:i1l. Others, however, felt
tf1.at the exhibit had failed to
SllOW much of the life of a
t)'pical Russian family.
Omada's New Governor General
• On August 1 Maj. Gen.
George ~hileas Vanier was
m1med Gm·-ernor General of
canada by Britain's Queen
Elizabeth. The 71-year-old soldier-statesman is a FrenchC;lnadian and a Roman Cath.
olic. Gen. Vanier was recom_
mended for the post by Canad,,-'S Pri.me Minl.ster D'Ie!enbilker. He was to succeed former Governor General Vincent
Massey on September 15, at
which time he would begin a
seven-year term of office. The
post is largely honorary, Since
c!11ef political power actually

r~~t~a;;~~~~~~ ~~d~~e~~r;,\~t;['
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p(lpe to Priests

In a to,aOO-word enCYClical
d",ted August 1, Pope John
X;XIII urged Roman Catholic
tn'lests around the worll3 to
/lcJ.ttern their lives after French
e(ciesiastic Jean-Marie-Bap.
ti~te Vianney. Catholic CUrate
Socialized Medicine In Britain
Vjanney died in 1859, was be.. Medicine has been nationalized in Britain for the past atified in 1905, canonized in
decade. A July 29 report indi- 1925 and shortly therea.fter
cated that its cost has steadily proclaimed the patron saint of
ris!,!n, from about one and a p;1rish priests. In the enCYClical
quarter billion dollars yearly- letter, to be known as "Sttcer.
to a present annual expense dotH Nostrl Primordia" (The
of over two billion dollars. Beginning of Our Priesthood),
With patients bearing less the pope drew attention to the
than 20 percent of the medical ("urate-saint's piety and pas('QSts, more than 80 ~reent tofal zeal. Given to sacerdotal
must be drawn from tax funds. asceticism, the cleric was described as "severe with himThe program, however, seems
to be popular with the people self, but sweet with everYone
el,;e." Roman Catholic priests
in S"eneral.
were asked to follow his eX.ampW hy not being attacherj to
SDviet Fair End"l
.. 'The Soviet Exhibition of th~ir personal possessions, by
Science, Technology and Cul- being "men of prayer" and oy
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emulating their patron salnt'$
pastoral zeal.
Au~traUa.n Tax CUt
., On August 11 il)come taxes
in Australia were 'reduced by
5 percent. On the same date
the government also Increased
sodal security benefits. Pension rises for older persons,
invalids, widows and others
would range anywhere from 7s
60, or 85 cents, to 15 Shillings,
or $1.70 weekly. Australia's
immigration goal for the com·
ing year was also reported to
be 125,000, 5,000 over the total
for the previous year. The
Island-continent's population is
about 10,000,000, with over
1,300,000 immigrants having
arrived there since the close
of Worlcl War II.

'*

Violence In Venezuela
In Caracas on August 4
what appeared at first to be a
peaceful protest against the
administration's dec i s ion to
end a public works program
dislntegraterl into vandalism
and violence. Four persons
were reported killed and 46
others injured before order
was restored. Constitutional
guarantees involving pub I i c
assembly, immunity' to arrest
without a warrant and the
right to demonstrate were suspended for 30 days throughout
the capital city by President
Romulo Betancourt. Sefior Betancourt maintained that the
public works program encouraged idleness and was waste·
ful and corrupt.
Sewer Yields Ancient Art
~ All it took was a workman
operating a pneufhatic drill.
fie was simply making sewer
repairs at a site in Athens'
por~ of Piraeus. Soon, however, an entire crew of de·
lighted archaeologists were at
work. In a short time a
treasure-trove of ancient art
was brought to light. A largert/1an·JJfe-slze statue of a youth
was among early finds, Other
HemS" of major significance
AWAKE!

unearthed by August 10 In_
cluded a bronze statue of the
goddess Artemis. Excavators
also found a bronze mask similar to those worn by actors
in ancient Greek tragedies, and
two hennae, pillars surmount.
ed by portrait heads representing the god Bermes, or
Mercury. Most important was
an eight.toot-high bronze statuf!. of Athena, patron goddess
of anCient Athens. All together eight sculptures had been
removed from what was apparently a 2.aoO-year·old ware·
house. The statue of Athena is
held to be of the fourth cen·
tury B.C.
Jamaican Election

% Throngs of Jamaican voters
went to the polls on July 28.
Election returns showed that
the People's National party
was back in office. It had won
28 of the 45 seats in the House
of Representatives, with 16
going to the Labor party and
one to an independent. The

TRACTS

People's National party is led
by Chief Minister Norman W.
Manley, who heads the new
government. The sOcialist victory indicated that Jamaica.
part ot the West Indies Federation, would continue with its
present program of industrial
expansion. The July' 28 vote
was Jamaica's first election
under self·government.
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August that many Soviet shoppers would soon be ablE' to
purchase some expensive con·
sumer goods on credit Customers would have to make down
payments ranging- from 20 to
25 percent of total cost and
would also have to pay service
charges of 1 or 2 percent. Pay·
ments would be extended over
a period of six months to a
year and would be made
through pay r 0 11 deductions.
The new plan applies within
the Russian Republic, an area

say much more
in less lime
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Statebood at Last!

% August 21-at 4 p.m. Eastern Daylight Saving Time, to
he exact-was to be a big day
and hour for BawaUans. It.
was then that U.S. President
Dwight D. Eisenhower was to
sign the fonnal proclamation
making the former island territory's entry into the Union
official. Eisenhower was also
to disclose the design of the
new fifty·star flag of the U.S.
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the UkraIne, and other 8ections of the Soviet UnIon are
expected ta follow suit. 7Jze in·
Itallment plan will apparently
apply to items costing 400
rubles or more. Included would
be su(!h things as expensive
wrist watches. bicycles, radios.
record players, cameras and
certain clothing. Previously,
purchases had to ,be made on
a cash·and-carry basis.

IlllItallment Buying In the Soviet
% It was revealed in mid·

Tracts are pointed and pithy, com·
pact and convenient, short and savory, enlightening and inexpensive.
Have them with you at all times.
Get some today.
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covering over hall of the Soviet Union. Certain credit ar·
rangernents already exist in
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can solve the complex problems
confronting this generation
Are you interested
in seeing
God's will done?

For centuries the nations of the world have been
competing for supremacy. The result has been untold misery and death. Today two of the strongest
opposing forces ever developed in government are
desperately seeking the "ultimate position" in order to gain self-preservation or world conquest.
What will the outcome be? Is the future in this
conflict foreseeable?
Centuries ago the Almighty God caused his prophet Daniel to record a series of prophetic visions
that are now so clearly seen in fulfillment that
their message to this generation is unmistakable.
You will want to consider them in detail for your
protection and salvation in the calamity all nations face in the immediate future.
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extent only after one comes into a dedicated relationship with Jehovah, the happy
God. Apart from his Creator, man's life
is shallow, empty, without meaning. Mankind's highest happiness and greatest joy
rest in acquiring accurate knowledge of
his Creator and using this l<nowledge to
the praise of his Creator God, Jehovah.
HE acquiring of material things has It is this God that supplies the qualities for
.
little to do with joyful Jiving. There joyful living.
are other things that are far more meaningful. Take, for an example, the mother Qualities of the Spirit
whose child is seriously ill. The health
The apostle Paul writes: "The fruitage
and life of that child mean more to her of the spirit is love, joy, peace, longsufl'erthan all the refrigerators, television sets ing, kindness, goodness, faith, mildness,
and modern furnishings in the world. A self-contra}," To divorce these qualities
man's home may be his palace, but it must from life or not to have or develop them
be at peace. His loving family means more is to cut oneself off from what makes life
to him than all the rockets, missiles and worth living. What is life without love,
joy and peace? A man can live in a palace
sate11ites in space.
Some persons have erroneously conclud- and stilI be miserable and he can live in a
ed that wealth would add to their quality shanty and be completely happy. The difof living. "If we were only rich, alI our ference lies with the exercise of these
troubles would be over," they say. This qualities. If love, joy, peace, along with
is not the case. Wealth could very easily the other qualities Paul mentioned, are
cbmplicate matters and make 1ife im- present, then life can be beautiful. Possessmeasurably more miserable than ever be- ing an abundance of material things has
fore. There are more important things no bearing on the matter.-Gal. 5:22, 23.
than wealth. A common saying is, "The
When we come to realize that we are
best things in life are free."
the children of a loving God, we come under
Joyful living is not a product of the obligation to emUlate his tender qualities
production-line system. Rather, it is the toward one another. Paul writes: "Clothe
fruitage of God's spirit at work on the yourselves with the tender affections of
hearts and minds of men of good will. compassion, kindness, lowliness of mind,
Living can be appreciated to its fullest mildness, and iongsuffering. Continue put-
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ting up with one another and forgiving one
another freely if anyone has a cause for
complaint against another. Even as Jeho~
vah freely forgave you, so do you also. But,
besides all these things, clothe yourselves
with love, for it is a perfect bond of un~
ion." What a changed world this would be
if people would follow this inspired ad~
vice! Doing business would be a pleasure.
Traveling, shOpping and our human relations would all take a change for the
better. Christians are under command to
put this advice into practice. Therefore,
Christian living should be not only the
highest of living but the most joyful there
is on this earth.-Col. 3:12-14.

Other Contributing Factors
Besides the qualities of the spirit, there

are other things that contribute toward
joyful living. Becoming a participator in
events helps to make life more meaningful.
People who are participators go places and
do things, and the Christian ministry pro~
vides plenty of right things for them to do.
-1 Cor. 15:58.
It is not enough just to do things. To
make what we do worth~while we should
want to do it with all our might. This calls
for the quality of enthusiasm. How can we
put this quality into our lives? Respond
readily. Do not hesitate to work, to play,
to laugh, to enjoy the fun of living. Always
look for the sunny side of the street of
life and you will find it more joyful. Re~
spond to life's challenges with a spirit of
appreciation. As David wrote: "In God I
have put my trust; I shall not be afraid.
What can flesh do to me?" Such trust and
enthusiasm, spirit and appreciation face
up to Goliath-like situations with success.
-Ps.56:4.
The art of living joyfully calls for the
qualities of awareness and anticipation.
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"For everything there is an appointed
time, even a time far every affair under
the heavens." (Eccl. 3:1) Persons With
awareness appear to appreciate this fact
more than others. They are abreast of
things that are worth knowing, and they
have time for things that are worth doing.
They are busy, yes, but they are active in
a happy way. They know how to get the
most out of life with the minimum of
effort.
Observant persons and persons wUh Insight have a way of making life fuller,
richer and happier for themselves and
others. This combination of qualities
makes a person wonderful company. They
have their physical and spiritual eyes wide
open. Being observant aids them in making wise choices and in evaluating properly. Jesus told Martha: "Martha, Martha,
you are anxious and disturbed about many
things. A few things, though, are needed,
or just one. For her part, Mary chose the
good portion, and it will not be taken away
from her." Martha apparently allowed ma~
terial tpings to becloud her spiritual sight,
while Mary kept this quality sharp, for
which she received the Master's 'well done.'
Martha should have known: "It is the spirit
that is life-giving; the flesh is of no use at
all." For life to be joyful, creatures must
make room in their lives for, God's spirit to
do its part.-Luke 10:41, 42; John 6:63.
To be convinced of these spiritual truths
and to put confidence in them are also
factors that contribute toward joyful living. Confidence and conviction inspire one
to hope in the liviI).g God to usher in a
new world, to resurrect the dead and to
bless faithful ones with everlasting life.
So, happy are those who are conscious, not
of their material but of their spiritual
needs, for life to them will be joyful and
most complete.-Matt. 5:3.
AWAKE!

IVING must be voluntary to be enjoyed. To compel one to give of his
own is not only wrong, but unkind and
unchristian. The impulse to give must flow
freely from the heart, and when it does
it has a pleasant rewarding effect on the
giver, whereas giving under compulsion
almost always has a revulsive effect. It
usually fills the giver with bitterness and
resentment.
It is not only important but necessary
that we should give of ourselves and our
possessions. The Dead Sea is dead because
it does not give out. Men were created to
give out. That is why it is impossible for
us to hoard good within ourselves for very
long without doing injury to ourselves. We
must give for our own good. What good
would the sun, moon and stars and nature
be if they did not give forth? What good
would we be if we refused to give of our·
setves? We WQutd be. ps:ychotogical wrecks.
if we were suddenly prevented from giv·
ing. In fact, it is impossible to imagine a
world without people giving to one another.
However, it is one thing to give freely
and another thing to be forced into giving.
Said one woman, i'I feel like a million dollars when I give from my heart." No
doubt, we have often felt the same way
ourselves. But when compelled to give, an
entirely different reaction is created, as
is sho'Wll by the following remarks of an
executive who was questioned about various drives and giving. "Too much pressure,
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too many campaigns," he said. "You are
made to feel unpatriotic if you don't give.
I appreciate their problem, but I get _
mad at them." There is no joy in such
giving.
Doubtless, many have been driven to
anger by the number of collectors that
have approached them for money. One
businessman of a small shop said that as
many as twelve have asked him for money
in a single morning. If a customer is doing
the soliciting, one is forced to give, be.
cause not to give may mean the loss of
business. But to give a doUar every time
someone pleads for help, it would not be
long before you would be on relief yourself.
In the United States alone close to
$5,000,000,000 a year is lifted from private
pockets and purses into charities. During
one Christma. season, Time magazine re'POrteu 'that llieTe were some 2,0CfU,'OCIO
fund·raisers on the prowl. One charity
group that collected $3,978,000 in five
years stated that 84 percent of their collections went for "overhead." Another
group collected $21,480,000 for disabled
American veterans. However, $17,000,000
of that amount went for salaries and promotion costs and almost $4,000,000 went
for lobbying in Washington, and, according
to Time, "not a cent went for the direct
aid of a needy veteran." Would giving to
such causes make you happy? Hardly.
One large city in the United States found

that more than half its charity groups
were in the questionable category. Other
investigations have discovered that a number of women who rattle charity boxes in
busy city business districts set aside 25
to 30 percent of the collections for themselves, with the same amount going to the
professional promoter for whom they
work. Little wonder people feel that there
are not only too many campaigns and too
much pressure, but too many grafters and
chiselers, too many full-time professional
and amateur panhandlers in the moneyraising business.
Religion, "the mother of charities," has
also come under suspicion by many a
donor. The New York Daily News reported
that hundreds of small churches are organized, not to teach Christianity, but to
fleece the public. These so-called churches
expend their main efforts on collecting
funds in the name of charity. This newspaper stated that more than $100,000,000
was being picked out of people's pockets
and poured down a rathole in the name of
sweet charity by this method. Giving to
such fake charities does not result in happiness but resentment.

Pressure Methods
Professional swindlers or collectors
are cleverly adept at pressurizing and
shaming the public into giving. The doorbell pusher, for example, is a skilled fasttalker. One householder, referring to this
method, stated: "I don't like it. It makes
you feel forced into it, shamed into contributing. You feel like a heel if you refuse." The fast-talker knows this and he
presses his skill to the limit, extorting
money from the public. Other collectors
smooth of tongue will use the telephone to
make contacts, then they follow up prospects. Others are clever writers. These
use the mails to reach the heartstrings and
6

open up the wallets and pocketbooks of
the public.
Often money-raisers will send merchandise. They know that when people receive
the unauthorized merchandise, varying
from Christmas and TB seals to pens with
one's name engraved on them, they will
feel obligated to give something. "I resent
very much getting things through the
mail," said one woman. "I think I'm on
every sucker list. And being on the third
floor, I resent going downstairs and finding nothing but something from Father
Flanagan's Boys' Town. I resent this particularly because they send year ,after
year, whether you respond or not. . . . I
resent it when they keep on sending even
when I write and tell them to take me
off their list." Here again, resentment and
not happiness results from pressure.
professional collectors know that by
personalizing their approach they can
reach into more pocketbooks. So instead
of directing attention to an impersonal organization or agency, these shrewd fundraisers will say they are collecting funds
for poor, destitute widows, helpless children or families who are desperately in
need. These swindlers know,. too, that you
will say "no" to most appeals. So they will
cleverly arrange for a friend to do the
collecting. When a friend says it is for a
hospital, it becomes very hard not to give
something.
With a view to stimulating giving or to
shaming nongivers into giving, many welfare agencies, colleges and even churches
will publish the names of contributors and
the amounts that each gives. F. Emerson
Andrews in his book Attitudes Toward
Giving states: "The New Testament admonition to 'take heed that ye do not your
alms before men, to be seen of them; otherwise ye have no reward of your Father
which is in heaven,' is an ethical concept
more admired than followed, at least by
AWAKE/

agencies desiring to put maximum pressure on givers."
In recent years the proportion of welfare contributions sought and obtained in
factories and offices has been on the increase. Collectors talk up the "100 percent" type of drive. "You're the only one
not giving," they say. "Come on. you want
our office to be on the heel list?" "Don't
be a tight wad. What's a fin ($5.00) anyway?" Sometimes there is absolute compulsion. Instead of asking how much one
would like to give, many collectors demand
a certain amount. One donor stated that
he was violently opposed to such pressure
tactics. "It is not a gift. It is a business
requirement, holding him up at the point
of a pistol," he said.
Perhaps the most heartless way to collect money for charities is to prey on children. Solicitors say school children learn
the needs of the community this way.
Parents say it is simply an underhanded
method of hounding them for more money.
Collectors know that if parents do not
give, the child will be made to feel bad
and embarrassed. It is rotten high-pressure
salesmanship. Andrews tells of a mother
who had a ten-year-old son that gave his
lunch money. The mother said: "I discovered that after a while, and went to
one of the nuns to protest. . . . The nun
said she did not like these fund-raising
campaigns; the children should be let
alone, she thought. But the head of the
school is of another opinion."
Children of another school became
nervous and depressed. When the parents
checked with the teacher, they found their
answer in a hurry. "Those poor youngsters," the teacher said, "have been flooded
and nearly drowned with viciOUS, whipcracking, carefully contrived campaigns
for money for 'health campaigns.' They
have been told and told and told that polio
OCTOBER 8, 1959

is hovering over their shoulders, and 'Bring
money to fight it;' that heart disease kills
children as well as adults,' and 'Bring
money to fight it;' that tuberculosis is
everYWhere, and 'Buy stamps to fight it.·
Is it any wonder," the teacher asked, "that
sensitive, growing children are being
frightened to death?" Despite the legitimacy and laudability of some campaigns,
one can feel only deep revulsion for
schemes that prey on minds of school children. It is a crime what men will do for a
few extra dimes and dollars.
Religious Giving
Today about half of all individual giving goes to churches of various denominations. They have a large variety of philanthropies, including complete school systems, hospitals and a wide range of social
services. One great-grandmother spoke
her mind when she said: "Nobody wants
more money than the churches, and they
don't do too much good! Beg, beg, beg, beg,
and you hardly see the preacher until you
go over there."
From ancient times religious people
have been induced to give by listening to
vain promises made by preachers. It was
believed and taught that almsgiving would
free one from death. Cyprian asserted that
almsgiving could bring renewed cleansing
to souls that had lost their baptismal purity. Augustine taught that almsgiving ob~ained forgive~ess for light offenses, that
It atoned for sms of the departed as well
as for those of the living. To this day
Roman Catholic prelates encourage giving
as a means of atonement for sins: "If
there is anything in your past life you
would like to atone for, the best way to
do it is to make a sacrifice ... pin your
sacrifice to this column and send it to the
Most Reverend Fulton J. Sheen, . . . or
to your Diocesan Director." Are such
valid inducements toward making con-
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tributions? Scripturally no, for not with
silver and gold, but with Christ's precious
blood are our sins wiped out. Not with
works of self~righteousness, but through
faith do we gain forgiveness.-1 Pet.
1:18, 19.
Recently the foremost United States Roman Catholic weekly, Our Sunday Visitor,
devoted practically an entire issue to
stressing the giving of money on the part
of Catholics, shaming them by implying
unfavorable comparisons with Protestants,
such as: "We Can Learn from Others";
and, "Here's the Zeal We Ought to Have."
Is this the Christian way of encouraging
contributions for worthy causes? The motive for Christian giving is love, not shame
or compulsion.
The tithing law of Moses is not now
obligatory, for Christians were made free
from the law. stin there is an increasing
number of Catholic and Protestant organizatiQPs that are stressing the giving of
the tithe. But even such tithing has in it a
sense of compulsion, or at least a duty.
While to some people there is satisfaction
in doing their duty, yet many do not get
great joy out of it. As a matter of fact,
King David looked upon giving not so
much as a duty but as a privilege when
he said: "Who am I and who are my people, that we should retain power to make
voluntary offerings like this? For everything is from you and out of your own
hand we have given to you."-l ehron.
29:14; Rom. 10:4.

Christian Giving
Christian giving must be voluntary to
be acceptable to God. Christians do not
need every device known to modern psychology applied to them to get them to
part with their money. They do not need
clever fund-raising sermons directed at
8

them; neither need they be forced to make
pledges, play lotteries and bingo games
before letting loose of their money. And
certainly they do not need that everpresent collection plate or basket before
them to move them to give. None of these
methods find support in the Scriptures.
The Scriptural method is simply to make
known the fact that there is an opportunity or privilege open to give of one's substance and then use the amount contributed for the intended purpose, not for personal gain. That is the way Moses did it
when it came time for building the tabernacle and furnishing it. There was such
ready response that soon the Israelites
were told to stop bringing contributions,
for they had more than enough.-Ex.
36:3-7.
Christians follow the same principle of
giving voluntarily. They know that "the
generous soul will itself be made fat, and
the one freely watering others will himself
also be freely watered." They appreciate
that each one is to "do just as he has resolved in his heart, not grudgingly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful
giver." With them there is "a readiness to
want to do," which is rewarding in God's
sight.-Prov.11:25; 2 Cor. 9:6,7; 8:11,12.
For such generous giving all that is
necessary is to give Christian people a gentle reminder that there is need and that
giving is a privilege. Criticism or compulsion is not God's way to move hearts.
Christians should never find occasion to
say, "You must give." The word "must"
shOUld never be used in connection with
giving. The givihg must be free, voluntary,
willing. And when it is, it brings us deep
satisfaction and joy. As Jesus himself said,
"There is more happiness in giving than
there is in receiving." Giving is a privilege
and a blessing. It should not be forced.
-Acts 20:35.
AWAKE!

OU might as wen

Y face it, your
home is not as safe
as you might think
it to be. A man is al-

most as safe on the
highway during the rush
hour as he is in his proverbial castle. Every eight
seconds somewhere in the
United States a serious accident takes place
in the home. Every year about 34,000 lives
are lost, and in some years accidents in the
home far outnumbered highway accidents.
In many cities horne accidents of all kinds
outrank every other form of fatal mishap.
Annually approximatelY
5,250,000 nonfatal accidents occur in the home.
About 140,000 of these
suffer permanent im'Pairment. Not aU of
them, however, are seriously handicapped. In
1954 accidents cost the
United States in the
vicinity of $9,800,000,·
000, almost twice the amount the nation
spends on its education.
What can be done to minimize the hazards in the home? What can be done to
keep people from crippling and killing
themselves accidentally?
It is amazing how many people hurt
themselves falling in the home. A vast
majority of these are older people. Persons
over sixty-five suffer more than twice as
many fatal accidents as occur in all the
other age groups put together. If you are
between fifty-five and sixty-five, watch
your step. Older bones break easily and
they take longer to mend, which means
that fatal complications may set in.
Statistics show that nearly 18,000 yearly
are killed by falls in the house, which accounts for about 50 percent of home aedOCTOBER 8, 19.59

dents. That is nearly three
tDnes._ the-'l1UI!'Iber killed in the
'}ext most 'important type of
accident. Burns and fires
are responsible for about
30 percent of the fatal
accidents in the home. Various
other causes make up the remaining 20 percent.
Many deaths were the result of slipping on highly
polished floors. The telephone rang. A young mother dashed across the kitchen floor to reach the phone.
She took a bad spill that
hospitalized her for weeks.
To avoid serious spills palish your floors
with nonskid waxes. There are nonskid
pajnts and nonskid tile that can be used in
kitchen, bathroom and basement floors.
Even w1th nonsk'lQ preparations, caution is
necessary. Also, make sure your carpeting
has a rubber back or is otherwise securely
installed. A slip on a carpet can be just
as painful as on anything
else.
Old chairs are very unreliable if· the legs are
wobbly or the backs are
weak. Climbing on chairs
to reach cabinets, hang
curtains, or to dust is a
sure invitation to a serious fall. Never be foolish enough to stand
on a rocking chair. Have a small step..
ladder nearby to use in hanging curtains
al?d pictures, and for dusting and cleaning.
Going up and down stairways has led
to serious accidents. About ten times as
many people fall going downstairs as
climbing up. Reports show that many
more women than men fall downstairs. It
may be that women, being at home more
than men, use the stairs more often. High
heels may make you look inches taBer and
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slimmer, but on the stairway they are a
hazard. One misjudgment and they can
send you plunging headfirst to your death.
Also, watch out for old shoes, roller
skates and other things that might be in
the way. An untied shoelace can also be
a menace. Inspect the stairs regularly. Be
careful when you walk up and down them,
and be especially careful if you have a
knife in your hand or are carrying glass~
ware.
According to the United States Safety
Council, bifocal glasses can be a major
cause of falls. Sometimes those using bi~
focal glasses look down at the stairway
and see part of the step through the lower
lens and part through the upper lens. They
get confused, miss the step, and fall. AI~
ways hang on to railings. Of all the fatal
accidents that happen every minute of the
daY in the United States, studies indicate
that at least one fifth of them are due to
poor eyesight. Those of you who wear
glasses have reason for extra precaution.

Most Dangerous Spot in the Home
You may find it hard to believe, but
the most dangerous . place in your home,
according to accident statistics, is not the
stairway, or the kitchen, or the bathroom.
It is the bedroom. Of some thousand fatal
accidents in the borne, 25 percent of the
total number occur in the bedroom. Some
people have the habit of leaping out of
bed; they get dizzy and tumble. Or they
get up in the middle of the night to go to
the bathroom and stumble over shoes,
rugs, chairs and lamp cords. Take your
time getting out of bed. Give your body
a chance to adjust itself. It is a good thing
to have a ftashlight near the bed for night
use.
The kitchen ranks next as the most
dangerous spot in the house. Here is where
power, heat and various sharp tools are in
almost constant use. Women between the
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ages of thirty-five and sixty-four suffer
most from kitchen injuries. In the kitchen
are boiling pots, flaming gas burners, hum_
ming electric motors, deadly poisons and
powerful bleaches. Of the 17,000 and more
people that die yearly as a result of falls
850 have met death as a result of slippin~
on slick kitchen floors. Knives and old
tools are the cause of 14 percent of the
casualties in the homes. Do not play with
knives. Also, have a special drawer and
rack in which to put them. Tin cans, broken glass and razor blades should never be
thrown in wastebasket.... where children
can get at them. Keep poisons such as
ammonia and powerful bleaches and cer~
tain corrosive preparations for a clogged
sink out of a child's reach. Under the kitch~
en sink is no safe place for them. Stock
them high overhead in the pantry.
How dangerous is the bathroom? The
bathroom in itself is not dangerous. Accidentwise, it is relatively safe. Accidents
that take place in the bathroom are just
a little more drama tic. People drown, get
scalded, electrocuted or poisoned in the
bathroom. And it is these dramatic accidents that make the newspaper headlines.
There are a few things to beware of in the
bathroom, however. Beware of anything
operated electrically. One study showed
that of two hundred deaths at home,
twenty-Jive were caused by electric shock.
Never touch anything electric unless you
are dry, and that goes for hair curlers,
hair driers, electric razors, telephones,
radios, massage vibrators, etc. Even to
turn on an electric lamp- with one hand
while the other is on a water faucet may,
under certain conditions, result in death
from electric shock. A person immersed
in water or standing on a wet floor while
handling electrical equipment is courting
death, and a quick one. Perhaps the best
advice is to keep electrical equipment out
of the bathroom. It takes only one mistake
AWAKE!

to bring about certain death. It is weI! to
have a sturdy grab-bar installed next to
the bathtub, so that you can grip it as you
lower yourself into the tub and as you
crawl out. A nonskid bathmat in front of
the tub will help prevent slipping. Do not
wait until you have an accident before you
take these precautions. Make the propel'
adjustments now before it is too late.
Electricity and Poisons
Electricity is always unpredictable. Exposed electrical wires are fire hazards. In
United States homes about forty fires occur every day in the week because of
electric irons left in the circuit. Such fires
have cost taxpayers about $1,625,000 yearly. Sister is ironing the week's laundry.
The phone in the next room rings. She
hurries to answer the telephone without
disconnecting the appliance. When she returns the room is on fire. This hap-pens
over and over again. Disconnect all eleCT
trical appliances when not in use. Also,
never run electrical cords under rugs, and
do not place cords in door jams. Wear and
squeezing may break the covering and expose the wires. If that hapwens, there is
sure to be a fire.
Poisons rank high on the accidentaldeath list. In a year over a thousand children are poisoned fatally at home. It is
usually a case where adults or children
pick the wrong thing. It is amazing how
many people will drink out of a bottle
without examining closely to see what is
in it, so to keep people from killing or
poisoning themselves, keep poisons under
lock and key. In addition, label every bottle containing poison in big red letters
"POISON." Then perhaps tie a little bell
around the neck of each bottle containing
poison so at night the tinkle will be a
warning to you. Do not wait until you
poison yourself before taking these precautions. Do it now.
OCTOBER 8, 1959

Fight Fires
Every twenty-four hours there are
about sixteen deaths from fires in United
States homes. Every day some nine hun~
dred homes catch fire. That is a deplorable
record for a safety-conscious nation. In
1955, 5,400 persons died from fires and
burns at horne. One out of three deaths
due to burns was a child under five years
of age. What are the causes? A good many
of these fires started when the mother
went out for a few minutes to visit with
the neighbor or do some shopping. If you
love your children, never leave them alone
in the home, not even for a few minutes.
If you do, the unexpected will happen.
Fires usually call to mind matches,
burners and furnaces. The more than
850,000,000 matches that are used daily
in the United States, which represents an
average of 600,000 matches struck every
minute, betoken a tremendous danger that
exists constantly. The match in itself is
not a fire hazard, that is, if shielded and
put out carefully. But if treated lightly,
each match becomes a potential danger to
the home. Never keep matches where
children can get at them. Keep matches
in a metal container far from the stove.
Make sure the match is cold when you
throw it away.
Escaping gas comes third on the list of
causes of accidental deaths in the home.
Never go to sleep in a room with doors and
windows closed where a gas heater is
burning. The fire can go out for lack of
oxygen and the· esca'Qing gas ean kilt y0\l.
There is no record of fresh air killing any~
one, so keep the windows high.
Cleaning clothes with gaSOline is extremely dangerous. About three hundred
women a year lose their lives this way. A
woman set about to clean the spot on her
dress. The fumes from the cleaning fluid
reached the pilot light on the stove a few
feet away and ignited. That cleaning cost
11

lives. Never be too sure with gasoline. A occur in dwellings, which means that
burning cigarette or the fire in the furnace $40,000,000 worth of farm homes go up in
in the basement can touch off a gasoline smoke every year.
explosion. If you must clean at home, make
The number of children hurt on farms
sure you use only nonflammable and non- is increasing sharply. Farmers must train
their children to stay off tractors, hay
explosive fluid.
Attics and basements are places where wagons, mowers, grain binders, and so
parents like to stack their junk. The attic forth. More than 90 percent of the acciis piled high with old pictures, newspapers dents with farm children result from inand clothing. The basement is stacked with attention and carelessness on the part of
cans of paint, bottles of turpentine, cans adults. Learn to put away your yard and
of kerosene and gasoline, oil-soaked rags garden tools. A scythe hanging on the
and empty burlap bags. This combination branch of a tree is a menace. Someone
makes the neatest bomb you ever saw. All may walk' into it.
Both farmers and city folk must look
it needs is a spark to blow the house skyhigh. Many fires start from spontaneous after their little ones to keep them from
combustion in oily rags. If you must store suffocating or accidentally strangling themthese things, keep them in a fireproof place selves in their cribs or in· a bed. Beware
far away from the house. As for the attic, of using heavy bedclothes in the crib or
toss away the needless trash and free the caITiage; the child can smother under
them. There is always a 'danger when plachouse from this fire hazard.
ing an infant in bed with an adult or older
children that during the night these may
DangerolUl Farm Life
Farm life used to be referred to as some roll over on him. Even nursing mothers
sort of sanctuary from the hazards of city can smother their infants brought into bed
living. Now even this has changed. There for feeding. The mother drops off to sleep
are more casualties annually on farms and rolls over on the child. In the United
than in any other occupation. About 14,000 States this happens on an average of 150 to
deaths and 1,200,000 injuries take place 200 times a year. Feed your baby sitting
yearly. Mechanization has aITived on the up. And, if at all possible, have him sleep
farm and so have its fruits. Tractors, mow- alone.
Traditionally, man's home was his
ers and combines are reaping their toll in
accidents. Farmers have become heavy castle, a tower of security. There is no
smokers and many of them are careless as reason why it cannot continue to be just
to where they toss their matches and that if he combines a little more carefulcigarettes. In the United States and Cana- ness with reasonableness. Eliminate a11
da about two hundred farm buildings burn the man-made contraptions at once. Safety
every day in the year. Farm fires, accord- does not depend on the place but on the
ing to the United States Department of person. Instill in yourself this sense of
Agriculture, kill from 2,000 to 3,500 per- safety or caution and you wiIl insure for
sons each year and cost the country $100,- yourself a happier life in this age of acCi000,000. About 40 percent of farm fires dents.

4J. "The drop in the ability to learn is so gradual that at eighty we. still
have the learning ability we had at the age of twelve."-The Retire·
ment Handbook, by Joseph C. Buckley.
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ONE were privileged:,
to choose his, biJ1:h..([)
place, doubtless. thebeautiful island of Mauritius would be considered

<',

just about perfect. From
the coral reef that surrounds it to the top of
the h i g h est mountain,
~r~/
Mauritius brings only
praise to its Creator. The
island is truly a pearl,
small in size but precious
because of the fluffy clouds that gathto its inhabitants. It rises
er around their jagged summits. Once
quickly from the sea to its highest points. ashore, however, one is attracted by the
To call the mountaintops "points" is no sights near at hand. A newcomer has to
exaggeration. Many of these mountains steer his way carefully through the narrise like fingers from a hand. In fact, one row streets. People hurry along sidewalks
is called Le Pouce (Thumb) for this reason. that in locations are not very evenly paved.
This island pearl of the Indian Ocean
It is not difficult to get a taxi from Port
was formed by volcanic action, which ac- Louis, the capital city, to wherever one
counts for the unusual shape of the moun~ desires to go. In fact, it is difficult to avoid
tains and the numerous splits in the earth, taking one. Many smiling taxi drivers
into which fall the beautiful sparkling stand ready with their latest-model cars,
waterfalls or cascades. For the most part doors opened wide, hoping to lure pasthe island's lower grounds are covered with sengers in. However, a bus ride gives one
sugar cane, while bananas and tea are more of an opportunity to see Port Louis,
grown higher up the mountains. Trees the only big town in Mauritius. It is not
make Mauritius colorful and variety is long after you arrive tha,t you are ful1y
everywhere, from the taB bamboo grass convinced that the radio is quite popular
to the fiaming fiamboyants with their huge with the Mauritians. From one house come
scarlet flowers. However, the island lies in the strains of Indian music mixed with
the cyclone area east of Madagascar in the voices of a Chinese singer, while from
the Indian Ocean, and because of the the Coca-Cola Palace across the road a
cyclones it is rare to see a really big tree. radio is blaring out with a forceful base of
Fortunately though, Mauritius is more rock 'n roll.
likely to be just missed than hit by a
cyclone. The last one to strike the island Color and Dress
was in 1945.
Living in a land of sunshine does have
its
effect on the surroundings. The sea and
The first view a visitor has of .this enchanting island is as. the ship steams to- sky seem bluer, the clouds appear fluffier
ward Port Louis harbor. The harbor lies and whiter, and the fields seem to have a
low in the foreground against a backdrop deeper restful green about them. This love
of mountains, not high mountains but im- of color is reflected by the people, who use
pressive because of their ruggedness and it to the best advantage. The younger genOCTOBER 8, 1959
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family wash on the rocks and lay it in the
sun to dry while enjoying a friendly chat
with their neighbors seems to more than
compensate for not having the convenience of an electric laundry.
Education has recently become a main
feature in the lives of most young Mauritians, and they learn quickly. However,
along with this feverish clamor for education there still exist deep-rooted superstitions. Often the sorcerer will be called in
to paralyze a neighbor who has committed
some sort of unlawful act. One gentleman
of the "Christian" faith had an argument
with his non-Christian neighbors, whereupon the neighbor immediately sent for his
priest, who performed some sort of ceremony around a tree in tJ?e garden, with the
result that the baby of the "Christian"
family ipunediateIy took ill with a mysterIOUS disease. Naturally, the family became
very alarmed abount. They were told that
a firm knowledge of God's Word can be a
defense against this sort of thing.
Family Life and Education
Very often visitors are startled at what
The rich of Mauritius live in the cooler they see take place in the streets of Mauriareas. Many of them live in beautiful tius. During certain feast days young
homes surrounded by lovely gardens, with boys are seen walking barefooted on fire.
a variety of palm trees and tropical flow- Other boys take on the appearance of
ers. Such natural beauty is cause for much human pincushions with slim skewers impraise to Jehovah, the grand Creator of bedded in their chest, arms and cheeks.
it all.
Some of these pins are stuck in one cheek,
Many Indian families live in small huts cross through the mouth and come out of
without the modern facilities of the larger the other cheek.
homes that the rich have. But what these
As elsewhere throughout the world, the
small huts lack in facilities appears to be teen-agers here too have their problems.
more than compensated for in atmosphere Studying and examinations are important
and joys of family life. After a hard day's to them if they hope to get good employwork in the sugar-cane fields, the small ment. Of course, they have their pleasures
huts, with a dinner of rice and curry and too. There are cinemas showing Indian or
the sight of romping children, are just as French films, and volley ball and football
much a place of rest, relaxation and en- seem to be popular. And we must not forjoyment as are the larger mansions. The get the horse racing, which attracts many
poorer womenfolk do not have electric of the islanders to Champs de Mars at
washers, but the way they all gather on Port Louis on Saturday afternoons
the banks of the river to beat out their throughout the season.
eration love bright reds, blues and colors
of a striking nature. The Indian women
know how to blend colors in the saris of
pastel and softer hues. With their sleek
black hair drawn into a chignon at the
nape of the neck and cleverly decorated
with flowers, these 'dark~eyed beauties
make a striking contrast alongside west~
ern women with their peaches-and~cream
complexion.
Just as the Mauritians love color in their
dress they also love it in their homes,
which are by no means dull. In most homes
one will find bright paintings decorating
the walls, and often these are done by the
people themselves, who have an unusual
flair for artistic painting. Even where
something handpainted or a properly
framed picture cannot be obtained, what
they do is remove a bright magazine cover
and hang it. These pictures can be very interesting to the visitor and quite distracting at times.
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To get a good look at this jewel in an
ocean of blue, it is possible to follow a path
and climb to the top of Le Pouce. The hike
takes about an hour and it is worth every
bit of the effort put forth. From the top it
is possible to see what a tiny pearl Mauritius is. With a single sweep, the eye can
see the island's forty.mile length and its
width of twenty-seven miles. Perched away
up here one can see this patch of green'
in the middle of an ocean fringed with
white lacy foam as the waves break on the
coral reef before flowing gently in to the
sandy shore. To descend from these lofty
heights is as if one were to travel from
the top of the world to the seashore in a
few breath-taking moments.
Adjusting to the fact that this is still
planet earth comes quickly when one sees
Indian women dressed in their colorful
saris and bright jewelry, with rings on
their toes. Along the seashores can be
seen teen-agers, the boys dressed in clean
bright shirts and shorts, the girls with
long black hair in beautiful cotton skirts
and dresses. Most of the shops and restaurants are owned by a Chinese proprietor
with many smiling sons always eager to
bargain with their customers. Under the
late afternoon sky, what can be better than
a delicious plate of Chinese food by the
seashore?

Races and Religion
When visiting the homes of the people
one has opportunity to get acquainted with
a number of different races. It is not un·
usual to find Indian, Chinese, Creole, English, French and Franco-Mauritian all living within a short distance of each other.
Naturally this results in a great diversity
of religions. The Indians are mainly divided into the Tamil and Hindu faiths.
Among the Chinese, the older generation,
and especially the women, are Buddhist,
hut a large proportion now profess to be
OCTOBER 8, 1959

Catholic. One also finds the Islamic community well represented. It is the Creoles,
a people of mixed racial origin, Malgache,
Indian and European, who claim to be the
real owners of the island and they will he
quick to tell you so, though the IndoMauritians outnumber them two to one.
Their religion, for the main part, is Catholic, but the Protestants h<}ve made many
converts, especially the Church of England
and the Adventists. The Moslem men are
identified by their little fez caps and the
Hindus by their toques (head scarfs) and
langoutis (loincloth trousers). These men
carry a big black umbrella in preparation
for the heavy rainfalls.
The work of a missionary is made
easy here because of the friendly attitude of the people and the warm welcome given him when he calls at the
homes. The majority of people will ask
him in and give him a seat while he presents his sermon. And if the person is interested, it is quite likely that he will offer
his visitor a soft drink to refresh himself
before he leaves. Also, he may be offered
fruit or vegetables, and in some cases this
is accepted as a contribution for the litera·
ture that is left.
When a missionary calls at the homes,
it is not unusual for him to think he is
entering the yard of a better-class home,
only to find that it is a Buddhist temple.
At first it is difficult to distinguish these
buildings from ordinary homes. But on
getting more acquainted with the Chinese,
one can recognize the broad strips of red
paper lettered with gold on either side of
the gateway. This marks it as being a
Chinese temple. Inside one is welcomed by
a broad smile from the priestess. We are
told that in this particular temple there
are only young girls who have detlicated
their lives to this work. They perform all
the ceremonies, which sometimes last for
five or six hours, during which time they
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claim to call back the spirits and invite time may find the trip home diIDcu1t. The
them to a feast. The spirits are called by enterprising taxi driver with his "train
means of the rhythmical beating of the car" is the one who comes to the rescue.
drums by the priestess, and they are sent He operates only with a full load and the
away again by the shooting of firecrackers. fare is thus less than the ordinary taxi
Part of the ceremony consists of a giant fare.
bonfire of paper imitations of everyday
Many people express their interest in
items; such as dresses, shoes, household the Bible and the work of Jehovah's wit~
articles and perhaps even an airplane. This nesses; especially is this true among the
assures the person who is burning them "Christian" religions. But as soon as a
that be will have
parishioner mani~
plenty of this world's I:'.~~ F~;~; NEX~~~';--I fests interest and this
goods in the next life.
eAre )lOti looking tor a Job? Do )lOti know
becomes known to
It is mostly the older
how to find emplo)lment of the kind )Iou
the priests, pressure
want? Be sure to read the article "How to
generation who atGet the Job You Want" In the next inue.
is brought to bear
• Wh)l hiU communi.m met with ,uccoa. In
•
ten d t h ese ceremolanda that profen to be Chrl,tlan? What
agamst such one to
nies and still take an
moveS church members to ignore the pie...
stop him from asscof their clerg)l and vote for Communist
active part in their
candidates? Read the facta in the article
ciating with Jeho"Where Communi.m Thrive ....
religion. The younger
,. __________ . _. __ ._._. ____ ~_,_
yah's witnesses. After
generation seem to
a family became Jebe more interested in studying and getting hovah's witnesses, a priest paid them a
degrees arid also searching for something visit. At first he pleaded with them to rethat will give them a better hope.
tum to the church, saying that they were
In general, Bible knowledge is very lack- his children. When persuasion failed, he
iog. The majority of people do not possess dropped to his knees and prayed for them.
a Bible and many have never seen one. A On rising he asked them to promise to refervent CathOlic will state that he has turn to the church, but the wife asked,
never read the Bible with about as much "How can we do that, when you have just
pride as a Westerner may say that he has prayed in the name of the trinity and we
read it three or four times. In the poorer no longer believe the trinity, because it is
sections the Catholics insist that it is for- not in the Bible?" With that the priest
bidden for them to read the Bible, but the left. A few days later another priest areducated ones are just as adamant in stat- rived and his one argument was that
ing this is not so and that anyone can read Jehovah's witnesses worked only among
it. However, both sections openly put tra- the "Christians." Naturally this was not
dition before the Word of God.
very much appreciated, because he was
On the island there are two congrega- talking to people who themselves regularly
tions of Jehovah's witnesses. One is at conduct Bible studies with non-Christians.
Port Louis and the other at Beau Bassin,
As the happy people of Mauritius learn
where the meetings are held in the mis- God's Word and join in his pure worship,
sionary home. The journey between these not only is their island like a precious
two points takes about twenty minutes. pearl to them, but they are precious in
The seven-mile trip is fascinating in that the eyes of Jehovah God. Those who con~
bus drivers race each other for passengers. tinue to praise his name wUl be among the
All bus transportation stops at 9 p.m. ones who will live when the entire earth
Those who attend Bible studies after this becomes a paradise under God's kingdom.
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ture usually exercise a moderating
influence. But the
wind changed the
picture when it
swept the flames
over the road gnd
spread the fire out
over four hundred
acres. The fire was
o RAIN
now generating as
had fallen
m u c h heat-energy
for three
as five atomic
months. The
bombs! When it
temperature
flared up, the wen
was nearing a hundred and the relative had to back up and let it go. But as soon
humidity was low; it was ideal fire weath~ as it came to a halt, they were back in the
er. On the forest floor a mixture of dry line with shovels, hoses and pumps to stop
leaves and pine needles was laid out as if it for good.
it were kindling in an oversized hearth.
By the next afternoon the wind quieted
From his high perch all southern Cali- down and a few promising drops of rain
fornia's Santiago Peak the lookout spotted fell. Then calamity struck. An article in
a puff of smoke, calculated its location and the Readers Digest described it this way:
phoned the dispatcher. Within seconds the "The almost nonexistent wind turned lazily
dispatcher was talking to the guard sta- until it carne directly from the south. Then,
tion in the fire area, and before he hung without warning, it suddenly picked up
up, its tanker and crew were on the road. speed like a broad jumper and flung itself
Within a half hour more than twenty at the fire. There was a shuuushJ a long
men, a bulldozer, six 250-gallon tank rush of sound sucking through the canyons
trucks and other fire equipment were like the sound of gravel going dowrt a
either on the scene or not far from it. chute.
The situation was bad. The fire was
"From behind a near hill a wall of flame
working its way uphill through heavy 100 feet high swept over the ridge. 'The
brush, and the west wind would be bound milky smoke turned orange, pink and
to sweep it down into the town beyond. black, and in seconds the caldron of flames
The ranger radioed for more tank trucks sluiced down into Leach Canyon, throwing
and sent the bulldozer down to head off howitzer blasts of fire ahead. Dancing
the flames. The operator was working his tornadoes of spiraling flame and embers
bulldozer hard to push the brush back into pirouetted daintily on the edge of the conthe fire when its cable hoist snapped. He flagration, walked out ahead and collapsed
tried to fix it, but the heat was too much. suddenly in heavy brush, starting new fires
The flames raced beyond the crippled which burned uphill toward the windequipment and the fire was out of hand. driven fire tide. The fires collided and sent
As evening came on, the men hoped embers a mile into the air. A mushroom
they could bring it under control, because smoke column boiled orange to 25,000
the rising humidity and falling tempera- feet."
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The fight sti1l was not over, and the ne"t
morning, with a strong wind behind them
from the east, the flames hurtled a 150foot firebreak to expend more of their
destructive fury. It was more than a week
before it ended. A thousand men had been
called in to join the fight against this
wilderness menace, $250,000 had been
spent to smother it, and the destruction
extended on every side, over 6,000 aCres.
How It Starts
In the United States alone there are
about 125,000 forest fires each year, and
responsibility for approximately 92 pereent of them can be laid to man. After a
long dry spell when the weather is hot
and the humidity low the woods is a dangerous place to have fire of any kind. It
may be a campfire, burning debris, or carelessly discarded cigarette or match that
sets off the holocaust. Some fires are set
maliciously; others are due to railroad operation or lumbering operations. Most of
them could be avoided if greater care were
exercised. Lightning accounts for the remainder of the fires, but most of these fires
start in the Rocky Mountains and along
the Pacific coast.
In Canada it is estimated that while
nearly 70 percent of the forest fires are
caused by human negligence, only about
five percent of the damage is done by these
fires. There the greater problem is caused
by lightning. This is due to the fact that
fires for which men are responsible are
usually accessible to the road and are
started near bodies of water, whereas
lightning may strike a long way from road,
water or human habitation and may do
a lot of damage before fire-fighting crews
can get to it.
The fires are of several kinds. Most of
them start as surface fires, burning leaves,
grass, dead wood and other loose debris
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on the forest floor. With a good draft the
flames are easily swept into the top ()f the
trees, and a crown fire, racing through the
treetops far ahead of the surface blaze, can
move at the speed of an express train.
When the main fire is gone, a hard-tosuppress ground fire may still be under
way, burning out the organic matter beneath the surface litter. No flames may
be visible, and the progress may bl:! slow,
but the destrUction can be worse than the
devastation on the s1.U'face.
Fighting the Fire '
Perched high in steel lookout towers,
smoke-spotters watch the forests for any
evidence of fil1'!. Others on ground and
aerial patrol share in the constant alert
during the fire season. Thunderhead clouds
are watched carefully and every strike of
lightning toward the ground is recorded.
If a trail of smoke appears anywhere
in the woods, radiotelephone equipment
goes into operation and a report of the location is made immediately to the ranger.
Maps are consulted; the weather is checked.
As reports reach the station from other
lookouts the fire position is checked, and
available men and equipment are dispatched according to the apparent need.
Bulldozers and plows, tank trucks to haul
water, pOltable water pumps, thousands of
feet of hose, shovels, heavy rakes, axes,
power saws, spades, first.aid equipment and
food supplies are on their way within minutes. Other stations are caned on for help
or alerted in case of emergency. The operation is organized and directed as carefully
as any military invasion.
To head off the fire before it gets too
big, speed is imperative. So the men move
in to throw a tight fire line around the
burning area, clearing away from the path
of the fire anything that will burn-brush,
grass, litter-and digging a firebreak right
A WAKE!

down to the mineral soil. If bulldozers and
plows can get to the fire they are worked
to the limit, but the job is basicallY a backbreaking struggle of men with axes, rakes
and shovels clearing the "break."
The fire behaves like a powerful and
unpredictable monster. While the men are
fighting the uphill advance of the flames,
blazing logs and cones may roll downhill
across open areas into dry brush and start
the battle on another front. Sparks caught
by the wind may be carried miles away to
start a series of spot fires far from the men
and equipment. A fire apparently tamed
may be stirred to new life by a sudden gust
of wind, explode into a crown fire, burst
across the firebreak and be off on a new
rampage.
In the valleys particularly ~he fires are
dangerous, because ravines act like chimneys with a forced-draft system that whips
the flames into a frenzy. At one fire in
the West the men raced for their Jives
when this happened. Although the surface
blaze was slow, the crown fire outdistanced
them, suddenly dropped to the ground and
had them trapped. They fought their way
onto a precarious rockslide surrounded by
trees and clung there face down for three
hours as the inferno raged around them
and was whipped across them, until at last
a rescue crew reached the smoke-blackened
men.
When the fire gets big the men may
work on firebreaks that are hours ahead
of the hungry flames, using, where possible, natural barriers such as barren
ridges and river beds. If the fire simmers
down, the "break" may hold it. But. if the
wind is violent, the men may see their
work reduced to nothing in a few seconds
as this wilderness menace leaps into new
areas. They dig in and start again, holding
on with dogged determination to w'm.
To carve a "break" wide enough it may
OOTOBER 8, 1959

be necessary to start another fire deliberately within the lines they have made, to
burn back to meet the wildfire, thus depriving the main blaze of more fuel. It
is risky, but the whole operation is a
hazardous ordeal. Helicopters and patrol
planes are used to spot new outbreaks,
deliver men and equipment, and direct the
men where they are needed most. Other
planes, equipped as tankers, haul in water
or a borate solution with which to drench
the fire and the area around it.
When the fire has been effectively contained and all blazes have been put out,
mop-Up operations begin. Smoldering
stumps have to be dug out and burned or
extinguished, and in some cases the area
is flooded to put an end to ground fires
burning beneath the surface.

Fite Prevention
'The devastation wrought by this wilderness menace staggers the imagination. It
has been estimated that almost every four
minutes a forest fire is ignited somewhere
in America, incinerating each year an area
the size of Delaware, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut together. Yet the
damage cannot be properly evaluated alone
in terms of land area affected. The beauty
destroyed, the thousands of birds and animals killed and maimed mllst also be considered. Sources of tum~r and 'iYi'..lYC't' o:ri>:
obliterated and the land is laid bare for
erosion. Decades or even centuries may
pass before the forest regains its former
state.
Much of the prevention of forest fires is
an individual matter. Laws are passed to
enforce respect for the resources of the
forests. Posters, ads, motion pictures,
radio and TV programs all urge the public
to 'keep the forests green.' But when it
comes to application, how true is the sign:
"Only you can prevent forest fires!"
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C1 In The Postgraduate
Journal, Vol. 29, page 59,
there Is an article by J. H.
Dible, professor of Pathol·
ogy, Postgraduate School,
London, England. It says:
''Medical progress Is a study
of trial and error, of false paths, of whole
generations under the sway of wrong ideas
leading to wrong treatment and God knows
what in the way of casualties-and the old
tale yet goes on. A friend of mine said to me
the other day, 'In the 18th century hundreds of
people lost their lives through blood being
taken out of them needlessly; today people
are being killed through blood being put into
them needlessly,' and I-who only that morn·
ing had seen the body of a young man, dead
as the result of an incompatible blood trans·
fusion, given after an operation of convenience
-could only agree with him sadly."
CLOSED

41 A news report from Copenhagen was published tn the Winnipeg Free Press of March 7,
1958: "Blood banks in two of Copenhagen's
leading hospitals were closed Thursday as a
precautionary measure following five deaths
this week believed connected with blood transfusions."
SUSPENDED

([ The New York Times of April 28, 1959, reported the following item Linder the date line
April 27: "Italy suspended all transfusions of
blood plasma in the 'universal' blood group today following the deaths of six Infants in
twenty.four hours at Arezzo, north of Rome."
"SAFER SUIISTANCE"'

4I. "New information about allergic reactions
to blood transfusions has resulted from the
research of a group of doctors at the Montreal
General Hospital," reported the Montreal
Gazette of January 26, 1959. "In a paper delivered Saturday before the Royal College of
PhySicians and Surgeons in Vancouver the
Montrealers say that the plasma content of the
blood rather than different blood types is responsible for many adverse reactions.... The
doctors suggested that when allergic reactions
occur, it indicates that the plasma from the
transfused blood is leaking out of the blood
vessels into tissues. They say that it this does
take place the patient 'is deriving relatively
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little benefit mm the trans·
fusion' apart altogether
from the danger and discomfort o! the reaction.
'This study suggests that
in a national emergency
where massive transfusion
of a blood substltu!e is vital, dextran may
prove to be a more effective and safer substance than dried plasma which has been used
under such conditions in the past.'''
DEXTRAN RECOMMENDED

( Dr. Gunnar Thorsen of the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, recently visited the United
States, delivering a lecture on dextran at the
College of -Medical Evangelists. The Los
Angeles Time8 of November 16, 1958, reporting
on this, said: "Thorsen was the flrst physician
to test dextran on humans. He said that since
World War II, when the tests were conducted,
Swedish doctors have abandoned the use of
plasma and now use dextran. Aside from its
ability to mix with any type of human blood,
dextran has the advantages of availability and
economy, he saId. It can be stored without reo
frigeration, has a life of several years or
longer, can be used immediately, requires no
pretesting and causes no allergic reactions.
Provided that the loss of blood has not been
too great, the primary purpose of a transfusion
is to maintain the blood volume.•.. The sub·
stance has the added advantage of being easi·
ly metabolized, he added•... Dextran is safe
for everyday use and has a big place in peace·
time surgery, he said."
"FLOOD OF BLOOD"

The Oanadian Medical Association Journal
of January 15, 1958, published a letter from
Frank Riggall, M.D., F.R-C.P., F.R.C.s. (Edin.),
EUzabeth Hospital, Prairie Grove, Arkansas.
Wrote Dr. Riggall: "Because I entered surgery
before the flood of blood began, I am always
amazed to see blood given for ordinary opera·
tions. It seems to be quite all right to take a
pint of blood from a donor and let hIm walk
home but wrong to lose a little blood during
ordinary surgery! My belief is put into practice. In nearly 17,500 admissions to this general
hospital we have not found it necessary to
transfuse more than a dozen times. Our mor·
tality rates compare favourably with those of
other institutions."
AWAKE!

persons should have the right to exerci~;
but are these freedoms upheld impartially
for the peoples of the Jordan? Consider
the facts tl1at answer.
Many religions are practiced in JordCln.
Although some 80 percent of the population is Moslem by religion, yet there
are al:;o about 180,000 nominal ChristiaI1s, representing all the major
sects of Christendom, living and
-==~
worshiping in Jordan, and especially in such places as Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Religious libraries,
monasteries and shrines are situated by
ne~rlY every location of Bible fame, and
priests, nuns and monks of many orders
and nationalities are seen almost as freN December 10, 1948, the Universal quently as the white-turbaned sheiks of the
Declaration of Human Rights was Moslems. Jehovah's witnesses are in Joradopte4 by foi1:Y~Eoight nations, and it is dan too.
recognized by the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan, which has since become a member Jehovah's WitnessC8 in Jordan
After World War I several Palestinians
of the United Nations. Tbat Declaration
contains guarantees considered to be fun· who had read the publications of the Watch
damental for all men, namely: "Everyone Tower Society returned to their homeland
has the right to freedom of thought, con- and began to share with their friends and
science and religion, this right includes neighbors the heart-warming Bible truths
freedom to change his religion or belief, that they bad learned. They found others
and freedom either alone or in community who were interested, and by 1947 there
with others and in public or private to were four congregations in what was then
manifest his religion or belief in teaching, known as Palestine, under British manpractice, worship and observance. . . . date. After the Israeli-Arab war of 1948Everyone has the right to freedom of 49, following the termination of the British
peaceful assembly and association."-Ar- mandate, two of these small congregations
were still functioning in the area then
tides 18 and 20.
To the people in the Hashemite King- known as Transjordan and now known as
dom of J ardan, in the Middle East, these the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
The number of Jehovah's witnesses confreedoms are precious, for their land was
held for centuries under the harsh rule of tinued to grow. In 1952 the Mayor of
the Ottoman Turkish Empire. That the Ramallah, Jordan, who was favorably imrulers of the country have recognized the pressed with the modest and quiet methods
need for guarantees of freedom for their of the Witnesses, granted them the Use of
subjects is also borne out by the Constitu- the Ramallah Municipal Hall for a contion of the land. As acknowledged in both vention during the visit of the president
the Declaration and the Constitution, of the Watch Tower Society' to the Middle
there are fundamental liberties that all East, and ninety-six persons were present.
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It -was in this same month, January,
1952, that Jordan issued a revised edition
of the national constitution. Outstanding
were its guarantees for the individual. It
states: "Jordanians are equal before the
law and there is no discrimination among
them in rights and duties however they
differ in race, language or religion." "Personal freedom shall be safeguarded; no
Jordanian shall be exiled from the territory of the kingdom; freedom of opinion
is safeguarded and every Jordanian is free
to express his opinion verbally and in writing or in other forms of expression within
the limits of the law, and Jordanians shall
have the right to hold meetings within the
limits of law and to form societies." Article 14 provides: "The State protects freedom of exercising religious rites and beliefs according to customs prcvai ling in
the Kingdom unless they are contrary to
public order or morals."
In harmony with these constitutional
guarantees, six missionaries who had been
assigned to Jordan received permanent
residence permits on March 3, 1952, after
inquiry had been made by the government
into their activity.
Abridgment of Freedom

Encouraged by the favorable reception
they had received and in harmony with
the provisions of the Constitution, they
made application for registration of the
Society, in the office of the District Officer
of Bethlehem. On June 14 of the same year
a second application for registration was
handed to the District Officer of Ramallah.
No answer to these applications was ever
received. Rather, the missionaries were
notified that they must cease preaching
from house to house until further notice.
Permission was granted only for prayer
meetings and Bible studies in private
homes.
Pressure mounted and strong efforts
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were made by the local clergy to put an
end to the activity of the Witnesses, some
priests even going to the missionaries and
asking them to leave the country. Some
months later and after many efforts had
been made to represent the work properly
to the officials, the pOlice from the capital
in Amman notified the missionaries that
their residence permits would not be renewed and that they would have to leave
the country. No reason for the action was
given. Having exhausted all legal means,
the first group of missionaries was forced
to leave the country in 1953. Early in 1954
the last of the missionaries left under
threat of deportation, and the little groups
of sincere Bible students were left to carry
on alone the best they could. However,
other nominally C,hristian groups continued to enjoy a favorable standing with the
authorities.
In 1957 further action was taken against
Jehovah's witnesses in Jordan when, on
May 28, a ban was placed upon all the
Christian Bible literature of Jehovah's
witnesses, "including the Watchtower
magazine that is published by the Society
in Lebanon ... this Society is known to
be aiding the Zionists and it has a destructive activity," stated El Jehid in quoting
the government order. That the action was
hastily taken without careful investigation
is seen from the fact that The Watchtower
is not published in Lebanon, but, as stated
on the inside cover of each copy of the
magazine, it is "printed in U.S.A." and
then sent by mail to the Jordan.
This action touched off further waves
of opposition. Police entered homes of the
Witnesses in Ramallah to search for literature and on one occasion arrested two
ministers who were over seventy years of
age; they were tried and fined for possessing Watch Tower literature.
The congregation servant in Ramallah
was arrested on three occasions, and. as
AWAKE!

his wife, a Jordanian, wrote: "The first
time they accused him of Zionism. . . .
On the second arrest their accusation was
that we have illegal literature, though our
literature explains the Bible . . . Their
accusation against us the third time was
because we held religious meetings with~
out a license, yet the worship of God and
true Christianity are legal because there
is freedom of worship. After this they took
my husband on the third occasion and for
no reason deported him."
Tn Beit Jala numerous outrages have
been committed against the Christian witnesses of Jehovah. One Witness who has a
family of five children was arrested for
possessing the Society's literature. In September, 1957, he was tried by a civil court
and found not guilty, as all the Bible liter~
ature in his possession was dated before
the ban and had been received legally. But
the prosecution was not satisfied. They
contended that if it was iUegal to distribute
the literature it was illegal to possess it.
They asked that the case be retried by a
military court, which would deny the defendant the assistance of a lawyer and
would deprive him of any further appeal.
In February, 1958, this man was tried
again, the decision was reversed, he was
found guilty, sentenced to one year in
prison and fined 100,000 Jordanian Dinars
(equal to about $275), the fine later being
canceled. Although he finished serving the
sentence in February, 1959, he still has
not been able to find employment again.
All this has brought great hardship on his
wife and children, as well as himself.
The police there in Beit Jala warn~d the
Witnesses that they were not to have any
religiOUS meetings, not even attempting to
come together for prayer. It has become
impossible to cOmmunicate with them by
mail because their mail is never received,
and from time to time women who are
Witnesses have been called in for question~
OOTOBER 8, 1959

ing on the basis of private correspondence
sent to them from other countries.
In Jerusalem an Armenian shopkeeper
was arrested, convicted and given a choice
of paying a heavy fine or spending a year
in confinement sim\lly for 9(lssession of an
Armenian issue of the Watchtower magazine printed in the United States. He paid
the fine, and has since written the Society
in fear, asking that no further communications be sent him, because of the lack of
religious freedom and the harsh measures
that had been applied against him.
That the attitude of responsib1e J ordan~
ian officials has not changed is evident
from this letter received from a native
Jordanian representative of the Watch
Tower Society regarding her husband:
"On the 10th of June 1959 they sent again
after him. This time they said: 'We have
recelved from the District Officer of Jeru~
salem an order asking us to take from you
a signed guarantee that you will stop
serving Jehovah's witnesses group and to
stop spreading its teachings.'" The letter
goes on to say: "The police officer tried
everything to convince the brother to sign
the statement; when he was exasperated
he said to him, 'Look, if you refuse to sign
this statement as it came from the Gover·
nor, then he can put you in jail for at
least one year without even a trial.' " The
brother stood firm and refused to sign,
claiming his constitutional right of free·
dam of religion.
Further evidence of discrimination af~
fects the visits of tourists. Jehovah's witnesses, regardless of their nationality, are
forbidden to enter the country even to
visit places of historical and Biblical interest. According to a folder put out by the
Jordan State Touri:;;t Department, under
the heading Frontier Formalities, the following restriction is imposed: "Passports
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and Visas: Nationals of all countries (except Israel, members of the Jewish faith
and Jehovah's witnesses) are permitted
entry into Jordan provided they hold a
valid passport with an entry visa." However, the folder explains that tourists may
even pass between Israel and Jordan "provided they submit a certificate of church
membership." Nationals from Iron Curtain countries may enter, whereas Jehovah's witnesses, regardless of nationality,
are discriminated against in this shocking
manner. In fact, any tourist who might
carry a Bible or any Bible aid printed by
the Watch Tower Society, of which many
millions have been distributed, would be
discriminated against if he tried to enter
the Kingdom of Jordan.
As a test of the ending of martial law in
the country and in the hope that a different view might be taken by the government, application for registration of the
Society was again made, on May 6 of this
year. As to the results, the Society's counsel wrote to the Governor of Jerusalem on
June 26:
"I-The founders of the Society have
applied to you on May 6, 1959, submitting
the required nwnber of copies of the Society's Constitution and giving you.,notice
of the establishment of the Society a's required by the Ottoman Law of Societies.
2-On June 1, 1959, the District Officer of
Ramallah in his letter No. 1/61/9020 notified them (the applicants) as follows: 'As
a result of enquiries made by the competent authorities it has been discovered
that the applicants belong to the group of
Jehovah's Witnesses which is illegal and
it has accordingly been decided to refuse
your application.'
"However, our having notified you of
the establishment of the Society according to the requirements of the law and
submitted its constitution in no way infringes legal requirements. The statement
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that the SOCiety is megal because it has
not been registered and it will not be registered because it is illegal constitutes an
unending circle from which there is no
way out."
Source of Misrepre8entation

What has been the source of pressure
upon the government that has moved it to
deny freedom of worship to Jehovah's witnesses? The facts show that it is chiefly
religious prejudice, not from the Moslem
majority, but, surprising as it may be to
many, from the so-called Christian clergy
of the Jordan.
Repeatedly the "Christian" clergy in the
Arab world have vilified Jehovah's witnesses in an effort to put an end to their
zealous preaching of the good news of
God's kingdom. Following the Israeli-Arab
war, when nationalism was at fever pitch
and their age-old animosities were aggravated like a freshly salted wound, the
clergy of many different "Christian" religious faiths made every effort to link
the Witnesses with Jewish Zionism. The
preaching work of the Witnesses was
meeting with good success, and they wanted'to see it come to an end.
They pounced upon the name Jehovah, falsely claiming that this was only a
Jewish designation of God, and so argued
that Jehovah's witnesses must be Jewish
Zionists. Said one religious pamphlet:
"This Zionist Society (Jehovah's Witnesses) which covers itself under the cloak
of religion is active today to destroy Christianity ... their signs are on their faces,
and the greatest witness of their Zionism
is their name. They call themselves Jehovah's Witnesses using the term of Godship which is specialized to Israelites and
which is greatly used in Exodus, Leviticus," etc.
Another item, reprinted in a Jordanian
newspaper edited by Hashem el Sabaa of
AWAKE!

Jerusalem, said: 1'Be warned of the Jewish
Society of Jehovah's witrlesses. The Bishop Elias Zoghbi the vice-archbishop of
Kana says that the witnesses of Jehovah
are not Christian nor Moslem . . . Jehovah's Witnesses enplurage the people not
to join the Army and fight Israel ... They
say that their nationality is the spirit of
Israel and (that) Zionism and its Societies are standing behind this Society (The
Watch Tower SOciety)."
The most vehement attack came out in
the widely distributed ANlbic magazine El
Dabour of January 17, 1958. In an article
entitled "Zionist Fifth Column in Lebanon," and with a picture of the Maronite
Catholic Patriarch prominently displayed,
were the following statements: _ "Before
we send our army to the border between
us and Israel, we should not permit Zionist spies to freely walk in our towns and
vi11ages. They are however in the heart
of Lebanon distributing their literature
freely. They are Jehovab's witnesses the
fifth column of Zionism ... They are witnesses who make religion a cloak for their
activities ... we are in Lebanon lovers of
freedom, especiaIIy the religious freedoms,
but we are enemies to the Zionists." The
article continues: "The papal Embassy in
Beirut received a letter from the Apostolic
Chair in the Vatican, addressed to the
Maronite Patriarch. It is a serious letter
in which the Apostolic Chair asks the
Maronite Patriarch to fight the heretical
message published by Jehovah's witnesses
who are Zionists under Protestant cover."
And again: "The dangerous thing in this
letter is the accusing of some officials in
Lebanon of supporting Jehovah's witnesses
and opening the way for them to publish
their destructive message." This article
was written by Catholic priest Antonious
Abi Younis. The editor of the magazine
said he had been paId to print it.
It is the pressure from such politicsOCTOBER 8, 1959

meddling clergy of Christendom that }las,
without doubt, strongly influenced. the
leaders of government in the course they
have followed, unconstitutional thougb it
has been. Ahmed AI Khalil, one~time Governor of Jerusalem, has admitted to repre·sentatives of the Watch Tower Society
that dUring his administration pressure
was repeatedly brought to bear upon l1im
by the del'%'.f to l.:~trl.~t th-c a<;:.t\-nt~ oi
Jehovah's witnesses, but, being a liberal
man, he refused to side with them in pro~
moting religious bigotry. However, succeeding governors have to date failed to
follow his example.

Jehovah's Witnesses Not Zionists
The charge that Jehovah's witnesses are
Zionists bas repeatedly and conclusively
been proved false. This matter was explained to the Jordanian officials, and in
September-, "1~'5n, \'rle 'United States Ambassador to Lebanon, the Honorable Richard Heatb, wrote to the Branch office of
the Watch Tower Society: "The officials
in the Ministry [Lebanese Ministry of Information] were assured that The Watch-tower is not pro-Zionist. It was explained
that the publication concerns itself with
the promotion of religious principles in
which your organization believes. and that
it is of nonpolitical nature."
Additionally. a letter was presente.d t.n
the Jordan government through the Ambassador in Beirut on June 20, 1957, in
which the following statements were made,
and copies of the .publications referred to
were enclosed as evidence: Quoting from
some of our publications all of recent issue, "showing that Jehovah's witnesses are
not Zionist or in any way aiding the Zion~
ist movement note please the following:
'Israel cannot lay claim to her land on the
basis of the Bible for God gave the land
to the descendants of Abraham only conditionally and Israel is not meeting those
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conditions today.' (From The Watchtower, December 1, 1956)" And again: "Quoting from another one of the Watch Tower
Society's publications also circulated in
the Jordan and in other Arabic states:
'Zionists and their friends may fondly
hope that Israel will set the moral tone
for the nations of the world. But when
people reflect on Israel's intolerance . . .
and its needing to be censured by the
United Nations for an unwarranted attack
on one of its neighbors, they cannot help
questioning such sentimental optimism.'
(Awake! July 8, 1956)" The letter cantin·
ued: "Of all peoples the Jordan govern·
ment has less to fear from Jehovah's wit·
nesses than anyone. Search your records
and you will agree not a single one of Jeho·
vah's witnesses has even been-arrested for
the possession of firearms, disorderly can·
duct, subversive activity, avoiding the
paying of taxes, demonstrating against the
government, plotting the overthrow of the
government or any other destructive ac·
tivity whatsoever. YOUr own government
records will testify to this and surely this
is the greatest proof that Jehovah's wit·
nesses are not but sincere Christians who
wish only to worship God according to the
pattern laid out in the sacred writings."
Jehovah's witnesses do not involve them·
selves in the political affairs of any na·
tion of earth. They are not Jewish Zion·
ists. As regards such matters, they are
neutrals. However, in obedience to the
command of Jehovah God, they diligently
study his Word, quietly assemble together
for worship, and peacefully call at the
homes of the people to direct ttieir atten·
tion to the kingdom of God. As regards
their position in the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan, all they ask is that they be per·
mitted to exercise without molestation the
religious freedom guaranteed them by the
Constitution of that land. To date they
have been deprived of that right.
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Protest AgairuJt Discrimination

Officials of the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan, liberty·loving people in all parts
of the world are· shocked at your discrim·
inatory treatment against the Christian
witnesses of Jehovah. They are disturbed
by your disregard for the fundamental
freedoms'set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They are amazed
at your disregard for the Constitution of
your own country and its gUarantees of
individual rights. They urge you to show
the world that religious freedom is a real·
ity in Jordan.
To the readers of Awake!: If you want
to see your fellow man enjoy freedom of
worship, if you feel that a government
should fulfill its promises of freedom to
its people, then write a letter registering
your protest with the officials of the Hashe·
mite Kingdom of Jordan over their dis·
criminatory action and urging them not to
allow the clergy of any religious groups to
pressure them into denying freedom of
worship to others in the land who practice
Bible Christianity. Address your letters
principally to Governor Hassan el Kateb,
Governor of Jerusalem and the Holy
Places, Jerusalem, Kingdom of Jordan;
also to His Majesty King Hussein, Hashe·
mite Kingdom of Jordan, Amman, King.
dom of Jordan; and His Excellency Hazaa
el Majali, President of the Council of Ministers, Amman, Kingdom of Jordan.
As for Jehovah's witnesses who live in
Jordan, they cannot stop worshiping Jeho·
vah God. To those who may fail to appre·
ciate the importance of doing the divine
will, they say, as did Christians of the
first century: "Whether it is righteous in
the sight of God to listen to you rather
than to God, make your decision. But as
for us, we cannot stop speaking about the
things we have seen and heard."-Acts
4,19, 20.
A WAKE!

ALLOWEEN not for Christians? Why
not? For three very good reasons, as
we shall see. First, Halloween is of pagan
and therefore of demon origin. Secondly,
Halloween runs counter to Jehovah God's
command to 'love him with all our heart,
mind, soul and strength.' And thirdly, it
flies in the face of the command to do to
others as we would have them do to us.
-Matt. 7:12; Mark 12:30; 1 Cor. 10:20.
As to Halloween's pagan origin, an authority on the subject, anthropologist
Ralph Linton, writing in Scientific American states: "All holidays of the Christian
calendar have their roots in the pagan
past, but most are drawn from widespread
customs of the ancient world. Hallowe'en
seems to come fairly directly from the
Druidical cult. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that Hallowe'en is celebrated
by games and spells and rollicking masquerades only in Scotland, Ireland, the
last stronghold of the Druids, and in the
United States, where their quaint folk
customs were imported chiefly by the
Irish."
Note how nearly everything associated
with Halloween is of demon-pagan origin.
Most prominent are the wi,tches, which
certainly are a symbol of evil spirits. The
Druids celebrated their New Year's Day
on November 1 in honor of Samhain, the
Lord of the Dead. Thus we have the date
of Halloween, the eve before November 1.
It was believed that on this night the dead
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visited the earth, and to ward off evil
spirits bonfires were built, accounting for
bonfires being associated with Halloween.
The spirits of the dead were believed to
have fearfully grotesque features, so weird
masks are featured in Halloween, soJUe
twenty.five to thirty million being sold in
the United States alone each year. PUITlPkin faces are likewise reJated to "spooks."
~t the same time the Druids rendered
thanks to their sun god for the prosperity
of the past year, which, in turn, accoUIlts
for farm produce being made prominent
on Halloween.
Even the custom of "trick or treat" appears to have its origin in the same Druidical customs. Thus in certain parts of
Ireland in times past groups would go
from farm to farm on Hallmveen night.
These were led by one wearing a white
robe and the mask of a horse's head and
who was named "Muck OIla." The farmers
were importuned to give handouts in the
name of Muck OIla, who was supposed to
have given them their prosperous year,
with the threat that failure to do so woold
result in poor crops the following year.
This Muck Olla seems to hark back to
the time when the ancient Druids sacri~
ficed a white horse to their sun god on the
feast of Samhain.
Since there can be no question about the
pagan origin and associations of Halloween. the attitude that Christians must
take toward it is clear: "You cannot be
drinking the cup of Jehovah and the cup
of demons." Everything associated with
demonism and spiritism must be avoided;
it is no joking matter.-l Cor. 10:21.
Even if HaUoween were not associated
with anything pagan, Christian principles
would rule out its "trick or treat" and
other forms of mischief. Such is not doing
to others as you would have them do to
you. "Trick or treat" actually is a form of
blackmail. Christian parents should no
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more tolerate their children engaging in
it than they allow them to play with guns
or gamble with pennies. Pertinent here is
the Scriptural injunction: "Train up a
boy according to the way for him; even
when he grows old he will not turn aside
from it."-Prov. 22:6.
Because "foolishness is tied up with the
heart of a boy," such deeds of mischief as
soaping windows, smearing paint on the
steps or sidewalks and sticking pins in
doorbells to keep them ringing appeal to
him. Not only is all such foolishness self~
ish but it can easily lead to' things far
worse-serious acts of vandalism that
keep the police busy all Halloween night.
Thus one newspaper reported on the fol~
lowing morning that locally Halloween mis~
chief had caused the burning down of a
vacant house and of a barn filled with
hay and the puncturing of tires on at least
a score of autos; a garden hose was stuck
through the mail slot of a front door and
then turned on, ruining the floor and rug.
Fifty youths were being held by the police
because of acts of vandalism, requiring
their parents to bail them out. Because of
the seriousness of Halloween mischief
some communities are providing a program of entertainment on Halloween lasting until midnight to keep the youngsters
inside and contented until bedtime. Indica~
tive of what a "headache" Halloween must
be for the police is the fact that in one
city the police patrol cars were sent out
with 5,000 packages of cookies to bribe the
youngsters not to "trick or treat."
Equally anti·God and anti-Bible is the
religious and more serious side of Halloween, from which, incidentally, it got its
name, as noted by one Roman Catholic
publication: "Analyze 'Hallowe'en' and
you'll find it means Hallow Even or the Eve
of All Hallows. And saints are hallowed
people, so Hallowe'en is nothing more than
the even of All Saints' Day, a Holy Day
2~

of Obligation." While the Roman Catholic
Church has certain days that are set aside
for the honoring of certain martyrs or
"saints," beginning with the ninth century she set aside November 1 for all
Catholics to honor Mary and all the
"saints," known and unknown. It is considered a mortal sin for Catholics not to
attend mass on that day.
However, there is no Scriptural precedent for setting aside certain days for the
honoring of "saints," even as there is none
for praying to Mary or any of the "saints."
Nowhere do we read in the Bible of anyone
importuning Mary to intercede with God
or Jesus Christ on his behalf, either before or after Mary's death. Jesus commanded his followers to ask in his name if
they would have their prayers answered.
As for bestowing any special honor on
"saints," all such is ruled out by Jesus'
words: "When you have done all the things
assigned to you, say, We are good-fornothing slaves. What we have done is
what we ought to have done.' " Jesus himself refused to take any honor but stressed
that only God is good.-Luke 17:10; 18:
18,19; John 14:13.
From the foregoing it clearly appears
why Halloween is not for Christians. It is
of pagan-demon origin, it goes contrary
to Christian principles of loving one's
neighbor as one's self and it is the honoring of creatures instead of Jehovah God.
Does that mean that Christians would
do well not even to comply with the demand of "trick or treat"? Yes, for such
would amount to a compromise. Instead,
we should endeavor to explain why we do
not treat, that it is principle, not selfish~
ness. One might even invite the youngsters
back on another day with the assurance
that then they would be given both an ex~
planation and a treat. In this way Chris~
tians will avoid giving encouragement to
what they ti1emselves do not approve.
AWAKE!
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Phillpplne Supreme Court
and Jehovah's Witnessel!
• On May 15, 1959, Hayden

C. Covington, general counsel
for Jehovah's witnesses, appeared by special pennission
before the Supreme Court of
the Philippines. Under consld·
eration was the case of Gerona
VB, Secretary 0/ Education.. It

involved the refusal of Jeho-

vah's witnesses in the Philippine Republic to participate in

the compulsory flag salute, the
recitation of the patriotic
pledge and the Singing of the
national anthem. (See Awake!
of August 22, 1959, page 9.)
The Witnesses consider such

acts to be religious and unscriptural. Covington explained why Jehovah's wh·

nesses refused to participate
in these ceremonies. Further,
he maintained that it is the
prerogative of neither the secretary of education nor the
court to detennine what is or
what is not religious. In its
decision of Aug u s t 12. the
Court ruled against Jehovah's
witnesses. It was held that
"the determination of whether
a certain ritual is or is not a
religious ceremony must rest
with the courts," adding, "It
cannot be leU to a religious
group or sect, mucn less to a
follower of said group or sect;
. , ." The Court declared that
the flag "is utterly devoid of
any reI i g i a u s significance."
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"Saluting the flag," its aid,
"consequently does not involve
any religious ceremony." A
motion for reconsideration of
the case on the basis of a
technical point was to be filed
in the Supreme Court.
Tibet: The Cost In Lives
The Dalai Lama believes
that about 80,000 persons have
lost their lives in Tibet's struggle against Communist domination. In late March, duro
ing the unsuccessful rev 0 1 t
against the Peiping regime,
the young god· king of over
a million Tibetans tied from
his homeland to India. "With
more Chinese t han Tibetans
now in my country," he de·
clared on August 23, "the
complete extermination of the
Tibetan race in its own motherland is now in progress." He
stated that "Inhuman" torture
was being Inflicted upon his
countrymen and said that
masses of them had been de·
ported to Communist China.
Some sources report that
many Tibetan Buddhist monks
have been forced to sing Com.
munist Chinese national songs
and to replace regular prayers
with stu d j e s a f Communist
ideology.

*'

*'

Pe1plng's Inflated Figures
On August 26 the Peiping
regime conceded that its 1958
production figures had bee n

greatly overstated. A communique of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
party revealed t hat, among
other things, grain productIon
for 1958 had been. not 375,000,000 metric tons, but rather
250,000,000 tons. O! 11,080,000
tons of steel previously announced, only 8,000,000 tons
were said to be suitable for
industrial use. Though 1958
cotton prod\lction was formerly placed at 3.350,000 tons, it
was actually 0 n 1 y 2,100,000
tons. What was one reason for
the inflated figures? The report said it was "lack of experience in assessing and calculating output of an unprecedented bumper harvest." Pr0duction goals for 1959 have
been reset at 275,000,000 tons
for grain, to compare with a
previous 525,000,OOO-ton goal.
For steel the 1959 goal Is to be
12,000,000 tons instead of the
fonner 18,000,000. The 5,000,ooo·ton cotton production goal
has been reduced to 2,310,000
tons.
Indonesia's Currency
Devaluatlon
Indonesia's President Sukamo devalued all of his na·
tion'S big currency on August
24. The move was reportedly
made in order to curb "speculators and protlteers." The volume of money in circulation
would thereby be greatly reduced. All 500- and 1,000rupiah bank notes were cut to
10 percent of their face value.
Ninety percent of all bank deposits in excess of 25,000 rupiahs were frozen. The official
exchange rate of the rupiah
was fixed at 45 to the dollar,
to compare with about 30 to
the dollar formerly. Bank
notes of 100 rupiahs or less underwent no reduction in face
value. Though there was some
oppOSition, many Indonesians
seemingly' favored Sukarno's
action.

*'

*'

Malayan Vote
Malaya's Alliance par t y
proved victorious in the Au-
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gust 19 elections in that land. tana's Madison River. At least
Incomplete reports gave the nine persons were killed and
party 70 of 104 seats in the scores more were injured. It
LegIslative Assembly. T h i r· was said that about 150 perteen seats went to the Pan· sons were at one time trapped
Malayan Islamic party, 8 to , in the area. Little more than
the Socialist Front, 4 to the a week later and nearly half
People's Progressive party and a continent away, an earth·
the 5 remaining posts to other quake struck the Isthmus of
groups. At the helm as prime Tehuantepec in southern Mexminister is to be Tengku Abdul ico. According to unofficial reRahman, who is pro·Western. ports, at least twenty persons
The Alliance par~ was thus had been killed and many
returned to power for another more had been injured.
five years.
on Above the Arctic Circle
Haiti: Church-State Quaff'el
History records many tales
"For reasons of internal of the gold-rush days of Can·
security," Haiti expelled two ada's famed. Yukon Territory.
Roman Catholic priests on Au· Recently what some may look
gust 18. A protest gathering at upon as black gold gushed
Notre Dame Cathedral in the from a depth of 4,415 feet at
capital city was broken up by a well 200 miles northeast of
the government on the follow· Dawson. The Eagle Plain oil
ing day. When the Archbishop strike, Canada's latest, is sitof Port·au·Prince circulated a uated in the frigid wastes
pastoral letter regarding the above the Arctic Circle.
expulsions and subsequently
failed to comply with a sum· Exiled Batista
mons that he appear before • OUsted Cuban dictator Fulthe district attorney, church· gencio Batista arrived in Lisstate tensions mounted. A war· bon on August 20. Possessed
rant for his arrest was issued of a "residence visa for an inand then suspended. Vatican definite period," the one-time
sources warned that anyone Cuban president was to make
involved in an arrest of the his new home on the island of
archbishop would be automat- Madeira, a b out 3,000 miles
ically excommunicated fro m away from his former Caribthe Roman Catholic Church. bean domain. Prior to obtain·
Haiti, predominantly Rom a n ing Portuguese asylum, BatisCatholic, can ill afford a ta had spent a number of
church-state split. Some fear months in the Dominican Rethat such a rift would only public. His regime was overbolster opposition forces seek· thrown last January 1 by reving to overthrow the island's olutionary for c e s under the
leadership ofF ide 1 Castro,
current administration.
now Premier of Cuba.

*

*

*

TrePlor Tolls

A series of sharp earth·
quakes and avalanches
wreaked havoc in the Yellow·
stone Park area on the night
of August 17. Sections of highway disappeared and several
camp sites were buried as
mountains of earth and rock
tumbled ovcr them. A milewide landslide brought nearly
half of an 8,OOO-foot·high
mountain crashing into Man-
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Ha.wail's Sta.tehood Status
Hawaii was officially proclaimed a part of the Union'
on August 21 by U.S. President D'Night D. Eisenhower.
The eight·Island former U.s.
territory has a population of
about 585,000. Congress seated
three new members from the
fiftieth state on August 24, two
Senators and one Representa·
tive.

*

Eisenhower Tour

.. U.S. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower received an enthusiastic welcome in Bonn on August 26. An estimated 315,000
persons greeted him upon his
arrival, among them a governmental par t y headed by
West German Chancellor Kon·
rad Adenauer. Eisenhower as·
sured the West Gennans that
the people of the U.S. "stand
by your side." He also pledged
to support "the loyal free peo·
pIe of free Berlin." A crowd of
750,000, including Prime Min.
ister Harold Macmillan, was
on hand for the U.S. president's arrival in London on
August 27. His ten·day Euro·
pean journey was yet to carry
Eisenhower on to Paris.
Twice the Speed of Sound
On August 26. at an altitude of 37,000 feet, Mme. Jacqueline Auriol· attained twice
the speed of sound In a Mirage
III jet fighter. During the test
ftight she attained a speed of
about 1,350 mil e s an hour.
Mme. Auriol is the daughterin·law of one·time F r e n c h
President Vincent Auriol. She
is France's only woman jet
pilot.

*

FnlDco-Tunl!!lan Trade Tie

• On 'A u gus t 20 Tunisia's
President H a bib Bourguiba
announced that his nation was
breaking its customs un ion
with France. Tunisian tariffs
are to be placed on French
goo d s commencing with the
month of October. Previously
Tunisia was able to sell many
of her products in France
without customs restrictions
and at prices higher than
world averages. Restrictions
had existed, however, hamper·
in g the ·country's purchases
from the dollar zone. The new
decision would pennit Tunisia
to increase its trade with the
dollar area.

AWAKE!

guest or commuter mention or
quote or praise or criticize a
preacher. When pastors or con·
gregations or rellgious societies are mentioned only on
the church page-in paid ad·
vertisements-you know that
something has set in."
Hymn Blaspbemes God
• The spiritual famine within
the churches is mirrored in
a hymn included in a publi·
cation of the World Council
of Churches entitled "New
Hymns for a New Day" pub.
lished in 1966. Here are its
words: "It was on a Friday
morning that they took me
from the cell, and I saw they
had a carpenter to crucify as
well. You can blame it on
to Pilate, you can blame it
on the Jews. You can blame
It on the devil. It's God I
accuse..•. Now Barrabas was
a killer, and they let Barrabas
go. But you are being crucified
10r nothing here below. But
God Is up in heaven and he

doesn't do a thing, with a
million angels watching, and
they never move a wing. [Jehovah is cursed. Then ..• ] It's
God they ought to crucify, In·
stead 01 you and me." Is it
any wonder that Almighty
God should bring to their end
churches that have so blasphemed HIm?

Clergymen on "Soul"
.. Recently three Australian
Presbyterian clergymen publicly expressed their disbelief in
the doctrine of the immortality
of the soul. They were asked
if there were other teach·
ings with which they differed.
Clergyman Ian Steer replied:
"The problem is that to some
extent there is a double stan·
dard. This is not confined to the
Presbyterian Church. Ministers
are taught one thing and some·
times teach another. I don't
mean that they try to hood·
wink people, but that it is a
lot easier to allow people to
believe the things that they
have grown up believIng, even
1:1: they have been partly erro·
neous, than it is to go to the
lengths that need to be gone
to to correct this bellet', because often it means a lot of
emotional disturbance for the
person concerned." Is It any
wonder that lovers of truth
are leaving the churches?

Priest in Mayoral Race
.. Catholic priest Leo L.
Henkel narrowly lost in his
bid to become mayor of Peru,
Illinois, a city 01 about 11,000
situated 75 miles west of Chi·
cago. He reportedly came with·
in 25 votes of becoming the
first priest to serve as mayor
of a United States City. Henkel
said he saw nothing wrong
with a priest's entering the
worldly field of politics. Yet
Jesus Christ turned down a
draft to become a political
ruler, and told his followers:
"You are no part of the world."
-John 15:19; 6:15.
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"Now it is high time to owake."
-Romall.13:11
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APPINESS is something that
Yet no international peace conpeople of all nations desire.
ference has put an end to war,
But the experience of the maand no election or revolution
jority has been that heartcan force out of office the one
ache and grief tend to crowd
who today is bringing great
out the things that bring joy.
W()e upon th~ earth, Satan the
Oppression, war, painful disDevil.-Rev. 12:12.
ease and death have caused rivIn quest of some sound basis
ers of tears to flow down their
for hope, countless persons have
faces. While many despair of anyturned to Christendom's religious
thing better, those who have sincerely organizations. But they are disillusioned
studied the Bible kno'" ~hat a world with- when their religiOUS leaders direct their
attention back to the old world, urging
out tears is at hand.
It is not medical science that will provE' them to take a more activ(' part in politics
to be man's savior, delivering him from all and to support the man-made United Nathat causes grief. It is true that medical tions. They cannot see in such systems the
research has fought disease and reduced followers of Jesus, who hc said would be
pain, but there is no wonder drug that can "no part of the world."-John 1;'):19.
be given or operation that can be perHowever, those who have turned to
formed by man to remove the sin that is Jehovah's Word the Bible and associated
responsible for man's imperfection and with his New World society of witnesses
death. We are born in sin. "Through one have unshakable confidence in God's kingman sin entered into the world and death dom. With undcrstanding they pray: "Our
through sin, and thus death spread to all Father in the heavens, let yOUT name be
men hC'causc they had all sinned." (Rom.
sanctified. Let your kingdom come. Let
5:12) One greater than man must interyour wiII come to pass, as in heaven, also
vene if humankind is to be relieved of
upon earth." (Matt. 6:9,10) Yes, they bethis basic cause of unhappiness.
lieve that there will be a righteous. new
By means of revolutions and elections
world embracing both heaven and earth,
men have sought relief from selfish and
and
that it wiII be a world without tears.
oppressive rulers. If the righteous were in
"And
God himself will be with them. And
authority the people \vould rejoice, but
because the wicked bear rule the people he will wipe out every tear from their eyes,
mourn. On both national and international and death will be no more, neither wiII
levels they strive to improve conditions. mourning nor outcry nor pain be any more.
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The former things have passed away."
-Rev. 21:3, 4.
God's kingdom will achieve the things
that men have been unable to do for themselves, namely, root out death-dealing sin
and d~stroy the Devil himself. The King
Jesus Christ is the one who as Executioner
at the fast-approaching battle of Armageddon will "destroy the one having the
means to caus~ death, that is, the Devil."
(Heb. 2:14) And as King-Priest of the
new world he will apply on behalf of all
earth's inhabitants his ransom sacrifice to
free them from every trace of sin and
bring them to human perfection.-Rev.
1:18.
While he was yet on earth Jesus performed many wonderful works, giving a
foretaste of what he would do as Ruler
of the new world. One evening when he
was visiting in the home of Peter in
Capernaum, the "people brought him
many demon-possessed persons; and he expelled the spirits with a word, and he
cured all who were ailing; that it might be
fulfilled what was spoken through Isaiah
the prophet, saying, 'He himself took our
sicknesses and carried our diseases.'''
(Matt. 8:16, 17) On another occasion, as
he approached the city of Nain he encountered a funeral procession. Turning
to the widowed mother of the dead man,
he said: "Stop weeping." And then he gave
her good reason to dry her tears. "He approached and touched the bier, and the
bearers stood still, and he said: 'Young
man, I say to you, Get up!' And the dead
man sat up and started to speak, and he
gave him to his mother." (Luke 7:13-15)
That power to heal and to restore the dead
to life the King Jesus Christ will exercise
for the bleSSing of mankind in his righteous new world.
Drawing attention to another one of the
bleSSings of his nllership, the Bible refers
to Jesus as the Prince of Peace. And Isaiah
4

9: 7 adds: "To the abundance of the princely rule and to peace there will be no end."
Men will learn war no more. Think what
that will mean! No more heartache and
tears of grief as husbands and SOllS are
taken from their families to fight, no more
fear of air raids, no more cripples and
desolation as the terrible aftermath of
war. Never again will a tear be shed because of the distress that war brings.
When will it come? Instead of simply
hoping that someday the world without
tears will be a reality, Jehovah's witnesses
have studied the Bible to find out when it
says these things will be. Matthew chapter
24, Mark chapter 13, and Luke chapter 21
unite in giving the basis for the answer
that the generation that has witnessed two
world wars of unprecedented magnitude,
earl;hquakes that have tnken a toll ten
times as great as in generations past, food
shortages that debilitate two thirds of
earth's population, the establishment of
first the League of Nations and then the
United Nations to divert the attention of
men from God's righteous government,
and the preaching of the establishment of
the kingdom of God in all the earth as it IS
now being done-Yes, this generation that
saw the beginning of these things in 1914
"will by no means pass away until all
things occur." Said Jesus: "When you see
these things occurring, know t.hat the
kingdom of God is near." (Luke 21:31,32)
It is evident that these things have been
occurring now for forty-five year~, that
this generation is Soon to expire, and that
the long~sought answer to the prayer, "Let
your will come to pass, as in heaven, also
upon earth," is at hand.
Such a well-founded hope, based on the
promise of Jehovah God, whose word cannot fail, lms already lifted from the lh'es
of men of faith the unhappiness that
plagues the old world. They rejoice in the
hope ahead, and urge you to do the same.
AWAKE!
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"THE,

West has erred," says
British historian Arnold
Toynbee. "because it has chosen
to fight Communism with Communism's own weapons .... Western Democracy must base its ap.peal on more than freedom, more than prosperity: it must base its appeal on religion."
Why should historian Toynbee imply
that the West is not basing its appeal on
religion? Does not Christendom teem with
churches? Does not Christendom have a
mighty religious organization that opposes communism-the Roman Catholic
Church? Are not some countries such as
France and Italy ninety percent or more
Catholic? How, then, could it be that
Christendom has failed to base its appeal
on religion?
These questions provoke the thought:
There is more to the growth of ungodly
communism than poverty or economic discontent. The. role of religion has been too
often overlooked. When people have the
hope and faith that the early Christians
had and that the Bible inspires, they can
get along on very little in a material way
and still be content. "So, having sustenance and covering," said an apostle of
Jesus Christ, "we shall be content with
these things." (1 Tim. 6:8) But when one
is spiritually undernourished or famished,
then economic discontent turns into a monster, a colossus that campaigns as the ally
of communism.
So it is enlightening to read more and
more these days of the blame for the
growth of communism being placed not so
much at the doorstep of economic disconOCTOBER
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tent as at the doorstep of Christendom's
religions.

"He Was'Our Victim"
Discussing an editorial in a Roman
Catholic newspaper, an International News
Service dispatch from Boston said: "The
Pilot, official newspaper of the Roman
Catholic Archdioc~s~ of Boston, in an editorial entitled 'God and Khrushchev' asserts that 'the crimes of capitalism
spawned the Communist monster.' 'It is
a sad day when we must learn lessons
from atheists, but that day is already
here,' said the editorial. ... In an interview with William Randolph Hearst, Jr.
... Nikita Khrushchev was preVailed upon
to discuss the subject of religion. He did
so in not unimpressive terms; 'We are
atheists .. .' he said describing himself
and his fellow Communists in eulogistic
fashion. Then he proceeded to describe the
West and its representatives: 'God is but
a mask these people put on .... They lean
on the word of God and then violate it.
... God is being used by these people for
hire.' "
Concluding, the Roman Catholic newspaper said: "This is a very dangerous
sport we are playing-hide-and_seek with
divinity. To forget Him in the sunshine
and seek Him in the storm is very primitive indeed, and God does not accept us at
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our convenience and on our terms. If a
poisoned capitalism produced a zealous
commtU1ism, it was a fraudulent Christian~
ity that produced a soulless atheism. What
Khrushchev is, we taught him to be. Is it
any wonder that he mocks us? ... He was
our victim and he has returned to judge
us."
Communism's growth has indeed passed
judgment on Christendom! Communist
Khrushchev blatantly points his finger, in
justifying his atheism, at a hypocritical
Christianity, the kind in which people
"lean on the word of God and then violate
it." It was almost as if Khrushchev had
been reading the Bible, using jt to prove
Christendom's religions hypocritical; for
the Bible declares at Titus 1 :16: "ThC'y
publicly declare they know God, but they
disown him by their works." Where, then,
does the main responsibility for commu~
nism's growth lie? Said the Catholic newspaper: "What Khrushchev is, we taught
him to be . . . . He was our victim." So
Christendom's "fraudulent Christianity"
has spawned communism and its "soulless
atheism."
"Especially Us Theologians"
"\Vhat about atheism?" recently asked
prominent theologian Karl Barth in a letter to an East German pastor that was
published in the March 25, 1959, jssue of
The Christ1.an Century. "Do you not agree
that almost everything that calls itself
atheism is to be taken seriously only in so
far as it rests on misconceptions-for
which Christianity too, with its doctrine,
attitude and practices, is largely respon~
sible? I heard an amUsing and apropos
story the other day: One Berliner con~
fesses to another that he has left the
church. The other asks: 'Why, don't you
believe in God?' 'Yes, of course,' the first
replies, 'but not in his ground crew'-that
6

is to say, us Christians, and perhaps espe·
dally us theologians."
So there exists the paradoxical situation
of millions of persons believing in God but
not in their: clergy, those whom they consider the "ground crew." No wonder millions of persons in France and Italy claim
to believe in God and yct they vote for
Communist candidates! No wonder communism has thrived in religious countries,
even those dominated by l"cligious fliet'archies such as the Roman Catholic
Chtlrch! No wonder the Catholic Church
has failed to prevent Catholics from voting Communist even under the threat of
excommunication!
Many are the people who, having ob·
served the peacetime and wartime operations of the clergy, are disgusted at clerical
political meddling, greed and hypocrisy.
Have not the clergy stooped to enter the
world's arena of dirty poJitics? Have not
the clergy, both Catholic and Protestant,
blessed guns, cannons, battleships and
armies? Have not clergymen prayed for
military victory for their side, even though
its effect meant praying for the defeat or
death of millions of persons in enemy
countries \vho professed those clergymen's
own brand of religion? Did not Catholic
priests in Italy and Germany during World
War II pray, in effect, for victory over
their fellO\v Catholics in France, England
and America? Did not Protestant ministers do the same, putting the god of na·
tionalism above the God of the Bible? Was
it not Nikolai Lenin himself who pointed
to Christendom's hypocritical works when
he told George Lansbury: "Go back home
and convert the Christians; get a world of
justice by Christian teaching. No one
wants bloodshed, but Christians slaughter
each other as readily as others for material gain"? So Khrushchev and his ungodJy communism have "returned to ivdge"
Christendom!
AWAKE!

Spiritual Vacuum
But it is not just clerica1 hypocrisy and
greed that have turned many persons away
from religion. It is also the failure of the
clergy to impart to the people the knowl·
edge that gives hope and faith and love.
It is failure to teach the people the pure
Word of God, Ulladulterated with pagan
doctrines and worldly philosophy. It is
failure to inculcate Bible principles upon
the minds of the people. It is failure to
teach the people concerning the kingdom
of God and the paradise new world that
that kingdom will bring about within this
generation. Spotlighting this clergy fail·
Ul'e, the Jesuit mJ.gazine America of October 22, 1955, said:
"To Catholics, in particular, it seems
shocking that the largest Communist
party this side of the Iron Curtain should
be found I in Italy 1.... There is the in·
controvertible: fact that, though Italy \'3
described as a Catholic country and its
people are Catholic in their culture to the
very core, nevertheless, enormous numberfi, particularly in the towns, have over
a period of some generations drifted away
from the Church or have grown extremely
:-:.Iack in the practice of their faith . . . .
Lax 01' faUen-away Catholic countries, like
lax or faIlen·away Catholic individuals, are
apt to turn to communism. This is a fact
we must face. They are, as it were, subconsciously aware of the spiritual vacuum
in their lives."
Hmv significant this "spiritual vacuum"
among teeming numbers of Catholics! It
is not just in lands dominated by the Roman Catholic Church where the common
people have felt a "spiritual vacuum."
What was the spiritual condition of the
people in Russia before the Bolshevik
Revolution in 1917? The Russian Orthodox
Church, working hand in hand with the
Czarist governm('nt, dominated the common people, leaving them spiritually fam·
qCTOBl!:R ;:2, 1.%9

ished. After the revolution there was a
glaring exposure of the real frauds that
the orthodox clergy had practiced on the
oppressed people. How much did the course
of action of the orthodox clergy contribute to the growth of communism in
Russia? If Christendom's religions and
their clergy had really lived by Bible principles and had taught the pure Word of
God, would ungodly communism have
sprung up into a colossus right within the
realm of Christendom? Those who have
turned Communist or who are voting Communist have stumbled at the llypocrisy of
what they call the "ground crew," the
clergy; and, although some still believe in
Gfld, they have turned away from religion.
It is among people feeling a "spiritual
vaCuum" and among people who detect a
false Christianity that economic discon·
tent becomes a powder keg.
Moreover, the common people have
found the serOlons and masses of the
clergy to be irrelevant to their daily life.
Said the Jesuit magazine America in its
issue of l\'lay 2, 1.959: "In his 1954 Christ·
mas address, the late Pope Pius XII did
not lament simplY th(' ignorance of Catholics. He deplored the fact that many Cath·
oIics actually disparage the Church's social teaching as invalid or pointless. Those
circles in Italy and elsewher(' in Europe
that have occasioned this second deereI;'.
of the Holy Office I regarding the ban
against voting for Communists I are precisely those Catholics who look elsewhere
fat guidance in meeting the social prob·
lems of our time. They end by collaborating with the Communists."

Worker Priests
What have the clergy 'done to try to
win back the workingman \vho views his
church's "social teaching as invalid or
pOIntless"? One effort has been the workerpriest movement. But was this a move7

ment of priests going into the homes of the
people to teach therp Bible principles? No!
It was a movement of priests to the factories. With the clergy's leaving the Bible
and Bible teaching out of the picture, the
result was inevitable: Instead of winning
masses back to the fold, the priests themselves felt enchanted by communism. Reported the New York Times of February
22, 1959,
"The Roman Catholic episcopacy in
Italy is investigating a church-sponsored
workers' movement alleged to be mixed up
in left-wing politics. Under particular scrutiny is the role of the chaplains who serve
on all echelons of the nation-wide organization and are frequently described as the
Italian counterpart of the former French
worker priests. The experiment in France
of clergymen's donning overalls and working as manual laborers in industrial plants
was haIted by the Vatican five years ago
because of fears that the worker priests,
instead of winning Communist feI10w
workers back to religion, might themselves
fall prey to Marxist ideology."
Putting priests to work in factories may
have made the workingman somewhat
more friendly toward the "ground crew,"
but what did such work accomplish toward filling the spiritual vacuum that
caused the trouble in the first place?
If al1 the priests and bishops and cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church went
to work in factories, wl{uld this win the
people away from the Communists and
back to the church? A few priests realize
that something more is needed. In the
Roman Catholic Our Sunday Visitor of
November 18, 1956, there is a report on
a conference that Priest John A. O'Brien
had with Priest Augustine Arcibal in
Paris. The French priest admitted: "The
Church will continue to lose ground if
means are not speedily found of weaning
back the great toiling masses which have
8

become almost entirely estranged from the
faith. We need more 'shoe-leather apostles'
who will call at homes, instruc~ people
and bring them to Mass and the sacraments. Stagnation and antic1ericalism result when priests remain in the sacristy.
They, along with lay apostles, must go out
after the strayed and lost sheep."
But the worker.priest movement was
not a house-to-house campaign to instruct
the people. Even house-to-house visits to
get people to go to church are not enough.
What the people need is Bible knowledge.
They need to know about God's kingdom
and how this wicked world will soon be
destroyed at God's war of Armageddon
and how this will make way for a new
world of righteousness. They need to learn
that communism, along with Christen.
dam's false Christianity, is doomed when

God through Jesus Christ "brings due
punishment upon those who do not know
God and those who do not obey the good
news about our Lord Jesus. These very
ones will pay the penalty of everlasting
destruction."-2 Thess. 1:8, 9.
So that honest-hearted people can learn
these truths of the Bible and especially the
good news of God's established kingdom,
Jehovah's witnesses go to the homes of the
people. The "spiritual vacuum" of many
persons is being filled with faith and hope.
Then persons who were once weak and unable to resist the enticements of communism become strong for God and his kingdom. They become content even under unfavorable economic conditions, for their
hope is to live on a paradise earth in God's
new world. True Christianity furnishes no
basis for growth of communism. Bible-fed
Christians "go on acquiring power in the
Lord and in the mightiness of his strength."
False Chrjstjanity~the real breeding
grounds for communism-leaves a "spiritual vacuum" upon which communism
thrives.-Eph.6:1O.
AWAKE!

AD Johann Strauss lived in Mainz,
Coblcnz or Cologne he doubtless would
have named one of his waltzes. «An Dem
Wwnderschonen Rhein:' fOT the Rhine is
truly wonderfully beautiful. Starting in
the Swiss Alps and winding its way some
800 miles through central Europe before
making a grand exit into the North Sea
in the Netherlands-that is the course of
the majestic Rhine River. Famous in history, ancient and modern, without peer as
regards romantic legends and highly valued as an artery of commerce, it is indeed
a remarkable river.
The most excitingly beautiful part of
the Rhine is the stretch between Bingen
and Bonn, This is known as the "Middle
Rhine" and is among the most popular
tourist attractions of Europe. Winking
playfully in the sunlight, mysterious and
a.we-inspiring on an overcast or mi.sty
day, it makes the most of whatever the
weather may be to bring joy and happiness to those viewing it. Here arc to be
found the majority of the fascinating
Rhine castles, dotting the sharply rising
landscape on either side of the river.
Here also are to be found the renowned
Rhine vineyards, the source of the equally
celebrated Rhine wines. Though the hills
are rocky, the land in between the rocks
is cultivated and terraced, making it
possible to plant grapevines there. The
rO\vs rise sharply one above the other.
Strong rains wash much of the topsoil
down the hillside, and this must be replaced. What a job it must be to clamber
up the sides of these hills with small
baskets of earth to replenish the bare
spots! Later, when the grapes begin to
ripen, little huts perched on good vantage
:)Qints become temporary homes for armed
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guards, who let no one enter until harvesttime. After being picked, the grapes are
hustled off to the wineries, later to be
sent off to distant parts of the earth
to serve as frienilly ambassadors of the
Rhine's charm. Most of the little villages
lying snuggled up into the protecting
hillsides of "Father Rhine" celebrate wine
festivals yearly. Visitors from miles around
come to enjoy the singing and gaiety, aU
to the accompaniment of a gJass of good
Rhine wine.

High Points of Interest
Many are the interest~arousing spots
along the Rhine that impress themselves
deeply upon one's memory. Of course,
they are better seen tban written about,
for even the most vivid description fails
to do justice to the real thing. Among such
certainly is the imposing Nied.e'r"Ululddenkmal, literally the "Lower Woods Memorial," a statue occupying a commanding
position on a high hill overlooking the
Rhine near Rudesheim. From its vantage
9

point you get a marvelous view of the in the cracking up of their vessels on the
Rhine as well as the surrounding country- rock. One can get a marvelous, never-toside. The statue was built between 1877 be-forgotten view of the Rhine from atop
and 1883 in remembrance of the military the Lorelei. There you see the majestic
victories won in the 1870-71 war with rush of the river far below, with its river
France. It is a statuE' of the woman Ger- boats floating quietly along like toy ships
mania, the symbol of Germany, with s\vord in a pond. So well known is this legend
in hand, keeping "watch over the Rhine." that it has become practically symbolic of
She stands some thirty-five feet high and the Rhine.
is perched atop an eighty-two-foot-high
pedestal-a German counterpart, as it The Romantic Touch
were, of America's Statue of Liberty.
Particularly do the castles on the Rhine
We could not fail to remember thc give it thE' romantic touch. In the latter
Mouse Tower, loco.ted on an island near part of the Middle Ages they formed the
Bingen. According to legend, there once very hcart of German culture; the thirlived an archbishop by the name of Hatto teenth and fourteenth centuries being
from Mainz. During a severe famin(', un- especially noted for castle building. The>
der the pretense of feeding them, he gath- type of castle you see along the Rhine is
ered a group of poor people together in a not a native of Germany, hO\\,evel', but
barn, set it afire, and burned them all to was brought from the Orient after condeath. Because he likened these \\Tetched tact with peoples from the Middle East
victims to so many mice, he was ,supposed during the Crusades. Although most of
to have been followed by mice ever after. them today are in ruins, yet oth('rs haVe>
Fleeing to this towel', he crept ever higher been reconstructed to serv(' as tourist
and higher, fear gripping him at the attractions.
thought of the horde of hungry mice gnawIt is interesting to tour one of them, but
ing their way ever clOser. And then the be prepared to relinquish your romantic
inevitable, and justice triumphed! Today notions of handsome knights in shining
the tower has been put to practical use, armor and beautiful maidens living amid
serving as a signal tower for the hundreds gaiety, splendor and excitement of castle
of river steamers passing by every day.
life. Far from the cozy and' warm places
Chief of all points of interest along the you may have pictured, you will discover
Rhine, howevel', is the famed Lorelei, a them to be cold, cheerless and musty. But
large cliffiike rock formation jutting sky- in their day th('y served their purpose.
ward some 423 feet o.bove the Rhine. Here, Some of them are understandably large,
where the Lorelei shoves its way boldly since they served not only as the home of
out into the dver, the Rhine is at its nar- the owners but also had to accommodate
rowest and deepest. The name Lorelei is large groups of servants and slaves.
These castles also served as places of
derived from ley, meaning "cliff," and
lUTen, meaning "luring"; in other words, refuge in times of war. The hilly and cliffthe "luring cliffs" or thc "luring mountain like crags upon which they were built lent
spirits." As the romantic legend has it, a themselves well for defense purposes. They
beautiful siren named Lorelei would sit on were so strategically located that generthis rock combing her long golden hair ally they could be captured only after a
and singing such bewitching songs that prolonged siege. At the time they were
sailors would try to get nearer, resulting almost impregnable, but later, as more
10
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powerful weapons of war came into use,
these castles became outdated and outmoded and were abandoned for other more
durable bastions. Still, even though only
ruins in most cases, they contribute much
toward giving the Rhine a romantic touch.
Old legends do their part to add romanet:'
to the various spots along the Rhine. Thus
Roland's Corner, Roiand.'IIxk, marks the
spot wherp Roland, a nephew of Charlemagn!', wns supposed to have secretly
viewed the convent where his beloved
Hildcgund was; she ha\'ing becomt:' a nun
after hearing a falsp rumor that he had
died in battlE'. Poor Roland soon died of a
brokt'n henrt. Thcn thC're are the two
twelfth-century castles .Known ~s The
Brothers. ThC' legC'nd tC'l1s of two brothers
who loved the same girl and w110, after
many vicissitudes. ended up by vowing
celib3cy afkr the girl became a nun.
A Vital Traffic Artery

ThL' Rhine's value is not solely romantic.
Far from it! In faet, hack in early Roman
days it was already heing used as a main
traffic artery. In 55 I3.c. Caesal' built a
bridge across the Rhine, and two years
later a second one was constructf'd. The
constant plying back and forth of Roman
trade thf'reafter was chicfly responsible
for thp founding of some of the nowfamous Rhine dties, such as Mainz,
Coblenz, Bonn and Cologne. As early as 38
B.C. Romun troops were stationed in what
is now Mainz, and by A.D. 50 Cologne had
become an established city. By the late
Middle Ages Cologne had become Germany's largest city, although in more
modern times it was greatly surpassed by
I3erlin. Colognc has been dubbed the "Ger~
man Rome" because of its strong Catholi~
cism, and it is best known for its Gothic

cathedral and-perfumed toilet water.
Today one visiting the Rhine for the
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first time is likely to be surprised at the
large number of boats he sees, some so
heavily laden that they can hardly hOld
their chin~ above water. Well over 10,000
ships of eight different types annually haul
more than 100 million tons of goods, the
total in 1957 amounting to ]09 million
tons. And what do they C'i1rry? Almost
half of the total cargo consists of coal.
Among the other things carried must be
mf'ntioneo sand, stones, orcs, wood, groin,
automobiles and wine.
Except for wartime interruptions the
Rhine has b~en opf'n to international traffic evcl' since 1868. As a result, one sees
the banner'S of many nations Hying from
thp ships. A system of signaling with horns
and flags expedites navigation, and generally no trawl is done at night. An intricate network of c(lnais (Connects the Rhine
with such faraway places as Bcrlin, as well
as with nc1l6hoot\t\'?, ('.(\\\\\:1;:\,\-='2.. ~'0'L 'Ntyu'R.
we overlook the passenger ships. which do
a thriving business during the warmer
months as thousands take delightful excursion trips ::dong th(' beautiful Rhine.
Truly thp Rhine is a remarkable river,
one of surpassing natural beauty and at
the same tim(' a vital artpry of ('ommerce.
Its long and interesting history, as weIl as
its romantic legends. makes it more than
just a river. Its vicissitudes of war and
p€acp, love and hate, fortune and misfortune have caused aile German writer,
Friedrich Schlegel, to term it "the true
pidure of our fathcrland, of our history
and of our character,"
In God's new world so near at hand,
however, national distinctions will cease,
romantic leg('nds will vanish, and medieval
castles will no more be, but the real beauty
of God's creations will remain forever to
glorify the One who made them and
"whose name is Jehovah," who alone is
"tn.\, Moo;\: High 0\'[>1' n'l) the eart'n."-Ps.
83:18.
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Western observers.
It seems incredible

HE entire length of the twenty-by-sixfoot pit was a mass of hot, glowing
embers. The heat was so intense that persons standing within ten feet of it had
difficulty breathing. As the hours passed,
it steadily pushed the tense crowds back.
At 4 a.m., eight hours after the logs piled
in the pit had been set afire, wailing fiutes
and pounding drums drew attention to a
long procession of Hindu devotees led
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that hwnans can walk
on live coals with
bare feet without the
slightest sign of a
burn. Suggestions
that heat-resisting
chemicals have been
applied to their feet
have been proved
wrong. The theory
that the embers in
Ahe'..center of the pit
,
as hot as
the edge

wel!e;d;eiClOirlajt1ed~~~~~~~~~~~~~;

white, yellow and red ash. The
stopped whose
at the faces
pit, and the
priests
some prayers to the Hindu
rna. Then the

observations by
chemists, physicians
Careful
eliminate the idea
is a clever trick. It is

length of the
Some crossed .
ran

World-wide
in the Hindu population of
have, at times, practiced this
:::"~i'lrd ceremony. Melville Chater witnessed
it in Durban, Natal. He said the flesh of
the walkers had been skewered "as meats
are skewered; their heads loll, their
wild tongues slaver, their eyes protrude." Eviagain dently they were in a religiously fanatic
man stupor. He went on to say: "One of the
gasped; soutris runs staggeringly across the fire
moment to the altar of his gods. Another passes
and stum- over, a woman, chanting; and now a third,
ran a boy of eight years. Then come two who ,
together, holding hands, colliding midway, fall prone on the fire
six steps." Eighty persons
bed, then rise and stagger onward to the
the red-hot bed of coals that
Although twelve were badly shrine. . . . Indisputably the foot sales of
with one even dying, the rest two of the soutris, as they lay in collapse
after the ceremony, showed ash dust, but
walked proudly away unhurt.
This was one of the many fire-walking no burns."
A traveler in Singapore who witnessed
rites that continue to be practiced in this
twentieth century, to the amazement of a fire-walking rite there stated that a pile
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of wood was burned into a bed of embers
twenty-four feet long. "The atmosphere
was rendered almost unbearable by the intense heat," she said. Elizabeth Lewis observed that idol gods had been taken from
the temple for the occasion and had been
placed at the far end of the trench. "The
staring eyes of the devotees," she said,
"seemed glued upon the idols at the other
end of the path of glowing embers. Finally,
the priests who held back the devotees
began to lash them with whips, and one
by one they made a dash, barefooted,
across the red-hot coals into the pool of
milk .... Some ran and some walked slowly through the coals."
In Banki, India, John Moyer observed
devotees walking on trenches of hot embers that varied in length from ten to
120 feet. One walked the full distance of
120 feet, not once, but four times. The
fire walkers participated in the rite to
fulfill vows they had made to their gods.
The trenches were a foot wide with a sixinch depth of fiery-red embers. Moyer
noted that the devotees were in a "religious fervor due to their just having taken
part in several hours of highly emotional
religious ceremonies and rites."
As they walked barefooted on the hot
embers, he observed that their "faces bore
no trace of pain-only the glazed look
seen in the eyes of religious fanatics." He
examined the feet of the devotee who had
walked the full length of the 120-foot
trench of embers four times. "There was
not," he said, "a blister or a trace of
burned flesh anywhere on the soles of his
feet. I must say that the feet of these people, since they go through life barefooted,
are amazingly thick and tough .... However, I doubt that an ordinary manmyself, for instance-could have walked
for 120 feet over those red-hot coals even
with a pair of leather-soled shoes. I found
that I was unable to hold my hand less
OCTOBER 22, 1959

than a few inches above the glowing coals,
Even to straddle the foot-wide trench is
unbearable."
This fantastic ceremony is not confined
to people outside Christendom. There is
a village in northern Macedonia where
members of the Greek Orthodox Church
walk on fire. These people were observed
by A. C. Sedgwick in 1956 while they were
engaged in the rite and again in 1957 by
Dr. Arnold Krechmal. They danced on a
bed of live coals barefoot for nearly half
an hour. Sedgwick states that this "appears possible only because its participants
have worked themselves into religious
ecstasy. This condition is the result of.
long, concentrated contemplation of holy
images and is achieved with the aid of
primitive music.... Examination of their
feet after their performance showed no
burns or blisters."
The dancers consider fire walking not
only as a religious rite but also as a religious duty passed on to them by their
ancestors. According to Doctor Krechmal,
those ancestors were worshipers of the
sun and of fire. "All during the performance," he said, "I tested the embers and
found them to be unbearably hot to my
hand, although the performers seemed
completely unaffected by them." The rite
is also carried on in Bulgaria by people
called Nistinares.

In the South Pacific
The natives in the eastern Polynesian
archipelagoes walk on fire in a manner
that differs measurably from the way it is
done in other parts of the world. They
use searing-hot rocks instead of embers.
On the island of Raiatea, Wilmon Menard
witnessed a fire-walking ceremony. He
stated in his account that the stones were
heated for two days in a gigantic fire. The
heat, he said, "could be felt 50 feet away
on the evening of the second day." Before
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the walk began the next morning a tourist
dropped a linen handkerchief on the rocks.
It was quickly reduced to gray powder.
After chanting an ancient fire·walking
prayer the chief tire walker stepped into
the oven of stones. called the "umu," and
walked across it unscathed. He promptly
retraced his steps through the umu with a
number of his tribesmen following him.
Describing it, Menard says: "Again the
Fire-walking Chief struck the stones with
his branch of ti leaves. Terii-Pao and his
tahuas walked with firm steps across {he
center of the Umu. I could see the great
heat waves rising above their heads, but
there was no odor of bUrning flesh as I
had half expeeted." The fire walkers then
permitted the tourists to examine their
feet. Menard says: "The sales, as I could
see, were not eVen marked."
Terii-Pao invited Menard to walk across
the tunu with him. With some trepidation
Menard took off his shoes and stepped in
line with the natives. The line began to
move toward the hot stones. "Then my
bare feet," he says, "touched something
uneven and elevated. In the next instant,
countless tiny electric' shocks struck the
sales of my feet. It was like the sudden
contact of the skin with sharp needles.
Great heat waves rose about my head,
compelling me to half close my eyes ....
I was unable to draw a normal breath.
... Then suddenly, the prickly sensation
on the bottom of my feet ceased, and I
knew r had arrived at the far end of the
Umu. . . . I glanced briefly down at my
feet. They were untouched. There was no
trace of searing or blistering. I could
hardly believe my eyes."
Menard is not the only European who
has walked across the hot stones of a
Polynesian umu. It wa.., on this same
island, and quite a number of years earlier,
that four Europeans crossed it upon the
invitation of the fire walkers. Three were

unhurt, but the fourth disobeyed instruc·
tions by looking back while in the umu and
was burned. One of the men testified: "I
knew quite well I was walking on red·hot
stones and could feel the heat, yet I was
not burned. I felt something resembling
slight electric shocks, both at the time and
afterwards, but that is all . . . . I did not
walk quickly across the oven, but with
deliberation, because I feared to tread on
a sharp point of the stones and falL Mv
feet also were very tender." A half hou"r
after they had crossed, the native priest

threw a green branch on the stones. "In a
quarter of a minute," the European said,
"it was blazing."
A few years ago Jessie Horn witnessed
and took part in a fire-walk ceremony on
this same island. Regarding her experience
she said: "Never ('auld I have imagined
such tremendous heat with no attendant
pain .... My feet showed no signs of burn,
although they did feel unusually hot for
several hours."
Studied by Scientists

Scientists have yet to find a satisfactory
explanation for fire ,\-vaJking. Although
they have offered various theories, none
are generally accepted as the answer to
how fire .walking is done. One theory is
based on the spheroidal state of liquids.
An example of this is when water is
dropped on a very hot surface. Instead of
evaporatin.~ it rolls about in small balls.
The steam that forms beneath the balls
prevents them from coming into direct
contact with the hot surface. It has been
suggested that this is what happens in
fire walking. Perspiration on the feet of
the walker insulates them from the searing heat. It is questionable, however,
whether there would be sufficient perspiration on the sales of a person's feet for
his first step at two into the fiery pit. Then
AWAKE!

too, how well can the heavny calloused
feet of a native fire walker perspire?
Another theory contends that callouses
act as a protection from the heat, but this
must be rejected in view of the many per~
sons who have walked on hot embers and
stones with tender feet. Colonel Haggard
examined the feet of fire walkers in Japan and said: "They were quite soft, and
not a trace of fire upon them."
Scientifically controned tests were conducted in Surrey, England, in 1935 and
again in 1936. Physicians, chemists, physicists and Oxford professors witnessed
them. The first test involved an Indian fire
walker by the name of Kuda Bux. A fire
pit was especially prepared, the surface
temperature of which was measured at
430 degrees Centigrade, or 806 degrees
Fahrenheit. Kuda Bux walked across it
without injury.
A year later a. test wa';', sta-g,eO. at the
same place for Ahmed Hussain. At his request a trench of glowing embers was prepared that was twelve and a half feet long,
four feet wide and fifteen inches deep. The
heat from the trench was so great it could
be felt sixty-five feet away. The temperature measurements taken by the physicists
revealed a surface temperature of 1067
degrees Fahrenheit and an interior temperature of 1292 degrees Fahrenheit.
Before stepping into the pit Hussain recited prayers from the Koran, and the
scientists washed one foot to make sure
no chemicals had been used. Hussain
walked across the fiery pit in three quick
steps, each step taking 1.3 seconds. His
feet sank into the embers two or three
inches, bringing the hot coals into contact
with the upper part of his feet. A careful
examination disclosed no sign of a burn.
Later, the length of the trench was increased to twenty feet. This time the em·

steps were take'h by him on this crossing,
with the result that five blisters appeared
on his right foot.
One of the observing scientists decided
that he would try it., He stood for a moment at the end of the pit in his bare feet,
and then crossed it in four quick steps.
His feet were red but not burned. Two
more scientists tried it but both received
slight burns.
The conclusion of these learned men of
science waS, according to the magazine
Science Digest, "that the usual fire walk
should in no sense be considered a trick,
since it can be done in a normal manner
with bare and chemically unprepared feet.
Evidently the vcry low thermal conductivity of smoldering wood or stones prevents damage to normal skin if the contact is less than half a second and the number of consecutive steps is not too great."
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count for tne fact that Hindu fire walkers
are able to walk across a bed of embers
much longer than twenty feet. The trench
in Banki, IIldia, as you will recall. was 120
feet in length. There is also the fact that
the Macedonian peasants, previously mentioned, did not walk across the coals but
danced on them. Then there are the Polynesians who are able to walk through their
umu in a deliberate and unhurried manner. It was observed that their feet are
p1acea firmlY on each rock. If they are not
burned because the rocks are poor heat
conductors, why was a handkerchief quickly reduced to ashes when placed on one?

A Religious Rite
There CaII be little doubt that tire walking is an Wlchristian religious rite whose
roots go back to pagan antiquity. History
is very clear about this. It tells us, for
example, that the priestesses of the Asiatic
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first·century Christians dJd. It also tells
of certain men near pagan Rome who made
it a practice to go to the sanctuary of the
goddess Feronia at the foot of MOWlt
Soracte and walk Wlscathed over flaming
embers in honor of her. Even the Indians
of ancient Yucatan practiced a form of
fire walking.
In his book Magic and Religion Andrew
Lang states: "The subject occurs every·
where in history, legend, folklore, law and
early religion." Then he makes reference
to the Canaanite practice of causing sons
and daughters to pass through a fire to
Molech. The Bible speaks of this frequently. For example, it states at Jeremiah 32:
35 as follows: "Furthermore, they built
the high places of Baal that are in the
valley of the son of Hinnom, in order to
make their sons and their daughters pass
through the fire to Molech, a thing that I
did not command them, neither did it come
up into my heart to do this detestable
thing."
Whether this 'passing through the fire
to Molech' includes the same practice as
that of the Hindus in walking over hot
coals to reach their idol gods cannot be
stated with certainty. But we see from the
Scriptural account that passing through
fire, whether it was for sacrificial or
thanksgiving or purification purposes, was
practiced centuries before the Christian
era.
Idol gods have long been associated with
fire walking. The Chinese of Fo-Kien province carried their idol god across hot coals
in a sedan chair. The priest of the Dosadhs
in Bihar, India, was thought to become the
tribal god Rahu incarnate when he walked
the trench of fiery embers. The Bhuiyas
of Mirzapur incorporate fire walking in
their manner of worshiping the tribal hero
Bir.
Although many theories have been offered as an explanation of how fire walk-
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ing is done, they are not entirely satisfactory. The fact that fire walking has long
been associated with pagan religious rites
and worship makes it plain that wicked
spirit forces may have something to do
with it. The Bible reveals their existence
when it says that Christians have a fight
"against the wicked spirit forces in the
heavenly places."-Eph. 6:12.
This fantastic rite is definitely not the
way man's Creator has instructed mankind to worship him. It never entered into
his mind that his worshipers should walk
over pits of blazing embers or leap through
fires (this was done in European fire festivals) to honor, worship or fulfill vows to
him. Neither was it his wish that religious
devotion should be shown by piercing one's
cheeks and tongue with skewers, sticking
myriads of pins in one's flesh and fastening hooks in one's body, as some Hindu
fire walkers have done. Nor can devotion
for him be shown by carrying for a distance in one's hands or on one's head a
hot clay pot full of burning coconut husks,
as did two Hindu women at Kataragama,
Ceylon, before the fire-walking rite held
there. Because they were uninjured it does
not mean the true God approved what
they did. These things are an abomination
to him, just as were the devilish practices
of the ancient worshipers of Molech.
The manner of worship that man's Creator, Jehovah, requires is clearly set out in
the Bible and is contrasted there with the
practice of Devil-inspired religions of that
time. As he required his worshipers in
olden times to keep clean from pagan religious customs, so he does today. Whether
a satisfactory natural explanation is found
for fire walking or not, it can never be
considered to be a divinely approved practice for true Christians. Its pagan background precludes Christians from being
among those who walk on fire.
AWAKE!

available. From that
LMOST everyone
time forward the grazenjoys a tender,
ing and roaming days
juicy beefsteak. Often
are over for these catjust the thought of it
tle and they wiII spend the
is sufficient to send the exnext few months on a spepectant saliva flowing. It is
cialized, fattening diet carea predilection that dates
fully prepared and adminfar back into human hisistered by an expert.
tory. In medieval times the
Experienced feedlot operaEuropean ban que t table
tors exercise considerable inwas incomplete without this
~enuity in locating and in detasty item. King James II
signing equipment to suit
of England is said to have
their own conditions. The lobeen so delighted with a
cation should be well drained,
roast off the loin end of
preferably on a southern slope,
beef that he called it "Sir
Loin," Yet few are aware
and convenient to both feed
and water. It would be just as
that the thick, juicy steak_
unwise to situate the feedlot
that we delight in at the
on a perfectly drained slope
dinner table was only shortto which all feed and water
ly before the serious conhad to be hauled, as to have
cern of an expert cattle
feed and water at the fingerfinisher. In fact, we take
tips but the cattle wallowing
so much for granted that "AWAKEI"INCORRESPONDENT
CANADA
in mire and manure most of
the idea of "cattle finishing" has only a vague meaning to most the time. Convenience for the cattle and
minds. Yet this business of converting convenience for the feeder are the two
range cattle into finish{'d beef of the high- prime considerations. A combination of
est quality plays a vital role in the econ- contented cattle eating and drinking with
omy of every cattle country. This you will minimum effort, and a contented feeder
be convinced of if you sometime have the supplying feed, water and bedding, and
experience of sampling the poor-quality cleaning out manure at a minimum cost in
beef taken directly from range to market. steps and hard work is the ideal one.
Yes, indeed, cattle finishing is an art as
specialized and delicate as that of the fin- Visit to a Feedlot
est woodwork craftsman. Its judges are
Have you ever visited a feedlot where
the hundreds of thousands of critical con- this thriving industry is carried on? If not,
sumers whose tastes demand tenderness come along with me and you will enjoy
and palatability.
learning by a b s e r vat ion. When first
Cattle finishing has developed of neces- brought in these cattle were fed sparingly
sity in the Temperate Zone, where the on hay only until they became accustomed
growing season on the open range is not to their feed and surroundings. Are you
long enough to produce the finished prod- surprised at how convenient everything
uct. Unfinished cattle from the ranching is? That building is a self-feeder. It conareas are collected into "feedlot" areas, tains the coarse ground grain to which the
where plenty of grain, hay and water are animals have access at all times. Cafeteria
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service, so to speak. The grain is ground
because its feed value is thereby increased
some 20 to 40 percent, ~nd the grind is
coarse because experience shows it to be
more palatable and less likely to cause the
cattle to go "off feed." Tests have shown
that self~fed calves make faster gains and
are therefore finished for market sooner.
See how the hay is stacked along the
side of the enclosure and fed through a
pole fence. It is pushed up once or twice
daily so that the calves may be able to
feed as they desire. If six to eight pounds
a head is fed daily, along with a full feed
of grain, there is little need for adding
protein or mineral supplements to the ra~
tion. Sometimes a limited quantity of
alfalfa or other legume bay is added to
the diet, as well as cereal grain straws con~
taining a lot of fiber, such as from wheat,
barley or rye. In certain areas molasses is
used, not so much for the food value as for
the fact that it improves the palatability
of the low-grade roughages.
Over here you will note the large trough
of clear, fresh water, which is so essen~
tial for healthy feeders. An abundant sup~
ply is important at all times, for tests in~
dicate that fattening calves drink from six
to eight gallons a head daily. Certain min~
eral elements are also necessary for normal animal life. What you see in that
separate trough is salt; animals that do not
get sufficient salt will not do well, while
salt slightly increases the digestibility of
the ration and makes for cheaper gains.
The small pen off to the side is a hos~
pita1 pen. All feedlots should have one. Sick
animals cannot be left with the rest of the
stock, for they will be pushed and shoved
about and' even trampled on and will lose
out in the rush to the feed. An unhealthy
animal may also be a menace to others in
the same lot.
Space is quite an important factor in
this industry. The expert operator will
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figure out space in shed and yards very
accuratelY, allowing some one hundred
square feet an animal in the yard, and
thirty in the shed. You may be thin1::ing
that that high, open·front shed of singleply boards is not much shelter for the
cattle. However, you must know that wa.rm
qUarters for feedlot cattle are neither
necessary nor desirable. All they need is
protection against wind, snow and rain.
See how this operator has been careful to
have his shed facing south, and even then
that high fence opposite the shed sel'VCS
as a weatl1er break from that directiof\.
Bedding for the cattle is another important consideration. Why not just throw
in pLenty of straw? If we do, then the production and conservation of a maximum
amount of manure for use on the fields
will not be realized, and the farmer will
be deprived of an excellent fertilizer. On
the other hand, too little bedding can be
serious. Says one authori.ty: "Cattle that
have an opportunity to lie dO\vn only in
wet bedding, manure, or mud, or on frozen
lumps of droppings do not make either
rapid gains or efficient use of their feed."
You will by this time realize that you
cannot just throw the feed and water and
bedding at the cattle and leave them to
make out as ·best they can. The expert
operator will be on the job. He knows that
the progressive stages through which the
cattle go are the signals for him gradually
to alter their diet for best results. Weather
changes, too, have an important bearing
on this matter, so he will spend consider·
able time in the feedlot, watching closely
for those signs that mean so much to his
success. He looks for bright eyes, sleek
coats, manure soft but not watery, grain
cleared up within thirty minutes of when
it is fed, and cattle chewing their cud
while lying down in evident comfort.
How keenly observant he must be can
be gathered from the fact that errors in
AWAKE!

feeding or drastic changes can throw cat- pervading the premises, and you have just
tle "off feed," with the danger that it may completed an active day in the field or at
take weeks for them even to regain their the office. Don't you welcome the sizzling
appetite. That could spell serious loss to platter as it reaches the table? Are you not
the feedlot man, since his profit is depend- impatient to sink your teeth into that slice
ent upon producing the best results in the of delicious roast beef?
shortest possible time. Feed is costly and
Beef is surely a most nourishing and
heavy expense could be incurred in feeding wholesome food. And how widespread its
cattle for even an adappeal! People in the
ditional day or two.
United States eat
ASK FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
This group of yearabout one fourth of
• The Dead Sea Scrolls give strong conflr·
mation to Christian faith; they add to the
lings are smooth and
all the beef produced
ev,dance that the Bible is true. Read about
them in the next issue .
slick, and it will not
in the world, sixty• Here Come the Small Carsl What's the
be long before they
five pounds a person
attraction? Why de 90 many buy them?
Don't miss the art,cle in the next issue.
are on the way to
a year. The people of
market and your
Argentina eat the
table. This type of calf usually requires most meat per person, averaging about
from 180 to 200 days on full feed to gain a two hundred pounds a person a year.
finished weight of from 650 to 850 pounds. Ranking next are New Zealand and AusWhen finished, the carcasses of these ani- tralia, with an average of a hundred
mals will have a good covering of fat and pounds a year. Canada, Great Britain and
the meat will have the right degree of mar- Denmark eat fifty to sixty-five pounds, on
bling, that is, being interlaced with fat. the average. On the other hand, India conThe desirable finish means not only the sumes very little beef, since Hindus regard
amount of fat, but the equal distribution
of it over the body. It must be mellow, yet the kUling of cattle as a sin.
The cattle-finishing artist can derive
firm; not soft and flabby. The best beef
much
satisfaction from his art, apart enhas a smooth outer layer of brittle, creamy
white fat; a much thinner layer of fat is tirely from its pecuniary returns. He
spread over the inside surface. There are knows his product provides plenty of enstreaks of fat between the larger muscles ergy in the form of carbohyarates. The
along the connective tissues and between 15- to 20-percent protein content of beef
the muscle fibers. The lean parts of beef is what will do much to build body tissues,
are the muscles and the tissues. These and the calcium and phosphorus in beef
should be firm, velvety and fine in grain. aid in the manufacture of bones and teeth.
Lean beef is a bright cherry red when All these vital elements are found in his
first cut.
finished product. When it reaches the
table, too, his finished art has furnished
Ready to Eat
Now imagine yourself back home, a deli- us with a delicious, appetizing dish that
cious and tantalizing aroma of roast beef brings health and pleasure.
Bad for Men, Wor~e lOT Women

tI. In a report in The Journal of the American Medical

AI>".~ociation,

Dr. Morris FriedelI states that women are "much more sensitive" to
nicotine and other tobacco products than men.
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HAT must you do to find a job? With
40,000 different kinds of work to choose from, how can
you be sure of picking the right job for you-a job you would
enjoy doing? Suppose you are a beginner without experience,
or a job seeker up in years or low in education, who is there
to see? what is there to do? where should one go to find the
right job?
To get a job you must sell yourself. You
have experience, achievements and skills
for sale. You must know what these
are and be ready and willing to sell
these to employers. This is an
art in itself, because few of us
are born salesmen. But we can
all learn. As an automobile salesa mechanman emphasizes the extras when he sells,
ic. From your list
so must you be prepared to stress your
decide on what
extras, that is, your assets, when you begin
IW.&<I~ best, then go after it.
to sell yourself to an employer. You must
be ready to describe your training, list
Next, find out what it takes to make
your experiences, outline the work you good in the field you have chosen for yourhave performed and furnish references. self. Check into the advantages and disYou cannot afford to be overly shy, em- advantages from the standpoint of opporbarrassed or frightened when doing this. tunity, future, salary and the like. Talk to
You must tell others about yourself and people who work in the line you are aimyour accomplishments.
ing at. Ask them, "What do you do?"
Suppose you do not know what you want "How do you get started in this field?"
to do, what then? Take out a pencil and "What education and training do you have
paper and make a list of all the things that to have?" "Can you give me an idea how
you have done and can do. Study this list much money a beginner would make?"
carefully to see if your abilities are bent "What are the chances of getting ahead?"
in a certain direction. If so, follow that "Who must I see to get started?" Have a
direction. Ask yourself pointed questions: notebook handy and jot down all the inforDo I like to work with people or alone? mation possible, because it is valuable to
Do I enjoy working inside or outside? Do you.
I like meeting people, selling, traveling, or
competition? In big offices workers usually Your Hidden Assets
specialize; in small offices they generally
After you have proceeded this far, dig
do many things. If you like people, you out your hidden assets and determine how
may make a good salesman. If you enjoy you can apply these to your chosen field.
clothes, try a job in a clothing store. If Do not say, "I'm a jack of all trades. I can
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the job seekers seek work through public
employment services, and another large
percentage through placement facilities
of schools, colleges and private employment agencies. The more contacts you
make, the quicker you will get the job you
want. A salesman knows he will meet up
with a number of "no's" for every "yes."
So in job hunting do not become disheartened when you hear the familiar, "I'm
sorry." Make the law of averages work
for you. Follow up every worth-while contact you can. List at least ten companies
that can use your skills and work from
the top down-going to each.
It is no crime to be out of a job, so do
not hesitate to make your wants known.
Do not try to go it alone, because if you
do, you will not get. very far. Friends have
many contacts. They may know of openings in the firms where they work or with
other companies, or have acquaintances
who know of job prospects. You are not
asking your friends to get you a job; you
are merely asking them to acquaint you
with places where openings may exist.
The newspapers also are valuable for
employment leads. Both the news items
and the financial page tell of new companies opening up, companies that are
expanding; they tell of people being pro·
mated, moving, dying or changing their
employment,
which means job vacancies
How to Find lobs
and
possible
leads.
Want ads list jobs of a
After you have studied yourself and the
great
variety.
occupational world closely and have decided on the type of work you want and
how your skills may be applied to the work Getting the Interview
Getting job leads may be relatively simyou have in mind, then the search for the
ple,
but getting an interview with the comjob begins. The question is, Where and
pany
official is anot.her matter. If you rehow do people find jobs?
ceive
your leads from an employment
People generally turn to friends and relagency,
or a placement bureau, or a newsatives, to former employers, to schools and
paper
telling
you to report at a certain
advertisements for leads to employment.
They also apply to unions, visit placement place and time for an interview, there is
agencies and study business directories. A no problem. But if you are endeavoring
recent survey showed that 56 percent of to arrange for an interview by letter, or

do anything." Today employers are not
interested in persons that "can do anything." They are out seeking specialists.
They want men or women who will make
or save money for them. Usually when a
job applicant says he can do "afiything,"
or will do "anything," the employer concludes that he can do nothing well. Therefore, speak in terms of accomplishments.
Ask for a specific position and use the
term the company attaches to the position.
Never ask for more than one job.
What are your assets? "I don't have
any," you say. Everyone has assets. You
must prove to employers that you have
assets and skills that would be of value to
them. Did you organize games in school?
originate any new systems? do any special work for your father or mother? Were
you ever given a special problem to solve?
How did you meet it? Are you skilled at
driving a car? Have you operated a tractor
or run a sewing machine? These are assets, things to your credit. Do not simply
say, "I'm honest, I \vork hard and I'm reliable." So are thousands of others wno apply for jobs. You must reveal morc about
yourself. The extras are your assets. Write
them down and go over and over them so
that you no longer speak of yourself in
generalities but in terms of accomplishments.
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telephone, or a want .ad, you do have a
problem.
If you are advertising for a job, make
sure you choose a reputable newspaper and
plan your ad. Your ad must be interesting
and complete to be successful. In it state
the type of work you want, your qualifications, education, age, sex and marital
status. Give your telephone number and
the hours that you are available for ca1is,
also your mailing address. Make it as easy
as possible for the employer to get in touch
with you.
You may write an employer for an interview. If you do, knO\v that the letter will
represent you; it will create either a good
or a bad impreSSion of you. Good letters
are rare, that is why they almost always
get careful attention. Use a good grade of
paper. If at all possible, type your letter.
Always address your letter to a specific
person, never to a company or a department. Do not try to be clever. Be natural,
straightforward in your approach. Offer
a service. Show how you can make good on
your offer. Be brief, but not too brief. Remember, brevity without content will not
sell. Never make a statement of ability or
of interest without backing it up. Do not
say, "I can type and take dictation." Be
specific. Say, "I type sixty words a minute
and can take dictation as fast as you are
likely to give it." By this the employer
knows what you can do. In closing, ask for
an interview. Include in your letter both
your address and telephone number. Use
the principles of personal salesmanship.
Hiring is seldom, if ever, done by telephone any more. But it is possible to secure appointments for interviews by telephone, which may mean a job. Telephone
conversations with employers, like letter
writing, require planning and, technique.
Always ask for a specific person. The
switchboard operator or the secretary of
the business firm generally will give you
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the name of the hiring agent. When the
operator connects you with the person you
want, call him or her by name and state
your business. The personal touch is still
worth its weight in gold when you are out
hunting for a job. Use it. State yOur qualifications brietly, but completely. Discuss
the possibility of your working for the company. Request an interview. Let th(' personnel officer take it from then'. If he asks
you, "How are you on the telephone?"
do not just say, "Fine," or, "Pretty good,"
because that does not ao.o;\\'er his question.
He wants to know whether you 0.1'(' efficient at taking down ntlm('s and addresses·
cOlTectly, making and arranging appointments over the telrphone. Tell him, "I
have a pleasant voice (which means a
great deal over the telephone), and I'm
good at getting nam('s and addn'sscs correctly and I've made appointments \vithout any diffie-ulty at all." If he says, "Fine,"
say, "When can I appear for an interview?" He will give you the place and time.
The Interview
All preparation so far has been for this
occasion called the interview. An interview
is the doorway to a job, but not the job
itself. It mel'ely puts you in contact with
a company representative who evaluates
you in terms of the opening. However,
people generally get hirpd as the' result of
the interview.
Before going to see the interviewer, it
would be wise to give yourself one last
brush up on all your favorable selling
points-your assets. Learn beforehand as
much as you possibly can about the company, its history and business, its policies,
products and services. R('view your education, your interests and experiences in
terms of the company's needs and wants.
H at all possible, learn something about
the person who i" going to interview you.
Not that you are going to discuss his inAWAKE!

terests, rather do so to get a better mental
picture of the man. This knowledge will
help to put you at ease when you are before him. Also know why you have left
previous jobs. Tell the truth, because ern.
players usually check. Know why you have
chosen this particular company; do not
approach the interviewer until you have
something better to say than "You have
a vacancy," or, "I need a job and money."
Instead, tell the interviewer, "I like the
way you treat your employees," or, "Your
promoting system appeals to me," or,
"Your retirement plan is ~ppealing. I think
it wise. It interests me very much." If
you cannot think of a reason for having
chosen this particular company, say to
the interviewer that you have analyzed
yourself carefully and that you believe
that the company offers you the best opportunity [or the position you are qualified to fill.
It is wise, too, to prepare for objections,
such as, "We are hiring only college graduates," or, "I'm sorry, you are a little
above our age limit." Be ready to combat
these objections with sound arguments.
For example, if the interviewer says, ''I'm
sorry, you are too old for the job," do not
:'1imply reply, "I'm healthy and strong for
my age." That will never do. Instead, answer, "Perhaps you're right, Mr. - - . But
the job you are offering demands good
judgment and skill. And you know as well
as I that good judgment and skill come
with years. Don't you feel these years of
experience, judgment and skills that I have
can be of value to your firm?"
One young lady applied [or a job as a
receptionist. The interviewer was impressed with her qualifications, but he had
already promised the job to another girl.
What was he to do? The young lady, being
alert, asked, "Which is harder, to turn
your promise down by telephone or turn
OCTOBER i?t, 19;'.9

me down in person?" He smiled, "You're
right," he said. "You win. The job is
yours." It pays to be alive with answers.
Dress in a businesslike manner for the
interview and not as though you were going to a formal dance or to a sports event.
The interviewer will judge you by your
personal appearance, your attainments,
your general intelligence, your special aptitudes, interests and disposition.
When he asks questions, do not give
weak answers. Speak distinctly, directly
and slowly. Do not look down or mumble.
Use good English. Avoid slang and profanity, even though the interviewer may
use it. Do not talk too much. The wise
King Solomon wrote: "The foolish one
speaks many words." (Eccl. 10:14) However, if the interviewer says, "Tell me
about yourself," be ready to speak to him
in terms of experience and accomplishments. Never deride your past employers.
Always stick to the facts without making
excuses. Be courteous and co-operative at
all times. If you are asked to fill out an
application blank, fill it out. Make the
sheet a credit to you. Attempt to be as
natural as you can. Try not to be negative
in your outlook. Be pleasant and smile
often. Do not smoke 01' chew gum. Be on
time for the interview. It is not wise to be
too early, but it is fatal to be late.
You will sense it when the interview is
coming to a close. When you do, it is
proper to say, "Mr. - - , I would like to
know if my background appeals to you."
If he says that it does, then say, "I'm glad
to hear that, because I would like to work
for the company. When would you like me
to start?" Should he say, "Eight o'clock
tomorrow morning," say simply but sincerely, "Thank you, Mr. - - . I have looked
forward to this opportunity." Then leave,
go home and relax. You have done a good
job of selling yourself. The job is yours.
2:1

"Too Easy and Too Cheap"

(l Presbyterian minister John Suther·

land Bonnell commented on
church membership: "We have
been guilty of miLking church
membership too easy and too
cheap, and consequently we have too many
nominal Christians on thr' rolls." __ New York
Times, January 5, 1959.
A •• e,si"g tile Blame

cr.

Dr, Edwin T. Dahlberg, president of the Nationa.l Council of ehnr'ches, recently spoke about
the Communists' hadng a big part in breaking
down the bridge between man and God. He
made it clear howev('r, that Chr-istendom is far
from blameless: "Our prayerlessness, our Biblical illiteracy, our l'Iegll'ct of worship and
stewardship, plus our ambitions for wealth and
socla1 prestige are jU~t as effeetive as communism in destroying the bridge between God and
man,"-The Houston Chronicle, November 8,
1958.
'Know Lillie, 00 Little'

(l In a news report from Elizabeth, New Jer-

sey, the New York Times of January 23, 1'il59,
saId: "The Rev. Albert Fay Hill, pastor of the
295-year-old First Preshyterian Church here believes it is too casy to join a ("hurch. Normally,
a Presbytf'fian need only aC'knowledge his ac·
ceptance of Jesus Christ as 'Lord and Saviour'.
. . _ Mr. Hill f('els that Protestant churches
have grown too lax in setting up membership
requirements. 'People haye gotten to the point
where they need knoW little, believe little and
do little to join the church,' he observed."
Need for Discovery

cr.

Charles R. Andrews, minister of the Oak
Lawn Community Bnptist Church, Oak Lawn,
Rhode Island, writes in the January, 1957, is·
sue of Theology Today on "A Baptist Looks
Backward and Forward." He says: "It is curious that . . . BaptistS should have become-in
rather short space of time----so tragicaIIy individllalistic as 10 com?romise gravely the
fervent corporate hope implicit in their early
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creeds ... , Like a house built in one lot
when Its foundation has been laid in
another lot-a poor manner of construe·
tion~the Baptist denomination ... was
nevertheless erected elsewhere~on the
sands of individualism, ascent to heaven,
and anxious searching for salvation.
. . . Quite obviously we must rethink,
in the light of every advance of Biblical
criticism and Biblical theology, what
'the Kingdom' is, We are prone to
use the term frequently and frivolously,
(At no time do we chat so freely of
'Kingdom work' and 'Kingdom opportunities'
as when we are involved in raising our annual
budgets,) We must discover what this Kingdom
is of which WP speak, in its present and future
judgment, grace, and power; we must discover
what our ultimate hope is, .. Although our
first error W;.l.S iheo1ogical, our second error is
historical~a kind of mass amnesia, a forgetfulness of Baptist origins and purpose for h('·
ing. Rectification of this must come in a fresh
study of Baptist beginnings, an attempt to 'get
back into the Christian minds of our progeni·
tors. _ .. Let us at least discover who we al"('!"
fGilure

cr.

Roman Catholic Bishop Christopher J.
Weldon of Springfield, Massachusetts, recently
told churchgoers that Christendom was responsibJe in some m'casure for the rise of communism. Preaching in connection with the annual
convention of the National Conference of Cath·
olic Charities, thE' cleric observed: "After
twenty centuries, we have failed to bring the
Gospel to the world as Christ directed."-New
York Times, September 22, 1958.
"Soporific and Hypnotic"

4I. An editorial in

Theology Today for Octo~r,
1958, says: "Too mu('h of our religious and
Church life is strictly 'out ot this world' .. _
So much of our sunday worship, our pastoral
prayers, our hymns and anthems, our pulpit
homilies, our sacramental c('remonies, our vested choirs and divided chancels, our processing
and recessing---so much of this and more is
simply unrelated to reality. "
Were it not
so soporific and hypnotic, it would not be tolerated by people who otherwise are very much
in the world .. _ . We should not be surprised,
therefore, that the Jehovah's Witnesses with
their prediction of Armageddon just around
the corner is one of the fastest growing rellgious groups in the world today."
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By "Awgkel" correlpondent in the Bghgmgl

HE pink, two·legged beau·
ties that wade gracefully
in the salt ponds
and "swashes" of
the Bahama Is·
lands are one of
the interesting
of this

T

pink feathers quickly fade
after death, it might well
be that their flocks would
have been completely de·
strayed by the greedy
plume hunters.
Conservation measures passed in
the Bahamas House of Assembly now
give protection to these attrac·
tive birds. Wardens protect their
nesting places from intrud·
ers, the killing of them is
outlawed and planes are
forbidden to fly below
2,000 feet when near their
nesting sites. There are now
approximately 15,000 fla·
mingos on Inagua island.

to obey the com·
mands of a man;
yet in the city of
Nassau it has
GregarioUl~ Birds
been done.
Flamingos are not her·
The flamingo is
mits
but like to be with
not a small bird.
o
the
r s of their kind.
When it stretches
its neck it may be as tall as a six·foot They build their nests in a neighborly
man. It stands on tall, thin legs that are fashion, close together. These "cities"
ideally designed for wading in shallow often contain thousands of nests and proponds. The delicate pink of its feathers is vide a remarkable sight to 'the person who
emphasized by a black·tipped beak and is able to get to their desolate location.
black feathers lining the underpart of its The nests are about a foot high, and the
same in width at the top. They widen out
wings.
at
the base, forming a fiat hillock. Only
This timid bird, whose natural home is
one
egg is laid in a nest, and during its
the shallow ponds in the desolate sections
four-week
hatching period both parents
of the Bahama Islands, existed in great
co·operate
in
caring for it.
numbers at one time on the islands of
By
means
of
a ruse naturalist T. B. ChapAbaca, Andros and Inagua. But, like many
man
was
able
to
get into the midst of a
other wild creatures, their numbers have
flamingo
rookery.
Regarding his experibeen reduced by man, their chief enemy.
Islanders have slaughtered young flamin· ence he said: "Without confusion the birds
gos for food, low·ftying planes have fright· advanced with stately tread to their nests.
ened many away and violent tropical There was a bowing of a forest of slender
storms have helped to scatter and destroy necks as each bird lightly touched its egg
them. If it were not for the fact that their or nest with its bill; then, all talking loudOCTOBER 22, 1959
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ly, they stood up on their nests, the black the birds are preparing themselves for the
wings were waved for a moment, and bird perfonnance. They seem to revel in the
after bird dropped forward upon its egg attention given them.
and after a vigorous, wriggling motion,
As soon as the command "Parade!" is
designed evidently to bring the egg into given the birds promptly take their posiclose contact with the skin, the body was tions, with the leaders maneuvering into
still, but the long neck and head were for the front. Soon all are ready with necks
a time in constant motion, preening, pick. and heads held high and eyes straight
ing material at the base of the nest, dab· ahead. At the command "Muster!" the enbUng in a nearby puddle or perhaps drink· tire flock gracefully advances from the
ing from it."
pool and across the grassy stage. Stepping
He then described their rising into flight high, they pass within inch'es of the crowd.
which, when there are thousands of fta· "About turn!" the trainer shouts, and,
mingos, is a breath·taking sight. "Soon," like precision dancers, they unitedly turn.
Chapman said, "the birds began to rise, Exclamations of delight are heard from
standing on their nests, facing the wind the audience. Then the command "Charge!"
and waving their vermilion, black·lined sends the birds running with outstretched
wings. In a stately fashion the birds began wings toward the audience, revealing the
to move; uniformly like a great body of beauty of their contrasting black undertroops, they stepped slowly forward, pin· feathers. The command "Halt!" brings the
ions waving and trumpets sounding. The running birds to a halt within a foot or
leaders sprang into the air. File after file two of the spectators.
of the winged host followed. The very
Like· human performers, they seem to
earth seemed to erupt birds, as flaming love the round of applause that follows
masses streamed heavenward."
the final order "Dismiss." With the shO\v
over they hurry back to their pool to nod
Trained Flamingos
approvingly at one another and to primp
Fifty of these pink beauties have been and preen for the next performance. By
trained to respond to the commands of a patience and kindness these flamingos
trainer. They are kept in a lush tropical have been taught not only to trust man but
garden in the city of Nassau. Their home also to obey him.
is a shallow pond or lagoon at one end of
In \vild surroundings comparatively few
the garden with natural rock lining the persons can enjoy the thrill of seeing
sides. Except for the lagoon .entrance, it flamingos at close range, thus the ones in
is enclosed with exotic flowering shrubs, Nassau's garden are lovely attractions in
palms and other tropical vegetation. Their accessible and beautiful surroundings. AI·
pink color is maintained in captivity by though the wild flocks are frightened of
feeding them certain sea foods.
man today, that will not be so in the near
The birds seem unafraid of the many future when the entire earth is made a
visitors watching them as they preen paradise under the righteous rule of God's
themselves or stand neatly balanced on one kingdom. At that time the wild creatures
leg with head tucked among pink feathers. of earth will trust man as he exercises
After the visitors have been seated in a loving dominion over them. Friendship will
wide circle on the grass the trainer gives then be shown man by all the wild, pink
a brief talk about flamingos. Meanwhile, beauties of the Bahamas.
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tible to being hypnotized again. And according to' one of America's leading authorities on hypnosis, A. Salter, "Through
hypnosis it is possible to force people to
commit crimes."

HOULD. Christian ministers employ
hypnosis to aid those that come to
them for help'? Yes, says J. Douglas Gibson, pastor of First Methodist Church in
Conyers, Georgia. "I have found it possible by this means to make people feel much
closer to God than ever before." He is
convinced "that there is a definite need
for more of our ministers to train in this
field." When married couples come to him
for help, he says: "I give them suggestions
while they're under hypnosis just like I
would in regular counseling. But these
post-hypnotic suggestions are etched more
strongly on their minds and they find it
harder to break them."
Among other problems Gibson has dealt
with are "alcoholism, migraine headaches,
allergies, smoking, emotional disturbances,
inferiority complexes, fauIty hearing, insomnia, constipation, menstrual difficulties, nerve spasms, lack of appetite." He
admits, however, to having failed on occasion in some of these cases. It all started
when he dabbled in hypnosis to help alcoholies: "I found it really worked. Don't
ask me how. Nobody knows."-The Atlanta Journal, February 28, 1959.
Is hypnosis such a safe instrument that
Christian ministers may use it without
hesitation? No, it is not. The fact that no
one knows how or why hypnosis works
should give one pause. Also a deterrent
should be the fact that after having been
once hypnotized one is far more suscep-
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What Is Hypnosis?
Further, psychologists have well likened
hypnosis to insanity, for under hypnosis
persons can be made to do crazy things,
and recent research indicates that the
same kind of malfunctions that cause
schizophrenia causes the state of hypnosis,
Dr. Carl Jung, leading living pupil of the
father of psychoanalysis, S. Freud, as well
as dean of today's psychotherapists, condemns hypnosis in the strongest of terms,
stating that it does irreparable damage to
the defenses of the mind. Thus, while
hypnosis is becoming more and more popular, being used by an ever-increasing number of dentists, surgeons, psychiatrists,
and now even by clergymen, the fact remains that hypnosis is a dangerous unknown quantity that may cause the greatest possible harm to an individual's mental
integrity.
Strong as this objection to the use of
hypnosis is, there is an even stronger one.
And what is that? The moral and Scriptural one. No person should voluntarily
surrender his will wholly to the will of another so that that one can command him
to do anything he may wish. That is a violation of one's identity and integrity. We
ourselves must at all times be responsible
for our actions, and this we are not when
under hypnosis. The Bible record shows
that the ancient people of Israel were far
in advance of other peoples of their times
as regards many principles of physical and
mental health, yet they wholly ignored
hypnosis. On the other hand, people such
as the Egyptians who betrayed abysmal
ignorance regarding such principles did resort to hypnosis.
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To resort to hypnosis to solve people's
marital and'other personality problems is
tantamount to rejecting God and Jesus
Christ in favor of Mesmer, the modern rediscoverer of hypnosis. God's Word is sufficient in itself, even as the apostle Paul
assures us: "All Scripture is inspired of
God and beneficial for teaching, for reproving, for setting things straight, for
disciplining in righteousness, that the man
of God may be fully competent~ completely
equipped for every good work." In view of
those inspired words, how can Gibson
claim that by means of hypnosis he has
been able to bring people closer to God
than they have ever been before?-2 Tim.
3:16,17.
The inspired apostle also wrote: "Deaden, therefore, your body members which
are upon the earth as respects fornication,
uncleanness, sexual appetite, hurtful desire, and covetousness, which is idolatry.
... Strip off the old personality with its
practices, and clothe yourselves with the
new personality which . . . is being renewed"-through hypnosis? No, but
"which through accurate knowledge is being renewed according to the image of the
one who created it, where"-not hypnosis
-"but Christ is all things and in all."
-Col. 3:5-11.
That the knowledge of God's Word and,
in particular, what Jesus Christ has done
for us are sufficient to make needed changes in one's course of living and enable one
to keep integrity in spite of all pressures
and temptations is proved by the record
made by true Christianity in the days of
the apostles and immediately thereafter.
Regarding himself Paul said: "Become
imitators of me, even as I am of Christ."
Without the aid of hypnosis he had reached
the point where he could say: "I have
learned, in whatever circumstances I am,
to be self-sufficient. . . . For all things I
have the strength by virtue of him who
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imparts power to me."-l Cor. 11:1; Phil.
4:11.13.
Under the influence of hypnotism reality
does not exist. A subject will shiver in the
blazing sun if told that it is extremely
cold and will have sweat pouring off him
though in sub-zero surroundings if told
that he is extremely hot. In fact, he will
even raise blisters on his skin if told that
the pencil touching him is a hot iron! He
will walk smack into a closed door if told
no door is there or that it is open, and will
bark like a dog if told he is one. What
merit can there be, then, if a person does
or does not do certain things because so
instructed by a hypnotist? Does he not act
1ike an automaton without any moral
choice on his part? Is that God's will for
man?
No, it is not. Ever since Eden the issue
has been, Can God put men on earth who
will follow a course of righteousness regardless of what the Devil can do? Hypnosis points up the problem as to whether
God's help, by means of his Word, holy
spirit and visible organization, is sufficient
or man must resort to the use of a sinister
uncanny power made available by worldly
wisdom.
That Christians do not need this demonically worldly-wise instrument to keep integrity has been and is being proved as
fully today as it was in the first century
of our era. The Christian witnesses of the
New World society have withstood the
brainwashing techniques of the Communists on the one hand and the temptations
to materialism and immorality on the
other without the help of hypnosis. Their
love, unity and happiness, so apparent at
their great assemblies, have been achieved
without its help. Yes, they know that, not
the taking in of knowledge of hypnosis,
but "their taking in knowledge of you, the
only true God, and of ... Jesus Christ,"
"means everlasting life."-John 17:3.
AWAKE!
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VI~TCHING

Soviet Moon Strike

<!> The Soviet Union struck
t he

surface of the moon with
a space object at two minutes
ilnd twenty-four seconds after
midnight Moscow tim e September 14. The device, a sphere
of unknown size weighing
858.4 pounds, was a hermeti·
cally sealed instrument con·
tainer. It had bee n ejected
from the final stage of a multistage rocket fired about thirty·
five hours earlier. Technicians
had been receiving radio signals from the vehide until the
moment of impact. The container struck the moon's surface about 270 miles from the
center of the face among depressions called the Seas of
Vapors, Serenity and Tranquil·
lity. The projectile was speeding at about 7,500 miles an
hour when it ended its 236,875mile journey. I ill pac t came
only eighty-four seconds later
than Russian scientists had
predicted. The rontainer car·
ried a pennant bearing the inscription "Salute to the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics"
on one side and on the other
the words "September 1959,"
along with the hammer-andsickle insignia surrounded by
a garland.
Eisenhower Ends

European Trip
<$ U.S. President Dwight D.

Eisenhower concluded a
twelve-day European tour on
OCTOBER 22, 1959

September 7. Upon returning
to Washington. the U.S. chief
of state said thi'lt things were
"going s p fen did I y" among
members of the Western alliance. Eisenhower had conferred with West German
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer,
~ritain's Prime Minister Har·
old Macmillan and F r c n c h
President Charles de Gaulle.
Though the talks were highly
secret, the government heads
had apparently agreed that Ejsenhower-Khl'ushehev discus·
sions should take 1'lu('<,. Thp
Soviet premier was to begin a
visit to the U.S. on September 15.
Dies

*of Maurice
Duplessis, Premier
Quebec, died on September
Duples~ls

7 following a series of cerebral
hemorrhages. He had held the
premiership from 1936 to 1939
and again from 1944 until his
death. A new prf'mier was not
n a m e d immediately. though
Paul Sauve, Minister of Youth
and Social Welfare, assumed
temporary cabinet leadership.
QUebec, with about 5,000,000
inhabitants, is Canada's sec·
ond·largest province.

u.s.

Church

Stati!!t.ic~

*' On September 7 the Nation·
al Council of Churches reported a 5-percent increase in U.S.
church membership in 1958
over 1957, a rise of 5,36.R,063.
For the same period popula-

tion increased 1.7 percent. Statistics published by the Coun·
cil in the Yearbook of American Churches for 1960 were
based on membership reports
submitted by 251 religious bodies. The tally covered 49 states,
except for the Roman Catho·
lie count, which also included
Hawaii. Protestant member·
ship rose from 59,823,777 to
61.504,669. Roman Catholic to·
tals were fixed at 39,509,508,
to compare with the preVlous
35,H16,477. Figures furnished
by Jewish congregations reo
mained the sam e, 5,500,000.
Roman Catholic totals include
all baptized persons, even infants. Most Protestant organi·
zations list as members only
those who have heen confirmf'rl, the majority of Whom
are over thirteen years of age.
The U.S. church membership·
population ratio was placed at
63 percent, wit h 109,557,741
having religious affiliations.
U.s. CrimI' Rate
<$ During 1958 a major crime
was committed in the U.S. on

an average of once every
twenty scconds. On September
2 the Federal Bureau of In·
vestigation issuf'd a report in·
dicating a continued increase
in both juvenile and adult
{:rime. The bulletin contained
a ncw Crimf' Index listing as
serious offenses murder, robbery, burglary, rape, larceny
over fifty dollars, auto theft
and aggravatt:'d assault. From
1957 to 19:iB the Index had increused 9.3 percent, from 1,422.000 to 1,553,000 reported
crimes. Population had risen
only 1.7 percent. According to
a tally covering 1.238 cities
throughout the nation, juvenile arrests were up 8.1 per·
cent. Arrests of persons over
eighteen years of age during
1958 had risen 1.8 percent over
1957.
Typhoons

lrl~

and Joan

~

Fukien Province in Commu·
nist China was struck by Typhoon Iris on August 20. Ac-
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cording to reports issued on
September 1, ·720 persons had
been killed and 618 others had
been injured .. The fate of 996
persons was unknown. On August 29 Taiwan was struck by
Typhoon Joan. Taipei reported
six deaths. Winds were said to
have reached a velocity of 140
miles an hour. In Taipei over
33,000 persons fled from their
homes tom 0 r e substantial
public buildings. Nearly 700
persons lost their lives earlier
in August when Taiwan ex·
perieneed serious floods and an
earthquake.
U.N. Group to

LtUi!!

~

Following considerable un·
rest and guerrilla fighting in
northern Laos. on Septemhpr
4 the Lao t ian government
asked for aid by a U.N. force.
Laos sought protection against
what was called "flagrant ago
gression" from Communistheld North Vietnam. On Sep·
tember 8 it was announced
that a four·member subcommittee, appointed by tqe Security Council, would leave by
week's end to investigate the
Laotian charge against North
Vietnam.
An Appeal to the U.N.

• The Dalai Lama made a
formal appeal to the lSnited
Nations on September 9. He
ask ed "immediate interven·
tion" in behalf of his people,
now under Chinese Commu·
nist control. The Communists
were charged with "inhuman
treatment and crimes." Ac·
cording to the young spiritual
and temporal leader WllO had
fled from his homeland in the
throes of rebellion in March,
"cruel and inhuman measures
for the purpose of sterilizing
Tibetan men and women, with
a view to totai extermination
of the Tibetan race," we r e
among the crimes being committed by the Communists.
The annihilation of Tibetan reo
ligion and culture was held to
be the aim of the Peiping reo
gime.
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Davis Cup to Australla
~

Australia's Neale Fraser de-feated Barry MacKay, U.S.
contender, in a tennis series
ending in New York city on
August 31. Australia won the
games and the prize-the Da·
vis Cup-by a margin of 3-2.
The U.S. had taken the tennis
trophy from Australia by the
!;ame margin last December.
U.S. Fair

End~

In MosCOW

• The American National Ex·
hibition ended in Moscow on
September 4. An estimated
2,700,000 persons had visited
t he fair during its six·week
run. DispJays emphasized consumer goods and services. Un·
like the Soviet Exhibition of
Science, Technology and Cui·
ture, which closed on August
10 in New York city, the U.S.
fa i r in Moscow's Sokolniki
Park showed relatively little
of American technology and
few machine tools. Of the morethan one million persons who
had visited the Soviet exhibit
in the U.S., many felt that it
had failed to convey a picture
of typical Russian family life.
Poland and West Germany
<$ The forces of Adolf Hitler

began their march into Poland
on September 1, 193 9-a n d
World War II bega n. In a
broadcast to his nation on the
eve of the twentieth anniver·
sary of that attack, West German Chancellor Konrad Ade·
nauer recalled the time when
"Hitler Germany and the So·
viet Union invaded the country
and cruelly destroyed it." Op·
timistically, Adenauer declared
that "the new Germany will
some day be a good neighbor
of Poland." In Warsaw, on
September 1, 20,000 persons
stood in Victory Square. They
heard Polish Premier Jozef
Cyrankiewicz denounce ArIe·
nauer as "one who loves the
spirit of the cold war." The
West German chancellor, he
said, had shed only "crocodile

tears about the fate of Po·
land."
A nonaggression pact was
signed between Russia and
Germany on August 23, 1939.
Shortly thereafter, on September 17, following the Nazi attack, the Red Army entered
Poland from the east. Both
the Germans and the Russians
later halted at the Bug Rivel·.
Poland's partition at that time
was thus accomplished, and it
was apparently to this that
Adenauer had alluded in
speaking of an invasion of Poland by "Hitler Germany and
the Soviet Union."
Fuchs Bw:'k at
Nl1f'il'ar Rt'sear('h
<$ Klaus Fuchs, sel!·confessed

atom spy who had passed
British and U.S. atomic secrets
to the Soviet Union, has on('('
again entered nuclear research. An August 31 report
said tha t Fuchs had been ap·
pointed deputy director of the
nuclear institute at Rossendorf
in East Germany. The 47·year·
old theoretical physicist harl
served a little over nine years
of a fourteen·year sentence in
Britain's Wakefield P r is 0 n
prior to his release on June 23.
Fren('h-Tuni~ian

Eeonomil'

Tlf'~

• On September 5 a new f'{·O·
nomic agreement was signed
between France and Tunisia.
About two weeks earlier Tuni·
sian President Hahih Bourguiba declared that his country
was breaking its customs un·
ion with France. By reason of
that decision, Tunisia would be
able to increase its trade \vilh
the dollar zone. Though the
customs union was not rein·
stated under the September 5
negotiations, the economies of
Paris and Tunis will be clo8.ely
linked. Tunisia's two chief exports, hard wheat and winf',
will be permitted to enter
France either dUly·free or with
small duties imp 0 sed. The
wheat will be purehased at
French prices, which are high-
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-the East?
-the West?
-or a government with world domination?
"Not by might, nor by power, but by my-Spirit,
saith Jehovah of hostS."-Zech. 4:6, AS.
But how will God settle
the world issues of today?

READ:
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OT everyone in the world
puts personal advantage and personal profit first in life,
although it would seem so from the way
people act in the business world. There
are persons who realize that a rich, useful
and satisfying life cannot be had by living
for oneself. It comes from doing things for
other people, especially for people who
cannot repay in a material way. This was
pointed out by Jesus Christ when he said:
"When you spread a dinner or evening.
meal, do not call your friends, or your
brothers or your relatives or rich neighbors. Perhaps some time they might also
invite you in return and it would become a
repayment to you. But when you spread a
feast, invite poor people, crippled, lame,
blind; and you will be happy, because they
have nothing with which to repay you."
-Luke 14:12-14.
Some persons have gone to great personal sacrifice to fulfill their desire to be
of service to mankind. Albert Schweitzer,
for example, left Europe many years ago
to live among natives in French Equatorial Africa as a medical missionary. He
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felt that he was serving mankind by giving medical help to those natives.
Others believe they can serve mankind
by helping to build or to operate hospitals
in their respective communities. Still others engage in welfare activities. An English clergyman, who established an organization for helping people, states that his
associates "spread the Gospel without
preaching it." He feels that this is done
by helping people in need.
The desire of these people to help others is commendable, but not everyone who
wants to be of service to mankind can be
a medical missionary or a builder of hospitals or a founder of a welfare organization. Others try to serve by volunteering
time and money to organizations that are
dedicated to fight disease or to do welfare
work.
Could even these people see more direct
results from their service? Yes, by means
of a service that benefits mankind far more
than medical treatment, food and clothing.
Such things bring only temporary comfort to sick or impoverished people and do
not get at the cause for human suffering.
The service that brings lasting benefits is
spiritual. It transforms thinking so that
persons who formerly had love only for
themselves now exercise love for others,
and persons who ignored right principles
now live by them. It is a service that
brings comfort and hope to people who
sigh and cry because of the abominable
3

things that are done in the present worldly
system of things. This service is the
preaching of the good, comforting news
of God's kingdom.
No amount of charity will change the
wicked system that causes people to be impoverished, hungry, poorly clothed and
sick. What will help these people most and
in a lasting way is a new system of things,
a new world. By means of his kingdom Jehovah God has purposed to establish such
a world. The most beneficial service a
person can do for mankind is to comfort
those who mourn and suffer, by telling
them this good news.
The kingdom of God will make the
sweeping changes necessary for permanently eliminating oppressive rulers, in ...
justice, greed, poverty and sickness. It will
strike at the very root of mankind's troubles. The fact that this will take place in
our generation gives hope to the poor, sick
and oppressed. It gives them the spiritual
uplift that makes life worth living under
the most trying circwnstances.
Jesus Christ considered the preaching
of the good news of God's kingdom to be of
foremost importance. Although he miraculously healed sick people and provided food
for multitudes, he did not make that his
principal activity. Preaching the truths of
God's Word and the good news of the Kingdom came first. To a crowd that he had
miraculously fed he said: "You are looking
for me, not because you saw signs, but because you ate from the loaves and were
satisfied. Work, not for the food that
perishes, but for the food that remains
for life everlasting." (John 6:26, 27) Such
food is spiritual food It feeds and upbuilds
the mind in righteousness and truth; it
changes a person's manner of living so
that it is in harmony with God's will The
people who received this instruction in the
first century were spiritually healthy and
exercised love for one another.
4

It is no different today. People can be
benefited in the same manner despite the
fact that they live in a world that is spiritually sick. The magazine Saturday RevieuJ
stated: "So long as the world is ruled by
self-firsters it will grow increasingly sick.
... So education must include not only the
will to serve, but the knowledge of what
is needed." The people of this spiritually
sick world need spiritual food. That is their
greatest need.
Proclaiming the good news of God's
kingdom, building up faith and teaching
people to live by Scriptural principles is
of far greater service to distressed mankind than concentrating on charity drives
or on other means for giving material
help. It is a work of service to others that
persons in all walks of life can engage in.
According to Scriptural command the primary work for Christians today is preaching the good news of God's kingdom and
the enlightening truths of God's Word.
This was foretold by Jesus Christ when he
said that the good news of the Kingdom
would be "preached in all the inhabited
earth for the purpose of a witness to all
the nations, and then the accomplished end
will come." The apostle Paul also stressed
it when he said: "For with the heart one
exercises faith for righteousness, but with
the mouth one makes public declaration
for salvation."-Matt. 24:14; Rom. 10:10.
The English clergyman who claims that
acts of charity can "spread the Gospel
without preaching it" is wrong. Kindness
and good deeds may confirm what is
preached, but they do not substitute for
spiritual instruction. They do not fulfill
the Scriptural command to preach. By
preaching the good things of God's Word
as Christ did you can serve God and, at
the same time,. be of the best service to
mankind. It is a lifesaving work. It is the
work that Jehovah's witnesses are doing
in all the inhabited earth.
AW,AK'E!
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the story, but what
he did find has
raised a controversy that more than
ten years of time
has not settled. He
found
a cave filled
1)
with ancient clay
EVERAL views of the Dead Sea (or jars. But if he hoped for treasure, apparQumran) scrolls are common today, for ently there was none. All that he found in
the four words "the Dead Sea scrolls" stir the jars were some ancient leather scrolls,
vastly conflicting sentiments. While many wrapped in linen. But, then, perhaps these
people still do not know what those scrolls scrolls had some value.
are, those who do cannot agree on what
The dealer in Bethlehem was not greatly
they mean.
concerned about the scrolls, but eventually
Reference to the scrolls reminds people (for a handful of coins, it is said) four of
who believe the Bible of a major proof of them came into the possession of the Orits accuracy, and of a strong attack on the thodox Archbishop of Jerusalem. Experts
critics who have contended that the Bible first said they were worthless, but Dr. Wilhas changed down through the centuries. liam F. Albright of Johns Hopkins UniverBut among the critics of the Bible, those sity was astounded by them. He immediwho do not believe that what it says is ately dated the Isaiah scroll, twenty-three
true, reference to these scrolls recalls their feet long and bearing the complete text of
most recent attack on Christianity-an at- the Bible book of Isaiah, at 100 B.C. It was,
tack that, through the medium of several he said truthfully, "an absolutely incredible
low-priced paper-bound books, has had a find." Every test of modern science, invery wide circulation. How can the same cluding carbon-14 dating, has verified his
scrolls possibly stir such conflicting senti- statement. The value of such a scroll is
fantastic!
ments on the part of two
evidently intelligent and
For years scoffers had
weB-informed groups of
delighted in throwing up
Ncu:O'rllth
people? The answer lies
to anyone who accepted
o
v~r-c"
in the contents of the
the entire Bible as being
scrolls, and in the kind
true the great lapse of
of deductions that have
$O'mO'riO'
time between the writo
been made from them.
ing of the Hebrew Scriptures (often called "Old
The amazing story of
Testament") and the
the scrolls started in
oldest copies of it avail1947 with a very simple
able today. The oldest
act. A Bedouin lad was
reliably dated copy of
combing the rocky cliffs
oG~
an original-language Henear the northwest
brew Bi ble manuscript
coast of the Dead Sea,
dated from about A.D.
looking for a lost goat.
900. But, 10 and behold,
Whether or not he found
here was a perfectly legthe goat is not a part of
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Ihle copy of the entire book of Isaiah that founded by a "Teacher of Righteousness"
had been written before the beginning of who had been persecuted and perhaps put
the Christian era! Yet, with the exception to death. The critics jumped to the conclu·
of certain minor variations in spelling, and sian that Christianity copied these beliefs
so forth, it is the same as the Isaiah of from the Essenes, and thus was merely an
today, Open your Bible to the book of outgrowth of Essenism.
Isaiah, and you will read the same things
Their arguments appealed to people
that are on that ancient scroll.
(1) who had not accepted Christianity any·
The critics were wrong. There had been way, (2) who did not want to accept it, or
no major changes in an additional thou· (3) who in all sincerity had been turned
sand years! It is this corroboration that against it by churches that taught foolish,
Bible believers think of when they hear illogical, pagan doctrines of men that are
the words "the Dead Sea (or Qumran) exactly opposite to what Christ taught.
But there were other people whose experi·
scrolls."
ence with the Bible, and whose Scriptural
The Other Side of the Story
knowledge of real Christian doctrine (in
If the Isaiah scroll corroborates, as it contrast with what is so often taught in
does, the textual integrity of a consider· the churches) gave them strong, positive
able portion of the Bible over the last two reason to doubt these critics' conclusions.
thousand years, why do the critics still
connect reference to "the Dead Sea. scrolls" Surprising Dillerences
with a modern attack on Christianity? The
Imagine their surprise October 22, 1958,
answer is that there were, of course, many when in England, Scotland, Ireland and
more scrolls than the large Isaiah scroll. here in Europe, they heard an excellent
In addition to manuscripts or fragments discussion of this very subject over the
of every Hebrew Bible book except Esther, British Broadcasting Corporation's Third
other non·Biblical religious works were Programme! H. F. D. Sparks, Oriel Profes·
found. These belonged to an ancient reU· sor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture
gious sect, and included commentaries, a at Oxford University, said of the critics:
Manual of Discipline and a book describing
"It was obvious that those who were
an anticipated religious war.
making the most of [the assumed para}.
The scholars connected these religious leIs] were actuated rather by anti·Chris·
works with a nearby ruin, Khirbat ("ruins tian bias than a genuine concern for schol·
of") Qumran. They assumed that this was arship." He explained: "It was pointed out
the remains of a monastery that had been at once that the parallels on which the ar·
occupied by the Essenes (a Jewish reli· gument rests are not nearly as close, when
gious sect that preceded Christianity) from examined carefully, as a casual list, such
approximately 135 B.C. to A.D. 68, and as I have just given, might lead anybody
that the non·Biblical scrolls found in the to suppose: there are differences as well
as agreements, and the differences have to
nearby caves described their religion.
Then someone decided that there was a be accounted for."
striking similarity between the Essenes
The differences are basic, for as Profes·
and Christianity. It was said that this sor Sparks said: "Whereas the Christians
group spoke of "eternal life," had baptis· expected a single,Messiah (the Jesus they
mal rites, sacred meals with bread and knew already) there is much talk in the
wine, and that their community had been QUmran literature of two Messiahs-'the
6
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Messiahs of Aaran and IsraeJ.' The Christians repudiated the strict observance of
the Sabbath, the community at Qumran
had the most precise regulations about
Sabbath observance. And so one might go
on .... It can hardly be denied that Christian theology and practice as attested by
the New Testament was very far from
identical with the theology and practice
attested by the Qumran documents."

Baptism, Communism, Preaching
In any list of the Qumran sect's practices, you will find equally striking differences. For example, the Christians were
baptized only once, not for "purification,"
but only in symbol of their dedication. Yet
"water purification rites," traditional religious washings unknown to the Christians, are believed to have been practiced
daily, or even several times a day, by the
Essenes.
Further, only in the unusual circumstance when thousands of persons unexpectedly stayed in Jerusalem for further
instruction after the famous Pentecost of
A.D. 33 did Christians sell their possessions
and pool their resources to care for others
who had not brought enough Ip.oney to
stay. But, exactly contrary to the Christians, the Essenes were communist, and
the "surrender of all personal wealth" was
a requirement for membership in their organization.-Acts 4: 34, 35.
Jesus commanded his followers: "Go
therefore and make disciples of people of
all the nations." But, just the contrary, the
sect at Qumran was in "exile from mankind," hidden in seclusion, deliberately separated from humanity, preaching to no
one.-Matt.28:19.
The Christians established no ranks, status or special consideration. They forbade
honorary titles, "acts of favoritism," "class
distinctions" and said all must be humble.
But, in The Dmd Sea Scrolls, J. M. Allegro
NOl!:EMBER S, 1959

says of the Qumran sect's writings: "We
have frequent mention of their 'ranks,' and
according to their respectiVe status in the
society was their order of seating in the
deliberative assemblies, of their speaking,
and in fact of practically every communal
activity. And in everything the priests had
precedence."-Matt. 23:8-12; Jas. 2:1-9.
Also, unlike the Christians who accepted
the theocratic instructions received from
the apostles, the Qumran sect had a certain democracy in which "all could vote."

Astrology, Passover, Wars
Still further, the Qumran sect practiced
astrology, a form of star worship practiced
by the pagans but condemned in the Scriptures. (Jer. 10:2; Job 31:26-28) Like the
pagans, the astrologers at Qumran described "the influence of the heavenly bodies on the physical and spiritual characteristics of those born in certain sections of
the Zodiac." According to Allegro, they
eVen "doubtless looked for a particular constellation which would ten them of a special birth, the coming of One for whom
they and the whole Jewish world waited."
Thus they were apparently of the same
school of thought as were the pagan Magi,
who practiced astrology in spite of God's
condemnation of it.
As to the Qumran sect's "sacred meals,"
from what is known of them these were,
contrary to the critics' implication, apparently closer to the Jewish passover than
to the Christian "communion" or memorial.
That -is not all. Jesus said: "If my kingdom were part of this world, my attendants would have fought that I should not
be delivered up to the Jews." (John 18:36)
Yet the Qumran sect was planning to fight.
It had definite military aspirations, in direct contradiction of Christianity. The
apostle John wrote that it is in heaven
that the angels, not men, will destroy Sa7

reverse. The earliest Christians saw cthe
things concerning Jesus' as the fulfillment
of Old Testament prophecy: they, not the
Jews, were the legitimate heirs to the
promises made to the patriarchs; their
'Church' not the Jewish Church was 'the
Assessing the Facts
In the face of such astounding contra- Israel of God' "
Tushingham made the same point in the
dictions, how can the critics possibly say
that Christianity is merely an outgrowth National Geographic article when he said
theologians recognize
of Essenism? Perthat "Jesus did not
haps it is simply that
COMING IN "AWAKE!"
break with the past;
they start out not
• Is there good reason to believe that this
generation will see the destruction of all
he
pointedly declared
wanting to believe.
wickedness and the incoming of a righteous
new world? Vesl The next ISSue of "Awake!"
that he had not 'come
For example, one
tells why.
to destroy the law ..•
such writer, in effect,
• Fundamental freedome of speech, assem.
bly and worship for minority groups in New
but to fulfil.' "
calls Matthew a liar,
Zealand were made mOre secure by a recent
Supreme Court decision there. Look for the
If the clergy had
attributes to Paul,
report In the next Issue.
• The Belgian Congo has boon called Atrl.
really taught those
not to Jesus, the "inca's awakening giant. Vou will understand
vention" of a major
prophecies about Jewhy when you road the next issue ot
"Awake I"
part of Christian
sus to their people,
doctrine, and apparas the first-century
ently feels that he, now nineteen hundred Christian:=; taught them, and as Jehoyears removed from the events, knows vah's witnesses do today, then the critics'
more about them than eyewitnesses did. presumed comparisons would have disAs one reader of such pro-Qumran books turbed no one. Readers of their books
said: "If they don't undeI;Stand the Qum- would have recognized the Essenes' mesran writings any better than they under- sianic ideas as being merely a misunderstood the Bible passages they cite, I don't standing of the far more ancient Hebrew
trust a thing they say!"
prophecies that really did have their fulA. Douglas Tushingham, head of the Di- fillment in Jesus, and thus a great deal of
vision of Art and Archaeology, Royal On- confusion would have been eliminated.
So from the scrolls found in the Qumran
tario Museum, discussed the matter in
caves
we reach two conclusions: First. that
America's famous N atio'lUll Geographic
contrary
to the expectation of the critics
Magazine just last December. He said:
the
book
of Isaiah had not changed over
"Contrary to certain exaggerated interprea period of two thousand years. Second,
tations [these parallels] do not suggest
that, not the Essenes, but the Hebrew
that Christianity is only a latter-day 'suc- Scriptures themselves were the foreruncessful' Essenism."
ners of Christianity and the predictors of
Dr. Sparks said in his October 22 broad- the true Messiah, Jesus Christ.
cast: "The fairest assessment seems to me
Thus, as these ancient scrolls speak out
to be that both were independent, though of the past, they merely add another voice
admittedly parallel, offshoots of the parent to the growing external testimony that the
Jewish tree." He added: "Christianity has Bible really is true-a fact that those who
never made any claim to be 'original' in have had experience with its contents and
the sense that is often imagined. Quite the principles have known all along.
tan's hosts, but the Qumran sect had detailed instructions for battle, with company standards, platoons and priests on
the battlefield.
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me a feeling that I'm
being followed. lcan't
see the point of a big
car." Another viewer
said: "Bigness of an
" .J
automobile scares
me. I never quite
seem in control of a
big car. With a small
car 1 zip around the
corner. 1 have a ball
when 1 drive." A
,/
housewife and secretary had a similar comment to make:
"1 didn't know what driving was until 1
got in a small car. 1 enjoy driving now.
It's fun."
They were seriously considering a small
car as the "second car" for short runs. A
housewife spoke up: "When I go downtown
1 want a little car to drive." Another asked:
"Why does a 98-poW1d woman have to
drive 4,000 pounds of car to a nearby grocery store to pick up a loaf of bread? For
the many errands 1 have to run every day,
a small car is much more suitable than
a gas-guzzling dinosaur." And small-car
dealers emphasize this point. "Ladies,"
they say, "why do you want to drive such
big cars? You don't need a monster to go
to the drugstore for a package of hairpins.
Think of the gas bills!" Not only women
but men, too, had high praise for the small
car.
But the experts said Americans would
not buy the small car. Suddenly, however,
in the United States it has become smart
to own a small European car, contrary
to all expert opinion and prognostication.
Why? An official in the sales division of a
German auto company answers: "Many
Americans think it's smart to drive a small
foreign car. It has a certain 'snob appeal.' ..
"It's one way of 'keeping up with the
Joneses.' Many American families couldn't
afford to buy a new American model every

1---------"'--,---

Here come the Small Car

"'~e

/

ESS than ten years ago almost all
American automobile salesmen were of
one opinion, namely, "Americans won't
buy the small car." "Why should they?"
those authorities who were supposed to
know American tastes would ask. "U. S.
motorists could buy a good used big car
for about the same price or less than they
would have to pay for a foreign small car.
And what American is about to do that?"
But at the third International Automobile Show held in New York city's Coliseum
last April, American men and women were
seriously engaged in small-car talk. On the
showroom floors there they were cl.osely
examining the more than six hundred cars
from sixty-eight auto-makers in nine countries, and most of these were small cars.
Men and women were clustered admiringly around the rich and the racy little models, discussing the advantages of owning a
small car. "Big cars are too cumbersome,"
a woman said to her husband. "They lack
maneuverability and are harder to handle."
A mother of three children confessed: "1
never felt at ease in a big car. Now that
I have driven a small car, you can't get
me to drive the big one, especially in traffic." A woman who owns a Volkswagen remarked: "The visibility is much better"
in a small car "and parking is a cinch."
A housewife that had spent six years with
the British air force stated: "Big cars give
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year. But European models don't change Company and Chrysler Corporation, all
very often, and the neighbors can't tell have had ideas about making small cars
how late the modehis that you're driving. for the United States public. As far back
Also, even if the European car is the only as 1946 General Motors had in mind to
one you have, it's likely to be taken by build a small car called the Cadet. In fact,
they built a new plant in Cleveland, Ohio,
observers as a 'second car.' "
for
that purpose and invested millions of
Authorities in the big~car industry
dollars
before they finally decided they
claimed Americans would- not buy the
could
not
manufacture the car cheap
small European car because of its inferior
enough.
The
big question back there was,
workmanship and durability. However,
Would
the
American
public buy the small
German and other auto makers countered
car?
Those
who
were
supposed to know
with the claim that their little cars will
said,
No.
So
the
Cadet
program was
hold their own against the bigger Ameri~
scrapped.
can cars when it comes to a test of sturdi~
In 1946 and 1947 the Ford Company
ness and reliability. "But you won't be
able to buy parts for your European car," manufactured a small car called the Piosaid the big-car dealers. Alas! parts are neer. However, Americans never saw it.
plentiful. A prospective small~car buyer Frenchmen finally reaped the benefits of
writes: "A friend of mine owns a Volks~ Ford's engineering.
Chrysler Corporation went through the
wagen. She states it not only suits her
socially, but economically as well. She rea~ same motions. It developed a small car,
sons as follows: It's small, which makes it got it into working condition, named it
easy to handle. It has plenty of room, gives and all, and then gave up the whole idea
good service, very little cost to repair. about trying to sell it to the American pubParts are not expensive, therefore, easy to lic. Europeans would buy the small car,
replace. Particularly noticeable is the fact but would Americans? The big three did
that there are no drafts. (Wish I could say not want to face the gamble.
the same for American~made cars.) She
A gamble it was, because making auto·
says she has no garage space trouble and mobiles is an ex{Wnsive proposition. The
the car has plenty of luggage space. She margin for mistakes is very narrow. Take
attributes good riding to the torsion bar, the Edsel for example. It cost Ford "$100
whatever that is. I'm sure I don't know. million for tools and engineering plus $150
Who cares? If it's all Jean claims it to be, million for new plants and facilities" be·
that's what counts with me."
fore one Edsel rolled off the assembly line.
If the small car is inferior in construc~ Harley J. Earl, vice-president of General
tion and less durable, United States buyers Motors in charge of styling, stated: "The
have not noticed or, perhaps, did not con~ design, engineering and tooling costs run
sider those reasons enough for not pur~ between 150 and 200 million dollars. Bechasing one. Could it be that big-car manu- fore you sold a car, it could conceivably
facturers were wrongly advised? Why did be up to 300 million."
they hesitate to enter into the small-car
That is why the big~car industry of the
United States has been slow about moving
market?
into the smaU-car market. They say that
Small-Car Adventures
each manufacturer would probably have to
The big three leading automobile manu- sell 300,000 or more cars to make a profit.
facturers, General Motors, Ford Motor The small-car market now reaps about
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$750 million annually. To capture this market, each of the big three must be willing
to put up at least $300 million. Authorities
say "those are not good odds." So most
of the United States car builders dismissed
the idea of making small cars.
But as these same men drove their big
cars down the nation's boulevards, they
could not help but see small cars popping
out all over the place. Could the experts
be wrong? Are Americans buying small
cars? Or is this just a passing fancy?
In 1955 about 60,000 cars were imported
by the United States. In two years that
number increased to 207,000, and for 1959
the figure is expected to exceed 500,000.
No passing fancy this! The experts still
did not believe what they were seeing. Now
their prediction is that the small-car market is to level off at this figure, but others
are changing their tune. Some now admit
that the market range might leap to a
1,500,000 and then on to 3,000,000 in five
years. George Wilcken Romney, boss of
American Motors and a believer in small
cars from away back, predicts that "in
five years the compact car will have at
least half the auto market. That market
may be 7,000,000 cars by 1965." Such talk
must come as a shock to those authorities
who said that it could not be done.
The big three giants in the auto industry have now come out with their version
of a small car. The new cars, Chevrolet's
Corvair, Chrysler'S Valiant and Ford's Falcon, are "compact" cars rather than small
cars. They are ingeniously designed, comfortable and possess the excellent performance characteristics of the larger models.
Four-door Corvair sedans run from $1,810
to $1,920. The Falcon has the longest
wheel base of the new economy models.
The Valiant may be a little more exotic
than the others, while Corvair's sixcylinder air-cooled rear engine is no doubt
the biggest surprise.
NOVEMBER 8, 1959

The Big Question
What will this do to the seventy-six European companies listed with the United
States Department of Commerce as selling
their automobiles in the United States?
Will the European companies be able to
weather the competition?
Actually the European companies were
always aware that the American firms
would sooner or later enter the small-car
market in the United States as soon as the
American public was sold on the idea of
small cars. Now, it appears, the time has
arrived for United States firms to build,
and they can do it profitably without too
great a gamble.
But the question is, Will there be any
market in the United States for European
cars? Some say that the Volkswagens, the
Renaults, the Hillmans, the Fiats, and so
forth, will be a thing of the past. Not
so, say small-car authorities. Times have
changed. The small European car is here
to stay in the United States. One reason
is that the big three do not seem to be
planning to make a car as small as those
four-cylinder jobs imported from Europe.
Therefore, it will be a higher-priced car
that the United States manufacturers will
make. So it is believed that there will still
be room for the cheaper European models.
Also, the United States auto market is
so big that it is hard to comprehend it.
Small-car manufacturers say that the
American public will absorb what they
make without causing hardly a rIpple in
the United States market. For example, in
the United States there are close to 4,500,000 cars scrapped annually. If you take in
cars, trucks and other commercial vehicles,
some 5,000,000 machines annually end up
in the nation's junk yard. In other words,
the United States scraps more cars each
year than are on the roads of Great Brit~
ain, many more than are on the highways
of France, Germany or Canada. This na~
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The American public has bought these
tion scraps five times as many cars as are
on the roads of Sweden. In the world it is cars at such a rate that makers have been
estimated that there are some 82,500,000 unable to keep up with the demand or
cars, and of this number 56,000,000 are in sensibly anticipate their future dimensions.
the United States. That leaves 26,500,000 This grand surge for the small car has not
for the rest of the world. These figures been without reason. The small-car people
prove that the car market in the United predict that this is just the beginning.
States is big in every sense of the word, These authorities state that American
that there is room for a great many im· manufacturers and the American public
cannot deny something that is so basically
ported models.
Another thing, the European small car needed and sensible in the United States
is appraised by its makers as a special· as the small car, the kind the European
purpose car, not as a substitute or rival of companies produce.
the American car. The European car comes
The number of two-car families in the
in handy as a "second" car for shopping United States has grown to 17 percent of
and traveling short distances between sub· all car owners. Now the three-car family
urbs and cities. Without question, many is becoming popular; there are
estiEuropean cars are well built. Volkswagen mated 375,000 such families now in the
people claim its engine can run steadily at United States. The econOmy car today
top speed without harm. Aston Martin, a meets the needs of at least 50 percent of
British car, is capable of accelerating United States transportation requirements.
from 0 to 100 miles an hour and stopping The short haul, the one-or-two-occupants,again in less than thirty seconds. Who is to-a-car trip is the order of the day, just
there to doubt that European cars have as are rising costs of gasoline and mainmade good loyal friends in the United tenance. This does not mean big cars are
States, for good reasons that will not wear a thing of the past or that they are on
off quickly. The engineering, the design, their way out. Far from it. Rather, indicathe skills put into European cars cannot tions are that the small car is coming into
easily be duplicated at the price that these its own. It is finding a place in American
life.
cars sell for in the United States .

an

.........1 SwNts and the Teeth
Writing in the Journal of the Royal Naval Medical Service, Surgeon Captain
T. L. Cleave says: "The natives living in the Persian Gulf, who consume great
quantities of dates, have excellent teeth. Similar sticky food, if in the form of a
cooked product, such as toffee, would tend to cause rapid dental canes, since
the greatest cause of dental carles seems undoubtedly to be the production of acid
from the bacterial fermentation of starch and sugar. What is the explanation of
the difference? It is submitted that the explanation lies in the fact that In the
case of the dates the sugar is found in cells that are still actually alive. And as
long as the date cells are alive, the antibodies in the lIvIng cells will continue to
protect them from bacterial attack just as they did on the tree, and just as they
do in our own case . . . . By the time the cells are dead and therefore vulnerable
to fermentation, new meals will have been eaten and moved the cells along away
from the teeth."
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A VISIT TO

KRU tr..Elr>
~-<

'r·:;- -_ . . ~

PARK

BY "AWAKEI" CORRESPONDENT IN SOUTH AfRICA

WAY back in 1898 in a peaceful part

of sunny South Africa, a section of
A
countryside was reserved for the preserva-

tion of wildlife. This stretch of bushveld
extended about two hundred miles along
the border of Portuguese East Africa from
Komatipoort to the Limpopo River. Its
width varied from thirty to sixty miles,
with an area of about 8,000 square miles.
This sanctuary for wildlife owes its exi~t.
ence to the late President Kruger, an(i to:.
day the Kruger Nation~ PJtXk is loJ.own
"
"."
war Id -WI"de.
::.1<'
'I, ~_
•

The park was first op~·{o. _~ pub1J:c
in 1928 and has much char1\J.~¥-t~~.t l~r
only three cars entered, w)f~ ¥.t 1957
there were 117,185 visitors. Th'f ~li~
is subtropical-just ideal for ..,anl.J.ai
'JJ.fe.
~,f"'!' , /Ii
The rainy season is from Oc~ ,.,' - 0:-"
tober to March, so the best / '
time to visit the park is from\
June to the end of September. ; ,
The whole park is open to the I
public from May 14 to Octo·
ber 15. However, on account
of malaria, as a result of the htf
rains, the park is closed for
the rest of the year except for ;,-;
,
the sections around the restcamps at Pretorius KOP and
Skukuza, which are located·
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Camps at Pretorius Kop

/1:.,>1}.

;'0\"
L'.....,'
NATI'11-'N
-~_~

in the southern part of' the
serve.

and Skukuza

The park is a favorite rendez~
vous for South Africans, and at
holiday times, such as Easter, the
July school vacation and Christ~
mas, it is very crowded. Unless one
books weB in advance, it, is almost
impossible to get a hut or cottage
there. Even the place allotted for
camping is fully occupied. The circular
"rondavel" huts are made of concrete with
thatched roofs, simply furnished with two
bedS, washbasins, chairs, electric light,
and with easy access to bathrooms and
toilets outside. There. is also a communal
fireplace nearby at which food may be
cooked, water boiled, and so forth, or,
for those who prefer it, there is an ex~
cellent restaurant where good meals may
be obtained at a reasonable rate. As for
the cottages at Pretorius Kop and Sku~
kuza, a_ 'lhnited, number have two bed~
:rooms with two beds in each,
1\ bathroom with hot and cold
'water, electric light, kitchen~
I.: ette and large wire-netted en~
\: >!IOsed stoep. So whichever
c.'- -you stay in, either a hut or
a cottage, you are most
comfortable.
We went there at
Easter time, a time
when the only two
camps open, Pretorius
Kop and Skukuza, were completely booked up. At the en~
trance to Pretorius Kop a
number of cars were waiting to enter. It was early
morning and the sun was

...
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just begirming to peep over the 'horizon.
The air had a soft warm feel about it,
and we knew it was going to be a perfect
day.

Like a Traveling Circu8
We drove along very slowly-looking,
looking and looking-hoping a lion or two
would cross our path but, alas, there were
none to be seen. We comforted ourselves
by saying, well, the day was still young.
It was not long before we began to see
dozens and dozens of rich rufous-fawncolored impala. Some were just standing
on the roadside chewing and looking at us,
while others were slowly walking along
the road. Suddenly, o~ after the other,
about a dozen of them would start leaping
gracefully across the road as though they
were playing and having an "invisible"
hurdle race. They had got used to cars.
They knew they would not hurt them, so
they were not afraid.
That first morning we saw mostly different kinds of buck-impala, steenbok,
reedbok and springbok-a few wildebeest
and zebra. But no lions crossed our path.
We just went on hoping-looking and
looking. We circled round and round in the
numerous bypaths around the camp and
now we were anxious to spot elephants and
other big game, but they too evaded us.
The impala by this time were now moving
around in hundreds, big ones, baby ones
and some a little biggeJ;'. Here and there
we saw a few waterbuck with the white
circle around the tail-a characteristic of
their own-moving around in the bush.
Slinking about in the bush, too, were jackals, but they kept their distance as they
trotted along.
Soon monkeys began to appear. It was
li~e a traveling circus coming along to entertain us, just dozens of them walking and
jumping-the old baboon, mamma monkey
with baby riding on her back with big
14

pink ears sticking out, and more baby monkeys jumping from branch to branch in
the trees squealing with delight. The procession stopped for awhile and then moved
on. One old baboon was very curious. It
seemed as though he could not make out
if we were animals or not. He had seen
many of these strange things pass along
from time to time so he just sat on the
roadside close to the car and looked at us
with a quaint but cunning expression on
his face. He was certainly well scarred
from past battles he must have had.
Next we came to the "hippo" pool, a
scene of beauty and tranquiIIity. It was
surrounded by trees and bush. Partly out
of the water, with their heads on top of
each other, a couple of hippos looked very
contented. They seemed to make slow, effortless movements in the wuter that were
hardly noticeable. Very slowly they would
appear out of the water-eyes, nose, head,
a bit of the body-give a few puffs, just
stay that way for a while, and then sud~
denly they were not there.
Still no lions or elephants! But we went
on looking and looking. Now appeared the
giraffe standing in the bush among the
trees. All one could see at first were long
legs and, looking over the trees, a head
with two knobs protruding. How easy for
them to pick the green leaves from the
topmost branches, for they seldom stoop
to eat grass! They were not much interested in us, but one or two obliged us by
crossing the road in front of the car so
that we could have a good look at them
walking along. They always walk by moving both legs on the same side simultaneously, like a r.amel.

Lion Hunting
The next day we decided to go to Skukuza and hunt lions once mOre, so off we
started at dawn, still looking and looking.
AWAKE!

We drove along the lower Sable road and
on the way met a spotted hyena slinking
along. They are fond of wandering along
roads. We pulled up and he stopped beside
the window, stood up and peeped in. Being
a bit of a scavenger, he wtls probably want·
ing something to eat. From us, he shuffled
over to another car in front of us and did
the same thing to them.
As we came along the banks of the Sabie
River another scene of natural beauty
made us stop. Lying on the rocks basking
in the sunshine aod with only his tail in
the water was a lazy old crocodile. The
reflection of the tall reeds, bush and rocks
in the clear blue water gave the water a
mirrorlike appearance. Even the "croc"
looked harmless as it lay perfectly still.
Now we were in lion and elephant coun·
try and warning notices told us to "Beware
of Elephants." Excitement grew. We would
surelY see something big along this road.
We passed many cars and inquired if their
occupants had seen lions. We were begin·
ning to hear stories that lions, leopards
and cheetah were about. Someone had seen
three lions a mile up the road, so on we
drove. Some cars had stopped. What was
attracting their attention? As we came up
alongside our anticipation was keen. Yes,
there they were-three lionesses prowling
around on some rocks near the river. Some·
one said there was a lion nearby too, so we
kept absolutely stiU and watched. Aoout
ten yards in front of us a huge head with
a thick mane suddenly appeared out of

the bush and looked at us with curioiSity.
Slowly the lion crossed the road with dig.
nified tread, as befits the king of animals,
and went on his way into the bush on the
other side of the road to look for his lady
friends. It was an exciting moment, a
thrill of a. lifetime! Cameras clicked again
and we hoped it would be a good picture.
On our way back to camp we passed
more small monkeys sitting in the middle
(If the. 'toad 'a'l\d CI\\ \h~ y\)'a(\'3\(\~. '!he), came
up to the car chattering away, stood up,
sat down again and then had a good old
scratch. They were all sizes, but the baby
ones just stole our hearts away. We passed
more buck and other small animals, but
the .sun was beginning to sink, the animals
were wending their way into the bush and
we realized it was time for us too to make
our way back to the rest camp.
The sunset was perfect-just as an Afri·
can sunset can be. As we sat on the stoep
of our hut enjoying our "sundowners" and
looking over toward the Mozambique
mountains we thought how good it waS to
be alive and to know that JehOVah had
created tl1is beautiful earth for our bap·
piness. It has gr€E\t beauty now, but how
much more wonderful it will be when it is
restored to its original loveliness. In God's
new world man and beast will be at peace
with one another. Then it will not be nec·
essary to stay in a car with such beautiful
an\ma\s mov\ng about & iew paces away,
but man will be able to enjoy to the full
the handiwork of Jehovah God.

tI, In many large department stores television cameras are set up to detect and

deter shoplifting. In one town in New York state there Is such a camera set up
In the local school'S stlldy room by means of which the principal can watch the
pupils. The result? "Now there Is no day·dreaming. The students pay attention
to their studies as they never did before. And it Is a great boon to the teachers
who no longer ha'<e to ~;pend full t\me in the %\1.\(\)1 \\a\\-a1\ a'S'S\gnm~ they
always considered unrewarding."
NOVEMBER 8, 1959
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<5ermany's <EconomiC': ~ecovery
l3t "lhualie!" cornsponllenf in West t'Etrmant

HAT a change has
taken place in Ger~
many since 1947! It has
been called an economic

W

"miracle," for out of the
depths of "unconditional
surrender," Germany has
climbed back to a pros~
perolls place alongside
the free nations of the West. James B.
Conant, former High Commissioner to
Germany and later American Ambassador,
cOlhmenting on this in his book Germany
and Freedom, said: "The contrast between
1947 and 1958 ... is so amazing as to be
almost unbelievable; it is almost Wlbelievable to many Germans."
The bombing raids of World War IT not
only left millions without proper shelter,
but reduced Germany's industrial capacity
to some 10 percent of normal. The transportation system was hopelessly snarled.
A report pUblished in 1947 by Lewis H.
Brown, who had been sent to Germany on
a fact-finding tour, showed that coal production was less than half of normal, factory output was more than 60 percent below the prewar level, and farm produce
was down by 30 percent. Steel production,
vitally necessary in getting factories running again, was greatly hindered by the
coal shortage. The few factories lucky
enough to have escaped the ravages of
bombing raids were being systematically
stripped of useful machinery by the Allies
in an attempt to make Germany forever incapable of again waging war. Skilled workers were lacking. Some four or five million
soldiers were still confined in prison camps,
while millions of others had lost their lives
and would never return. Many men holding
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key positions were removed as a result of
the "denazification" drive. All of these
things together created a tremendous manpower and knoW-how shortage.
Hitler's house of cards had collapsed,
leaving behind a people full of apathy and
general indifference. Money was no encouragement to work, for it was practically
worthless. You could get what you wanted
on the black market, but prices were about
a hundred times higher than the fixed legal prices. A pound of butter, for example,
cost 300 reichsmarks, equal to many a
worker's monthly wage. Clothing and
household furnishings were the things of
real value, and people began to sell these,
and anything else they could get along
without, in order to buy necessities. American cigarettes became an almost universally accepted currency. Both physically
and spiritually. it was a sick people grappling ineffectively with a sick economy.

The Turning Point
Then came the turning point. In 1948,
after Russia, one of the four occupying
powers, had refused to co-operate, the
Western Allied military governments went
ahead and created a stable currency for
their three zones of occupation. This
A WAKE!

marked the birth of the new "Deutsche·
Mark" and forebode death for the old "cig·
arette economy" and the black market.
Although weak and wobbly at first, the
D.mark has grown in stability until it is
now recognized as one of the most stable
currencies in the world. The currency re·
form cut sharply the amount of money in
circulation, but at least it now had more
than just a hypothetical value. Price and
rationing controls were removed exce'Pt on
such items as food, fuel, essential c1othing,
steel, rent, plus a few other scarce items.
Immediately things came out of hiding,
hoarded raw materials were suddenly
rushed forward for processing. There was
a resultant buying spree with an accom·
panying threat of inflation. But It soon
leveled off and the increased total income,
although ill distributed, nevertheless gave
the people the incentive they needed. Ger·
many was struggling valiantly to get back
on its economic feet.
But there were helping hands. Hundreds
of millions of dollars, designed to make
Europe self-supporting again, were spent
under the European Recovery Program.
Gennany received a goodly share of this
financial assistance. Pluckily, the building
trade tackled the almost superhuman task
of reconstructing bombed-out Germany.
The total construction outlay rose from
between 7 and 8 billion D·marks in 1949
to about 25 billion in less than ten years.
Every seventh industrial worker is still
enga.ged, either directly or indirectly, in
construction. Since 1950, when a systematic construction program was set in operation, several million new homes have been
built. Thus the building trade has proved
to be the main support for the business
boom now being enjoyed.
Other factors, however, have also been
involved. The growing tensions of the cold
war and the sudden outbreak of the KoNOVEMBER 8, 1959

rean war frightened the West into realizing that Communist aggression was an
ever·present danger. World politicians be·
gan to agree on the need for a strong Germany to help offset this potential threat.
The Allies soon abandoned. their original
plans of turning defeated Germany into
a "potato field." As early as 1947, in
fact, they were discussing the necessity
of rebuilding German industry. Action on
breaking uD th~ <'.art'i!\l!. ?.nd d~'5m?.n:tl~ng
industrial plants was curtailed. Already
stripped of much of their machinery, how·
ever, it was necessary for these plants to
obtain new equipment. The modern, more
efficient machines naturally increased their
productive potential. The victors, meanwhile, in the irony of war, were left with
the older and less efficient machines, which
they had dismantled for use in their own
countries. The patient was on the mend,
being nursed back to health by its former
enemies.
Also contributing heavily to recovery
was the German people's readiness to co-operate. After the currency reform had
once given them the needed incentive, they
lived up to their reputation of being hard
and diligent workers. Many women .took
jobS; in fact, the total labor force in Ger·
many is still composed one third of women.
Labor refrained from demanding undue
pay raises and shorter working hours.
Prcfitl!. W'i!'t~ ?Ou:rw. back into mach'mes
and buildings. It was a "social free mar·
ket" or, as tile Germans called. it, a "Soziale
Marktwirtschaft," a "free enterprise tern·
pered by social conscience."
Proposer of this "Soziale Marktwirt·
schaft" was Professor Dr. Ludwig Erhard.
Early in 1949, Erhard, together with the
Christian Democratic Union's Party Boss
Konrad Adenauer, drew up their plan of
action. After Adenauer became Chancellor,
Erhard was appointed Economics. Mintster. His policy has been one based on pri·
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vate enterprise, competition, sound money,
and the minimum of governmental interference with business. He has sometimes
said: "I am more of an American than
the Americans; I really believe in the economic policies the Americans talk so much
about." Immediately after his appointment, he arranged for laws to be passed
favoring the reinvestment of profits into
plant construction. His tax program was
conducive to reconstruction. Individual
initiative was encouraged. His insistence
that government controls on goods and
prices be lifted likewise proved to be a
wise move. Needless to say, his success
has made him tremendously popular in
Germany.

At Home and Abroad
Chiefly affected by the economic "miracle" have been the Germans themselves,
as shown in the rise of the annual total
revenue collected by the federal, state and
municipal governments from 21.6 billion
D-rnarks in 1950 to 48.5 billion D-marks
seven years later, Average wages have
more than doubled since 1948. Economic
recovery statistics showed a decrease jn
only two items over the past ten years:
the number of unemployed and the annual
individual consumption of potatoes. Thus
even the "decreases" pOint up the "increases" in jobs and in the achievement of
a higher living standard, a living standard
whi£h continues to rise. A recent survey
revealed that it had risen by more than
70 percent from 1950 up to 1958, Minister
Erhard declared: "Thfi German nation has
achieved in 1958 the highest standard of
Jiving in its history." About 3,200,000
Germans own automobiles. Every third
family owns its own home and some 10 to
15 percen.t have television sets. These and
other figures offer mute testimony to the
tremendous recovery made at home.
But German industry is expanding into
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other parts of the world. Industrialist Alfred Krupp's firm has signed a contract to
build a $12-million chemical plant in Russia. The Middle East is a happy hunting
ground for German salesmen; exports to
Greece, Turkey and the Middle East have
climbed from less than $10 million a year
to $500 million. West Germany outsells
any other nation in Iran, Syria and Greece
and is second in sales in Egypt and Israel.
West Germany's Henschel Works recentJy
outbid both Russia and the United States
in landing an order for 108 -diesel-electric
locomotives from the Egyptian State Railways. A $14-miIlion contract has been issued to West Germany to engineer a huge
hydroelectric power project in southeast
Asia. And last year a branch of the Bayer
Works (known chiefly for its famous Bayer aspirins) was opened in Brazil.
Even the United States has felt the effects. The present small-car trend, with
the American auto industry's once almighty policy- and style-makers trying to
win back some of their lost revenue by
bringing out small European-type cars, can
no doubt be traced back, in large measure,
to the success and soundness of the rejuvenated German auto industry. Its Volkswagen, Opel and Mercedes-Benz cars are
particularly popular in the United States.
Diesel taxicabs made by Mercedes-Benz
have shown up in Washington, San Francisco and other American cities a.nd are
praised for their economy and durability.
The favorite Gennan car, however, is without doubt the Volkswagen.

The Volkswagen Story
Early in the 1930's Hitler proposed
building a car to be called "people's car"
and which could be marketed for one thousand reichsmarks, at that time equivalent
to about $250. Enthusiasm ran high. But
the war intervened a.nd halted Volkswagen
production before it had even gotten startA WAKE!

ed. In the winter of 1943/44 the plant was
severely bombed. From an appearances 1t
was the end of the "Volkswagen sto'ry."
But after the war English occupation
troops needed cars. Why not take over the
Wolfsburg plant? With a certain feeling
of satisfaction, they would build "Hitler's
car." Oddly enough, then, this was one of
the few plants in Germany not dismantled'
by the occupying powers. In 1947 produc~
tion had already hit the 9,000 mark, where~
as Opel with twenty and Mercedes--Benz
with 1,300 units were only getting started.
From this beginning Volkswagen bas gone
on to register greater achievements---truly
a success story mirroring the economic
recovery of Germany.
By next year the government hopes to
be able to sell the Volkswagen company
to smalf stockholders. Several of the three
hundred nationalized companies that the
government inherited at the close of World
War II have already been sold to stock~
holders, with good success. This is Er~
hard's further attempt to cut down on big
business and to put an end to the class
struggle between capital and labor.

of new cars jamming the highways have
made Germany the most crowded nation
on the continent as regards number of cars
for each available mile of roadway. This
presents new parking problems tor nar~
row congested streets in ancient German
cities. Worst of all, it brings an ever~
increasing and truly alarming death toll
on the highways.
Thousands of working mothers have
neglected homes and families, thereby
causing family relations to suffer. Higher
divorce rates and increased juvenile delin~
quency are the natural results.
Perhaps most dangerous and damaging
of aU is the matel'iaUst1.c outlook th1S
modern~day '(miracle" has engendered.
Everything is considered soleJy from a ma~
terialistic standpoint. Splritual interests
have been relegated to the background.
The economic "miracle" has therefore
failed in a most vital field.
The world is actually in need of God's
kingdom. Only God can perform the mir~
acle of establishing a government that will
transform all this earth into an everlasting
paradise home for righteous man. "Do not
put your trust in nobles, nor in the san
Appraisal
of earthling man," is the advice given in
Without doubt the better standard of Psalm 146:3_ Man~made "miracles" offer
living in Gennany has made life more en~ no lasting solution to world problems.
joyable and more satisfying. But not aU Make God's kingdom your hope for the fu~
the results have been good. The thousands ture. You will never regret having done roo
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From Washington this report was sent out: "The federal space agency is
considering a proposal to look in space for some answers to the scientIfic l"luale
of 'anti-matter,' it was learned today....
"Anti-particles are the building blocks of anti-matter. which is opposite In
electric charge and oHler "'ita1 characteristics from the kind of matter of whkh.
the earth is made.
"Anti.particles and ordinary particles co-exist peacefulIy. They annihilate
each other with tremendous releases of energy dwarfing nuclear reactions . • . .
"Sdentists so far have discovered at least four anti-particles and assume that
several more exist in nature."-Florida Times·Union, August 14, 1959.
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IGERIA is a country
tracted by the love the
Witnesses show. Thus
in West Africa about
one Apostolic prophetthe l3ize of Texas and
Oklahoma together or a
ess kept accusing the
little larger than France
Witnesses of being
and Italy combined. Its
talse prophets and
33 milllon people speak
demon·possessed. Howsome four hundred lanever, as she daily not·
guages and dialects and
ed their friendliness,
are divided into even
even to her, and their
6y "Awakel" carrGlpOndeht in Nigeria
more tribal groups. At
zeal, she got to won·
present its people are
dering: "If these peolooking forward to taking on full independence ple are false prophets, why are they so happy,
from Great Britain by October, 1960.
so hard-working and so friendly?" She investi·
Jehovah's witnesses are active in Nigeria, gated and soon accepted the Bible truth. In
even as they are in so many other lands spite of strong opposition from her own family
throughout the world. They began their well· and her former religioUS associates she can·
known house·to·house preaching there back in Unues as a zealous Witness.
1927, and today they have upward of 27,000 tT. A serious obstacle the Witnesses meet in
active ministers organized ,l,nto 450 congrega· their work is the widespread illiteracy, which
in some provinces runs as high as 90 percent.
tions.
((', To a Christian missionary coming from Eu- The government is well aware of this situation
rope or America to Nigeria for the first time and $0 is stre$sing both juvenile and adult
the most striking impression received is that reading classes. The good news of cOil's klng·
of the readiness of the people to talk about dam furnishes a strong incentive to learn. Many
the Bible and God's purposes. Religion is such of the Wltnesses haVe learned to read at sev·
a living part of the daily life of the Nigerians enty and even eighty years of age.
that no one ever says, "I'm too busy," or "Tm tT. In spite of the high percent of illiteracy, the
not interested." when approached by a Witness. Witnesses conduct as many as 31,000 home BiIt is not uncommon to see a knot of people in ble studies weekly. To hold the interest of ilfront of a house or on the street discussing literate students special techniques are reo
the trlnity or whether there is life after death qUired. Oue of these is to pose a problem on
or not. In fact, discussions of Christianity and the iocal point 01 the lessons and to gradually
Islam are regular features of the daily news· reveal the solution as the study progresses.
papers, It is no wonder therefore that often (L It would be a mistake to imagine that to be
Nigerians who g~t to England are shocked at illiterate signifies a lack of intelligence. Often
the apathy towa.rd religion there. Upon their it merely means a lack of opportunity to get
return they often ask: "How is it that you come a formal education. Many illiterate persons are
to teach us about Christianity when in your own mentally alert, leaders in their \iliages, ca·
country the churches are practically empty?" pable of grasping great issues and appreciating
ft Another .fine aspect of the personality of the logical argument. It is simply a matter of get·
NigerIans is their warm hospltaHty. Jehovah's ting the ideas aC1·OSS by pictures and ve.rbaJ
witnesses gOing to distant unknown villages in- eXplanations rather than by the written or
Variably find themselves warmly received and printed word. Frequently the illiterates prove
supplied with food and accommodations for the capable of feats of memory that astonish an
night. In return for such hospitallty the Ni· educated :person. Thus a Witness may find an
gerians receive spiritual blessings, even as was illiterate who is able to explain clearly the
true in Bible times. Proof of this is seen in the whole argument of the previous week's Bible
remark of one hospitable Nigerian woman: stUdy and quote the Scripture texts used.
"I know now that this is the true religion. I do (L The Christian missionaries serving the Ni·
not have words enough to express my gratitude gerians say that there ls no work so joyous
to you. Here are my children. Please teach and rewarding as theirs of carrying the good
them so that they can preach to oth~s as you news of God'S kingdom to appreciative persons
are doing."
with hearing ears, the Bible.loving Nigerians
C. On the other hand, the Nigerians are at· who welcome the witnesses of Jehovah.
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By "Awake!" correspondent in B&lgium

our way of life. The great dependence of
modern nations upon it is clead~ pointed
out by The Encyclapedia Americana. It
states: "It may be stated that without petroleum world wars, as we know them,
would be impossible. Recovery and reconstruction after such a war would also
present insuperable pl'ob1ems without
petroleum-powered equipment. Petroleum
also is instrumental in production and delivery of fissionable and fusionable materials."
Few people realize that petroleum sup.
plies us with more than motor fuel, heating oil, kerosene and lubricants. It also
provides us with cosmetics, ink, tires, saaIl,
medicines, gum, paints, waxes, asphalts
and some three hundred other products
that are made entirely or partiaUy from
petroleum. It is difficult for the average
person to conceive how so many things
can come from such dirty-looking, smell)'
liquid.
One of the theories as to its source is
that it was formed ages ago from marine
vegetable and animal matter. The exact
process is unknown. It is thought that
when this matter was entombed in mud,
sand or shell banks it gradually underwent
a change by chemical, physical and bacteriological action that resulted in oil.
Underground pressure from the rocks
and entrapped sea water tends to for~ the
oil to the surface of the ground. When this
is prevented by cap rock or some other
natural barrier, it is kept in the gl"Ound m
what are called "oil traps." These are the
oil reservoirs that man is now tapping.

SMELLY liquid drawn from the bowels of the earth is the very lifeblood
of our modern civilization, Nearly everything we use in present-day living, even
our food, is dependent upon it. It is the
source of power for farm tractors that
plow the fields, for -the machinery that
harvests the crops, for the trucks as well
as many of the trains that transport farm
products and other goods to cities, towns
and villages, Aside from the sun, it is the
world's most important source of energy.
For our mechanized world this smelly liquid is "black· gold." Because of the great
demand for it, oil that flows from a well
to this industrial civilization is riches
from a pipe. The person who owns an oil The Search for Oil
well is considered to be a man of wealth.
A little less than a hundred years ago
Oil is sO much a part of modern living the search for oil was rather simple. The
that few people think much about it un- prospector would go where he thought oil
til the supply of its products is reduced should be found, throw his hat in the air
or cut off. Then they become acutely and begin digging where it landed. Someaware of the vital role petroleum plays in times he struck oil, but more often than
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not these haphazardly drilled wells were
unproductive. They were dry wells,
The methods used today are much more
scientific. Before the pros{)ector thinks
about drilling he makes a careful examination of the region where he suspects
there is oil An airplane is frequently used
to heJp in this by mapping the terrain
photographically. SUrface crews use these
maps to make seismographic checks. This
is done by setting off a charge of dynamite
just under the surface of the ground. The
shock waves of this miniature earthquake
reflect from the hardest layers of underground rock. Sensitive seismographs
placed around the explosion center record
the reflected shock waves, thus giving the
geologist information about the underground layers of rock. The seismographic
survey either confirms or disproves the
conclusions the geologist has drawn from
his examination of rock outcroppings,
structural indications and surface signs of
petroleum such as surface seepages.
Another instrument the geologist uses
is the gravimeter. It is spnsitive to changes
in the force of gravity. As we know, gravi(y is the force that pulls things toward
the center of the earth. Observations have
revealed that this force is not absolutely
the same for all the earth's surface, but
that it is slightly stronger where the substratum is composed of heavier rocks.
Sr.ight variations in the gravimetric field
help the geologist to discover oil traps in
the rocks where he may find crude oU as
well as to determine whether the traps
are near or far from the surface.
These instruments are only helps and
not infallible oil finders. There are conditions in the earth's strata that can cause
them to give deceptive readings. The only
way the oil prospector can be sure that
he has found oil is by drilling. Although
hJs instruments may indicate conditions
suitable for oil, it may not be present be-
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cause of having escaped to other layers of
rock or to the surface in centuries past.

The uncertainty of oil prospecting, even
with modern instruments, explains the
high cost of such research work. It is esti~
mated that this research in the United
States alone costs $200,000,000 each year.
One exploratory well may cost as much as
$500,000.

Methods of Drilling
Early oil prospectors, such as Edwin
Drake, used the percussion method for
tapping an oil reservoir. This system consisted of nothing more than driving a
pointed stake into the ground. The deepest
Drake could go with this method was
about seventy feet. It could not be used
far penetrating, layers of hard rock and
for reaching deep deposits. It was best
suited for shallow oil beds.
Tod.ty oil wells are generally slmk by
means of drills. A steel tower about 136
feet high is put over the drill site for
hoisting the drill, and its connecting tubing in and out of the hole. As the drill
bites its way into the ground, tubes are
added 'to the drill shaft or guide pipe.
Especially conditioned mud is pumped
through the guide pipe and out through
the bit. It then WOl'ks its way up between
the shaft and the wall of the hole. The
mud serves the purpose of cooling the bit,
bringing up the cuttings and plastering
the walls of the hole, thus preventing a
cave-in. It also keeps the hole sealed
against a blowout by underground gas.
When the mud reaches the surface again
the cuttings are screened from it~ and it
is then recirculated.
Sometimes when an unexpected gas
pockH is pierced the pressure of the g~s
is sufficient to blow the mud out of the
pipe. This is a blowout, and it is extremely
dangerous. The smaI1est spark can ignite
the gas at the surface, creating a blowAWAKE!

torch that is several" hundred feet long.
Such fires are difficult to put out. Some
have lasted for more than three years.
One method used for extinguishing a fire
of this nature is to explode a charge of
nitroglycerin near the pipe. The explosion
momentarily displaces the oxygen that is
feeding the fire. That moment is sufficient
to snuff out the blaze, but advance precautions inust be taken to make sure that
nothing around the well will reignite the
escaping gas. Not until the wen is capped
is it safe for workmen to go near it.
A rotating drill is not satisfactory for
extremely deep welJs when its connecting
tubing must also rotate. When a well is
three or four miles deep. the energy required to turn a drill with a shaft that
long is tremendous. The problem is solved
by using a turbine drill. With this type of
drill the guide pipe does not turn. The bit
is rotated by a sman turbine that is fastened to the bottom section of pipe. The
turbine's source of power is the mud that
is circulated through the hole. As it passes
through the pipe it turns the turbine and
thus operates the drill.
In soft formations the drill may last
for two hundred feet before it must be
changed. In hard formations it may become dulled by only a few feet of drilling.
Sometimes the rock is so hard that a steel
crOwn fitted. with diamonds must be used.
To replace the dun bit the entire length of
tubing must be pulled out of the hole.
Each section is unfastened and stood in
the derrick or drilling towel' as it comes
up. After the bit has been replaced the
procedure is reversed with the sections being added as the drill descends.
When oil is struck the hole is lined with
heavy steel pipe. Cement is pumped between this casing and the wall of the hole
as a protection for the wall. A smaHer pipe
is then put into the hole and attached to
an assembly of valves, called a "Christmas
NOVEMBER 8, 19&9

tree," that is fastened to the casing. The
mud stopper is removed from the we\\ by
forcing oil or some other liquid into the
hole. With the mud removed, the oil begins
to flow Ull the pipe under its own pressure.
The natural pressure upon oil may equal
half the number of feet that the deposit
is under the surface. Oil men do their best
to preserve this pressure, as it saves the
expense of pumping. When there is insufficient pressure or when it drops after the
well has been used for awhile, they may
pump ga'l into the deposit to bring up the
pressure. Sometimes they have no choice
but to use the more expensive method of
pumping the oil out.
When oil is found in a rock formation
that is so dense that it does not permit
the oil to ftow 'tnto the well, on men wi)}
use a process known as fracturing. Kerosene or water mixed with sand will be
pumped into the well under great pressure.
This opens small cracks in the rocks. The
sand packs into the cracks and keeps them
open when the pressure is released. The
oil is then able to flow out of the rock and
into the well, where it can be pumped out.
Transportation and Refining

Petroleum is often found in remote parts
of the world, far from transportation lines.
To build a good road to the well and then
take the oil out in tank trucks can be very
expensive. The same can be said of bUilding a railroad to it. A pipeline is the most
practical method. Onc~ it has been laid,
the cost of moving the oil becomes relatively small. The initial investment of
about $150 a yard for the pipeline may
seem high, but it is soon compensated for
by the savings the pi~line brings.
There are hundreds of thousands of
miles of pipelines throughout the world
that are continually carrying "black gold"
to an oil-hungry world. The United States
23

a10ne has over 400,000 miles of it. In some and are later bJended in predetermined
instances a pipeline carries the oil to a amounts with cracked gasoline. This gives
port where the petroleum is transferred the gasoline its antiknock quality and
to ocean-going tankers and then taken to greater volatility. Propane, butane and
refineries. In other cases the oil goes ei- pentane are also used as bottle gas for
ther to a refinery directly or to a tank domestic and industrial fuels.
farm, where it is stored until needed. A
One of the problems confronting refintank in one of these farms may hold as eries is seasonal demands. Bottled gas, for
much as 150,000 barrels of ail.
example, is sold during the summer months
When crude oil reaches the refinery it in some countries when the housewives do
is subjected to a distilling process by first not use coal for cooking. Production has
being heated and then its vapors are drawn to be adjusted to meet this demand. The
off and passed through a cooler. This proc- same is true with fuel oils. The sale of
ess separates the oil into raw gasoline, raw them is much heavier in the winter than
kerosene, gas oil, lube distillate and heavy in the summer. A refinery can often adbottoms. Thermal and catalytic cracking just its output of products according to
is an important step in the refining proc- the demand. A surplus of lubricating oil,
ess. This is done by subjecting the hydro- for example, can be transformed into fuel
carbon molecules to very high tempera- oil or reprocessed'into gaSOline.
tures.. The heat causes them to decompose
Without a doubt petroleum is an exand to reassemble into different molecules. tremely usefUl substance, but at the rate
The result is a higher percentage of more the world is using it there is a question
volatile products. The cracking of distilled as to how long the supply will last. From
gasoline greatly improves its quality. It is the time the first well 'WaS drWed at Titusby means of these and other processes that ville, Pennsylvania, in 1859 until 1957 the
it is possible to get from petroleum hun- world had consumed more than 95 billion
dreds of useful prodUcts.
barrels of oil. With the demand for oil
The natural gas found with oil is not products grOWing, the suppJy of crude oil
wasted. Some of it is pumped back into is expected to meet the world's demand
the ground to increase oil production. Oth- for only a few more decades. Since oil is
er large quantities are piped under natural such an important source of energy, this
gas pressure to a plant that extracts the is a very sobering thought, It has caused
natural gasoline from it. The processed the oil industry to look for new sources of
gas is then sent to distant cities for use in petroleum, such as oil shale and bitumiindustry and homes.
noussand.
Natural gasoline is obtained from wet
The fact that so many useful products
natural gas and from vapors in crude oil can come from petroleum is a testimony
storage tanks. Its principal components to the wisdom of the One who created it.
are such light hydrocarbons as propane, Man should be grateful to Jehovah God
butane, pentane and hexane. These com- for this amazing substance and should
ponents are separated by the refinery use it wisely for the good of mankind.
" A Communist intellectual once suggested to Red Chinese leader
Mao Tsc·tung that "Communism is love." The Chinese Communist
chieftain replied: "No, comrade. Communism is not love; it is a hammer
which we use to destroy the enemy,"-Time, December 1, 1958.
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\B:Y~'~~~~~~~~~)~:in Japan

THERE is much in Japan and have a toecap of stiff
for the tourist to see, there is oiled paper or leather.
also much for him to hear. Mingling with
As the cloPlling sound tapers
the normal sounds of a modern nation are begin hearing the strange sound of a'l\,\t',.
quaint and distinctly Japanese sounds that -like whistle. This is the
add to the charm of this exotic land. U whistle that anyou should have the privilege to visit Ja· nounces the neighpan, be sure to listen as well as look while boring masseur. If
there.
your back is aching,
When you arrive in Tokyo and lie down a good relaxing rub-to rest on a futon, a Japanese bed, listen down by the masto the sounds that come drifting to you seur may be just
from the outside. Besides the cacophony what you need
of a motorized city you will hear the un- for a restful
usual clop, clop, clop sound of many wooden night's sleep.
shoes, or geta, as people walk past your
In the morning
lodgings. The geta is a piece of wood, obby the
may
strangibe •.
long in shape, that is cut in such a fash- you
ion as to have two crosswise supports. A a reedy horn; ,
looped-ornarnental cord is fastened on each tofuyasan riding through
:;ide with the center of the loop held down the neighborhood on his bicycle selling
at the front of the geta by means of a bean curd cakes to early-rising housethong that passes through a hole there. wives. This is one of the strange sounds
The thong slips between the big toe and that you will soon become familiar with,
as the Japanese eat a-tofu with almost
the second toe of the wearer's foot.
This footwear is very practical. Not only every meal.
does it allow the wearer's feet to remain
Later in the day, as you are walking
cool, but it permits any member of the about, your attention may be attracted by
family to wear the same geta. Many times a clattering sound. It comes from the
you will see a little tot wearing a pair "paper-picture show man." He makes the
about twice the length of his tiny feet. He sound by clapping two hollow sticks toholds them on by curling up his toes gether. The sound sends young Japanese
against the ornamental cord. Since Japan children scampering home to beg five or
is very rainy, under normal conditions the six yen from their mothers. If successful
wooden geta are more practical as foot- they come runnlng back to buy candy'
wear than leather shoes, which do not from the man. They then cluster around
stand up well under frequent soakings. his bicycle to hear a story that is told by
The crosspieces of the geta keep the feet means of pictures. The tale is emphasized
above the wet ground. Geta that are espe- by the rumble of a drum or the clash of
cially used for wet weather are about two a cymbal.
or three, and sometimes more, inches high
A loudly clanging bell diverts your at-
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tentlon from the small group of happy
children to a little man with a big straw
hat who is pulling a two-wheeled wagon.
The sound of his bell brings out a crowd
of housewives who hurry toward. his wagon. He is the city garbage collector.

A Short Excursion
If you should decide to take an excursion out of Tokyo toward the south, you
Will want to travel by train, as it is a fast
and convenient way to go. When you arrive at the railroad station you will hear
the voices of many vendors mingling with
the customary sounds of such places. There
is one letting people know that he has ice
cream to sell, another is offering pop, and
still another rice. They meet every train
and quickly sell what they have to hungry passengers.
As the train speeds through the countryside you may wonder about the Oriental counterpart of the noonday whistJe
that is heard in many American towns. If
you listen as you pass through a town at
noontime you will hear it. Instead of a
whistle it is a melodious organ-like sound.
In the town near the famous Fujiyama
volcano the noontime sound may be that
of a well-known Fujiyama song.
After you have looked at the volcano
you may want to walk about this quaint
little town. While you are dOing so, your
attention may be caught by a strange metallic sound, click-clickety-click. You tUrn
toward the source of it and see a little
two-wheeled cart loaded down with many
kinds of beautiful flowers. The sound you
heard came from the scissors the venq:!3r
was clacking together. He is the community florist, who supplies the Japanese

housewives with the flowers they Jove to
have in their homes. It is the cw;tom for
each house to have a bowl of flowers: at
the entryway.
On the way back to the railroad station
for the return trip to Tokyo your curiosity
is aroused by another strange-looking cart
that announces its presence by a steady
whistle from a small steam boiler. Upon
inquiry you learn that the man with this
cart is a pipe cleaner. It is the practice in
Japan for some of the older men and women to smoke a long, pencil-thin pipe that
cannot be cleaned by conventional pipe·
cleaning devices. The vendor does the difficult job quickly and neatly by forcing a
jet of steam through the pipe.
By the time you arrive back in Tokyo
it is late in the evening, and you are ea·
ger to rest your weary body on your
futon. But as you walk the last block to·
ward your lodgings you hear a reedy
whistJe piping a tune. You pause a moment
to investigate this new sound. It comes
from a vendor who sells the Japanese
equivalent of Chinese noodles. He is a popular man in Japan. This is evident from
the many customers he has. The loud
slurping noise they make as they eat his
noodles makes it clear to others that his
product is welJ liked. It is considered good
manners in Japan to let your appreciation
of good food be known by slurping sounds
when eating.
Finally you reach your lodgings and
crawl into your futon. It has been a long
and weary day of sight-seeing and listening. As you reflect upon what you saw and
heard, you conclude that an important
part of a visit to Japan is listening to its
unique sounds.

among me QUues of hospitality, a maT'&.
of respect to the guest and a token of hum·
ble and affectionate attention on the part
of the entertainer to wash h\s guest's feet.

--Gen. lS,4; 24,32.

N March 27, 1959, the New York Time8
reported that Pope John XXIII revived the ancient ritual of feet-washing.
The account said: "With a gesture of humility, Pope John XXllI performed today
the Maundy Thursday [the Thursday before Easterl rite of washing the feet of
thirteen young priests." The last pontiff
to perform the rite, the paper said, was
Pope Pius IX, who died in 1878. The renewal of this ancient custom may cause
some to wonder about the Scriptural propriety of the rite. Is it obligatory upon
Christians to wash one another's feet?
Jesus, the night before his death, both
washed and wiped the feet of his apostles
and commanded his apostles "to wash the
feet of one another." (John 13:1-15) Upon
the basis of this passage and of 1 Timothy
5:10, in which it is shown that one of the
points considered in the service record of
a widow was whether she "washed the feet
of holy ones," many so·called Christian re·
ligions carryon t,he practice and feel
obliged to do so by Jesus' command. They
observe his words literally.
To understand why Jesus washed the
feet of his disciples and what lessons are
conveyed by the practice, it is necessary
for us to study the background and CUS~
tom of those ancient people.
From the Genesis account we note that
the custom of washing the feet of stran~
gers dates back at least to the time of
Abraham. Back there it was regarded
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The custom originated in the East,
where the climate is warm and bathing
was far too often neglected. The heat and
the dry soU made feet-washing a welcome
gesture to the weary traveler. Servants,
sons and slaves, it appears, were assigned
the menial task of washing the feet of
their guests. It was regarded as a duty of
a humbling nature. So, in addition to the
fact that feet-washing was a token of affectionate regard, it was a sign of humility. In the time of Christ feet-washing was
usually done by a servant under the. direction of the host. However, among Christians, the service was performed by the
host or hostess, because mo~t Christians
were too poor to have servants. Nevertheless, feet-washing had much practical value
in Jesus' time.-Luke 7:44; 1 Tim. '5:10.
The most remarkable instance of this
custom is found in the thirteenth chapter
of the Bible book of John. where it is recorded that Jesus washed the feet of his
apostles. After washing their feet, he
asked: "Do you know what I have done to
you?" (John 13:12) Jesus was not establishing any religious ceremony, but was
setting an example, and he wanted to be
sure they got the point of it. His act was of
a symbolical nature, designed to teach
brotherly humility and good will. If Jesus,
the Master, had performed for his followers an act at once so lowly yet so needful,
how much more were the diSciples themselves bound to consider one another and
to serve one another.
However, various religions since Jesus'
day have made a religious ceremony out
of foot-washing. St. Bernard recommended
foot·washing as "a daily sacrament for the
remission of sins." In the Greek church it
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was regarded as a "mystery." During Luther's time, foot-washing was considered
as "an abominable papal corruption,"
when "one stoops to wash the feet of his
inferior, but expects still more humility
in return." Martin Luther denounced the
practice as performed by the pope as hyp·
ocritical and not at· all in the spirit of
Jesus' command. He thought the people
would "be far better served if they were
given a common bath, where they could
wash their entire body." Stm, today, some
religious organizations declare themselves
most decidedly in favor of foot·washing.
The question is, Why did Jesus wash his
disciples' feet? And is foot-washing a
Christian requirement?
The night Jesus washed the feet of his
disciples some of them entered into a dis·
cussion as to their prominence and their
rights to the most honorable places nearest
to the Master. (Luke 22:24-27) Twice before Jesus had rebuked them on this very
line, warning them that unless they cultivated and attained a spirit of meekness
like little children they could have no part
jn the Kingdom. It was this spirit that
prevailed on this occasion, that apparently
led up to Jesus' washing of the disciples'
feet as a lesson of humility and willing·
ness to serve one another even jn the
humblest capacity.
Had Jesus and his disciples been the
guests of some host on thjs occasion, it
would have been considered the duty of
the host to have sent some servant or
slave to wash their feet. As the apostles
were not guests, but merely had the use
of the room, no servant appeared to wash
their feet, and it would have been properly
the duty and custom for one of the number to have performed the menial service
for the others. However, the spirit of rivalry was warm in their hearts, and no one
volunteered to render the service, neither
had anyone the right to demand it in a
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company in which Jesus had made no spe·
cial rank. They aU were brothers. This,
however, rightly understood and appre·
ciated, would have left the greater opper·
tunity for some of them to have volun·
teered this service to the others. What an
opportunity they all lost!
Jesus apparently Jet the matter go the
full limit, without settling their dispute,
without appointing any of their number
to the menial service, to see whether anyR
one of them would avail himself ot the op·
portunity and make himself servant of all.
He waited until they proceeded to eat the
evening meal, contrary to custom, with
unwashed feet. Then it was that he arose
from the evening meal and washed their
feet.
Apparently the apostles were astonished
at Jesus' procedure, and so felt the condemnation that his course implied. Jesus
pointed out that washing feet did not
mean that he was not the Master, but it
did signify that as Master he was not un·
willing to serve the lesser members of J ehovah's family and to minister to their
comfort even in the most menial service,
and that they should not have been Wlwilling, but glad, to have rendered such
service one to another. By example he was
demonstrating humility and love, By this
example he made his disciples see the need
of being servants in God's organization,
waiting on one another with the water
of truth to cleanse and refresh them. Je·
sus did not do this in the nature of a
ceremony to be performed by his people,
annually, weekly, monthly, or at any other
time, but the principle of his service can·
stituted the example, and is to be observed
among his followers at .aII times.
Hence Christians today should copy his
example by being humble and ready to
serve their brothers in practical ways,
just as foot·washing in Jesus' day was
practical.
AWAKE!
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gatheroo by the instrumented
container tha t struck the
moon on September U. SOt'(\l!
scientists have held that it is
the rotation 0 f the earth's
liquid core that causes a mag·
netic field around the globe.
The moon, it has been maintained, has no such liquid core
and should therefore have no
magnetic field. Russian moon
data appears to bear this out.
On September 21 the Tass
news agency reported that the
final stage of the Soviet lunar
rocket had also struck the

moon.
Plduti's (rom S\,1We
Khrushchev's U.S. Visit

*' Soviet Premier Nikita S,
Khrushchev, with a party including Mrs. Khrushchev, two
of his daughters, his son and
son-in·law, arrived in Washington aboard a Soviet W·114
turboprop plane on September
15. Greeted first by U.S. PresIdent Eisenhower, the Russian

leader also received a quiet

welcome by an estimated 200,"
000 persons. Khrushchev's 13day visit carried him on to New
York city, where, on Septem.
ber 18, be presented a disarmament plan to the U,N. General Assembly. Later, in Cali·
fornia, because it was deemed

"unsafe," the premier was unable to visit Disneyland, and
that displeased him greatly.

In San Francisco he was greeted by cheering crowds. A stop·
off in Iowa and anothe'!' in
Pittsburgh gave Khrushchev
a look at U.S. ·fanning meth·
ods and the s tee I industry.
From September 25 until the
Soviet leader's departu~ on
September 27, EisenhOWer and
Khrushchev held discussions
of world affairs. It was report·
ed that the two government
heads had, among other
things, agreed that new talks
should be held on the Berlin
issue. Both had agreed to more
exchanges between their two
countries and said in a joint
statement that "all outstanding international questions
should be settled not by the
NOV{!JM1(ER 8, 1959

application of force but by
peaceful means through nego·
tiation."
Khrushchev un Disarmament
., Speaking before the United
Nations General Assembly on
September 18, Soviet Premier
Nikita S. Khrushchev called
for "general and complete disarmament" of all nations within four years. Under the Rus·
sian leader's plan n u c 1 ear
weapons would be destroyed,
all armies, n a vie s and air
forces would be abolished and
military bases would be dismantled. Khrushchev proposed
that only sufficient forces be
kept to maintain internal security. Should the Western
powers find this unacceptable,
then par t i a 1 disarmament
could be considered, such as
proposals set out by the Soviet on May ,10, 1955. Among
other things, such would call
for the withdrawal of foreign
forces and elimination of military bases on foreign soU, the
establishment of an atom-free
zone in Central Europe and
the signing of a nonaggression
pact between NATO powers
and nations of the Warsaw
alliance.
Moon Data

+ Neither

a magnetic field
nor a belt of radiation is in
evidence around the moon.
This was reported by Soviet
scientists after analyzing data

+

The first television photographs of the earth from space
have been relayed by Explorer
VI. The 142·pound instrumented satellite was launched by
the U.S. on August 7. Though
the television pic t u res are
crude, their transmission and
reception are notable achievements, Explorer VI has also
revealed the existence of a
new belt of Intense radiation
encirclirlg the earth. This ra·
diation band lies within previously discovered radiation
belts, one at 2,500 miles and
another at about 10,000 miles
from the globe. The new belt
underlies the c los est band
and consists of protons said to
have energies of.-about 75,000,000 electron volts.
A Pian fur Algeria

<to According to a declaration
ma.de by F r ~ n ~ h P'r<as\t\en.t
Charles de Gaulle on September 16, Algerians will be given
a chance to determine their
own political future within
four years aft e r the attainment of peace in that land. By
referendum they would have
the right to choose between
independence, autonomy with
ties to France, or integration
into the French RepubIlc. On
September 28 the Algerian
rebel regime accepted the principle of De Gaulle's declara·
tion and offered to discuss a
cease·fire and self·determina·
tion, but conflicts still contino
ued throughout Algeria,
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*'

West Gennan President
On September 15 Dr. Rein·
rich Luebke was sworn in as
the second president of West
Germany. The inauguration.
before a joint session of the
Bonn parliament, marked the
tenth anniversary of that body.
Dr. Luebke, who is 65 years of
age, succeeded Dr. Theodor
Heuss, who had served for two
five·year terms.

*'

DefeDse Bulld-up
The regimf' of the Domini.
can Republlc's President Tru.
jillo took steps in late Septem.
ber to build up that nation's
defenses. There was, for exam·
pIe, mobilization of the regu·
lar army and a call was issued
for 100.000 mf'mbers of the reo
serves. High government aides
-were also affected-with a 15percent wage cut. According
to Trujillo, the measures were
necessary because of "the constant threat of Communist aggression,"

*'

Pelptng Shake-up

Key officials of the Chinese
Communist regime were shift·
ed on September 17. Marshal
Lin Pia a replaced Marshal
Peng Teh·huaj as Minister of
Defense. Army Chief of Staff
Gen. Huang Ro·cheng was sue·
ceeded by Marshal La Jui·
ching. It was said that these
men headed a long list of of·
flcials involved in the shake-up.

*'

PrinOO!lS Vf5it!l U.S.

Princess Beatrix of the
Netherlands was greeted by
about 200,000 persons upon a1."·
rival in New York city on Septern b e r 11. The 21-year·old
heiress presumptive sailed into
New York harbor aboard 8
new Holland-America f I a g
ship, the Rotterdam, just 350
years after Henry Hudson en·
tered the harbor in the Half
Moon. The 748·foot·long Rotterdam, a 38,645·ton liner, is ca·
pable of carrying 1,456 pas·
sengers in its first'dass and
tourist sections. Significant is
its design. Its "smoke stacks"
are two towers toward the
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rear of the ship, a departure
from usual design. The Rotter·
dam is the world's fifth·largest
passenger vessel and Is the
biggest Dutch passenger ship,
Papal Call to Prayer
In an encyclical letter dated
September 26 Pope John XXllI
asked Roman Catholics
throughout the world to recite
the rosary and pray in behalf
of world ruJers during Octo-ber. The pope himself would
pray, he said, that causes of
strife might be overcome and
that armed conflicts might be
averted by God. Prayer was
asked for "the men responsible
for the fate of great as well
as small countries," that they
"may strive to get to the bot·
tom of the causes that bring
about strife and may overcome
them with good will." The
1,500·word encyclical, tab e
known as "Grata Recordatio"
(The Pleasant Memory), was
the pope's third since his ele·
vation to the papacy.

+

*'

Nuclear~powered

lcebreakl'r

The Lenin, an atom-pow·
ered icebreaker, sailed on its
maiden voyage fro m Leningrad into the Baltic Sea on
September 15. Driven by three
atomic reactors, the 16,000·ton
craft is said to be able to cut
a l00-foot-wide path throuRh
sea ice. It can reportedly maintain a speed of two knots while
driving lhrough ice eight feet
thick.
Prime Minister AS!llYislnated

+ S.W.R.D.

Bandaranaike,
Prime Minister of Ceylon, was
assailed in his home by a Bud·
dhist monk on September 25.
Four shots from a .45 caliber
revoJver put the 60-year·old
statesman in critical condition
and resulted in his death on
September 26. The monk reo
portedly had a personal
grudge against the prime minister. Feelings seemed to be
strong against the monks following the assassination, even
though about 7,500,000 of the
island's 9,500,000 inhabitants

are Buddhists. Former Educat ion Mini!;ter Wijayanandil.
Dahanayake, an anticommu·
nist, was sworn in as Ceylon's
new prime minister on Sep·
tember 26.
San Marino Vot-e
September 13 elections in

+

the tiny republic of San Mari·
no in central I tal y brought
victory to Rightist Democratic
partips, With 6,00D votes cast,
Communist and Left·wing
groups w ere defeated by a
margin of 1,300. Rightists won
36 0 f the 60 parliamentary
seats and will thus hold power
until 1963.
U.N. General Assembly

+ The

Operl~

United Nations GeneT'
al Assembly beg a n its 1959
session on September 15. Dr.
Victor A. Belaunde, a Peruvian, was elected Assembly president. Dr. Belaunde expressed
"unshakable faith" in the Assembly and said, "May God
grant that this Assembly go
down in history as the Assem·
bly of peace." Communist Chi·
nese membership In the U.N.
was rejected on September 22
by an Assembly vote of 44 to
29, with nine abstentions.
Executions In Iraq

+

On September 20 Baghdad
radio announced the execution
of 17 foes of the government
of Iraqi Premier Abdul Karim
Rassim. Among the s e were
four civilians who were condemned as "criminal traitors."
The others, 13 army officers,
were accused of backing the
policies of Gamal AbrIel Nasser of the United Arab Repub·
lie. The e:«!cuted military men
were charged w j t h plotting
against Kassim or with in·
volvement in a revolt against
the premier's regime at Mosul
last March.
U.S. IIIld Iceland
On September 18 Brig. Gen.
Gilbert L. Pritchard was removed as commander of U.S.
forces in Iceland. The m 0 v e

+

was made "in response to a
request by the Icelandic Government" and it was emphasized that "the personal competence of the officer himself
js not in question_" According
to a formal complaint by IcelaM, on September 5 a U.S.
sentry had forced two Iceland·
ic' civil air defense orocials to
lie face down on wet ground.
New Charter lot' BMuto\and

*'

Under prOVisions of a new
constitution granted by Queen
Elizabeth II on September 21,
Basutoland will have its first
universally elected Legislative
Council. Seventy-sIx 0 f the
eighty Council seats are ex·
pected to be filled by Africans.
Basutoland, Ii k e SWazila.nd
and Bechuanaland, is a British
Hi g h Commission Territory
within the Union of South Africa. It covers an area of 11,716
square miles and has a popula.
tion of about 625,000. The char-

tel' grant IS V!ewecl as a step
toward self·government.
Cable Link-Up

* A new transatlantic cable
went into use on September

tan and provides for' a Privy
Council, a Legislative Council
and an Executive C a u n c 11.
Eve n t u a I self-government
seems to be in prospect.
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The line is the first to connect
North AmerIca and the European mainland directly and is
under the joint ownership of
France. W est Germany and
the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. It Is capable of transmitting photographs, radio communications
and telephone conversations.
Brunei Gets Chllrter
.. Bl'unei, a SUltanate in
northwestern British Borneo.
received its first written constitution on September 28. Un·
der the charter's provisions,
the Sultan hoI d s executive
powers and the British Resident is replaced by a Chief
Minister responsible drrectly
to the sultan. The constitution
was promulgated by the SuI-

Mou!Ifl PlJl.gue

.. The se.e.m.\ngl-:; harmlel'il'i
European house mouse, Mus
musculus, is thriving in Aus.

traUa's mild climate. Especial.
ly in the Darling Downs area
in the s tat e of Q.u\'£n'&t%.nd
have the ravaging rodents risen to p I a g u e proportions.
Baits, shovels and traps are
proving only slightly effective
in quelling the advancing tide
of sma II but undaunted invaders. A superabundan~ 01
wheat held in storage dumps
makes for rapid and plentifUl
breeding. Old-timers c a 11 to
mind the mouse plague of 1917,
when m 0 use extermination
was measured in tons, with
about 60,000 mice per ton. So
once a g a i n Australians are
confronted with a big extennination problem .
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Our own generation will live to see it._Mark 13:30.
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APPINESS is determined to a large extent by our receiving
with appreciation. Unthankful and unappreciative people are not hap·
py. How could they be?
If one is unthankful, he
is likely to be discontented and among those who
are "complainers about their lot in life."
-Jude 16.
It is not surprising that many persons
are victims of unhappiness, discontent and
complaining, since so many persons are
unthankful toward the Source of our greatest blessings, Jehovah God. Yes, we have
come to the time, the "last days," when
the apostle of Christ said that men would
be "without gratitude." Since there is
widespread ingratitude to the great Giver,
we can readily understand why so many
persons receive goodness at the hands of
their fellow man without appreciation.
-2 Tim. 3:2.
One may show sincere appreciation by
reciprocal kindness. Said the Lord Jesus:
"Practice giving, and people will give to
you." There is also the matter of the heart
moving the mouth to express the gratitude
that one inwardly feels.-Luke 6: 38.
Children should be trained to receive
with appreciation at an early age. It is
easy enough when one is young to overlook
appreciation. Commenting on his own ex-

H
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perience as a youth, Dr.
Albert Schweitzer wrote
in his Memoirs of Chiklhood and Youth: "I am
haunted by an oppressive
consciousness of the little
gratitude I really showed
[peoplel while I was
young. How many of
them have said farewell
to life without my having made clear to
them what it meant to me to receive from
them so much kindness or so much care!
... Down to my twentieth year, and even
later still, I did not exert myself sufficiently to express the gratitude which was really in my he~H'1."
So kindnesses should not be taken for
granted. Do you have precious privileges?
These also should not be taken for granted.
Do not let the regular enjoyment of them
blunt your appreciation. Show appreciation by proper use of privileges. Do not
abuse them. Be moderate in all your ways.
One may regularly receive transportation
through the kindness of a person with an
automobile. There is a danger that the
regularity of the kindness may dull one's
appreciative response. Guard against assuming that appreciation, once expressed,
is now pennanently understood and need
not be expressed again.
How can a dulling of appreciation for
privileges and kindnesses be detected?
There are symptoms of discontent and
3

complaint. The Israelites in the wilder~
ness, for example, murmured against the
miraculous manna provided by God. They
received this gift from God regularly. In
time they lost their appreciation: "The
mixed crowd that was in the midst of them
expressed selfish longing, and the sons of
Israel too began to weep again and say:
'Who will give us meat to eat? How we
remember the fish that we used to eat in
Egypt for nothing, the cucumbers and the
watermelons and the leaks and the onions
and the garlic! But now our soul is dried
away. Our eyes are on nothing at all ex~
cept the manna." Now how did this lack
of appreciation manifest itself in a most
serious way? "The people kept speaking
against God and Moses: 'Why have you
brought us up out of Egypt to die in the
wilderness? For there is no bread and no
water, and our soul has become disgusted
with the contemptible bread.' "-Num. 11:
4-6; 21:5.
So receiving without appreciation can
lead even to speaking against God. Christians want to bless God. They are ta~ght
to be thankful for the gifts that come
from God's hands through his Son. By regular expressions of thankfulness the Christian guards against complaining against
God. "In connection with everything give
thanks."-l Thess. 5:18; Eph. 5:20.
No matter what our status in life, we
have much for which to be thankful. The
Bible tells us how ten lepers once came to
Jesus Christ, saying: "Jesus, Instructor,
have mercy on us!" Jesus healed them. Yet
how many received this great mercy and
kindness from God through his Son with
appreciation? Only one, a Samaritan. This
one fell upon his face at Jesus' feet, thanking him and "glorifying God with a loud
voice." This one person who expressed his
thankfulness must have received with appreciation even while he was a leper. In
his diseased state he had much for which

4

to be thankful; and so when this big thing

happened in his life-the miraculous healing-he did not receive it without appreciation.-Luke 17:12-18.
Every day' in our life should be a day
of thankfulness. The true Christian does
not limit his thankfulness to special occasions or special days. Take, for example,
America's "Thanksgiving Day." Does it
set the right pattern for daily thankfulness? Are the celebrants of this day primarily thinking of God or of themselves?
Are they showing thankfulness to God by
overeating and overdrinking? If they were
really thankful to God, they would feel a
sense of obligation to do something in return. When we appreciate' what someone
has done for us, we feel attached to that
person. But does this world or its masses
of "Thanksgiving Day" celebrants feel attached to God? Why, the masses of Christendom do not even want to acknowl~dge
their dependence upon God. They want to
feel free and independent. Having attained
what they view as success by their own
brawn and brain, they feel no need to
thank God.
Christendom's masses are not only ungrateful for the natural mercies of God
but they also depreciate the gift of God's
Son, the kingdom of God and the messengers of that kingdom. Those who really
receive with appreciation should be glad
to hear the Word of God, glad to learn of
the glorious good news of the established
kingdom. In spurning the Kingdom good
news, the masses show their true heart
condition, that this is true of them: "Although they knew God, they did not glorify him as God nor did they thank him."
-Rom. 1:21.
So God will wipe out this world of people "without gratitude." Do not copy this
world in its ingratitude. Always receive,
from man and from God, with appreciation. This is the way of happiness.
AWAKE!

a New Wurld Unbelievable?

with hollow
sticks that
could shoot
death out over
or more,

do you suppose
c?:iilliiy would have said? A
vocal "Unbelievidea of the

f~~~~~gun
would have
preposterous to
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However, now the

~'iiiliion" the tank, the jet
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can be projected to any
place in the world in a
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time.t,,,'e
Ourexclaimed,
forebears "Unof a
who live in the latter part

be excused for
this, for it was the first time she had
looked up at Tokyo Tower. However, it
was real, for there it stood, all 333 meters
of it. Moreover, if someone had told Fumi.
ko's mother and father, when they were
her age, that 'someday they would sit in
the parlor at home and watch sumo or
baseball through the telecasts from Tokyo
Tower's antenna, they too would have exclaimed, "Unbelievable!" But no longer can
they say this, for television has become
everyday fare to them. And if Fumiko's
family could once say, "Unbelievable!"
what would the knights of Edo have said
a hundred years ago had someone told
them that so tall a giant as Tokyo Tower
would someday grace the Kanto plain?
Let us climb even farther back through
history to the days when the daimyo ruled,
and the Genji and Heiki clans were fighting it out. Supposing we could have told
those warriors that someday men would
replace their glittering swords and spears
NOVEMBER fit, 1959

of the twentieth century are compelled to
say, "Believable-and utterly horrible!"
When face to face with the unheard-of,
or when told of something not yet experi.
enced, man is always inclined to exclaim,
"Unbelievable!" Indeed, many of the great
scientific discoveries of history have excited this comment, and in some cases
newly discovered facts of science or new
inventions have met with bitter opposition
from those who preferred not to believe.
When man began to emerge from the
"dark ages" and to discover that the earth
was round, and not flat, the Roman Catholic Church preached against it. When Gallleo invented the telescope in the early
seventeenth century, learned "fathers,"
fearful of the new discoveries, refused to
look through it, and preached sermons to
the text, "Ye men of Galilee, why stand
ye gazing up into heaven?" However, despite the unbelief of the clerics, the telescope was a fact, and the discovery that
5

the earth was a planet among sister planets was also true.
When the "iron horse" or locomotive
appeared in the nineteenth century to compete with the fleshly horse, there were
some who declared it was possessed of a
demon. However, unbelievable or believable, demonized or not, the locomotive has
spearheaded more that a hundred years
of industrial and economic development,
and has enabled millions to take in the
pleasures, as well as the discomforts, of
travel throughout the continents. Would
our ancestors of Tokugawa times have believed this possible? Certainly not! Nor
would Magellan's men, who toiled for years
at sea to circumnavigate the globe, have
believed that jet planes would someday
circle the earth in forty-eight hours' flying
time.

dar in the eel and sonar in the bat, jet
propulsion in the squid, the pin-point navigation system of the migrant bird, the
helicopter-like flight of the hummingbird
and the air-conditioning system of 1j1e beehive are only a few of the wonders of nature that have become "modern inventions" of science, even though they existed
in the animal world long before the creation of man. All of this makes it believable
that a Master Intellect, a mind far greater
than man's, thought out and brought forth
these marvels that fill all nature. Moreover, this same Master Intellect placed in
nature all the astounding resources and
forces from which the inventions of modern man originate. The great pity is that
man uses these wonders first for destruction, instead of for construction.
Does someone still say, "Unbelievable
that a Master Intellect, an almighty God,
created it all"? However vigorously the
atheist and agnostic may cry "Unbelievable!" all the facts unite to answer back:
"Believable and indisputably true!"

Nature's "Unbelievables"
Nature itself is full of the unbelievable.
Unless he were told of it, what diner on the
succulent eel would believe that there is
such a thing as the electric eel? However,
if he visited South American rivers and Believe Bible's Record of the Future
grabbed one of these slimy creatures, both
Jehovah God, the Master Designer and
the desire for dinner and the disbelief Builder, is also the Master Author. Even
might be shocked out of his system with more wonderful than all the glorious creaa 700-volt punch! Moreover, recent re- tions in nature, and the uses to which
search has brought forth the "unbeliev- natural resources are put in bringing forth
able" discovery that the electric eel uses modern inventions, is the incomparable
electric impulses, much as man uses radar, record contained in God's Book. The title
to detect the presence' of objects in the of that Book? It is called the Holy Bible.
water many feet removed from the eel. It is the most scientific book on earth toDo you say, "Unbelievable"? It may be day. It is the only scientific book that does
unbelievable, but it is true, and modern not need to be rewritten every ten or
naval men would give millions of dollars twenty years, to bring it up to date with
to know the secret of the eel's "radar" latest re!Search. Though it started to be
recorded 3,500 years ago, all its parts are
system.
Like the electric eel's "batteries" and still as reliable, and today they are even
"radar," many wonders of earth outdate more valuable to us than in the day the
man by millenniums, and yet man is only Master Author inspired men to write this
now beginning to fathom their secrets and book. Do some say, "Unbelievable"? If
copy them in his modern inventions. Ra- they will make the effort to study the Bi6
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ble, they too will be compelled to say,
"Entirely believable and true!"
As an example, take the prophecies of
the Bible. ManY' moderns glibly parrot the
word '''Unbelievable!'' when they are told
of the global tragedy of Armageddon that
is about to befall mankind It is tbe same
"Unbelievable!" that the self-satisfied
world of Noah's day parroted when God's
prophecy warned of the approaching flood.
However, who was right On that occasion?
"By faith Noal1, after being given divine
warning of things not yet beheld, showed
godly fear and constructed an ark for the
saving of his household, and through this
faith he condernned the world, and he became an heir of the righteousness which is
according to faith." (Reb, 11:7) The unbelievers found a watery grave.
When Ezekiel, Jeremiah and others
prophesied the destruction of apostate Jerusalem, the wicked populace refused to
believe. (Jer. 26:8, 9; 28:10, 11) However,
those prophecies came true with unerring
accuracy, even to the restoration of a remnant of the Jews to Jerusalem exactly
seventy years later. (Jer. 25:11) Afterward the restored Jerusalem again became
apostate. Jesus prophesied concerning its
destruction, but the populace professed disbelief, mocking him on the torture stake:
"Bah! you would-be thrower-down of the
temple." (Matt, 24:1, 2; Mark 14:58; 15:
29) However, as Jesus prophesied, Jerusalem was destroyed by the Roman army
A,D. 70, over a million unbelievers perishing.
As it throws its searching beams down
into this twentieth century, Bible prophecy
again undergoes remarkable fulfillment in
the catastrophic events of the nuclear age,
including the power struggle between the
communistic "king of the north" and the
democratic "king of the south." (Luke 21;
25, 26; Dan. chapter 11) It tells that we
stand at the threshold of the complete
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elimination of all the wicked from the
earth, in Jehovah's war of Armageddon.
Though no Bible prophecy has ever yet
failed of fulfillment, "wise" ignoramuses
continue to cry, "Unbelievable!" Bible
prophecy thunders back in answer that
"by the word of God" this entire wicked
world of the space age will suffer destruc_,- tion. Its fiery demise is just as certain as
the annihilation that befell the corrupt
world of Noah's day and the two apostate
cities of Jerusalem. (2 Pet. 3:3-7) Nor will
the most hypocritical system of all, the
bloodguiltY Christendom that has indulged
in every crime that is unchristian, escape
Jehovah's judgment. (Jer. 7:12-15; 14:1315) Unbelievable? You may live to see
these prophecies come true, just as every
previous page of Bible prophecy has had
its certain fulfillment.
Throughout history. men faced with
some innovation, with a new experience or
with Bible prophecy, have been inclined to
cry. "Unbelievable!" How often has the unbelievable twned out to be true! Unbelievable as aU the wonders of modem scientific
development would seem to men of a few
years ago, these wonders are now with us,
as tangible proof that they are true. Unbelievable as Bible prophecies have sounded to some who first heard them, they have
always come true with astounding accuracy. Now these same prophecies point unerringly, not only to the destruction of the
entire wicked system that noW controls the
earth, but also to the establishment of an
earth-wide society of peace and happiness.
That great change is in the immediate futUre. Furniko, her father and mother, and
countless other persons of good will, now
have opportunity to study the Bible with
Jehovah's witnesses, to learn of these great
wonders yet in store for ma.nkind, and to
say, ''Belieya.ble and true!" Marvels yet
unheard of are about to unfold before the
eyes of God-fearing men.
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breadth of the country is the mighty Con~
go River with its many tributaries. This
giant of rivers can be likened to the bC!-ck~
bone of the Congo. Concerning it the stilloperative Congo Basin Treaty of 1885 de~
fines "that the trade of all nations shall
enjoy complete freedom" over the wide
area watered. by the Congo River and its
afHuents, including Lake Tanganyika. The
Congo River is not only the greatest river
in Africa, but also the world's sec~
and largest, being exceeded
only by the Amazon of South
America.
The Congo River discharges
almost four times as much water into the Atlantic as does
the-Mississippi into the Gulf of
Mexico. Though not as long as
the Nile, it boasts of some
2,900 miles, rising remotely in
Northern Rhodesia. It has more
rrIJE Belgian Congo truly is a giant, a than 4,000 iSlands, fifty of which are more
1. giant both in size and in natural re- than ten miles long. To what extent watersources. With its more than 990,000 square ways are a feature of this territory can
miles, it is one third as large as Australia, be seen from the fact that it has upward
more than three times as large as Texas of 15,000 navigable miles, giving berth and
and seventy-six times as big as its mother passage to 3,400 vessels.
country, Belgium. From the map you can
Lying as it does within the equatorial
see that it lies right in the heart of Africa, zone, it is not surprising that most of the
extending from its twenty-five-mile shore Belgian Congo is hot. Due to its ample
line on the Atlantic Ocean on the west to rainfall and many waterways there is a
Tanganyika on the east, and from the Su- certain amount of humidity, but one gets
dan on the north to Northern Rhodesia on acclimatized after a while. Evidence of
the south. It extends from about 5° north this is seen in the 107,000 Europeans of
to about 12° south of the equator.
many nationalities that live in the country.
The British explorers David Livingstone As regards seasons, there is no winter or
and H. M. Stanley figured prominently in summer but, rather, dry and rainy seasons.
the history of the Congo. Then how did In that part of the Congo south of the
the Congo become a Belgian cOlony? Due equator the rains commence early in Octo~
to the astuteness, we are told, of King ber and finish at the end of April, with
Leopold II of Belgium. Politically the Bel- dry periods in between. These southern
gian Congo is divided into six provinces, provinces are best suited for Europeans.
and ever since its inception it p.as been ad~
Over 13,000,000 native Africans live in
ministered by a governor~general.
this vast land, most of them being Bantus.
Transversing the entire length and Other races represented are the Sudanics,
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Nllotics and the Hamitics. A knowledge of
swahili, which is spoken by all natives who
have had contact with the Arabs, will be
very useful to the traveler, although he
will run up. against many local native languages and dialects. The predominant religion is Roman Catholic.
To the tourist or visiting businessman
the Congo offers a variety of modern
modes of travel. It is served by excellent
overseas and internal air routes and by
3,254 miles of railwaYs. While some of the
provinces maintain but limited road transport facilities, others have extensive public auto transport services, carrying passengers, baggage and mail over a network
exceeding 6,250 miles. Congo travelers
have 85,000 miles of roads to use, some
of the chief ones being equal to European
standards.

of these craters through the veils of sulphur gases and molten lava.
Safari! To many this word means merely
a journey, but to others it means hunting.
In the extreme north the plains of the
Congo are full of buffaloes, wart hogs, elephants and even lions. In the estuary of
the Semliki Riv'er, near Lake Albert, crocodiles and hippopotamuses abound. Farther south we have antelope as well as
wild hogs and river hogs, and then, reaching the Luama region, we enter the leopard country.
Licenses are necessary for hunting. The
white rhinoceros, the okapi, gorilla and a
few other species are strictly protected
from hunting. But to many persons, hunting with a camera is more exciting and
satisfying, and, it might be added, certainly more in keeping with Scriptural principles and man's God-given dominion over
the lower animals, all of which rule out
taking the life of lower animals for sport.
The cardinal rule for camera hunting is:
Get as close as you possibly can to your
prey, which can still be at a safe distance
if you have telephoto lens on your camera.
Besides animal shots there are other things
of interest for the photographer, such as
the famous Watutsi and Batwa dancers at
Kisenyi, and, in the Ituri Forest, the pygmies in their natural state.

Nature's Attractions
The national parks of Central Africa are
some of the most remarkable attractions
in the world, combining as they do both
abundant wildlife with magnificent scenery. Four of the most beautifttl of these
parks are located within a radius of just
180 miles. Within one of these, the Queen
Elisabeth Park, there are some eighty extinct volcanic craters, seven of which contain water, while the others are the homes
of game and are forested or covered with
thick bush. The same attractions are to be Leopoldville and the "Capital of Copper'
found in the Albert National Park, a goThe capital of the Belgian Congo is
rilla and game sanctuary. This park, which, Leopoldville, a fine modern-looking city
in 1935, was enlarged to a million acres, with bright shops and adequate recrealies along the western shores of Lake Ed- tional facilities. Here, as in all the princiward and stretches northward past a range pal centers, there are government schools
romantically styled the "Mountains of the for the European children, as well as misMoon." Here all species of flora can be sionary schools operated with government
seen, from equatorial varieties to high- support for the others. Twenty thousand
altitude plants. This park extends south- Europeans live in this city along with 350,waJ'{i to the volcanoes of the Kivu, two 000 Africans. Though over two htmdred
of which are still active. From safe points miles inland, and land-locked, Leopoldville
of vantage it is possible to get a good view is a busy port, complete with docks and
NOVEMBER 22, 1959
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cranes, it being the downstream terminal
for the heavy river traffic. It has a strong
continental atmosphere, with its sidewalk
cafes and its national tongues of Flemish
and French. Right across the Congo River
from Leopoldville lies Brazzaville, the onetime capital of French Equatorial Africa.
While Leopoldville is the political capital, Elisabethville is termed by some the
"Capital of Copper." It originated and was
developed owing to the discovery of important copper fields and was built on the
site called Lubumbashi (after the name of
a river flowing nearby). Elisabethville was
founded in 1910 when the railroad from
Rhodesia reached the area.
Today the city gives the appearance of
a rich resort town, having a pleasant climate and residential districts surrounded
by flower gardens. The average temperature is 69 degrees Fahrenheit. Compared
to the rest of the Congo the climate of
Elisabethville is relatively dry. It has good
hotels, a music academy, museum, zoo, and
so forth, being indeed a well-appointed
city. The European population is 14,250,
the African, 171,000. Nearby are the Lofoi
Waterfalls. These drop in a single stream
from a height of 1,115 feet, making them
the highest vertical waterfalls in Africa,
though not comparing with the mighty
Victoria falls in width or flow of water.

The Awakening Giant
The Belgian Congo is a rich country.
True, it has to import many manufactured
items, such as clothing, motor vehicles
and machinery, as well as coal and petrol,
or gasoline, but its exports far outstrip its
imports. Coffee, gum, cocoa, coconuts and
coconut oil, rubber, palm oil, skins, timber
and ivory are among the products exported
in quantity. But the big export business is
in minerals, with copper at the top of the
list. Other minerals include gold, tin, manganese, zinc, cobalt and diamonds from the
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province of Kasai. Included also must be
radium from uranium ores, and silver.'The
annual output of gold is more than 11,000
kilograms (a kilogram is 2.2 pounds), and
the annual diamond output is 12.5 million
industrial carats and 600,000 carats in gem
stones.
As for agricultural products, these include tea, quinine, maize and pyrethrum.
Areas ftee from the tsetse fly are suitable
for cattle raising, and there are 386,000
head of European and nearly a half million
head of native-breed cattle. These form the
basis of a thriving dairy industry.
Focusing attention on the awakening of
the Belgian Congo giant was the headline
that appeared in the Rhodesian newspaper,
The Northern News, May 15, 1959: "Congo Africans Move from Dark Ages into
Atomic World." Among other things, the
article stated: "Belgium has established
two multi-racial universities, one at Leopoldville and the other at Elisabethville.
African students are leaping from the dark
ages of the witch doctor into the atomic
future. For next month the first nuclear
reactor on the African continent will start
producing radio-isotopes at the Lovanium
University." The government is aiming for
eventual political independence for the
Africans, although it "has refused to set
any. time limit, or give any indication of
its time-table for independence."
Yes, the Congo, which just eighty years
ago was an unknown territory of vast
forests, seemingly countless rivers and
streams, and teeming with animal and in·
sect life of every description, is, today>
if the plans of the administrators are ful·
filled, due to become one of the most advanced of the African territories. Nearly
14 percent of the four hundred million
pounds (upward of $1 billion), to be spent
in the second ten-year plan for the Congo,
will go into the effort to make life easier
and more prosperous for the African small
AWAKEI

holders. Economic planners are placing the
main emphasis on aiding the millions of
Africans living in the rural areas.
Livingstone, Stanley and others may
have discovered the Congo, but today the
twentieth-century planners are harnessing
the many potentialities of this vast land.
In view for the Congo River is a giant
hydroelectric project that is awaiting final
decision from Brussels. "An African Ruhr
May 1'l'anBngure Be\gian Congo," l.B the
way one newspaper headlined the striking
report in which it was pointed out that
the proposed Inga project to harness the
water of the mighty Congo River would
dwarl the Egyptian Aswan Dam and the
huge Zambezi River power plant at Kariba.
Engineers say Inga's power potential is at
least 25 million kilowatts, more than twenty times that of Kariba. It would be located between Leopoldville and the port of
Matadi.-The Northern News, May 12,
1959.

In view of all the foregoing it can truly
be said that the Belgian Congo is an African giant that is awakening. Because of
this, technicians and other people of skilled
trades are very welcome. The Office of

Colonlzatl9n (OF'CO, 12, rue du Grand
Cerf, Brussels) readily supplies information to would-he immigrants.
At the time of this writing religious liberty has not yet been extended in the
Congo to that body of Christians known as
Jehovah's witnesses. Nevertheless, they
are active, and in Leopoldville six congre~
gations of African witnesses function, and
their persistency and faithfulness has won
tor them some recogTI'ltion and permission
to hold meetings. An evidence of the prosperity of their rapidly growing organization was that 1,417 attended a special talk
on April 5, and over 1,500 attended the
celebration of Christ's death, or the Me~
morial, on March 23 of this year.
As the Belgian Congo awakens to industrialization and economic activity, it is
to be hoped that many of its inhabitants
will benefit from a far more important
awakening~to the significance of our
times and the fulfillment of Bible prophecies. DOing so, they may hope to be among
that "great crowd" from many nations and
tongues who will be blessed with everlasting life in happiness in Jehovah God's new
world of righteousness.

UOn the Side of Immaturity"
«l Discussing the bulk of Hollywood-made
motion pictUres and their effect on minds,
H. A. Overstreet says in The Mature Mind:
"What Hollywood discovered--by rule of
thumb and box·office returns-was that the
sure-fire way to attract people (or at least,
most of the people most of the time) is to
give them compensatory illusions. Motion
pictures b~ame the big business through
which unsatisfied men, women, and adoles·
cents in unprecedented numbers were granted
a daydream fulfillment of their hopes. The
motion picture dId not aim to make these
unsatisfied people go forth and take positive
action to solve their own problems. It aImed
to giVe them a dream that was in \tsett so
thrilling in comparison with reality that they
NOVEMBER
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would return, and return again. for further
hours of dreamtug. So fi.x~d has this wn:.r&ymaking formula become that even novels and
dramas of stature and integrity come out of
the movie·mlll something other than they
were: they come out revised to fit the daydreams of the unsatisfied immature.
(£, "Fulfillment by fantasy: this is the pat-

tern of psychological immaturity. Fulfillment
by a rational, sustained program of action:
this'is the pattern of psychological maturity.
To an overwhelming extent, the Hollywood
formula has been on the side of immaturity.
... Hollywood, in sbort, has a vested Interest
in eS<!&9lsm. Inevit0.1l1y, ther~f~'~' ~t hM a
vested interest in emotional Immaturity."
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By "Awahl" corre.ponden! in New

Z~"'land

THE fundamental freedoms of speech,
1. assembly and worship for minority
groups in New Zealand were made more
secure recently when the Supreme Court
ruled that Jehovah's witnesses are entitled
to use public war memorial halls for the
purpose of holding BibJe lectures.
Following this significant decision on
August 21, 1959. newspapers throughout
the Dominion carried two- and threecolumn headlines proclaiming: "WAR
MEMORIALS ARE FOR USE OF ALL, SAYS
JUDGE"; "JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES CAN USE
MEMORIAL HALLS~ JUDGE SAYS"; "FREEDOM
OF WORSHlP--JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES GIVEN USE OF HALL."

Here is the story behind this civil Uberties case involving the Water Tower Bible
and Tract Society of Pennsylvania and the
Mt. Roskill Borough Council, Auckland. In
January, 1958, Jehovah's witnesses applied
for the use of the Levin and District War
Memorial Hall to hold a three-day Christian assembly. The Levin Borough Council
was agreeable to this until the local Returned Services' Association voiced a
strong disapproval. The Association requested a lead from its Dominion executive committee, and on January 31, 1958,
12

a resolution was passed by the New Zealand R.S.A. It stated that "a War Memorial is sacred to the memory of those
who served their country in time
of peril," and continued with an
emotion-charged appeal for their
members to endeavor to influence
those controlling such buildings to
deny their use to Jehovah's witnesses, who, it said, had been declared
subversive back in 1940. However, they
failed to mention that that decision,
being unfoWlded and unproved, had been
revokec;1.
The complete text of that resolution was
puhlished extensjvely by the press throughout New Zealand as was a reply by the
Watch Tower Society. Urged on by the
resolution, the Levin R.S.A. requested the
Borough Council to reconsider its decision
to let the war memorial hall to Jehovah's
witnesses. The Council gave way to the
R.S.A., and the contract was broken. The
papers Widely publicized the action of both
Levin bodies, and many letters of protest
from Jehovah's witnesses were sent to the
mayor.
In the meantime the R.S.A. circulated
its resolution. Unwisely, many pubUc officials allowed their eyeglasses of fairness,
justice and tolerance to become smoked
over by the fire of the R.S.A. and they
barred Jehovah's/witnesses from using war
memorial halls. The Mt. Roskill Borough
Council was sent a copy of the resolution
on February 24, 1958, and on April 3 the
council notified the R.S.A: that a resolu~
tion had been passed prohibiting Jehovah's
witnesses from using the war; memorial
hall. One council went so far as to sayan its
application for hire that the memorial hall
would not be let to Jehovah's witnesses.
While a few councils resisted the pressure
of the R.S.A., many others followed the
course of discrimination.
AWAKE!

the decision in the case was handed down
by Justice T. A. Gresson in the Supreme
Court of New Zealand, Northern Judicial
District, Auckland Registry, on August 21,
1959. It said: "This Hall ... was financed
by public subscription and grant from the
defendant Council, whkh the C\Jvel'nment
subsidised in accordance with its policy of
helping to finance War Memorial CommU·
nity Centres. It was a condition of the sub-sidy 'That the project be vested in the
Test in Court
It was decided that such an important territorial local authority to ensure that
issue should be tested jn the courts. The the Memorial will always be available for
basis for a test case began July 8, 1958, the use of all sections of the community.' "
when the Society made application to use
The judgment showed that Jehovah's
the Mt. Roskill War Memorial Hall for a witnesses -had used the hall in question for
Bible lecture. The Council turned down the public Bible lectures three different times
application. Legal aid was engaged, and in 1956 and 1957 and that "on each occa·
on December 18, 1958, the Mt. Roskill sion these lectures took place without in·
Borough Council was advised of the Soci· cident or disorder of any kind."
ety's action against it. Before this case was
Justice Gresson observed: "It is not seri~
heard another borough council broke its Gusly disputed that in refusing plaintiff the
contract, as the Levin Council had done, use of the Hall the Borough Council was
with the result that the Society brought acting in deference to the wishes of the
an injunction case against the Huntly Bor· New Zealand Returned Services' Associa·
ough Council in April of this year. How· tion. It was doubtless greatly influenced by
ever, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the fact that on the 24th October, 1940,
the Council, and Jehovah's witnesses were the plaintiff body has been declared a 'sub·
compelled to make other arrangements for versive organisation' by the Attorney·
their assembly in Huntly. This aroused Genera1.
more interest in the controversy and it be·
"On the 8th May, 1941, the Attorney~
came a matter of public debate.
General modified his original declaration
At the hearing of the case in May the so. as to permit Jehovah's Witnesses to
Society's lawyer, F. H. Haigh, argued: hold meetings for the study of the Bible,
"This ban can be regarded as nothing less prayer or worship ... On the 27th March,
than fantastic and there is not the slightest 1945, while the war was still in progress,
justification for deciding that what persons the original declaration that Jehovah's
did during World War 11 should be the test Witnesses were a subversive organisation
in 1958 regarding their rights with some was revoked.
utilitarian war memorial. The Council'sac·
"The plaintiff body was thus allowed to
tion is a denial of natural justice brought hold its religious meetings in New Zealand
for the greater part of the Second World
about by unjustified discrimination."
War, and it has incurred no subversive
stigma during the past fourteen years."
Freedom Upheld
After certain procedural matters. had
Comment\ng on the belieh and pracbeen cleared up with the help of the Court, tices of Jehovah's witnesses and the right

If this continued it would mean that
scores of memorial halls would be closed
to Jenovah's witnesses. What could be
done? Should the narrow, prejudiced views
of a few men be allowed to influence re·
sponsible councils to deny the Witnesses
their freedom to have Christian assemblies
in public halls for the purpose of hearing
Bible lectures?
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of individuals to choose their own beliefs,
Justice Gresson cited several legal authoritiea:, including four judgments involving
the Witnesses in England, Australia and
Canada, and said: "Its ideology ... stresses
the absolute and exclusive personal relation of the individual to the Deity without
hUItlan intermediation or intervention ....
Its attitude towards martial strife is one
of strict neutrality ... it is important to
record that Jehovah's Witnesses did not
engage in overt hostile acts, and their attitude towards military service was dictated by their conscience and their reUgioll8 beliefs. . . . As Latham, C. J., has
pointed out: 'The reJigion of the majority
can look after itself.... It is the religion
or absence of religion of minorities, and
in Particular of unpopular minorities,
which require the protection of the law.' "
lie pinpointed the issues on which the
decision rested when he said: "The Minister of Lands vested the land upon which
the Memorial Hall is erected in the Mayor,
Councilors and Citizens of the Borough of
Mt. Roskill for recreation purposes . . .
and in trust for that purpose .... The defemiant Council thus holds the land as a
trustee for a special purpose and is not
entitled ta deal with it as though it held
the land as an absolute owner....
"The power to regulate admission would,
in my view, include the power to prohibU
admission on reasonable grounds, but legitimate regulation of admission must not
degenerate into a ,mere means of discrimination or hindrance in the way of one class'
from which other classes are free .... The
Act shows quite conClusively that the administering body shall not so deal with the
reserve that the public are exclUded from
free access thereta, and it is at least arguable that if public Bible reading can be
regarded in the wide sense as 'recreation,'
then in refusing plaintiff permiSSion to use
the Memorial Hall for this innocuous pur14

pose, the defend&.nt Council discriminated
unjustly against it and infringed the spirit,
if not the letter, of this Section ....
"There is, however, another and in my
view stronger ground upon which I prefer
to base my judgIllent. The defendant Council accepted the subsidy ... on trust that
the Memorial Community Centre would
always be available for the use of all sections of the cOlhmunity, and maintained
on as wide a carnmunity basis as is practicable. It cannot be disputed that the citizens of the Borough who are Jehovah's
Witnesses comprise a lawful section of the
community, an~ though in a relative minority, they must, in my vjew, enjoy the
same legal rights and bear the same legal
obligations as members of the Returned
Services' Association. In declining to allow
the plaintiff the use of the Hall, the defendant Council in my view acted in breach
of the wide terms of this trust....
"In these circumstances I make the fallowing declaration: 'That the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society and/or ... are
entitled to have access to the Mt. Roskill
War Memorial Hall for the purpose of
holding Bible lectures, at such reasonable
times and upon such reasonable canditions
as the defendant Council shall impose.'"

Victory Brings Loud Repercussions
The wires of the New Zealand Press Association were hot with the news of the
victory for Jehovah's witnesses, and the
ne~t day all daily newspapers in both the
North and South Islands carried the report. A few papers gave a thorough coverage of this outstanding decision, but the
majority omitted the favorable comments
respectfully made by Justice Gresson about
Jehovah's witnesses. The victory caused
great rejoicing among the Witnesses, but
what would be the attitude of the R.S.A.
to this stinging defeat in the New Zealand
Supreme Court?
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The first pubiished comment came from
Palmerston North in a lengthy, twocolumn editOrial in the Times of August 25.
It remarked in part: "Though it will leave
returned servicemen aghast and seem at
least regrettable to most New Zealanders,
there is now no doubt of the legal right
of Jehovah's Witnesses to share in the use
of War Memodal Halls where these have
been built with funds subscribed by the
public and subsidised by the Government....
"It would be inconsistent with the principles of freedom ... that any section of
the community, however controversial its
beliefs, should be excluded from the use
of public amenities to which it had contributed by way of taxes. Such exclusion
would be a moral wrong on the part of
the community.
"While admitting this, we would like to
add our empha.tic opinion that the Jehovah's Witnesses are themselves perpetuating a moral wrong in their unduly assertive insistence on their rights."
Judging from comments made continually to Jehovah's witnesses, it is evident
that hundreds of returned servicemen are
opposed to the policy of the RS.A., and
there are thousands of other fair-minded
people in New Zealand who, although not
agreeing with the beliefs of the Witnesses,
uphold their rights and express admiration
for their fearless stand.
Thus, under the heading "Humble Pie
Week at the Road Board," the biweekly
Waiheke Resident (Auckland) of August
31 said: "Mr. Justice Gresson gave a decision regarding religious discrimination by
local bodies that has rocked our benighted
members, all eight of them.... The Board,
like a lot of weak-willed local bodies up
and down the country, scurried to obey
the R.S.A. when it told them that Jehovah's Witnesses were not to be allowed the
use of Memorial Halls. Mr. Gresson says
NOVEMBER 1!1!, 1959

the Witnesses have as many rights as the
R.S.A: So the Road Board must now open
the Waiheke Memorial Hall to the Witnesses or openly flout the law as they
flouted the democratic rights of the Wit~
nesses. Now the Witnesses can worship
their God in their own way without being
SUbjected to the tyranny of the Waiheke
Road Board."
Also on Monday, August 31, in the tt;)wn
where the RS.A. stirred up the controversy, the Levin Chronicle reported: "The
Levin Borough Council would have no option other than to grant the w.e 01 the
Memorial Hall to Jehovah's Witnesses if
an application was made. This opiniov. was
given by the Mayor, Mr. E. W. Wise, when
asked for his comments ....
"Refel'ence to the recent court decision
was made at the quarterly meeting of the
Levin RS.A. Should the occasion arise
where the Jehovah's Witnesses wanted the
Memorial Hall, would it be let to them?
the member asked. The secretary replied:
'We've no option now: Another question
was: Did the decision apply to all memo~
rial halls? The secretary replied that he
considered it did."
Then came an unexpected turn ClI events.
On September 2 the Manawatu Standard
carried the two-column headline "RS.A.
WANTS GoVERNMENT TO AMEND REGULA-

TIONS." The artic1e stated: "The New Zealand Returned Services' Association is to
make representations to the Government
to amend the regulations to enable controlling authorities to prohibit the use of
war memorials by organisations which
have been declared subversive. This decision was made at a meeting Qf the 'Dtlminion executive committee of the R.S.A.
last night after considering the recent Supreme Court judgment allowing Jehovah's
Witnesses to have access to the Mt. Roskill war memorial hall."
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In the same item there was an official minion eJ/,:ecutive committee threw a bombstatement of the R.S.A. accusing Jehovah's shelI at Jehovah's witnesses by passing an
witnesses of 'impeding the defence of the unjust resolution asking public officials to
country' and saying they "did their best discriminate against them. Since then it
to subvert others from so doing."
has not ceased throwing verbal and printed
hand
grertades at the Society.
The reply of the Society's branch office
to these false charges was printed in the,
Because Jehovah's witnesses have apNew Zealand Herald of September 5. It \ pealed to the courts of law to protect their
protested against the move of the R.s.A. civil liberties some say that the Witnesses
to nullify the effects
are "perpetuating a
of the decision of the
moral wrong in their
ASK FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
Supreme Court,
unduly assertive in• It ia said that there are now more than
one million apeeiu of plants and anim .. I •.
pointing out that
sistence on their
How wu it pouible for Noah to g~t aU the
rights." But is it a
hundreds of returned
different kinds Of .. nlmal. and fowl, into
the ark? How did the variety of .. nlmal and
servicemen and their
moral wrong to avail
plant life originate? Don't mlu the article
"They Produce 'According to Their Kind,.' "
families would be in~
oneself of the free• Few houlewiv.. realize that the cabinet
doms
cluded among those
guaranteed by
under the kitchen sink m .. y cqntain a dozen
different pol"ons. What i, the most common
law?
Is
it wrong to
discriminated
killer of ekildren among household ~ommod.
itle8? What should parents know about poi.
take steps to safeagainst. The article
sons to safeguard tkeir children? Be sure to
guard the rights of
showed that Jehoread "Doctor, My Child swallowed Polson!"
• Soxing has come into the apotUght,
freedom
of speech,
vah's witnesses have
"Awake I" turning It on boxing's many fac·
ets. What "tand" revealed~ What ito t ...... dan.
freedom of assembly
never been proved
ger to puticlpanh1 In the light of Bible
guilty of subversion,
and freedom of worprinciples, how is a Christian to view box.
ing? You will want to read the article "Spot.
ship?
In many combut their position has
light on Soxing."
always been one of
munities public war
memorial halls are
strict neutrality. As
evidence of the well-established position the only ones available or suitable for cerof Jehovah's witnesses, it quoted from tain assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses, and
their book ((Let God Be True/~ which in applying for thes~ Jehovah's witnesses
says: 'It is wrong for Christians to be sub- are asking only for what they are entitled
versive and;"'o engage in subversive activi- to have as citizens.
ties. Jehovah's witnesses do not oppose the
This momentous decision of the Supreme
desire of any person to serve in the armed Court has made the basic freedoms of
forces. Nor do they oppose the efforts of speechr assembly and worship more firm in
any nation to raise an army by conscript- this land, not only for Jehovah's witnesses
ing its manpower.' Jehovah witnesses are but for all people, especially the minorities.
a law-abiding people, who follow the com- Jehovah's witnesses are very grateful for
mand of the Lord Jesus: "Pay back Cae- the equitable decision that establishes these
sa~s things to Caesar, but God's things to
rights and they urge all to respect and act
God."-Luke 20:25.
in harmony with that decision. They are
For many years Jehovah's witnesses determined to stand uncompromisingly for
have been using all types of halls, including the Christian principles of the Bible and to
war memorials, without any trouble. Even continue preaching the good news that
a number of local KS.A. groups were rent- God's kingdom, the kingdom of heaven, is
ing their private halls to the Witnesses. now established and is the only hope for
Then suddenly in January, 1958, the 00- mankind.
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they are, are aiding in fields of scientific
research. Successful launching of these
satel1ites has been followed by efforts to
retrieve them, and even to man them, first
with one of the canine family, then with
monkeys and mice. Now the recently
named National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has selected seven test
pilots, one of whom will be chosen for a
space flight perhaps in 1960. As early
as 1957 a thirty-twa-hour flight "to pave
the way for space travel and to determine
man's adaptability to live in space" was
made by an Air Force major who soared
at an altitude of nineteen miles above the
earth. The officer in charge of the experi.
ment said that the trip proved that men
can live outside the earth's atmosphere
"bY taking their own atmosphere with
them." So while ideas hitherto labeled
ridiculous, such as staking out claims on
Mars, baoking passage to the M.oon, otgoing to Venus this summer, do not seem
so farfetched these days as in bygone
years, nevertheless, the need for air to
breathe on the proposed instruments· of
conveyance, these little rocketed capsules,
is pinpointed and is admittedly great.
We cannot escape it: if we are to continue living as hUman creatures we must
breathe. And there is one satellite that ha!li
been in orbit for undisclosed millenniums
of time, is still in orbit, and, according to
the very highest Authority, will always remain in orbit; and it is surrounded by an
atmosphere that man can breathe. It Is
more than just coincidental that it is this
"space-traveling" earth that we live on!

Maybe it was the first thing you were
conscious of this morning when you were
awakened, and, stretching, arose to meet
whatever the day might bring. But did
you consider where it came from and why
it is here? What is it like, and how do we
use it-this air that we breathe? Or were
you so preoccupied with news reports of
the inventions and tests of the scientists,
or the strain of this age of materialism,
or, in general, the demands of life that
you thought nothing of it? But you are
glad that you kept on breathing, are you
not'?
It is true, we are in the "space age."
Our very life seems stepped up to a star~
tling, unprecedented pace. Yesterday's
most fantastic dreams are today's realities.
Vocabularies are sweIIing with new words.
Advertising is geared to 'finding one's Earth's Atmosphere and
orbit.' Sound, heat, and "controllability"
the Air We Breathe
barriers of the atmosphere have been
Gaseous, thin, highly elastic, easily set
either overcome or reduced to mere "areas in motion, and apparently nonexistent on
of difficulty." Sputniks, Pioneers, Explor~ a calm, sunny day, the atmosphere is coners, Vanguards and othe:r'! have made fined to OUT p\anet by gravity. This very
their contributions, and, instrumented as force, in view of man's difficulty in making
NOVEMBER 22, 1959
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space ships .to overcome it, seems to Invite
us not to be too anxious about leaving this
planet; but rather, to tarry, carefully consider, and appreciate how truly wonderful
its atmosphere really is. Its very abundance bespeaks the generosity of a loving
Creator, and the dependence of all plant
and animal life upon it indicates the consideration of an all-wise Workman. Avery
brief record, kept through the ages, bears
eloqUent testimony of its creation, saying:
"And God. went on to say: 'Let·an expanse
come to be in between the waters and let
a dividing occur between the waters aild
the waters.' Then God proceeded to make
the expanse and to make a division between the waters that should be beneath
the expanse and the waters that should be
above the expanse. And it came to be so."
(Gen. 1:6, 7) This happened on the second
day of preparing this earth for man's
home. By the end of the sixth creative
day, this expanse or firmament or atmosphere had been clarified of its carbon vapors and had become just right for earth's
caretaker, man, to breathe. The exact
thickness of this vast dome of air about
us is not known definitely, but, according
to some authorities, there is evidence that
it extends for several hundred miles beyond earth's surface.
Here at the crust of our satellite we find
ourselves at the very bottom of the sea of
atmosphere, this mixture of gases divided
into seventy-eight Parts, by volume, of
nitrogen, twenty-one parts of oxygen (so
essential to life), and one part of wateI1
vapor, inert gases and carbon dioxide. This'
air that we breathe-tasteless, odorless,
invisible-is the lower layer, the troposphere, of the marvelous, globe-encircling
atmosphere, and extends, it is said, from
four miles above the earth at the poles to
eleven miles at the equator. These miles
of it, plus the miles in the "blue yonder"
of other layers of atmosphere-the strato-
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sphere, mesosphere, and ionosphere--cause
a tremendous pressure, namely, fifteen
pounds per square inch at sea level; however, this pressure is exerted equally in
all directions and, due to the internal pressure 01 the human body, is not felt. So we
breathe with delightful ease. Easily compressed, the air at earth's surface is of
greater density than at higher altitudes.
Temperature decreases from the equator
to the poles and from earth's surface upward to the top of the troposphere. Could
we ever doubt that it is an especially prepared medium peculiar to our earth?

The Breathing Process
How can we avail ourselves of its benefits, taking in its oxygen, so vital for life?
It is in answer to this question that one of
life's many interesting processes holds our
attention; a process set in motion by none
other than the great Creator who made
the atmosphere, and who proceeded to
"blow into his [Adam's, the first man's]
nostrils the breath of life." (Gen. 2:7) Individually, we humans, so 'wonderfully
made in a fear~inspiring way,' from birth
to death, minute after minute, day after
day, year after year, whether awake or
asleep, whether conscious or unconscious,
continue to benefit from that process as
we breathe.-Ps. 139:14.
Observation and analysis of the procedure fills one with awe and wonder. When
an anxiously awaited newborn baby arrives, his little lungs are solid, for he has
not used them yet; but they are there,
ready to unfold and expand if he is normal.
The crucial moment arrives! He is now an
independent individual! Will he be able to
'breathe? Either the cold air that now surrounds him or the carbon dioxide accumulating in his own body stimulates the tiny
brain, and that welcome, waited-for cry
is heard. The mouth opened, the air rushes
in to fill the lungs, at least partially, and
AWAKE!

the breathing process, now set in motion,
is off to a good start. From then on, as long
as he lives, his IWlgs will never be completely empty of air. As he grows and is
allowed to cry, within reason, his llUlg
power develops more and more. Sometimes
he may go into a "tantrum," holding
his breath until he gets some attention,
either in the form of a dash of cold water
in the face, a quick slap on the provided
place, or his own bewilderment as he
"comes to," regaining consciousness. Wonderful, is it not, that even if he should
become unconscious for the lack of air, the
accumulafed carbon dioxide in his blood
stream will "ring the bell" and the impulse
sent to the brain will start him breathing
again!
The organs of respiration, so marvelously correlated, function throughout the life
span of the individual in a most fascinating manner. That it might be strained of
dust, tempered to more nearly body temperature, moistened to just the right degree, the air passes through specially prepared passageways. The external nostrils,
lined with hair, start this conditioning,
filtering process. From there' on through
the nasal cavities (and is it not nice that
there are two, in case one does not function for some reason?), over the pharynx,
through the trachea, bronchi, and lungs to
the very tiniest air cells, the vigil is never
relaxed. The fibrous, muscular windpipe,
the bronchial tubes and the bronchioles
are lined with mucous membrane, and on
the inner surfaces with mucus bristling
with minute, lashlike processes called cilia,
which vibrate with an upward and outward movement expelling any invader that
becomes entangled in the viscid secretion.
After reaching the lungs (whose function
was so graphically set forth in A1OOke! of
June 8, 1952), the air, amounting to some
four hundred cubic feet daily, or the entire volume of a seven-and-a-half-foot
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cube, is channeled through the tine tubes
or bronchioles into the air cells covered
with capillaries. Here, where the amount
of surface exposed to the air has been so
greatly increased that it is estimated to be
one hundred times greater than that of
the entire body, is where the carbon dioxide of the blood is exchanged for the
oxygen of the air. By contraction of the
chest muscles the impure air is pushed
out, or expired, and the partial vacuum
created is ready for the next breath forced
in by atmospheric pressure. And how we
are stimulated! Does anything more exciting take place in the scientist's laboratories?
Let us remember, too, that from the
time we come into the world, whether we
are rich or poor, we continue to inhale and
exhale. Suppose that we had to pay, oh
say, one cent for every breath. It is generally accepted that during the first year
we breathe forty-four times a minute, that
is if we are in normal health but not exercising at all. Our lowest possible cost for
that first year would be $231,164. By the
fifth year this rate of intake has been cut
to twenty-six times per minute; but even
so, that would amount to $136,656 annually. Gradually this figure tapers off and
somewhere between the ages of fifteen and
twenty-five this filling and partial unfilling of the lungs attains and from then on
maintains the average, normal standard
of eighteen times per minute-costing $94,608 pel' annum. But imagine-living a life
without exercise! What parent could be
happy to see its child just breathing but
never exercising other parts of its body?
Where is the adult that never does anything to increase the rate of respiration?
Do not forget, though, if we were paying
for it we would have to add to the above
figures for all exercise--and for any illness or any stimulus that would increase
the heartbeat, for the ratio of pulsation
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and breathing is one to four. How much
"extracurricular" breathing could we afford; or, for that matter, how long would
our salaries let us keep on living? Surely
we must thank Jehovah that the air is free!
By breathing deeply, expanding the lungs
to their greatest capacity, more waste material can be expelled and we will feel more
refreshed; and it costs no more to breathe
deeply than to take just a shallow breath.

Pollution or Appreciation. Which?
Obviously the more nearly pure the air
is the better. But what is happening to this
marvelous God-given free air that we
breathe? Starting with the basic unit of
society, the family group, what do we
find? Circles and circles of blue smoke
ascending from cigarettes puffed too often
by those who have never seriously considered how precious pure air really is, or
worse, by those who do not care. It follows
from the home into every means of public
transportation, over the "coffee break,"
into the markets, business houses, back to
the home again; and the nonsmoker is the
unfortunate victim of circumstances, having his lungs filled with what he does not
want-but what can he do? Perhaps no
less desirable, but considerably more necessary, is the smoke from home furnaces,
dirt from grinding operations, street repairs, construction work, wear of rubber
tires, insect sprays, and so forth-all polluting the atmosphere.
Nationally, air-contamination problems
confront sanitation engineers as huge industrial plants belch out dangerous waste
discharges. Smog, so often caused by improper combustion in auto engines and in-

creased by high hwnidity and certain air
cUITents, has become such a hazard that
millions of dollars is spent every year on
scientific research to control or abolish
it. 4-lr-pollution abatement problems have
become national problems.
Yet all these pale into insignificance in
this nuclear age when puny man tries to
get control of this atmosphere and the
space beyond it! While East and West are
proposing and disagreeing over nuclear
test bans, both sides are detonating bombs
that cause the whole earth to be encircled
and blanketed with mysterious radioactive particles causing untold damage.
Will it always be like this? The One
who made the air, our earth, and man upon it assures us that it will not, for he
has promised 'to destroy those who destroy
the earth.' Today there are hundreds of
thousands of people, God-fearing individuals in all nations and of all races and religions, who are realizing that all man's
efforts can never equal, to say nothing of
duplicating, such a thing as our atmosphere. And as they look into the beautifully curtained, star~studded vault above
they experience not only the breath-taking
grandeur of the celestial bodies "declaring
the glory of God" but also the refreshment
that comes with each ~reath of air, and
they are comforted as they go on preparing themselves to stay here to enjoy it
forever. They are showing their appreciation by using their breath, their strength,
their vital energy in praise of the loving
Creator, Jehovah God, who gave us this
wonderful gift--air to breathe!-Rev. 11:
18; Ps. 19:1.

AERODYNAMIC MARVELS

« "Honeybees," reports The National Geographic Magazine of August,
1959 "put man-made carriers to shame. An efficient airplane carries a
qu~rter of its weight as cargo; a honeybee airlifts payloads weighing
almost as much as she does."
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CE-BATI'ERED and
leaking, 8.S. Con-

ed, repair crews go
aboard to fit new rivSHIPS,
!lJ.le.ln limped toward
ets in engine~room
MACHINES
No.2
Graving Dock,
plates. Air compresHull's largest. Abansors, pneumatic drills
doned by her nuzzling
and electric welding
plant are brought
tugs, the vessel is taken over by shore
into position on the
gangs. On each quaydockside.
side they loop mooring
Soon the closeropes to bollards.
spaced, four-footSlowly the ship's elechigh blocks come
tric winches tow her
into view. One
damaged bows, ballard
and a half hours
by boilard, to the head
after the 495of the 520-foot dock.
horsepower electric pumps began
Hydraulic lock gates
turning, the Conand sluices close.
suela stands high
Down in the pumping
and dry, her towstation twenty-eight
ering tonnage balfeet below ground the
o-n
anced on the keel
g rea t centrifugal
pumps break into a whirring roar. The blocks by twenty-eight shoring timbers.
depth-gauge indicator pointing at twentySurveyors and engineers inspect the
seven and a half feet hegins to fall a836,000 damage while lofty trestles and rigging are
gallons of water a minute surges through set for painting and for work on the giant
the outlet overhead.
phosphor-bronze screw. "Normally on the
Back on the surface three-men teams New York run," explained a repairman,
sling lines across bows and stern, white "she ran into ice up in Montreal." Every
plumb bobs marking the dead center of one of. its four mounted blades was damthe ninety-two-foot-wide dock. Shouted di- aged. Floodlights for night work are put
rections to block and tackle gangs bring in place, and pneumatic drill operators
the ship's hull on center. Side clearances swarm over the grain ship's propeller,
are measured, and other teams sling shor- gouging and prizing from the propeller
ing timbers from bulwarks, resting oppo- boss the concrete protection for the gigansite ends on dock sills. Down and down tic nuts holding the great blades in position.
the water level drops.
In adjacent dry dock No. 1 troopship
Crews of four, armed with long-handled
brushes, man two rafts. Pulling themselves Empire Parkeston has just completed her
along the ship's sides by cables slung from half-yearly overhaul. Gear removed, the
stem to stern, they wash the sides of the massive sluice blocks are about to lift.
Double cataracts bursting through the
vessel in readiness for painting.
Then the water begins falling away curving flood tunnels will float the vessel
from the ship. Her keel now resting on and leave her ready in forty-five minutes
the keel blocks, shoring gangs wedge tim- to edge through the open lock gates into
bers into place. With the gangway mount- King George dock.
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There we must leave the dry docks to
see what else is happening at Britain's
SOO-year-old third port. Stretching more
than seven miles along the north bank of
the River Humber, it handles 7,000 vessels,
with a net tonnage of more than 5,500,000. Annual traffic exceeds 10,000,000 tons,
worth £350,000,000 ($990,500,000)'

Twelve Miles of Quays
The port has eleven docks, with a total
water area of 200 acres, and twelve miles
of quays. It deals with the larger types of
ocean freighters serving all the chief ports
of the world.
Dock railways, 320 miles of them, cover
every part of the installation. Berthed at
the south side of King George dock, toward the eastern end of Hull's dock systern, a Scandinavian freighter piled high
with pit props is unloading into fifty-truck
trains alongside. Of the port's more than
200 electric and hydraulic cranes with capacities up to forty tons, a battery of eight
lines the quayside at this point. In the
modern manner, the huge bundles are left
in the slings to cut out re-slinging in the
timber storage area.
"Train movement," engine driver Arthur Harland told me, "is a high-pressure
job. Dockers are paid On piece work. The
''Qloment they go to dinner we must couple
up to those loaded trains and get them
away to the mechanical prop yard. By the
time the dockers are back, empty trains
must be there waiting for loading. The
same thing happens at teatime."
In the fifteen acre, eighteen-track prop
yard, rail-traveling diesel-driven cranes
Wlload the trucks, using the attached
slings. A limited number of props are taken out of their slings and built up horizontally and crosswise into square columns
fifty feet high to form four corners of a
vast dump. Into this the cranes drop their
bundles, the bundles being locked in posi22

tion by crosswise timbers. Millions of pit
props forming woody-smelling canyons
fifty feet high stretch in 300-foot sections,
three sets of rails running in the artifici~
gorges. There the pitwood is left for seasoning.

High-Speed Coal Handling
Ten coal wagon hoists and four conveyor belts load coal at high speeds. The
hoists raise trucks bodily, tip them up and
drop the coal down chutes into ships' holds.
The conveyor belts are even faster, handling 800 tons an hour. Quicker than one
a minute, loaded trucks rolling down an
incline are arrested by grabs. Tipping rams
tilt the trucks forty-five degrees. Portions
of the rail platform tilt also, leaving gaps
through which the coal slides down with
little breakage into a hopper feeding a
below-surface conveyor. The rubber belt
carries the coal to an overhead chute that
directs the coal into the ship's bunker.
Each conveyor handles two end-door wagons at once, which, after leveling up, continue down the incline, making way for
two more loaded trucks. "Coal and coke
was our biggest bulk commodity," said
Mr. Harland as we stood at No.7 Conveyor. "But we're handling much less now."
Grain imports, however, keep the highly
mechanized plant busy. Most of it is concentrated at King George dOCk. Much of
the country's grain passes through Hull.
And one of the port's chief industries is
flour milling and the processing of other
grain products.
Pneumatic Grain Handling
Berthed at No. 1 Quay in the northwestern arm of King George dock, a
10,000-ton grain ship is having her cargo
literally sucked out of her. Two booms
stretch out from a floating elevator dipping their long suckers from a lofty height
into the forward hold. Vacuum pumps
AWAKE!

draw the grain into the elevator at the
rate of three tons a minute, automatically
weigh it and discharge it down a chute
into a lighter moored alongside.
A soaring shore-based pneumatic elevator (one of four) raised its booms, swung
into position and lowered its swinging
trunks into the aft hold. The huge pipes
sink their snouts into the golden grain, automatically cutting out if they encounter
any obstacle. Two thirty-six-valve vacuum
pumps driven by 175-horsepower motors
begin sucking the cargo out of the ship
at the rate of 120 tons an hour. Discharge
motors pump the grain down chutes into
manholes in the quay.
High up in the towering installation,
fitter John Hewson, quiet-spoken, friendly,
whose job it is to ket'p these panting monsters sucking and belching with maximum
greed, showed me the automatic dust extractor. "Taking that dust away in sacks,"
said Mr. Hewson, "keeps one man busy."
At the silo fair-haired and amicable Mr.
Chapman, for twenty-two years machinery
attendant at the 40,000-ton-capacity silo,
showed me what happens to the grain.
Fast-moving underground conveyors
catch the cereal and carry it to elevators
in the silo, where it is raised in buckets,
automatically weighed and then dropped
into four elevators, each handling 480 tons
an hour. The elevators raise the grain to
the top, or fifth, fioor, and drop it on belt
conveyors. These convey it to traveling
chutes feeding batteries of bins, 288 in all,
each twelve feet square by fifty feet deep
and holding, roughly, 140 tons.
Hoppers at the lower end of the bins,
at ground level, deliver the grain in sacks
or in bulk after it has been automatically
weighed once more. Sacks are filled with a
measured quantity in two seconds. As I
watch, some is being loaded by hand at
the nearby loading bays into road and rail
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vehicles; some is carried by conveyor belt
to waiting lighters.
At the same time other storage bins are
delivering weighed grain in bulk to conveyor belts running out of the silo and
overhead across the quay. From the time
grain enters Hull docks until the time it
leaves, it is entirely untouched by hand.
Traveling Roof Cranes

Take a quick look at King George dock's
wool-handling arrangements at the northwest ann of the dock, where 40 percent
of Britain's wool imports are dealt with.
Lofty portal cranes (cranes mounted on
arches like inverted U's) are unloading
cradles of wool from the Panama. Sorted
to marks and numbers in the two-story
transit sheds mounted with roof cranes
and backing the quay, bales are moved to
the modern well-Iit wool shed. From load~
ing bays running the 800-foot length of
the vast shed, rail and road \vagons take
the wool to the industry's heart, the West
Riding of Yorkshire.
Besides wool, perishables pass over the
237,000 square feet of King George dock's
six transit sheds. Normally berthed in this
dock, the eighty-ton self-propelled floating
crane with a 'lift of ninety.four feet above
the pontoon deck is used in other docks
also. Just now it is moored in Alexandra
dock, where the port's one-hundred-ton
fixed crane is located.
On Alexandra dock's north quay pipe~
lines connected one of three 15.000-ton~
capacity tanks with a molasses ship moored
there. Edward Marshall, of The UnitedMolasses Company Limited, told me that
pumps, bringing the molasses through the
300-foot·long pipes, transfer 12,000 tons in
seventy-two hours. I wondered how the
thick, glutinous substance would flow
through long pipes. With a slow smile,
Marshall explained: "Steam circulating in
coils in the ship's tanks keeps the molasses
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fluid. We deal with cargoes from the West
Indies of up to 12,000 tons here. The molasse~ we handle goes for cattle food."
Near Alexandra dock two electric coal
conveyor belts reach out 400 feet into the
Humber to River Pier, 1,300 feet long. The
water is never less than eighteen feet deep
here. Continental fruit and vegetables unload at this pier without the vessels entering dock.
£1.750,000 Project
Just opened, Hull's £1,750,000 new Riverside quay for cargo and passengers replaces the thirty-four-year-old quay destroyed by incendiary bombs in 1941. It
provides deep-water berths irrespective of
tide, the depth varying from nineteen to
forty feet. This and its quick turn-around
facilities bring continental ports several
hours nearer.
Moving out on the tide, Arctic Hunter
is leaving St. Andrew's fish dock for Icelandic grounds. The largest trawlers in the
world are among the 2,000 fishing vessels
that pass this point. For periodic under-

water inspection and repair, trawlers are
brought to the four slipways located in St.
Andrew's dock extension.
A big tanker stands at the No.1 T-ended
jetty at Sa.!t End--eastern extremity of
the dock layout. Oil, 4,500,000 gallons of
it, gushes from her hold. Pipelines carry
it to the 82,OOO,OOO-gallon tank-storage
clustered half a mile away. Coastal tankers
take on hulk shipments by pipeline. Hull's
oil imports last year rose by 12.5 percent.
Three docks reach up into the city-center
of Hull, bringing graceful bows to tower
majestically beside shop fronts.
At the dock headquarters, Victoria
Square, a British Transport Commission
official checked his lists. "At the moment
there are 55 freighters and 32 trawlers
berthed," he told me. "That's about normal. More than 6,000 men are working
them."
World-ranging ships. Mammoth machines. Six thousand men. This vast dock
installation is itself a huge machine, handling anything from matchsticks to onehundred-ton castings.

ITALY'S "PENTAGON"
money contributed by the state itself, which
TALY'S Christian Democratic party has at
owned one half of the nation's schools, and
the top what the magazine The Atlantic
which could back its diplomatic power with
described in its September, 1958, issue as "a
the undeviating assistance of the U.S. State
~ozy Tammany·like atmosphere of all-pervaDepartment. In Italy this group can bring its
sive clientele, favors, short cuts. boondoggles,
pressure to bear not only through action in
and shocking preferences that the Italians by
Rome but anywhere in Italy through the 257
now call simply 'the undergovernment,' in the
bishops, the innumerable village priests, teach·
sense in whIch one would mean the under·
ers, and preachers. It has, moreover, the huge
brush. This undergovernment is being taken
organization of Catholic Action and, by now,
over by the Italian 'Pentagon,' the ruling
the beginnings of an Opus Dei."
group in the Vatican.... It is hard to assess
«I. How can a religious organization whose
the infiuence of the Italian Pentagon in Amer·
sole interest is supposed to be in religion and
ican terms. Imagine a sovereign power in·
the teaching of Christian principles justify
stalled squarely in Washington; a power
its affiliation with corrupt politics, let alone Its
whose influence extended over half the world,
domination of the "undergovernment"? How
whose finances not only reached out on the
can it class itself with Christ's disciples, reinternational plane but also controlled an im·
garding whom he said; "They are no part of
pressive share of the nation's stoci. market
the world just as I am no part of the world"?
and real estate; a power which practically
-John 17;16.
monopolized the nation's social assistance with

I
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By

"Awake!" (o ••e,pandent
in Thailand

"EAST is East, and
West is West, and
never the twain shall
meet," wrote Rudyard
Kipling. There are, indeed, great differences
between Bast and West.
At first a visitor from
the West may think the
differences in the way
of life here are bothersome, but once he has grown accustomed
to them he may feel that some are improvements.
May I take you on a brief tour of a
typical city in Asia? You will see for yourself. I am best acquainted with Bangkok,
so let me show you around. This is the
capital of old Siam, now known as Thailand, and the largest city in southeast
Asia, having a population of a million or
more.
Here is a bookshop. There are many in
town. Asiatics love to read. This in itself
is a big difference between East and West.
Westerners are more inclined to watch
television or a motion picture, and I well
remember how I disliked reading assignments when I was a high school student
in the United States.
I see you have noticed the maps hanging on the wall. Are you having difficulty
in finding your country? Most maps printed here center around the continent of
Asia. Is it not reasonable that a country
should center its maps around its own
land?
NOVEMBER 22, 1959

You have noticed the calendars on sale,
have you? Yes, this is 1959 according to
the Christian era. However, in Buddhist
Asia it is B.E. 2502. That is, this is the
year 2502 according to the Buddhist era.
As we leave the bookshop you will see
elderly Siamese woman on the sideseIling mangoes and sweetened glutinous rice. Notice how she squats,
resting her torso on the heels of
her feet. Could you do the same?
If you could learn to sit in this
fashion you could rest your
weary bones anytime, anywhere.
When this woman was young
the mahogany color of her teeth
was considered a beauty feature.
They -a.re stained by the betel
nut she chews.
Some Westerners ask about
the custom of removing shoes when entering a home. Bear in mind that here the
floor is chair, table and bed. It is kept
clean and polished. To wear your shoes in
the house would be equivalent to putting
them on the dining room table or on the bed.
We have been making our tour but a
few minutes, yet it is already evident that
this is a man's world-at least this part
of the world is. The woman walks along
behind the man, whether the man is a
husband, father or brother. This attitude
extends into the personal daily life of the
Asiatic. Man's headship is undisputed
here. This is a deviation from Western
custom, if I ever saw one.
Shall we have something to eat? Here is
a typical shop. Of course, chopsticks are
used instead of knife and fork. Here the
"staff of life" is rice. Bread? If you like,
we can have some of that for dessert,
soaked in pork fat and sprinkled with
sugar. Bread is cake here and eaten as a
delicacy.
You are attracting the attention of
~veryone in the shop. I think you will be
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surprised to know why. It is because of EaJt and West. For example, we have all
your dark hair and skin. The common descended from one common ancestor,
people in Asia believe that all Westerners Noah, who survived the great flood. You
have blond hair, pink skin and blue eyes. will be in'terested to know that in Sanskrit
I am afraid that you are not very accept- the word for mankind is ma-not~ derived
able as a Westerner.
from the word manu. Manu is a character
In the West your good tan would be of legendary history well known to the
considered to be most wholesome. Here Hindu.
people take care to shade themselves from
In McFarland's Thai-English dictionary,
the sun. This is true not only because it printed by Stanford University Press, unis unbearably hot, but also because light der the word "Manu" is the follOwing very
skin is considered a beauty feature here. interesting explanation, which quotes from
An Asiatic equivalent to your "he doesn't an account found in the Satapatha Brahhave sense enough to come in out of the mana: One morning Manu caught a small
rain" would be-you guessed it-"not fish in the water that had been brought
enough sense to come in out of the sun." to him for washing his hands. The fish
If we want to get the shopkeeper's atten- immediately pleaded for protection until it
tion -we have to call out '''Boy!'' or "Broth- should be grown, promising in return sal·
erl" It is no breach of etiquette to call out vation from a great flood that was to deyour order or shout for the shopkeeper if stroy mankind. Manu kept the fish, which
you need him. That is true in any restau- grew rapidly until nothing except the
rant except those that regularly cater to ocean was large enough to contain it; then
he let it go. At that time the fish foretold
foreigners.
Shall we have some pineapple? In south- the time of the coming flood and instructed
east Asia they are plentiful. Here is the Manu to make a big boat in which to save
boy with some sliced in a dish. It isn't his life. Manu did as directed, and when
ripe, you say? This is the East, my friend, the flood did come the fish returned. Manu
and fruit is usually eaten when it is still fastened the cable of his ship to the fish's
unripe so that it will have a tangy flavor. horn, thus passing over the northern mounHow do you think the women here com- tain (the Himalayas, as a commentator
pare with their Western sisters? A bit explains), where he was instructed to
more opulent. aren't they? In this region fasten his ship to a tree until the waters
that ~is true. In the West women struggle should subside.
We know that "Noah" in Hebrew means
with diets and body-shaping contraptions
to keep themselves trim. Here just the op- "rest; consolation." In Sanskrit the name
posite is true. The male is the one that "Manu" bears the same meaning. Used in
many compound words, it implies comfort,
tends to his waistline.
I think I know the man approaching our encouragement or consolation.
"Boy! Boy!"
table. If he comes to see us he will sit down
Shall we have something to drink before
before saying more than a few words.
Why? Because here in the East to speak leaving? What will it be? Why, tea, of
down to one who is seated is considered an course.
act of disrespect. In the West it would be
I am afraid our time is up. We will have
expected that we stand to be introduced. to be on our way.
There are many things far more imNo, no tipping here. This is not Europe,
portant than these differences between my friend. This is Thafland.
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sist of his children, became unfaithful, God
refused to recognize them further as his
children. and he inspired his prophet Moses to say: "They have acted ruinously on
their own part; they are not his children,
the defect is their own."-Deut. 32:5.
Nor may we overlook that Jesus spoke
of the religious leaders of his day, not as
children of God but as 'of their father the
Devil, whose desires they wished to do.'
Jesus also likened the vast majority of
THE message about God's kingdom that mankind to goats, whose destiny is de~
1 Jehovah's witnesses are bringing to the struction. He showed that the sheeplike
people is the best of good news. By this ones that will inherit eternal life are comevangel they are fulfilling their prophetic paratively few.-Matt. 7:13, 14; 25:31-46;
commission to 'bind up the brokenhearted John 8:44.
and comfort all that mourn,' even as stated
As for God being unreasonable and cruel
at Isaiah 61: I, 2. However, that prophetic to destroy so many of mankind, let it be
command also includes the proclaiming of noted that God has four basic qualities or
"the day of vengeance on the part of our attributes, namely, power, wisdom, justice
God." This they are doing by warning all and love, and these are perfectly balanced
people regarding "the war of the great with one another. Jehovah God is not a
day of God the Almighty," Annageddon. sentimentalist. In his omniscience, he, as
-Rev. 16:14, 16.
the Life-giver, has determined the condiBecause they are also true to this part tions upon which his intelligent creatures
of their commission some take offense, can be an honor to him and a blessing to
such as a certain Canadian Jesuit priest themselves as well as to their fellows.
who recently published and is circulating When any of his intelligent creatures fail
a card entitled "An Answer to Yankee Sta- to meet those conditions they fail to serve
dium. It Addressing it to the Witnesses, he God's purpose for their existence and so
claims 'to admire their zeal and to grant he cannot let them continue to live on
that they are sincere, but insists that they indefinitely.-Ezek. 33: 11.
are sadly mistaken regarding their God JeSuch is not .only a reasonable conclusion
hovah. The God they preach, he contends, but also a Scriptural one, as we read: "Jeis cruel and unreasonable; no God of love hovah is guarding all those loving him,
would destroy nearly all his children in a but all the wicked ones he will annihilate."
horrible Annageddon.
True, "God loved the world so much that
What about this argument of his noted he gave his only-begotten Son, in order
above? Does it carry any weight in the that"-all mankind may live? No, but "in
light of reason and the Scriptures? Let us order that everyone exercising faith inhim
see.
might not be destroyed but have everlastm the first place, as for Jehovah God ing life." Because "the wages sin pays is
destroying so many of his children, let it death," therefore God calls out: "Search
be noted that God does not consider an for Jehovah, you people, while he may be
hum"ankind his children. When the nation found. Call to him while he proves to be
of Israel, which at one time truly did con- near ~ Let the wicked man leave his way,
NOVEMBER 22, 1959
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and the harmful man his thoughts; and
let him return to Jehovah, who will have
mercy upon him, and to our God, for he
will forgive in a large way."-Ps. 145:20;
John 3:16; Rom. 6:23; 1sa. 55:6, 7.
Today, especially in so-called Christendom, we find the conditions foretold at
2 Timothy 3:1-5: "But know this, that in
the last days critical times hard to deal
with will be here. For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, selfassuming, haughty, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, without gratitude, with
no loving-kindness, having no natural affection, . . . without self-control, fierce,
... lovers of pleasures rather than lovers
of God, having a form of godly devotion
but proving false to its power."
Because of this wicked condition God is
having his witnesses call out: "Get out of
her, my people, if you do not want to share
with her in her sins, and if you do not
want to receive part of her plagues. For
her sins have massed together clear up to
heaven, and God has called her acts of injustice to mind." True, not all persons may
be alike wicked, but if they remain in this
wicked old system of things they will go
down with it. R~gardless of how moral
any of the antediluvians may have been,
unless they got into the ark with Noah
theyperished.-Rev.18:4,5.
As for Armageddon as being "horrible"
-it will be, but not needlessly or unjustly
so. It might be said that pulling out a
diseased tooth or cutting out a brain tumor or a breast cancer is a horrible deed,
but one and all such horrible procedures
are necessary to the welfare of the patient
and are really the lesser of two evils. So
also will Armageddon be, as it were, a
horrible surgical operation. However, it is
absolutely necessary for the vindication of
God's name and the welfare of all lovers
of righteousness that all the godless and
wicked be destroyed. Or to use another
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illustration: A strong and honest city government is Obligated to get rid of its criminal~ elements even though this may cause
suffering to the wives and children of the
criminals.
'The thing to do is to get God's perspective of matters, that of the surgeon
performing the operation or of the city
government interested in a decent city,
rather than be swayed by sentimentality.
To such men as the Canadian Jesuit who
-qnd fault with God's judgments, he says:
"For the thoughts of you people are not
my thoughts, nor are my ways your ways
. . . For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so my 'ways are higher than
your ways, and my thoughts than your
thoughts."-1sa. 55:8, 9.
Did not Jesus prophesy that as it was
in the days of Noah it would be down at
the end of this world or system of things?
And did not that Deluge wipe out all save
Noah and his family? Think how horrible
that must have been! What panic must
have gripped earth's inhabitants as the
rain kept on falling, ten, twenty, thirty.
forty days, and the waters rose higher
and higher and higher, until they at last
covered the highest mountain peaks. And
what about the fiery destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah? Or the annihilation of
Pharaoh's host in the Red Sea? Horrible
all these destructions? Without a doubt,
but also just, wise and loving, for they
meant both the vindication of Jehovah's
supremacy and the deliverance of the
righteous who had been suffering at the
hands of the wicked.-Ex. 14:26·28; Matt.
24: 37-39; Luke 17: 29, 30.
So regardless of what a Canadian Jesuit
priest may say, reason and the Scriptures
unite to show that Armageddon's destruction of the wicked is consistent with Jehovah's attributes of wisdom, justice and
love.
AWAKE!
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WATCHING

Around the Moon

noble and progressive a sys·
multistage rocket roared tern as socialism cannot be im·
off its launching pad at 5 a.m., posed by force of arms against
Moscow time, October 4, to the will of the people," Khrn;
carry a 613-pound instrument- shchev further declared. The
ed vehicle Into an orbit around RUssian leader departed for
the earth and beyond the Moscow on October 4, follow·
moon. The satellite passed the ing a series of talks with Mao
moon at a distance of 4,375 Tse·tung, chairman of the Chi·
miles from its surface on Oc- nese Communist party.
tober 6, then traveled out beyond the moon to about 292,- British Elections
000 miles from the earth on'
Britain's Conservative par·
October 10. Whether the satel- ty headed by Prime Minister
lite photographed the surface Harold Macmillan won 49.4
01 the moon never seen from percent of the 28,000,000 votes
the earth was unknown, as So- cast in the general elections
viet scientists were not forth· there on October 8. The Con·
coming with reports on data servatives got 365 of the 630
gathered by means of the ve· seats in the House of Com·
hicle. Lunik III, as the satel- mons, to compare with the La·
lite is called, would reportedly bor party's 258. On October 14
complete a circuit of its large Macmillan named a new cabi·
orbit twice a month.
net geared to spur scientific
advancement. The 65·year·old
Khrushchev in Pelping
prime minister and the Can·
servatives will thus have over·
~ Soviet Premier N i kit a S.
Khrushchev arrived in Peiping whelming control of the House
on September 30 just in time of Commons, and a position at
for the celebration of the Com· the helm of British politics,
munist Chinese regime's tenth for another four yea r s. Re·
anniversary. Ten thousand garding his party's victory,
guests from other lands, Macmillan remarked, "It has
among them top Communists gone off rather wen."
from 87 nations, were also on
hand. Upon his arrival, Khru· 1939 N abel Prize in Medlcl.qe
shchev called his recent talks
The 1959 Nobel Prize in
with U.S. President Eisenhow· medicine, amounting to about
er "valuable." "We, 0 n 0 u r $42,000, will be shared by Dr.
part," he said, "must do every· Arthur Kornberg of Stanford
thing possible to preclude war University and Dr. Severo
as a means for settling out· Ochoa of New York Univer·
standing questions." "Even so sity. On October 15 the two
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U.S. biochemists were honored
tor their discoveries of en·
zymes for artificially produc·
ing nucleic acids, found in lIv·
ing cells. One of these substances, DNA (deoxyrIbonu·
cleIc acid), carries hereditary
qualities from generation to
generation. The other, RNA
(r i bon u c I e I c acid), while
thought to pass on hereditary
instructions in the case of
some viruses, Is also involved
in the production of protein.
the basic material of the llvin8
cell. Working separately, Drs.
Ochoa and Kornberg have discovered enzymes capable oj
promoting the production 01
RNA and DNA respectively
from smaller organic mole·
cules. Now it will be possible
to study these vital chemicals
in isolation. The Caroline In·
stitute, which makes the annual awards under provisions
of the will of Alfred B. Nobel.
said t hat the scientists had
"clarified many of the prob·
lems of regeneration and continuity of life." They had not,
of course, answered the ques·
tion, "What is the origin of
life?"

'*

U.S.-PhiUpplne Accord

On October 12 a memorandum of agreement was signed
between the Philippine Repub·
lic's Secretary of Foreign Al·
fairs and the U.S. Ambassador
to Manila. Though details are
yet to be worked out, substantial agreement was reported
on the matter of legal jurisdiction over U.S. military personnel stationed in the Philippines. Under the terms of the
accord the U.S. will retain
four military bases and a few
minor installations in the island republic. Certain matters
pertaining to the use of the
bases and the types of arma·
ments used there win be subject to discussion and agree·
ment, as is the possible renewal of the twenty-five-year
term of the holdings. Under
provisions of the 1947 accord
with the Philippines the U.S.
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had he 1 d twenty-three bases
and installations there.
Bhino(lfl1'O!l Get!!! LandsUde Vote

.. In what was described by
one sociologist as "a severe
criticism of the regime," a female rhinoceros named Cacao
reco won a n overwhelming
vote in municipal elections in
SAo Paulo, Brazil, on Septem·
ber 7. She even did well in the
Industrial cit y of Campinas
and the port of Santos. It was
said that Cacareco received at
least 50,000 votes in the SAo
Paulo election and that a final
all-inclusive tally might bring
her 100,000. Shortages of food
staples, high living costs and
general displeasure over Bra·
zilian politics were said to be
factors underlying the rhinoc·
eros vote.
Hunger and Poverty
.. Over one billion people in
100 nations and territories as·
sociated wit h the U.N. are
waging a fight against "con·
tinued acceptance of poverty,
illiteracy and chronic iiI
health." This was pointed up
by Paul G. Hoffman, managing director of the United Nations Special Fund, in an address to the Economic and So·
cial Council of the United Nations General Assembly on Oc·
tober 5. Hoffman appealed for
an increase in contributions to
the fund to further its pro·
gram of technical assistance
for underdeveloped countries.
Annual per capita income in
the substandard lands would
be only $125 to $130 this year,
to compare with $110 in 1950.
Whereas this is a gain of $15
to $20 for these countries, nations of Western Europe and
North America have experI·
enced an average gain of $300
in per capita income over the
same period. With a Special
Fund goal of $100,000,000 set
for this year, Hoffman hoped
for a time when "hunger, illiteracy and chronic ill health
everywhere can be the memo
ories of the past."
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Auaulnatlou Attempts
.. On October 7 Iraqi Premier
Abdul Karim Kasslm was the
victim of an attempted assas·
sination. Fired up 0 n ash e
rode in his auto down Baghdad's busy Rashid Street, the
45·year-old state head suffered
a flesh wound and a fractured
Shoulder, but his condition was
not serious. The attempt fol·
lowed a series of riots in the
capital protesting the execution of seventeen military men
and civilians charged wit h
Plotting against Kasslm's reo
gime. A second plot to kill
Kasslm was revealed on Octo·
ber 15, but details of the at·
tempt were not then furnished
by the Baghdad government.
De Gaulle Upheld on AJgeria

+ On

October 16 the French
National Assembly voted in
favor of President Charles de
Gaulle's new plan for Algerian
seli·determination. The count
was 441 to 23. Just a month
earlier De Gaulle had offered
Algerians the chance to de·
termine their own political fu·
t u reb y referendum within
four years of the attainment
of peace in Algeria. They
would be a bIe to choose be·
tween independence, autonomy with ties to France, or in·
tegration into the French Republic.
A War-Free Antarctic

<$ Representatives of the
twelve nations active in Ant·
arctica opened a parley in
Washington on October 15.
Among the participants were
the Soviet Union and the chief
Western nations. All reportedly agreed that the White Con·
tinent should remain demilita·
rIzed and that it should be
open to scientific study by any
country. A treaty incorporat·
ing these points was expected.

Wave of Terrorbmt
<$ Acts of terrorism swept
through Venezuela in ear 1 y
October. By October 13 over
100 persons had been arrested

by the Caracas government.
They were suspected of complicity In a plot to overthrow
Venezuelan President Romulo
Betancourt. Terrorists set off
explosions in such places as
clubs, movie houses and radio
stations, seemingly for the
purpOSe of creating the lin·
pression that the administra·
tion Was incapable of maintaining order throughout the
land. Among those arrested
were a number of lawyers and
writers thought to be the "in·
tellectual authors" of the wave
of terrorism.
Haitian Senators Ousted

<$ On October 9 Haitian President Francois Duvaller issued
a decree dismissing six of Hai·
ti's twenty·six senators. It was
maintained that the six ousted
senators had abandoned their
responsibilities and that the
National Assembly w 0 u I d
therefore choose men to reo
place them. Five of the dis·
missed senators are living In
exile. All six were charged
with plotting against the Du·
valier government and were
a c c Use d of involvement in
preparations for an invasion
of the island by foreign mercenaries.
Synagogue in Madrid

*'pressure
In 1492, yielding to the
of the Spanish In-

quisition, King Ferdinand and
Queen Isabella issucd an edict
expelling Jews from Spain. In
early October, on Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year, a
new synagogue was dedicated
In Madrid. It was the ... first
Jewish synagogue dedicated
since the royal order of ,nearly
five centuries ago.
Typhoon Wreaks Havoc

<$ Over 5,000 persons were reported missing or dead as a
result of Typhoon Vera, which
struck Japan on September 26
and 27. It was said that more
than 10,000 persons had been
Injured and a million and a
half were rendered homeless.
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The port clty of Nagoya was
among the hardest hit. This
industrial center was termed
a "sea of dead." Property
damage in this, the most dam·
aging storm In Japan's his·
tory, reportedly ran into tens
of millions of dollars, at least
$750,000,000, according to early
estimates.
Soviet Commmer Credit Plan
.. On -October 1 many Soviet

shoppers had their first experl·
ence with Installment buying.
Throughout the Russian Republic, which covers over half
of the Soviet Union, customers
could purchase such items as
wrist watches, bicycles, radios.
cameras, accordions and
clocks for a down payment of
from 20 to 25 percent. Service
charges of one or two percent
would have to be borne by the
buyer and payments w 0 u I d

be made through payroll

d~.

ductlons over a period of six
months to aye a r. MiSSing
from the credit lists were such
things as television sets, refrigerators and automobiles,
for which the demand is con·
siderable but the supply small.

*

Congo Violence

Violence flared up in the
Belgian Congo on October 13.
Lulua and Baluba tribesmen
clashed in the central Congo
province 0 f K a sal. A week
earlier, police broke up a fight
between them at a soccer
match. Later, Lulua raIding
parties attacked Baluba vil·
lages. On the night of October
13, at Matadl, a Congo River
port 100 miles southwest of
Leopoldville, about 2,000 memo
bers of the African Ngouziste
sect gathered in the native
quarter, defying a curfew. Re·
portedly In "reUgious hyste-

ria," about 1,000 aeet members
batfled with pollee. Be for e
they were dispelled 35 ~.
peans and Africans had been
injured. Matadi-was placed un·
der martial law on October 14.
The "Red Tide"

.. From time to time waters
In the Gulf of Mexico are
darkened by the notorious
"red tide." The reddish hue resuIts from rapid and great
multiplication of tiny organ·
Isms c a II e d dinoflagellates.
The s e produce a substance
toxic to fish and. in air·borne
droplets, irritating to mucous
membranes of coast dwellers.
In early October, millions of
fish were poisoned and resi·
dents of Florida's west coast
were troubled again by eye
and nose Irritations, as anoth·
er "red tide" swept through a
hundred·mile strip of Gulf wa·
ters.
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When Death Is No More!
Can you believe that the day will come when men will
never die? That is not an idle dream. It is a promise
of God. Moreover, our generatibn will live to see it!
Incredible, you say? Not at all! Read proof from the
Bible. Send for <Tour Will Be Done on Earth" and
From Paradise Lost to Paradise Regained. Send 8/9
(for Australia, 10/6) today and receive two Bible booklets free.
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WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

LONDON N.W. 7

For the 8/9 (for Australia, 10/6) l'nciosl'd please ~end me the two hard·bound books "Your
Will Be Done on Earth" an From Paradise LORt to Paralll8" Regained. I am to rl'ceive lree
the two booklets "Thie G<>od N6Wa of the Kingdom" and God's Way 18 L0\}6.
Name.

1'<,,,

Town .
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Strl'et and Number
Or Route and Box
f'Qstai
District No. _......... County.
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PREACHING that is productive bears permanent fruit. It has the pre!rrvin,g quality of Jesus' early disciples, whom he called "the salt of the earth ...
Words of such preaching, "seasoned with salt," come only from God. Jesus
said: "Yes, the harvest is great, but the workers are few. Therefore; beg the
Master of the harvest to send out workers into his harvest." Is this prayer being answered? Is this small band of workers producing fruit to God's praise?
You will thrill to the report of the Christian ministry performed by Jehovah's
witnesses this year. Throughout the world the preserving message of God's
kingdom that they preach has produced thousands of new workers for the
harvest. Their experiences, their joys, their detailed activity, are all available
in this year's report for only 3/6 (for Australia, 4/-). Send 1/8 (for Australia, 2/1) more for your 1960 calendar.

1960 YEARBOOK OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1960 CALENDAR

=

CUT OUT AND MAil ==========~========~

WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

LONDON N.W. 7

Please send me postPaid ", ...... , 1960 YeaTbook of Jehovah's WItnesses (3/6; [or
Australia, 4/-). .
, 1960 Calendar (1/8; for AUstralia, 2/1). I am enclosing

...,

Name .... ".,

T~n

Street and Number
or Route and Box ..... "." .. " .................... ..
Postal
District No.
, COunty.

In: AUSTRALIA address 11 Beresford Rd., Strathfteld, N,S.W. CANADA: 150 Brldgeland Ave., Toronto 19, Onto
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wm~lJ~[ID-n liner tl/pe
HAT would you think if your son
shortchanged you? Would you punish him and make him return the money,
or would you think him clever for having
tried to cheat you? Suppose your daughter
told you she cheated in her examinations
at school, would you shrug it off as nothing? If your husband came home with a
fist!ul of money he had found, would you
encourage him to report it to the police,
or would you delight in spending it? These
questions have to do with morality and integrity, and our answers reveal the type
of citizen we are and the kind our children
will be.
Too often morality is looked upon as a
big joke. People think themselves shrewd
for having beaten the government out of
some income tax money. They boast about
hoodwinking the insurance company out
of a few extra dollars. They brag about
duping customers and outwitting business
partners. They laugh about padding the
company's expense account, and justify
their actions by saying that the extra money offsets the high cost of living. They
think themselves smart when they manage
to get parking tickets "fixed" and beat the
law. They view themselves as clever in so
many ways, until one day their own sons
and daughters are forced to pay the price
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for their blindness, for their Jack of integrity and for the easy immoral values
they h~ve foisted on them. Parents want
their children to grow up as honest, decent, peace-loving citizens, but too often
they do little about charting a moral course
for them to follow. What kind of an example has been set?
Each year, the United States government "loses at least $1,500,000,000 through
what we charitably call 'honest mistakes'
in income tax returns," said an internal
revenue expert. "More than 14,000,000
come in with errors ranging from petty
to flagrant." Yet these persons do not view
themselves as cheats even though they de~
Uberately lie in fil1ing out their returns.
Small and big industries in the United
States pay more than $220,000,000 annually for insurance to guard their property
against amateur and ~rofessional criminals. Employees see nothing wrong in taking home tools, clothing, perfumes, drugs,
groceries and a host of other items from
their place of work without paying for
them. Still these very ones would knock
you down if you were to call them thieves
or dishonest. A supervisor of a warehom;e
reports: "My men take tools, clothing, odd
bits of merchandise. They'd quit if I told
them they were stealing. 'From who?'
3

they'd ask me. All they know is that they
work for some big, mysterious corporation
-and U's no money out of anybody's
pocket."
Managers of hotels report that every·
thing from towels to shower curtains is
removed from rooms by guests. Restaurant owners tell of employees taking home
butter, eggs, steaks and chops, while cus·
tamers pocket salt shakers, dishes, forks,
knives and spoons. Still these same people
would be shocked and hurt if they were
called thieves. They consider themselves
honest, law-abiding citizens.
In the realm of politics the moral decay
is evident. We read of shrewd political,
"deals" that reek of underworld corruption. We hear of influence peddling among
"respectable" men in high places. Even
the Department of Justice and the patrolman on his beat have come in for scruruiy
and questioning in the minds of the people.
A few years ago Representative Kenneth
B. Keating disclosed "that House investigators have uncovered cases where the
Justice Department has 'whitewashed'
criminal charges brought against 'influential or politically powerful figures.' " Some
of the police and firemen brazenly accept
bribes and shake down bUsinessmen. Tax
collectors accept what they call "gifts"
from people. Oaths of office are often taken
with mental reservations.
Speaking on morals, Arkansas' William
Fulbright declared that "much of the evil
of the world is beyond the reach of the
law." He said that many businessmen, ostensibly reputable businessmen, employ
"knavish lawyers to circumvent the law
and enrich themselves at Government expense." The bribed, he said, are men "false
to their oaths and betrayers of their trust."
The bribers "are often men who walk the
earth, lordly and secure, members of good
families, respected figures." The senator
said: "One of the most disturbing aspects
4

of this problem of moral conduct is the
revelation that among so many influential
people moraJity has become identical with
legalfty. We are certainly in a tragic plight
if the accepted standard by which we measure the integrity of a man in public life
is that he keep. within the letter of the
law.... What seems to be new about these
scandals is the moral blindness or callousness whiclt allows those in responsi'Qle positions to accept the practices which the
facts reve91. It is bad enough for us to have
corruption in our midst, but it is worse if
it is to be condoned."
The prophet Hosea tells of the world's
plight in these words: "Jehovah hath a
controversy with the inhabitants of the
land, because there is no truth, nor gOOdness, nor knowledge of God in the land:
There is nought but swearing and breaking faith, and killing, and stealing, and
committing adultery; they break out, and
blood toucheth blood. Therefore shall the
land mourn, and everyone that dwelleth
therein shall languish." (Hos. 4:1-3, AS)
This is the sad state of Christendom. Yet
we hear no resounding call to moral arms.
There is nO vast move to "throw the scoundrels out!" She has grown flabby and
easygoing about her moral valUes.
Said one of New York's leading clergymen: "Unless we have a finer type of citizen we are heading for a crash. Our prime
need is integrity-men . . . whose moral
sense is sound." But Christendom, having
compromised the principles of God's Word
and having failed to keep integrity with
Him, cannot produce such men. Yet such
persons are found in the New World soci~
ety, among those who look in faith toward
God's new world in which "righteousness
i:s to dwell" and who are now making their
minds over in harmony with the will of
Jehovah God, the Creator of that new
world. Will you be one of such?-2 Pet.
3:13; Rom. 12:2.
A WAKEt

HE Bible teaches that
man and beast "have
T
the same eventuality. As
the one dies, so the other
dies; and they all have but one spirit, so
that there is no superiority of the man
over the beast." (Eccl. 3:19) When we
compare man with the animals, we find
the Scriptural declaration true. In many
cases man eats the same food as some
animals. Life processes are about the same
in him as in certain beasts. As far as the
essential anatomy of man is concerned,
they are almost identically the same. In
fact, it is claimed that every bone, muscle
and nerve found in man can also be found
in the chimpanzee. They even have the
same chromosome number-twenty~four
pairs. Does this similarity between man
and the gibbon, the orangutan, the chimpanzee and the gorilla prove that they are
all of the same ancestry?
Authorities say that there are now
"more than one million species" of plants
and animals in the world. What proof is
there that these are not all of the same
ancestry?
The Bible does not becloud the issue with
nebulous evasions of fact, but drives right
to the heart of our problem in its opening
verse, saying: "In the beginning God created." What did God create? The Genesis
account reads: "God went on to say: 'Let
the earth cause grass to shoot forth, vegetation bearing seed, fruit trees yielding
DEOEMBER 8, 1959

fruit according to their
kinds, the seed of which is
in it, upon the earth.' And
it came to be so." The account tells us that God created "the great
sea monsters and every living soul that
glides, which the waters swarmed forth
according to their kinds, and every winged.
flying creature according to its kind," and
that God blessed them, saying: "Be fruitful and become many." Regarding land
animals, the account states that God created "domestic animal and creeping animal and wild beast of the earth according
to its kind." The lesson here is that in the
beginning God created not just the simple
forms of plants and animals, but the most
complex forms, so that at the close of the
sixth creative day the earth was stocked
with all the basic kinds of plant and animal life, each capable of reprodncing its
own kind. After having created the animals, God created man in his own image
and likeness, and gave him dominion over
the lower animals of the earth.-Gen. 1:1,
11, 12,21,22,24-28.
The Genesis aCCQunt does not say that
man today is a perfect copy of the first
man Adam. The record is plain that modern man is a degenerated form of the first
man. Neither does the Genesis account
presume to go into every aspect of life. It
merely describes the beginnings or the origins of life and reveals the causal force
that energized all natural processes. The
5

aceount simply indicates a few basic prin~
ciples that underlie the whole intricate
structure of creation. In' the Genesis rec~
000 Jehovah God merely supplied the
knoWledge that he knew man's mental
make~up was incapable of mustering. The
other factors about life, however, the Cre~
ator Jeft up to man to discover.

How Variations Came loBe
As to living earthly creation, the Bible
shows that plants and animals have the
power to reproduce after their kinds and
it allows for variation within the basic
kinds. Just as we are capable of fanning
a great variety of words from a limited
alphabet by a simple combining of letters,
and just as a musician is able to use his
instrument that has a limited number of
keys to create many different tunes by
combining a few tones, so the Creator Jehovah God, by implanting in his creation
factors that eould be combined in various
ways, has arranged so they would produce
different varieties of species, yet "according to their kinds." The potential for variety depends on the number of factors the
Creator implanted in each original creation. Some creatures have many factors;
therefore their power of variation is great.
It appears that man has the greatest potential for variation of all the creatures
on earth. Within the one man Adam resided the genetic make-up that has enabled man to produce in due time the
great variety of humanity now eVident on
the face of the earth. Like variations have
also occurred and are continuing to occur
among aU animals and plants.
The variations of life from generation to
generation, however, are not by a hit-andmiss, disorderly process as some might
think. Much to the contrary, it is a beautiful and orderly variation, one that follows
definite, fixed governing principles. William Bateson, English surgeon and biolo6

gist, after carrying on many breeding ex~
periments, lauds the "orderly system of
descent" and praifses "the beautiful order
in the way young are produced."
Ten times in a few short verses the
Genesis ,account states the biological rule
that' plants and animals were created to
reproduce only "a~cording to their kinds."
This means the Creator formed these living organisms to reproduce according to a
fixed orderly pattern. This is in keeping
with the inspired statement: "For God is a
God, not of disorder, but of peace." (1 Cor.
14:33) Everywhere we look about us we
see the orderly pattern of creation, that is,
isolated groups of organisms reproducing
after their kinds. We see sunflowers bringing forth sunflowers, beans producing
beans, elephants breeding elephants, crows
hatching crows, and so forth. "According
to its kind," wrote Byron C. Nelson, is the
statement of a biological principle that "no
human observation has ever known to fail."
Yes, even the very oldest records on stone
and in clay tell Us that a horse has ever
been a horse, that dogs have ever been dogs,
that pigeons have always been pigeons,
that oak trees have ever been oak trees.
Try how men may, they have never been
able to alter wha.t Jehovah has decreed,
that creation bring forth "according to its
kind."

What Is Meant hY"Kind"?
Is every variety of plant and every
breed of animal a separate and distinct
creation? No, the Genesis account does
not say that God made many breeds of
horses, cows, pigs, chickens, maple trees,
and men. The Bible simply says that God
made "the wild beast of the earth according to its kind and the domestic animal
according to its kind and every creeping
animal of the ground according to its
kind." Frank L. Marsh, professor of biology, defines a common "kind" as a division
AWAKE!

within which cross-fertility is possible.
Where failure to accompHsh fertilization
occurs, a demarcation of a kind is reached.
-Gen. 1:25.
While the Bible allows for new varieties
within the basic kinds, it does not uphold
theories that teach new creations or kinds
have arisen since the creative days of Gen~
esis. The many new and strange varieties
of trees and plants, of birds and animals
witnessed by man are not new family
kinds, but old kinds with new variations.
Studies and experiments show that th~re
are hundred.. of thousands of different
types of plants that belong to a single
family, that there are about fifty different
types of "cats" throughout the world that
belong to the one cat family, that there
are forty distinct varieties of cattle that
belong to a single family, twenty known
varieties of hogs that are related to one
family, five hundred varieties of sweet peas
that belong to the sweet pea family, thirty
varieties of sparrows that belong to the
sparrow family, a hundred and fifty types
of fruit flies that are of one family, and
some one hundred and sixty breeds of men
that belong to the one human family. While
the variations are great and many, yet the
number of original families is small. Even
though there are some 600,000 species of
insects, some 8,500 varieties of birds, about
'750,000 described species of animals and
more than 600,000 described species of
plants, yet if we confine our attention to
basic Genesis kinds-not variations-we
find that these huge estimates dwindle into scores, which proves that none of these
variations are new creations. They are
merely a new combination of old forms.
Some forms of life have limits that are
distinct and recognizable, while other
forms are not as easily identified by vis~
ible attributes. For example, horses, dogs,
cats, ducks and corn stand out as clearcut kinds, and variations within the kinds
DEOEMBER 8, 1959

are easlly recognizable by similarities.
However, there are forms of life that one
might expect to belong to the same family
that are found by breeding experimer1ts
actually not to be so. On the other hand,
some forms of life that one would not
readiJy expect to belong to the same family
kinds are found by breeding experiments
actually to be so. Take, for an example,
man. His structure, muscular, nervous and
digestive systems are almost identical with
the chimpanzee, the gorilla, the gibbon
and the orangutan. But similarity between
processes of life does not prove ancestry
or family kind. External or internal similarities are not the final deciding factor.
The detewining factor is stated to us by
a prominent student of heredity, Punnett,
who said: "It is not visible attributes tbat
constitute the essential difference between
one species and another. The essential
difference, whatever it may be, is that
underlying the phenomenon of sterility."
"The true criterion of what constitutes a
species is sterility."-Mendelism, 6th ed.,
page 183.
Breeding experiments show there to be
an impassable gulf between man and the
lower animals. The divine decree "according to their kinds" proves them different
creations, different kinds. The apes can
freely breed with their kind and produce
fertile seed but are unable to cross with
any other kind and produce fertile offspring. No man has ever hybridized with
any member of the group of higher l!fIE!S.
The test of fertility establishes beyond
question that man and apes are not of the
same ancestry, that they are two separate
and distinct family kinds.

The Testimony of Fossils
There is no evidence that Jehovah's law
of each producing after its kind has ever
changed. From creation to our day the
7

Getlesis kinds have existed as Dhysiologi- to you to preserve them alive." It was not
cally isolated units. The fossil record proves varieties, but family kinds that Jehovah
thil; true beyond all doubt. The fossils that was interested in preserving. Since He
are dug up today show that plants and ani- knew what pairs had the potential for
mals of ancient times are identical with greatest variabUity, these he caused to
those of today. Oak trees are still oak come to Noah for preservation. So, instead
trees, elephants are still elephants, eagles of many v<!-rieti~s being saved, it was necare still eagles, and so forth. A leaf of a essary to preserve only the basic kinds.
hickory from the so-called Pliocene epoch After the Flo<Xi each kind would again
is identical with a livjng hjckory leaf of multiply in variety over the face of the
today. A leaf of a fossil JapanesE! oak from earth.-Gen. 6:20; 7:14, 15.
the so-called Eocene age is in every way
How many family kinds are there? To
like a present-day living Japanese oak leaf. trace back to each origina1 kind that enCertain men speculate that SOme three tered the ark would, of course, be imquarters of a billion years se{)arate the possible. The fact alone that some have
living from the fossil types of a variety of since become e~inct would prohibit this.
starfish found in the so-called Ordovician Clarke's Commentary makes certain interrocks. Yet there is no essential difference esting observations. Of the six divisions of
between those and the varieties of starfish animal life, it assigns three that are contha.t exist in the oceans today. Professor
cerned in the ark calculations. The ComMarsh reconciles the variations within
k'inds with the stability of the kinds them- menta.ry assigns only forty-three genera
selves, adding: "If processes of variation or kinds to the mammalia division (extoday are not erasing the differences be- cepting the Whale kind, certainly of no
tween kinds, neither could they do it in concern here), seventy-four to the aves
one thousand million years." And the fossil division, birds (not including web-footed
record proves him true. The testimony of fowls), and ten to the amphibia division
fOSSils is that the Bible principle "accord- (reptiles and serpents). Professor George
ing to their kinds" has been enforced since Bush published in his Critical and Practical
Notes on Genesis that "all the various discreation time.
tinct species of four-footed animals may
be reduced to two hundred or two hundred
Noah's Ark Capacity
Approximately 1,655 years after Adam's and fifty," that "it cannot for a moment
creation the Flood came. During all these be doubted that the ark would contain the
years and before this time animals and specified proportion of these, of birds, info-#ts multiplied in great numbers and va- sects, and eight human beings, with the
rieties. How was it possible for Noah to requisite supplies of food for a year."
get aU of these into the ark? Note, the
After the Flood waters subsided. the
divine record does not say that Noah had survivors migrated, and as they migrated
animals of every deSCription enter the ark. they multiplied, leaving varieties of their
No, it says: "Of the flying creatures ac- kind all along the way over the face of
COrding to their kinds and of the domestic the earth. Variations occurred, but kinds
animals according to their ltinds, of all remained fixed, unchanged, immutable, accreeping animals of the ground according cording to Jehovah's word, which never
to their kinds, two of each will go in there returns to him void.-lsa. 55:8-11.
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HE Oriental
floor covering.
T
Hundreds of thousands
been paid for a rare one. It is made
tirely by hand and cannot be matched in
quality or design by imitation machinemade products. Without doubt, it is the
aristocrat of rugs.
Oriental carpets have been collected
with passion since the days of Henry VIII,
when the Duke of Buckingham held up
signing a treaty until he got the Persian
rugs he coveted. for Hampton Court. Great
painters such as Rubens and Van Dyke
frequently included them in their paintings. By so doing they helped rug experts
of today in dating old rugs. The high regard painters showed for them has been
largely responsible for the high artistic
repute they have today.
Fine Persian rugs possess rare distinctive beauty of design that is characteristic
of the district from which they come. No
two are alike although belonging to a special family of patterns. It can be said that
the more one studies them the more fascinating they become. A really great carpet does not reveal its quality at once no
matter how impressive the first view may
be. It is as complex as a symphony and as
rich in color as any painting. It contains
the richest decorative traditions known.
The most magnificent carpet is said to
have been the one that was made for the
Persian palace at Ctesiphon. It is the soDECEMBER 8, 1959

called Spring or Winter carpet of
Khusraw. Its pattern was that of a
garden showing paths, watercourses, flower beds, shrubs and
trees. It was an immense rug of
eighty-four square feet. Reit The Encyclopcedia Bnbody of the rug was
was represented by
fruit and birds were
and every kind of jew""....""'" border representing a
~~~~~~v~SOlid with emeralds....
~
use of the national
would otherwise have been
~;~~~~f
locked in dark vaults." The
o
value of the carpet has been estimated to have exceeded $200,000,000. It
was cut into small fragments by the Arabs
when they conquered the Persians A.D.
635.

Materials Used
A long woolly hair that comes from
certain camels is often used for rug weaving. It is silky and soft and has phenomenal durability. It has the drawback, however, of giving off a disagreeable odor on
hot summer days.
Wool is the most popular rug material.
The best quality comes from sheep that
have been raised in cool climates, at high
altitudes and on good pasturage. The best
comes from the provinces of Khorasan and
Kurdistan. The softest and most lustrous
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wool is obtained by combing the sheep in
the winter. This wool is known as "kurk."
It is used in the choicest prayer rugs.
These are elaborate rugs with certain
texts from the Koran tied into both inner
and outer borders. Square panels contain
Koranic verses, and the prayer arch and
center are filled with quotations from the
Koran.
After the wool is sorted it is washed in
cold running water until all foreign matter
has been removed. Soft water is better
than hard water for this. It is then laid
out in the sun to bleach. The next step
is to place it in a stone vessel and cover
it with a mixture of flour and starch. It
is then pounded with wooden mallets. Another washing in running water follows
this. During this process the wOol shrinks
to about 40 to 50 percent of its original
weight.
The majority of the finer Persian rugs
have cotton woof and warp. This makes
the rugs lighter and gives a more compact
foundation upon which to tie the pile.
The secrets of the dye pot are one of
the important factors responsible for the
beauty and durability of the rug. How to
extract coloring matter from roots, leaves,
flowers, barks and other vegetable matter
was a secret that dye makers kept within
their respective families. Some dye proc~
esses were lost when the families that
knew them died oft'.
The wool is dyed by dipping it in one
or more pots according to the shade wanted. Without wringing it the woal is hung
over the pot to drip. It is then washed in
cold water and dried in the sun. Now it is
ready for the weavers.
How the Bug. Are Made
Next to the quality of the material
from which it is made and the dye that
is used, the splendid durabUity of the Oriental rug is due to the manner tn whlch
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the pile is tied to the warp thread. It is
fastened so securely that it is impossible to
remove by pulling either end of the knot.
In the finer fabrics the knots are so close
that it requires ca.reful examination to find
them, except in very old rugs where the
pile is worn down to the POint where the
knot can be seen.
The eastern loom is the same today as
it was a thousand years ago. It consists
merely of four poles joined together by
rapes that are adjusted according to the
size of the rug to be made. The warp
threads are strullg and kept at the propet
tension by weights that are attached to
one of the cross Poles.
From one to six and sometimes even
more weavers Work on one rug at the
same time. The size determines the number of workers. They sit cross-legged either on the floor or on a raised frame, with
the work on a level with their knees. They
fasten a model of the rug before them. It
is known as the "taJim." The colors are
indicated on it as well as the number of
knots to be tied in each color. In many
cases the head Weaver sings the symbols
for the benefit of the others. Among the
nomads the design is frequently kept in
mind or drawn on paper or in the sand'.
The weaver begins at the bottom and
works toward the right. The wool yarn
that forms the pile is looped around the
warp threads by the aid of blunt pointed
needles and is then tied in such a way that
by each knotting two of the warp threads
are bound. When the Turkish or Ghiordes
knot is used these two threads are bound
side by side. These threads are bound in
front of each other when the Persian or
Senna knot is employed. The process is
repeated along the line with the proper
colors required by the patterns. After each
row of knots one or more weft threads are
passed through between the warp threads
and then beaten down with a sort of comb.
A WAKE/

The pile is then trimmed off to the desired
length. Close trimming brings out more
minutely the color variations.
The number of knots to the square inch
is determined by the closeness of the warp
threads and the number of weft threads
thrown across after each row and also by
the thickness of these threads. The tighter
and closer the knots are tied the more perpendicular the pile will be, and the fabric
will be more durable.

Care of Rugs
Even the best rug will not have good
durability if it is not given proper care.
Oriental rugs cannot be handled and beaten like domestic rugs without doing serious
injury to them. Good handling will increase the beauty and longevity of the rug.
Never shake it or hang it on a line. Lay it
face down on the grass or on a clean floor.
Then beat it gently with something pliable,
such as a short length of rubber hose.
Turn it over and sweep across the nap and
then with the nap. Never sweep against
the nap, as that tends to loosen the knots
and to cause the dirt to settle deeper in
the rug. Now dampen a clean white cloth
in water to which a little alcohol has been
added. Wipe the entire rug in the direction
of the nap. Clean, dampened sawdust or
snow does just as well. Cleaning with compressed air from time to time helps to get
the deep dirt out. Under most conditions
Oriental rugs should be cleaned every week
or two.
It is advisable to have the rug washed
every year or two, as this not only removes dirt but also any moth eggs that
may be in the pile. Make certain, however,
that the ones who do the cleaning know
their work well. Irreparable damage can
be done by those who do not.
As with any rug, soft rubber cushions
under the Persian rug will make it last
longer. It lessens wear. Excessive wear on
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anyone spot on the rug can be avoided by
occasionally changing the rug's position.
If it should become crooked it can be
straightened by tacking it to the floor in
its proper position. Then wet it and leave
it until thoroughly dry and shrunken into
proper shape.
Beware of keeping a rug where there is
dampness. It is one of the greatest enemies
of Oriental cat1)e.ts. Never lay m Or~nt&.l
rug on a concrete floor that is below
ground level unless the concrete has been
waterproofed. Otherwise, moisture may
seep upward and pick up alkaline salts
that will help the dampness to deteriorate
the rug as well as the rubber padding under it. A concrete floor upon which moisture condenses is also bad for rugs. Dampness rots the threads and destroys the
fabric.
If it should be necessary for a person
who owns Oriental rugs to close his home
for a few weeks or months he should be
sure to store his rugs. After having them
cleaned they should be placed in canvas or
paper bags that can be tightly sealed. They
should be rolled, not folded. Large ones
may be wrapped in white paper and then
tar paper. The rOom in which they are
stored should be airy and dry.
There is a great amount of misconception as to how long it takes to weave one
of these ad'O.tocratk -rug'S. Non~ 1.ake% a
lifetime, as some people may think. About
three years is required to make the finest
carpets. Although the huge Ardabil carpet
has 33 million knots, it could have been
made within four years. Even so, the labor
in these fine carpets is very great.
only in lands where time is not considered the equivalent of money can such
beautiful rugs be produced. Europe and
America, with all their machines and mechanical skill, cannot begin to produce
such exqutsite carpets. Without doubt, the
Oriental rug is the aristocrat of rugs.
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HOW IS A_",,=,-_!'
CHRISTIAN TO VIEW

out
New York's Yankee Stadium, great was
the rejoicing in Sweden. Gifts poured in,
and the king of Sweden sent his heartiest
congratulations. The night of the fight, beginning 3:30 a.m. Swedish time, saw a
large percentage of the population awake
to hear the blow-by-blow account broadcast When the knockout was made known,
people streamed onto the streets, yelling
and singing and generating a storm of rejoicing.
The Victor's return to Sweden occasioned
new expressions of ecstasy, In Johansson's
home city of Gothenburg the sports organization organized a formal triumphal procession from the airport to the city's largest stadium. Here delirious manifestations
of exultance almost created a panic. Big
names in the sport and entertainment
world tried to outdo one another in eulogies. When this triwnphal procession
reached Stockholm, the manager of the
Stockholm (State) Opera, Set Svanholm,
sang an old Swedish anthem before 15,000
persons in praise of the new heavyweight
champion.
Not all Swedes, however, were glowing
with exultant eulogies. Stockholm's biggest
evening newspaper, Expressen J brought
some grim facts to its readers' attention.
It pointed out that every year some baxel'S
die because of the "sport" and that many
boxers suffer physical injuries. "According to the criminal law boxing is assault
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intent," 'said
Expressen. "This assault
battery called
boxing is carried on under spotlights. It
is high time to focus another light on
what takes place in the square formed by
the ropes, namely, a reflection from the
criminal jurisdiction which would deprive
this legalized assault and battery of its legality."
A religious newspaper, Dagen, also focused its spotlight on boxing: "This t~
of amusement is a sign of the Urnes. It IS
after having gone through the whole scale
of decent amusements and not being satisfied that one turns to a so refined enter-.
tainment as that of a primitive bloody
fight. A sure sign of a decaYing culture."
The newspaper considered boxing a modern form of slavery patterned after ancient
gladiatorial games.

Historical Spotlight
Focusing the spotlight on ancient hoxing, we learn that boxing was introduced
at the Olympic Games in 688 B.C. The
Greeks at first wore "gloves" that consisted of straps of soft leather. Later hardened leather was used, sometimes enforced with metal. About 400 B.C. boxing
"gloves" were virtually metal fists. This
instrument, called a cestus, inflicted the
AWAKE!

severest injuries and often death. The Romans took such a liking to boxing that
they went to great extremes to provide
more brutal kinds of cestus. Boxing thus
was a life-and-death affair. A boxer gained
victory by beating his opponent to death.
With the pulverizing cestus this did not
take long, the first few blows crushing the
face of an opponent.
Victors in ancient cestus duels were
greatly honored. Tributes were paid to
them. Many were the long orations in eulogy of them. There were rich rewards.
The champion ancient boxer was viewed as
king of athletes, much as the heavyweight
champion of today.
Finally the deadly cestus was banned
and boxers had to use their bare fists. After
the decline of the Roman Empire, boxing
virtually disappeared from history. Not
until the early part of the eighteenth century did it make a popular comeback. This
was in England. Gloves were first used in
the time of Jack Broughton, "the father
of British pugilism." But they were used
only for practice, all prize fights being decided by bare fists. Not until late in the
nineteenth century were boxing contests
fought with gloves.
Since gloves are now used, how are we
to view boxing today? Boxing in which
the objective is to injure an opponent, especially by means of a knockout, is what
we shall consider, turning the spotlight
first on the danger to participants.
Bloodshed and Punch-Drunkenness

Discussing this matter, Harold Barnes,
a veteran boxing official, wrote in The
Saturday Evening Post of Octol1er 25,
1958: "I estimate that I've officiated at
6000 fights, including 200 main events and
100 championship bouts. There is one other statistic I'm not at all proud of. I've
seen almost as much bloodshed in the ring
as if I had been working all my life in a
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Chicago slaughterhouse. . . . If 1 had the
power to do it, I would butlaw boxing. To
put it bluntly, I consider boxing legalized
murder. Since 1945 some 156 fighters have
died from injuries inflicted in the· ring....
There are more deaths per number of participants in boxing than in any other
sport."
Speaking of a danger that stalks a far
greater number of fighters, this veteran
official writes: "Way back in the 1920's a
doctor ih Newark, New Jersey, made an
exhaustive study of fighters. He found
that 50 percent of those he examined were
punch drunk to some degree." Concerning
a more recent study, Barnes writes: "Dr.
Ernest Jokl, professor of physical medicine
and rehabilitation at the University of
Kentucky Medical School, concluded after
a study of 185 fighters, 'while very fortunate boxers may escape serious brain
damage, the great mass of fighters are not
so lucky.' "
A naval chief petty officer pointed out
recently in the Medical Technician that
amateur boxers should get plenty of calis~
thenics but little actual boxing before entering the ring. The explanation: "The majority of solid blows to the head are apt to
cause minute hemorrhages on the very surface of the brain."
Once the brain is damaged in boxing
there is little that medical science can do.
Reporting on an article in the British Medical JCYUrnaZ by Dr. Macdonald Critchley,
neurologist at Kings College Hospital,
SCie'IWe News Letter for March 2, 1957,
said:
"Punch-drunkenness is much commoner
among professionals than amateurs and
is very rare among colored boxers, he
reported. It has been found in fighters of
all weights but most characteristically in
small men who had not been particular
about the size of their opponents and had
taken on contestants heavier than them·
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selves. Dr. Critchley defines punch~drunk
fighters as those amateurs or professionals
who have undergone gradual and mental
deterioration as a direct accumulated reo
sult of their careers. . .. It is usually a
matter of years before punch-drunkenness
shows up but once it does it is irrevers~
ible and usually advances steadily, Dr.
Critchley reported. The victims may admit
to few if any disabilities but complain of
headaches, dizziness, deafness, poor vision,
intolerance toward alcohol, unsteady gajt
and shakiness. In some cases speech becomes slurred and memory is affected."
An example of what Dr. Critchley describes was seen in the motion picture
"The Harder They Fall," a film in which
an actual ring-wrecked fighter appears.
Discussing this, Life magazine reported:
"Greb, who now lives in Los Angeles subsisting on handouts, was unaware he was
being filmed during his interview. He proceeded to give a spontaneous account of
his homeless, lonely life. At first he spoke
clearly, then ran out of brain power and
had to stop talking until his mental gears
began painfully to mesh again."

Mental Attitude and AS8ociation
Turning the spotlight now from the
physical to the moral aspect, the question
arises: What is the mental attitude of the
boxer who must seek to gain knockouts?
Can he retain the Christian qualities of
love and kindness or are they sacrificed on
the altar of expediency? Let us see.
Following a 1947 fight with Ray Robin~
son, welterweight Jimmy Doyle died. At
the inquest Robinson was asked why, if he
knew Doyle was hurt, he continued to rain
punches on him. Robinson said: "Hurtin'
people is my busjness." And so 11 is the
boxer's business. But is hurting people the
business for Christians?
Giving us further insight into a boxer's
mental qualities, at least while he is in the
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ring, is an article in '1'he Saturday Evenjng

Post of January 12, 1952, by Cannine
Vingo, once known as Bingo Vingo,· a
fighter who once showed great prospect
for glory as heavyweight champion. Vingo
tells how his health was permanently shat.
tered in a fight in 1949 with Rocky Mar~
ciano. Then he went on to tell of the titne
he fought one of his best friends. It was
the first round. "He was helpless, and the
crowd knew it, and I knew it too," says
Vingo. "I could hear, 'Kill him, Bingo.'
Kill him!' and suddenly I went crazy. The
guy in front of me wasn't my buddy any
more. He was just something I wanted to
bring down. I think I must have hit him
twenty-five times . . . . He fell hard, like
a board falls. Straight back, legs stiff,
arms by his sides. , . . Remembering all
this now didn't give me any pleasure. It
made me a little sick, in fact. I was glad
I wasn't in a business any more where you
were a person one minute and a killer the
next. The killer was out of me. I wondered how I'd ever had it. But to be a good
fighter you've got to have a little of the
killer in you. You can't be afraid of wha.t's
going to happen to you or the other guy."
Is it safe and right for Christians to take
a chance on losing self-control and allow,
even for a moment, a "killer" attitude to
rule as king over their mental faculty?
"The fruitage of the spirit," writes the
Christian apostle Paul, "is love, joy, peace,
Iongsuifering, kindness, goodness, f«ith,
mildness, self-control."-Gal. 5:22, 23,
Another facet to the moral question, one
that has been spotlighted by the newspapers_ recently, is that of underworld di~
rection. Ht:'3vyweight champion Johansson
himself wrote an article, published in Life
rnagazine of August 24, 1959, telling of his
difficulty in getting any money out of
the fight and exposing underworld control.
"We have heard about a lot of very crooked
things in American bexing," wrote JohansAWAKE!

.ah, "but we never realized that the crook..
edness could be so bad." When former
heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey had
a talk with Johansson, one ·of Dempsey's
statements was, as published in the New
York Times of August 23, 1959: "During
the last few years the American fight
game has been largely directed by underworld figures."
Is it right for Christians to be directed
by or even associated with underworld
figures? God's Word declares: "Bad associations spoil useful habits."-l Cor. 15:33.

Fascination at Brutality
What of the mental attitude of the boxing fans, those that thrill to the brutal
battering that goes on in the ring? Are
they mainly interested in skill, or does
brutality provide much of the fascination?
Says The Encyclopcedia Britannica: "That
fighting or boxing has an appeal to the
elemental and primitive in man, boxing's
most loyal supporters cannot deny." Writer
Harvey Breit, in the New York Timf38 Magazine, says: "Take the brutality away from
boxing and you have no prizefight. . . .
Brutality is a part of boxing, the pattern
in the carpet. The most memorable fights
were the most brutal."
What happens when brutality is curtailed? Science Digest pointed out in its
issue of October, 1955.: "Protective headgear has been advocated, even tried in pro
fights. The fans stayed away in droves."
Let no one be deluded by the matter of
skill. There was skill demonstrated by the
boxer of ancient times who, with his metal-

loaded cestus, beat an opponent to death.
But is sk1l1 in inflicting injury the kind at
skill to become a Christian's object of enthusiasm?
Is it right for Christians to make brutality a source of fascination by gazing
avidly at it either at the ringside or on
the video screen? Though a Christian's
choice of entertainment is up to the in~
dividual, if a person finds pleasure in violence, he is not cultivating the right qualities in hannony with Philippians 4:8.
Here Paul tells Christians to keep their
minds on "whatever things are righteous,
whatever things are chaste, whatever
things are lovable."
Wh~t kind of an example do parents set
for their children when they thrill to brutalitY in the ring? When children get in
fights, the parents think it is terrible, disgraceful. Yet where did the children get
the idea?
Is it right for Christians to relish things
that are so opposed by God that they will
not exist in the new world? The holy spirit
is opposed to smiting. To qualify as an
overseer in the congregation one cannot be
"a smiter."-l Tim. 3:3.
Putting boxing under the spotlight has
revealed hero worship, large-scale underworld direction, danger of injury to body
or mind, danger of loss of self-control,
danger of killing another 01' of being killed,
although legally by man's laws. It has revealed brutality and fascination in brutality. Far from the fruitage of the spirit, all
this stands in opposition to the spirit of
God.

~ Waterproofing Is nothIng new; man may have learned it from the
birds. Water bIrds have glands that produce oil for waterproofing theIr
feathers. A duck can sleep on a lake for a whole night. "Wild ducks
swim and dive," says H. Mortimer Batten in Inland Birds, "without
so much as becoming mglst below the surface feathers."
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-a year of disasters. That

how the Orient views it.
rentia1 rains bringing
floods to Hong Kong. A devastating .""~,
quake and the worst rains in sixty-two,
years in Taiwan, followed by floods that
killed close to a thousand persons, rendering a quarter of a million homeless. This
was in August, and now the typhoon season started. Typhoon Iris slammed into
Fukien Province on the Chinese mainland,
killtng more than 700 people. Hard on her
heels came Typhoon Joan, but this time
it was Taiwan that again received the
blow. Thirty thousand persons in the capItal, Taipei, fled flimsy homes for more
substantial shelter, and six were killed.
What is a typhoon? The word comes
from the Cantonese, meaning "big wind."
The Japanese variation, taifu~ means the
same. In the Americas it is given a different name, the hUIl'icane, and this is derived from a Spanish word, meaning "evil
sea spirit." However, the meteorologist
calls it the cyclone, and this word, being
derived from the Greek for a circle, jndicates a rotating wind system accompanied by low pressure. Though the typhoon
may advance at only ten or twenty miles
an hour, its whirling winds, stretching
over a diameter of even a hundred miles,
may blow as hard as 160 miles an hour,
or more. The typhoon is a killer.

Greatest Killer of All
Now let us introduce the greatest killer
:>f them all, Typhoon Vera. Vera came to;yard the end of the typhoon season. From
the time of her birth in the Pacific off
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Guam, welillierin"n IcOlovffld-h.r 'p,.()gt€"s
north, warning that she was "a monster."
Where would she strike? Skirtmg to the

east of Taiwan and Okinawa, she made
straight for Japan. Storm signals were out
two days ahead, as it appeared her target
was Tokyo. If she had hit the Japanese capital, five million might have been rendered
homeless. However, it was bad enough
that she veered to the west, coming into
land at Japan's third city, Nagoya, and in
a bay district populated by millions of
people.
First came the torrential rains, drenching and soaking; then the terrific winds,
smashing houses like matchboxes, uprooting forests and turning whole streets
into piles of rubble. Finally, and most destructive of all, came the tidal wave, that
monstrous wave that Vera piled up in the
Ise Bay, and which some eyewitnesses
claim was a hundred feet high. Nothing
could stand before it. Great concrete breakwaters collapsed as though they were paper doors. The waters surged on into half
a miJJion homes, some thousands bejng
completely swept away. Japan has now
given Vera the official name, the "Ise Bay
Typhoon."
The mighty wave swept along everyM
thing in its path. The 7,412-ton British
steamer Changsha, carrying several .hundred tourists, was tossed. high and dry on
AWAKE!

the beach near Yokkaichi. In Yokkaichi
many lost their lives, and 'two special pioneer ministers, Jehovah's witnesses, had a
grueling experience. They stayed in their
home while the rain was bringing floods
down from the hills. However, the flood
suddenly started to rise quickly, and this
time it was salt water. With presence of
mind, the old gentleman at whose home
they lived roped himself and the two wom~
en together, and they set out through the
flood in the nick of time, making it to the
safety of a nearby schoolhouse. wpen at
last they were able to return to their home,
they found the floodwaters had risen above
head level before they finally receded,leaving a sea of mud.

Flood Victims in Nagoya
Another family of Jehovah's witnesses
in the south part of Nagoya was not so
fortunate. The husband had been a vacation pioneer minister the previous month.
His wife gives her own eyewitness account
of the horror that was the night of September26:
"We are staying now temporarily at my
mother's house. Still vividly in my mind
is the memory of that swirling flood of
dirty water, the howling wind, the chilling
downpour of rain, the heart-rending
screams of the people, and our desperate
desire to be saved from it all....
"On the afternoon of September 26, I
arrived home about 4:30. We had an early
supper, and after we had cleared the dining
table, we busied ourselves in putting aside
food and drinking water, and patched up
some leaks in the ceiling. We glanced at
the evening paper, and learned that there
might be danger of a high tide, as the
typhoon would pass through Nagoya Bay
at high-water time.... The wind now started blowing with an awful gushing sound,
the whole house shook, and I felt that even
the fotmdations were shaking. The situaDEOEMBER 8, 1959

tion was getting dangerous, and we-became
concerned.
"The wooden window shutters were almost blown off, and my husband nailed
them shut again, while I held them for
him. Suddenly a dog's barking was heard,
and he went to the kitchen to investigate.
He cried one word-'Flood!' The water
was already up to the floor. Then he cried
out, 'Wake up, Katsuhito!' I went to our
older boy. He was lying awake, fearful.
'Hurry to your father,' I said. Then I woke
our younger boy, and lifted him to the
shelf of a cupboard. I was at a loss what
to do, but the water kept rising fast, until
it was up to my waist. The tatami (matting
floor) began to float on the water, and my
husband cried out, 'We _must get out!'
"I took our younger boy out of the cupboard, and held him in my arms. I tried
to go to the shuttered window at the rear
of the house, but the clothing cabinet and
the dresser cabinet began to slide from
their places, and fell down. Wherever we
tried, we found the window shutters had
been nailed down too tight to open. Where
and how could we open the window shutters? Alas! No hope for us! My husband
looked at me with heart-breaking sorrowful eyes. I can vividly remember that look.
"What happened next I do not clearly
remember. Somehow, with my young boy
under one arm, I had broken. through the
door, and we were outside, where the wind
and the rain were ragiog. I seemed to be
floating in the water. I caught the edge of
the roof with my hand, and tried to find
the best place where I could get a tight
hold. Then I pushed the child up onto the
roof. Many a time I called out, 'Daddy,
hurry up!' and lifted myself up onto the
roof. Stricken with fear, the child was try-_
jog to climb up to the top of the slippery
roof, which was covered with mud. I held
on to him, saying, 'Don't you go alone!'
and as my husband pushed our other son
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up onto the roof, I helped pull him up.
Holding the two children tight to my sides,
I <:rawled to the top of the roof.
"Soon my husb8nd came UP. and the
foul' of us held tightly to one another, out
of the water. In order to prevent the wind
trorn blowing us away, we held the childrell with one arm, while with our free
hands we held tight to the roof. We covered the children 8.S best we could wHh our
own bodies, so that they would not receive
the direct force of the wind and the rain,
and there we squatted on the roof. It must
have been about two minutes from the
time we were first aware of the flood until
we had clambered onto the roof, and now,
in a. matter of seconds, the roof was two
thh'(ls covered with water.
"The wind kept blowing mercilessly
from the east. I was scantily clothed, and
felt the bitterness of the wind all the more.
The blouse that I was wearing split up the
back. so that I was almost as though I
had nothing on. We tried to shelter ourselves with the raincoat of one Of the children. Then we were horrified to see huge
pieces of lumber floating rapidly by. Fortunately, the water did not rise above the
roof. If it had kept increasing, the four of
us would have been swept away. We might
have been hit by the floating lumber, or
swallowed up by the dirty water. At last
we were able to thank Jehovah that the
immediate danger appeared past, We were
truly grateful, and cuddled up close together.
"The cold wind was blowing at more
than ninety mUes an hour, and the rain
hit direct upon us, so that my hands and
feet became numb, and I felt they were
frozen. Since I could not foresee what
would happen next, I kept moving my
handS and feet, and shaking the children
IW that they would not fall off to sleep.
The direction of the wind changed, and
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soon the sky bfiJgan to Clear. However, the
wind still blew fiercely.
"The raincoat that had been our main
protection now tore to shreds in the wind,
and the four of Us shivered with the cold,
as it chilled right through our bodies. The
water gradually subsided below the roof
level, and my husband decided to try to
make it to the attic. After stumbling many
tjmes on the slippery tiles, he managed to
remove some of the tiles, and broke a hole
through the rOof timber, finally entering
the attic. Though the attic was filled with
mud, and not very safe, we risked going
down there, and it gave shelter from the
wind, My boy now fell asleep in my arms.
The ceiling was about ready to collapse,
so I sat on a rafter, and held onto the
timber above my head for support. We kept
this position till morning, though the wall
of the house collapsed after a time, allowing the wind to blow into the attic, We
waited apprehensively. It seemed tQ re~
main dark for a long, long time.
"Then the Sky began to brighten, and
.morning came. We began to hear people
on the roofs speaking. As is always the
case, a very beautiful day followed the
storm. The sunlight began to shine through
into the attic. The children were feeling
'hungry and thirsty, and my small boy
asked for something to eat. I held him
close to me, and told him the bread and
riCe had been spoiled by the flood., and
were too sticky to eat, so he stopped beg.
ging. The sunshine began to come inside,
and my husband went up onto the roof.
He told me it was warm up there, so I
pushed the two children up, and followed
after them.
"Very soon, the sun was shining quite
strongly, and the children could not stand
it any longer. They were crying for something to drink. Nobody came to our rescue,
and it became unbearable up on the roof,
Several houses that had been badly gamAWAKEI

aged collapsed intI) the water, and I felt it Physical and Spiritual Assistance
was dangerous there on the roof. Howevel',
However, relief supplies were soon pourthere was nothing we could do about it. ing in from all over Japan. The Tokyo
"At last, some of the neighbors made a Congregation of Jehovah's witnesses reraft from the floating lumber, and began sponded quickly and generously in sending
to ferry out the nearby families. Finally, relief goods for victims, including the famit was our turn to ride on the raft, and we ily involved in the above experience. The
were taken to a high embankment. There husband wrote back in appreciation, and
we waited in line for three hours for an- it was evident that the family had been
other raft, which took us to the Daido built up spiritually, as well as materially,
School. In the evening we received one due to the kindness of others of the New
slice of bread for the two children, and World society. Others, too, had hair-raising
we parents were able to cheW on some experiences that night. Having themselves
cracker biscuits. For a long time there weathered the storm, those in the Nagoya
was no water available, and the water that Missionary Home of Jehovah's witnesses
was later supplied to us had a strong smell report:
of gasoline in it. I did not want the chil"We got up at six o'clock Sunday morndren to drink it, but as they had cried all ing, and the neighborhood was a pitiful
night long for water, I let them drink it. sight. People were surveying their houses
Immediately they vomited up what they in the early morning light. Almost all the
had eaten. All next day they were pain- windows were gone, and some roofs were
fully weak, and did nothing but sleep.
completely blown off. Six doors from us,
"1\vo days after the typhoon, my hus-- a very large new building that was nearly
band risked a trip back to our house, and completed had collapsed into the roadway,
managed to bring back some clothes. I and its huge roof was strewn across the
took them down to the first floor of the road, right up to the temple on the other
school, and washed them in the muddy side.
water, which was up to my knees, and
"In the afternoon we tried to go to the
brought them up to the fifth floor, where Kingdom Hall, but when we reached. JiJlI put them out to dry on the concrete roof. gumae, we found that the road where our
All the food we received was crackers and hall stands was a river, and people were
biscuits, and I could not bring myself to paddling boats,.-bringing out their rescued
eat them. Nobody had anything to wear possessions. No streetcars were running.
on their feet. They were all barefooted, What buses were running were so full they
and so were we. Even in the toilets we could not even shut the doors. We had to
were barefooted, and as the sewage system walk all the way back to the missionary
had broken down, the place was very dirty. home.
That night we heard that one person was
"The next day we tried to go to our terdown with dysentery, and next morning, ritory and visit our people of good will
that there were further cases in the neigh- and Bible studies. We had to use bicyales,
borhood. Hence we moved out of that dan- and were only able to see two of them.
gerous place. When I think of our h~ppy One house where we have our group Bible
home sunken in the muddy sea, I feel study is in a terrible mess, the water from
mournful and depressed, even though I the river at Uchidabashi having overflowed
know that other people, too, hsui thht its banks and flooded the house, reaching
about five feet up the walls. We went in
misery."
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and had a look at the damage. It was ter- and carrying on evacuation. One helicopter
rible. The piano was ruined. The husband's alone evacuated 500 people in just two
clothes were in the wardrobe all soaking hours and thirty minutes.
wet. All the tatami matting floors were
Along the Nagoya coastline it is still
completely ruined, for, even if dried, they impossible to see where the sea ends and
will rot because of the salt water.
the land begins. Seawater has wrecked
"We tried all ways to get to the rest of farms fof miles inland. Helicopter pilots deour territory, but the roads were all im- .scribe pitiable sights. In one village where
passable. They are all
there had been
flooded. It brought a
seventy~five houses,
THE NEXT ISSUE
• III it up to man to decide how to worllhip
lump to my throat to
the only thing seen to
~od? D<>e. God care how de""tion Is .hoWn?
see the pitiful sights.
The lied inue of "Awllke!" wiI! an'Wer
be :remaining waS one
these and other pertinent q"eatlon, abo"t
1 saw one woman us~
solitary bathtub.
worBhip .
•
What Is being done abo"t the l"".nile
ing a door shutter as
Bodies were piled
crime menllce that I. rocking the world?
Who are these young crimillalll? How do
a raft,. with a pole,
high on the dikeS, as
they operate? You wi(! be amaR"d at the
and her husband was
boats dragged more
facts when you "ead "Crime ill Our Streets"
in the next i"ue.
wading beside her,
corpses in from floodwaist-deep in the wa~
ed paddy fields. Othter. The houses were compJetely wrecked. er b()()ies were seen drifting out to sea.
Some houses were upside down. One house Bloated animals were floating in the water,
had been moved six feet into the road. and the stench was becoming bad. On one
Many people had been killed, because the roof a large sign read, "We need help badriver water came in SO suddenly they didn't ly. Take US across the river." People were
to be seen everywhere on roofs and emhave a chance to escape.
"I don't know when we can get on to bankments, amid bright~colored mattressour territory. It will take a long time to es, put out to dry. Always there was the
clear Nagoya of all the wreckage. We mis- sight of crying children. The landscape
sionaries were all very grateful we had a Was punctuated with fires, for all victims
strong house and a good bed to sleep in Were being cremated as soon as they had
on Saturday, and although there is much been identified. So the grim operation went
cleaning up yet to be done, we are very on: Rescue the living, cremate tbe dean.
thankful to Jehovah that we are alive and
Those of the New World society will be
can yet comfort many people in Nagoya." relieved to know that none of Jehovah's
At last reports, the Jse Bay typhoon had witnesses were killed in the disaster, nor
taken 4,149 lives, and 973 persons were does it appear that any gOOd~wil1 persons
missing, assumed to be dead. Households, studying the Bible with them died, though
to the number of 328,523, comprising many had frightening experiences and suf1,452,102 persons, liad suffered loss from fered heavy property damage. Despite the
the typhoon Ten days after the disaster, vicious Vera, September was one of the
it was reported that 25,000 people were best months ever for Kingdom witnessing
still stranded on roof tops, some because in Nagoya. Now, following the typhoon,
there was still no way of rescue, others Jehovah's witnesses are bringing much
because they did not want to leave their comfort to stricken persons of good will,
homes. More than forty helicopters were and, above all, they are strengthening
shuttling to and fro through the daylight them in the hope of the new world, when
hours, dropping supplies for the stranded, typhoons will be no more.
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TWICE accidental poi.·
sucked from the wire.
1 soning reared its gris·
How like the time, nine
ly head in our family.
years before when Hunt
The second time it overswallowed half a bottle
took our third and
of his grandmother's
youngest child, Jennifer,
_,th)lroi'ld tablets!
a precious blond girl,
I rushed her to the
much like her brother-~
bathroom and rinsed out
Hunt-agile, alert, a
her mouth as best I could,
then went in search of
handful of joy and care.
Jennifer had reached the
the sparkler box. Sure
teething age at sixteen
enough, there it was, full,
months. If you have chilas I prayed--except for
dren you know that is a
this one missing. The
time when they chew everything in sight, mounting fright from nine years ago ed-'
preferably not a nice, washed teething died and swirled. I could call the doctor.
ring, and every sensible mother puts out But after all, it seemed so all out of proof reach whatever is of possible harm.
portion, calling a hospital or rescue squad
I was preoccupied with the vacuum -it was like calling the fire department!
At the height of my dilemma I had to
cleaner in a dusty closet corner. I turned
to discover Jennifer standing behind me, go and unbolt the door at the top of the
quietly watching, as she invariably did stairs for our oldest, Terry, now a s.enmr
when she had a new or strange object she in high school.
had found, to see what would be my re"You know what this little minx has
action. For a moment I could not imagine done-she ate a sparkler!" I blurted.
what she had in tter mouth, sucking on it.
"Mother, why don't you call the Poison
Then I saw. It was a fireworks sparkler! Center?" Terry said.
"Call the what?"
It seemed absolutely impossible, because
"Poison Control Center. Remember, I
our children do not play with fireworks.
told you we studied
Then I remembered
about it in First Aid.
-their uncle had
given them some
And didn't you see
the piece in the paper
sparklers a whole
about it?"
year ago when we
visited Florida, and
That was the first
evidently Hunt had
time I had heard
brought them home
about the POison
and stashed them
Control Center at the
away.
new Uni versi ty of
Tennessee Hospital.
An old familiar
horror welled in me
Help from Poison
as, taking the sparControl Center
kler from her, I saw
The telephon.e
that Jennifer's mouth
numool' was not e\'en
was full of the soft
listed in the directogray stuff she had
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ry, but Terry knew how to find It, and
within a matter of seconds a plea~ant voice
was saying in my ear: "Poison Control
Center."
"This may sound silly," I began, "but
my sixteen~month~old child is teething and
she found a fireworks sparkler and sucked
the gray mixture off the wire-"
"Would you get the box, please?" the
voice interrupted. "Read me eVerything
that's printed on it-the manufacturer's
name, where it was made."
I read the label to her and she said:
"I'll talk to one of the doctors. Someone
will call you right back, Mrs. Donaldson."
It was hardly more than seconds before
the phone rang and I heard a man's deep
voice. "Mrs. Donaldson, this is Dr. Lash."
Quietly, calmly he asked me a number of
questions. "Were they 'Gold'? Did you read
the word 'Gold' on the label?"
I had missed that.
"Mrs. Donaldson, try to get the child to
vomit right away. I'll call you right back."
I had scarcely called my husband, Ralph,
at work when Dr. Lash called again. "Mrs.
Donaldson, if your doctor is immediately
available, we'll be glad to give him any
needed information or assistance. Otherwise, don't wait for anything-bring her
over immediately." As I was hanging up
I heard Dr. Lash adding: "That sparkler
material contains enough barium nitmte
to constitute a lethal dose for an adult."
In spite of traffic lights, we arrived
twenty minutes later at the big, beauti~
ful new building that houses the Univer~
sity of Tennessee Hospital. We were directed down a long corridor off which opened
a series of individual rooms. I was asked
to sit beside Jennifer and speak to her
quietly. There were the intern, two nurses,
a nurse's aide, and an enormous, softspoken, male Negro orderly who stood the
baby on the surgical table and kept her
distracted with questions. One nurse pro-
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duced what appeared to be a sheet folded
lengthwise into the exact width of the
baby's height from her chin to her heels.
They wrapped it tound and round her body,
her arms at her sides, like a mummy, not
tight enough to bind but enough to restrict
any movement. She was gently laid fiat on
her back. The intern measured to deter~
mine the amount of tubing to insert and
began to push it gently and steadily
through her nostril.
It was over before Jennifer hardly had
time to recover from her surprise enough
to cry. There was no wrestling, no pleading, no threatening or just plain grim determination to hold her down by forcemethods that create an extremely fright~
ening situation for a child and often leave
it sicker than the illness itself.
The Poison Control Center at Knoxville
was set up as an adjunct to the new University of Tennessee Hospital in October,
1957. At that time there were hardly fifty
centers in the nation, the first having originated only four years aMrlier in Chicago.
But on this frontier, medical science is advancing so rapidly that, for example, during the first two months of 1959 five new
centers were going into operation in Ten~
nessee alone. TOday more than two hundred poison centers dot the nation, with
new ones being organized every month.
Emergency relief from this crueJ crippler
and killer, accidental poisoning, may someday be in reach of every section of the
United States and other countries.

Interview with a Doctor
A small vanguard of pOison centers
brings both information and treatment to
the general public. "Infonnation selVice
to the ptlbUc is, frankly, stilI a matter of
controversy among the profession," Knoxville's dynamic young poison control pio~
neer, Dr. Robert F. Lash, hastens to
explain. "When a. doctor gives out inforAWAKE!

mation over the telephone, that amounts case was reported to central headquarters,
to treatment. Many doctors debate the wis- from where new facts are dispensed to all
dom of this remote form of diagnosJ.il and centers. Next time some toddler sucks on
that variety of sparkler, if the case Is represcription."
"But isn't that what makes the service POrted to a poison center, they will know
so vital?" I spoke from nerve-shattering what to do immediately-thanks to Jen~
experiences with two children. "What is niter!"
speedier than telephone information'! And Quarter of a Million Poisons
when someone is poisoned-especially your
How few housewives realize that the
own child-believe me, speed is the only cabinet under their kitchen sink is packed
thing you can think of!"
with a dozen poisons at a time! Dr. Lash
Dr. Lash agreed. "In terms of lives that enumerated on the tips of his fingers whole
may be saved, I think the risk is justified." blocks of potentially fatal pOisons swarm"SPEED is essential," the American ing in and around our home, items which
Medical Association's Committee on Toxi- I never dreamed bristled with deadly hazcology warns. "Prompt and appropriate ard. "Do you know that there are about
treatment will save life or prevent crip- 250,000-a quarter of a million potentially
pling."
dangerous products sold in our superThe United States Public Health Serv- markets and drugstores?-and that 10,000
ice, to facilitate the information service new ones are added every year'!"
of local centers, has set up a National
What are some of the more e.OlnITl.Qt\
Clearing House for Poison Control Centers poisons around the home? Dr. Lash ripin Washington, D.C. "An illustration of pled a stack of actual case history cards,
how the information service works," Dr. noting a few at random. "Shoe palish.
Lash told me after Jennifer's recovery, Kerosene. Furniture polish. Rat poisons.
"was the case of your little girl. When you Drain solvent. Insecticides. Lighter fluid.
called and told us she had mistaken a Oil of wintergreen. Clothing dye (certain
sparkler for a lollipop" -he drew his colors of certain brands are poisonous).
breath-HI don't mind telling you, we had F100r wax." He restacked the cards.
no idea at first how POtent that stuff was!"
"Let me show you something." He
"How did you find out'!"
stooped to reach under the counter and
"We have information on file that covers pulled out a box that looked at first glance
about 85 percent of our inquiries, but like something ready for the garbage colsomething new is always cropping up and lector. It was filled to the gills with botthe sparkler was one. Between the time tles, cans and boxes, most of them as fayou first called us and the shart time later miliar to me as the broom in the closet.
when you brought Jennifer to the Center, "This"-he picked up a bottle of fmniture
we called the National Clearing House in polish-"put a child in the hospital ten
Washington. They didn't know about the days." A small tube of mercuric ointment
sparklers either. They telephoned the man- did the same. A very tiny container of rat
ufacturers for us, then called us back. poison had nearly taken a child's life. An
That's how we got the knowledge we need- imported voodoo doll lay bedraggled at the
ed in time." He tapped. a finger on his bottom of the box, one little gimlet eye
desk. "Jennifer's case 1s a dramatic ex- still intact, toxic enough to kill any child..
I picked up a tranquilizer container. "A
ample of how some of our information
about toxicology is earned. The sparkler tablet from that box," the doctor said
DEOeMBER 8, 19fi9
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soberly, "was swallowed by a fourteenmonth-old baby. She was brought in unconscious, blue, and had stopped breathing. She spent four hours in an iron lung
before we knew if she would live or die.
Just one little pill."
I asked the doctor: "What is the most
common killer of children among household commodities?"
"Aspirin by far," he replied unhesitatingly. "It's so common to read about a child
dying from aspirin that the story is relegated to a few lines on the back page."
"We seem to be a nation of aspirin eaters," the Journal of the American Medical
Association remarked recently. "The flavoring of aspirin tablets for children has
been associated with an alarming increase
in the incidence of accidental poisoning.
The flavoring has improved the taste and
palatability to the extent that some children will go out of their way to search
for it just as they may do for candy."
At the end of a corridor Dr. Lash
opened the door to a much smaller room
containing shelf upon shelf of bottles, vials
and pitchers. "These are antidotes for just
about every conceivable fonn of poisoning.
Each container holds the proper amount to
dump into a pitcher of water. In seconds
we can have a solution ready to wash out
the stomach of a poison victim. A container, once emptied, is immediately replaced with a new one."
Another shelf held larger bottles. "These
are new antidotes, so' new that not even
the drugstores have them. They come
from manufacturers and researchers after
preliminary testings. Sometimes we get
them a year before they' are put on the
market,"
Extent of the Danger

In spite of progr~ss in fighting many
diseases, accidents are killing and maiming more people each year, claiming up to
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100,000 graves a year. Among chIldren up
to five years of age, one of the most voraciou.s killers, the one about which the
public is largely uninfonned. and which is
definitely on the increase, is accidental
death by poisoning.
Every day many physicians receive a
call of life-and-death emergency from frantic mothers whose children have ingested
some poisonous substance. Science swiftly
advances to multiply products to make
modern living more safe, more convenient,
more comfortable, but because of these
very products more and more of our children will die or be maimed for life.
In the four years from 1948 to 1952
there were 7,591 recorded deaths of all
ages from accidental poisoning in the
United States. Of these victims, 2,093 were
less than five years of age. For each child
who dies from a known poison, one authority very conservatively estimates that
750 will survive. "Many of these," says
the AMA Journal, "are left crippled by
lead encephalitis, liver or kidney damage,
and cicatricial closure of the esophagus,
and the magnitude of the problem, far ex~
ceeding that of poliomyelitis~ becomes apparent." (Italics added.)

What to Do
A folder entitled "Poison Proofing Your
Home" offers practical suggestions on how
to avoid,. accidental poisoning. Among other things, it recommends that you lock
your medicine cabinet and keep other poisonous substances well out of reach .of the
children. For their sake make a regular
check of the house to be SUre they cannot get into something that may cause
harm. Keep such things as turpentine in
their o1'iginal containers, and screw on
bottle caps with all your might. Take time
to educate your children to the dangers
of substances that are not meant for can·
sumption. Keep painted surfaces in good
A WAKE!

repair SO there will be no peeling paint for
them to swallow. Our children are pre~
cious, and well worth the time and effort
it takes to protect them.
Any parent who has a young child should
know what to do in an emergency. The
same folder mentioned above gives these
directions: If your child swallows poison,
make him vomit by pressing the handle
of a teaspoon away back in his throat.
Soapy water, a baking soda solution, or a
teaspoon of mustard in a glass of water
will both dilute the poison and help him to
get rid of it. After you have emptied his
stomach, call your doctor or a poison con~
trol center for further instructions. If you
cannot get in touch with them, take fur~
ther steps yourself. The "universal antidote," consisting of two parts powdered
activated charcoal, one part magnesium
oxide and one part tannic acid, may help
to save the child's life. Any pharmacist
can prepare it for you, and it is good to
have on hand. Even charcoal scraped from
burned toast, mixed with water and milk
of magnesia, can be used. If nothing else

is available, tea, milk or water wilJ. help
Mter it has been in the stomach for a few
minutes, force vomiting and save the material for the doctor to examine.
If there is a poison control center in your
town, then you should know about it. Write
its number down on your list of emergency
numbers along with the fire department,
police, ambulance, hospital and doctor. If
there is not a poison control center where
you live, find out where the nearest one
is located and what services are offered.
I hate to be reminded that nesting on
our kitchen shelves and dressing tables,
in our bathroom cabinets and cleaning
closets, or lurking at most unsuspected
places in and around our homes a deadly
marauder is always there in perhaps a
quarter of a million forms. Even with the
most watchful care, children being chil~
dren and adults being imperfect, there will
continue to be accidental poisonings. But
as one mother who has had it happen
twice, as long as we are faced with acci~
dents I hope I'll always have access to a
poison control center.-Contributed.

Anlmall and Fear
C. In the volume The Twelve Season8 Joseph Wood Krutch writes: "Many observers have commented on what seems to be the fact that fear plays a much
smaller part than we should think it must in the life of an animal who lives
dangerously. Terror he can know, and perhaps he knows it frequently. But it
seems to last only a little longer than the immediate danger it h~lps him to avoid,
instead of lingering, as In the human being it does, until it becomes a burden and a
threat. The frightened bird resumes his song as soon as danger has passed, and
so does the frightened rabbit his games."

C.

Interestingly, the Bible comments on fear in animals. Speaking of the female
ostrich, the Creator says: "She leaves her eggs to the earth itself and in the dust
she keeps them warm, and she forgets that some foot may crush them or even a
wild beast of the field may tread on them. She does treat her sons roughly, as
if not hers-in vain is her toil because she has no dread. For God has made her
forget wisdom and he has not given her a share in understanding." Of the horse
Jehovah says: "It paws in the low plain and exults in power; it goes forth to
meet armor. It laughs at dread and is not terrified, nor does it turn back on account
of a sword." Of an aquatIc animal we read: "Can you draw out Leviathan with
a fishhook, or with a rope can you hold down its tongue? Upon the dust there is not
the like of it, the one made to be without terror."--Job 39:14·17, 21, 22; 41:1, 33.
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N ITEM entitled "Religion in Br8.2!ll," which
appeared in a Brazilian newspaper, presents an interesting appraisal of how

A

many practicing CatholiC's there are in that
country. The article speaks for itself:
4L "The volume entitled 'Brazil', I1lTanged by
the Foreign Office, in 1955, in the chapter on
religion, page 77, says the following: 'By its
historical formation, although the State is non·
religious, the Apostolic Roman Catholic reli·
gion Is admittedly the outstanding one in the
country. Its organizatlon extends throughout
the national territory. 93.7 per cent of the
Brazilian population belong to the Catholic reo
llglon, making Brazil the largest Catholic coun·
try in the world ....•
C. "However, this Infannation, in spite of the
ftne appearance of the figures, giving an Idea
of exact and conscientious work, is false. With
the greatest assurance in the world, without
having to consult statistical data. without Tf".
course to the jury's findings and without ap·
pealing to any specialist in the matter. I state
agaln that the Information is false, .lust as
certainly and positively as I would say if I
were told that 93.7% of the Brazilian popula·
tion is blond and that 0.5"/" is mestizo. One
needs only to look around him. walk on the
streets, converse in the caft!>s, to know that
such information js falsely exaggerated. And
now I am going to add that It is fortunate
that such overwhelming Catholic majority is
false, because if it were true, in view of the
miserable number of those that follow the
priestly vocation appearing in our territory.
we would be obliged to comc to the terrible
conclusion: Brazil would have the largest num·
ber of the poorest Catholics in the world.
f!. "That which hinders all the counts of the
members of the Church in Brazil i!; the fact.
more cultural, more sociological than religious,
that nearly aU of them are baptized. It is quite
pOSSible that 93.7% of Brazilians have been
baptized, because baptism has become a cus·
tom, a tradItion, a sociological feature of our
culture, meaning more the feast, the refresh·
ments and the godparents than gifts of the
Holy SpJrit and the self-denials which the at·
tenda.nt solemnly pronounces, since the god·
father has not the slighte-st suspirlon of the
responsIbility he is ass.uming before God. And
this generalization of baptism, in the midst of
a population of saintly incredulity. as Ruy
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Barbosa used to say, comes from the negligence
of the ministers of the sacrament themselves,
based on the false postulate of the Catholic
majority. As a general rule the priest thinks
that the family that comes to the font with
an infant in anns is Catholic. He thinks so be·
cause everyone says that they are all Catho·
lics. And in this way the number of baptized
children among families who are not Catholics
or who are even aggressively anti·Catholics. is
mulUpUed. When he grows UP. thE' child will
be entered ill school as CathDJk alfhougJ:J be
does not attend catechism nor go to mass ...
CI. "The point I wish to reach is thE' following:
There are various natural religions ac{'ording
to the appeal to the diversity of cultures. Well,
Brazil has succeeded, in this respect. in doing
something really original: c:reated a natural
religion with the name of Apostolic "Roman
Catholic. Those non-practical; who arc called
Catholics in the statistks are in this daM.
They retain certain habits which they received
from their forefathers. One Of thesp is that of
baptizing their children with feas.ts, refresh·
ments and new ties of relation~hip between the
godparents. A church wedding Is another habit
that is traditional <in the SOciologiral sense) of
this Catholic majority. And all this is trans·
lated into an ever·increaslng heap of difficult
rases, of theological problems that ('annot be
solved, or at least as embarrassing as the theo·
logical probll'ms caused by the convl'rs.ion of
the Indians who did not even know to whom
they were married.
CI. "The conclusion to which we arrive is that
the religious problem in BraZil is. above every·
thing, confusing, inexact, proportional. ambigu·
ous, reticent, insipid and that it would be bettf'r
for us Catholics as well as for th{' non·
Catholics. if there were a little morc frankness
and exactness. .. In fad the faithful Catho·
lics in Brazil are fewer by far than you think.
Instead of 93.7%, I have th~ imprc~sion that
they are less than ten per cent. l,pt them count
again. but this time making certain questions
('\earer. and they will see that I am not exag·
gerating the smalinE'ss of the figures. And I
say again that this is the only explanation that
places us in a good Ifght, because otnE'rwise,
as we have seen. we should have the largest
number of the worst Catholirs ill th(' world:'
·Gustavo CorGao, in the Correia do POliO of
Porto Alegre. Brazil. September 21, 1058.
A WAKE/

EHOVAH'S witnesses are making newspaper headlines throughout the world.
In recent years their assemblies havp heen
phenomenal in size and exemplary in conduct and organization. During their 1958
eight-day assembly, they used both the
Yankee Stadium and the Polo Grounds
simultaneously and filled both to overflowing. The last day of their convention
253,922 persons came to hear N. H. Knorr,
president of the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society, discourse on the subject
"God's Kingdom Rules-Is the World's
End Near?"
What is it that attracts tens of thousands of people to become Jehovah's witnesses each year? What do Jehovah's witnesses believe and teach? What is the
source of their zeal? Much has been written about these points by opposers and unbelievers, but it would be a mistake to ex·
pect these to give an accurate account of
Jehovah's witnesses. We would not expect
to obtain from the scribes and Pharisees,
the religious leaders of Jesus' day, a cor·
rect picture of what Jesus believed, would
we? Neither should we expect opposers to
give an accurate account of Jehovah's wit·
nesses today.
Jehovah's witnesses are to be found in
every nation under the sun. They are made
up of people from almost every walk of
Ufe. Among them are lawyers, doctors,
scientists, writers, fishermen, farmers,
housewives, the poor and the rich, the
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educated and those with little worldly education. JehOVah's witnesses dress like other people, eat like other people, and to a
large extent live like other people around
them. But Jehovah's witnesses are different. It is their religiqn that makes them
different. Their religion is revolutionary in
a most vital way, that is, doctrinally. They
believe that God's kingdom reigns! This
is the central theme of their teaching.
Ever since Jesus told people to pray:
"Let your kingdom come. Let your will
come to pass, as in heaven, also upon
earth," men have looked forward to the
coming of that kingdom. Jehovah's witnesses firmly believe and prove with Scrip..
ture and physical facts that that kingdom
began its rule in the heavens A.D. 1914.
They maintain that in our generation's
time that Kingdom government will move
with power against all wickedness and
eradicate it off the face of the earth in
the battle of Armageddon. After that
God-directed war, Christ's peace-filled
thousand-year reign will transform the
earth to a paradise garden.-Matt. 6:10;
Dan. 2:44; Matt. 24:34.
The zeal or dynamism of Jehovah's witnesses springs from this Scriptural knowledge and faith in its fulfillment. The electrifying news that Armageddon is to be
fought in our time fills them with a sense
of urgency and responsibility. Each Wit·
ness feels keenly responsible to make
known these truths to others. "For with
the heart one exercises faith for righteousness, but with the mouth one makes public declaration for salvation." To this end
every Witness dedicates his life that he
might serve as a miniSter of God. They
publicly symbolize this dedication by wa~
ter immersion. Therefore, all dedicated
witnesses of Jehovah are ministers.-Rom.
10:10; 1 Tim. 4:16.
A witness of the true God Jehovah is
what every faithful servant must be. The
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apostle Paul proves this point when he
refers to righteous men as far back as to
Abel's day as witnesses of Jehovah. After
speaking of Abel, Noah, Abraham and
others, Paul says: "Time will fail me if
I go on to relate about Gideon, Barak,
Samson, Jephthah, David as well as Samuel and the other prophets. . . . we have
so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding
us." Whose wi1nesses were these men?
They were witnesses of their God Jehovah.
" 'You are my witnesses,' is the utterance
of Jehovah, 'and I am God.' "-Heb. 11:1
to 12:1; Isa. 43:10-12.
Are Christians to be witnesses of Jehovah too? Christians are footstep followers
of Christ Jesus. Jesus is called in Scripture "the faithful and true witness." "Jesus Christ, 'the Faithful Witness.' .. It follows that Christians must also be witnesses. Jesus said: "You will be witnesses
of me ... to the most distant part of the
earth." Yes, Christians are to testify to
the world that Jesus is "the way and the
truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father [Jehovah] except through" Jesus.
They are to witness to all men that salvation is of Jehovah God through Jesus
Christ our Lord.-Rev. 3:14; 1:5; Acts
1:8; John 14:6; Matt. 24:14.
Since Jehovah's witnesses are footstep
followers of Christ Jesus, actually "ambassadors substituting for Christ," it
stands to reason that they would preach
as he did. Jesus preached from house to
house and from village to village. Paul,
who imitated Christ in the ministry, said:
"I did not hold back from telling you any
of the things that were profitable nor from
teaching you publicly and from house to
house." Of the disciples shortly after Pentecost, it is said: "And every day in the
temple and from house to house they continued without letup teaching and declaring the good news about the Christ, Jesus."
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Since Jehovah's witnesses preach from
house to house, that is, they take iheir
message to the people, their preaching is
distinguishable from that of the orthodox
clergy, who require people to come to
them to learn.-2 Cor. 5:20; Acts 20:20;
5:42.
The effectiveness of such method is evident. Speaking of orthodox religion, Dr.
Robert J. McCracken of New York's Riverside Church said: "Religion in our time
has little 'kick' in it." Baptist John S.
Wimbish stated: "The church has become
so precise it is prissy; so nice it is nau·
seating. . . . This is an excellent time to
shake the dust of lethargy from our feet
and emulate Jesus." On the other hand,
Marcus Bach refers to Jehovah's witnesses
as "the fastest-growing religious move·
ment in the world." "Every Witness is a
minister. Every minister is a house-tohouse visitor. Every visitor is a trained
servant . . . . Jehovah's Witnesses are not
a threat, but a challenge, calling once more
upon the traditional church to-witness!"
The amount of witness given by Jehovah's witnesses is positive proof that Jehovah has witnesses in the earth. During
1958 Jehovah's witnesses ministered in
175 countries, islands and territories. They
devoted 110,390,944 hours in the preaching work. The official organ of Jehovah's
witnesses, The Watchtower~ has a circulation of 3,700,000 copies in fifty-five languages. Awake! magazine is printed in
twenty-one languages and has a circulation
of 3,000,000 copies. In addition, they published millions of Bibles, bound books and
booklets.
At the 1958 celebration of the Lord's
evening meal there was a total of 1,171,789
persons who met together with Jehovah's
witnesses. Of this number, as of December,
1958, 805,401 were boldly witnessing that
God's kingdom is hr"'" "' ... .4 +he world's end
is at hand.
AWAKE!

Photos 01 Moon's Far Side
So vie t Union's 600pound instrumented cos m I c
rocket has photographed the
far side of the moon. A picture
rele(lsed by MOscow on October 27 showed up about 70 per·
cent of the surface of the
moon always t urn e d (lway
from the earth. The Soviet
Academy of Sciences quickly
appointed a special committee
to name the physical features
of the moon's far side. A vast
white area is in evidence, in·
dlcating that the newly photographed side of the moon has
fewer depressions than does
its face. One dark spot, ap·
parently a crater a'n 0 U t 187
miles in diameter toward the
center of the white area, has
been named the Moscow Sea.
The boundary of a shaded por·
tion toward the west has been
dubbed the Soviet Mountains.
A dark spot to the south has
been called Tslolkovsky Hlll,
lor a Russian who, according
to the SoViets, was the father
of rocketry. A shaded portion
to the west has been called
the Lomonosov Hill, for a Russian scientlst, and still another
was named Joliot-Curte Cra·
ter, for the late French scientist. A depression to the southeast has been named the Sea
of Dreams. The Tass news
agency stated that Soviet
scientists had swung the vehi·
cle's photographic lens into po·
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sition by signals from the
earth. The Soviet rocket was
launched on October 4.
Explorer VII
On October 13 the U.s.
placed in orbit a r 0 u n d the
earth a 91.5-pound instrumented sateilite. Dubbed
Explorer VII, the de vic e is
equipped to relay data on ra·
diation in space, micrometeor·
Ites, and its own internal and
external temperatures. The ve·
hicle travels in an elliptical orbit ranging from about 344 to
approximately 677 miles from
the globe. Explorer VII is ex_
pected to remain in orbit for
about two decades, though its
radio apparatus is designed to
relay information for anI y
about a year.

+

India and Peiping

+ The New Delhi government

announced on October 23 that
seventeen members of an Indian border police party had
been kilted in a da'8.h w\th

Communist Chinese troops in
KashmIr on October 21. The in·
cident occurred in Lad a h k
province, about forty miles in·
side Indian territory. The In·
dians were searching for two
missing policemen when they
were fired upon by Communist
Chinese for c e s of "superior
strength." On October 24 Indian Prime Minister Jawaharial Nehru denounced what he

termed a "new territorial ago
gression." Troops of the Pel·
ping regime had not only entered Indian territory but had,
according t 0 N~ h r u, "fired
upon the border police without
any provocation or reason."
The Il"l: t m ~ m\n\st~y wnnro
the Communists that In d i a
would not "bow down" to
th~eats or force. Peiping later
srud that ten border policemen
had been captured and that
only seven had been killed. As
it turned out, the Communists
offered to release the ten cap.
tives and to Deturn the bodies
of nine victims of thE:. clam.
The In d ian government ac·
cepted the offer on October 27.
Cuban...U.S. Relations

+ Cuban

Premier Fidel Castro, in a four·hour television
broadcast on October 23,
charged that pIa n e scarrying counterrevolutionaries had
been permitted tot a k e off"
from U.S. territory on October
21. They had, according to Castro, bombed Havana, killing
two persons and injuring 45
others. Cuban national police
had said earlier that leafiets
were dropped, but made no
mention of bombs. In a statement on October 27, the U.S.
denied s eve r a I allegations
made by Cast..o ana expressed
regret 0 v e r Cuban "distrust
and hostility!' On October 28
President Eisenhower declared
that "every single facility that
is available" was being used to
prevent any ill ega I flights
from the U.S. mainland to Cuba. In a move to quell plots
against the government, the
Cuban (!abtnct S\\S~Me1 tm
right of habeas corpus on Oc·
to b e r 30. This followed the
Issuance of a decree reestablishing military courts
for trials of counterrevolutionaries. Some 450 "war crimi·
nals" of the ousted Batista regime had been sent to death
before firing squads by military courts between January 1,
when Castro came to power,
and the disbanding of them in
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favor of dvU et'JUrtl in Au-

,ust:.
Polarul'. Oa&lnet Shake-up

.. For many months Poland
has been bellet by a serious
meat shortage. In mId·October,
to combat the scarcity, Wladys 1 a W Gomulka, Communist
party leader, announced a 25·
percent increase in meat
prices. The effect? For the aver.!lge worker a pound of

pork chops, for example, would
cost half of a day's wage.
He would pay that much. or
do without. On October 27 the
country's e con 0 m i c crisis
played a part in a cabinet revil!ion. Edward Ochab, MInister of Agriculture, was ousted
According to 80m e sources,
this made it appear that part
of the blame for the meat
shortage should be laid to him.
Chlj.nges also took place in
other important cabinet posi.
ilont'!, though these did not reo
I ate particularly to Poland's

econo:mic problem.
Earth Treqlon In Turkey
.. Thirty·atx persons were reo
ported injured and a t least
eight others killed as the reo
suit of an earthquake t hat
shook Hinis in eastern Turkey
on October 25. It was said that
300 homes had been destroyed.
Two earth tremors were felt at
Erzunun tc the north on the
same night. but no damage, in·
jury or death resulted.
Statue Ylftlds Hugo Poem
• At Boulogne-sur.Mer, overlooking the English Channel,
stands a lIS-year-old statue of
Napoleon Bonaparte. W h i I e
dismantling the statue recently in order to make repairs,
workmen discovered in its hollow interior II. tube containing
an unpublished poem of Victor Hugo. The parchment bore
words of praise for NapoleoniC
Fran~, but spoke out against
London and Moscow, Bona·
parte's foes. It is believed that
King LouIs.Philippe, hoping to
preserve friendly relations
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with BritaIn, gave an orner
that the poem should not be
read at the statue's dedication
in 1841. Some lourcu sugaested that HUgO himself hM intended to read it on that oecasion.
Pak1l~'s Caplta.J Transfer
.. Approximately 1,500 go V'
ernment employees a I' e i n·
volved. In a transfer of Pald·
stan's capital from Karachi to
II. plateau near Rawalpindi. Until the new capital Is bullt
there, 750 miles north of Ka·
rachl, the seat of government
wlll be the anny headquarter_
city of RawalpindI. The trans·
fer began on Oetober 20, when
350 fed e I' a I employees and
their families left Karachi by
special train.

U.N; and Disarmament
.. Western powers and the Soviet Union agreed on October
27 to introduce to the United
Nations General Assembly a
joint disarmament resolution.
All disarmament proposals
would be transferred to a special ten-nation group to meet
next year in Geneva. Among
the plans would be that of So·
viet Premier Nlklta S. Khru·
shchev presented to the United
Nations General Assembly on
September 18. The Russian
leader called for "general and
complete disarmament of all
nations within f 0 u r years."
Under provisions of his plan,
nuclear weapons would be de·
stroyed, a I' m i e s, navies, all'
forces and mi lit ary bases
would be abolished. Only such
forces as would be necessary
to maintain internal security
would be retained.
Nobel Science Awanls
~

A Czechoslovak c hem 1st
and two U.S. physicists have
received the 1959 Nobel Prizes
in science. Professor Jaroslav
Heyrovsky, director of the Polarographic Institute 0 f the
Czechoslovak A cad e m y 0 t
Sciences in Prague, was cited
for having developed polarog-

p h y, a n electrochemical
method of analYJi_, in 1922. He
received the 1959 Nobel Prize
In Chemiltry. Dr. Owen Ch.m·
berlain ;lnd Dr. EmiUo Segre
of the University of California
.hared the 1959 Nobel Prize in
phytics. W 0 I' kin g together,
Professor. Chamberlain and
Segre proved in 1955 the fiX·
istenee of the subs-tornic par·
tlcle known as the anti·proton.
I' a

Soviet SPflng Charge
.. On October 17 Russell A.
Langelle, a s~urity officer of
the United States Embassy in
Moscow, Was declared persona
non grata by the Soviet government. Just the day before,
according to the Moscow ac·
cusation, Langelle had· alleged·
Iy passed 20,000 rubles to It
Russian citizen for espionage·
purposes while on a Moscow
bus. The U.S. State Department rejected the Soviet
charge and further stated that
the embassy aide had been kidnaped by five unidentified persons, threatened and then of·
fered money to become a Russian spy. This proving unsuccessful, he was released. LangelIe later confirmed this, stating that the five men wt'!re
agents of the Soviet secret po·
lice. He and his family reo
turned to the U.S. on Octo·
bel' 21.
Atom Talk!! Resumed
~ On October 27 representatives of Britain. the U.S. and
the SOViet Union resumed
talks on the banning of nucle·
ar weapons tests. Two months
earlier, on August 27, the discussions had bee n recessed
pending the outcome of the
Elsenhower·Khrushchev par·
ley in September. The earlier
atom talks had resulted In no
agreement At the resumption
of the parley it was apparent
that neither Moscow nor the
West had changed in their po·
sitions. The conferees hope to
negotiate a treaty outlawing
nuclear tests. except for peaceful purposes.

AWAKE1

Athealm Agol'& Unearthed

• SIn c e 193 I archaelogists
have dIscovered about 100,000
coIns and 70,000 other objects
In ttl-e cIvic center oJ: ancient
Athens. This past season of
diggings in the Athenian Ago·
ra, a six·acre area containing
public buildings, courts, busl·
ness sites and the market
'place, have yielded about 1,000
objl'!cts. The Agora Is situated
northeast 0 f the Acropolis.
Three of the civic center's four
sides have been uncovered, and
It has now been possible to
make a fairly complete drawing oJ: the tract_ Among the
items found this past summer
was a stone inscription concerning a pub 1 i c auction of
property helonglng to an
Athenian soldier and politician, who, along with others,
was condemned to death for
proJ:aning state gods. Portions
oJ: what was described as "the
most famous street In ancient
Athens" were also unearthed.
This is the Panathenaic Way,
o v e r which rellglous proces-

slon. w.r. said to have
marched J:rom the Agora to
thl'! Acropolis as far back as
the sixth century before the
Christian era.

way and rail traMe, as well as
the Booding of landing strips,
has InterJ:ered with relief e!.
forts. It is f ear e d that the
death toll may exceed 1,000.

Hurricane Havoc
.. The states of Jallsco and
Colima In western Mexico
were struck by a hurricane,
torrential r a ins and suhsequent fioods on October 27 and
28. Early reports said that 80
persons had been killed, about
500 others injured and about
100 more were miSSing In the
Pacific p 0 r t 0 f Manzanlllo.
Rodolfo Chavez Carrillo, gov·
ernor of Colima. said concerning the sltuation in Manzanil10: "There's a continuous file
toward the cemetery." Reporting on a flight over Zacualpa,
he said: "We saw only the
tower ot the church and a
piece oJ: the school. The place
has abo u t 1,000 popUlation,
which we hope may have
found refuge on a hill and
survived." Disruption of high-

A View on Sulclde
The traditional vie w 0 f
Protestant, Catholic, JewIeh
and some 0 the r religions Is
that suicide Is a sin. In some
cases, acts of self·sacrlfice are
deemed allowable. On October
19, following an IS-month
study. a five-man committee
of the Church of England rec·
ommended a c han g e of the
British law making att.empted
suicide a crime. The committee
said that "many cases of suie Ide and attempted suicide
should never be legally assessed at all, nor rellgiously
condemned." Regarding at·
tempted suicide the Angllcan
unit held that "It is more likely that Its perpetrator will
need and benefit from moral
and psychiatric he I p m 0 r e
than from imprisonment."
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ADISON Square
Garden in New
M
York city was packed out with 15,000 persons watching a performance of the country's largest circus. The twelve-tiger act
had just heen completed and Rajah, the
leading tiger, was heading for the passageway out of the cage. Suddenly he sprang
at na, a tigress, and seized her by the
throat. The crowd watched with breathJess horror as the two tigers fought a
blood-chilling battle.
By the time the animal trainer and the
circus attendants had succeeded in separating the two beasts it was too late for 11a.
A half hour later she died from loss of
blood. What caused that fight? Pride. Ila
had committed lese majesty hy daring to
cut in ahead of Rajah as he led the tigers
out of the cage.
Well did the disciple James write regarding pride: "If you have bitter jealousy
and contentiousness in your hearts, do not
be bragging and lying against the truth.
This is not the wisdom that comes down
from above, but is the earthly, animal,
'demonic."-Jas. 3:14, 15.
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Pride is a trait we must stand guard
against. It might be likened to a deathdealing virus that abounds everywhere and
to which we are peculiarly susceptible
owing to the transgression of our first
parents. If uncheCked, it causes the
heart to lose all appreciation for life,
both of its own and that of others. Individuals resort to duels and nations resort to war because of pride. It was pride
that caused Austria to declare war on Serbia in 1914, that caused Hitler to declare
war on Poland in 1939 and Japan to make
her attack on Pearl Harbor.
God's Word, from beginning to end, tells
what a killer pride is, Did not Satan the
Devil sacrifice the lives of our first parents
on the altar of his pride, and will he not
suffer destruction himself because of it?
Well does James say that pride is demonic
wisdom, for the prince of demons is the
very personification of pride. What egotism was his to boast: "To the heavens
I shall go up. Above the stars of God I shall
lift up my throne, and I shall sit down
upon the mountain of meeting, in the remotest parts of the north. I shall go up
above the high places of the clouds~ I shall
make myself resemble the Most High."
The fact that he offered the Son of God
all the kingdoms of the world and their
glory if he would bow down and do an act
of worship to Satan is further proof of his
great pride.-Isa. 14:13, 14; Matt. 4:8, 9.

a

Pride made Satan the Devil both the
first killer and the arch killer. He is re·
sponsible for the first death as well as
the deaths of all the billions of humans
that have died since Abel. Jesus correctly
labeled Satan as "a manslayer when he
began." And ever since he has used pride
to influence men to do his murderous bid·
dings.-Gen. 4:4·8; John 8:44.
Among the foremost Scriptural exam·
pIes of how pride causes a disregard for
human life is wicked Haman. From beginning to end he is shown as inordinately
proud and vain. When "Haman kept seeing
that Mordecai was not bowing low and
prostrating himself to him," he "became
filled with rage. But it was despicable in
his eyes to lay hand upon Mordecai alone,
for they had told him about Mordecai's
people, and Haman began seeking to annihilate all the Jews who were in all the
realm of Ahasuerus." Imagine the pride
of a man that would demand the death
of thousands upon thousands of men, women and children, the destruction of an entire nation, all because a single one of that
nation had refused to bow low and prostrate himself before him! Haman even offered to pay the equivalent of $12 million
into the king's treasury for the satisfaction of destroying all the Jews! While divine Providence intervened to spare the
Jews, Haman's pride nevertheless caused
the death of about 76,000 enemies of the
Jews, actually dupes of Haman.-Esther
3:5-9; 9:12, 15, 16.
King Herod the Great was another that
iIlustrated that pride is a killer. So that
he and his own offspring and not Jesus of
Nazareth should rule Palestine he decreed
the death of all male children two years
old and under, "in Bethlehem and in all
its districts." -Matt. 2: 16.

4

Thirty·three years later the religious
leaders of Judaism as well as Judas, one of
the twelve apostles of Jesus Christ, gave
further' proof that pride is a killer. Because
Jesus' rebukes wounded their pride they
"began to seek how to destroy him." Their
pride caused them to be guilty of the
blackest crime on the pages of human his·
tory. the murder of the Son of God. Some
thirty-five years later their pride was to
be their own undoing. It was pride that
caused them to rebel against the Roman
yoke, resulting in more than a million of
them perishing in the destruction of Je·
rusalem A.D. 70.-Mark 11: 18.
Secular history, from that time down
to our day, gives many more examples.
Among the many that might be mentioned
is Constantine, reputedly the first Chris·
!ian emperor, who waded through seas of
blood to establish himself as emperor of
the Roman Empire. And among the most
notorious modern examples must be mentioned Adolf Hitler, whose pride plunged
the world into World War II.
Truly, pride belongs to the wisdom of
this world and is earthly, animal and de·
monic. The proud are looked up to, bowed
down to and envied in this old world. Pride
rules the lower animals, and that is not
only true of the jungle beasts but even
of farmyard animals, as scientists have
shown. And above all, pride is the personification of the prince of demons, Satan the Devil.
There is also a lesson in this for dedicated Christians. Although these would not
think of taking the life of another human,
yet they also, if not carefUl, can become
killers because of pride. How so? In that
pride may cause ill wiII and hate, and
"everyone who hates his brother is a
manslayer."-l John 3:15.

AWAKE!

WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE

?

a form like anything that Is in the

heavens above or that is on the
earth underneath or that is in the
waters under the earth. You must

not bow down to them nor be induced to serve them, because I Jehovah your God am a God. exacting
•
exclusive devotion." (Ex. 20:4, 5) He
thus limited the religious devotion that
would be acceptable to him. How can a
person who ignores this limitation and
who follows his own philosophy be going
on a path that leads to the true God?
The expressed will of Jehovah God
must be taken into consideration,
otherwise a person's religious devotion is in vain. A religious path that
fails to meet the requirements God
has set down does not lead to him. A
person's form of worship must not
How can it be determined?
be the way he imagines it should be,
Does God care how devotion is shawn?
but the way God says it should be.
lt is written: "There exists a way
s IT up to man to decide how his Crea- that is upright before a man, but the ways
tor should be worshiped? Is he the one of death are the end of it afterward."
to determine what is acceptable or un- (Prov. 14:12) That is because it is not
acceptable devotion? Is the worship of God's way.
God subject to the whims, imagination
and traditions of humans? Rather than How Determined
being determined by man, acceptable worThe divine requirements for acceptable
ship is determined. by God. He is the One worship are clearly laid out in the Holy
that lays down the limiting factors that Bible, the book that expresses God's will.
mold religious devotion so that it is pleas- At James 1:27 it says: "The form of woring in his sight.
ship that is clean and undefiled from the
Because man does not generaIly recog- standpoint of our God and Father is this:
nize this fact, a great number of con- to care for orphans and widows in their
flicting religions have come into being. tribulation, and to keep oneself without
Each has its own religious philosophy and spot from the world." The fact that this
form of worship, with some professing to scripture speaks of a form of worship that
be Christian and others not. These cannot is undefiled eliminates any contention
be considered as different paths leading to that all forms of worship are acceptable
the same God, because the supreme Being to God.
does not accept all forms of worship. This
Since exclusive devotion is required by
was made clear when he expressed him- the Most High, any religion that fails to
self to the nation of Israel: "You must give it must be considered as unclean in
not make for yourself a carved image or his eyes. Thus worship that incorporates

I
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the venerating of images, of relics and any
other material body would come under
what is classed as defiled. Remember, God
specifically instructed the nation of Israel
not to give devotion to such things. "You
must take good care of your souls, because
you did not see any form on the day of
Jehovah's speaking to you in Horeb out of
the middle of the fire, that you may not
act ruinously and do not make for yourselves a carved image, the form of any
symbol, the representation of male or female, the representation of any beast that
is in the earth, the representation of any
winged bird that flies in the heavens, the
representation of anything creeping on the
ground, the representation of any fish that
is in the waters under the earth; and that
you may not raise your eyes to the heavens and indeed see the sun and the moon
and the stars, all the army of the heavens,
and certainly get seduced and bow down
to them and serve them."~Deut. 4:15-19.
Religions that incorporate these practices in their devotion do not lead to God.
They are not acceptable to him, but are
unclean in his eyes. The same can be said
of those forms of worship that give religious instruction that is contrary to what
the Creator has given in his written Word.
"It is in vain that they keep paying respect
to me, because they teach commands of
men as doctrines."-Matt. 15:9.
That such worship is defiled in the eyes
of God is also pointed out in the instructions given at 2 Corinthians 6:14, 15, 17,
which state: "Do not become W1evenly
yoked with unbelievers. For what partnership do righteousness and lawlessness
have? Or what fellowship does light have
with darkness? Further, what harmony is
there between Christ and Belial? Or what
portion does a faithful person have with
an unbeliever? 'Therefore get out from
among them, and separate yourselves,'
says Jehovah, 'and quit touching the un6

clean thing,' 'and I will take you in.'''
How can a person that persists in cl1nging to an unclean form of worship expect
God to receive him as a worshiper? How
can he expect to be shown divine favor or
to have his prayers heard? Approach to
God must be accord1ng to the way God
says it must be.
Care for Orphans and Widows

James states in his definition of clean
worship that such worship includes taking
care of orphans and widows. Does this
mean that a person must adopt orphans
or help build and support an orphanage
for God to accept his worship? Is that the
work to which Christians must devote
themselves? No, it is not. When Christ
gave his followers the assignment of activity God wanted them to engage in, he
did not command them to build orphanages and similar institutions. Instead, he
said: "Go therefore and make disciples of
people of all the nations, . . . teaching
them to observe all the things I have commanded you."-Matt. 28:19, 20.
The work of a Christian was to be that
of teaching Scriptural truths, but that
does not mean he is to have no regard for
the need of orphans and widows. To ignore
their needs callously would be contrary to
God's instructions. The nation of Israe(
was commanded to care for them, for
those that were Israelites as well as for
those that were non-Israelite believers.
Gleanings of the harvest were for them
and the poor. Every third year a tenth of
all the crops was to be devoted to their
care. (Deut. 14:28, 29) Because widows
and fatherless ones are without anyone to
defend them, God said: "Render judgment
for the fatherless boy; plead the cause of
the widow."-Isa. 1:17.
This godly principle of showing liberality and helpful assistance to the unfortunate and oppressed is binding on ChrisAWAKE!

tians today. In the Christian congregation
of the first century, widows and orphans
were given aid if they needed it. A widow I
however, did not receive help merely because she was a widow. If she could provide for herself or if relatives could help
her, no aid was given.
She had to meet certain requirements
to qualify for congregational assistance.
The instructions were: "Let a widow be
put on the list who has become not less
than sixty years old, a wife of one husband, having a witness borne to her for
right works, if she reared children, if she
entertained strangers, if she washed the
feet of holy ones, if she relieved those in
tribulation, if she diligently followed every
good work."-l Tim. 5:9, 10.
Thus we see that aid was not given to
everyone that might make a claim for it.
lt might be noted that no provision was
made to help \vidows outside the Christian
congregation. Christians were not required
to cafe for all the orphans and widows in
the world, only those that met Scriptural
qualifications. The responsibility for giving
care to unchristian orphans and widows
rested, not on the Christians, but on the
religious communities to which they belonged.
The term "orphan" or "fatherless" does
not necessarily mean, in the Bible, children that have lost their fathers in death.
It means bereaved ones, and can, therefore, include adults who have lost a beloved friend, guardian and caretaker. Jeremiah said: "\Ve have become mere orphans without a father. Our mothers are
like widows." And Jesus promised that he
would not leave his followers to be orphans. (Lam. 5:3; John 14:18) The duty
of persons who offer undefiled worship to
God is not only to provide material care
for widows and bereaved ones in need but
also to give spiritual care to spiritual orphans and widows.
DECEMBER 22, 1959

Unspotted from the World
Clean worship, James says, must also in-

clude being unspotted from the world. A
person cannot offer acceptable worship to
God as long as he makes himself a part
of this corrupt world and tries to promote
or perpetuate its aims and policies. The
world is not of God and is opposed to his
sovereignty as well as his righteous principles. That is why Jesus made it clear
that he was no part of the world. Regarding his folIowcrs, he said in prayer: "I
have given your word to them, but the
world has hated them, because they are
no part of the world just as I am no part
of the world."-John 17:14.
The world belongs to Jehovah God's
archenemy and can have nothing in common with Him. Its purposes, principles, actions and fruits are contrary to what God
says is good. For this reason James says:
"Do you not know that the friendship with
the world is enmity with God? Whoever,
therefore, wants to be a friend of the
world is constituting himself an enemy of
God." (Jas. 4:4) The worship that comes
from persons who are friends of it is unclean in the eyes of the Creator. It is defiled and unacceptable to him. How, then,
can religious leaders in Christendom justify their crowning of worldly kings, meddling in politics and giving open support
to warring nations? By showing friendship
for the world can it be said they are leading people to offer undefiled worship to
God?
The person that offers acceptable devotion to Jehovah God does as James says.
He keeps himself "without spot from the
world." He lives in it but docs not cultivate
its friendship. He does not become part of
its political activities and therefore indirectly responsible for violations of God's
laws by its political parties. Because of this
stand the world will have no love for him,
but neither did it have for Christ. "If the
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world hates you, you know that it has hat~
ed me before it hated you. If you were
part of the world, the world would be fond
of what is its own."---John 15:18, 19.

Bridling of the Tongue
In addition to keeping undefiled from
the world and caring for widows and or~
phans, James mentions one more thing that
is necessary for one's worship to be accept~
able to God. He says: "If any man seems
to himself to be a formal worshiper and
yet does not bridle his tongue, but goes
on deceiving his own heart, this man's
form of worship is futile.'.'-Jas. 1:26.
The person that fails to exercise control
of his tongue so that it speaks what is
right in God's eyes deceives himself if he
thinks his worship is acceptable, even if
he meets the other divine requirements
for right worship. Jesus pointed this out
when he said: "Not what enters into his
mouth defiles a man; but it is what pro~
ceeds out of his mouth that defiles a man."
"Offspring of vipers, how can you speak
good things, when you are wicked? for out
of the abundance of the heart the mouth
speaks. The good man out of his good
treasure sends out good things, whereas
the wicked man out of his wicked treasure
sends out wicked things."-Matt. 15:11;
12:34,35.
The tongue must be controlled _by ac~
curate knowledge of the Scriptures so that
it speaks and teaches right things about
God and his purposes. A person cannot

permit it to speak things that are contrary
to God's Word, even when such things are
traditionally accepted and taught in many
religious organizations. Neither can he
compromise with worldly rulers by ceasing
to speak Scriptural truths and God's ad~
verse judgment of the world. He will not
permit worldly political and religious Iead~
ers to control his tongue so that he speaks
only what is pleasing and inoffensive to
them. He will not allow anyone in this
world, no matter how much political power he may have, to hold the reins of his
tongue. He will do as God told Jeremiah:
"You must rise up and speak to them
everything that I myself command you.
Do not be struck with any terror because
of them." (Jer. 1:17) Like Christ, he will
use his tongue to speak the truths of God's
Word boldly, for that is acceptable devotion to the Most High. "With the mouth
one makes public declaration for salva~
tion."-Rom.10:10.
God's Word is the deciding factor of
what is good and bad, and what is true
and false, not the organizations, traditions
and philosophies of men. "Let God be
found true, though every man be found a
liar." (Rom. 3:4) That is the motto Christians must follow. Worship must be tai~
lored to what God has said is clean and
acceptable. "The hour is coming, and it is
now, when the genuine worshi.pers will
worship the Father with spirit and truth,
for, indeed, the Father is looking for such
kind to worship him."-John 4:23.

THE SMOKER'S DEADLY COMPANION

cr.

"The experts have stressed that lung cancer is becoming the number one killer
among males more than 40 years of agc. Lung cancer in the U.S. has increased
400 times In the past 30 years . . . . A two to six year study of 6,000 persons who
showed no symptoms of lung cancer initially was conducted by Dr. David A. Cooper
of the University of Pennsylvania. At the end of the investigation period, 86 of
the 6.000 had developed lung cancer. Of these victims, 85 were smokers."-Science
N eW8 Letter, May 16, 1959.
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/1' SllBING ig BIlT,IIJVING
Iy "Awake'" corre,pOIIdent in IIoliv1u

HE best way to believe what you read
and hear about Bolivia is to see this
unique country with your own eyes. From
the moment your plane touches down at "EI
Alto," the La Paz international airport,
you will become conscious of its unusual
character. The plane lands at an altitude
that is above what many planes generally
fty-13,300 feet. This is the highest international airport in the world.
Instead of a thriving metropolis surrounding the airport as you might expect,
there is little else than a railroad yard and
a few adobe buildings. There is no sign of
Bolivia's capital city, La Paz, with its
more than 350,000 inhabitants. Despite assurances that the plane had landed at the
right place, you may leave the airport with
some misgivings. Along the road Indian
women offer things for sale, and you may
think it strange that they are wearing
derby hats. Many visitors never expected
to see women wearing that kind of headgear. What is even more surprising, practically every Indian woman wears one.
Not until you reach the edge of the
mountain plain upon which you landed wiII
you locate the city
of La Paz. There, a
thousand feet below
you, it lies in a huge
mountain-ringed
bowl. Needless to
say, the scene is surprising and impressive. It is magnificent at night when
the city is ablaze
with lights.
When you finally
enter the city you
will find it to be a
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most 'interesting place, where the old is
contrasted with the new. On a single
block you may see old houses of distinctly Spanish architecture, with adobe walls
that are over three feet thick, flanked
by buildings of modern design. On the outskirts of the city are many one-room ado~
houses that are the homes of almost pure
Indians. They are a marked contrast to
the modern office buildings and beautiful
residential sections of the city. Although
La Paz has rush-hour automobile traffic
like other modern cities, it is not uncommon to see a flock of llamas being casually
driven along a side street by an Indian
that speaks little if any Spanish. It is only
by seeing La paz that you can believe the
contrasts and unique sights that exist
there.
Towering above the city to a height of
22,579 feet is majestic Mount TIlimani, the
fourth-highest mountain in the Western
Hemisphere. A splendid view of it can be
had from the main street of La Paz,
A venida Camacho. Above the snow line in
the Andes mountains can be found Arctic
weather right in the tropics.
About 80 percent
of Bolivia's population lives on the
huge altiplano or
high plain. This is a
great plateau that
has an average elevation of 12,000
feet. It varies from
sixty-five to a hundred miles in width
and is about 450'
miles long.
Bolivia has not
shoved the Indians
9

aside but has made them a vital part of and cordiality. Upon entering an eating
the country's daily life and commerce. place it is the custom to say, uBuen proThey make up 54.5 percent of the total vecho:~ which is the e.quivalent of saying,
population. The mestizos, persons of mixed "Receive the good from what you are eatIndian-Spanish ancestry, compose 30.9 per- ing." It is not strange, when traveling on
cent of the population, and the remaining a train, to have the person next to you
14.6 percent consists of persons who are of start a conversation by asking where you
Spanish-European descent.
are from. Generally a good conversation
If you should enter the colorful and un- follows. By the time the trip ends you feel
usual Camacho market in the center of La as if you have known the person for some
Paz, you will see Chola Indian women seat- time. Visitors to Bolivia can enhance their
ed behind piles of merchandise of every trip by learning Spanish well enough to
description. They speak excellent Spanish, converse with these friendly people.
strike a hard bargain and are very independent. These descendants of the Incas The Eand
Most of Bolivia's population lives in only
have become prosperous from their· busi16 percent of the country's total area.
ness activities.
The Indians around La Paz speak Ay- Large sections of the Republic are in jun~
mara, a dialect peculiar to that region, gle lowlands. The State of Santa Cruz, for
whereas those of Potosi and the valleys example, comprises nearly one third of the
speak Quechua, a descendant of the tongue total land area in Bolivia. This state is
of the Incas. Much of the country's 68 pel'- badly in need of development, for although
cent illiteracy among the adult population it is larger than all Germany, it SUpports
is due to the large number of Indians that a population of less than one percent of
speak no Spanish but use their dialects that in Germany. The same problem of
underpopulation exists in the State of Beni.
exclusively.
It,
too, is a jungle lowland and covers 20
Schooling is now compulsory and has
percent
of the total land area. The populamade great strides in the past twenty
tion
it
supports
is only 5 percent of the
years. AIl teachers must spend some time
total
Bolivian
population.
Meat from the
teaching in isolated villages after graduacattle
raised
here
is
shipped
out by airtion before they can get a position in the
plane
because
of
poor
ground
transporta.
city schools. This may mean hardships for
tion.
them, but it is helping the village children
There is only one paved highway in the
to obtain an education.
country.
It links Santa Cruz with Bolivia's
Jehovah's \vitnesses are helping many
second-largest city, Cochabamba. A travelBolivians to learn how to read and to
ing representative for the Watch Towel'
write. This is done in addition to teaching Society who visits congregations of Jehothem the life-giving truths of God's Word. vah's witnesses in many parts of Bolivia
It is a heart-warming sight to these Ne\v often begins his trip by plane, then bounces
World missionaries to see Indians that have along in a truek [or awhile and finishes
learned about the good things in the Scrip- the trip on mule back.
tures standing at a door with Bible open,
If you should see a cactus-like plant in
telling the householder about the good Bolivia called Puyu mimondii do not pass
news of God's kingdom.
it by without photographing it. This is a
The Bolivian people enjoy friendliness very rare and unusual plant. Its flower
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stock is sometimes twenty feet tall, with livia. Instead, he invested it in foreign
a circumference of eight feet. The plant lands.
grows for 150 years before it sends up a
While you travel about Bolivia you will
flower stock and produces blooms. So if get captivating views of unspoiled primiyou see one blooming you will see some- tiveness. Between cities there are only a
thing that happens only once in one and few mud huts cov.ered with straw. No otha half centuries.
er man-made structures mar the natural
You will certainly want to see Lake Ti- appearance of the land. Occasionally a
ticaca, the world's highest lake on which herd of llamas will be seen grazing on
steamships operate regularly. Its altitude what little grass there is on the Altiplano.
is 12,500 feet above sea level. The reflec- These unique creatures are used primarily
tion of the surrounding mountains in its as pack animals,
deep-blue water is such a beautiful sight
Bolivia's second-largest city, Cochabamthat it has to be seen to be believed. The ba, is located at a lower altitude in one of
rushes that grow in the lakc are as impor- the many fertile mountain valleys. Its avtant to the Indians there as bamboo is to erage winter temperature is 57 degrees
the Chinese. Houses are thatched with it, and the average for summer is 67 degrees.
raincoats and boats are made from it and Although the city is over 8,000 feet in
its young roots are eaten like asparagus elevation, people in the higher altitudes
tips. Some of the largest salmon trout in wiII often go to it to get out of the higher
the world live in this lake.
altitudes. The higher up the mountains
people live, the cooler the temperature beEconomic Problems
comes and the more rarified the air is.
At the time of World War II Bolivia was
There is a mining camp at 15,600 feet
the world's greatest producer of tin, but
because prices for tin and the demand for where it is necessary to sleep under six
it dropped, Bolivia has suffered great eco- blankets in midsummer. In spite of the
nomic trouble. It is, in fact, one of the cool nights, there are few of Bolivia's highpoorest countries in the Western Hemi- land homes that have central heating.
The highest cosmic observatory in the
sphere.
This may seem strange in view of the world is located in Bolivia, at an altitude
great wealth that has come from its nat- of 17,000 feet. A few hundred yards from
ural resources. For 1\\'0 hundred years it it is the highest ski run in the world. The
was the world's foremost producer of sil- scenery, of course, from this high altitude
ver, but Spain, not Bolivia, profited from is magnificent.
the silver. Thc Spanish took the silver of
When you have seen Bolivia with your
Cerro Rico of Potosi and left nothing for own eyes you wiII readily agree that it is
the people they enslaved to do the digging. unique and has much that is well worth
It has been estimated that Cerro Rico seeing. Its majestic mountains and aweyielded one billion ounces of silver, all of some scenery should impl'ess you with the
which went to Spain.
wisdom and might of the Creator of our
Simon Patino became the seventh- beautiful earth. "How many your works
richest man in the world because of Bo- are, 0 Jehovah! All of them in wisdom you
livian tin, but he did not help Bolivia's have made. The earth is full of your proeconomy by investing his money in Bo- ductions."-Ps. 104: 24.
DECEMBER 22, 1959
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ALKING the streets at
night has become a perilous venture. Even a casual
stroll through the park or just

W

plain sitting on
one's doorstep is

no longer "~fe;c"
pleasant
moments of relaxa tion can end up in
brutal attack, rob- "":
bery, rape a~d;
even deatb. ThJs-"">:i;
because
violence is ...";'"'ff,p
rampage. It is an
epidemic the world
over, said Judge
Samuel S. Leibowitz of New York.
Ours has become
"the hoodlum era,
the era of the
switchblade and the zip gun, the flailing
belt buckle, the slashing bicycle chain,"
writes Arthur Hoppe, of the San Francisco
Chronicle. "This is the era of violence on
the streets."
Serious juvenile crimes in the United
States showed an increase by 8.1 percent
in the last year. The crime rate went up
to 9.3 percent above the 1957 high mark.
Director of the F.B.I., J. Edgar Hoover,
called the 9.3-percent increase "shocking."
Since 1950 crime has increased nearly four
times as fast as the population. "We are
fast approaching the time when this nation will have over 2,000,000 persons who
have appeared in juvenile courts," said
Senator Thomas C. Hennings, Jr., chairman of a Senate subcommittee to investigate juvenile delinquency. "Altbough our
child population has increased only 25 percent from 1948 to 1957, appearances before juvenile courts have increased almost
150 percent in the same period. This is a
ThEr5~.
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shocking situation." What the
statistics do not show is the
spreading pattern of senseless
brutality, the increasing outbursts of pure sadism.
Juvenile criminals, in their
attacks, spare no group. Victims include old peopie, young
people, socially prominent people, visitors,
businessmen, lawmen
and ordinary citizens;
" anyone who dares to
. cross their path gets a
'.
taste of their via·
lence.
Edgar L. Gilcreest,
a scvellty-£our~year
old surgeon. had
worked
late in his
office. As
he started
to walk
dow n a
quiet street from the bus stop to his home,
six young men stepped out of the shadows, grabbed him, pinned his arms behind
his back and beat him unmercifully. A
knife blade slashed across his cheek and
laid it wide open from ear to chin. They
took his wallet and dashed off into the
darkness. It used to be they would rob a
person and then leave. But now they either
slug their victims into unconsciousness,
shoot them or stick a knife into them before leaving.
In Washington, D.C., where America's
laws are made, a seventy-eight-year-old
florist was sitting on his front porch enjoying tbe still of the evening. A teen-age
gang, like a hungry pack of wolves, sudden·
ly swarmed all over him. They covered his
eyes and mouth with their hands and took
his wallet. Before they ran off, they beat
his body into a pulp with their fists.
AWAKE!

After citing the beating and robbery of
the widow of Deputy Secretary of Defense
Donald Quarles by a street gang, also the
killing of a Bolling Air Force Base sergeant by a gang of young toughs he caught
tampering with his car, and a number of
other incidents, Representative Omar Burleson demanded that two companies of
United States Marines patrol the streets
of the District of Columbia at night to
guarantee the safety of its citizens.
Down the line, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Detroit, Boston and other cities have all
had their share of teen-age violence. During the hot spells of July and August teenage crime in New York city reached epi~
demic stage. There were four teen-age
killings in a week, which was too much
even for New Yorkers to take. Old and
young women were dragged off the streets
by teen-aged hoodlums to be robbed, beaten and raped. New8Week under the subheading "The Big Town-The Big Mess"
said: "Much of the city is a jungle, where
no one is safe after dark. Even in some
schools, teen-age girls must walk the building halls in pairs as protection against
rape." The New York Times told the gruesome story simply by listing a number of
headlines in one of its editorials. The
shocking twist of events that continued
unchecked into September sent New York
city's Mayor Wagner and the state's Governor Rockefeller into separate huddles to
work out a solution.
The trouble is not all with boys, either.
Deep in the woods of Maine, in a small
town, a sixteen-year-old baby sitter was
about her business when seven girls broke
into the house and assaulted her. They
kicked and pounded her unmercifully, and
then they fled. The baby sitter knew the
girls. She identified everyone of them.
They were said to be among the "nicest"
girls in town. One of the girls was the
daughter of the town's chief of police. The
DECEMBER 22, 1959

girls were members of a teen-age gang
called "The Kittens"-female auxiliary to
a male gang called "The Cats." The reason
given for the brutal attack was that there
was a rumor in town to the effect that the
baby sitter had dated a boy friend of one
of the "kittens."

A World-wide Phenomenon
Teen-age violence is not confined solely
to the United States as some might think.
It is a world-wide phenomenon of our
time. South Africa is burdened with it.
U. S. New,'$ & World Report quotes a police
colonel as saying: "There's no law in the
native townships once the stm goes down
-anarchy just breaks loose." This same
authority reports: "On pay nights, one
policeman says, 'all hell breaks loose' in
the Negro areas. Gangs of young hoodlums, called 'tsPtsis,' go up and down bus
queues, robbing people by 'mass production.' In one hand, they hold out a hat for
'donations'-in the other, a knife. Sometimes they force a black-African bus to
stop, then board it and rob all the passengers and the conductor. 'It's almost im·
possible to get information,' says a police
colonel. 'Everyone is too terrified to talk.' "
During 1955 in the Greater Johannes·
burg area, which has a population of about
1.7 million, there were some 895 known
killings. New York city, with a population
exceeding eight million, reported 315 homicides in 1956. London, with a similar population, had only thirty.
The island of Taiwan saw a 2DD-percent
increase in juvenile criminal offenses be·
tween 1953 and 1958. The island of Pangkor had a youth gang war in which one
islander was killed, ten others were wound·
ed, and eight houses were burned down.
The youths fought with clubs and knives.
Japan's widowed mothers were being recruited for special police duty in an effort
to curb juvenile crime in that land. Glas-
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gow, Scotland, saw its worst crime wave
since 1945. The total number of crimes was
25 percent higher than the year before.
Italy and France are being plagued by
youth gangs and violence. Italy's news·
papers reported juvenile violence almost
every day of the year. Milan police' have
organized a special task force to fight
youth gangs. Gang wars in France are
similar to those staged by New York youth
gangs. When the French police rounded
up a group of twenty·six boys, ranging in
age from fourteen to twenty, they found
them armed with iron bars, brass knuckles,
chains, whips and knives, w:ith which they
terrorized the neighborhood.
Youths in East Germany and in the So·
viet Union are reported molesting and
frightening people with gangland holdups.
The New York Times tells of adolescent
gangs and violence "in the large new hous·
ing projects near Moscow University and
near the Leningrad Highway. In one proj·
eet a colonel's son was asked by a gang to
help rob his father's apartment. He re·
fused. The teen·agers pinioned the boy, took
a sledge hammer and broke both his legs.
In an adjacent block two teen·age girls
were raped in a week by another gang.
Parents in the new buildings have formed
their own volunteer groups to work with
the youngsters and try to bring the situa·
tion under control."

a lad of seventeen, was just as frail. As a
rule these delinquent youths come from
unhappy homes. They are displeased with
their lot in life. When a sixteen·yearwoId
gang fighter was questioned about two
killings, he snarled: "I don't care if I ,burn;
my mother could watch me."
These young toughs are organized into
gangs to gain a "rep" or reputation, that
is, recognition in their neighborhoods.
They crave excitement and feel the need
of protection, so they steal and destroy.
There are about 150 or more youth
gangs in New York city, with an aggregate membership of 6,500 to 7,500. They
reign by terror over the slums, the drab
housing projects and the city's parks. Anyw
one who enters their territory, especially
after nightfall, does so at his own risk.
J. Edgar Hoover calJed some of these areas
veritable "no man's land." Some gangs
have two to three hundred members, but
when there are signs of a "rumble" or war
they can order a thousand or more "troops"
into action. They have their Own war strat·
egists, generals, presidents, vice-presidents,
and so forth. Their weapons are zip guns,
pistols, rifles, sawed-off shotguns, pipes
and chains, belts and knives.
Recently some of these gangs have been
reaching out beyond marked boundaries.
As a result, there have been deadly clashes
between rival gangs. Often when anticiw
pated clashes do not materialize, the
Profile of Delinquent and Gangs
worked-up young toughs, like a wild pack
Who are these delinquent youngsters? of wolves, run riot through the streets re,.
What are youth gangs? Why is this men· leasing their pentwup emotions on peaceful
ace growing? What is being done to curb citizens. When this happens, they destroy,
rob, rape and kill without mercy.
its spread?
Youth gangs are usually made up of
It is these unprovoked attacks that have
teen·agers or young adults in their early cast a shadow of fear over peaceful citi·
twenties. They are hardly a heroic·looking zens and streets. Such lovely cities as
lot. \Vhen police nabbed a young gang Washington, D.C., are fast becoming cities
leader, dramatized in the press as "Dracuw of closed doors for many of its residents.
la," they found him to be a slight, almost Women are told not to venture out at night,
effeminate boy of sixteen. His lieutenant, and if they must, to keep off dimly lit
14
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streets. Mothers are fearful of sending
Whatever the cause for youth violence,
their children out to the corner store. No officials promise that from now on there
longer is it wise to take a shortcut home will be no more "kid-glove" treatment.
through the park. New York city warns its At least eighty-five cities in the United
visitors and residents to stay out of such States have turned to the curfew to help
beautiful parks as Central Park, Bronx and control youth. Most of the curfew laws
Prospect Park after dark. Now in lighted affect youths from seventeen years old and
residential areas men are seen to walk under. Both parents and police like the
faster and to glance back to see if some- idea of the curlew. Police in Washington,
one is following. Even policemen find it D.C., have' issued special instructions to
advantageous to patrol their beats in twos women advising them what to do in case
of trouble. Signs have been posted warning
and threes.
Fear has taken over. Money stolen can women to keep off dark streets. Some
be replaced, buildings destroyed can be re- women have been supplied with police
built, cuts will heal, bruises will fade, even whistles to sound in case of danger. In
broken bones will mend, but the loss to Pennsylvania the law is that if any teenman is something far greater than all of ager is convicted of any criminal act, the
these. His greatest loss is his peace of parents are fined, and, in some cases, even
mind, his sense of security that he once imprisoned. Chief of the juvenile aid dienjoyed when he walked tbe streets, when vision, Harry G. Fox, said: "Rarely does a
he sat on his front porch or in the city boyar girl whose parents have been subpark. These are the irreparable losses that ject to court action show up as a second
offender." In Baltimore, officers and Germust be regained.
man shepherd dogs patrol the streets from
nightfall to dawn. In New York city, PoProposed Causes and Remedies
lice
Commissioner Stephen P. Kennedy
Police say racial frictions are closely recanceled
all days off- for his 23,428-man
lated to the upsurge in crime. A young
police
force
and mobilized 1,400 extra paPuerto Rican accused of leading a murtrolmen
and
rushed them into explosive
derous attack was quoted as saying: "We
areas.
A
camp
system patterned after the
went there to get the Irish and the Italold
Civilian
Conservation
Corps is proians. We heard Puerto Ricans were being
posed.
A
ban
is
sought
to
stop
the flow of
pushed around in the neighborhood."
arms
and
narcotics
into
the bands
illegal
Some people blame judges for "coddling"
of
youngsters.
Judge
Leibowitz
says that
juvenile gangsters. They say judges have
something
must
be
done
to
advise
young
been too lenient, that youth boards and
people
on
how
to
cope
with
"this
crazy
consultants have been overly sympathetic.
world
we
live
in."
He
asserted
that
where
Still others blame the flow of alcohol and
narcotics for the ferocity of youth crimes. family bonds are tight, crime is at its lowMagistrate Walter ·Gladwin, in Bronx est, that education should begin at the
Adolescent Court, stated that if only the marriage license bureau to help keep the
parents of youth had made "the boys re- parents out of the divorce courts and to
peat the Ten Commandments as we did help them to raise their children. Home
when we were children, particularly the Secretary R. A. Butler of Scotland, a faCommandment, 'Thou shalt not kill,' we ther of four, said that the best treatment
would not have these killings in New for juvenile delinqueI)'f:s was a pat on the
back "administered iower down."
York."
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Right Examples Needed
The big question is, Will these proposed
remedies work? Children are not born delinquents. To a large extent they· merely
copy their parents or copy patterns set
for them by the adult world. We want our
children to be honest and to obey laws.
But how many adults are honest and obey
laws? J. Edgar Hoover stated.that in the
last year the number of criminal offenses
noted by the police forces came to 2,796,400, and the vast majority of these offenses
were committed by adults. Who is it that
has set the pattern in which bitter territorial wars are waged, where live amunition is used and lives are taken? Still adults
appear aghast when they hear of youth
gang wars. From whom do the children
learn racial and religious prejudices, how
to fight and kill? A newborn infant knows
of no skin color or prejudice. But before
it is hardly old enough to walk it is already ·indoctrinated with the fears, superstitions and hates of the adult world. Are
we to blame youths for what the adult
world has taught them? This is not the
excusing of juvenile crime and violence,
but a call for a more genuine look at the
cause.
Parents want their children to be honest, upright and good-to be what they
themselves may not be. They say, "Son,
you must be honest." But in the fiscal
year 1958 the bad cheCks that came to the
attention of the F.B.I. had a face value
of $8,000,000. Says William Hard: "The
cost of employee dishonesty in American
business enterprises of all kinds can safely
be estimated at somewhere between 500
million and one billion dollars a year. And
it is increasing. . . . 70 percent of dishonesty culprits in the most recent months
of complete record have been women! ...
Dishonesty losses now cost the country
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many times as much per year as fire
losses," Certainly people cannot expect to
straighten the children out with that kind
of example. Philip Wylie's article "Are We
Becoming a Nation of Chiselers?" clearly
shows that chiseling, from the top down,
is "epidemic." He states: "One out of every
three working Americans is now covered
by some sort of surety bond-a gauge of
the trust employers have in employes!"
Still parents are amazed at the distrusting nature of their children. Can we teach
good principles with wrong examples?
Magistrate Gladwin says it would be different if only the parents of youth had made
the boys repeat the Ten Commandments.
But who is there to get the parents to repeat and practice the Ten Commandments?
On one occasion Jesus Christ said:
"Why, then, do you look at the straw in
your brother's eye, but do not consider the
rafter in your own eye? Or how can you
say to your brother: 'Allow me to extract
the straw from your eye'; when, look! a
rafter is in your own eye? Hypocrite! first
extract the rafter from your own eye, and
then you will see clearly how to extract
the straw from your brother's eye."
Doubtless this principle presents the surest
remedy for juvenile crime and violence.
Let adults first get rid of the rafter that
is in their own eyes-the corruption and
crime, the gangsterism and immoralitythen, perhaps, they will see youth's true
problem. At least they will have an honest
basis for presenting practical remedies
that will alleviate the deteriorating conditions among youth. "For whatever a man
is sowing, this he will also reap," is a
divine principle. If adults turn to God and
conform to his righteous law as set out in
the Bible they will provide youth with good
examples. Youth will follow, and peace
will return to the streets of the world.
-Matt. 7:3-5; Gal. 6:7.
AWAKEl

----By ··"W::01i.el··

correspondent in

HE Eskimos are a widely dispersed
people who inhabit the most northerly
and broadest stretch of land of any people
on earth-from Greenland through Northern Canada to Alaska anc! up to the western tip of the Aleutian Islands, a distance
of more than 6,000 miles. Because they are
so widely settled, they have developed cultural patterns, habits, and customs that are
not known to many people.
Most people imagine that the Eskimos
live in igloos or snow huts and share a
perennially frozen home, surrounded by polar bears, faxes, reindeer and dog teams.
While this was true in some respects many
years ago and periodically now a hunter
may spend a day or two in an igloo when
caught in an Arctic storm, today the Eskimo lives in timber-constructed homes,
which are usually heated by an oil stove.
Many younger Esldmos do not even know
how to construct an igloo. Modernization
in the way of schools, hospitals and timesaving equipment in the home as well as
on the sea has helped some Eskimos to
enjoy a better standard of living.
Where did the Eskimo originate? It is
generally agreed among anthropologists
and archaeologists that they migrated from
Asia by way of Bering Strait, some follow~
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ing to the east as .far
as Greenland and
others heading west to
the farthest tip of the
Aleutian Islands. Because of their geographic isolation and
genetic accentuation,
in some areas they
have developed their
own particular facial
features, but as a rule
they have the Oriental
look.

Their Customs and Games
These people are very happy, congenial
and hospitable. If you were to visit their
village, you too would find yourself laughing with them at the "blanket toss," sailing in thcir skin boat called the "kayak,"
rejoicing with the hunters after a successful hunt, tasting a bit of "muktuk," wearing "mukluks" and eating some Eskimo
"ice-cream" with delight.
Their customs and games may seem
strange to you, but they are very enjoyable to the Eskimo. For instance, let's
watch their "blanket toss." The game is
unique. A group of Eskimos, men and
women, will gather together in a circle,
with one hand on the edge of a skin blanket made of split walrus hide. The skin
is so resilient that ,it produces a powerful
springlike effect. One player will step to
the center of the blanket, and at the command of the captain all will move away
from the center and pull. As the skin
stretches it begins to toss the performer
into the air, first a few feet, then again
and again tossing the man higher and
higher. The longer one can remain with·
out falling, the higher he can be thrown.
Some buoyantly ascend to heights of fifteen feet or more. In some parts, this becomes a competitive game.
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Football is another game that is wen
liked and played by the Eskimos in the
Arctic. Men and women play on both sides,
and often this contest is played under the
scenic northern lights. Usually the game
gets rough, as both sides are very eager
to win, and women can play it as rough
as men.
Eskimos love music, and many sing their
native songs. Usually festive and special
occasions are celebrated with an all·out
dance. Their sealskin·covered feet romp to
music that may carry on nonstop for three
to four hours. The music is provided by
organ·like instruments or Eskimo drums.
For centuries the Eskimo has enjoyed
an abundance of food, but today this situa·
tion is rapidly deteriorating. Big game
hunters, commercial fishermen and sports·
men with their modern weapons have re·
duced game and fish in the far north. This
has created a shortage for the native. Be·
cause of dwindling caribou herds, seals and
fish, it has been necessary for some Eski·
mos to move to other areas in search of
food. The Canadian Government has evac·
uated some settlements in Canada's Arctic
where the popUlation was on the verge of
starvation. Eskimos are confronted for the
first time with the problem of having to
spend money to acquire supplies they
need, instead of acquiring them through
hunting and barter. Their diet consists
chiefly of fish, moose, reindeer meat and
various birds. They waste nothing of a car·
cass that is usable, and, until recently.
never even had to buy meat.
It may seem strange to some that a boat
is employed in hunting. A wooden-framed
boat covered with sealskin sewed together
by sinews is what the Eskimo calls his
"kayak." What can one hunt on the open
sea? Aside from the whales, whose raw
blubber is a delicacy called "muktuk," the
Eskimo is very fond of seal meat, especial·
Iy that of the bearded seal called "oogruk."
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The meat is high in food value and its
skin is primarily used for making the
sales of Eskimo shoes called "mukluks."
The mother Eskimo wets the skin and,
after letting it stand awhile, she chews it
and shapes it for the bottom of the "muk·
Iuk." This renders it pliable, and it also
proves to be sufficiently durable to stand
up to the wear and tear of frozen snow and
sharp ridges of ice.
Seal oil is a commodity that has many
household uses in the Eskimo home. In
addition to cooking it is used for flavoring
food. This is done in the most convenient
manner-merely by dipping raw or frozen
fish into the oil and eating it. For dessert,
seal oil can be employed to make ice·
cream. This is done by melting pieces of
tallow and whipping it with a measure of
seal oil. Snow or water is added to bring
about a light, fluffy texture. To add flavor
and color to this delicacy, they add wild
cranberries, blueberries or diced meats. It
is very wholesome and the whole family
delights in this treat.
Canadian Eskimos, in some parts, are
suffering from chills and colds, no doubt
because of turning to the white man's
clothing, which is not suitable for the Arctic weather. Their own traditional furry
garments were ideal for repelling the cold.
Concerning their style of clothing the
Alaska Sportsman magazine, October,
1958, said: "The recently stylish sack look,
which strained many a clothing budget,
presented no problem to belles of the Arc·
tic. A thousand years ago the Eskimos
achieved the sack look-for all sizes, all
ages, both genders-in the parka. Practical though it is, a less revealing garment
would be difficult to design. Yet the popularityof love and marriage endures among
the Eskimos-a consoling thought for
alannists who fear for the survival of the
AWAKEI

human species if feminine contours are
camouflaged. "
The Eskimo is quite religious. The immortality of the soul is predominantly believed by the Eskimos through the north.
Superstition is therefore still strong. Centuries back, a dead man's possessions were
buried with him, and sometimes slaves or
dogs were killed and buricd with their
masters or chiefs.

Segregation or Integration
Segregation or integration is the question that some authorities cannot agree on.
The decision may largely determine the
future of our Eskimos. The Edmonton
Journal (November 17, 1958), reporting
on comments of Roman Catholic missionaries in the Arctic, quoted from their magazine the following: "Large-scale activity
by the white man in the Arctic during the
last few years has resulted in serious problems. Alcoholism, previously unknown
among Eskimos, now is making ravages;
in many places organized prostitution on
a large scale has been witnessed and juvenile delinquency, previously non-existent,

has become a problem witH which the authorities seem unable to cope."
If integration wins out, for what will
the Eskimo be educated? Can he compete
with the white man in securing work?
What standard of living will he maintain?
Can the Eskimo abandon his dog sled for
the tractor and replace seal as a diet for
canned foods in a few years? Said the
Scientific American magazine of November, 1958: "It is a picture all too familiar
to anthropologists: a once-thriving independent people, admirably disciplined for
life in a rigorous environment, now impoverished, diseased and spiritually weakened, its ancient culture all but destroyed.
The story might serve as a lesson to us.
But it is probably too late to save the
southern-most of our Eskimos."
Today, it is heart-\\'arming to see a number of these folk accept the truth and take
their stand with the New World society,
for, doing so, they have the hope of living
forever in a new world (Isa. 65: 17), in
which they will neither starve nor freeze,
nor become the victims of error and neglect.

What Parents may Overloak
~ Writing about a general change of paren·
tal attitude that is having an "evil effect" on
youth, Judge Elijah Adlow, chief justice of
the Municipal Court of Boston, has said:
"There can he no qucstion that the improve·
ment in the condition of the average man,
with its increase in earnings, has contributed
radically tu the change in attitude of parents.
Most of them overlook the part which strict
discipline, scanty allowances, and hard work
played in their moral and physical upbring·
ing. Instead they are determined to give to
their children what was denied to them. They
buy them better clothes, provide them with
larger allowances, enable them to participate
in sports, to attend movies, to enjoy summer
vacation, and to do all those things calculated
to make life agreeable. They not only relieve
them of the little tasks or chores which once
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were a part of a boy's life, but they even
frown on the performance of any manual
labor, particularly for hire. The industry that
was once encouraged in youth as a virtue
is now regarded as an interference with the
rlght to enjoy life.
'i! "This generosity on the part of parents
has had an cvil effect on the generation upon
which it has been lavished. The little gifts
Which once provided the great incentive to
youth for obedience and industry are now
without effect. What was once awaited as an
act of kindness and generosity is now de·
manded as a right. And the kindness of par.
ents which makes occasional work unnee·
essary has resulted in building up in Young
America a pronounced aversion for manual
labor and toil."-The Atlantic Monthly, July,
1955.
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CUSTOMS FROM BIBLE TIMES FOUND IN WEST AFRICA
By Watch Tower missionary in Liberia

EST AFRICA, bewildering and fascinat·

ing as a storybook, is the home of colorful people with interesting habits. Here
ancient customs of Bible times are cherished

and practiced.
In Freetown, Sierra Leone, a panorama of
tropical freshness and beauty, we make an
unusual discovery. While preaching the good
news of God's kingdom from house to house
one Is suddenly arrested by a sharp hissing
sound. You look up and on the second floor of
a nearby building someone beckons. What a
unique way of attracting attention. That hissing sound amidst noise is more penetrating
and effective than yelling at the top of one's
voice, "Hey, yOll," Hissing is an ancient practice, for Jehovah himself tells us at Zechariah
10:8 that he will hiss and gather his servants
in the latter days.
Another interesting find awaits one at
Abuiba in Iboland, Nigeria. Calling at a chief's
compound we wait in the reception hut. Soon
someone enters, greeting us. He takes a wood·
en object in the shape of a shallow nut bowl
with a handle shaped like a human head. The
inside of the bowl is covered with white pow·
der. It is extended toward us and we touch
the inside of the bowl with our fingers. This
Is their special way of welcoming a stranger.
In olden times, when the villages and tribes
were isolated from one another and at enmity, strangers were looked upon with suspicion. Once a stranger touched the bowl his
chalk-covered fingertips were rubbed against
his foreann leaving a white mark. This sign
indicated that the stranger had been officially
welcomed into the village, his life was guar·
anteed and everyone was responsible for his
safety. However, if no such welcome Was ex·
tended, the stranger entered the village at his
own risk. The Medes and Persians of long ago
had a similar custom. Noone could come to
see the king unless he was invited; anyone
entering the court unbidden was ·to be 'put to
death unless the king held out the golden
scepter, which meant life to the one touching
it. We read about it at Esther 4:11; 5:2, 3.
Entering a town in Ibibioland, Nigeria, a
noisy crowd is heard celebrating in the mar·
keto The object of the jubilation is a man
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carrying on his shoulder an overly plump girl
bedecked with a crown. She is a bride being
taken to her husband's home. Months before
her wedding the girl had retired to are.
served room and underwent special prepara·
tion rites, During this time she did no laborious work. Women brought her food and
rubbed her body first with palm oil and later
with white clay. Preparing girls for marriage
thus is as ancient as the Medes and Persians,
for we read at Esther 2:12 that Esther under·
went twelve months of preparation rites, six
months with oil of myrrh and six months with
balsam oil, before being brought to King
Ahasuerus to be his wife.
In Biblical times people had an interesting
way of naming children. Names were full of
meaning. They told a story rather than just
being pleasant-sounding to the ear. Take the
example of Rachel, Jacob's wife, who died
giving birth, with great difficulty, to a child.
Fittingly the child was named "Benoni,"
meaning "Son of my sorrow," to depict the
sorrowful occasion. (Gen. 35:17, IS) Among
the tribes of West Africa we find the same
practice to this day. Here is a bright smiling
Yoruba boy of Nigeria whose name is Baba·
tunde, What does it mean? Well, his father
died shortly before his birth so it was be·
lieved that the spirit of the dead father had
entered Into the newborn child. Consequently
he was named Babatunde, meaning "Father
comes back."
Now we set: a sight that perhaps would
be the envy of many fair ladies, a distin·
guished man in colorful robes wearing a cost·
ly coral necklace. The man is a chief and the
necklace is a sign of authority. This is an
age-old custom. Why, Pharaoh himself placed
a gold necklace upon Joseph's neck when
making him ruler over Egypt.--Gen. 41:42.
Although these customs of Bible times ex·
cite interest, yet in themselves such practices
do not gain favor or merit with God. However,
there is a practice the Bible mentions that
can gain favor with God. It is the worship of
Jehovah God. Many West Africans are learn·
ing this most ancient of all practices. Every
day they are praising Jehovah God, with the
hope of living forever in God's new world.
A WAKE!

that heart attacks are one of the
ways by which the laws of God
impress upon puny man his stature. As one physician told his
heart patient: "You have to learn
that you are human-and subject to huMODERN MEDICINE
man limitations."
HAS GOOD NEWS FOR
Today President Eisenhower keeps on
HEART PATIENTS
working eight to ten hours a day, five days
a week, although having had both a coronary heart attack and a slight brain stroke.
And another powerful political figure at
Washington, D.C., senate majority leader
Lyndon Johnson, though also having experienced a severe heart attack a few
years ago, works even lomger hours. According to him, after one has had a heart
attack he gets more joy out of living beES, cheer up; there is good news for cause he learns to lead a normal, sensible
you, whether you have had a heart well-balanced family life. He no longer
attack, are suffering from some oth- gives his subordinates stomach ulcers! Beer form of heart disease, or whether you fore his attack his family saw little of him,
merely fear heart trouble.
but now, as his young daughter expressed
For one thing, chances of surviving a it: "Daddy, it's sure nice to have you
heart attack are steadily improving. More around the house so much."
than 80 percent recover from their first
If you are suffering from heart disease,
one and of these more than three out of more likely than not in times past you
four are able not only to return to the abused your body's margin of safety. Now
same job they held before but to hold on you know your body's limits. You may
to it. More than that, time and again it have been extremely conscientious and so
has been fOWld that moderate work, rath- were fearful of not doing all you should.
er than enforced idleness, is good for the Now you know where to draw the line,
cardiac. All this is largely owing to the and that is a comfort. As "The Happy
four-pronged attack modern medicine Is Cardiac" wrote in Harpers Magazine,
making on heart disease by means of sur- March, 1959: "We now know where we
gery, drugs, psychiatry and physical ther- stand. The thing we feared most has hapapy.
pened, and ... it isn't bad at all! The main
In fact, many a person has said that the change in our lives is that we must try to
heart attack was the best thing that could avoid worry and nerve strain ... Every
have happened to him. Thereby he has dis- day is a new day, and within our new
covered a new way of life, which, while limitations we are going to enjoy every
less strenuous, is nevertheless more enjoy- hour." But why wait for a heart attack to
able than his old one ever was. What he teach us what our limitations are?
is doing now to avoid another attack is
what he should have been doing in the first Viewing It Wisely
Certainly in view of the foregoing there
place to prevent one. It might even be said

Cheer Up, Cardiacs/
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is no reason why heart specialists should on health and leading physicians keep apolhave to be spending so "much time con- ogizing because their advice regarding the
vincing anxious people of their circulatory heart is so obvious and their remedies are
soundness." For one thing, pains caused so simple. In view of the marvelous manby indigestion and other abnormalities of ner in which the Creator made our circuthe upper abdomen can easily mock heart latory system, the prevalence of heart disdisease. Also, it is quite easy for sensitive, ease can, to a large extent, be attributed
high-strung persons with vivid imagina- to a lack of understanding ~nd appreciations to persuade themselves that they tion.
have heart trouble or are in danger of
Our Remarkable Blood and Heart
getting it.
The Bible tells that the 'life is in the
Such a person might ask himself if there
blood,'
and how true that is we will let a
may not be some hidden or unconscious
foremost
authority on the physiology tlf
motivation for his mental attitude: Could
the
heart
and
blood tell: "The blood bathes
I be, unconsciously, wanting an excuse for
the
tissues
with
fluids and preserves their
my failures, for not aiming higher, for reslight
alkalinity;
it supplies them with food
fusing responsibilities, or to get sympathy
and
oxygen;
it
conveys
the building stones
from friends and relatives? Such could be,
their
growth
and
repair;
it distributes
for
for the Bible says that "the heart is more
heat
generated
by
the
cells
and
equalizes
treacherous than anything else and is
body
temperature;
it
carries
hormones
that
desperate." The facts are that it is the
healthy, muscular, robust athletic type, the stimulate and coordinate the activities of
one that never gives his heart a thought, the various organs; it conveys antibodies
that is most likely to be laid low by a and cells that fight infections-and of
course it carries drugs administered for
heart attack.--Jer.17:9.
But is it not true that in the United therapeutic purposes." To all this must be
States alone there are annually one million added that it removes the waste products
heart attacks and that fully half of the of the cells by means of the lungs and the
deaths, some 850,000 each year, are caused kidneys.-Lev. 17: 11.
Wrote the late Dr. Alexis Carrel in his
by heart disease? True, but let us note that
Man
the Unknown: "Blood is a moving tisthe term "heart disease" covers a host of
sue,
finding
its way into all parts of the
related diseases of the blood vessels and
body.
It
carries
to each cell the proper
the kidneys and not just heart attacks.
nourishment.
Acting,
at the same time, as
Besides, in the United States each year
a
main
sewer
that
takes
away the waste
2,825,000 traffic injuries take place-far
products
set
free
by
living
tissues . . . .
--more than the number of heart attacks.
When
carrying
out
such
astonishing
duDo they cause people to have traffic photies,
the
blood
stream
behaves
like
a
torbia? Of course not! Such merely cause wise
pedestrians to look both ways before cross- rent which, with the help of mud and the
ing streets and wise car drivers to give trees drifting in its stream, would set about
their undivided attention to driving their repairing the houses situated on its banks."
No less marvel is the heart that pumps
cars when they a!'8 at the wheel.
More and more it is being realized that this precious fluid! Concerning it a profestaking good care of our hearts requires a sor of medicine writes: "No machine made
little knowledge and a great deal of good by man or nature can compare in efficiency
sense. The fact is that modern authorities with the heart. From its formation in the
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embryo until the moment of death, the hu~
man heart beats steadily at the rate of
about seventy times per minute-36 mil~
lion times a year.... At its normal beat
the heart performs abollt seventy foot·
pounds of work per minute, more than
100,000 foot-pounds per day. This [it is
claimed I is about twice We rate of energy
output by the muscles in the legs and arms
of a man running at top $Peed. The leg or
arm muscles are soon exhausted by such
strenuous ae.ti.\'1ty. But the b.~art keeps on
working at its high rate decade aiter decade throughout a man's Hfetime."-Scien·
tific American, February, 1957.
Says another, a physiology professor:
"The work done by this pump [the heart 1
is out of all proportion to its size. Let us
look at some figufes. Even while we are
asleep the heart pumps about two ounces
of blood with each beat, a teacupful with
every three beats, nearly five quarts per
minute, seventy-five gallons per hour....
When the body is moderately active, the
heart doubles this output. During strenuous muscular efforts, such as running to
catch a train or playing a game of tennis,
the cardiac output may gO up to fourteen
barrels per hour. Over the twenty·four
hours of an average day, involving not too
vigorous work, it amounts to some seventy
barrels, in a lifetime of seventy years the
heart pumps nearly [1.8] million barrels!"
-Scientific American, May, 1957.
In view of such a marveloUS mechanism,
why so much heart disease? Certainly it
should not be blamed on the Creator, but
the blame must rest upon man, the user of
this machine. There are congenital and
genetic factors that cause heart disease,
and even as with many other ailments,
much heart disease is due to ignorance
and carelessness.

Genetic and Congenital Factors
The Scriptures state the rule that the
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sins of the fathers are visited upon the chU"
Pz"en and that nothing sound can issue fortli·
from that which is unsound. If our parents
had sound hearts, it may not necessarily
follow tha.t we will be blessed with such,
but if they both had serious hea.rt trouble,
more likelY than not--8t least according to
many authorities-we will have a predis"
position toward heart trouble and will need
to exercise more than the average ctlre.
What are some of the causes of congenital heart defects? According to one
authority, these may be due to a mother's
having had an attack of the German measles in the first few months of her pregnancy. He says that women who have not
had this childhood disease must therefore
be very careful when pregnant. It is
claimed that a mother's surgery or major
dental work may also affect an unborn
child in tllis regard, as also does her suffering sea or air sickness or going to
high altitudes where there is. ~ W.Q"l:t.}3.'i.~
of oxygen, causing·a physical condition
known as anoxia.-The Lancet, February
21,1959.
Should such congenital heart defects appear, however, it can be said with confi"
dence that today there is far more hope
than there was in times past. A sensational
heart operation was performed in which
the faulty right heart of a lad of twelve
was bypassed by having one of its veins
directly connected to the right pulmona.ry
artery, the left heart thereby doing the
work of bOth, yet without undue strain,
due to the body's margin of safety. The result? Almost immediately the boy's color
became normal and, for the first time, he
was able not onty to walk uphill but even
to run.
The remedying of the "blue babies," or
babies whose skin appears blue owing to
oxygen starvation, is now common practice. Surgeons are now also able to close
Ull the hClles that someum<a 'i\-ppe'<\Y \n the
2.'l

raised pressure appear perfectly wen and
remain so for years and years. For those
symptom~free people, ... it is almost an
impertinence to suggest treatment, yet
some moderation of their activities is often
indicated. Years ago Osler said: ' " . I give
two prescriptions: Go slowly, eat less. I
find a great many patients put about the
same value on that as did Naaman on the
prescription of Elisha.' " Incidentally, Os·
ler was one of the world's leading physi~
cians some fifty years ago.
Much also can be said about the psycho~
somatic aspects of high blood pressure. Re~
sentment, rage, bitterness, hatred, stt'ifeall things that cause contention--cause
tension of the nerves, which, in turn, may
lead to hypertension. Dr. Edward Weiss,
one of America's leading heart specialists,
in his book Don~t Worry About Your
Heart, goes fully into this aspect of high
blood pressure. He shows that often typi~
cal symptoms of h\gh '01000. pressure "SUch
as migraine headaches, dizziness and con~
stipation disappear when a patient gets
his emotional conflicts resolved, even
though his blood pressure may drop but
little.
Hypertension or High Blood Pressure
Today, when blood pressure is very high
Do you have high blood pressure? Wor~ or erratic, one can usually get relief by
rying will only make it worse. Rather, heed means of a doctor's prescription. There
Jesus' words about not having anxious are some five distinct types of drugs, which
thoughts. One leading physician insists work in as many different ways, that are
that variations in blood pressure should used by physicians in the United States.
be as much taken for granted as are varia~ Most of these, it is said, work best in com·
tions in the height of individuals. While bination. Some of them act as nerve block~
"few may agree," says another, i'that the ers, others as stimulants to the kidneys,
~tnatter is quite as simple as that, ... there
causing them to secrete more salt, and 00
is much u'nnecessary anxiety about raised forth.
blood pressure. Indeed, it has been cyni~
In some other countries, however, phy~
cally said that the greatest risk in having sicians go rather slow in prescribing drugs
high blood pressure is that some physician for hypertension, stressing the likelihood
may find out about it and want to treat it of untoward side effects. They argue for
-worse still, may it be said, some sur~ trying to get at the causes, which, in ad·
geon."
dition to psychosomatic factors, may be
So bear in mind that "most persons with too much work, too much pleasure, too

septum, the wall that separates the right
heart from the left. Lengthy heart opera~
tions have been made possible by use of
hypothermia, a reducing of the body's
temperature to 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
This pennits surgeons to work on the
heart as long as fifteen minutes. By means
of the heart~lung machine, with which the
heart is not only bypassed but the blood
oxygenated, operations on the heart eighty
or more minutes in length have been made
possible. However, this involves an W1~
scriptural use of blood, as it requires many
pints from donors to start the machine
pumping, and it is still a very involved
process.
Regarding the heart risks that a human
meets after birth, the first of these is
rheumatic fever. In times past it played
havoc with countless children's hearts, so
much so that the American Heart Asso~
ciation states that rheumatic fever is heart
fever. Today, however, primarily owing to
the use of penicillin, "rheumatic fever,
once the scourge of children's hearts, has
been all but thwarted." Surely that is good
news regarding heart ills.
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much food or too much salt. In one large- openings of the heart arteries having been
scale test it was found that those who narrowed down hecause of fatty deposits
never added salt to their food averaged on their linings; a condition that is often
nonnal blood pressure, that those who did caused by too rich food and not enough
so occasionally averaged a definitely high- exercise. Angina pectoris is frequently
er pressure, whereas those who habitually brought on by emotional strains, as when
sprinkled salt on their food averaged the persons cast off restraint under the influence of liquor. By some the coffee pot
highest blood pressure of all.
is held to be a freSo, more likely
quent culprit.
than Jot, you need
COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Why
do
some
people
believe
the
Bible
not be alarmed about
In short, this type
story of Adam and Eve and othen do not?
What makes some people accept the miracles
your blood pressure.
of
heart ailment apof the Bible and others dismiss them as
pears when we foolInstead, follow the
trickery? Do we have sound reasons for be·
lievlng in God, in miracles and in the Bible?
ishly demand that the
practical advice:
Read "Do You Believe In Miraelea?" in the
next iuue.
"Live sensibly, calmheart pump blood at
What is It like to get married in French
the fourteen-barrelly, simply."
Equatorial Afriea? How are marriages ar·
ranged? Learn about the strange eustoms of
an·hour rate instead
various tribes, also about trial marriages
that
last from ten to twenty years, in the
of the average three
Angina Pectoris
article. "Marriage-the African Way."
barrels, while its own
Much of what has
Do you want to be well dressed and look
presentable?
Of
course
you
do.
But
what
share
is greatly rebeen said in the foredoes it mean to be welf drened? What
should one wear to look his best? When buyduced owing to fatty
going regarding high
ing, what knowledge of clothing is essential
debris lining its arblood pressure apfor getting good clothes and the right fit?
Read some helpful hints in the next iuue.
teries. As it is, the
plies also to angina
heart utilizes but
pectoris. The term,
according to Webster, literally means a some ten percent of the body's blood supply.
throttling or constricting of the breast. It Although heart muscle is the strongest and
is used to describe the sudden sharp pains most complex of all muscle found in the
that appear in the chest above the heart, male human body and makes the most
rendering the victim pale and helpless efficient use of the blood's oxygen, there
momentarily. It is nature's warning that is a limit to what it can do. There are
there is something wrong with the heart; many modern remedies whose effect, in
something very fortunate indeed, as most the main, is to dilate the heart arteries,
heart ailments strike without warning, or allowing more blood to flow through them.
at least without such dramatic notice. Here again, the wise thing to do is to live
more moderately, both as regards work
However, we are assured by some physi.
and pleasure. Medication, after all, treats
cians that fear ,of angina pectoris is great· only the symptoms.
ly exaggerated, even as it is often blamed
The human heart and blood truly are
when something far less serious is at fault. remarkable creations of our Maker, JehoAngina pectoris is caused by oxygen vah God. They are capable of giving far
starv~tion of the muscles of the heart. It
better service than most persons receive
is the gasping of the heart muscles for from them. It is indeed good news that
oxygen when physical exertion or excite- heart disease is being better understood,
ment makes extra demands upon the heart making it easier to avoid it as well as to
and its arteries are unable to meet the relieve it when it does strike. Wise persons
demands. This is usually owing to the will follow the course of moderation.
DECEMBER 22, 1959
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PAMPHLET published by the Knights
of Columbus, an international fraternal
society of Catholic men, boldly asserts that
the Bible is a Catholi.c book, that all the
books of the Greek Scriptures were written by Catholics, that the Bible was first
published by the Catholic Church in the
year 397, that it was preserved by Catholics and that it can be correctly interpreted only by the Catholic Church. This publication goes on to say that God is the
Author of the Bible and the Catholic
Church is its publisher. It further claims
that the Bible was not completed until
hundreds of years after Christ left the
earth and that "if you can accept the Bible
or any part of it as the Inspired Word of
God, you can do so only because the Catholic Church says it is."
Roman Catholics ask: How many Prot·
estants, do you think, would have the Bi·
ble today if there was only one way of
getting it, and that was to copy by hand
the entire Bible owned by another? In re·
ply to their own question they say that
that is the way Catholics had to get their
Bible until the printing pr~ss was invented
and that this entailed years of time and
big expense. Catholics assert that if it were
not for the monks who devoted their lives
to copying Bible manuscripts the world
today would not have the Bible. They say
the world should be grateful to the Catha·
lie Church for preserving the Bible. The
Roman Catholic Church today poses as the

A
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Bihle's truest friend, its sale preserver and
interpreter.
Is this really the case? Is the Bible a
Catholic book? Is the Roman CatholicChurch its preserver and sole interpreter?
What do history and the Bible have to say
about these botdc1aims?
Even though the Catholic Church claims
that it "selected and listed the inspired
books of both the Old Testament and the
New Testament," the truth is that the old
Hebrew Scriptures were compiled some
four hundred years before the coming of
Christianity. This is at least seven hun·
dren years before the founding of the Ro·
man Catholic Church by Constantine the
Great A.D. 325.
Jesus did not wait for Rome to pro·
nounce what was the inspired written
Word of God so that Rome could say
she made that Book. No; but he pointed
his followers to what this Word was by
quoting from it. He quoted from the -He·
brew canon, which was then in existence.
He said: "All the things written in the
law of Moses and in the Prophets and
Psalms about me must be fulfilled." Under
the three heads (Law, Prophets, Psalms)
all the thirty·nine books of the Hebrew
Scripture;; were induded. 'thus. J~us. him·
self pronounced that the law of Moses and
the Prophets and the Psalms were inspired
and were the "Bible" for that day, and he
did this three hundred years before the
Roman Catholic Church came on the scene.
-Luke 24: 44, 45.
It is true that in Jesus' day the Greek
translation known as the Septuagint Vcr·
sion existed, but the original Septuagint
Version never contained the seven so-called
"deutero·canonicaJ" or "apocryphal" books
of Tobias, Judith, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus,
Baruch, and 1 and 2 Maccabees, which ap·
pear in the Roman Catholic translations of
the Bible. The congregation at Jerusalem
never did accept those seven apocryphal
A WAKE!

books as inspired and as on a par with the
authentic Hebrew Scriptures. In hannony
with this fact, there is no record that Jesus
ever quoted from those apocryphal books.
It was because they were not part of the
Bible, the inspired Word of God. Likewise,
none of Jesus' apostles and disciples in all
their inspired writings ever quoted from
the apocryphal writings. What does this
prove? Why, that the Roman Catholic
Church's claim that "the Bible is a Catho~
lic book" is false and is a dishonor to Jeho~
vah God and his Christ.
The fact that the Council of Carthage,
A.D. 397, said that certain books composed
the Bible is no proof that they made the
Bible, or that the Bible is a Roman Catho~
lie product. The Bible that Council put together is made up of seventy-three books
and includes the seven apocryphal books.
Christ Jesus and his inspired writers of
the Christian Greek Scriptures rejected
those seven "deutero-canonical" books, so
that the true Bible of God's inspiration
does not contain them but consists of only
sixty-six books. Hence, even by their own
style of arguing, neither did the Roman
Catholic Church make the Bible nor is it
a Catholic book, for the reason that not
all the books in their collection are part of
the Bible that God produced by means of
his infallible spirit. God's Bible does not
contain books that are erroneous and contrary to his truth and spirit.
Did not the Catholic Church select and
list the inspired books of the New Testament or the Christian Greek Scriptures?
Is it true that the only reason we' have
for saying that this portion of the Bible is
inspired is because the Catholic pope and
bishops told us it was about four hundred
years after Christ?
We now know that early Christian writers of the second and third centuries set
forth personal catalogues of the inspired
Scriptures and that such catalogues agree
DECEMBER 22, 1959

with our canon of today. These catalogues
do not include the apocryphal books. There
are at least ten ancient catalogues of the
inspired books of the Greek Christian writings, which catalogues are still extant. This
means that the Bible canon was in exist~
ence prior to the Council of Carthage, A.D.
397, and that we do not have to accept the
word of the Catholic Church or any pope
or any bishop or body of bishops for its
canonicity. The Bible's internal integrity,
its perfect hannony and its indestructibility by its enemies is conclusive proof of
its divine origin.
The Roman Catholic Church calls herself a friend of the Bible only in lands
where the Bible is popular. But in countries where the church has dominated and
dominates she has always been and is a
deadly foe of the Bible. Ask yourself, Why
is not the Bible taught in the Roman Catholic Church if it is loved so well? Why is
Bible knowledge and discussion so lacking
among Roman Catholics especially? When
the Bible was shrouded in a dead language, why did Pope Gregory VII expressly thank God for this circumstance? Why
did the Catholic Church have Bible translators and Bible readers burned with copies of the Bible round their necks? Why
did Pope Pius IX call Bible societies "very
crafty and deceitful societies"? Why? Because the Roman Catholic Church has
been, never the guardian, but the suppressor of the Bible.
As for its claim about being the sale
interpreter, the apostle Peter answers:
"For you know this first, that no prophecy
of Scripture springs from any private release. For prophecy was at no time brought
by man's will, but men spoke from God as
they were borne along by holy spirit." And
Joseph said: "Do not interpretations belong to God?" The Catholic Church is neither the Bible's preserver nor its inter.
preter.-2 Pet. 1:20, 21; Gen. 40:8.
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WATCHING

civilians took part in the
march. No new weapons were
displayed in the seven.minutelong military portion of the
anniversary parade.

'*

Nobel Peace Prize
.. The 1959 Nobel Peace
award was conferred on Philip
John Noel-Baker on November 5. The 70-year-old statesman and w r i t e r, a British
Quaker, was cited for his work
over the years in behalf of
disarmament. Noel-Baker was
a member of the British delegation to the Paris peace con·
terence in 1919 and he also
assisted in drafting the United
Nations Charter in 1945. He
has written and lectured extensively on disarmament.
Kenya. to End
State of Emergency

.. A state of emergency was
imposed throughout Kenya on
October 20, 1952, owing to the
Mau-Mau uprising. It has reo
mained in force for the past
seven years. On November 10
Sir Patrick Renison, Kenya's
British governor, announced
that the state of emergen('y
would be lifted early in 1960.
Further, he said that under an
"act of grace," opportunities to
regain freedom would be af·
forded 1,079 persons who had
been detained, imprisoned or
otherwise restricted during the
emergency.
No Proof of
"Flagrant Aggression"

.. On September 4 the govern·
ment of Laos asked the U.N.
for protection against what it
termed "flagrant aggression"
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from Communist·held North
Vietnam. A special four·man
fact·finding committee was
sent to Laos by the United Na·
tions Security Council to in·
vestigate the Laotian charge.
According to its report on No·
vember 6, the unit had found
no certain proof of aggression
from North Vietnam. There
was some evidence, however,
that Communists had supplied
arms and other aid to Laotian
rebels. A decision by U.N. Sec·
retary General Dag Hammar·
skjold to go to Laos to investi·
gate the situation there drew
complaint from the Soviet Un·
ion. In a letter to Hammar.
skjold on November 9, Moscow
held that a visit by the Secre.
tary General or any other U.N.
action on Laos w 0 u I d only
"further complicate" matters
there.

'*

Communist Anniversary
Forty·two yea I' 5 ago the
Bolsheviks overthrew Russia':;;
Czarist regime and N. Lenin
assumed the pqwers of a dic·
tator. T his yea 1', scientific
achievements figured pro m i·
nently in Moscow's November
7 parade commemorating an.
other anniversary of Commu·
nist rule in the Soviet Union.
In evidence were moon rocket
models and a tom i c planes.
Banners held aloft emphasized
improved living standards as
well as scientific adVances. It
was said that abo u t 200,000

Banner Problems
The new hammer.and.com.
pass fiag of the East German
regime has caused much can.
cern in Berlin. Though reject.
ed by the Allies, the Commu.
nists have laid claim to sover.
eignty over the seventy.eight
elevated r ail Way stations in
West Berlin, part of their state
railway system. In what was
viewed as an endeavor to gain
political recognition, in Octo·
ber the East Germans attempt.
ed to fly their new banners In
West Berlin's elevated sta.
tions. Western t roo p s were
ready to cope with possible in.
cidents arising from Commu·
nist flag appearances in the
West Berlin stations during
the East German observance
of the forty·second anniver.
sary of the Bolshevik Revolu·
tion of 1917. November 7 and
the weekend of celebrations in
East Berlin passed, however,
without the hoisting of East
German banners in the West
Berlin elevated stations.
I'oland Ilnd Jehovah's Wltneoises

'f> The Communist g a vel' n.
ment of Poland recently sen.
tenced 17 of Jehovah's witness.
es to prison terms ranging up
to five years. According to a
November 2 report, the Wit·
ness ministers had been
charged with circulating the
propaganda of a secret organi.
zation to which they allegedly
belonged. The false charges
and convictions were not un.
like others lodged against Je.
hovah's witnesses in Iron Cur.
tain countries.

'*

Presidential Journey

U.S. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower announced on No·
vember 4 that he would make
"brief and informal visits" to
the capitals of nine lands, be.
ginning December 4. Before reo
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turning to Washington on December 22 or 23, the U.S. chid
of state would go to Rome,
Ankara, Karachi, Kabul, New
DelhI, Teheran, Athens, Paris
and Rabat. The three-conti·
nent, 20,OOO·mile trip would be
the longest ever made by a
u.s. president while in office.
On November 11 Madrid and
Tunis were added to Eisenhow·
er's itinerary, bringing up to
eleven the number of nations
he would visit.
Russian Budget
~ On October 27 Moscow proposed its bud get for 1960.
There would be large outlays
for heavy industry and science.
Revenues of 772,100,000,000 rubles were called for, to compare with expenditures
amounting to 744,800,000,000
rubles. With the official value
of four rubles to a dollar, this
would mean that expenditures
would be about $186,200.000,000, -to compare with revenues
of about $193,025,000,000. Defense spending would be about
$24,000,000,000, somewhat over
12 percent of the total 1960
outlays. Among other things,
32,600,000,000 rubles would be
spent on science. and this
would represent a 15.4·percent
increase in appropriations in
that field over the previous
year.
Inter--Tribal Strife
Mountainous Ruanda·Urundi was swept by violence in
early November. Bahutu
tribesmen burned and sacked
Watusi villagcs. On November
9 fifty Africans were reported
killed in just one tribal encounter.. T roo p s had to be
called in from the Belgian
Congo. It was said that the
Bantu Bahutus were strikIng
out against the Watusis because they feared regimentation by the Watusis when the
land is granted independence.
In past centuries the aristocratic Watusis had been the
feudal overlords of the Bahu·
tus. Ruanda·Urundi CQvers an
~
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area of 20,152 square miles and
is bounded by Tanganyika,
Uganda and the Belgian Con_
go. It is a U.N. trust territory
administered by Belgium.
Victory for Bourgulba
• Tunisian President H a bib
Bourguiba and his policies
were given nearly unanimous
support by his country's voters
on November 8. With over a
million persons casting ballots,
more than 91 percent of the
electorate, Bourguiba received
over 99 percent of the votes.
His party, Neo-Destour (National Union), is in full con_
trol of the National Assembly.
A point of interest: though
they were unable to vote in
the 1956 elections, Tunisia's
womenfolk did so this time.
Since 1956 there has also been
a departure from former custom-the women appeared at
the polls with faces unveiled.
Volkswagen Stock

'gen
*' Germany's
small Volkswamade its first appearance
in 1939. Since then it has become well k now n in many
parts of the world. On October 28 it was announced that
over $170,000,000 in Volkswagen stock was to be made
available for purchase by West
Germans with modest incomes.
Twenty percent of the balance
of the stock would go to the
federal government and the
rest to Lower Saxony, where
the Volkswagen is produced.
Israeli Elections
• Israel's Premier David BenGurion and his Mapai party
made significant gains in the
November 3 balloting in that
country. About 1,200,000 Israelis showed up at the polls.
The Mapai party receive d
somewhat over 38 percent of
the total votes cast. Ben·
Gurion and his party, though
now having greater strength
in the Knesset {Parliament),
will still be short of a majori.
ty. Since that is the case, the
premier will have to head a

coalition government, just as
he has in the past.
Nile Agreement
• A formidable barrier to the
construction of the prospective
Aswan Dam was set aside on
November 8. The United Arab
Republic and the Sudan then
signed an accord granting the
United Arab RepUblic control
over the bulk of the Nile flow.
The Sudan will be allowed
rights over about two thIrds of
the river's w ate r s now discharged unused into the Mediterranean Sea. Further, by
payment of about $43,200,000,
the U.A.R. will compensate for
Sudanese lands flooded by the
new reservoir. The U.A.R, will
also transfer to new locations
about SO,OOO Sudanese affected
by the project. In course of
time, the Sudan will be able to
use the Nile waters over which
it holds control for its own
new irrigation and power projects.

Khl'lUlhchev to Go to Paris

'Khrushchev
*' Soviet Premier
Nikita S.
is to visit France
in Mar c h. French President
Charles de Gaulle said on November 10 that the Russian
leader would arrive in Paris
on March 15. The general view
was that Khrushchev's vis I t
would delay a top-level EastWest parley a tIe a s t until
April.
Cameroons Still Trust Territory
• The populace of the Northern Cameroons had its first
opportunity to use the secret
ballot on November 7. In the
plebiscite, voters were to decide between the territory's becoming a par t 0 f Nigeria,
when that colony gains independence in 1960, and its continuation as a British trust
territory under U.N. mandate.
Reports on November 9
showed that 67,879 of 108,992
votes cast were in favor of the
land's present s tat u s. The
Northern Cameroons, there'
fore, remains a trust territory.
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Netv Route Across Anfa,Nltica
The Ta.ss news agency reported on November 1 that a
So\>:let plane had charted a
new route across the White
Contlnent. It was said that
two previously un map P e d
groups of mountain peaks had
been observed. The expedition.
ary tllght was from the Davis
Sea to the Russian base of
Lazarev.
~

Anti-U.S. lUot.1J JR PaR.!UU8
~ About 2,000 Panamanians
mal'ched into the U.S._admin·
istered Panama Canal Zone on
November 3 and attempted to
raiSe their nation's fiag. They
were repelled by Canal Zone
POlicemen, and U.S. t roo p s
wer~ caned in to guard the
border, after four h 0 u r s 0 f
rioting. The throngs later at·
taclted the U.S. EmbasSy in
Panama City and also stoned
the U.S. Information SeNice.
AmQng other things, a U.S.
tIag in front of the embassy

wus torn down. The incidents
took place on the fifty·sixth
anniversary of Panama's gaining of independence from ColOmbia. The Invasion of the
C4nal Zone

was an attempt to

assert Panamanian sovereignty there. It was reportedly or·
ganized by former Foreign
Minister Aquilino Boyd. A formal U.S. protest was answered
by a Panamanian not e ex·
pressing regret over the U.S,
flag incident and protesting
the treatment of Panamanians
during the disturbances. Another note on November 6 elaborated on Panama's position.

*'

How Old the UniverS(l?
British astronomer Dr,
Fred Hoyle has conduded that
the universe is at least 10 billion years old. Previously, its
age has been "fixed at 6 billion
years. With the aid of an IBM
704 electronic computer, Hoyle
studied the Milky Way Galaxy,
of which the earth and the sun

are a part. He based his calculations on the life histories of
two types of stars, young hot
stars known as Population I,
and older stars called Popula.
tion II.
ItawnlIan Cratt"r Erupbi
~ For weeks the area around
Itilauea Iki, about thirty miles
from Hilo, Hawaii, was
lllarked by minor tremors. At
8:08 p.m., November 15, a 300·
foot gash appeared in 1hc Ki·
lauea Iki Crater's wall,
through which a fountain of
lTtol!en lava sprayed upward
as high as 200 feet. Thousands
ot people flocked to 111(' scene
to get a glimpse of the fiery
fountain that could De seen for
twenty.five miles. Airlines ar·
ra.nged for special sight·seeing
flights.:; The eruption was not
ot an explosive nat u r e and
tbere appeared to be no im·
mediate dan g e r to lives or
property.

WHAT DO THESE SYMBOLS MEAN TO YOU?

Your life and that of aUf modern world
society are bound up in them. Daniel saw
them in inspired vision and described them in his
Bible book, but he did not understand their full
significance. Now, in the modern 384-page book "'Your TVill
Be Done on Earth,'-' their meaning is made dear. They come
to life in awesome reality as yoU follow the contest for
world domination from the beginning of man's
history. Mail the coupon with 3/6 (for Australia, 4/-). It is for your lasting good,
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TELLING
FROM DAY TO DAY
adds up to
a fascinating report in the

1960
YEARBOOK OF
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

Country by country, city by city,
home by home, Jehovah's witnesses
are reaching the people of the world
with the message: Peace by God's
kingdom is assured in our day! And
how do these scattered millions respond? Send 3/6 (for Australia, 4/-)
for the thrilling and revealing report.
Add 1/8 (for Australia, 2/1) more
and receive the beautiful calendar for
1960.

WATCH TOWER

THE RIDGEWAY

LONDON N.W. 7

I am enclosing
Flea"e ~end me [] 1950 Ye",-book of Jehovah's Witnesses (3/6 each;
for Australia. 4/-); D 1960 cal",ndar (1/8 each; for Australia, 2/1).
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Town ,

Stl'eet lind Numt>er

or Route and Box
postal
DIstrict No. "..... " County.

In: AUSTRAl.IA address 11 Rert'~ford Rd., Strathfleld, ~.S.'V. CANADA, I~O B,idgC'land Ave., Toronto 19, Ont.
SOUTH AFRICA: Private Bag, 1!;1""<l~rontein, Transvaal. UNITED STATES: 117 Adams St., Brooklyn 1, .N. Y.
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